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READER’S GUIDE TO THE
PENNSYLVANIA BULLETIN
AND THE PENNSYLVANIA CODE
Pennsylvania Bulletin
The Pennsylvania Bulletin is the official gazette of
the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. It is published
every week and includes a table of contents. A
cumulative subject matter index is published quar-
terly.
The Pennsylvania Bulletin serves several pur-
poses. First, it is the temporary supplement to the
Pennsylvania Code, which is the official codification
of agency rules and regulations and other statuto-
rily authorized documents. Changes in the codified
text, whether by adoption, amendment, repeal or
emergency action must be published in the Pennsyl-
vania Bulletin. Further, agencies proposing changes
to the codified text do so in the Pennsylvania
Bulletin.
Second, the Pennsylvania Bulletin also publishes:
Governor’s Executive Orders; State Contract No-
tices; Summaries of Enacted Statutes; Statewide
and Local Court Rules; Attorney General Opinions;
Motor Carrier Applications before the Pennsylvania
Public Utility Commission; Applications and Actions
before the Department of Environmental Protection;
Orders of the Independent Regulatory Review Com-
mission; and other documents authorized by law.
The text of certain documents published in the
Pennsylvania Bulletin is the only valid and enforce-
able text. Courts are required to take judicial notice
of the Pennsylvania Bulletin.
Adoption, Amendment or Repeal of
Regulations
Generally an agency wishing to adopt, amend or
repeal regulations must first publish in the Pennsyl-
vania Bulletin a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking.
There are limited instances when the agency may
omit the proposal step; it still must publish the
adopted version.
The Notice of Proposed Rulemaking contains the
full text of the change, the agency contact person, a
fiscal note required by law and background for the
action.
The agency then allows sufficient time for public
comment before taking final action. An adopted
proposal must be published in the Pennsylvania
Bulletin before it can take effect. If the agency
wishes to adopt changes to the Notice of Proposed
Rulemaking to enlarge the scope, it must repropose.
Citation to the Pennsylvania Bulletin
Cite material in the Pennsylvania Bulletin by
volume number, a page number and date. Example:
Volume 1, Pennsylvania Bulletin, page 801, January
9, 1971 (short form: 1 Pa.B. 801 (January 9, 1971)).
Pennsylvania Code
The Pennsylvania Code is the official codification
of rules and regulations issued by Commonwealth
agencies and other statutorily authorized docu-
ments. The Pennsylvania Bulletin is the temporary
supplement to the Pennsylvania Code, printing
changes as soon as they occur. These changes are
then permanently codified by the Pennsylvania
Code Reporter, a monthly, loose-leaf supplement.
The Pennsylvania Code is cited by title number
and section number. Example: Title 10 Pennsylva-
nia Code, § 1.1 (short form: 10 Pa. Code § 1.1).
Under the Pennsylvania Code codification system,
each regulation is assigned a unique number by
title and section. Titles roughly parallel the organi-
zation of Commonwealth government. Title 1 Penn-
sylvania Code lists every agency and its correspond-
ing Code title location.
How to Find Documents
Search for your area of interest in the Pennsylva-
nia Code. The Pennsylvania Code is available at
www.pacode.com.
Source Notes give the history of regulations. To
see if there have been recent changes, not yet
codified, check the List of Pennsylvania Code Chap-
ters Affected in the most recent issue of the Penn-
sylvania Bulletin.
A chronological table of the history of Pennsylva-
nia Code sections may be found at www.legis.state.
pa.us/cfdocs/legis/CH/Public/pcde_index.cfm.
The Pennsylvania Bulletin also publishes a quar-
terly List of Pennsylvania Code Sections Affected
which lists the regulations in numerical order,
followed by the citation to the Pennsylvania Bulle-
tin in which the change occurred. The Pennsylvania
Bulletin is available at www.pabulletin.com.
SUBSCRIPTION INFORMATION: (717) 766-0211
GENERAL INFORMATION AND FINDING AIDS: (717) 783-1530
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Printing Format
Material proposed to be added to an existing rule or regulation is printed in bold face and material proposed to be
deleted from a rule or regulation is enclosed in brackets [ ] and printed in bold face. Asterisks indicate ellipsis
of Pennsylvania Code text retained without change. Proposed new or additional regulations are printed in ordinary style
face.
Fiscal Notes
Section 612 of The Administrative Code of 1929 (71 P. S. § 232) requires that the Office of Budget prepare a fiscal
note for regulatory actions and administrative procedures of the administrative departments, boards, commissions or
authorities receiving money from the State Treasury stating whether the proposed action or procedure causes a loss
of revenue or an increase in the cost of programs for the Commonwealth or its political subdivisions; that the fiscal note
be published in the Pennsylvania Bulletin at the same time as the proposed change is advertised. A fiscal note provides
the following information: (1) the designation of the fund out of which the appropriation providing for expenditures
under the action or procedure shall be made; (2) the probable cost for the fiscal year the program is implemented;
(3) projected cost estimate of the program for each of the 5 succeeding fiscal years; (4) fiscal history of the program
for which expenditures are to be made; (5) probable loss of revenue for the fiscal year of its implementation;
(6) projected loss of revenue from the program for each of the 5 succeeding fiscal years; (7) line item, if any, of the
General Appropriation Act or other appropriation act out of which expenditures or losses of Commonwealth funds shall
occur as a result of the action or procedures; (8) recommendation, if any, of the Secretary of the Budget and the
reasons therefor.
The required information is published in the foregoing order immediately following the proposed change to which it
relates; the omission of an item indicates that the agency text of the fiscal note states that there is no information
available with respect thereto. In items (3) and (6) information is set forth for the first through fifth fiscal years; in that
order, following the year the program is implemented, which is stated. In item (4) information is set forth for the
current and two immediately preceding years, in that order. In item (8) the recommendation, if any, made by the
Secretary of Budget is published with the fiscal note. See 4 Pa. Code § 7.231 et seq. Where ‘‘no fiscal impact’’ is
published, the statement means no additional cost or revenue loss to the Commonwealth or its local political subdivision
is intended.
Reproduction, Dissemination or Publication of Information
Third parties may not take information from the Pennsylvania Code and Pennsylvania Bulletin and reproduce,
disseminate or publish such information except as provided by 1 Pa. Code § 3.44. 1 Pa. Code § 3.44 reads as follows:
§ 3.44. General permission to reproduce content of Code and Bulletin.
Information published under this part, which information includes, but is not limited to, cross references, tables of
cases, notes of decisions, tables of contents, indexes, source notes, authority notes, numerical lists and codification
guides, other than the actual text of rules or regulations may be reproduced only with the written consent of the
Bureau. The information which appears on the same leaf with the text of a rule or regulation, however, may be
incidentally reproduced in connection with the reproduction of the rule or regulation, if the reproduction is for the
private use of a subscriber and not for resale. There are no other restrictions on the reproduction of information
published under this part, and the Commonwealth hereby consents to a reproduction.
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List of Pa. Code Chapters Affected
The following numerical guide is a list of the chapters of each title of the Pennsylvania Code affected by documents
published in the Pennsylvania Bulletin during 2015.
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Proposed Rules
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Proposed Rules
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7 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2479, 2614
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49 Pa. Code (Professional and Vocational Standards)
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433a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2829
435a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2829
437a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2829
440a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2829
441a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2829
461a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2829
465a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2358, 2829
609a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2829
623a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2829
633a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2829
643a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2829
645a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2829
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Proposed Rules
61 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1619, 3854
63 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1619
65 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1257, 1619
79 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1619
97 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3844
109 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3844
111 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3844
115 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3844
131 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4921
133 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4922
135 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1374, 4920
139 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1375, 1381
141 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1369, 1371, 1372, 1630
143 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4919
147 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1371, 1372, 1631, 4918, 4919
461a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4170
463a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4170
465a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4170, 4185
583 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4185
585 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4185
587 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4185
588 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4185
589 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4185
590 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4185
591 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4185
592 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4185
593 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4185
601a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4170
605a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4170
607a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4170
611a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4185
659a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1383
667a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4185
668a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4185
669a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4185
670a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4185
671a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4185
672a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4185
673a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4185
674a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4185
675a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4185
676a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4185
677a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4764
678a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4764
61 Pa. Code (Revenue)
Adopted Rules
899 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2359
Proposed Rules
701 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2362
702 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2362
703 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2362
67 Pa. Code (Transportation)
Proposed Rules
71 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2716, 3711
83 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2255, 3218
101 Pa. Code (General Assembly)
Statements of Policy
31 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2051
303 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2051
201 Pa. Code (Rules of Judicial Administration)
Adopted Rules
6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1838
19 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2040
40 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2589
204 Pa. Code (Judicial System General Provisions)
Adopted Rules
81 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 279, 953, 2825
82 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2825
83 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .279, 953
85 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2457
87 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 544
89 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 544
91 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 544
93 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .544, 2457
95 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 544
303 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3457
Proposed Rules
213 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 661
303 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1751
207 Pa. Code (Judicial Conduct)
Adopted Rules
33 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8, 1841, 4154, 4156
51 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .860, 1838
210 Pa. Code (Appellate Procedure)
Adopted Rules
11 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 288
19 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1943
21 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 290
37 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3975
69 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3975
Proposed Rules
1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1605
15 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4885
16 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4885
21 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1605
225 Pa. Code (Rules of Evidence)
Adopted Rules
Artivle IV . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4759
231 Pa. Code (Rules of Civil Procedure)
Adopted Rules
200 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 291, 1490, 3801, 3976
1910 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1354, 1842, 2352
1915 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1354, 4158
1920 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1354, 2457
1930 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1354
1950 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3802
3000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2825
Proposed Rules
200 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1843
400 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1249
1000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1249
1900 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1250
1915 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1606
1950 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1607
Part II . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1070
234 Pa. Code (Rules of Criminal Procedure)
Adopted Rules
4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2040
6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3980
10 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2040
Proposed Rules
1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2140
4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1846, 3978
5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3810
7 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .675, 3978
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237 Pa. Code (Juvenile Rules)
Adopted Rules
1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .953, 3986
11 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3986, 3987
12 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3987
13 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3987
14 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3987
15 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3987
16 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3987
Proposed Rules
1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4344, 4902
3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4344
4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1491, 4344
11 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4344
13 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4344
16 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3999
17 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4344
246 Pa. Code (Minor Court Civil Rules)
Adopted Rules
100 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3811
200 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3811
800 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1492
1200 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3811
Proposed Rules
200 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .954, 1251
300 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1356, 1358
400 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .954, 1252
500 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 954, 1111, 1356
800 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 954
1000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 954, 1111, 1358
249 Pa. Code (Philadelphia Rules)
Unclassified . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 291, 306, 2461, 2826, 3201
252 Pa. Code (Allegheny County Rules)
Unclassifed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2464
255 Pa. Code (Local Court Rules)
Unclassified . . . . . . 8, 10, 11, 407, 555, 676, 677, 678, 771,
772, 773, 860, 861, 862, 964, 1113, 1114, 1254, 1360, 1496,
1847, 1848, 1943, 1947, 1950, 2047, 2239, 2240, 2241,
2356, 2357, 2464, 2465, 2589, 2592, 2703, 2826, 2827,
3201, 3215, 3308, 3548, 3816, 3822, 3825, 3826, 4002,
4160, 4162, 4349, 4350, 4759, 4760, 4903
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The Commission on Sentencing (Commission) announces the following meetings to be held at the Nittany Lion Inn, 200
West Park Avenue, State College, PA:




Thursday, September 3, 2015 9 a.m.





[Pa.B. Doc. No. 15-1530. Filed for public inspection August 21, 2015, 9:00 a.m.]
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PART I. RULES OF APPELLATE PROCEDURE
[ 210 PA. CODE CHS. 15 AND 16 ]
Proposed Reorganization of Chapter 15 and Adop-
tion of New Chapter 16
The Appellate Court Procedural Rules Committee is
planning to propose to the Supreme Court of Pennsylva-
nia the reorganization of Chapter 15 of the Rules of
Appellate Procedure and the adoption of a new Chapter
16 of the Rules of Appellate Procedure.
Reorganized Chapter 15 would apply exclusively to
appeals of administrative agency action, original jurisdic-
tion actions cognizable in an appellate court in the nature
of actions in equity, replevin, mandamus or quo warranto
or for declaratory judgment, or upon writs of certiorari or
prohibition, and appeals of certain other enumerated
adjudications. Actions initiated under reorganized Chap-
ter 15 would retain the existing name ‘‘petition for
review.’’
New Chapter 16 would apply to judicial review of all
government unit action or inaction not otherwise permit-
ted under Chapters 9, 11, 13 or reorganized Chapter 15,
and would include certain existing initiating documents
that under present practice are called ‘‘petitions for
review’’ under Chapter 15 or another chapter, but that are
ancillary and/or preliminary to appellate review, includ-
ing: requests for review of refusal of interlocutory review
under Pa.R.A.P. 341(c) and 1311(Note); review of bail
orders under Pa.R.A.P. 1762; review of orders that find a
double jeopardy claim to be frivolous under Pa.R.A.P.
1573; review of special prosecution orders under Pa.R.A.P.
3331; and review of out-of-home-placement of minors
under Pa.R.A.P. 1770. Actions initiated under Chapter 16
would be called ‘‘petitions for limited review.’’ The residu-
ary function previously assigned to Chapter 15 (i.e., that
actions not initiated under some other chapter of the
Rules of Appellate Procedure must fall within Chapter 15)
would be assigned to new Chapter 16.
Proposed new material is in bold-faced type and deleted
material is bracketed and in bold-faced type.
The Committee invites all interested persons to submit
comments, suggestions, or objections. At this time, the
Committee is soliciting input primarily on the concept of
the reorganization of Chapter 15 and the creation of a
new Chapter 16, rather than the form or content of
individual rules. If, after the receipt and evaluation of
comments received concerning the concept of the reorga-
nization of Chapter 15 and the creation of a new Chapter
16, the Committee determines to move forward with the
proposal, the Committee will republish the proposed
amendments to Chapters 15 and new Chapter 16, and
will publish for the first time proposed modifications to
all of the other Rules in other chapters of the Rules of
Appellate Procedure that are affected by the proposed
changes to Chapter 15 and the adoption of new Chapter
16. At that time, the Committee will invite comment on
the form and content of individual proposed rule changes
in Chapters 15, 16, and all of the other affected rules in
the Rules of Appellate Procedure.
Comments should be provided to:
Appellate Court Procedural Rules Committee
Pennsylvania Judicial Center
601 Commonwealth Ave., Suite 6200




All communications in reference to the proposal should
be received by October 30, 2015. E-mail is the preferred
method for submitting comments, suggestions, or objec-
tions; any emailed submission need not be reproduced
and resubmitted via mail. The Committee will acknowl-
edge receipt of all submissions.
An Explanatory Comment precedes the proposed
amendments and has been inserted by this Committee for
the convenience of the bench and bar. It will not consti-
tute part of the rule nor will it be officially adopted or
promulgated.
By the Appellate Court
Procedural Rules Committee
HONORABLE RENEÉ COHN JUBELIRER,
Chair
Annex A
TITLE 210. APPELLATE PROCEDURE
PART I. RULES OF APPELLATE PROCEDURE
ARTICLE II. APPELLATE PROCEDURE
CHAPTER 15. JUDICIAL REVIEW OF
GOVERNMENTAL DETERMINATIONS
IN GENERAL
Rule 1501. Scope of Chapter.
(a) General rule.—Except as otherwise prescribed by
[ Subdivisions ] paragraphs (b) and (c) of this rule,
this chapter applies to judicial review of the following
government unit action or inaction:
(1) Appeals from an administrative agency (within the
meaning of Section 9 of Article V of the Constitution of
Pennsylvania) to an appellate court or pursuant to 42
Pa.C.S. § 763(b) (awards of arbitrators).
(2) Appeals to an appellate court pursuant to 2 Pa.C.S.
§ 702 (appeals)[ , ] or 42 Pa.C.S. § 5105 (right to appel-
late review) [ or any other statute providing for
judicial review of a determination of a government
unit ].
(3) Original jurisdiction actions heretofore cognizable in
an appellate court by actions in the nature of equity,
replevin, mandamus or quo warranto or for declaratory
judgment, or upon writs of certiorari or prohibition.
(4) [ Matters designated by general rule, e.g., re-
view of orders refusing to certify interlocutory
orders for immediate appeal, release prior to sen-
tence, appeals ] Appeals under Section 17(d) of Article
II of the Constitution of Pennsylvania [ and review of
special prosecutions or investigations ].
(5) Appeals under 42 Pa.C.S. § 725(3) (final orders
of the Minor Judiciary Education Board), 42 Pa.C.S.
§ 725(4) (final orders of the Pennsylvania Board of
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Law Examiners) and 42 Pa.C.S. § 725(5) (final order
taxing expenses in attorney discipline matters).
(6) Appeals under Pa.R.J.A. No. 509(c)(5) (denial
of access to Unified Judicial System financial re-
cords).
(b) Appeals governed by other provisions of rules.—This
chapter does not apply to any appeal within the scope of:
(1) Chapter 9 [ (appeals from lower courts) ].
(2) Chapter 11 [ (appeals from Commonwealth
Court and Superior Court) ].
(3) Chapter 13 [ (interlocutory appeals by permis-
sion) ], except that the provisions of this chapter and
ancillary provisions of these rules applicable to practice
and procedure on petition for review[ , so far as they
may be applied, ] shall be applicable[ : (a) where
required by the Note to Rule 341 and the Note to
Rule 1311; and (b) ] after permission to appeal has been
granted from a determination which, if final, would be
subject to judicial review pursuant to this chapter.
(4) [ Rule 1941 (review of death sentences). ]
Chapter 16
(5) Rule 1941
(c) Unsuspended statutory procedures.—This chapter
does not apply to any appeal pursuant to the following
statutory provisions, which are not suspended by these
rules:
(1) [ Section 137 of Title 15 of the Pennsylvania
Consolidated Statutes (Court to pass upon rejection
of documents by Department of State). ] 15 Pa.C.S.
§ 137.
(2) The Pennsylvania Election Code.
(d) Jurisdiction of courts unaffected.—This chapter
does not enlarge or otherwise modify the jurisdiction and
powers of the Commonwealth Court or any other court.
[ Official Note: This chapter applies to review of
any ‘‘determination’’ of a ‘‘government unit’’ as de-
fined in Rule 102 assuming, of course, that the
subject matter of the case is within the jurisdiction
of a court subject to these rules (see Subdivision (d)
of this rule). A ‘‘determination’’ means ‘‘action or
inaction by a government unit which action or
inaction is subject to judicial review by a court
under Section 9 of Article V of the Constitution of
Pennsylvania or otherwise. The term includes an
order entered by a government unit.’’ The term
‘‘government unit’’ is all inclusive and means ‘‘the
Governor and the departments, boards, commis-
sions, officers, authorities and other agencies of the
Commonwealth, including the General Assembly
and its officers and agencies and any court or other
officer or agency of the unified judicial system, and
any political subdivision or municipal or other
local authority or any officer or agency of any such
political subdivision or local authority. The term
includes a board of arbitrators whose determina-
tion is subject to review under 42 Pa.C.S. § 763(b)
(awards of arbitrators).’’ The term ‘‘administrative
agency’’ is not defined in these rules, although the
term is used in these rules as a result of its
appearance in Section 9 of Article V of the Consti-
tution of Pennsylvania.
Subdivision (a)(4) was added in 2004 to recognize
the references in various appellate rules and ac-
companying notes to petition for review practice.
For example, the Notes to Rules 341 and 1311 direct
counsel to file a petition for review of a trial court
or government agency order refusing to certify an
interlocutory order for immediate appeal. Similarly,
Rule 1762 directs the filing of a petition for review
when a party seeks release on bail before judgment
of sentence is rendered, see Rule 1762(b), and Rule
1770 directs the filing of a petition for review when
a juvenile seeks review of placement in a juvenile
delinquency matter. A petition for review is also the
proper method by which to seek judicial review
pursuant to Rule 3321 (regarding legislative reap-
portionment commission) and Rule 3331 (regarding
special prosecutions or investigations). The 2004
and 2012 amendments clarify the use of petitions
for review in these special situations.
Subdivision (b) of this rule is necessary because
otherwise conventional appeals from a court
(which is included in the scope of the term ‘‘govern-
ment unit’’) to an appellate court would fall within
the scope of this chapter under the provisions of
Paragraph (a)(2) of this rule.
Subdivision (c) expressly recognizes that some
statutory procedures are not replaced by petition
for review practice. Thus, matters brought pursu-
ant to Section 137 of the Associations Code govern-
ing judicial review of documents rejected by the
Department of State or pursuant to the Election
Code are controlled by the applicable statutory
provisions and not by the rules in Chapter 15. See
15 Pa.C.S. § 137; Act of June 3, 1937, P. L. 1333, as
amended 25 P. S. §§ 2600—3591.
In light of Subdivision (d), where the court in
which a petition for review is filed lacks subject
matter jurisdiction (e.g., a petition for review of a
local government question filed in the Common-
wealth Court), Rules 741 (waiver of objections to
jurisdiction), 751 (transfer of erroneously filed
cases) and 1504 (improvident petitions for review)
will be applicable. See also 42 Pa.C.S. § 5103.
The 2004 amendments are made to petition for
review practice to address the evolution of judicial
responses to governmental actions. As indicated in
the Note to Rule 1502, when the Rules of Appellate
Procedure were initially adopted, there was a ‘‘long
history in the Commonwealth . . . of relatively com-
plete exercise of the judicial review function under
the traditional labels of equity, mandamus, certio-
rari and prohibition.’’ While such original jurisdic-
tion forms of action are still available, their proper
usage is now the exception rather than the rule
because appellate proceedings have become the
norm. Thus, the need to rely on Rule 1503 to
convert an appellate proceeding to an original
jurisdiction action and vice versa arises less often.
Moreover, the emphasis on a petition for review as
a generic pleading that permits the court to simul-
taneously consider all aspects of the controversy is
diminished. The primary concern became making
the practice for appellate proceedings more appar-
ent to the occasional appellate practitioner. Accord-
ingly, the rules have been amended to more clearly
separate procedures for appellate proceedings from
those applicable to original jurisdiction proceed-
ings.
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The responsibility of identifying the correct type
of proceeding to be used to challenge a governmen-
tal action is initially that of counsel. Where prec-
edent makes the choice clear, counsel can proceed
with confidence. Where the choice is more problem-
atic, then counsel should draft the petition for
review so as to satisfy the directives for both
appellate and original jurisdiction proceedings.
Then the court can designate the proper course of
action regardless of counsel’s earlier assessment. ]
Official Note: This chapter applies to appeals of
administrative agency action, original jurisdiction
actions cognizable in an appellate court in the
nature of actions in equity, replevin, mandamus or
quo warranto or for declaratory judgment, or upon
writs of certiorari or prohibition, and appeals of
other actions as enumerated in paragraph (a). The
document that initiates the case under Chapter 15
is called a petition for review. Judicial review of all
other government unit actions or inactions not
otherwise permitted under Chapters 9, 11, 13 or 15,
including those enumerated in Pa.R.A.P. 1601, is
available under Chapter 16; the document that
initiates the case under Chapter 16 is called a
petition for limited review. The ‘‘residuary’’ initiat-
ing document function previously assigned to
Chapter 15 is now assigned to Chapter 16.
Rule 1502. Exclusive Procedure.
The appeal and the original jurisdiction actions of
equity, replevin, mandamus and quo warranto, the action
for a declaratory judgment, and the writs of certiorari and
prohibition are abolished insofar as they relate to matters
within the scope of a petition for review under this
chapter and are replaced by the petition for review.
[ The petition for review, insofar as applicable un-
der this chapter, shall be the exclusive procedure
for judicial review of a determination of a govern-
ment unit. ]
[ Official Note: This chapter recognizes that the
modern label ‘‘appeal’’ has little significance in
connection with judicial review of governmental
determinations in light of the long history in this
Commonwealth of relatively complete exercise of
the judicial review function under the traditional
labels of equity, mandamus, certiorari and prohibi-
tion. If the simple form of notice of appeal utilized
in Chapter 9 (appeals from lower courts) were
extended to governmental determinations without
any requirement for the filing of motions for post-
trial relief, a litigant who incorrectly selected the
appeal label, rather than the equity, mandamus,
replevin, or prohibition, etc. label, would probably
suffer dismissal, because the court would be reluc-
tant to try a proceeding in the nature of equity,
mandamus, replevin, or prohibition, etc. in the
absence of a proper pleading adequately framing
the issues.
The solution introduced by these rules is to
substitute a new pleading (the petition for review)
for all of the prior types of pleading which seek
relief from a governmental determination (includ-
ing governmental inaction). Where the reviewing
court is required or permitted to hear the matter
de novo, the judicial review proceeding will go
forward in a manner similar to an equity or manda-
mus action. Where the reviewing court is required to
decide the questions presented solely on the record made
below, the judicial review proceeding will go forward in a
manner similar to appellate review of an order of a lower
court. However, experience teaches that governmental
determinations are so varied in character, and generate
so many novel situations, that on occasion it is only at
the conclusion of the judicial review process, when a
remedy is being fashioned, that one can determine
whether the proceeding was in the nature of equity,
mandamus, prohibition, or statutory appeal, etc. The
petition for review will eliminate the wasteful and confus-
ing practice of filing multiple ‘‘shotgun’’ pleadings in
equity, mandamus, prohibition, statutory appeal, etc., and
related motions for consolidation, and will permit the
parties and the court to proceed directly to the merits
unencumbered by procedural abstractions.
Rule 1551 (scope of review) makes clear that the
change in manner of pleading does not change the
scope or standard of review of governmental deter-
minations or otherwise affect the substantive rights
of the parties.
It should be noted that a petition for review in
the nature of mandamus or prohibition will lie
against a lower court (which is a ‘‘government
unit’’), since such relief is not available under the
rules cited in Rule 1501(b).
See 42 Pa.C.S. § 708(e) (single form of action)
which provides as follows:
(e) Single form of action.—Where pursuant to
general rules review of a determination of a gov-
ernment unit may be had by a petition for a review
or another single form of action embracing the
appeal and actions in the nature of equity, manda-
mus, prohibition, quo warranto or otherwise, the
jurisdiction of the appellate court shall not be
limited by the provisions of 1 Pa.C.S. § 1504 (relat-
ing to statutory remedy preferred over common
law), but such provisions to the extent applicable
shall limit the relief available. ]
Rule 1503. Improvident Appeals or Original Juris-
diction Actions.
[ If an appeal is taken from an order of a govern-
ment unit, or if a complaint in the nature of equity,
replevin, mandamus, or quo warranto, or a petition
for a declaratory judgment or for a writ in the
nature of certiorari or prohibition is filed against a
government unit or one or more of the persons for
the time being conducting its affairs objecting to a
determination by any one or more of them ] If a
filing in a court that should be labeled as a petition
for review is not so labeled, this alone shall not be a
ground for dismissal. The [ papers whereon the im-
provident matter was commenced ] filing shall be
regarded and acted upon as a petition for review [ of
such governmental determination ] and as if filed at
the time the improvident [ matter was commenced ]
filing was made. The court may require that the
[ papers ] filing be clarified by amendment.
Official Note: Based on 42 Pa.C.S. § 708 (improvident
administrative appeals and other matters).
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Rule 1504. Improvident Petitions for Review.
[ If a petition for review is filed against any
person, where ] If a filing in a court is labeled as a
petition for review but the proper mode of relief is an
original jurisdiction action in equity, replevin, mandamus
or quo warranto, or a petition for a declaratory judgment
or for a writ of certiorari or prohibition, this alone shall
not be a ground for dismissal[ , but the papers
whereon the improvident matter was commenced ].
The filing shall be regarded and acted upon as a
complaint or other proper process [ commenced against
such person ] and as if filed at the time the improvident
[ matter was commenced ] filing was made. The
court may require that the [ papers ] filing be clarified
by amendment.
Official Note: Based on 42 Pa.C.S. § 102 (definitions)
(which includes petition for review proceedings within the
statutory definition of ‘‘appeal’’) and 42 Pa.C.S. § 708(b)
(appeals). When the moving party files a clarifying
amendment, the amendment will operate to specify that
one form of action which the party elects to proceed on.
PETITION FOR REVIEW
Rule 1511. Manner of Obtaining Judicial Review of
Governmental Determinations.
Review under this chapter shall be obtained by filing a
petition for review with the prothonotary of the appellate
court within the time allowed by [ Rule 1512 (time for
petitioning for review) ] Pa.R.A.P. 1512. Failure of a
petitioner for review to take any step other than the
timely filing of a petition for review does not affect the
validity of the review proceeding, but is grounds only for
such action as the appellate court deems appropriate,
which may include dismissal of the review proceeding.
Rule 1512. Time for Petitioning for Review.
(a) Appeals authorized by law.—Except as otherwise
prescribed by [ subdivision ] paragraph (b) of this rule:
(1) A petition for review of a quasijudicial order, or an
order appealable under 42 Pa.C.S. § 763(b) (awards of
arbitrators) or under any other provision of law, shall be
filed with the prothonotary of the appellate court within
30 days after the entry of the order.
(2) If a timely petition for review of such an order is
filed by a party, any other party may file a cross petition
for review within 14 days of the date on which the first
petition for review was served, or within the time other-
wise prescribed by [ subdivision ] subparagraph (a)(1)
of this rule, whichever period last expires.
(b) Special appellate provisions. A petition for review
of:
(1) A determination of the Department of Community
and Economic Development in any matter arising under
the Local Government Unit Debt Act, 53 Pa.C.S.
§§ 8001—8271, shall be filed within 15 days after entry
of the order or the date the determination is deemed to
have been made, when no order has been entered.
(2) A determination governed by [ Rule 1571 (deter-
minations of the Board of Finance and Revenue) ]
Pa.R.A.P. 1571 shall be filed within the appropriate
period therein specified.
[ (3) A determination governed by Rule 3331 (re-
view of special prosecutions or investigations) shall
be filed within ten days after the entry of the order
sought to be reviewed.
(4) ] (3) A determination of a Commonwealth agency
under section 1711.1(g) of the Commonwealth Procure-
ment Code, 62 Pa.C.S. § 1711.1(g), shall be filed within
15 days of the mailing date of a final determination
denying a protest.
[ (5) A determination governed by Rule 1770 (re-
view of dispositional order for out of home place-
ment in juvenile delinquency matters) shall be filed
within ten days of the order sought to be re-
viewed. ]
(c) Original jurisdiction actions. A petition for review of
a determination of a government unit not within the
scope of [ Subdivisions ] paragraphs (a) or (b) of this
rule may be filed with the prothonotary of the appellate
court within the time, if any, limited by law.
Official Note: The note to [ Rule 903 (time for
appeal) ] Pa.R.A.P. 903 addresses the development of
the standard 30 day appeal period. [ Rule ] Pa.R.A.P.
102 defines a ‘‘quasijudicial order’’ as ‘‘an order of a
government unit, made after notice and opportunity for
hearing, which is by law reviewable solely upon the
record made before the government unit, and not upon a
record made in whole or in part before the reviewing
court.’’
[ Subdivision ] Paragraph (c) relates to matters ad-
dressed to the original jurisdiction of an appellate court.
For example, equitable matters are governed by existing
principles of laches, etc. Other matters, such as petitions
for review raising issues formerly cognizable by action in
mandamus or quo warranto, etc., are governed by the
time limits, if any, applicable under the prior procedure.
See generally 42 Pa.C.S. §§ 1702 (regarding the Supreme
Court’s rulemaking procedures), 1722(c) (Time limita-
tions), 5501—5574 (Limitations of time).
Rule 1513. Petition for Review.
(a) Caption and parties on appeal. In an appellate
jurisdiction petition for review, the aggrieved party or
person shall be named as the petitioner and, unless the
government unit is disinterested, the government unit
and no one else shall be named as the respondent. If the
government unit is disinterested, all real parties in
interest, and not the government unit, shall be named as
respondents.
(b) Caption and parties in original jurisdiction actions.
The government unit and any other indispensable party
shall be named as respondents. Where a public act or
duty is required to be performed by a government unit, it
is sufficient to name the government unit, and not its
individual members, as respondent.
(c) Form. Any petition for review shall be divided into
consecutively numbered paragraphs. Each paragraph
shall contain, as nearly as possible, a single allegation of
fact or other statement. [ When petitioner seeks re-
view of an order refusing to certify an interlocu-
tory order for immediate appeal, numbered para-
graphs need not be used. ]
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(d) Content of appellate jurisdiction petition for review.
An appellate jurisdiction petition for review shall contain:
1. a statement of the basis for the jurisdiction of the
court;
2. the name of the party or person seeking review;
3. the name of the government unit that made the
order or other determination sought to be reviewed;
4. reference to the order or other determination sought
to be reviewed, including the date the order or other
determination was entered;
5. a general statement of the objections to the order or
other determination, but the omission of an issue from
the statement shall not be the basis for a finding of
waiver if the court is able to address the issue based on
the certified record;
6. a short statement of the relief sought; and
7. a copy of the order or other determination to be
reviewed, which shall be attached to the petition for
review as an exhibit.
No notice to plead or verification is necessary.
Where there were other parties to the proceedings
conducted by the government unit, and such parties are
not named in the caption of the petition for review, the
petition for review shall also contain a notice to partici-
pate, which shall provide substantially as follows:
If you intend to participate in this proceeding in the
(Supreme, Superior or Commonwealth, as appropri-
ate) Court, you must serve and file a notice of
intervention under Pa.R.A.P. 1531 of the Pennsylva-
nia Rules of Appellate Procedure within 30 days.
(e) Content of original jurisdiction petition for review. A
petition for review addressed to an appellate court’s
original jurisdiction shall contain:
1. a statement of the basis for the jurisdiction of the
court;
2. the name of the person or party seeking relief;
3. the name of the government unit whose action or
inaction is in issue and any other indispensable party;
4. a general statement of the material facts upon which
the cause of action is based;
5. a short statement of the relief sought; and
6. a notice to plead and verification either by oath or
affirmation or by verified statement.
(f) Alternative objections. Objections to a determination
of a government unit and the related relief sought may be
stated in the alternative, and relief of several different
types may be requested.
[ Official Note: The 2004 amendments to this rule
clarify what must be included in a petition for
review addressed to an appellate court’s appellate
jurisdiction and what must be included in a peti-
tion for review addressed to an appellate court’s
original jurisdiction. Where it is not readily appar-
ent whether a ‘‘determination’’ (defined in Pa.R.A.P.
102 as ‘‘[ a ]ction or inaction by a government unit’’)
is reviewable in the court’s appellate or original
jurisdiction, compliance with the requirements of
paragraphs (d) and (e) is appropriate. ]
Official Note: Paragraphs (a) and (b) reflect the provi-
sions of Pa.R.A.P. 501, Pa.R.A.P. 503, Section 702 of the
Administrative Agency Law, 2 Pa.C.S. § 702 (Appeals),
and Pa.R.C.P. No. 1094 (regarding parties defendant in
mandamus actions).
Government units that are usually disinterested in
appellate jurisdiction petitions for review of their determi-
nations include:
• the Board of Claims,
• the Department of Education (with regard to teacher
tenure appeals from local school districts pursuant to
section 1132 of the Public School Code of 1949, 24 P. S.
§ 11-1132),
• the Environmental Hearing Board,
• the State Charter School Appeal Board,
• the State Civil Service Commission, and
• the Workers’ Compensation Appeal Board.
The provision for joinder of indispensable parties in
original jurisdiction actions reflects the last sentence of
section 761(c) of the Judicial Code, 42 Pa.C.S. § 761(c),
providing for the implementation of ancillary jurisdiction
of the Commonwealth Court by general rule.
Paragraphs (d) and (e) reflect the differences in pro-
ceeding in a court’s original and appellate jurisdiction,
while preserving the need for sufficient specificity to
permit the conversion of an appellate document to an
original jurisdiction pleading and vice versa should such
action be necessary to assure proper judicial disposition.
[ See also the notes to Pa.R.A.P. 1501 and 1502. ]
Where it is not readily apparent whether a ‘‘deter-
mination’’ (defined in Pa.R.A.P. 102 as ‘‘[ a ]ction or
inaction of a government unit’’) is reviewable in the
court’s appellate or original jurisdiction, compli-
ance with the requirements of paragraphs (d) and
(e) is appropriate.
Official Note—2014
The 2014 amendments to Pa.R.A.P. 1513(d) relating to
the general statement of objections in an appellate juris-
diction petition for review are intended to preclude a
finding of waiver if the court is able, based on the
certified record, to address an issue not within the issues
stated in the petition for review but included in the
statement of questions involved and argued in a brief.
The amendment neither expands the scope of issues that
may be addressed in an appellate jurisdiction petition for
review beyond those permitted in Pa.R.A.P. 1551(a) nor
affects Pa.R.A.P. 2116’s requirement that ‘‘[n]o question
will be considered unless it is stated in the statement of
questions involved [in appellant’s brief] or is fairly sug-
gested thereby.’’
Rule 1514. Filing and Service of the Petition for
Review.
(a) Filing with the prothonotary. The petition for re-
view, with proof of service required by [ Subdivision ]
paragraph (c) of this rule, shall be filed with the
prothonotary of the appellate court in person or by first
class, express, or priority United States Postal Service
mail.
If the petition for review is filed by first class, express,
or priority United States Postal Service mail, the petition
shall be deemed received by the prothonotary for the
purposes of [ Rule 121(a) (filing) ] Pa.R.A.P. 121(a) on
the date deposited in the United States mail, shown on a
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United States Postal Service Form 3817, Certificate of
Mailing, or other similar United States Postal Service
form from which the date of deposit can be verified. The
certificate of mailing or other similar Postal Service form
from which the date of deposit can be verified shall be
cancelled by the Postal Service and shall show the docket
number of the matter in the government unit, and shall
be either enclosed with the petition or separately mailed
to the prothonotary.
Upon actual receipt of the petition for review, the
prothonotary shall immediately:
(1) stamp it with the date of actual receipt. That date,
or the date of earlier deposit in the United States mail as
prescribed in this [ subdivision ] paragraph, shall con-
stitute the date of filing;
(2) assign a docket number to the petition for review;
and
(3) give written notice of the docket number assign-
ment in person or by first class mail to the government
unit that made the determination sought to be reviewed,
to the petitioner, and to the other persons named in the
proof of service accompanying the petition.
(b) Fee. The petitioner, upon filing the petition for
review, shall pay any fees therefor as set by law or
general rule.
(c) Service. A copy of the petition for review shall be
served by the petitioner in person or by certified mail on
both the government unit that made the determination
sought to be reviewed and the Attorney General of
Pennsylvania. [ In matters involving the Common-
wealth, the petitioner shall similarly serve a copy
upon the Attorney General of Pennsylvania. ] Where
there is more than one respondent, the petitioner shall
separately serve each one. All other parties before the
government unit that made the determination sought to
be reviewed shall be served as prescribed by [ Rule
121(b) (service of all papers required) ] Pa.R.A.P.
121(b).
(d) Entry of appearance. Upon the filing of the petition
for review, the prothonotary shall note on the docket as
counsel for the petitioner the name of counsel, if any, set
forth in or endorsed upon the petition for review, and, as
counsel for other parties, counsel, if any, named in the
proof of service. The prothonotary shall, upon praecipe of
any such counsel for other parties, filed within 30 days
after filing of the petition, strike off or correct the record
of appearances. Thereafter a counsel’s appearance for a
party may not be withdrawn without leave of court,
unless another lawyer has entered or simultaneously
enters an appearance for the party. Notwithstanding
the automatic entry of appearance pursuant to this
paragraph, a party to a proceeding before a govern-
ment unit that resulted in a quasi-judicial order
who seeks to participate in an appellate jurisdic-
tion petition for review must file a notice or appli-
cation for intervention pursuant to Pa.R.A.P.
1531(a).
Official Note: See the Official Note to [ Rule 1112
(appeals by allowance) ] Pa.R.A.P. 1112 for an expla-
nation of the procedure when Form 3817 or other similar
United States Postal Service form from which the date of
deposit can be verified is used.
The petition for review must be served on the govern-
ment unit that made the determination in question.
[ Rule 102 defines ‘‘government unit’’ as including
‘‘any court or other officer or agency of the unified
judicial system.’’ Thus, a petition for review of a
trial court order must be served on the judge who
issued the order. ]
Service on the Attorney General shall be made at:
Strawberry Square, Harrisburg, PA 17120.
With respect to appearances by new counsel following
the initial docketing of appearances pursuant to [ Subdi-
vision ] paragraph (d) of this rule, please note the
requirements of [ Rule ] Pa.R.A.P. 120.
Rule 1515. (Rescinded).
Official Note: [ Rule ] Pa.R.A.P. 1515 formerly pro-
vided for an answer to a petition for review addressed to
an appellate court’s original jurisdiction. Answers to such
petitions are now discussed in [ Rule ] Pa.R.A.P. 1516.
Rule 1516. Other Pleadings Allowed.
(a) Appellate jurisdiction petitions for review.—No an-
swer or other pleading to an appellate jurisdiction peti-
tion for review is authorized, unless the petition for
review is filed pursuant to [ the Notes to Rules 341 or
1311 (seeking review of a trial court or other
government unit’s refusal to certify an interlocu-
tory order for immediate appeal), Rule 1573 (review
of orders finding an assertion of double jeopardy
frivolous), Rule 1762 (regarding release in criminal
matters), Rule 1770 (regarding placement in juve-
nile delinquency matters), Rule 3321 (regarding
appeals from decisions of the Legislative Reappor-
tionment Commission) or Rule 3331 (regarding re-
view of special prosecutions and investigations) ]
Pa.R.A.P. 3321. Where an answer is authorized, the time
for filing an answer shall be as stated in [ Rule ]
Pa.R.A.P. 123(b).
(b) Original jurisdiction petitions for review.—Where an
action is commenced by filing a petition for review
addressed to the appellate court’s original jurisdiction,
the pleadings are limited to the petition for review, an
answer thereto, a reply if the answer contains new matter
or a counterclaim, a counter-reply if the reply to a
counterclaim contains new matter, a preliminary objec-
tion, and an answer thereto. Every pleading filed after an
original jurisdiction petition for review shall be filed
within 30 days after service of the preceding pleading, but
no pleading need be filed unless the preceding pleading is
endorsed with a notice to plead.
Official Note: [ The 2004, 2012, and 2013 amend-
ments made clear that, with limited exceptions, no
answer or other pleading to a petition for review
addressed to an appellate court’s appellate jurisdic-
tion is proper. ] With regard to original jurisdiction
proceedings, practice is patterned after [ Rules of Civil
Procedure ] Pa.R.C.P. Nos. 1017(a) (Pleadings Allowed)
and 1026 (Time for Filing. Notice to Plead). The ten
additional days in which to file a subsequent pleading are
in recognition of the time required for agency coordina-
tion where the Commonwealth is a party. [ See Rule
1762(b)(2) regarding bail applications. See Rule
1770 regarding placement in juvenile delinquency
matters. ]
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Rule 1517. Applicable Rules of Pleading.
Unless otherwise prescribed by these rules, the practice
and procedure under this chapter relating to pleadings in
original jurisdiction petition for review practice shall be
in accordance with the appropriate Pennsylvania Rules of
Civil Procedure, so far as they may be applied.
[ Official Note: See Rule 1762(b)(2) regarding bail
applications. See Rule 1770 regarding placement in
juvenile delinquency matters. See also Rule 3331
regarding Review of Special Prosecutions or Inves-
tigations. ]
Rule 1531. Intervention.
(a) Appellate jurisdiction petition for review proceed-
ings. A party to a proceeding before a government unit
that resulted in a quasijudicial order may intervene as of
right in a proceeding under this chapter relating to such
order by filing a notice of intervention (with proof of
service on all parties to the matter) with the prothonotary
of the appellate court within 30 days after notice of the
filing of the petition for review. The notice of intervention
may be in substantially the following form:
[[CAPTION]]
NOTICE OF INTERVENTION
Notice is hereby given that A.B., a party below, hereby
intervenes in this matter.
(s)
(Address and telephone number)
After 30 days after notice of filing of an appellate
petition for review, permission to intervene may be sought
by application pursuant to [ Rule ] Pa.R.A.P. 123.
(b) Original jurisdiction petition for review proceedings.
A person not named as a respondent in an original
jurisdiction petition for review, who desires to intervene
in a proceeding under this chapter, may seek leave to
intervene by filing an application for leave to intervene
(with proof of service on all parties to the matter) with
the prothonotary of the court. The application shall
contain a concise statement of the interest of the appli-
cant and the grounds upon which intervention is sought.
Official Note: A nonparty may file a brief as of right
under [ Rule 531 (participation by amicus curiae) ]
Pa.R.A.P. 531 and, therefore, intervention is not neces-
sary in order to participate in the appellate court where
the petition for review is filed. However, except as
provided in [ Rule 521(b) (status of Attorney General)
and Rule 522(b) (status of Court Administrator) ]
Pa.R.A.P. 521(b) and Pa.R.A.P. 522(b), the mere filing
of a brief does not confer party status. Where, for
example, a nonparty to a petition for review proceeding in
the Commonwealth Court desires to be in a position to
seek further review in the Supreme Court of Pennsylva-
nia or the Supreme Court of the United States of an order
of the Commonwealth Court disposing of the petition for
review, the nonparty should intervene or seek leave to
intervene in the Commonwealth Court at the outset, since
under [ Rule 501 (any aggrieved party may appeal) ]
Pa.R.A.P. 501, party status is a prerequisite to the right
to further review.
[ See Rule 3331 regarding Review of Special Pros-
ecutions or Investigations. ]
Rule 1532. Special and Summary Relief.
(a) Special relief. At any time after the filing of a
petition for review, the court may, on application, order
the seizure of property, dispose of seized property, issue a
preliminary or special injunction, appoint a temporary
receiver or grant other interim or special relief required
in the interest of justice and consistent with the usages
and principles of law.
(b) Summary relief. At any time after the filing of a
petition for review in an appellate or original jurisdiction
matter the court may on application enter judgment if the
right of the applicant thereto is clear.
Official Note: [ Subdivision ] Paragraph (a) pro-
vides examples of specific types of interim relief that may
be sought using the procedures set forth in [ Rule 123
(application for relief) ] Pa.R.A.P. 123. Thus, multiple
forms of relief, including those in the alternative, may be
combined in the same application, even though separate
actions might otherwise be necessary under the Pennsyl-
vania Rules of Civil Procedure. Compare [ Rule 106
(original jurisdiction matters) ] Pa.R.A.P. 106; 42
Pa.C.S. § 708(e) (single form of action).
[ Subdivision ] Paragraph (b) authorizes immediate
disposition of a petition for review, similar to the type of
relief envisioned by the Pennsylvania Rules of Civil
Procedure regarding judgment on the pleadings and
peremptory and summary judgment. However, such relief
may be requested before the pleadings are closed where
the right of the applicant is clear.
[ See Rule 3331 regarding Review of Special Pros-
ecutions or Investigations. ]
The 1997 amendment to [ subdivision ] paragraph
(b) is analogous to the 1996 amendment to Pa.R.C.P. No.
1098. The deletion of the last sentence of [ Rule ]
Pa.R.A.P. 1532(b) is intended to eliminate the require-
ment of filing a motion to open or vacate the order
granting summary relief. Under prior practice, a party
was required to file a motion to open or vacate the order
granting summary relief before an appeal could be taken.
An order denying an application for summary relief is not
appealable as of right.
Rule 1541. Certification of the Record.
Upon notice from the appellate court of the filing of a
petition for review addressed to the appellate jurisdiction
of an appellate court, the government unit shall prepare
and transmit the record as provided by Chapter 19
[ (preparation and transmission of record and re-
lated matters) ].
[ Official Note: Rule 102 defines ‘‘government
unit’’ to include ‘‘any court or other officer or
agency of the unified judicial system.’’ Thus, if the
order to be reviewed was filed by a trial court, that
court shall certify the record. This occurs when the
petition for review was filed pursuant to Rule 1762,
1770, 3321 or 3331, or the note to Rules 341 or 1311.
See Rule 3331 regarding Review of Special Pros-
ecutions or Investigations. ]
Rule 1542. Evidentiary Hearing.
In any matter addressed to the appellate court’s origi-
nal jurisdiction, where it appears that a genuine issue as
to a material fact has been raised by the pleadings,
depositions, answers to interrogatories, stipulations of
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fact, admissions on file and supporting verified state-
ments, if any, the court on its own motion or on applica-
tion of any party shall, after notice to the parties, hold an
evidentiary hearing for the development of the record.
Official Note: In view of [ Rule 106 (original juris-
diction matters) and Rule 1532 (special and sum-
mary relief) ] Pa.R.A.P. 106 and Pa.R.A.P. 1532, mo-
tions for judgment on the pleadings, Pa.R.C.P. No. 1034,
summary relief and summary judgment, Pa.R.C.P.
[ 1035 ] Nos. 1035.1—1035.5, will be available where a
petition for review invoking the appellate court’s original
jurisdiction has been filed. The procedure under this rule
is intended to be flexible, although subject to the control
of the appellate court by either rule of court adopted
pursuant to [ Rule 104(a)(3) (rules of court) ]
Pa.R.A.P. 104(a)(3) or by order.
[ See Rule 3331 regarding Review of Special Pros-
ecutions or Investigations. ]
Rule 1543. (Rescinded).
[ Official Note: See 42 Pa.C.S. § 5104 (trial by
jury).
See Rule 3331 regarding Review of Special Pros-
ecutions or Investigations. ]
Rule 1551. Scope of Review.
(a) Appellate jurisdiction petitions for review. Review of
quasijudicial orders shall be conducted by the court on
the record made before the government unit. No question
shall be heard or considered by the court which was not
raised before the government unit except:
(1) Questions involving the validity of a statute.
(2) Questions involving the jurisdiction of the govern-
ment unit over the subject matter of the adjudication.
(3) Questions which the court is satisfied that the
petitioner could not by the exercise of due diligence have
raised before the government unit. If, upon hearing before
the court, the court is satisfied that any such additional
question within the scope of this paragraph should be so
raised it shall remand the record to the government unit
for further consideration of the additional question.
The court may in any case remand the record to the
government unit for further proceedings if the court
deems them necessary.
(b) Original jurisdiction petitions for review. The court
shall hear and decide original jurisdiction petitions for
review in accordance with law. This chapter is not
intended to modify, enlarge or abridge the rights of any
party to an original jurisdiction petition for review.
[ Official Note: Subdivision (a) is a generalization
of former Pa.R.C.P. 8 and makes no change in
substance except to provide that procedural issues
not raised below are waived—unless excused under
Paragraph (a)(3). Compare Rule 302 (requisites for
reviewable issue).
Subdivision (b) is based on Section 10(c) of Article
V of the Constitution of Pennsylvania, which pre-
vents this chapter from enlarging the substantive
rights of the petitioner or abridging the substantive
rights of the government unit named in the peti-
tion. Under the new practice, the appellate judge
should inquire: ‘‘Assuming that this case had been
properly brought before me by a complaint in
equity (or in mandamus, replevin, quo warranto,
etc., or by two or more of such actions properly
consolidated for hearing and disposition) contain-
ing the factual allegations of the petition for re-
view, to what relief, if any, would the moving party
have been entitled under the prior practice?’’ This
rule makes clear that the moving party is entitled
to the same relief, and no more, under the new
practice, since only the procedural requirement for
separately labeled papers has been eliminated.
For example, where a party joins both a challenge
to the action of a government unit in the nature of
an appeal and a challenge to the composition of the
government unit in the nature of quo warranto, the
latter challenge will come too late under the stan-
dards of State Dental Council and Examining
Board v. Pollock, 457 Pa. 264, 318 A.2d 910 (1974).
Similarly, where a petition for review in the nature
of prohibition is filed in the Supreme Court to
attack an unappealable order of a lower court, in a
case where relief would not have been available on
an application for a writ of prohibition under the
standards of Carpentertown Coal and Coke Co. v.
Laird, 360 Pa. 94, 61 A.2d 426 (1948) and subsequent
cases, the change in the label of the papers to a
petition for review will not affect the result, and
the petition will be dismissed.
See Rule 3331 regarding Review of Special Pros-
ecutions or Investigations. ]
Rule 1561. Disposition of Petition for Review.
(a) Appellate jurisdiction petitions for review.—The
court may affirm, modify, vacate, set aside or reverse any
order brought before it for review, and may remand the
matter and direct the entry of such appropriate order, or
require such further proceedings as may be just under the
circumstances.
(b) Original jurisdiction petitions for review.—Where
the petition for review raises questions that formerly
were determinable in an action in equity, replevin, man-
damus, quo warranto or for a declaratory judgment or
upon a petition for a writ of certiorari or prohibition, or in
another similar plenary action or proceeding, the court
may grant the relief heretofore available in any such
plenary action or proceeding.
(c) Money damages.—Money damages arising out of
tort or contract claims may not be granted under this
chapter (except on review of determinations of the Board
of Claims or similar agencies), but relief granted under
[ Subdivision ] paragraph (b) of this rule may include
any damages to which the petitioner is entitled which are
claimed in the petition, which are ancillary to the matter,
and which may be granted by a court.
[ (d) Review of detention.—Except as prescribed
by Rule 1762(b)(2), which governs applications re-
lating to bail when no appeal is pending, or by Rule
3331 (review of special prosecutions or investiga-
tions), review in the nature of criminal habeas
corpus or post conviction relief may not be granted
under this chapter. ]
Official Note: [ Subdivision ] Paragraph (a) is
based on 42 Pa.C.S. § 706 (disposition of appeals).
[ Subdivision ] Paragraph (b) is based on 42 Pa.C.S.
§ 708(e) (single form of action) (which provides that 1
Pa.C.S. § 1504 (statutory remedy preferred over common
law) does not limit the jurisdiction of a court over a
petition for review proceeding, but to the extent appli-
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cable shall limit the relief available) and 42 Pa.C.S.
§ 5105(d)(2) (scope of appeal). Under 42 Pa.C.S. § 102
(definitions), statutory references to ‘‘appeal’’ include pro-
ceedings on petition for review. The [ subdivision ]
paragraph is intended to make clear that the petition
for review is a generic pleading which will permit the
court to consider simultaneously all aspects of the contro-
versy.
[ Subdivision ] Paragraph (c) is intended to make
clear that the petition for review does not encompass
trespass or assumpsit actions, but that an appeal may
reach tort or contract matters adjudicated by a govern-
ment unit as contemplated by Section 2(h) of the Judi-
ciary Act Repealer Act (42 P. S. § 20002(h)). As to ancil-
lary statutory damages, see 42 Pa.C.S. § 8303 (action for
performance of a duty required by law).
[ Subdivision (d) is intended to make clear that
the scope of this chapter is essentially civil in
nature. The application of the petition for review to
questions of release prior to sentence in criminal
matters and in questions arising out of special
prosecutions or investigations is merely a recogni-
tion of the technical need for a plenary filing to
bring the question within the appellate jurisdiction
of the appropriate court.
See Rule 1762(b)(2) regarding bail applications. ]
REVIEW OF DETERMINATIONS OF THE BOARD
OF FINANCE AND REVENUE
Rule 1571. Determinations of the Board of Finance
and Revenue.
(a) General rule.—Review of a determination of the
Board of Finance and Revenue shall be governed by this
chapter and ancillary provisions of these rules, except as
otherwise prescribed by this rule.
(b) Time for petitioning for review.—A petition for
review of a determination of the Board of Finance and
Revenue shall be filed:
(1) Within 30 days after entry of an order of the Board
which does not expressly state that it is interlocutory in
nature.
(2) Within 30 days after entry of an order of the Board
adopting a determination by the Department of Revenue
or other government unit made at the direction of the
Board respecting any matter pending before the Board.
(3) Where the Board is required by statute to act
finally on any matter pending before it within a specified
period after the matter is filed with the Board and has
not done so, at any time between:
(i) the expiration of such specified period; and
(ii) 30 days after service of actual notice by the Board
stating that it has failed to act within such period.
(c) Form.—The petition for review shall contain a
statement of the basis for the jurisdiction of the court; the
name of the party seeking review; a statement that the
Board of Finance and Revenue made the determination
sought to be reviewed; reference to the order or other
determination sought to be reviewed; and a general
statement of the objections to the order or other determi-
nation. The petition for review need not be verified and
shall not contain or have endorsed upon it notice to plead.
A petition for review of a taxpayer or similar party shall
name the ‘‘Commonwealth of Pennsylvania’’ as respondent
and a petition for review filed by the Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania shall name all real parties in interest
before the Board as respondents.
(d) Service.—In the case of a petition for review by a
taxpayer or similar party, a copy of the petition shall be
served on the Board of Finance and Revenue and on the
Attorney General by the petitioner in accordance with
[ Rule ] Pa.R.A.P. 1514(c). All other parties before the
Board shall be served as prescribed by [ Rule 121(b)
(service of all papers required) ] Pa.R.A.P. 121(b).
(e) Answer.—An answer may not be filed to a petition
for review of a determination of the Board of Finance and
Revenue. The Commonwealth may raise any question on
review, although no cross petition for review has been
filed by it, and may introduce any facts in support of its
position if 20 days written notice is given to the petitioner
prior to trial of the intention of raising such new ques-
tions or presenting new facts.
(f) Record.—No record shall be certified to the court by
the Board of Finance and Revenue. After the filing of the
petition for review, the parties shall take appropriate
steps to prepare and file a stipulation of such facts as
may be agreed to and to identify the issues of fact, if any,
which remain to be tried. See [ Rule 1542 (evidentiary
hearing) ] Pa.R.A.P. 1542.
(g) Oral argument.—Except as otherwise ordered by
the court on its own motion or on application of any party,
after the record is closed, the matter may be listed for
argument before or submission to the court.
(h) Scope of review.—Rule 1551(a) [ (appellate juris-
diction petitions for review) ] shall be applicable to
review of a determination of the Board of Finance and
Revenue except that:
(1) A question will be heard and considered by the
court if it was raised at any stage of the proceedings
below and thereafter preserved.
(2) To the extent provided by the applicable law, the
questions raised by the petition for review shall be
determined on the record made before the court. See
[ Subdivision ] paragraph (f) of this rule.
(i) Exceptions.—Any party may file exceptions to an
initial determination by the court under this rule within
30 days after the entry of the order to which exception is
taken. Such timely exceptions shall have the effect, for
the purposes of [ Rule 1701(b)(3) (authority of lower
court or agency after appeal) ] Pa.R.A.P. 1701(b)(3)
of an order expressly granting reconsideration of the
determination previously entered by the court. Issues not
raised on exceptions are waived and cannot be raised on
appeal.
Official Note: [ Subdivision ] Paragraph (b) repre-
sents an exercise of the power conferred by 42 Pa.C.S.
§ 5105(a) (right to appellate review) to define final orders
by general rule. The following statutes expressly require
the Board of Finance and Revenue to act within six
months in certain cases:
Section 1103 of The Fiscal Code (72 P. S. § 1103).
Act of December 5, 1933, (Sp. session 1933-34), (P. L.
38, No. 6), known as the Spirituous and Vinous Liquor
Tax Law, § 5 (47 P. S. § 749).
Act of January 14, 1952 (1951 P. L. 1965, No. 550),
known as the Fuel Use Tax Act, § 7 (72 P. S. § 2614.7).
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Sections 234 (sales and use tax), 341 (personal income
tax), and 2005 (malt beverage tax), [ act ] Act of March
4, 1971 (P. L. 6, No. 2), known as The Tax Reform Code of
1971 (72 P. S. §§ 7234, 7341, 9005). The following statute
requires the Board of Finance and Revenue to act within
twelve months in certain tax refund matters:
Section 3003.5 of the Tax Reform Code of 1971, Act of
March 4, 1971, P. L. 6, No. 2, 72 P. S. § 10003.5. Section
3003.5 was added by Section 41 of the Act of June 16,
1994, P. L. 279, No. 48.
The following statutes are covered by Section 1103 of
The Fiscal Code (petition to Board of Finance and
Revenue for review):
Sections 809 (various insurance taxes) and 1001 (mis-
cellaneous settlements, e.g., under the [ act ] Act of May
17, 1921 (P. L. 789, No. 285), known as The Insurance
Department Act of 1921, § 212 (40 P. S. § 50) (retaliatory
insurance taxes)) of The Fiscal Code (72 P. S. §§ 809 and
1001).
Act of June 22, 1931 (P. L. 694, No. 255) § 4 (72 P. S.
§ 2186) (motor carriers-trackless trolley carriers).
Act of June 22, 1935 (P. L. 414, No. 182), known as the
State Personal Property Tax Act, § 18(b) (72 P. S. § 3250-
11a(b)) (corporate loans tax). See Act of April 25, 1929
(P. L. 669, No. 288), § 1.
Act of May 23, 1945 (P. L. 893, No. 360), known as the
Co-operative Agricultural Association Corporate Net In-
come Tax Act, § 6 (72 P. S. § 3420-26).
Act of January 24, 1966 (P. L. (1965) 1509, No. 531),
§ 11 (40 P. S. § 1006.11) (surplus lines tax).
Sections 407 (corporate net income tax), 603 (capital
stock—franchise tax), 702 (bank shares tax), 802 (title
insurance and trust companies shares tax), 904 (insur-
ance premiums tax), 1102 (utilities gross receipts tax),
1111-C (realty transfer tax) and 1503 (mutual thrift
institutions tax of the Tax Reform Code of 1971 (72 P. S.
§§ 7407, 7603, 7702, 7802, 7904, 8102, 8111-C and 8503).
75 Pa.C.S. § 9616(f) (motor carriers road tax).
The basis of jurisdiction of the court under this rule
will ordinarily be 42 Pa.C.S. § 763 (direct appeals from
government agencies). [ Subdivision ] Paragraph (c) is
not intended to change the practice in connection with the
review of orders of the Board of Finance and Revenue
insofar as the amount of detail in the pleadings is
concerned. What is required is that the petitioner raise
every legal issue in the petition for review which the
petitioner wishes the court to consider. The legal issues
raised need only be specific enough to apprise the respon-
dent of the legal issues being contested (e.g. ‘‘valuation,’’
‘‘manufacturing,’’ ‘‘sale for resale,’’ etc.). See generally
House of Pasta, Inc. v. Commonwealth, [ 37 Pa. Cmwlth.
Ct. 317, ] 390 A.2d 341 (Pa. Cmwlth. 1978).
[ Subdivision ] Paragraph (e) is based on Section
1104(e) of The Fiscal Code, which was suspended abso-
lutely by these rules, and subsequently repealed.
[ Subdivision ] Paragraph (f) is based on 2 Pa.C.S.
§ 501(b)(1) (scope of subchapter) and 2 Pa.C.S.
§ 701(b)(1) (scope of subchapter), which exclude tax mat-
ters from the on-the-record review requirements of 2
Pa.C.S. § 704 (disposition of appeal).
[ Subdivision ] Paragraph (h) is based on Section
1104(d) of The Fiscal Code, which was suspended abso-
lutely by these rules and subsequently repealed, and is
intended as a continuation of the prior law, except, of
course, that the separate specification of objections has
been abolished by these rules.
[ Subdivision ] Paragraph (i) is intended to make
clear that the failure to file exceptions will result in
waiver by a petitioner of any issues previously presented
to the Commonwealth Court.
See also [ Rule 1782 (security on review in tax
matters) ] Pa.R.A.P. 1782.
[ REVIEW OF DETERMINATIONS BY A COURT OF
COMMON PLEAS THAT A CLAIM OF DOUBLE
JEOPARDY IS FRIVOLOUS ]
Rule 1573. [ Review of Orders in Which the Court
Finds an Assertion of Double Jeopardy Frivo-
lous ] (Rescinded).
[ (a) General rule.—Any party seeking review of a
frivolousness determination by a court of common
pleas under Pennsylvania Rule of Criminal Proce-
dure 587 shall file a petition for review in the
appellate court having jurisdiction over the matter.
Review of a frivolousness determination under
Pennsylvania Rule of Criminal Procedure 587 shall
be governed by this chapter and ancillary provi-
sions of these rules, except as otherwise prescribed
by this rule. The time for filing is provided for in
Pa.R.A.P. 1512(a)(1).
(b) Contents.—The contents of the petition for
review are not governed by Pa.R.A.P. 1513. Instead,
the petition for review need not be set forth in
numbered paragraphs in the manner of a pleading,
and shall contain the following (which shall, insofar
as practicable, be set forth in the order stated):
(i) A statement of the basis for the jurisdiction of
the appellate court.
(ii) The text of the order in question, and the
date of its entry in the trial court. If the order is
voluminous, it may, if more convenient, be ap-
pended to the petition.
(iii) A concise statement of the case containing
the facts necessary to an understanding of the
frivolousness issue(s) presented.
(iv) The question(s) presented, expressed in the
terms and circumstances of the case but without
unnecessary detail.
(v) A concise statement of the reasons why the
trial court erred in its determination of frivolous-
ness.
(vi) There shall be appended to the petition a
copy of any opinions relating to the order sought to
be reviewed, including findings of fact and conclu-
sions of law in support of the frivolousness determi-
nation, as well as a copy of any transcripts or other
record documents necessary to the appellate court’s
review.
(vii) There shall be appended to the petition the
verbatim texts of the pertinent provisions of consti-
tutional provisions, statutes, ordinances, regula-
tions or other similar enactments which the case
involves.
(viii) There shall be appended to the petition any
briefs filed in the trial court in support of the
motion to dismiss.
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(c) Caption and parties.—The parties in the trial
court shall be named as parties in the appellate
court. If there are multiple defendants but the
order for which review is sought adjudicates the
motion of only a single defendant, only that defen-
dant may file a petition for review.
(d) No supporting brief.—All contentions in sup-
port of a petition shall be set forth in the body of
the petition as prescribed by subparagraph (b)(v) of
this rule. No separate brief in support of the peti-
tion for review will be received, and the prothono-
tary of the appellate court will refuse to file any
petition for review to which is annexed or ap-
pended any brief other than the briefs filed in the
trial court.
(e) Essential requisites of petition.—The failure of
a petitioner to present with accuracy, brevity, and
clearness whatever is essential to a ready and
adequate understanding of the points requiring
consideration will be a sufficient reason for deny-
ing the petition.
(f) Effect of filing petition.—The filing of a peti-
tion for review shall not automatically stay the
proceedings before the trial court. A petitioner may
file an application for a stay in the trial or appel-
late court pending the determination of the petition
for review, or the trial or appellate court may issue
a stay sua sponte.
(g) Answer to petition for review.—If the Common-
wealth does not intend to file an answer under this
rule, it shall, within the time fixed by these rules
for filing an answer, file a letter stating that it does
not intend to file an answer to the petition for
review. The failure to file an answer will not be
construed as concurrence in the petition for review.
The appellate court may, however, direct the Com-
monwealth to file an answer.
(h) Pa.R.A.P. 1531—1571 do not apply to petitions
for review filed under this rule. Pa.R.A.P. 1514 does
apply, except that no copy of the petition needs to
be served upon the Attorney General.
(i) Grant of petition for review and transmission
of record.—If the petition for review is granted, the
prothonotary of the appellate court shall immedi-
ately give written notice of the entry of the order to
the clerk of the trial court and to each party who
has appeared in the appellate court. The grant of
the petition for review shall operate as a stay of all
trial court proceedings. The clerk of the trial court
shall docket the notice in the same manner as a
notice of appeal and shall mail that notice to all
parties to the trial court proceeding. The certified
record shall be transmitted and filed in accordance
with Chapter 19 (preparation and transmission of
the record and related matters). The times fixed by
those provisions for transmitting the record shall
run from the date of the entry of the order granting
the petition for review. No party needs to file a
separate notice of appeal.
(j) Denial of petition for review.—If the petition
for review is denied, the prothonotary of the appel-
late court shall immediately give written notice of
the order to the clerk of the trial court and to each
party who has appeared in the appellate court.
Official Note: The trial court’s determination and
the procedure for determining a motion to dismiss
on double jeopardy grounds is set forth in
Pa.R.Crim.P. 587. If a trial court denies such a
motion without expressly finding that the motion is
frivolous, the order is immediately appealable by
means of a notice of appeal under Pa.R.A.P. 313. If,
however, the trial court finds the motion to be
frivolous, appellate review can be secured only if
the appellate court grants a petition for review. See
Commonwealth v. Orie, 22 A.3d 1021 (Pa. 2011);
Commonwealth v. Brady, 510 Pa. 336, 508 A.2d 286
(1986). If the Superior Court does not grant the
petition for review, the defendant may file a peti-
tion for allowance of appeal with the Supreme
Court.
Where the petition for review of the determina-
tion of frivolousness is granted, the grant automati-
cally initiates a separate appeal on the merits from
the order denying the pretrial motion seeking dis-
missal of criminal charges on double jeopardy
grounds.
A party may seek (or a court may sua sponte
issue) a stay of the trial court proceedings pending
review of the frivolousness determination. Other-
wise, the trial court may proceed while the petition
for review is pending. See Pa.R.A.P. 1701(d). Where
the petition for review of the determination of
frivolousness is granted, the grant automatically
stays further proceedings in the trial courts. ]
Official Note: Pa.R.A.P. 1573 formerly provided
for review of orders in which the court finds an
assertion of double jeopardy frivolous. The sub-
stance of the Rule is now found in Pa.R.A.P. 1613.
(Editor’s Note: Chapter 16 is new and printed in
regular type to enhance readability.)
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IN GENERAL
Rule 1601. Scope of Chapter.
This chapter provides a streamlined procedure for
appellate review of certain discrete issues upon petition
and response. Generally these matters are ancillary
and/or preliminary to appellate review under Chapters 9,
11, 13, or 15, but the chapter also is intended to provide
the method for initiating any form of appellate review
that does not fall within those chapters.
The procedure applicable under this chapter is provided
in Pa.R.A.P. 1602 through 1605, unless otherwise pre-
scribed by statute or rule relating to a particular category
of petition for limited review.
Official Note: Judicial review of government unit
actions or inactions not otherwise permitted under Chap-
ters 9, 11, 13 or 15, including those enumerated in
Pa.R.A.P. 1601, is available under Chapter 16; the docu-
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ment that initiates the case under Chapter 16 is called a
petition for limited review. The ‘‘residuary’’ initiating
document function previously assigned to Chapter 15 is
now assigned to Chapter 16.
Rule 1602. Filing.
(a) Time for filing.—A petition for limited review shall
be filed with the prothonotary of the appellate court
within 30 days after the entry of the order sought to be
reviewed. The petition shall be deemed filed on the date
mailed if the petitioner complies with the requirements
set forth in paragraph (b).
(b) Deemed received on date of mailing.—If the petition
for limited review is transmitted to the prothonotary of
the appellate court by means of first class, express, or
priority United States Postal Service mail, the petition
shall be deemed received by the prothonotary for the
purposes of Pa.R.A.P. 121(a) on the date deposited in the
United States mail, as shown on a United States Postal
Service Form 3817 Certificate of Mailing, or other similar
United States Postal Service form from which the date of
deposit can be verified.
The certificate of mailing or other similar Postal Ser-
vice form from which the date of deposit can be verified
shall be cancelled by the Postal Service, shall show the
docket number of the matter in the lower court or other
government unit and shall be either enclosed with the
petition or separately mailed to the prothonotary. Upon
actual receipt of the petition for limited review the
prothonotary of the appellate court shall immediately
stamp it with the date of actual receipt. That date, or the
date of earlier deposit in the United States mail as
prescribed in this subdivision, shall constitute the date of
filing, which date shall be shown on the docket.
The prothonotary of the appellate court shall immedi-
ately note the appellate docket number assignment upon
the petition and give written notice of the docket number
assignment in person or by first class mail to the
government unit or clerk of the lower court, to the
petitioner and to the other persons named in the proof of
service accompanying the petition.
(c) Fee.—The petitioner, upon filing the petition for
limited review, shall pay any fee therefor prescribed by
Chapter 27.
Rule 1603. Form and Content.
(a) Caption and parties.—All parties to the proceeding
in the lower court or other government unit other than
the petitioner shall be named as respondents.
(b) Title.—If the petition for limited review is filed
pursuant to Pa.R.A.P. 1610—1615, the title of the petition
shall include a reference to the specific rule invoked.
(c) Content.—The petition for limited review need not
be set forth in numbered paragraphs in the manner of a
pleading, and shall contain the following (which shall,
insofar as practicable, be set forth in the order stated):
1. a statement of the basis for the jurisdiction of the
appellate court.
2. the name of the party or person seeking review.
3. the text of the order in question, and the date of its
entry. If the order is voluminous, it may, if more conve-
nient, be appended to the petition. If the petition seeks
review of a deemed denial, it should so state.
4. a concise statement of the case containing the facts
necessary to an understanding of the issue(s) presented.
5. the question(s) presented, expressed in the terms
and circumstances of the case but without unnecessary
detail.
6. a concise statement of the reasons why the lower
court or other government unit erred.
7. a copy of any opinions relating to the order sought to
be reviewed, including findings of fact and conclusions of
law, as well as a copy of any other record documents
necessary to the appellate court’s review.
(d) Supporting brief.—No supporting brief is permitted
or required; the petition for limited review shall present
all contentions and arguments relied on with accuracy,
brevity, and clarity.
(e) Length.—A petition for limited review shall not
exceed 9,000 words. A petition for limited review that
does not exceed 20 pages when produced by a word
processor or typewriter shall be deemed to meet the 9,000
word limit. In all other cases, the attorney or the
unrepresented filing party shall include a certification
that the petition complies with the word count limit. The
certificate may be based on the word count of the word
processing system used to prepare the brief.
Rule 1604. Service.
A copy of the petition for limited review shall be served
by the petitioner on the lower court or other government
unit that made the determination sought to be reviewed.
In matters involving the Commonwealth, the petitioner
shall similarly serve a copy upon the Attorney General of
Pennsylvania. All parties before the lower court or other
government unit shall be served in accordance with
Pa.R.A.P. 121(b).
Rule 1605. Response to Petition.
(a) Time for filing.—A party may file and serve a
response to a petition for limited review within 30 days of
service of the petition. The response shall be deemed filed
on the date of mailing if first class, express, or priority
United States Postal Service mail is utilized.
(b) Content.—The response need not be set forth in
numbered paragraphs in the manner of a pleading, shall
set forth any procedural, substantive or other argument
or ground why the relief requested should be denied and
shall comply with the length limitation and the other
provisions of Pa.R.A.P. 1603 to the extent applicable. No
separate motion to dismiss a petition for limited review
will be received. A party entitled to file a response under
this rule who does not intend to do so shall, within the
time fixed by these rules for filing a response, file a letter
stating that a response to the petition for limited review
will not be filed. The failure to file a response will not be
construed as concurrence in the petition for limited
review.
SPECIFIC PETITIONS FOR LIMITED REVIEW
Rule 1610. Review of Refusal to Enter Final Order
on Fewer than All Claims.
(a) General rule.—If an application under Pa.R.A.P.
341(c) is denied by a lower court or other government
unit, the party seeking the determination may file a
petition for limited review with the appellate court having
appellate jurisdiction in the matter.
(b) Time for filing.—As set forth in Pa.R.A.P. 341(c), if
the trial court or other government unit denies the
application under that rule, a petition for limited review
may be filed within 30 days of the denial order. If the
trial court or other government unit fails to act on the
application within 30 days after it is filed, and the
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application is deemed denied, a petition for limited review
may be filed within 30 days of the deemed denial.
(c) Disposition.—The appellate court shall grant the
petition for limited review if it determines that the trial
court or other government unit abused its discretion in
failing to grant the application. If the appellate court
grants the petition for limited review, the requirements
set forth in Pa.R.A.P. 1322 shall apply and no separate
notice of appeal or petition for review need be filed. If the
appellate court denies the petition for limited review, the
requirements set forth in Pa.R.A.P. 1323 shall apply.
Rule 1611. Review of Refusal to Certify Interlocu-
tory Orders for Appeal.
(a) General rule.—If an application under Pa.R.A.P.
1311(b) is denied by a lower court or other government
unit, the party seeking to appeal the interlocutory order
may file a petition for limited review with the appellate
court having appellate jurisdiction in the matter.
(b) Time for filing.—As set forth in Pa.R.A.P. 1311(b), if
the trial court or other government unit denies the
application under that rule, a petition for limited review
may be filed within 30 days of the denial order. If the
trial court or other government unit fails to act on the
application within 30 days after it is filed, and the
application is deemed denied, a petition for limited review
may be filed within 30 days of the deemed denial.
(c) Disposition.—The appellate court shall grant the
petition for limited review if it determines that the trial
court or other government unit abused its discretion in
failing to grant the application. If the appellate court
grants the petition for limited review, the requirements
set forth in Pa.R.A.P. 1322 shall apply and no separate
petition for permission to appeal need be filed in the
appellate court. If the appellate court denies the petition
for limited review, the requirements set forth in Pa.R.A.P.
1323 shall apply.
Rule 1612. Review of Bail Orders.
Where the trial court enters an order under Pa.R.A.P.
1762(b) granting or denying release or modifying the
conditions of release before sentence, a party may seek
review of that order by filing a petition for limited review
in the appellate court that would have jurisdiction over
the appeal from the judgment of sentence.
Official Note: Also see Pa.R.A.P. 1762(a) and
Pa.R.A.P. 1762(e).
Rule 1613. Review of Orders Finding Double Jeop-
ardy Claim Frivolous.
(a) General rule.—A criminal defendant seeking review
of a frivolousness determination by a court of common
pleas under Pa.R.Crim.P. No. 587 may file a petition for
limited review in the appellate court having jurisdiction
over the matter.
(b) Parties.—The parties in the trial court shall be
named as parties in the appellate court. If there are
multiple defendants but the order for which review is
sought adjudicates the motion of only a single defendant,
only that defendant may file a petition for limited review.
(c) Effect of filing petition.—The filing of a petition for
limited review shall not automatically stay the proceed-
ings before the trial court. A petitioner may file an
application for a stay in the trial or appellate court
pending the determination of the petition for review, or
the trial or appellate court may issue a stay sua sponte.
(d) Grant of petition and transmission of record.—If the
petition for limited review is granted, the prothonotary of
the appellate court shall immediately give written notice
of the entry of the order to the clerk of the trial court and
to each party who has appeared in the appellate court.
The grant of the petition shall operate as a stay of trial
court proceedings in accordance with Chapter 17. The
clerk of the trial court shall docket the notice in the same
manner as a notice of appeal and shall mail that notice to
all parties to the trial court proceeding. The certified
record shall be transmitted and filed in accordance with
Chapter 19 (preparation and transmission of the record
and related matters). The times fixed by those provisions
for transmitting the record shall run from the date of the
entry of the order granting the petition for limited review.
No party need file a separate notice of appeal.
(e) Denial of petition.—If the petition for limited review
is denied, the prothonotary of the appellate court shall
immediately give written notice of the order to the clerk
of the trial court and to each party who has appeared in
the appellate court.
Official Note: The trial court’s determination and the
procedure for determining a motion to dismiss on double
jeopardy grounds is set forth in Pa.R.Crim.P. No. 587. If a
trial court denies such a motion without expressly finding
that the motion is frivolous, the order is immediately
appealable by means of a notice of appeal under Pa.R.A.P.
313. If, however, the trial court finds the motion to be
frivolous, appellate review can be secured only if the
appellate court grants a petition for limited review. See
Commonwealth v. Orie, 22 A.3d 1021 (Pa. 2011); Com-
monwealth v. Brady, 510 Pa. 336, 508 A.2d 286 (1986).
Where the petition for limited review of the determina-
tion of frivolousness is granted, the grant automatically
initiates a separate appeal on the merits from the order
denying the pretrial motion seeking dismissal of criminal
charges on double jeopardy grounds.
A party may seek (or a court may sua sponte issue) a
stay of the trial court proceedings pending review of the
frivolousness determination. Otherwise, the trial court
may proceed while the petition for review is pending. See
Pa.R.A.P. 1701(d). Where the petition for limited review of
the determination of frivolousness is granted, the grant
automatically stays further proceedings in the trial
courts.
Rule 1614. Review of Special Prosecution Orders.
(a) General rule.—Within ten days after the entry of
the order sought to be reviewed, a petition for limited
review may be filed in the Supreme Court of Pennsylva-
nia seeking review of the following orders:
(1) An order relating to the supersession of a district
attorney by an Attorney General or by a court or to the
appointment, supervision, administration or operation of
a special prosecutor.
(2) An order relating to the convening or discharge of
an investigating grand jury or otherwise affecting its
existence.
(3) An order entered in connection with the supervi-
sion, administration or operation of an investigating
grand jury or otherwise directly affecting an investigating
grand jury or any investigation conducted by it.
(4) An order enforcing or refusing to enforce a sub-
poena issued by or otherwise affecting the existence or
operation of any investigating committee of the General
Assembly.
(5) An order of the type specified in subparagraphs (1)
through (4) of this paragraph which contains a statement
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by the lower court pursuant to 42 Pa.C.S. § 702(b)
(interlocutory appeals by permission). Chapter 13 (inter-
locutory appeals by permission) shall not be applicable to
such an order.
Seven copies of any filings under this rule shall be filed
with the original. Pa.R.A.P. 3309 shall not be applicable
to an order reviewable under this rule.
(b) Opinion and record.—The Supreme Court on its
own initiative may direct that the lower court comply
with Pa.R.A.P. 1925 or that the record be otherwise
corrected or supplemented.
(c) Distribution and disposition.—Upon receipt of the
last filing that a party is entitled to make under this rule,
the filings shall be distributed by the Prothonotary to the
Supreme Court for its consideration. The Supreme Court
may thereafter dispose of the petition or set it down for
argument.
(d) Interlocutory matters.—The interlocutory or final
nature of an order shall not be affected by this rule and,
unless independent grounds appear for the review of an
interlocutory order, the interlocutory nature of the order
will be a sufficient reason for denying the petition. The
denial of a petition shall be deemed a disposition on the
merits unless otherwise ordered or unless the petition
expressly seeks permission to appeal from an interlocu-
tory order and asserts no other basis of jurisdiction on
appeal.
(e) Remand of record.—Unless otherwise ordered:
(1) A certified copy of the judgment of the Supreme
Court and the opinion of the court, if one has been filed,
shall be transmitted to the lower court forthwith upon
entry, notwithstanding the pendency of any application
for reargument or other proceeding affecting the judg-
ment. This transmission shall be in lieu of the remand of
the record.
(2) Such transmission shall operate to vacate any order
theretofore entered pursuant to Chapter 17 (effect of
appeals; supersedeas and stays).
Official Note: This rule is intended to provide a
simple and expeditious method for Supreme Court super-
vision of special prosecutions and investigations, e.g.
orders of the supervising judge of an investigating grand
jury, findings of contempt (whether civil or criminal) by
witnesses called before such a grand jury, etc. Pa.R.A.P.
702(c) and 42 Pa.C.S. § 722(5) (direct appeals from courts
of common pleas) vest jurisdiction over such matters in
the Supreme Court. However, this rule is not applicable
to review of investigating grand jury issues that collater-
ally arise in a plenary criminal prosecution initiated by
complaint, information or indictment. This rule requires
that review be sought within ten days. Essentially the
procedure is analogous to the review of a bail order under
Pa.R.A.P. 1762. There is no delay for certification of the
record, oral argument is ordinarily not available, and the
matter is ready for final disposition by the Supreme
Court immediately upon completion of the briefing sched-
ule.
The term ‘‘investigating grand jury’’ in paragraph (a)
includes a ‘‘multicounty investigating grand jury’’ con-
vened under 42 Pa.C.S. § 4544 (convening multicounty
investigating grand jury). The ‘‘independent grounds’’
referred to in paragraph (d) include grounds for relief in
the nature of mandamus, prohibition, etc. and cases
where the order is reviewable under the standards of 42
Pa.C.S. § 702(b) (interlocutory appeals by permission).
Failure to petition for limited review under this rule
from an interlocutory order will ordinarily not constitute
a waiver of objections to the order since, except as
prescribed by Pa.R.A.P. 311(g)(1)(ii), there is no require-
ment under these rules that a party seek available
interlocutory relief.
Under Pa.R.A.P. 1702(a), the Supreme Court or a
justice thereof will not entertain an application for relief
under Pa.R.A.P. 1781 in connection with a special pros-
ecution or investigation order until a petition for limited
review has been filed under this rule.
Rule 1615. Review of Out-of-Home Placement in
Juvenile Delinquency.
(a) General rule.—If a court under the Juvenile Act, 42
Pa.C.S. § 6301 et seq., enters an order after an adjudica-
tion of delinquency of a juvenile pursuant to Pa.R.J.C.P.
409(A)(2) and 515, which places the juvenile in an
out-of-home overnight placement in any agency or institu-
tion that shall provide care, treatment, supervision or
rehabilitation of the juvenile, the juvenile may file a
petition for limited review. The petition shall be filed
within ten days of the order.
(b) Content.—A petition for limited review under para-
graph (a) shall contain: (i) a specific description of any
determinations made by the juvenile court; (ii) the mat-
ters complained of; (iii) a concise statement of the reasons
why the juvenile court abused its discretion in ordering
the out-of-home placement; (iv) the proposed terms and
conditions of an alternative disposition for the juvenile;
and (v) a request that the official court reporter for the
juvenile court transcribe the notes of testimony as re-
quired by paragraph (g) of this rule. Any order(s) and
opinion(s) relating to the out-of-home placement and the
transcript of the juvenile court’s findings shall be at-
tached as appendices. The petition shall be supported by
a certificate of counsel to the effect that it is presented in
good faith and not for delay.
(c) Scope of review.
(1) The reviewing court shall not consider any chal-
lenge to the juvenile court’s selection of a specific agency
or specific institution as the site of the out-of-home
placement and instead may consider only a challenge to
the fact that the placement is out-of-home.
(2) The reviewing court shall not consider any chal-
lenge to the underlying adjudication of delinquency.
(d) Response.—Any response shall be filed within ten
days of service of the petition, and no other pleading is
authorized.
(e) Service.—A copy of the petition for limited review
and any answer thereto shall be served on the judge of
the juvenile court and the official court reporter for the
juvenile court. All parties in the juvenile court shall be
served in accordance with Pa.R.A.P. 121(b).
(f) Opinion of juvenile court.—Upon receipt of a copy of
a petition for limited review under paragraph (a), if the
judge who made the disposition of the out-of-home place-
ment did not state the reasons for such placement on the
record at the time of disposition pursuant to Pa.R.J.C.P.
512(D), the judge shall file of record a brief statement of
the reasons for the determination or where in the record
such reasons may be found, within five days of service of
the petition for limited review.
(g) Transcription of Notes of Testimony.—Upon receipt
of a copy of a petition for limited review under paragraph
(a), the court reporter shall transcribe the notes of
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testimony and deliver the transcript to the juvenile court
within five business days. If the transcript is not pre-
pared and delivered in a timely fashion, the juvenile court
shall order the court reporter to transcribe the notes and
deliver the notes to the juvenile court, and may impose
sanctions for violation of such an order. If the juvenile is
proceeding in forma pauperis, the juvenile shall not be
charged for the cost of the transcript.
(h) Non-waiver of objection to placement.—A failure to
seek review under this rule of the out-of-home placement
shall not constitute a waiver of the juvenile’s right to seek
review of the placement in a notice of appeal filed by the
juvenile from a disposition after an adjudication of delin-
quency.
Official Note: This rule provides a mechanism for the
expedited review of an order of out-of-home placement
entered pursuant to Pa.R.J.C.P. 515. Pa.R.J.C.P. 512(D)
requires the judge who made the disposition of an
out-of-home placement to place the reasons for the out-of-
home placement on the record at the time of the disposi-
tion, and paragraph (f) of this rule is applicable only in
the exceptional circumstance where the judge who made
the disposition of an out-of-home placement fails to
comply with Pa.R.J.C.P. 512(D). The Juvenile Act, 42
Pa.C.S. § 6352, sets forth the considerations for a disposi-
tional order following an adjudication of delinquency and
the alternatives for disposition. The standard for review
of a dispositional order is an abuse of discretion. See In
the Interest of A.D., 771 A.2d 45 (Pa. Super. 2001) (en
banc).
EXPLANATORY COMMENT
The Committee is proposing to reorganize Chapter 15
of the Rules of Appellate Procedure and to create a new
Chapter 16 of the Rules of Appellate Procedure in order
to separate out from existing Chapter 15 and move into
new Chapter 16 a number of initiating documents pres-
ently called ‘‘petitions for review’’ that are neither tradi-
tional administrative agency appeals nor original jurisdic-
tion actions against the Commonwealth, but rather are
either requests for interlocutory review from lower tribu-
nals or requests for some other type of limited appellate
court review in criminal or juvenile matters that are
ancillary and/or preliminary to appellate review.
As presently structured, Chapter 15’s purpose is to
provide the procedure for obtaining judicial review of
action or inaction of a ‘‘government unit’’ not otherwise
available through a notice of appeal under Chapter 9, a
petition for allowance of appeal under Chapter 11, or a
petition for permission to appeal under Chapter 13. Since
1976 when Chapter 15 was adopted, most of the appellate
court filings that utilize Chapter 15 have been, as
intended, either traditional administrative agency appeals
or original jurisdiction actions against the Common-
wealth, filed either in the Commonwealth Court’s appel-
late or original jurisdiction. However, because the defini-
tion of ‘‘government unit’’ is so broad as to encompass
every government actor, including the courts, and because
the Chapter 15 ‘‘petition for review’’ is the default initiat-
ing document where another initiating document is not
already provided in Chapters 9, 11 or 13, Chapter 15
presently applies to a variety of matters in addition to
traditional administrative agency appeals and original
jurisdiction actions against the Commonwealth. These
other types of petitions for review often involve appellate
review that is more limited than a traditional appeal. For
example, petitions for review under Pa.R.A.P. 341(c), 1311
(Note), and 1573 present only the question of whether to
permit an appeal from an interlocutory order, and are
more procedurally similar to a petition for allowance of
appeal than an appeal. Other petitions for review involve
appellate review using specialized procedures that depart
from standard appeal procedures, such as review of bail
orders under Pa.R.A.P. 1762, review of special prosecution
orders under Pa.R.A.P. 3331, and review of out-of-home-
placement of minors under Pa.R.A.P. 1770.
The Committee is proposing to reorganize Chapter 15
to limit its scope to the review of specifically enumerated
government unit action or inaction, with the result that
Chapter 15 will apply only to traditional administrative
agency appeals, certain other enumerated appeals from
adjudications or other actions, and original jurisdiction
actions against the Commonwealth. Judicial review of all
other action or inaction of a ‘‘government unit’’ not
otherwise available through Chapters 9, 11, 13 or reorga-
nized Chapter 15, including requests for interlocutory
review under Pa.R.A.P. 341(c) and 1311 (Note), review of
bail orders under Pa.R.A.P. 1762, review of orders that
find a double jeopardy claim to be frivolous under
Pa.R.A.P. 1573, review of special prosecution orders under
Pa.R.A.P. 3331, and review of out-of-home-placement of
minors under Pa.R.A.P. 1770, will fall under new Chapter
16, and will occur under an initiating document called a
‘‘petition for limited review.’’ This proposal thus moves the
‘‘residuary’’ function presently assigned to Chapter 15 to
new Chapter 16.
As a general principle, the proposed reorganization of
Chapter 15 and the adoption of new Chapter 16 are not
intended to alter existing procedures. In certain in-
stances, however, the Committee is proposing changes to
existing procedures. For example, under existing practice,
the standard of review for a Pa.R.A.P. 341(c) petition for
review is ‘‘abuse of discretion,’’ whereas the standard of
review for a Pa.R.A.P. 1311 (Note) petition for review is
‘‘so egregious as to justify prerogative appellate correc-
tion.’’ In transferring these initiating documents to Chap-
ter 16 as petitions for limited review, the Committee is
recommending that the standard of review for both be
‘‘abuse of discretion.’’ Similarly, existing practice under
Pa.R.A.P. 341(c) requires that the lower tribunal has only
30 days from the date of entry of its original order to act
on an application for a determination of finality, whereas
the procedure in Pa.R.A.P. 1311 affords the lower tribunal
30 days from the filing of the application. In transferring
these initiating documents to Chapter 16 as petitions for
limited review, the Committee is recommending that in
both the 341(c) application and the 1311 application, the
lower tribunal have 30 days from the date of filing the
application to act.
The Committee is aware that adoption of the proposed
reorganization of Chapter 15 and the adoption of new
Chapter 16 will necessitate a number of conforming
changes throughout the Rules of Appellate Procedure, and
has noted the particular changes required in other chap-
ters. If, after receiving and evaluating comments to the
concept of the proposed reorganization of Chapter 15 and
the adoption of new Chapter 16, the Committee deter-
mines to move forward with the proposal, the Committee
will republish for comment the proposed amendments to
Chapters 15 and new Chapter 16, and will publish for
comment for the first time, proposed modifications to all
of the other rules in other chapters of the Rules of
Appellate Procedure that are affected by the proposed
changes to Chapter 15 and the adoption of new Chapter
16.
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The following discussion of proposed changes in reorga-
nized Chapter 15 and new Chapter 16 highlights pro-
posed changes from existing practice.
Reorganized Chapter 15
Pa.R.A.P. 1501—Scope of Chapter
1501(a)(1): The reorganization adds appeals from
awards of arbitrators who decide disputes between the
Commonwealth and its employees. These have always
been reviewable under Chapter 15, pursuant to 42
Pa.C.S. § 763(b), but were mentioned only in the Official
Note to the Rule, not the Rule.
1501(a)(2): The reorganization deletes the words ‘‘or
any other statute providing for judicial review of a
determination of a government unit’’ in order to assure
that the only appellate matters reviewable under Chapter
15 are those specified in 1501.
1501(a)(4): Legislative reapportionment appeals, while
not traditional administrative agency appeals, follow an
appellate process that has more similarities to Chapter 15
petitions for review than to Chapter 16 petitions for
limited review; therefore, and for the additional reason
discussed below as to 1501(a)(5), the reorganization re-
tains them in Chapter 15.
1501(a)(5): Pursuant to 42 Pa.C.S. § 725 (Direct ap-
peals from constitutional and judicial agencies), the Su-
preme Court has exclusive jurisdiction of appeals from
certain judicial and legislative agencies. Under the cur-
rent rules and practice, all of the 42 Pa.C.S. § 725
categories except appeals from the Court of Judicial
Discipline, which are treated as notices of appeal under
Chapter 9, fall under Chapter 15. The reorganization
proposes to retain that treatment. Appeals from legisla-
tive reapportionment, 42 Pa.C.S. § 725 (1), are addressed
in 1501(4) and discussed above. Appeals from orders of
the other three judicial agencies (minor judiciary educa-
tion, law examiners, attorney discipline), though different
in some ways from a typical agency appeal, have more
similarities to Chapter 15 petitions for review than to
Chapter 16 matters that are typically preliminary to or
ancillary to an appeal.
1501(a)(6): Similar to the appeals listed in 1501(a)(5),
appeals to the Supreme Court from the Court Administra-
tor’s denial of access to judicial financial records, though
different in some ways from a typical agency appeal, have
more similarities to Chapter 15 petitions for review than
to Chapter 16 matters that are typically preliminary to or
ancillary to an appeal.
1501(b)(3): The reorganization transfers challenges to
denial of the ability to seek interlocutory review under
Pa.R.A.P. 341 and 1311 to Chapter 16.
1501(b)(4): This addition highlights that Chapter 15
does not apply to matters addressed in Chapter 16.
Official Note: The proposed Official Note explains the
difference between Chapters 15 and 16. The previous
Official Note is superseded by the reorganization.
Pa.R.A.P. 1502. Exclusive Procedure
The addition to the first sentence and deletion of the
second sentence are intended to conform the rule to the
limiting amendments to Pa.R.A.P. 1501.
The previous Official Note is superseded by the reorga-
nization.
Pa.R.A.P. 1503. Improvident Appeals or Original Jurisdic-
tion Actions
The additions and deletions are intended to conform the
rule to the limiting amendments to Pa.R.A.P. 1501 and to
make the rule more simple and clear.
Pa.R.A.P. 1504. Improvident Petition for Review
The additions and deletions are intended to conform the
rule to the limiting amendments to Pa.R.A.P. 1501 and to
make the rule more simple and clear.
Pa.R.A.P. 1512. Time for Petitioning for Review
1512(a)(2): The word ‘‘cross’’ was added to clarify that,
as discussed in the Official Note to the Rule, the docu-
ment that is referred to in this subsection is in fact a
‘‘cross petition for review’’ similar in kind to a ‘‘cross
notice of appeal.’’
1512(a)(2) and (3): The deletion of subparagraphs (3)
and (5) conform to the transfer of those matters to
Chapter 16.
Pa.R.A.P. 1513. Petition for Review
The last sentence of Paragraph (c) is deleted to conform
to the transfer of those matters to Chapter 16.
The Official Note is restructured to follow the order of
the Rule.
Pa.R.A.P. 1514. Filing and Service of Petition for Review
Paragraph (c) is amended to require service on the
Attorney General of all petitions for review. The current
rule only requires service on the Attorney General ‘‘in
matters involving the Commonwealth.’’ However, in Chap-
ter 15 as reorganized, the Commonwealth will be involved
in every petition for review.
Paragraph (d) is amended to add a sentence that warns
practitioners that the party they represent in an appel-
late petition for review must intervene affirmatively
under Pa.R.A.P. 1531(a) even if their counsel already is
entered on the docket.
The Official Note is amended to delete the next-to-last
sentence because under these amendments there no
longer will be petitions for review of trial court orders in
Chapter 15.
Pa.R.A.P. 1516. Other Pleadings Allowed
Paragraph (a) is amended to conform to the transfer of
the deleted matters (all except Pa.R.A.P. 3321) to Chapter
16.
The Official Note is amended to delete the first and
final sentences to conform to the transfer of the deleted
matters to Chapter 16.
Pa.R.A.P. 1517. Applicable Rules of Pleading
The Official Note is deleted to conform to the transfer
of the referenced matters to Chapter 16.
Pa.R.A.P. 1531. Intervention
The third paragraph of the Official Note is deleted to
conform to the transfer of the referenced matter to
Chapter 16.
Pa.R.A.P. 1541. Certification of the Record
The Official Note is deleted as under these amend-
ments there no longer will be petitions for review of trial
court orders in Chapter 15.
Pa.R.A.P. 1542. Evidentiary Hearing
The Official Note is deleted to conform to the transfer
of the referenced matter to Chapter 16.
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Pa.R.A.P. 1551. Scope of Review
The entire Official Note is deleted. All but the final
paragraph is either obsolete or repetitive of other provi-
sions or notes. The final sentence is deleted to conform to
the transfer of the referenced matter to Chapter 16.
Pa.R.A.P. 1561. Disposition of Petition for Review
1561(d): The ‘‘Except as’’ clause of Paragraph (d) is
deleted to conform to the transfer of the referenced
matters to Chapter 16. The remainder of Paragraph (d) is
deleted because it is clear from Pa.R.A.P. 1501 that
Chapter 15 does not extend to habeas or PCRA.
The last two paragraphs of the Official Note are deleted
for the same reasons.
Pa.R.A.P. 1573. Review of Orders in Which the Court
Finds an Assertion of Double Jeopardy Frivolous
Pa.R.A.P. 1573 is transferred to Chapter 16.
New Chapter 16
Pa.R.A.P. 1603. Form and Content
Pa.R.A.P. 1603(b): This subsection addresses the Supe-
rior Court’s concern expressed in Commonwealth v.
K.M.-F., 2015 Pa. Super. 124, n.5 (May 22, 2015), that
petitioners specifically label petitions for review seeking
out-of-home placement in a juvenile delinquency matter
in order to assure expeditious attention.
Pa.R.A.P. 1605. Response to Petition
1605(a): For certain existing petitions for review that
are being transferred to Chapter 16 as petitions for
limited review, the response time is less than 30 days. As
a default rule, unless otherwise stated in a rule related to
a specific petition for limited review, the response is 30
days, as there is no compelling justification for giving the
respondent half the time provided to the petitioner.
1605(b): The rule does not explicitly provide for a ‘‘reply
brief ’’ by the petitioner, or for additional filings. Parties
wishing to file additional responses must petition for
permission under Pa.R.A.P. 123.
Pa.R.A.P. 1610. Review of Refusal to Enter Final Order on
Fewer than All Claims
1610(b): Existing practice under Pa.R.A.P. 341(c) re-
quires that the lower tribunal has only 30 days from the
date of entry of its original order to act on an application
for a determination of finality. Pa.R.A.P. 1610 would
change that practice to afford the lower tribunal 30 days
from the filing of the application to rule on the applica-
tion, similar to the current practice under Pa.R.A.P. 1311
for applications to the lower tribunal to amend an order
to certify it for interlocutory review. Implementation of
Pa.R.A.P. 1610 will require a parallel change to Pa.R.A.P.
341(c).
Pa.R.A.P. 1611. Review of Refusal to Certify Interlocutory
Orders for Appeal
1611(c): Existing practice under Pa.R.A.P. 1311 (Note)
provides that the standard of review for Pa.R.A.P. 1311
(Note) petition for review is ‘‘so egregious as to justify
prerogative appellate correction.’’ In contrast, the similar
procedure under Pa.R.A.P. 341(c) and proposed Pa.R.A.P.
1610 calls for an ‘‘abuse of discretion’’ standard of review.
The Committee observes that the Supreme Court has
treated the ‘‘so egregious as to justify prerogative appel-
late correction’’ standard as the same as ‘‘abuse of
discretion,’’ see Brittain v. Beard, 974 A.2d 479, 490 n.6
(Pa. 2009); Commonwealth v. Tilley, 780 A.2d 649, 651
(Pa. 2001), and proposes to replace the ‘‘so egregious as to
justify prerogative appellate correction’’ standard in
Pa.R.A.P. 1311 (Note) and proposed Pa.R.A.P. 1611 with
the abuse of discretion standard. Implementation of pro-
posed Pa.R.A.P. 1611 will require a parallel change to
Pa.R.A.P. 1311 (Note).
Pa.R.A.P. 1612. Review of Bail Orders
Implementation of Pa.R.A.P. 1612 will require conform-
ing changes to Pa.R.A.P. 1762, some of which will become
obsolete if proposed Pa.R.A.P. 1612 is adopted.
Pa.R.A.P. 1613. Review of Orders Finding Double Jeop-
ardy Claim Frivolous
Pa.R.A.P. 1613 transfers the substance of existing
Pa.R.A.P. 1573 to Chapter 16, but also proposes several
changes to Pa.R.A.P. 1573.
Pa.R.A.P. 1613(a): Existing Pa.R.A.P. 1573(a) provides
that ‘‘any party’’ seeking review of a frivolousness deter-
mination may file a petition. The phrase implies that the
Commonwealth could file such a petition if the judge
ruled that the double jeopardy claim was not frivolous. In
a criminal case, however, it is only the defendant, not the
Commonwealth, who would be seeking interlocutory re-
view of a pre-trial double jeopardy claim. Therefore the
defendant is the only ‘‘party’’ to whom the rule applies..
There could be multiple criminal defendants, only one of
whom would be in a position to file a petition for limited
review, but subsection (b) of the proposed rule explicitly
addresses the multiple defendant situation. Therefore, in
transferring existing Pa.R.A.P. 1573 to Chapter 16, the
Committee proposes to change ‘‘any party’’ in subsection
(a) of Pa.R.A.P. 1573 to ‘‘a criminal defendant.’’ For
clarity, we also propose to change ‘‘shall’’ in current
Pa.R.A.P. 1573(a) to ‘‘may.’’
The second sentence of current Pa.R.A.P. 1573(a) (re-
view governed by general rules in this chapter unless this
rule says otherwise), is redundant in light of proposed
Pa.R.A.P. 1601, second paragraph, and so is omitted from
proposed Pa.R.A.P. 1613.
Pa.R.A.P. 1573 subsections (b) (contents of the petition),
(d) (no supporting brief), (e) (essential requisites of peti-
tion), (g) (answer to petition) and (h) (service) are omitted
from proposed Pa.R.A.P. 1613 because Pa.R.A.P. 1602—
1605 supply these procedures.
Pa.R.A.P. 1613(d): Existing Pa.R.A.P. 1573(i) provides
that the grant of the petition operates as a stay of ‘‘all’’
trial court proceedings. However, as the grant of a stay is
supposed to put the defendant in the same position as if
he had an appeal as of right, and an appeal as of right
does not stay all trial court proceedings, proposed
Pa.R.A.P. 1613(d) provides that the grant of a petition for
limited review operates to stay trial court proceedings to
the extent provided in Chapter 17.
Official Note: The existing Official Note to Pa.R.A.P.
1573 states that, if the petition is denied, the defendant
can file a petition for allowance of appeal with the
Supreme Court. The Official Note to proposed Pa.R.A.P.
1613 eliminates this sentence.
Pa.R.A.P. 1614. Review of Special Prosecution Orders
Pa.R.A.P. 1614 transfers the substance of existing
Pa.R.A.P.E. 3331 to Chapter 16.
1614(b): The first three sentences of existing Pa.R.A.P.
3331(b) provide that the petitioner may file a brief in
support of the petition for review, any party may file an
answering brief, and all parties may attach portions of
the record to their briefs. These sentences are removed
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from Pa.R.A.P. 1614 because Pa.R.A.P. 1603 provides that
the petition for limited review must include all necessary
legal argument.
Pa.R.A.P. 1615. Review of Out-of-Home Placement In
Juvenile Delinquency
Pa.R.A.P. 1615 transfers the substance of existing
Pa.R.A.P. 1770 to Chapter 16, and proposes several
changes to Pa.R.A.P. 1770 for clarity.
1615(c): Existing Pa.R.A.P. 1770(c) addresses the nar-
row scope of review under this rule:
(c) ‘‘Objection to specific agency or institution, or
underlying adjudication of delinquency, is not permit-
ted.’’
(1) A petition for review under subdivision (a) shall
not challenge the specific agency or specific institu-
tion that is the site of the Out of Home Placement
and instead shall be limited to the Out of Home
Placement itself.
(2) A petition for review under subdivision (a) shall
not challenge the underlying adjudication of delin-
quency.
Proposed Pa.R.A.P. 1615(c) changes the heading to
‘‘scope of review,’’ consistent with other proposed Chapter
16 rules, and proposes some rewriting to the subsection
for clarity purposes.
1615(d): Existing Pa.R.A.P. 1770(d)’s second sentence
provides that certain Chapter 15 rules, including rules
related to pleading, intervention and scope of review, do
not apply to Pa.R.A.P. 1770. With the transfer of
Pa.R.A.P. 1770 to Chapter 16, those disclaimers are no
longer needed.
1615(e): Existing Pa.R.A.P. 1770(e)’s third sentence
provides for service on the attorney general. It is elimi-
nated here because it is already covered in proposed
Pa.R.A.P. 1604.
1615(g): Existing Pa.R.A.P. 1770(g)’s last sentence
states that Chapter 19 does not apply to Pa.R.A.P. 1770
petitions. As Chapter 19 does not apply to any petitions
for limited review under Chapter 16, the sentence is
unnecessary and so is eliminated in the proposed
Pa.R.A.P. 1615.
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 15-1531. Filed for public inspection August 21, 2015, 9:00 a.m.]
Title 237—JUVENILE RULES
PART I. RULES
[ 237 PA. CODE CH. 1 ]
Proposed Modifications to Pa.R.J.C.P. 105
The Juvenile Court Procedural Rules Committee is
planning to propose to the Supreme Court of Pennsylva-
nia the modifications to Pa.R.J.C.P. 105 for the reasons
set forth in the accompanying explanatory report. Pursu-
ant to Pa.R.J.A. No. 103(a)(1), the proposal is being
published in the Pennsylvania Bulletin for comments,
suggestions or objections prior to submission to the
Supreme Court.
Any reports, notes, or comments in the proposal have
been inserted by the Committee for the convenience of
those using the rules. They neither will constitute a part
of the rules nor will be officially adopted by the Supreme
Court.
Additions to the text of the proposal are bolded;
deletions to the text are bolded and bracketed.
The Committee invites all interested persons to submit
comments, suggestions, or objections in writing to:
Christine Riscili, Counsel
Juvenile Court Procedural Rules Committee
Supreme Court of Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Judicial Center




All communications in reference to the proposal should
be received by October 1, 2015. E-mail is the preferred
method for submitting comments, suggestions or objec-
tions; any e-mailed submission need not be reproduced
and resubmitted via mail. The Committee will acknowl-
edge receipt of all submissions.





TITLE 237. JUVENILE RULES
PART I. RULES
Subpart A. DELINQUENCY MATTERS
CHAPTER 1. GENERAL PROVISIONS
Rule 105. Search Warrants.
The Pennsylvania Rules of Criminal Procedure, Rules
200 through 211 and Rule 212(B), shall apply to search
warrants in juvenile delinquency matters.
Comment
Search warrants for juvenile cases are not avail-
able for public inspection. The search warrant is to
be treated as a juvenile record and the provisions
of Rule 160(A) apply. Once a search warrant is
executed, it is filed with the Court of Common
Pleas and becomes a part of the official court
record. Also, information contained in the affidavit
for probable cause attached to the search warrant
is a part of law enforcement records, which is also
confidential. See 42 Pa.C.S. §§ 6307 & 6308 and Rule
160.
Official Note: Rule 105 adopted April 1, 2005, effec-
tive October 1, 2005.
Committee Explanatory Reports:
Final Report explaining the provisions of Rule 105
published with the Court’s Order at 35 Pa.B. 2214 (April
16, 2005).
EXPLANATORY REPORT
When Pa.R.J.C.P. 105 was adopted in 2005, it was
believed that there should be one search warrant
procedure for police officers to follow regardless of
whether the matter concerned a criminal or juvenile case.
Therefore, Rule 105 incorporated the Rules of Criminal
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Procedure into the Rules of Juvenile Court Procedure for
search warrants. When Pa.R.J.C.P. 105 was adopted,
Pa.R.Crim.P. 212 did not exist.
Pa.R.Crim.P. 212 was adopted in 2008. At that time,
the Juvenile Court Procedural Rules Committee (Commit-
tee) did not request the addition of Pa.R.Crim.P. 212 to
Pa.R.J.C.P. 105 because it believed juvenile records were
confidential and not open to public inspection so the
criminal rule was inapplicable to juvenile cases. The
criminal rule provided that the issuing authority shall not
make any search warrants and any affidavit(s) of prob-
able cause available for public inspection or dissemination
until the warrant has been executed. The Committee
relied upon Pa.R.J.C.P. 160 and 42 Pa.C.S. § 6308.
In 2013, the original text of Pa.R.Crim.P. 212 was made
paragraph (A) and a new paragraph (B) was added to
clarify unexecuted warrants and affidavit(s) are not pub-
lic records and shall be destroyed upon return to the
issuing authority. Unexecuted warrants neither get filed
with Court of Common Pleas nor become a part of the
official court record. Therefore, the Juvenile Court Proce-
dural Rules Committee believes it is important to incorpo-
rate this paragraph into the Pa.R.J.C.P. 105. Hence, the
addition of Pa.R.Crim.P. 212(B) into Pa.R.J.C.P. 105.
To clarify the inapplicability of Pa.R.Crim.P. 212(A) to
juvenile proceedings, a comment has been added to Rule
105 providing that warrants for juvenile cases shall be
treated as juvenile records. It is illogical to make juvenile
search warrants accessible for a brief period of time from
the execution of a warrant until the return of the
warrant. Once the return of the warrant is filed with the
Court of Common Pleas, it is now part of the official court
record, which makes the Rules of Juvenile Court Proce-
dure applicable, including Rule 160 governing inspecting,
copying, and disseminating the official court record. See
Pa.R.Crim.P. 210 for filing of the return warrant with the
Court of Common Pleas.




Intermediate Punishment Plan; No. CP-31-MD-147-
2015; AO No. 004-2015
Administrative Order of Court
And Now, this 4th day of August, 2015, the Huntingdon
County Intermediate Punishment Plan having been ap-
proved by the Pennsylvania Commission on Crime and
Delinquency effective July 1, 2015, it is hereby Ordered
and Decreed that, effective thirty (30) days after publica-
tion in the Pennsylvania Bulletin, the Court hereby
Adopts the Huntingdon County Intermediate Punishment
Plan.
The Huntingdon County District Court Administrator is
Ordered and Directed to do the following:
1. File seven (7) certified copies of this Administrative
Order with the Administrative Office of Pennsylvania
Courts.
2. File two (2) certified copies and one (1) diskette with
the Legislative Reference Bureau for publication in the
Pennsylvania Bulletin.
3. File one (1) certified copy with the Pennsylvania
Criminal Procedural Rules Committee.
4. Publish one (1) copy to the Huntingdon County
Courts website at www.huntingdoncountycourt.net.
5. Keep continuously available for public inspection





[Pa.B. Doc. No. 15-1533. Filed for public inspection August 21, 2015, 9:00 a.m.]
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[ 7 PA. CODE CH. 137b ]
Corrective Amendment to 7 Pa. Code § 137b.24
The Department of Agriculture (Department) has dis-
covered a discrepancy between the agency text of 7
Pa. Code § 137b.24 (relating to ineligible land) as depos-
ited with the Legislative Reference Bureau and the
official text as published at 31 Pa.B. 1701 (March 31,
2001), as currently appearing in the Pennsylvania Code.
A reference to ‘‘ineligible land’’ was incorrectly published
as ‘‘eligible land.’’
Therefore, under 45 Pa.C.S. § 901: the Department has
deposited with the Legislative Reference Bureau a correc-
tive amendment to 7 Pa. Code § 137b.24. The corrective
amendment to 7 Pa. Code § 137b.24 is effective as of
March 31, 2001, the effective date of adoption of this
section.




PART V-C. FARMLAND AND FOREST LAND
CHAPTER 137b. PREFERENTIAL ASSESSMENT
OF FARMLAND AND FOREST LAND UNDER THE
CLEAN AND GREEN ACT
ELIGIBLE LAND
§ 137b.24. Ineligible land.
A landowner seeking preferential assessment under the
act shall include ineligible land on the application if the
ineligible land is part of a larger contiguous tract of
eligible land, and the use of the land which causes it to be
ineligible exists at the time the application is filed.
Although this ineligible land may not receive preferential
assessment, the applicant shall specify the boundaries
and acreage of the ineligible land, and may not expand
the boundaries beyond those identified in the initial
application. A landowner will not be required, as a
condition of county acceptance or approval of the applica-
tion, to survey or redeed the tract so as to exclude the
ineligible land.
Example: A landowner owns a 100-acre tract of land,
90 acres of which is productive farmland and 10 acres of
which is occupied by an auto salvage yard. If the
landowner seeks preferential assessment of the 90 acres
of farmland, the application shall describe the entire
100-acre tract. If preferential assessment is granted, it
will apply to the 90 acres of farmland. The 10-acre tract
would continue to be assigned its fair market value and
assessed accordingly.




[ 25 PA. CODE CHS. 77, 86—90 AND 211 ]
Land Reclamation Financial Guarantees and
Bioenergy Crop Bonding
The Environmental Quality Board (Board) adds
§§ 86.162b and 86.162c (relating to Land Reclamation
Financial Guarantees; and Bioenergy Crop Bonding).
Sections 86.162b and 86.162c implement the act of July 5,
2012 (P. L. 918, No. 95) (Act 95) and the act of October
24, 2012 (P. L. 1276, No. 157) (Act 157). The Board also
amends Chapters 77, 86—90 and 211 to correct citations
to the Surface Mining Conservation and Reclamation Act
(SMCRA) (52 P. S. §§ 1396.1—1396.19b) to account for
the addition of section 19.2 of the SMCRA (52 P. S.
§ 1396.19b), which was added by Act 157, and to correct
other citation errors.
This final-form rulemaking was adopted by the Board
at its meeting of April 21, 2015.
A. Effective Date
This final-form rulemaking will go into effect upon
publication in the Pennsylvania Bulletin.
B. Contact Persons
For further information, contact Thomas Callaghan,
PG, Director, Bureau of Mining Programs, Rachel Carson
State Office Building, 5th Floor, 400 Market Street, P. O.
Box 8461, Harrisburg, PA 17105-8461, (717) 787-5015; or
Joseph Iole, Assistant Counsel, Bureau of Regulatory
Counsel, P. O. Box 8464, Rachel Carson State Office
Building, Harrisburg, PA 17105-8464, (717) 787-7060.
Persons with a disability may use the Pennsylvania
AT&T Relay Service, (800) 654-5984 (TDD users) or (800)
654-5988 (voice users). This final-form rulemaking is
available on the Department of Environmental Protec-
tion’s (Department) web site at www.dep.state.pa.us (se-
lect ‘‘Public Participation Center,’’ then ‘‘The Environmen-
tal Quality Board’’).
C. Statutory Authority
This final-form rulemaking is authorized under the
authority of section 5 of The Clean Streams Law (35 P. S.
§ 691.5); sections 4(a) and 4.2 of the SMCRA (52 P. S.
§§ 1396.4(a) and 1396.4b); and section 1920-A of The
Administrative Code of 1929 (71 P. S. § 510-20).
D. Background and Purpose
Act 95 allows for reclamation bond coverage for no cost
to operators who remine and then reclaim the area with
biofuel crops. The final-form rulemaking provides the
framework for implementing this biofuels incentive. Act
95 added section 4.14 of the SMCRA (52 P. S. § 1396.4n).
Act 157 specifically requires that the Board promulgate
regulations to implement the Land Reclamation Financial
Guarantee (LRFG) program. Accordingly, this final-form
rulemaking provides the framework for bonding assist-
ance underwritten by existing Commonwealth funds and
premiums paid by surface mine operators.
This final-form rulemaking establishes eligibility re-
quirements, program limits and operational standards.
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Act 157
Prior to 2001, the Department operated an alternate
bonding system (ABS) for surface coal mining sites.
Under the ABS, flat-rate per-acre bonds were supple-
mented by a nonrefundable per-acre ‘‘reclamation fee.’’
Based upon shortfalls in funding under this program, the
Department terminated the ABS and converted all sur-
face coal mine sites to full-cost bonds. Mine sites bonded
under the ABS with post-mining pollutional discharges
where the permittee has failed to meet its regulatory
obligations constitute a legacy of the ABS for which the
Department has the responsibility to operate and main-
tain treatment systems.
Section 213 of the act of June 22, 2001 (P. L. 979, No.
6A) (Act 6A), known as the General Appropriation Act of
2001, provided $7 million ‘‘[f]or the conservation purpose
of providing sum-certain financial guarantees needed to
facilitate the implementation of full-cost bonding, for a
fee, and in the event of forfeiture, to finance reclamation
of the forfeited surface mining site in an amount not to
exceed the sum-certain guarantee.’’ This appropriation
resulted in the creation of the Conversion Assistance
program.
The Department implemented Conversion Assistance
under the authority of section 4(d.2) of the SMCRA,
which allows for ‘‘alternative financial assurance mecha-
nisms which shall achieve the objectives and purposes of
the bonding program.’’ Participants in the program ex-
ecuted an agreement through which they agreed to pay
an annual premium of 1.5% of the value of the financial
guarantee. During the conversion, the Department under-
wrote about $63 million of bond liability for Conversion
Assistance. Currently, Conversion Assistance covers about
$19 million in bond liability.
From the inception of the program through Fiscal Year
2013-2014, the Department collected about $6.3 million in
premium payments, while about $300,000 was spent for
reclamation of a forfeited site. Act 157 authorized a
one-time transfer of $500,000 from this account to the
remining financial assurance account to support the
Remining Financial Guarantee (RFG) program. This
transfer was executed in 2013. Therefore, more than $13
million is available to support the LRFG program as it is
structured in Act 157.
Act 157 requires the Board to promulgate regulations
to implement the LRFG program. Act 157 includes a
requirement for the LRFG program fee amount to be
established by regulation. It takes the funds from the
Conversion Assistance and transfers them to the LRFG
program and converts existing Conversion Assistance to
LRFGs.
Act 157 also describes factors for eligibility for LRFGs
including:
(1) The environmental and safety hazards of the site
for which a guarantee is proposed.
(2) The availability of coal reserves at the site.
(3) The operator’s long-term financial stability.
(4) The operator’s prior denial of coverage, if any, by
surety bond companies.
(5) The operator’s length of time in business and
compliance history.
(6) Any other factor the Department considers indica-
tive of an operator’s ability to complete reclamation and
pay required premiums under the program.
Act 157 requires the Department to determine the total
amount of LRFGs that can be supported by the LRFG
account based on loss reserves established by the applica-
tion of the historical rate of mine operator bond forfei-
tures, plus a reasonable margin of safety to protect the
account from the risk of forfeiture. Act 157 also requires
the Board to establish, by regulation, underwriting meth-
ods adequate to insure the account against the risk of
forfeiture of the guarantees.
Act 157 allows the Department to transfer interest
earned on the funds in the LRFG account into the
Reclamation Fee O&M Trust Account established under
§§ 86.17 and 86.187 (relating to permit and reclamation
fees; and use of money) to supplement the funding of the
Reclamation Fee O&M Trust Account, which is used to
pay for the operation and maintenance of treatment
systems for the ABS Legacy Sites. It also provides that
premiums collected and deposited in the LRFG account
may be transferred into the Reclamation Fee O&M Trust
Account consistent with the requirement to assure the
financial stability of the LRFG program.
Act 157 states ‘‘[t]he land reclamation financial guaran-
tee program established by this section may be discontin-
ued immediately upon publication of notice in the Penn-
sylvania Bulletin if twenty-five per cent or greater of the
outstanding bond obligation for the land reclamation
financial guarantees program is subject to forfeiture.’’
Act 157 includes a provision for the annual appropria-
tion of up to $2 million collected from the gross receipts
tax by the General Assembly to the Department for
transfer into the Reclamation Fee O&M Trust Account
established under § 86.17. Act 157 includes the following
regarding the funding of this account:
Beginning in fiscal year 2013-2014, up to two million
dollars ($2,000,000) collected from the gross receipts
tax on sales of electric energy in Pennsylvania autho-
rized by Article XI of the act of March 4, 1971 (P. L.
6, No. 2), known as the ‘‘Tax Reform Code of 1971,’’
may be appropriated annually by the General Assem-
bly to the department for transfer to the Reclamation
Fee O&M Trust Account established pursuant to 25
Pa. Code §§ 86.17 and 86.187 to be used to supple-
ment the funding of the Reclamation Fee O&M Trust
Account.
Finally, Act 157 states ‘‘[t]he Land Reclamation Finan-
cial Guarantee Account shall be the sole source of funds
underwriting the land reclamation financial guarantees
program and the Commonwealth shall not be obligated to
expend any funds beyond the amount in the Land
Reclamation Financial Guarantee Account.’’
Act 157 revised the SMCRA by appending section 19.2
to the end of the act. As a result, all of the regulatory
references to the SMCRA need to be updated to include
the current citation. The final-form rulemaking includes
about 20 updates to this reference in Chapters 77, 86—90
and 211.
The LRFG program shares many concepts with the
RFG program. The experience gained from implementing
the RFG program since 1996 has been useful in establish-
ing the requirements of the LRFG program. The regula-
tions implement the requirements of Act 157.
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Bioenergy Crop Bonding
Bond release for surface coal mines is achieved in three
stages. Sites are eligible for Stage 2 bond release after
the area has been regraded and planted, with permanent
vegetation established. The remaining bond is held for at
least 5 years after the date planting of the vegetation was
accomplished for the reclaimed area. This 5-year period is
the Stage 3 reclamation liability period.
Act 95 requires the Department to encourage and
promote the use of switchgrass, camelina, canola and
other bioenergy crops for the revegetation of lands af-
fected by surface mining activities, and the land so used
shall be considered to be cropland for post-mining land
use purposes.
Act 95 requires that the funds for the Bioenergy Crop
Bonding program be provided, to the extent funds are
available from the appropriation to the Department under
section 213 of Act 6A, or to the extent funds are otherwise
appropriated. Act 95 also requires the Department to
make sum-certain guarantees to cover Stage 3 reclama-
tion liability available at no cost to the surface mine
permittee. To qualify, a remining site must be revegetated
with switchgrass, camelina, canola or other bioenergy
crops. Act 95 also provides that, in the event of forfeiture,
the designated funds be used to finance reclamation of
the forfeited surface mining site in an amount not to
exceed the sum-certain guarantee.
The regulations implement the requirements of Act 95.
Mining and Reclamation Advisory Board collaboration
The Department consulted with the Mining and Recla-
mation Advisory Board (MRAB) through a series of
meetings with the MRAB’s Regulation, Technical and
Legislative Committee to develop this final-form rule-
making. The Department presented the draft proposed
rulemaking to the MRAB at its October 24, 2013, meet-
ing. The MRAB recommended that the proposed rule-
making proceed with one recommendation. The MRAB
recommended that language be added to the regulation
regarding the appropriation of money from the Gross
Receipts Tax as described in section 19.2(b)(7) of the
SMCRA.
The MRAB recommended that the following language
be included in the rulemaking:
No later than the date of the Department’s annual
budget request to the Governor’s Budget Office, the
Department shall report to the MRAB as to when a
transfer from the Gross Receipts Tax to the Reclama-
tion Fee O&M Trust Account is necessary to supple-
ment the funding of the Reclamation Fee O&M Trust
Account in order to offset an increase in the reclama-
tion fee in the subsequent fiscal year.
As has been the practice since the Board established
the adjustable per-acre reclamation fee in 2008, and as
required under § 86.17(e), the Department will continue
to provide information to the MRAB about the status of
the on-going operation and maintenance of treatment
facilities at the ABS Legacy Sites and the funding status
of the Reclamation Fee O&M Trust Account. The pro-
posed rulemaking included a revision to § 86.17(e)(2) that
explicitly addressed the MRAB recommendation. In the
course of fulfilling the existing obligation under this
section, the Department provides the information by the
time that the Department’s budget request is provided to
the Governor’s Budget Office.
The management of the water treatment obligations
associated with the legacy of the ABS requires a long-
term, stable funding source. The existing funding sources
have been able to provide enough money to eliminate the
need for the per-acre reclamation fee for the most recent
years. Current projections suggest that this trend will not
continue since it was primarily the result of an initial
balance in the Reclamation Fee O&M Trust Account that
has been exhausted. Also, operational costs have in-
creased, and it is expected that they will continue to do
so. In addition, the treatment facilities must be operated
and maintained well into the future. The adjustable
reclamation fee was established to provide an on-going
source of funding for these costs. However, it is necessary
to have multiple funding options to assure that the
treatment costs will be covered as long as treatment is
needed.
The initial evaluation of the ABS discharges in 2008
indicated that the annual operation and maintenance
costs would exceed $1.3 million. Additional annual costs,
for occasionally rebuilding treatment systems, were esti-
mated at about $229,000 per year. The revenue from the
dedicated funding sources for the Reclamation Fee O&M
Trust Account for Fiscal Year 2013-2014 totaled about
$326,800. The annual Gross Receipts Tax appropriation
will close this gap.
The final-form rulemaking was reviewed with the
MRAB at its January 22, 2015, meeting. The MRAB
recommended that the Department pursue the finaliza-
tion of this final-form rulemaking.
E. Summary of Changes to the Proposed Rulemaking
Section 86.17(e)(2) has been revised to delete ‘‘. . . the
need to offset an increase in the reclamation fee and. . . .’’
In addition, to assure that the Department provides the
MRAB with the necessary information under their recom-
mendation, ‘‘. . . including an estimate of the reclamation
fee for the calendar year immediately following the
current fiscal year’’ has been added. This retains the
requirement to provide information to, and collaborate
with, the MRAB but eliminates the impression that the
reclamation fee should remain at $0.
Section 86.162b(f)(3) has been revised to more closely
track the statutory language by adding ‘‘reasonable’’ to
modify the margin of safety and add that the purpose of
the margin of safety is to protect the account for the risk
of forfeiture.
Section 86.162b(k)(3) has been revised to clarify the
way in which an applicant can demonstrate eligibility for
LRFGs. The following statement has been added: ‘‘[a]n
operator will be eligible under this subsection if it has not
been cited through a notice of violation under § 86.165(a)
(relating to failure to maintain proper bond) within the
previous 3 years prior to the request for a land reclama-
tion financial guarantee.’’ In addition, the reference to
reclamation obligations incurred under the RFG program
has been deleted because there is no straight forward way
to provide this demonstration.
Section 86.162b(m)(2) has been revised to specify that a
written payment schedule will be provided.
Section 86.165 (relating to failure to maintain proper
bond) has been revised to add failing to make payments
for LRFG as another circumstance under which this
section is applicable. This revision is responsive to the
comment from IRRC about the eligibility requirements for
LRFGs.
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F. Summary of Comments and Responses on the Proposed
Rulemaking
Two commentators indicated that the swift passage and
implementation of these regulations are important to
industry and urged the Board to move forward with these
regulations as quickly as the law and the regulatory
process permits.
A commentator asked the Board to consider revising
§ 86.162b(o) to allow the Department the discretion, on a
case-by-case basis, to release the operator’s bond prior to
release of the LRFG as it is permitted to do for RFG
bonds. This option would be limited exclusively to sites
that are reclaimed, grass has been planted and risk of
forfeiture is negligible.
This comment is based upon a mistaken premise.
Section 86.283(e) (relating to procedures) requires that an
RFG bond ‘‘will be reduced or released prior to any other
bond submitted by the operator to cover the reclamation
obligations of that permit.’’ The purpose of the require-
ment that the financial guarantees be released prior to
other bonds is to limit the liability to the financial
guarantees programs and to make the funds available to
provide bond coverage for other mine sites. However, the
Department has another program, the Land Maintenance
Financial Guarantee Program, which provides for bond
coverage for the scenario where the site is reclaimed,
grass has been planted and the Stage 2 liability has been
released. Therefore, it is not appropriate or necessary to
make the suggested revision to this section.
A commentator pointed out that there is not a legal
requirement or ‘‘need’’ to offset any increase in the $0
reclamation fee, which would have the practical effect of
eliminating the reclamation fee as a source of revenue to
the Reclamation Fee O&M Trust Account.
During the development of the proposed rulemaking,
the MRAB expressed interest in assuring that any in-
creases to the reclamation fee be minimized. The pro-
posed wording overemphasized this intention to minimize
the reclamation fee. Therefore, final-form § 86.17(e)(2)
has been revised to delete ‘‘. . . the need to offset an
increase in the reclamation fee and. . . .’’ In addition, to
assure that the Department provides the MRAB with the
necessary information under their recommendation,
‘‘. . . including an estimate of the reclamation fee for the
calendar year immediately following the current fiscal
year’’ has been added.
A commentator asserted that the proposed amendment
would subvert the intention that the Reclamation Fee
O&M Trust Account be funded through the adjustable
reclamation fee by implementing a premise that is not in
Act 157, namely that the public coffers should always be
tapped in preference to charging coal mine operators a
reclamation fee.
One of the intentions of Act 157 is to provide a variety
of funding sources for the Reclamation Fee O&M Trust
Account. This includes interest earned on the funds in the
LRFG Account, and premiums paid for LRFGs. The
process for the adjustable reclamation fee is required
under § 86.187 and will be in place until the funding for
the ABS Legacy is actuarially sound. Section
86.187(a)(1)(iii) states that the ‘‘Department may deposit
other moneys into the Reclamation Fee O&M Trust
Account, including appropriations, donations, or, the fees
collected for sum-certain financial guarantees needed to
facilitate full-cost bonding in accordance with applicable
law.’’ The Reclamation Fee O&M Trust account is in-
tended to have a variety of funding streams, one of which
is from the reclamation fee. The reclamation fee is unique
in that it serves as an enforceable regulatory mechanism
that provides long-term revenue and is adjustable to
account for variations in costs and availability of other
revenue streams.
The Independent Regulatory Review Commission
(IRRC) provided a comment regarding the language
added at the request of the MRAB in § 86.17(e)(2). IRRC
stated that the added language could have the practical
effect of eliminating the reclamation fee as a source of
revenue and asked the Board to review the added lan-
guage, consider amendments and provide further expla-
nation.
The regulations require that the adjustable reclamation
fee be in place until the funding for ABS Legacy is
actuarially sound. Whether revenue is needed from the
reclamation fee or not will be based on a number of
factors, primarily whether money is available from the
other sources of revenue contributing to the account. If
the General Assembly appropriates all of the money
authorized under section 19.2(b)(7) of the SMCRA each
year, that may have the practical effect of eliminating the
reclamation fee, regardless of the language in
§ 86.17(e)(2). The language has been revised to remove
the impression that the goal is that the adjustable
reclamation fee is being eliminated.
IRRC also commented regarding the language added at
the request of the MRAB in § 86.17(e)(2) stating ‘‘. . . the
need to offset an increase in the reclamation fee. . . .’’
IRRC suggested rather than using ‘‘increase,’’ phrasing
the regulation as an ‘‘adjustment’’ or similar language
was more suitable to the Board’s intent.
Section 86.17(e)(2) has been revised to delete the
reference to the increase of the reclamation fee. Instead, a
requirement to provide an estimate of the reclamation fee
for the subsequent calendar year has been added. This
provides for the information that the MRAB requested
and eliminates the impression that the reclamation fee
can only be increased.
IRRC recommended that § 86.162b(f)(3) be revised to
include the statutory language.
This section has been revised to incorporate the statu-
tory language.
IRRC also commented that § 86.162b(k)(3) is not clear
with respect to what a coal mine operator must demon-
strate.
This section has been revised to include the description
that the demonstration may be done through documenta-
tion that the operator has not been subject to any notices
of violation under § 86.165 for failing to maintain a
proper bond based on late payments. This revision neces-
sitated an accompanying revision to § 86.165.
IRRC suggested that § 86.162b(m)(2) be revised to
specify that the payment schedule be in writing.
This suggested revision has been included in the final-
form rulemaking.
G. Benefits, Costs and Compliance
Benefits
The primary benefit of the programs established
through this final-form rulemaking is that no-cost bond
coverage for the bioenergy crop bonding and low-cost bond
coverage for the LRFG program will be provided to
surface coal mine operators. Bonding costs have a sub-
stantial impact on a mine operator’s financial status
because these costs reduce available credit and capital for
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on-going operations. Another benefit of this final-form
rulemaking is that it provides a discretionary funding
source for the legacy of the ABS through the optional
transfer of interest and premiums for the LRFG program.
This final-form rulemaking also promotes and provides an
incentive for the utilization of bioenergy crops for mine
reclamation.
Compliance costs
Participation in the LRFG program or the Bioenergy
Crop Bonding Program is optional for coal mine opera-
tors. Therefore, the compliance costs are minimal. In fact,
it is likely that the programs will reduce costs for coal
mine operators by providing for the low-cost or no-cost
bond alternatives.
Compliance Assistance Plan
Compliance assistance for this final-form rulemaking
will be provided through the routine interaction with
trade groups and individual applicants. There are about
500 licensed coal surface mine operators in this Common-
wealth who are subject to this final-form rulemaking. It is
not anticipated that the final-form rulemaking will in-
crease costs. Most of the operators subject to this final-
form rulemaking are small businesses.
Paperwork requirements
Since participation in the LRFG program or the
Bioenergy Crop Bonding Program is optional for coal
mine operators, coal mine operators have a choice if the
additional requirements outweigh the benefits. The addi-
tional paperwork requirements associated with this final-
form rulemaking with which the industry would need to
comply include somewhat increased documentation to be
submitted with the permit application for both programs.
H. Pollution Prevention
The Pollution Prevention Act of 1990 (42 U.S.C.A.
§§ 13101—13109) established a National policy that pro-
motes pollution prevention as the preferred means for
achieving state environmental protection goals. The De-
partment encourages pollution prevention, which is the
reduction or elimination of pollution at its source, through
the substitution of environmentally friendly materials,
more efficient use of raw materials and the incorporation
of energy efficiency strategies. Pollution prevention prac-
tices can provide greater environmental protection with
greater efficiency because they can result in significant
cost savings to facilities that permanently achieve or
move beyond compliance.
I. Sunset Review
These regulations will be reviewed in accordance with
the sunset review schedule published by the Department
to determine whether the regulations effectively fulfill the
goals for which they are intended.
J. Regulatory Review
Under section 5(a) of the Regulatory Review Act (71
P. S. § 745.5(a)), on October 7, 2014, the Department
submitted a copy of the notice of proposed rulemaking,
published at 44 Pa.B. 6781 (October 25, 2014), to IRRC
and the Chairpersons of the House and Senate Environ-
mental Resources and Energy Committees for review and
comment.
Under section 5(c) of the Regulatory Review Act, IRRC
and the House and Senate Committees were provided
with copies of the comments received during the public
comment period, as well as other documents when re-
quested. In preparing the final-form rulemaking, the
Department has considered all comments from IRRC, the
House and Senate Committees and the public.
Under section 5.1(j.2) of the Regulatory Review Act (71
P. S. § 745.5a(j.2)), on July 8, 2015, the final-form rule-
making was deemed approved by the House and Senate
Committees. Under section 5.1(e) of the Regulatory Re-
view Act, IRRC met on July 9, 2015, and approved the
final-form rulemaking.
K. Findings
The Board finds that:
(1) Public notice of proposed rulemaking was given
under sections 201 and 202 of the act of July 31, 1968
(P. L. 769, No. 240) (45 P. S. §§ 1201 and 1202) and
regulations promulgated thereunder, 1 Pa. Code §§ 7.1
and 7.2.
(2) A public comment period was provided as required
by law, and all comments were considered.
(3) These regulations do not enlarge the purpose of the
proposed rulemaking published at 44 Pa.B. 6781.
(4) These regulations are necessary and appropriate for
administration and enforcement of the authorizing acts
identified in Section C of this order.
L. Order
The Board, acting under the authorizing statutes,
orders that:
(1) The regulations of the Department, 25 Pa. Code
Chapters 77, 86—90 and 211, are amended by:
Adding § 86.162b and amending §§ 86.17 and 86.165
to read as set forth in Annex A, with ellipses referring to
the existing text of the regulations.
Adding § 86.162c and amending §§ 77.1, 77.126,
77.254, 86.1, 86.6, 86.12, 86.121, 86.155, 86.159, 86.182,
86.185, 86.187, 86.232, 86.252, 86.358, 87.1, 87.205,
88.482, 88.505, 89.5, 90.305 and 211.121 to read as set
forth at 44 Pa.B. 6781.
(Editor’s Note: Section 86.165 was not included in the
proposed rulemaking published at 44 Pa.B. 6781.)
(2) The Chairperson of the Board shall submit this
order and Annex A to the Office of General Counsel and
the Office of Attorney General for review and approval as
to legality and form as required by law.
(3) The Chairperson of the Board shall submit this
order and Annex A to IRRC and the Senate and House
Committees as required by the Regulatory Review Act.
(4) The Chairperson of the Board shall certify this
order and Annex A and deposit them with the Legislative
Reference Bureau, as required by law.
(5) This order shall take effect immediately.
JOHN QUIGLEY,
Chairperson
(Editor’s Note: For the text of the order of the Indepen-
dent Regulatory Review Commission relating to this
document, see 45 Pa.B. 4123 (July 25, 2015).)
Fiscal Note: Fiscal Note 7-489 remains valid for the
final adoption of the subject regulations.
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Annex A
TITLE 25. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
PART I. DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL
PROTECTION
Subpart C. PROTECTION OF NATURAL
RESOURCES
ARTICLE I. LAND RESOURCES
CHAPTER 86. SURFACE AND UNDERGROUND
COAL MINING: GENERAL
Subchapter B. PERMITS
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS FOR PERMITS AND
PERMIT APPLICATIONS
§ 86.17. Permit and reclamation fees.
* * * * *
(e) In addition to the bond established under
§§ 86.143, 86.145, 86.149 and 86.150 and subject to the
exception provided for in § 86.283(c) (relating to proce-
dures), the applicant for a permit or a permit amendment
shall pay a per acre reclamation fee for surface mining
activities except for the surface effects of underground
mining. This reclamation fee will be assessed for each
acre of the approved operational area and shall be paid
by the applicant prior to the Department’s issuance of a
surface mining permit. If a permit amendment results in
an increase in the approved operational area, the recla-
mation fee will be assessed on the increased acreage and
shall be paid by the operator prior to the Department’s
issuance of the permit amendment.
(1) The reclamation fee will be deposited into a sepa-
rate subaccount within the Surface Mining Conservation
and Reclamation Fund called the Reclamation Fee O&M
Trust Account, as a supplement to bonds forfeited from
ABS Legacy Sites. The reclamation fee will be used by
the Department to pay the construction costs and opera-
tion and maintenance costs associated with treating
postmining pollutional discharges at ABS Legacy Sites,
and the moneys may not be used for any other purpose.
The interest earned on the moneys in the Reclamation
Fee O&M Trust Account will be deposited into the
Reclamation Fee O&M Trust Account and will be used by
the Department to pay the construction costs and opera-
tion and maintenance costs associated with treating
postmining pollutional discharges at ABS Legacy Sites.
The interest may not be used for any other purpose. For
purposes of this section, operation and maintenance costs
include recapitalization costs.
(2) After the end of each fiscal year, the Department
will prepare a fiscal-year report containing a financial
analysis of the revenue and expenditures of the Reclama-
tion Fee O&M Trust Account for the past fiscal year and
the projected revenues and expenditures for the current
fiscal year. The report will include the Department’s
calculation of the required amount of the reclamation fee,
the proposed adjustment of the reclamation fee amount
and information necessary for determining the need to
supplement the funding of the Reclamation Fee O&M
Trust Account, including an estimate of the reclamation
fee for the calendar year immediately following the
current fiscal year. The need to supplement the funding of
the Reclamation Fee O&M Trust Account will be based on
the need to provide for long-term operations at ABS
Legacy Sites. The fiscal-year report will be submitted to
the members of the Mining and Reclamation Advisory
Board for their review and comment and will be pub-
lished on the Department’s web site. Notice of the report’s
availability will be published in the Pennsylvania Bulle-
tin. The Department will review the fiscal-year report at
a meeting of the Mining and Reclamation Advisory Board.
* * * * *
Subchapter F. BONDING AND INSURANCE
REQUIREMENTS
FORM, TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF BONDS AND
INSURANCE
§ 86.162b. Land Reclamation Financial Guarantees.
(a) The Department will designate funds in the Land
Reclamation Financial Guarantee Account to underwrite
Land Reclamation Financial Guarantees.
(b) The funds in the Land Reclamation Financial Guar-
antee Account will be used to cover obligations for all
existing sum-certain financial guarantees needed to facili-
tate the implementation of full-cost bonding previously
issued by the Department.
(c) The Department may issue Land Reclamation Fi-
nancial Guarantees to financially assure the bonding
obligations of qualified surface coal mining operators
engaged in surface mining activities under § 86.143
(relating to requirement to file a bond).
(d) The Department will hold in reserve in the Land
Reclamation Financial Guarantee Account funds that are
not designated to underwrite Land Reclamation Financial
Guarantees.
(e) The Department will use funds held in reserve in
the Land Reclamation Financial Guarantee Account to:
(1) Assure the availability of funds to cover reclamation
liabilities when there is a mine operator bond forfeiture
under § 86.181 (relating to general).
(2) Underwrite sum-certain financial guarantees avail-
able under Bioenergy Crop Bonding implemented by
§ 86.162c (relating to Bioenergy Crop Bonding).
(3) Transfer funds available in the Land Reclamation
Financial Guarantee Account to the Reclamation Fee
O&M Trust Account.
(f) In administering the Land Reclamation Financial
Guarantee Account, the Department will not issue:
(1) Land Reclamation Financial Guarantees for a per-
mit in excess of 50% of the required bond amount for that
permit, which is the Permit Limit.
(2) Additional Land Reclamation Financial Guarantees
to a surface mining operator in excess of the Operator
Limit, which is exceeded if the aggregate amount of Land
Reclamation Financial Guarantees on permits issued to
the operator exceeds 30% of the designated amount in the
Land Reclamation Financial Guarantee Account.
(3) Additional Land Reclamation Financial Guarantees
in excess of the Program Limit, which is exceeded when
the aggregate amount of outstanding Land Reclamation
Financial Guarantees is greater than the current desig-
nated amount in the Land Reclamation Financial Guar-
antee Account divided by the historical rate of mine
operator bond forfeiture under § 86.181, plus a reason-
able margin of safety to protect the account from risk of
forfeiture as determined by the Department.
(g) Any existing sum-certain financial guarantee
needed to facilitate the implementation of full-cost bond-
ing previously issued by the Department shall be con-
verted into a Land Reclamation Financial Guarantee
subject to the following:
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(1) If the conversion results in a Land Reclamation
Financial Guarantee exceeding the Permit Limit estab-
lished in subsection (f)(1), the Land Reclamation Finan-
cial Guarantee amount does not need to be reduced, but
the permit will not be eligible for additional Land Recla-
mation Financial Guarantees until the total amount of
the Land Reclamation Financial Guarantees for the per-
mit is under the Permit Limit.
(2) If the conversion results in a Land Reclamation
Financial Guarantee for an operator exceeding the Opera-
tor Limit established in subsection (f)(2), the Land Recla-
mation Financial Guarantee does not need to be reduced,
but the operator will not be eligible for additional Land
Reclamation Financial Guarantees until the total amount
of the Land Reclamation Financial Guarantees for the
operator is under the Operator Limit.
(h) The Department will periodically, but no less fre-
quently than every 5 years, or upon request by the
Mining and Reclamation Advisory Board, prepare a report
containing a financial analysis of the revenue and expen-
ditures for the Land Reclamation Financial Guarantee
Account.
(1) The report will evaluate the Permit Limit, the
Operator Limit, the Program Limit and the annual
payment percentage rate referenced in subsection (m)(1)
for Land Reclamation Financial Guarantees.
(2) The report will be submitted to the members of the
Mining and Reclamation Advisory Board for their review
and advice.
(3) The report will be published on the Department’s
web site.
(4) Notice of availability of the report will be published
in the Pennsylvania Bulletin.
(5) The Department will review the report at a public
meeting of the Mining and Reclamation Advisory Board.
(6) If the Department’s review of the report at a public
meeting of the Mining and Reclamation Advisory Board
results in a change to the Permit Limit, the Operator
Limit, the Program Limit or the annual payment percent-
age rate, the Department will publish a notice of the
changes in the Pennsylvania Bulletin.
(7) Changes to the Permit Limit, the Operator Limit,
the Program Limit or the annual payment percentage
rate will become effective upon publication in the Penn-
sylvania Bulletin.
(i) The Department may transfer interest earned and
payments collected and deposited in the Land Reclama-
tion Financial Guarantee Account into the Reclamation
Fee O&M Trust Account established under §§ 86.17 and
86.187 (relating to permit and reclamation fees; and use
of money) to supplement the funding of the Reclamation
Fee O&M Trust Account consistent with section 19.2(b)(5)
and (6) of the Surface Mining Conservation and Reclama-
tion Act (52 P. S. § 1396.19b(b)(5) and (6)).
(j) The Department will provide information about any
proposed transfer to the Reclamation Fee O&M Trust
Account to the Mining and Reclamation Advisory Board
and solicit advice from Mining and Reclamation Advisory
Board before making the transfer.
(k) To be eligible for a Land Reclamation Financial
Guarantee, a surface coal mining operator shall demon-
strate the following:
(1) The mine operator holds a valid coal mining license
issued under section 3.1 of the Surface Mining Conserva-
tion and Reclamation Act (52 P. S. § 1396.3a).
(2) The mine operator, a related party, a person who
owns or controls the operator, or a person who is owned
or controlled by the operator satisfies the requirements of
§ 86.37(a)(8)—(11) and (16) (relating to criteria for permit
approval or denial).
(3) For a mine operator that has previously obtained a
remining financial guarantee under section 4.12 of the
Surface Mining Conservation and Reclamation Act (52
P. S. § 1396.4l) or a Land Reclamation Financial Guaran-
tee that has made timely payments for the remining
financial guarantee program or for Land Reclamation
Financial Guarantees. An operator will be eligible under
this subsection if it has not been cited through a notice of
violation under § 86.165(a) (relating to failure to main-
tain proper bond) within the previous 3 years prior to the
request for a land reclamation financial guarantee.
(4) For operators that have not previously obtained a
remining financial guarantee under section 4.12 of the
Surface Mining Conservation and Reclamation Act or a
Land Reclamation Financial Guarantee, the operator
shall demonstrate appropriate experience in surface coal
mining and reclamation by showing that it has had a coal
mining license under section 3.1 of the Surface Mining
Conservation and Reclamation Act for at least 5 years
and that the operator would be able to obtain a surety
bond otherwise required under this chapter by submitting
either of the following:
(i) A surety bond for a portion of the remaining recla-
mation liability for the proposed site.
(ii) A letter of acceptance from a surety company
licensed to do business in this Commonwealth and which
writes bonds for the reclamation of mine sites located in
this Commonwealth. The acceptance letter must indicate
the complete name and address of the surety company
and state that the surety company would write the bond.
(l) An application for a Land Reclamation Financial
Guarantee must include a description of:
(1) The environmental and safety hazards of the site
for which a guarantee is proposed.
(2) The availability of coal reserves at the site.
(3) Any prior denials of surety coverage.
(m) Obtaining a Land Reclamation Financial Guaran-
tee is subject to the following:
(1) A mine operator shall make annual payments to the
Department at a rate of 1.5% of the total amount of the
Land Reclamation Financial Guarantee.
(2) The first annual payment is due upon the operator’s
receipt of notice of the Department’s approval of the
operator’s application to obtain a Land Reclamation Fi-
nancial Guarantee. Payments shall be made annually
thereafter concurrent with the permit anniversary date or
in accordance with a schedule provided by the Depart-
ment in writing.
(3) The operator is responsible for making the annual
payment as calculated by the Department until the
amount of the bond is reduced or released in accordance
with §§ 86.170—86.172 (relating to scope; procedures for
seeking release of bond; and criteria for release of bond).
(4) Payments are not refundable and will be deposited
into the Land Reclamation Financial Guarantee Account
to be used in the event of mine operator bond forfeiture.
Excess payments may be transferred by the Department
to the Reclamation Fee O&M Trust Account consistent
with section 19.2(b)(6) of the Surface Mining Conserva-
tion and Reclamation Act.
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(5) The operator may not substitute Land Reclamation
Financial Guarantees for existing collateral or surety
bonds.
(n) The Department may, after soliciting advice from
the Mining and Reclamation Advisory Board and publica-
tion in the Pennsylvania Bulletin, adjust the annual
payment percentage rate referred to in subsection (m)(1)
to assure financial stability of the Land Reclamation
Financial Guarantee Account and to cover the Depart-
ment’s costs to administer the guarantees.
(o) The Department will reduce or release an obligation
covered by a Land Reclamation Financial Guarantee prior
to any other bond submitted by the operator to cover the
reclamation obligations of a permit, except that remining
financial guarantees issued under section 4.12 of the
Surface Mining Conservation and Reclamation Act will be
released before Land Reclamation Financial Guarantees.
(p) If a post-mining pollutional discharge develops on a
permit for which a Land Reclamation Financial Guaran-
tee has been obtained, the operator shall, within 90 days
of receipt of written notice by the Department, provide to
the Department a separate bond or alternative financial
assurance mechanism to cover the long-term treatment
costs associated with the discharge or replace the Land
Reclamation Financial Guarantee with other types of
financial assurance mechanisms authorized for the pur-
pose of covering the costs of treating the discharge.
(q) Upon mine operator bond forfeiture under § 86.181,
the Department will declare forfeit the specified amount
of the Land Reclamation Financial Guarantee for the
permit in the Land Reclamation Financial Guarantee
Account in addition to other bonds posted by the operator
to cover the reclamation obligation on the permit.
(r) The Department’s declaration of forfeiture under
§ 86.181 may not discharge an operator’s obligation to
meet the requirements of this chapter or other require-
ments under the Surface Mining Conservation and Recla-
mation Act.
(s) Upon declaration of forfeiture, the Department will
use the bond money posted by the operator, the specified
amount of the Land Reclamation Financial Guarantee,
and any other financial assurance mechanisms to com-
plete the reclamation of the mine site in accordance with
the procedures and criteria in § 86.187 and §§ 86.188—
86.190 (relating to evaluation of bond forfeiture sites;
reclamation of bond forfeiture sites; and sites where
reclamation is unreasonable, unnecessary or impossible;
excess funds).
(t) The Department may suspend the issuance of Land
Reclamation Financial Guarantees upon notice in the
Pennsylvania Bulletin when the number of participating
permits declared forfeit under this section equals the
number of participating permits multiplied by the histori-
cal rate of mine operator bond forfeiture plus a margin of
safety. Issuance of Land Reclamation Financial Guaran-
tees may resume after the Department conducts an
evaluation which demonstrates that adequate funding is
available. The Department’s evaluation will take into
account advice received from the Mining and Reclamation
Advisory Board.
(u) The Department will discontinue the issuance of
Land Reclamation Financial Guarantees and notice will
be published in the Pennsylvania Bulletin if 25% or more
of the outstanding bond obligation for all Land Reclama-
tion Financial Guarantees is declared forfeit under
§ 86.181.
(v) The Department will not approve additional Land
Reclamation Financial Guarantees if Land Reclamation
Financial Guarantees are discontinued. Outstanding
Land Reclamation Financial Guarantees will remain in
effect until released under §§ 86.170—86.172 and
§§ 86.174 and 86.175 (relating to standards for release of
bonds; and schedule for release of bonds).
§ 86.165. Failure to maintain proper bond.
(a) If a permittee fails to promptly post additional bond
required under § 86.152 (relating to bond adjustments),
or fails to make timely deposits of bond according to the
schedule submitted under § 86.161 (relating to phased
deposits of collateral), or fails to make payments under
§ 86.162a (relating to Anthracite Deep Mine Operators
Emergency Bond Fund) or fails to maintain subsidence
insurance provided in § 86.162 (relating to subsidence
insurance in lieu of bond), or fails to make annual
payments for financial guarantees as required under
§ 86.283(a) (relating to procedures), or fails to make
annual payments for Land Reclamation Financial Guar-
antees as required under § 86.162b (relating to Land
Reclamation Financial Guarantees), the Department will
issue a notice of violation to the permittee, and if the
permittee fails to correct the violation within 15 days of
the notice, the Department will issue a cessation order for
the permittee’s permit areas and thereafter take actions
that may be appropriate.
(b) The permittee shall maintain bonds in an amount
and with sufficient guarantee as required by this chapter.
If a surety company who had provided surety bonds, or a
bank who had provided letters of credit or certificates of
deposit for a permittee, enters into bankruptcy or liquida-
tion, or has its license suspended or revoked or for
another reason indicates an inability or unwillingness to
provide an adequate financial guarantee of the obligations
under the bond or instrument, the Department will issue
a notice of violation to the permittee requiring that
affected permits be rebonded according to the require-
ments of this subchapter and, if the permittee fails to
correct the violation within 90 days of the notice, the
Department will issue a cessation order for the permit-
tee’s permit areas and thereafter take appropriate action.




STATE BOARD OF PHARMACY
[ 49 PA. CODE CH. 27 ]
Collaborative Management of Drug Therapy
The State Board of Pharmacy (Board) amends §§ 27.1,
27.301 and 27.311 (relating to definitions; written protocol
for the management of drug therapy in an institutional
setting; and certification of professional liability insur-
ance—written protocol) and adds §§ 27.302 and 27.312
(relating to collaborative agreement for management of
drug therapy in a non-institutional setting; and certifica-
tion of professional liability insurance—collaborative
agreement) to read as set forth in Annex A.
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Effective Date
The final-form rulemaking will be effective upon publi-
cation in the Pennsylvania Bulletin.
Statutory Authority
The final-form rulemaking is authorized under sections
6(k)(9) and 9.3 of the Pharmacy Act (act) (63 P. S.
§§ 390-6(k)(9) and 390-9.3).
Background and Purpose
In August 2002, section 9.1 of the act (63 P. S. § 390-
9.1) was added to authorize pharmacists practicing in an
institution setting to manage drug therapy by means of a
written protocol. In August 2010, section 9.3 of the act
was added to provide for collaborative drug therapy
management in accordance with a written collaborative
agreement between a physician and a pharmacist in a
setting other than an institutional setting. This final-form
rulemaking implements section 9.3 of the act.
Summary of Comments and Responses to Proposed Rule-
making
The Board published notice of proposed rulemaking at
43 Pa.B. 2439 (May 4, 2013), followed by a 30-day public
comment period. The Board received comments from
Patricia Epple, CEO of the Pennsylvania Pharmacists
Association (PPA); joint comments from Jill McCormack,
Regional Director, State Government Affairs, National
Association of Chain Drug Stores (NACDS), and Janet
Hart, RPh, President, Pennsylvania Association of Chain
Drug Stores (PACDS); and comments from C. Richard
Scott, MD, President, Pennsylvania Medical Society
(PAMED). On June 13, 2013, the House Professional
Licensure Committee (HPLC) voted to take no formal
action on the proposed rulemaking until the final-form
rulemaking is promulgated and to submit one comment to
the Board. The Board did not receive comments from the
Senate Consumer Protection and Professional Licensure
Committee (SCP/PLC). On July 3, 2013, the Board also
received comments from the Independent Regulatory Re-
view Commission (IRRC) as part of their review of
proposed rulemaking under the Regulatory Review Act
(71 P. S. §§ 745.1—745.12a).
The comments were discussed at the public meeting of
the Board on August 20, 2013. Present during the
discussion of the comments were representatives from
PPA, Target, CVS Caremark, Omnicare, Walgreens and
Acme. These stakeholders did not offer additional com-
ment during the discussion of the written comments.
The comments from PPA, NACDS and PACDS were
supportive and did not offer changes to the proposed
rulemaking. PAMED was supportive of the proposed
rulemaking but suggested revisions.
PAMED recommended that controlled substances
should be excluded from drug therapy management. The
Board considered this recommendation and decided not to
change this final-form rulemaking based on the fact that
the parties involved, that is, the physician and the
pharmacist, could limit the types of medication involved
during the drug therapy management with an individual
drug protocol. The Board felt it was better to leave this
decision to the actual treatment providers involved with
the specific drug therapy management protocol.
PAMED recommended that the agreements be placed
on file with the respective physician licensing board. In
response to this recommendation, the Board amended
§ 27.302(h) to include the requirement that the collabora-
tive agreement shall be filed with the Bureau of Profes-
sional and Occupational Affairs (Bureau). Under section
810 of The Administrative Code of 1929 (71 P. S. § 279.1),
the Commissioner of the Bureau has the power and duty
‘‘[t]o be responsible for all administrative affairs of each of
the professional and occupational examining boards and
to coordinate their activities.’’ Filing the written agree-
ment with the Bureau relieves the parties from the
requirement to file multiple copies with the applicable
boards. Instead, Bureau staff will distribute the agree-
ment to the applicable boards and place an electronic
copy of the written agreement on file with each licensee’s
licensure record maintained by the Bureau.
PAMED further recommended that physicians should
have access to the pharmacist’s records for review. In
response to this recommendation, the Board amended
§ 27.302(l)(2) to include the requirement that physicians
who are parties to the collaborative agreement shall have
access to the pharmacy records of the drug therapy
patient.
PAMED also recommended that a change in drug
therapy should be reported to the physician within 48
hours. The Board considered this recommendation and
decided not to change the final-form rulemaking. The
Board notes that the final-form rulemaking requires it to
be reported as soon as practicable, but no longer than 72
hours after the change. The Board felt that 72 hours was
an appropriate time frame regarding changes regardless
of the practice setting.
PAMED recommended that the Board institute work-
load limitations on pharmacists performing drug therapy
management. The Board considered this recommendation
and decided not to change the final-form rulemaking.
Physicians and pharmacists are both licensed profession-
als and are capable of determining their own workload
limitations without the need of Board guidance.
IRRC expressed concern regarding § 27.1 in that ‘‘non-
institutional setting’’ used in § 27.302 was not specifically
defined. In response to this concern, the Board defined
‘‘non-institutional setting’’ along with amending the defi-
nition of ‘‘institution.’’
IRRC and the HPLC also recommended that the writ-
ten agreements be placed on file with the appropriate
boards. In response to this recommendation, the Board
amended § 27.302(h) to include the requirement that the
collaborative agreement must be filed with the Bureau.
This new provision is identical to the existing require-
ment in § 27.301(d) pertaining to written protocols for
the management of drug therapy in institutional settings.
The Bureau will ensure that the agreements are distrib-
uted to the applicable boards, and are copied and placed
on file with each licensee’s electronic licensure record.
This process will eliminate the unnecessary filing of the
same documents with multiple boards by multiple parties
and is consistent with the Commissioner’s authority
under section 810 of The Administrative Code of 1929.
IRRC was supportive of PAMED’s recommendation
concerning physician access to the pharmacist’s records.
As previously noted, in response to this recommendation,
the Board amended § 27.302(l)(2) to include the require-
ment that physicians who are parties to the collaborative
agreement shall have access to the pharmacy records of
the drug therapy patient.
Fiscal Impact and Paperwork Requirements
The final-form rulemaking will have minimal fiscal
impact on the Board or the regulated community. The
licensees’ obligations regarding certification to the Board
of professional liability insurance to practice under a
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collaborative agreement would be similar to those of
licensees practicing in institutional settings under a
written protocol.
Regulatory Review
Under section 5(a) of the Regulatory Review Act (71
P. S. § 745.5(a)), on April 22, 2013, the Board submitted a
copy of the notice of proposed rulemaking, published at 43
Pa.B. 2439, to IRRC and the Chairpersons of the HPLC
and the SCP/PLC for review and comment.
Under section 5(c) of the Regulatory Review Act, IRRC,
the HPLC and the SCP/PLC were provided with copies of
the comments received during the public comment period,
as well as other documents when requested. In preparing
the final-form rulemaking, the Board has considered all
comments from IRRC, the HPLC, the SCP/PLC and the
public.
Under section 5.1(j.2) of the Regulatory Review Act (71
P. S. § 745.5a(j.2)), on July 8, 2015, the final-form rule-
making was deemed approved by the HPLC and the
SCP/PLC. Under section 5.1(e) of the Regulatory Review
Act, IRRC met on July 9, 2015, and approved the
final-form rulemaking.
Additional Information
Persons who require additional information about the
final-form rulemaking should submit inquiries to Board
Counsel, State Board of Pharmacy, P. O. Box 2649, Har-
risburg, PA 17105-2649, (717) 783-7200, st-pharmacy@
state.pa.us.
Findings
The Board finds that:
(1) Public notice of proposed rulemaking was given
under sections 201 and 202 of the act of July 31, 1968
(P. L. 769, No. 240) and regulations promulgated thereun-
der, 1 Pa. Code §§ 7.1 and 7.2.
(2) A public comment period was provided as required
by law and all comments were considered.
(3) The amendments to this final-form rulemaking do
not enlarge the scope of proposed rulemaking published
at 43 Pa.B. 2439.
(4) The final form rulemaking adopted by this order is
necessary and appropriate for the administration of the
act.
Order
The Board, acting under the act, orders that:
(a) The regulations of the Board, 49 Pa. Code Chapter
27, are amended by adding §§ 27.302 and 27.312 and by
amending §§ 27.1, 27.301 and 27.311 to read as set forth
in Annex A.
(b) The Board shall submit this order and Annex A to
the Office of Attorney General and the Office of General
Counsel for approval as required by law.
(c) The Board shall certify this order and Annex A and
deposit them with the Legislative Reference Bureau as
required by law.
(d) The final-form rulemaking shall take effect upon
publication in the Pennsylvania Bulletin.
JANET GETZEY HART, RPh,
Chairperson
(Editor’s Note: For the text of the order of the Indepen-
dent Regulatory Review Commission relating to this
document, see 45 Pa.B. 4123 (July 25, 2015).)
Fiscal Note: Fiscal Note 16A-5425 remains valid for
the final adoption of the subject regulations.
Annex A
TITLE 49. PROFESSIONAL AND VOCATIONAL
STANDARDS
PART I. DEPARTMENT OF STATE
Subpart A. PROFESSIONAL AND OCCUPATIONAL
AFFAIRS
CHAPTER 27. STATE BOARD OF PHARMACY
GENERAL PROVISIONS
§ 27.1. Definitions.
The following words and terms, when used in this
chapter, have the following meanings, unless the context
clearly indicates otherwise:
ACPE—The Accreditation Council for Pharmacy Educa-
tion.
Act—The Pharmacy Act (63 P. S. §§ 390-1—390-13).
Automated medication system—
(i) A process that performs operations or activities,
other than compounding or administration, relative to the
storage, packaging, dispensing and distribution of medica-
tions, and which collects, controls and maintains all
transaction information.
(ii) The term does not include an automatic counting
device or unit-based dispensing cabinet.
Automatic counting device—A device used in a phar-
macy to automatically count medication for dispensing.
Board—The State Board of Pharmacy.
Bureau—The Bureau of Professional and Occupational
Affairs of the Department.
CEU—Continuing education units—The unit of measur-
ing contact hours of continuing education provided by
ACPE accredited providers. Ten contact hours are equiva-
lent to 1.0 CEU.
Central fill pharmacy—A pharmacy engaging in cen-
tralized prescription processing by filling and refilling
prescriptions, which includes the preparation and packag-
ing of the medication. A central fill pharmacy may also be
the originating or delivering pharmacy.
Central processing center—A pharmacy operated under
the direction of a pharmacist that processes information
related to the practice of pharmacy and that engages
solely in centralized prescription processing but from
which drugs are not dispensed.
Centralized prescription processing—The processing,
under the direction of a pharmacist, of a request to fill or
refill a prescription, to perform functions such as refill
authorizations, interventions or other matters related to
the practice of pharmacy for subsequent delivery to the
delivering pharmacy.
Commissioner—The Commissioner of Professional and
Occupational Affairs in the Department.
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Contact hours—Continuing education units of measure
equivalent to 50 to 60 minutes of participation in an
approved organized learning experience, including home
study with approved educational materials.
Continuing education—Professional education obtained
to maintain, improve or expand current skills or knowl-
edge, or to develop new skills or knowledge.
DEA—The Federal Drug Enforcement Administration.
Delivering pharmacy—The pharmacy that receives the
processed prescription or the filled or refilled prescription
for delivering to the patient or the patient’s authorized
representative. A delivering pharmacy may also be an
originating or central fill pharmacy.
Department—The Department of State of the Common-
wealth.
Drug order—
(i) An oral or written order issued by a medical practi-
tioner which is either written on or entered by computer
into the medical record of a patient in an institution for
the dispensing of a drug or device for administration to
the patient.
(ii) The term does not include an order for a drug for a
patient in an institution which the patient will self-
administer which will be considered a prescription.
FDLE—Federal Drug Law Examination.
Institution—A health care facility as defined in section
103 of the Health Care Facilities Act (35 P. S. § 448.103)
which offers care and medical treatment to patients who
require food, board and overnight sleeping facilities.
Licensed person—A person holding a license issued by
the Board.
Long-term care facility—A nursing home, retirement
care, mental care or other institution that provides
extended health care to resident patients.
MJPE—Multistate Pharmacy Jurisprudence Examina-
tion.
Management of drug therapy—
(i) Any of the following processes performed under a
written protocol as set forth in section 9.1 of the act (63
P. S. § 390-9.1) or under a collaborative agreement as set
forth in section 9.3 of the act (63 P. S. § 390-9.3):
(A) Adjusting a drug regimen.
(B) Adjusting drug strength, frequency of administra-
tion or route.
(C) Administration of drugs.
(D) Ordering laboratory tests and ordering and per-
forming other diagnostic tests necessary in the manage-
ment of drug therapy.
(E) Monitoring the patient’s vital signs.
(F) Providing education and training to the patient
that is related to the management of the drug therapy.
(ii) The term excludes medication therapy management
services in the practice of pharmacy provided under the
Medicare Prescription Drug, Improvement, and Modern-
ization Act of 2003 (Pub. L. No. 108-173, 117 Stat. 2066).
Medical practitioner—A physician, dentist, veterinarian
or other individual authorized and licensed by law to
prescribe drugs.
Non-institutional setting—A setting other than an insti-
tution as defined in the act and this section.
Nonproprietary drug—A drug containing any quantity
of a controlled substance or a drug which is required by
an applicable Federal or state law to be dispensed only by
prescription.
Order—Any directive from a medical practitioner.
Originating pharmacy—
(i) The pharmacy that receives the patient’s or pre-
scribing practitioner’s request to fill or refill a prescrip-
tion and performs functions such as the prospective drug
review.
(ii) The term includes a central processing center or a
central fill pharmacy if the prescription was transmitted
by the prescriber directly to the central processing center
or central fill pharmacy or if the patient requested the
refill from that pharmacy.
PDR—Prospective drug review performed to assure
that a drug dispensed under a prescription is not likely to
have an adverse medical result by attempting to identify
potential drug therapy problems that might result from
therapeutic duplication, drug-drug interactions, incorrect
dosage, incorrect duration of drug treatment, drug-allergy
interactions, and clinical abuse or misuse.
Pharmacist manager—The pharmacist named in the
permit to operate a pharmacy who is in charge of a
pharmacy and responsible for operations involving the
practice of pharmacy under section 4 of the act (63 P. S.
§ 390-4).
Pharmacy—The place licensed by the Board where the
practice of pharmacy is conducted.
Pharmacy intern—A person registered by the Board as
a pharmacy intern under section 3(e) of the act (63 P. S.
§ 390-3(e)) and § 27.26 (relating to pharmacy intern-
ship).
Pharmacy technician—
(i) An unlicensed person working in a pharmacy to
assist a pharmacist in the practice of pharmacy in
accordance with § 27.12 (relating to practice of pharmacy
and delegation of duties).
(ii) The term does not include a pharmacy intern, or
clerical or housekeeping personnel.
Practice of pharmacy—
(i) The provision of health care services by a pharma-
cist, which includes:
(A) The interpretation, evaluation and implementation
of medical orders for the provision of pharmacy services
or prescription drug orders.
(B) The delivery, dispensing or distribution of prescrip-
tion drugs.
(C) Participation in drug and device selection.
(D) Drug administration.
(E) Drug regimen review.
(F) Drug or drug-related research.
(G) Compounding.
(H) Proper and safe storage of drugs and devices.
(I) Management of drug therapy under a written col-
laborative agreement as set forth in section 9.3 of the act
or, if in an institutional setting, consistent with the
institution’s assignment of clinical duties under a written
protocol as set forth in section 9.1 of the act.
(J) Maintaining proper records.
(K) Patient counseling.
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(L) Acts, services, operations or transactions necessary
or incident to the provision of these health care services.
(M) Drug therapy management, including services pro-
vided under the Medicare Prescription Drug, Improve-
ment, and Modernization Act of 2003.
(ii) The term does not include the operations of a
manufacturer or distributor as defined in The Controlled
Substance, Drug, Device and Cosmetic Act (35 P. S.
§§ 780-101—780.144).
Prescription—A written, electronic or oral order issued
by a licensed medical practitioner in the course of profes-
sional practice for a controlled substance, other drug or
device, or medication which is dispensed for use by a
consumer.
Prescription area—
(i) That area of the pharmacy used for compounding,
legend drug storage and other activities necessary to the
practice of pharmacy.
(ii) The term does not include waiting counters or
display space attached to the waiting counters.
Proprietary drug—A nonprescription, nonnarcotic medi-
cine or drug which may be sold without a prescription
and which is prepackaged for use by the consumer and
labeled in accordance with the requirements of Federal
and State statutes and regulations.
Satellite pharmacy—
(i) A pharmacy in an institution which provides special-
ized services for the patients of the institution and which
is dependent upon the centrally located pharmacy for
administrative control, staffing and drug procurement.
(ii) The term does not include a pharmacy serving the
public on the premises of the institution nor does it
include a pharmacy located off premises from the cen-
trally located pharmacy of the institution regardless of
whether the pharmacy is owned by the same person or
entity which owns the institution.
MANAGEMENT OF DRUG THERAPY
§ 27.301. Written protocol for the management of
drug therapy in an institutional setting.
(a) The management of drug therapy under section 9.1
of the act (63 P. S. § 390-9.1) shall be performed under a
written protocol consistent with the institution’s assign-
ment of clinical duties. Ordering of laboratory tests and
ordering or performing other diagnostic tests necessary in
the management of drug therapy shall be consistent with
the testing standards of the institution.
(b) The written protocol for management of drug
therapy between physicians and pharmacists must con-
tain:
(1) A statement identifying the physician responsible
for authorizing management of drug therapy.
(2) A statement identifying the pharmacist authorized
to perform management of drug therapy.
(3) A statement requiring that regimens for the man-
agement of drug therapy be initiated by a physician for
patients referred to a pharmacist for management of drug
therapy.
(4) A statement identifying the types of decisions re-
garding the management of drug therapy that the phar-
macist is authorized to make, including a statement of
the ailments or diseases involved within the physician’s
scope of practice, and types of management of drug
therapy authorized.
(5) A statement of the functions and tasks the pharma-
cist shall follow in the course of exercising management
of drug therapy, including the method for documenting
decisions made and a plan for communication or feedback
to the authorizing physician concerning specific decisions
made. Documentation of each intervention shall occur as
soon as practicable, but no later than 72 hours after the
intervention in the patient’s medical record and shall also
be recorded in the pharmacist’s records.
(6) A statement that requires notification to the autho-
rizing physician of any changes in dose, duration or
frequency of medication prescribed as soon as practicable
but no longer than 72 hours after the change.
(7) A provision for implementation of the written proto-
col when a physician or pharmacist who is a party to the
protocol is temporarily unavailable to participate in its
implementation.
(8) A provision for notification of the role of the phar-
macist by a physician to each referred patient the
management of whose drug therapy may be affected by
the written protocol and providing an opportunity for the
patient to refuse management of drug therapy by a
pharmacist.
(9) The signatures of the physicians and pharmacists
who are entering into the written protocol, and the dates
signed.
(10) A statement allowing for the termination of the
written protocol at the request of any party to it at any
time.
(c) The written protocol must be available as follows:
(1) At the practice site of each physician who is a party
to the written protocol.
(2) At the practice site of each pharmacist who is a
party to the written protocol.
(3) At the institution where a written protocol is in
place.
(4) To any patient the management of whose drug
therapy is affected by the written protocol, upon request
of the patient.
(5) Upon request, to representatives of the Bureau and
the Department of Health.
(d) The written protocol shall be filed with the Bureau.
(e) The written protocol must be effective for a period
not to exceed 2 years from the date of execution. At the
end of the 2-year period, or sooner, the parties shall
review the written protocol and make a determination as
to its renewal, necessary modifications or termination.
§ 27.302. Collaborative agreement for management
of drug therapy in a non-institutional setting.
(a) Before practicing the management of drug therapy
in a non-institutional setting, a pharmacist shall enter
into a written collaborative agreement with a physician
authorizing the management of drug therapy for diseases
or for conditions or symptoms of diseases.
(b) The collaborative agreement must be between a
physician and a pharmacist.
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(c) A pharmacist may not provide economic or other
incentives, inducements or benefits to a physician for the
purpose of entering into a collaborative agreement for the
management of drug therapy.
(d) A pharmacist who is employed by a physician under
a collaborative agreement for the purpose of management
of drug therapy may not engage in retail dispensing while
in the health care practice or within the context of
employment.
(e) Participation in a collaborative agreement authoriz-
ing the management of drug therapy is voluntary. A
physician or pharmacist is not required to participate.
(f) The collaborative agreement must contain:
(1) A statement identifying the physician responsible
for authorizing the management of drug therapy.
(2) A statement identifying the pharmacist authorized
to perform the management of drug therapy.
(3) A statement requiring that regimens for the man-
agement of drug therapy be initiated by a physician for
patients referred to a pharmacist for management of drug
therapy.
(4) A statement identifying the types of decisions re-
garding the management of drug therapy that the phar-
macist is authorized to make within the physician’s scope
of practice and types of management of drug therapy
authorized.
(5) A statement identifying the terms under which a
pharmacist providing the management of drug therapy is
permitted to: adjust the drug regimen, the drug strength
and the frequency of administration or the route of
administration; administer drugs; order laboratory tests;
and order and perform other diagnostic tests necessary in
the management of drug therapy without prior written or
oral consent by the collaborating physician. This para-
graph does not provide prescriptive authority to a phar-
macist.
(6) A statement of the functions and tasks the pharma-
cist shall follow in the course of exercising management
of drug therapy, including the method for documenting
decisions made and a plan for communication or feedback
to the authorizing physician concerning specific decisions
made. Documentation of each intervention shall occur as
soon as practicable, but no later than 72 hours after the
intervention, and be recorded in the pharmacist’s records.
(7) A statement that requires notification to the autho-
rizing physician of changes in dose, duration or frequency
of medication prescribed as soon as practicable but no
longer than 72 hours after the change.
(8) A provision for implementation of the collaborative
agreement when a physician or pharmacist who is a party
to the agreement is temporarily unavailable to participate
in its implementation.
(9) A provision for notification of the role of the phar-
macist by a physician to each referred patient the
management of whose drug therapy may be affected by
the collaborative agreement and providing an opportunity
for the patient to refuse management of drug therapy by
a pharmacist.
(10) The signatures of the physicians and pharmacists
who are entering into the collaborative agreement and
the dates signed.
(11) A statement allowing for the termination of the
collaborative agreement at the request of a party to it at
any time.
(g) The collaborative agreement must be available:
(1) At the practice site of each physician who is a party
to the collaborative agreement.
(2) At the practice site of each pharmacist who is a
party to the collaborative agreement.
(3) To any patient the management of whose drug
therapy is affected by the agreement, upon request of the
patient.
(4) Upon request, to representatives of the Bureau and
the Department of Health.
(h) The collaborative agreement shall be filed with the
Bureau.
(i) The collaborative agreement must be maintained on
the premises of the pharmacy for review during inspec-
tion by or upon request of representatives of the Bureau
and the Department of Health.
(j) The collaborative agreement must be effective for no
more than 2 years from the date of execution. At the end
of the 2-year period, or sooner, the parties shall review
the collaborative agreement and make a determination as
to its renewal, necessary modifications or termination.
(k) A pharmacist who is party to a collaborative agree-
ment authorizing the management of drug therapy shall:
(1) Utilize an area for in-person, telephonic or other
approved electronic consultations regarding the manage-
ment of drug therapy that ensures the confidentiality of
the patient information being discussed.
(2) Initiate the management of drug therapy only upon
a written referral to the pharmacist from the physician.
The written referral must include the minimum fre-
quency in which the pharmacist shall conduct the man-
agement of the drug therapy in person.
(3) Confirm that the physician who is a party to the
collaborative agreement holds an active and unrestricted
license and that the terms of the collaborative agreement
are within the scope of the physician’s current practice at
the time of the execution of the collaborative agreement.
(l) Patient records regarding the management of drug
therapy may be maintained in a computerized
recordkeeping system which meets the requirements for
Federal and State-certified electronic health care records,
subject to the following:
(1) The pharmacist who is a party to the collaborative
agreement shall have access to the records of the patient
who is the recipient of the management of drug therapy.
(2) The physician who is a party to the collaborative
agreement shall have access to the pharmacy records of
the patient who is the recipient of the management of
drug therapy.
(3) The handling of patient records by the pharmacist
providing the management of drug therapy shall comply
with the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability
Act of 1996 (Pub. L. No. 104-191, 110 Stat. 1936), the
Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical
Health Act (Pub. L. No. 111-5, Div. A, Title XIII, Div. B,
Title IV, 123 Stat. 226, 467), and associated rules and
regulations.
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PROFESSIONAL LIABILITY INSURANCE
§ 27.311. Certification of professional liability in-
surance—written protocol.
(a) A licensee who engages in management of drug
therapy under a written protocol shall maintain profes-
sional liability insurance in the minimum amount of $1
million per occurrence or claims made. The Board will
accept from a licensee as satisfactory evidence of insur-
ance coverage any of the following:
(1) Personally purchased professional liability insur-
ance.
(2) Professional liability insurance coverage provided
by the individual licensee’s employer.
(3) Similar insurance coverage acceptable to the Board.
(b) A licensee who engages in management of drug
therapy under a written protocol shall certify compliance
with subsection (a) on a form available from the Board.
The licensee shall submit the completed certification form
to the Board with the written protocol.
(c) A licensee who engages in management of drug
therapy under a written protocol shall, upon request,
make available to the Board or its agents a certificate of
insurance regarding the licensee’s maintenance of profes-
sional liability insurance.
(d) Failure to maintain insurance coverage as required
under the act and this section will subject the licensee to
disciplinary action under section 5(a)(6) of the act (63
P. S. § 390-5(a)(6)).
§ 27.312. Certification of professional liability in-
surance—collaborative agreement.
(a) A licensee who is a party to a collaborative agree-
ment authorizing the management of drug therapy shall
obtain and maintain a level of professional liability
insurance coverage in the minimum amount of $1 million
per occurrence or claims made. The Board will accept
from a licensee as satisfactory evidence of insurance
coverage any of the following:
(1) Personally purchased liability insurance.
(2) Professional liability insurance coverage provided
by the individual licensee’s employer.
(3) Similar insurance coverage acceptable to the Board.
(b) A licensee who engages in the management of drug
therapy under a collaborative agreement shall provide an
affidavit to the Board that the licensee has obtained
professional liability insurance in accordance with subsec-
tion (a) on a form available from the Board. The licensee
shall submit the completed affidavit form to the Board
with the collaborative agreement.
(c) A licensee who engages in the management of drug
therapy under a collaborative agreement shall, upon
request, make available to the Board or its agents a
certificate of insurance regarding the licensee’s mainte-
nance of professional liability insurance.
(d) Failure to maintain insurance coverage as required
under the act and this section will subject the licensee to
disciplinary action under section 5(a)(6) of the act (63
P. S. § 390-5(a)(6).
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 15-1536. Filed for public inspection August 21, 2015, 9:00 a.m.]
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PROPOSED RULEMAKING
GAME COMMISSION
[ 58 PA. CODE CH. 147 ]
Deer Control; Eligibility and Application for Deer
Management Assistance Program
To effectively manage the wildlife resources of this
Commonwealth, the Game Commission (Commission) pro-
posed at its June 30, 2015, meeting to amend § 147.673
(relating to eligibility and application for DMAP) to allow
the Commission to assess Deer Management Assistance
Program (DMAP) coupon allocations for political subdivi-
sion or government agency applicants at individual and
distinct DMAP units to less than 15,000 acres each and
also assess DMAP coupons to these applicants based upon
current conditions relative to goals and objectives out-
lined in an approved management plan.
The proposed rulemaking will not have an adverse
impact on the wildlife resources of this Commonwealth.
The authority for the proposed rulemaking is 34
Pa.C.S. (relating to Game and Wildlife Code) (code).
The proposed rulemaking was made public at the June
30, 2015, meeting of the Commission. Comments can be
sent until September 25, 2015, to the Director, Informa-
tion and Education, Game Commission, 2001 Elmerton
Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110-9797.
1. Purpose and Authority
The Commission is statutorily tasked with managing
the Commonwealth’s white-tailed deer herds on behalf of
citizens in this Commonwealth. To accomplish this task,
the Commission allocates antlerless deer licenses across
this Commonwealth among the various wildlife manage-
ment units to utilize hunter harvest as the primary
management tool of white-tailed deer. These allocations
are adjusted each year to allow the deer herd to grow,
stabilize or decrease, and are based on the best available
science and in consideration of the broad and disparate
interests of various stakeholders in this Commonwealth.
However, this system is primarily focused on addressing
deer management at the landscape level.
In 2003, DMAP was first established to provide both
public and private landowners with an additional tool for
the management of local white-tailed deer herds on lands
where excessive deer numbers have compromised the
landowners’ land uses and other interests. DMAP was
specifically designed as a strategic tool to deal with
localized land issues not larger landscape problems. How-
ever, a growing voice of hunters have recently raised
concerns that DMAP may be excessively impacting local
white-tailed deer herds, especially on State-owned lands,
as evidenced by a lack of deer sightings.
Regulatory changes allow the Commission to closely
monitor and make necessary changes when alignment of
local deer management goals using DMAP are not in
alignment with the Commission’s mandate to effectively
manage the deer in a responsible and appropriate man-
ner. The Commission is proposing to amend § 147.673 to
allow the Commission to assess DMAP coupon allocations
for political subdivision or government agency applicants
at individual and distinct DMAP units to less than 15,000
acres each and also assess DMAP coupons to these
applicants based upon current conditions relative to goals
and objectives outlined in an approved management plan.
By limiting the extent of DMAP units on public lands
to less than 15,000 acres each, political subdivision or
government agency landowner applicants will be asked to
narrow the focus of DMAP programs to areas in greater
need of this tool in an effort to manage deer populations
at a more distinct local level. Furthermore, political
subdivision or government agency landowner applicants
will be issued DMAP coupons in numbers that are
consistent with current conditions relative to goals and
objectives outlined in an approved management plan and
without a guaranteed minimum allocation. The proposed
amendments better allow the Commission to manage the
white-tailed deer herd to best meet landowner needs,
hunter desires and citizens’ interests.
Section 2901(b) of the code (relating to authority to
issue permits) provides ‘‘the commission may, as deemed
necessary to properly manage the game or wildlife re-
sources, promulgate regulations for the issuance of any
permit and promulgate regulations to control the activi-
ties which may be performed under authority of any
permit issued.’’ The amendments to § 147.673 are pro-
posed under this authority.
2. Regulatory Requirements
The proposed rulemaking will amend § 147.673 to
allow the Commission to assess DMAP coupon allocations
for political subdivision or government agency applicants
at individual and distinct DMAP units to less than 15,000
acres each and also assess DMAP coupons to these
applicants based upon current conditions relative to goals
and objectives outlined in an approved management plan.
3. Persons Affected
Political subdivision or government agency applicants
wishing to participate in the DMAP program will be
affected by the proposed rulemaking.
4. Cost and Paperwork Requirements
The proposed rulemaking may result in a minor in-
crease in paperwork and cost for political subdivision or
government agency DMAP applicants and the Commis-
sion due to the likelihood of a slight increase in the
number of DMAP applications resulting from addition of
the 15,000-acre cap for each permit application. However,
the Commission determined that this increase will be
nominal and addressed by current budget and staffing
allocations.
5. Effective Date
The proposed rulemaking will be effective upon final-
form publication in the Pennsylvania Bulletin and will
remain in effect until changed by the Commission.
6. Contact Person
For further information regarding the proposed rule-
making, contact Thomas P. Grohol, Director, Bureau of
Wildlife Protection, 2001 Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg,
PA 17110-9797, (717) 783-6526.
R. MATTHEW HOUGH,
Executive Director
Fiscal Note: 48-385. No fiscal impact; (8) recommends
adoption.
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Annex A
TITLE 58. RECREATION
PART III. GAME COMMISSION
CHAPTER 147. SPECIAL PERMITS
Subchapter R. DEER CONTROL
DEER MANAGEMENT ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
PERMITS
§ 147.673. Eligibility and application for DMAP.
(a) Eligibility. Owners or lessees of private land,
hunting clubs or authorized officers or employees of
political subdivisions or government agencies [ shall ap-
ply for the DMAP on a form provided by the
Commission ] are eligible to make application for a
DMAP.
(1) Applications shall be submitted on a form pro-
vided by the Commission to a regional office by May 1
immediately preceding the first fall deer season and
include the name of the owner, lessee, political subdivi-
sion or government agency that is applying for the DMAP
and the name and address of the contact person for the
DMAP as well as other information required on the
application.
[ (2) One DMAP harvest permit will be allocated
for every 5 acres of land enrolled in the DMAP
where material destruction of cultivated crops,
fruit trees or vegetables by deer has been or can be
documented. One DMAP harvest permit will be
allocated for every 50 acres of land enrolled in the
DMAP for all other lands. Additional DMAP harvest
permits may be allocated dependent on current
conditions relative to goals and objectives outlined
in a Commission-approved management plan.
(3) ] (2) Applications will not be accepted for the
following areas without an approved management plan:
(i) Areas within 1 air mile of another DMAP area that
is owned, leased or controlled by the same person,
political subdivision or governmental agency.
(ii) Areas owned or leased by a Federal agency, State
agency or municipal political subdivision.
(iii) Areas with less than 5 acres of cultivated crops,
fruit trees or vegetables, or less than 50 acres of other
lands.
(b) Management plan criteria. Management plans
must include at least the following information:
(1) A map showing the location and boundaries of the
area and the county, township and Commission wildlife
management unit the site is located in.
(2) A description of the management area delineated on
the map in paragraph (1) including the size in acres,
cover types (forested or nonforested), principle land uses,
huntable areas and safety zones.
(3) An explanation of the deer management goals and
objectives for the area.
(4) An explanation to substantiate why the person in
control of the land wants to increase the harvest of
antlerless deer by allowing the use of DMAP in the area.
Area specific information shall be provided that supports
the deer management goals and objectives.
(c) Allocation of harvest permits.
(1) Private land and hunting clubs. Owners or
lessees of private land and hunting clubs will be
allocated one DMAP coupon for every 50 acres of
land enrolled in DMAP. This allocation may be
increased to one DMAP coupon for every 5 acres of
land enrolled in the DMAP if an applicant can
document sufficient proof of material destruction
of cultivated crops, fruit trees or vegetables by
deer. The Commission may issue additional DMAP
coupons to applicants at its discretion if current
conditions relative to goals and objectives outlined
in an approved management plan support escala-
tion.
(2) Public land. The Commission may issue
DMAP coupons to political subdivision or govern-
ment agency landowner applicants at its discretion
based upon current conditions relative to goals and
objectives outlined in an approved management
plan. Allocations for political subdivision or govern-
ment agency applicants will be assessed for indi-
vidual and distinct DMAP units no greater than
15,000 acres each.
[ (c) ] (d) Designation of location and boundaries.
Upon approval of the application, the location and bound-
aries of the area shall be designated in a manner
approved by the Commission.
[ (d) Approved applicants will receive one coupon
for each DMAP permit the DMAP area is entitled
to. ]
(e) Availability of harvest permits through autho-
rized issuing agents. In DMAP areas designated by the
Director, DMAP harvest permits may be made available
directly through authorized issuing agents without cou-
pons being issued.
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 15-1537. Filed for public inspection August 21, 2015, 9:00 a.m.]
[ 58 PA. CODE CHS. 143 AND 147 ]
Hunting and Furtaker Licenses; Special Permits
To effectively manage the wildlife resources of this
Commonwealth, the Game Commission (Commission) pro-
posed at its June 30, 2015, meeting to amend §§ 143.182,
143.185 and 147.804 (relating to definitions; the license;
and general) to add cottontail rabbit and mourning dove
to the list of species that mentored youth are eligible to
hunt and also require that mentored youth obtain a
Migratory Game Bird License prior to hunting mourning
dove.
The proposed rulemaking will not have an adverse
impact on the wildlife resources of this Commonwealth.
The authority for the proposed rulemaking is 34
Pa.C.S. (relating to Game and Wildlife Code) (code).
The proposed rulemaking was made public at the June
30, 2015, meeting of the Commission. Comments can be
sent until September 25, 2015, to the Director, Informa-
tion and Education, Game Commission, 2001 Elmerton
Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110-9797.
1. Purpose and Authority
Since the successful implementation of the Mentored
Youth Hunting Program in fall 2006, the Commission has
been striving to improve upon the successes of this
mentor-based program. Sporting organizations and other
interested groups have continued to encourage the Com-
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mission to expand mentored youth hunting opportunities
in this Commonwealth to additional species, including the
cottontail rabbit and mourning dove. Importantly, the
mourning dove is defined as a migratory bird species and
requires the acquisition of a Migratory Game Bird Li-
cense to facilitate the Harvest Information Program
(HIP). HIP is a National, cooperative state and Federal
program designed to improve the information collected
regarding the harvest of migratory game birds. The
Commission is proposing to amend §§ 143.182, 143.185
and 147.804 to add cottontail rabbit and mourning dove
to the list of species that mentored youth are eligible to
hunt and also require that mentored youth obtain a
Migratory Game Bird License prior to hunting mourning
dove.
Section 2722(g) of the code (relating to authorized
license-issuing agents) directs the Commission to adopt
regulations for the administration, control and perfor-
mance of license issuing activities. Section 2901(b) of the
code (relating to authority to issue permits) provides ‘‘the
commission may, as deemed necessary to properly man-
age the game or wildlife resources, promulgate regula-
tions for the issuance of any permit and promulgate
regulations to control the activities which may be per-
formed under authority of any permit issued.’’ The
amendments to §§ 143.182, 143.185 and 147.804 are
proposed under this authority.
2. Regulatory Requirements
The proposed rulemaking will amend §§ 143.182,
143.185 and 147.804 to add cottontail rabbit and mourn-
ing dove to the list of species that mentored youth are
eligible to hunt and also require that mentored youth
obtain a Migratory Game Bird License prior to hunting
mourning dove.
3. Persons Affected
Persons wishing to hunt cottontail rabbit and mourning
dove under the Mentored Youth Hunting Program will be
affected by the proposed rulemaking.
4. Cost and Paperwork Requirements
The proposed rulemaking should not result in addi-
tional cost or paperwork.
5. Effective Date
The proposed rulemaking will be effective upon final-
form publication in the Pennsylvania Bulletin and will
remain in effect until changed by the Commission.
6. Contact Person
For further information regarding the proposed rule-
making, contact Thomas P. Grohol, Director, Bureau of
Wildlife Protection, 2001 Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg,
PA 17110-9797, (717) 783-6526.
R. MATTHEW HOUGH,
Executive Director




PART III. GAME COMMISSION
CHAPTER 143. HUNTING AND FURTAKER
LICENSES
Subchapter J. MIGRATORY GAME BIRD LICENSE
§ 143.182. Definitions.
The following words and terms, when used in this
subchapter, have the following meanings, unless the
context clearly indicates otherwise:
HIP survey—The Migratory Game Bird Harvest Infor-
mation Program (HIP) survey that will be completed at
the time the license is issued.
Migratory Game Bird License—The license authorizing
the holder thereof to hunt for migratory game birds. The
license is not valid unless used in conjunction with a
regular resident [ or ] hunting license, nonresident
hunting license or mentored hunting permit.
§ 143.185. The license.
A Migratory Game Bird License is required for a
person engaged in the hunting or taking of migra-
tory game birds, unless the person otherwise quali-
fies for license and fee exemptions under section
2706 of the act (relating to resident license and fee
exemptions). The Migratory Game Bird License shall be
signed by the holder in the space provided and shall be
carried at all times while hunting for migratory game
birds. The holder shall produce the license upon demand
of an officer authorized to enforce the act and this title.
CHAPTER 147. SPECIAL PERMITS
Subchapter X. MENTORED HUNTING PROGRAM
PERMIT
§ 147.804. General.
* * * * *
(c) Species limitation.
(1) A mentored youth’s hunting eligibility is restricted
to the following species: cottontail rabbit, mourning
dove, squirrel, woodchuck, coyote, deer and wild turkey.
Except as provided in this paragraph, mentored youth
hunting permits will be issued with an antlered deer
harvest tag and a spring turkey harvest tag. Harvest tags
will not be issued to mentored youth applicants who are
under 7 years of age at the time of application.
* * * * *
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 15-1538. Filed for public inspection August 21, 2015, 9:00 a.m.]
[ 58 PA. CODE CH. 135 ]
Lands and Buildings; Goose Hunting Areas
To effectively manage the wildlife resources of this
Commonwealth, the Game Commission (Commission) pro-
posed at its June 30, 2015, meeting to amend § 135.104
(relating to restrictions on controlled goose hunting areas)
to limit persons to harvesting one Canada goose per
person per season at the Middle Creek Wildlife Manage-
ment Area controlled goose hunting area.
The proposed rulemaking will not have an adverse
impact on the wildlife resources of this Commonwealth.
The authority for the proposed rulemaking is 34
Pa.C.S. (relating to Game and Wildlife Code) (code).
The proposed rulemaking was made public at the June
30, 2015, meeting of the Commission. Comments can be
sent until September 25, 2015, to the Director, Informa-
tion and Education, Game Commission, 2001 Elmerton
Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110-9797.
1. Purpose and Authority
The controlled goose hunting program on the Middle
Creek Wildlife Management Area provides opportunities
for hunters to harvest Canada geese during the regular
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goose hunting season. Each year a number of hunters are
selected to hunt from blinds through a public drawing.
Hunters may subsequently enter into a drawing on later
days for unclaimed blinds where they may take additional
geese, but remain within the 1 goose per day daily bag
limit. Hunter success rates have been declining in the
controlled goose hunting area due in part to declining
resident goose populations, fewer migrant geese and
higher harvest rates on geese in areas surrounding
Middle Creek. In an effort to help increase hunter success
rates and Canada goose populations on Middle Creek, the
Commission is proposing to limit the take in the con-
trolled goose hunting area to one Canada goose per
person per season.
Section 721(a) of the code (relating to control of prop-
erty) provides ‘‘[t]he administration of all lands or waters
owned, leased or otherwise controlled by the commission
shall be under the sole control of the director, and the
commission shall promulgate regulations . . . for its use
and protection as necessary to properly manage these
lands or waters.’’ The amendments to § 135.104 are
proposed under this authority.
2. Regulatory Requirements
The proposed rulemaking will amend § 135.104 to limit
persons to harvesting one Canada goose per person per
season at the Middle Creek Wildlife Management Area
controlled goose hunting area.
3. Persons Affected
Persons wishing to hunt Canada geese at the Middle
Creek Wildlife Management Area controlled goose hunt-
ing area will be affected by the proposed rulemaking.
4. Cost and Paperwork Requirements
The proposed rulemaking should not result in addi-
tional cost or paperwork.
5. Effective Date
The proposed rulemaking will be effective upon final-
form publication in the Pennsylvania Bulletin and will
remain in effect until changed by the Commission.
6. Contact Person
For further information regarding the proposed rule-
making, contact Thomas P. Grohol, Director, Bureau of
Wildlife Protection, 2001 Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg,
PA 17110-9797, (717) 783-6526.
R. MATTHEW HOUGH,
Executive Director




PART III. GAME COMMISSION
CHAPTER 135. LANDS AND BUILDINGS
Subchapter F. SPECIAL WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT
AREAS
§ 135.104. Restrictions on controlled goose hunting
areas.
It is unlawful to:
* * * * *
(9) Take more than one Canada goose per person per
day at a controlled goose hunting area. [ Duck
limits ] Season and daily limits on other waterfowl
shall conform with Chapter 139 (relating to seasons and
bag limits) and 50 CFR Part 20 (relating to migratory
bird hunting).
(10) Take more than one Canada goose per per-
son per season at the Middle Creek Wildlife Man-
agement Area controlled goose hunting area.
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 15-1539. Filed for public inspection August 21, 2015, 9:00 a.m.]
[ 58 PA. CODE CH. 131 ]
Preliminary Provisions; Replacement Costs for
Wildlife Killed
To effectively manage the wildlife resources of this
Commonwealth, the Game Commission (Commission) pro-
posed at its June 30, 2015, meeting to amend § 131.8
(relating to replacement costs for wildlife killed) to in-
crease replacement costs for bald and golden eagles from
$200 to $2,500.
The proposed rulemaking will not have an adverse
impact on the wildlife resources of this Commonwealth.
The authority for the proposed rulemaking is 34
Pa.C.S. (relating to Game and Wildlife Code) (code).
The proposed rulemaking was made public at the June
30, 2015, meeting of the Commission. Comments can be
sent until September 25, 2015, to the Director, Informa-
tion and Education, Game Commission, 2001 Elmerton
Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110-9797.
1. Purpose and Authority
In accordance with goals established in the Pennsylva-
nia Bald Eagle Management Plan, 2010-2019, the Com-
mission determined that the bald eagle (Haliaeetus
leucocephalus) achieved a population level and geographi-
cal distribution that no longer met the definition of a
threatened species. As a result, on March 15, 2014, the
bald eagle was officially removed from the Common-
wealth’s threatened species list. Notwithstanding the bald
eagle’s delisting, its populations and the populations of its
smaller cousin, the golden eagle (Aquila chrysaetos),
necessitate further protection from unlawful takings in
the form of increased replacement costs.
Section 925(i) of the code (relating to jurisdiction and
penalties) specifically states that ‘‘[i]n addition to the
fines and costs imposed for violations pursuant to subsec-
tion (b), the costs incurred by the commission for the
replacement of the species involved in the violation shall
be assessed by the magisterial district judge in such
amount as is fixed by regulation of the commission.’’ The
Commission is proposing to amend § 131.8 to increase
replacement costs for bald and golden eagles from $200 to
$2,500.
Section 2102(a) of the code (relating to regulations)
provides that ‘‘[t]he commission shall promulgate such
regulations as it deems necessary and appropriate con-
cerning game or wildlife and hunting or furtaking in this
Commonwealth, including regulations relating to the pro-
tection, preservation and management of game or wildlife
and game or wildlife habitat, permitting or prohibiting
hunting or furtaking, the ways, manner, methods and
means of hunting or furtaking, and the health and safety
of persons who hunt or take wildlife or may be in the
vicinity of persons who hunt or take game or wildlife in
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this Commonwealth.’’ The amendments to § 131.8 are
proposed under this authority.
2. Regulatory Requirements
The proposed rulemaking will amend § 131.8 to in-
crease replacement costs for bald and golden eagles from
$200 to $2,500.
3. Persons Affected
Persons who unlawfully take or kill bald or golden
eagles within the Commonwealth will be affected by the
proposed rulemaking.
4. Cost and Paperwork Requirements
The proposed rulemaking should not result in addi-
tional cost or paperwork.
5. Effective Date
The proposed rulemaking will be effective upon final-
form publication in the Pennsylvania Bulletin and will
remain in effect until changed by the Commission.
6. Contact Person
For further information regarding the proposed rule-
making, contact Thomas P. Grohol, Director, Bureau of
Wildlife Protection, 2001 Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg,
PA 17110-9797, (717) 783-6526.
R. MATTHEW HOUGH,
Executive Director




PART III. GAME COMMISSION
CHAPTER 131. PRELIMINARY PROVISIONS
§ 131.8. Replacement costs for wildlife killed.
Under section 925(i) of the act (relating to [ fines and
penalties for violations ] jurisdiction and penalties),
in addition to any fines and costs imposed for violations of
the act and this title, any person who unlawfully kills or
possesses wildlife may be assessed replacement costs
according to the following minimum cost scale:
(1) General class[ : ].
(i) Each threatened or endangered bird or mammal,
$5,000.
[ (ii) Each elk, $1,500.
(iii) Each bear, $1,500.
(iv) Each deer, $800.
(v) Each bobcat, $500.
(vi) Each otter, $500.
(vii) Each turkey, $300.
(viii) Each beaver, $300.
(ix) Any other wildlife, $200. ]
(ii) Each bald eagle or golden eagle, $2,500.
(iii) Each elk or black bear, $1,500.
(iv) Each white-tailed deer, $800.
(v) Each bobcat or otter, $500.
(vi) Each wild turkey or beaver, $300.
(vii) Any other wildlife, $200.
(2) Trophy class[ : ].
(i) Each elk with a Boone and Crockett green score of
200 points or more, $5,000.
(ii) Each white-tailed deer with a Boone and Crockett
green score of 115 [ point ] points or more, $5,000.
(iii) Each black bear with a field dressed weight of 350
pounds or more, $5,000.
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 15-1540. Filed for public inspection August 21, 2015, 9:00 a.m.]
[ 58 PA. CODE CH. 133 ]
Wildlife Classification; Mammals
To effectively manage the wildlife resources of this
Commonwealth, the Game Commission (Commission) pro-
posed at its June 30, 2015, meeting to amend § 133.41
(relating to classification of mammals) to remove the
Delmarva Fox Squirrel from the State endangered species
list and also update the common name of the Eastern
woodrat to the Allegheny woodrat.
The proposed rulemaking will not have an adverse
impact on the wildlife resources of this Commonwealth.
The authority for the proposed rulemaking is 34
Pa.C.S. (relating to Game and Wildlife Code) (code).
The proposed rulemaking was made public at the June
30, 2015, meeting of the Commission. Comments can be
sent until September 25, 2015, to the Director, Informa-
tion and Education, Game Commission, 2001 Elmerton
Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110-9797.
1. Purpose and Authority
The Commission is proposing to amend § 133.41 to
reflect the current status of populations of mammals in
this Commonwealth and to update scientific nomencla-
ture. The first amendment pertains to the Delmarva Fox
Squirrel (Scuirus niger niger). This is one of three
subspecies of fox squirrel listed in this Commonwealth.
The species was considered present historically in only a
very limited portion of southeastern Pennsylvania, and a
reintroduction attempted in 1989 occurred with no docu-
mented survival past 1 year. Suitable habitat for the
species within its historic range is nonexistent, and no
documented individuals have been recorded in the 25
years since the reintroduction effort was undertaken. The
Mammal Technical Committee, a scientific advisory com-
mittee of the Pennsylvania Biological Survey, voted to
consider it as State extirpated, and to remove it from the
list of State endangered mammals. Across the species core
range in coastal portions of Delaware, Maryland and
Virginia, it is considered stable and proposed to be
removed from Federal list of endangered species. The
second proposed amendment updates the common name
of the Eastern woodrat to the Allegheny woodrat. Based
upon genetic and morphological evidence, the Eastern
woodrat has been split into two species—the Eastern
woodrat and the Allegheny woodrat. The Allegheny
woodrat (Neotoma magister) inhabits this Commonwealth
and is currently listed as threatened.
Section 322(c)(8) of the code (relating to powers and
duties of commission) specifically empowers the commis-
sion to ‘‘[a]dd to or change the classification of any wild
bird or wild animal.’’ Section 2167(a) of the code (relating
to endangered or threatened species) states that ‘‘[t]he
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commission may, by regulation, add or remove any wild
bird or wild animal native to this Commonwealth to or
from the Pennsylvania native list of endangered or
threatened species.’’ The amendments to § 133.41 are
proposed under this authority.
2. Regulatory Requirements
The proposed rulemaking will amend § 133.41 to re-
move the Delmarva Fox Squirrel from the State endan-
gered species list and also update the common name of
the Eastern woodrat to the Allegheny woodrat.
3. Persons Affected
Persons interacting with the Delmarva Fox Squirrel or
Allegheny woodrat within this Commonwealth may be
affected by the proposed rulemaking.
4. Cost and Paperwork Requirements
The proposed rulemaking should not result in addi-
tional cost or paperwork.
5. Effective Date
The proposed rulemaking will be effective upon final-
form publication in the Pennsylvania Bulletin and will
remain in effect until changed by the Commission.
6. Contact Person
For further information regarding the proposed rule-
making, contact Thomas P. Grohol, Director, Bureau of
Wildlife Protection, 2001 Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg,
PA 17110-9797, (717) 783-6526.
R. MATTHEW HOUGH,
Executive Director




PART III. GAME COMMISSION
CHAPTER 133. WILDLIFE CLASSIFICATION
Subchapter C. MAMMALS
§ 133.41. Classification of mammals.
The following mammals are classified:
(1) Endangered.
(i) Indiana Bat (Myotis sodalis)
(ii) Least Shrew (Cryptotis parva)
[ (iii) Delmarva Fox Squirrel (Sciurus niger
cinerus)
(iv) ] (iii) Northern flying squirrel (Glaucomys
sabrinus macrotis)
(2) Threatened.
(i) Small-footed Myotis (Myotis leibii)
(ii) [ Eastern ] Allegheny woodrat (Neotoma
magister)
(iii) West Virginia Water Shrew (Sorex palustris
punctulatus)
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 15-1541. Filed for public inspection August 21, 2015, 9:00 a.m.]
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STATEMENTS OF POLICY
Title 4—ADMINISTRATION
PART II. EXECUTIVE BOARD
[ 4 PA. CODE CH. 9 ]
Reorganization of the Department of Human Ser-
vices
The Executive Board approved a reorganization of the
Department of Human Services effective August 5, 2015.
The organization charts at 45 Pa.B. 4925 and 4926
(August 22, 2015) is published at the request of the
Joint Committee on Documents under 1 Pa. Code
§ 3.1(a)(9) (relating to contents of Code).
(Editor’s Note: The Joint Committee on Documents has
found organization charts to be general and permanent
in nature. This document meets the criteria of 45
Pa.C.S. § 702(7) (relating to contents of Pennsylvania
Code) as a document general and permanent in nature
which shall be codified in the Pennsylvania Code.)
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 15-1542. Filed for public inspection August 21, 2015, 9:00 a.m.]
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Public Hearing and Business Meeting
The Delaware River Basin Commission (Commission)
will hold a public hearing on Tuesday, September 15,
2015. A business meeting will be held the following day
on Wednesday, September 16, 2015. The hearing and
business meeting are open to the public and will be held
at the Dravo Auditorium, Chase Center on the Riverfront,
815 Justison Street, Wilmington, DE.
Public hearing. The public hearing on September 15,
2015, will begin at 1:30 p.m. Hearing items will include
draft dockets for the withdrawals, discharges and other
water-related projects subject to the Commission’s review.
Written comments on draft dockets scheduled for hear-
ing on September 15, 2015, will be accepted through the
close of the hearing that day. After the hearing on all
scheduled matters has been completed, and as time
allows, an opportunity for open public comment (formerly
known as ‘‘public dialogue’’) will also be provided.
The public is advised to check the Commission’s web
site periodically prior to the hearing date, as items
scheduled for hearing may be postponed if additional time
is deemed necessary to complete the Commission’s review,
and items may be added up to 10 days prior to the
hearing date. In reviewing docket descriptions, the public
is also asked to be aware that project details commonly
change in the course of the Commission’s review, which is
ongoing.
1. Paulsboro Refining Company, LLC, D-1969-195-3.
An application to renew the approval of the existing
Paulsboro Refining Company industrial wastewater treat-
ment plant (IWTP), formerly known as the Valero Refin-
ing Company IWTP, and its discharge. The IWTP has an
average annual design flow of 9.19 million gallons per day
(mgd) and a hydraulic design capacity of 15.84 mgd. The
IWTP will continue to discharge treated industrial waste-
water effluent to Water Quality Zone 4 of the Delaware
River at River Mile 87.7 in the Borough of Paulsboro,
Gloucester County, NJ.
2. Global Advanced Metals USA, Inc., D-1970-072-5.
An application to renew the approval of the applicant’s
existing 0.1488 mgd IWTP and its discharge as well as
the continued discharge of up to 0.0987 mgd of
noncontact cooling water, lagoon underdrain, steam con-
densate, reverse osmosis reject water, and stormwater
from Outfalls Nos. 001 and 002. Treated effluent will
continue to be discharged to Swamp Creek at River Mile
92.47—32.3—12.9—12.6 (Delaware River—Schuylkill
River—Perkiomen Creek—Swamp Creek) by means of
Outfall No. 001, on the border of Douglass Township,
Montgomery County, PA and Colebrookdale Township,
Berks County, PA.
3. Birdsboro Municipal Authority, D-1974-126 CP-3. An
application to renew the approval of the existing 1.35
mgd Birdsboro wastewater treatment plant (WWTP) and
its discharge. The WWTP will continue to discharge to
Hay Creek, which is a tributary of the Schuylkill River, at
River Mile 92.47—63.1—0.3 (Delaware River—Schuylkill
River—Hay Creek) in the Borough of Birdsboro, Berks
County, PA.
4. Nestlé Purina Petcare Company, D-1983-018-2. An
application to renew the approval of the applicant’s
existing 0.53 mgd IWTP and its discharge. The applicant
has also requested approval to modify the IWTP by
replacing the influent screening, adding equalization
tanks, and adding mixers to the aerated lagoon, while
maintaining the hydraulic capacity. The modifications
meet the Commission’s definition of substantial altera-
tions or additions. Treated effluent will continue to be
discharged to an unnamed tributary (UNT) of Jordan
Creek at River Mile 183.66—16.25—0.67—11.16—0.54
(Delaware River—Lehigh River—Little Lehigh River—
Jordan Creek—UNT) by means of Outfall No. 001, within
the drainage area of the section of the main stem
Delaware River known as the Lower Delaware, which the
Commission has classified as Special Protection Waters,
in South Whitehall Township, Lehigh County, PA.
5. Lower Moreland Township Authority, D-1987-052
CP-4. An application to renew the approval of the appli-
cant’s existing 0.279 mgd Chapel Hill WWTP and its
discharge. Treated effluent will continue to be discharged
to a UNT of Southampton Creek at River Mile 109.75—
16.1—0.71—0.5 (Delaware River—Pennypack Creek—
Southampton Creek—UNT) by means of Outfall No. 001,
in Lower Moreland Township, Montgomery County, PA.
6. Roamingwood Sewer and Water Association, D-1988-
045 CP-4. An application to approve a temporary increase
in allocation from 20.67 million gallons per month (mgm)
to 24.8 mgm of groundwater from existing Wells Nos.
1—5 for use in the docket holder’s public water system.
The temporary increase in allocation is necessary during
the docket holder’s ongoing system water loss improve-
ment project. The temporary allocation will expire on
September 16, 2020, at which time the allocation will be
reduced to 20.67 mgm. The wells are completed in the
Poplar Gap Member of the Catskill Formation in the Ariel
Creek Watershed in Lake and Salem Townships, Wayne
County, PA within the drainage area of the section of the
main stem Delaware River known as the Upper Dela-
ware, which the Commission has classified as Special
Protection Waters.
7. Waste Management Disposal Services of Pennsylva-
nia, Inc., D-1988-054-7. An application to renew the
approval of the applicant’s existing 0.3 mgd GROWS
Landfill leachate treatment plant and its discharge.
Treated effluent will continue to be discharged to the
tidal Delaware River at River Mile 125.6 by means of
Outfall No. 001, within Water Quality Zone 2, in Falls
Township, Bucks County, PA.
8. Shoemakersville Borough, D-1990-007 CP-4. An ap-
plication to renew the approval of an existing groundwa-
ter withdrawal of up to 7.5 mgm to supply the applicant’s
public water supply distribution system from existing
Wells Nos. 1, 3—6 completed in the Hamburg Sequence
Formation. The requested allocation is not an increase
from the previous allocation. The project is located in the
Schuylkill River Watershed in the Borough of
Shoemakersville and Perry Township, Berks County, PA.
9. Gloucester County Utilities Authority (GCUA),
D-1990-074 CP-5. An application to renew the approval of
the applicant’s existing 27 mgd WWTP and its discharge.
Treated effluent will continue to be discharged to Water
Quality Zone 4 of the tidal Delaware River at River Mile
89.7 by means of Outfall No. DSN004A, in West Deptford
Township, Gloucester County, NJ.
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10. Amity Township, D-1990-078 CP-4. An application
to renew the approval of the applicant’s existing 4.0 mgd
WWTP and its discharge. The Department of Environ-
mental Protection and Commission will continue to base
effluent limitations upon a discharge flow of 2.2 mgd.
Treated effluent will continue to be discharged to the
Schuylkill River at River Mile 92.47—58.35 (Delaware
River—Schuylkill River) by means of Outfall No. 001, in
Amity Township, Berks County, PA.
11. Sullivan Infra West, Inc., D-1992-010-2. An applica-
tion to renew the approval of the applicant’s existing 0.2
mgd Kutschers Country Club WWTP and its discharge.
Treated effluent will continue to be discharged to a UNT
of Anawana Brook at River Mile 253.64—27.3—1.65—
5.3—2.25 (Delaware River—Neversink River—Sheldrake
Stream—Anawana Brook—UNT) by means of Outfall No.
001, within the drainage area of the main stem Delaware
River known as the Middle Delaware, which the Commis-
sion has classified as Special Protection Waters, in the
Town of Thompson, Sullivan County, NY.
12. Talamore at Oak Terrace, Inc., D-1993-030-3. An
application to renew the approval of an existing ground-
water withdrawal of up to 5.17 mgm to irrigate the
applicant’s golf course from existing Wells PW-1 and
Water Tower. Existing Wells PW-1 and Water Tower are
completed in the Stockton Formation. The requested
allocation is not an increase from the previous allocation.
The wells are located in the Commission’s designated
Ground Water Protected Area (GWPA) in the Park Creek
Watershed in Horsham Township, Montgomery County,
PA.
13. JFBB Ski Areas, Inc., D-1993-057-3. An application
to renew the approval of an existing surface water
withdrawal of up to 103.33 mgm for the snowmaking
operations at Jack Frost Ski Area resort from an existing
surface water intake on Tobyhanna Creek. The requested
allocation is not an increase from the previous allocation.
The surface water intake is located in the Tobyhanna
Creek Watershed in Kidder Township, Carbon County,
PA, within the drainage area of the section of the main
stem Delaware River known as the Lower Delaware,
which the Commission has classified as Special Protection
Waters.
14. United Water Delaware, D-1996-050 CP-3. An appli-
cation to renew the approval of an existing groundwater
and surface water withdrawal of up to 30 mgd (930 mgm)
to supply the applicant’s public water supply distribution
system from existing Well Christiana No. 1 and surface
water intakes Stanton No. 1, Stanton No. 2, Stanton No.
2A and Christiana No. 1. Well Christiana No. 1 is
completed in the Potomac Formation. The application will
also renew the approval of a Tidal Capture Structure
located on White Clay Creek, a tributary of the Christina
River, at River Mile 70.73—10.3—1.8 (Delaware River—
Christina River—White Clay Creek). The requested allo-
cation is not an increase from the previous allocation. The
water supply system is located in New Castle County, DE.
15. Pennsylvania American Water Company, D-1998-
043 CP-3. An application to renew the approval of an
existing groundwater withdrawal of up to 165.33 mgm
from existing Wells Nos. 12, 13, 16, 18A, 19, 20, 21, 23
and 28 for public water supply. Wells Nos. 12, 13 and 18A
are completed in the Richland Formation, Well No. 16 is
completed in the Millbach Formation, Wells Nos. 19 and
20 are completed in the Ontelaunee Formation, Well No.
21 is completed in the Allentown Formation, Well No. 23
is completed in the Hammer Creek Formation and Well
No. 28 is completed in the Epler/Ontelaunee Formations.
The requested allocation is not an increase from the
previous allocation. The project wells are located in the
Little Cacoosing Creek Watershed in Spring and Lower
Heidelberg Townships and Sinking Spring and Wyomiss-
ing Boroughs, all in Berks County, PA.
16. Cold Spring Cottages, D-2005-002 CP-2. An appli-
cation to renew the approval of the existing 0.014 mgd
Cold Spring Cottages WWTP and its discharges to
groundwater by means of subsurface absorption beds. The
application includes a transfer of ownership from Moun-
tain Hill Cottages to Cold Spring Cottages, LLC. The
WWTP discharge is located in the Neversink River Water-
shed in the drainage area of the section of the main stem
Delaware River known as the Upper Delaware, which the
Commission has classified as Special Protection Waters,
in the Town of Thompson, Sullivan County, NY.
17. Penn’s Grove Sewer Authority, D-2005-029 CP-3. An
application to renew the approval of the applicant’s 0.75
mgd WWTP and its discharge. Treated effluent will
continue to be discharged to Water Quality Zone 5 of the
tidal Delaware River at River Mile 72.0, in Penn’s Grove
Borough, Salem County, NJ.
18. Hudson Valley Foie Gras, LLC, D-2006-037-5. An
application to renew the approval of the applicant’s
existing 0.02 mgd IWTP and its discharge. Treated efflu-
ent will continue to be discharged to the Middle Mongaup
River at River Mile 261.1—12.0—6.2—5.1—3.7 (Delaware
River—Mongaup River—Swinging Bridge Reservoir—
Mongaup River—Middle Mongaup River) by means of
Outfall No. 001, within the drainage area of the main
stem Delaware River known as the Upper Delaware,
which the Commission has classified as Special Protection
Waters, in the Town of Liberty, Sullivan County, NY.
19. West Deptford Energy Station, D-2008-027 CP-3. An
application to renew the approval to withdraw up to
374.914 mgm from the GCUA’s effluent pipeline for use
at the West Deptford Energy Station (WDES), and dis-
charge up to 4.051 mgd of concentrated effluent back into
GCUA’s effluent pipeline from the WDES prior to dis-
charge into the Delaware River. The WDES is located
adjacent to Water Quality Zone 4 of the Delaware River
at River Mile 89.7, in West Deptford Township,
Gloucester County, NJ.
20. NIS Hollow Estates, LLC, D-2010-003 CP-2. An
application to renew the approval of the existing 0.018
mgd NIS Hollow Estates WWTP and its discharge. The
WWTP will continue to discharge to a UNT of the Lehigh
River, which is a tributary of the Lehigh River, at River
Mile 183.7—39.3—1.2 (Delaware River—Lehigh River—
UNT—Lehigh River) and is located within the drainage
area of the section of the main stem Delaware River
known as the Lower Delaware, which the Commission
has classified as Special Protection Waters, in East Penn
Township, Carbon County, PA.
21. Aqua Pennsylvania, Inc., D-1975-078 CP-4. An ap-
plication to approve new Well No. 6 for inclusion in the
applicant’s Waymart public water supply distribution
system and to approve an increase in the total system
groundwater withdrawal allocation from 11.68 mgm to
22.28 mgm. The application will also renew the approval
of an existing importation of 0.494 mgd of groundwater
from the Susquehanna River Basin. Wells Nos. 2—6 are
completed in the Duncannon, Polar Gap and Packerton
members of the Catskill Formation and are located in the
Van Auken Watershed in Waymart Borough and Canaan
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Township, Wayne County, PA within the drainage area of
the section of the main stem Delaware River known as
the Upper Delaware, which the Commission has classified
as Special Protection Waters.
22. Lower Frederick Township, D-1978-041 CP-3. An
application to upgrade and expand the existing Lower
Frederick Township WWTP. The upgrade consists of
replacing the existing extended aeration/activated sludge
treatment system with a sequencing batch reactor sys-
tem. The upgrade also includes head works and sludge
handling improvements, the addition of filtration and
post-equalization, and the replacement of the existing
chlorine contact disinfection system with UV disinfection.
Additionally, the WWTP will be expanded from 0.2 mgd to
0.5 mgd. The WWTP will continue to discharge to Perkio-
men Creek, which is tributary to the Schuylkill River, at
River Mile 92.47—32.3—13.4 (Delaware River—Schuylkill
River—Perkiomen Creek) in Lower Frederick Township,
Montgomery County, PA.
23. Mount Pocono Municipal Authority, D-1991-027
CP-2. An application to approve an upgrade and expan-
sion of the existing Mount Pocono wastewater treatment
plant and its discharge. The upgrade consists of improve-
ments to the existing head works and sequencing batch
reactors (SBR); the construction of a new influent equal-
ization tank, post-aeration tank, cooling system, and
spray irrigation facilities; and appurtenant improvements.
The project also includes the expansion of the WWTP
from 0.4 mgd to 0.5 mgd. The WWTP will land discharge
by means of spray irrigation between November 16 and
March 14 when conditions are suitable, and will dis-
charge to Forest Hills Run from November 16 to March
14 when conditions are not suitable for land discharge.
Forest Hills Run is a tributary of Paradise Creek, which
is a tributary of Brodhead Creek, at River Mile 213.0—
10.6—4.4—4.9 (Delaware River—Brodhead Creek—
Paradise Creek—Forest Hills Run). The project is located
within the drainage area of the section of the main stem
Delaware River known as the Middle Delaware, which
the Commission has classified as Special Protection Wa-
ters, in the Borough of Mount Pocono, Monroe County,
PA.
24. Cinnaminson Sewerage Authority, D-1992-030
CP-3. An application to renew the approval of the appli-
cant’s existing 2.0 mgd WWTP and its discharge. The
applicant has also requested approval to replace the
existing surface aerators, sludge thickening equipment,
and dewatering equipment, as well as make modifications
to the odor control equipment and garage. The proposed
modifications will not result in a change to the hydraulic
capacity of the WWTP. Treated effluent will continue to
be discharged to Water Quality Zone 2 of the Delaware
River at River Mile 108.82 by means of Outfall No. 001A,
in Cinnaminson Township, Burlington County, NJ.
25. North Penn Water Authority, D-1992-044 CP-4. An
application to renew the approval of an existing ground-
water withdrawal and decrease the allocation from 289.33
mgm to 143 mgm from 17 existing wells; and to receive
up to 465 mgm of potable water by means of an
interconnection with the Forest Park Water Treatment
Plant. The application will also approve the removal of 26
existing wells from the previous approval and will add
one additional well from the former Sellersville water
system. The North Penn Water Authority wells are
completed in the Stockton and Brunswick Formations.
The project is located within the Commission’s designated
GWPA in the East Branch Perkiomen, Indian, Skippack,
Towamencin, Wissahickon, West Branch Neshaminy
Creeks, Three Mile Run and Pine Run watersheds in
Franconia, Lower Salford, Towamencin, Skippack, Upper
Gwynedd and Hatfield Townships and Lansdale Borough,
all in Montgomery County and East Rockhill and New
Britain Townships and New Britain Borough, in Bucks
County, PA. Wells Nos. NP-73 and NP-74 are located
within the drainage area of the section of the main stem
Delaware River known as the Lower Delaware, which the
Commission has classified as Special Protection Waters.
26. Doylestown Township Municipal Authority, D-1995-
009 CP-3. An application to renew the approval of an
existing groundwater withdrawal and to increase the
system allocation from 52.7 mgm to 55.22 mgm to supply
the applicant’s public water supply distribution system
from existing Wells Nos. NW-1, NW-2, NW-3, NW-4,
NW-5, NW-6, CW-1, CW-3, CW-5, CW-7, SW-1, SW-2,
SW-6 and SW-7 all completed in the Stockton Formation.
The wells are located in the Commission’s designated
GWPA in the Neshaminy Creek and Pine Run watersheds
in Doylestown Township, Bucks County, PA.
27. Artesian Water Company (AWC), D-2002-034 CP-4.
An application to renew the approval of an existing
import project of up to 3.0 mgd from the Chesapeake Bay
Basin from the Old County Road, Chesapeake City Road
and Eastern States well fields, and up to 3.0 mgd from
the Susquehanna River Basin from an interconnection
with Chester Water Authority to augment water supply to
the applicant’s public water supply system. The applicant
also seeks approval of new Well Broad Run PA for
inclusion in the AWC public water supply system and
renewal of the approval to withdraw up to 612.83 mgm of
groundwater for the docket holder’s public water supply
distribution system. AWC is not requesting an increase in
groundwater withdrawal allocation. The water supply
system and well fields are located in New Castle County,
DE and New Garden Township, Chester County, PA.
28. Giorgio Foods, Inc., D-2014-016-1. An application to
approve an existing withdrawal of up to 14.0 mgm of
groundwater from existing Wells Nos. 1—3 for industrial
processes, cooling and potable use at the applicant’s
existing food processing facility. The project wells are
located in the Leithsville Formation in the Willow Creek
Watershed in Maidencreek Township, Berks County, PA.
29. Pennsylvania Department of Transportation,
D-2015-004 CP-1. An application to approve the replace-
ment of the Pond Eddy Bridge located at River Mile 265.5
(Delaware River), within Water Quality Zone 1B of the
section of the main stem Delaware River known as the
Upper Delaware, which the Commission has classified as
Special Protection Waters, in Shohola Township, Pike
County, PA and Lumberland Township, Sullivan County,
NY.
30. MHC Lil Wolf, LP, D-2015-005 CP-1. An application
to approve the applicant’s existing 0.038 mgd Lil Wolf
Mobile Home Park WWTP and its discharge. The appli-
cant also requests approval to modify and expand the
WWTP to 0.07 mgd. Treated effluent will continue to be
discharged to a UNT of Coplay Creek at River Mile
183.66—21.05—9.86—0.62 (Delaware River—Lehigh
River—Coplay Creek—UNT) by means of Outfall No. 001,
within the drainage area of the section of the main stem
Delaware River known as the Lower Delaware, which the
Commission has classified as Special Protection Waters,
in North Whitehall Township, Lehigh County, PA.
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31. Pennsylvania Historical & Museum Commission,
D-2015-007 CP-1. An application to approve the appli-
cant’s existing 0.025 mgd Washington Crossing Historic
Park Upper WWTP and its discharge. Treated effluent
will continue to be discharged to Water Quality Zone 1E
of the Delaware River at River Mile 146.63, within the
drainage area of the section of the main stem Delaware
River known as the Lower Delaware, which the Commis-
sion has classified as Special Protection Waters, in
Solebury Township, Bucks County, PA.
32. Indian Head Camp, D-2015-008 CP-1. An applica-
tion to approve the new 0.045 mgd Indian Head Camp
WWTP and its proposed discharge by means of spray
irrigation. The new WWTP facilities will consist of a
pumping station, an aerated storage lagoon, chlorine
contact disinfection, and two spray fields. The proposed
spray fields’ discharge will be located in the Little
Equinunk Creek Watershed, within the drainage area of
the section of the main stem Delaware River known as
the Upper Delaware, which the Commission has classified
as Special Protection Waters, in Manchester Township,
Wayne County, PA.
33. Chai Lifeline, Inc., D-2015-011 CP-1. An application
to approve the applicant’s existing 0.0175 mgd Camp
Simcha WWTP, its expansion to 0.045 mgd, and its
discharge. Treated effluent will continue to be discharged
to a UNT of the Delaware River at River Mile 265.4—0.46
(Delaware River—UNT) by means of Outfall No. 001,
within the drainage area of the section of the main stem
Delaware River known as the Upper Delaware, which the
Commission has classified as Special Protection Waters,
in the Town of Lumberland, Sullivan County, NY.
34. Pechiney Plastic Packaging, Inc., D-2015-013-1. An
application to approve a new 0.72 mgd groundwater
remediation IWTP and its discharge to groundwater by
means of injection wells. The IWTP will treat groundwa-
ter from the Pohatcong Valley Groundwater Contamina-
tion Superfund Site utilizing air stripping, after which
the treated groundwater will be reinjected into the re-
gional groundwater aquifer. The project IWTP and its
discharge is located in the Pohatcong Creek Watershed,
within the drainage area of the main stem Delaware
River known as the Lower Delaware, which the Commis-
sion has classified as Special Protection Waters, in Wash-
ington Township, Warren County, NJ.
Public meeting. The public business meeting on Sep-
tember 16, 2015, will begin at 1:30 p.m. and will include:
adoption of the minutes of the Commission’s June 10,
2015, business meeting, announcements of upcoming
meetings and events; a report on hydrologic conditions;
reports by the Executive Director and the Commission’s
General Counsel; and consideration of any items for
which a hearing has been completed or is not required.
There will be no opportunity for additional public
comment at the September 16, 2015, business meeting on
items for which a hearing was completed on September
15, 2015, or a previous date. Commission consideration on
September 16, 2015, of items for which the public hearing
is closed may result in either approval of the item (by
docket or resolution) as proposed, approval with changes,
denial or deferral. When the Commissioners defer an
action, they may announce an additional period for
written comment on the item, with or without an addi-
tional hearing date, or they may take additional time to
consider the input they have already received without
requesting further public input. Any deferred items will
be considered for action at a public meeting of the
Commission on a future date. Items heard during the
June 9, 2015, public hearing on which the Commission
has not yet acted include a proposed rule amending
Commission’s Administrative Manual Part III—Rules of
Practice and Procedure to provide for the One Process/
One Permit Program.
Advance sign-up for oral comment. Individuals who
wish to comment for the record at the public hearing on
September 15, 2015, or to address the Commissioners
informally during the open public comment portion of the
meeting that day, as time allows, are asked to sign up in
advance by contacting Paula Schmitt of the Commission
staff, (609) 883-9500 Ext. 224, paula.schmitt@drbc.nj.gov.
Addresses for written comment. Written comment on
items scheduled for hearing may be delivered by hand at
the public hearing or in advance of the hearing, either by
hand, U.S. Mail or private carrier to the Commission
Secretary, P. O. Box 7360, 25 State Police Drive, West
Trenton, NJ 08628, fax (609) 883-9522 or by e-mail
(preferred) to paula.schmitt@drbc.nj.gov. If submitted by
e-mail in advance of the hearing date, written comments
on a docket should also be sent to William Muszynski,
Manager, Water Resources Management at william.
muszynski@drbc.nj.gov.
Accommodations for special needs. Individuals in need
of an accommodation as provided for in the Americans
with Disabilities Act who wish to attend the informational
meeting, conference session or hearings should contact
the Commission Secretary directly at (609) 883-9500 Ext.
203 or through the Telecommunications Relay Services
(TRS) at 711 to discuss how the Commission can accom-
modate their needs.
Updates. Items scheduled for hearing are occasionally
postponed to allow more time for the Commission to
consider them. Other meeting items also are subject to
change. Check the Commission’s web site at www.drbc.net
closer to the meeting date for changes that may be made
after the deadline for filing this notice.
Additional information and contacts. Additional public
records relating to hearing items may be examined at the
Commission’s offices by appointment by contacting Carol
Adamovic, (609) 883-9500, Ext. 249. For other questions
concerning hearing items, contact Project Review Section
assistant Victoria Lawson, (609) 883-9500, Ext. 216.
PAMELA M. BUSH,
Secretary
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 15-1543. Filed for public inspection August 21, 2015, 9:00 a.m.]
DEPARTMENT OF
AGRICULTURE
Interstate and General Quarantine Order; Virus
Control for Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza
Vehicle, Container and Material Standards
Recitals.
A. Under the authority established in the Domestic
Animal Law (3 Pa.C.S.A. §§ 2301—2389) and specifically
the authority to establish quarantine orders as set forth
at section 2329 of the Domestic Animal Law (3 Pa.C.S.A.
§§ 2329(a), 2329(c) and 2329(d)), the Pennsylvania De-
partment of Agriculture (Department) hereby establishes
an Interstate and General Quarantine Order related to
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Standard Operating Procedures to be followed and stan-
dards for vehicles, conveyances, containers, and materials
utilized to:
1. Transport poultry, poultry waste, poultry manure or
live or unprocessed goods or products of poultry or any
combination of those into, within, through or from the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, and
2. Deliver or distribute poultry, poultry waste, poultry
manure or live or unprocessed goods or products of
poultry or any combination of those into or within the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, and
3. Pickup poultry, poultry waste, poultry manure or
live or unprocessed goods or products of poultry or any
combination of those from any premises in the Common-
wealth of Pennsylvania.
4. Transport, deliver, pickup or distribute poultry, poul-
try waste, poultry manure or live or unprocessed goods or
products of poultry or any combination of those between
poultry operations or premises within the Commonwealth
of Pennsylvania.
5. With regard to poultry waste and poultry manure
this Order shall apply to any vehicle, conveyance or
container utilized in the movement or application of
poultry waste or poultry manure into, within, through or
from the Commonwealth.
B. This Interstate and General Quarantine Order is
established to address all highly pathogenic avian influ-
enza strains, including the H5N2 and H5N8 avian viruses
that have developed into a virulent form of the disease.
These sub-types are easily spread, and may mutate into
strains that are communicable to or among humans.
C. Avian influenza is designated a ‘‘dangerous trans-
missible disease’’ of animals under the provisions of the
Domestic Animal Law (3 Pa.C.S.A. §§ 2301—2389), at 3
Pa.C.S.A. § 2321(d).
D. The Department has broad authority under the
Domestic Animal Law to regulate the keeping and han-
dling of domestic animals, conveyances, containers, goods,
products and materials, in interstate and intrastate com-
merce, in order to exclude, contain or eliminate dangerous
transmissible diseases, including prohibiting the ship-
ment or movement of such products.
E. Avian Influenza, including the current virulent
strains of HPAI, may be transferred and spread through
the movement of unwashed or un-sanitized vehicles,
conveyances, containers, goods, products and materials.
F. Avian Influenza has caused significant loss in the
past to the Pennsylvania poultry industry and the current
virulent forms of the disease have caused wide-spread
loss to the poultry industry in states in which it has been
detected and confirmed.
G. Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza is of particular
concern to the entire Pennsylvania poultry industry as it
may cause wide-spread loss of poultry, severely limit the
market for Pennsylvania product and cause severe eco-
nomic damage to the poultry industry in Pennsylvania.
H. The Domestic Animal Law allows, at 3 Pa.C.S.A.
§ 2329(c), for an Interstate Quarantine Order to be
established and enforced for any place or places outside of
the Commonwealth where a dangerous transmissible
disease has been reported or exists, or whenever it is
deemed advisable to test or treat any domestic animal
upon the reasonable suspicion that it has contracted or
been exposed to a dangerous transmissible disease or
whenever the testing or treatment of a domestic animal
indicates that the domestic animal has been exposed to a
dangerous transmissible disease. In addition, an Inter-
state Quarantine Order may apply to goods, products,
facilities, containers, vehicles or materials that may carry
a dangerous transmissible disease or be contaminated
with a hazardous substance.
I. The Domestic Animal Law allows, at 3 Pa.C.S.A.
§ 2329(d), for a General Quarantine Order to be estab-
lished and enforced for any area or locality within this
Commonwealth where a dangerous transmissible disease
has been reported or exists, or whenever it is deemed
advisable to test or treat any domestic animal upon the
reasonable suspicion that it has contracted or been
exposed to a dangerous transmissible disease or whenever
the testing or treatment of a domestic animal indicates
that the domestic animal has been exposed to a danger-
ous transmissible disease. In addition, a General Quaran-
tine Order may apply to goods, products, facilities, con-
tainers, vehicles or materials that may carry a dangerous
transmissible disease or be contaminated with a hazard-
ous substance.
Order.
In consideration of the previous recitals, and with those
recitals incorporated into this Order by reference, the
Department hereby establishes an Interstate and General
Quarantine under authority of the Domestic Animal Law,
at 3 Pa.C.S.A § 2329(c), and section 1702 of The Adminis-
trative Code of 1929 (71 P. S. § 442). The following are
the conditions and requirements of this Interstate and
General Quarantine Order:
1. Quarantine Area. The area covered by this Inter-
state and General Quarantine Order is the entire Com-
monwealth.
2. Applicability. The terms of this Order are applicable
to the Quarantine Area.
3. Poultry. For purposes of this Order, poultry shall
include, chickens, turkeys, pigeons, doves, pheasants,
grouse, partridges, quail, guinea fowl, pea fowl, ducks,
geese, swans and all other waterfowl and any other
species of bird, including gallinaceous birds and ratites, of
any age, that may contract or harbor Avian Influenza
virus.
4. Conveyance or Vehicle. For purposes of this Order
and in accordance with the Domestic Animal Act, shall
include an automobile, truck, trailer, wagon or other
vehicle used in the transportation of live or dead poultry,
poultry waste or poultry products or by-products upon the
highways of this Commonwealth.
5. Containers or Materials. For purposes of this Order
shall include, footwear, or other clothing, including
biosecurity clothing, any vessel, cage, crate, coop, trailer,
wagon, equipment manure application device or other
instrument or object utilized to hold, transport, contain,
limit, restrict, restrain, confine, control or apply poultry,
poultry waste, poultry manure or live or unprocessed
goods or products of poultry or any combination thereof,
poultry feed and material used for litter or bedding for
poultry.
6. Live or Unprocessed Goods or Products of Poultry.
For purposes of this Order shall include, eggs, unpro-
cessed dead poultry, including accumulated mortalities
from a flock which are kept in a storage container and
removed by a waste collection or other trucking company
for disposal.
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7. Any conveyance, vehicle, container or material origi-
nating from out of state and utilized to transport, deliver
or distribute poultry, poultry waste, poultry manure or
live or unprocessed goods or products of poultry or any
combination of those into, within or through the Com-
monwealth of Pennsylvania, shall be completely cleaned
and disinfected, in the manner set forth in paragraph 13
of this Order, using commercial truck washing equipment
or other equivalent cleaning and disinfecting equipment,
and shall be free of visible accumulations of manure and
feathers prior to loading poultry in that other state and
entering the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. Proper
documentation of such cleaning and disinfection, as set
forth in paragraph 14 of this Order, shall be kept.
8. Any conveyance, vehicle, container or material origi-
nating from out of state and entering the Commonwealth
of Pennsylvania to pick up or load poultry, poultry waste,
poultry manure or live or unprocessed goods or products
of poultry or any combination of those from any premises
in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania shall be com-
pletely cleaned and disinfected, in the manner set forth in
paragraph 13 of this Order, using commercial truck
washing equipment or other equivalent cleaning and
disinfecting equipment, and shall be free of visible accu-
mulations of manure and feathers prior to entering the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. Proper documentation of
such cleaning and disinfection, as set forth in paragraph
14 of this Order, shall be kept.
9. Any conveyance, vehicle, container or material uti-
lized to transport, deliver, pickup or distribute poultry,
poultry waste, poultry manure or live or unprocessed
goods or products of poultry or any combination of those
between poultry operations premises and any other prem-
ises within the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania shall be
completely cleaned and disinfected, in the manner set
forth in paragraph 13 of this Order, using commercial
truck washing equipment or other equivalent cleaning
and disinfecting equipment, and shall be free of visible
accumulations of manure and feathers prior to entry onto
a poultry operation premises to load or pickup poultry.
The conveyance, vehicle, containers and materials shall
then be cleaned and disinfected, in the manner set forth
in paragraph 13 of this Order, using the first commercial
truck washing equipment or other equivalent cleaning
and disinfecting equipment, available after leaving the
poultry operation and prior to entry onto any other
premises. Proper documentation of such cleaning and
disinfection, as set forth in paragraph 14 of this Order,
shall be kept.
10. Any conveyance, vehicle, container or material,
whether originating from in state or out of state, utilized
solely to transport and land apply (including stacking)
poultry manure shall be cleaned and disinfected, in the
manner set forth in paragraph 13 of this Order, using
commercial truck washing equipment or other equivalent
cleaning and disinfecting equipment, prior to loading or
pickup of poultry manure or litter and before transporting
or land applying poultry manure or litter from or on a
separately owned or leased premises. Proper documenta-
tion of such cleaning and disinfection, as set forth in
paragraph 14 of this Order, shall be kept.
For commercial manure brokers, such cleaning and
disinfection shall be done, in the manner set forth in
paragraph 13 of this Order, prior to loading or pickup of
poultry manure or litter at a new premises and prior to
transporting and land applying (including stacking) poul-
try manure or litter to a new premises or separate lessor.
Proper documentation of such cleaning and disinfection,
as set forth in paragraph 14 of this Order, shall be kept.
11. Any conveyance, vehicle, container or material
originating in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and
utilized to transport, deliver or distribute poultry, poultry
waste, poultry manure or litter or live or unprocessed
goods or products of poultry or any combination of those
into another state shall be completely cleaned and disin-
fected, in the manner set forth in paragraph 13 of this
Order, using commercial truck washing equipment or
other equivalent cleaning and disinfecting equipment, and
shall be free of visible accumulations of poultry waste,
poultry manure, poultry litter and feathers prior to
loading poultry in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.
Proper documentation of such cleaning and disinfection,
as set forth in paragraph 14 of this Order, shall be kept.
12. Any conveyance, vehicle, container or material
originating in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and
utilized to pick up or load poultry, poultry waste, poultry
manure or live or unprocessed goods or products of
poultry or any combination of those from any premises in
another state shall be completely cleaned and disinfected,
in the manner set forth in paragraph 13 of this Order,
using commercial truck washing equipment or other
equivalent cleaning and disinfecting equipment, and shall
be free of visible accumulations of poultry waste, poultry
manure, poultry litter and feathers prior to leaving the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. Proper documentation of
such cleaning and disinfection, as set forth in paragraph
14 of this Order, shall be kept.
13. With regard to conveyances and vehicles utilized,
the entire vehicle and conveyance, including the inside
floor boards and pedals, and all containers and materials
shall be completely cleaned and disinfected using com-
mercial truck washing equipment or other equivalent
cleaning and disinfecting equipment. Where a vehicle or
conveyance has been utilized to apply poultry manure or
litter the entire vehicle, including the inside of the cab,
and all parts of the conveyance or application device shall
be cleaned and disinfected in the manner provided above.
Proper documentation of such cleaning and disinfection,
as set forth in paragraph 14 of this Order, shall be kept.
14. A receipt from a commercial truck washing opera-
tion or documentation of the place and type of equivalent
equipment utilized showing the date and time the vehicle,
conveyance, containers and materials were cleaned and
disinfected shall be kept by the owner or operator of the
vehicle or conveyance and shall be available for inspection
by the Department or Pennsylvania State Police. All such
receipts shall be kept by the owner or operator of the
vehicle or conveyance for a period of one month.
15. Pursuant to its authority at section 2328 of the
Domestic Animal Law (3 Pa.C.S.A. § 2328) the Depart-
ment, ‘‘In the performance of its duties require by this
chapter . . . may at any time enter any premises or stop
and detain any vehicle or conveyance...The department
shall take appropriate biosecurity and safety measures to
ensure that it does not allow dangerous transmissible
disease . . . to spread as the result of its entry upon any
premises or conveyance.’’
16. As established at section 2329(f) of the Domestic
Animal Law (3 Pa.C.S.A. § 2329(f)(6)(7) and (8), it shall
be unlawful for any person to bring into this Common-
wealth any domestic animals, containers, goods, products,
conveyances or materials that are the subject of an
interstate or international quarantine order, to impede,
hinder or interfere with the Department entering upon
premises or elsewhere in the performance of duties under
a quarantine order or to violate any provision of a
quarantine order issued under the Domestic Animal Law.
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Any person violating any provision of this Order shall be
subject to such penalties, including criminal and civil
penalties and other civil remedies such as injunctive
relief, as are allowed under the authority of the Domestic
Animal Law.
17. This Order shall not be construed as limiting the
Department’s authority to establish additional quarantine
or testing requirements on imported poultry and/or poul-
try products.
18. This Order shall be effective upon actual service or
publication in the Pennsylvania Bulletin.
RUSSELL C. REDDING,
Secretary
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 15-1544. Filed for public inspection August 21, 2015, 9:00 a.m.]
DEPARTMENT OF BANKING AND SECURITIES
Actions on Applications
The Department of Banking and Securities (Department), under the authority contained in the act of November 30,
1965 (P. L. 847, No. 356), known as the Banking Code of 1965; the act of May 15, 1933 (P. L. 565, No. 111), known as the
Department of Banking Code; and the act of December 19, 1990 (P. L. 834, No. 198), known as the Credit Union Code,
has taken the following action on applications received for the week ending August 11, 2015.
Under section 503.E of the Department of Banking and Securities Code (71 P. S. § 733-503.E), any person wishing to
comment on the following applications, with the exception of branch applications, may file their comments in writing with
the Department of Banking and Securities, Corporate Applications Division, 17 North Second Street, Suite 1300,
Harrisburg, PA 17101-2290. Comments must be received no later than 30 days from the date notice regarding receipt of
the application is published in the Pennsylvania Bulletin. The nonconfidential portions of the applications are on file at
the Department and are available for public inspection, by appointment only, during regular business hours. To schedule
an appointment, contact the Corporate Applications Division at (717) 783-2253. Photocopies of the nonconfidential





Date Name and Location of Applicant Location of Branch Action























8-10-2015 Citizens Bank of Pennsylvania
Philadelphia
Philadelphia County





Consolidations, Mergers and Absorptions
Date Name and Location of Applicant Action




Application for approval to merge Lancaster Press Federal Credit Union of Lancaster,
Lancaster, with and into Lancaster Red Rose Credit Union, Lancaster.
The Department’s web site at www.dobs.pa.gov includes public notices for more recently filed applications.
ROBIN L. WIESSMANN,
Secretary
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 15-1545. Filed for public inspection August 21, 2015, 9:00 a.m.]
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DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
Applications, Actions and Special Notices
APPLICATIONS
THE CLEAN STREAMS LAW AND THE FEDERAL CLEAN WATER ACT
APPLICATIONS FOR NATIONAL POLLUTION DISCHARGE ELIMINATION
SYSTEM (NPDES) PERMITS AND WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT (WQM)
PERMITS
This notice provides information about persons who have applied for a new, amended or renewed NPDES or WQM
permit, a permit waiver for certain stormwater discharges or submitted a Notice of Intent (NOI) for coverage under a
General Permit. The applications concern, but are not limited to, discharges regarding industrial, animal or sewage
waste, discharges to groundwater, discharges associated with municipal separate storm sewer systems (MS4), stormwater
associated with construction activities or concentrated animal feeding operations (CAFO). This notice is provided in
accordance with 25 Pa. Code Chapters 91 and 92a and 40 CFR Part 122, implementing The Clean Streams Law (35 P. S.
§§ 691.1—691.1001) and the Federal Clean Water Act (33 U.S.C.A. §§ 1251—1376).
Location Permit Authority Application Type or Category
Section I NPDES Renewals
Section II NPDES New or Amendment
Section III WQM Industrial, Sewage or Animal Waste; Discharge into Groundwater
Section IV NPDES MS4 Individual Permit
Section V NPDES MS4 Permit Waiver
Section VI NPDES Individual Permit Stormwater Construction
Section VII NPDES NOI for Coverage under NPDES General Permits
For NPDES renewal applications in Section I, the Department of Environmental Protection (Department) has made a
tentative determination to reissue these permits for 5 years subject to effluent limitations and monitoring and reporting
requirements in their current permits, with appropriate and necessary updated requirements to reflect new and changed
regulations and other requirements.
For applications for new NPDES permits and renewal applications with major changes in Section II, as well as
applications for MS4 Individual Permits and Individual Stormwater Construction Permits in Sections IV and VI, the
Department, based upon preliminary reviews, has made tentative determinations of proposed effluent limitations and
other terms and conditions for the permit applications. In accordance with 25 Pa. Code § 92a.32(d), the proposed
discharge of stormwater associated with construction activities will be managed in accordance with the requirements of
25 Pa. Code Chapter 102. These determinations are published as proposed actions for comments prior to taking final
actions.
Unless indicated otherwise, the United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Region III Administrator has
waived the right to review or object to proposed NPDES permit actions under the waiver provision in 40 CFR 123.24(d).
Persons wishing to comment on NPDES applications are invited to submit statements to the contact office noted before
the application within 30 days from the date of this public notice. Persons wishing to comment on WQM permit
applications are invited to submit statements to the office noted before the application within 15 days from the date of
this public notice. Comments received within the respective comment periods will be considered in the final
determinations regarding the applications. A comment submittal should include the name, address and telephone number
of the writer and a concise statement to inform the Department of the exact basis of a comment and the relevant facts
upon which it is based.
The Department will also accept requests for public hearings on applications. A public hearing may be held if the
responsible office considers the public response significant. If a hearing is scheduled, a notice of the hearing will be
published in the Pennsylvania Bulletin and a newspaper of general circulation within the relevant geographical area. The
Department will postpone its final determination until after a public hearing is held.
Persons with a disability who require an auxiliary aid, service, including TDD users, or other accommodations to seek
additional information should contact the Department through the Pennsylvania AT&T Relay Service at (800) 654-5984.
I. NPDES Renewal Applications
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Eagles Mere Borough Authority
Wastewater Treatment Plants
Carl Rider Road
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II. Applications for New or Expanded Facility Permits, Renewal of Major Permits and EPA Non-Waived
Permit Applications
Southeast Region: Clean Water Program Manager, 2 East Main Street, Norristown, PA 19401. Telephone 484-250-5970
PA0024066, Sewage, SIC Code 4952, West Grove Borough Authority, PO Box 61, West Grove, PA 19390-0061.
Facility Name: West Grove Borough STP. This existing facility is located in London Grove Township, Chester County.
Description of Existing Activity: The application is for a renewal of an NPDES permit for an existing discharge of
treated Sewage.
The receiving stream(s), Middle Branch White Clay Creek, is located in State Water Plan watershed 3-I and is
classified for Trout Stocking and Migratory Fishes, aquatic life, water supply and recreation. The discharge is not
expected to affect public water supplies.
The proposed effluent limits for Outfall 001 are based on a design flow of 0.25 MGD.














Flow (MGD) Report Report XXX XXX XXX XXX
pH (S.U.) XXX XXX 6.0 XXX XXX 9.0
Dissolved Oxygen XXX XXX 5.0 XXX XXX XXX
Total Residual Chlorine XXX XXX XXX 0.5 XXX 1.2
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CBOD5 52.1 83.4 XXX 25 40 50
CBOD5
Raw Sewage Influent Report XXX XXX Report XXX XXX
BOD5
Raw Sewage Influent Report XXX XXX Report XXX XXX
Total Suspended Solids
Raw Sewage Influent Report XXX XXX Report XXX XXX
Total Suspended Solids 62.6 93.8 XXX 30 45 60
Fecal Coliform (CFU/100 ml) XXX XXX XXX 200 XXX 1,000
Nitrate-Nitrite as N Report XXX XXX Report XXX XXX
Total Nitrogen 24.2 XXX XXX 11.6 XXX 23.2
Ammonia-Nitrogen
May 1 - Oct 31 10 XXX XXX 4.8 XXX 9.6
Nov 1 - Apr 30 30 XXX XXX 14.4 XXX 28.8
Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen Report XXX XXX Report XXX XXX
Total Phosphorus 4.2 XXX XXX 2.0 XXX 4.0
Total Copper Report XXX XXX Report XXX XXX
In addition, the permit contains the following major special conditions:
• Stormwater
• Property Rights
• Screenings & Sludges
• Responsible Operator
• DRBC’s Fecal Coliform 10% Rule Determination
You may make an appointment to review the DEP files on this case by calling the File Review Coordinator at
484-250-5910.
The EPA Waiver is not in effect.
Northeast Region: Clean Water Program Manager, 2 Public Square, Wilkes-Barre, PA 18701-1915. Phone: 570-826-2511.
PA0027090, Sewage, SIC Code 4952, Lackawanna River Basin Sewer Authority, PO Box 280, Olyphant, PA
18447-0280. Facility Name: Throop Plant. This existing facility is located in Throop Borough, Lackawanna County.
Description of Existing Activity: The application is for a renewal of an NPDES permit for an existing discharge of
treated Sewage.
The receiving stream(s), Lackawanna River, is located in State Water Plan watershed 5-A and is classified for Cold
Water Fishes, aquatic life, water supply and recreation. The discharge is not expected to affect public water supplies.
The proposed effluent limits for Outfall 001 are based on a design flow of 10.0 MGD.












Flow (MGD) Report Report XXX XXX XXX XXX
pH (S.U.) XXX XXX 6.0 XXX XXX 9.0
Dissolved Oxygen XXX XXX 5.0 XXX XXX XXX
Total Residual Chlorine XXX XXX XXX 0.09 XXX 0.3
CBOD5 1,251 1,877
Wkly Avg
XXX 15.0 22.5 30.0
BOD5
Raw Sewage Influent Report Report XXX Report XXX XXX
Total Suspended Solids
Raw Sewage Influent Report Report XXX Report XXX XXX
Total Suspended Solids 2,502 3,753
WklyAvg
XXX 30.0 45.0 60.0
Fecal Coliform (CFU/100 ml)
May 1 - Sep 30 XXX XXX XXX 200
Geo Mean
XXX 1,000




May 1 - Oct 31 375 XXX XXX 4.5 XXX 9.0
Nov 1 - Apr 30 1,126 XXX XXX 13.5 XXX 27.0
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Total Phosphorus Report XXX XXX Report XXX XXX
Total Copper 1.2 1.8 XXX 0.014 0.022
Daily Max
XXX








Dichlorobromomethane XXX XXX XXX Report
Avg Qrtly
XXX XXX
Bis(2-Ethylhexyl)Phthalate XXX XXX XXX Report
Avg Qrtly
XXX XXX
Total Aluminum XXX XXX XXX Report
Avg Yearly
XXX XXX
Total Manganese XXX XXX XXX Report
Avg Yearly
XXX XXX
Total Iron XXX XXX XXX Report
Avg Yearly
XXX XXX
The proposed monitoring requirements and, where appropriate, effluent limits for implementation of the Chesapeake
Bay Tributary Strategy are as follows for Outfall 001.
Mass (lbs) Concentration (mg/l)
Parameters Monthly Annual Minimum
Monthly
Average Maximum
Ammonia—N Report Report Report
Kjeldahl—N Report Report
Nitrate-Nitrite as N Report Report
Total Nitrogen Report Report Report
Total Phosphorus Report Report Report
Net Total Nitrogen Report 129,852
Net Total Phosphorus Report 17,047
The proposed effluent limits for Outfall 028 are based on a design flow of 0.00 MGD (stormwater).










pH XXX XXX XXX XXX Report XXX
CBOD5 XXX XXX XXX XXX Report XXX
Chemical Oxygen Demand XXX XXX XXX XXX Report XXX
Total Suspended Solids XXX XXX XXX XXX Report XXX
Oil and Grease XXX XXX XXX XXX Report XXX
Total Phosphorus XXX XXX XXX XXX Report XXX
Dissolved Iron XXX XXX XXX XXX Report XXX
Kjeldahl—N XXX XXX XXX XXX Report XXX
* This permit contains conditions which authorize the permittee to apply nutrient reduction credits to meet the Net
Total Nitrogen and the Net Total Phosphorus effluent mass limits, under the Department’s Chapter 96 regulations. The
condition includes the requirement to report the application of these credits in Supplemental Discharge Monitoring
Reports (DMRs) submitted to the Department.
In addition, the permit contains the following major special conditions:
• Combined sewer overflow, pretreatment, Wet testing, and Chesapeake nutrient requirements
You may make an appointment to review the DEP files on this case by calling the File Review Coordinator at
570-826-5472.
The EPA Waiver is not in effect.
PA0275654, Stormwater, SIC Codes 4225, 4231, and 7542, Wal-Mart Stores East, LP, 702 SW 8th Street, MS 0505,
Bentonville, AR 72716-0505. Facility Name: Wal-Mart Distribution Center No 6080. This facility is located in Coolbaugh
Township, Monroe County.
Description of Proposed Activity: The application is for a new NPDES permit for an existing discharge of stormwater.
The receiving stream, Pollys Run, is located in State Water Plan watershed 2-A and is classified for High Quality-Cold
Water and Migratory Fish, aquatic life, water supply and recreation. The discharge is not expected to affect public water
supplies.
The proposed effluent limits for Outfall 001 are based on a design flow of 0 MGD (stormwater).
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Total Suspended Solids XXX XXX XXX XXX Report XXX
Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen XXX XXX XXX XXX Report XXX
Total Iron XXX XXX XXX XXX Report XXX
The proposed effluent limits for Outfall 002 are based on a design flow of 0 MGD (stormwater).












Total Suspended Solids XXX XXX XXX XXX Report XXX
Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen XXX XXX XXX XXX Report XXX
Total Iron XXX XXX XXX XXX Report XXX
The proposed effluent limits for Outfall 003 are based on a design flow of 0 MGD (stormwater).












Total Suspended Solids XXX XXX XXX XXX Report XXX
Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen XXX XXX XXX XXX Report XXX
Total Iron XXX XXX XXX XXX Report XXX
In addition, the permit contains the following major special conditions:
• Other Requirements Applicable to Stormwater Outfalls, including: PPC Plan, Stormwater BMPs, Annual Inspection
and Compliance Evaluation.
You may make an appointment to review the DEP files on this case by calling the File Review Coordinator at
570-826-5472.
The EPA Waiver is in effect.
Northcentral Regional Office: Regional Clean Water Program Manager, 208 W Third Street Suite 101, Williamsport, PA
17701-6448, Telephone: 570.327.0530.
PA0228061, Sewage, SIC Code 4952, Aqua Pennsylvania Wastewater Inc., 762 W Lancaster Avenue, Bryn Mawr,
PA 19010. Facility Name: Treasure Lake Resort. This existing facility is located in Sandy Township, Clearfield County.
Description of Existing Activity: The application is for a renewal of an NPDES permit for an existing discharge of
treated Sewage.
The receiving stream(s), Sandy Lick Creek, is located in State Water Plan watershed 17-C and is classified for Cold
Water Fishes, aquatic life, water supply and recreation. The discharge is not expected to affect public water supplies.
The proposed effluent limits for Outfall 001 are based on a design flow of 1.0 MGD.












Flow (MGD) Report Report
Daily Max
XXX XXX XXX XXX
pH (S.U.) XXX XXX 6.0 XXX XXX 9.0
Dissolved Oxygen XXX XXX 6.0 XXX XXX XXX
Total Residual Chlorine XXX XXX XXX 0.05 XXX 0.17
CBOD5
May 1 - Oct 31 100 150 XXX 12 18 24
Nov 1 - Apr 30 200 300 XXX 24 36 48
Total Suspended Solids 250 375 XXX 30 45 60
Fecal Coliform (No./100 ml)
May 1 - Sep 30 XXX XXX XXX 200
Geo Mean
XXX 1,000
Oct 1 - Apr 30 XXX XXX XXX 2,000
Geo Mean
XXX 10,000
UV Transmittance (%) XXX XXX Report XXX XXX XXX
Total Nitrogen Report XXX XXX Report XXX XXX
Ammonia-Nitrogen
May 1 - Oct 31 12 18 XXX 1.5 2.0 3.0
Nov 1 - Apr 30 37 56 XXX 4.5 6.0 9.0
Total Phosphorus Report XXX XXX Report XXX XXX
Total Aluminum Report XXX XXX Report XXX XXX
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Total Iron Report XXX XXX Report XXX XXX
Total Manganese Report XXX XXX Report XXX XXX





In addition, the permit contains the following major special conditions:
• Solids Management
• Whole Effluent Toxicity
• Toxics Reduction Evaluation
You may make an appointment to review the DEP files on this case by calling the File Review Coordinator at
570-327-3693.
The EPA Waiver is not in effect.
III. WQM Industrial Waste and Sewerage Applications under The Clean Streams Law
Southeast Region: Clean Water Program Manager, 2 East Main Street, Norristown, PA 19401, 484.250.5900
WQM Permit No. WQG02231504, Sewage, Southwest Delaware County Municipal Authority, One Gamble Lane,
Aston, PA 19014-0466.
This proposed facility is located in Aston Township, Delaware County.
Description of Action/Activity: Construction and operation of a sewage pumping station.
WQM Permit No. 4698412, Sewage, Amendment, Lower Perkiomen Valley Sewer Authority, 101 Station Avenue,
P.O. Box 297, Oaks, PA 19456.
This proposed facility is located in Upper Providence Township, Montgomery County.
Description of Action/Activity: Replace 4 existing channel grinders with 2 mechanical bar screens.
WQM Permit No. WQG02461505, Sewage, Upper Providence Township, 1286 Black Rock Road, P.O. Box 406,
Oaks, PA 19456.
This proposed facility is located in Upper Providence Township, Montgomery County.
Description of Action/Activity: Construction and operation of a sanitary sewer extension.
Northeast Region: Clean Water Program Manager, 2 Public Square, Wilkes-Barre, PA 18701-1915. Phone: 570-826-2511.
WQM Permit No. 4815402, Sewage, Lower Nazareth Township, 306 Butztown Road, Bethlehem, PA 18020.
This proposed facility is located in Lower Nazareth Township, Northampton County.
Description of Proposed Action/Activity: This application is for a sewer extension project, known as Hanoverville Road
Sewer Service Area Expansion, consisting of approximately 4,275 L.F. of 3-inch low pressure sewers (LPS) and
approximately 1,700 L.F. of 2-inch LPS to serve commercial and residential properties along Township Road T437
(Hanoverville Road). The project begins at Township Line Road and continues east to a point approximately 0.25 mile
past the intersection of Township Road T435 (Keystone Drive). The design flow used to size the proposed LPS system is
approximately 23,250 gpd which will be delivered to the City of Bethlehem wastewater treatment plant for treatment and
disposal.
WQM Permit No. 3515403, Sewage, Scranton Sewer Authority, 312 Adams Ave, Scranton, PA 18503.
This proposed facility is located in the City of Scranton, Lackawanna County.
Description of Proposed Action/Activity: Construction of a 120,000 gallon combined sewer overflow (CSO) off-line pipe
storage system, known as CSO Outfall No. 11 Storage Facility, located northwest of the intersection of Von Storch Avenue
and Glen Street in the City of Scranton. During significant rainfall events as flow in the combined sewer increases, flow
will be diverted from the interceptor to the storage system until it is completely filled after which excessive CSO flows
will continue down the interceptor to permitted outfalls throughout the conveyance system. After the storm, pumps will
be activated to convey the stored flow back to the interceptor sewer for treatment and disposal at the Scranton Sewer
Authority’s wastewater treatment plant.
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Southwest Regional Office: Regional Clean Water Program Manager, 400 Waterfront Dr, Pittsburgh, PA 15222-4745.
Phone: 412.442.4000.
WQM Permit No. 3215200, Industrial Waste, Homer City Generation LP, 1750 Power Plant Road, Homer City, PA
15748-8009.
This proposed facility is located in Center Township, Indiana County.
Description of Proposed Action/Activity: Installation of a temporary filtration system for cooling tower blowdown.
VI. NPDES Individual Permit Applications for Discharges of Stormwater Associated with Construction
Activities
Northeast Region: Waterways and Wetlands Program Manager, 2 Public Square, Wilkes-Barre, PA 18701-1915.



























PAI024515005 Greystone Capital, Inc.
559 Main Street, Suite 300
Bethlehem, PA 18018
Monroe Chestnuthill Township McMichael Creek
(EV, MF)
Southcentral Region: Waterways & Wetlands Program, 909 Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110-8200, Nathan







9400 Molly Pitcher Highway
Shippensburg, PA 17257
Cumberland Shippensburg Borough Middle Spring Creek/
HQ-CWF
PAI034414002(1) Brown Township Supervisors
7748 SR 655
Reedsville, PA 17084
Mifflin Brown Township Tea Creek/HQ-CWF
Northcentral Region: Waterways & Wetlands Program Manager, 208 West Third Street, Williamsport, PA 17701







PAI041715002 Exco Resources PA LLC
260 Executive Dr Ste 100
Cranberry Township, PA 16066
Clearfield Troutville Borough UNT to Beaver Run
HQ-CWF
STATE CONSERVATION COMMISSION
PROPOSED NUTRIENT MANAGEMENT PLANS RELATED TO APPLICATIONS
FOR NPDES PERMITS FOR CAFOs
This notice provides information about agricultural operations that have submitted nutrient management plans (NMPs)
for approval under 3 Pa.C.S. Chapter 5 and that have or anticipate submitting applications for new, amended or renewed
NPDES permits, or Notices of Intent (NOIs) for coverage under a general permit, for CAFOs, under 25 Pa. Code Chapter
92a. This notice is provided in accordance with 25 Pa. Code Chapter 92a and 40 CFR Part 122, implementing The Clean
Streams Law and the Federal Clean Water Act.
Based upon preliminary reviews, the State Conservation Commission (SCC) or County Conservation Districts (CCD)
working under a delegation agreement with the SCC have completed an administrative review of NMPs described. These
NMPs are published as proposed plans for comment prior to taking final actions. The NMPs are available for review at
the CCD office for the county where the agricultural operation is located. A list of CCD office locations is available at
http://www.nacdnet.org/about/districts/directory/pa.phtml or can be obtained from the SCC at the office address listed or
by calling (717) 787-8821.
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Persons wishing to comment on an NMP are invited to submit a statement outlining their comments on the plan to the
CCD, with a copy to the SCC for each NMP, within 30 days from the date of this public notice. Comments received within
the respective comment periods will be considered in the final determinations regarding the NMPs. Comments should
include the name, address and telephone number of the writer and a concise statement to inform the SCC of the exact
basis of the comments and the relevant facts upon which they are based. Comments should be sent to the SCC,
Agriculture Building, Room 310, 2301 North Cameron Street, Harrisburg, PA 17110.
Persons with a disability who require an auxiliary aid, service, including TDD users or other accommodations to seek
additional information should contact the SCC through the Pennsylvania AT&T Relay Service at (800) 654-5984.
APPLICATIONS
NUTRIENT MANAGEMENT PLAN—PUBLIC NOTICE SPREADSHEET
Agricultural Operation















22357 Mountain Foot Road
Neelyton, PA 17239





























Lancaster 232 488.27 Dairy/Swine NA R
Garrett Weaver
1501 Eshelman Mill Road
Willow Street
Lancaster, PA 17584
Lancaster 102.9 144.77 Ducks/Horses NA N
Franklin View Farms
1700 Prospect Road
Washington Boro, PA 17582









PUBLIC WATER SUPPLY (PWS)
PERMITS
Under the Pennsylvania Safe Drinking Water Act (35
P. S. §§ 721.1—721.17), the following parties have applied
for PWS permits to construct or substantially modify
public water systems.
Persons wishing to comment on permit applications are
invited to submit statements to the office listed before the
application within 30 days of this public notice. Com-
ments received within this 30-day comment period will be
considered in the formulation of the final determinations
regarding an application. A comment should include the
name, address and telephone number of the writer and a
concise statement to inform the Department of the exact
basis of a comment and the relevant facts upon which it
is based. A public hearing may be held after consideration
of comments received during the 30-day public comment
period.
Following the comment period, the Department will
make a final determination regarding the proposed per-
mit. Notice of this final determination will be published
in the Pennsylvania Bulletin at which time this determi-
nation may be appealed to the Environmental Hearing
Board.
The permit application and related documents are on
file at the office listed before the application and available
for public review. Arrangements for inspection and copy-
ing information should be made with the office listed
before the application.
Persons with a disability that require an auxiliary aid,
service or other accommodations to participate during the
30-day public comment period should contact the office
listed before the application. TDD users may contact the
Department through the Pennsylvania AT&T Relay Ser-
vice at (800) 654-5984.
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SAFE DRINKING WATER
Applications Received Under the Pennsylvania Safe
Drinking Water Act
Southcentral Region: Safe Drinking Water Program
Manager, 909 Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110
Permit No. 2215503 MA, Minor Amendment, Public
Water Supply.
Applicant United Water Pennsylvania
Municipality Hummelstown Borough
County Dauphin
Responsible Official John D. Hollenbach, Vice
President
4211 East Park Circle
Harrisburg, PA 17111-0151
Type of Facility Public Water Supply
Consulting Engineer Mark C. Baker, P.E.
United Water Pennsylvania, Inc
4405 North 6th Street
Harrisburg, PA 17110
Application Received: 4/20/2015
Description of Action Installation of an air ejector
system and valve assembly on
each filter train at the
Hummelstown Treatment Plant.




Municipality South Hanover Township
County Dauphin




Type of Facility Public Water Supply





Description of Action Use of liquid sodium
permanganate as a replacement
for potassium permanganate as
pre-treatmetn at the GC Smith
WTP.
Permit No. 6715505 MA, Minor Amendment, Public
Water Supply.
Applicant ATG Properties LLC
Municipality Hellam Township
County York
Responsible Official Frank T. Perano, General
Manager
P O Box 677
Morgantown, PA 19543 0677
Type of Facility Public Water Supply
Consulting Engineer James A. Cieri Sr, P.E.
James A. Cieri, PE
914 N Mountain Road
Harrisburg, PA 17112
Application Received: 7/31/2015
Description of Action Installation of 28,000 gallon
storage tank.
Permit No. 2215507, Public Water Supply.
Applicant Pinnacle Health System
Municipality Lower Paxton Township
County Dauphin
Responsible Official Paul Toburen, Vice President of
Suppport Services
111 South Front Street
Harrisburg, PA 17101-2099
Type of Facility Public Water Supply





Description of Action Installation of a chlorine dioxide
disinfection system to enhance
distribution system maintenance.
Permit No. 2215508 MA, Minor Amendment, Public
Water Supply.




Responsible Official John D. Hollenbach, Vice
President
4211 East Park Circle
Harrisburg, PA 17111-0151
Type of Facility Public Water Supply
Consulting Engineer Arthur C. Saunders, P.E.
United Water Pennsylvania
4211 East Park Circle
Harrisburg, PA 17111
Application Received: 7/24/2015
Description of Action Replacement of the filter
membrane modules with an
increased filter area per module,
the replacement of the existing
air blowers larger units and the
ability to utilize acid for
maintenance cleans.
Permit No. 5015504, Public Water Supply.
Applicant Pfautz Rentals, LP
Municipality Penn Township
County Perry
Responsible Official Suzanne H. Hammaker, Partner
10 Dicken Drive
Marysville, PA 17053
Type of Facility Public Water Supply
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Consulting Engineer Charles A. Kehew II, P.E.
James R. Holley & Associates,
Inc.
18 South George Street
York, PA 17401
Application Received: 7/28/2015
Description of Action Arsenic removal system of
Pfautz Heights Apartments.
Permit No. 5015505 MA, Minor Amendment, Public
Water Supply.
Applicant United Water Pennsylvania
Municipality Marysville Borough
County Perry
Responsible Official John D. Hollenbach,
Vice President
4211 East Park Circle
Harrisburg, PA 17111-0151
Type of Facility Public Water Supply
Consulting Engineer Arthur C. Saunders, P.E.
United Water Pennsylvania
4211 East Park Circle
Harrisburg, PA 17111
Application Received: 7/29/2015
Description of Action Modification of and repainting of
the existing 0.3 MG Marysville
Tank.
Permit No. 6715504 MA, Minor Amendment, Public
Water Supply.
Applicant United Water Pennsylvania
Municipality Newberry Township
County York
Responsible Official John D. Hollenbach, Vice
President
4211 East Park Circle
Harrisburg, PA 17111-0151
Type of Facility Public Water Supply
Consulting Engineer Arthur C. Saunders, P.E.
United Water Pennsylvania
4211 East Park Circle
Harrisburg, PA 17111
Application Received: 7/29/2015
Description of Action Repainting of the Dupont Tank
Permit No. 2115509 MA, Minor Amendment, Public
Water Supply.
Applicant United Water Pennsylvania
Municipality Upper Allen Township
County Cumberland
Responsible Official John D. Hollenbach, Vice
President
4211 East Park Circle
Harrisburg, PA 17111-0151
Type of Facility Public Water Supply
Consulting Engineer Arthur C. Saunders, P.E.
United Water Pennsylvania
4211 East Park Circle
Harrisburg, PA 17111
Application Received: 7/29/2015
Description of Action Modification of and repainting of
the existing 0.5 MG Messiah
Tank.
Permit No. 2115510 MA, Minor Amendment, Public
Water Supply.
Applicant United Water Pennsylvania
Municipality Mechanicsburg Borough
County Cumberland
Responsible Official John D. Hollenbach, Vice
President
4211 East Park Circle
Harrisburg, PA 17111-0151
Type of Facility Public Water Supply
Consulting Engineer Arthur C. Saunders, P.E.
United Water Pennsylvania
4211 East Park Circle
Harrisburg, PA 17111
Application Received: 7/29/2015
Description of Action Modification of and repainting of
the existing 05 MG Edgewood
Tank.
Permit No. 2215509 MA, Minor Amendment, Public
Water Supply.
Applicant United Water Pennsylvania
Municipality Lower Paxton Township
County Dauphin
Responsible Official John D. Hollenbach, Vice
President
4211 East Park Circle
Harrisburg, PA 17111-0151
Type of Facility Public Water Supply
Consulting Engineer Arthur C. Saunders, P.E.
United Water Pennsylvania
4211 East Park Circle
Harrisburg, PA 17111
Application Received: 7/29/2015
Description of Action Modification of and repainting of
the existing 0.3 MG Colorado
Tank.
MINOR AMENDMENT
Applications Received Under the Pennsylvania Safe
Drinking Water Act
Southwest Region: Water Supply Management Program
Manager, 400 Waterfront Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15222-
4745
Application No. 2615506MA, Minor Amendment.
Applicant Municipal Authority of
Westmoreland County
124 Park & Pool Road
New Stanton, PA 15672
[Township or Borough] Belle Vernon Borough




124 Park & Pool Road
New Stanton, PA 15672
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Type of Facility Water system













Applications received under the act of June 24,
1939 (P. L. 842, No. 365) (35 P. S. §§ 631—641)
relating to the Acquisition of Rights to Divert
Waters of the Commonwealth
Southcentral Region: Safe Drinking Water Program
Manager, 909 Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110-
8200
WA 38-1004A, Water Allocations. Fredericksburg
Sewer & Water Authority (PWS ID No. 7380035),
Lebanon County. The applicant is requesting the right
to purchase a maximum of 500,000 gpdm based on a
30-day average, from the City of Lebanon Authority
through an existing interconnection. Applicant Address:
James A. Heisey, Authority Chairman, Fredericksburg
Sewer & Water Authority, 113 East Main Street, PO Box
161, Fredericksburg, PA 17026. Consulting Engineer:
Paul Lutzkanin, P.E. Steckbeck Engineering & Surveying
Inc., 279 North Zinns Mill Road, Suite A, Lebanon, PA
17042. Application Received: 7/6/2015.
LAND RECYCLING AND
ENVIRONMENTAL REMEDIATION
UNDER ACT 2, 1995
PREAMBLE 1
Acknowledgment of Notices of Intent to Remediate
Submitted under the Land Recycling and Envi-
ronmental Remediation Standards Act (35 P. S.
§§ 6026.101—6026.907)
Sections 302—305 of the Land Recycling and Environ-
mental Remediation Standards Act (act) (35 P. S.
§§ 6026.302—6026.305) require the Department to pub-
lish in the Pennsylvania Bulletin an acknowledgment
noting receipt of Notices of Intent to Remediate. An
acknowledgment of the receipt of a Notice of Intent to
Remediate is used to identify a site where a person
proposes to, or has been required to, respond to a release
of a regulated substance at a site. A person intending to
use the background standard, Statewide health standard,
the site-specific standard or intend to remediate a site as
a special industrial area shall file a Notice of Intent to
Remediate with the Department. A Notice of Intent to
Remediate filed with the Department provides a brief
description of the location of the site, a list of known or
suspected contaminants at the site, the proposed remedia-
tion measures for the site and a description of the
intended future use of the site. A person who demon-
strates attainment of one or a combination of cleanup
standards or receives approval of a special industrial area
remediation identified under the act will be relieved of
further liability for the remediation of the site for con-
tamination identified in reports submitted to and ap-
proved by the Department. Furthermore, the person shall
not be subject to citizen suits or other contribution
actions brought by responsible persons not participating
in the remediation.
Under sections 304(n)(1)(ii) and 305(c)(2) of the act,
there is a 30-day public and municipal comment period
for sites proposed for remediation using a site-specific
standard, in whole or in part, and for sites remediated as
a special industrial area. This period begins when a
summary of the Notice of Intent to Remediate is pub-
lished in a newspaper of general circulation in the area of
the site. For the following site, proposed for remediation
to a site-specific standard or as a special industrial area,
the municipality, within which the site is located, may
request to be involved in the development of the remedia-
tion and reuse plans for the site if the request is made
within 30 days of the date specified as follows. During
this comment period, the municipality may request that
the person identified as the remediator of the site develop
and implement a public involvement plan. Requests to be
involved and comments should be directed to the
remediator of the site.
For further information concerning the content of a
Notice of Intent to Remediate, contact the environmental
cleanup program manager in the Department regional
office listed before the notice. If information concerning
this acknowledgment is required in an alternative form,
contact the community relations coordinator at the appro-
priate regional office. TDD users may telephone the
Department through the Pennsylvania AT&T Relay Ser-
vice at (800) 654-5984.
The Department has received the following Notices of
Intent to Remediate:
Northeast Region: Eric Supey, Environmental Cleanup
and Brownfields Program Manager, 2 Public Square,
Wilkes-Barre, PA 18701-1915.
James A. Kerns Property, 187 North Main Street,
Wilkes-Barre City, Luzerne County. Groundwater Sci-
ences Corporation, 2601 Market Place Street, Suite 310,
Harrisburg, PA 17110 on behalf of QProQ Engineering,
187 North Main Street, Wilkes-Barre, PA 18702, submit-
ted a Notice of Intent to Remediate. Contamination is due
to historical operations at the site. The proposed future
use of the property will be non-residential commercial
use. The Notice of Intent to Remediate was published in
The Times Leader on July 14, 2015.
Prior Coated Metals, 2233 26th Street SW, City of
Allentown, Lehigh County. Langan Engineering & Envi-
ronmental Services, PO Box 1569, Doylestown, PA 18901,
on behalf of Prior Coated Metals, Inc., 2233 26th Street
SW, Allentown, PA 18103, submitted a Notice of Intent to
Remediate. Contamination is due to historical operations
at the site. Intended future use of the property includes
continued use by Prior Coated Metals Inc. for metal
coating operations. The Notice of Intent to Remediate was
published in The Morning Call on June 12, 2015.
Nanticoke Former Gas Holder Site, Walnut Street
and Arch Street, City of Nanticoke, Luzerne County.
Stantec Consulting Services Inc., 400 Davis Drive, Suite
400, Plymouth Meeting, PA 19462, on behalf of UGI Penn
Natural Gas, 2525 North 12th Street, Reading, PA 19612,
submitted a Notice of Intent to Remediate. Soil was found
to be impacted by residuals associated with the storage of
manufactured gas. The proposed future use of the prop-
erty will be residential. The Notice of Intent to Remediate
was published in The Times Leader on July 29, 2015 and
The Citizens Voice on July 30, 2015.
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Northwest Region: Environmental Cleanup & Brown-
fields Program Manager, 230 Chestnut Street, Meadville,
PA 16335-3481
Winner International, 385 Shenango Avenue, City of
Sharon, Mercer County. Moody & Associates, Inc.,
11548 Cotton Road, Meadville, PA 16335, on behalf of
East Coast Chair & Barstool, 966 Perry Highway, Mercer,
PA 16137, submitted a Notice of Intent to Remediate.
Lead contaminated soil was discovered on the site during
a Phase II Environmental Assessment. The selected
remediation standard for the site is Statewide Health.
The proposed future use of the property will be non-
residential. The Notice of Intent to Remediate was pub-
lished in The Herald News on July 16, 2015.
Southwest Region: Environmental Cleanup & Brown-
field Development Program Manager, 400 Waterfront
Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15222-4745
Excela Square at Greensburg (proposed), Weather-
wood Lane, Hempfield Township, Westmoreland
County. ECS Mid-Atlantic, LLC, 500 Bursca Drive, Suite
506, Bridgeville, PA 15017 on behalf of Excela Health
Ventures, LLC, 532 W. Pittsburgh Street, Greensburg, PA
15601 has submitted a Notice of Intent to Remediate to
meet the Site Specific standard concerning site soils
contaminated with arsenic. The NIR indicates future use
of the property is an approximately 96,000-sf medical
office building. Notice of the NIR was published in the
Tribune-Review on July 24, 2015.
Southeast Regional Office: Regional Manager, Environ-
mental Cleanup and Brownfields, 2 East Main Street,
Norristown, PA 19401, Telephone 484.250.5960. Charline
Bass
Church Street Apartments, 440 Church Street,
Royersford Borough, Montgomery County. Richard D.
Trimpi, Trimpi Associates Inc., 1635 Old Plains Road,
Pennsburg, PA 18073 on behalf of Bill Bondi, Church
Street Apartments, LLC, 3940 Landis Road, Collegeville,
PA 19426 has submitted a Notice of Intent to Remediate.
Soil at the site has been impacted with the release of no.
2 fuel oil. The intended future use of the site is residen-
tial. The Notice of Intent to Remediate was published in
the Phoenix Reporter & Item on July 12, 12015.
PF780337.
309 Camer Drive, 309 Camer Drive, Bensalem Town-
ship, Bucks County. Darryl D. Borrell, Manko, Gold,
Katcher & Fox, LLP, Suite 41 City Avenue, Suite 901,
Bala Cynwyd, PA 19004, Joseph E. LaPann, P.G., Keith
Valley Environmental, Inc., P. O. Box 5376, Deptford, NJ
08096 on behalf of Phil Yampolsky 309n Camer Drive
Partnership, 632 Montgomery Avenue, 3rd Floor,
Narberth, PA 19072 has submitted a Notice of Intent to
Remediate. Soil and groundwater at the site has been
impacted with the release of metals, vocs lead and pahs.
The proposed future use of the property will continue to
be non-residential. The Notice of Intent to Remediate was
published in the Bucks County Courier Times on July 26,
2015. PF7803433.
BASF Corporation, 300 Brookside Avenue, Lower
Gwynedd Township, Montgomery County. John M. Ash,
AMO Environmental Decisions, 4327 Point Pleasant Pike,
(P. O. Box 410) Danboro, PA 18916, Paul Malmquist, P.G.,
AMO Environmental Decisions, 4327 Point Pleasant Pike
(P. O. Box 410) Danboro, PA 18916 on behalf of Edward
Vanyo, BASF Corporation, 100 Park Avenue, Florham,
Park, NJ 07932 has submitted a Notice of Intent to
Remediate. Soil at the site has been impacted with the
metals, voc, svoc, metals and the analytical targets. The
intended use of the parcel is residential. The Notice of
Intent to Remediate was published in the Ambler Gazette
on July 29, 2015. PF618527.
Edmund Optical MFG, 601 Montgomery Avenue,
Upper Hanover Township, Montgomery County. Sean
Fuller, Compliance Management International, 1350
Welsh Road, Suite 200, North Wales, PA 19454 on behalf
of Jay Budd, Edmund Optics, Inc., 101 East Gloucester
Pike, Barrington, NJ 089007 has submitted a Notice of
Intent to Remediate. Soil at the site has been impacted
with the release of no. 2 fuel oil. The property will be
used for light and industrial purposes in the near future
(optical coatings). The Notice of Intent to Remediate was
published in the Town and County Times on August 1,
2015. PF616779.
Young Residence, 33 Schoolhouse Lane, Bristol Town-
ship, Bucks County. Jeremy W. Bolyn, Environmental
Maintenance Company, Inc., 1420 East Mermaid Lane,
Glenside, PA 19038 on behalf of Randy Young, 33 School-
house Road, Levittown, PA 19055 has submitted a Notice
of Intent to Remediate. Soil at the site has been impacted
with the release of no. 2 fuel oil. The future use of the
property will remain residential. The Notice of Intent to
Remediate was published in the Bucks County Courier
Times on June 26, 2015. PF781842.
OPERATE WASTE PROCESSING OR DISPOSAL
AREA OR SITE
Application Received Under the Solid Waste Man-
agement Act (35 P. S. §§ 6018.101—6018.1003), the
Municipal Waste Planning, Recycling and Waste
Reduction Act (53 P. S. §§ 4000.101—4000.1904)
and Regulations to Operate Solid Waste Process-
ing or Disposal Area or Site.
Southeast Region: Regional Solid Waste Manager, 2
East Main Street, Norristown, PA 19401
Permit Application No. 101237. Solid Waste Ser-
vices, Inc., d/b/a J.P. Mascaro & Sons, 109 Wile Road,
Souderton PA 18964-2325. This application is for 10-year
permit renewal to continue to operate under Solid Waste
Permit No. 101237 for the Soudern Transfer Station, a
municipal waste transfer facility, located at 109 Wile
Road, Soudern, PA 18964, in Franconia Township, Mont-
gomery County. The application was received by the
Southeast Regional Office on July 29, 2015.
AIR QUALITY
PLAN APPROVAL AND OPERATING PERMIT
APPLICATIONS
The Department has developed an ‘‘integrated’’ plan
approval, State Operating Permit and Title V Operating
Permit program. This integrated approach is designed to
make the permitting process more efficient for the De-
partment, the regulated community and the general
public. This approach allows the owner or operator of a
facility to submit permitting documents relevant to its
application for all sources related to a facility or a
proposed project, affords an opportunity for public input,
and provides for a decision on the issuance of the
necessary permits.
The Department received applications for Plan Approv-
als or Operating Permits from the following facilities.
Copies of the application, the Department’s analysis, all
pertinent documents used in the evaluation of the appli-
cation and subsequently prepared proposed plan
approvals/operating permits are available for public re-
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view during normal business hours at the appropriate
Department Regional Office. Appointments for scheduling
a review must be made by calling the appropriate Depart-
ment Regional Office. The address and phone number of
the Regional Office is listed before the application notices.
Persons wishing to file a written protest or provide
comments or additional information, which they believe
should be considered prior to the issuance of a permit,
may submit the information to the Department’s Regional
Office. A 30-day comment period from the date of this
publication will exist for the submission of comments,
protests and information. Each submission must contain
the name, address and telephone number of the person
submitting the comments, identification of the proposed
Plan Approval/Operating Permit including the permit
number and a concise statement regarding the relevancy
of the information or objections to issuance of the permit.
A person wishing to request a hearing may do so during
the 30-day comment period. A public hearing may be held,
if the Department, in its discretion, decides that a
hearing is warranted based on the information received.
Persons submitting comments or requesting a hearing
will be notified of the decision to hold a hearing by
publication in the newspaper, the Pennsylvania Bulletin
or by telephone, when the Department determines this
type of notification is sufficient. Requests for a public
hearing and any relevant information should be directed
to the appropriate Department Regional Office.
Permits issued to the owners or operators of sources
subject to 25 Pa. Code Chapter 127, Subchapter D or E,
or located within a Title V facility or subject to 25
Pa. Code § 129.51(a) or permits issued for sources with
limitations on their potential to emit used to avoid
otherwise applicable Federal requirements may be sub-
mitted to the United States Environmental Protection
Agency for review and approval as a revision to the State
Implementation Plan. Final Plan Approvals and Operat-
ing Permits will contain terms and conditions to ensure
that the sources are constructed and operating in compli-
ance with applicable requirements in the Air Pollution
Control Act (35 P. S. §§ 4001—4015), 25 Pa. Code Chap-
ters 121—145, the Federal Clean Air Act (42 U.S.C.A.
§§ 7401—7671q) and regulations adopted under the Fed-
eral Clean Air Act.
Persons with a disability who wish to comment and
require an auxiliary aid, service or other accommodation
to participate should contact the regional office listed
before the application. TDD users may contact the De-
partment through the Pennsylvania AT&T Relay Service
at (800) 654-5984.
PLAN APPROVALS
Plan Approval Applications Received under the Air
Pollution Control Act (35 P. S. §§ 4001—4015) and
25 Pa. Code Chapter 127, Subchapter B that may
have special public interest. These applications
are in review and no decision on disposition has
been reached.
Northeast Region: Air Quality Program, 2 Public
Square, Wilkes-Barre, PA 18711-0790
Contact: Raymond Kempa, New Source Review Chief—
Telephone: 570-826-2507
35-00014B: Keystone Sanitary Landfill (249
Dunham Drive, Dunmore, PA 18512) for the replacement
of an engine from the crushing operation and for their
emergency generators at their facility located in Dunmore
Borough and Throop Borough, Lackawanna County.
Intent to Issue Plan Approvals and Intent to Issue
or Amend Operating Permits under the Air Pollu-
tion Control Act and 25 Pa. Code Chapter 127,
Subchapter B. These actions may include the
administrative amendments of an associated op-
erating permit.
Northcentral Region: Air Quality Program, 208 West
Third Street, Williamsport, PA 17701
Contact: Muhammad Q. Zaman, Environmental Pro-
gram Manager—Telephone: 570-327-3648
08-00045B: Panda Liberty LLC (5001 Spring Valley
Road, Suite 1150 West, Dallas, TX 75244) Plan Approval
08-00045A was issued on October 10, 2012, to Moxie
Energy LLC for construction of a natural-gas-fired
combined-cycle power plant to produce approximately 936
MW at the Moxie Liberty Generation Plant located in
Asylum Township, Bradford County. On February 19,
2013, the Department issued a revised Plan Approval
08-00045A for corrections to the owner’s and the facility’s
names. On July 9, 2013, the Department issued a revised
Plan Approval 08-00045A to change the expiration date to
reflect the construction completion date as specified by
the company. The expiration date of the plan approval
was revised to November 1, 2016. On September 9, 2013,
the Department received a letter from Panda Liberty LLC
informing the Department that Moxie Liberty, LLC had
been purchased by Panda Liberty LLC with no change in
the federal Tax ID number and that the facility should be
identified as the Panda Liberty Power Project. On May 6,
2014, a revised Plan Approval 08-00045A was issued to
incorporate name changes and contact persons, as speci-
fied on page 1 of the plan approval.
Pursuant to Conditions 045 for Source IDs P103 and
P104 in the plan approval, the permittee shall purchase
and apply 232.7 tons per year of nitrogen oxide (NOx)
emission reduction credits (ERCs) and 69.2 tons per year
of volatile organic compound (VOC) ERCs prior to the
commencement of operation of Source IDs P103 and P104
at the facility to offset the total of the net increase in
potential to emit. On December 13, 2013, the Department
issued plan approval application (08-000045B) to Panda
Liberty LLC to incorporate the 232.7 tons of NOx ERCs
and 33.82 tons of VOC ERCs into a plan approval to
make the ERCs Federally enforceable prior to the ERCs
expiring. On July 6, 2015, the Department received a
plan approval application to incorporate the remaining
35.38 tons of VOC ERCs into Plan Approval 08-00045B.
All conditions currently in Plan Approval 08-00045B will
remain in the plan approval. The VOC ERCs were
purchased from Bennington Paperboard Company located
in Rensselaer County, New York. The VOC ERCs are set
to expire August 20, 2018. The Department intends to
issue Plan Approval 08-00045B to Panda Liberty LLC to
incorporate 35.38 tons of VOC ERCs for the Panda
Liberty Power Project located in Asylum Township, Brad-
ford County.
All pertinent documents used in the evaluation of the
application are available for public review during normal
business hours at the Department’s Northcentral Re-
gional office, 208 West Third Street, Suite 101, Williams-
port, PA 17701. Appointments for scheduling a review
must be made by calling 570-327-0550.
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41-00084B: Panda Patriot, LLC (5001 Spring Valley
Road, Suite 1150 West, Dallas, TX 75244) to incorporate
62.38 tons per year of volatile organic compounds (VOC)
ERCs prior to the commencement of operation of Source
IDs P103 and P104. The proposed facility’s Plan Approval
41-00084A was issued on January 31, 2013, to Moxie
Energy LLC for construction of a natural-gas-fired
combined-cycle power plant to produce approximately 900
MWs at the Moxie Patriot Generation Plant in Clinton
Township, Lycoming County. On January 30, 2014, the
Department received notice from Panda Patriot, LLC,
informing the Department that Moxie Patriot, LLC had
been purchased by Panda Patriot, LLC with no change in
the federal Tax ID number and the facility should be
identified as the Panda Patriot Generation Plant. The
Department issued a revision of Plan Approval 41-00084A
on March 25, 2014, to incorporate the name change for
the facility.
Pursuant to Conditions 047 for Source IDs P103 and
P104 in the plan approval, the permittee shall purchase
and apply 242 tons per year of nitrogen oxide (NOx)
emission reduction credits (ERCs) and 69.2 tons per year
of volatile organic compound (VOC) ERCs prior to the
commencement of operation of Source IDs P103 and P104
at the facility to offset the total of the net increase in
potential to emit. On August 7, 2014, the Department
issued plan approval application (41-00084B) to Panda
Patriot LLC to incorporate the 242 tons of NOx ERCs and
6.82 tons of VOC ERCs into a plan approval to make the
ERCs federally enforceable prior to the ERCs expiring.
On July 6, 2015, the Department received a plan ap-
proval application to incorporate the remaining 62.38 tons
of VOC ERCs into Plan Approval 41-00084B. All condi-
tions currently in Plan Approval 41-00084B will remain
in the plan approval. The VOC ERCs were purchased
from International Paper Company located in Erie
County, Pennsylvania due to over controlling the VOC
emissions at their facility. The Department intends to
issue Plan Approval 41-00084B to Panda Patriot LLC to
incorporate 62.38 tons of VOC ERCs for the Panda
Patriot Generation Plant located in Clinton Township,
Lycoming County.
All pertinent documents used in the evaluation of the
application are available for public review during normal
business hours at the Department’s Northcentral Re-
gional office, 208 West Third Street, Suite 101, Williams-
port, PA 17701. Appointments for scheduling a review
must be made by calling 570-327-0550.
PLAN APPROVAL
PUBLIC HEARINGS
Southcentral Region: Air Quality Program, 909
Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110
Contact: Thomas Hanlon, Facilities Permitting Chief,
717-705-4862, William Weaver, Regional Air Quality Man-
ager, Telephone: 717-705-4702
67-05083E: Calpine Mid-Merit, LLC (500 Delaware
Avenue, Suite 600, Wilmington, DE 19801) to receive
comments for the authorization to transfer and use the
NOx and VOC emission reduction credits (ERCs) de-
scribed below in order to comply with the offset require-
ments of Section E (Group 007), Condition #001, of P.A.
No. 67-05083D at its York Energy Center electric power
generation facility located in Peach Bottom Township,
York County. In accordance with 25 Pa. Code
§ 127.208(2), the Department authorizes the transfer and
use of the following ERCs:
(a) 372.4 TPY of NOx ERCs for offset purposes from
First Energy Solutions Corporation (First Energy) (for-
merly known as Allegheny Energy Supply Company,
LLC). The 372.4 TPY of NOx ERCs previously registered
to First Energy were generated from the shutdown of a
source (Unit #1) at the Armstrong Power Plant located in
Washington Township, Armstrong County, PA, on 8/31/12.
The Department certified and registered the 372.4 TPY of
NOx ERCs on 3/13/15.
(b) 19.0 TPY of NOx ERCs for offset purposes from
General Shale Brick, Inc. (GSB). The 19.0 TPY of NOx
ERCs previously registered to GSB were generated from
the shutdown of sources (Kilns #3 & #4) at the Darlington
Brick Plant located in Darlington Township, Beaver
County, PA, on 10/31/05. The Department certified and
registered the 19.0 TPY of NOx ERCs on 11/21/07.
(c) 291.4 TPY of VOC ERCs for offset purposes from
Quad/Graphics, Inc. (QG). The 291.4 TPY of VOC ERCs
previously registered to QG were generated from the
shutdown of the Quad Graphics Printing Corporation
facility located in the Village of Depew, Erie County, NY,
on 12/21/11. The Department certified and registered the
291.4 TPY of VOC ERCs on 4/02/13.
There are no increases in facility emissions as a result
of the proposed activity. The facility is a Title V facility.
Based on the above findings, the Department proposes to
issue a plan approval for the proposed activity.
Copies of the plan approval application, DEP’s analysis,
proposed plan approval, and other relevant information
are available for public review at DEP’s Southcentral
Regional Office, 909 Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA
17110. An appointment to review the documents may be
scheduled by contacting Ms. Stacy Burns at 717.705.4732
between 8:00 a.m. and 3:30 p.m., Monday through Friday,
except holidays. DEP will hold one public hearing on
September 29, 2015 at DEP’s Southcentral Regional
Office, 909 Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110 from
9:00 a.m. until all scheduled oral comments are received.
Those wishing to comment orally are requested to contact
Mr. Gary Helsel, Acting New Source Review Chief,
Southcentral Regional Office, at 814.949.7935, to schedule
their testimony. Testimony must be pre-scheduled by no
later than September 22, 2015. Oral testimony which has
not been pre-scheduled will not be accepted at the
hearing. Commenters are requested to provide two (2)
written copies of their remarks at the time of the hearing.
Oral testimony will be limited to five (5) minutes per
person. Organizations are requested to designate a repre-
sentative to present testimony on their behalf. Written
comments may be submitted to the Air Quality Program,
909 Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110 no later than
October 9, 2015. Individuals who are in need of an
accommodation for the hearing as provided for in the
Americans with Disabilities Act should contact Mr. Helsel
at the number provided above or make accommodations
through the Pennsylvania AT&T Relay Service at
1.800.654.5984 (TDD).
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OPERATING PERMITS
Intent to Issue Title V Operating Permits under the
Air Pollution Control Act and 25 Pa. Code Chap-
ter 127, Subchapter G.
Southeast Region: Air Quality Program, 2 East Main
Street, Norristown, PA 19401
Contact: Janine Tulloch-Reid, Facilities Permitting
Chief—Telephone: 484-250-5920
23-00037: Sunoco Partners Marketing & Termi-
nals, LP—Fort Mifflin Terminal (4 Hog Island Road,
Fort Mifflin, PA), located in Tinicum Township, Dela-
ware County. This action is a renewal of the Title V
Operating Permit; the current permit expires October 31,
2015. The facility is a marine terminal for loading and
unloading tankers and barges containing various petro-
leum products. As a result of potential emissions of VOCs
and HAPs, the facility is a major stationary source as
defined in Title I, Part D of the Clean Air Act Amend-
ments, and is therefore subject to the Title V permitting
requirements adopted in 25 Pa. Code Chapter 127,
Subchapter G. No sources have been installed at this
facility since the last permit was issued. This renewal
addresses the following newly applicable federal regula-
tions: 40 CFR 60, Subpart Dc, and 40 CFR 63, Subparts
ZZZZ and DDDDD. The renewal permit contains all
applicable requirements including monitoring,
recordkeeping and reporting for all sources at the facility.
Southcentral Region: Air Quality Program, 909
Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110
Contact: Thomas Hanlon, Facilities Permitting Chief,
717-705-4862, William Weaver, Regional Air Quality Man-
ager, Telephone: 717-705-4702
36-05005: Wellborn Holdings Inc. dba Rutt Hand-
crafted Cabinetry (215 Diller Avenue, New Holland, PA
17557) to issue a Title V Operating Permit for the wood
cabinet manufacturing facility located in Earl Township,
Lancaster County. The actual emissions from the facil-
ity in 2014 year are estimated at 0.39 tpy of CO, 0.47 tpy
of NOx, 0.23 tpy of PM10, 13.40 tpy of VOC and 3.52 tpy
of HAPs. The Operating Permit will include emission
limits and work practice standards along with monitor-
ing, recordkeeping and reporting requirements to ensure
the facility complies with the applicable air quality
regulations. Among other items, the conditions include
provisions derived from 40 CFR Part 63 Subpart
DDDDD—National Emission Standards for Hazardous
Air Pollutants for Industrial, Commercial and Institu-
tional Boilers and Process Heaters, 40 CFR Part 63
Subpart JJ—National Emission Standards for Wood Fur-
niture Manufacturing Operations, 40 CFR Part 63 Sub-
part ZZZZ—National Emission Standards for Hazardous
Air Pollutants for Stationary Reciprocating Internal Com-
bustion Engines, 25 Pa. Code §§ 129.101—129.107 for
Wood Furniture Manufacturing Operations, 25 Pa. Code
§ 129.77 (Control of emissions from the use or application
of adhesives, sealants, primers and solvents) and 25
Pa. Code Chapter 130, Subchapter C (Architectural and
Industrial Maintenance Coatings).
07-05010: ST Products, LLC/Altoona Plant (200
Oliphant Drive, Duncansville, PA 16635) to issue a Title
V Operating Permit for a brass and copper tube manufac-
turing operation in Allegheny Township, Blair County.
The 2014 emissions were 172 tons of carbon monoxide, 2
tons of nitrogen oxide, 0.2 ton of particulate matter, 0.01
ton of sulfur dioxides, and 23 tons of volatile organic
compounds. The Operating Permit will include emission
limits and work practice standards along with monitor-
ing, recordkeeping and reporting requirements to ensure
the facility complies with the applicable air quality
regulations. The facility is subject to 40 CFR Part 63,
Subpart ZZZZ—National Emissions Standards for Haz-
ardous Air Pollutants for Stationary Reciprocating Inter-
nal Combustion Engines.
Northcentral Region: Air Quality Program, 208 West
Third Street, Williamsport, PA 17701
Contact: Muhammad Q. Zaman, Environmental Pro-
gram Manager—Telephone: 570-327-3648
53-00007: Dominion Transmission Inc. (445 West
Main Street, Clarksburg, WV 26302) to issue a renewal
Title V Operating Permit for their State Line Transmis-
sion Station located in Genesee Township, Potter
County. The facility is currently operating under Title V
Operating Permit 53-00007. The facility’s main sources
include one 7.0 MMBtus/hr and one 4.2 MMBtus/hr
natural-gas-fired heaters, three 1,100 brake-horsepower,
one 1,350 brake-horsepower, and one 400 brake-
horsepower natural-gas-fired engines, and various storage
tanks.
The facility has potential annual emissions of 156.13
tons of carbon monoxide, 172.75 tons of nitrogen oxides,
0.10 ton of sulfur oxides, 4.34 tons of particulate matter
including particulate matter less than 10 microns in size,
4.34 tons of particulate matter less than 2.5 microns in
size, 121.97 tons of volatile organic compounds, 9.30 tons
of hazardous air pollutants, and 12,639 tons of green-
house gases. The emission limits, throughput limitations
and work practice standards along with testing, monitor-
ing, record keeping and reporting requirements have been
included in the operating permit to ensure the facility
complies with all applicable Federal and State air quality
regulations. These operating permit conditions have been
derived from the applicable requirements of 40 CFR Part
63 Subpart ZZZZ and Part 52 and 25 Pa. Code Chapters
121—145.
All pertinent documents used in the evaluation of the
application are available for public review during normal
business hours at the Department’s Northcentral Re-
gional office, 208 West Third Street, Suite 101, Williams-
port, PA 17701. Appointments for scheduling a review
must be made by calling 570-327-0550.
Intent to Issue Operating Permits under the Air
Pollution Control Act and 25 Pa. Code Chapter
127, Subchapter F.
Southeast Region: Air Quality Program, 2 East Main
Street, Norristown, PA 19401
Contact: Janine Tulloch-Reid, Facilities Permitting
Chief—Telephone: 484-250-5920
09-00217: Particle Size Technology, Inc., (1930
Kumry Road, Quakertown, PA 18951) for the initial
Natural Minor Operating Permit in Milford Township,
Bucks County. Sources of emissions at this facility are
13 micronizers followed by 13 dust collectors. The poten-
tial air emission from this facility is 1.0 ton of particulate
matter per year. The permit contains monitoring,
recordkeeping, reporting, and work practice standards
designed to keep the facility operating within all appli-
cable air quality requirements.
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Northeast Region: Air Quality Program, 2 Public
Square, Wilkes-Barre, PA 18711-0790
Contact: Raymond Kempa, New Source Review Chief—
Telephone: 570-826-2507
39-00101: Orograin Bakeries Mfg Inc (150 Boulder
Drive, Breiningsville, PA 18031) for the operation of a
commercial bakery in Upper Macungie Township, Lehigh
County. The sources consist of three bread lines with
ovens. The emissions are controlled by a catalytic oxi-
dizer. This is a new State-Only Operating Permit. The
State-Only operating permit includes emission limits,
work practice standards, testing, monitoring, recordkeep-
ing and reporting requirements designed to keep the
facility operating within applicable air quality require-
ments.
Northcentral Region: Air Quality Program, 208 West
Third Street, Williamsport, PA 17701
Contact: Muhammad Q. Zaman, Environmental Pro-
gram Manager—Telephone: 570-327-3648
14-00031: Glenn O. Hawbaker, Inc. (711 East College
Avenue, Bellefonte, PA 16823) to issue a renewal State
Only Operating Permit for their Sandy Ridge Quarry
located in Rush Township, Centre County. The facility
is currently operating under State Only Operating Permit
14-00031. The facility’s main sources include a primary
crusher, secondary crusher, portable crusher and associ-
ated various material sizing and conveying equipment.
The facility has the potential to emit 57.58 tons of
particulate matter less than 10 micron in diameter. The
emission limits, throughput limitations and work practice
standards along with testing, monitoring, record keeping
and reporting requirements have been included in the
operating permit to ensure the facility complies with all
applicable Federal and State air quality regulations.
These operating permit conditions have been derived from
the applicable requirements of 25 Pa. Code Chapters
121—145 as well as 40 CFR 60.670—60.676.
All pertinent documents used in the evaluation of the
application are available for public review during normal
business hours at the Department’s Northcentral Re-
gional office, 208 West Third Street, Suite 101, Williams-
port, PA 17701. Appointments for scheduling a review
must be made by calling 570-327-0550.
41-00021: Buckeye Energy Services LLC (Five TEK
Park, 9999 Hamilton Boulevard, Breiningsville, PA
18031) for their petroleum bulk storage and distribution
(Williamsport Terminal) facility located in Armstrong
Township, Lycoming County. The facility is currently
operating under the State Only operating permit 41-
00021. The facility’s main sources include a seven (8)
storage tanks and a distillate loading rack.
The facility has potential emissions of 0.38 ton per year
of nitrogen oxides, 0.1 ton per year of carbon monoxide,
1.32 ton per year of sulfur oxides, 0.04 ton per year of
particulate matter, 14.65 tons per year of volatile organic
compounds, and under 1 ton per year of total hazardous
air pollutants (HAPs) at the facility. No emission or
equipment changes are being proposed by this action at
the site other than the removal of gasoline loading rack
which was a main source of emissions at the facility. This
facility is subject to subject to 40 CFR Part 63, Subpart
BBBBBB—National Emission Standards for Hazardous
Air Pollutants for Gasoline Distribution Bulk Terminals.
The emission limits, throughput limitations and work
practice standards along with testing, monitoring, record
keeping and reporting requirements have been included
in the operating permit to ensure the facility complies
with all applicable Federal and State air quality regula-
tions. These operating permit conditions have been de-
rived from the applicable requirements of 25 Pa. Code
Chapters 121—145 as well as 40 CFR Parts 63.
All pertinent documents used in the evaluation of the
application are available for public review during normal
business hours at the Department’s Northcentral Re-
gional office, 208 West Third Street, Suite 101, Williams-
port, PA 17701. Appointments for scheduling a review
must be made by calling 570-327-0550.
Southwest Region: Air Quality Program, 400 Waterfront
Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15222-4745
Contact: Barbara Hatch, Facilities Permitting Chief—
Telephone: 412-442-4174
63-00147: International Paper/Eighty Four Con-
tainer Plant (10 Wilson Road, Eighty Four, PA 15330) on
July 8, 2015, the Department issued a State Only Operat-
ing Permit renewal for the operation of corrugated box
manufacturing located in North Strabane Township,
Washington County. IP performs flexographic printing
on the corrugated boxes utilizing waster base inks.
65-00856: Ligonier Stone & Lime/Horn Mine (117
Marcia Street, Latrobe, PA 15650) for the limestone
processing plant located in Derry Township, Westmore-
land County. This is a SOOP renewal application sub-
mittal.
65-00865: DNP Imagingcomm America Corpora-
tion (1001 Technology Drive, Mt. Pleasant, PA 15666) In
accordance with 25 Pa. Code §§ 127.424 and 127.425,
notice is hereby given that the Pennsylvania Department
of Environmental Protection (DEP) intends to issue an
Air Quality State Only Operating Permit (SOOP) to DNP
Imagingcomm America Corporation to authorize the con-
tinued operation of their thermal transfer ribbons manu-
facturing plant located in Mount Pleasant, East
Huntingdon Township, Westmoreland County.
The facility produces thermal transfer ribbons for fac-
simile, bar code and dye-sublimation printers. Thermal
transfer ribbon is used in high quality printing applica-
tions. Sources at this facility include coating lines, storage
tanks, boilers and an emergency generator. Control units
include solvent recovery units, thermal oxidizers, and
dust collectors. The facility is currently a synthetic minor
source of VOC and HAP because the proposed facility
wide potential to emit through Plan Approval PA-65-
00865C is limited not to equal or exceed 50 tpy for VOC,
10 tpy for single HAP, and 25 tpy for combined HAPs.
This facility is subject to the applicable requirements of
40 CFR Part 60 Subpart Dc—Standards of Performance
for Small Industrial-Commercial-Institutional Steam Gen-
erating Units, 40 CFR Part 63 Subpart ZZZZ—NESHAP
for Stationary Reciprocating Internal Combustion En-
gines (RICE), and 25 Pa. Code Chapters 121—145. The
proposed SOOP includes source-specific emission limita-
tions, operational restrictions, compliance testing and
monitoring requirements, work practice standards, and
associated recordkeeping and reporting requirements.
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Department of Public Health, Air Management Services:
321 University Avenue, Philadelphia, PA 19104
Contact: Edward Wiener, Chief—Telephone: 215-685-
9426
Philadelphia: Air Management Services, 321 University
Avenue, Philadelphia, PA 19104-4543, Contact: Edward
Wiener, Chief, Source Registration at (215) 685-9426.
The City of Philadelphia, Air Management Services
(AMS) intends to issue a Synthetic Minor State Only
Operating Permit for the following facility:
S15-006: The Vanguard Group, Inc. (2000 Kubach
Road and 2101 Hornig Road, Philadelphia, PA 19116), for
the operation of two office buildings in the City of
Philadelphia, Philadelphia County. The facility’s air
emission sources include four 2,340 hp diesel emergency
generators and one 1,810 hp diesel emergency generator.
The facility wishes to amend the testing requirements
for the emergency generators from 120 minutes per
month as per Plan Approval No. 13313 to 30 minutes per
week to meet manufacturer’s specifications.
The operating permit will be issued under 25 Pa. Code,
Philadelphia Code Title 3, and Air Management regula-
tion XIII. Permit copies and other supporting information
are available for public inspection at AMS, 321 University
Avenue, Philadelphia, PA 19104. For further information,
contact Edward Wiener at (215) 685-9426.
Persons wishing to file protest or comments on the
above operating permit must submit the protest or com-
ments within 30 days from the date of this notice. Any
protests or comments filed with AMS must include a
concise statement of objections to the permit issuance and
the relevant facts upon which the objections are based.
Based upon the information received during the public
comment period, AMS may modify the operating permit
or schedule a public hearing. The hearing notice will be
published in the Pennsylvania Bulletin and a local news-
paper at least thirty (30) days before the hearing.
COAL AND NONCOAL MINING
ACTIVITY APPLICATIONS
Applications under the Surface Mining Conservation
and Reclamation Act (52 P. S. §§ 1396.1—1396.19a); the
Noncoal Surface Mining Conservation and Reclamation
Act (52 P. S. §§ 3301—3326); The Clean Streams Law (35
P. S. §§ 691.1—691.1001); the Coal Refuse Disposal Con-
trol Act (52 P. S. §§ 30.51—30.66); and The Bituminous
Mine Subsidence and Land Conservation Act (52 P. S.
§§ 1406.1—1406.20a). Mining activity permits issued in
response to such applications will also address the appli-
cable permitting requirements of the following statutes:
the Air Pollution Control Act (35 P. S. §§ 4001—4015);
the Dam Safety and Encroachments Act (32 P. S.
§§ 693.1—693.27); and the Solid Waste Management Act
(35 P. S. §§ 6018.101—6018.1003).
The following permit applications to conduct mining
activities have been received by the Department. A copy
of the application is available for inspection at the district
mining office indicated before each application. Notices of
requests for 401 Water Quality Certifications are included
in individual application notices, as noted.
Written comments or objections, or requests for an
informal conference, or a public hearing, as applicable, on
a mining permit application and request for Section 401
water quality certification application may be submitted
by any person or any officer or head of any Federal, state
or local government agency or authority to the Depart-
ment at the address of the district mining office indicated
before each application within 30 days of this publication,
or within 30 days after the last publication of the
applicant’s newspaper advertisement as provided by 25
Pa. Code §§ 77.121—77.123 and 86.31—86.34.
Written comments or objections regarding a mining
permit application should contain the name, address and
telephone number of persons submitting comments or
objections, application number and a statement of suffi-
cient detail to inform the Department on the basis of
comment or objection and relevant facts upon which it is
based.
A request for an informal conference or a public
hearing, as applicable, on a mining permit application, as
provided by 25 Pa. Code § 77.123 or § 86.34, must
contain the name, address and telephone number of the
requestor; the application number; a brief summary of the
issues to be raised by the requestor at the conference; and
a statement whether the requestor desires to have the
conference conducted in the locality of the proposed
mining activities.
When an NPDES number is listed, the mining activity
permit application was accompanied by an application for
an individual NPDES permit. A separate notice will be
provided after the draft NPDES permit is prepared.
Coal Applications Received
California District Office: 25 Technology Drive, Coal
Center, PA 15423, 724-769-1100
02733702 and NPDES No. PA0023370. Consol Min-
ing Company LLC, (CNX Center, 1000 Consol Energy
Drive, Canonsburg, PA 15317). To renew the permit for
the Renton Refuse Area in Plum Borough, Allegheny
County and related NPDES permit. No additional dis-
charges. The application was considered administratively
complete on July 29, 2015. Application received May 29,
2014.
Cambria District Mining Office: 286 Industrial Park
Road, Ebensburg, PA 15931, 814-472-1900
Permit No. 56150101 and NPDES No. PA0269476.
Fieg Brothers, 3070 Stoystown Road, Stoystown, PA
15563, commencement, operation and restoration of a
bituminous surface and auger mine in Jenner Township,
Somerset County, affecting 101.5 acres. Receiving
streams: unnamed tributaries to/and Quemahoning Creek
classified for the following use: cold water fishes. The first
downstream potable water supply intake from the point
of discharge is Quemahoning Reservoir. Application re-
ceived: July 29, 2015.
The application includes a stream encroachment to
allow for the construction of erosion and sedimentation
controls within the barrier area of an unnamed tributary
to Quemahoning Creek.
The application also includes a request for a Section
401 Water Quality Certification.
Permit No. 56743138 and NPDES No. PA0606511.
Cooney Brothers Coal Co., P.O. Box 246, Cresson, PA
16630, permit renewal for the continued operation and
restoration of a bituminous surface and auger mine in
Ogle and Adams Townships, Somerset and Cambria
Counties, affecting 739.51 acres. Receiving streams:
Paint Creek and unnamed tributaries to/and Babcock
Creek classified for the following use: cold water fishes.
There are no potable water supply intakes within 10
miles downstream. Application received: August 4, 2015.
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Permit No. 11803038 and NPDES No. PA0121533.
Cooney Brothers Coal Co., P.O. Box 246, Cresson, PA
16630, permit renewal for the continued operation and
restoration of a bituminous surface and auger mine in
Ogle and Adams Townships, Somerset and Cambria
Counties, affecting 1,589.8 acres. Receiving streams:
unnamed tributaries to/and Babcock Creek classified for
the following use: cold water fishes. There are no potable
water supply intakes within 10 miles downstream. Appli-
cation received: August 4, 2015.
Permit No. 11813039 and NPDES No. PA0125474.
Cooney Brothers Coal Co., P.O. Box 246, Cresson, PA
16630, permit renewal for the continued operation and
restoration of a bituminous surface and auger mine in
Adams Township, Cambria County, affecting 1,353
acres. Receiving streams: unnamed tributary to/and Paint
Creek; unnamed tributary to/and Sulphur Creek classi-
fied for the following use: cold water fishes. There are no
potable water supply intakes within 10 miles down-
stream. Application received: August 4, 2015.
Permit No. 11140101 and NPDES No. PA0269450.
Laurel Sand & Stone Inc., 210 E. Main St., P.O. Box
556, Ligonier, PA 15658, commencement, operation and
restoration of a bituminous surface mine in Jackson
Township, Cambria County affecting 204.5 acres. Re-
ceiving streams: unnamed tributaries to/and Bracken Run
and unnamed tributaries to/and South Branch Blacklick
Creek classified for the following use: cold water fishes.
The first downstream potable water supply intake from
the point of discharge is Buffalo Township Municipal
Authority of Freeport, PA on Allegheny River. Application
received: July 1, 2015.
The application includes stream encroachments to two
unnamed tributaries to Bracken Run. The first encroach-
ment is to use an existing stream crossing. The crossing
is located approximately 7,200 feet upstream of the point
at which Bracken Run crosses Plank Road and en-
croaches on the unnamed tributary for a distance of
approximately 205 feet. The second encroachment is a
stream crossing located approximately 7,500 feet up-
stream of the point where Bracken run crosses Plane
Road and encroaches on an unnamed tributary for ap-
proximately 300 feet. These two encroachment areas were
previously permitted under surface mining permit No.
11110102.
Moshannon District Mining Office: 186 Enterprise
Drive, Philipsburg, PA 16866, 814-342-8200
17910114 and NPDES PA0206628. River Hill Coal
Company, Inc. (P. O. Box 141, Kylertown, PA 16847).
Permit renewal for continued passive treatment system
on a bituminous surface mine located in Karthaus Town-
ship, Clearfield County affecting 4.0 acres. Receiving
stream(s): Unnamed Tributary to Dutch Hollow Run
classified for the following use(s): HQ-CWF, MF. There
are no potable water supply intakes within 10 miles
downstream. Application received: July 21, 2015.
New Stanton District Office: 131 Broadview Road, New
Stanton, PA 15672, 724-925-5500
30793024 and NPDES Permit No. PA0117650.
Beazer East, Inc. (c/o Three Rivers Management, Inc.,
Manor Oak One, Suite 200, 1910 Cochran Road, Pitts-
burgh, PA 15220). Renewal application for treatment of
discharge only to an existing bituminous surface mine,
located in Morgan Township, Greene County, affecting
327.7 acres. Receiving streams: unnamed tributaries to
South Fork of Tenmile Creek, classified for the following
use: WWF. There is no potable water supply intake
within 10 miles downstream from the point of discharge.
Renewal application received: July 31, 2015.
Noncoal Applications Received
Effluent Limits—The following effluent limits will apply




Parameter Average Maximum Maximum
Suspended solids 10 to 35 mg/l 20 to 70 mg/l 25 to 90 mg/l
Alkalinity exceeding acidity*
pH* greater than 6.0; less than 9.0
* The parameter is applicable at all times.
A settleable solids instantaneous maximum limit of 0.5 ml/l applied to surface runoff resulting from a precipitation
event of less than or equal to a 10-year 24-hour event. If coal will be extracted incidental to the extraction of noncoal
minerals, at a minimum, the technology-based effluent limitations identified under coal applications will apply to
discharges of wastewater to streams.
Cambria District Mining Office: 286 Industrial Park Road, Ebensburg, PA 15931, 814-472-1900
Permit No. 28030302 and NPDES No. PA0224359. St. Thomas Development, Inc., 8153 B Lincoln Way West, St.
Thomas, PA 17252, renewal of NPDES permit in St. Thomas Township, Franklin County affecting 352.5 acres.
Receiving streams: unnamed tributary to Campbell Run classified for the following use: cold water fishes. There are no
potable water supply intakes within 10 miles downstream. Application received: July 31, 2015.
MINING ACTIVITY NPDES DRAFT PERMITS
This notice provides information about applications for a new, amended or renewed NPDES permits associated with
mining activity (coal or noncoal) permits. The applications concern industrial waste (mining) discharges to surface water
and discharges of stormwater associated with mining activities. This notice is provided in accordance with 25 Pa. Code
Chapters 91 and 92a and 40 CFR Part 122, implementing provisions of The Clean Streams Law (35 P. S.
§§ 691.1—691.1001) and the Federal Clean Water Act (33 U.S.C.A. §§ 1251—1376).
The Department of Environmental Protection (Department) has prepared a draft NPDES permit and made a tentative
determination to issue the NPDES permit in conjunction with the associated mining activity permit.
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Effluent Limits for Coal Mining Activities
For coal mining activities, NPDES permits, when issued, will contain effluent limits that are the more stringent of
technology-based (BAT) effluent limitations or Water Quality Based Effluent Limits (WQBEL).
The BAT limits for coal mining activities, as provided in 40 CFR Part 434 and 25 Pa. Code Chapters 87—90 are as
follows:
30-Day Daily Instantaneous
Parameter Average Maximum Maximum
Iron (Total) 3.0 mg/l 6.0 mg/l 7.0 mg/l
Manganese (Total) 2.0 mg/l 4.0 mg/l 5.0 mg/l
Suspended solids 35 mg/l 70 mg/l 90 mg/l
pH* greater than 6.0; less than 9.0
Alkalinity greater than acidity*
* The parameter is applicable at all times.
A settleable solids instantaneous maximum limit of 0.5 ml/l applies to: surface runoff (resulting from a precipitation
event of less than or equal to a 10-year 24-hour event) from active mining areas; active areas disturbed by coal refuse
disposal activities; mined areas backfilled and revegetated; and all other discharges and drainage (resulting from a
precipitation event of greater than 1-year 24-hour to less than or equal to a 10-year 24-hour event) from coal refuse
disposal piles. Similarly, modified BAT limits apply to iron, manganese and suspended solids in surface runoff, discharges
and drainage resulting from these precipitation events and those of greater magnitude in accordance with 25 Pa. Code
§§ 87.102, 88.92, 88.187, 88.292, 89.52 and 90.102.
Exceptions to BAT effluent limits may be applicable in accordance with 25 Pa. Code §§ 87.102, 88.92, 88.187, 88.292,
89.52 and 90.102.
Effluent Limits for Noncoal Mining Activities
The limits for noncoal mining activities as provided in 25 Pa. Code Chapter 77 are pH 6 to 9 and other parameters the
Department may require.
Discharges from noncoal mines located in some geologic settings (for example, in the coal fields) may require additional
water quality based effluent limits. If additional effluent limits are needed for an NPDES permit associated with a
noncoal mining permit, then the permit description specifies the parameters.
In addition to BAT or WQBEL limits, coal and noncoal NPDES permits establish effluent limitations in the form of
implemented Best Management Practices (BMPs) identified in the associated Erosion and Sedimentation Plan, the
Reclamation Plan and the NPDES permit application. These BMPs restrict the rates and quantities of associated
pollutants from being discharged into surface waters in this Commonwealth.
More restrictive effluent limitations, restrictions on discharge volume or restrictions on the extent of mining that may
occur are incorporated into an NPDES permit when necessary for compliance with water quality standards and
antidegradation requirements (in accordance with 25 Pa. Code Chapters 91—96).
The procedures for determining the final effluent limits, using a mass-balance equation or model, are found in
Technical Guidance Document 563-2112-115, Developing National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES)
Permits for Mining Activities. Other specific factors to be considered include public comments and Total Maximum Daily
Load(s). Additional discharge limitations may apply in the event that unexpected discharges occur.
Discharge rates for surface mining activities are precipitation driven. Discharge rates for proposed discharges
associated with underground mining are noted in the permit description.
Persons wishing to comment on an NPDES draft permit should submit a written statement to the Department at the
address of the district mining office indicated before each draft permit within 30 days of this public notice. Comments
received within the comment period will be considered in the final determinations regarding the NPDES permit
applications. Comments must include the name, address and telephone number of the writer and a concise statement to
inform the Department of the exact basis of a comment and the relevant facts upon which it is based.
The Department will also accept requests or petitions for a public hearing on NPDES permit applications, as provided
in 25 Pa. Code § 92a.82(d). The request or petition for a public hearing shall be filed within 30 days of this public notice
and contain the name, address, telephone number and the interest of the party filing the request, and state the reasons
why a hearing is warranted. A public hearing may be held if the Department considers the public interest significant. If a
hearing is scheduled, a notice of the hearing on the NPDES permit application will be published in the Pennsylvania
Bulletin and a newspaper of general circulation within the relevant geographical area. When a public hearing is held, the
Department will consider comments from the public hearing in the final determination on the NPDES permit application.
Coal NPDES Draft Permits
Cambria District Mining Office: 286 Industrial Park Road, Ebensburg, PA 15931, 814-472-1900
NPDES No. PA0598666 (Mining Permit No. 56890115). PBS Coals, Inc., P.O. Box 260, Friedens, PA 15541,
renewal NPDES permit for surface coal site involving reclamation only activities in Brothersvalley Township, Somerset
County, affecting 299.2 acres. Receiving streams: unnamed tributaries to/and Blue Lick Creek, classified for the
following use: cold water fishes. There are no potable water supply intakes within 10 miles downstream. Application
received: March 16, 2015.
Unless otherwise noted for a specific outfall, the proposed effluent limits for all outfalls in this permit are the BAT
limits described above for coal mining activities.
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The outfalls listed below discharge to two unnamed tributaries to/and Blue Lick Creek:
Outfall Nos. New Outfall (Y/N)
005—Sediment Pond ES1 N Rec Only
006—Sediment Pond 4A N Rec Only
007—Sediment Pond 7A N Rec Only
Moshannon District Mining Office: 186 Enterprise Drive, Philipsburg, PA 16866, 814-342-8200
NPDES No. PA 0219801 (Mining permit no. 17840123), River Hill Coal Company, Inc., P. O. Box 147, Kylertown,
PA 16847. Revision of an NPDES permit for coal surface mining in Karthaus Township, Clearfield County affecting
161.0 acres. Receiving stream(s): Saltlick Run, classified for the following use(s): HQ-CWF. Application received: May 21,
2015.
The outfall(s) listed below require a non-discharge alternative:
Outfall No. New Outfall (Y/N)
3H N
There is no proposed surface discharge from the above listed facilities to the receiving stream due to the
implementation of Best Management Practices
FEDERAL WATER POLLUTION CONTROL ACT, SECTION 401
The following permit applications, requests for Environmental Assessment approval and requests for 401 Water Quality
Certification have been received by the Department. Section 401 of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act (FWPCA) (33
U.S.C.A. § 1341) requires the Commonwealth to certify that the involved projects will not violate the sections 301—303,
306 and 307 of the FWPCA (33 U.S.C.A. §§ 1311—1313, 1316 and 1317) as well as relevant State requirements. Persons
objecting to approval of a request for certification under section 401 of the FWPCA, the issuance of a Dam Permit or
Water Obstruction and Encroachment Permit or the approval of an Environmental Assessment shall submit comments,
suggestions or objections within 30 days of the date of this notice as well as any questions to the office noted before an
application. Comments should contain the name, address and telephone number of the person commenting, identification
of the certification request to which the comments or objections are addressed and a concise statement of comments,
objections or suggestions including the relevant facts upon which they are based.
The Department may conduct a fact-finding hearing or an informal conference in response to comments if deemed
necessary. Each individual will be notified, in writing, of the time and place of a scheduled hearing or conference
concerning the certification request to which the comment, objection or suggestion relates. Maps, drawings and other data
pertinent to the certification request are available for inspection between 8 a.m. and 4 p.m. on working days at the office
noted before the application.
Persons with a disability who wish to attend the hearing and require an auxiliary aid, service or other accommodation
to participate in the proceedings should contact the specified program. TDD users may contact the Department through
the Pennsylvania AT&T Relay Service at (800) 654-5984.
Applications Received under the Dam Safety and Encroachments Act (32 P. S. §§ 693.1—693.27) and section
302 of the Flood Plain Management Act (32 P. S. § 679.302) and Requests for Certification under section
401(a) of the FWPCA.
WATER OBSTRUCTIONS AND ENCROACHMENTS
Southeast Region: Waterways and Wetlands Program Manager, 2 East Main Street, Norristown, PA 19401, Telephone
484-250-5900.
E46-1124. Upper Dublin School District, 1580 Fort Washington Avenue, Maple Glen, PA 19002, Upper Dublin
Township, Montgomery County, ACOE Philadelphia District.
To remove approximately 1,650 cubic yards of fill material along with four existing tennis courts, in and along the
100-year floodplain of Sandy Run for the purpose of reducing flooding concerns for the school.
The site is located at Sandy Run Middle School (Lat. 40.1273, Long. -75.171092).
E51-270. Philadelphia Water Department, 1101 Market Street, Philadelphia, PA 19107, City and County of
Philadelphia, ACOE Philadelphia District.
To construct and maintain a new 48-inch ductile iron pipe outfall structure cored through the existing Naval Reserve
Basin Bulkhead for the purpose of enhancing the stormwater infrastructure associated with the Langley Avenue (S.R.
9015) improvement project.
The site is located near the Philadelphia Navy Yard (26th Street to League Island boulevard), at Broad Street
(Philadelphia, PA USGS quadrangle, Lat; 39.89419; Long. -75.176869).
Northeast Region: Waterways and Wetlands Program Manager, 2 Public Square, Wilkes-Barre, PA 18701-1915, Telephone
570-826-2511.
E64-303. Bethany Borough, Wayne Street, Honesdale, PA 18431, in Bethany Borough, Wayne County, U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers, Philadelphia District.
To construct and maintain a dry hydrant in Bethany Lake (HQ-CWF, MF) for the purpose of fire protection. The project
is located approximately 300 feet southwest of the intersection of Bethany Lake Court and London Drive (Honesdale, PA
Quadrangle, Latitude: 41°374.5; Longitude: -75°1739.7).
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Southcentral Region: Waterways & Wetlands Program, 909 Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110, Ed Muzic, Section
Chief, 717.705.4802.
E50-255: Robert and Joy Snyder, 1924 Winding Hill Road, Newport, PA 17074 in Tuscarora Township, Perry
County, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Baltimore District.
To 1) construct and maintain 26 linear feet of 128-inch by 83-inch diameter corrugated metal arch pipe depressed 1-foot
below the existing stream bed with associated buster block wingwalls in and across Sugar Run (CWF, MF); 2) place and
maintain fill for the proposed driveway and road crossing in 0.08 acre of the floodway of Sugar Run (CWF, MF); 3) and
construct and maintain a residential access drive in and across 0.01 acre of Palustrine Forested (PFO) wetland, all for the
purpose of constructing an access drive to a new residential house (Latitude: 40° 32 2N; Longitude: 77° 9 40W). The
wetland impacts are considered deminimus and wetland replacement is not required.
E21-445: Silver Spring Township, 8 Flowers Drive, Mechanicsburg, PA, 17050 in Silver Spring Township,
Cumberland County, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Baltimore District.
To place and maintain approximately 432 cubic yards of fill material in the floodplain of the Conodoguinet Creek
(WWF) for the purpose of constructing a parking area for the Vincent Difilippo Nature Preserve, impacting approximately
0.53 acre of floodplain. The project site is immediately northwest of the crossing of Sample Bridge Road over the
Conodoguinet Creek (Latitude: 40° 15 23.9; Longitude: -77° 01 10.8) in Silver Spring Township, Cumberland County.
F67-919: Dover Township, 2480 West Canal Road in Dover, York County, ACOE Baltimore.
To remove structures from the floodplain at the locations listed. The projects propose to temporarily affect
approximately 0.6 acre of floodplains. The issuance of this permit will not constitute approval of Water Quality
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Northcentral Region: Waterways & Wetlands Program Manager, 208 West Third Street, Williamsport, PA 17701,
570-327-3636
E14-560. Olga Levi, 196 Potters Lane, Port Matilda, PA 16870-7199. Barger Fields in Patton Township, Centre
County, ACOE Baltimore District (Julian, PA Quadrangle N: 40°4848; W: -77°5857.41).
To construct and maintain: 1) a 80-foot long by 48-inch diameter HDPE culvert with associated wingwalls and road fill
in an unnamed tributary of Buffalo Run for a public road crossing, 2) utility lines buried in the road fill, 3) a 150-foot
wide 1,308-foot long stream buffer for a proposed 10 lot subdivision located on the south side of SR 550 1.6 mile from SR
322. This project proposes to: 1) temporarily impact 10 linear feet of the unnamed tributary of Buffalo Run and 0.002 acre
of wetland, 2) permanently impact 140 linear feet of the unnamed tributary of Buffalo Run and 0.025 acre of wetland
with the stream being classified as High Quality-Cold Water Fishery and the wetlands being classified as Exceptional
Value.
E19-308. SEDA-COG Joint Rail Authority, 201 Furnace Road, Lewisburg, PA 17837. Unnamed Tributary to
Susquehanna River Stabilization/Restoration/Bridge Replacement in Montour Township, Columbia County, ACOE
Baltimore District (Catawissa, PA Quadrangle Latitude: 40° 57 8.; Longitude: -76° 29 1.0).
The proposed project intends to stabilize the existing stream banks and restore a more natural pattern, profile and
dimension to the Unnamed Tributary to the Susquehanna River, which carries a water quality designation of Cold Water
Fishery with Migratory Fishes. The restorative efforts will begin at the outlet of SR 4002 (Legion Road) culvert outlet and
extend 175 linear feet downstream to the proposed single span steel, thru-girder bridge structure. This is to correct a
severe scour and steep slope directly below the outlet of the culvert. The design utilizes four rock vein weirs spaced 25
feet apart for 100 linear feet. Each structure will not exceed a 1 foot 3 inch plunge on the downstream end to enable
aquatic passage. The remaining 75 linear feet will establish a slight meander bend in the stream channel to mimic a
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more natural stream pattern. This meander will increase the length of stream in this reach more than the existing
conditions, allowing the slope to be reduced slightly. Toe rock protection will be included along both sides of the stream to
assist in stability. The bridge structure will increase the hydraulic opening from 17.57 SF to 44.64 sf; increase the clear
span from 5.16 ft. upstream/6.5 ft. downstream to 15.08 ft. Since this structure has a U-shaped substructure it is treated
as a box culvert and has incorporated baffles to offset flow through the structure along with retention of natural stream
bed material. Beyond the crossing, the existing alignment remains. The design calls for 150 line feet of natural material
rock ban revetment along the outside or left bank. The natural material rock bank revetment incorporates footer logs,
root wads, rock riprap and live stakes. Upon completion of the construction work the project shall be planted with a
number of shrub and tree species for shading and bank stability. This project is located 0.6 mile west along SR 4002
(Legion Road) from the intersection with SR 0042, Montour Township, Columbia County.
F19-015 Catawissa Borough, 307 Main Street, Catawissa, PA 17820. Floodplain encroachment demolitions (2) at two
different sites in the Borough of Catawissa, Columbia County, US ACOE Baltimore District. Catawissa Borough is
seeking authorization to demolish existing floodplain encroachments (flood damaged structures) and to re-grade the
floodplain at the following locations:
136 North First Street, Catawissa, PA 17820—Catawissa Quadrangle, Lat.: 40° 57 15 N, Long.: -76° 27 51 W
117 South Street, Catawissa, PA 17820—Catawissa Quadrangle, Lat.: 40° 57 08 N, Long.: -76° 27 54 W.
E53-447. Pennsylvania Historical and Museum Commission, 400 North Street, Room N118, Harrisburg, PA
17120-0211. PHMC Pennsylvania Lumber Museum Mill Pond Commissioner Run Water Intake and Supply Pipeline
Project. Ulysses Township, Potter County, ACOE Baltimore District (Brookland, PA Quadrangle, Latitude: 41° 46 50;
Longitude: -77° 49 48.2).
The applicant is seeking authorization to (1) abandon an existing water intake structure; (2) construct, operate and
maintain an in-stream intake structure and supply pipeline in and along Commission Run for water supply to the mill
pond at the Pennsylvania Lumber Museum.
Commissioner Run is designated as a High Quality—Cold Water Fishery and Migratory Fish by Department Chapter
93, Rules and Regulations. The water intake structure within the stream shall be constructed as single log cross vane
with a six inch diameter pipe affixed along the vane arm and in the throat of the log structure. The water supply pipeline
shall be constructed below existing overbank grades with a six-inch diameter pipe and a value box. Since Commissioner
Run is Class A wild trout fishery, no in-stream construction or intake repair shall be conducted between October 1 and
April 14 without prior written approval of the Pennsylvania Fish & Boat Commission. As proposed, the water intake
structure will permanently impact 20-feet of stream impact; whereas, 70-foot of stream will be temporarily impacted
during construction. Neither the water intake structure nor supply pipeline impacts wetland. The project is located along
the northern right-of-way of SR 0006 at the intersection of Denton Hill State Park and SR 0006. All in-stream
construction activity shall be performed in dry work conditions by dam and pumping, fluming or diverting stream flow
around the stream section where activities are to be conducted.
Northwest Region: Waterways and Wetlands Program Manager, 230 Chestnut Street, Meadville, PA 16335-3481
E10-497, PA DOT District 10-0, 2550 Oakland Ave., Indiana, PA 15701. SR 2010 Section 252 Bridge Replacement
Project across Little Buffalo Creek, Winfield Township, Butler County, ACOE Pittsburgh District (Saxonburg, PA
Quadrangle N: 40°, 45, 54.7 ; W: -79°, 45, 55.8).
To remove the existing structure and to construct and maintain an integral abutment PA I-beam bridge having a span
of 49 feet 4 inches and an underclearance of 11 feet 2.75 inches on a 70° skew across Little Buffalo Creek on SR 2010
Segment 0240 Offset 2,137 approximately 1 mile east of its intersection with SR 0356 in Winfield Township, Butler
County. The proposed structure will be constructed 53 feet downstream of the existing structure.
E33-253, PA DOT District 10-0, 2550 Oakland Ave., Indiana, PA 15701. SR 0119 Section 559 Indiana Hill Climbing
Lane, Punxsutawney Borough, Jefferson County, ACOE Pittsburgh District (Punxsutawney, PA Quadrangle N: 40°, 56,
17.1 ; W: -78°, 58, 33.4).
To permanently impact 0.34 acre, temporarily impact 0.11 acre of PEM wetland and permanently impact 60 linear feet
of a UNT to Mahoning Creek as a result of the construction of a truck climbing lane on SR 0119 in Punxsutawney, PA.
The existing railroad bridge will be abandoned and a concrete box culvert will be installed to accommodate passage of
pedestrians using The Mahoning Shadow Trail under SR 0119. The project is located on SR 0119 approximately 1.5 mile
north of its intersection with SR 0436. Permanent wetland impacts of 0.34 acre will be mitigated through a debit from
PennDOT’s Jefferson County Wetland Bank.
ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT
Northcentral Region: Program Manager, Waterways & Wetlands Program, 208 West Third Street, Williamsport, PA
17701
EA49-004. Anthracite Outdoor Adventure Area Authority, Abandoned Mine Drainage Treatment Project, 2.5 miles
west of Shamokin in Bear Valley between State Routes 225 and 2044, Shamokin, PA 17872. Carbon Run Bluegill Pond
discharges, Carbon Run watershed, Zerbe Township, Northumberland County, ACOE Baltimore District.
The Northumberland County Anthracite Outdoor Adventure Area Authority (AOAAA) is proposing a passive abandoned
mine drainage (AMD) remediation project for the headwaters and tributaries to Carbon Run. As proposed, the system will
consist of three separate treatment systems. The Bluegill Pond Upper site will convert an AMD pool into an anoxic
limestone cell followed by a settling basin. Bluegill Pond Lower is the second site and will collect AMD seeps in a
limestone-filled basin followed by a settling pond and aerobic polishing wetland. The last site is located in the headwaters
of Carbon Run and consists of placing limestone at the downstream end of an abandoned mining pit called Aluminum
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Pond and its discharge channel as well as a small AMD pool to provide the necessary alkalinity. As proposed the
applicant states that these projects will remove up to 90% of the metals and acidity in these areas. This work will have
the following impacts:
Activity Latitude Longitude Resource
Impact/Temporary
or Permanent
Limestone Cell 40° 46 42.4 N -76° 37 29.1 W Stream 45 LF/Permanent
Limestone Cell 40° 46 36.9 N -76° 37 34.2 W Wetland 1,238 SF/Permanent
Limestone Cell 40° 46 36.9 N -76° 37 34.2 W Stream 357 LF/Permanent
Limestone Cell 40° 46 08.3 N -76° 38 08.6 W Stream 320 LF/Permanent
Limestone Cell 40° 46 08.3 N -76° 38 08.6 W Wetland 780 SF/Permanent
Mitigation for these impacts is a combination of the creation of a polishing wetland adjacent to the treatment system
and downstream water quality improvement in the Carbon Run watershed. Under current conditions, there is very
limited aquatic life in these areas due to elevated metals and a low pH.
(Trevorton Quadrangle; Latitude 40° 46 36.9 N; Longitude -76° 37 34.2 W).
STORAGE TANKS
SITE-SPECIFIC INSTALLATION PERMITS
The following Storage Tank Site-Specific Installation Permit application has been received by the Department of
Environmental Protection (Department) and is currently under review. Persons wishing to comment on the proposed
permit are invited to submit a statement to the Bureau of Environmental Cleanup and Brownfields, Division of Storage
Tanks, PO Box 8762, Harrisburg, PA 17105-8762, within 30 days from the date of this publication. Comments may also be
submitted via email to tanks@pa.gov. Comments received within this 30-day period will be considered in the formulation
of the final determinations regarding this application. Responses should include the name, address and telephone number
of the writer and a concise statement to inform the Department of the exact basis of the comment and the relevant facts
upon which it based.
The following applications have been received for Storage Tank Site-Specific Installation Permits under the
authority of the Storage Tank Spill Prevention Act (35 P. S. §§ 6021.304, 6021.504, 6021.1101—6021.1102) and




Address County Municipality Tank Type Tank Capacity
15015 MarkWest Liberty
Bluestone, LLC









THE PENNSYLVANIA CLEAN STREAMS LAW AND THE FEDERAL CLEAN
WATER ACT
FINAL ACTIONS TAKEN FOR NPDES PERMITS AND WQM PERMITS
The Department has taken the following actions on previously received applications for new, amended and renewed
NPDES and WQM permits, applications for permit waivers and NOIs for coverage under General Permits. This notice of
final action is provided in accordance with 25 Pa. Code Chapters 91 and 92a and 40 CFR Part 122, implementing
provisions of The Clean Streams Law (35 P. S. §§ 691.1—691.101) and the Federal Clean Water Act (33 U.S.C.A.
§§ 1251—1376).
Location Permit Authority Application Type or Category
Section I NPDES Renewals
Section II NPDES New or Amendment
Section III WQM Industrial, Sewage or Animal Wastes; Discharges to Groundwater
Section IV NPDES MS4 Individual Permit
Section V NPDES MS4 Permit Waiver
Section VI NPDES Individual Permit Stormwater Construction
Section VII NPDES NOI for Coverage under NPDES General Permits
Sections I—VI contain actions regarding industrial, animal or sewage wastes discharges, discharges to groundwater,
and discharges associated with MS4, stormwater associated with construction activities and CAFOs. Section VII contains
notices for parties who have submitted NOIs for Coverage under General NPDES Permits. The approval for coverage
under these General NPDES Permits is subject to applicable effluent limitations, monitoring, reporting requirements and
other conditions in each General Permit. The approval of coverage for land application of sewage sludge or residential
septage under applicable general permit is subject to pollutant limitations, pathogen and vector attraction reduction
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requirements, operational standards, general requirements, management practices and other conditions in the respective
permit. The permits and related documents, effluent limitations, permitting requirements and other information are on
file and may be inspected and arrangements made for copying at the contact office noted before the action.
Persons aggrieved by an action may appeal that action to the Environmental Hearing Board (Board) under section 4 of
the Environmental Hearing Board Act (35 P. S. § 7514) and 2 Pa.C.S. §§ 501—508 and 701—704 (relating to
Administrative Agency Law). The appeal should be sent to the Environmental Hearing Board, Second Floor, Rachel
Carson State Office Building, 400 Market Street, PO Box 8457, Harrisburg, PA 17105-8457, (717) 787-3483. TDD users
may contact the Board through the Pennsylvania AT&T Relay Service, (800) 654-5984. Appeals must be filed with the
Board within 30 days of publication of this notice in the Pennsylvania Bulletin unless the appropriate statute provides a
different time period. Copies of the appeal form and the Board’s rules of practice and procedure may be obtained from the
Board. The appeal form and the Board’s rules of practice and procedure are also available in Braille or on audiotape from
the Secretary to the Board at (717) 787-3483. This paragraph does not, in and of itself, create a right of appeal beyond
that permitted by applicable statutes and decisional law.
For individuals who wish to challenge an action, the appeal must reach the Board within 30 days. A lawyer is not
needed to file an appeal with the Board.
Important legal rights are at stake, however, so individuals should contact a lawyer at once. Persons who cannot afford
a lawyer may qualify for free pro bono representation. Call the Secretary to the Board at (717) 787-3483 for more
information.
I. NPDES Renewal Permit Actions







































































































II. New or Expanded Facility Permits, Renewal of Major Permits and EPA Nonwaived Permit Actions
Southeast Region: Water Management Program Manager, 2 East Main Street, Norristown, PA 19401
NPDES Permit No. PA0026964, Sewage, Lower Perkiomen Valley Regional Sewer Authority, 101 Station
Avenue, P.O. Box 297, Oaks, PA 19456.
This proposed facility is located Upper Providence Township, Montgomery County.
Description of Action/Activity: To discharge from a facility known as Oaks WWTP to Schuylkill River (Outfalls 001 and
002) and Perkiomen Creek (Outfall 003) in Watershed(s) 3-D and 3-E.
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Northeast Region: Clean Water Program Manager, 2 Public Square, Wilkes-Barre, PA 18701-1915. Phone: 570-826-2511.
NPDES Permit No. PA0275760, Industrial Waste, SIC Code 4922, Transcontinental Gas Pipe Line Company,
LLC, 2800 Post Oak Boulevard, Suite 900, Houston, TX 77056.
This proposed facility is located in Dorrance Township, Luzerne County.
Description of Proposed Action/Activity: Issuance of an NPDES Permit for a new discharge of treated hydrostatic test
water from new natural gas transmission lines.
Northcentral Regional Office: Regional Clean Water Program Manager, 208 W Third Street Suite 101, Williamsport, PA
17701-6448. Phone: 570.327.0530.
NPDES Permit No. PA0232513, Sewage, SIC Code 4952, Kelly Township Union County, 551 Zeigler Road,
Lewisburg, PA 17837.
This proposed facility is located in Kelly Township, Union County.
Description of Proposed Action/Activity: Issuance of an NPDES Permit for a new discharge of treated Sewage.
Southwest Regional Office: Regional Clean Water Program Manager, 400 Waterfront Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15222-4745
NPDES Permit No. PA0254584, Industrial Waste, SIC Code 3339 & 4911, Horsehead Corporation, 4955
Steubenville Pike Suite 405, Pittsburgh, PA 15205-9604.
This existing facility is located in Potter Township, Beaver County.
Description of Proposed Action/Activity: Issuance of an NPDES Permit for an existing discharge of treated residual
waste landfill leachate and storm water runoff.
Northwest Region: Water Management Program Manager, 230 Chestnut Street, Meadville, PA 16335-3481
NPDES Permit No. PA0272884, Vavco LLC, 101 Mahood Road Suite 1, Butler, PA 16001-0795.
This proposed facility is located in Connoquenessing Township, Butler County.
Description of Proposed Action/Activity: Issuance of a new NPDES Permit for an existing discharge of treated industrial
waste.
NPDES Permit No. PA0002135, SIC Code 2911, Calumet Penreco LLC, 138 Petrolia Street, Karns City, PA
16041-9222.
This existing facility is located in Karns City Borough, Butler County.
Description of Existing Action/Activity: Issuance of an NPDES Permit for an existing discharge of treated industrial
waste.
III. WQM Industrial Waste and Sewerage Actions under The Clean Streams Law
Southeast Region: Clean Water Program Manager, 2 East Main Street, Norristown, PA 19401, 484.250.5900
WQM Permit No. WQG02231503, Sewage, Southwest Delaware County Municipal Authority, P.O. Box 2466,
Aston, PA 19014.
This proposed facility is located in Aston Township, Delaware County.
Description of Action/Activity: Construction and operation of a sewage pump station and force main.
WQM Permit No. 1596403, Sewage, Renewal, Aqua Pennsylvania Wastewater Inc., 762 W. Lancaster Avenue,
Bryn Mawr, PA 19010-3402.
This proposed facility is located in Thornbury Township, Chester County.
Description of Action/Activity: Approval for renewal of continued operation of the Green at Penn Oaks WWTP.
Northeast Region: Clean Water Program Manager, 2 Public Square, Wilkes-Barre, PA 18701-1915. Phone: 570-826-2511.
WQM Permit No. 6415404, Sewage, SIC Code 7032, Union Lake Hotel Co. Inc. t/a Camp Equinunk/Blue Ridge,
PO Box 808, East Hampton, NY 11937.
This proposed facility is located in Manchester Township, Wayne County.
Description of Proposed Action/Activity: For the installation of a septic tank at the input of their existing Waste Water
Treatment Plant.
Southwest Regional Office: Regional Clean Water Program Manager, 400 Waterfront Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15222-4745.
Phone: 412.442.4000.
WQM Permit No. 3092201, Industrial Waste, SIC Code 4941, Southwestern PA Water Authority, 1442 Jefferson
Road, Jefferson, PA 15344.
This existing facility is located in Cumberland Township, Greene County.
Description of Proposed Action/Activity: Gravity sludge thickener, sludge holding tank and a centrifuge.
WQM Permit No. 0215407, SIC Code 4952, Pittsburgh Water and Sewer Authority, 1200 Preble Avenue,
Pittsburgh, PA 15233.
This proposed facility is located in Pittsburgh City, Allegheny County.
Description of Proposed Action/Activity: Installation of new sanitary sewer along portions of Red Oak Drive, Hayson
Avenue, and North Meadowcraft Avenue.
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VI. NPDES Discharges of Stormwater Associated with Construction Activities Individual Permit Actions







PAI024507027R Sawmill Highlands, LLC
PO Box K
Stroudsburg, PA 18360
Monroe Hamilton Township Appenzell Creek
(HQ-CWF, MF)
PAI023915007 Liberty Property, L.P.
c/o Robert Kiel
74 West Broad St.
Bethlehem, PA 18018







PAI024515003 UGI Utilities, Inc.
2121 City Line Road
Bethlehem, PA 18017
Monroe Stroud Township Flagler Run
(HQ-CWF, MF)
Southcentral Region: Waterways & Wetlands Program, 909 Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110, Nathan Crawford,
















UNTs to Muddy Creek
(HQ-TSF, MF)




















Northcentral Region: Waterways & Wetlands Program Manager, 208 West Third Street, Williamsport, PA 17701,
570.327.3574









West Decatur, PA 16878
Clearfield Bogg Township UNT to Morgan Run
CWF, MF
Northwest Region: Waterways and Wetlands Program Manager, 230 Chestnut Street, Meadville, PA 16335-3481







PAI062415001 Charles J. Merlo Inc.
234 Merlo Road
Mineral Point, PA 15942
Elk Jones Township East Branch Clarion
River HQ-CWF
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VII. Approvals to Use NPDES and/or Other General Permits
The EPA Region III Administrator has waived the right to review or object to this permit action under the waiver
provision 40 CFR 123.23(d).
List of NPDES and/or Other General Permit Types
PAG-1 General Permit for Discharges from Stripper Oil Well Facilities
PAG-2 General Permit for Discharges of Stormwater Associated With Construction Activities
PAG-3 General Permit for Discharges of Stormwater From Industrial Activities
PAG-4 General Permit for Discharges from Small Flow Treatment Facilities
PAG-5 General Permit for Discharges from Petroleum Product Contaminated Groundwater Remediation
Systems
PAG-6 General Permit for Wet Weather Overflow Discharges from Combined Sewer Systems (CSO)
PAG-7 General Permit for Beneficial Use of Exceptional Quality Sewage Sludge by Land Application
PAG-8 General Permit for Beneficial Use of Non-Exceptional Quality Sewage Sludge by Land Application to
Agricultural Land, Forest, a Public Contact Site or a Land Reclamation Site
PAG-8 (SSN) Site Suitability Notice for Land Application Under Approved PAG-8 General Permit Coverage
PAG-9 General Permit for Beneficial Use of Residential Septage by Land Application to Agricultural Land,
Forest, or a Land Reclamation Site
PAG-9 (SSN) Site Suitability Notice for Land Application Under Approved PAG-9 General Permit Coverage
PAG-10 General Permit for Discharges from Hydrostatic Testing of Tanks and Pipelines
PAG-11 General Permit for Discharges from Aquatic Animal Production Facilities
PAG-12 Concentrated Animal Feeding Operations (CAFOs)
PAG-13 Stormwater Discharges from Municipal Separate Storm Sewer Systems (MS4)
PAG-14 (To Be Announced)
PAG-15 General Permit for Discharges from the Application of Pesticides
General Permit Type—PAG-02



















Creek (CWF, MF) to
Beech Creek
























PAG02002315011 Mark & Nancy Beard
29 Stoney Bank Road






















PAG02002315022 United Parcel Service
Chesapeake District






















PAG02002315010 Lowe’s Home Centers











PAG02004615054 Main Line Hospitals, Inc.
130 South Bryn Mawr
Avenue










PAG02004615063 North Wales Water
Authority
200 West Walnut Street









PAG02004615019 Mariwill Properties, LP
404 Sumneytown Pike
Suite 200


















2 East Main Street
Norristown, PA 19401
484-250-5900










Duryea Borough PAG02004014029 Blueberry Hill LLC
Kimberly Popple

















































New Oxford, PA 17350










































































c/o Verus Partners, LLC

















704 State Route 419
Myerstown, PA 17067
Mill Creek/TSF,

































































































































Ebaughs Creek/CWF York County
Conservation District
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PAG02001915007 United Water PA Inc











































441 Plum Creek Rd
Sunbury, PA 17801













































76 S Main St
Akron, OH 44308











New Berlin, PA 17855
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Southwest Region: Regional Waterways & Wetlands Program Manager, 400 Waterfront Drive, Pittsburgh, PA
15222-4745.
Facility Location























PAG020002140461 South Park School
District
2005 Eagle Ridge Drive

































































































































PAG02000215026 South Park School
District
2005 Eagle Ridge Drive,
South Park, PA 15129
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Facility Location


















































PAG02000215065 Allison Park Church
2326 Duncan Avenue
Allison Park, PA 15101



















PAG02000215068 Gregory Hurley GVH &
Associates,




4706 Route 8, P. O. Box
564,
Allison Park, PA 15101
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Facility Location










PAG02000215033 Douglas Arndt, Manager




























PAG02000215021 Joseph B. Fay Company
P. O. Box 66
Russellton, PA
15076-0066





















































PAG02000124110 Group Six Sigma, LLC
P. O. Box 321
Monroeville, PA 15146




















































1009 Beaver Grade Road,
Suite 210,
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Facility Location









PAG02000214137 McDowell Estates, LP
300 Weyman Plaza,
Suite 200,
P. O. Box 10360,
Pittsburgh, PA 15234










PAG02000214147 Bethel Park Municipal
Authority























































P. O. Box 2178
Cranberry Township, PA
16066-2178



































PAG02000215025 Burns and Scalo Real
Estate Service, Inc.
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Facility Location









PAG02000215003 Kress Brothers Builders,
LP











PAG02000215009 Folino Construction, Inc.







































PAG02005615007 Wheeler Brothers, Inc.
384 Drum Avenue
Somerset, PA 15501














341 White Pond Drive
Akron, OH 44320











PAG02000415001 Center Township Water
Authority


































PAG02001115002 Horvath Towers III, LLC
312 West Colfax Street
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Facility Location









PAG02001115015 Nanty Glo Water
Authority
1015 First Street, Suite1

















































PAG02003215005 East Wheatfield Township






































































PAG02005615006 Somerset County General
Authority













PAG02005615007 Wheeler Brothers, Inc.
384 Drum Avenue
Somerset, PA 15501




























UNT to Millers Run
(WWF)
Washington County CD
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Facility Location

























PAG02006315018 Columbia Gas of
Pennsylvania
2021 West State Street
New Castle, PA 16101



































PAG02006315021 Consol Pennsylvania Coal
Company, LLC











PAG02006315025 HRP Holding Company





































LP c/o Waldec Homes























Burrell and City of
New Kensington
PAG02006515009 Municipal Sanitary
Authority of the City of
New Kensington
120 Logans Ferry Road
New Kensington, PA
15068







PAG02006515011 Sandy Hill Meadows
2062 Stonebridge Court
Harrison City, PA 15636
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Facility Location


































































2591 Wexford Bayne Road
Suite 100
Sewickley, PA 15143





PAG02001015031 Peoples TWP LLC
































3740 West 26th Street
Erie, PA 15609































PAG046452 LCT Energy LP
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NUTRIENT MANAGEMENT PLANS RELATED TO APPLICATIONS FOR NPDES
PERMITS FOR CAFOs
The State Conservation Commission has taken the following actions on previously received applications for nutrient
management plans under 3 Pa.C.S. Chapter 5, for agricultural operations that have or anticipate submitting applications
for new, amended or renewed NPDES permits or NOIs for coverage under a general permit for CAFOs under 25 Pa. Code
Chapter 92a. This notice is provided in accordance with 25 Pa. Code Chapter 92a and 40 CFR Part 122, implementing
The Clean Streams Law and the Federal Clean Water Act.
Persons aggrieved by an action may appeal under 3 Pa.C.S. § 517, section 4 of the Environmental Hearing Board Act
and 2 Pa.C.S. §§ 501—508 and 701—704 to the Environmental Hearing Board, Second Floor, Rachel Carson State Office
Building, 400 Market Street, P. O. Box 8457, Harrisburg, PA 17105-8457, (717) 787-3483. TDD users should contact the
Environmental Hearing Board (Board) through the Pennsylvania AT&T Relay Service at (800) 654-5984. Appeals must be
filed with the Board within 30 days of publication of this notice in the Pennsylvania Bulletin. Copies of the appeal form
and the Board’s rules of practice and procedure may be obtained from the Board. The appeal form and the Board’s rules
of practice and procedure are also available in Braille or on audiotape from the Secretary of the Board at (717) 787-3483.
This paragraph does not, in and of itself, create a right of appeal beyond that permitted by applicable statutes and
decision law.
For individuals who wish to challenge actions, appeals must reach the Board within 30 days. A lawyer is not needed to
file an appeal with the Board.
Important legal rights are at stake, however, so individuals should show this notice to a lawyer at once. Persons who































Berks 13 377.86 Layers N/A Approval
PUBLIC WATER SUPPLY PERMITS
The Department has taken the following actions on
applications received under the Pennsylvania Safe Drink-
ing Water Act (35 P. S. §§ 721.1—721.17) for the construc-
tion, substantial modification or operation of a public
water system.
Persons aggrieved by an action may appeal that action
to the Environmental Hearing Board (Board) under sec-
tion 4 of the Environmental Hearing Board Act and 2
Pa.C.S. §§ 501—508 and 701_704. The appeal should be
sent to the Environmental Hearing Board, Second Floor,
Rachel Carson State Office Building, 400 Market Street,
PO Box 8457, Harrisburg, PA 17105-8457, (717) 787-3483.
TDD users may contact the Board through the Pennsylva-
nia AT&T Relay Service, (800) 654-5984. Appeals must be
filed with the Board within 30 days of publication of this
notice in the Pennsylvania Bulletin unless the appropri-
ate statute provides a different time period. Copies of the
appeal form and the Board’s rules of practice and proce-
dure may be obtained from the Board. The appeal form
and the Board’s rules of practice and procedure are also
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available in Braille or on audiotape from the Secretary to
the Board at (717) 787-3483. This paragraph does not, in
and of itself, create a right of appeal beyond that
permitted by applicable statutes and decisional law.
For individuals who wish to challenge an action, the
appeal must reach the Board within 30 days. A lawyer is
not needed to file an appeal with the Board.
Important legal rights are at stake, however, so indi-
viduals should show this document to a lawyer at once.
Persons who cannot afford a lawyer may qualify for free
pro bono representation. Call the Secretary to the Board
at (717) 787-3483 for more information.
SAFE DRINKING WATER
Actions taken under the Pennsylvania Safe Drink-
ing Water Act
Northeast Region: Safe Drinking Water Program Man-
ager, 2 Public Square, Wilkes-Barre, PA 18701-1915
Permit No. 3390024, Public Water Supply.
Applicant City Of Allentown
[Township or Borough] Allentown City, Lehigh County
Responsible Official Craig W. Messinger
Interim Public Works Director
641 South 10th Street, 3rd Floor
Allentown, PA 18103
Type of Facility Public Water Supply
Consulting Engineer Jason G. Saylor, P.E.
Utility Service Company, Inc.





Permit No. 4014507, Public Water Supply.
Applicant Beechcrest Mobil Home Park
P. O. Box 96
White Haven, PA 18661
[Township or Borough] Dennison Township,
Luzerne County
Responsible Official Mr. Ute Hauze, Owner
Beechcrest Mobil Home Park
P. O. Box 96
White Haven, PA 18661
Type of Facility Public Water Supply






Permit No. 2640703, Operation Permit Public Water
Supply.
Applicant Aspen Ridge Property
Owners Association


















Type of Facility PWS
Consulting Engineer R. Scott Hughes, P.E.
Gannett Fleming, Inc.
P.O. Box 80794




Permit No. 3540003, Transfer of Operation Permit,
Public Water Supply.
Applicant K & K Health Care, LLC













Permit No. 5415502, Public Water Supply.
Applicant Schuylkill County Municipal
Authority
221 South Centre Street
Pottsville, PA 17901
Municipality Reilly and Frailey Townships
County Schuylkill
Type of Facility PWS
Consulting Engineer Michael J. Peleschak, P.E.
Alfred Benesch & Company





Southcentral Region: Safe Drinking Water Program
Manager, 909 Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110
Permit No. 0115508 MA, Minor Amendment, Public
Water Supply.
Applicant PAAmerican Water Company
Municipality Mt. Joy Township
County Adams
Responsible Official David R. Kauffman
800 West Hershey Park Drive
Hershey, PA 17033
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Type of Facility Replacement of the existing
sodium hypochlorite chemical
feed pumps to eliminate
chemical dilution.







Operation Permit No. 3112502 issued to:
Huntingdon Borough (PWS ID No. 4310012), Hunt-
ingdon Borough, Huntingdon County on 8/7/2015 for
facilities approved under Construction Permit No.
3112502.
Operation Permit No. 2813505 issued to: Quincy
Township (PWS ID No. 7280074), Quincy Township,
Franklin County on 8/5/2015 for facilities approved
under Construction Permit No. 2813505.
Operation Permit No. 3815504 MA issued to: City of
Lebanon Authority (PWS ID No. 7380010), Swatara
Township, Lebanon County on 8/5/2015 for facilities
approved under Construction Permit No. 3815504 MA.
Operation Permit No. 6714508 MA issued to: Dills-
burg Area Authority (PWS ID No. 7670071), Franklin
Township, York County on 8/3/2015 for facilities ap-
proved under Construction Permit No. 6714508 MA.
Northcentral Region: Safe Drinking Water Program
Manager, 208 West Third Street, Suite 101, Williamsport,
PA 17701-6448.
Blackhawk Mobile Home Park (Public Water Sup-
ply) Potter Township, Centre County: On August 11,
2015, the Safe Drinking Water Program approved the
Source Water Protection (SWP) plan for the Blackhawk
Mobile Home Park, Potter Township, Centre County. The
personnel involved with the development of this SWP are
to be commended for taking these proactive steps to
protect these water sources for their community. Develop-
ment of the SWP plan was funded by the Department of




UNDER ACT 2, 1995
PREAMBLE 2
The following plans and reports were submitted
under the Land Recycling and Environmental
Remediation Standards Act (35 P. S. §§ 6026.101—
6026.907).
Provisions of Sections 301—308 of the Land Recycling
and Environmental Remediation Standards Act (act) (35
P. S. §§ 6026.301—6026.308) require the Department to
publish in the Pennsylvania Bulletin a notice of submis-
sion of plans and reports. A final report is submitted to
document cleanup of a release of a regulated substance at
a site to one of the act’s remediation standards. A final
report provides a description of the site investigation to
characterize the nature and extent of contaminants in
environmental media, the basis for selecting the environ-
mental media of concern, documentation supporting the
selection of residential or nonresidential exposure factors,
a description of the remediation performed and summa-
ries of sampling analytical results which demonstrate
that remediation has attained the cleanup standard se-
lected. Submission of plans and reports, other than the
final report, will also be published in the Pennsylvania
Bulletin. These include the remedial investigation report,
risk assessment report and cleanup plan for a site-specific
standard remediation. A remedial investigation report
includes conclusions from the site investigation; concen-
tration of regulated substances in environmental media;
benefits of reuse of the property; and, in some circum-
stances, a fate and transport analysis. If required, a risk
assessment report describes potential adverse effects
caused by the presence of regulated substances. If re-
quired, a cleanup plan evaluates the abilities of potential
remedies to achieve remedy requirements.
For further information concerning plans or reports,
contact the environmental cleanup program manager in
the Department regional office under which the notice of
receipt of plans or reports appears. If information con-
cerning plans or reports is required in an alternative
form, contact the community relations coordinator at the
appropriate regional office. TDD users may telephone the
Department through the Pennsylvania AT&T Relay Ser-
vice at (800) 654-5984.
The Department has received the following plans and
reports:
Northeast Region: Eric Supey, Environmental Cleanup
and Brownfields Program Manager, 2 Public Square,
Wilkes-Barre, PA 18701-1915.
Lafayette College, 219 North Third Street, City of
Easton, Northampton County. Moonstone Environmen-
tal LLC, 1150 Glenlivet Drive, Suite C-31, Allentown, PA
18106, on behalf of Lafayette College, 9 North Campus
Drive, Easton, PA 18042, submitted a Remedial Investiga-
tion Report and Cleanup Plan concerning remediation of
site soils contaminated with VOC’s, SVOC’s, and lead.
The report is intended to document remediation of the
site to meet the Site Specific Standard.
Southcentral Region: Environmental Cleanup and
Brownfields Program Manager, 909 Elmerton Avenue,
Harrisburg, PA 17110. Phone 717.705.4705.
Emerson Electric, Formerly Fincor Automation,
3750 East Market Street, York, PA, 17402, Springettsbury
Township, York County. WSP USA Corporation, 1740
Massachusetts Avenue, Boxborough, MA 01719, on behalf
of Emerson Electric Company, 8000 West Florissant Av-
enue, St. Louis, MO 63136-8506, submitted a Risk Assess-
ment for groundwater and a Final Report for site soils
contaminated with VOCs, PAHs, PCBs, and Inorganics.
The reports are intended to document remediation of the
site to meet the Site Specific Standard.
Dillerville Railyard—Lancaster’s Northwest Gate-
way—Norfolk Southern Phase, 333 Harrisburg Pike,
Lancaster, PA 17603, City of Lancaster, Lancaster
County. ARM Group, Inc., PO Box 797, Hershey, PA
17033, on behalf of EDC Finance Corporation, 100 South
Queen Street, Lancaster, PA 17608, submitted a Final
Report concerning remediation of site soils and groundwa-
ter contaminated with diesel fuel, VOCs and PCBs. The
report is intended to document remediation of the site to
meet the Residential Statewide Health Standard.
4532 East Prospect Road Property, York, PA 17402,
Lower Windsor Township, York County. Geo-Technology
Associates, Inc., 3445-A Box Hill Corporate Center Drive,
Abingdon, MD 21009, on behalf of Estate of Horace
Heindel, c/o Donald Heindel, 685 Stonewood Road, York,
PA 17402, submitted a Remedial Investigation and Final
Report concerning remediation of site soils and groundwa-
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ter contaminated with gasoline and kerosene released
from unregulated underground storage tanks. The site is
being remediated to the Site Specific Standard.
Southeast Region: Environmental Cleanup Program
Manager, 2 East Main Street, Norristown, PA 19401
JT Brewskis Pub, 510 South Oak Avenue, Upper
Darby Township, Delaware County. John Krinis, JK
Environmental Services LLC, P. O. Box 509, Lafayette
Hill, PA 19444 on behalf of Thomas Smith, Service One
LLC, 510 Oak South Avenue, Primos, PA 19018 has
submitted a Final Report concerning remediation of site
soil contaminated with no. 2 fuel oil. The report is
intended to document remediation of the site to meet the
Statewide Health Standard. PF784409.
BASF Corporation, 300 Brookside Avenue, Lower
Gwynedd Township, Montgomery County. John M. Ash,
P.G., AMO Environmental Decisions, 4327 Point Pleasant
Pike, (PO Box 410) Danboro, PA 18916 on behalf of
Edward Vanyo, BASF Corporation, 100 Park Avenue,
Florham Park, PA 07932 has submitted a Final Report
concerning remediation of site soil contaminated with
arsenic, lead and benzo (a) pyrene. The report is intended
to document remediation of the site to meet the Statewide
Health Standard. PF618527.
Church Street Apartments LLC, 440 Church Street,
Royersford Borough, Montgomery County. Richard D.
Trimpi, Trimpi Associates, Inc., 1635 Old Plains Road,
Hatfield, PA 18073 on behalf of Bill Bondi, Church Street
Apartments, LLC, 3940 Landis Road, Collegeville, PA
19426 has submitted a Final Report concerning remedia-
tion of site soil contaminated with no. 2 fuel oil. The
report is intended to document remediation of the site to
meet the Statewide Health Standard. PF803377.
Young Residence, 33 Schoolhouse Lane, Bristol Town-
ship, Bucks County. Jeremy W. Bolyn, Environmental
Maintenance Company, Inc., 1420 East Mermaid Lane,
Glenside, PA 19038 on behalf of Randy Young, 33 School-
house Road, Levittown, PA 19055 has submitted a Final
Report concerning the remediation of site soil contami-
nated with no. 2 fuel oil. The report is intended to




UNDER ACT 2, 1995
PREAMBLE 3
The Department has taken action on the following
plans and reports under the Land Recycling and
Environmental Remediation Standards Act (35
P. S. §§ 6026.101—6026.907).
Section 250.8 of 25 Pa. Code and administration of the
Land Recycling and Environmental Remediation Stan-
dards Act (act) require the Department to publish in the
Pennsylvania Bulletin a notice of its final actions on plans
and reports. A final report is submitted to document
cleanup of a release of a regulated substance at a site to
one of the remediation standards of the act. A final report
provides a description of the site investigation to charac-
terize the nature and extent of contaminants in environ-
mental media, the basis of selecting the environmental
media of concern, documentation supporting the selection
of residential or nonresidential exposure factors, a de-
scription of the remediation performed and summaries of
sampling methodology and analytical results which dem-
onstrate that the remediation has attained the cleanup
standard selected. Plans and reports required by the act
for compliance with selection of remediation to a site-
specific standard, in addition to a final report, include a
remedial investigation report, risk assessment report and
cleanup plan. A remedial investigation report includes
conclusions from the site investigation; concentration of
regulated substances in environmental media; benefits of
reuse of the property; and, in some circumstances, a fate
and transport analysis. If required, a risk assessment
report describes potential adverse effects caused by the
presence of regulated substances. If required, a cleanup
plan evaluates the abilities of potential remedies to
achieve remedy requirements. A work plan for conducting
a baseline remedial investigation is required by the act
for compliance with selection of a special industrial area
remediation. The baseline remedial investigation, based
on the work plan, is compiled into the baseline environ-
mental report to establish a reference point to show
existing contamination, describe proposed remediation to
be done and include a description of existing or potential
public benefits of the use or reuse of the property. The
Department may approve or disapprove plans and reports
submitted. This notice provides the Department’s decision
and, if relevant, the basis for disapproval.
For further information concerning the plans and re-
ports, contact the environmental cleanup program man-
ager in the Department regional office under which the
notice of the plan or report appears. If information
concerning a final report is required in an alternative
form, contact the community relations coordinator at the
appropriate regional office. TDD users may telephone the
Department through the Pennsylvania AT&T Relay Ser-
vice at (800) 654-5984.
The Department has received the following plans and
reports:
Southeast Regional Office: Regional Manager, Environ-
mental Cleanup and Brownfields, 2 East Main Street,
Norristown, PA 19401, Telephone 484.250.5960. Charline
Bass 484-250-5787
USI Lighting, Southeast Side of Bristol Pike between
Beaver Dam Road ad Green Lane, Bristol Township,
Bucks County. Samuel J. Kucia, Environmental Con-
sulting, Inc., 2002 Renaissance Boulevard, Suite 110,
King of Prussia, PA 19406 on behalf of Robert White,
Redevelopment Authority of Bucks County, One North
Wilson Avenue, Suite 1, Bristol, PA 19007 has submitted
a Final Report concerning the remediation of site soil
contaminated with trichloroethylene, chromium, tcl, vocs,
pahs and arsenic. The Final report demonstrated attain-
ment of the Statewide Health Standard and was ap-
proved by the Department on July 29, 2015. PF802769.
144 Lancaster Avenue Site, 144 Lancaster Avenue,
Easttown Township, Chester County. Michael S. Welsh,
Welsh Environmental Inc., 131 Clearview Drive,
Downingtown, PA 19355 on behalf of Kli Kahn 144
Lancaster Avenue Associates, LP, 55 County Club Drive,
Downingtown, PA 19335 has submitted a Remedial Inves-
tigation Report concerning the remediation of site soil
and groundwater contaminated with petroleum hydrocar-
bons. The Remedial Investigation Report was approved by
the Department on July 23, 2015. PF781305.
Holland Middle School, 400 East Holland Road,
Northampton Township, Bucks County. Chris Kotch,
P.G., Barry Isett & Associates, 85 South Route 100,
Allentown, PA 18106 on behalf of Doug Taylor, Council
Rock School District, 30 North Chancellor, Newtown, PA
18940 has submitted a Final Report concerning the
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remediation of site soil contaminated with no. 2 fuel oil.
The Final report demonstrated attainment of the State-
wide Health Standard and was approved by the Depart-
ment on July 21, 2015. PF802540.
1515 Orthodox Street Site, 1515 Orthodox Street,
City of Philadelphia, Philadelphia County. Jennifer L,
Gresh, P.G. Duffield Associates, Inc., 211 North 13th
Street, Philadelphia, PA 19107 on behalf of Amy Silver,
O’Leary/Tasha Odom, Frankford Friends School, 1500
Orthodox Street, Philadelphia, PA 19124 has submitted a
Remedial Investigation/Risk Assessment Report concern-
ing the remediation of site soil contaminated with benzo
(a) pyrene and dibez (a) anthracene. The Remedial
Investigation/Risk Assessment was disapproved by the
Department on July 8, 2015. PF783805.
Young Residence, 33 Schoolhouse Lane, Bristol Town-
ship, Bucks County. Jeremy W. Bolyn, Environmental
Maintenance Company, Inc., 1420 East Mermaid Lane,
Glenside, PA 19038 on behalf of Randy Young, 33 School-
house Road, Levittown, PA 19055 has submitted a Final
Report concerning the remediation of site soil contami-
nated with no. 2 fuel oil. The Final report did not
demonstrate attainment of the Statewide Health Stan-
dard and was disapproved by the Department on June 4,
2015. PF781842.
2201 East Auburn Street, 2201 East Auburn, City of
Philadelphia, Philadelphia County. Jenny Cutright,
REPSG, Inc., 6901 Kingsessing Avenue, Suite 201, Phila-
delphia, PA 19142, Sara Szymanski, REPSG, Inc., 6901
Kingsessing Avenue, Suite 201, Philadelphia, PA 1912,
Paul Aylesworth, Women’s Community Revitalization
Project, 100 West Oxford Street, Suite E-2300, Philadel-
phia, PA 19122 on behalf of City of Philadelphia Depart-
ment of Public Property, Real Estate Division, 1030
Municipal Service B, Philadelphia, PA 19102 has submit-
ted a Remedial Investigation and Cleanup Plan concern-
ing the remediation of site soil and groundwater contami-
nated with arsenic, heating compounds and pah’s. The
Cleanup Plan and Remedial Investigation Report were
approved by the Department on July 29, 2015. PF784657.
Northeast Region: Eric Supey, Environmental Cleanup
and Brownfields Program Manager, 2 Public Square,
Wilkes-Barre, PA 18701-1915.
LaBella Properties, 600 Bushkill Drive, City of
Easton, Northampton County. Rapid Response Inc., 14
Brick Kiln Court, Northampton, PA 18067 on behalf of
LaBella Properties, 600 Bushkill Drive, Easton, PA 18042,
submitted a Notice of Intent to Remediate and Final
Report concerning remediation of site soils contaminated
with MTBE, Benzene, Toluene, Ethylbenzene, Cumene,
Naphthalene, 1,2,4-Trimethylbenzene, and 1.3.5-
Trimethylbenzene. The Final Report demonstrated attain-
ment of the Statewide Health Standard for soil, and was
approved by the Department on August 6, 2015
Southwest Region: Environmental Cleanup & Brown-
field Development Program Manager, 400 Waterfront
Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15222-4745
Former LTV South Side Works, 455 South 26th
Street, City of Pittsburgh, Allegheny County. American
Geosciences, Inc., 3925 Reed Boulevard, Suite 400, Mur-
rysville, PA 15668 on behalf of Southside Works City
Apartments, LLC, 188 West Randolph Street, Suite 202,
Chicago, Illinois, 60601 submitted a Final Report concern-
ing the remediation of site soils contaminated with
mercury. The Final Report demonstrated attainment of
residential Statewide Health standard for soil and was
approved by the Department on August 6, 2015.
R.E. Uptegraff Manufacturing Company Site, 120
Uptegraff Drive (formerly 105 Bridge St.), Scottdale Bor-
ough, Westmoreland County. Woodard & Curran, 300
Penn Center Boulevard, Suite 800, Pittsburgh, PA 15235
on behalf of Endersbe Enterprises, Inc., 839 Main Street,
Latrobe, PA 15650 submitted a Clean Up Plan concerning
the remediation of site soils and groundwater contami-
nated with volatile and semi-volatile organic compounds
(VOC’s and SVOC’s), polychlorinated biphenyls (PCB’s)
and metals. The Cleanup Plan was approved by the
Department on August 6, 2015.
UPMC Luna Parking Garage, 5111 Baum Blvd, City
of Pittsburgh, Allegheny County. SE Technologies, LLC,
98 Vanadium Road, Bridgeville, PA 15017 on behalf of
UPMC, US Steel Tower, Floor 60, 600 Grant Street,
Pittsburgh, PA 15219 submitted a Remedial Investigation/
Final Report concerning the remediation of site soils and
groundwater contaminated with metals. The Remedial
Investigation/Final Report demonstrated attainment of
Site Specific standard for soil and the non-residential,
non-use aquifer Statewide Health standard for groundwa-
ter and was approved by the Department on August 11,
2015.
DETERMINATION OF APPLICABILITY FOR
RESIDUAL WASTE GENERAL PERMITS
Application(s) for Determination of Applicability
approved Under the Solid Waste Management Act
(35 P. S. §§ 6018.101—6018.1003); the Municipal
Waste Planning, Recycling and Waste Reduction
Act (53 P. S. §§ 4000.101—4000.1904); and Residual
Waste Regulations for a General Permit to Oper-
ate Residual Waste Processing Facilities and/or
the Beneficial Use of Residual Waste Other Than
Coal Ash
Northeast Region: Regional Solid Waste Manager, 2
Public Square, Wilkes-Barre, PA 18701-1915
General Permit No. WMGR096NE005. Coplay Ag-
gregates, Inc., 5101 Beekmantown Rd, Whitehall, PA
18052. A General Permit Determination of Applicability
(DOA) approval, authorizing the use of regulated fill as a
construction material at this facility located in Whitehall
Township, Lehigh County was issued on July 2, 2015.
Persons interested in obtaining more information about
the Determination of Applicability application may con-
tact the Regional Solid Waste Manager, Waste Manage-
ment Program, Northeast Regional Office, 2 Public
Square, Wilkes-Barre, PA 18701-1915 at 570-826-2511.
TDD users may contact the Department through the
Pennsylvania AT&T Relay Service, (800) 654-5984.
Determination of Applicability for General Permit
issued under the Solid Waste Management Act;
and Residual Waste Regulations for a General
Permit To Operate Residual Waste Processing
Facilities (25 Pa. Code § 287.611 relating to autho-
rization for general permit).
South Central Regional Office: Waste Management Pro-
gram, 909 Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110-8200.
General Permit No. WMGRO99SC001. Kline’s Ser-
vices, LLC, 5 Holland Street, Salunga, PA 17538.
The Southcentral Regional Office, Waste Management
Program has reissued a determination of applicability
(DOA) under Residual Waste General Permit No.
WMGR099 from Kline’s Services, Inc. to Kline’s Services,
LLC for the Kline’s Services facility located at 5 Holland
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Street, Salunga, PA in East Hempfield Township,
Lancaster County. This general permit is for the pro-
cessing of combined domestic sewage and industrial
wastewater treatment residual, generated at a pre-
treatment facility for the beneficial use as a soil additive
or effective fertilizer for utilization by (i) land application
upon agricultural, agronomic, horticultural, and
silvicultural lands and (ii) land application on disturbed
lands to facilitate re-vegetation for land reclamation
purposes. The permit was reissued on August 10, 2015.
OPERATE WASTE PROCESSING OR DISPOSAL
AREA OR SITE
Applications deemed administratively complete un-
der the Solid Waste Management Act, the Munici-
pal Waste Planning, Recycling and Waste Reduc-
tion Act and Regulations to Operate Solid Waste
Processing or Disposal area or Site.
Southcentral Region: Regional Solid Waste Manager,
909 Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110-8200
Permit No. 300668 GenOn Northeast Management
Company 121 Champion Way Canonsburg, PA 15317.
The application submitted is for a major permit modifica-
tion to close the Titus Station Beagle Club Ash Disposal
Site, a captive residual waste coal ash landfill, located in
Cumru Township, Berks County. This application was
deemed administratively complete by the Southcentral
Regional Office on July 30, 2015. The Department will
accept comments from the general public recommending
revisions to, and approval or denial of the application
during the entire time the Department is reviewing the
permit application.
Comments concerning the application should be di-
rected to Mr. John Oren, Permits Chief, Waste Manage-
ment Program, 909 Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA
17110-8200. Persons interested in obtaining more infor-
mation about this permit application may contact the
Southcentral Regional Office at (717) 705-4706. TDD
users may contact the Department through the Pennsyl-
vania AT&T Relay Service, (800) 654-5984.
AIR QUALITY
General Plan Approval and Operating Permit Usage
Authorized under the Air Pollution Control Act
(35 P. S. §§ 4001—4015) and 25 Pa. Code Chapter
127 to construct, modify, reactivate or operate air
contamination sources and associated air clean-
ing devices.
Northeast Region: Air Quality Program, 2 Public
Square, Wilkes-Barre, PA 18711-0790
Contact: Raymond Kempa, New Source Review Chief—
Telephone: 570-826-2531
GP3-39-009: Mobile Aggregate Recycling Services
(108 Switzgabel Drive, Brodheadsville, PA 18322) on July
31, 2015 for the construction and operation of a Portable
Crushing Operation with watersprays at the Grace Indus-
tries site located in Lower Macungie Twp., Lehigh
County.
GP9-39-009: Mobile Aggregate Recycling Services
(108 Switzgabel Drive, Brodheadsville, PA 18322) on July
31, 2015 for the installation and operation of Diesel I/C
engine(s) at the Grace Industries site located in Lower
Macungie Twp., Lehigh County.
Southcentral Region: Air Quality Program, 909
Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110
Contact: Thomas Hanlon, Facilities Permitting Chief,
717-705-4862, William Weaver, Regional Air Quality Man-
ager, Telephone: 717-705-4702
GP3-06-03166A: TMT Gravel & Contracting, Inc.
(1609 Pennsylvania Avenue, Pine City, NY 14871) on
August 6, 2015, for portable nonmetallic mineral process-
ing equipment under GP3 at the Conestoga Landfill in
Caernarvon Township, Berks County.
GP9-06-03166A: TMT Gravel & Contracting, Inc.
(1609 Pennsylvania Avenue, Pine City, NY 14871) on
August 6, 2015, for a diesel-fired internal combustion
engine under GP9, to power portable nonmetallic mineral
processing equipment, at the Conestoga Landfill in
Caernarvon Township, Berks County.
Northcentral Region: Air Quality Program, 208 West
Third Street, Williamsport, PA 17701
Contact: Muhammad Q. Zaman, Program Manager,
570-327-3648
GP3-08-331B: FS Lopke Contracting, Inc. (3430
State Route 434, Apalachin, NY 13732-1232) on July 30,
2015, to operate a portable mineral processing operation
pursuant to the General Plan Approval and/or General
Operating Permit for Portable Nonmetallic Mineral Pro-
cessing Plants (BAQ-GPA/GP-3) at the Wysox Quarry
located in Towanda Township, Bradford County.
GP9-08-331B: FS Lopke Contracting, Inc. (3430
State Route 434, Apalachin, NY 13732-1232) on July 30,
2015, to operate three (3) diesel engines to power a
portable mineral processing operation pursuant to the
General Plan Approval and/or General Operating Permit
for Diesel or #2 fuel-fired Internal Combustion Engines
(BAQ-GPA/GP-9) at the Wysox Quarry located in
Towanda Township, Bradford County.
Plan Approvals Issued under the Air Pollution Con-
trol Act and regulations in 25 Pa. Code Chapter
127, Subchapter B relating to construction, modi-
fication and reactivation of air contamination
sources and associated air cleaning devices.
Southcentral Region: Air Quality Program, 909
Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110
Contact: Thomas Hanlon, Facilities Permitting Chief,
717-705-4862, William Weaver, Regional Air Quality Man-
ager, Telephone: 717-705-4702
67-03172A: Panebaker Funeral Home, Inc. (43 Amy
Way, Hanover, PA 17331) on July 28, 2015, for construc-
tion of a human crematory controlled by an afterburner
at the funeral home in Heidelberg Township, York
County.
Northcentral Region: Air Quality Program, 208 West
Third Street, Williamsport, PA 17701
Contact: Muhammad Q. Zaman, Environmental Pro-
gram Manager—Telephone: 570-327-3648
14-00033A: Spectra Wood, Inc. (2651 Carolean Indus-
trial Drive, State College, PA 16801), issued plan ap-
proval on July 13, 2015 for the construction of three
surface coating spray booths (Source IDs P107, P108 and
P109) at the State College plant, located in College
Township, Centre County.
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Plan Approval Revisions Issued including Exten-
sions, Minor Modifications and Transfers of Own-
ership under the Air Pollution Control Act and 25
Pa. Code §§ 127.13, 127.13a and 127.32.
Southeast Region: Air Quality Program, 2 East Main
Street, Norristown, PA 19401
Contact: James A. Beach, New Source Review Chief—
Telephone: 484-250-5920
09-0024J: Waste Management of Pennsylvania Inc.
(1000 New Ford Mill Road, Morrisville, PA 19067) On
August 4, to construct with interim and permanent
landfill gas collection and treatment systems for the sale
for the on-site use of landfill gas in Tullytown Borough,
Bucks County
09-0102E: Clean Earth of SE PA, (7 Steel Road E,
Morrisville, PA 19067-3613) On August 4, 2015, for the
installation of two indoor diesel powered screens and the
modification of an existing screen in Falls Township,
Bucks County.
23-0003S: Monroe Company (4101 Post Road,
Trainer, PA 19061-5052) On August 2, 2015 for the
installation of a flare gas recovery system in Trainer
Borough, Delaware County.
Northcentral Region: Air Quality Program, 208 West
Third Street, Williamsport, PA 17701
Contact: Muhammad Q. Zaman, Environmental Pro-
gram Manager—Telephone: 570-327-3648
49-00047B: Furman Foods, Inc. (770 Cannery Road,
Northumberland, PA 17857) on August 4, 2015, to extend
the authorization to operate the sources pursuant to the
plan approval an additional 180 days from August 9, 2015
to February 5, 2016, at their facility located in Point
Township, Northumberland County. The plan approval
has been extended.
Southwest Region: Air Quality Program, 400 Waterfront
Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15222-4745
Contact: Mark R. Gorog, P.E., Environmental Engineer
Manager—Telephone: 412-442-4150
65-00837B: Dominion Transmission, Inc. (5000 Do-
minion Boulevard, Glenn Allen, VA 23060) on August 22,
2015, for plan approval extension pending issuance of a
Title V operating permit for its Oakford Compressor
Station located in Salem Township, Westmoreland
County.
65-00837B: Dominion Transmission, Inc. (5000 Do-
minion Boulevard, Glenn Allen, VA 23060) on August 22,
2015, for plan approval extension pending issuance of a
Title V operating permit for its Oakford Compressor
Station located in Salem Township, Westmoreland
County.
30-00089C: Dominion Transmission, Inc. (5000 Do-
minion Blvd., 2 NW, Glen Allen, VA 23060) Extension
effective August 19, 2015, to extend the period of tempo-
rary operation of the natural gas-fired compressor tur-
bine, microturbine generators, and boiler authorized un-
der plan approval PA-30-00089C, until February 19, 2016
at the Crayne Compressor Station located in Franklin
Township, Greene County.
30-00072H: Consol Pennsylvania Coal Company,
LLC (1000 Consol Energy Dr., Canonsburg, PA 15317)
plan approval extension is effective July 7, 2015, with an
expiration date of January 7, 2016, to authorize continued
temporary operation of sources and controls associated
with the Bailey Prep Plant expansion located in Richhill
Township, Greene County. The Bailey Prep Plant is a
Title V facility.
30-00072I: Consol Pennsylvania Coal Company,
LLC (1000 Consol Energy Dr., Canonsburg, PA 15317)
plan approval extension is effective July 11, 2015, with an
expiration date of January 11, 2016, to authorize contin-
ued temporary operation of sources and controls associ-
ated with the Enlow Fork Overland Conveyor located in
Richhill Township, Greene County. The conveyor deliv-
ers raw coal from the Enlow Fork Mine to the Bailey
Prep Plant, a Title V facility.
PA-03-00244A: Dominium Transmission, Inc. (5000
Dominum Blvd, 2NW Glen Allen, VA 23060) on August
06, 2015, to grant 180-day Plan Approval extension to
extend temporary operation for their natural gas trans-
mission facility at Rural Valley Compressor Station site
located in Valley Township, Armstrong County.
65-00837B: Dominion Transmission, Inc. (5000 Do-
minion Boulevard, Glenn Allen, VA 23060) on August 22,
2015, for plan approval extension pending issuance of a
Title V operating permit for its Oakford Compressor
Station located in Salem Township, Westmoreland
County.
65-00629A: CBC Latrobe Acquisition, LLC (100
33rd Street, Latrobe, PA 15650-1474) on July 9, 2015, to
extend the temporary operation period for the wastewater
pretreatment system to allow additional shake-down of
the new sources at the Latrobe Brewery located in in
Latrobe Borough, Westmoreland County. The new expi-
ration date is January 9, 2016.
Title V Operating Permits Issued under the Air
Pollution Control Act and 25 Pa. Code Chapter
127, Subchapter G.
Northcentral Region: Air Quality Program, 208 West
Third Street, Williamsport, PA 17701
Contact: Muhammad Q. Zaman, Environmental Pro-
gram Manager—Telephone: 570-327-3648
60-00002: NGC Industries, LLC (PO Box 210, West
Milton, PA 17886-0210) on July 31, 2015, was issued a
renewal Title V operating permit for their facility located
in White Deer Township, Lycoming County. The facili-
ty’s main sources include two gas-fired boilers, several
storage tanks, and two emergency reciprocating internal
combustion engines. The Title V operating permit con-
tains all applicable regulatory requirements including
monitoring, recordkeeping and reporting conditions.
Southwest Region: Air Quality Program, 400 Waterfront
Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15222-4745
Contact: M. Gorog & B. Hatch, Environmental Engineer
Managers—Telephone: 412-442-4150/5226
04-00306: BASF Corporation/Monaca Plant (370
Frankfort Road, Monaca, PA 15061) on July 1, 2015, the
Department issued a Title V Operating Permit for the
operation styrene/butadiene dispersion emulsion facility
located in Potter Township, Beaver County.
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Operating Permits for Non-Title V Facilities Issued
under the Air Pollution Control Act and 25
Pa. Code Chapter 127, Subchapter F.
Southeast Region: Air Quality Program, 2 East Main
Street, Norristown, PA 19401
Contact: Janine Tulloch-Reid, Facilities Permitting
Chief—Telephone: 484-250-5920
15-00049: Taylor Industries, Inc. (35 Anderson Road,
Parkerford, PA 19457) On August 3, 2015, for a non-Title
V Facility, State-Only, Synthetic Minor Operating Permit
in East Coventry Township, Chester County. Taylor
Industries, Inc. is a manufacturer of quality marble
fixtures (i.e., lavatory tops, showers, tubs and whirlpools)
for the home. The facility’s primary emission sources are
two (2) gelcoat spray booths, five (5) mixers, a casting
(molding) area and two (2) 4,500 gallon (cap.) resin
storage tanks. This action is a renewal of the State Only
Operating Permit. The permit was initially issued on
7-5-2005 and was subsequently renewed on 7-14-2010.
The permit will include monitoring, recordkeeping, re-
porting, and work practice standards designed to keep the
facility operating within all applicable air quality require-
ments.
Northcentral Region: Air Quality Program, 208 West
Third Street, Williamsport, PA 17701
Contact: Muhammad Q. Zaman, Environmental Pro-
gram Manager—Telephone: 570-327-3648
41-00015: Pennsylvania Department of Correc-
tions (P.O. Box 598, Camp Hill, PA 17001-0598) on
August 4, 2015, for a State Only operating permit
renewal for their Muncy Correctional Institution located
in Clinton Township, Lycoming County. The facility’s
sources include two (2) natural gas-fired boilers, seven (7)
#2 fuel oil-fired small combustion units, three (3)
propane-fired small combustion units and six (6) emer-
gency generators, which have the potential to emit less
than the major thresholds of all criteria pollutants. The
operating permit renewal contains all applicable regula-
tory requirements including monitoring, recordkeeping,
and reporting conditions.
17-00006: Mt. Savage Specialty Refractories Com-
pany (PO Box 60, Curwensville, PA 16833-0060) on
August 7, 2015 issued a state only operating permit for
their facility located in Pike Township, Clearfield
County. The state only operating permit contains all
applicable regulatory requirements including monitoring,
recordkeeping and reporting conditions.
Southwest Region: Air Quality Program, 400 Waterfront
Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15222-4745
Contact: Barbara Hatch, Facilities Permitting Chief—
Telephone: 412-442-5226
26-00057: Matt Canestrale Contracting, Inc./
Labelle Site (1035 Labelle Rd, La Belle, PA 15450) on
August 6, 2015, the Department issued a Minor Operat-
ing Permit Modification (MOPM) for its facility located in
Luzerne Township, Fayette County. The MOPM incor-
porates the de minimis emission increase authorized on
June 19, 2015 for the temporary acceptance of additional
material, in the amount of 214,285 tons of bituminous
coal from Cumberland Mine, beyond the current through-
put limitation in SOOP-26-00057 of 416,000 tons per 12
month consecutive period. The additional requirements
have been incorporated into the SOOP as follows:
• The temporary acceptance of additional material
shall be limited to barge unloading by the existing
permitted clamshells and trucked, via in-plant roads, only
to Alpha Pa Coal Terminal’s coal stockpile;
• Additional accepted material shall not exceed 214,285
tons of bituminous coal from the Cumberland Mine;
• Trucks shall not cross or travel on public roads when
transferring coal to the Alpha Pa Coal Terminal;
• A set vehicle pattern, via in-plant roads, shall be
maintained and the on-site pressurized water truck shall
be utilized as necessary to prevent fugitive emissions
from becoming airborne in accordance with 25 Pa. Code
§§ 123.1 and 123.2;
• Coal shall not be transferred at any time that the
on-site pressurized water truck is incapable of operation;
• The vehicle traffic area shall be periodically delin-
eated with gravel or crushed stone, as needed to prevent
fugitive emissions from crossing the property line;
• Actual emissions shall not exceed 0.6 ton of PM10
from a single source and 3.0 tons of PM10 at the facility
during the term of this project;
• Throughput of material trucked to the reclamation
area shall not exceed 416,000 tons in any 12 month
consecutive period;
• A daily log of tons of coal accepted shall be main-
tained on-site for a minimum of five years and shall be
made available to the Department upon request;
• This temporary operation shall terminate on Septem-
ber 30, 2015.
PA-03-00246B: Bedrock Mines LP (111 Freeport
Road, Aspinwall, PA 15215-2943), on August 06, 2015, to
extend the period of temporary operation for 180 days for
their Coal Blending Facility located in Plumcreek Town-
ship, Armstrong County.
65-00865: DNP Imagingcomm America Corpora-
tion (1001 Technology Drive, Mt. Pleasant, PA 15666) In
accordance with 25 Pa. Code §§ 127.424 and 127.425 the
Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) gives
notice that they intend to issue a State Only Operating
Permit (SOOP) to DNP to authorize the continued opera-
tion of their plant located Mount Pleasant, East
Huntingdon Township, Westmoreland County.
The facility produces thermal transfer ribbons for fac-
simile, bar code and dye-sublimation printers. Thermal
transfer ribbon is used in high quality printing applica-
tions. Most of the product manufactured by this facility
will be used for bar coding purposes. Sources at this
facility include coating lines, storage tanks, boilers and
an emergency generator. Control units include solvent
recovery units, thermal oxidizers, and dust collectors. The
facility is currently a synthetic minor source of VOC and
HAP because the proposed facility wide potential to emit
through Plan Approval PA-65-00865C is limited not to
equal or exceed 50 tpy for VOC, 10 tpy for single HAP,
and 25 tpy for combined HAPs. The emission restriction,
testing, monitoring, recordkeeping, reporting and work
practice conditions of the proposed permit have been
derived from the applicable requirements of 25 Pa. Code,
Article III, Chapters 121—145 (and Federal rules if
applicable).
65-00865: DNP Imagingcomm America Corpora-
tion (1001 Technology Drive, Mt. Pleasant, PA 15666) In
accordance with 25 Pa. Code §§ 127.424 and 127.425,
notice is hereby given that the Pennsylvania Department
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of Environmental Protection (DEP) intends to issue an
Air Quality State Only Operating Permit (SOOP) to DNP
Imagingcomm America Corporation to authorize the con-
tinued operation of their thermal transfer ribbons manu-
facturing plant located in Mount Pleasant, East
Huntingdon Township, Westmoreland County.
The facility produces thermal transfer ribbons for fac-
simile, bar code and dye-sublimation printers. Thermal
transfer ribbon is used in high quality printing applica-
tions. Sources at this facility include coating lines, storage
tanks, boilers and an emergency generator. Control units
include solvent recovery units, thermal oxidizers, and
dust collectors. The facility is currently a synthetic minor
source of VOC and HAP because the proposed facility
wide potential to emit through Plan Approval PA-65-
00865C is limited not to equal or exceed 50 tpy for VOC,
10 tpy for single HAP, and 25 tpy for combined HAPs.
This facility is subject to the applicable requirements of
40 CFR Part 60 Subpart Dc-Standards of Performance for
Small Industrial-Commercial-Institutional Steam Gener-
ating Units, 40 CFR Part 63 Subpart ZZZZ—NESHAP for
Stationary Reciprocating Internal Combustion Engines
(RICE), and 25 Pa. Code Chapters 121—145. The pro-
posed SOOP includes source-specific emission limitations,
operational restrictions, compliance testing and monitor-
ing requirements, work practice standards, and associ-
ated recordkeeping and reporting requirements.
11-00418: Tube City IMS, LLC (1155 Business Center
Drive, Horsham, PA 19044) on July 21, 2015, the Depart-
ment issued a State Only Operating Permit renewal for
the operation of the slag processing facility located in
East Taylor Township, Cambria County.
Anchor Hocking LLC/Monaca Plant #04-00084 (400
9th Street, Monaca, PA 15061-1862) on July 17, 2015, the
Department issued a State Only (Synthetic Minor) Oper-
ating Permit for the operation of a glass manufacturing
facility located in the Borough of Monaca, Beaver
County. Anchor operates the following air emission
sources: 68 MMBtus/hr glass melting furnace, 11 lehrs, 1
glazer and miscellaneous natural gas usages in the
manufacturing of pressed and blown glass. This facility
has the potential to emit 99.0 tpy NOx, 29.6 tpy CO, 25.4
tpy SOx, 12.0 tpy VOC, 18.4 tpy PM filterable, 18.3 tpy
PM10 and 16.6 tpy PM2.5. This facility is subject to the
applicable requirements of Pa. Code, Chapters 121—145.
Northwest Region: Air Quality Program, 230 Chestnut
Street, Meadville, PA 16335-3481
Contact: Edward Orris, New Source Review Chief—
Telephone: 814-332-6636
27-00033: National Forest Products, (427 NFP
Drive, Marienville, PA 16237) on July 16, 2015, issued the
renewal of the State Only Operating Permit for the
cabinet manufacturing facility located in Jenks Township,
Forest County. The primary sources at the facility are 2
paint booths and wood staining activities. The facility is a
Natural Minor. Potential emissions are 21.6 tpy VOC,
4.74 tpy for single highest HAP; and 8.48 tpy for all
HAPs combined; and less than 1 tpy for CO, PM, SOx, &
NOx. The renewal permit contains emission restrictions,
recordkeeping, work practice, and additional require-
ments to ensure compliance with the Clean Air Act and
the Air Pollution Control Act.
61-00208: Specialty Fabrications & Powder Coat-
ing LLC (455 Allegheny Blvd., Franklin, PA 16323-0790)
on July 28, 2015 for a Natural Minor Permit to operate a
sheet metal fabrication facility. The facility is located at
Sugarcreek Borough, Venango County. The updated
emitting Sources are: 1) Miscellaneous Natural Gas Us-
age, 2) Paint Line, 3) Drying/Curing Powder Coat, 4)
Burn Off-Oven and, 5) Laser Cutter (1). The Potential
emissions provided in the permit renewal application are:
PM: 6.82 Tons per year (PM-10) NOx: 4.34 TPY, SOx: 0.03
TPY, VOC: 7.90 TPY, CO: 3.65, HAPs: 0.37 TPY.
61-00219: GOC Property Holdings, LLC (175 Main
Street, Oil City, PA 16301) on August 4, 2015 issued a
Natural Minor Operating Permit for the metal heat
treating facility located in Rouseville Borough, Venango
County. The facility’s primary emission sources are two
heat treating furnaces, a quench tank, a cooling tower
and a 1.76 mmbtu/hr natural gas fired boiler. The permit
contains emission restrictions, testing requirements,
monitoring requirements, recordkeeping requirements, re-
porting requirements, work practice requirements, and
additional requirements from plan approval 61-219A. The
potential emissions from the facility are: 11.74 TPY NOx;
3.25 TPY CO; 1.04 TPY PM10; 0.09 TPY SOx; 0.75 TPY
VOC; and, 16,398 TPY CO2.
Operating Permit Revisions Issued including Ad-
ministrative Amendments, Minor Modifications or
Transfers of Ownership under the Air Pollution
Control Act and 25 Pa. Code §§ 127.412, 127.450,
127.462 and 127.464.
Northcentral Region: Air Quality Program, 208 West
Third Street, Williamsport, PA 17701
Contact: Muhammad Q. Zaman, Environmental Pro-
gram Manager—Telephone: 570-327-3648
08-00029: Talen Renewable Energy, LLC (835 Ham-
ilton Street, Suite 150 (GENPL4) Allentown, PA 18101),
issued an amendment of the state only operating permit
on July 30, 2015 for their facility located at the Bradford
County Landfill located in West Burlington Township,
Bradford County. This operating permit amendment is
for the name change of the owners of the facility.
41-00082: Talen Renewable Energy, LLC (835 Ham-
ilton Street, Suite 150 (GENPL4) Allentown, PA 18101),
issued an amendment of the Title V operating permit on
July 30, 2015 for their facility located at the Lycoming
County Landfill located in Brady Township, Lycoming
County. This operating permit amendment is for the
name change of the owners of the facility.
14-00037: Spectrum Control, Inc. (1900 West College
Avenue, State College, PA 16801), on August 3, 2015,
issued a revised State Only operating permit, Revision
No. 1 for a change of ownership of their facility located in
Ferguson Township, Centre County. The change of
owner ship was for the Responsible Official which has
been revised to Mr. Robert Taveres, President & Chief
Executive Officer. This revised State Only operating
permit contains all applicable regulatory requirements
including monitoring, recordkeeping, and reporting condi-
tions.
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ACTIONS ON COAL AND NONCOAL
MINING ACTIVITY APPLICATIONS
Actions on applications under the Surface Mining
Conservation and Reclamation Act (52 P. S.
§§ 1396.1—1396.19a); the Noncoal Surface Mining
Conservation and Reclamation Act (52 P. S.
§§ 3301—3326); The Clean Streams Law; the Coal
Refuse Disposal Control Act (52 P. S. §§ 30.51—
30.66); and The Bituminous Mine Subsidence and
Land Conservation Act (52 P. S. §§ 1406.1—
1406.20a). The final action on each application
also constitutes action on the NPDES permit
application and, if noted, the request for a Sec-
tion 401 Water Quality Certification. Mining activ-
ity permits issued in response to applications will
also address the application permitting require-
ments of the following statutes: the Air Quality
Pollution Act (35 P. S. §§ 4001—4014); the Dam
Safety and Encroachments Act (32 P. S. §§ 693.1—
693.27); and the Solid Waste Management Act (35
P. S. §§ 6018.101—6018.1002).
Coal Permits Issued
California District Office: 25 Technology Drive, Coal
Center, PA 15423, 724-769-1100
30841316 and NPDES No. PA0213535. Consol
Pennsylvania Coal Company LLC, (1525 Pleasant
Grove Road, PO Box J, Claysville, PA 15323). To revise
the permit for the Bailey Mine & Prep Plant in Richhill
and Aleppo Townships, Greene County to add 2,142.0
acres to the underground mine permit boundary and the
subsidence control plan permit boundary for development
mining. Underground Acres Proposed 2,142.0, Subsidence
Control Plan Acres Proposed 2,142.0. No additional dis-
charges. The application was considered administratively
complete on February 24, 2015. Application received
December 2, 2014. Permit issued July 28, 2015.
Cambria District Mining Office: 286 Industrial Park
Road, Ebensburg, PA 15931, 814-472-1900
Permit No. 56940101 and NPDES No. PA0212768.
Rosebud Mining Company, P.O. Box 157, Meyersdale,
PA 15552, permit renewal for reclamation only of a
bituminous surface and auger mine in Brothersvalley
Township, Somerset County affecting 205.9 acres. Re-
ceiving streams: unnamed tributaries to/and Buffalo
Creek classified for the following use: cold water fishes.
There are no potable water supply intakes within 10
miles downstream. Application received: April 10, 2014.
Permit issued: August 3, 2015.
Pottsville District Mining Office: 5 West Laurel Boule-
vard, Pottsville, PA 17901, 570-621-3118
Permit No. 54643034R6. Reading Anthracite Com-
pany, (PO Box 1200, Pottsville, PA 17901), renewal of an
existing anthracite surface mine and coal refuse disposal
operation in Cass Township, Schuylkill County affecting
42.0 acres, receiving stream: West Branch Schuylkill
River. Application received: March 10, 2015. Renewal
issued: August 4, 2015.
Permit No. 54643034GP104R. Reading Anthracite
Company, (PO Box 1200, Pottsville, PA 17901), renewal
of General NPDES Stormwater Permit for stormwater
discharges associated with mining activities on Surface
Mining Permit No. 54643034 in Cass Township, Schuyl-
kill County, receiving stream: West Branch Schuylkill
River. Application received: March 10, 2015. Renewal
issued: August 4, 2015.
Noncoal Permits Issued
Pottsville District Mining Office: 5 West Laurel Boule-
vard, Pottsville, PA 17901, 570-621-3118
Permit No. 58010301C and NPDES Permit No.
PA0224171. Pennsy Supply, Inc., (PO Box 3331, Har-
risburg, PA 17105), correction of an existing quarry
operation for a depth correction and to add 2.82 acres for
a total of 44.78 acres in Bridgewater Township,
Susquehanna County, receiving stream: unnamed
tributary to South Branch Wyalusing Creek. Application
received: October 9, 2014. Correction issued: August 10,
2015.
ACTIONS ON BLASTING ACTIVITY
APPLICATIONS
Actions on applications under the Explosives Acts
of 1937 and 1957 and 25 Pa. Code § 211.124. Blast-
ing activity performed as part of a coal or
noncoal mining activity will be regulated by the
mining permit for that coal or noncoal mining
activity.
Blasting Permits Issued
Moshannon District Mining Office: 186 Enterprise
Drive, Philipsburg, PA 16866, 814-342-8200
14154107. Douglas Explosives, Inc. (P. O. Box 77,
Philipsburg, PA 16866). Blasting for water treatment
plant on the Penn State water line project located in
College Township, Centre County with an expiration
date of December 30, 2015. Permit issued: August 4,
2015.
Pottsville District Mining Office: 5 West Laurel Boule-
vard, Pottsville, PA 17901, 570-621-3118
Permit No. 36154130. Maine Drilling & Blasting,
Inc., (P.O. Box 1140, Gardiner, ME 04345), construction
blasting for BIH Window and Door in Paradise Township,
Lancaster County with an expiration date of July 31,
2016. Permit issued: August 8, 2015.
Permit No. 36154131. Keystone Blasting Service,
(15 Hopeland Road, Lititz, PA 17543), construction blast-
ing for Fairview Heights in Terre Hill Borough,
Lancaster County with an expiration date of August 30,
2015. Permit issued: August 8, 2015.
Permit No. 36154133. Keystone Blasting Service,
(15 Hopeland Road, Lititz, PA 17543), construction blast-
ing for Brethern School in West Hempfield Township,
Lancaster County with an expiration date of September
30, 2015. Permit issued: August 8, 2015.
FEDERAL WATER POLLUTION
CONTROL ACT SECTION 401
The Department has taken the following actions on
previously received permit applications, requests for Envi-
ronmental Assessment approval and requests for Water
Quality Certification under section 401 of the Federal
Water Pollution Control Act (FWPCA) (33 U.S.C.A.
§ 1341).
Except as otherwise noted, the Department has granted
401 Water Quality Certification certifying that the con-
struction and operation described will comply with sec-
tions 301—303, 306 and 307 of the FWPCA (33 U.S.C.A.
§§ 1311—1313, 1316 and 1317) and that the construction
will not violate applicable Federal and State water qual-
ity standards.
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Persons aggrieved by an action may appeal that action
to the Environmental Hearing Board (Board) under sec-
tion 4 of the Environmental Hearing Board Act and 2
Pa.C.S. §§ 501—508 and 701—704. The appeal should be
sent to the Environmental Hearing Board, Second Floor,
Rachel Carson State Office Building, 400 Market Street,
PO Box 8457, Harrisburg, PA 17105-8457, (717) 787-3483.
TDD users may contact the Board through the Pennsylva-
nia AT&T Relay Service, (800) 654-5984. Appeals must be
filed with the Board within 30 days of publication of this
notice in the Pennsylvania Bulletin unless the appropri-
ate statute provides a different time period. Copies of the
appeal form and the Board’s rules of practice and proce-
dure may be obtained from the Board. The appeal form
and the Board’s rules of practice and procedure are also
available in Braille or on audiotape from the Secretary to
the Board at (717) 787-3483. This paragraph does not, in
and of itself, create a right of appeal beyond that
permitted by applicable statutes and decisional law.
For individuals who wish to challenge an action, the
appeal must reach the Board within 30 days. A lawyer is
not needed to file an appeal with the Board.
Important legal rights are at stake, however, so indi-
viduals should show this notice to a lawyer at once.
Persons who cannot afford a lawyer may qualify for free
pro bono representation. Call the Secretary to the Board
at (717) 787-3483 for more information.
Actions on applications for the following activities
filed under the Dam Safety and Encroachments
Act (32 P. S. §§ 693.1—693.27), section 302 of the
Flood Plain Management Act (32 P. S. § 679.302)
and The Clean Streams Law and Notice of Final
Action for Certification under section 401 of the
FWPCA.
Permits, Environmental Assessments and 401 Water
Quality Certifications Issued:
WATER OBSTRUCTIONS AND ENCROACHMENTS
Southcentral Region: Waterways & Wetlands Program,
909 Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110, Ed Muzic,
Section Chief, 717.705.4802.
E05-380: South Woodbury Township, 125 North
Road, New Enterprise, PA 16664 in South Woodbury
Township, Bedford County, U.S. Army Corps of Engi-
neers, Baltimore District.
To install and maintain a 1.5 in. diameter wastewater
lateral (Latitude: 40° 09 24, Longitude: -78° 22 58)
crossing 20 linear feet of UNT to Beaver Creek (HQ-
CWF) and 36 linear feet of wetlands (EV) and to abandon
20 linear feet of 1.5 in. diameter wastewater lateral under
a UNT to Beaver Creek (HQ-CWF) and to abandon 36
linear feet of 1.5 in. diameter wastewater lateral under
wetlands (EV). The project proposed to directly affect
0.002 acre of stream and 0.02 acre of wetlands. Wetland
impacts are temporary and no compensatory mitigation is
required. The permit was issued on July 21, 2015.
E22-614: Pennsylvania Department of Transporta-
tion, 400 North Street, 6th Floor, Harrisburg, PA 17105-
3457.
To remove existing structure and to install and main-
tain a 25-linear foot open bottom box culvert with a 9-foot
wide by 6.7 foot high opening in UNT to Swatara Creek
(WWF, MF)(Latitude: 40° 11 48, Longitude: -76° 44 31)
for improvements to the current transportation corridor
to meet current and future needs. No wetlands will be
impacted by this project. The permit was issued on July
16, 2015.
E36-939: Lancaster County, 150 North Queen Street,
Suite 612, Lancaster, Pennsylvania 17603 in Earl Town-
ship, Lancaster County, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,
Baltimore District.
To remove an existing structure and to 1) construct and
maintain a 99.0-foot long 24.48-foot wide simple span
composite pre-stressed concrete adjacent box beam bridge
having an underclearance of 10.17 feet across the Cones-
toga River (WWF, MF); and 2) install and maintain an
18.0-inch diameter thermoplastic pipe outfall with a
concrete endwall and R-4 rock rip rap apron in and along
the Conestoga River (WWF, MF). The project is located
along White Oak Road near its intersection with Cones-
toga Avenue (Latitude: 40° 08 44.6, Longitude: -76° 04
40.0) in Earl Township, Lancaster County. No wetlands
will be impacted by this project. The permit was issued
on March 13, 2015.
E36-934: Daniel B. Stoltzfus, 102 Lower Valley Road,
Cristiana, Pennsylvania 17509 in Sadsbury Township,
Lancaster County, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Balti-
more District.
To remove existing structures; to construct and main-
tain 1.) a 40.0-foot wide by 100.0-foot long heifer compost
facility in the floodway of Valley Run (TSF, MF); 2.) a
1,432 square foot concrete animal heavy use area; 3.) a 8
foot high by 256 foot long concrete wall in the floodway of
Valley Run (TSF, MF); and to install and maintain 1.) an
8.0-inch diameter concrete encased PVC manure transfer
pipe under Valley Run (TSF, MF); 2.) a 63-foot long by
12-foot wide slatted livestock crossing in and across
Valley Run (TSF, MF); 5.) a 6.0-inch diameter PVC
SDR-35 outfall to Valley Run with R-4 rip rap apron; 6.) a
12.0-inch diameter PVC SDR-35 outfall to Valley Run
(TSF, MF) with R-4 rip-rap apron; 7) an 80 feet long, 2
inch diameter water line under Valley Run (TSF, MF); 8)
Two (2), 8 feet diameter fresh water troughs with 20 feet
by 20 feet gravel pads in the floodway of Valley Run (TSF,
MF). All impacts occur at the coordinates of Latitude
39°5546 and Longitude -76°0121 in Sadsbury Town-
ship, Lancaster County. The permit was issued on March
13, 2015.
Southwest Region: Waterways and Wetlands Program
Manager, 400 Waterfront Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15222-
4745.
E63-655. Redevelopment Authority of the County
of Washington, 100 West Beau Street, Suite 603, Wash-
ington, PA 15301; North Strabane and Peters Townships,
Washington County; ACOE Pittsburgh District.
Has been given consent to:
1. dredge an approximately 9.9 acres area of
Canonsburg Lake (HQ-WWF);
2. construct and maintain within an approximately 6.2
acres area of the lake: a) a 105 (L) x 25 (W) x 2.5 (H)
submerged weir, b) a sediment forebay, including a 1,342
(L) x 25 (W), berm within the lake that is approximately
2 above the normal pool elevation of 918 and c) an
approximately 1,550 long auxillary channel, which will
also impact a deminimus amount of wetland (0.04 acre);
3. construct and maintain two (2) boat access ramps on
either side of the submerged weir;
4. construct and maintain an access road along the
sediment forebay, within the lake,
5. construct and maintain, as another component of the
aforementioned access road, Culvert #1, consisting of two
(2) 48 diameter culverts, with the one of the inverts
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depressed a minimum of 6 below the natural stream bed,
within an unnamed tributary to Little Chartiers Creek
(a.k.a. UNT-3), which will impact approximately 120
linear feet of UNT-3 (HQ-WWF), and Culvert #3, which
will impact a deminimus amount ( 0.01 acre) of Wetland
WCL 10.
During the dredging and sediment forebay construction,
approximately 70,000 cubic yards of accumulated sedi-
ment will be removed from the lake. Land-based excava-
tors will be used to construct the sediment forebay; while,
a barge mounted excavator will be used to dredge the
lake. This project is the initial phase of the Canonsburg
Lake Aquatic Ecosystem Restoration Project, which will
ultimate affect approximately 37.5 acres of the lake, for
the purpose of restoring recreation and deep water
aquatic habitat in portions of the lake. The project is
located near where McDowell Lane crosses Canonsburg
Lake (USGS Quadrangle: Canonsburg, PA and
Bridgeville, PA; Latitude: 40° 16 3.67; Longitude: -80° 7
55.03), in North Strabane and Peters Townships, Wash-
ington County.
E63-657. J. Angelides Enterprises, LP, 20 Carnegie
Avenue, Staten Island, NY 10314; South Strabane Town-
ship, Washington County, ACOE Pittsburgh District.
Has been given consent to construct and maintain
features associated with a new residential development.
These features include:
1. A 28 wide, 9 tall, 77 long box culvert crossing of
an unnamed tributary to Chartiers Creek (WWF),
2. An 8 diameter PVC sanitary sewer line crossing of
the same unnamed tributary to Chartiers Creek,
3. A 15 HDPE stormwater outfall structure that dis-
charges to the aforementioned tributary,
4. 0.07 acre of PEM/PSS wetland fill associated with a
road crossing,
5. A 40 linear foot emergency road stream crossing of
another UNT to Chartiers Creek (WWF),
6. An 8 diameter PVC sanitary sewer line crossing of
the aforementioned tributary,
7. One (1) 15, 3 long HDPE storm sewer line crossing
of the aforementioned tributary, and
8. A 16 long, 8 wide walking bridge crossing of the
aforementioned tributary.
Cumulatively, the proposed features will permanently
impact approximately 153 linear feet, and temporarily
impact 20 linear feet of unnamed tributaries to Chartiers
Creek (WWF), and 0.07 acre of PEM/PSS wetlands. A
0.17 acre wetland replacement area is proposed to com-
pensate for permanent wetland impacts. The project is
located near the intersection of Country Club Road (S.R.
1045) and Kirk Lane (USGS Washington East Quad-
rangle; N: inches; W: inches; Lat: 40° 12 06.67; Long:
-80° 14 31.63), in South Strabane Township, Washington
County. Northwest Region: Waterways and Wetlands Pro-
gram Manager, 230 Chestnut Street, Meadville, PA
16335.
E10-488, Browns Hill Road Associates, LLC. 10431
Perry Highway, Suite 100, Wexford, PA 15090 in
Middlesex Township, Butler County, ACOE Pittsburgh
District.
Giving its consent to conduct the following activities
associated with the construction of a new 94 lot residen-
tial development and related infrastructure at a point
approximately 1,500 feet northeast of the Browns Hill
Road and Leslie Road intersection (Valencia, PA Quad-
rangle N: 40°, 41, 29.8; W: -79°, 54, 15.2):
1. to construct and maintain a corrugated metal pipe
arch culvert crossing of an unnamed tributary to Glade
Run measuring approximately 54 inches high by 77
inches wide by 66 feet long and to install and maintain
four (4) utility line crossings at the location of this
culvert;
2. to construct and maintain a corrugated metal pipe
arch culvert crossing of an unnamed tributary to Glade
Run measuring approximately 48 inches high by 68
inches wide by 88 feet long and to install and maintain
four (4) utility line crossings at the location of this
culvert;
3. to construct and maintain a HDPE culvert crossing
of an unnamed tributary to Glade Run measuring ap-
proximately 18 inches in diameter by 75 feet long and to
install and maintain four (4) utility line crossings at the
location of this culvert;
4. to construct and maintain a HDPE culvert stream
enclosure of an unnamed tributary to Glade Run measur-
ing approximately 24 inches in diameter by 129 feet long
and to install and maintain four (4) utility line crossings
at the location of this stream enclosure;
5. to install and maintain three (3) sanitary sewer line
crossings of two (2) unnamed tributaries to Glade Run;
6. to install and maintain three (3) sanitary sewer line
crossings of three (3) wetland areas;
7. to install and maintain a stormwater pipeline cross-
ings of an unnamed tributary to Glade Run.
As mitigation for the water resource impacts, the
Permittee will create approximately 4,240 square feet of
on-site replacement wetlands and restore/enhance ap-
proximately 1,052 linear feet of on-site stream channel.
E24-262, Brockway Borough Municipal Authority,
501 Main Street, Brockway, PA 15824 in Horton Town-
ship, Elk County, ACOE Pittsburgh District.
To construct utility line crossings of a tributary to
Rattlesnake Creek at two locations under existing cul-
verts and to temporarily impact 0.02 acre of EV wetland
for construction of waterline from the Elk/Jefferson
County line (Sabula, PA Quadrangle N: 41°, 13, 50.56;
W: 78°, 44, 11.95) and extending approximately 1,563
feet east along Rattlesnake Road (Sabula, PA Quadrangle
N: 41°, 14, 01.97; W: 78°, 43, 56.83).
Work is part of the total of approximately 6,697 feet of
new waterline to interconnect the Rattlesnake and Whet-
stone distribution systems in Jefferson and Elk Counties.
Additional impacts associated with the project are being
authorized under DEP Permit No. E33-251.
E33-251, Brockway Borough Municipal Authority,
501 Main Street, Brockway PA 15824 in Snyder Town-
ship, Jefferson County, ACOE Pittsburgh District.
To construct a water line crossing of Rattlesnake Creek,
a total of 4 crossings of a tributary to Rattlesnake Creek,
three crossings of EV wetland (two by directional drill
and one by open trench impacting 0.01 acre), and a
temporary timber mat crossing impacting 0.01 acre of EV
wetland adjacent to existing roadway beginning at the
existing Siple Road booster pump station (Sabula, PA
Quadrangle N: 41°, 13, 23.24; W: 78°, 44, 15.01) and
extending northeast along Rattlesnake Road approxi-
mately 5,134 feet to the Jefferson/Elk County line
(Sabula, PA Quandrangle N: 41°, 13, 50.56; W: 78°, 44,
11.95).
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Work is part of the total of approximately 6,697 feet of
new waterline to interconnect the Rattlesnake and Whet-
stone distribution systems in Jefferson and Elk Counties.
Additional impacts associated with the project are being
authorized under DEP Permit No. E24-262.
District Oil and Gas Operations: Eastern Oil & Gas
District, 208 West Third Street, Suite 101, Williamsport,
PA
E5829-094: Jackson Township, Susquehanna Gather-
ing, LLC, 1429 Oliver Road, New Milford, PA 18834,
Jackson Township, Susquehanna County, ACOE Balti-
more District.
To construct, operate, and maintain:
1. a 12 inch diameter natural gas pipeline, 16 inch
diameter water line, and temporary timber mat crossing
impacting 242 square feet ( 0.01 acre) of a PEM wetland
(Thompson, PA Quadrangle; Lat. 41° 49 31 N, Long. -75°
37 18 W),
2. a 12 inch diameter natural gas pipeline, 16 inch
diameter water line, and temporary timber bridge cross-
ing impacting 53 lineal feet of the Butler Creek (CWF-
MF) (Thompson, PA Quadrangle; Lat. 41° 49 31 N,
Long. -75° 37 17 W).
The Leonard Pipeline consists of a 12 gas gathering
line and a 16 waterline all located within Jackson
Township, Susquehanna County and connects the Range
Unit 72 well site to the Susquehanna Gathering Well
Connect 60-64 Pipeline. The project will result in 53
linear feet of temporary stream impacts and 242 square
feet (0.01 acre) of temporary wetland impacts; all for
the purpose of conveying Marcellus Shale natural gas to
market.
EROSION AND SEDIMENT CONTROL
The following Erosion and Sediment Control permits
have been issued.
Persons aggrieved by an action may appeal that action
to the Environmental Hearing Board (Board) under sec-
tion 4 of the Environmental Hearing Board Act and 2
Pa.C.S. §§ 501—508 and 701—704. The appeal should be
sent to the Environmental Hearing Board, Second Floor,
Rachel Carson State Office Building, 400 Market Street,
PO Box 8457, Harrisburg, PA 17105-8457, (717) 787-3483.
TDD users may contact the Board through the Pennsylva-
nia AT&T Relay Service, (800) 654-5984. Appeals must be
filed with the Board within 30 days of publication of this
notice in the Pennsylvania Bulletin unless the appropri-
ate statute provides a different time period. Copies of the
appeal form and the Board’s rules of practice and proce-
dure may be obtained from the Board. The appeal form
and the Board’s rules of practice and procedure are also
available in Braille or on audiotape from the Secretary to
the Board at (717) 787-3483. This paragraph does not, in
and of itself, create a right of appeal beyond that
permitted by applicable statutes and decisional law.
For individuals who wish to challenge an action, the
appeal must reach the Board within 30 days. A lawyer is
not needed to file an appeal with the Board.
Important legal rights are at stake, however, so indi-
viduals should show this notice to a lawyer at once.
Persons who cannot afford a lawyer may qualify for free
pro bono representation. Call the Secretary to the Board
at (717) 787-3483 for more information.
Eastern Region: Oil & Gas Management Program Man-
ager, 208 West Third Street, Williamsport, PA 17701
ESCGP-2 # ESX10-117-0064(01)
Applicant Name SWEPI LP
Contact Person Jason Shoemaker
Address 2100 Georgetown Drive, Suite 400
City, State, Zip Sewickley, PA 15143
County Tioga
Township(s) Liberty Twp




Applicant Name SWEPI LP
Contact Person Jason Shoemaker
Address 2100 Georgetown Drive, Suite 400
City, State, Zip Sewickley, PA 15143
County Tioga
Township(s) Union Twp




Applicant Name Appalachia Midstream Services, LLC
Contact Person Randy DeLaune
Address 100 Ist Center
City, State, Zip Horseheads, NY 14845
County Sullivan
Township(s) Colley Twp
Receiving Stream(s) and Classification(s) 2 UNTs to
North Fork Mehoopany Creek (CWF), Sciota Brook
(CWF), North Fork Mehoopany Creek Watershed
(CWF), Sciota Brook Watershed (CWF)
Secondary—Mehoopany Creek (CWF)
SPECIAL NOTICES
Intent to issue a Minor State Only Operating
Permit Public Notice
Philadelphia: Air Management Services, 321 University
Avenue, Philadelphia, PA. 19104-4543, Contact: Edward
Wiener, Chief, Source Registration at 215-685-9476.
The City of Philadelphia, Air Management Services
(AMS) has intended to issue a Minor State Only Operat-
ing Permit for the following facility:
N14-027: AT&T Corporation (500 South 27th Street,
Philadelphia, PA 19146), for the operation of a telecom-
munications facility with building support equipment in
the City of Philadelphia, Philadelphia County. The
facility’s air emission sources include six (6) 750 kWs
emergency turbine generators burning kerosene, one (1)
650 kWs emergency generator burning diesel, two (2) 650
gallons above ground storage tanks, and two (2) 25,000
gallons underground storage tanks.
The operating permit will be issued under the Pennsyl-
vania Code Title 25, Philadelphia Code Title 3 and Air
Management Regulation XIII. Permit copies and other
supporting information are available for public inspection
at AMS, 321 University Avenue, Philadelphia, PA 19104.
For further information, contact Edward Wiener at (215)
685-9426.
Persons wishing to file protest or comments on the
above operating permit must submit the protest or com-
ments within 30 days from the date of this notice. Any
protests or comments filed with AMS must include a
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concise statement of the objections to the permit issuance
and the relevant facts upon which the objections are
based. Based upon the information received during the
public comment period, AMS may modify the operating
permit or schedule a public hearing. The hearing notice
will be published in the Pennsylvania Bulletin and a local
newspaper at least thirty days before the hearing.
Intent to Issue Plan Approval—IPAOP
Philadelphia: Air Management Services, 321 University
Avenue, Philadelphia, PA. 19104-4543, Contact: Edward
Wiener, Chief, Source Registration at 215 685 9426.
AMS 15132: Coating and Converting Technologies
Corp. (80 Morris Street, Philadelphia, PA 19148) for
increasing the volatile organic compound (VOC) capture
efficiency to 100 percent for calculation. CCT has been
able to demonstrate 100 percent capture of VOC in
previous stack testing. There will be continued testing to
ensure that emissions from the coating process remain at
100 percent capture. The plan approval will contain
operating, monitoring, recordkeeping, and reporting re-
quirements to ensure operation within all applicable
requirements.
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 15-1546. Filed for public inspection August 21, 2015, 9:00 a.m.]
Proposed State Implementation Plan Revision;
2011 Base Year Emissions Inventory for the
Allentown-Bethlehem-Easton, Lancaster, Phila-
delphia-Wilmington-Atlantic City (Pennsylvania
Portion), Pittsburgh-Beaver Valley and Reading
Nonattainment Areas for the 2008 8-Hour Ozone
National Ambient Air Quality Standards; Public
Comment and Hearings
On March 27, 2008, the United States Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) published a final rule establish-
ing revised primary and secondary 8-hour ozone National
Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) of 75 parts per
billion. See 73 FR 16436 (March 27, 2008). Subsequently,
the EPA designated ozone nonattainment areas for the
2008 ozone NAAQS and classified 36 areas in the country
including Allentown-Bethlehem-Easton, Lancaster,
Philadelphia-Wilmington-Atlantic City (Pennsylvania por-
tion), Pittsburgh-Beaver Valley and Reading as marginal
nonattainment areas. See 77 FR 30088 (May 21, 2012).
The Department of Environmental Protection (Depart-
ment) is seeking public comment on the proposed State
Implementation Plan (SIP) mandated under sections
172(c)(3) and 182(a)(1) of the Clean Air Act (42 U.S.C.A.
§§ 7502(c)(3) and 7511a(a)(1)), which require the submis-
sion of ‘‘a comprehensive, accurate, current inventory of
actual emissions from all sources of the relevant pollutant
or pollutants in such area.’’ This SIP revision contains the
comprehensive 2011 Base Year Emissions Inventory for
the previously mentioned nonattainment areas for the
2008 ozone NAAQS.
The proposed SIP revision meets the requirements
necessary for an approvable SIP revision, including a
detailed explanation of the 2011 base year emissions
inventory for stationary, area, nonroad and mobile
anthropogenic sources as well as biogenic sources in the
areas in this Commonwealth that the EPA designated as
nonattainment for the 2008 ozone NAAQS. The proposed
anthropogenic emissions were estimated for volatile or-
ganic compounds, oxides of nitrogen and carbon monoxide
for both annual and a typical ozone season day emissions.
The final SIP revision will be submitted to the EPA for
approval.
The proposed SIP revision is available in the Depart-
ment’s eLibrary at www.dep.state.pa.us (select ‘‘Tools,’’
then ‘‘eLibrary,’’ then ‘‘Publications,’’ then ‘‘Air Quality,’’
then ‘‘State Implementation Plan—SIP—Revisions’’) or
through the contact person listed as follows.
The Department will provide the opportunity for public
hearings to receive comments on the proposal on Monday,
September 21, 2015, at 1 p.m. at the following locations:
Department of Environmental Protection
Southeast Regional Office
Delaware River Room
2 East Main Street
Norristown, PA 19401










Persons wishing to present testimony at the hearing
should contact Alex Haas at P. O. Box 8468, Harrisburg,
PA 17105, (717) 787-9495, alehaas@pa.gov to reserve a
time. Witnesses should limit testimony to 10 minutes and
should provide two written copies of their statement at
the hearing.
If by Thursday, September 17, 2015, no person has
expressed an interest in testifying at the hearing, the
hearing will be cancelled. The Department will provide
public notice on the Bureau of Air Quality webpage at
http://www.dep.state.pa.us/dep/deputate/airwaste/aq/
default.htm if the hearing is cancelled. Persons may also
contact the Department to find out if the hearing is
cancelled by contacting Alex Haas, (717) 787-9495,
alehaas@pa.gov.
Persons with a disability who wish to attend the
hearing and require an auxiliary aid, service or other
accommodation to participate in the proceeding should
contact Alex Haas. TDD users may contact the Pennsyl-
vania AT&T Relay Service at (800) 654-5984 to discuss
how the Department can best accommodate their needs.
The Department must receive comments no later than
Monday, September 21, 2015. Commentators are encour-
aged to submit comments using the Department’s eCom-
ment at www.ahs.dep.pa.gov/eComment. Written com-
ments can be submitted to the Policy Office, Department
of Environmental Protection, Rachel Carson State Office
Building, P. O. Box 2063, Harrisburg, PA 17105-2063,
ecomment@pa.gov. Use ‘‘2011 Base Year Inventory’’ as the
subject line in written communication.
JOHN QUIGLEY,
Secretary
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 15-1547. Filed for public inspection August 21, 2015, 9:00 a.m.]
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Radiation Protection Advisory Committee Meeting
Cancellation
The September 24, 2015, meeting of the Radiation
Protection Advisory Committee (Committee) has been
cancelled. The next meeting is scheduled for the spring of
2016 at a date to be determined.
Questions concerning the next scheduled meeting of the
Committee can be directed to Joseph Melnic, (717) 783-
9730, jmelnic@pa.gov. The agenda and meeting materials
for the next meeting will be available through the Public
Participation Center on the Department of Environmental
Protection’s (Department) web site at http://www.dep.
state.pa.us (select ‘‘Public Participation’’).
Persons in need of accommodations as provided for in
the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 should con-
tact the Department at (717) 787-3720 or through the
Pennsylvania AT&T Relay Service at (800) 654-5984




[Pa.B. Doc. No. 15-1548. Filed for public inspection August 21, 2015, 9:00 a.m.]
Reclamation Fee O&M Trust Account; Notice of
Availability of the Fiscal Year Report
The Department of Environmental Protection (Depart-
ment) announces the availability of a draft Fiscal Year
Report for the Reclamation Fee O&M Trust Account
(Account). This Account was established to provide the
money for the operation and maintenance of mine drain-
age treatment facilities at mine sites with post-mining
discharges at ABS Legacy Sites as defined in 25 Pa. Code
§ 86.1 (relating to definitions). This report is required by
25 Pa. Code § 86.17 (relating to permit and reclamation
fees). The report contains a financial analysis of the
revenue and expenditures from the account for Fiscal
Year 2014-2015 and provides projections for Fiscal Year
2015-2016. The report and any comments provided will be
reviewed with the Mining and Reclamation Advisory
Board at the meeting scheduled for October 22, 2015.
Commentators are encouraged to submit comments
using the Department’s online eComment system at
www.ahs.dep.pa.gov/eComment. Written comments should
be submitted to ecomment@pa.gov with the subject line
‘‘Reclamation Fee Report’’ or to the Department of Envi-
ronmental Protection, Bureau of Mining Programs, Ra-
chel Carson State Office Building, 5th Floor, P. O. Box
8461, Harrisburg, PA 17105-8461, (717) 787-5103. Com-
ments will be accepted through September 14, 2015.
The report is available at the Department’s web site at
www.ahs.dep.pa.gov/eComment.
Questions regarding the Account Report should be
directed to William Allen, Jr., Department of Environmen-
tal Protection, Bureau of Mining Programs, Rachel Car-
son State Office Building, 5th Floor, P. O. Box 8461,
Harrisburg, PA 17105-8461, (717) 787-5103, wallen@
pa.gov. Persons with a disability may contact the Depart-
ment by using the Pennsylvania AT&T Relay Service at




[Pa.B. Doc. No. 15-1549. Filed for public inspection August 21, 2015, 9:00 a.m.]
Revisions to the National Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System General Permit for Dis-
charges from Hydrostatic Testing of Tanks and
Pipelines (PAG-10); Minor Revision
The Department of Environmental Protection (Depart-
ment), by this notice, informs the public of minor revi-
sions to the National Pollution Discharge Elimination
System (NPDES) PAG-10 General Permit for Discharges
from Hydrostatic Testing of Tanks and Pipelines. The
General Permit became effective on July 18, 2015.
The Department is making minor revisions to the
PAG-10 General Permit to clarify the submission proce-
dures for Annual Reports and the Notice of Intent (NOI)
annual installment fee. The documents affected by
the revision are the NOI Instructions (3800-PM-
BPNPSM0173a), PAG-10 General Permit (3800-PM-
BPNPSM0173d) and Annual Report Instructions (3800-
PM-BPNPSM0173f).
Annual Reports should be submitted to the Department
office that issued approval of coverage under the PAG-10
General Permit. The $500 annual installment of the NOI
fee should be submitted to the Bureau of Point and
Non-Point Source Management (BPNPSM). If BPNPSM
issued the permit, both the fee and Annual Report should
be submitted to BPNPSM.
The permit document package can be accessed through
the Department’s eLibrary web site at www.elibrary.dep.
state.pa.us (select ‘‘Permit and Authorization Packages,’’
then ‘‘Point and Non-Point Source Management,’’ then
‘‘National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System—
NPDES,’’ then ‘‘General Permits’’ then ‘‘PAG-10 Dis-
charges from Hydrostatic Testing of Tanks and Pipe-
lines’’).
Questions regarding PAG-10 General Permit for Hydro-
static Testing of Tanks and Pipelines should be directed
to Andrew Gaul, (717) 787-0129, agaul@pa.gov.
JOHN QUIGLEY,
Secretary
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 15-1550. Filed for public inspection August 21, 2015, 9:00 a.m.]
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DEPARTMENT OF
GENERAL SERVICES
Lease Retail Space to the Commonwealth
Montgomery County
Proposers are invited to provide the Department of
General Services with 10,000 to 12,000 net usable square
feet of retail space for the Liquor Control Board in
Royersford, Montgomery County. For more information on
SFP No. 94752, which is due by Wednesday, September 2,
2015, visit www.dgs.state.pa.us or contact the Bureau of
Real Estate at (717) 787-4394.
CURTIS M. TOPPER,
Secretary
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 15-1551. Filed for public inspection August 21, 2015, 9:00 a.m.]
Real Estate for Sale
Montgomery County
The Department of General Services (Department) will
accept bids for the purchase of 0.25 acre ± of land and a
1,334 square feet ± single family residential building
located at 1732 Sterigere Street, Norristown, Montgomery
County. Bids are due Wednesday, September 2, 2015.
Interested parties wishing to receive a copy of Solicitation
No. 94754 should view the Department’s web site at
www.dgs.pa.gov or call Jeff Higgins at (717) 705-6920.
CURTIS M. TOPPER,
Secretary
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 15-1552. Filed for public inspection August 21, 2015, 9:00 a.m.]
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
Hospitals; Requests for Exceptions
The following hospitals have filed requests for exceptions under 28 Pa. Code § 51.33 (relating to requests for
exceptions) with the Department of Health (Department), which has authority to license hospitals under the Health Care
Facilities Act (35 P. S. §§ 448.101—448.904b). Department regulations governing hospital licensure can be found at 28
Pa. Code Chapters 51 and 101—158 (relating to general information; and general and special hospitals). The following
hospitals are requesting exceptions to 28 Pa. Code § 153.1 (relating to minimum standards) which contains minimum
standards that hospitals must comply with under the Guidelines for Design and Construction of Hospitals and Outpatient
Facilities (Guidelines). The following list includes the citation to the section under the Guidelines that the hospital is
seeking an exception, as well as the publication year of the applicable Guidelines.
Facility Name Guidelines Section Relating to Publication Year
Abington Memorial Hospital 2.6-2.2.2.2(1) Space requirements—area 2014
Abington Memorial Hospital 2.6-2.2.2.2(2)(a) Space requirements—clearance 2014
Abington Memorial Hospital 2.6-2.2.2.5 Hand-washing stations 2014
Children’s Institute of Pittsburgh, The 2.1-2.4.3.1(2)(a) Seclusion room—locations 2014
Penn Highlands Brookville 2.6-2.3.2.1(2) Activity areas—equipment 2014
All requests previously listed are on file with the Department. Persons may receive a copy of a request for exception by
requesting a copy from the Department of Health, Division of Acute and Ambulatory Care, Room 532, Health and Welfare
Building, Harrisburg, PA 17120, (717) 783-8980, fax (717) 772-2163, ra-paexcept@pa.gov. Persons who wish to comment
on an exception request may do so by sending a letter by mail, e-mail or facsimile to the Division at the address listed
previously. Comments received by the Department within 10 days after the date of publication of this notice will be
reviewed by the Department before it decides whether to approve or disapprove the request for exception.
Persons with a disability who wish to obtain a copy of a request and/or provide comments to the Department and
require an auxiliary aid, service or other accommodation to do so should contact the Director, Division of Acute and
Ambulatory Care at (717) 783-8980, for speech and/or hearing impaired persons V/TT (717) 783-6154, or the
Pennsylvania AT&T Relay Service (800) 654-5984 (TT).
KAREN M. MURPHY, PhD, RN,
Secretary
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 15-1553. Filed for public inspection August 21, 2015, 9:00 a.m.]
Long-Term Care Nursing Facilities; Request for
Exception
The following long-term care nursing facility is seeking





FAC ID # 035402
The following long-term care nursing facility is seeking
an exception to 28 Pa. Code § 205.6(a) (relating to func-
tion of building):
Heinz Transitional Rehabilitation Unit
150 Mundy Street
Wilkes-Barre Township, PA 18702
FAC ID # 01370201
These requests are on file with the Department of
Health (Department). Persons may receive a copy of a
request for exception by requesting a copy from the
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Department of Health, Division of Nursing Care Facil-
ities, Room 526, Health and Welfare Building, Harris-
burg, PA 17120, (717) 787-1816, fax (717) 772-2163,
ra-paexcept@pa.gov.
Persons who wish to comment on an exception request
may do so by sending a letter by mail, e-mail or facsimile
to the Division at the address listed previously.
Comments received by the Department within 10 days
after the date of publication of this notice will be
reviewed by the Department before it decides whether to
approve or disapprove the request for exception.
Persons with a disability who wish to obtain a copy of
the request and/or provide comments to the Department
and require an auxiliary aid, service or other accommoda-
tion to do so should contact the Division at the address or
phone number listed previously, or for speech and/or
hearing impaired persons V/TT (717) 783-6514 or the
Pennsylvania AT&T Relay Service (800) 654-5984 (TT).
KAREN M. MURPHY, PhD, RN,
Secretary
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 15-1554. Filed for public inspection August 21, 2015, 9:00 a.m.]
DEPARTMENT
OF REVENUE
Pennsylvania Millionaire Raffle XXI Raffle Lottery
Game
Under the State Lottery Law (72 P. S. §§ 3761-101—
3761-314) and 61 Pa. Code § 874.4 (relating to notice of
raffle lottery game rules), the Secretary of Revenue
hereby provides public notice of the rules for the following
raffle lottery game:
1. Name: The name of the raffle game is Pennsylvania
Millionaire Raffle XXI.
2. Price: The price of one Pennsylvania Millionaire
Raffle XXI lottery game ticket is $20.
3. Ticket Sales And Drawing Date: Pennsylvania Mil-
lionaire Raffle XXI lottery game ticket sales will com-
mence on or after August 25, 2015, and will continue
until all 500,000 tickets have been sold, or 8:00 p.m. on
October 31, 2015, whichever occurs earlier.
4. Ticket Characteristics: Each Pennsylvania Million-
aire Raffle XXI lottery game ticket will contain one
chance consisting of one unique computer-generated
eight-digit number between 00000001 and 00500000, the
drawing date, amount bet, and validation data.
5. Prizes: The prizes that can be won in this game are
$100, $1,000, $100,000 and $1,000,000. A player may only
win one time on each ticket or chance.
6. Maximum Number of Tickets Printed and Sold for
the Game: There will be no more than 500,000 tickets
printed and sold for the Pennsylvania Millionaire Raffle
XXI lottery game. The chances will be sequentially issued
on a statewide basis from the range of individual unique
numbers representing the chances available for the game.
7. Conduct of Drawing: The results of the Pennsylva-
nia Millionaire Raffle XXI lottery game will be posted to
the Lottery’s publicly accessible website on October 31,
2015, at or after 10:00 p.m. A computer-generated
randomizer will be used to conduct the drawing. Six-
thousand (6,000) unique eight-digit numbers will be
drawn from the range of numbers representing the
chances sold. The first four unique eight-digit numbers
drawn will be the first-prize-tier winning numbers. The
fifth through eighth unique eight-digit numbers drawn
will be the second-prize-tier winning numbers. The ninth
through 108th unique eight-digit numbers drawn will be
the third-prize-tier winning numbers. The 109th through
6,000th unique eight-digit numbers drawn will be the
fourth-prize-tier winning numbers.
8. Determination of Prize Winners:
(a) Holders of tickets upon which the unique eight-digit
number exactly matches one of the first-prize-tier num-
bers selected by the Lottery shall be entitled to a prize of
$1,000,000.
(b) Holders of tickets upon which the unique eight-digit
number exactly matches one of the second-prize-tier
numbers selected by the Lottery shall be entitled to a
prize of $100,000.
(c) Holders of tickets upon which the unique eight-digit
number exactly matches one of the third-prize-tier num-
bers selected by the Lottery shall be entitled to a prize of
$1,000.
(d) Holders of tickets upon which the unique eight-digit
number exactly matches one of the fourth-prize-tier num-
bers selected by the Lottery shall be entitled to a prize of
$100.
9. Number and Description of Prizes and Approximate
Odds: The Pennsylvania Millionaire Raffle XXI lottery
game prizes and determination of winners are as follows:
Ticket Matching Exactly the Unique
Eight-digit Number Drawn: Win Prize Of:
Maximum Odds Of
Winning Are 1 In:
Number Of
Winners
First-Prize-Tier $1,000,000 125,000 4
Second-Prize-Tier $100,000 125,000 4
Third-Prize-Tier $1,000 5,000 100
Fourth-Prize-Tier $100 84.86 5,892
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The odds of winning are based on selling all 500,000
tickets. If all 500,000 tickets are not sold, the odds of
winning will depend on the total number of tickets sold.
All Pennsylvania Millionaire Raffle XXI lottery game
prize payments, including first-prize-tier prizes, will be
made as one-time lump-sum cash payments. Federal
income tax withholding will be automatically deducted
from the lump-sum cash payment for all first-prize-tier
and second-prize-tier prizes.
10. Consumer Promotional Programs: The Lottery may
conduct promotional activities to promote the sale of
Pennsylvania Millionaire Raffle XXI lottery game tickets,
including offering tickets at a discounted price. Details of
any such offering will be disseminated through media
used to advertise or promote the Pennsylvania Millionaire
Raffle XXI lottery game or through normal communica-
tions methods.
11. Retailer Bonus: The Lottery in its sole discretion
may offer a retailer bonus in connection with the sale of
Pennsylvania Millionaire Raffle XXI lottery game tickets.
If a retailer bonus is offered, a Lottery retailer shall be
eligible for a bonus as described in this section. Lottery
retailers who sell a winning ticket that entitles the ticket
holder to a prize, either payable in a single installment or
having a guaranteed minimum payout, of at least
$100,000 and not exceeding $500,000 shall be paid a
bonus of $500. Lottery retailers who sell a winning ticket
that entitles the ticket holder to a prize, either payable in
a single installment or having a guaranteed minimum
payout, of at least $500,001 and not exceeding $1,000,000
shall be paid a bonus of $5,000. A Lottery retailer is
entitled only to the largest bonus for which he qualifies
on a winning ticket. A bonus will be initiated for payment
after the winning ticket is claimed and validated or
approximately 30 days after the date of the drawing in
which the winning ticket was entered, provided that
Lottery security can and has verified the sales transac-
tion as valid. A bonus will not be awarded to a Lottery
retailer that sells a Pennsylvania Lottery Millionaire
Raffle XXI ticket used to enter a Pennsylvania Lottery
second-chance drawing or promotion that is subsequently
selected to win a prize.
12. Promotional Drawings: The Pennsylvania Lottery
may conduct promotional drawings associated with the
Pennsylvania Millionaire Raffle XXI lottery game. If the
Lottery does conduct such a promotional drawing, Penn-
sylvania Millionaire Raffle XXI lottery game tickets will
be imprinted with a unique code to be used by players to
enter the promotional drawings. The promotional draw-
ings may be held independently of or in conjunction with
the regular Pennsylvania Millionaire Raffle XXI draw-
ings. The Secretary will announce the existence of the
promotional drawings. Winners of promotional drawings
will be randomly selected from the group of qualified
entries. A description of the available prize(s) and the
specific rules and other information necessary for the
conduct of the promotional drawings will be posted to the
Lottery’s publicly accessible website. A copy of the same
will also be kept on file with the Lottery and will be
available upon request.
13. Retailer Incentive Awards: The Lottery may con-
duct a separate Retailer Incentive Program for retailers
who sell Pennsylvania Millionaire Raffle XXI lottery
game tickets. The conduct of the Program will be gov-
erned by 61 Pa. Code § 811.41 (relating to promotional
prizes).
14. Unclaimed Prize Money: Unclaimed prize money on
winning Pennsylvania Millionaire Raffle XXI lottery game
tickets will be retained by the Secretary for payment to
the persons entitled thereto for 1 year from the an-
nounced close of the Pennsylvania Millionaire Raffle XXI
lottery game. If no claim is made within 1 year of the
announced close of the Pennsylvania Millionaire Raffle
XXI lottery game conducted by the State Lottery, the
right of a ticket holder to claim the prize represented by
that ticket, if any, expires and the prize money will be
paid into the State Lottery Fund and used for purposes
otherwise provided for by statute.
15. Governing Law: In purchasing a ticket, the cus-
tomer agrees to comply with and abide by the State
Lottery Law (72 P. S. §§ 3761-101—3761-314), 61
Pa. Code Part V (relating to State Lotteries) and the
provisions contained in this notice.
EILEEN H. McNULTY,
Secretary
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 15-1555. Filed for public inspection August 21, 2015, 9:00 a.m.]
FISH AND BOAT
COMMISSION
Proposed Special Regulation Designations
The Fish and Boat Commission (Commission) has
approved guidelines with regard to encouraging public
participation on possible changes to the designation of
streams, stream sections or lakes for special regulation
programs. Under 58 Pa. Code Chapter 65 (relating to
special fishing regulations), the Commission designates or
redesignates certain streams, stream sections and lakes
as being subject to special fishing regulations. These
designations and redesignations are effective after Com-
mission approval when they are posted at the site and a
notice is published in the Pennsylvania Bulletin. Under
the Commission’s guidelines, a notice concerning the
proposed designation or redesignation of a stream, stream
section or lake under special regulations ordinarily will be
published in the Pennsylvania Bulletin before the matter
is reviewed by the Commissioners.
At the next Commission meeting on September 28 and
29, 2015, the Commission will consider taking the follow-
ing actions with respect to waters subject to special
fishing regulations under 58 Pa. Code Chapter 65, effec-
tive on January 1, 2016:
58 Pa. Code § 65.17. Catch and Release Lakes Program
The Commission will consider adding the following
waters to its ‘‘Catch and Release Lakes Program’’ regu-
lated and managed under 58 Pa. Code § 65.17:
County Water
Centre Colyer Lake
Lancaster Speedwell Forge Lake
Luzerne and Sullivan Lake Jean
Schuylkill Lower Owl Creek Reservoir
(Note: The Upper Reservoir,
which was identified simply as
Owl Creek Reservoir, was
previously designated into this
program effective January 1,
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At this time, the Commission is soliciting public input
concerning the previous designations. Persons with com-
ments, objections or suggestions concerning the designa-
tions are invited to submit comments in writing to the
Executive Director, Fish and Boat Commission, P. O. Box
67000, Harrisburg, PA 17106-7000, within 30 days after
publication of this notice in the Pennsylvania Bulletin.
Comments submitted by facsimile will not be accepted.
Comments also may be submitted electronically by
completing the form at www.fishandboat.com/reg-
comments. If an acknowledgment of electronic comments
is not received by the sender within 2 working days, the
comments should be retransmitted to ensure receipt.




[Pa.B. Doc. No. 15-1556. Filed for public inspection August 21, 2015, 9:00 a.m.]
GOVERNOR’S OFFICE
Catalog of Nonregulatory Documents; Update
The following is an update to the Department of Environmental Protection listing in the notice published at 45 Pa.B.
4493, 4546—4557 (August 8, 2015).
Department of Environmental Protection (DEP)
Policy and Technical Guidance Report
August 2015
The following is a current list of the Department of Environmental Protection’s (Department) draft and final technical
guidance documents. These documents are available to view and download on the Department’s online eLibrary at
http://www.elibrary.dep.state.pa.us/dsweb/HomePage. Persons who have questions or comments about a particular
document should contact Hayley Jeffords, at (717) 783-8727 or by e-mail to ra-epthepolicyoffice@pa.gov. The Department
will continue to revise its technical guidance documents as necessary.
Title Identification Number
Policy Office
Policy for Consideration of Local Comprehensive Plans and Zoning Ordinances in GRANTS
Review
012-0200-002
Policy for Applications for Technical or Financial Assistance Proposals 012-0200-004
Public Access to Information and Right to Know Law Policy 012-0200-005
DEP Mediation Confidentiality 012-0501-001
Environmental Justice Public Participation Policy 012-0501-002
Policies and Procedures for Implementing the History Code 012-0700-001
Guidance for Implementation of the Agricultural Land Preservation Policy 012-0700-002
Confidential Security Information 012-0800-001
Policy for Development, Approval and Distribution of Regulations 012-0820-001
Policy to Encourage Voluntary Compliance by Means of Environmental Audits 012-0840-001
Policy for Development and Publication of Technical Guidance 012-0900-001
Policy on Public Participation in the Permit Review Process 012-0900-003
Public Participation in the Development of Regulations and Technical Guidance 012-1920-001
Advisory Committee Guidelines 012-1920-002
Policy on Meeting the Requirements of the 1996 Amendments to Engineer, Land Surveyor
and Geologist Registration Law
012-2000-001
Policy for the Consideration of Community Environmental Projects in Conjunction with
Assessment of Civil Penalty
012-4180-001
Information Technology
DEP Locational Data Policy 013-0830-003
Loan of DEP Personal Computers to Local Procurement Units 013-0830-004
Suggested Formats for Required Electronic Deliverable Attachments 013-0830-005
Formats for Required Electronic Deliverable CAD Attachments 013-0830-006
Formats for Required Electronic Deliverable GIS Attachments 013-0830-007
Geospatial Digital Data Submission Guideline 013-0830-008
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Title Identification Number
Office of Program Integration
Policy for PA Natural Diversity Inventory (PNDI) Coordination During Permit Review and
Evaluation
021-0200-001
Policy for Permit Coordination 021-2000-301
Policy for Implementating the DEP Permit Review Process and Permit Decision Guarantee 021-2100-001
Office of Administration




Operator Certification Program Guidelines 150-0200-002
Critical Elements for Certification of Laboratories for Chemistry 150-2302-001
Critical Elements for Certification of Laboratories for Microbiology 150-2302-002
Critical Elements for Certification of Laboratories for Radionuclides 150-2302-003
Procedures for the Approval and Accreditation of Laboratories in PA, Utilizing the NELAC
Standards
150-2302-004




Guidance on Radioactivity Monitoring at Municipal and Residual Waste Processing/Disposal
Facilities
250-3100-001
Quality Assurance Program 250-3100-401
Execution of Release Forms by Waste Management Field Inspectors 250-3120-320
Purge Water from Groundwater Sampling 250-3130-763
Citing Inspection Violations 250-4000-001
Enforcement Actions 250-4000-002
Violations Requiring a Long Term to Correct 250-4000-003
Program Implementation Guidance 250-4000-004
Notices of Violations (NOVs) 250-4110-001
Calculation of Civil Penalties 250-4180-302
Risk Assessment Guidelines for Facilities Burning Hazardous Waste 251-0300-402
Exclusionary Siting Criteria—Hazardous Waste Treatment & Disposal 251-2000-704
Revisions to Exclusionary Siting Criteria Document 251-2000-705
Time Frame for Application of Hazardous Waste Exclusionary Siting Criteria 251-2000-706
Hazardous Sites Cleanup Act, Preapplication Meetings 251-2100-203
Policy and Procedure for Municipal Waste Facilities Equivalency Approvals 251-2100-727
Review Procedure for Hazardous Waste Transfer Facilities for PBR Status 251-2149-713
Household Hazardous Waste Collection Program 251-2200-502
Guidance for the Application of Section 269a.(46)—Transportation Standards, Phase II
Hazardous Waste Siting Criteria
251-2200-503
Establishment of Household Hazardous Waste (HHW) Program 251-2200-515
Performing Hazardous Waste Facility Inspections 251-3120-001
Reimbursement to Host County for Hazardous Review 251-5500-758
Section 902 Recycling Grant Applications that must comply with Act 57 252-5500-100
Review of Residual and Hazardous Waste Source Reduction Strategies 252-6600-516
Assessing the Potential for Vapor Intrusion into Buildings from Groundwater and Soil 253-0300-101
Issuance of Grants for Technical Evaluations under HSCA 253-5500-612
Clean Fill Policy and Procedures 254-2000-715
Local Municipality Involvement Process 254-2100-100
Environmental Assessment Process, Phase I Review 254-2100-101
Municipal Waste Facility Review—Traffic Analysis 254-2100-102
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Title Identification Number
Process for Evaluating Daily Volume 254-2100-103
Areas Where Municipal Waste Landfills (MWLF) are Prohibited 254-2153-721
Leak Detection Tests for Installed Liners 254-2153-723
Issue of Emergency Municipal Waste Transfer 254-2158-745
Guidelines for the Development of County Waste Management Plan Revisions 254-2212-504
Act 90 Waste Transportation Safety Program Placarded Authorizations 254-2412-002
Performing Municipal and Residual Waste Facility Inspection 254-3120-001
BMP’s for Storage, Processing, or Disposal of Land-Clearing, Grubbing, and Excavation
Wastes
254-5400-001
The Food Processing Residual Management Manual 254-5400-100
Best Practices for Environmental Protection in the Mushroom Farm Community 254-5401-001
Guidelines for Yard Waste Composting Facilities 254-5403-100
Guidelines for the Development and Implementation of PPG Plans for Generators/Burners of
Waste Oil
254-5900-001
Guidance for Commonwealth Funded Water Supply Response Actions 255-5800-001
Requirements for Registration of AST’s and USTs 257-0900-017
New Waste Streams Review 258-2000-764
Chemical Analysis 258-2000-767
Management of Fill 258-2182-773
Environmental Cleanup and Brownfields
Policy for Coordinating Immediate Responses and Final Remediation of Releases of
Regulated Substances
260-0500-001
Land Recycling Program Technical Guidance Manual 261-0300-100
Guidelines for the Storage Tank Cleanup Program—Identifying, Tracking and Resolving
Violations for Storage Tanks
262-4000-001
Applicable or Relevant and Appropriate Requirements (ARARs) for Cleanup Response and
Remedial Actions in Pennsylvania
262-4500-606
Outdoor Shooting Range Guidance 262-5400-001
Stationary/Nonstationary Tanks 263-0900-006
Exemption From Registration Fees for Volunteer Fire Cos/Volunteer EMS Orgs 263-0900-009
Storage Tank Modification and Maintenance Issues 263-0900-011
Storage Tank Cleaning Activities 263-0900-012
Applicability of 40 CFR, Subpart 280, Sub G to Previously Closed Tanks 263-0900-014
Implementation of Act 16 263-0900-015
Implementation of Act 34 263-0900-016
UST/AST System Variances 263-0900-021
Verification of Emergency Containment Structures for Aboveground Storage Tanks 263-0900-022
Underground Storage Tank Class A and Class B Operator Training Courses 263-2300-001
Policy for Existing Field—Constructed Hazardous Substance Underground Storage Tanks at
Facilities Regulated under the Safe Drinking Water Act
263-2320-001
Evaluation of Underground Storage Tank Liners 263-3120-001
Storage Tank Program Internal Policy on Inspections and On-Site Visits 263-3120-002
Guidelines for Conducting Underground Storage Tank Facility Operations Inspections 263-3120-003
Permeability of Secondary Containment & Emergency Containment 263-3300-002
Storage Tank Product Delivery Prohibition 263-4000-001
Penalty Assessment Matrix 263-4180-001
Storage Tank Program Compliance Assistance Strategy 263-4180-002
Closure Requirements for Aboveground Storage Tank Systems 263-4200-001
Closure Requirements for Underground Storage Tank Systems 263-4500-601
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Title Identification Number
Air Quality
Guidance Document for the Pennsylvania Clean Vehicles Program 270-0810-005
Guidance for Performing Single Stationary Source Determinations for the Oil and Gas
Industries
270-0810-006
Policy on Clean Alternative Fuel Conversion Systems 270-0810-007
Employer Trip Reduction Policy 271-5000-001
Interstate Ozone Reduction/Chapter 145 Regulation Overview 271-5000-002
Compliance Assurance Policy for Cement Kilns with CEMS 273-4000-001
Compliance Assurance Policy for Hospital Waste Incinerators 273-4000-002
Compliance Assurance Policy for Municipal Waste Incinerators, including Revisions 273-4000-003
Enforcement Policy for CEMS on Fluid Catalytic Crackling Units 273-4000-004
Enforcement Policy—CEMS and Coal Sampling/Analysis Systems 273-4000-005
Interim Compliance Strategy on RACT for NOx Sources with CEMS 273-4000-007
Policy for Sampling/Determination of Compliance with Low RVP Gasoline Requirements in
the Pittsburgh
273-4000-008
Guidelines for Identifying, Tracking and Resolving Violations for Air Quality 273-4110-001
Guidance for Rounding, Determination of Significant Figures, Test Method Error Tolerances
and Timeliness for Evaluation of Air Contaminant Emissions and Concentrations
273-4110-002
DEP/EPA Asbestos Demolition/Renovation Civil Penalty Policy 273-4130-001
Guidance for Application of Regional Civil Assessment Procedure 273-4130-003
Compliance Docket Procedure 273-4130-004
Stage II Penalty Assessment Guidance 273-4130-005
Stage I Penalty Assessment Guidance 273-4130-006
Compliance Strategy for Mushroom Composting Operations 273-5401-001
Continuous Source Monitoring Manual 274-0300-001
Continuous Emissions Monitoring Manual 274-0300-003
Applicability Determination for Continuous Source Monitoring Manual Revision No. 8 and
PA EDR Record Type Formats and Reporting Instructions Version 2.00
274-0300-005
Policy for Stage II Vapor Recovery Testing Requirements 274-3100-001
Interim Procedures Pertaining to Continuous Source Monitoring System Quarterly Data
Reports
274-3100-002
AQ Operating Permit—Permitting Procedures 275-2101-002
Air Quality Permit Exemptions 275-2101-003
AQ Operating Permit—Modification/Reactivation 275-2101-004
AQ Operating Permit—Delegation Conditions & Policy Performance Test Waivers 275-2101-005
AQ Operating Permit—Requirements 275-2101-006
AQ Operating Permit—Best Available Technology & Other Permitting Criteria 275-2101-007
AQ Operating Permit—Hazardous Waste Incineration 275-2101-008
AQ Operating Permit—Waste Derives Liquid Fuel Policies 275-2101-009
AQ Operating Permit—Air Toxics Policies 275-2101-010
AQ Operating Permit—Public Notification 275-2101-011
AQ Operating Permit—Prevention of Significant Deterioration 275-2101-014
AQ Operating Permit—Volatile Organic Compounds 275-2101-015
AQ Operating Permit—Continuous Source Monitors 275-2101-016
Radiation Protection
Compliance and Enforcement Policy 291-4100-001
Medical X-Ray Procedures Operator Training Guide 291-4200-001
Conducting Radiological Performance Assessments For LLRW Disposal in PA 293-2400-001
Requirements for LLRW Minimization Plan 293-2400-003
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Radon Certification Policy 294-2309-001
Radon Mitigation Standards 294-2309-002
Schematic Radon Mitigation Installation for New Construction 294-2309-004
Radon Reduction Techniques for Existing Detached Houses 294-2309-005
Application of Radon Reduction Techniques 294-2309-006
Using Engineered Structures to Provide Enhanced Containment 294-2400-002
Waterways Engineering and Wetlands
Interagency Agreement with the Susquehanna River Basin 310-0600-002
Implementation Plan for Act 162 of 2014 310-2135-001
Riparian Buffer or Riparian Forest Buffer Equivalency Demonstration 310-2135-002
Riparian Buffer or Riparian Forest Buffer Offsetting 310-2135-003
Pennsylvania Function Based Aquatic Resource Compensation Protocol 310-2137-001
Pennsylvania Wetland Condition Level 2 Rapid Assessment Protocol 310-2137-002
Pennsylvania Riverine Condition Level 2 Rapid Assessment Protocol 310-2137-003
Pennsylvania Lacustrine Condition Level 2 Rapid Assessment Protocol 310-2137-004
Land Acquisition Policies 310-2139-002
Criteria and Fees for Dam Safety Limited Power Permits 310-2140-001
Annual Dam Inspection Report Policy 310-3120-001
Category 3 Dam Inspection Program 310-3140-002
Water Management
Conservation District Fund Allocation Program 361-0100-001
Chesapeake Bay Nonpoint Source Pollution Abatement Program 361-0100-002
Water Quality Toxics Management Strategy (Now: 385-0100-001) 361-0100-003
Manure Management for Environmental Protection 361-0300-001
Field Application of Manure 361-0300-002
Principles for Ground Water Pollution Prevention and Remediation 361-0800-001
Administrative Manual for the Special Projects Funding Program of the Pennsylvania
Chesapeake Bay Program
361-5500-001
Chesapeake Bay Financial Assistance Funding Program Guidelines 361-5500-004
Manual for Land Treatment of Wastewater 362-0200-009
Domestic Wastewater Facilities Manual 362-0300-001
Guidelines for Design, Installation and Operation of Small Flow Treatment Facilities 362-0300-002
Sewage Facilities Planning: Preparing Act 537 Update Revisions 362-0300-003
A Guide to Requirements and Procedures For Obtaining Permits Etc. for Industrial
Wastewater Mgt. Systems
362-0300-004
Handbook—NPDES Permit for Industrial Wasterwater Dischargers 362-0300-006
NPDES Program Implementation—MOU Concerning WQM, NPDES Program
Implementation, and Related Matters
362-0400-001
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System Program Implementation 362-0600-001
Agreement Between Oil/Gas Mgmt. and Water Quality on Pollution Discharge 362-0600-002
Locational Data Policy for the Wastewater Management Program 362-0830-001
Permitting Policy and Procedure Manual 362-2000-001
Policy for Permitting Surface Water Diversions 362-2000-003
Subsurface Disposal of Carwash Waste 362-2000-005
Conducting Technical Reviews of Minor NPDES Renewal Applications 362-2000-008
Technology-Based Control Requirements for Water Treatment Plant Wastes 362-2183-003
Technical Guidance for Development of NPDES Permit Requirements Steam Electric
Industry
362-2183-004
Guidelines for Agricultural Utilization of Sewage Sludge 362-2192-003
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Guidelines for Identifying, Tracking and Resolving Violations for the Land Application of
Biosolids
362-2192-004
Review and Coordination of Chapter 94 Reports and Act 537 Planning 362-2206-001
Policy Establishing New Program Direction for Act 537 Comprehensive Planning 362-2206-007
Impact/Subsurface Disposal on Ground Water Nitrate-Nitrogen Levels 362-2207-004
Administration of Fee Collection for Planning Module Reviews 362-2207-008
Municipal Guidance—Reconstructive Planning 362-2208-002
Technical Decision Making and the Use of Technology in Onlot Sewage System Repair
Situations
362-2208-003
Act 537 Program Guidance; Local Agency, Municipality Evaluation and Compliance Activity 362-4000-003
Act 537 Program Guidance, Sewage Enforcement Officer Evaluation and Compliance
Activity
362-4000-004
Act 537 Program Guidance—Identifying, Tracking, and Resolving of Sewage Facilities Act
Violations
362-4000-005
Guidelines for Identifying, Tracking and Resolving Violations for Water Quality 362-4000-006
Guidance for Calculating Civil Penalty Assessment Amounts under the Sewage Facilities Act 362-4180-004
Act 537 Program Guidance: Civil Penalty Assessment Processing 362-4180-005
Civil Penalty Assessment Informal Hearing Procedure 362-4180-006
PA Sewage Facilities Act 537, Enforcement Reimbursement 362-5512-001
Act 537 Sewage Facilities Planning Grants 362-5512-002
Recognition of Selected Cost Items Associated with ‘‘Inflow and Infiltration Studies’’ 362-5512-003
Recognition of Cost Items Associated with Concurrent Act 537 and Combined Sewer
Overflow LTCP Planning
362-5512-004
Delegation of Authority for Chapters 105—106 363-0200-002
Pennsylvania Wetland Replacement Project 363-0200-003
Design Criteria—Wetland Replacement/Monitoring 363-0300-001
Delegation of Chapter 105 Functions to County Conservation Districts 363-0600-001
Interagency agreement with Susquehanna River Basin Commission 363-0600-002
Agreement with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 363-0600-003
Delegation of Chapter 105 Functions to Oil & Gas and Field Operations 363-2100-002
Erosion and Sedimentation Pollution Control Manual 363-2134-008
Underground Utility Line Construction 363-2134-012
Permit Guidelines for Phased Projects for NPDES Stormwater Discharges, w/Erosion and
SPC & WRP Permits
363-2134-013
Criteria and Fees for Waterways Management Limited Power Permits 363-2140-001
Chapter 105 General Permits 363-2141-001
Certification for Corps Nationwide Permits (Wetlands) 363-2316-001
Guidelines for Determining Bonds 363-2505-001
Acid Mine Drainage Set-Aside Program: Program Implementation Guidelines 370-5500-001
Experimental Onlot Wastewater Technology Verification Program 381-2208-001
Guidance for Reviewing Capital Grants for Construction 381-5500-001
DEP and Pennsylvania Infrastructure Investment Authority Agreement 381-5511-012
Guidance on the Utilization of Disadvantaged Business Enterprise Firms (DBE) 381-5511-014
Guidelines for the Uniform Environmental Review Process 381-5511-111
Handbook for PennVest Wastewater Projects 381-5511-113
Policy for Recognizing succession to Water Rights as a Result of Change of Ownership 382-2130-012
Ground Source Heat Pump Manual 383-0300-001
Working Guide to the Lead and Copper Rule 383-0300-107
Health Effects and Risk Management Staff Handbook 383-0400-104
Safe Drinking Water Program Compliance Strategy 383-0400-110
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Pennsylvania’s Capability Enhancement Strategy 383-0400-114
Principles for Ground Water Pollution Prevention and Remediation 383-0800-001
Summary of Key Requirements for Phase 2 & Phase 5 Wellhead Protection Rule 383-0810-105
Summary of Key Requirements for Surface Water Identification Protocol 383-0810-206
Summary of Key Requirements for Vended/Bulk Water Hauling 383-0810-303
Quality Management Plan for the Bureau of Water Supply and Wastewater Management 383-0830-001
Comprehensive State Ground Water Protection Program (CSGWPP) 383-2000-030
Guidance for Construction and Operation Permits Guidance 383-2000-108
Pilot Plant Filtration Studies for Filtration of Surface Sources 383-2000-208
DEP Permit Guide to Public Water Systems 383-2100-108
DEP Approval Guide for Noncommunity Water Systems 383-2100-208
Proposals to Add or Remove Fluoridation Treatment by a Community Water System 383-2125-001
Public Water Supply Manual, Part 2—Community Water System Design Standards 383-2125-108
Development of a Replacement Source for a Community Water System 383-2125-110
Permitting of Vended Water Systems 383-2126-103
Permitting of Retail Water Facilities 383-2126-203
Permitting of Bulk Water Hauling Systems 383-2127-103
Public Water Supply Manual, Part IV—Noncommunity System Design Standards 383-2128-108
Guidance for Evaluating Alternate Recycle Return Locations Proposed Under the FBRR 383-2129-002
Consumer Confidence Report Handbook 383-2129-003
Policy for Responding to Loss of Positive Pressure Situations in the Distribution System 383-2129-004
Policy for Issuing and Removing Water Supply Warnings 383-2129-005
Screening Criteria on Water Quality/Quantity Impacts for Drinking Water Permits 383-2131-001
Guidance for the Review & Approval of an Existing Well Water Source for Use at a Public
Water System
383-2200-108
Groundwater Monitoring Guidance Manual 383-3000-001
Safe Drinking Water Program Field-Related Compliance 383-3000-101
Program Guidance on the Total Coliform Rule Guidance 383-3000-102
Corrosion Control Treatment—Basic Feasibility Study 383-3000-307
Public Water Supply Manual, Part 7 383-3100-111
Public Water Supply Manual—Part 5, Sections 1 & 2 383-3110-111
Public Water Supply Manual, Part 5, App A 383-3110-211
Surveillance Strategy and Implementation Guidance 383-3120-101
Filter Plant Performance Evaluations and Response 383-3120-106
Giardia Sampling and Response 383-3130-106
Pennsylvania’s Ground Water Quality Monitoring Network: Ambient and Fixed Station
Network
383-3200-009
Quality Assurance Work Plans for Groundwater Monitoring Stations 383-3200-016
Laboratory Reporting Instructions for Total and Fecal Coliform Bacteria 383-3301-102
Guide to Laboratory Reporting Instructions for BVRBs 383-3301-103
Laboratory Reporting Instructions for Chemical Contaminants 383-3301-105
Turbidity and LT2 ESWTR Reporting Instructions for Public Water Systems Using Filtered
Surface Water or GUDI Systems
383-3301-106
Laboratory Reporting Instructions, Lead and Copper Rule 383-3301-107
Laboratory Reporting Instructions/Radiological Contaminants/Drinking Water Distribution 383-3301-205
Filter Rule Reporting Instructions for Public Water Supply Systems Using Unfiltered
Surface Water
383-3301-206
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Pennsylvania Vulnerability Assessment Summary 383-3500-105
Guidance for Surface Water Identification 383-3500-106
Surface Water Identification Protocol—NCWS 383-3500-112
Guidelines for Identifying, Tracking and Resolving Violations for the Drinking Water
Program
383-4000-002
Source Water Assessment and Protection Program 383-5000-001
PENNVEST Guidance 383-5500-113
Public Water Supply Manual, Part VI 383-5900-111
Wastewater Treatment Requirements 385-0810-001
Designation Criteria for Regulated Small Municipal Separate Storm Sewer Systems (MS4) 385-0820-001
Pennsylvania Combined Sewer Overflow Policy 385-2000-011
Policy and Procedure for NPDES Permitting of Discharges of Total Dissolved Solids
(TDS)—25 Pa. Code § 95.10
385-2100-002
Reuse of Treated Wastewater Guidance Manual 385-2188-002
Act 537 Program Guidance; Training Provider Manual for the Pennsylvania Onlot Sewage
System Training Program
385-2314-001
Act 537 Guidance; Sewage Enforcement Officer Certification and Training Program 385-2314-002
Field Order Instruction Manual for the Clean Water Program 385-4000-002
Application Review Instructions for NPDES CAFO Permits and Water Quality Management
Permits for Manure Storage Facilities
390-2100-001
Water Quality Antidegradation Implementation Guidance 391-0300-002
Establishment of Alternate Thermal Effluent Limitations 391-2000-002
Determining Water Quality Based Point Source Effluent Limits 391-2000-003
Implementation Guidance Design Conditions 391-2000-006
Technical Reference Guide—Wasteload Allocation Program for Dissolved Oxygen and
Ammonia Nitrogen
391-2000-007
Implementation Guidance for the Sampling and Analysis of Osmotic Pressure 391-2000-008
Implementation Guidance for Phosphorus Discharges to Lakes, Ponds, and Impoundments 391-2000-010
TRG PENNTOXSD for Windows PA Single Discharge Wasteload Allocation Program for
Toxics
391-2000-011
Implementation Guidance of Section 93.7 Ammonia Criteria 391-2000-013
Implementation Guidance for Evaluating Wastewater Discharges to Drainage Ditches and
Swales
391-2000-014
Implementation Guidance for Total Residual Chlorine (TRC) Regulation 391-2000-015
Implementation Guidance for Temperature Criteria 391-2000-017
Implementation Guidance for Section 95.9 Phosphorus Discharges to Free Flowing Streams 391-2000-018
Implementation Guidance for Application of Section 93.5(e) 391-2000-019
Protocol/Estimating First Order Pollutant Fate Coefficients/Volatile Organic Substances 391-2000-020
Field Data Collection & Evaluation Protocol/Determining Stream & Point Source Discharge
Hardness
391-2000-021
Ambient Water Quality in the Determination of Wasteload Allocations and NPDES Effluent
Limitations
391-2000-022
Design Stream Flows 391-2000-023
Field Data Collection and Evaluation Protocol for Deriving Daily and Hourly Discharge
Coefficients
391-2000-024
Drinking Water and Wastewater Systems Operator Certification Program Handbook 391-2300-001
Operator Certification Program Board Guidelines 391-2300-002
Training Provider Manual for the Pennsylvania Water and Wastewater System Operator
Training Program
391-2300-003
Quality Assurance Work Plan: Cause/Effect Surveys 391-3200-003
Aquatic Life Use Attainability Studies—Flow Water & Impoundment 391-3200-004
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Quality Assurance Work Plan: Toxics Surveys 391-3200-006
Stream Enrichment Risk Analysis 391-3200-007
Quality Assurance Work Plan: Advanced Treatment Model—Calibration/Verification Surveys 391-3200-008
Evaluation of Phosphorus to Lakes, Ponds & Impoundments 391-3200-013
Stormwater Management Guidelines and Model Ordinances 392-0300-001
Comprehensive Stormwater Management Policy 392-0300-002
Locational Data Policy for the Water Allocation Program and the Water Use Data System 392-0830-001
Trading of Nutrient and Sediment Reduction Credits—Policy and Guidelines 392-0900-001
General Policy and Procedures for the Review of Water Allocation Permit Applications 392-2130-001
Subsidiary Water Allocation Permit Requirement 392-2130-002
Attorney General Opinion 361 re: 1939 Water Rights Act 392-2130-003
Rescission of Water Rights 392-2130-004
Policy for Regulation of Interbasin Transfers 392-2130-005
Metering of Withdrawals under Orders of Confirmation 392-2130-006
Constant Gallons per Capita per Day (GPCD) 392-2130-007
Permit Life 392-2130-008
Recognizing Succession to Water Rights as a Result of Changes of Ownership 392-2130-012
Guidelines for Identification of Critical Water Planning Areas 392-2130-014
Guidelines for Development of Critical Area Resource Plans 392-2130-015
New Source Sampling Requirements for Surface Water Sources 393-3130-108
Community and Nontransient Noncommunity Water Systems: New Source Sampling for
Groundwater Sources
393-3130-208
Transient Noncommunity Water Systems: New Source Sampling Requirements for
Groundwater Sources
393-3130-308
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania Coastal Zone Management Program and Final
Environmental Impact Statement
394-0300-001
PA’s Continuous Planning Process (CPP) for Water Quality Management 1999 Update 394-0810-001
Municipal Reference Document—Department Guidance for the Bluff Recession and Setback
Act
394-2000-001
PA’s Nonpoint Source Management Program 394-2000-002
Aquifer Testing Guidance for Public Water Systems 394-2125-001
Riparian Forest Buffer Guidance 394-5600-001
Field Operations
Policy for Model Permit Application Process 400-2000-300
Guidelines for the Development and Implementation of Environmental Emergency Response
Plans
400-2200-001
Emergency Operations Plan 400-5900-101
Policy for Authorizing Emergency Response Expenditure 400-5900-102
Policy for Emergency Response Critiques 400-5900-103
Policy for Authorities of DEP On-Scene Coordinators 400-5900-104
Policy for Emergency Response Contracting 400-5900-105
Policies for Authorities of DEP’s Director of Emergency Response 400-5900-107
Policy for Contracting with Fire Companies or HAZMAT Teams 400-5900-108
Policy for Authorization of Emergency Transport/Storage of Hazardous Waste 400-5900-109
Policy for Field Order Authorization of Emergency Response Team 400-5900-110
Procedures for Emergency Contracting to Extinguish Mine Fire 400-5900-111
Policy for Gasoline Fume Emergency Criteria 400-5900-112
Chlorine Safety Procedures 400-5900-113
Hazardous Material and Hazardous Atmosphere Safety Policy 400-5900-114
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Policy for Electrofishing Personnel and Equipment Safety 400-5900-116
Standard Operating Procedures for the Acceptance, Collection, Transport, etc. of Elemental
Mercury
400-5900-117
Oil and Gas Management
Oil and Gas Operators Manual 550-0300-001
PA’s Plan for Addressing Problem Abandoned Wells and Orphaned Wells 550-0800-001
Administrative Policies and Procedures Manual 550-2000-001
Oil and Gas Wastewater Permitting Manual 550-2100-002
Oil and Gas Well Drilling Permit Applications and Related Approvals 550-2100-003
Oil and Gas Well Drilling Permit Applications and Related Approvals 550-2100-004
Oil and Gas Well Drilling Permit Applications and Related Approvals 550-2100-005
Oil and Gas Well Drilling Permit Applications and Related Approvals 550-2100-006
Oil and Gas Well Drilling Permit Applications and Related Approvals 550-2100-007
Interim Policy for NPDES Permits for Stormwater Discharges Associated with Construction
Activities at Oil and Gas Wells
550-2100-008
Oil and Gas Locational Guidance 550-2100-009
Interim Technical Guidance For Attachments to Electronic Submissions—Oil and Gas
Program
550-2500-001
Guidelines for Submitting Oil/Gas Bonds 550-2501-101
Civil Penalty Assessments in the Oil and Gas Program 550-4180-001
Addressing Spills and Releases from Oil & Gas Wells and Related Operations 550-5000-001
Civil Penalty Assessment Informal Hearing Procedure for the Office of Oil and Gas
Management
800-4000-002
Standards and Guidelines for Identifying, Tracking and Resolving Oil and Gas Violations 820-4000-001
Mining Programs
Review of Surface Mine Permit Applications by the Pennsylvania Fish and Boat Commission 560-0700-302
Review of Surface Mine Permit Applications by the Pennsylvania Game Commission 560-0700-303
Mine Drainage Treatment Trust Real Property Disposition Guidelines 560-5000-001
Small Operator Assistance Program (SOAP) and Remining Operator’s Assistance Program
(ROAP) Application Processing and Preassignment Field Conference
561-2305-201
Small Operator Assistance Program (SOAP) & Remining Operator’s Assistance Program
(ROAP) Report Review
561-2305-203
Small Operator Assistance Program (SOAP) and Remining Operator’s Assistance Program
(ROAP) Applicant Liability and Reimbursement Procedure
561-2305-601
Insurance Sales Guidance 561-5300-101
Damage Claim Processing 561-5300-201
Environmental Good Samaritan Projects 562-2000-001
Changes to Licenses, Bonds and Permits 562-2000-703
Mining Contract Operator Approval 562-2000-705
Blasting Activity Permits and Permits by Rule 562-2100-001
Alternative Peak Particle Velocity or Airblast Level 562-2100-002
Municipal Mining Licenses, Permits and Bonds 562-2100-704
Aboveground Storage Tanks on Coal Mine Permit Areas 562-2112-101
Prompt Closure of Abandoned Underground Mine Openings 562-2112-315
Sealing Bituminous Underground Mine Openings 562-2112-316
Sealing Anthracite Underground Mine Openings 562-2112-317
Blasting Near Utility Lines on Mining and Construction Sites and Bituminous Coal Mining
Within the Right-of-Way or Easement of Utility Lines
562-2112-503
Blasting Complaint Protocol 562-2112-504
Blaster’s License Suspension and Revocation Procedure 562-2402-501
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Insurance Requirements and Water Supply Replacement Assurance 562-2500-702
Surety Reclamation of Bond Forfeiture Sites 562-2504-312
Coal and Industrial Mineral Mining Inspections 562-3000-102
Field Evaluation of Pit Size Variances 562-3000-105
Applicant Violator System (AVS) Inspections 562-3000-110
Applicant Violator System (AVS) Compliance 562-3000-802
Fixing Water Samples 562-3200-203
Normal/Favorable Planting Season 562-3200-205
Citizens’ Requests: Receiving, Tracking, Investigating, Appealing and Filing 562-3900-402
Water Supply Replacement and Compliance 562-4000-101





Explosives Program Compliance/Enforcement Procedures 562-4100-311
Bond Forfeiture 562-4170-308
Noncoal Civil Penalty Assessments 562-4180-101
Noncoal Compliance/Enforcement Procedures 562-4180-102
Civil Penalty Assessments 562-4180-306
Reclamation in Lieu of Cash Payment for Civil Penalties 562-4180-309
Bankrupt Surety Company Bond Replacement Requirements and Civil Penalty Calculations 562-4180-310
Civil Penalty Collections 562-4180-311
Surface Mine Accident Investigations 562-5900-001
Engineering Manual for Mining Operations 563-0300-101
Government-Financed Construction Contracts 563-2000-001




Noncoal Underground Mine Permit Applications 563-2000-203
Homeowner Notification of Right to Pre-Blast Survey 563-2000-204
Right of Entry 563-2000-208
Review Process for Approval of a Bituminous Coal Blast Plan 563-2000-223
Use of Reclamation Fill at Active Noncoal Sites 563-2000-301
Beneficial Use of Sewage Sludge at Active Mine Sites 563-2000-602
Roads Associated with Coal Mining Activities 563-2000-609
Validating Abandoned Underground Mine Maps and Establishing Barrier Pillars 563-2000-610
Surface Water Protection—Underground Bituminous Coal Mining Operations 563-2000-655
Permit Renewals 563-2100-216
Noncommercial Exemption from Requirements of the Noncoal Surface Mining Conservation
and Reclamation Act
563-2111-101
Building Construction Exemption from Requirements of the Noncoal Surface Mining
Conservation and Reclamation Act
563-2111-102
Stabilizing Pre-Act Highwalls, Noncoal Operations 563-2111-111
Highwall Stability In Long-Term, Multiple Bench Quarries 563-2111-112
Borrow Pits for Oil and Gas Well Development Activities 563-2111-115
Aboveground Storage Tanks on Coal Mine Permit Areas 563-2112-101
Developing National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) Permits for Mining
Activities
563-2112-115
Boundary Changes to Mining Permits 563-2112-203
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Review Guide and Written Findings 563-2112-205
Beneficial Use of Coal Ash at Active Coal Mine Sites 563-2112-206
Completeness Review for Acceptance of Coal Mining Activity Permit Applications 563-2112-211
Evaluation and Approval of Land Use Changes for Surface Coal Mine Operations 563-2112-212
Coal Surface Mining Activity Permit Pre-Application Review 563-2112-214
Review of Accepted Coal Mining Activity Permit Applications 563-2112-215
Alkaline Addition for Surface Coal Mines 563-2112-217
Permit Transfers 563-2112-218
Cumulative Hydrologic Impact Assessments (CHIAs) 563-2112-219
Coal Surface Mining—Oil and Gas Well Barriers 563-2112-222
Guidelines for the Beneficial Use of Coal Ash at Coal Mines 563-2112-228
Evaluation and Approval of Innovative Mining and Reclamation Techniques 563-2112-603
Auger Mining 563-2112-604
Water Supply Replacement and Permitting 563-2112-605
Procedures for Establishing the Quantity of Water in Low-Yield Wells 563-2112-606
Marketing of Anthracite Coal Reject Materials 563-2112-607
Constructed Wetlands for Mine Drainage Treatment 563-2112-608
Determining Eligibility of Pre-Existing Pollutional Discharges under Subchapter F of 25
Pa. Code Chapter 87 and Subchapter G of 25 Pa. Code Chapter 88
563-2112-610
Permitting Pre-existing Pollutional Discharges under Subchapter F of 25 Pa. Code Chapter
87 and Subchapter G of 25 Pa. Code Chapter 88
563-2112-611
Underground Mining Near Oil and Gas Wells 563-2112-652
Permitting Ventilation Boreholes for Underground Coal Mines 563-2112-653
Technical Review, Mine Stability 563-2112-654
Liners—Impoundments, Stockpiles and Coal Refuse Storage Areas 563-2112-656
Underground Mining—Delineating Protection Zones for Public Water Supplies 563-2112-657
Imminent Hazards Associated with Subsidence from Active Mining 563-2112-658
Coal Refuse Disposal—Site Selection 563-2113-660
Noncoal Surface Mining Payment in Lieu of Bond 563-2500-401
Conventional Bonding for Land Reclamation 563-2504-001
Land Maintenance Financial Guarantees 563-2504-002
Procedures for Calculating Mine Subsidence Bonds 563-2504-101
Blanket Bond Program for Coal Surface Mine Sites 563-2504-201
Anthracite Mine Operator’s Emergency Bond Loan (A.E.B.L.) Program 563-2504-405
Bonding, Direct Submittal of Bonds 563-2504-407
Phased Deposit of Collateral Coal and Noncoal Mining 563-2504-409
Processing Completion Reports 563-2504-411
Evaluating Postmining Discharges 563-2504-412
Bonding, Anthracite Underground Mines 563-2504-451
Qualifying, Processing and Tracking Financial Guarantees and Bond Credits 563-2504-501
Monitoring, Compliance and Bond Release for Subchapters F and G Permits 563-2504-612
Mine Safety
Accident Reporting Requirements 580-0100-001
Section 316(h): Use of Electronic Atmospheric Detectors in lieu of Approved Flame Safety
Lamps
580-2200-003
Procedures for Processing Requests to Adopt New Items or Methods 580-2200-004
Guidelines for Use of Internal Combustion Motors in Underground Mines other than Coal 580-2200-008
Use of Electronic/Oxygen Detectors in Lieu of Approved Flame Safety Lamps 580-2200-009
Underground Storage of Explosives 580-2200-010
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Safety Requirements for Construction of Shafts for Underground Mines 580-2200-011
Section 247—Guidelines to Approve Ventilation Plans for Abandoned and Unused Mine
Areas
580-2219-002
Section 253(b)—Guidelines for Approving Roof Bolts as Primary Support 580-2219-003
Alternate Method of Test Drilling 580-2219-004
Submission of Mine Maps when a Mine is Abandoned 580-2219-008
Bureau of Deep Mine Safety’s Compliance and Enforcement Procedures 580-3000-002
Clarification of Pertinence of DEP Statutes Concerning Coal Processing Facilities 580-3000-005
Underground Mine Accident and Production/Man-hour Reporting 580-3300-001
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 15-1557. Filed for public inspection August 21, 2015, 9:00 a.m.]
INDEPENDENT REGULATORY REVIEW COMMISSION
Notice of Comments Issued
Section 5(g) of the Regulatory Review Act (71 P. S. § 745.5(g)) provides that the Independent Regulatory Review
Commission (Commission) may issue comments within 30 days of the close of the public comment period. The
Commission comments are based upon the criteria contained in section 5.2 of the Regulatory Review Act (71 P. S.
§ 745.5b).
The Commission has issued comments on the following proposed regulations. The agency must consider these
comments in preparing the final-form regulation. The final-form regulation must be submitted within 2 years of the close
of the public comment period or it will be deemed withdrawn.
Close of the Public
IRRC
Comments
Reg No. Agency/Title Comment Period Issued
126-11 Philadelphia Parking Authority
Modern Taxicab Standards
45 Pa.B. 2876 (June 13, 2015)
7/13/15 8/12/15
16A-5513 State Board of Accountancy
Act 73 and Act 15 Amendments
45 Pa.B. 2878 (June 13, 2015)
7/13/15 8/12/15




We submit for your consideration the following com-
ments on the proposed rulemaking published in the June
13, 2015 Pennsylvania Bulletin. Our comments are based
on criteria in Section 5.2 of the Regulatory Review Act (71
P. S. § 745.5b). Section 5.1(a) of the Regulatory Review
Act (71 P. S. § 745.5a(a)) directs the Philadelphia Parking
Authority (PPA) to respond to all comments received from
us or any other source.
1. Whether the regulation represents a policy deci-
sion of such a substantial nature that it requires
legislative review.
The Preamble to this rulemaking states that the pur-
pose of this proposal is to improve the quality and
capability of taxicabs in Philadelphia. This will be accom-
plished by requiring all vehicles proposed for medallion
taxicab service and 25 percent of each carrier’s fleet of
partial-rights taxicabs to be wheelchair accessible. In
addition, the proposal will require all vehicles brought
into taxicab service to be late model vehicles with less
than 500 miles on the odometer. PPA anticipates a
gradual upgrading of the taxicabs because the improve-
ments will occur as existing vehicles are replaced.
Members of the riding public, advocates for individuals
with disabilities and public officials from the City of
Philadelphia have submitted comments expressing sup-
port for this proposal. Conversely, members of the regu-
lated taxicab industry are opposed to it. This Commission
recognizes the benefits this proposal will have for users of
taxicabs in Philadelphia, particularly individuals with
disabilities, and is aware of the negative fiscal impact the
rulemaking could have on the taxicab industry. We are
also cognizant of the impact that unregulated competitors
providers are having on the taxicab industry in Philadel-
phia, the Commonwealth and throughout the country.
Against this backdrop, we believe that the proposal
being offered by PPA is a policy decision of such a
substantial nature that it requires legislative review. In
the Regulatory Analysis Form submitted with the pro-
posal, PPA states that it will, ‘‘act on its own when
possible, seek active participation of the riding public and
the regulated industry at all times and may seek addi-
tional authorization from the Legislature to bring about
the level of taxicabs service demanded by today’s more
discerning customers.’’ (Emphasis added.) We believe
PPA’s proactive approach to the many issues facing the
taxicab industry in Philadelphia is laudable. Given the
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contentious nature of this rulemaking, however, we en-
courage PPA to seek guidance from and work closely with
the General Assembly as it moves forward with this
proposal.
2. Whether the regulation is consistent with the
intent of the General Assembly; Statutory author-
ity.
While this Commission does not question the policy
goals of PPA and this rulemaking, we do question
whether PPA has the statutory authority to pursue those
goals as set forth in this rulemaking and whether the
goals align with existing law, and therefore the intent of
the General Assembly. As noted by commentators, it
would appear that PPA is only authorized to issue a
specific number of new certificates of public convenience
and corresponding medallions for wheelchair-accessible
vehicles (WAVs). 53 Pa.C.S.A. § 5711(c)(2) reads as fol-
lows:
The authority is authorized to issue the following:
(i) Subject to the provisions of subparagraph (ii), a
maximum of 1,600 certificates of public convenience
and corresponding medallions for citywide call or
demand service and an additional 15 certificates of
public convenience and corresponding medallions re-
stricted to wheelchair-accessible taxicab service as
provided in this chapter.
(ii) Beginning June 1, 2013, and each June 1 thereaf-
ter until there is a total of 1,750 certificates of public
convenience and corresponding medallions, the maxi-
mum number of certificates of public convenience and
corresponding medallions for citywide call or demand
service shall be increased by 15. The authority, in its
discretion, may issue the certificates and medallions
authorized by this subparagraph with special rights,
privileges and limitations applicable to issuance and
use as it determines necessary to advance the pur-
poses of this chapter and may issue the certificates
and medallions authorized by this subparagraph in
stages.
What is PPA’s specific statutory authority to convert
Philadelphia’s existing fleet of certificated vehicles into
WAV’s? In addition, what is PPA’s specific statutory
authority that would allow it to require partial rights
taxicab companies to convert 25 percent of their fleets
into WAVs?
3. Determining whether the regulation is in the
public interest.
Section 5.2 of the Regulatory Review Act (RRA) (71
P. S. § 745.5b) directs this Commission to determine
whether a regulation is in the public interest. When
making this determination, the Commission considers
criteria such as the impact on small businesses and
reasonableness. To make that determination, the Com-
mission must analyze the text of the proposed rulemaking
and the reasons for the new or amended language. The
Commission also considers the information a promulgat-
ing agency is required to provide under § 745.5(a) in the
regulatory analysis form (RAF). Upon review of the RAF,
we find that PPA has not provided an adequate analysis
of how the regulation will impact small businesses and
has not provided a description of any alternative regula-
tory provisions that were considered. Without this infor-
mation, we cannot determine if this proposed regulation
is in the public interest. In the RAF submitted with the
final-form rulemaking, PPA should provide more detailed
information required under § 745.5(a) of the RRA.
4. Economic or fiscal impact of the regulation.
Taxicab industry
Commentators from the taxicab industry are concerned
about the fiscal impact the proposal will have on them.
They believe the cost estimates provided by PPA are
understated and contend that the proposal will prohibit
future financing of new vehicles. They also point out that
the value of existing medallions will diminish. According
to commentators, existing non-WAV medallions are valued
at approximately $350,000. However, WAV medallions are
worth between $80,000 and $110,000. We ask PPA to
address these concerns in the RAF and Preamble to the
final-form regulation. We will evaluate PPA’s responses to
these issues in making our determination if the rule-
making is in the public interest.
PPA
We are also concerned about the fiscal impact this
proposal could have on PPA. 53 Pa.C.S.A § 5706(a.1)
(relating to wheelchair-accessible taxicab driver training),
requires PPA to provide WAV certificated drivers a one-
time stipend for each day of training the driver attends.
It also provides that the annual WAV taxicab driver
renewal fee is to be paid from the proceeds of sale of WAV
medallions for each successfully renewed application.
Since the number of WAV taxicab drivers will dramati-
cally increase, the costs imposed by this statutory provi-
sion will also increase. We ask the PPA to quantify these
costs and to include those costs in the RAF submitted
with the final-form rulemaking.
5. Possible conflict with or duplication of statutes
or existing regulations; Implementation proce-
dures; Reasonableness.
If this rulemaking is adopted, and as standard taxicabs
are replaced by WAV taxicabs, every taxicab driver will
have to meet the requirements of Section 1021.5a (relat-
ing to special wheelchair accessible vehicle taxicab driv-
er’s certificate and requirements). We have two concerns
about this requirement. First, Section 1021.5a(b)(7)(i)
requires WAV taxicab drivers to have two years of
experience driving a cab in Philadelphia. Commentators
believe that this could lead to a shortfall of taxicab
drivers in Philadelphia. Second, Section 1021.5a(c) estab-
lishes a cap on the number of WAV taxicab drivers. Under
this subsection, the number of WAV drivers may not
exceed the product of the number of WAV taxicabs
multiplied by four. Is this provision still needed under
this proposed rulemaking? In addition to addressing these
issues, we ask PPA to review all provisions of 52 Pa. Code
Chapter 1021 (relating to taxicab drivers) to ensure the
proposed rulemaking is consistent and does not conflict
with existing requirements.
6. Section 1017.4. Age and mileage limitations.—
Statutory authority; Possible conflict with or du-
plication of statutes or existing regulations; Clar-
ity.
The following language is being added to Paragraph (c),
relating to antique vehicles: ‘‘The number of antique
vehicles in operation in a fiscal year may not exceed 2%
of the vehicles comprising the taxicab utility group.’’ What
is a ‘‘taxicab utility group’’? To improve the clarity of the
proposal, we suggest that it be defined in the final-form
regulation.
Under Paragraph (d)(1) every medallion taxicab must
comply with Section 1017.8 (relating to wheelchair acces-
sible vehicle taxicab specifications), and under Paragraph
(d)(2), every partial-rights taxicab must comply with the
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age and mileage requirements of Section 1017.8(c) as a
condition of eligibility for inspection as provided in Sec-
tion 1017.2. This paragraph would require all vehicles
brought into service for the first time to be late models
with less than 500 miles and also limit the age of
taxicabs to five years. We have two concerns. First, we
question the reasonableness of the mileage limitation.
This restriction would preclude a medallion owner or a
partial-rights taxicab company from purchasing safe, yet
cheaper vehicles. How did PPA determine that all new
vehicles brought into service should have less than 500
miles? In the Preamble to the final-form regulation, we
ask PPA to explain the basis for this decision. Second, the
age limitation of five years conflicts with 53 Pa.C.S.A
§ 5714(a)(4), which allows vehicles to operate until they
reach eight years of age. We ask PPA to explain how the
proposed regulatory provisions are permitted under the
cited statutory language.
State Board of Accountancy Regulation #16A-5513
(IRRC #3104)
Act 73 and Act 15 Amendments
August 12, 2015
We submit for your consideration the following com-
ments on the proposed rulemaking published in the June
13, 2015 Pennsylvania Bulletin. Our comments are based
on criteria in Section 5.2 of the Regulatory Review Act (71
P. S. § 745.5b). Section 5.1(a) of the Regulatory Review
Act (71 P. S. § 745.5a(a)) directs the State Board of
Accountancy (Board) to respond to all comments received
from us or any other source.
1. Substantial Equivalency—Implementation proce-
dures; Protection of the public welfare.
The CPA law provides for substantial equivalency in 63
P. S. §§ 9.5b and 9.5d. In general terms, a person or firm
located outside of Pennsylvania whose qualifications are
substantially equivalent to the Board’s ‘‘shall have all the
privileges and obligations of a licensee of the Common-
wealth without the need to obtain a certificate or license
under this act’’ and can be subject to discipline by the
Board and the courts of Pennsylvania. 63 P. S. §§ 9.5b(b)
and 9.5d(c). The CPA Law also provides that ‘‘Any
determination as to whether substantial equivalency ex-
ists . . . shall be consistent with any determina-
tion . . . made by the National Association of State Boards
of Accountancy National Qualification Appraisal Service
[NASBANQAS].’’ 63 P. S. § 9.5b(a). We have two catego-
ries of questions relating to how these provisions will be
implemented by the Board.
First, under the CPA Law and the Board’s regulation,
we presume that the Board will most likely not have
notice of an accountant practicing under substantial
equivalency. How does the Board know how many indi-
viduals and firms are practicing in Pennsylvania under
substantial equivalency and who they are? Does the
Board have any mechanism to obtain this information
under the CPA law?
Second, who makes the important determination of
substantial equivalency before services are rendered?
While we expect that most practicing accountants would
obtain and disclose to their clients an equivalency deter-
mination from the NASBANQAS, we are concerned that
an invalid self-determination could be made outside of
this service that could harm the consumer of the account-
ing services. How can the consumer be protected from an
invalid self-determination of substantial equivalency? Are
all the other states’ requirements substantially equivalent
to the Board’s requirements? If not, does the Board
maintain a list of states that it considers to be substan-
tially equivalent to Pennsylvania that is available to the
public? We ask the Board to explain how substantial
equivalency will be implemented in a way that protects
the consumer of accounting services.
2. Section 11.7. Use of the designation ‘‘public ac-
countant’’ and the abbreviation ‘‘PA.’’—Clarity.
Use of an exception to include substantial equivalency
Subsection (a) of the existing regulation lists three
entities that can ‘‘. . .use the designation ‘public accoun-
tant,’ the abbreviation ‘PA,’ or any other title . . . tending
to indicate that the user is a public accountant. . . .’’ The
Board is amending this subsection to include substantial
equivalency by adding a phrase that states, in part,
‘‘Except as provided in § 11.5(e). . . .’’ We have two con-
cerns.
First, as amended by Act 15 of 2013 (Act 15), 63 P. S.
§ 9.5b(b) states that practice under substantial equiva-
lency is the same as practicing as a licensee in Pennsyl-
vania and, in particular, Paragraph (1) states that:
. . . an individual whose principal place of business is
not in this Commonwealth and who has a valid
certificate or right to practice from a state that is
substantially equivalent . . . shall have all the privi-
leges and obligations of a licensee of this Common-
wealth. . . .
Firms and unlicensed entities are addressed in 63 P. S.
§ 9.5d. Since, by statute, practice under substantial
equivalency is substantively the same as having a Board
license, it is not clear why the regulation should reference
substantial equivalency as an exception.
Second, Section 8.2 of the Pennsylvania Code and
Bulletin’s Style Manual addresses use of exceptions and
states, ‘‘If possible, state a requirement directly rather
than by use of exceptions.’’ Given the statutory language
and the Style Manual, we recommend that substantial
equivalency be added to Subsection (a) as a fourth
paragraph rather than as an exception.
Use of an exception in Subsection (b)
Similar to Subsection (a), this subsection adds substan-
tial equivalency as an exception. We recommend adding
substantial equivalency to the end of the sentence in-
stead.
3. Section 11.8. Use of the designation ‘‘certified
public accountant’’ and the abbreviation ‘‘CPA’’ in
the practice of public accounting.—Clarity.
Exceptions added to Subsections (a) and (b)
Subsections (a) and (b) both add substantial equiva-
lency as an exception. For the reasons explained in the
above comments on Section 11.7, we recommend adding
substantial equivalency to Subsection (a) as a fourth
paragraph and to Subsection (b) at the end of the
sentence.
4. Section 11.23a. Competence to supervise attest
services.—Protection of the public welfare; Clar-
ity.
400 hours of experience
A public commentator questioned the provision in Sub-
paragraph (b)(1)(i) that requires 400 hours of experience
within the previous five years. The commentator believes
it would be prudent to require more than 80 hours per
year given the pace of change in the accounting profes-
sion. We ask the Board to explain how this provision
sufficiently protects the public welfare.
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Continuing Professional Education (CPE)
Paragraph (b)(1)(i) sets a two-pronged competency re-
quirement of ‘‘400 hours of experience within the previous
5 years’’ and ‘‘at least 24 hours of CPE . . . during the 24
months immediately preceding issuance of the report.’’
Subsection (c) states an exemption that the requirements
of Subsection (b) do not apply to a licensee licensed prior
to August 18, 2013. Subsection (c) would exempt a
category of licensees from both the 400 hours of experi-
ence and 24 hours of CPE. Why should this category of
licensee be exempt from the CPE requirement?
5. Section 11.55. Experience requirements for CPA
certification.—Need; Reasonableness; Economic
impact; Clarity.
Calculation of hours of experience
Majority Chair Representative Julie Harhart and Mi-
nority Chair Representative Harry Readshaw of the
House Professional Licensure Committee (HPLC) submit-
ted a joint comment stating their agreement with the
comments submitted by the Pennsylvania Institute of
Certified Public Accountants (PICPA). PICPA commented
that the wording of Section 11.55 would make it difficult
for part-time or seasonal candidates to meet the require-
ments to apply for CPA certification. As written, a
candidate must complete at least one year of qualifying
experience during the 60-month period immediately pre-
ceding the date of application, and each year of experi-
ence must include 1,600 hours of qualifying experience.
PICPA cited the example of tax preparers who might only
accrue 680 hours in a tax season per year, but would not
qualify for CPA certification even after accumulating
1,600 hours of experience within the 60-month period.
PICPA does not believe this is the Board’s intent and
suggests alternative language. We agree with the HPLC’s
and PICPA’s concern and recommend that the Board
amend this requirement accordingly, or explain why the
requirement is needed and reasonable.
6. Section 11.63. CPE subject areas; relevance to
professional competence.—Clarity.
Continuing Professional Education (CPE) hours
Paragraph (a)(1) requires a minimum of 24 hours of
CPE and includes the sentence:
A licensee who supervises attest services and signs
an accountant’s report for attest services may also
need to complete additional CPE as provided in
§ 11.23a (relating to competence to supervise attest
services). (Emphasis added.)
Paragraph 11.23a(b)(1)(i) requires the same amount of
CPE of ‘‘at least 24 hours.’’
Considering the provisions of both Paragraph (a)(1) and
Paragraph 11.23a(b)(1)(i), it is not clear what total num-
ber of hours of CPE are required for a licensee to comply
with the regulation. We recommend that the Board
review and amend Paragraph (a)(1) and Paragraph
11.23a(b)(1)(i) as necessary to clarify how to comply with
the CPE requirements.
JOHN F. MIZNER Esq.,
Chairperson
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 15-1558. Filed for public inspection August 21, 2015, 9:00 a.m.]
INSURANCE DEPARTMENT
Price Optimization; Notice 2015-06
Recently, the question of whether price optimization
techniques may be used by insurance companies has been
raised to the Insurance Department (Department). The
answer is no and the Department issues this notice to
remind insurers about the Department’s longstanding
prohibition against the use of price optimization tech-
niques in property and casualty insurance rates.
It is well-settled that property and casualty insurance
rates cannot be excessive, inadequate or unfairly discrimi-
natory. These prohibitions can be found in all of the
Commonwealth’s property and casualty rate regulatory
acts and the Unfair Insurance Practices Act (act) (40 P. S.
§§ 1171.1—1171.15). See section 505-A(c)(2)(i) of the
Property and Casualty Filing Reform Act (40 P. S. § 710-
5(c)(2)(i)), section 5(a)(7)(ii) of the act (40 P. S.
§ 1171.5(a)(7)(ii)), section 3(d) of The Casualty and
Surety Rate Regulatory Act (40 P. S. § 1183(d)) and
section 3(a)(2) of The Fire, Marine and Inland Marine
Rate Regulatory Act (40 P. S. § 1223(a)(2)).
With the advent of sophisticated pricing tools, including
computer software and rating models referred to as price
optimization, insurers, rating organizations and advisory
organizations are reminded that policyholders and appli-
cants with identical risk classification profiles—that is,
risks of the same class and essentially the same hazard—
must be charged the same premium. Rates that fail to
reflect differences in expected losses and expenses with
reasonable accuracy are unfairly discriminatory under
Commonwealth law and will not be approved by the
Department. See 40 P. S. § 1183(d).
The Department’s Property and Casualty Bureau re-
views thousands of rate filings each year to ensure
compliance with these standards, and the actuaries that
review these filings often identify and object to filings
that fail to meet these statutory requirements.
Questions regarding this notice may be directed to
Mark Lersch, Bureau Director, Property and Casualty,
Administration, (717) 783-2103, mlersch@pa.gov.
TERESA D. MILLER,
Insurance Commissioner
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 15-1559. Filed for public inspection August 21, 2015, 9:00 a.m.]
PENNSYLVANIA PUBLIC
UTILITY COMMISSION
Natural Gas Distribution Service
A-2015-2496602. UGI Central Penn Gas, Inc. Appli-
cation of UGI Central Penn Gas, Inc. for approval to
provide natural gas distribution service to those portions
of the Letterkenny Army Depot located in Letterkenny
and Hamilton Townships, Franklin County.
Formal protests and petitions to intervene must be filed
in accordance with 52 Pa. Code (relating to public utili-
ties), on or before September 8, 2015. Filings must be
made with the Secretary of the Pennsylvania Public
Utility Commission, P. O. Box 3265, Harrisburg, PA
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17105-3265, with a copy served on the applicant. The
documents filed in support of the application are avail-
able for inspection and copying at the Office of the
Secretary between 8 a.m. and 4:30 p.m., Monday through
Friday, on the Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission’s
web site at www.puc.pa.gov and at the applicant’s busi-
ness address.
Applicant: UGI Central Penn Gas, Inc.
Through and By Counsel: Mark C. Morrow, Esquire,
Chief Regulatory Counsel, UGI Corporation, 460 North
Gulph Road, King of Prussia, PA 19406
ROSEMARY CHIAVETTA,
Secretary
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 15-1560. Filed for public inspection August 21, 2015, 9:00 a.m.]
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission, Bureau of
Investigation and Enforcement v. Lambert World-
wide Services, LLC; Cancellation Notice; Doc.
Nos. C-2013-2389775 and A-6413114
(Editor’s Note: See 45 Pa.B. 5007 (August 22, 2015) for
a Secretarial Letter relating to this cancellation notice.)
On November 15, 2013, the Bureau of Investigation and
Enforcement instituted a Complaint against Lambert
Worldwide Services, LLC, Respondent, for failure to
maintain evidence of liability insurance on file with this
Commission, a violation of 66 Pa.C.S. § 512, 52 Pa. Code
§ 32.2(c), and 52 Pa. Code § 32.11(a).
In accordance with 52 Pa. Code § 5.61, the Bureau of
Investigation and Enforcement notified the Respondent
that, an Answer to the Complaint must be filed within
twenty (20) days of the date of service. The Notice further
specified that, if Respondent failed to answer the Com-
plaint within twenty (20) days, the Bureau of Investiga-
tion and Enforcement would request that the Commission
cancel Respondent’s Certificate of Public Convenience.
The Complaint was served on Respondent, Lambert
Worldwide Services, LLC, via First Class Mail on Janu-
ary 10, 2014. To date, more than twenty (20) days later,
Respondent has failed to file an Answer to the Complaint
and has failed to have his insurer file evidence of
insurance with this Commission.
Therefore, the allegations in the Complaint are deemed
to be admitted. The Complaint is hereby sustained and
the Certificate of Public Convenience, issued to Respon-
dent at A-6413114 is hereby cancelled.
Respondent is assessed a fine of $500 for failure to
maintain evidence of insurance on file with this Commis-
sion as required at 52 Pa. Code § 32, as well as a fine in
the amount of $100 for failing to file an answer to the
Complaint as required by 52 Pa. Code § 5.61, for a total
fine of $600. Payment must be made by certified check or
money order payable to the Commonwealth of PA, and
mailed to Pa. Public Utility Commission, P. O. Box 3265,
Harrisburg, PA 17105-3265.
Furthermore, this Commission will request the Penn-
sylvania Department of Transportation to put an adminis-
trative hold on Respondent’s vehicle registrations. Re-
spondent will not be able to register any new vehicles or
renew any existing vehicle registrations until all past due
assessments are paid, all past due fines are paid, all
insurance filings are up to date, and it holds an active
Certificate of Public Convenience issued by this Commis-
sion.
This Secretarial Cancellation Letter will also be served
on:
The Department of Revenue
Bureau of Audit Programs
Sales and Use Taxes
Tenth Floor, Strawberry Square
Harrisburg, PA 17128-1061
Respondent is hereby notified to cease and desist from
further violations of the Public Utility Code, 66 Pa.C.S.
§§ 1.1 et seq. and the regulations of the Commission, 52
Pa. Code §§ 1.1 et seq. In view of the cancellation of
respondent’s Certificate of Public Convenience, it is spe-
cifically prohibited from rendering service as a common
carrier by motor vehicle in intrastate commerce in the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.
APPEAL RIGHTS
If you disagree with this determination, you may send
a Petition for Reconsideration from Staff Action (Petition)
to: Secretary, PA Public Utility Commission, P. O. Box
3265, Harrisburg, PA 17105-3265. Such a Petition is a
written statement asking the Commission to change its
determination.
The Petition must be filed with the Commission within
twenty (20) days of the date of this letter. If no timely
request for reconsideration is made, this action will be
deemed to be the final action of the Commission.
The Petition must include: (1) a written statement
(divided into numbered paragraphs) outlining the reasons
for the request, (2) the case docket number(s) (they are
provided for you at the top right hand corner of this
letter), (3) the name of the person on whose behalf the
petition is made, (4) copies of relevant documentation,
and (5) a verification with original signature. See 52
Pa. Code §§ 1.31 and 5.44. Below is a sample Verification:
VERIFICATION
I, (YOUR NAME GOES HERE), hereby state that the
facts above set forth are true and correct (or are true and
correct to the best of my knowledge, information and
belief) and that I expect to be able to prove the same at a
hearing held in this matter. I understand that the
statements herein are made subject to the penalties of 18
Pa.C.S. § 4904 (relating to unsworn falsification to au-
thorities).
(SIGN AND DATE)
If you believe that you have received this letter in error,
please contact the Compliance Office of the Motor Carrier
Services and Enforcement Division in the Bureau of
Technical Utility Services at 717-787-1227 within ten (10)
days of the date of this letter.
ROSEMARY CHIAVETTA,
Secretary
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 15-1561. Filed for public inspection August 21, 2015, 9:00 a.m.]
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Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission, Bureau of
Investigation and Enforcement v. Lambert World-
wide Services, LLC; Secretarial Letter; Doc. Nos.
C-2013-2389775 and A-6413114
(Editor’s Note: See 45 Pa.B. 5006 (August 22, 2015) for
a cancellation notice relating to this Secretarial Letter.)
On November 6, 2013, the Pennsylvania Public Utility
Commission’s (Commission) Bureau of Investigation and
Enforcement instituted a Complaint against Lambert
Worldwide Services, LLC (Lambert) at Doc. No. C-2013-
2389775 for failure to maintain evidence of insurance on
file with the Commission. This Complaint was served on
Lambert by means of certified mail at its mailing address
on file with the Commission. The Complaint was subse-
quently returned by the United States Postal Service with
the notation ‘‘Return to Sender; Unclaimed.’’
On January 10, 2014, the Complaint was re-served on
Lambert by means of first class mail. Although there is
no record that the re-served Complaint was returned to
the Commission, the record does not indicate whether
Lambert received it.
By Secretarial Letter dated May 21, 2015, the Commis-
sion noted that an answer had not been filed in response
to the Complaint. As a result, the Secretarial Letter
stated the allegations of the Complaint were deemed
admitted and the Complaint was sustained. Lambert’s
Certificate of Public Convenience, issued at Doc. No.
A-6413114, was cancelled and Lambert was assessed a
fine of $600. In addition, the letter stated that the
Commission would ask the Department of Transportation
to put an administrative hold on Lambert’s vehicle regis-
trations. This Secretarial Letter was sent to the same
address listed on the Complaint. The Secretarial Letter
was subsequently returned by the Postal Service with the
notation ‘‘Return to Sender; Attempted—Not Known; Un-
able to Forward.’’ On June 1, 2015, the Commission
resent the Secretarial Letter by first class mail to the
following address: ‘‘P. O. Box 18889, Philadelphia, PA
19119.’’
The Commission is concerned that Lambert was not
properly served with the Complaint. In order to ensure
that Lambert’s due process rights are preserved, the
Commission will serve this Secretarial Letter, together
with the May 21, 2015, Secretarial Letter, by both
certified mail and publication in the Pennsylvania Bulle-
tin, under 52 Pa. Code § 1.53(c) and (e) (relating to
service by the Commission). Lambert shall have 20 days
from the date of publication in the Pennsylvania Bulletin
to file a Petition for Amendment or Rescission of the May
21, 2015, Secretarial Letter, under 66 Pa.C.S. § 703(g)
(relating to fixing of hearings) and 52 Pa. Code § 5.572(d)
(relating to petitions for relief).
ROSEMARY CHIAVETTA,
Secretary
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 15-1562. Filed for public inspection August 21, 2015, 9:00 a.m.]
Service of Notice of Motor Carrier Applications
The following temporary authority and/or permanent
authority applications for the right to render service as a
common carrier or contract carrier in this Commonwealth
have been filed with the Pennsylvania Public Utility
Commission. Formal protests and petitions to intervene
must be filed in accordance with 52 Pa. Code (relating to
public utilities). A protest shall indicate whether it ap-
plies to the temporary authority application, the perma-
nent authority application, or both. Filings must be made
with the Secretary, Pennsylvania Public Utility Commis-
sion, P. O. Box 3265, Harrisburg, PA 17105-3265, with a
copy served on the applicant by September 8, 2015.
Documents filed in support of the applications are avail-
able for inspection and copying at the Office of the
Secretary between 8 a.m. and 4:30 p.m., Monday through
Friday, and at the business address of the respective
applicant.
Applications of the following for approval to begin
operating as common carriers for transportation
of persons as described under each application.
A-2015-2492780. Metro Gettysburg, LLC (123 West
Middle Street, Gettysburg, Adams County, PA 17325)
persons upon call or demand, in Adams County.
A-2015-2496391. Andrii Smoliak, LLC, t/a City Hall
Limo Service (606 Folsom Avenue, Folsom, Bucks
County, PA 19033) persons in limousine service, between
points in Pennsylvania; excluding areas under the juris-
diction of the Philadelphia Parking Authority.
A-2015-2496910. Barbara Desmond (91 Donahue
Road, Luthersburg, Clearfield County, PA 15848) in call
or demand service, in Brady, Sandy and Bell Townships,
Clearfield County; and Snyder, Washington, Winslow,
Henderson, Gaskill, Bell and Young Townships, Jefferson
County.
Application of the following for approval of the
beginning of the exercise of the right and privi-
lege of operating motor vehicles as common carri-
ers for the transportation of persons by transfer
of rights as described under the application.
A-2015-2496567. VIP Transport of Philadelphia,
LLC (3360 North Howard Street, C-l, Philadelphia, PA
19140) persons in paratransit service, between points in
the City and County of Philadelphia, as issued to VIP
Transportation Services, at Doc. A-6417074, subject to the
same limitations and conditions. Attorney: David M.
O’Boyle, 1450 Two Chatham Center, 112 Washington
Place, Pittsburgh, PA 15219-3455.
Applications of the following for approval of the
beginning of the exercise of the right and privi-
lege of operating motor vehicles as common carri-
ers for the transportation of household goods as
described under each application.
A-2014-2435970. Hindman & Isaacs Moving & Stor-
age, Inc. (1887 Sandy Lake-G.C. Road, Jackson Center,
Butler County, PA 16133-2525) household goods in use,
between points in Butler County.
A-2015-2487194. SSMT PHL, LLC d/b/a Suburban
Solutions (2109 Bellemead Avenue, Havertown, PA
19083) for the right to begin to transport, as common
carrier, by motor vehicle, household goods in use, between
points in Pennsylvania.
Application of the following for amendment to the
contract carrier permit approving the operation
of motor vehicles as contract carriers for trans-
portation of persons as described under the appli-
cation.
A-2015-2487897. Rainbow Marketing Group, LLC
(134 North 10th Street, Philadelphia, PA 19107) for
Harrah’s Chester Downs Management Company, LLC on
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behalf of Chester Downs and Marina, LLC, t/a Harrah’s
Philadelphia Casino and Racetrack, between points in the
Counties of Chester and Philadelphia. Attorney: Jenny J.
Hou, 123 North 9th Street, Philadelphia, PA 19107.
Application of the following for the approval of the
right and privilege to discontinue/abandon oper-
ating as common carriers by motor vehicle and
for cancellation of the certificate of public conve-
nience as described under the application.
A-2015-2496765. Rainbow Marketing Group, LLC
(134 North 10th Street, Philadelphia, PA 19107) discon-
tinuance of service and cancellation of their certificate, to
transport, as a contract carrier, by motor vehicle, persons
for Valley Forge Convention Center Partners, LP, between
points in Montgomery County and Philadelphia County.




[Pa.B. Doc. No. 15-1563. Filed for public inspection August 21, 2015, 9:00 a.m.]
Service of Notice of Motor Carrier Formal Com-
plaints
Formal Complaints have been issued by the Pennsylva-
nia Public Utility Commission. Answers must be filed in
accordance with 52 Pa. Code (relating to public utilities).
Answers are due September 8, 2015, and must be made
with the Secretary, Pennsylvania Public Utility Commis-
sion, P. O. Box 3265, Harrisburg, PA 17105-3265, with a
copy to the First Deputy Chief Prosecutor, Pennsylvania
Public Utility Commission.
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission; Bureau of
Investigation and Enforcement v. H.I.P., Inc.;
Docket No. C-2015-2489509
COMPLAINT
The Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission (Commis-
sion) is a duly constituted agency of the Commonwealth
of Pennsylvania empowered to regulate public utilities
within the Commonwealth. The Commission has del-
egated its authority to initiate proceedings which are
prosecutory in nature to the Bureau of Investigation and
Enforcement and other bureaus with enforcement respon-
sibilities. Pursuant to that delegated authority and Sec-
tion 701 of the Public Utility Code, the Bureau of
Investigation and Enforcement hereby represents as fol-
lows:
1. That all authority issued to H.I.P., Inc., (respondent)
is under suspension effective May 23, 2015 for failure to
maintain evidence of insurance on file with this Commis-
sion.
2. That respondent maintains a principal place of
business at P. O. Box 34616, Philadelphia, PA 19101.
3. That respondent was issued a Certificate of Public
Convenience by this Commission on September 10, 1990,
at A-00109199.
4. That respondent has failed to maintain evidence of
Liability insurance on file with this Commission. The
Bureau of Investigation and Enforcement’s proposed civil
penalty for this violation is $500 and cancellation of the
Certificate of Public Convenience.
5. That respondent, by failing to maintain evidence of
insurance on file with this Commission, violated 66
Pa.C.S. § 512, 52 Pa. Code § 32.2(c), and 52 Pa. Code
§ 32.11(a), § 32.12(a) or § 32.13(a).
Wherefore, unless respondent pays the penalty of $500
or files an answer in compliance with the attached notice
and/or causes its insurer to file evidence of insurance
with this Commission within twenty (20) days of the date
of service of this Complaint, the Bureau of Investigation
and Enforcement will request that the Commission issue
an Order which (1) cancels the Certificate of Public
Convenience held by respondent at A-00109199 for failure
to maintain evidence of current insurance on file with the
Commission, (2) fines Respondent the sum of five hun-
dred dollars ($500.00) for the illegal activity described in
this Complaint, (3) orders such other remedy as the
Commission may deem to be appropriate, which may
include the suspension of a vehicle registration and (4)
imposes an additional fine on the respondent should
cancellation occur.
Respectfully submitted,
David W. Loucks, Chief
Motor Carrier Enforcement
Bureau of Investigation and Enforcement
P. O. Box 3265
Harrisburg, PA 17105-3265
VERIFICATION
I, David W. Loucks, Chief, Motor Carrier Enforcement,
Bureau of Investigation and Enforcement, hereby state
that the facts above set forth are true and correct to the
best of my knowledge, information and belief and that I
expect that the Bureau will be able to prove same at any
hearing held in this matter. I understand that the
statements herein are made subject to the penalties of 18
Pa.C.S. § 4904 relating to unsworn falsification to au-
thorities.
Date: 6/30/2015
David W. Loucks, Chief
Motor Carrier Enforcement
Bureau of Investigation and Enforce-
ment
NOTICE
A. You must file an Answer within 20 days of the date
of service of this Complaint. The date of service is the
mailing date as indicated at the top of the Secretarial
Letter. See 52 Pa. Code § 1.56(a). The Answer must raise
all factual and legal arguments that you wish to claim in
your defense, include the docket number of this Com-
plaint, and be verified. You may file your Answer by
mailing an original to:
Rosemary Chiavetta, Secretary
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission
P. O. Box 3265
Harrisburg, PA 17105-3265
Or, you may eFile your Answer using the Commission’s
website at www.puc.pa.gov. The link to eFiling is located
under the Filing & Resources tab on the homepage. If
your Answer is 250 pages or less, you are not required to
file a paper copy. If your Answer exceeds 250 pages, you
must file a paper copy with the Secretary’s Bureau.
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Additionally, a copy should either be mailed to:
Michael L. Swindler, First Deputy Chief
Prosecutor
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission
Bureau of Investigation and Enforcement
P. O. Box 3265
Harrisburg, PA 17105-3265
Or, emailed to Mr. Swindler at: RA-PCCmplntResp@
pa.gov
B. If you fail to answer this Complaint within 20 days,
the Bureau of Investigation and Enforcement will request
that the Commission issue an Order imposing the pen-
alty.
C. You may elect not to contest this Complaint by
causing your insurer to file proper evidence of current
insurance in accordance with the Commission’s regula-
tions and by paying the fine proposed in this Complaint
by certified check or money order within twenty (20) days
of the date of service of this Complaint. Acord certificates
of insurance and faxed form Es and Hs are unacceptable
as evidence of insurance.
The proof of insurance must be filed with the:
Compliance Office, Bureau of Technical Utility
Services
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission
P. O. Box 3265
Harrisburg, PA 17105-3265
Payment of the fine must be made to the Common-
wealth of Pennsylvania and should be forwarded to:
Rosemary Chiavetta, Secretary
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission
P. O. Box 3265
Harrisburg, PA 17105-3265
Your payment is an admission that you committed the
alleged violation and an agreement to cease and desist
from further violations. Upon receipt of the evidence of
insurance from your insurer, and upon receipt of your
payment, the Complaint proceeding shall be closed.
D. If you file an Answer which either admits or fails to
deny the allegations of the Complaint, the Bureau of
Investigation and Enforcement will request the Commis-
sion to issue an Order imposing the penalty set forth in
this Complaint.
E. If you file an Answer which contests the Complaint,
the matter will be assigned to an Administrative Law
Judge for hearing and decision. The Judge is not bound
by the penalty set forth in the Complaint, and may
impose additional and/or alternative penalties as appro-
priate.
F. If you are a corporation, you must be represented by
legal counsel. 52 Pa. Code § 1.21.
Alternative formats of this material are available for
persons with disabilities by contacting the Commission’s
ADA Coordinator at 717-787-8714.
ROSEMARY CHIAVETTA,
Secretary
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 15-1564. Filed for public inspection August 21, 2015, 9:00 a.m.]
Telecommunications
A-2015-2497231. United Telephone Company of
Pennsylvania, LLC d/b/a CenturyLink and AT&T
Corporation. Joint petition of United Telephone Com-
pany of Pennsylvania, LLC d/b/a CenturyLink and AT&T
Corporation for approval of an interconnection agreement
under section 252(e) of the Telecommunications Act of
1996.
United Telephone Company of Pennsylvania, LLC d/b/a
CenturyLink and AT&T Corporation, by their counsel,
filed on August 10, 2015, at the Pennsylvania Public
Utility Commission (Commission), a joint petition for
approval of an interconnection agreement under sections
251 and 252 of the Telecommunications Act of 1996.
Interested parties may file comments concerning the
petition and agreement with the Secretary, Pennsylvania
Public Utility Commission, P. O. Box 3265, Harrisburg,
PA 17105-3265. Comments are due on or before 10 days
after the date of publication of this notice. The documents
filed in support of United Telephone Company of Pennsyl-
vania, LLC d/b/a CenturyLink and AT&T Corporation
joint petition are available for inspection and copying at
the Office of the Secretary between 8 a.m. and 4:30 p.m.,
Monday through Friday, at the Commission’s web site at
www.puc.pa.gov and at the applicant’s business address.
The contact person is Cheryl Walker Davis, Director,
Office of Special Assistants, (717) 787-1827.
ROSEMARY CHIAVETTA,
Secretary
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 15-1565. Filed for public inspection August 21, 2015, 9:00 a.m.]
Telecommunications Services
A-2015-2495041. Atlantic Broadband (Penn), LLC.
Application of Atlantic Broadband (Penn), LLC for ap-
proval to offer, render, furnish or supply telecommunica-
tions services as a competitive local exchange carrier to
the public in this Commonwealth in the service territories
of all incumbent local exchange carriers.
Formal protests and petitions to intervene must be filed
in accordance with 52 Pa. Code (relating to public utili-
ties), on or before September 8, 2015. Filings must be
made with the Secretary of the Pennsylvania Public
Utility Commission, P. O. Box 3265, Harrisburg, PA
17105-3265, with a copy served on the applicant. The
documents filed in support of the application are avail-
able for inspection and copying at the Office of the
Secretary between 8 a.m. and 4:30 p.m., Monday through
Friday, and at the applicant’s business address.
Applicant: Atlantic Broadband (Penn), LLC
Through and By Counsel: Leslie Brown, Esquire, At-
lantic Broadband (Penn), LLC, 2 Batterymarch Park,
Suite 205, Quincy, Massachusetts 02169
ROSEMARY CHIAVETTA,
Secretary
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 15-1566. Filed for public inspection August 21, 2015, 9:00 a.m.]
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Transfer of Indirect Control
A-2015-2497615. Odyssey Acquisition, LLC and
ExteNet Systems, Inc. Joint application of Odyssey
Acquisition, LLC and ExteNet Systems, Inc. for approval
of the transfer of indirect control of ExteNet Systems, Inc.
to Odyssey Acquisition, LLC.
Formal protests and petitions to intervene must be filed
in accordance with 52 Pa. Code (relating to public utili-
ties) on or before September 8, 2015. Filings must be
made with the Secretary of the Pennsylvania Public
Utility Commission, P. O. Box 3265, Harrisburg, PA
17105-3265, with a copy served on the applicant. The
documents filed in support of the application are avail-
able for inspection and copying at the Office of the
Secretary between 8 a.m. and 4:30 p.m., Monday through
Friday, on the Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission’s
web site at www.puc.pa.gov and at the applicant’s busi-
ness address.
Applicants: Odyssey Acquisition, LLC; ExteNet Sys-
tems, Inc.
Through and By Counsel: Michael Gruin, Esquire, Ste-
vens & Lee PC, Harrisburg Market Square, 17 North
Second Street, 16th Floor, Harrisburg, PA 17101
ROSEMARY CHIAVETTA,
Secretary
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 15-1567. Filed for public inspection August 21, 2015, 9:00 a.m.]
PHILADELPHIA
PARKING AUTHORITY
Authorization of Wheelchair Accessible Taxicab
Medallions; Doc. No. 15-006
Order
By the Authority:
The Philadelphia Parking Authority (the ‘‘Authority’’),
regulates all taxicab and limousine service in the City of
Philadelphia (the ‘‘City’’).1 The Authority is currently
empowered to issue and sell 60 new taxicab medallions
and 1 existing medallion.2
Background
On February 24, 2015, the Authority entered an Order
at Docket No. 15-003 authorizing revised terms for the
sale of taxicab medallions (the ‘‘February Order’’). The
February Order authorized the Director of the Authority’s
Taxicab and Limousine Division (‘‘TLD’’) to administer
the sale of 61 medallions, each of which is designated a
wheelchair accessible vehicle (‘‘WAV’’) medallion. The Feb-
ruary Order was published in the Pennsylvania Bulletin
on March 7, 2015 and is available for review on the
Authority’s web site at www.philapark.org.
Pursuant to the February Order, the WAV medallion
sales began on May 6, 2015, which has resulted in 50
WAV medallions sold thus far (WP-1601 through WP-
1650). As of July 8, 2015, only 1 of the 50 WAV medallion
sales has actually resulted in the operation of a WAV
medallion taxicab. Recognizing the need to focus on
providing WAV taxicab service in Philadelphia, the Direc-
tor of the TLD exercised his discretion to reschedule the
11 remaining WAV medallion sales (WP-1651 through
WP-1661) pursuant to paragraph no. 9 of the February
Order.
To date, the remaining 49 WAV medallions sold at
auction have neither reached settlement, let alone been
placed into WAV taxicab service. Exercising his discretion
as provided in paragraph no. 10 of the February Order,
the TLD Director has requested that the Board remove
the remaining 11 WAV medallions from the February
Order’s schedule. The TLD Director believes this change
will permit TLD staff and the regulated industry to focus
on getting all of the WAV medallions already sold into
service more rapidly.
Therefore,
It Is Ordered That:
1. The sales of the following eleven WAV medallions
authorized for sale pursuant to this Board’s Order dated
February 24, 2015 are hereby cancelled: WP-1651, WP-
1652, WP-1653, WP-1654, WP-1655, WP-1656, WP-1657,
WP-1658, WP-1659, WP-1660 and WP-1661.
2. The Director of the Authority’s TLD may, at this
discretion, place any of the aforementioned eleven medal-
lions before this Board for a new sale authorization,
pursuant to such terms and conditions as the Board may
then impose.
3. The contact person for this Order is James R. Ney,
Director, Taxicab and Limousine Division, (215) 683-9417.
4. The Executive Director shall cause this Order to be
deposited with the Legislative Reference Bureau for
publication in the Pennsylvania Bulletin.
VINCENT J. FENERTY, Jr.,
Executive Director




The Susquehanna River Basin Commission (Commis-
sion) will hold its regular business meeting on September
10, 2015, at 9 a.m. at the DoubleTree by Hilton Bing-
hamton, Grand Riverside Room, 225 Water Street,
Binghamton, NY 13901. Details concerning the matters to
be addressed at the business meeting are contained in the
Supplementary Information section of this notice.
For further information contact Jason E. Oyler, General
Counsel, (717) 238-0423, Ext. 1312, fax (717) 238-2436.
Supplementary Information
The business meeting will include actions or presenta-
tions on the following items: (1) informational presenta-
tion of interest to the Upper Susquehanna Subbasin area;
(2) resolution to correct Exhibit A attached to Resolution
No. 2013-11; (3) release of proposed rulemaking for public
comment; (4) amendment of the Comprehensive Plan for
the Water Resources of the Susquehanna River Basin; (5)
ratification/approval of grants; (6) regulatory compliance
matter for Downs Racing LP; (7) Panda Power Funds
request for transfer of ownership of Hummel Station LLC
1 See 53 Pa.C.S. § 5701 et seq., as amended, (the ‘‘act’’).
2 See 53 Pa.C.S. §§ 5711(c)(2) and 5717(a).
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(Doc. Nos. 20081222 and 20081222-2); and (8) Regulatory
Program projects. The business meeting may also include
requests to extend emergency certificates for Aqua Penn-
sylvania, Inc. and Furman Foods, Inc.
Projects, amendments to the Comprehensive Plan and
request for conditional transfer listed for Commission
action are those that were the subject of a public hearing
conducted by the Commission on August 6, 2015, and
identified in the notice for the hearing, which was
published at 80 FR 39190 (July 8, 2015).
Opportunity to Appear and Comment
Interested parties are invited to attend the business
meeting and encouraged to review the Commission’s
Public Meeting Rules of Conduct, which are posted on the
Commission’s web site at www.srbc.net. As identified in
the public hearing notices previously referenced, written
comments on the Regulatory Program projects, the
amendments to the Comprehensive Plan and request for
conditional transfer that were the subject of a public
hearing, and are listed for action at the business meeting,
were subject to a comment deadline of August 17, 2015.
Written comments pertaining to any other matters listed
for action at the business meeting may be mailed to
the Susquehanna River Basin Commission, 4423 North
Front Street, Harrisburg, PA 17110-1788 or submitted
electronically through http://www.srbc.net/pubinfo/public
participation.htm. Comments mailed or electronically sub-
mitted must be received by the Commission on or before
September 4, 2015, to be considered.
Authority: Pub. L. 91-575, 84 Stat. 1509 et seq., 18
CFR Parts 806—808.
Dated: August 6, 2015.
ANDREW D. DEHOFF,
Executive Director
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 15-1569. Filed for public inspection August 21, 2015, 9:00 a.m.]
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Each year, the Pennsylvania Treasury (Department) re-
ceives millions of dollars in unclaimed property from
abandoned bank accounts, forgotten stocks, checks that
have not been cashed, certificates of deposit, safe deposit
box contents, life insurance policies and other sources.
The following list of unclaimed property was reported
and delivered to the Department. If you find your name,
you can file a claim on the Department’s web site at
www.patreasury.gov. From this site, you can download a
claim form and follow the progress of your claim. Persons
may also file a claim by calling the Bureau of Unclaimed
Property at (800) 222−2046, Monday through Friday, 8
a.m.—5 p.m. Written inquiries may be sent to the Bureau
of Unclaimed Property, P. O. Box 1837, Harrisburg, PA
17105−1837, Attention Research Department.
TIMOTHY A. REESE,
State Treasurer
2015 Notice of Names of Persons Appearing to be
Owners of Abandoned and Unclaimed Property
Adams County
Abbottstown Pa 17301
Bitner Ira A II 1314 Pine Run Rd
Butler Creoleoa A 251 Smt Dr
Cappetta James A 82 Beaver Creek Rd
Carnes Wilbert Jr 109 Frog Pond Hollow
Marler Robert Sr Est, Mary Est 258 Runaway Rd
Obrien Linda 171 Locust Ln Apt B
Oswald Jennifer L, Brian M 50 Highland Ave
Sneeringer Jad Jr 82 Beaver Creek Rd
Vid Development L 7686 Paradise Ht
Winand Lisa A 17 Eisenhart Dr
Arendtsville Pa 17303
Jaffin Mary Lou 41 Thomas Cir PO Box 488 c/o Catherine Schieffer
Oaster Daniel T 203 Conewago St
Rubio Figueroa Joel A 30 Main St
Aspers Pa 17304
Frazier John D 260 Frazier Rd
Gunn Mabel, J C RD 1
Gutierrez Pablo G 1506 Lincoln Why
Miller Rosalie L Jr, Rosalie L, Edna I 51 Ctr Mills Rd
Tepecha Alejandro C 1376 Potato Rd
Wagner Wendy 1425 Carlisle Rd
Bendersville Pa 17306
Bullers Byron K PO Box 308
Biglerville Pa 17307
Aguilar Miguel 52 Third St Apt B
Delisi Bernadine 2500 Chambersburg Rd
Free Tabb T 160 Boyds Hollow Rd
Hoylman Bernadine Delisi 2500 Chambersburg Rd
Huerta Jose Manuel M Biglerville
Katsu Carl F PO Box 118
Ketterman Chad 794 Arendtsville Rd
Klein Jeff 216 E York St
Lott Douglas 870 Pleasant Valley Rd
Mcglaughlin Tabitha R 410 Fairview Fruit Rd
Rummel Richard, Joyce East York St
Salazar Jose J PO Box 404
Tuckey Clay C 215 Winding Brook Rd
Urvina Palmas Juan Carlos 185 N Main St Apt 3
East Berlin Pa 17316
Bishop Annie R Est 92 Red Run Church Rd
Border Darla L 354 Church Rd
Brian Properties LLC PO Box 1
Carriage Trade Catering Ltd 29 Jackson Dr
Emlet Charles W 239 Church Rd
Estrada Ofelia 203 Rife Rd Lot 55
Fuhrman Dorothy C RD 2
Grove Betty D 68 W Clearview Dr
Hertz Earl J 223 Kuhn Dr Box 227
Kauffman Kenneth B 490 Round Hill Rd
Kubota Dianne S 5298 E Berlin Rd
Meals Helen Est, Helen RR 1 Box 2a
Sandoval Erika 2339 East Berlin Rd
Saum Deanna, Greg 601 Lake Meade Dr
Shanabrough Janet S 11 Schofield Dr
Wade Rena S 20 Fisher Dr
Yake David S 591 Wolf Rd
Fairfield Pa 17320
Adelsberger Norman PO Box 123
Chase Wynogene 32 Crossland Trl
Eberly R Emerson 7 Fruitwood Trl
Ezell Johanna V 17 Ctr Trail
Manger Shriely I 19 Pine Hill Trl
Mort Valerie 1020 Old Waynesboro Rd
Perry Anthony, Wanda R 14 Upper Trail
RC Mallette Plumbing & Heating 1005 Pecher Rd
Riley Patrick 40 Snowbird Tr
Schultz Sandra L, Dana C 390 Crum Rd
Sidoli Joan 4 Lola Trail
Slater Brenda Joyce Est 1175 Old Waynesboro Rd
Stoner Paul 5245 Fairfield Rd
Swope Lillian V Comft Care Inc 235 Franklin St
Vaughn Earlene Est 17 Mile Trl
Warren Leroy, Mary 40 Cove Hollow Rd
Gardners Pa 17324
Clouse Leo RR 1 Box B
Rhinehart Dustin 138 Old State Rd
Rice Harold RD 2
Rice Loretta RD 1
Richwine Florence, Foster RD 1
Smith Helen A 79 Old State Rd
Gettysburg Pa 17325
Adams Tiffany L 3020 York Rd
Albin Emily A 1525 Mason Dixon Rd
Alldian Matthew 300 N Washington St
Alvear Justin L 910 Fairfield Rd
Anstine David E 417 W Middle St
Ayre William S, Mary E 1138 Long Ln
Baek Jae J 300 N Washington St
Bauernfiend Adele 42 Knight Dr
Black Geraldine R RR 4
Black Steven 506 Hunterstown Rd
Boslett Michael G 1855 Baltimore Pike
Bricker Kathleen 47 Baltimore St Apt 308
Butler Myrtice Lot 122 1760 Shrivers Corner R
CW Wolf & J P Wingert PO Box B
Cecil R A 2581 Old Harrisburg Rd #2
Century 21 Neighborhood Realty 344 Baltimore St 1fl Frnt
Chang Hyun Kyu 156 York St Apt 4
Clabaugh Kim PO Box 3727
Clauss Kyle E 723 Chambersburg Rd
Cole David Wayne 2314 York Rd
Corbran Benjamin 765 Fairview Fruit Rd
Criswell Nellie E 52 W Confederate Ave
Culver Clyde Jr A PO Box 145
Culver Margarite PO Box 145
Dal Tile 2938 York Rd
Davidson Motor Inc 55 Expedition Trail
Degnan Mary W 47 Baltimore St Apt 308
Diaz Santos 411 York St
Ditzler Ethel 123 N 4th St
Eckert Angela 85 Country Club Ln
Entenmann Mary E 110 Sanders St
Farkas Gizella I c/o Gloria M Miller 470 S
Flynn Mary R 220 Balto St
Fossil Store 1863 Gettysburg Village Dr Ste 460
Fox Eleanor A RR 2
Frye Ethel V 447 Village Dr
Gerbrick Anne 56 Robin Cir
Getty Mart Gettysburg 130 Carlisle St
Grau Maurice L 26 Vicki Cir
Green Acres 595 Biglerville Rd
Greening Rob PO Box 3786
Grela Mpoko Bruno 1205−1210 Bullfrog Rd
Grimsley Jimmie L 8 E Hanover St 3
Harmon Kelley 51 Jessica Dr
Hartman Harry 1760 Shrivers Corner Rd Lot 124
Hersman Cynthia L, John A 129 Rodes Ave
Hodge John E, Judy A 815 Belmont Rd
Hutchison Glorianne 1390 Hanover Rd
Johnson William M, Matthew A 119 Friendship Ln
Kalb Erin V 1900 Shrivers Corner Rd
Kennell Mary L 799 Baltimore St
Kimble Earl 2266 Granite Sta Rd
Kimes Joellen M 8 Union View Dr
King Anna Est, Gene Est 2496a Granite Sta Rd
Kluck Brian W 290 Knight Rd
Light Luann P, Eric W 411 Centennial Rd
Lilly Florence H Est 42 E Lincoln Ave
Linard Ruth Irene Green Acres 595 Biglerville Rd
Lumber Yard 615 York St
Lupian Gonzalez Felipe 1220 Chambersburg Rd PO Box 3882
Lupp E Lois PO Box 3515
Marcionette Dewayne A 75 Mandy Ln
Martin Aleta A, Fred J 60 South Ave
Martin Brian 31 Cedarfield Dr
Matthews Brice 3436 Taneytown Rd
Maurices 1863 Gettysburg Village Dr Suite 980
Miles Suzannah S 259 Baltimore St
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Miller Douglas 201 N Washington St
Miller Jane C 451 Hospital Rd Ext Lot 1
Miller Michael G 741 Chapel Rd
Morton Building Inc 3370 York Rd
Neiderer Beatrice M, Frances J Bonneauville 42 E Hanover St
Orner Clyde E 741 Chambersburg Rd Golden Living Ctr
Palmisano Mark C, Palmisano Mark 35 Buford Ave 20
Patterson Clara Johanna, Maddison S 256 Heritage Dr
Phelan Hallinan Schmeig 205 Knoxlyn Rd
Pittman Colwell Nancy 54 Redding Ln
Prokopovitsh Andre Est c/o Clayton Wilcox Esquire 234 Baltimore St
Prosthetic & Ortho 455 S Washington St Suite 11
Railing Jennifer M, William F 50 Cinfederate Dr
Reyburn John A Jr 255 Sachs Rd
Roger Sprague Family LLC dba Century 21 344 Baltimore St
Sabath Nancy Est Lot 57 2215 Biglerville Rd
Sanders Cathern V Green Acres Nursing Home 595 Biglerville Rd
Sanders Violet Green Acres Nursing Home 595 Biglerville Rd
Selby Ravin M 447 Village Dr
Service 24 2215 Biglerville Rd #42
Smallwood Spenser 300 N Washington St Gettysburg College Box 2371
Smith Elizabeth 42 Knight Dr
Staub David 151 Chambersburg St
Staub Norman J 47 Baltimore St Apt 303
Stiles Jonathan 980 Highland Ave
Stitt Joyce E c/o Sheppards Choice Nursing C 867 York Rd
Strasbaugh Martha, Mary 205 S Stratton St
Strausbaugh George E 133 N 4th St
Strausburgh Gwendolyn Green Acres Nursing Home 595 Biglerville Rd
Strickland Mary A 1040 Heritage Dr
Suburban Heating Oil Par Inc dba Agway Energy Services 1744 York Rd
Supersonic 1025 Biglerville Rd
Uribe Leticia 1853 Biglerville Rd
Walton Shiloh Bryce 2750 Meadow Dr
Warner Charles Est 2215 Biglerville Rd Trlr 30
Williams Jason E 150 Seminary Ave
Williams Lauren 765 Fairview Fruit Rd
Wingert Paul J PO Box B
Witherow Stephen W, Doris E PO Box 101
Woods Andrew J, Brenda J 61 NW Confederate Ave
Woodward William E 843 Table Rock Rd
Ziegler Lillian T RR 2
Idaville Pa 17337
Griffith Rosie Est PO Box 65
Littlestown Pa 17340
Bennett Crystal R 104 South Queen St
Bowersor David, Lisa A 178 Kensington Dr
Brainard June D RR 2
Bucher Carrie M 890 Georgetown Rd
Clark Henry L Jr 6265 Baltimore Pike
Deunger Georgine, John P 445 Saint Johns Rd
Dowling Herbert Jr, Herbert Sr 58 N Queen St
Getty Littlestown 133 Boyer St
Groft Stephanie A 142 Lumber St
Harmon Charles W, Ida 730 Basehoar School Rd
Hartlaub Toby 30 Mud College Rd
Kvech Wayne A 47 Gettysburg Ct
Leon Elizabeth K 133 Charles St
Little Mildred 121 Lumber St
Marders Sommer 308 Lumber St
Mcmaster Thomas L 30 Sells Sta Rd
Meekins Gary 150 S Columbus Ave
Neiderer Teri, Joe 185 Bollinger Rd
Obrien Herbert, Dorothy 351 East King St
Ortiz Hector F 527 Lakeview Cir
Redding Theresa A 2065 Whitehall Rd
Reichart Sterling, Delphine RR 2
Simms Sandra 308 Lumber St
Skora Austen S 83 S Gala
Vonstaden Jessie 727 Bollinger Rd
Weaver Gilbert 3757 Baltimore Pike
Wenger Adrienne 465 Orphanage Rd
Whitman Ruth M 40 N Queen St
Wisner Romaine 14 Colonial Ct
McSherrystown Pa 17344
Berkheimer Jesse E 227 Fairview Ave
Birnie Carmen 65 North St Apt 42
Chenoweth Todd C 65 North St Apt 19
Colgan Allison Georeann, Brian 325 Ridge Ave
Condon Amanda L 220 N 5th St
Owens Larry A 143 R Main St
Rider Victoria A 15 S 3rd St
Seymore Richard F 225 Ridge Ave
Stuller Bernard C, Nadine A 640 Delone Ave
Trostle Robert 539 Main St
New Oxford Pa 17350
Arter Delcie C 500 N Bolton St Apt 114
Ashmore Nancy B 66 Peace Cir
Baker James C 89 Cottage Ln
Bridgett Gebhart J 11 Sandy Ct
Clifton Ronald 2860 Carlisle Pike
Daykon Barbara, Ethan 11 Ray Ct
Gaspar Miguel J PO Box 422
Gorman Earl E RT 1
Hoff Ruth 70 Green Ridge Rd
Hoover Douglas L RR 2
Huffman Rowlen L, Joan L 345 Cedar Ridge Rd
Mathias Della C 2990 Carlisle Rd
Mills James E 123 Lincoln Way W
Morelock Lisa 487 Susan Ln
Myers Clyde PO Box 125
Neiman Clarence A Jr, June A 5360 Carlisle Pike
Reese Lance M Est 60 Redhill Rd
Robinson Pauline A, John 5777 York Rd
Salazar Ivonne M 188 Drummer Dr
Sheffer Lynn 2155 Water St
Shultz Elizabeth 340 W High St
Smith Nancy M, John L 2224 Humtown Hampton Rd
Starling Jamie L 30 Fiddler Dr
Starner Ruthanna 503 Grace Ter B
Sutton Maria J 50 Sherrill Dr
Warren Bill H 16c York Dr
Winemiler Chad 3710 Carlisle Pike
Yorlets Barbara J 1625 Group Mill Rd PO Box 536
Orrtanna Pa 17353
Hamner Samantha D 257 Poplar Spgs Rd
Justice Jeffrey J 1140 Orrtanna Rd
Ketterman Gregory S 2558 Old Rte 30
Malk Emma 1212 New Rd
Michaels Ella 1212 New Rd
Schindel Philip B 1074 Orrtanna Rd
Sheaffer Sara RR 1
Shultz Margaret RR 1
Smith Diane 534 Bingaman Rd
Smith Kenneth G 1095 Church Rd
Weikert Jeffrey L Jr 2630 Cold Spgs Rd
York Springs Pa 17372
Dietzel Kathryn H 564 Quaker Church Rd
Harman Preston, Minnie RR 1
Harris Melody Lane, J Jeffrey 2410 County Line Rd
Hoisington Keith M PO Box 162
Ibarra Ruiz Luis Humberto 110 Bonners Hill Rd
King Christopher B 558 East Berlin Rd
Linus Charles P Jr, Regina C 331 Latimore Creek Rd
Oxenford Esther E, Paul 1305 County Line Rd
Toci Jennifer E, Charles P 70 Seneca Dr
Tupper Marcia Mccambridge 6527 Old Harrisburg Rd
Allegheny County
Allison Park Pa 15101
Accu Temp Heating & A/C 4024 Mt Royal Blvd
Adams Donald 4480 Mt Royal Blvd 119
Anderson Kyle J, June 2106 Legendary Ln
Bailey Engineers Inc PO Box 721
Bendtsen Tracy 3830 Ebonhurst Dr #353
Bergmark Delores, Donald 2867 Clearview Rd
Berner Nancy C, David J 2501 Victoria Dr
Braxton Sonasha Cherice 3166 W Wind Dr
Butcher Louis M Est, David 2653 Miller Dr
Carter Holly L 1437 Montgomery Rd
Chang Helen 4055 Jupiter Dr
Coyne Elizabeth R Coyne Ave at Ferguson Rd
Crockett Andrea, John 4252 Forest Glen
Cummins Mae G 1770 Sample Rd
Daugherty James W 1845 Allison Ave
Davis Myrtle E 9812 Presidential Dr Apt 208
Diehl Michael 1089 Apple Hill Ln
Difrancesco Jamie 1809 Redcoach Rd
Donahue Pamela, Keith 3771 Coventry Ct
Firedex of Pittsburgh 4030 William Flynn Hwy
First Trust Corp 2207 Laurel Ln
Flanagan Daniel F, Ann 3217 Hampton Oaks Dr
Franklin Enterprises Inc PO Box 193
Freeland Charles, Ann 2884 Wildwood Rd
Friend Douglas W, Edwin D 3036 Harts Wood Dr
Friend Jeffrey A 3036 Hartswood Dr
Geyer Joseph 2920 Clearview Dr
Glaab Arthur PO Box 143
Glenn Smith 2705 Tillia Dr
Go Seungjin 8846 Royal Manor Dr Apt 301
Grzandziel Dorothy 2720 College Park Rd
Haim William 9690 Shirley Dr
Harnett Nancy L 2773 Indian Spgs Ln
Harper Jack 9402 Springfield Dr
Himmler Heinrich 2950 Mcneal Rd
Hinds M Gleyn Est 304−1817 Foxcroft Ln
Hoffman Charles J, Jessie 2330 Wyland Ave
Iole Laura, Kris 8804 Royal Manor Dr Apt 302
Jedlicka James 2323 Carson Dr
Johnson Joshua, Jamie 2224 Ferguson Rd
Joyce Patrick D, Anne D, Walter 4455 Laurel Oak Dr
Kieran Victor D 701 Dressel Rd
King James E 4460 Mount Royal Blvd Apt 210
Kleinhample Cornelia 2483 Trotter Dr
Knezovich Michelle Lynn, Gloria C, Nicle Kathern 4504 Bucktail Dr
Knobloch Kenneth S 4679 Middle Rd
Kuhn Russsell A, Lori L 4723 Valyfield
Linn Robert 4842 Cherry St
Lorenzo Michael A 4680 Middle Rd
Lubarsky Edward 1847 Red Coach Rd
Lynch Betty J 2266 Ferguson Rd
Manuel Mary E RD 2
Marsh Joyce M 1866 Ferguson Rd
Mascari Auto Body Inc 2835 Buckingham Ct 1435
Matts Megan 1225 Duncan Ave
Mccarthy Norma J 4518 Bucktail Dr
Mcdevitt Donna J 614 Bluestone Dr
Mchale Thelma 4407 Laurel Oak Dr
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Mchenry Betty 806 Rollins Dr
Meinert Janet J Est 3111 Hemlock Dr
Michaels Concessions 4433 Mt Royal Blvd
Miller Diane L 3915 Shadowood Ct
Miller William G 2818 College Park Rd
Miller William L c/o Walter P Deforest 4560 Sweetwater Pl
Mills Kimberly A 5 Crestwood Dr
Mitsch Richard T 2390 Highland Ave
Motto Rebecca A c/o Rebecca A Mcnutt 4395 Kilbert Dr
Orourke Erin M 2835 Buckingham Ct 1435
Paris Debra 2503 College Park Rd
Parks Dorothy R 4478 Middle Rd
Pinkerton Elizabet 3940 Mount Royal Blvd
Pinkerton Lewis A c/o Mrs A Pinkerton Mt Royal Blvd
Protulipac Eliz Mt Royal Blvd
Rairgh Dorothy R 4163 Margaux Ct
Rairigh Dorothy R, H Eugene 4163 Margaux Ct
Rairigh H Eugene 4163 Margaux Ct
Rhule Marcia 4480 Mt Royal Blvd
Rich Nancy J 9402 Springfield Dr
Rosenberg John 4236 Estates Ct
Rush William T, Rosalie 9150 Collington Sq
Sallade Earl, Inez 705 Moonstone Dr
Schmitt Richard, Janet 2825 Mcneal Rd
Schneider Robert R 9819 Presidential Dr Apt 202
Schwartz Charles M Pen Plan Fm 2207 Laurel Ln
Schwartz David G 3161 Morningside Dr
Stewart Catherine V 2911 E Elfinwild Rd
Stewart Donald B 4100 Tall Timber Dr
Strauch Paul L 2707 Clg Pk Rd
Sullivan Francis 1941 Shady Oak Cl
Swartz Tracy L, Chad W 3818 Hieber Rd
Szeles Andras 1745 Hedwig Dr
Voit Matthew 1306 Wendy View Dr
Volz Alice R 4480 Mount Royal Blvd
Wagner Charles, Roma 4039 Old Rt 8
Weber Timothy Charles 4518 Pinewood Ln
White Kenwyn D 985 E Arcadia Dr
Will Marianne 2473 Victoria Dr
Wilson Ruth A 4400 Winchester Dr
Wobb Ronald W 2783 Mccully Rd
Wood Steve M 2700 Thoroughbred Ct Apt 737
Zoar Home c/o Claudia Betwiler 3724 Mount Royal Blvd
Aspinwall Pa 15215
Angerman Jodi 214 12th St
May Robert W 326 1/2 2nd St
Nurse Practitioners Asso 431 Royce Ave
Sandberg Kurtis 704 Ctr Ave
Stellitano Paul Est 1323 S Canal
Avalon Pa 15202
Colangelo David 253 Lincoln Ave
Francis Mannke E 1003 California Ave
Jacky Jennifer 908 Erdner Ave Apt 2
Kuba Steven 908 Erdner Ave Apt 2
Mannke Phyllis 1003 California Ave
Swarmer Robert D 5 Marie Av 1
Avon Pa 15202
Artesian Group LLC 7412 Perrysville Ave Ben
Richardson Justin A, Katie 312 Dalzell Ave Ben
Bellevue Pa 15202
Chamberlain Margaret E 633 Orchard Ave Apt 18
Dasaro Martin 223 Lincoln Ave Apt 4
Devine Elizabeth G, Michael 650 North Ave
Emerick Daniel C 35 E Roseridge St 1st Fl
Gessler David R 624 West Ave Apt 20
Lombardo Clement F 48 Lincoln Ave Apt 2
Miller Martha 633 Orchard Ave Apt 18
Miller Patrick M 459 Dawson Ave
Moffat Ralph T 392 Caughey Ave
Moran Peter J 43 S Balph Ave
Oneil William J 815 Orchard Ave
Sloan Stephanie R 103 Kendall Ave 1st Flr
Smith Robert J 33 Meade Ave
Wallace Harry J 33 Meade Ave
Weingartner Elizabeth B 546 Orchard Ave 2nd Fl
Bethel Park Pa 15102
Affordable Decks & Additions Inc 3003 South Park Rd
All American Nutrition 5833 Library Rd Ste 700
Allebrand Georganne 847 Hershire
Aspinall Ruth 425 Parkridge Dr
Bates Leigh Ann 410 Castle Dr #82
Benson J C Fben Kovach Jr Et Stephen E 3623 Maplevue Dr
Benze Pamela M 2313 Casswell Dr
Bilec George T, James T Apt 227 2960 Bethel Church Rd
Blefere Louis 4676 Prescott Dr
Boehner Molly Elizabeth 5566 Saddlebrook Dr
Brehm Virginia 2960 Bethel Church Rd 341
Brian Madden Co LLC 2400 Oxford Dr #304
Brinker George M 121 Copperwood Dr
Brown Fred R 1033 Grandview Farms Dr
Butler Mary H 27 Conestoga Dr
Byers Daniel 2881 Hickory St
Callender Gloria J 156 Spartan Dr
Castanet Paul Jr 3060 S Park Rd
Choice Cigarettes c/o Linda Rice 4900 Library Rd
Church Jarad 2037 Grandview Farms Ct
Churchill Walter D Jr 648 Glenrock Dr
Clark Janet L, James 4477 1st St
Coates Charles J 5351 Main St
Conn William 5551 Library Rd
Corcoran Mary Lou 257 N Lightwood Ave
Cortolillo Thomas A 5397 Florida Ave
Cothran Hugh E 3014 Hillcrest Dr
Cox Alice M, Roger D 219 Logan Rd
Danvers Donald A 2925 Kings Mill Rd
Deeley Charles 6045 Library Rd 1f
Delandro Joseph L Jr Est 7228 Baptist Rd Pmb #219 c/o Paul G Walker Jr
Dolanch Patricia A 6009 Irishtown Rd
Dorcak J Kevin 5857 Horseshoe Dr
Drew Estelle Est 2611 Bethel Church Rd
Eisner Shannon 120 Old Village Ln
Elysian Realty Manag Ement 7228 Baptist Rd Box 188
Falletta Anne T 2850 Hickory St
Falletta Susan 3265 Sunnyside Rd
Fiorillo Anna D 5794 Wilson Dr
Fisher Richard C, Kathy M 5895 Glen Hill Dr
Framesmith 5209 Library Rd
Gaefke Jacqueline 1219 Braun Rd
Gillece Mark Plumbing 4905 Library Rd
Glausser Helen P 55 Highland Rd Apt 203
Goldstein Irving, Clara 35 Highland Rd, Apt 6103
Grebenarov Atanas 605 Chessbriar Dr
Gresham Sarah 5398 Main St
Griffin Priscilla 5408 Elm St
Hajnos Maryanne, Arthur, Eva 680 Glenrock Dr
Herrman David 1001 Brookfield Dr
Himich Warren J 1012 Battleford Dr
Hoover Elizabeth G, Richard B 1541 Stoltz Rd
Ivol Bruce 2413 Longcrest Rd
Jordan Tax Service 7100 Baptist Rd
Kamyk Louise C 747 Broughton Rd
Kappeler Edward, Sara 3230 Forest Rd
Kawtoski Amada 101 Old Village Ln
Keller Walter J III PO Box 387
Kerekes Helen T 5794 Wilson Dr
Kidder Edna M 1021 Logan Rd
Kirkwood Bonnie G 2940 Idaho Ave
Klavonic Katherine Trust 5236 W Library Ave
Leahey John C Jr 7168 Baptist Rd
Levy Bernard Jr, Joan E 2669 Strathmore Ln
Lewandowski William D, Evelyn House 161
Lubawski Matthew J 3410 Sterling Dr
Lucarelli Daniel J, Joan E 125 Slatewood Ct
Lutz Lauren L 891 Boulder Dr
Macdonald William A 1800 Timberidge
Magnotti Ann 1000 Oxford Dr Apt 614
Marchese Lucy Est 4676 Prescott Dr
Matthews Jeffrey 2202 Superior St
Mazzola John V 1435 Berryman Ave
Mcnamara Margaret, Eileen 1000 Oxford Dr 813 E
Meds Made Simple Inc 2505 Driftwood Dr
Meiers Paul L 27 Conestoga Dr
Mid Atlantic Investigations 5390 Progress Blvd Ste A
Morales Julie C 102 Horning Rd
Musial Irene 2960 Bethel Church Rd Apt
Neff William C 5980 Dalmation Dr
Obrien Daniel J, Jane L 3310 Elderwood Dr
Oconnor Irene B 5867 Horseshoe Dr
Oday Terrence 5685 Kings School Rd
Orlick Irene A Attn J Warren Orlick 3317 Crestview Dr
Otis Gretchen E 7084 Dumbarton Pl
Page Kevin 2608 Ctr St
Peniel Israel 35 Highland Apt 4304
Pernosky William, Philip 4th St
Pitts Burgers Inc 5300 Liberty Rd
Pointek George A 1328 Berryman Ave
Pruger Jane R 1264 Bethel Green Dr
Richardson James F 5379 Willow St
Rine Lawrence 5742 Smith Dr
Roche Michael 646 Clearview Dr
Roche R 646 Clearview Dr
Rose James D 747 Broughton Rd
Sackinsky Veronica, Walter 5034 Orchard Ave
Saylor Kara J 1004 Timberidge Dr
Schaefer Jerome F 5450 Glenhill Dr
Schlegel Ilse 3231 Elderwood Dr
Schweiger Debbie PO Box 750
Sell Janay James W 5321 Main St
Seng Alan 506 Mcmurray Rd
Silliman Matthew C 2412 Longcrest Ave
Strickland Maxwell L c/o Linda Ryan 225 Rocky Ridge Rd
Suchta Joan E Apt 227 2960 Bethel Church Rd
Suerland Erwin Est 5963 Monogahela Ave
Sukthankar Pranav 35 Highland Rd Apt 3303
Sweeney Loretta 60 Highland Rd
Tierney Robert D Est 5826 Clark Ave
Tognarine Richard K 5230 Library Rd
Torak Edward R, Sarah 5384 Elm St
Vance Faye 2315 Wells Dr
Volpatti Joseph R 14205 Stolz Rd
Ward Ryan 5584 Saddlebrook Dr
West Penn Prop PO Box 1675 2400 Oxford Dr #205
Wilmot Stacey 420 Castle Dr Apt 90
Wilson James D, Audra 3269 Sylvan Rd
Witherow Sally 518 Bassett Dr
Young Doris N 5565 Florida Ave
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Brackenridge Pa 15014
Ballon Erma Est 729 6th Ave Apt 2r
Behning Marcella 1040 Nelson Ave
Boyko Dunya 1050 Brdview Blvd
Couturiaux Steven 852a Brackenridge Ave
Gamble Carole 1129 Nelson Ave
Greiner Dorothy Est 1052 9th Ave
Guida David M 1044 Union Ave
Laughery Sandra 1071 Cleveland Ave
Lewis Douglas E 832 8th Ave
Linamen Carol J 901 6th Ave
Lloyd Theodore Est 921 6th Ave
Lloyd Raymond 1050 Brdview Blvd Rm 213
Mooney Charles L 1116 Atlantic Ave
Paz James L 1020 Norwood Dr
Plecher Jessica 913 1st Ave
Russell Robert, Carrie 1109 Sheren Ave
Seft Sophie Est 1039 1st Ave
Wadyko Lottie M 1135 Roup Ave
Western Pennsylvania Ins PO Box A
William Adams Jr 887 1st Ave Apt 310
Williamson Henry W, Leeta C Unit 113b 1050 Brackenridge Ave
Zakrzewski Carol Lee 832 9th Ave
Braddock Pa 15104
Acrie Charlene R 1303 Roy St
AJ Silberman Co 838 Braddock Ave
Andrejco Donald, Anna 637 4th St
Bair June E 103 General Braddock Dr
Baros Ann L 1446 Ridge Ave
Benvenuto Carlo 313 Hawkins Ave
Blackwell Juanita 313 Hawkins Ave
Brush Robert J, Bernice 1631 Grandview Ave N
Carter Mary Est 456 2nd St
Chandra Seetha 450 Holland Ave Ste 107
Cloonan Edward M 639 1st St
Conroy John G 1315 Grandview Ave
Cose Walter Sr, Agnes 227 Hawkins Ave
Cuba Thomas, Marie 1221 Cherry Way
Davis James E 521 6th St
Davis William 552 Stokes Ave
Delong Lizbeth 136 General Braddock Dr
Donavan Barbara M 3757 Dartmouth Rd
Dudley Anne C 1347 Bessemer Ave N
Eddins Oscar James 441 Stokes Ave
Elston Louise 501 Washington Ave
Evans Andrew C 711 Baldridge Ave
Fialkovich Clarence, Mildred 1102 Cherry Way
Gailis Mary M 633 4th St
Gray Welding 13 Talbot Ave
Gubash Eileen M, Allan 420 Oak St
Hamilton Karen V 18 Holland Ave Apt 10
Harris Charles W, Sylvia J 301 Holland Ave
Hicks Candice 1105 Stokes Ave N
Holguin Joseph, Louis 1443 Bell Ave
Howell Clifford 904 Talbot Ave
Johnson Mildred 620 Braddock Towers Apt 907
Kostelnik John Est 1622 Grandview Ave
Kurzawski Brenda 585 1/2 Corey Ave
Luccis Collision Center 313 Hawkins Ave
Madison Georgia 904 Talbot Ave
Major Vicki 748 Palisades Plz
Markiewicz Leona, Paul 216 Talbot Ave
Marshall Isabell B−26 Talbot Towers
Mauldin Michelle 1709 1 2 Grandview Ave
Mcnamara John 431 2nd St
Miyares Takisha L 430 Frazier St
Nedley Anna B 1524 Ridge Ave North
Novotny John 1314 Kirkpatrick St
Omalley William P 1308 Brinton Ave
Oskin William c/o James F Keough 705 Braddock Ave
Patterson Curtis 501 Mills Ave
Price Eddie Mae, James Y 539 Stokes Ave
Quick Floyd 209 2nd St
Riley Mary Est 1622 Grandview Ave
Scott Charles E 6 Palisades Plz Apt A2
Senatitis Donald 207 Bessemer Ave
Shynski Josephine 116 7th St
Sklenar Margaret, George 1306 Orchard St North
Smith Doris 1608 Grandview Ave
Smith Kristoffer 7 Palisades Plz Apt B5
Sotak Elizabeth, Donald, Michael 1427 Bell Ave N
Stimac John 136 General Braddock Dr
Stipancic Catherine 100 2nd St Apt 4
Toth Theresa 1622 Grandview Ave
Bradfordwoods Pa 15015
Donnelly James F 200 Washington Rd
Dunbar Ryan Franklin 91 Mystic Harbor
Fretwell Ronald L 52 Marblehead Hb
Heyl Scott L 612 Lincoln Rd
Johnson Donald, Gerry 20 Market Ct
Johnson Family Trust Dtd 8/14/01 20 Market Ct
Pierson Lynn 125 Boothbay Harbor
Troitskaya Maria 228 Bradford Rd
Bridgeville Pa 15017
Alsbaiheen Riyadh A 1597 Washington Pike Ste B14
Alston Lydia 243 Ramsey Ave
Alterman Golling Eileen L 2005 Clearfork Rd
Arnold Henry A 479 Bank St Ext Apt 207
Atlas Railroad Const Co 1370 Washington Pike Ste 202
Barbaryka Tony 538 Baldwin St
Baroni Isabel A 917 Mclaughlin Run Rd
Bernardo Santo 13580 Washington Pike Apt 57
Berrott Raymond L 1000 Ryeland Ct
Bishop Ruth E 126 Pennsylvania Ave
Bud Behling Leasing Inc 382 Carol Ave
Bursca 79 South Ind 100 Bursca Dr
Butler Sharon 653 Bower Hill Rd
Channing Susan 2035 Clearfork Rd
Cherry Harry Est, Jean 1101 Lakeview Dr
Crocetti Josephine 1001 Grandview Ave Apt 502
Daddario Domenic 640 Elizabeth St
Delvecchio Irene 640 Elizabeth St
Diggans Carolyn A, John M 1065 Grandview Ave
Diorio Nicholas T 618 Dewey Ave
Drew Estelle B 223 Jones Dr
Emerson Eric 2601 Fox Chase Ct
Equipco 1889 Mayview Rd
Everest Software Inc 456 Washington Ave
FB Wright Co Pittsburgh 98 Vanadium Rd
Findley Joe Warren Sr Trs Ch Winfield Apt 6 1120 Bank St
Foreman Constance, James 6371 Oyster Bay Ct
Fridy Robert E, Robert W 148 Kimber Dr
Gales Margaret R Box 246
Gillis Anna M 2625 Thorntree Dr
Havens Mildred E, Mildred 316 Hickman St Apt 4
Haver Esther B 1104 Harding St
Helbling Carl L 2892 Willowick Ct
Honan Patrick George 7025 Clubview Dr
Hozinec Anna M c/o Country Meadows 3580 Washington Pike Bldg 4 Apt 112
Irish Maxwell C 146 Elm
Kacurak David Mayview State H 1601 Mayview Rd
Kobie Carl L 1364 Bower Hill Rd 3
Kreush Eric R, Jody B 8404 David Dr
Kulbocki Marie Washington Commons 528 Dewey Ave
Lennon Jr Lawrence J 609 Gregg Ave
Lieberman Sybil L 3135 Laurel Ridge Cir
Lober Linda 1601 Mayview Rd
Loth Clarke A, Linda T 50 Vanadium Rd Apt 111
Maida Joseph Adam, Dawn 277 Hikory Hight Dr
Mankamyer Harold 548 Cherryhill Dr
Marchisin Mary 415 James St
Mazur Marion E, Michael 128 Melrose Ct
Mazur Michael 129 Melrose Ct
Mcelhinny Margaret 225 Hickory Hts Dr
Michael Cinkan, Cnac 329 Prestley Rd
Microsupply 1370 Washington Pike
Middle Mgt Marketing C 23 Great Southern
Milcic Mary L 528 Dewwy Ave
Miller James I 1250 Tr St
Moslen Andrea S 683 1st Ave
Mucha James E, Alan C 1380 Pesavento Dr
Odlund Dick E c/o Craig E Odlund 3531 Washington Pike
Orfanon Evanglia 126 Firwood Dr
Parento Angelo, Mary 601 Mcmillan St Apt
Patterson Patricia c/o Bengs Bldg Ward 3 S 1601 Mayview Rd
Powell Kathryn R, Lowell J 1009 Lakemont Dr
Rusmur Floors of Ohio LLC 500 Sta St
Saputo Salvatore 1601 Mayview Rd
Scott Carol M 219 May Ave
Shipley Dorothy Est 321 Thompson St
Slagles LP 600 Bursca Dr Ste 602
Smialek Agnes, John 351 2nd Ave
Smialek Elizabeth, Agnes, Randall 351 2nd Ave
Southwestern Pa Business Ed Foundation 600 Washington Ave Ste 205
Stalma Ronald C Jr 710 Coulter St
Stankus Virginia L Truste 1047 Sarah St
Steck Jay 722 Maple St
Steel City Hobbies 1155 Washington Pike
Stephens James E 519 Hickory Grade Rd
Stephens Jerry 1601 Mayview Rd
Styche Bethany A 751 Mill St
Thomas Elizabeth A, Lori L 14 Landgraf Ave
Toward Philip A 2nd Ave 364 Rear
US Property & Appraisal Svc 1370 Washington Pike
Venneri Gertrude J 601 Mcmilne St Apt 312
Verdinek Louise 1000 Ridge Rd
Vidnovic Frances, Samuel 149 Smt Dr
Villani William R 432 Shady Ave
Vogliano John 429 Railrd St
Wedlake Kathryne A 1378 Bowerhill Rd Apt B
Williams Margaret M, James Apt A 11 2461 Brookledge Rd
Williams Johnny 223 Jones Dr
Yarosz Carol A 2430 Orchard Dr
Zamaias Properties 1150 Washington Pike
Buena Vista Pa 15018
Benedict Janet PO Box 33
Burdell Michael A 1621 Beechview St
Honick Robin A 121 Daggette Dr
Melegari Emma 330 Conroy St Apt 116
P&G Fittings Inc 640 Mcgowen St PO Box 550
Smith H Jere PO Box 23
Carnegie Pa 15106
301 Old Washington Pike LLC 301 Old Washington Pike
Abraham Martha 929 Lindsay Rd
Acierno Nancy 23 Sunnyside Ave
Angelo Denise A c/o Denise Sauer 5 Hill Ave
Balanced Capital Inc Svcs 700 Washington Ave
Bennett Renee 1622 Wise Rd
Big Dog Warehouse 205 Locust St
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Black & White Engineer Sales 200 Easton Dr
Boberg Richard 213 W Main St
Bostjancic Frank 6 Highlandview Ave
Brooks Christopher 42 Mcmichael Rd
Bryant Bruce 242 Woodkirk St
Burgess Deborah A 320 Gregg St
Butler Carrie 313 Rowland Ave
Colussy Chevrolet 602 Carothers Ave
Connolly Marlene V One 3rd Ave Apt 704
Coyle Norman E, Jean 5 Mcmichael Rd
Crane Betty M Honus Wagner Apts 902 One 3rd Ave
Crawford Gertrude A, Gordon H 551 Washington Ave
Cunningham Beverly J 464 Canterbury Cir
Daube Sandra L 13d Chartiers Ter
Devlin John S Jr, Barbara J 472 Canterbury Cir
Devries Wendy S 101 Delfred Dr
Disaster Restoration Svcs 4 Chestnut St
Eckenrode Agency Inc 200 3rd Ave
Elder Robert W 347 Torrence Ave Apt 2
Face Inc 100 W Mall Plz
Fife Robert Z 216 Barrett Way
Flood Allen Est 409 W Main St
Fulmer William G 2 Ann St
Gilardi Nell 919 Bell Ave
Gilbert Corinne M 22 Burrell Dr
Grant Geraldine J 50 Stratford Ct
Green Maggie 423 Bluff St
Green Nicole 820 Capitol Apt 314
Hamade Reena Maharaja 142 Mountain Dr
Hassick Nicholas 5 Sansbury St
Hoff John M 103 Delfred Dr
Hoover Ann 133 Lee St
Humenik Patricia A 100 5th Ave
Islitzer Frank, Helen 127 Patterson Ave
Ittel Jason P 505 Morrow Ave
Jacobs Francis C, Emily W 17 Chestnut St
Johnson Carol A 656 B Dow Ave
Kaminsky Paul 41 Thomas Run Rd
Kimball Gerald S 200 Thelma Dr
Komisarz Michael 176 Spring St
Kopia Elizabeth 13 Watson St
Kortz Kathleen 433 Noblestown Rd
Kortz Stephen 820 Capital Dr Apr 408
Kortz Stephen Apt 208 1 3rd Ave
Krasousky Shirley, Edward 133 Lee St Apt 507
Kruluts Nellie H 15 Cynthia Dr
Langston John 320 Lydia St
Lockhart Joan 1635 Washington St
Lopez Nicole 985 Wagner St
Lubatty Isabelle W 171 Baldwin Rd
Malezi John J 417 Cubbage St
Malizio Christine 101 Governors Ln 209
Malizio Henrietta C 1 3rd Ave Apt 500
Marghetti Mary 430 Wilcox St
Matassoni William Jr, Anna V 628 Ray Dr
Mccabe Mary S 1830 W Railrd St
Mcclain Jason M 209 7th Ave
Mcgrogan Mildred J 100 5th Ave
Mcintyre Christine, John 407 E Main St
Mcnamara Kenneth C, Shannon 133 Lee St Apt 815
Merrit Carolyn 209 7th Ave
Miller Barbara 602 Carothers Ave
Miller Gertrude C 611 Dick St
Mincin Ronald Est 16e Chartiers Tr
Moore Amy S 1217 Washington Ave
Moroz Frank John 302 Glenn Ave
Morrison Joshua R 29 Mcmichael Rd
Moskal William 218 James St
Mulig Nicholas Est, Frances 79 Mcmichael Rd
Murdock Robert L, Laura J 29 Mcmichael Rd
Musiol Delores, James 515 Ctr Ave
Nolan Joshua 29 Mcmichael Rd
Odonnell Lois J 325 Knox Ave PO Bx 419
Palmosina Joseph 307 Lexington Ct
Perrotte Amanda, Nancy 42 Mcmichael Rd
Petroclean c/o Brian Kowalsky PO Box 92
Pochiba Dorothy 364 E Main St
Polaritz Nicholas R, Joseph N 701 Lindsay Rd
Popivchak Stephanie P 37 Sigrid Dr
Powell David J 219 Bell Ave
Process Control Group Inc PO Box 251
Prosser George 200 Modern Ave
Prosser George, Laura 924 Idlewood Ave
Provident Funding Asso LP 500 Noblestown Rd #101
Raomano Vincent 720 Northridge Dr
Recycle Mgt c/o Accts Payable 73a W Noblestown Rd
Red Valve Co Inc c/o Dave Abel 700 N Bell Ave PO Box 548
Reed Parker 144 Mountain Dr
Renzi Josephine, Nicola 7 Miller Dr
Richards James Jr 508 Spikenard St
Ross Margaret 512 Prestley St
Rossini Dominica 601 Boquet St
Rullo John J Sr, Esther 349 Academy St
Sagar Enterprises Inc PO Box 684
Schellhaas Matt 1113 Idolwood Ave
Schreiber Erna Est 5 Tr Ave
Shetler Shirley M Est 919 Windsor Ct
Short Helen 320 Gregg St
Sinatra Anthony R PO Box 509
Smith Frederick, Margaret 1 3rd St
Sowers John N 102 Delfred Dr
Stewart Gloria, Merle 200 Railrd Ave Apt 103
Student Trans Am Inc Ne 2 c/o Perity Whitecap 230 E Main St
Tamilia Betty Jane 408 Kings Hwy
Taylor William D 2 Charles Dr
Thorpe Gerald H, Betty 430 Kismet St
Tokarczyk Paul 446 Grant Ave
Torcasio Rose M 36 Lorraine Dr
Tozzie Ellen D 616 Idlewood Ave
Vangysel Geneviev 820 Capital Dr Apr 408
Vangysel Geneviev Apt 208 1 3rd Ave
Wabel Wesley F 301 Branch St
Werle Amelia S, Elsie I 807 Doolittle St
White Robert A 200 Easton Dr
Wickline Mary 213 W Main St
Wieland Teresa M 132 Lee St
Williams Jessica 338 Academy
Wroblewski John R, John 716 Hope Hollow Rd
Young Smith Marie V 506 7th Ave
Youschak John 320 Newkirk St
Zeiler Gertrude 819 Paul St
Cheswick Pa 15024
1 Cochran Collision 207 Pearl Ave
Baker Deborah L 38 Michael Rd
Batcher Charles J 213 Pearl Ave
Bracken Jessica 207 Pearl Ave
Calvert Cathleen A 606 Shelby Ave
Chirdon Ricky L 219 Reagaurd Dr
Connamacher Robert H 328 Marshall Hill Rd
Declere Marian J Box 367 Rich Hill Rd
Dell M B 715 Freeport Rd Amber Woods
Dominick Marian 244 Shagbark Dr
Farmer Darlene 109 Maple Ridge Dr
Faust Marilyn L 485b Nixon Rd
Ferguson Lois M 12 Franks Ct
Fullerton Catherine M, Robert W 715 Freeport Rd Rm 317
Geyser Shawn 209 Mcclure Rd
Guys Run Area Concerned Citizens 112 Deborah Lynn Ct
Hannon Thomas F Est Amber Woods At Harmar Vllg Pch 715 Freeport Rd
Helman Sharon 544 Hite Rd
Jack Robert C 113 Wilson Ave
Kish Grace Ill Dam Rd RR 1 Box M
Kish Margaret 311 Mill Dam Rd RR 1
Mehelic Virginia 135 Acme St
Michael Judd T 115 N Duquesne Ave
Nadeem Awan 1100 Shawnee Ridge Dr
Pappa Deborah C 114a Shady Ave
Planitzer Alan J 207 Meadow Ct
Porter Mabel H, John R PO Box 49
Raparla Lakshmi 1011 Rural Ridge Dr
Sotomayor Gabriel 1087 Shawnee Ridge Dr
Spencer Barbara A 507 Low Grade Rd
Tipe Richard 3803 Saxonburg Blvd
Warnock John A Rd 2 Guys Run Rd Apt B3
Webb Katherine K 715 Freeport Rd Amber Woods At Harmar Vil
Welsh Leslie A RD 2 Guys Run Rd Apt B3
Churchhill Pa 15235
Mcdaniel Sharon L 2284 Wm Penn Hwy
Yagle Louis William 53 Holland Rd
Clairton Pa 15025
Allegheny Plant Svcs PO Box 90
Annello Angelo, Verona 107 N 3rd St
Bodnar Richard L, Martha 513 Miller Ave
Burcin Melanie 106 Oakwood Dr
Burge William C 633 Thompson Ave
Butler Gloria E 637 Independence Dr
Carlisle James W 752 School St
Chotiner Stanford, Bennie 818 Miller Ave
Ciccanti Fran 255 Old Clairton Rd
Cox George W 169 Pennsylvania Ave
Davadick Andrew A 136 Hollywood Dr
Defilippi Alexand S 1012 Village Green Dr
Derenzo Dana 1444 S Randolf Dr
Diguilio Mary 1215 Walton Rd
Dobransky Cornelia, Robert 500 Farnsworth Ave
Dolinar Helen M 453 Gill Hall Rd Rd 1
Donovan Jayson 524 Farnsworth St
Dora Verna 436 Farnsworth Ave
Durosko Eleanor, Ella 607 Park Ave
Eichler Beverly 546 Independence Dr
Eisel Walter N 127 New York Ave
Finfrock James 504 N 8th St
Franks Margt J 222 N 2nd St
Fuel on 672 Miller Ave
Gainey Mary 180 Mitchell Ave
Graffam David A, Helen J 125 Tabor Dr
Hart James P 1215 Walton Rd
Jacksick Mildred 225 State
Jajdoski Linda 2908 Soltis Dr
Jeter Mary W 84 Maple Ave
Johnson Eddie Mae, Susie 10 E Blair Hts
Jones Mary L 318 State St
Kang Young 605 Hidden Oak Dr
Karloski Walter, Helen 1216 State Rte 885
Ketish Michael Est 1208 Bickerton Dr
Knudson Lorraine M 1651 State Rte 885
Kojundic Anna 104 Shady Dr
Lattanzi Richard L 125 New York Ave
Lewis Rose J 2908 Soltis Dr
Long George Jr, Agnes 539 Farmsworth Ave
Magnotti William J, Marilyn J 118 Gillcrest Dr
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Marincic Bernard 203 Halcomb Ave
Marincic Bernard Est 637 Reed St
Mccormick Chas D 928 Jefferson Dr
Mcdowell James R 543 N 6th St
Mcgowan Mary B 448 Old Clairton Rd
Mckenzie Artrene 180 Mitchell Ave
Mitchell Elizabeth 405 Caldwell St
Moore John W 713 Reed St
Nelson Garland N 221 Sycamore St
Nickel Kathleen E 457 Old Clariton Rd
Nickolich Pearl E 1105 Mcpherson Ave
Nicola Ashley M, Bruce, Christine E 309 Tangelo Dr
Ohara Margaret J 218 Pennsylvania Ave
Pack Anthony J, Carol M 118 Robert Dr
Pasino Dale A, M J 206 Glendale Dr
Patrick John 910 Miller Ave
Patrick Roberta Est 910 Miller Ave
Paul Natalie R 1444 S Randolf Dr
Perry Anna Louise 565 Reed St Apt 106
Petersen James C c/o Gertrude D Petersen 532 N 7th St
Petras Velma A 905 School St
Precision Body & Svc Inc 506 Cochran Mill Rd
Romanos George, Laura 467 Carnegie Ave
Romanos George Jr 523 Saint Clair Ave
Ruzich Frank 203 Elm St
See Michael C 117 Shellbark St
Sims Claude 777 Vankirk St
Singleton Walter 546 Independence Dr
Smith Melba L 222 St Clair Ave
Soich John Crispin, Sara 521 Wilson Ave
Solomon Johnnie F 222 St Clair Ave
Soltis Elizabeth Faix J 446 Halcomb Ave
Spoerlein Nell M 133 Old Clairton Rd
Sposato Rosemarie 434 Farnsworth Ave
Taiedi Dehnad D, Linda L 107 Springhouse Dr
Theriot Theadocia 1536 Village Green Dr
Wargo Margaret, Robert T 528 Thompson Ave
Waydo Kathleen 203 Halcomb Ave
Yavoich Kimberly A 114 Coal Valy Rd
Zitney John M Jr, Dolores 1211 Grove St
Clinton Pa 15026
Astudillo Louis 350 Park Rd
Bankowski Martha c/o Kimberly Solomon Ex Box 431
Cain Harold 589 Anderson Hozack Rd
Farley Katherine C 406 Bocktown Cork Rd
Groom William, Leota Box 97
Henderson Wilma 78 Campmeeting Rd
Janoski Daniel F 1027 Clinton Frankford Rd
Kramer Herman W 144 Colonial Dr
Kypta Jeffrey J 131 Wilson Rd
Miller Paula J 4048 Rte 151
Nagle Stephanie 14 Park View Dr
Nester Diane 399 Anderson Hozak Rd
Oconnell Emmalu, Daniel RR 1 Box 212f
Coraopolis Pa 15108
Accurate Measurement Svcs 510 Narrows Run Rd
Action Supply Co 1065 Montour West Ind Park
Andrews Eleanor M 801 College Park Dr
Ara Lockwood Greennew 200 Corporate Dr
Axelsen Thomas R, Gina M PO Box 4075
Barbarow Brenda 315 Pine Ln
Barkanic Joli 226 Oakhaven Dr
Battista Velma R 323 Smallwood Dr
Blanarik David W 136 Rivercrest Dr
Bloomer Matthew 913 Hiland Ave Apt 1
Blumling Mary Lou 951 First Ave Apt 912
Bonetti Kathleen, Paul 709 Lindenwood Dr
Boody David W 590 Boggs School Rd
Brisban Wanda 210 Flaugherty Run Rd
Bronaugh Tracey L 218 Oak
Broner Inc PO Box 1215
Butya George 102 Gatehouse Dr
Buzzi Mario P 1150 Queens Dr
Caldwell William, Mary 840 7th Ave
California Housing Finance PO Box 4025
Carlos Patricia Y, John 720 6th Ave
Carranza Salomon PO Box 5050
Cautela Mary L 736 6th Ave
Celedonia Mary Est 1142 Statia St
Cersosimo Russell 541 Burkes Dr
Chatlos Clara S 1162 Queens Dr
Chi Ching Hua PO Box 3025
Ciferri Ralph 15144 Springdale
Chitlik James D PO Box 1675
Citi Financial PO Box 3050
Citizen Care 330 Lee Dr Apt 70
Colella Ann L 241 Larue Dr
Colon William M III 961 Montclair Dr
Corba John 304 Ewings Mill Rd
Core Finance S c/o Core Furnace Systems Corp 100 Corporate Ctr Dr
Costanza Theresa Est 418 Mt Vernon Ave
Crnovic Barbara, Frank 154 Landsdowne Dr
Csehil Michael C, Arlene E 907 First Ave
Ctic Service Link Div 345 Rouser Rd
Cumston Rose 504 St Manor
Deczkowski Henry 56 Utz Ln
Deleo Roman Seaberg Installation A Dissolved Fl Corp 603 Lunar Ln
Deloglos Christine L 115 Craigwood Dr
Delta Funding Corp Isaoa Lsi 700 Cherrington Pkwy PO Box 6723
Desantiago Eric PO Box 4050
Dickson Ethel H 951 1st Ave 605
Dilisio Anthonio 1226 1st Ave
Dimartino Robert 129 Wallridge Rd
Dont Actv Violas Rest 1300 Brdhead Rd
Dotter Barbara, James 136 Herbst Rd
Duc Tran & Toyota Motor PO Box 3025
Duda Bernadette Est 951 1st Ave Apt 1012
Dutch Hill Asso LLC 305 Forest Grove Rd
Eagle Global Logistics 93 Spring Run Rd Bldg 5
Elance Federal Express Corp 500 Cherrington Pkwy Ste 200
Eles Susan S 995 Beaver Grade Rd Ste 1b
Endicott Donald 423 Lincoln Highlands
Equifax Settlement Svcs 420 Rouser Rd Bldg 3 Fl 5
Falcione Anthony 609 Cornell
Falcione Gilda M PO Box 609
Fallo Richard De 110 Rosemont Dr Apt 9
Fidelity Investments 212 Ogden Nash St
First National Bank of Arizona PO Box 4025
Fisher James E 937 2nd Ave
Fitzgerald Jody T PO Box 30753
Follett Dorothy Rte 3 Box 401 Brdhead Rd
Furlonge Akini PO Box 3025
Fusina Helen M 951 1st Ave Apt 323
Garcia Salvador PO Box 1675
Gasior Stanley E 212 Ogden Nash St
Gaston Bill 186 Grant St
GFS Inc Po Box 286
Goettel Julia 103 Nyetimber Pkwy
Gordon Trish 801 Colony West Dr
Gracey Christine 115 Craigwood Dr
Greene Sally M 1470 Brdhead Rd
Grey Elizabeth I PO Box 1675
Guzelli Joseph Est 111 Convair Dr
Hanshaw Celeste, Thomas PO Box 4025
Harkin Emily A 110 Wyngate Rd
Hee Kim Po Box 4075
Helm Geraldine 850 5th Ave
Henry Stephen 149 Camelot
Hoge Eric Vincent 142 Cranbrooke Dr
Holmes Phyllis A, Arthur 245 Patton Dr
Homecomings Fin LLC Isaoa PO Box 4075
Homecomings Fin Network PO Box 4025
HSBC Auto Finance Inc PO Box 3075
Huddleston Natalie E 109 Becks Run Rd
Iacobucci Virginia Est, Helen 1634 State Ave Apt 2
Interbay Funding LLC Loan 2018820 PO Box 2575
International Commodity Dist 200 Corporate Ctr Dr Ste 310
Intertec Co c/o Michael A Schalk Esq 400 Fairway Dr
Irby Tessie 1040 Kris Dr Apt 217
Its Successors PO Box 4075
Jackson Veda D 1026 1st Ave
Johnson Ronald W PO Box 145
Joseph Michael 305 Summer Dr
Kangara Elenah, Pardon PO Box 4075
Kanith Monell M 1113 Highland Ave
Keith Carole E 706 Thorn Hollow Dr
Kindling Patricia 330 Lee Dr Apt 70
Klett Leonardine, Richard R PO Box 3025
Kohlman George F, Mary, Joseph 951 1st Ave Apt 809
Kotlinski Corinne PO Box 503
Kramer Claire 158 Rosemont Dr
Kurczewski Brenda J 151 Crossridge Rd
Kuttler Patricia R 507 7th Ave
Kvernmo Geir 241 Lincoln Highlands Dr
Lawrence Ronald L 208 Sycamore Dr
Lease Trust PO Box 3025
Lebak William N 638 4th Ave
Lenders Service Inc 700 Cherrington Pkwy
Lexus Financial PO Box 3025
LPS Default Title & Closing 700 Cherrington Pkwy
Ludwick Kevin 9 Spear Dr
Luft Richard 321 Hemlock Dr
Macik Michael, Raphie 315 Forest Grave Rd
Management Newport Trustee for Gmac Mort LLC PO Box 4026
Mann Rayford Anderson 155 Greenlea Dr
Maretti Donald 202 Glengarry Dr
Mariania Silvia c/o Geremia Lucente 1510 Ridge Ave
Martinez Manuel Llaven 223 Moon Clinton Rd Apt 18
Matheson Beth Personna Care W 200 Grand Ave
Mattson Ross PO Box 4075
Mays Alfred S Trust 204 Oakhaven Dr
Mcbride Mary M 1132 Vance Ave
Mcdonald Dorothy 203 Pine Dr
Mckenzie Charles I 105 Seibert Rd
Medlin Edythe A 1804 Barley Ct
Monyak Bessie, Steve 4673 Royal Ave
Morgan Jane Est 132 Westbury Dr
Murphy David M, Dion PO Box 4025
Nagel Frederick 42 Rodgers Dr
National Rehab Equip Inc PO Box 1135
Neely Edward C, Mary K 1527 Woodcrest Ave
Nester Margaret 1434 Beers School Rd
Netbank Inc Mortgage PO Box 2975
Newport Mgt Co PO Box 4025
Olinger Joseph E, Dakota M 1115 Ridge Ave
Olson Elizabeth RD 3
Orpik Brooks 3205 Ventana Dr
Ozarowski Barbara PO Box 4050
Pagel Swaraj 120 Hunters Run Dr
Panyi Scott PO Box 3025
Pargeon Crystal, Jerald 906 Kable Way
Pastel Marvin PO Box 3025
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Pavliska Celeste S 717 Montour St
Pichora Pamela 24 Williams Dr
Polach Shawn 412 Sharon Rd Apt 204
Polcovich Patricia, Alex Jr 165 Shafer Rd
Ponce Victor PO Box 4075
Post Betty H V, Arthur 658 Maplewood Ave
Potts Pamela 1086 St Clair St
Raffle James M 339 Coraopolis Rd
Ramsey Scott 104 Shippen Dr
Randall Scott, Debra 1513 Staunton Dr
Riedwood Robert 11 Porters Hollow Rd
Ro Carol PO Box 3025
Robert Pamela 308 Smallwood Dr
Romito Lisa 109 Becks Run Rd
Servicelink PO Box 1287
Servicelink PO Box 1115 345 Rouser Rd
Shurilla Melissa 704 Canterbury Dr
Simmons Wilhemina Dot 1020 State Ave Apt 810
Slatt Robert T 810 Kris Dr Apt 154
Smith Derek 212 Norman
Snyder Lois Arlene 901 Hiland Ave
Solomon Toya 1708 Vance Ave
Spaniol Joseph Est 872 Pennsylvania Ave
Speer Gordon RD 1 Box 195
Springer Ermalinda, Francis 4238 Moon Clinton Rd
Stadalnikas Albert J 6 Sunset Dr
Stanasolovich Mildred 246 Friendship Cir
States Mary 809 1/2 Vine St
Stephens Mary 559−561 Coraopolis Rd
Stoner Rosemary 280 Ewings Mill Rd
Sung Hwan Kim PO Box 4075
Swan John L c/o Swan Label & Tag 929 Second Ave
Synergy Destination Mgt 910 Beaver Grade Rd Dept 2014
Tarka Mary 1308 Hiland Ave
Tarquinio Viola 1142 Statia St
Thomas Russell D, Rita A 1176 Hayes Ave
Tucceri Harry Est 1215 2nd Ave
Urbano Michael 112 Lycoming Dr
Valenzi Emily B 1030 Woodlawn Dr
Vanbalen Loy Inc 1403 5th Ave
Vannatta Harold A Jr, Gabriele c/o Miles Inc 410 Scottsdale Dr
Viola Richard J Gibson Dr
Vomacha James 951 First Ave #704
Weaver Angela R 114 Pillar Dr
Weir William Est 225 Herbst Rd
Wharton Justin Hamilton, Keith H 204 Kenrich Dr
Wiener Albert 113 Bradley Dr
Williams Janet 638 4th Ave
Williams Shad PO Box 4075
Wojanis Supply Co Inc 1001 Montour W Ind Park
Woodley Thomas S, Mary S 743 Hiland Ave
Yazzie Elliott PO Box 3075
Creighton, Pa 15030
Dusko George Jr 935 Freeport Rd
Ferrari Lorraine D, Daniel L 921 Bellview St
Ferrarie David 14 Freeport Rd
Hicks Amos 232 Baileys Run Rd
Misko Margaret, Dorothy 547 Marion St
Molnar Judith A 509 Days Run Rd
Orris Elaine R 925 Bellview St
Crescent Pa 15046
Bateman Kathleen J Est 459 Crescent Blvd Ext
Falkowsky Theodore A 689 Ridge Ave
Flickinger Owen D 1232 Mckee St
Lancaster Frederick A 1223 Crescent Blvd Ext
Zimbicki Jim 1331 Main St
Dravosburg Pa 15034
Arena Dolores M, Michael 208 4th St
Bargiel Andrew R 1113 Highview Dr
Eagle Eddie B 180 Duquesne Ave
Fichtner Carol Box 442a
Gensler Kyle Jerome, Jerome J 113 Railrd St
Gensler Jerome J PO Box 246
Irvin Works Federal Credit Union PO Box 250
Keene Barry L, Georgetta 24 Scott Dr Apt F
Kocan Mike 34 Blumont Dr
Lesnoski P 406 Richland Ave
Milko Stephen Hunter PO Box 246
Thomas Agnes L Box 442a
Wieczorek Regina 502 Ridgeview Dr
Duquesne Pa 15110
Arnovitz Mary J 120 Kennedy Ave
Ball June Est 111 Peter St
Blair Tierra R 2500 Duquesne Place Dr #201
Brown William E 138 S 4th St
Buckner Charmaine 136 S 5th St Apt 2
Cale Val 511 Crawford Ave
Campbell Craig L 608 S 5th St
Cieslewicz Walter, Agnes 919 Kennedy
Conroy Catherine 1121 Lowery St
Davis James E Jr, Earlene J 26 Erwin St
Drago Charles 14 Herman Ave
Dulin Marie E 100 Grant Ave Apt 808
Fecho Joseph 920 Burns Ave
Fendrick Nancy J 119 Library Pl
Flood Courtney L 1214 Savey St
Garrett Rodney H 112 S 6th St
Harshbarger Linda 507 Line Aly
Jackson John H 923 Maryland Ave
Jeffries Willie L 825 Oak St
Johnson Avstina L 138 S 4th St
Jordan George PO Box 444
Judy Mary L 1121 Lowery St
Keenan Jeffrey R, John R 1015 Kennedy Ave
Kenneth Menhart J 22 S 5th St
Kinney Bryce S, Marie T 703 Willow Dr
Kola Sylvia 314 Cedar St
Kolar Conrad 314 Cedar St
Kolesar Edward 413 Miller Ave
Krivacek Joseph, Mary R 220 Aurilles St
Leonard Ronald L 15 S 2nd St
Malinowski John J 143 Eddison
Mathe Irene M 5 N 2nd St
Matta Helen M 919 Wool St
Menhart Ernest 22 S 5th St
Murrell Jennifer L 825 Oak St
Newmyer Edwin R 140 S 6th St
Pirhalla Edward A, Nancy L 200 Cedar St
Powell Deborah 115 Erwin St
Risteff A 43 Clearview Ave
Snyder Tracy 846 Hinnerman St
Staffiero Roxanne, Mary 836 Hinerman
Stophel John Spencer Jr, Rachel D 106 S 5th St
Strahl Laura, Frank Pennsylvania Ave
Stuvantis Russell 19 A Burns Hts
Tarabek J E 1117 Maryland Ave
Whitfield Clotilda 115 Erwin St
Williamson Howard 19 A Burns Hts
Young Taylor G 125 S 6th St
East McKeesport Pa 15035
Hall Margaret, Larry, Thomas 433 Desota St
Hall Margaret, Larry, Thomas 905 5th Ave
Hovan Tiffany 113 Carson St
Jones Michelle 333 Brdway
King John J 650 5th Ave
Lakatosh Marie 333 Brdway
Maljan William 1134 Brdway
Moore Blanche M, Clark J 930 Punta Gorda Pl 19
Rios Deb 520 Woodmount St
Szulc Charles E, Torrey L 558 Woodmont Ave
Webster Mary J 650 5th Ave
East Pittsburgh Pa 15112
Antis David M 537 Franklin St
Bissell Rose L 104 Quarry St
Campbell Ashley 810 Wood St Apt 2 Fl 1
Day Tyrone 525 Franklin St Apt 3
Daye Antonio 1509 Electric Ave
Deems Audley, Jane 832 Linden Ave
Dixon Faith 410 Franklin St
Evanovich Lavern 122 Grandview Ave
Fisher Renee 561 Ridge Ave
Gegick Raymond, Helen 200 Dorothy St Apt A2
Green Joenelle 542 Grandview Ave
Green Tawnya K 545 Ridge Ave
Grimm Anna L 541 Ridge Ave
Halus Carol L 241 Bessemer Ave Apt 2
Karavlan Eleanor 827 Greensburg Pike
Konieczka Rebekah F 62 Prospect St
Kovach Kristin 604 Bessemer Ave
Lombardi James J 1446 Electric Ave
Lyons Esther M 305 S Park
Mcquillis Robert J 278 Brighton St
Melvin Lyons B 305 S Park
Nixdorf Harold M 283 Brighton St
Ronnica Cnac, M S 70 Prospect Dr
Scherzer William C 405 Howard St
Schmoutz Debra L 411 Western Ave
Sepesy Jean 850 Main St Apt 203
Slick Joseph 570 Filmore Rd
Sullivan Ronald 546 Howard St
Value Added Processing c/o Sky Bank 760 Braddock Ave
Webb Kathryn K 106 Rossmore Ave
Welsh James E 501 Main St
Zimpleman Sharon J 283 Brighton St
Elizabeth Pa 15037
Abel Mildred 985 Simpson Howell Rd
Adams B Est 535 Tomahawk Dr
Amendola Karl Anthony 311 Cir Dr
Amendola Mildred A 991 Peairs Rd
Baker Brooke 7 W 500 S
Bendol Jennie RR 1
Blain Hill Pizza 408 Market St
Buffington Marian L 450 W Main St
Carreras Carol A 479 Ct St
Coulon Florence L 237 Mckeesport Rd
Cramer Conrad, Ruth Cemetery St
Dalton John D 124 Skyview Dr
Diclaudio James Jr 202 High St
Espenshade Walter, Anna RR 2
Goehring Anna R 925 13th St
Hash Eric 2005 Foxwood Dr
Hays George W Jr 294 Lincoln Hall Rd
Hicks Katherine Est 155 Pine View Dr
Home Paul Bekavac Wylie Ave
Hudak Esther 1208 Madison Dr
Kerby William A 206 Plum St Apt 2
Kiger Bruce 2870 Buena Vista Rd
Kochan Irene B Elizabeth Ave
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Kosko Mike Shaffer Ave
Mascio Louis R 2005 Foxwood Dr
Mckernan Daniel T 723 Fallen Timber Rd
Miller Mary L 413 High St
Murphy Geraldine F 324 Benchoff St
Noga Harry RR 1
Peers Kathleen A, Cecil W 1005 Scenery Dr
Penick Linda 316 Donna Dr
Pierce Rick C 312 2nd St
Schneider William J 738 Peairs Rd
Schwirian Ernest 412 Cowan Dr
Scklan Betty C, Betty 4314 Liberty Way
Semenko William 817 7th Ave
Sickles Frances L 513 Rock Run Rd
Sovitski William J 1550 Hayden Blvd
Stinson Bertha S 121 N 2nd Ave
Szwast Eleanor 479 Ct St
WD Tree Service 302 Karen Dr
Warkentin Mark 302 High St
Williams Joseph 8612 West
Emsworth Pa 15202
Hawk Pauline M 103 Meadow St
Kralosky Paul F 8179 Ohio River Blvd 31
Ritchey Marjorie A, James E 4 Grant Ave
Weigand Mary 103 Meadow St
Wein Jabey Andrew Jr 123 Allegheny Ave
Wiegand Mary 103 Meadow St
Wright William D 220 Locust St
Gibsonia Pa 15044
Abbott Lenox 104 Northbrook Dr
Allen Natalie J 402 Duke of Kent Dr
Andrews Harriet L, Robert M 5850 Meridian Rd Apt 207a
Andrews Andrea 331 Stag Dr
Antommaria Phillip 2759 W Bardonner Rd
Arlotti Sharon 503 Leah Ct
Asso c/o About Face Inst O 620 Warrendale Rd
Baierl Automotive Inc 4169 Grandview Dr
Bender Sharleen N, John N 3819 Sahli Dr
Bettis Jerome A 2188 Grandeur Dr
Bonner Judith A 323 Saddlebrook Rd
Boyd Abigail D, Jason 3154 Camberly Dr
Burkarth Ronald 2691 E Bardonner Rd
Caplan Marty 4543 Bakerstown Rd
Carmichael Kenneth G 5430 William Flynn Hwy
Chuderewicz Maurela J 5621 Meridian Rd
Citi Financial Auto 4543 Bakerstown Rd
Clegg John N John N & Patricia Clegg 4249 Gibsonia Rd
Craig Elizabeth 3176 Cheltenham Ct
Crompton John H, Anna 2578 Elgro Rd
Datt Nicole 1049 High Meadows Dr
Dayton Wanda V c/o 5760 Phillips Rd
Doran Edward 481 Brierly Ln
Eden Hall Foundation 6035 Ridge
English Adeline 5330 Chaucer Cir
Esplen Robert J Jr 112 Pinehurst Ln
Fair Janet M 5319 Ranalli Dr
Farwell Sarah J Box 387 Rd 1
Feldman Max 1244 Woodhill Dr
Ferko Joseph F, Helen A Box 22
Fleming Ann c/o 2072 Entertainment 504 Appleridge Ct
Frederick Dorothy, Roy 133 N Pine Cir
Futrick Christopher M, Brenda L 601 Carters Grove Dr
Ganster Lillian V, William H RD 2 Box 215
Gascoigne Myrtle J 164 Patricia Ln
Gordon Mildred J 5052 Cashlie Ct
Grondwalski Christi L 3051 Camberly Dr
Guzzo Suzanne L 504 Sandylynn Dr
Hart Edward 5330 Chaucer Cir
Havens Berniece, Edward Lot 50 Chaucer Cir
Hawk Christopher 4333 Grandview Dr
Hunt Robert 2005 Lynn Ln
Ippolito Susan J, John J PO Box 415
Ippolito Mark A 3153 Cheltenham Ct
Jacobs Madelyn, Felix 5850 Meridian Rd Apt 307c
Keppel & Koryak Consulting 5238 Karrington Dr
Kimmich Karl C, June R 5636 N Montour Rd
Knapp Charles W 3178 Meadowridge Ct
Kozak Stella 4885 Arnold Ave
Kresak Glenn 4169 Grandview Dr
Kruse Mary Jane c/o Kathleen Miclot 5005 Old Orchard Ln
Lapp Bob K 5405 Turner Rd
Leones Linda H 5729 Wesleyann Dr
Littell Harry E 3789 Bakerstown Rd
Logan Marjorie I 5386 Peach Dr
Magee Kevin M 189 Lori Rd
Mahaffey Kathleen D 159 Steeplechase Cir
Martinez Susan L, Jose A 245 Estates Dr
Medical c/o About Face Inst O 620 Warrendale Rd
Meritt Gilbert S Jr PO Box 1105
Merritt Danielle R Jr, Janice R Jr PO Box 1105
Meyer James Grubbs Rd PO Box 429
Mjjm Partners LP 191 Logan Rd
Monroe Tracey L Est 3762 Gibsonia Rd
Morgan Virl R 3794 Legion Dr
Moriarity Rosemarie, James 119 Walker Ln
Nachman Jeffrey 119 Summer Pl
Obsheatz Peter 3809 Kim Ln
Omara Mimi 1004 Old Orchard Dr
Peterson Mary Jane 5847 Meridian Rd Apt 101
Piercy Patricia A PhD 5004 Meadowridge Ln
Pronio Gary 4 Hampshire Ln
RDM Enrollment Solutions LLC 3026 E Ridge Dr
Robles Roberto 520 Treeline
Rupert Rentals Beth Rupert 4790 Andrews Dr
Rush Margaret R, Harry C PO Box 283
Salandro Leslie 413 Avonlea Ct
Sanderbeck Dale D, Mary T 244 Shuster Rd
Seybert Lois J 5710 Smt St
Sharma Smita 719 Parkview Dr
Sieber Michele 506 Edgehill Dr
Silverco Inc 10707 Babcock Blvd
Skundrich Mary F 576 Franklin Dr
Smith Louise K 3161 Mohawk Dr
Snyder Olga c/o George D Snyder 3401 Cramlington Dr
Stewart Beth 360 Oak Rd
Stewart George M 5850 Meridian Rd Apt 211a
Stultz Thomas P 11066 Babcock Blvd
Summit Financial Advisors 719 Parkview Dr
Sunil K 719 Parkview Dr
Sutton Angela 576 Franklin Dr
Tierno Frank J 5345 Hardt Rd
Varisco Christopher Trust, Rachel Trust 5008 Graphic Dr
Walsh Charles G, Mary L 5440 Beechnut Dr
Weber Timothy C 5018 William Flynn Hwy
Whalen Marilyn 276 Allison Rd
Wick Georgiania 164 Patricia Ln
Winkler Mary L Trust Ua 04 13 92 5850 Meridian Rd 412b
Wise Carroll L, Dolores D Apt 313 Community Ctr Dr
Wise Dolores 206 Rose Cir
Wojnar Margaret, Eugene 5651 Rte 8
Young Kathleen 5475 Gibson Rd
Zillmer Lydia J c/o Martha E Zillmer 5850 Meridian Rd 206c
Glassport Pa 15045
Antoinette De C 522 Indiana Ave
Bates Caroline 507 8th St
Decicco William 522 Indiana Ave
Ditter David Est 1008 Indiana Ave
Envirosource PO Box 2000
Figas Richard M 834 Indiana Ave
Fike Russell D 504 Ohio Ave
Finley Michael, James 517 Monongahela Unit 2
Hadvab Eleanor Marie, Michael PO Box 203
Hallas Barbara J 516 Monongahela Ave
Howard Susan F 1913 Washington Blvd
King Charles, Donna 732 Vermont Ave
Large Kimberly J, Thomas R 633 Delaware Ave
Matinsky Erica L 522 N Monongahela Ave
Mehalcik Thomas J 943 Cypress Way
Miller Dorothy, Ben D 424 6th St
Plesniak Anna 507 8th St
Plotkin Brothers Supply 1050 Ohio Ave
Rays Spring Shop 705 Allegheny Ave Drawer
Richard Wardrop M 809 Vermont Ave
Roycraft Thomas A 704 Ohio Ave
Shaw William I 229 Monongahela Ave
Vardjan Frances M 140 Ohio Ave
Wardrop Nina G 809 Vermont Ave
Wilks Helen A 8131/2 Vermont Ave
Zebroski Arthur J Jr 740 Oak Way
Glenshaw Pa 15116
Anderson William 1101 William Flynn Hwy
Atlahuanopaltecati Renato 1200 Rte 8 Apt 1
Black Dorothy E 1005 Gdn Pl
Bresnei Alan 2006 Jeannie Dr
Brown William 626 Vilsack Rd
CB Cleaners Inc PO Box 5
CMS West 2700 Mt Royal Blvd
Community 2000 Inc c/o Georgia Manesiotis 114 Oakwood Dr
Conway Smalstig Harriet 2008 Clearview Dr
Cook Ellen M 216 Morewood Rd
D Enterprises 808 Breezewood Dr
Deaugustine Rudolph H, Yolanda 410 Dehaven Ct
Dressel Robert J, Mary C RD 1 Fl 1 Front Right
Economy Heating & A/C 1046 Saxonburg Blvd
Frollini David 1488 Elm Ave 1st Fl
Gilchrist Paula Lizak, Joseph A 1510 Stonington Dr
Gillenberger Giovanna, Edward J 106 Royal Ct
Goyal Ankur 2210 Hassinger Ln
Gralewski Scott 106 North Pine Dr
Hasley Alberta R R D 1 Saxonburg Blvd 4 Miles
Hoagland Marie F 2800 Herron Ln
Johnson Mary A, Roy T 140 Dehaven Ave
Kasunick Jeremy 313 Willett Rd
Keating Mark A, Mary A 3005 Albine Dr
Kuehn Josephine L 2823 Phillips Ave
Locascio John, Ruth 2407 Mt Royal Blvd
Magill William Scott 308 W Sutte Rd
Manske Evelyn R 111 Orchard Ave
Mcgee Robert N Jr, Robert L Butler Plank Rd
Miller Luann 1231 Willow St
Miller Mary L 514 Dehaven Ct
Murray Henry H, M 406 Albine Dr
Nopaltecalt Jacobo 1200 William Flynn Hwy Apt 1
Pazicni Joseph M 105 Forliview Rd
Provident Desiree 2607 Mount Royal Blvd
Reid Frank A 1415 Mt Royal Blvd Apt 502
Reinheimer Fred 111 Fall Run Rd
Rossi Albert 124 Hartle Rd
Sams Mitchell P 118 Mildred Ln
Sanford Frank Terry 1463 Glenn Ave
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Schaffer Leigha 1539 Butler Plank Rd
Skinmedica Inc 113 W Glnn Ave
Smalstig Mildred M 2008 Clearview Dr
Suhoza J A 142 Hodil Rd
Tamburo Cristin 2813 Mt Royal Blvd
Tappe Judith E, David L 116 Woodland Rd
Treccase Lucille G 119 Morewood Rd
Urbanek Linda L 321 Scott Ave
Verbanets Albert 1616 Mt Royal Blvd Apt 208
White Jeff A 613 Northhaven Cir
Willey Dolores A 105 Forliview Rd
Williams Herman Est 807 Spencer Grove Ln
Wolfe Bryon 101 Hawk Dr
Glenwillard Pa 15046
Cramer Robert 71 Mcgovern Blvd
Diamond Harry, Mary 20 School St
Greenock Pa 15047
Breegle Danny N, Grace V PO Box 152
Moyer Steven PO Box 83
Pigozzi Delores N Est, James PO Box 218
Harwick Pa 15049
Harrison William F 1c Springwood Sq
Lexigraph Inc 710 Hite Rd Office B
Heidelberg Pa 15106
Hlad Elinore 481 Grant Ave
Medvitz Florence 8217 Vivian Dr
Patterson Williamena, Howard 1816 Washington St
Tokarcyzk Paul 446 Grant Ave
Tokarcyzk Tommie 454 Grant St
Wind Ford Inc 2100 Washington Pike
Woltz Wind Ford Inc 2100 Washington Pike
Wrights Seafood Inn 1837 Washington St
Zurman Jacqueline 481 Grant Ave
Homestead Pa 15120
Adkins Darwin S 1225 Revenue St
Almojil Dana K PO Box 555
Atkinson Robert P 306 E 16th Ave
Baker Dorothy 4708 Theodore St
Barry Kathleen T 4719 Theodore St
Barry Stella 315 W 12th Ave
Bonomi Margaret 566 Doyle Ave
Burgess Priscilla A 329 E 13th Ave
Burkey Lillian Est 329 E 10th Ave
Clair Edwin R 3601 Watchill Rd
Cloonan Catherine 102 Greentree Rd
Connelly Mary L 1111 Ann St
Debolt George S 335 E 7th Ave
Dilorios Joe Auto Body Shop 117 W 7th Ave
Dupee Madeline 342 W 14th Ave
Dutrieville Raymond 342 W 14th Ave
F Cloonan John Jr 102 Greentree Rd
Flurry Curtis 559 Heisel St
Fox Dolores M, Edward 1261 Edgewood Dr
Garth Lonnie 117 West 14th St
Goldblum Raymond W MD Est c/o Philip A Goldblum 285 E Waterfront Dr Ste
Greenhow Jeffrey 145 Crawford Ave
Hallam Mildred M 919 Sarah St
Hm Wyncote C c/o Charlee Brindza 285 E Waterfront Dr
Hunter Jeffery D 3921 Harvey St
Jenkins Shayla 1383 West St
Jones Roland W, Madelyn 128 W 12th Ave 304
Jordan Lometa 1215 Ann St
Keith Barbara D, Lovell D PO Box 210
Konish Frances PO Box 217
Kray Elaine L 4111 Fairfield Ave
Kudla Edward J 961 Sunglow St
Link William O 4214 Fairfield Ave
Mccafferty Kelsey J, John E 4420 Benezet Ave New
Mcclure Margaret M 3625 Venango Ave
Mihalic Elizabeth Est 46 Longfellow Dr Apt D
Mikula Mary, M 140 E Eugene St
Nelson Lawrence 1009 Ann St
Obrien Bill 115 West 9th St
Palmer Lois H 220 Mercer Ave
Pearson Annie Mae 559 Heisel St
Pfeiffer William J, Hazel I RFD 1
Quigley Marion 112 E 7th Ave #4
Ragan A G 439 Brierly Ln
Shedlock Edward Est 141 Summerfield Dr
Smith Elaine M 3512 Forest Ave
Snapon Tools 3607 Venango Ave
Solay Andrew G, Helen Roosevelt Acres 931 Sunglow St
Sullivan Mary 1110 Ann St
Szuba Walter, Mary 508 E 9th Ave
Thomas John J 408 E 10th Ave
Turney Norman R 214 E 6th Ave
Vargo Ann Est 246 16th St
Williamson Edwin H 152 W 9th Ave
Imperial Pa 15126
Balthazar Raphael 28018 Evergreen Run
Boden Janice 524 Timber Trail Dr
Boesenberg Erik 3919 Potato Gdn Run Rd
Brown Stephanie 4051 Potato Gdn Run Rd
Burgoyne Dennis V 106 Grandview St
Carter Claudia R 602 Walden Way
Chadish Lucille PO Box 228
Chutorich Colleen 95 Enlow Rd
Connor Mary E 75 Williamsburg Rd
Crafton Service 95 Enlow Rd
Daughenbaugh Gene, Ruth RR 1
Duenas John 5098 Walden Way
Hissom William F, Ruth 20 Margaret St
Imperial Towing Inc 212 Clinton Frankft Rd
Konecky Alexander M, Bohdan M 6760 Elk Rush Dr
Kyles Mia N 7400 Green Meadow Dr
Linberg Nile 508 Walden Way
Midgley Lisa M 121 Pinoak Ln
Park Grace 326 Red Oak Ct
Patton LeRoy Jr, Marye Ulpepper Ct RR 1
Shedlock Kristina L 4051 Potato Gdn R
Somewhere Over The Rainbow Imperial LLC 268 Main St
Stein Michelle M, William M 9096 N Timberglen Dr
Wieczorkowski Tiffany P 412 Rte 30
Yemdluri Venkapefwara 202 Pinevaly Dr 9c
Indianola Pa 15051
Belcher Henry L 171 Lincoln Dr
Hudson Jean Mckenna, Virginia M 113 Republic Ave
Papich David 116 Bruno Dr
Taylored Ind Inc PO Box 634
Wagner Mark C PO Box 394
Ingomar Pa 15127
Lowery Lincoln David, R Jay W, Alex W PO Box 14
Natjwa PO Box 588
Nolan John F PO Box 212
Walton Joseph A PO Box 579 Grossik Rd
Jefferson Hills Pa 15025
Gosney Josephine 1945 State St Apt 103
Kampert Danny T 6612 6th St
Kelly Christopher J 1116 Village Green Dr
Patel Shobhna C 114 Chapelridge Dr
Riggins Paula Gaffney 1501 Village Green Dr
Sral Christopher M 1400 Collins Ave
Word2 R Us 1139 Oakwood Dr Ste 100
Words R Us 1139 Oakwood Dr Ste 1
Leetsdale Pa 15056
Dlugonski Connie 176 Victory Ln
Mohn Albert R 710 Beaver St
Pace Adrienne 36 Victory Ln
Reid Plastics Group LLC 7 Ave B
Taggart Deborah A 476 Washington St
Wilson Emma 46 First St
Library Pa 15129
Cotter Susan Lynn c/o Susan Lynn Weiss 1636 Connor Rd
Hanna Sheila 4747 Hill Top Ln
Hollerich Cindy L, Ashli B 1244 Armstrong Dr
Kinson Shirley R, Ruth E 2812 Stanley St
Kratofil Katherine 16 Jones Mine
Malush Marjorie J 4110 Squires Manor Ln
Paranzino James F, Karen 2083 Alberta Dr
Quintrell Kenneth J, Helen I Rt 88
Rutkowski Stanley 1548 Harding Ave
Schumaker Charles S, Scott D 88 Eastview Rd RFD 3
Smith Norman C 2507 Grove Rd
Szwaczkowski Samuel J, Bruce A 1084 Old Post Rd
Wilson Luvenia M 2511 Grove Rd
McKeesport Pa 15131
Albert Grace O 1200 Smtt St
Benedict Melvin A 1228 Long Run Rd
Billick Charlotte A 3301 Jacks Run Rd Apt 106
Brown Alethia M 17 4 H Isbir Manor
Bull Alys 1609 Ohio Ave
Calcandis Donna 306 Brdway Ext E
Charnesky Casimir 2413 Poinsetta Dr
Daily Wilgra H, Charles 703 5th
Dudik Diane, Duane, John 600 Ridge St
Gergely Debora 1943 Dearborn Dr
Goretzka Bertha I 1155 Pennsylvania Ave
Hamilton Evelyn R 1611 Hill St
Huber John 1612 Lincoln Way
Humanic Rebecca L 1422 Kansas Ave
Hurley Mildred, Frank 127 Senate St
Jet V Inc 1412 California Ave
Kujawa Carol A 2014 Ohio Ave
Manns David Walter 106 Longvue Dr
Maurer Unice Y 2546 Mohawk Dr
Mayer Louise E 2214 Hemlock Dr
Mcca Mary Louise 1545 Vermont Ave
Muir Josephine Mang 139 Royal Oak Dr Apt F White Oak Boro
Obryon Raymond, Mary 1733 Hill St
Perrotta Philip A 114 Sharp Rd
Roberts Olive R 214 Carmella Dr
Saylor Janet 1609 Ohio Ave
Stanoszek Edward G 110 Cir Dr
Stingi Margaret, Victor 1028 Braddock Ave
Young Pauline, Daniel 125 Brdway
Young Pauline 306 Brdway Ext E
McKeesport Pa 15132
Ajanaku Phyllis J 1505 Centennial St
Baugh Myers Charlotte 611 Rebecca St
Bayly Geraldine 1520 Soles St
Bazzone Jane J, Frank 2616 Kansas St
Bennett Carol Ann 7−H Harrison Village
Bernasky Sylvester 463 28th St
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Billy David M 1110 Mccleary St
Bob Massie Collision 1129 Tube Works Aly
Boris Michael S 1000 5th Ave
Borland Florence E, Tillie P 830 Hartman St
Borland Donna L 830 Hartman St
Brice George 611 Laurel St
Brletic Peter D, Frank, Catherine S 1300 Evans Ave
Broadhead Robert 3002 Garbett St
Brooks Frances, Martha 326 Penny St
Brooks Calvin E 119 5th St
Brooks Calvin E 1818 Evans Ave
Brooks Stanley R 231 Marshall Dr
Brown Evelyn J 2200 Beaver St
Brownlee Jame 2004 Bailey Ave
Brush Edward D 2919 Myer Blvd
Bucklew Kenneth N 412 27th St
Burns Thomas 2310 Jenny Lind St
Campbell Lois 2908 Boyd St
Carpenter Duane E 1 Glenshire Ln
Christopher Anna I 2012 Barnsdale St
Churchfield Richard E, Edward 210 Atlantic Ave
Clintner Charles 314 30th St
Craighead Eleanor L 2600 Jenny Lind St
Crouch Homer W, Mary 2102 Walnut St
Culp Elizabeth H 2406 Cleveland St
David Ann M 2808 Palmgreen St
Davis Jerome 1 Glenshire Ln Glenshire Woods
Davis Lamonte Anrae 7−H Harrison Village
Daye Antonio 1509 Electric Ave
Deli Louise M, Albert 832 Hartman St
Dicecco Raymond 939 Franklin St
Dicristofaro Armand 1818 Scott St
Dinalko Nelda 501 Pirl St Apt 6l
Dobos Irene M 211 Ann St
Donaldson John 930 Fawcett Ave
Dougherty Sam C Co 1100 5th Ave
Dudek Dorothy 1600 Freemont St
Dunlop Alverta C 2108 Bailey Ave
Eagle Merry 510 Worthington St
Edmundson Catherine E 397 Greenwood St
Elder Agnes M 220 Marshall Dr
Elkins Esther A 605 Center St
Foreman Richard L, Wilma E 1605 Lee St
Forgash Albert M 424 Hopkins St
Fraley Julia F 1118 Locust St
Francis Dana 1017 Jefferson St
Ganley Nancy E 801 Walnut St
Gellen Jason 2619 Forest St
Goettel Julia 1118 Locust St
Golya Anna 3218 Stewart St
Gossman Lyvilda F 501 Pirl St Apt 5h
Gray Dorothy Steel, Paul C Jr 218 Marshall Dr
Green Tracy 909 Mccleary St
Grimmitt Daron 1720 Converse St
Hale Charlotte 1112 Locust St
Hall Georgianna 2018 Jenny Lind St
Hall Geraldine A 1902 Baldwin Ave
Hall Raymond 906 Union Ave
Harper Barbara 2806 Grover St
Harrison Rose M 915 Park St
Haskins Helen 624 Lysle Blvd
Herriot Grace B 1129 Tube Works Aly
Hoak Elizabeth M 303 Arctic St
Hooper Jamar 533 6th St Apt 212
Horn Anthony 707 Hazel St
Houston Roberta L 1 Harrison Vlg Apt E
Jacob Susan B 509 Crown Plz Apt A
Jamison Laquala L c/o Elaine Porter Guardian 2918 Idaho St
Jayvee Corp c/o Plum & Plum 4304 Walnut St
Jeffer Michael 4811 3rd St
Johnson James O, Mary L 1822 Federal St
Karsnak Linda, Joan, George 2411 Miller Ave
Kashlak Elizabeth V 2120 Park Ln
Klein Lawrence 2801 Palmgreen St
Kobulnicky Ronald 421 Archer Ave
Kolesar Michael, Louise 411 34th St
Koza Natalie H 4900 Walnut St Apt 1
Kozlowski Cathy L 109 Harphen Dr
Krallman Edith L Est 1914 Jenny Lind St
Kuhn Catherine R 1015 High St
Kullis Josephine R 2 Crawford Vlg C
Langer Elizabeth 1415 Maple St
Lederstein Theodore 120 6th St
Lewis Ethel c/o Palmer House 600 Hospital Way
Lewis William Jr 1209 Scott St
Limberger Ronald, Joseph 1609 Abraham St
Linderman Mary V 2810 Boyd St
Lloyd Grace E 551 6th St Apt 205
Lois Remas 818 White St
Lotz Mona Claire 452 29th St
Lubecki Marie 3218 Stewart St
Lusa Victoria M 2 Crawford Vlg C
Manur Anna 4626 Walnut St Apt 11
Massung Sabina 1100 Park St
Matty Raymond Est 2116 Cronemeyer St
Mcgrail Christine 2101 Harrison St
Mckeesport Housing Authority 2901 Brownlee St 2nd Fl
Meadville Harry c/o Yolanda Meadville 718 Manning Av
Mikell Eugene 2006 Willow St
Mizerak Alice C 1 Glenshire Ln #318
Musulin Milicia, John M 1223 5th Ave
Myers William 611 Rebecca St
Nemes Traci 310 29th St Apt 2
Nolen−Simms Linda L 315 Lime St
Phillips Elsie M 1722 Willow St
Polka Rose H 109 Harphen Dr
Poszer Anna 435 27th St
Pro Bowl Ford Inc 637 Eden Park Blvd
Profect Auto Detai 901 Walnut St
Pugh Anthony 1430 Locust St
RB Precision Grinding Inc 706c Long Run Rd
Remas Tracy M 818 White St
Riazzi Patsy 463 28th St
Riccelli Ronald, Orlando 2313 Oak St
Robertson Wilbert, Earl F 921 Grant St
Robertson Gail 3215 Versailles Ave
Rodgers Christopher E, Shae E 1314 Patterson Ave Apt 3
Rosey Kathleen 1609 Abraham St
Rowland Rhadshee 815 Park St
Rullo Rosa 3087 Auberle St
Russin Veronica 2115 Wesley St
Sanders Oliveree 101 9th Ave
Saylor Virginia, Irvin 221 Marshall Dr
Scoville Scott Roger 457 30th St
Shaffer George 2116 Wesley St
Short Donald W II 1605 Scott St
Slivka Jennifer 3058 Auberle St
Smith Janice 3415 Gleason St
Smith Penny L 421 26th St Apt 4
Smith Rose A 1514 Douglas St
Snooks Javier C 1718 Jennylind St
Spence K 3215 Versailles Ave
Stanton Christine H 2410 Riverview Ave
Starry Earl H 509 Crown Plz Apt A
Stepansky Leo W 3828 Sarah St
Stinson Doris J 1001 Locust St
Storch Leonard A 1502 Library Ave
Streets Grace E 609 Bayne St
Taimuty Ola M, Mary 100 9th St Apt B234
Tauber Shirley 501 Pirl St Apt 1d
Templeton World Fund 2200 Beaver St
Tolan Suzanne 551 6th St #204
Tomko Michael J, Betty E 1012 Washington St
Valentine William 2003 Bailey Ave
Vavra Hess Mary J 1000 5th Ave Apt 9
Vidnovic Sam 1 Glenshire Ln Apt 227
Vokovcan Mary 421 Archer Ave
Ward Lawrence, Mary C 902 Union Ave
Warren Tikea M 25 Crawford Vlg Apt F
Washington Toi 1400 Maple St
Woods Glenshire 1 Glenshire Ln
Zaesky Helen 1 Glenshire Ln #318
McKeesport Pa 15133
Asushak Elizabeth, John Est 3114 Liberty Way
Chontos Anna M 1801 New York St
Grakalskis Arlene, C 3004 D St
Heslop Richard J 935 Highland Ave
Hoak Catherine, Wilbert 820 Glenn Ave
Horst George E 825 Romine Ave
Kirasic Virginia M 2910 Liberty Way
Labarbara John 1020 Woodland Dr
Lepey Michael 707 Edmundson
Lofstrom Dana L 1000 Lipston St
Lucas Randolph H, Rebecca L 1315 Beverly Rd
Mays Raymond E, Jaime S 308 Gumbert St
Mcavoy Allen L Jr, Donald 1710 Myer Ave
Runion George B 906 Monroe Ave
Slovak Gymnastic Union Sokal Lodge 46 3308 Oakland Dr
Soles Edward J Sr 1400 Pike St
Swalwell Regina P, Robert D 704 Burbridge St
Washington Leona c/o Janice Dugan 3102 H St
McKeesport Pa 15135
Ashburn Amanda K 811 Francis St
Banik Margaret, Steve 1406 Pike St
Boston Waterfront Rest & Lo 2422 Saint David Dr
Copeland Cara L 6009 Meade St Boston Pa 15135
Gilbert Lumber Supply Co c/o Gilbert Lumber Co 81 Duncan Sta Rd
Heim Marsha S 304 Oberdick Dr
Hinkle Francis R Jr, Elaine L, Francis R Sr 2248 Ridge Rd
Hkp Metals 301 Wide Dr
Kostkas Helen PO Box 87
Krimm George E III 330 Duncan Stattion Rd
Lucas Adam J 117 Mt Vernon Dr
Meskanick Erin L 2262 Ridge Rd
Mooney Jean F C/O Marsha S Heim 304 Oberdick Dr
Rzepniak Benny 6320 Smithfield St Trlr 3
Servov Edward B 2070 Constitution Blvd
South Charles B 920 Golfview Dr
Thornton Donald 2419 Greenock Buena Vista Rd
Torar Tamula J, John E 1024 Greenock Buena Vista Rd
Township Dairy Inc 1 Duncan Sta St
Winwood Thomas F 2308 Surrey Ln Apt 59
McKees Rocks Pa 15136
Aglaia Corp 111 Margaret
Arnold Brennan 52 Ctland Dr W
Arnold Joseph D 21 Jane St
Barrett John J Jr 27 Rudolph St
Bayer Ann 120 Starling Dr
Bednar Michael 1101 Holmes St
Bitassi Evelina 137 Mallard Dr
Bonchak John Est 62 Howard St
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Book Betty L 131 K Row Rd Moon Run
Braurman Abe 1221 Church Ave
Bruce Elizabeth 1129 13th St
Brumm David A Leo Meyer Manor Rm 121 1015 Church Ave
Bruno Jeffrey A 815 Brdway St
Bui David 1133 Church Ave
Burchell James T 24a Denver Dr
Cersosimo Andrew, Enis 65 Frazier Ave
Chartiers Manor Inc 814 Chartiers
Chase David, Mary 742 Boquet St
Chiavetta Anthony C Sr 204 Mccoy Rd
Chichin Paul 120 Oliva St
Childrens Charities for West Pa Bob Connolly/Pepsi Bottling 400 Graham St
Citizen Care Inc 1002 Chartiers Ave
Concrete Concepts Inc PO Box 272
Conlon Daniel J, Joan 246 Hickory St
Craig Dorothy 130 Dunn St
Cuccarese Joseph, Lena 56 Mckinney Ave
Czochara Ruth V Est, Edward 907 Island Ave Apt 2
Davis Dale Est 818 Odonovan St
Dear Kathryn G 908 Liberty St Apt 222
Delbert L Smith Co Inc 1402 Chartiers Ave
Dralle Daniel 641 Brdway Ave
Embrooke Inc 366 Helen St
Evans Winnie 817 13th St
Falki Julie J 43 Kennedy Ln
Figa Kathleen, Michael 412 Brdway Ave
Fischer James J 6091 Steubenville Pike Ste 6
Fleming William Est, J 1003 Chartiers Ave
Fleming Ida V 1608 Pine Hollow Rd
Floyd Rita 4020 Firethorn Dr
Foley Michael 125 Dellmawr Dr
Gamble Bobby 817 13th St
Geigler Joseph, Martha 26 Kennedy Ln
Greshauk Agnes 332 Hamilton St
Gruber Jeffrey 917 Brdway Ave
Guthrie Leslie Dawn 121 Mallard Dr
Gyory Donald 436 Russellwood Ave
Halaski Fred T 1118 Brdway St
Hall Kelly 1205 Brdway Ave
Hanlon Ruthanne Est 1021 Silver Ln
Harding Veronica 326 Grove St
Harding Warren G 56 Frazier Ave
Hoffman Helen Est, Helen 425 Island Ave
Hollowood Sound Inc 601 Chartiers Ave
JV Chujko Inc 329 Brdway Ave
James Marilyn S 1002 Church Ave
Johnson June PO Box 470
Jones Mary J 206 Amelia St
Kanyumba Martha 70 Frazier Ave
Karas Samuel, Julia 8 Helen St
Kocay Andrew J Jr 804 Boquet St
Koller Florence 604 Federal St
Komoroski Kristy M 236 Field Club Cir
Kost Scott A, Janet L 11 Fawnwood Dr
Kraynak Nicholas 4 Ella St
Kutrufis Robert J Capital Guardian Trust 113 Churchill St
Lautanen Dennis J 1055 Moon Run Rd
Lewis Mark A 133 Helen St #401
Lin Ji M 109 Raymond St
Manuppelli Arnold 109 Jane St
Mazza Stephen 95 Thorncrest Dr
Mccarthy Meghan M 510 Countryside Dr
Mcdonough Edith 603 Harriet St
Mckibben Louis 1010 Mckee St
Mckivitz Jeanne M 100 Rosamond St
Medwid Robert M 508 Russellwood Ave
Mell Fredric 104 Fawnvue Dr
Mercurio Beverly 317 Sefler St
Meyer Thelma, Elmer 1165 Race St
Mixter Dorothy 1213 Island Ave
Mulvaney Matthew D, Dorothy 234 Marion St
Naughton Margaret 717 Boquet St
Naves Richard, William D 629 Woodward Ave
Neupert Margaret 137 Amelia St
Newport Margaret 137 Amelia St
Novoselski Michael, Sue 235 Barbara Dr
Ondo Michael 101 Sunset Dr
Oppido Helena, John L 232 Island Ave
Paolucci Mary Louise V 137 Mallard Dr
Paslawski John 136 N Vireo Dr
Pasquarelli Arthur, L M 1102 Valy St
Perdue Glen 322 Ella St Fl 1
Phillips Elizabeth H, Howard F 289 Silver Ln D
Physical Therapy & Health 5635 Steubenville Pike
Pierogies Plus 342 Island Ave
Quinn William F 38 James Ln
Rak Agnes O 1129 13th St
Reichl Samuel G 134 Terra Dr
Roznowski Mary Est, Leon 615 Harriet St
Schaukowitch Paula J 210 Brdway Ave
Schutte Bette 1221 Church Ave
Seibert Madeline, Steven 6 Navarone Dr
Shea Clarence L 813 Dohrman St
Simmons William 436 Russellwood Ave
Single Source Roofing Co 1200 Mckee St
Sopus Products Gordon Terminal 1000 Ella St
Soroka Harry, Mary 307 Olivia St
Spak Audrey A 23 Tanager Dr
Spencer Carl 322 Bell Ave
Spencer Carl PO Box 355
Steffanos Irene M 376 Helen St
Stepek Thaddeus Est, Frances 1112 Chartiers Ave
Sustarsic Pauline 1055 Moon Run Rd
Szczypkowski Joseph 825 Lamont
Tatala Milan V 32 Heckel Rd Apt 311
Thomas George C Jr 733 Brdway Ave
Time Together For Pstv Prntng 701 Chartiers Ave
Turner Quintin 320 Washington St
Uhana Michael 505 Brdway Hm
Universal Steel Bldgs Corp 400 Island Ave
Vazzoli Dante 137 Mallard Dr
Vinci Dominica 1154 Dohman St Apt 2
Waldron Richard R II 901 Woodward Ave Apt 2
Watson Dolores J 121 Mallard Dr
Yost Cynthia A 118 N Vireo Dr
Monroeville Pa 15146
Abiraman Srinivasan 1367 Cavitt Rd
Adams Mildred, Harry 4457 Brdway Blvd
Adams Ulrike 2535 King Lear Dr Apt 7
Airgood Bridgette 205 Cambridge Sq Dr Apt F
Anderson Elsie, John 2560 Stroschein Rd
Appel Billy N 2136 Berkshire Dr
Audio Communications 204 Duff Rd
Bailey Patricia A 1120 Fox Hill Dr Apt 523
Barker Marlene M PO Box 104
Beck Kathy Strain, Kelly Ann 380 Shady Ridge Dr
Block Ben 361 Willow Hedge Dr
Bnfl Inc 4350 Northern Pike
Booher Joanne 1160 Cedar Idge Dr
Bracken Donna Est 136 Spring Run Dr
Bradbury Bessie B 4175 Ivanhoe Dr Apt 40
Bridan Inc 3780 William Penn Hwy
Bruwelheide Ethel G, Ethel M 4432 Helmar Dr
Burch Thomas R 1214 Eagles Nest Ln
Butler Virginia R, Thomas J 352 Coleman Dr
Campbell Patricia A 7000 Daniel Ln Apt 207
Cannon Gilbert F 535 Firethorne Dr
Casper Bruce 148 Cambridge Sq Dr Apt G
CB Richard Ellis 4055 Monroeville Blvd
Cedar Ridge Apts 250 Cedar Ridge Ste 112
Chad Susan 945 Hamlet Ct Apt 4
Chaudry Atif B 121 Kelly Ct
Clyde Miles E 4350 Northern Pike
Coleman Mark 3952 Monroeville Blvd Apt H6
Cuccagna Fabo 479 Cannongate Dr
Das Sudip 1135 Fox Hill Dr Apt 203
Demarco Durzo Dev Co 2735 Mosside Blvd
Dewitt Robert J c/o Janice Dewitt 3912 Evergreen Dr
Difrank Johnalee A 741 Vanderbilt Dr
Dobrushin Richard Samuel, Howard P 1872 Old Ramsey Rd
Donovan Thomas 709 Bittersweet Rd
Easha Albert 333 Ctr Rd
Easha Bessie 616 Patton St Ext
East Haven Housing Dev One Monroeville Ctr Ste 805
EJ & E Railroad Accts Payable PO Box 68
Eles Brothers Inc 1000 Thompson Run Rd
Ewing Kathy 1345 Cavitt Rd
Fedlock Maxine, John 1120 Fox Hill Dr Apt 608
Ferchak Anna 816 Cranberry Dr
Figuero Kevin 817 Cottonwood Dr
Filotei Gregory Marion 4363 Northern Pike
Flaherty Shaun D 205 Dawkins Rd
Flora Theodore 129 Pauline Dr
Gaetano Holly M PO Box 907
Gates Janetta 1905 Stonecliff Dr
Gilmore Cathy M 1125 Eagles Nest Dr
Gouw Virginia M, Reza R 2006 Eagle Ridge Dr
Grafius Paul S RR 1 Box 710
Gray Mary Corinne 714 Heartwood Dr
Gray Richard 119 Alpine Village Dr
Greenburg Hank 211 Halls Dr
Gregor Regina 700 Beatty Rd Apt 144
Gwaltney John H Est 1450 James St
Haffer Charles R, Dorothy 549 Millers Ln
Harkins Susan R 4446 Marywood Dr
Harvey Alfreda I, George 212 Kenmar Dr
Henderson Jacquelyn J, James J 1407 Cavitt Rd
Hickman Hazel 523 Thomas St
Hoffman Claudia, Alicia 519 Aura Dr
Hohman Frederick R, Melissa A 939 Harvard Rd
Hondru Kathleen L, Kathryn B 109 Briar Crest Dr
Hong Kong Buffet 4508 Brdway Blvd
Hopson Dave 706 Dewberry Rd
Horwath Regina Gregor 700 Beatty Rd Apt 144
Hyman Helen 1133 Harvard Rd
Iksic Robert 1503 James St
Isaak Karl H 1115 Fox Hill Dr
It Group Inc 2790 Mosside Blvd
Jackson Mary C 424 Valleu View Dr
Jain Sam 110 Pagoda Dr
Jensen David W, Laura M 1367 Cavitt Rd
Johnson Elaine 1700 Mountainview Dr
Johnson Patti 925 Hamlet Ct
Kearney Marvin E 4155 William Penn Hwy
Keith Griggs 518 Holly Dr
Kevicki Betty J 36 Prin Dr
Kirkman Pauline S 700 Beatty Rd 155
Kitazawa George 926 Harvard Rd
Klein Flora M 885 Macbeth Dr
Koehler Kim 224 Rush Valy Rd
Krut Cynthia L 1480 Cavitt Rd
Kruzic Lance P 300 Poplar St
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Kucan Ann L 169 Monticello Dr
Kucera Mary A #5 A St
LNK Services Inc 3747 William Penn Hwy Unit F
Lamform Family Ltd P 2661 Monroeville Blvd
Lange Lois R 4446 Marywood Dr
Lassiter Bryan W 412 Cyra Dr
Leslie Jamie 1145 Fox Hill Dr Apt 121
Li Xin 1519 Stonecliffe Dr
Logan Verna E 308 Hillside Ave Ext
Lott Lillian M 2610 Monroeville Blvd
Makpanijvadhana Suvanna 301 Coleman Dr
Mariani Sandra 2404 Saunders Sta Rd
Martin Birnetta 235 Old Haymaker Rd
Matey Elsie A 2032 Margarite Dr
Mccall Kevin Est 419 Billwood Ave
Mcnoldy June E PO Box 104
Med Plus Insurance 300 Oxford Dr
Milner Louise 3930 Monroeville Blvd Apt E12
Mixon Doris 3610 Stonecliffe Dr Apt 3610
Moore Elizabeth H 7000 Daniel Ln Apt 207
Morley Edward Lee, Doris M 210 Fairlawn Dr
Motorists Mutual Ins 2674 Monroeville Blvd
Mycyk James F 213 E Patty Ln
Nash Melvin E, Lois J 4175 Ivanhoe Dr Apt 702
Nauyalis Matthew H 1145 Fox Hill Dr 309
Nese Construction Inc 1 Monroeville Ctr
New Monroeville The 3633 William Penn
Olsakowsky Kathleen Est, Marian E 722 Greenleaf Dr
Park Andrew R, Park Jessie R 2020 Mckinner Rd
Park Sarah S, John I 326 Red Oak Ct
Partners Beverly Manor Fa 4142 Monroeville Blvd
Pellegrino Priscilla 700 Beatty Rd Apt 356
Petersen Kristin M 2136 Pendleton Dr
Peterson Odell 4568 Old William Penn Hwy
Petruzzi Mary F 280 Lilac Dr
Phillips Danielle Elizabetth 310 Interlaken Dr
Phillips Vivien 2107 Moutain Way Ln
Pugliano Angelo 4422 Mckenzie Dr
Radha V Inc 229 Willow Dr
Ribar Margarita, Frank 1024 Harvard Dr
Riems Jeffery T, Jerome T 277 Newbury Dr
Riley Ramon E 577 Firethorn Dr
Ringer Caroline R, George L 218 Spartan Dr
Robinson Dorothy B PO Box 1616
Robinson Duncan E 1327 Eagles Nest Ln
Rosborough Michael I 100 Oxford Dr Apt 602
Rose Mary Jo, Joseph 104 Tortina Rd
Rossetti James D 438 Colonial Dr
Ruane Marie B 4185 Ivanhoe Dr #15
Ruane Thomas 4551 Bert Dr
Rugh Anna Mary 1133 Harvard Rd
Salazar Tito I 105 Mall Blvd Ste 270−E
Saltsburg Sorita Lee 860 Cottonwood Dr
San Marco Anna V, Michael 4175 Ivanhoe Dr Apt L2
Scott Shirley 4568 Old William Penn Hwy
Shakoske Ronald 105 Macarthur Dr
Shawn Malik Dba Mcdonalds 132 Coventry Ct
Shearer Samuel B 443 Colonial Dr
Sheehy John J Jr 751 Cottonwood Dr
Shuman Russell L, Alma 1189 La Salle Rd
Sidhu Amandeep S 109 Tyrolia Dr
Simmons Marie 1160 Cedar Idge Dr
Smale Robert 250 Cedar Ridge Dr Apt 503
Smith Edward J, June L 105 Rockwood St
Smith Harvey J 4342 Old William Penn Hwy
Sovich Theodore D 758 Gdn City Dr
Spates Darla R 4009 Lolly Dr
Spinelli Barbara J 519 Shady Ridge Dr
Stevens Jack 408 Woodhaven Dr
Strathern George B Ctr Ave Indepence Ct
Suleiman Shuman Seif 3929 Stonecliffe Dr
Sweet Jennifer 1718 Golden Mile Hwy
Takos George J, George 4388 Old William Penn Hwy
The Forza Group 2731 Mosside Temp
TN Care Unison PO Box 11355
Tominello Della 2400 Mcginley Rd
Tominello Jacqulyn R 108 Rizzi St
Twum Angela 1014 Harvard Rd
Veneri John, Lois 4175 Ivanhoe Dr
Walter Angeline M, William D 2056 Township Rd
Webb James D, Emma H 413 Brunner Dr
White Marlaina 405 Fieldstone Dr
Whited Martha J 711 Lincoln Ave
Wilks Ashley E 230 Mallard Dr
Wise Donald 700 Beatty Rd 1
Yerace Kathyrn, Kathryn 116 Aralia Dr
Yutzy Fred E 256 Maple Dr
Zeback Anna c/o Patricia Wypych 203 Shackelford Dr
Moon Township Pa 15108
Accurate Title Group LLC 400 Rouser Rd Bldg 2 Ste 200
Anh Refractories Co 400 Fairway Dr
AOP 1 2 & 3 Airport Office Park 200 Marshall Dr
Barnaba Stefano 129 Shelbourne Dr
Basavraj Kshitij 532 Parkridge Ln
Benson Garry 475 Amherst Dr
Biancucci Eth 512 Forest Green Dr
Brink Denise M, James J 4367 Duckhorn Dr
Burch Cathy G 210 Lyton Rd
Cavill Brenda 137 Rosemont Dr
Champions Gate Logistics LLC 238 Moon Clinton Rd
Chester Engineers 250 Airside Dr
Corgiat Edwin F Thorne Run Apts 700 Lee Dr
Corrado Matthew B 137 Greenlea Dr
Currie Sarah L POA 115 Treeview Dr
Cutler Hammer Inc PO Box 905473 Customer Fin Svcs
Dalena Michael Vito, Lisa 1015 Estate Dr
Davis Leonard L 148a Foxwood Rd
Dempsey Joseph T 1315 Forest Green Dr
Donald Paul 209 Newton Sq
Enterprise 5604 University Blvd
Ferguson Jennie 341 S Highland Ave
Green Margaret, William 210 Lyton Rd
Greenfield Kevin J 121 Shelbourne Dr
Halaszynski Carmelita 107 Glengarry Dr
Handee Marts 711 Ts Pa983 8929 University Blvd
Hazeem Suzanne G, Albert 200 Ctrdale Rd
Kazimer Ronald M Jr PO Box 1224
Khommaragiri Raghavender 224 Beagle Dr
Krasonicki Jessie 116 N Jamestown Rd
Landamerica Onestop 600 Clubhouse Dr Ste 40
Lenigan Virginia M 242 Larue Dr
Martin Peter A 1621 Charlton Hts Rd
Maxfield Max D 1635 Charlton Hts Rd
Muller Harold D 106 Gilshire Dr
National Link Fl Loan Dis Trust Acct 300 Corporate Ctr Ste 300
North America Refractories Co Michael A Schalk Cherrington Corp Ctr 400 Fairway
Dr
Nova Inc 1550 Coraopolis Hts Rd IT Dept 1st Fl
Patrick Stacy M 1887 Anderson Ave
Pittsburgh Putting Green LLC 230 Randy Ln
Shaffer Sudie J 403 Cedar Dr
Sims Deitra J 451 Cypress Dr
Stuckwish Shawn A 103 Pine Acks Ln
Subramanian Ramesh 311 Shady Glen Dr
Tandem Healthcare Ntwk Upgrade 200 Corporate Dr Ctr Ste 360
The Body Shop Kenny Ross Toyota 5200 University Blvd
Trexler Michael 1901 Greystone Dr
Tuszynski Charles D 621 Forest Green Dr
Wilkie Violet L 115 Treeview Dr
Zajac Mary 116 N Jamestown Rd
Zubek Timothy 447 Sharon Rd Apt A2
Mount Lebanon Pa 15228
Bonidie William J, Vanessa 811 Fruithurst Dr
Cupp Kenneth Robert 9 Fernwood Ave
Emmons Christy 215 Birch Ave
Kane John R 238 Lynn Haven Dr
Lombardo James D 20 Rosemont Ave
Marino Michael 20 Shady Dr W Apt 305
Maxwell Virginia S 400 Cochran Ave 106
Rudolf Scott B 684 Flordia Ave Apt 3
Munhall Pa 15120
Anderson Ester R 114 Video Dr
Anne Shuty G 715 Brierly Ln
Ballog Randall A 2013 Whitaker Way
Bertha Karen E 1000 Andrew St Apt 217
Beseny Donald 191 West Marigold St
Bileck Paul 296 River Rd
Bogovich Eleanor, Robert 289 Video Dr
Broadright Anna 3600 Valewood Dr
Brown Delores Est 408 Elizabeth St
Buchleitner Steve 361 Vine St
Chupasko Michael 1326 Ravine St
Clancy Menera 1303 Margaret
Crawford James 3649 Valewood Dr
Diaz Brad A 311 Lea St
Fecik George 841 E 10th Ave
Foley Josephine, James W 790 Oakville St
Freed Mildred M PO Box 174
Fry Nathan L 4403 Main St
Glinski Edward, Mary 3500 York St
Graue Teresa 3600 Valewood Dr
Greenhow Clara L, Robert 145 Crawford Ave
Grogan Gregory E 105 Roberta Dr
Haun Norma J Est c/o Thomas Houser 145 Homeridge Ln
Helen Fecik M 841 E 10th Ave
Huzdovich Florian 1222 Margaret St
Kacin Mary 3705 Botsford St Apt #2
Kray Elaine L 4111 Fairfield
Krivjansky Mary N 4442 Armorhill Ave
Mckee Kevin 429 E 10th Ave
Mortimore B St Theresa S Plz Apt 407
Noll Louise B 3904 Main St Apt 4
Ondo Michael 11 Longfellow Dr
Palmer Lois 220 Mercer Ave
Patterson Joan E 122 Orris St
Payne Bylita 1418 Margaret St Apt 2
Price Harold D 125 Crawford Ave
Reiland Alan 107 E 18th Ave 1
Rodgers Derrick E 135 Summerfield Dr
Rovenski Carl 1000 Andrew St Apt 217
Schmidt Herbert H 117 W Eugene St
Seaman Geraldine M 633 E 9th Ave
Senko Renee Ann 124 Lawrence Ave
Sninsky Eileen J 213 E James St
Snyder Ann 4 Saint Therese Ct Apt 303
Sotak Andrew Est, Norma J 1032 Ravine St
Stanton Alfonse M 3424 Manorwood Dr
Strang Russell K, Maxine 32 Longfellow Dr Apt C
Thomas William, Grace 3633 W Run Rd
Tutko Edward J 214 Marion St
Vardjan Frances 3910 Main St
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Vincent Justin 619 E Waterfront Dr #1205 Residence at Waterfront
Watson Katie E 2317 Clinton St
Williams Linda G 2439 Dewey St
Natrona Heights Pa 15065
Barnett Maye L 124 Mcwilliams Dr
BJNJ Inc 2602 Freeport Rd
Brackenridge Heights Country Club 1300 Ln Ave PO Box 45
Cehily John R 27 Pine St
Chick Alfred J Est 1414 Dallas Ave
Colin Helen A RD 1 Box 411
Delp Kenneth 426 Eisenhower Dr
Dobson Daniel 132 Mcwilliams Dr
Edwards Mary Ann, Dean 1111 Cambridge St
Emerg Medcn Phys Alle Kis 1301 Carlisle St
Eshenbaugh John 49 Walnut St Apt 5
Fagan Janice L 1200 Princeton Ave
Fuhrman Margaret 1405 R Freeport Rd
Golio Anthony 3063 Freeport Rd Ste A
Hajel Ruthann 111 Altermoor Dr
Heinle Joseph 1318 12th Ave
Hloznik John 5 Wood St Apt 4
Holcomb Annette M, Madison M 2701 Sumner St
Hong Kong Super Buffet 1850 Union Ave
Jonczak Elizabeth S 1112 Woodland Place
Jones Alyse 78 Pond St
Kamenjar John S 1525 Sylvan Ave
Keller Thomas 36 River Ave
Kopnicky Mardelle 8110 Ridge Rd
Kossan Alice 5 Wood St Apt 4
Kristich Peter 2006 Brdview Blvd Apt 414
Krzeminski Sabina 1449 4th St
Mcbride Helen M 2006 Brdview Blvd Apt 814
Meyer Jacob C 514 Painter Ave
Mikolay James R 41 Sycamore St
Miller Alvin K 1415 Dallas Ave
Nowicka Anna 80 Pond St
Pcdrugstores 41 River Ave
Pekalski Stanley F 21 Spruce St
Phaturos William P 1912 Ridge Ave
Physicians in Radiology 7 Acee Dr
Radvan Anita 2006 Brdview Blvd Apt 414
Rainey Marilyn 22a Sheldon Park
Rugh Iris 1720 Juniata St
Sakala Anna Est 1422 3rd St
Seaton Minnie G 2707 Sumner St
Stack Robert K 1018 Liberty Ave
Strellee Francis J 1405 R Freeport Rd
Susa Dana L 180 York Dr
Susch Lorraine J c/o Mary Esther Skinner 1527 Freeport Rd
Sutara Mildred S 3246 Ridge Rd
Swaner Gretchen 1011 Burtner Rd
Swierczewski Jennie J, Matthew 23 Ctr St
Swirceski Matthew R 23 Ctr St
Swogger Abbie E 514 Painter Ave
Trettel Gary R PO Box 433
Vandame Jane B 22a Sheldon Park
Verge Diana 74 Vine St
North Versailles Pa 15137
Abraham Charlotte PO Box 13
Albright Eugene, Walter 429 Washington Rd
Bernath Melisa 3305 Fieldcrest Dr
Black Danny R 310 Clavale Dr
Bridge Dennis J 822 E Pgh Mckpt Blvd
Brown Albert 422 Greensburg Pike
Cain Suzanne, James 257 Greensburg Pike
Caldwell Harry, Duane, Althea 504 Taylor St
Carter Megan Lindsay 3305 Fieldcrest Dr
Chapman Sara E 1807 Naser Rd
Charapp Ford North 171 Central Ave
Close Arthur L 328 Clavale St
Comunale John 1423 Nita St
Davis Mary 230 Kline Ave
Defazio Joseph 100 Jacks Run Rd
Detar Cheryl c/o Alice Trumpe 608 Maplehurst Dr
Docye James 414 Tinitsman St
Dull Helen Eleanor 225 Tintsman Ave
Express Metal Svc Inc 840 E Pgh Mckeesport Blvd
Filo Erin 140 Oakdale Rd
Gallagher Iraletta 431 Cedarhurst Dr
Gatto Mary Ellen 230 Arlington Ave
Gioacchinos Unisex Salon 823 Overhull Dr
GLC Capital 460 E Pgh Mckeesport Blvd
Grant Harold J 2020 Crestas Ave
Haurilla Doro 415 Cedarhurst Dr
Hohman Aubrey L 2508 Hyker Ave #55e
Howell William 1714 Howell St Rear
Huether Joseph, Ann M 241 James St
Hutton George T, Norma A 1008 Taylor St
Jeftenic Melissa 816 Willman Ave
Kalb Tricia J 307 Arlington Ave
Keith Bullards Auto 419 Lincoln Hwy
Kelly Sharon I 825 Brdway Ave
Kivador Daniel C 301 Kline Ave
Kolesar Sandra L c/o Sandra Kolesar−Peppler 605 Naysmith Rd
Kuznicki Lillian M 208 Oakdale Rd
Leach Matilda c/o Denise Sims 506 Porter St
Leach Naomi R 506 Porter St
Montore Joseph F 120 Mosside Blvd Apt 236
Owusu Afua 500 Dela Drv
Pecze Jodi L 171 Central Ave
Pecze Joseph E Jr 171 Central Ave
Pennington Wilson Ella M 2303 Girard Ave
Perkins Autumn N 422 Greensburg Pike
Precise Technology Inc 501 Mosside Blvd
Preferred Settlement Solutions 126 Robion St
Samek Denine S 458 Congress St
Schneider Robert J Jr 1118 Preston Dr
Sears Jennifer T 510 E Pittsburgh/Mckeesport Bl
Shuster Phyllis A, John V 1025 Logan Rd
Silvis Kimberly 630 Castle Ave
Smith Raymond S 502 Irishtown Rd Apt 2f
Snyder Katherine Hodges, Frances L 36 Central Ave
Snyder Brandy I 125 Central Ave
Stecz Michael 415 Cedarhurst Dr
Tarbuk Arlene 414 Tinitsman St
Terry Andrew 1802 Howell St 1
Thiem Helen 809 Pittsburgh St
Trumpe Alice F 608 Maplehurst Dr
Trznadel Emma 230 Kline Ave
Varrati Mary C 353 Dixon Ave
Vukmir Katherine 801 4th Ave
Welesko Kelly J 700 Della Dr
Zack Donald E Jr c/o Sandra Kolesar−Peppler 605 Naysmith Rd
Oakdale Pa 15071
Ayres Fred dba St Clair Plg Htg A C 4401 Battle Ridge Rd
Bicker Deborah J 401 N Highland Ave
Bovard Clarence P Jr 306 1st St
Cottrill William 605 1st St
Culley Oscar L RD 3 PO Box 3
Decarlo Mary Ann, Carl M 38 Hastings Ave
Decarlucci Vincent J 212 Palomino Dr
Dupilka George 1010 Noblestown Rd
FT Thomas Pump & Supply Inc PO Box 277
Fink Donald W, Lena 48 Bridge St
Giannatti Lcol James 68 Clearview Dr
Giovengo Eleanor A 101 Persian Dr
Hartman Frank S 1050 Noblestown Rd
Hieber Henry RR 1
IDC Ohio Holdings LLC 1111 Oakdale Rd
Jeter Systems Corp PO Box 279
Keller Emma Jo RR 1
Knepper Press Corp 1120 Robb Hill Rd
Meutz Frances Miss 261 Union Ave Ext
Meyers Lee M 21 Southwest Dr
Montelone Michael L 861 Independence Rd
Nappies Frozen Foods 8051 Steubenville Pike
Opfermann Jody R 4018 Noblestown Rd
Owens Lauralee 3108 Estate Dr
Page Marie 125 W Steuben St
Pampapatiswaran Swaminathan 101 Kressview Dr
Pittsburgh Employee Leasing Inc 336 Gravel Hill Ct
Rich Harvest Investments LLC 101 Kressview Dr
Sciotto Robin Frances 116 Hemlock Ct
Shopnsave 475 South Ben Franklin R
Sidari Anthony 55 Hastings Ave
Somanahalli Aparna 3022 Estate Dr
Star Towing 7201 Noblestown Rd
Thompson Fred Est 195 Redwood Dr
West Allegheny Business Assn 7354 Steubenville Pike
Oakmont Pa 15139
Argo Packing PO Box 66
Baker William R, Baker Luella 117 Willow Plan
Bob Ford Inc Re: Ignite Your Short Game 1233 Hulton Rd
Brittain Josephine G Westminster Pl Oakmont Pch 1215 Hulton Rd
Brondyke Lois W 727 14th St
Cedar Way Group Attn Fran Mangola 333 Allegheny Ave
Costello Frank 802 Valy St
Doyle Frances P, Robert A 1215 Hulton Rd
Frederick Larue, James 42 2nd St
Frederick Larue W 42 2nd St Ext
Gumto Erich T Est 647 Allegheny Ave
Hammel Christopher 420 Pennsylvania Ave
Hammer Sigmun L 120 4th St
Hart Florence V, Mary 2040 Oakmont Ave
Hazlett Harriet Est 101 Delaware Ave Apt 1h
Jack Ethan 510 6th St
Jasuta Ted C, Grace E 604 13th St
Lohr Brian D 501 Maryland Ave Apt J
Mc Elhinney Francis M 4 Elmcrest Rd
Mccoy Nellie M 700 California Ave
Mcdonough Roxanne c/o John P Donovan Esq 434 Allegheny River Blvd Ste 200
Mcelhinney Frank M 4 Elmcrest Rd
Municipal Svc Co 336 Delaware Ave Dept U
Municipal Svcs 336 Delaware Ave Dept A
Murray Patrick H, Helen E 718 Allegheny River Blvd
Pino Samuel J c/o 668 9th St
Radovitch Rose 802 Valy St
Riccardi Angeline c/o 668 9th St
Shoop Kathleen J, William H 24 Oakglen Dr
Starr Life Sciences Corp 333 Allegheny Ave Ste 300
Sylba Katie M 219 8th St
Terry Hilliard, Helen C 748 4th St
Torkeo Juanita Golden Living Trust Acct 26 Ann St
Vanwhy George Jr 693 8th St
Yohler Barbara, Stephen 301 Allegheny Ave
Penn Hills Pa 15235
Atwood Charlotte L 111 Highland Rd
Bober Janelle 221 Clay Dr
Conti Melanie A 418 Collins Dr
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Creighton Edna D Est 10960 Frankstown Rd Apt 111
Fincher Burden J 801 Penny Dr
George Margie 165 Dauntless Dr
Kristofic John 9909 Frankstown Rd
Lazar Sean 305 Veronica Dr
Prasad Bandhu 11667 Penn Hills Dr Unit 13
Pring Kenneth J 1304 Universal Rd
Richardson Edward V, La Rue M 444 Johnston Rd
Yates James J 259 Lynwood Dr
Pitcairn Pa 15140
Ardine William J Jr 1047 Pennsylvania Ave
Dicenzo Jane 528 9th St
Hoffmann Alma Jean 270 Brdway Ave Apt 103
Johnson Leverett E Jr 641 8th St
Kelley Marjorie L 1028 Brdway
Knox Paul R 373 Kenney Ave 1
Lapitsky Pauline 362 3rd St
Lemon Anthony F 368 Brdway Ave Rm 302
Mapstone John H Sr, Jean L 500 Fairview Ave
Matuch Cynthia S 453 Second St #2
Mccallum Mary PO Box 175
Mccloskey Flora 1047 Pennsylvania Ave
Monroe Village 3930 Monroeville Blvd
Odonnell Thomas W PO Box 175
Rosenberry Robert 524 Brdway
SJ Enterprises Inc 412 Brdway
Stoyer Irvin, Eva 642 2nd St
Vetter John C 270 Brdway Apt 306
Whetsell Howard R 383 Kenney Ave
Pittsburgh Pa 15025
Foster Jim 1183 Village Green Dr
Murphy James, Betty 417 Easy Locock St
Shullo Florence, Carmen 127 Landsdown
Pittsburgh Pa 15122
Best Feeds Farm Splys Inc 2105 Babcock Blvd
Better Solutions Inc 300 Penn Central Blvd Ste 201
Blosat Marjorie Inwood Rd Rd7
Bukowski John 1614 S Harris
Cassidy Marie E 2 Monticello St
Choi Kiryun 401 Amberson Ave Apt No 344 Yoonmo Choi
Christy Lawson 16 Chartiers
Chronowiat Emelia M 906 Winnebago
City Collision 6122 Stanton Ave
City Collision 820 Adelaide St
Crawford Warren R RR 1
Cubbage John 58 Butler St
Davis Jackson L 34 New Addition
Dudek Josephin R 132 S 18th
Falsetti Rose 43 1/2 St
Feitl Edward 2108 East St
Fontana Anthony 519 Chianti
Fox Ann RR 2 Box 98
Gallagher Dorothy Powers Run Rd
Grosser Esther 512 Lewis Run Rd
Hanson Sarah Marie 203 Hazel St
Hoffman Linda L 97 Dogwood Rd
Hynes Anna 7445 Monticello
Johnson Lawrence 814 Elm St Ext
Kubitz Paul 920 Bryn Manor Rd
Lawson Christy Est 16 Chartiers
Lawson Don H PO Box 18744
Lehner John M Sr, John M 412 Edgemont St
Mannka Lawrence J 966 Morrison St
Mariuzza Peter G, Joseph 1539 Westmoreland Ave
Masslon John 1506 Columbus Ave
Mcafee Richard, Irene 152 Home Fl 1 Apt 1
Mckee Eleanor S 2741 Vollkee Ave
Moran William 131 Marena
Newman Dora L 2022 Grove St
Norris David 6122 Stanton Ave
Oliver Robert B Jr 1416 Beane Ave North
Power K E 5146 Camegu Ave
Recker Josephine 2325 Brownsville Rd
Rexam Consumer Plastics Inc 400 Penn Ctr Blvd Ste 1000
Rice Beverly 814 Elm St Ext
Romano Antoinette 1009 Washington Rd
Sale Madeline 133 Lorner
Sanio Jennie 2726 Connecticut Ave
Santorello Blazie Rodi RD Box 113
Schroeder Doris M, William 859 Railrd St
Scolari Grace 4188 Park Blvd
Scripps EW PO Box 360030
Siegel Estretta 3 Gateway Ctr
Simmons Howard R 63 Mclain St
Skelton Charles Inwood Rd RD 7
Stewart Granville 2022 Grove St
Turk Andy J, Helen 61 Paola St
Wahlster Martha 906 Winnebago
Pittsburgh Pa 15201
Alumni Corp of Epsilon Eta 5314 Butler Apt 1
Ari Canterbury P 310 Fisk St
Bailey Antoine D 2934 Smallman St Fl 2
Baker Stephen P, Arthur P 5145 Ruby St
Belton Irene 451 44th St Apt 1003
Benjamin Ian Michael 5044 Rosecrest Dr
Beyerl Audrey, Donald 5271 Duncan St
Black Psychologists Alumni Assn Stanley E Denton 1165 Mccabe St
Bolelova Inna 245 Service Way
Borgen Alfred 3616 Smallman St
Borgo Violet 1222 Pesecca Pl
Boxley Tramainne A 322 39th St
Brinson Dianne 1059 Stanton Tr
Brunner William C 150a 44th St
Calderone Sande 5209 Butler St
Carroll Dorothy J 5538 Camelia St
City Collision Inc 3015 Liberty Ave
Colabrese Theodore, Leanore 340 45th St
Colazzi Ruth L 310 Fisk St
Constr Tool Svc Inc 3500 Liberty Ave
Cummings Theresa 3015 Liberty Ave
Currington Ralph R 1530 Hawthorne St
Czachowski Frank 4809 Butler St
Czado Stella V 230 36th St 503
Deichman Edward H 3315 Liberty Ave
Devitto Stacey, Leona 272 Service Way
Dombrowski Genevieve A 316 37th St
Dortenzo Daniel 708 Greenlee Rd
Easter Jeffrey 3624 Mintwood St
Ennis Zachary 2 Sedgwick
Farabaugh John H 276 Service Way
Faris Shahid 148 47 St
Felitsky Magdalene 211 52nd St
Ferderbar Dorothy 5226 Poe Way
Fisher Ray 5210 Butler St
Fletcher Bertha 1133 Fairfield St
Freedman Joshua 3232 Penn Ave
Friel Charles W 181 46th St
Fulton Marian V 5119 Dresden Way
Gage Co 3000 Liberty Ave
Garlicki Robert J Est 250 46th St
Gefert Dorothy 5411 Keystone St
Geis Elizabeth A 708 Greenlee Rd
Goodworth Robert 90 44th St
Gostkowski Mary D 310 Fisk St Rm 410
Grandison Sadie 3705 Peoria Way
Gratter Judith, David 4908 Harrison St
Greening Ronald 3434 Penn Ave
Gribbin Co 3615 Butler St
Griffin Regina D, Edward B 4108 Gdn Way
Grzech Raymond 123 42nd St
Guthrie Alexander, Laura 4601 Butler St
Hanratty Elizabeth G, John M 350 45th St
Hein Raymond, Helen 3449 Ligonier St
Hohman Sylvia Helen 291 Main St
Jesik Albert M 5106 Dresden
Jodzis Hedwig 226 1/2 45th St Apt 1
Johns Justin M 5411 Carnegie St
Johnson Virginia G 5109 Holmes St
Johnston Debra 5213 Natrona Way
Johnston Doris L 727 S Aiken Ave
Jones Christine 935 Millerdale St
Joyce Evelyn 5154 Butler St
Joyce John M c/o John M Joyce Agency 5154 Butler St
Keller William W 310 Fisk #316
Kilroy Ginger T 5140 Butler St Apt 3
Klee John P Est, Caroline, Collyer 4521 Butler St 3b
Kubit Lucille A 466 42nd St
Laface Gregg 4401 Butler St
Lambersky Leonard N 80 33rd St
Lankiwicz Charles P, Ann M 226 43rd St
Lapinski Stella C 3543 Butler St
Lepczyk Edward 1418 Simona Dr
Lewis Audrey 3401 Butler St Apt 2
Lewis Eugene 3705 Peoria Way
Lipinski Joseph P 3543 Butler St
Loncar Robert Jr, Maxine 368 Main St
Loritts Aaron 3015 Liberty Ave
Lukasiewicz Jennie 311 44th St
Maloney Patrick N 4229 Calvin St
Matthews Jonathan Carlyle 5044 Rosecrest Dr
Mchamish Inc 50 55th St
Mclaughlin Mary 285 40th St
Mentoring Partnership of SWPA 2934 Smallman St
Miller Kenneth 339 Malibran Dr
Moder Lee E 5417 Camelia St
Moragne Evelyn 230 36th St Apt 308
Murrll Gary 4331 Coleridge
Mutzig Harry 5138 Dresden Way
Ostrowski Arthur, Mary 177 43 1/2 St Apt 1
Palmer Bradley Jr 4444 Coleridge St
Parkes Cecelia M 5254 Keystone St
Pittsburgh Brewing Co Pension 3340 Liberty Ave
Powell Jack 326 37th St
Price Wyatt 5315 Wickliff St
Pyanowski Linda 807 54th St
Quartz Intl PO Box 642621
Ramuchak Joseph J 5268 Wickliff St
Reed Tinke 1001 Premier St
Reith Robert A, Anna 190 47th St
Reith Ann 190 47th St
Restifo Sebastian, Maureen 186 43rd St
Restifu Maureen M 186 43rd St
Robins David 1119 Fairfield St
Rolik Josephine 5505 Camelia St
Rygielski Eva 144 47th St
Seifried Frederick P 227 Fisk St
Sharp Sharon 26−48th St
Shore Chemical c/o Attn Hillary Kern 2917 Spruce Way
Smith Margaret E 5137 Butler St
Spectrum Computer 5601 Butler St
Steve Felitsky G 211 52nd St
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Szczepanksi Loraine 347 Manion Way Apt
Szczepanski Pearl M 348 Marion Way
Szczypinski Laverne 265 46th St Apt 1111
Taylor Carole L 5044 Rosecrest Dr
Tedesco Josephine, Charles 3452 Ligonier St
Thompson Carole L 5044 Rosecrest Dr
Thompson Renee 90 44th St
Tomasovich John Jr 4601 Plummer St
Treece Lillian L 414 S Winebiddle Ave
Trew Ralph 310 Fisk St Apt 229
Vernille Leah Rae 5236 Holmes St
Vogel Melvin Est 4019 Arsenal Place
Wagner Nobuko 5406 Butler St
Warchulak Viola 4733 Butler St
Warner Daniel N 242 46th St
Weinschenk Anna F 280 Fisk St
Willets Kenneth Est 5242 Holmes St
Williams Jonathan 108 Steuben St
Wiltrout Eric T 119 41st St
Ylenni Heidi L 3511 Butler St #3
Zgeb Frank A 361 44th St
Zokas Bronius, Luella 627 54th St
Pittsburgh Pa 15202
AJ Drgon Asso Inc 706 Chatsworth Ave
Abraham Joseph 2 & 3 Rheams Ave
Allen Antonio D 360 Spruce Run
Amoroso Joseph C 245 Ctr Ave Apt B6
Andrews James 237 Hilands Ave
Baldwin Catherine M 301 S Home Ave 604
Barnhort Ann M 19 N Harrison Ave
Beile Elizabeth A 543 California Ave
Billock Virginia O 301 S Home Ave Apt 607
Bolette June M 7305 Church Ave Apt 1
Brady Clara O 301 S Home Ave Apt 607
Caraway Michelle 53 E Orchard
Carothers Donald R 579 Dawson Ave
Clark Jane M 6901 Church Ave
Clark Richard M 425 California Ave Apt 706
Corbett Olive M 216 Smt Ave
Cuda Richard G 723 Shade Ave
Cunningham Woody 432 Walnut Rd
Damp Christine 76 S Fremont Ave Apt 21
Danko Gregory P 27 Clarion Ave
Didomenico Samuel 749 Hemlock St
Dippel Alice, Ralph 285 S Ohio St
Domenic Motors Ltd Aka Ohio River Auto Body 4331 Ohio River Blvd
Doug E Oneal 112 Prospect St C6
Eicholtz Gary R 379 Calderwood Av
Eurotrends Inc 112 Irwin Ave Ste 301
Filip John J 923 California Ave 202
Fleming Michael 635 Ctr Ave
Folckemer Russell, Pat 841 California Ave Apt 303
Francis Danielle L 253 Woods Ave
Gardner Lewis 10 Penhurst Rd
Genberg Elaine Z 180 N Jackson St
Gift Corner 100 S Jackson Ave
Gizler Simonne E 470 Dawson Ave
Griffin Edward, Carol 106 Gibb St
Guzzi Julie 420 Cliffside Manor Apt 60
Hall Jennifer E 603 Tingley Ave No 2
Harper Christine 962 Jackman Ave
Henry Michael 638 Park Ave 2nd Fl
Hull Marilyn L 613 Semple Ave
Hunt Denise 500 Jacks Run Rd
Jackson Charles, Anne R 55 S Bryant Ave
Johnston Thomas Est 15 Hillcrest Dr Apt 4
Karasinski Linnea 642 Forest Ave Apt 1
Kastroll Wilfred C 153 Meade Ave
Keener Scott T, Amy B 7140 Belle Riviere C
Kelleher Thelma 579 Dawson Ave
Keller Carl J 323 South Home Ave #403
King Alice K 226 Berringer Pl
King Bonnie c/o Marilyn Hull 613 Semple Ave
Kracklauer Heather 352 Plumer Ave
Leskowat Mildred 36 Grove Ave
Lighthill Emma K Est 35 Hawley Ave Apt 1
Lockley Katherine N 314 Lincoln Av 2 Fl
Mcdermott Samuel T 37 Newgate Rd
Mckeon Leo J 8370 Ohio River Blvd
Mckissock Mary E 6901 Church Ave
Mcknght Sales Co Bellevue Branch PO Box 4138
Mcmahon Brian N 729 Florence Ave
Morgan Mary W 564 Maryland Ave Apt 32
Mozley Ramon Stephanie 182 Sheridan Ave
Murphy Raymond J PO Box 6853
Nypaver Grettelyn A 70 N Fremont Ave
Paulson Agnus, John 136 S Home Ave
Pisor Brian T 22 Cliffside Dr Apt/Flr 21
Quick Stop 4215 Ohio River Blvd
Quillen Leaette, Betty 25 Keswick Ave
Quinn Sally 31 Grove St
Rawa Barbara 841 California Ave Avalon Arms Apt 504
Repko Michael D 68 Keswick Ave
Rinehart Albert S 7600 Brighton Rd Apt C
Robertson Steven 401 Redwood Ct
Roddy Eugenia 182 North Ave
Root Brad W 223 Bryson Ave
Rosell Florence 114 Cleveland Ave 1
Rupert Timothy 46 Ctr Ave
SBM Electronics 628 California Ave
Senules Alexander J Jr 6611 Brighton Rd
Short Gary W 4 Penhurst Rd
Slovan Elizabeth S 126 Grant Ave
Smak Norma M Avalon Arms Apt 504 841 California Ave
Stragar Olga 15 Stratford Rd
Suburban General 100 S Jackson St
Thomas Robert J 5 Kingsford Dr
Toomey K L 223 Bryson Ave
Vaughan Willard S, Virginia 816 California Ave
Vonschiget Kurt 140 North Ave
Westerman Edgar A 666 Shade Ave
White Agnes E 330 Breading Ave
Wright Matthew S, Clyde C 636 Madison Ave
Wright Harry L 145 Washington Ave Apt 16
Wurst Albert W 622 Parkview Ave
Pittsburgh Pa 15203
Aaelagher Candice 2509 B Sidney Si
Abdullah Amar 1500 E Carson St #3
Alaounis Peter, Rose 2509 Carey Way
Allen Carol M 1616 Roland St
Balco Anna C 2403 Mission St
Barr Milton 1020 E Carson St
Basiada Monica 1815 Sarah St
Bauer Rose Marie 2844 Mary St
Beier Kelly S 2105 Wrights Way Fl 2
Bigge Louise M 2805 Jane St
Bittner Craig 1100 Bradish St
Blahut Dorothy M, Paul T 2808 Mary St
Bliszcz Peter 1204 Sarah St
Bornyak Delores 711 Bingham St
Bradish St Cafe 1101 Bradish St
Burdick Nancy 711 Bingham St
Cafaro Alisa S 2526 Carson St
Caramanica John 2501 Larkins Way
Cash Express Ace America 2020 E Carson St
Chang Me Lee 2635 E Carson St Apt 227
Chaniewicz Baltazar M, Dolores M 2420 Jane St
Chronowiat Emelia RD 1
Clare Betty 2117 E Carson St Apt 119
Cleveland Bertram H, Helen M 1012 E Carson St
Crane Francis J, Grace E 2238 Larkinsway
Cruz Miguel 2107 Wharton St 2nd Fl
Davic Frances 2020 Gregory St
Davis Kimisha R 2312 East Carson
Delaney Jeffrey 2208 E Carson
Direct Advantage Mktg 2100 Wharton St Ste 510
Donatelli Kirsten L 1303 Bingham St
Draskovic Rose 2732 Berg St Fl 1
Driscoll Nevis 2117 E Carson St G 2
Egler Fred W 2518 Josephine St
Erdner William J III 104 S 24th St
Erickson Robert L 2320 Mission St
Essel Jossie 2310 Wellington St
Exclusive Entertainment 1617 Franklin Ct
Faughn Bethany R 2250 Mary St Apt 212
Firewater Restoration Inc 811 East Carson St
First Commonwealth Bank 2526 Carson St
Fishel Charles 2014 Gregory St
Forbes Regina 2006 E Carson St
Forbes Regina 2416 E Carson St Apt 1
Garlich Jayme L 45 S 18th St
Gesue David 1101 Sarah St
Gleason Matthew M 1809 Mary St
Harcarik Bernard, Sophie 81 S 13th St
Heitzinger Mary 107 S 22nd St
Izaj Michael J 1006 Sarah St Apt 2
Kagan Michael 132 South 19th St Apt 2
Kaminski Deborah K, Heidi M 2612 Stromberg St
Kelly Michael H 2635 E Carson St Apt 306
Kennedy Jody L 2740 Mission St
Kenneson Donna 3012 Harcum Way
Kim Kyung Mi 31a S 25th St
Kokowski Theodore, Renee M 2322 Wellington St
Kruluts Kevin 44 59th St
Lengyel Anna 2503 Carey Way
Longobardi George, Agnes 167 S 16th St
Lonszak Edward, Helen 2021 Larkins Way
Lukas Rosella C PO Box 4254
Mackay Monique 2411 Jane St
Maintenance Dept 2000 Mary St
Mancarz Sophie 69 S 17th St
Marios 1514 E Carson St
Marshall Elevator Co 2015 Mary St
Mayer Johnson LLC 2100 Wharton St Ste 400
Mcdonagh Michael 2307 Sarah St
Mclaughlin Mary A 167 S 17th St
Meanor Rosaria 107 S 22nd St
Meucci Comm Corp 2019 Wharton St
Michener Julie, Harry 1110 Sarah St
Miller Infante, Henry 226 S 9th St
Miller Tammie L 2518 Josephine St
Milligan Thelma C 5 Hot Metal St Ste 200
Mineo Nicholas 1827 Wharton
Morris Jesaca A 1401 Sarah St Apt 2
Morris Thomas P 1 Sterling St
Mykich Henry 2805 Jane St
Novelli Paula M 30 S 18th St
Nursing Center Pittsburgh Skille 2403 Mission St
Oates Anne Loy 1503 E Carson St
Obradovich Nicholas 120 S 17th St
Paolillo Leonard S 25b S 25th St
Pedron Julian, Edith 1827 E Carson St
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Pessalano Robert 1514 E Carson St
Pociernicki Jerome c/o Paul Pieffer 2524 Josephine St
Posset Voris M 3120 Northview St
Proteus Global Ventures LP 1739 E Carson St Ste A
Przybysz Sophia V, Sophie V 2117 E Carson St Apt 113
Pulmonary Svc 85 S 24th St
Quintero Miguel MD, Maria 2100 Jane St Ste 111
Radosevich Diana 2602 Sarah
Rauber April 1736 Gregory St
Rendulick John 2814 Larkins Way
Ringeling Joseph, Robert, Regina 1107 New Arlington Ave
Rucinski Mary 2808 Mary St
Russell Melanie 1a Wharton Ct
Ryker Sarah J 2320 Mission St
Schrecengost Holly S 1703 E Carson St
Schultz Alice C 1911 Sarah St
Scooter Store The 2310 Wellington St
Seinowski Stella A PO Box 4254
Shogry Lorraine, Nevin 1110 Bingham St
Shrper Image Corp Dip 517 S 27th C133
Skubis John 1925 Harcum Way
Smc Pangea Corp 1209 E Carson St
Snyder William J 2220 E Carson St
Solari Alvin F, Bruno 2117 E Carson St G 2
Solick Joseph, Susan 341 New Arlington Ave
Speer Elvira 2416 Sarah St
Spozarski Eleanor J 2507 Jane St
Starz Hagan 322 Arlington Ave
Stempka Anna 1815 Sarah St
Sunderland Pierson S 2016 S 18th St Ext Fl2
Sushi Two Inc 2122 E Carson St
Swidarski Nicholas, Martha 82 S 11th St
Turner Scott M 2528 Sidney St A
Urczyk Alexander, Helen 121 S 13th St
Wells Elizabeth 144 S 19th St
West Homestead Machine 5 Hot Metal St Ste 300
WPEE Insurance Trust Fund 5 Hot Metal Sheet Ste 200
Yurasek Joseph, Ann K 1828 E Carson St
Zbozny Frances, Frank 106 The Blvd
Zdrnja Zoran Z 1739 East Carson St #332
Pittsburgh Pa 15204
Akrie Julius 3520 Oltman St
Alam Abul 1100 Tyndall St
Bah Thierno 3060 Merwyn Av
Bentz E F Jr Estate 313 Tabor St
Bradley Cynthia K 3150 Landis St
Brentley Sharon L 2815 Middletown Rd
Bryant Timothy 1001 Moyer St
Burg James R 3144 Universal St
Case John Norman 2914 Glasgow St
Chillson Clifford 1111 Sutherland St
Clark Geneva 3652 Harlow Place
Collura Margaret 1322 Pritchard St
Culupa Mary 3336 Kathy Dr
Davis Charles Howard 1501 Summerdale St
Ellis George Gerard 1334 Jeffers St
Evans Janet A 1023 Stanhope St
Evans Robert 3664 Harlow Pl
Gartley Virginia, William 2827 Middletown Rd
Golben Dorothy R 3518 Universal St
Gordon Joseph S Jr 3121 Middletown Rd
Gray Hamin 731 Sherwood Ave Apt 3
Grayber Mary A 414 Tabor St
Gzesh Arlene G, Esther M 1100 Sutherland St
Harris Michael, Kaylee 2906 Glasgow St
Heyl Norma C 2861 Middletown Rd
Howard Edith Mae 2815 Middletown Rd
J Barrett A 305 Stadium St 1st Fl
Jackson Gerome 509 Minton St
Kane Marie 3269 Middletown Rd
Leverty Catherine C 1019 Faust St
Longenecker Robert J 2323 Glen Mawr
Marucas Mary 3739 Mayfair St
Mascari Mary E 3706 Allendale Cir
Matthews Ethel 3234 Fadette St
Mccloskey Daniel L 1320 Oakglen St
Meinzer Fred 1445 Orator St
Michael Charlene, Jeffrey 3341 Canopolis St
Morrison Raymond 3544 Oltman St
Orosz Michael J 2733 W Carson St
Rigg Dorothy W 2927 Sacramento Ave
Roland Joseph, John 3304 Thayer St
Ruff Deborah, Helen G, John D 2727 Merwyn Ave
Sallows Sierra 720 Fairston St
Scheirer Douglas 3603 Allendale Cir
Schillinger Thurston, Gary, Edna 1237 Justine St
Shannon John D 3632 Allendale Cir
Sheraden Shur Save 2928 Sheraden Blvd
Shulenberger Arthur W, Grace E 3330 Allendale St
Smith Edward 3026 Fadette St
Smith Ruth E 3748 Windgap Ave
Tallerico Louis 3704 Allendale Cir
Tureaud Margaret 533 Sherwood Ave
Verlinich Jay c/o Dorothy Verlinich 3801 Marie St
Walker Jessie L 1459 Harlow Dr
Walls Kenneth, Sandra 319 N Saint Clair St
White Shelbi, David 2913 Stafford St
Wolfe Dale 3337 W Carson 2nd Fl
Pittsburgh Pa 15205
1 Cochran Automotive 2314 Chestnut Ridge Dr
Abbott Catherine K 24 Dinsmore Ave
Aladdin Food Management c/o FSI Attn: Debbie Voland
Albenze Heather L 1750 Barr Ave
Allison Charles 260 West Stuben St
Allpointe Mortgage LP 100 Beecham Dr
American Internation Accts Receivable 5177 Campbells Run Rd
American Offroad 112 Obey Ave PO Box 4454
Artifacts LP 100 Beecham Dr
Asso In Rehab Inc 2741 Noblestown Rd
Balco Anna Forbes Nursing Ctr 6655 Frankstown Ave
Bannon Anna K 101 Ingram Ave Apt B
Barthelemy Marion R 35 Oregon Ave
Beck Chris 333 Baldwin Rd 3rd Fl
Beilby Nancy A 302 Scotia St
Berdnik Andrew J 1207 Oxford St
Bethard Ryan 154 Glenn St Apt 8
Bivins William O 527 Fairywood St
Black David E 1654 Arnold St
Blumentritt Ida C 1331 Denisonview St
Bogacz Frank J 1420 Preston St
Boo Dianne L 309 Glendon Ave
Booher William F, Carie L 2112 Chestnut Ridge Dr
Borrasso Jennifer L 107 Wingate Dr
Bourke John 31 Sta St
Bovard Marie M, Anna M 60 Grace St
Boyle Martha R 23 Creighton Ave
Brandao Aledia D 86 Fountain St Apt A
Bronchain Hazel V 106 Berry St Trlr 4
Burbach Broadcasting Co 100 Ryan Ct Number 98
Campbell Edith 11 North Linwood Ave
Cannon Joel 2000 Westpointe Dr Apt 118
Carder Johnnie 333 Baldwin Rd 3rd Fl
Carr Georgeann 442 Union Ave Craft
Cartwright Fremont 15 Oakmont St
Cercone Joseph A 2071 Noblestown Rd
Chen Guang Hua 5474 Campbells Run Rd
Chopak Nancy J 1759 Crafton Blvd Apt 1
Citizens Bank of Pa 6511 Steubenville Pike
Clark Griffin Taylor, Jennifer M, Jocelynn E 1032 Stratmore Ave
Comtel Wireless 4573 Campbells Run Rd
Cook Emily Est 120 Schley Ave
Corbett John B 2600 Morange Rd
Corporprate Health Adm 2 Marquis Plaza Ste 300
Craig Regina 10 Schley Ave
Credit Management 2121 Noblestown Rd
Creighton Ann 42 Hodgson Ave
Currier Gail 674 Carriage Cir
Currivan Christopher M 2523 Chestnut Rdg Dr
Daley Victoria Rae 1221 Colescott St
Darbous Michael 1221 Colescott St
Dawson Justin 1350 Pennsbury Blvd
Dearring Keith 3532 Fairwood St
Detschelt Alexander 705 Wingate Dr
Diandreth Matthew D 200 Hightower Blvd Ste 300
Diloreto Marsha J, Larry S 1203 Kenzie Dr
Dixon Kevin A 1a Lawson Ave
Dryer Erin P Esquire 5732 Centre Ave
Ducouer Viola M 25 E Crafton Ave Apt 602
Dunn James T, Helen 84 Duncan Ave
Durkin Alyssa K 67 Oregon Ave
Dwyer Darryl F 111 Shadyhill Rd
Earle Eleanor Est 109 Ingram Ave Apt 3
Elizur Corporation 4484 Steubenville Pike
Ennis Willis B 1812 Warriors Rd
Equity Real Estate Solutions 100 Beecham Dr
Esch Christine E 840 Brett St
Evrard Susan W 1947 Crafton Blvd
Falloretta Gene 1860 Brett St Apt203
Farmer David T 68 Thomas St
First Natl Ins Agency LLC 100 Park Manor Dr
Fisher Vincent 126 Union Ave
Flamman Anna C 1515 Cumberland St
Fornaro Joseph J 25 Leslie St
Fouse Joshua 1860 Brett St 104
Fox Tana 282 Noble Ave Apt 3 Fl 2
Froetsche William J 33 Fountain St
Gallik William J 1742 Barr Ave
Garner Albert T Trust Dtd 12 01 90 1725 Durbin St
Gielewski Edward W 242 Noble Ave Apt 203
Greiner Maclaine Matthew, Matthew P 8 Alice St
Greiner Pierce Gabel 8 Alice St
Griffin Barbara A 3012 Mcmillan Rd
Hale Falcon 124 Nottingham Dr
Harris Nancy Est 1429 Poplar St 4
Hatcher Jamal 54 Rodgers Ave
Hawthorne Suites Hotel 700 Mansfield Ave
Hengler Regie B 151 Clearview Ave
Henzler Rosemary 151 Clearview Ave
Homes Ryan 300 Bilmar Dr 150
Hoop Holdings LLC Dip 100 Robinson Ctr Mall2730
Humphries Brian Enerfab Inc Benefit Coordinators 100 Ryan Ct Ste 200
Hutchins Samuel M 48 Bradford Ave
Integrated Real Estate Processing 290 Bilmar Dr #300
Integrated Real Estate Solutions 100 Beecham Dr
Integrated Title Inc 100 Beecham Dr
Iron Age Corp Robinson Plaza Three Ste 400
J Carroll Asso 160 Kisow Dr
JK Auto Body 68 Thomas St
Joyce Kathleen 143 Community Ct
Kalra Gurinder 2000 Westpointe Dr
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Kamera Works The 200 Dinsmore Ave Ste 207
Kaufmanns 3000 Robinson Centre Dr
Kerin Elaine, Austin 65 Oakwood Dr
Kerr Richard 4 Larraine Dr
Knapp King Size Crp 3 Robinson Plz 400
Krawczyk Chester R, Robert C 78 Ingram Ave
Krueger Ronald L RR 5
Kuhn Helen F 1540 Ridenour St
Kust William P 309 Glendon Ave
Laliberte Derek G 2000 Westpointe Dr Apt T7
Land Options Attn John Frentzos 4955 Steubenville Pike Ste 401
Latona William 239 Shadyhill Rd
Lippello John 105 Lorish Rd
Lorenz Frank 1224 Roundtop St
Luna Collision 90 S Grandview Ave
Magic for Less T 210 Noll Ave
Matco Asso Inc 4640 Campbells Run Rd
Matuszewski Joseph 217 Colony Ct
Mazza Gregory J 18 Oakwood Rd
Mckee D Est 53 Parke St
Mcwilliams Margaret M 12 Biggert Manor
Messier Nicole L 260 Tech Rd
Metcalf Julie A 112 Obey Ave PO Box 4454
Meyer Elizabeth, Danielle 1437 Barr Ave
Milligan Catherine 260 West Stuben St
Moody James 2500 Baldwick Rd Ste 280
Morris Martha, Thomas 3639 N Ct
Mucha Susan 269 Clearview Ave
Napoleon Sonya J 48 Bradford Ave
National Real Estate 100 Beecham Dr
National Real Estate Info 290 Bilmar Dr
Nguyen Malynda 6519 Robinson Ctr Dr
Obermeier Lawrence 1245 Oakmont
Park John 951 Beacon Rd
Parker Perry 25 E Crafton Ave Apt 303
Patel J, N 2000 Westpointe Dr Apt 103
Patitucci Esther 709 Baldwin Rd
Patternson Robert A 3023 Mcmillan Rd
Patterson Ethel M 112 Ingram Ave
Payne L GCO Mrs Frances Payne 15 Haldanes
Peelor Jean 18 Oakwood Rd
Peters Alice E 1443 Harris Ave
Pittsburgh Skilled Nursing Center Forbes Nursing Ctr 6655 Frankstown Ave
Prince George S County 290 Bilmar Dr
Prosperi Kathleen M, Clint 101 E Crafton Ave
Pschirer Ronald 6 Alex Ln
Rainbow Settlement Solutions 100 Beecham Dr
Ravenstahl Howard 14 Bell Ave
Rayburg Dorothy, Anna M 442 Union Ave Craft
Realty Data Corp 100 Beecham Dr
Richards Gleyn 7 E Prospect Ave
Ritchie James H 12 Maplewood Ave
Robich Amy 112 W Prospect Ave Apt B5
Roth John J 1210 Pennsbury Blvd So
Rt 60 Auto Truck Repair Inc 4220 Steubenville Pike
Sacco Frank P 40 Charlton St
Sadauskas Beverly A, Walter 414 W Prospect Ave
Sanders Gene 316 Scotia St
Scarpaci William 1784 Barr Ave
Scheller Emily M 2314 Chestnut Ridge Dr
Scott Barbara 5860001 Low St Apt 1
Senkiewicz John M 82 Duncan Av
Siebauer Joseph E, Catherin 431 Union Ave
Skraba Anthony 1901 Kenzie Dr
Smith Keith E III 30 S Linwood Ave
Smith Sara 1361 Hyde St
Snizik Michael J 90 S Grandview Ave
Snyder Regina M Box 389 RD 5
Socrates Attn Carol Niewierski 111 Ryan Ct Ste 300
Tallerico Louis Jr 10 Lawson Ave
Taylor Kerry G 1973 Crafton Blvd
Terek Helen 242 Noble Ave Apt 101
Thomas Scarpaci Edna D 1784 Barr Ave
Thomas Toni M 1512 Barr Ave
Thompson Jack 1025 Stratmore Ave Apt 1
Tipton Law Offices 333 Baldwin Rd 3rd Fl
Unisource Info Svcs 100 Beecham Dr
Volk Mary Jane 103 Noble Ave Crafton
Walters Jack 200 Shadyhill Rd
Walters Peter 41 S Emily St
Walton Lloyd 1537 Baldwick Rd
Westpointe Apts 3000 Westpointe
Wilson Thomas W 1564 Cumberland St
Wolbert Auto Body 47 E Crafton Ave
Wyke Rena R 241 Tech Rd
Yank Andrea J, Jean 19 N Emily St
Young Patricia A 104 Hawthorne Ave
Pittsburgh Pa 15206
Adams Beatrice 1323 Oberlin St
Alvino Jony J, Rose L 221 Mayflower St
Anderson Pauline, Thomas PO Box 5202
Associates In Neurology of Pitts 5750 Centre Ave Ste 100
Axiom Auto Technogies 6550 Hamilton Ave
Barlow Michael 136 Auburn St
Batz Edward L 1645 Duffield St
Beaman Dorothy 7103 Tilden St
Becohsky Francis 7060 Highland Dr
Berger Luc 6336 Marchand St 1
Berglas Helen 1007 Essex Sq
Berran Carolyn PO Box 4724
Berry Amber 5711 Hays St
Bohm Bettina House 5545 Apt 12 1001 N Negley Ave
Bonura & Sattler Auto Body 1234 Washington Blvd
Boyd Juanita, Louise 512 N Sheridan Ave
Boyle Martha 313 Emerson St
Bracy Ella N 510 Lowell St
Bresenden Mikhail 5850 Centre Ave
Brosswell Dybra 2140 W 1st St
Brown Angeline, Milton 820 Collins Ave
Brown Hebert, Rose 5458 Kincaid St
Brown Martin, Marie 1702 Chislett St
Brown Rose L 5458 Kincaid St
Brown Sylvia A 5533 Wellesley Ave
Buckner Barbara 633 Lincoln Ave E
Butler Elsie 6434 Winslow St 1
Caldwell Emma M 416 Denniston Ave
Campbell Margaret M 326 Collins Ave
Campione Jocelyn T 1952 Antietam St
Carter Catherine M, Roberta L 5402 Black St
Cazen Hanna 215 Hastings St
Centanni Raymond A 5459 Stanton Ave
Chappel Charles 308 N Aiken Ave
Chavez Patricia A 1628 Jancey St
Choi Joonhwan, Ieeno 400 Denniston Ave Fl 1
Clark Angelina 6912 Greenwood St
Clark Vicky A 14 Mellon Ter
Cole Brenda J 814 Mellon St #2
Coles Ronald W, Lucille 550 Negley Run Blvd Apt 107
Coley Shirley J 5434 Jackson
Colton Elizabeth 1704 Trinity St
Community Cngr Ch N R Sterling 203 Roup Ave
Cooper Alta J 713 N Beatty St
Copenhaver Gladys B 5701 Centre Ave Apt 1011
Corr Daniel J 715 N Negley Ave
Coyne Bernadette 5451 Brd St
Crite Derrick 520 N Sheridan Apt 2
Curry Jane 6290 Auburn St Apt 306
Custard George L 924 Portland St
Cwynar Megan E 100 Denniston Ave
Davis Marshale, Martha 733 Chislett St
Debruce Lee V 6507 Rowan
Destefano Carmine 141 Auburn St
Dixon Patricia 1213 Paulson Ave
Douglas Funeral Home 1621 Lincoln Ave
Dudas James M, Laura E, Nicole M 214 S Graham St
Ealing Kathleen M, Richard T 6335 Walnut St
East Side Surgery Center 5800 Centre Ave
Easton Khalil H 6404 Dean St
Eatmon Frankie, Lynn 7130 Ross Gdn Rd
Eaton Robert 7130 Ross Gdn Rd
Edwards Lee H Jr 5515 Black St Apt 1
Ellis David E 6733 Atwell St
Evans Hugh 5600 Penn Ave
Ferraro Frederic C, Marilyn 5518 Stanton Ave
Finkley John R 1543 Brdhead St
Finney Henry B 405 N Beatty St
Flanick George 1803 Jancey St
Floyd Helen 529 Lowell St
Forbes Health Foundation The Holmes Trust 500 Finley St
Forbes Health System 500 Finley St
Frances Herbert 5527 Hays St
Friedman Abe W MD 5845 Centre Ave
Frison Lester 5805 Penn Ave #A1304
Gaines Funeral Home, George W Gaines 220 Auburn St
Gandy Ruby, Sam 1621 Lincoln Ave Apt
Gardner Daniel W, Olga E 7156 Gladefield St
Gentilcore Domenico, Joseph A 6520 Apple Ave
Gilbert Diana Est 6539 1/2 Ladson St
Gillespie Kimberly 7154 Tilden St
Gladney Fred 5621 Bryant St
Gonzales Jacqueline M 5850 Centre Ave 202
Gostkowski Mary 225 Emerson St
Grant Wendell 625 N Negley Ave Apt 6
Grayburn Mathilda C 722 Portland St
Grieneisen Joseph C 255 Shady Ave Apt 103
Hairstom David K 6605 Stanton Ave
Hammer Judith 5457 Brd St
Hara Kyoko 401 Shady Ave Apt D702
Harp Geraldine 6109 Saint Marie St
Harrington Anna M 1332 Silverton Ave
Harris Benjamin Jr, Juanita 5700 Bryant St Apt 26
Hart John W, Laurie 1237 Herberton Ave
Harvey Cheryl Est 6434 Winslow St 1
Hayden Leslie A 5731 Centre Ave 4
Hayes Frank Melvin 6927 Standish St
Hayes Rowan Emily 1100 N Highland Rd
Hc Armstrong Co Inc 5616 Callowhill St Apt2
Headen Vicky 446 E Elizabeth
Hefflin Wanda J 5621 5623 Callowhill St
Hemby Andre B 5514 Avondale Pl
Henderson John I 5539 Columbo St Apt 2
Hooper James Robert Est 1323 Oberlin St
Hughey Rosetta 1116 Paulson Ave
Hutchison Lisa M 5704 Callowhill St
Iacurci Barbara, Joseph 6320 St Marie St
Iams Taylor S c/o James S Iams 1428 Greystone Dr
Jackson Marie, Miles 5700 Bunkerhill St Apt 1508
Jackson R Wesley 6340 Aurelia St Apt 2
Jeffrey Donna L 907 N Negley Ave
Johnson George Jr, George 1302 Olivant St
Johnson Edward 7122 Apple St
Jon Spiegel PhD Asso 401 Shady Ave Ste C104
Jones Harold W Est 640 Thompson St
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Jones Mary Elizabeth 1124 Morningside Ave Apt 2
Kellers Kenneth J 616 Mellon St
Kennedy Thomas, Edna 1219 Morningside Ave
Kerr Carroll 6739 Hedge St
Kim Dongkyun 401 Shady Ave Apt A703
Kirby Mary 901 Chislett St
Knight Michael 6479 Stanton Ave
Kochuba John 7060 Highland Dr Apt 3
Krueger Wade E 509 S Highland Ave Apt 35
Krutchko Christine Est 1124 Morningside Ave Apt 2
Kurlfink Earl R, Mary 826 Portland St
Larue John 6653 Reynolds St c/o George Larue POA
Latimer Beatrice I 5526 Columbo St
Lawson Georgia M 1621 Lincoln Ave
Leech Stella Mary Est 5917 Brd St
Lemington Home for Aged 1625 Lincoln Ave
Levine Edith 5700 Centre Ave Apt 717
Levy Jon A 1229 Beechwood Blvd
Lillian Penman T 6439 Marchand St
Locke Henry 5527 Baywood St Apt
Lucas Christine A 1237 N Highland Ave
Lucas Delilah 6442 Navarro St
Ludwig Homer 8 Mellon Terr
Lurie Melvin 1637 Trinity St
Lyle Helen I 621 N Euclid Ave
Lynch David Simona 330 N Negley Ave #12
Macioce Marie Est, Anthony 5915 Bryant Ct
Maclennan Joan M 5532 Avondale Place
Mainelli Joseph 7242 Lemington Ave
Majmundar Sughosh 6655 Frankstown Ave
Massey Willie 6660 Apple Ave
Masters Nicholas F, Rita 6732 Reynolds St
Mayo Jonathan, Sara 1104 Farragut St
McAllister Arretta 217 Shetland Ave
Mcclaney Burnish, Hilda 6630 Lyric St
Mcclendon Daniel 6007 Penn Cir Apt 219
Mcguire Roderick M 209 Stratford Ave
Mclaughlin Regan A 1032 Chislett St
Meek James W 7015 Churchland St
Michaels Ruth H, Elaine 211 Hastings St
Mikes Auto Body 7154 Tilden St
Mild George J 6335 Kentucky Ave
Millan Helen 1309 Paulson Ave
Mitchell Deborah M 221 Paulson Ave
Moreland Vhasti 6630 Lyric St
Morris Frances L 430 N Negley Ave Apt 307
Murray Robyn 7154 Tilden St
Musgrove Charla A 639 Chislett St
Nail Mary K 1561 Brdhead St
Nalls Mary A Box 5043
National Real Estate Info 100 Beecham Dr
Nee Valentine 5449 Rosetta St
Niglio Florence M, Dominick 6419 Adelphia St
Numasaki Keiko 401 Shady Ave Apt D304
Oehling Jason 1681 Jancey St
Oh Sol S 5700 Centre Ave Apt 912
Oleary Joseph C 1410 N Negley Ave
Oleary Robert J 524 Mellon St
Owens Donald E 7412 Lemington Ave
Pack Ruth 200 N Negley Ave
Palm Sean Spencer 7022 Wiltside St
Palnick Jacob 1213 Heberton St
Patton Anna D, Mary J, Anna Margaret c/o Mary P Bunting 1315 Heberton Ave
Penman Cecil 6439 Marchand St
Phares Ronald E, Herbert 725 N Euclid Ave Apt 1
Phares Melinda 725 N Euclid Ave Apt 1
Poindexter Elda 209 Mayflower St
Pollard Teodora 1561 Brdhead St
Pollard Myrtle Est 522 N Aiken Ave
Pollock Hugh P 1059 Beechwood Blvd
Porter Joseph 841 Farragut St
Pryor David 137 Carver St
Puryear Marie K 27 Mayflower St
Rafinello Lawrence 7175 Highland Dr
Ragin Regina 7007 Ross Gdn Rd
Ramos Clarita P, Jerome P 5648 Stanton Ave
Redman Samantha M 818 Portland St Apt 13
Richardson Mckinley 1116 Paulson Ave
Ridgeway Linda K 6584 Navarro St
Riley Keith J 1336 Lincoln Ave
Robinson David L c/o Ellen Mae Allen 5461 Penn Ave 305
Rocereto Laverne 5459 Stanton Ave
Rosenthal Corey 1156 Portland St
RRW Properties PO Box 5171
Russell Barbara L 31 Joseph St
Russo Giuseppe J 2 Dick St
Sabol Andrew C 310 Fisk St
Saunders Joseph M 7229 Lemington Ave
Saunders Laci 5421 Wellesley Ave 1st Fl
Saxon George E Jr, Maura F 5542 Hampton St
Scranton Ryan E 507 Shady Ave Apt B2
Segars Romona, Roy 6620 1/2 Deary St
Sellers Fannie 7130 Ross Gdn Rd Apt R
Seo Hyoung Yeon 5701 Centre Ave Apt 608
Serrao James 6304 Stanton Ave
Shawarira June 420 N Fairmont St
Shealey Henry M 5600 Penn Av X405
Sheffey Mildred 5700 Centre Ave Apt 908
Sherman Sylvia 5701 Centre Ave Apt 1005
Shigenari Koji 5701 Centre Ave Apt 1504
Shin Hyung Suk 401 Shady Ave Apt D−203
Simpson Charles, Kenneth PO Box 5481
Simpson Kenneth 1231 Paulson Ave
Sims Regina L 6231 Penn Ave Apt 704
Smith Isabel C, David E 6023 Harvard Sq #2
Smith Jay H 6236 Sta St
Smith William F 549 N Aiken Ave
Spena James, Helen 6633 Apple St
Spencer Pearl 5500 Margaretta St Apt 105
Spencer Pearl B Est 5500 Margarette St
Squeglia Nicholas 7180 Highland Dr
Staples Gerri 209 Mayflower St
Stewart George, Sara 210 Stratford Ave
Stewart George, Sara 5459 Hays St
Thames Laura 624 Hastings St
Treasure Island Dept Store 6031 Brd St Mall
Tubman Guild Harriet 550 Negley Run Blvd
Tyson Matthew R 5414 Black St
Wagner Jenni B 528 Mellon St
Walsh Marrin 5451 Brd St
Wang Chen Chi 401 Shady Ave Apt C−605
Washington Bernard W 1011 Mellon St
Washington James 645 Vanilla Way
Washington William 59 Penn Cirwest Apt U409
Wassick Susan C 5616 Callowhill St Apt2
Watkins Sharon 6300 E Liberty Blvd
Wells Charles, Kim 396 Collins Ave
Werner Lawrence R, Patrick 301 Elysian St
Whole Foods Market V 11228 5880 Ctr Ave
Wilkinson Gary A 1914 Antietam St
Williams Estella 1543 Lincoln Ave
Williams Kathleen 740 N Beatty St Apt 3
Williamson Dorial 216 S St Clair
Wilson Lee Est 1650 Westmoreland St
Wilson Margarett 6427 Clifford St
Wilson Sylvia PO Box 4812 6369 Meadow St
Wood Charles 6653 Hedge St
Young Eleanor B 5533 Columbo St
Zablo Anthony B, Samuel J 6611 Lyric St
Zangrilli Pasquale, Alberto 7041 Campania Ave
Zeidenstein Dora 755 Chislett St
Zeigler Margaret L 5905 Hampton
Zevola Andrew 5456 Penn Ave Apt 16
Zygello Helen M 7069 Apple Ave
Pittsburgh Pa 15207
Barnett Raymond 1154 Margray St
Benjamin Kirk 5622 2nd Ave 1
Bluemle Bertha M 4306 Lydia St
Bucci Anthony 4231 Goadstone St
Burke Alice, John 606 Greenfield Ave
Campbell William, Janet 5414 Sunnyside St
Carter Kim 1206 Lindberg Ave
Celler Lillie M, Larnell 945 Roselle Ct Apt 210
Cichowitz Elizabeth 603 Minnesota St
Cocuzzi Nancy 420 Greenfield Ave
Colwell Anthony J, David R 1636 Mcbride St
Cooper Evelyn 955 Rivermont Dr
Custer Valeria Est 5302 Gertrude St Fl 2
Damian Hantz Locomotive Svc PO Box 55380
Darcy James Est 4936 Glenwood Ave
Davis Margaret, Lawrence 35 Almeda St
Dimperio S Market 5013 2nd Ave
Drohomericki Mary 603 Minnesota St
Dunnett Margaret 136 Tecumsch St
Edwards James E Sr 26 Nansen St
Emanuel Marie L 673 Mifflin Rd
Ferrington Deborah 4309 Bristol St
Flood Cordie 5516 Herbert Way
Fullerton Betty Ann 1036 Roselle Ct
Goodman Jackson, Ruth 323 Mansion St
Hajtol Joseph Est 111 Ivondale St
Hart Alice E 5100 2nd Ave
Heron Katherine A 110 Bigelow St
Horgan W J 3925 Hoosac St
Johnny Mocks Auto Body 110 Bigelow St
Kern Arlene, Duane 4806 2nd Ave
Khuze Anthony, Ethel 130 Marsden St
Kolesar Julia 338 Saline St
Laih Rose 34 Acorn St
Langol Mary 338 Saline St
Luxbacher G C 5030 Cir Ave
Magerl John 3909 1/2 Lydia St
Manfredi Raymond, Nancy 518 Baldwin Rd
Marsted Marion 6127 Mifflin Rd
Mazurenko Vladimir, Lyudmila 629 Blanton St
Milan Elizabeth, Gary 5155 Blair St
Myers Earl 4848 2nd Ave
Myers Earl C 446 Flowers Ave
Neaves Irene 3600 Naomi Dr
Nilson Jennifer D 5808 Keefe St
Niskach Teresa PO Box 55052
Oliver Florence P 633 Bigelow St
Omalley Delia, John 217 1/2 Glen Caladh St
Orzalli Ian 5514 Wilkins Ave
Plecher Anna 955 Rivermont Dr
Polyak Agnes 4224 Shields St
Rasky Mary E, Marie 5270 2nd Ave
Rejametova Elena V 5240 Gertrude St
Robinson Mary Francis, Helen 130 Mansion St
Robinson Alissa R 203 Hill Dr
Roehren Robert R, Harold R 5110 2nd Ave 1
Ross Patrice 5742 Interboro Ave
Roytz Christina A 430 Connor St
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Rozzo Rebecca 1214 Mifflin Rd
Schweikart Daniel E 141 Bigelow St
Shabtay Gideon 4111 Stanley St
Shaw Lawrence 675 Calera St Apt 43
Simon Aaron D 4932 Mccaslin St
Stackhouse Jerome 306 Ivondale St
Story Sara M 1036 Roselle Ct
Stromberg John Jr, Jane 5310 Gertrude St
Sullivan William 4122 Lydia St
Supira Julia G 446 Ivondale St
Surdy Cora Mae, John 5323 Fredanna St
Sutton George E 5519 Cox Ave
Swartz E Virginia c/o Rodney Swartz 3917 Nantasket St
Todd William J c/o William O Todd 1707 Cosmos St
Wall June Mathos 4308 Bristol St
Welshman James 4636 Chatsworth St
Wilds Cecelia, Andrew 1054 Cox Pl
Wollett Neil B, Ruth 4919 Glenwood Ave
Woods Scott W 4322 Monongahela St
Yourick Osephine 5154 Chaplain Way
Pittsburgh Pa 15208
Adams Clanrod, Eunice G, Eunice M 7241 Upland St
Angell Julia 7736 Monticello St
Ayres Naomi Est 632 Kirtland St
Bauer Clara L, Paul E 7526 Hamilton Ave
Baumert Marsha L 322 Fram St
Beal Eric 528 S Murtland St
Beasley John 7048 1/2 Bennett St
Beck Mary 7025 Fleury Way
Bigham Morris C 7945 Madiera St
Bradford Leon 6801 Thomas Blvd
Bresnay Steve 6680 Frankstown Ave
Burke Benjamin Est 7728 Fleury Way
Burns Arthur Jr 7032 Idlewild St
C&R Collison 424 S Lang Ave
Cade Cecelia F, Robert 7020 Hamilton Ave
Caplan Joseph S 307 S Ditheerdge St Apt 303
Cato Candace M 6947 Meade St
Chatman Jeanette 7540 Bennett St Fl 3
Chavis Lisa 1008 Wheeler St
Citimortgage Inc 415 Bucknell St
Coll Pearl M 7456 Penfield Ct
Crafton Emma 1722 S 20th St
Daniels Aquellal 7449 Race St
Dargate Auction Galleries 214 N Lexington St
Davis Ralph E 7 Oakwood Pl
Dillard Fletcher, Doreen 7242 Idlewild St
Dorsett Gloria 6717 Kelly St
Drew Mark A 7715 Kelly St
Edison Geraldine 1507 N Lang Ave
Falk Joshua, Mallory F 6956 Blenhein Ct
Farrow Robert 1008 Wheeler St
Fitts Richard L 574 Oakwood St
Freshley Jeanette 6955 Thomas Bl
Geskin Gennady, Larisa 7153 Roycrest Pl
Glover Gwendolyn 7466 Monticello St
Goldberg Irene 130 S Homewood Ave
Gordon James, Mary 6830 Juniata Place
Graham Francis 7731 Hamilton Ave
Griffie Elaine 7729 Susquehanna St
Groves Lillian 6971 Frankstown Ave
Hale Barbara G Est 6929 Meade St
Hamburger Martin A 6815 Reynolds St
Hamond Norma 7800 Susquehanna St
Hanion Helen M 7136 Hamilton Ave
Harp Richard 7030 Kelly St Apt 1204
Harris Annie M 7254 Upland St
Harris Ruby A 7821 Kelly St
Haseltine Benjamin W 200 N Lang Ave
Hill Zetella 7321 Monticello
Hineman Margaret A 226 Willing St
Holiday Erma V 140 N Murtland St
Howe Carolyn J 7422 Race St
Hungerman Paul L 127 N Homewood Ave
Inquartano Barbara 7717 Bennett St
Irvin Cydnee N 6915 Thomas Blvd
Jennings Martin D 6717 Kelly St
Johnson Bruce A 423 Bucknell St
Johnson Gloria 7059 Chaucer St
Jones Edith J 7216 Tioga St
Jones Marvin c/o Louise Jones 7730 Tioga St
Keefe Mary 7146 Montecello St
Leonard Theresa M 224 Carver St
Levine Robert M, Margaret 623 S Lang Ave
Lockett Daniel 7800 Susquehanna St
Lucinda Allen 7423 Race St
Luckey Yvonne 6962 Bennett St
Mangum Ovis 7008 Penn Ave
Marrion James F 424 S Lang Ave
Maye William 1722 S 20th St
Mcclain Thomas E 7055 Monticello St
Mcdonald William, Sheila 7924 Hamilton Ave
Mcpherson Jheri 7449 Penfield Ct
Moore Dorothy 7048 1/2 Bennett St
Nigborowicz Patrick R 6938 Blenheim Ct
Osmond Sybil 7226 Susquehanna St
Outten Shelby L 424 S Lang Ave
Parker Nathaniel, Betty 7320 Race St
Patton Corinne F, George D 320 S Lexington Ave
Patton Anton 538 Lowell St
Peterson Linda 7715 Kelly St
Phillips Corinthia 7030 Kelly St Apt 1204
Potter Beatrice 7030 Monticello St
Priscilla Charles 7717 Frankstown Ave #3
Rasch Margaret J 549 N Homewood Ave
Regan Elizabeth M 323 Carnegie Pl
Ruple Jason P 8130 Frankstown Ave
Ryan Catherin M, Hubert 516 N Braddock Ave
Samuels Francis J, Francis I 7207 Race St
Scott Marshall F, Barbara E 7828 Bennett St
Session Karen, Annie 812 N Braddock Ave
Sims Dorothy 7024 Idlewild St
Skinner Joann 7413 Penn Ave
Smart Laverne, Thomas 534 Novelty St
Smith Willie, Ora C 7019 Hermitage St
Smith Antoine Lee 7832 Kelly St
Smith Susan N 1507 N Lang Ave
Spriggs Watson Fh 720 N Lang Ave
Stanton Christine, Ola H 7032 Hamilton Ave
Stella Alessandro 7423 Richland Manor Dr
Thornton Linda M 1106 N Murtland St
Tindall Jacqueline 7435 Monticello St
Turner Delores, Alonzo 7510 Penn Ave Apt 34
Turner Emmett C 6838 Mcpherson Blvd
Walker Willie Mae c/o 7216 Kedron St
Waller Willie Mae, Louis 6921 Belmar St
Waller Elaine Gwendolyn Est c/o 7035 Mount Vernon St
Ware Calvin 149 N Murtland St
Watson Banner Lisa L 7717 Frankstown Ave Apt 3
Webb Jeffrey 7924 Hamilton Ave
Wesley Daisy 7310 Idlewild St
Wesley Hilda 7151 Hermitage St
Wheaton Walter J, Mary A 7150 Mount Vernon St
White Helena 551 Rosedale St
Williams Charles R 322 Fram St
Williams Dorothy Est, Carl 7030 Kelly St Apt 512
Willoughby Isaac 7657 Baxter St
Wilson Estelle P Est 7304 Race St
Wilson Margarette 7425 Monticello St
Wilsonmorris Mautez 7242 Hermitage St
Wood Lyle M 24 Parkln Dr
Wright Jean 7043 Frankstown Ave
Zubritzky Stephen 6915 Yorkshire Dr
Pittsburgh, Pa 15209
Amend Emily Jane 209 Vermillion Dr
Babcock Excavating I 1508 Babcock Blvd
Bateson Casey 182a Elbe Dr
Boody William C Jr, David W 104 Oak Ave
Brunick Doris 127 Viennese Dr
Cessar Susan M 104 Town View St
Chase Donna L 110 Rosecliff Dr
Chippich William 1422 Evergreen Ave
Chuberewicz Harry Est, Frances 540 Wible Run Rd
Conway Harriet V, James P 110 Donald Av
Coyne Martin, Rita G 1063 Evergreen Ave
Cvetich Frank J 223 Evergreen Ave
Cvitkovic Heather 106 Hillwood Rd
Danson Insulation Co 1917 Babcock Blvd
Dibenedetto David R Jr, David R 763 Venango Ave
Dick Kevin M 314 Stanton Ave
Dillon Mary J Est, Paul 210 Hugel Dr Apt 1a
Finnegan John Francis 504 Staton Ave
Fishinger Cheryl Lynn 322 Stanton Ave
Fitzgerald Mary L 827 Venango Ave
Gage Paul M 207 Friday Rd
Gerstberger Robert R Jr 311 Lincoln Ave
Gomez Lucille, John F 117 Crestwood
Greco Charles 13 Smt St
Green M Z Sr 146 Hawthorne Rd
Gropelli Denise J 121 Hilglor Dr
Hall Jessie, John 901 Obrien St Apt O
Hart Catherine M 126 Seavery Rd
Harvey John Henry 208 Lincoln Ave
Heintzinger Walter PO Box 58112
Helms Patty 746 Venango Ave
Higashi Ross 298 Hawthorne Rd
Hubstenberger Clara M, Marlene 446 Marzolf Rd
Humensky John K 205 Clara St
Jeff Critchlow Auto Body 311 Lincoln Ave
Knochel Anne I 150 Glenwood Ave
Koehler Walter Est c/o Thomas Koehler 136 Crestwood Dr
Kovacic Frank, Helen 244 Logan St
Kruse Donald H 129 Sunset Ln
Kuhn Holly 831 Stanton Ave Apt 2
Lambrecht Katherine 634 Seavey Rd
Lees Wendy S 108a Park St
Liu David Y 125 Sheridan St
Machi Virginia 559 Wible Run Rd
Malone Frank B, Edna 827 Venango Ave
Mannke Regis 721 Evergren Ave 1st Fl
Maseth Kathleen E 163 Wetzel Rd
Matulevic Andrew C 329 Parker St
Mccormick Evan 189 Wible Run Rd
Mcfarlane John E 814 Forest Ave
Mcguire Barry J 322 Stanton Ave
Milliken Kenneth P 87a Locust Ridge Dr
Moore Kathryn A 422 Greenwood St Apt 2
Mrazek Edward 129 Hiram St
Mullen Edward, Laura 73 Park St
Offen Donald F, Donna 406 Winterset Dr
Peitz Bernard W Est 12 Hts Dr
PI Enterprises Inc 820 Evergreen Ave
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RH Industrial Friction 1425 Babcock Blvd
Renner Dennis J 102 Friday Rd
Richardson Helen Est 6405 Olivant St
Rozanski F J 144 Sprucewood Dr
Sanderbeck Curtis William, Mary Todd 660 Evergreen Ave #2
Schiffer Regis G, Mary S 7 Fenway Rd
Scobbo Julia 53 Locust St
Smith Raymond V 246 Maryland Ave
Stanchic Gertrude 608 Lincoln Ave 101
Staud Carol 150 Glenwood Ave
Suarezrentas Jason 827 Evergreen Ave Apt 1
Tazelaar John 922 Obrien St
Teltec Communications Corp 113 Crestwood Dr
Venturino Clara A 1 Howard St
Vinski Matthew 415 Stanton Ave
Voelker Elizabeth 300 Soose Rd
Volaric George, June 205 Maryland Ave
Wegrzyn Lindsey 115 Tristan Dr
Wisniewski Jill M 746 Venango Ave
Wykoff Barbara 29 Battman St
Zawoyski Richard D PO Box 58102
Zehner Benjamin E 16 Old Soose Rd
Zehner Jeffrey S Po Box 58007
Zelina Hubert P, Florian 160 Wetzel Rd
Ziener Maybelle 106 Rangley Dr
Zimmerman Diane 406 Winterset Dr
Pittsburgh Pa 15210
Abdullah Edith E 942 Fisher St
Allentown Bakery Inc 728 E Warrington Ave
Alston Stephanie 417 Cedarhurst
Balestrieri Frank C 816 Eureka St
Balzer Alana 1 Glade St
Barnes Justine E 520 Curtin Ave
Beltz Anna M 850 Freeland St
Bender Scott, May 2314 Arlington
Benedik Michael J 2420 Charcot St
Bennett Aaron F PO Box 59384
Benounmen Gail 2311 Arlington Ave Apt 4
Bialecki Christopher J 2217 Yale Dr
Borrow Sean 334 Bausman St
Boykins Leroy 309 Freeland St
Bradford Arlene, Andrew 1627 Brownsville Rd Apt 1
Bradley Paul R Jr, Brian P 400 Giffin Ave
Brennan Matilda 130 E Meyers Ave
Brooks Rhumaud 2020 Spring St
Brown Esther 602 Delmont Ave
Bykowski Dennis 1739 Leolyn St
Byumanine Kindja E 2535 Brownsville Rd Apt 1
Caldwell Thomas H, James W 215 Zara St
Caldwell Florence 215 Zara St
Carter Veronica E 349 Walder St
Chambers Ernest 26 Climax St
Chemyakin Dmitry 2614 S 18th St
Cindric Mary A 303 Clover St
Clark Ida Lee, Maurice 820 E Warrington Ave
Clayton Ron 963 Cresswell St
Clemens Bernadette A, Mark W 1954 Waite St
Cochran Janis 34 Nobles Ln
Conti Mary S 424 Overbrook Blvd
Cooks Anthony S 233 Anthony St
Corbett Therese 2024 Walton Ave
Cunningham Deonte 205 Moore Ave Apt 1
Davic Frances 940 Lillian St
Davis Elizabeth 224 Walter Rd
Demczak Helen L 151 Eiler Ave
Demianczyk Mary 933 Mclain St
Devartolone Robert 860 Proctor Way
Didonne Dominic 2500 Brownsville Rd Apt 305
Dixon Clisterine, Angus Jr 1130 Fisher St
Dixon Charles A 1130 Fisher St
Doyle E W 318 Quincy St
Dudrick Helen, Frank 502 Gearing Ave
Easley Mae 29 Sylvania Ave Apt 206
Eckert Albert F 126 Santron Ave
Eckhardt Howard 616 Edgemont St
Farrington Margaret E, Kathryn M 327 Church Ave
Filipiak Richard 447 Ormsby Ave
Fisher Josephine 2325 Brownsville Rd
Flamm Ruth 121 Carrick Ave
Fosbrink Dana 2255 Brownsville Rd
Fox Ronald 153 Penn Ave
Freed Mildred 29 Sylvania Ave
Freeman Laruth 309 Freeland St
Gallagher Gertrude 309 Arabella St
Gallo John 207 W Warrington Ave
Garner Octavi PO Box 59121
Gaussa Edward C 818 Brownsville Rd
Geiger James M 137 Frederick St
Gibson Charles W 2511 Brownsville Rd
Ginley Elsie M 2675 S 18th St Ext
Grace William, Lois 412 Rochelle St
Grimm Robert c/o Carl Grimm 865 Climax St
Guenther Harry 2058 Lucina Ave
Guin Mary 2307 Salisbury St
Haines Michele A 2150 Brownville Rd
Harkins Leona M 166 Knox Ave
Harris Michael Est 54 Millbridge St
Harrison Vernette E 29 Sylvania Ave Apt 206
Hassel Howard 1832 Arlington Ave
Hayes Jerome 280 Bonifay St #968
Heppenstall Samuel B Jr 2315 Arlington Ave
Highsmith Christopher 215 Locust St
Homer Paul D 303 Anthony St
Huttenhauer Glenn A 131 Wynoka St
Hyrb John A, Mary 310 Ottillia St
Jesulaitis Patricia 811 Industry St
Jones William H, Claire 69 Beltzhoover Ave
Jones Helen 1337 Arlington Ave
Jones Helen J 2117 Brownsville Rd A25
Jones James H 615 Gearing Ave
Jones William H 69 Beltzhoover Ave
Jordan Bernadette M 424 Arabella St
Kalinna Frederick E, Marie K 304 E Warrington Ave
Kaloz Kenneth 209 Marland St
Kass John R, Gloria A 2004 Hazeldell St
Keirn Krystyn 237 Carrick Ave
Kildare Catherine H Est 306 Parkfield St
Kingsley Marilyn, Jane 2317 Dartmore St
Knorr Thomas W 2330 Spring St
Koschak Eileen 135 Birmingham Ave #3
Kubiczki Linda K 2004 Hazeldell St
Kuchler Rosemary 2810 Salisbury St
Laibach Marie 2301 Brownsville Rd
Lanious Doris A, Marian 431 Juncunda St
Leap Mary M 601 Hays Ave
Lee Charles J 215 Chalfont St
Leonard James 447 Vandalia St
Lewis Marilyn M 423 Michigan St
Long Edward James 900 Excelsior St
Lowell Sams A 117 Clover St
Lowry Leon M 2416 Fairland St
Mahler Frederick 172 Ormsby Ave
Mangold Alma H 347 Overbrook Blvd
Mann Robert 1935 Dartmore St
March Frank J 300 Walter St
Mcbride Annabelle, Clifford 415 Curtin Ave
Mckamey Mary 280 Bonifay St #968
Mcmullen Annabelle 2117 Brownsville Rd
Meggett Thomas M 400 Climax St
Merkel Dennis, Mary PO Box 59485
Michalski Henry L 443 Overbrook Blvd
Miller Debra A 523 Overbrook Blvd
Miller Florence A 238 Chalfont St
Mitchell Lilian 111 Grimes Ave
Moore Arthur PO Box 59384
Moore Jeanette 2307 Brownsville Rd 5
Moore Kimberly A 722 Fisher St
Mullen David E, David 77 Beltzhoover Ave
Myers Florence, J R 2 Crailo Ave
Nash Betty G 120 Chalfont St
Naylor Sean P 131 Zara St
Nepal Purna 2241 Brownsville #3
Nicely B L 2607 S 18th St
Ochman Judith A 2010 Arlington Ave
Paige Aaron M 214 Anthony St
Palma Mary 152 Dawes St
Petilla Mariano 123 Calhoun Ave
Plut Carl 1656 Dellrose St
Polite Melissa E, Sayeeida 233 Moore Ave
Pons Brian 303 Suncrest St
Pranevich Joseph S 1830 Brownsville Rd
Pyle Mary Patricia 7 Verena St
Quallich John M 75 E Amanda Ave
Quigley Irma 1418 Nobles Ln
Rice Tony R 706 Beltzhoover Ave
Ridinger Bruce, Jean 656 Margaret St
Roach Christina 850 Freeland St
Robinson Jalisa D 237 Jacunda St
Rodgers Raymond I, Alice I 224 Wilbur St
Ross Robert L 326 Jucunda St
Rossman Steve, Virginia 942 Climax St
Rubican Richard 305 Quincy St
Ruffennack Ralph, M L 2351 Brownsville Rd
Sabatini Lawrence, Wilma 1729 Concordia St
Sabatini Micheal 1729 Concordia St
Sable Chevrolet 910 Brownsville Rd
Saunders Ernest E 726 Montooth St
Scheer Grace Est 2307 Berg St
Scherier Joseph 115 Overbrook Blvd
Schuck Kathleen A 917 Brownsville Rd
Schwimmer Michael B 2265 Walton Ave
Scott Dewey 922 Taft Ave
Self Dorothy A 200 Ormsby Ave
Settelmaier W A 126 Rochelle St
Short Mary E 520 Curtin Ave
Shultis Carol L, Gary 216 Alice St
Skewis Helen, James 711 Limrock St
Slater Alma A 323 Reifert St
Slaypoh Irene 302 Clover St
Smarsh Virginia T 306 Allen St
Smart Solution Tech 704 Brownsville Rd
Smith Grace H 2102 Arlington Ave
Snow Beatrice, Robert 442 Parkwood Rd
Stewart Allen R 636 Margaret St
Stieg Jason P 16 Carrick Ave
Sullivan Timothy M 414 Althea St
Sunder Regina, Edwin 1702 Concordia St
Switala Nellie W, Edward M 451 Jonquil St
Syrowik Lillian J 853 Freeland St
Theurer William J, Martia 112 E Woodford Ave
Thomas Lee Anna D 215 Chalfont St
Thomas Wilson 714 Parkwood Rd
Thornhill Charlene 2337 Almont Ave
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Tooks Raymond, Naomi 3066 Zaruba St
Travis Judson C, Helen K 430 Alice St
Ultimate Auto Body 424 Arabella St
Walters Marlene E, Anna M 2018 Mount Joseph St
Walyko Helen 107 Minooka St
Waxter William, Barbara 60 Millbridge Rd
Weigand Ronald, Doro A 2500 Brownsville Rd Apt 6
Wentland Elizabeth, Stanley 622 Climax St
Whitehouse Douglas 211 Conniston Ave
Williamson Elnora 237 Sylvania Ave
Wilson Joan L 63 Lauch Way
Young Audrey V 2129 Brownsville Rd Apt 6j
Yount Amanda 2836 Spring St Apt 2
Yucius Dalia 321 Conniston Ave
Zbozny James, Frank 106 The Blvd
Pittsburgh Pa 15211
Andrews Lawrence E 215 Albert St
Antonucci Dani 133 W Sycmore St Apt 12
Baker Benjamin John 176 1/2 Halock St
Bender Charles R 239 Cairo St
Birkner D Eileen 75 Ruth St
Bobak John 119 Olympia St
Brown Allen R, Myrene E 378 Fingal St
Brown Raymond 446 Norton St
Buckholt Dan 446 Norton St
Caliguiri Angela Est 194 Plymouth St
Campbell Caryl 115 Olympia St
Carder Mildred E, Edwin P 158 Merrimac St
Carson Charles C 120 Reese St
Collins Cynthia L 105 Dilworth St
Cooper Patricia, Ronald 217 Cairo St
Dallas Elizabeth 1634 Steuben St
Davis James Est, Pauline E 136 W Sycamore St
Detore Mark 104 Pasadena St
Dietz Stephen H 19 Soffel St
Donovan Joseph 47 Southern Ave
Dragisity Mark 3901 Hewitt St
Drobne Ronald 806 Virginia Ave
Easter Kyle 101 Dilworth St
Fisher Ralph B 2221 Harrison Ave
Fitzgerald Paul G 114 Plymouth St
Foon Kenneth 416 William St
Forster Elva M 809 Grandview Ave
Foxchapel Advanced Dental Care 253 Grandview Ave
Francis Dennis Est 204 Merrimac St
German Terri J 910 Grandview Ave
Gonano Max 166 Southern Ave
Gordon Steve B 145 Amabell St
Grandview Capital Mgt Co 1301 Grandview Ave
Haid Rebecca 23 Ruth St
Harnahan John 211 Sweetbriar St Apt 703
Held Bonita, Rita L 112 Kathleen St
Henning Robert 602 Olympia Rd
Henninger Harry 900 Grandview Ave
Higgs Joanne N c/o Loretta Stumpf 230 Albert St
Hunt Gertrude Est 335 Kearsarge St
Iannone Antonietta, Mario 349 Sweetbriar St
Jacob Margaret 1411 Grandview Av 407
Johnson Rita 639 Chess St
Johnston Francis 639 Chess St
Keeley Thomas P 144 Merrimac St
Keim Elizabeth K 322 Natchez
Kempa Olga A, Frank 150 Hallock St
Kopecki Matthew S 75 Wyoming St
Kovitch Jessica 131 Amabell Dr
Lachowski David F Jr 335 Fungal St
Lackner Kelly 233 W Sycamore St
Lascari Joseph 98 Lacleed St
Lemont Hospitality 1114 Grandview Ave
Lowe Lorraine F c/o Daniel J Fink Gdn 449 Ruxton St
Mazur Frank G 201 Augusta St
Mcgough Bruce P 636 Grandview Ave
Mcintyre Emerson L Apt 2 151 Boggs Ave
Michenzi Theodore 1411 Grandview Av 407
Miller Stella Mae 513 Southern Ave
Mount Washington Pharmacy Jackmarc Pharmacy Inc 40 Southern Ave
Naleski Clifford, Dennis, Ann 255 Lelia St
Neville Margaret S, John R 415 Olympia Rd
Neville Family Trust 415 Olympia Rd
Novak Paul M 401 Kumvach St 1st Fl
Odomes Latoya 403 Kingsboro St 2nd Fl
Pavicic Leona J, John P 105 Kathleen St
Plumridge Edward J 446 Edgemont St
Prizner Virginia M 311 W Sycamore St
Pro Eugene A 35 Wyoming St
Query Margaret C, Albert A 615 Chess St
Reed Gilbert Est 5 Grandview Ave
Rohach John C 103 W Sycamore St
Ross Ruth U Est c/o George Handelsman 2143 Armore Blvd
Sambroak Robert A 5 Grandview Ave
Schultz John J 59 Greenbush St
Scott Melvin 34 Haberman Ave
Sedlock Rebakh 57 Dilworth St
Slater Family Svcs Inc, Slater Wm Sons 301 Virginia Ave Mt
Smith Joseph F, Mary E 96 Wyoming
Stanko Thomas G, Irene G 141 Bigham St
Timpson Anna, John 93 Wymong St
Walsh Mary B 518 Matchez St 518
Wilson John M, Jonna 420 Sulgrave Rd
Pittsburgh Pa 15212
Aeon Intercom Systems LLC 700 River Ave Ste 312
Alcoa Inc 3 Allegheny Ctr Apt 105
Alcoa Wireless Network Services Inc 201 Isabella St
Aldridge Glen E 1101 Davis Ave
Alfailakawi Naser 10 Allegheny Ctr Apt 622
Altebrando Sere 1218 Mimosa Way
Americredit Financial 1830 Ley St
Anderson Mary 1222 Arch St
Andoga Maureen A 320 E North Ave
Anthony Nettie 601pressley St 809
Aramark 100 Stadium Cir Three Rivers Stadium
Aramark 115 Federal St Ste 200
Arjona Saturnino, Sandra K 843 Geyer Rd
Artmisio Marie 3149 Brighton Rd
Audiles Vonsharie 714 Cedar Ave Apt 6
Baltos John C 103 Flora St
Baron Grace M 1338 Rigel St
Barr Nicholas Michael, Edward 520 Knoll St
Barry Oumar 30 Isabella St Fl 3
Bartlett Josephine, Richard Est 1224 Monterey St
Bauer Edward R 3647 Wealth St
Beard Charles L 21 Queen St
Bellotte Brad J Allegheny General Hospital Neu 420 E North Ave Ste 320
Berton Rose P 1503 Orchlee St
Bippus Christine E 2022 Straubs Ln
Blackwell Madeline, Rufus 852 California Ave
Bliezner Rita C 1232 Woodland Ave
Boehm Leonard G 3121 Shadeland Ave
Bressler Edward W 3633 Mexico St
Brown David C 2117 Harbor St
Brueckner Marie, Wm F 1617 Froman St
Brunner Linda J, Jean C 3837 Atkins St
Buffum William, Alma 1244 High St
Bullock Lavonte 1552 Hubbard St
Burton Jessica 915 Mina St
Calhoun Gloria 1915 Marmaduke St
Canyock Jean V 528 Knoll St
Carey Eileen L 3919 California Ave
Carthy Hilda M 621 Avery St
Casteel Clarence 3319 Mcclure Ave
Chapman Betty 710 W North Ave Apt 601
Chiossi Giuseppe 500 Tripoli St Apt 316
Churilla Cesira 1214 Woodland Ave
Cicero Dolores 1153 Pemberton St
Colecchia Columbia, Anthony 1004 Kirkbride St
Connelly John A 1416 Buena Vista St 1st Fl
Connolly George, Audrey 1929 Beckert
Cotten William 1129 Ridgeland Dr
Couchenour Christopher 930 Peralta St
Coulter Leonard F 1212 James St
Cowman Christopher F 606 Cedar Ave Apt 2
Crawley Dwayne L 1313 Reddour St
Crowley Judith 1119 Hall St 244
Cuda Hedy 621 Avery St
Cunic Frances F 1126 Spring Gdn Ave
Curington Randolph, Berta 237 Carrington St
Cust Aloysius J 1912 Tours St
Davis Mary J 850 Spring Gdn Ave
Deangelo Carl Jr 1306 Buena Vista St Apt 1
Defazio Isabelle 1028 Benton Ave
Del Monte Foods c/o Sissy Sluganski 375 N Shore Dr
Delaura G F 1224 Palo Alto St Apt 3
Delo Anna M 528 Pressley St
Demko Patricia 1145 Itin St
Dempster Consulting Inc 228 Isabella St
Diallo Tahirou Mohamed 30 Isabella St Ste 3
Diegelman Joseph B, Malcolm 1311 Itin St
Dilmore Vickie 3267 Mcclure Ave
Dinkfelt Anna 1153 Pemberton St
Dodsworth Matthew A 8 Allegheny Ctr Apt 420
Doerr William 3433 Brighton Rd
Dollar Bank Fsb 843 Geyer Rd
Dubbs John W 88 24th St
Dunlap Patricia 2027 Straubs Ln
Ebel Judy K 201 Isabella St
Evans Martha, Diann 923 Constance St
Farmer Ellen Louise, Lester Jr 946 Kirkbride St
Finnegan William J 1827 Chellis St
Fishbeck Paul 4303 Parkman Ave
Flannagan Patrick 1731 Perrysville Ave Ward 2
Flasik Greg 2227 Pittview Ave
FMS Peregrine Advisers Inc 503 Martindale St Ste 525
Ford David, Dorothy L 2719 Edison St
Forkin William 1541 Pennock Rd
Frank M Zalec Inc 1439 Firth St
Frey Freda M 3208 Lecky Ave
Frey Freda M 566 Ridgewood St
Freyvogel Nancy 1126 Harvard Cir
Fritz Albert R 1114 Spring Gdn Ave
Gaertner J J 844 Tripoli St
Gamache Daniel 145 Skunk Hill Rd
Gascoigne Myrtle J 120 Parkhurst St
Gaydos Olga Macosko, John 1432 Termon Ave
Gazdowicz Frank S 113 Fountain St
Getz Honora, Clyde 1401 Ctr
Gloth Betty c/o Henderson House PO Box 6363
Goode Janet 100 Andersen St Apt 7411
Gura Wilbur Est 1500 Letort Ave
Haley Amanda 235 Carrington St
Harman Robert 1410 Woodland Ave
Harp Lillian 1625 Sandusky Ct Apt 221
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Hawkins C PO Box 6252
Healy Theresa, John P 952 Stanford Rd
Helms Robert R 63 Royal St
Hematology Oncology Mdcl Assoc Inc 1020 Madison Ave Bsmt
Heyl Estella 739 E Ohio
Hickly Edward A, Eleanor 3620 Wickshire St
Hickly Edward W 3620 Wickshire
Holtz Joseph R Sr, Adajane D 1240 Sunday St
Home Loan Attn Tax Dept 130 Allegheny Ctr
Home Loan Services Loan Servicing Dept 150 Allegheny Ctr Mall
Huett James D Sr, Dessie 2530 Stayton St
Huff Emma Jane 10 Allegheny Ctr Apt 502
Hughes Elizabeth C 318 W North Ave Apt B
Hunkele Frances M 1134 High St
Ideal Settlement Svcs LLC 801 Vinial St Ste 200
Izzo Scott 514 Jacksonia St
Jablonski James P, John F 1037 Spring Gdn Ave
Jablonski Helen 2629 Brighton Rd
Janicki Myrtle L Est 3802 Brighton Rd
Johnson Antoin 3931 Vinceton St
Jones Issac 1615 Sandusky Ct Apt 238
Jones Willetta 2137 Rhine St Apt 2 D
Jordan Cynthia A 2144 Straubs Ln
Judd Jeannette 1212 James St
Judge Mary Jean Est 253 E Jefferson St
Kamyk Louise 2710 Houston St
Karavolos Stavros 710 W North Ave Apt 809
Kenna Leonard 527 Tripoli St
Kennedy Francis, Alice 610 Pressley St
Kennedy Beverly J 1038 Goehring St
Kennedy Francis 102 Alcor St
Kentzel Charles Christ, Isabella 899 Davis Ave
Kincaid Florence 1235 Yetta Ave
Kiselka Myrtle 2353 E Beckert Ave
Kocur John E 1110 Sherman Ave
Kornely Rhoda c/o Lynn Williams 3710 Brighton Rd Apt 200
Kramer Barbara J 1520 Lowrie St
Lang Charles F, Karen 3729 Atkins St
Lang Ruth 3801 California Ave
Laslavic Joseph G, Linda S 2034 Straubs Ln
Ledrick James W, Rose H 66 Luella St
Lee Jin 8 Allegheny Ctr Apt 617
Lee Kathern E 3208 Lecky Ave
Leindecker Edward 1830 Ley St
Lewis Delaney Est 132 Rhine Place Apt 2a
Lex Mary Est 1237 Voskamp St
Liberty Mutual Lram c/o James Lease 106 Isabella St Ste 120
Limbach Facility Svcs LLC Benefits Dept 1 Northshore Ctr
Lloyd Richard E 629 Suismon St
Lonzo Laura M 1407 Woods Run Ave
Lowery Monica 5 Shank St
Lucot Charles W 3204 Rothpletz
Luft Eileen, Leoba 1913 Zoller St
Lunsford Robert J 401 W Commons Apt 208
Lyons Tracey 14 Boston St
Malak Margaret, Richard 1231 Marvista St
Malak Richard J 1231 Marvista St
Matthews James Patrick 4022 Wilksboro St
Mattocks Aizeya R 876 Vista St
Matz Virginia L 1414 Cooper Ave
Maynor Vivian 712 Jacksonia St
Mcclain Regina E c/o Regina Ann Castel 845 Vista St
Mester Thomas A 248 Carrington St
Metropolitan Ent Asso Inc 490 E North Ave Ste207
Meyer Victoria, Edwin G 3710 Brighton Rd Apt 402
Miale Auto & Cycle 3204 Mcclure Ave
Microage 421 E Ohio St
Mid Atlantic Cryo Therapy Assc 1307 Federal St Ste 300
Miller Marie A 1610 Hybla St
Miller Pamela C 3914 Drexel Rd
Milso Industries 2 Northshore Ctr Ste 100
Minefield Sandra 1169 Ridgeland Dr
Modular Intl Inc 3941 California Ave
Morris Lois J 710 W North Ave Apt 601
Morton Danyal J, George 601 Pressley St Apt 307
Murphy James F 1320 S Side Ave
Murphy Regis 1218 Reddour St
Neal Harold W III 3829 Oswego St
Nemeth Rose A 1104 Fabyan St
Newhart Pauline E, William 1125 Ridgeland Dr
Noel Agnes 1222 Arch St
Northshore Neurosurgery 420 E North Ave #302
Olds Robert 125 Locust St
Olear Helen 2627 Brighton Rd
Onyshko Matthew 3464 Harbison St
Orr Catherine A, Edgar 1945 W Beckert Ave
Otell Tara 614 Armandale St
Overstreet Domonique 6 E North Ave Apt 8
Pa Heart Grp Ltd 490 E North Ave #202
Pachesky Kenneth R 3837 Brighton Rd
Pavlis James F 2125 Rockledge
Payne Joyce 235 Carrington St
Penzic Helen R 2925 Spring Gdn Ave
Perez Jason 1103 Spring Gdn Ave
Pi Lambda Theta c/o Eloise Haaxse 3938 Winshire St
Pickard William 1114 Spring Gdn Ave
Pickens Dustin 100 Andersen St Apt 7411
Pietromonaco Anthony 810 River Ave 230
Platt Mary W 1028 Benton Ave
Pounds Elizabeth A 1205 Haslage Ave
Pozar Katherine 1204 E Ohio St
Prancik Rita L 1500 Letort St Apt 308
Preston Timothy L 1404 James St
Prettyman Jacqueline K 1608 Radner St
Prokubek Elsie 1614 Radner St
Reed Cora Belle 1520 Lowrie St
Reilly Alyce 1600 Letort St Riverview Manor 505
Reining Anna Est, Anna 109 Gdnview Dr
Reliant Settlement Services LLC 801 Vinial St Ste 200
Richards Nancy J 401 West Commons Dr Apt 407
Ricketts Donald, Pearl 45 Flocker Way
Robbibaro Linsey 2149 East Beckert Ave
Robinson Odell III, Ritter 614 N Taylor Ave
Robinson Louise Est, Odell Est 614 N Taylor Ave
Rosemeyer Elizabeth H 4016 Kleber St
Roth Robert 1731 Perrysville Ave Ward 2
Rothert Charles A 51 Leister St
Rounsavelle John PO Box 750
Rozum Leona C 3501 Shadeland Ave
Ruffalo Dennis 180 Richbarn Rd
Sabol Rachel M 1912 Tours St
Sahayda Rita A, Joseph 2811 Pitler St
Saunders Andre 1530 Brighton Rd
Scarmella Maureen K 2010 Straubs Ln
Schaper Linda 414 Foreland St
Schillo John 5705 Solway St
Scott Nathaniel 2721 Brighton Rd
Sekhon Sandeep K 500 Tripoli St Apt 319
Sheridan Kathryn 2118 Brighton Rd
Shively Patrick 3407 Brighton Rd
Sibenac Jessie M 38 Fornof Ln
Smith Harold, Edna 2152 Lowrie St
Smith Daniel Est, Daniel Jr 728 James St Ste 2
Snyder John G 1634 Lowrie St
Snyder Thomas A 28 Solar St
Soranno Gladys R, James R 22 Schubert St
Stackpole Melvin J 1502 Boyle St
Stafford Clifford 1506 Monterery St
Standard Holdings Co 2 Northshore Ctr Ste 300
Stanton Daniel J 27 Jacksonia St
Star Settlement Svcs LLC 801 Vinial St Ste 200
Stephan Dorothy Est 2465 Sunset Ave
Stephen M Brady Fnrl Home 920 Cedar Ave
Sterling Shirley 1530 Brighton Rd
Steven Diana R 2322 Spring Gdn Ave
Stevens Dianna 2322 Spring Gdn Ave
Steveson Betty M 846 Tripoli St
Stotts Edward, Diane 300 Heinz St Apt C501
Suska Mary C 1432 Lowrie St
Sweeney Angela 370 Linden Place
Sweeney Jessica 2040 Lowrie St
Sye Louis 814 Madison Ave
Terry Jonathan 1224 Buena Vista St
Thomas Barbara 1227 Monterey St #2R
Tomory Albert 528 Knoll St
Toyota Lease Trust 2131 Brighton Rd
Tri State Neurosurgical 320 E North Ave
Triangle Urological Group 1307 Federal St Ste 300
Turk Joseph 3232 Richardon Ave
US Bank National Asso Trus 150 Allegheny Ctr 24−060
Ujhazy William A 620 Reedsdale
Volz Jennie 527 Tripoli St
Walls JR 2 Allegheny Ctrste 1050
Wampler Freda A 1520 Lowrie St
Weave Carolyn 1105 Grand Ave
Weaver Margaret M 2131 Brighton Rd
Weber June Est 627 Suismon St
Weismantle Carmella, Brian 2218 Rockledge St
Westman Charles L, Mary 912 Constance St
Wholet Raymond 1100 Woodland Ave
Wilkerson Seandel 3140 Mount Hope Rd Apt 2 rear
Wilkes Jewel 2466 California Ave Fl 2
Williams Robert 232 E Jefferson St
Witt Charles G, Jerry A 3910 Winshire St 1st fl
Wolfe Roy 423 Lockhart St
Yeckley Paul 1075 Progress St
Zierk Wayne 2039 Lowrie St Apt Rr
Pittsburgh Pa 15213
Adkins Sarah 3232 Parkview Ave
Adukia Siddarth 4 Bayard Rd Apt 28
Agarawal Ramdev 151 N Craig St Apt 3c
Alumni House c/o Kimberly V Smith 5017 Forbes Ave
Alzergany Maha Makluf 240 Melwood Ave Apt F7
Amaechi Chidozie 3310 Dawson St Apt 3
Anderson Maria Elena, Carol M 220 N Bellefield Ave Apt 302
Assi Zahra 406 N Neville St Apt 202
Bacha Fida Dr 3705 5th Ave Chop Div of Endocrinology
Bakhru Sasha H 166 N Dithridge Apt 3 G
Barrett Margaret A 156 Robinson St Apt 2
Barron Robert E III, Antionette 3235 Ward St
Bellingham Emily J Cmu 5032 Forbes Ave Smc 2004
Bendit Daniel J 218 N Craig St Apt 7
Bernies Garage 3601 Bethoven St
Berry Shane 327 Meyran Ave Apt 1
Big Buritto Inc 370 Atwood St
Bostian Leroy E, Carol C 220 N Bellefield Ave Unit 502
Boyle Ronald 3626 Frazier St
Broussard Elsie 154 N Bellefld Ave 26
Brown & Powell Electric 5000 Baum Blvd
Brown Garrett 588 Blessing St
Brown Kevin E dba Brown Ins Agency 5001 Baum Blvd Ste 656
Bundidge Calvin 4740 Baum Blvd 54
Burg Mary 250 Burrows St
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Carpenter Charles, Mary H 3413 Ridgeway St
Carson J Terrence 3 Bayard Rd
Cathconn Asso 4415 5th Ave
CCP Pittsburgh Pediatrics 4923 Centre Ave
Celesti John R, Helen 3633 Childs St
Champ Lindsay 3066 Tr St
Chan Terry 4705 5th Ave Apt 4a
Chang Chung−Ke 4400 5th Ave
Chapman Mary Louise 3206 Niagara St Apt 606
Chen Katherine Smc 2575 5032 Forbes Ave
Chen Qingming 331 Devonshire St Apt A3
Chieh Yu 4609 Bayard St Apt 171
Cho Paul Y 5032 Forbes Ave Cmu Smc 5815
Cho Su M 101 N Dithridge St Apt 820
Christian Norma B, Brian W 4339 Dakota St
Chung Heegyung 4750 Centre Ave Apt 1
Clark Kaarin M 3525 Forbes Ave 627
Clifford Matthew 4638 Filmore St
Clinton Minona J 221 Chesterfield Rd
Clk Enterprises Inc dba Subway No 201 3707 Forges Ave
Colledge Clyde R 4601 5th Ave Apt 124
College Point Park 222 Craft Ave
Comay Ethel Bellefield Place Unit 501 146 N Bellefield Ave
Computational Diagnostic Co 5001 Baum Blvd
Concordia Club 4024 O Hara St
Connare Alice Est 2632 5th Ave
Curcio Deborah L 4713 Maripoe St Apt 3
Damarla Chanakya 2 Bayard Rd #45
Davenport Deloyd 2547 Berthland
Davidson Irene P 375 N Craig St Apt 306
Davis Eva 3610 Frazier St
Deaktor Scott 803 Devonshire St
Dearring Elizabeth, Curtis 324 Mckee Pl Apt 2
Depasquale Eugene P Est 4601 5th Ave #623
Depinay Jean Marc Olivier, Rose Alberte 414 S Craig St #X185
Dept of Pediatrics Chp 3705 5th Ave
Devries Alexandrine 3955 Bigelow Blvd Apt 601
Dicker Jonathan 405 Oakland Ave Apt 2b
Diminich Goran 513 N Neville St
Dyles Charles, Louise 3507 Frazier St
Dyles Louise B 3517 Frazier St
Ealing Michael W 4609 Bayard St Apt 54
Edward H Slagle MD Prof Corp Pension Plan 3 27 80 540 N Neville St
Fagiolini Andrea MD 3811 O’hara St Bellefiel
Fairfax Management Office 4614 5th Ave
Farkas Timothy T 5000 Forbes Ave Cmu Smc 1196
Fitzgerald Margaret C, Edward C 2 Bayard Rd Apt 66
Foote Geneviece 339 S Bouquet St 1
Fox John J 3304 Ward
Gandy Dorothy Jean 3614 Whitney St
Garg Kirti 4629 Bayard St Apt 110
Garner Amanda L 3225 Ward St
George Mary 225 Dunseith St
Gerson James M MD 311 S Craig St #2d
Getty Agnes c/o Robert Getty 255 Melwood Ave 15
Ghuma Ali M 4910 Centre Ave Apt E9
Gibson William S, Mary A 3700 5th Ave
Godt Clareece G 4628 Bayard St Apt 202
Goldberg Myra C 151 N Craig St Apt 9a
Goswami Pulak Smc 3937 5032 Forbes Ave
Greco Elma Jane 154 N Bellefield
Green Norman C 4504 Centre Ave
Ha Yoo J 222 Melwood Ave Apt 508
Hackett Rosemma 3304 Ward St
Hadvab Paul 4749 Baum Blvd
Haines Josephine, Carlton 433 Burrows St
Harris James S 119 Morewood
Hartman Jane, Pears Isabel Trust Ua 6 17 91 4601 5th Ave
Hiatt Laura 5 Bayard Rd Apt 419
Hueppi Fabian 400 N Neville St Apt G2
Imbriglia Joseph MD 430 Devonshire St
India Garden 328 Atwood St
Interim Healthcare 311 S Craig St Ste 200
Irwin Bermuth 135 Robinson St
Iventurelab 461 Melwood Ave
Jacob Jacqueline Dunbar 223 Tennyson Ave
Johnson Jennifer 142 Morewood Ave
Johnson Leslie Y c/o Nathan Garcia 4022 5th Ave
Johnston Robert A 727 S Aiken Ave
Jones Margaret C 166 N Dithridge St
Joyce Mary E 4614 5th Ave #325
Kacurak Paul J 4749 Baum Blvd
Katz Phyllis N 144 N Dithrdg St 814
Kekich Marie E 4616 Truro Pl
Khanna Deepali 5 Bayard Rd Apt 601
Kim Myung W c/o Apt 924 Carnegie Mellon Unv 4614 5th Ave
Kim Nayong 630 Clyde St Apt 102
Kirchner Timothy M 1091 Morewood Ave
Klahr Benjamin W 237 Romeo St
Krause Andreas 5000 Forbes Ave
Lab Dermatopathology 5001 Centre Ave 3rd Fl
Landy Evan G 101 N Dithridge St
Larbprasertporn C 5032 Forbes Ave Smc 6002
Latterman Helen S 154 N Bellefield Ave
Laughman Kevin T 3303 Parkview Ave
Ledge Studios LLC 511 Belgreen Pl
Lee Sang H 4716 Ellsworth Ave Apt 909
Lhuillier Beatrice 630 Clyde St Apt 102
Li Yan 5013 Centre Ave #357
Lim Cher Wee 3418 Louisa St
Liu Ching An 240 Melwood Ave Apt D6
Liu Jianyu 223 Coltart Ave Apt 1
Liu Shih D 825 Morewood Ave Apt G4
Liu Yuanbo 411 Atwood St
Lostetter Rita c/o Ursuline Svcs 4749 Baum Blvd
Ma Yanjun 105 Morewood Ln
Male Confidential 3811 Ohara St Ste 114 c/o Lisa Hennigan
Malia Richard, Joseph 519 Cato St
Maroon Joseph Craig Dr, Lynn 200 Lothrop St #5c
Marshall Reeble G 100 Jamal Pl
Mccarthy Richard B 128 N Craig St Apt 514
Mccreery Marg 18 Ellers St
Mccullough Henry J, Agnes E 307 Coltart Ave
Mcgrath Ann Est, Robert 7 Virgila Pl
Mcmurray Lzp 307 S Dithridge St 912
Mcnamara Dennis M MD c/o UPMC 558 Scaife Hall Hrt Fail Sect 200 Lothrop St
Medical & Health S 3708 5th Ave Ste 400
Miller Samuel 264 Robinson St
Mohanakrishnan Sathish 225 Coltart Ave
Moon Sung Pil Amberson Gdn Apt 44 4 Bayard Rd
Moondra Mohit Cmu Smc 1174 5032 Forbes Ave
Moran Michael, John 239 Dunseith
Morciano Yacov 3601 5th Ave
Muffley James D 4720 5th Ave
Musikoff Harvey Schenley Gdns Oakland 3890 Bigelow Blvd Rm 345
Myong Jungmo 4628 Bayard St Apt 304 Oakland Pa 15213
Nagasaka Shuntaro 5032 Forbes Ave 2187
Nam Honesty 5677 Carn Mellon Univ 5000 Forbes Ave
Nuar Nicholas 406 Mopewood Ave
Ona Jacinto N 312 Mckee Pl Apt 2
Orellana Ricardo Enrique 4720 5th Ave
Owusu Sylvester W, Philip D, Adelaide A PO Box 19143
Palanisamy Duraisamy 3291 Kennett Sq
Park Sejin 5032 Forbes Ave Smc 2693
Pears Thomas C IV, Pears Isabel H 4601 5th Ave
Peters Gilbert R Jr, Jeanne R 3249 Juliet St
Pittsburgh Film Makers 477 Melwood Ave
Poloka George Jr 3701 Melwood Ave
Richards Hope A 414 S Craig St 129
Rodgers Charles, Mary 316 Mckee Place
Rohrich Collision Center c/o Shane Berry 327 Meyran Ave Apt 1
Rudolph Doris G Trust 18 N Craig St
Rychener Melissa A 4902 Forbes Ave #236
Ryu Eun J 101 N Dithridge St Apt 504
Sachdev Manu M Apt 818 120 Ruskin Ave
Sart Zeynep Hande 1st Fl 306 Coltart Ave
Schafer Jaison T 5 Cable Apt C2
Scheeser Doris 3377 Ridgeway St
Schmuckler Grace L 128 N Craig St
Schooler Nina R 3811 OHara St
Segs Anthony Est 262 1/2 Mckee Place
Seller Carole 3281 Dawson St
Shapira Isabel R 5 Bayard 817 Rd
Sherman Timothy 201 S Craig St Apt 3e
Shi Yunfeng 331 Devonshire St Apt A5
Sim Cheow Hin 4601 Bayard St Apt 307
Sinclair Tiffany Apt #3 3811 Dawson St
Singh Ajit P 245 Melwood Ave Apt 406
Sirbu Marvin 5000 Forbes Ave
Smith Robert 3600 Forbes Ave
Smith Ruben 2405 Waring 722
Snyder Lila R 5032 Frew St Apt D
Special Account 4400 Centre Ave Apt 3c
Stanley Raymond, Yamond 418 Chautauqua St
Steinbauer Sarah E 4630 Centre Ave 3
Stortstrom A E 5000 Forbes Ave
Stribling Shawn C 438 Burrows St
Sun Hojun 3945 Forbes Ave 353
Sweeney Mccarthy Virginia Lee 128 N Craig St Apt 514
Swimmer Leon H 4700 5th Ave Residence on Fifth
Tamburrino Francesco Newell−Simon Hall 1612e 5000 Forbes Ave
Tamin Nanny 4705 5th Ave Apt 6h
Thompson Jane A 419 Devonshire St
Toboz Barbara 3626 Frazier St
Todroff John F, Mary 3314 Parkview Av
Tokazu Yoshihisa 230 N Craig St Apt 804
Trembath Edna, Edwin King Edward Apts 4601 Bayard St
Ursuline Senior Svcs 4749 Baum Blvd
Visnic Carolina 3306 Dawson St
Walker April 1385 Simmons Ave
Walker Mary E Apt 501 4625 5th Ave
Wang Wei 151 N Craig St Apt 7b
Wechsler Lawrence MD Puh C 426 200 Lathrop St
Weinstein Mary 150 Chesterfield Rd
Western Psychiatric Inst 3811 OHara St Bellefiel
Williams Warren 2537 Wadsworth St
Wilson Charles R 4601 5th Ave
Wimmer William Irre Trust, Harvey 146 N Bellefield Ave Apt 202
Wise Zachary A 5032 Forbes Ave Smc 1732
Yamamoto Shinichi 4400 5th Ave
Yamasaki Nobuyuki 4742 Centre Ave #704
Yampratoom Ed c/o Sahawut Wesaratchakit 240 Melwood Ave Apt G5
Young Robert 4400 Centre Ave Apt 3c
Youngkun 4910 Forbes Ave
Zenuni Dren 216 Melwood Ave Apt 202
Zhang Xiaoyan 331 Devonshire St Apt A−11
Zinamon Jack 4601 5th Ave Apt 525
Pittsburgh Pa 15214
Arlott Patricia 1533 Hoff St
Avery Camille N 2748 Sacramento Ave
Barnett Alice 2412 N Charles St
Barrett Beatrice B 101 Connie Dr
Beard Keith 72 Watson Blvd
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Becki Emily 3717 Colby St
Bowra William, Eleanor 295 Dornestic St
Brookins David 215 Pusey St
Buechele Anna 604 Montview St
Burger Joseph P, Mary E 2814 East St
Carlton Chad J 162 Villa Dr
Cerny Frieda 329 Faber St
Chan Wing 46 York Dr
Chiurazzi & Mengine LLC Her 157 Villa Dr
Clark Anthony H 100 N Ave Apt C
Cordell Betty 1957 Federal St Ext
Covelli Angelo, Mary 1932 Litgow
Dill Audrey Est 20403 Perrysville Ave 406
Erkwood Ethel 215 Pusey St
Farina Michael 129 Longmount Dr
Faulk Dessie E, Louis 2634 Perrysville Ave
Fowler Harry W 4012 Grizella St
Hall Johnnie 533 Mount Pleasant Rd Apt 603
Hart Josephine 1939 Perrysville Ave
Hathaway Edward 2704 Veteran St
Hawkes George 264 Dalton Ave
Helmstetter Cheryl 2629 Linwood Ave 3
Hoban James J 540 Chautauqua St
Isaly Philip E dba PEI Contracting 136 Oesterle Ln
Johnson Anthony 1945 Letsche St
Johnson Christine L 2534 Maple Ave
Johnson Clifton 3040 Perrysville Ave PO Box 99413
Johnson Diondre 1954 Perrysville Ave
Johnson Everlean 312 Cheater Ave
Kaplowitz Mathew S 4145 Evergreen Rd
Keithline Laura 418 Maline St
King Bessie 2344 Perrysville Ave
Knights Geneva 1939 Perrysville Ave
Kohle Louis J 3254 Orleans St
Kowalski James M 104 Ramage Rd
Lavetta Turner, Cnac 436 Mount Pleasant Rd
Lee Audrey L 2720 N Charles St
Lostetter Rita M 236 Kennedy Ave
Malalne Aurelio 145 Oak Park Rd A
Martin Marie A 345 Bascom Ave
Masters Helen, Paul 12 E Marshall Ave
Mcbride Marylou Petersons Assist Living 3884 East St
Mccoy Marcella L 19 Bonvue St
Mccray Willie 533 Mount Pleasant Rd Apt 910
Mcwilliams Dean A 80 Semicir St
Middleton Lekisha T 79 York Dr
Miller Ruth 4032 Vinceton St
Misiti William 251 Nelson Run Rd
Moser Elizabeth, Donald 133 Willowood Dr
Murray Gertrude, George 40 Mazer St
Newman Dorothy M 3723 Baytree St
Niglio Florence M, Dominick 813 Maginn St
Nolan Angela B 139 Mairdale St
Norman John 2725 Shelton Ave
Okeefe James P 58 Waldorf St
Parker Catherine L 2643 Linwood Ave
Parker Lois 533 Mount Pleasant Rd Apt 910
Pavlik Julia 3543 Faber Ter
Peek Jesse O 2145 Perrysville Ave
Peters Gregory, Olivia 22 Montana St
Pietrandrea Brian 334 Bascom Ave
Pyczynski Ruth A 2629 Linwood Ave 3
Reid Kenneth 20403 Perrysville Ave 406
Reinhart Edwin R 427 E Burgess St
Ritenour Donald W Est, Deborah L 136 Connie Dr
Robinson George Meade 2344 Perrysville Ave
Robinson William 409 Marshall Ave
Rohm Theodore L 46 Perryview Ave
Rollings Thomas A 4470 Scherling St
Sabre Therese 157 Villa Dr
Sayers Thomas W 4264 Perrysville Ave
Scanlon Thomas 4534 Valy View St
Scott Chenal, James 2724 Leland St
Seger Harry M 36 Bascom Ave
Seideneck Paul 206 Chester Ave
Selevos Harry N 238 Marshall Ave
Serrano Paul 4448 Valy View St
Smith Bessie L 2935 Perrysville Ave
Smith James P 212 Penft St
Smith Mary A Est 247 Watson Blvd
Sorokatch Eleanor M 4617 Mount Troy Rd Ext
Sowa Jane 3374 Perrysville Ave
Spagnolo Donna, John 10 Allen Dr
Stanley Alice, Rose 418 Chautauqua St
Steward Dolores 264 Dalton Ave
Stuart William 4150 Evergreen Rd
Toomey Paul 3925 Oakdale St
Victoria L Kauffman Heard Funeral Home Inc 4047 Perrysville Ave
Wade Kimberly 3809 California Ave Apt 2
Walker Bertha R 6 Matson St
Walker Mary E 4625 5th Ave Apt 501 Unv Sq 1
Whelan Geraldine 611 Chautaugua St
Wilson Leon 2060 Perrysville Ave
Wilson Wesley L 223 Montana St
Wine Patricia, Robert 125 Van Buren St
Womack Darwin 103 W Mcintyre Ave
Yoos Harry, Erin 2300 Wilson Ave Apt #1
Zielinski Jeffrey W, Mildred 309 Richey Ave
Pittsburgh, Pa 15215
Antico Hazel L 216 10th St
Arch Judith E, John G 311 Kittanning Pike
Barnfather Harry E 299 Buckingham Rd
Casey Thomas J, Nancy D 211 Farmington Rd
Casper Catherine 3 Heinz Ter
Caye Brian James, James F Jr 513 Brookdale Dr
Choi Yong Gyun 121 Riding Trail Ln
Clarke Lauren W, George G 598 Twin Pine Rd
Costello Christina M, Mary Jo 269 Newburn
Dana Rebecca 104 Weir Dr
Dinunzio Pauline Est 200 Virginia Ave
Doel David R 114 Alpine Cir
Eberhart James A 311 Buckingham Rd
Feitel Elizabeth 622 Glengary Dr
Fire Fighter Sales Svc Co 1721 Main St
Fowkes Jacob B Jr, Mae E PO Box 77136
Fritz Margaret A 1865 Middle St Fl 1
Gorby Robert 107 Eton Dr
Hampton Loretta A 441 Kittanning Pike
Hanna Howard W 1001 W Waldheim Rd
Harrison C 1335 Middle St
Hart Maureen 705 W Waldheim Rd
Haynes Josephine A, Raymond 17 Brilliant Ave Ste 301
Henning Betty L 129 Alyne Dr
Hockenberry Terry O 112 Wynnwood Rd
Hsu Chein Kung 42 Collinwood Dr
Irwin Elizabeth 17 Kittanning Pike
Irwin W A Jr 219 9th St
Klimantis Emanuel 224 2nd St
Kovalchick Helen J, Stanley 1005 Sadowski Ave
Kulik Janice 105 Dorseyville Rd
Kwiatowski Marie M 362 Dorseyville Rd
Labun Lynn A 300 S Pasadena Dr
Langford Dolores J 114 Alpine Cir
Larkin Joseph C Est 705 W Waldheim Rd
Ludwig Eleanor P 626 W Waldheim Rd
Ludwig Est Homer W Jr 403 Emerson Ave Apt 2
Mary Joseph H 138 Riding Trail Ln
Mellett & Dahlkemper Endo 101 Emerson Ave
Mistler Thomas E, Joan W 126 Kiding Trail Ln
Moser Irrev Grantor Trust Ua 10 28 05 1415 S Canal St
Moser James C 1415 S Canal St
Murphy Lynn M 1415 S Canal St
Nichols Donald A 300 Patricia Rd
Pawlak Dorothy E, Thomas S 638 Ravencrest Rd
Pro Sport Image Inc 1851 Chapman St
Riviere Nicholas S 1100 River Oaks Dr
Robert E Grote III Ins Trust UA 3 8 85 c/o Robert E Grote 800 W Waldheim Rd
Rudge Edward J 920 Clay St
Simpson David A 14 Oakhurst Cir
Smith Thomas W 3 Heinz Ter
Sonel Elif 2615 Carriage House Dr
Steitz Janet 219 9th St
Strain Lois J 916 Spring Way
Variety Childrens Charity US 407 S Main St
Voller Dorothy M, Joseph W 1915 Chapman St
Weizenbaum Barbara 107 Eton Dr
Wetzel Johanna A, Charles 136 4th St
William Stephen, Anne 110 Richmond Dr
Pittsburgh Pa 15216
Adhikari Rajesh 1425 Mcfarland Rd Apt 307
Agost Rosemarie PO Box 79023
Alodalah Fatmah 2214 Candace St
Ambrose Dora, Fred 2999 W Liberty Ave
Anderson John 2690 W Liberty Ave
Arthurs Lestrange & Co Inc 1405 Mcfarland Rd
Atwood Susan L Est c/o Glenn Smith Esq 3220 W Liberty Ave Apt 210
Axicon Tech Inc 2857 Banksville Rd
Baickermckee Kyle S 326 Dixon Ave
Baker Monzella PO Box 7995
Bakowski Robert H, Mary Ann 1912 Shelly Dr
Ball Mary Betty 938 Peermont Ave
Barnhart Alan C 1815 Realty Ave
Bastianini Keith R 1609 Alverado Ave
Batz Myrtle P 1554 Beechview Ave
Beam Laura J 208 Edward Ave
Beebout Daniel 2524 Dalemount St
Benton Margaret J 2678 Crosby Ave
Bertha Brant M, Karen E 3026 Annex Ave
Black Gary M 28 Wenzell Pl
Bonadio Dominic N 744 Hillgrove Av
Bova Norman, Mary G 2244 Allender Ave
Butterfield Willia 1424 Alton Ave
Buzdor Elizabeth 1240 Kelton Ave
Caffardi Benjamin, Jean L 1431 Mervin Ave
Cain Crystal 2700 Brdway Ave Apt 3
Castriota Chevrolet 1701 W Liberty Ave
Cehic Omer 2821 Voelkel Ave
Chaney Robert G 1505 Mcfarland Rd #2
Chrystal M 1554 Beechview Ave
Cline Sarah A 1443 Tolma Ave 2nd Fl
Collage Patricia 660 Ridgefield Ave
Conaway Ray 2849 Espy Av
Corry Carolyn M, Ruth M 1200 Tennessee Ave
Cortes Karen 334 Kenmont Ave
Coyne Mary Ellen 3259 Beacon Hill Ave
Cupp Kenneth R 249 Newburn Dr
Decker Madalyn 10 N Meadowcroft Ave 203
Defrancis Elizabeth, Samuel Jr 1325 Methyl St
Dehler Sarah 1241 Illinois Ave Apt 9
Deithorn Donald J 2337 Potomac Ave
Delahanty Joshua W, William E 1444 Dormont Ave
Dempsey John T 2803 Crosby Ave
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Denes Paul G 1434 Tolma Ave
Depiero Elizabeth 270 Arden Rd
Derrick Howard 1770 Potomac Ave
Diggs Ronald 2303 Los Angeles Ave
Dorsey Brendan L 318 Washington Rd Apt 305
Duffy Thomas Est 3003 Dodds Ave
Ellis Robert A 947 Tropical Av
Epshteyn Galina P 1509 Beechview Ave
Felber Michael 260 Shadowlawn Ave
Ferguson Charles B 1230 Arkansas Ave
Fowler Margaret Est 2729 Connecticut
Fritz Timothy 1549 Rutherford Ave
Gillespie Boe W 1675 Potomac Ave
Gorski Stanley Louis II 2974 Dwight Ave
Graner William P 2727 Stachan Ave
Gulish Matt 1453 Park Blvd
Hampton Janice L 1002 Baltimore Ave
Harbaugh Amanda 1435 Dormont Ave Apt 2
Hazlett Rose M Est 1465 Mcfarland Rd
Helenska Victoria 1848 Ringwalt St
Hickman Catherine A 1450 Dormont Ave
Ho Carol Tsu 396 Midway Rd
Hoel B J, H C 2728 Brdway Ave Apt 1
Hopkins Elizabeth Jane c/o Elizabeth H Young 2804 Voelkel Ave
Ilegengritz Marie 1612 Belascost
Ingold James H 626 Crane Ave
Irvin Matthew J 1319 Beechview Ave
Jackson Danielle Y 2744 Brdway Ave #2
Jamison Donna 1423 Rutherford Ave
Janis D Shaw Strategic Energy LLC 114 Marlin Dr West
Jones Kimberly 326 Mccully St
Kalich Michael F 1233 Arkansas Ave
Kalwasinski Helen 2830 Crosby Ave
Keenan Patrick 832 Ridgefield Ave
Korpacz Kristen M 2708 Espy Av
Kotzuk Sarah E, Albert 2211 Hayson Ave
Krom Carol Ann 1049 Peermont Ave
Krzyzosiak Marjorie 2841 Brdway Av
Kubacki Julia 1112 Dagmar Ave
Kusajtys Rose A 2726 Crosby Ave
Lallie Katherine 1450 Dormont Ave
Langdon Mark 1663 Mount Pelier Ave Apt 2
Lapidus Elizabeth 1507 Wisconsin Ave
Loeffler Alda A 109 Akron
Long Hazel Jane, Robert 736 Wenzell Ave
Loria Samuel P 2256 Potomac Ave
Lyons Michael P 2523 Wenzell Ave
Marchetti Leo 2205 Vodeli St
Markiewicz Tonya 1539 Fallowfield Ave
Martin Raymond W 1673 New Haven Ave
Maxa Sean P 2810 Philadelphia Ave
Mccarthy Robert L 1928 Shiras Ave
Mcdade James R 2115 Vodeli St
Mcginnis Paul M 1144 Biltmore Ave
Mchugh Richard Est 1464 Tolma Ave
Mclane Jeniffer M 1002 Baltimore Ave
Mcmurray Thomas 300 Cape May Ave
Michaels Leonard F, Rose 1141 Arkansas Ave
Montuoro Allison M 1487 Dormont Ave
Morreale Anna 250 Crane Ave
Mosley Mark Richard, Jim I 645 Overlook Dr
Mosley Julia W 645 Overlook Dr
Musar Virginia W 3248 Wainbell Ave
Mussman James J 291 Parker Dr
Narvin Elaine A 1109 Freyburg St
Neel William M, Alex PO Box 8070
Oconnell Audrey Est, James 3217 Piedmont Ave
Owens Leticia A 1411 Beechview Ave Apt 2
Pacini Dolores Est 1625 Kelton
Pagano Christophe, Ann 3339 Waltham Ave
Pagano Josephine 1114 Tropical Ave
Pamplin Theodore N 1254 Orangewood Ave
Parenti Eugene J 2306 Candace St
Peltier Laura Est, James 1675 Kelton Ave
Petrie Alexandra Morgan, Todd Cameron 424 Arden Rd
Petrone Stephen J 86 Marion St
Phillips David A 1407 Beechview Ave
Phipps Chrystal M 1554 Beechview Ave
Pock Cynthia A, Anne H 300 Mccully St
Ranganathan Sarangarajan, Asmita 315 Edward Ave
Repko Thelma PO Box 79023
Richards Robert E 424 Mccully St
Rohich Collision Cemnter 2690 W Liberty Ave
Rohrich Cadillac Inc 2116 W Liberty Ave
Rudland John S 1841 Realty Ave
Runco William 216 Beverly Rd
Russak Kenneth K 1241 Illinos Ave Apt 7
Sampson George J 3123 Wainbell Ave
Santoro Evelyn L Apt C 1040 Eve Dr
Scanlon Mary 1476 Dormont Ave
Schmotzer Agnes P, David P 3312 Piedmont Ave
Shook James R 436 Cape May Ave
Simmons Agnes V 47 Marlin Dr W
Smith Candice M 1211 Arkansas Ave
Soranno Joseph, Irene 1112 Lowenhill Ave
Spelar Alberta S 1762 Helen Dr
Starr Dorothy, Guy 1444 Tolma Ave
Staub S V 1233 Arkansas Ave
Stephans Grace Est 1077 Roseanne Ave
Stinner Christine 832 Ridgefield Ave
Szecskay Gladys 2524 Dalemount St
Thomas Kenyatta 117 Cape May Ave
Tilton Frances R 1207 Arkansas Ave
Tole Bertha A 1437 Rockland Ave
Triantafillou Genevieve M 2727 Brdway Ave Apt 1
Trisda Group The LLC 1234 Tennessee Ave
Ullrich William G 1204 Carnahan Rd
Walker John 1691 New Haven Ave c/o Elaine Agga
Waters Theresa A PO Box 7986
Whalen Allison R 2825 Glenmore Ave
White Eric R 2416 Palm Beach Ave
Wicks Robt P, Helen 321 Beverly Rd Fl 1
Williams Joann L 713 Shadycrest Ct
Williams Matthew D 321 Beverly Rd 6
Wilson Shaun D 1369 Tennessee Ave
Yarussi Steven Michael 2728 Brdway Ave Apt #3
Pittsburgh Pa 15217
Abou Hamad Ghassan 1038 Murray Hill Ave
Abraham Louise, Otto W 5841 Darlington Rd Apt A6
Allan T Eric 6328 Crombie St
Anderson Cletus R 2030 Beechwood Blvd
Arntzenius Michael 7 Roselawn Tr
Augustine Catherine H 5859 Aylesboro Ave
Augustine Jonathan 5821 Darlingtonrd Apt 2
Bandler David 6701 Forest Glen Rd
Barber Glen 2110 Murray Ave
Barron Ethel 4114 Murray Ave
Begby Endre 5600 Pocusset St
Ben Shachar Tamar 5535 Beeler St
Berger Marc A 5557 Beacon St
Berglas Helen 2145 Wightman St Apt 6
Bernhardt Melissa 6312 Waldron St
Berry Anne M 863 Deely St
Bhagavatula Madhusudan 5423 Fair Oaks St
Borrajo Daniel 5712 Solway St
Bosinski Aurelia 1525 Shady Ave
Boticario Isabel 5712 Solway St
Bower Barbara L 5610 Hibart St #3
Bramson Nancy L 200 JHF Dr
Brown Damon J 953 Kennebec St
Browne Steven 2836 Shady Ave
Bucci Flora 660 Loretta St
Buncher Group The 5600 Forward Ave
Burgess Joanne M 6608 Ridgeville St
Carb Carol 2932 Fernwald Rd
Chang Youngjung 2301 Murray Ave Apt 2
Charles Morris N 200 JHF Dr
Chernoff Jeanette B 52 Garetta St
Choder Sarah 5636 Forbes Abe Apt6b
Chou Shu Y 5126 Beeler St
Chuang Tien Fa 6333 Bartlett St
Chung Shu Yun 5702 Wilkins Ave
Clair John A 2713 Murray Ave A
Cohen Barry, Amy C 5844 Beacon St
Cohen Sarah 5600 Munhall Rd Apt 1009
Cook Louis Jr 1516 S Negley Ave 1
Cramer Megan K 3574 Beechwood Blvd Fl 2
Datz Sol 5462 Beacon St
Debenedetto Joseph 6532 Ventura Dr
Dedhia Shailey R 5635 Hempstead St Apt 1
Dedominicis Nicholas J 4128 Saline St
Deerfield Teresa C 6324 Forward Ave
Demchak William 5564 Aylesboro Ave
Dworkin Kenya 4330 Mccaslin St
Fairfield Melvina M 2825 Murray Ave Apt 69
Fenster Hannah R 5522 Kamin St
Ferguson Catherine 966 Lilac St
Finkel Svetlana 1834 Shaw Ave
Forbes Sharpsburg W 5873 Forbes Ave
Frohlich Elaine B 5829 Burchfield Ave
Gaines Barbara Anne 1235 Malvern Ave
Gargmudit 5842 Hobert St
Garibay Cipriano J 1537 Denniston St
Gentille Jeanne Est, Jeanne 3208 Shady Ave Ext
Gerson Barbara 5407 Guarino Rd
Gillooly Nora K 5835 Nicholson St
Gluck Dolores K Family Med Fund 5622 Aylsboro Ave
Goldberg Marcella 5600 Munhall Rd Apt 1009
Goldsmith Sonya c/o Nancy Lee Bramson 200 JHF Dr
Gove James B 5553 Forbes Ave
Grabowski Andrew 4237 Saline St
Green Jeffrey M PO Box 8231
Greenage Eleanor D 2825 Murray Ave Apt 85
Greenberg Harry 52 Garetta St Apt 613b
Gross Beverly, Sydney 5878 Hobart St
Grosskinsky Margaret 4022 Murray Ave
Gu Yang 5646 Hobart St Apt 9
Guangnan Tian 5737 Hobart St Apt 1
Gunnison Minnie 5701 Phillips St
Gutelius Dorothy 6548 Darlington Rd
Hara Kumiko 2357 Tilbury Ave
Harel International 1717 Murray Ave 129
Harteau Ellen 5636 Forbes Ave 3
Heffler Mildred 4022 Murray Ave
Hells Kitchen Systems Inc 5781 Forbes Ave Fl 2
Hilsenrath Ada MCO Weiberg Village 300 JHF Dr 201
Hirata Thomas J 4000 Murray Ave
HKS 5781 Forbes Ave 2nd Fl
Horan Brianna M 5532 Raleigh St
Houston Holly J 5918 Douglas St
Howe Elizabeth, Griffith 928 Greenfield Ave
Hunt Ellis K, Ellis J 922 Duly
Hunter Ella 5701 Phillips St
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Hunter John J 2226 Shady Ave
Hyde Jennie T, Bruce 5734 Solway St
Ieraci Ronald J, Christine E 927 Norfolk St
Institute Advanced 1236 Malvern Ave
Isack Renee I 6379 Douglas St
Israel Edith 6363 Morrowfield Ave
Ixtlan Artists Group 5817 Douglas St
Janet Lazarus Asso 6315 Forbes Ave Ste L109 Maxon Towers
Jewish Comm Center 5738 Forbes Ave
Jones Catherine D 6404 Kemper St
Jones Phillip F 1075 Flemington St 1st Fl
Kadosh Yitzhak 3214 Shady Ave Apt 12
Kamberis Olimbia 6515 Rosemoor St
Kang Eugene W 5326 Pocusset St
Kaufmann Nancy 5824 Phillips Ave
Kawakami Yuri 5635 Hempstead Rd Apt 1
Kendig Marion C 905 Norfolk St
Kennard James G 1324 Wightman St
Kennedy Dione 5466 Bartlett St
Kennedy Terry A 4335 Saline St
Kentor Boris, Norma 5757 Bartlett St
King Richard D, Liliana Jean 1235 Malvern Ave
King Rita 984 Greenfield Ave
Klein Andrew P, Sherry B 1414 Wightman St
Klein Laurence 3184 Shady Ave Ext
Kofron Taylor L 5536 Kamin St
Kushner Doris L 5407 Guarino Rd
Lampl Andrew 1530 Beechwood Blvd
Langer Harry H 5632 Aylesboro Ave
Lanious Marion 620 Worth St
Lehner John Patrick 3874 Beachwood Blvd
Leleski Bryan C 2118 Murray Ave
Levine Evelyn Wasser Riverview Towers 603b 52 Garetta St
Levy Harriet S 5606 Marlboro Rd
Li Jing 2703 Tilbury Ave
Lindner Allison Jill, Robert 1108 Crescent Pl
Liu Jinxiang 5850 Morrowfield Ave Apt2
Loewenstein George F 1236 Malvern Ave
Malky Anthony G, Brett 1243 Fairstead Ln
Marcus Harold F 5920 Phillips Ave
Markowitz Hazel R 5841 Forward Ave Apt 625
Marrone Rita H 4322 Tesla St
Mathier Michael A 1449 Wightman St
Mcgunigle Teletha 4229 Murray Ave
Mckinney Peter A, Ann V, 3166 Shady Ave
Medicine Shoppe 1115 4028 Beechwood Blvd
Menon Arjun A 2615 Shady Ave Apt 4
Mieres Jose E PO Box 81805
Miller Florence G 6315 Forbes Av 611
Miller Rosalind B 5705 N Dunmoyle Place
Mitro Robert N DO 1333 Bennington Ave
Miura Kaori 5619 Melvin St Fl 2
Mizelle Kathy 917 Deely St
Moray Gayatri 5636 Wilkins Ave
Morris Jesaca 4237 Saline St
Mower Lillian 4114 Murray Ave
Mullen Barbara, Robert T 5757 Wilkins Ave
Nenoff Robert O 4014 Ludwick St
Nguyen Tuan Nhat 2304 Eldrige St
Nobel Deana 6431 Bartlett St
Nossokoff Brian K 5717 Hobart St Apt 28
Oconnell Joanne H 1900 Wightman St Apt 2
Otake Teruo 5726 Beacon St Apts J2
Otsuka Eiji, Yuki 7070 Forward Ave Apt 108
Overstreet Emily 5227 Forbes Ave
Palkovitz Joseph Dr 6219 Nicholson St
Parkinson Michael D 2311 1/2 Eldridge St
Paul Donna 1236 Squirrel Hill Ave
Paulin Lucy N PO Box 81823
Payne Tessie E 6548 Darlington Rd
Pencoske Daniel E 2025 Wendover St Apt 3
Perlman Louis Trust 5314 Beeler St
Pisciotta Rachel N 6336 Douglas St
Preston Mary J 6370 Phillips Ave
Price John L Est 5226 Beeler St
Pusateri Rose Est 4724 Browns Hill Rd
Ramirez Oscar D 5530 Wilkins Ave
Ravindranath Mohana 1760 3rd Ave Apt 701
Reznitskaya Valeria 5240 Forbes Ave
Robinson James E 6416 Bartlett St
Robinson Sylvia 6315 Fourbins Ave Apt 203
Rosenberg Alan P, Ann M 1441 Severn St
Rosenberg Sarah G 2817 Beechwood Blvd
Rosenbloom Joel D 1104 Gatewood Dr
Ruffner Elizabeth L 32 Timberline Ct
Runavitch Michael J, Mary 5882 Forbes Ave
Ruttenberg Beth c/o Linda Daniels 1200 Denniston St
Sabol Andrew C Jr 861 Deely St
Saferstein Etta 4242 Glen Lytle Rd
Sarkar Purnamrita 5837 Nicholson St Apt 4
Saul David M 6425 Darlington Rd
Schadt Trevor W 2352 Eldridge St
Schaffman Frank, Rose 2025 Wichtman Ave
Schuett Amy 6525 Beacon St
Schwartz Ilse 5600 Munhall Rd Apt 210
Scott Rachel 4738 Forbes Ave
Segneff Frances L 5438 Beacon St
Seng Mary Jane 2025 Whiteman St
Shaffer Edward G 910 Lilac St
Shapera Harold Gary 5454 Pocusset St
Sherman Frederick G 104 Schenley Rd c/o Sarah S Friedman
Shridhar Varsha 4336 Luster St
Silverman Jerry T Est 6425 Forbes Ave
Sims Bessie, Barry 5715 Forbes St
Sklar Meryl Debra, Minnie 2331 Tilbury Ave
Slone Stuart 5715 Beacon St 402
Smith Jeff 6608 Ridgeville St
Snedden Charlotte 920 Norfolk St
Spatz William 2017 Murray Ave
Spisak Jamie J743 Parker St
Sprouse John J 1622 Beachwood Blvd Apt 2
Sreevardhan Vydehi M 2105 Murray Ave #2
Stouffer Patricia K 5818 Marlborough Rd
Suttin Irving J 1323 Hurdoch Rd
Tang Wenfang 6667 Landview Rd
Thrush Roxanne 5712 Beacon St
Trask William H 6334 Crombie St
Ungerman Elizabeth 1706 Wightman St
Vanhoeve Willemjan 5637 Beacon St
Vitek Robert F 1123 Frick Ln
Walker Kevin 857 Flemington St
Wallace Faithfull Scott M PO Box 8117
Warszawski Julie Irene 975 Lilac St
Weaver Lisa R 6667 Landview Rd
Weigler Coralie J 5611 Dunmoyle St
Weinstein Mark Tr 1714 Beechwood Blvd
Wheel Deliver 6524 Wilkins Ave
Whitacre Jay F 5859 Aylesboro Ave
Wile Joan 1323 Hurdoch Rd
Winn Louise S 4242 Glen Lytle Rd
Winnercour Ronda J 4021 Windsor St
Wirtzman Scott 1228 Benniston Ave
Wiseman Asher, Irma 2302 Pittock St
Wolkin Charlotte 3217 Shady Ave Ext
Woodward Caroline L 1140 S Negley
Young Joan Mckay 1101 S Negley Ave
Zhang Wensheng 5701 Centre Ave Apt 305
Zwillich Alexander, Freda 6441 Nicholson St
Pittsburgh Pa 15218
Ackerly Martha F c/o David Ackerly 1230 Uptegraf St
Barnes Shirley L 183 Lloyd Ave
Bartko Edward F 2305 Patterson Ave
Bednar Mary 2214 Woodstock Ave
Bernard Mclellan E 7120 Schoyer Ave
Borchers Donald F 2017 Lafayette St
Boston Jonquil L 240 Philander St
Brown Pamela D 2447 S Braddock Ave
Chaney Richard Z 225 E Swissvale Ave Apt 10
Connors Dorothy 1118 Uptagraph St
Cox James J Sr, James J Jr 1300 Milton Ave
Deangele Luigi 2434 Woostock Ave
Debo Peter 7446 Mcclure Ave
Diane Bonacci 1258 Love St
Donley William R 1235 Trevanlon St
Donnelly James F, Sally 157 W Hutchinson
Donoghue Sadie H 554 Greendale Ave
Douglass Harry E, Doris A 317 Garland St
Farren Miles David, David J 7138 Michigan Ave
Foy Junius 640 Allenby Ave
Fry Caroline C, Charles P 57 Lilmont Dr
Fulwylie Lalisa 7512 Ellesmere St
Galvin Isabella 7513 Ellesmere Ave
Geist Lori A 123 Pennwood Ave
Goiton John, Vilma 2514 Braddock Ave
Grabe Ethel L 247 Maple Ave
Greenfield Aaron, Gail 2212 Manor Ave
Hartzfeld Virginia, Ray E 7815 Westmoreland
Hinkle Janice J 239 Edgewood Ave Apt D−11
Hornack Naomi Est 2005 Noble St
Horton Milton 5230 Columbia Ave
Iconnex Corporation 104 Race St
Integrity Const LLC 2108 Lloyd Ave Apt 4
Johns Donna 7801 St Lawerence Ave
Johnson Eric PO Box 8317
Jones Tracy L 2362 Buena Visa Ave
Kambic Matthew E, Anna 222 Homestead St
Kefalos Heather 413 Morris St
Legon Alice E 640 Allenby Ave
Lindsey Ladonte 127 Smokeywood Dr
Lipscomb Lawrence W III 7306 Schley Ave
Manges Christine C 222 W Swissvale Ave
Mary Joseph H 1826 Monongahela Ave
Mayer Paul G 143 Gordon St
Mccarthy Johnson Vanessa PO Box 8317
Mctiernan John W 7803 Inariom
Miller Ruth M 124 Lacrosse St Apt
Mishler Rodney E 183 Gordon St
Murphy Aimee P 7925 Riverview St
Page Malikah 2226 Manor Ave
Pascal Matthew 1042 S Braddock Ave
Pawlik George R 7312 Florence St
Peelor Michael F 7247 Princeton Pl
Powderly William H III 7247 Princeton Pl
Presto Richard 101 Elm St
Psychology Software Tools 2014 Monongahela Ave
Reynolds Sherry L 7939 Westmoreland Ave
Rhoades Debra L 1945 Delaware Ave
Ruzanic Alexander 243 Maple Ave
Sacherich Teresa, Carl 1826 Monongahela Ave Apt 205
Sage Milton J 1400 Smokey Wood Dr Apt 608
Saha Swapan K, Samita 7359 Whipple St Apt 2
Sanrocco Matilda A, Armond J 2220 Manor Ave
Schaffer Mark A 2343 Manor Av
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Sharratt Steven J 1039 Milton Ave
Shepherd Edward S, Renee A 2213 Hawthorne Ave
Shutterly Harold B 214 W Swissvale Ave
Skendrovic Elizabeth, Marie R 2324 S Braddock Ave
Sojak Virginia Joseph Matta Admin 7707 Evans St
Steiner George 124 Lacrosse St Apt
Stmartin John W Est 1319 Laclair Ave
Sullivan Raymond E, Alice 7709 Juniata St
Thompson James M, Nancie J 2105 Columbia Ave
Thompson Roy F, Ruth 1826 Monongahela Ave Apt 511
Todd Wilson Est 1622 S Braddock Ave
Ure Nancy Ruth 520 Allenby Ave
Walker Mark L 8013 Westmoreland Ave
Weschitz Alan 7508 Ormond St
Wildauer Marilyn J, Thomas J 7624 Roslyn St
Works MB Works 2300 Palmer St
Yacobucci Emeric J, Robert D 6911 Church St
Pittsburgh Pa 15219
A for The People Ins Agcy Inc 2514 Wylie Ave
Acuaw 620 60 Blvd Five Gateway Ctr Ste
Adelphia 200 Technology Dr Attn Chris Maner
Allegheny Conf on Community Develo 425 6th Ave Ste 1100
Almond Cynthia 2014 Bedford
Almono LP 425 Sixth Ave Ste 500
Alta 4 Sta Sq Suite 750
Aluminum Co of America c/o W Scott Thumma 1501 Alcoa Bldg Rm 870
Americus Harold 210 Dinwiddie St
Anderson Equip Co Attn Charles J Vollmer Ste 1212 Grant Bldg
Anglin Angela L 3114 Iowa St
Anusionwu Beverly J 2407 Wylie Av 10
Ashaolu Biodun 700 Forbes Ave Apt 1001
August Wilson Center for Africian Americ 425 6th Ave Ste 1750
Balzarini & Watson 429 4th Ave
Basic Products Inc 49 Terminal Way
Belliveau Jim 429 Fourth Ave
Berez Ernest 14 Chatham Sq Apt H
Bern Paula 301 Grant St
Bernstein Burkley PC Gulf Tower Ste 2200
Biosafe Inc 100 Technology Dr Ste 400
Blais Patricia 2718 Koppers Bldg
Blount Joseph 306 Roberts St
Bowytz & Bowytz 220 Grant St
Boyd Carla PO Box 53018
Brooks Margie Est 2574 Brackenridge St
Brooks Willis 563 Francis St
BSB Inc Advanced Oncol Hemat 1400 Locust St Ste G103
Buchanan Ingersoll PC One Oxford Centre 301 Grant St 20th Fl
Buckler Asso Inc 429 4th Ave Ste 1805
Burch Hortense, Ralph L 715 Mercer St Apt 116
Burrell Scientific Inc 2223 5th Ave
Cahill Robert O The Tower At Chatham Ctr #1
Cain Candace 837 Francis St
Capital Asset 1010 Allegheny Bldg
Capital Asset 429 Forbes Ave
Card Errol L 304 Ross St Ste 300
Catalyst Connection 2000 Technology Dr
Central Property Ser 617 William Penn Pl
Centurion Capital Corp 301 Grant St One Oxford Ctr Ste 4300
Certo & Trichtinger Dental Asso 1501 Locust St Ste 204
Charles J Vollmer & Asso PC 445 Ft Pitt Blvd Ste Ll300
Chatman Delores 3478 Webster Ave
Chicago Title Ins Co 330 Grant St Ste 920
Chisholm Brenda A 304 Ross St Ste 300
Choe Seul G 615 1st Ave 307
Consul Louise Est 3015 Pulaski Way
Conti Filomena 112 Washington Place 9H
Cooper & Ziegler 100 Ross St
Cooper Fannie F 2519 Bedford Ave Apt 281
Cox Robert L 2015 Colwell St
Davis William, Louise 746 Clarissa St
Davis Edward C 2532 Bedford Ave
Davis Eldrige 2533 Chauncey Dr Apt 224
Dean Katherine D Ste 500 816 Fifth Ave
Diven William, Mary 51 Miltenberger St
Donaldson Brown Royalty Trust 525 William Penn Pl #153−1315
Edgewood Court Asso 310 Grant St
Ehasz Andrew J c/o PNC 600 Grant St 36th Fl
Elash John Esquire 310 Grant St 1302 Grant Bldg
Epilepsy Foundation of W Pa 1323 Forbes Ave Ste 102
Eskey Robert L Est of Houston W Esq 445 Ft Pitt Blvd Ste Ll200
Fahrenheit LLC 1901 Centre Ave Ste 104
Farrar Rosa 2113 Webster Ave
Faust Evelyn, John 812 Frances St Apt 703
Federal Ins Usx Tower 600 Grant St 12th Fl
Fein Dorothy A Apt 1010 Washington Plaza 1420 Centre Ave
Feldstein Grinberg Stein & Mckee 428 Blvd of The Allies
Fields John J 276 Lombard St
Finch Gertrude 413 Grove St #1
Fisher Joseph 112 Washington Place 16−A
Fisher Oil Co 900 Fifth Ave Ste 500
Ford William L, Theodore 440 Protectory Place
Ford Fred D 1830 Webster Ave
Fort Pitt Senior Health Care Assoc 1350 Locust St Ste G102 Bldg C
Frank Bails Murcko Gubinsky & Gale 707 Grant St Ste 3300
French Edgar 2621 Centre Ave #407
Fuller Carrie E 430 Blvd of The Allies
Fulton Cleve 2404 Webster Ave
Fulton Ella B 2950 Orbin St
GAC 707 Grant St 400 Gulf Tower
Gathers Derwin W, Robbie L 24 Trent St
Gathers Robbie L 24 Trent St
General Amer Credit 707 Grant St Ste 300
General Growth Partners Four Sta Sq Ste 500
Ghafoor Ibraheem 467 Grove St
Giunta James T 600 Grant St Ste 5350
GLS Capital 1600 Frick Bldg
Graham Robert 2279 Bedford Ave
Greater Pittsburgh Commission for Women 425 6th Ave Ste 290
Green Gladys 2632 Bedford Ave
Gugliuzza Rose Marie 2004 Forbes St
Guiliano Mary C 1616 Locust St
Hamburg Brothers Inc 333 East Carson St Ste 525
Hammond Dragton M 3400 Milwaukee St Apt 1
Harbison Walker Refractories C 600 Grant St
Harris Leroy M 430 Blvd of The Allies
Harris Sandra Lee 2260 Bedford Ave
Harris Willowby 1924 Webster Av
Harvey Mary E 3028 Vancroft St
Heard Marion Mcnair 747 Union Trust Bldg
Heath Hazlett Todd A 429 Forbes Ave Ste 1900
Herbert Margaret, Alfred 2185 Elmore Sq
Heron Margaret M c/o William Houston 445 Ft Pitt Blvd Ste Ll200
Hill James, Rose 279 Lombard St
Hillman Henry L, Elsie H 330 Grant St Ste 1900
Hlady Craig O, Mary K c/o Us Steel 600 Grant Rm 450
Horovitz Arnold M 1509 Lawyers Bldg 428 Forbes Ave
Humphreys Jua 804 Bryn Mawr Rd
Integra Bank North 600 Grant St
Jackson Donald 609 Kirkpatrick St
Jackson Emma 826 Shawnee St
Jackson Fannie 2214 Centre Ave
Jefferson James T 564 Forbes Ave Ste 1007
Johnson Jesse Adams, Rebecca E 1801 Cliff St
Jones Ollie B 3449 Milwaukee St
Jones Ophelia L 3449 Milwaukee St
Jones Tom 276 Dinwiddie St
Jopchak Mike 1920 Tustin St
Jordan Tax Service 102 Rahway Rd
Kalson Joanne Posivar, Charles L 300 Porter Bldg 601 Grant St
Kevin Burger Esq 310 Grant St Ste 1500
King Helen Est 3025 Brerton Ave
Kline Myrna L 4750 Usx Tower 600 Grant St
Knight Amber 2171 Bedford Ave
Knighton Maude 218 Erin St
Koon John 117 North Wirebiddle St
Ledbetter James C 2110 Centre Ave
Lee Ella 634 Watt St
Leonard Augustine 413 Grove St #1
Leung Yick 613 Protectpry Place
Leuschen Shawn 37 Pride St
Levine Stuart 429 4th Ave Ste 130 Law & Finance Bldg
Levy Alan D Atty 614 Lawyers Bldg
Linsley Margaret E 385 Sunedye
Lloyd Alberta 758 Anaheim St
Lockwich c/o Dennis Je Geis Patricia 1500 Grant Bldg
Lubic Jane M 310 Grant St Ste 310
Lynch Josephine Estate 100 W Sta Sq Dr
Majkowski Sarah 3117 Dolson
Mann S 435 6th Ave
Marable Fate C 2931 Webster Ave
Marcus Family Club c/o Estelle F Comay Treasurer 1 Oxford Ctr
Marcus Helena V 1206 5th Ave
Margaretta Wood Schroeder Crt 600 Grant St Usx Tower Ste 310
Mast Christel, Frank Chatham Tower 20A
Matthew Allie c/o 2445 Bedford Ave #325
Mcavoy Marguerite 1700 Forbes Ave
Mccray Betty L 511 Protectory Pl 203
Mckenzie Mildred 3125 Ewart Dr
Miller Alberta L 2335 1/2 La Place St
Miller Sheila R 1010 Allegheny Bldg
Mintz Kelly B 1605 Centre Ave Apt 103
Moore Leonard Lynch Inc 525 William Penn Pl 35 Fl
Moore Thomas E Est 3130 Avalon St
Mosley T 2504 Bedford Ave
Mulig Jon 700 Grant St No 1593
Need Scholarship Refund 425 6th Ave Ste 1880
Nen Life Science Products PO Box 360072
Novak Karel c/o Pnc Bank 500 First Ave P7pfsc04c
Oatneal Howard 704 2nd Ave 8th
Olkenen Edwin E c/o Admr Western Restoration C 2851 Bedford Ave
Osterman Edward J Esq 564 Forbes Ave Ste 564
Owens Margaret, Jery 918 Clarissa St
Owens Donald 918 Clarissa St
Pannell Camilla P, Beverly 2025 Bentley Dr Apt 1301
Paper Products 36 Terminal Way
Park Hye Saeng 1420 Centre Ave
Patrick Lonze 11 Trent St
Patterson Mabel 2514 Ctr Ave
Penbrad & Co Commerce Ct 4 Sta Sq
Pendleton Donna L 2176 Elmore Sq Apt 311
Pendleton Raymond c/o Ladonna Pendleton 2176 Elmore Sq Apt 311
Pioneer Supply Co Inc c/o Noreen E Jones 1840 Forbes Ave
Pittsburgh Leasing Asso 525 William Penn Pl Ste 9
Poindexter Claire S 2829 Bedford Ave Apt 401
Polisky Dan 1810 Luckis
Porter Jean 716 Mercer St
Powell Ernest 2700 Centre Ave
Powershouse Design Inc 101 W Sta Sq Dr Gatehouse Ste 401
Qdoba 601 Grant St
Ramey Dorothy, Logan 614 Lawyers Bldg
Ratkus Marianna 134 Moultrie St
Ravenell Ernest 517 Arthur St
Rbs Citizens N A 525 William Penn Pl
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Redwood Carter 3039 Centre Ave
Righi Michael A 429 1st Ave Ste 2
Rihn Catherine 1605 Bigelow Apts
Robert Peirce & Assoc 2500 Gulf Tower 707 Grant St
Robert W Mary V Est 112 Washington Pl Chatham Tower 16a
Roberts Lillian E, Maratha L 813 Clarissa St
Robinson Catherine O 24 Trent St
Robinson Lucille 832 Adelaide St 1st Fl
Rockwell Intl Group 600 Grant St
Rothman Gordon Pc 310 Grant St 3rd Flr
Rotz Robert D 1005 Herron Ave Apt 404
Ruutu Jarkko 66 Mario Lemieux Pl
Sayles Carl 715 Mercer St Apt 1209
Scalise Frank Jr Est 54 Chatham St
Schaffer Carrie 909 Virginia Ave Ext
Schenley Heights Dev Corp 2015−2017 Centre Ave
Schroeder Margaretta Wood 600 Grant St Usx Tower Ste 310
Scott Cassandra, Margaret 1505 Our Way
Scott Robert 715 Mercer St
Secker Greg 1 Mellon Ctr 500 Grant St
SEI Engineers & Consultants 310 Grant St Ste 1105
Shareholder Svcs 4 Sta Sq 5th Fl
Shelton Harold 2907 Orbin St
Shento Daniel M 200 Technology Dr
Silk Elephant LLC 600 Grant St 44th Fl
Silvers Gladys M 420 Dinwiddie St
Silverthor Jeffrey T 615 1st Ave Box 678
Simpson Mary Mccreary 609 Junilla St Apt 4
Smith Arthur J 2242 Bedford Ave
Smith Gregory K 200 Technology Dr
Solomon Asso The Grant Bldg Ste 1305 310 Grant St
Soriano Claver S MD 1515 Locust St
Specter George R 429 Forbes Ave Ste 711
Stamper Julius 186 Reed Roberts Pl
Status Reports LLC 425 1st Ave at Cherry Way
Streib Edward J 1833 Locust St
Swift James c/o Mckenna Asso 436 Blvd of the Allies St
Talton James Mitchell, Ada Pearl 420 Dinwiddie St Apt G04
Thomas Clara G 769 Bryn Mawr Rd
Torbich Marian PO Box 53021
Tubner Alfred 218 Erin St
UBS Financial Svcs One Mellon Bank Ctr 500 Grant St Ste 46
Unatin Mark L 301 Grant St 1 Oxford Ctr
Unger William S 3090 Bigelow Blvd
Vargas Rita 109 Pennfield Pl
Vaughan Robert, Lillie 2317 Ctr Ave
Vaughn Hampton, Viola 2725 Webster Ave
Visnic Carolina 109 Pennfield Pl
Vollmer Rulong & Keating PC c/o Charles J Vollmer Ste 1212 Grant Bldg
Wallace Patricia 2829 Bedford Ave Apt 401
Wallace Raven L, Adaire S 2650 Centre Ave Apt 509
Walls Helena Est 715 Mercer St
Warner James A Trustee 2533 Chauncey Dr Apt 224
Wei Chen Chen 1420 Centre Ave Apt 1905
Weisberg Ruth 1509 Lawyers Bldg 428 Forbes Ave
Western Restoration Center 2851 Bedford Ave
White Courtney E Est 769 Bryn Mawr Rd
Wilkinson Realty Group Inc 310 Grant St Ste 3309
Williams Johnnie M, Hollis 558 Morgan St
Williamson Jean D 420 Dinwiddie St Apt 1006
Wilson Odell 626 1/2 Watt St
Winnecour Ronda J 600 Grant St Ste 3250
Yarsky & Brown LLP For Pioneer Realty Investment 330 Grant St
Yerep Phyllis M 834 Adelaide St
Zabiullah Raheem 1420 Centre Ave Apt 114
Zeher Margaret P, Paul 1479 Greenbriar Ct
Pittsburgh Pa 15220
Abubaker Iman 1455 Greentree Rd
Adams Susan A 3000 Swallow Hill Rd Apt 139
Aiken Evelyn Est, Evelyn 1137 Greentree Rd
Alarmax Dist Inc 750 Holiday Dr Ste 310
Albert Diulus Trust c/o Diulus Albert 421 Greentree Rd
Alcorn Christie Ins Agency 110 Reissker Rd
Alston David D Est 1100 Greenvaly Dr Apt 1
Antonucci Frank B 211 Amherst St
Atrostic Barbara K, Olga 995 Valora St
Balasubramanian Aravind 600 Chatham Park Dr Apt 311
Barnett Insurance Inc 1910 Cochran Rd Ste 330
Bauer Fredrick 933 Kirsopp Ave
Berardone Vincent 453 Sapphire Way
Biswas Sanjay K 360 Oakville Dr Apt 2b
Blair Patricia S 2487 Rose Gdn Rd
Borgman Elizabeth Anne, Ruth H 220 Parkedge Rd
Born Laverne H 1043 Valonia St
Bozich Fred 2034 Swallow Hill Rd Apt 102
Broadspire Svcs Inc 1910 Cochran Rd
Brown L 68 Bond St Apt 6
Buttaglia Auto Sales 1205 Chortiers Ave
Carmichael Letha Est, Jack 158 Orchard Spring Rd
Castelli Ambrosia 6422 Deary St
Cehic Imska 833 Greentree Rd #6
Chambers Edward J 16 Ryan Dr
Cheryl A Schoffler Tlp 234 Parkedge Rd
Chowdhury Saiful 400−515 Camelot Ct
Cicero Genevieve 530 Lincoln Ave
Ciongoli Louise 1848 Greentree Rd
Cobun William S 1111 Oriole Dr
Cochran Auto 166 Oakbrook Cir
Colaizzi Henry 7229 Lexington Ave
Comfort J Allen 2160 Greentree Rd
Computer Enterprises Inc 1910 Cochran Rd Ste 230
Connelly Robert W 1020 Saw Mill Run Blvd
Conto Jessica N 903 Amherst St
Corba Harvey L, Marie E 1175 Greentree Rd
Cornwell Mary 113 Greenvaly Ct
Cortellezzi Silvana A Manor Oak II Ste 460 1910 Cochran Rd
Corvel Foster Plaza 5 651 Holiday Dr
Crugnale Joseph 161 Wahash Ave
Crum Jane H 825−2 Alden Dr
Das Parthasarathi 651 Oaklynn Ct Apt 2b
Daufenbach William Est 1320 Greentree Rd Rm 209
Deithorn Doanld Sunrise Asst Living 1320 Greentree Rd
Derrick Karen M Funovits 134 Foxcroft Rd
Diulus Albert 421 Greentree Rd
Domostoy Sue A 16 Windsor Ct
Durkan Margaret T, Hubert 2 Greenboro Ln
Earth Savers Inc 36 Wabash St
Erir Physicians 680 Andersen Dr Foster Plz 10
Farnan Rosemary 2695 Winchester Dr
Figorski Walter F 1380 Spreading Oak D
Finello Irma 2510 Allender Ave
Franc Stanley, Stella 907 Wilhelm St
Fulena Audrey 408 Mapleview Dr Apt 2d
Funovits Mildred J 134 Foxcroft Rd
Gaccetta Fortunato 1340 Greenvaly Dr Apt 18
Garcia Aziel 908 Hillgate Place
Garde Abhiject 1735 Royal Oak Dr
Gargani Rene 2101 Greentree Rd
Gargaro Productions Inc 327 S Main St
Gibson Thais F 23 W Manilla Ave
Gilliam Brenda 681 Anderson Dr Ste 600 Fidelity Mortgage
Glantz Emanuel M 2160 Greentree Rd Apt 703w
Green Jessica E 400 Camelot Ct P7
Guijo Waldo Vazquez 1910 Cochran Rd
Hafen Marie E 513 Lovelace St
Hess Betty R 1848 Greentree Rd Rm 326
Homes In Pittsburgh LLC 415 Holiday Dr Bldg 1 3rd Fl
Impro Corp 875 Greentree Rd
Ind Systems & Control 317 S Main St
Jacek Josephine, Sophia 1110 Steuben St Apt 1
Johnson Robert C 1353 Crucible St
Johnston Margaret, Thomas 2 Mansfield Ave
Kambarov Naziya 1318 Great Oak Dr
Kang Misun 1367 Royal Oak Rd
Kelly Carol Anne, Anne 125 High Oak Pl
Kelly Timothy L 547 Oaklynn Ct Apt Ta
Kenneally Joseph C 1024 Marena St
Kholodov Igor 57 Union St E Apt 714
Koral Tina M 166 Oakbrook Cir
Kovalsky Antoinetta 1020 Hillgate Pl Apt 2a
Krampert William D, Louise V 4 Bailey Ave
Kraus Betty J, Scott 2034 Swallow Hill Rd Apt 325
Krill Hilda 157 Arla Dr
LB Foster Company 415 Holiday Dr Ste 1
Ledonne Samuel J Trust 1427 Hidden Timber Dr
Lee Blanche 28 Marquette Rd
Liberty Ins Agency Manor Oak II Ste 800 1910 Cochran Rd
Lin Ying Wei 669 Elmspring Ct Apt Te
Long Stella L 900 Excelsior St
Loreski Frances O, William 1 Angle St
Maclennan Patricia P 740 Robinwood Dr
Maizie Angela C 154 Green Valy Ct
Maji Raja 380 Chatam Park Dr Apt No −
Mangayil Shailesh 436 Chatham Park Dr Apt Tb
Mashhadi Hossah Suleiman 289 Oakville Dr Apt 1a
Matlak Joseph T, Dolores 1225 Arnold St
Maurer Louis E, Alice 14 Furley St
Mazza Joseph 833 Greentree Rd Bldg 4 Apt 9
MCA Manor Oak 2 Suite 605 1910 Cochran Rd
MCA Administrators 820 Parish St
Medexpress 1984 Green Tree
Metzler Shirley H Est 1217 Crucible St 1st Fl
Mieczkowski Tara 512 Chatham Park Dr Apt 2a
Miller Emma L, Laura 289 Oakville Dr Apt1b
Moore Patrick 3070 Swallow Hill Cir
Morehouse Donald J 2693 Crosby Ave
Morris Ira S 2120 Greentree Rd Apt 610e
Morrow Joshua Edward 1438 Arnold St
Moryc Barbara A 2120 Greentree Rd
Nason Mary K 200 Lorenz Ave
Nawrocki Bernard 1848 Greentree Rd
NCO Financial Systems 100 Fleet St
Nestler David L 1006 Dale Dr
Nieland Michael L MD c/o Quest Diagnostics 875 Greentree Rd Four Pkwy Ctr
PJ Management Co Inc 950 Greentree Rd
Papale Jean 833 Greentree Rd Bldg 4 Apt 9
Parthasarathy Srividya 600 Chatham Park Dr Apt 2
Patio Enclosures Inc 1200 Saw Mill Run Blvd
Patterson Robert L Jr 511 Lorenz Ave
Pfaff Andrew S Apt 417 400 Camelot
Pittsburgh Chapter 610 Ridgemont Dr
Porche Juanita M 368 Independence St
Pro Business Connections Attn Diane M Fehl 1910 Cochran Rd Ste 726
Putilbin Mary Olive 2530 Hayson Ave
Putti Joseph D 1077 Greentree Rd
Pyros Cyril A 66 School St
Rajendraw Roopesh 15 Greenbriar Dr
Rammon Charles, Donald 116 Mcmonagle Rd
Ream Marjorie 2611 Winchester Dr
Reiss Anna 608 S Main St
Rigler Anna 29 Phipps Apts Reedsdale St
Rizzo Roseanne 2578 Greenboro Ln
Scopel Michael P 312−2a Oakville Dr
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Seshadri Md PC Vijaya G 7 1910 Cochran Rd One Manor Oak Ste 405
Slater William 1650 Greentree Rd
Smith Christine A 810 Chartiers Ave 2nd Fl
Smiths Group Americas LLC 730 Holiday Dr Bldg 8f201
Sobeco Morneau 5 Pkwy Ctr Ste 100
Sodesho Inc & Affiliates Attn Barbara Peck 200 Fleet St Ste 1010
South Baldwin Plaza Burns & Scalo 750 Holiday Dr Ste 570
Star Cable Asso Att M Haislip President 381 Mansfield Ave Su
State Auto 1 Pkwy Ctr Ste 215
State Auto Insurance c/o Allen Fisher 1 Pkwy Ctr
Steigerwaldt James S 1065 Arbor Dr
Sterling Ernest, Fay 1463a Spreading Oak Dr
Stiller Robert L 169 Orchard Spring Rd
Sulthan Amjathkhan Nagoorghan Foster Plaza 9 750 Holiday Dr Ste 700
Sunrise Assisted Living 1320 Greentree Rd
Suttin Irving J, Nancy 2043 Swallow Hill Ct
Szafranski Kevin 1374 Steuben St
Trueloan Inc 950 Greentree Rd
Venuthurupalli Kalyan G 378 Chatham Park Dr #2b
Wagner Dotothy 16 Windsor Ct
Warholak Mary A 3084 Swallow Hill Cir
Weinstein Imaging Asso 1910 Cochran Rd Manor Oak II Ste 740
Werner Rose 5315 Ranchview Dr
Wheresyourt Com 120 Susan Dr
Willison Robert P 1410 Hidden Timber Dr
Yang Haiyun 430 Chatham Park Dr Apt Tb
Zaleski Jason 408 Mapleview Dr
Zinser Nancy C 825 − 2 Alden Dr
Pittsburgh Pa 15221
Allen Virginia, Martin 996 Garfield Av
Armocida Mary L 7718 Edgerton Ave
Montagnino William F 150 Rockwood Ave
Welch George E III 1205 Robinia Dr
Carter Kathleen 1323 Singer Pl
Kight Christine 1323 Singer Pl
Almash Anna c/o Elizabeth Gillooly 206 Lenox Ave
Anderson Albert T, Eliza M 441 Pelliles St
Anderson John 600a Kelly St
Anderson Marlene 719 Franklin Ave
Andrews Nathaniel 51 Marwood
Arrington Jesse L 1509 Ctr St
Baer Gretchen A 504 Lenox Ave
Barbaric Lidija 513 E End Ave
Barbour Elizabeth Ann 1112 Herr St
Barsh Gregory J 994 Illinois Ave
Bauer Gary T, H S 908 Wood St #4
Berardone Marie 581 Cir Dr
Betsill Katrina 1714 Penn Ave
Bisesi Sam 1110 East St
Blackwell Lucille 1590 Brinton Rd
Blair Donald 1320 Penn Ave
Booher Matthew D, Renee L 3756 Greensburg Pike
Boyle Nancy Jean, Janet P 407 Marion Ave
Boyle Teresa A, John F 2804 Mckelvy Rd
Bradley Judith A 1312 Sherman St
Bradley Julian 326 Brown Ave
Bramwell Fay 616 Princeton Blvd
Brown Marc A 1056 Ardmore Manor Dr
Brown Regina 2508 Park Hill Dr
Buckner Frank 1193 Grandview Ave
Burkhart Mary L 1062 Ardmore Manor Dr
Caruso Philomena, Andrew 215 Rockwood Ave Apt 2
CBM Asso Inc 1601 Penn Ave Ste 613
Clayborne Ruth 562 Seagirt St
Cohen Earl M 7228 Beacon Hill Dr 708
Cole Deborah K PO Box 91041
Coles Stephanie B, L T 1941 Remington Dr
Comer Alicia 7459 Lighthouse Point
Cotton Tree Asso 1106 Bessica St
Craig Margaret C 550 S Trenton Ave Apt C
Crombie Betsy 909 West St
Cullens Audrey 134 Joy Dr
De Vaughn Herbert II Apt 306 8601 Bricelyn St
Dean Sharro N 915 Penn Ave #407
Deely Joseph R 920 East End Ave
Delaney John J, Rita 2225 Ardmore Ave Drexel Park Gdns
Demond Leonard 209 Kelly Ave Apt A
Dempsey Edmund F, Marie R 2807 Mckelvey Rd
Denillo Sarah 4036 Greensburg Pike
Dereks Auto Sales 7900 Bennett St
Deriggi Joseph M 944 Lilly Ln
Devroude John P Sr 992 Elizabeth St
Diggs Ronald 510 Warsaw St
Dorfield Sara A 573 S Braddock Ave c/o Francis Rankin
Douglass Wilbur C Jr 2040 Kendon Dr E
Downey Morie Kathryn Est 510 Decatur Ave
Duff Andrea Renee 435 S Braddock Ave Apt 1
Easton Robert 1362 Laketon Rd
Ellis John P Sr, John Jr 502 Hays St Apt 409
Eslami Zilfo, Zjemmi, Harry 230 Elmore Rd
Evans Helen M 567 E End Ave
Evans Mamie L 2508 Park Hill Dr
Evans Marva D 812 Ross Ave Fl 3
Ferraro April R 7614 Brashear St Apt 1 E
Ferrieri Filippina Est c/o Rosemarie Kerin 107 Washington Rd
Fontaine Mary Margaret 45 Bevington Rd
Fowler Robert J 1436 Elizabeth Blvd
Frazier Ada Moon 1419 Hunter St
Frye Daniel 553 Celeron St
Gateway Travel Mgt Inc 1501 Ardmore Blvd Ste 400
Gentry Edward F 7741 Forbes Ave 2nd Fl
George Margie 1806 Montier St
Gibbs Mary O 1370 Marlboro Ave
Gissendanner Pazie 1325 Singer Pl
Goslin Patrick J, Thomas D 2401 Marbury Rd
Graham Jacob N 800 East End Ave Fl 3
Gray Charlie E 1816 Montier St Apt 11
Green Tawnya Est 1354 Sunrise Ave
Grier Mary Janet 2104 Chalfant St
Guy Camille B 1210 Swissvale Ave
Happi 221 Penn Ave
Harper Hasan K 1237 Rebecca Ave
Harris Dennis 710 Ardmore Blvd
Hassim Derek 7900 Bennett St
Haynes Mary C 228 Ave L
Heck Suzanne H 115 Overdale Rd
Hendersdon Evangeline 1507 Avon Pl
Henderson Louise 1507 Avon Pl
Henry Thomas K 624 Hampton Ave
Hinkes Anna Mae 3000 Locust St Apt 365
Ho Yee C Md 810 Wood St Ste 1
Hooper Charles W, Elaine G 15 Demmer Ave
Hope Grainne A 108 Batavia Rd
Hughes George 191 Nimick Place
Hughey Theresa 247 Kelly Ave
Hunter Richard A 432 Lamar Ave
Ingram Joseph 1121 Rebecca Ave
Jackson Mary, Otis 2405 Laketon Rd Apt G3
Jeffery Fay 1313 Mill St
Johnson Maureen O 2516 Park Hill Dr
Jones Beulah 810 Wood St Apt 205
Jones Marilyn L 1287 Blackadore St
Jorden Henry T 1017 Ctr St
Kavalieratos Gerasimos 2222 Laketon St
Keeling Michael S 527 S Braddock Ave 1st
Keevican Leo A Jr 2067 Kendon Dr E
Kelly May M 619 Ctr St
King Charles Jr, Charles, Audrey 5 Newport Rd
Koesel Grace N 992 Elizabeth St
Kooser Alice 1148 1/2 S Ave
Kozbelt Mary Est 526 Mifflin Ave
Kun Daniel K, Joan L 149 Sumner Ave
Kutchman Cheryl 3000 Locust St Apt 517
Langer Amy Jean, Alois A 600 Woodside Rd
Langer Alois Craig 600 Woodside Rd
Law Dwight M 1017 Ctr St
Lee Louis 1815 Crestline St
Lee Metya B 1250 Robina Dr
Lewis Harry Est 1520 Ctr St
Lewis William S c/o Jenkins 2036 Frankella Ave
Liebmann Karen A 152 Ave A
Little John 1336 Franklin Ave
Litz Mary 614 Decatur St
Lochner Charles Nicholas III 103 S Braddock Ave
Lockard Terry Est, Jolynn 1512 Laketon Rd
Loper Martha, Ira 1630 Laketon Dr
Lorenz Bessie Est 480 Geisler Dr
Macaluso Patricia A 1478 Elizabeth Blvd
Malechek John 1409 Smt St 202
Mallik Richard 3830 Rural Ct
Mapstone John H 507 Atlantic Ave
Marshall Renee E 500 Shelbourne Ave
Martin John L, Joan A 1156 Patton St
Mccloud David R c/o Mary L Mccloud Dec 533 Coal St
Mcclure Dawne L 919 Rita Dr
Mcconnaughey Paul W Tr Ua 28−Mar−03, Dorothy K 2188 Van Tine St
Mckeithen Frank Jr, Frank Sr 1022 North Ave
Mcminn Hilda Jean 503 Marion Ave
Menosky Judith 7513 Penn Bridge Ct
Mesko John C 20 Marwood Ave
Metzger Virginia L, Louis R 1232 Rebecca Ave
Michaels Sylvia G 100 Bryn Mawr Ct Apt 303e
Miracle Family Child Patricia Ellis 1307 4th St Ext
Mitchell Mary A, Helen 524 S Trenton Ave
Mitchell Anna A, James 1107 Franklin Ave
Monnie Pauline Est 711 Whitney Ave
Moore Cora A 909 West St
Moore Riley F 1023 Blackadore Ave
Nardozzi Michael L 1125 Sperling Dr
Neighborhood Youth Outreach 600 Pitt St
Newton Douglas C 814 Walnut St
North American Title Agency 203 Marion Ave
Northeast Billing Office 1500 Ardmore Blbd
Northgate Shopping Center c/o JJ Gumberg Co Brinton Exec Cntr 1051 Brinton
Northland Hearing Centers Inc Trinity Hearing Aid 2140 Ardmore Blvd
Oliver Annie 1806 Montier St
Page Charles E 710 Whitney Ave
Patrick Maryellen 236 Elmore Rd
Pavlosky John F, John B 322 Edgewood Rd
Pedroso Andreia F 1601 Penn Ave Apt 621−W
Perchman Candice Lee 2340 E Hills Dr Apt 16
Perego Patricia, Robert 630 Cascade Rd
Peterson Jason C 2206 Brinton Manor Apt 306
Peterson Robert Edward c/o Gibbs Rest Home Inc 1300 Wood St
Pipik Bethany M 718 Savannah Ave
Pleunik Alberta F 619 E End Ave
Powell Marion Est 7949 Hill Ave
Pulst Deborah 3755 Margate Rd
Quigley Merle F, Rosella 14 Newport Rd
Quinn Mary 115 Washington Rd
Ramsey Winston 1313 Mill St
Rankin Jean 573 S Braddock Ave c/o Francis Rankin
Rhoades John W 326 South Ave
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Richards Melvin L 528 North Ave
Richards Thom 132 Williams Pl
Richardson Mckinley 1208 Wood St
Richardson Susan E 2030 Fairlawn St
Richburg Vivian M 614 Singer Pl
Rombold John S 610 Windsor Ave
Rooney Megan 7708 Brashear St
Ryan Michael G 2143 Ardmore Apt 3
Sakal Mary Ann 4293 Greensburg Pike Apt 1204
Sanders Ricky A 425 Braddock Rd #1
Say Ruth W 420 Burlington Rd
Scrivens Reginald D Jr 2036 Mcnary Blvd
Seay Curtis 2023 Boggs Ave
Security Systems of America 500 Ardmore Blvd
Shagets Edward D, Ann D c/o Francis D Shagets 952 E End Ave
Shagets Brenda J 952 East End Ave
Sharff Merle c/o Gibbs Rest Home Inc 1300 Wood St
Shealey Markus A 7706 Waverly 1st Fl
Shrager Herschel J 318 S Trenton Ave Apt 2a
Sigal Billy R, Alvin 100 Bryn Mawr Ct W Apt 321
Slezak Pauline 29 Woodside Rd
Smart Laverne, Thomas 1305 Swissvale Ave
Smith Eugene, Gladys 1404 Montier St
Smith Lauren M 311 Pennwood Ave #2
Stanton Bernice 1890 Fairlawn St
Staso Bouloubasis Property LLC 1575 Brinton Rd
Steel City Vacuum Co Inc 919 Penn Ave
Stevenson Reather 719 Franklin Ave
Stone James O 1645 Doyle St
Storage & Mobility of Pitts 540 W Park Rd Bldg 520
Summerville Charles 1349 Laketon Rd
Sundell Helen M 801 S Braddock Ave
Taylor Christine 524 Decatur Ave
Taylor Dormaine 1540 Montier St
Thomas Joanne La 1601 Penn Ave 307e
Thompson Norma J 1515 Penn Ave 305
Turner Rose Marie 605 Braddock Rd
Twomey Sean, Genevieve R 100 Elmore Rd
Unison Health Plan 1001 Brinton Rd
Urban Margaret 566 Mifflin Ave
Ware Dora M 1601 Penn Ave 301e
Washington Margaret S 8222 Rolfe St
Watkins Geneia S 2250 East Hills Dr
West Eleanor 1613 Hunter
Whitehead Horace 210 Rebecca Ave No B
Whitfield Jack L 1220 Hill Ave
Wilk Joseph A 138 Penn Ave #3
Williams Allan H Sr 2070 Sonny St
Wilson Theodore W, Muriel 2501 Park Hill Dr
Wilson Eleanor M 810 Wood St
Wilson Katheryne S 130 Kilmer St
Wilsony Estelle Est 21 Yost Blvd Ste 301
Wolff John P 333 Woodside Rd
Wright Beverly Ann 1253 Franklin Ave
Yotti Herman 510 Decatur Ave
Young Olivia D Apt 4 1813 Montier St
Young Vernon V 1300 Wood St
Pittsburgh Pa 15223
Agbale Howard A 38 Wilson St
Amend Sylvia 105 W Littlewood St
Babic Liliana 630 Jenne Dr
Carricato Vincent c/o Renal Care Group 880 Butler St
Carstar Direct 55 Sycamore St
Chrome Penn PO Box 9538
Claus Marion B Living Trust 113 Koehler St
Cristina F Fay 127 Vista St
Ettmyer Robert 60 Locust St
Flage Janet A 21 Hickory St Apt 205
Flaherty John 311 Mount Vernon Dr
Henne Elizabeth, Leo 7 Emma Dr
Kristoff Carol 55 Sycamore St
Kruczkowski Paul 204 Lehr Ave
Linn Christine M 130 Kittaning St
Linn Karis 364 Butler St
Luniewski Theodore, Irene 406 Louann Ave
Mehalich Joseph 24 Mary Lue Dr
Miller Bessie J 151 Spring St
Miller Elmer 438 Little Pine Creek Rd
Mylant Leona Est 282 Butler St Rear
Pawluk Stephen, Anna 31 Vine St Apt 33
PFPC Trust Company 21 Hickory St Apt 205
Raum Mathilda c/o M A Hartman Executrix 12 Vilsack St
Repair Collision 55 Sycamore St
Schaefer Gerald Clarence 1110 Orvis Ave
Schaefer Mary G 18 Griesmere St
Schafer Garth 76 Grant Ave Apt 2
Schafer Mary Grace 18 Griesmere St
Schultz Rhoda 191 Seavey Rd
Scott Victoria 24 Greeley Ave
Sorrells David, Ora B 11 Elm Ln
Suriano James V 14 Mary Lue Dr
Vanderpool Christine D 82 Hickory St
Weber Anna M 40 Cherry St
Wilkinson James R 1 Ferguson Pl 2
Yagusic Thomas J 3 Bittner St
Pittsburgh Pa 15224
Aber William T, Anna T 4602 Penn Ave
Acosta Carrie Jane 5330 Fern St Apt 718
Albrecht Robert, Alice 4903 Comrie Way
Alles James Sr, James Jr 4809 Yew St 2
Antonelli Rinaldo, Linda 236 Edmond St
Bearing Service Co 500 Dargan St
Besecny Audrey Friendship Gdns 267 S Winebiddle 1
Besterman Neil J 4630 Penn Ave
Bloomfield Hardware Co Inc 4517 Liberty Ave
Bozen Helen M 4062 Howley St
Brown Robert J 4003 Penn Ave
Budzinski Annie Est, Raymond 5312 Mossfield St
Cardiovascular Assoc Empl P P 4401 Penn Ave Ste 1900
Carey Florence, John 4625 Liberty Ave
Carter Minnie R 5101 Schenley Ave
Chung Kevin 4552 Friendship Ave
Ciramella Orlando, J 425 S Winebiddle St
Clinton Brian 534 Gross St
Coady Aaron R 4606 Carroll St
Colaizzi Rosemary 4708 Lorigan St
Coley Herman L 4619 Liberty Ave Apt 4
Connelly Leo C 5140 Brd St
Darby Dolores C 4636 Penn Ave
Dixon Sheila 5312 Kincaid St
Elser Timothy J 512 S Millvale Ave
Engstler Liam T, Ruth 5201 Penn Ave
Engstler William T, Ruth 5201 Penn Ave
Falvo Adeline D 221 Pearl St
Fields Delores, June 5330 Fern St Apt 1215
Figel Tom 4825 Sciota St Apt 2
Fink Loretta 4047 Mintwood St
Gerstbrein Norma M, Norma 4612 Friendship Ave
Geyer George P Jr, Roseanne F 4318 Penn Ave
Gilbert Todd D 4792 Yew St
Goetman Curt Sprout Fund 4920 Penn Ave
Gomez Yissel 4627 Liberty Ave Fl 1
Graver Catherine 4636 Penn Ave
Graziano Mary 200 Taylor St
Hazuda Harvey G 4913 Jordan Way
Henry Lelawd T Jr 4815 Liberty Ave
Heslet George 5342 Kincaid St
Higgins Gregory L 4003 Penn Ave Apt 801
Hogan George W 4003 Penn Ave Apt 804
Holland Beatrice, James 5210 1/2 Brd St
Homerding James 545 Gross St Apt2
Ingram Lola L 520 Wicklow St
Irvin Katherine A 5366 Fern St
Jiles Lorrain 5359 Rosetta St
Johnston Gregory 5165 Schenley Ave
Jones Mary 5311 Kincaid St
Kelly Barbara A 404 Orwell Way
Kerr Harriette M Friendship Gdns 267 S Winebiddle 1
Kurtzman Kali A 258 S Winebiddle St Apt 2
Larsen Lillian M 354 S Atlantic Ave
Lombardo Rose Ann, Annette 5006 Cypress St
Lombardozzi D 334 S Winebiddle St
Lowery Naomi 5330 Fern St Apt 714
Lynd Margaret 3903 Mintwood St
Mackin Stacey 4539 Friendship Ave
Mclaughlin Linda 4922 Dearborn St Fl 1
Meynard Ernest B Jr 214 Pearl St Rear 2
Miles Bernice, Celeste 5123 Dearbornst
Miller Margaret 354 S Atlantic Ave
Milligan Calvin 5330 Fern St
Murphy Valery F, John E 4563 Carroll St
Nair Madhusudanan Senan Cardiothoracic Asso 4520 Penn Ave
Nazarov Pavel A 415 Ella St Apt 2
Nolan Davis Debra A 345 Ella St
Nordstrom James R Est 5321 Penn Ave Apt 314
Ohio Valley Physician 4564 Penn Ave
Passeltiner Patricia MD 440 S Pacific Ave
Pellechio Daniel A Jr 5104 Harriet St
Peluso Robert G 4709 Liberty Ave
Phillips Priscilla 205 S Millvale Apt 303
Pho Quoc 229 S Atlantic Ave
Pintar Jack 143 Pearl St
Plowden Bernidine, Erma 5172 Columbo St
RBC Bank 616 S Millvale Ave
Richburg James S, Dora 5207 Schenley Ave
Robinson C Jr 5177 Jordan Way
Robitzer Eugene, Mary 467 S Atlantic Ave
Rodgers James C 5129 Liberty Ave
Roefaro Nichlas F 135 N Millvale Ave
Rush Thomas J 510 Edmond St
Sahib Ghufran 466 S Atlantic Ave
Schubert Alpern Pc 330 Grant St 2727 G Blvd
Senter Howard J MD 4815 Liberty Ave Ste 448
Shoemaker Bret Wph Son 4800 Friendship Ave
Smith Bethany M 4925 Friendship Ave
Spellswelker Linda Est 5223 Brd St
Stokes Francis 3903 Mintwood St
Sullivan Sean P, Robin 334 Ella St
Syed Mubashir I 328 W Penn Pl
Toxey John N 463 Taylor St
Treece Lillian D 414 S Winebiddle St
Turkes Agnes Est 5311 Kincaid St
Weedon Willie 437 Fannell St
Whited Baron Ira Tr 04/30/03 5157 Coral St
Zunic Joseph 4921 Gem Way
Pittsburgh Pa 15225
Borkowski Joseph A PO Box 9307
CE Kelly Support 3900 Grand Ave
Davis Controls Corp 5011 Grand Ave
Deangelis Michael D 6 Elsie St
Lydick William E 7212 Front River Rd
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Magee Anna O 7212 Front River Rd Frnt
Minnick Birdena E, Virgil C 7117 Vivianna St
Russell Patrice 7119 1/2 Grand Ave
Stokes Alice F 216 Utah St
Swank Margaret L, Robert J 205 Nebraska Ave
Pittsburgh Pa 15226
Aboud Josaphin 1024 Berkshire Ave
Ardolino Jeffrey Augusta, Jeffrey Martin 1400 Woodburn Ave
Balog Kenneth, Ann L 1426 Perry Dr
Basial Margaret M 2417 Hobson Ave
Bazner Mary 551 Larose St Apt 9
Bergfelt Theodore W 700 Rossmore Ave
Brazen Monica 551 Larose St Apt 9
Brookline Medical Asso 519 Brookline Blvd
Buerkle Helen T 10 Blaine St Apt B
Castello Lois H 594 Dorchester Ave Apt 314
Chraska Helen 318 Templeton Ave
Christopher Ann P 408 Fernhill Ave
Clawson Maura 1601 Chelton Ave
Clements Cirelli Theresa 1206 Ftuna Ave
Dallas William J 1319 Creedmoore Ave
Daniels Ryan P 10 Blaine St Apt B
Dasta Joan 1748 Pioneer Ave
Dilipi David 533 Brookline Blvd
Doyle Margaret A PO Box 96023 1638 Remer St
Drechsler Anthony Sr 1011 Woodbourne
Evans Robert E 1103 Berkshire Ave
Fabry Margaret E 1929 Altmar St
Flewellen Richard W 1306 Brookline Blvd Apt 208
Foster Patrick 723 Linda Dr
Frackeny John 29 Woodville Ave
Getty Clara 1748 Pioneer Ave
Gillingham Doris E 1050 Mcneilly Rd Apt 433
Gundlach W A 2222 Lynnbrook Av
Hofmeister Mary 2200 W Liberty Ave
Huber Mary A 544 Rossmore Ave
Huddle Ray E 2200 W Liberty Ave
Hurd William L, Roy 1507 Wareman Ave
Image Contracting of Western Pa 1802 Plainview Ave
Imlay Elizabeth Ann 2410 Pioneer Ave
Joos F Thomas 2901 Jameson Dr
Joyce Julie, Sean 612 Northcrest Dr
Joyce Michael P, Phillip H 1230 Milan Ave
Kaercher Donna Ann 830 Norwich Ave
Keefer Robert B 2201 Woodward Ave
Kinzel Nancy Lee 611 Dorchester Ave
Krall Edward G, Karen A 1850 Seaton St
Kush William J 704 Crysler St
Lander Florence 955 Norwich Ave
Levin Nancy Est 1444 Milan Ave
Lutz Nancy J 1050 Mcneilly Rd Apt 5
Lysaght Karin M 1100 Brookline Blvd #1
Markey Frances R 594 Dorchester Ave Apt 314
May Jessica 1116 Woodbourne Ave
Mcmahon Rose 1120 Milan Ave
Melcher Agnes C, Joseph 1461 Bellaire Pl
Miller Gregory J 2200 W Liberty Ave
Moots Jason T 139 Aidan Ct
Peek Bonnie 1444 Milan Ave
Pennwest Motors Inc 1561 W Liberty Ave
Petersen Jennifer 2032 Jacob St
Petrelli Amanda 975 Berkshire Ave Apt 2
Pulpan Shawn F 139 Aidan Ct
Ratica Elizabeth 640 Perrilyn St
Reitz Randy T 1308 Bellaire Pl
Rohrich Lexus 2115 W Liberty Ace
Ross Thomas 1217 Wareman Ave
Scanlon Florence C Est 1507 Woodbourne Ave
Scheib Raymond L, Catherine O 1050 Mcneilly Rd, Apt 212−214
Shortuse Gizella, Rodham 334 La Marido St
Smith Patience 700 Rossmore Ave
Sullivan Deana 844 Dunster St
Sunflower Shops Florist 754 Brookline Blvd
Swan Elsie L 1105 Woodbourne Ave
Taylor Geo 1244 Woodburne
Tegowski Stella 1834 Plainview Ave
Thompson William B, Gail B 900 Woodbourne Ave
Triplett Heidi 7 Beauft Ct
Walker Dinetta 1228 Lynbrook Dr
Watson Karen H 625 Highridge Dr
Wert Marcia A 2619 Plainview Ave
Wilshire Amy 523 Beauft Ave
Wolkovitz Aaron 738 Linda Dr
Worsing Ron 2413 Starkamp
Pittsburgh Pa 15227
Achilles Mary 3820 Brownsville Rd Apt 4
Adamski Ted F 504 North St
Agostino V Robert 106 Hillendale Rd
Barnes Virginia A 128 Odette St
Bauer Marlene L 5045 Elmwood Dr
Bauer Ruth J 3310 Brownsville Rd Apt 21
Bauer Walter H 3516 Provost Rd
Beard Charles 1712 Skyline Dr
Benedik Michael A 3521 Kaufman Ave
Berner Diane M 3226 Churchview Ave
Bliss Walter F Jr, Mathilda 106 Merritt Ave
Brazen Robert W, Donna M 3356 Wallace Dr
Brooks Kimberly 3045 Pyramid Ave Apt B11
Budd Jane T 2777 Churchview Ave
Buddle Janice 2800 Brentwood Ave Apt 2
Bulger Ethel 2831 Brownsville Rd
Byard Catherine B 61 Maytide St
Byers Rita M 1710 Skyline Dr
Cassidy John W 3914 Lawnview 1st Fl
Castriota Chevrolet 230 Greenlee Rd
Childress Faye 111 Westwod Place Ste 200
Ciccone Lawrence 207 Palace Ct
Clark Mabel B 2915 Pyramid Ave
Colecchia Arnaldo 320 Bracken Ave
Coleman Karen L 2816 Waterman Ave
Curran Barbara A 4917 Leona Dr
Dandrea Edith 3000 Harmening Ave
Davis Jeannette E 1417 Senior Dr
Davis Jessie L 924 Prospect Rd
Dezenrick Ann K 637 Glowood Dr
Dicarlo Michael 1157 Michael Dr
Dipaolo Constantino, Janice 4055 Cloverlea St
Donovan Hannah 2930 Clermont Ave
Downey Michael, Rhonda 1600 Skyline Dr Apt A8
Drevitch Michael M 126 Catskill Ave
Duell Kelly A 2729 Steiner St
English Virginia M 118 Stewart Ave
Erny Norma M 3500 Brownsvill Rd Apt A
Faix Robert, Dorsey 3939 Brownsvl Rd
Fazio Roberta 5045 Elmwood Dr
Findlay Marie D 3415 Willett Rd
Finnigan Kim 542 East Gdn Rd
Florig David 1421 Junior Dr
Focer Thomas 112 Healthmore Ave
Furge Stephen Jr 3002 Churchview Ave
Gemperle Sally Ann 3100 Elroy Ave
Giarrusso Linda M, Mary A 112 Van Wyck Ave
Glozer Anna 2926 Churchview Ave
Goughler Jessica 272 Stewart Ave
Graffia Linda M 342 Olancha Ave
Graham Laurie S 2915 Pyramid Ave
Gramm Mildred M 2901 Brentwood Ave
Grizzle Andrew 227 Maytide St
Harrell Ryan J 138 Stewart Ave
Hasson Robert M 248 Wainwright Ave
Hast William F, Donna L 2827 Custer Ave
Healy Judith A 209 Newburn Ave
Horvath Treva M 102 Catskill Av 2f
Hucko John Joseph Est, Martha A 4345 Colonial Park Dr
Hunter Martha G 118 Kirk Ave Apt 2
Hussey Robert P 1745 Skyline Dr #41
Johnson Monica 146 Victoria Dr
Kelly Suzanne L 5050 Doyle Rd Apt 301
Kharel Deepak 1450 Maple Dr
Kicielinski Rose 8 Wainwright Ave
Kiley 55 Bellanca Ave
Killian Anthony J, Mary 158 Joseph St
Kingsley Marilyn, Jane 100 Catskill Ave
Kiss Georgene 264 Lawnwood Dr
Koehler Frank Jr 3364 Hazelhurst Ave
Krieger Frances M 315 Spencer Ave
Kuhm Virginia, Mark 115 Norine Dr
Lamont James W 542 North St
Lasota Charles 4534 W Barlind Dr
Lawrence Mary A 1685 Parkline Dr
Leon Mary, Unk 3360 Wallace Ave
Linton Samual J Jr 3028 Willett Rd
Lochbaum Constance A, Wayne 248 Greenlee Rd
Lou Schamus R 4217 Tuxey
Lutch Alice M, Joseph 1015 Emery Dr
Markowitz John 506 Calvert St
Marsh Virginia Est 4065 Brownsville
May Bernard H 1026 Joseph St
Mcguire Michael S 1026 Joseph St
Mikush James 3901 Frederick St
Miller Lois B, N A Apt 2 1660 Skyline Dr
Mohr Ervin G 1504 Prospect Rd
Mondell Jean Est 4534 W Barlind Dr
Morris Anna E 3970 Deervue Dr
Mould Elizabeth 4108 Cloverlea St
Murphy Helen P, E J 140 Van Wyck Ave
Murphy Raymond J 223 Maytide St
Murphy Sherri L 3820 Brownsville Rd Apt 22
Murray James P 1125 Michael Dr
Nagel Network The PO Box 97943
Neal Anna R 1124 Prospect Rd
Obaid Cherouk M, Samir 54 W Bellecrest Ave
Oconnor M C 3015 Grayson Ave
Oleary James 3304 Brownsville Rd Apt 22
Otoole Catherine A, Jack 2955 Ruthwood Ave
Papp Andrew J c/o Margaret Papp 320 Horning St
Patton Michael Lee 31 Sceneridge Ave
Perko Joseph 1025 Dallett Rd
Platek Michael S PO Box 97934
Polinak Virginia Est 4914 E Willock Rd
Price Wilhelmina 443 Spencer Ave
Promotions Plus 3045 Pyramid Ave
Provolt Margaret 3320 Recker Dr
Puglin James 8 Wainwright Ave
Purda Helen 3660 Oakleaf Rd
Richmond Derrick 226 Willowhaven Dr
Rudnicki P 2916 Parkdale Ave
Rudolph Irma H 3820 Brownsville Rd Apt 4
Russell Anthony R 1595 Bevan Rd
Samosky Joseph T 3820 Dalewood St
Schamus Helen 4217 Tuxey
Schmeider Dennis A 4065 Brownsville Rd
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Schultz John 2907 Brevard Ave
Seddon Janet 3236 Willet Rd
Selzer Ruth 3045 Hazelhurst Ave
Shields Scott E 148 Spencer Ave
Slobodnyak Margaret 3853 Sunview Dr
Smith Betty M 1710 Skyline Dr
Smith Susan Elizabeth 4041 Cloverlea St
Spooner Helen F 5138 Frich Dr
Stenglein Thomas 302 Cedarcove St
Strobel Catherine 2822 Wenger St
Su Erik R 1140 Camarta Dr
Sullivan Donald 2907 Brevard Ave
Swick Stephany E 657 Maytide St
Szulkowski Gloria J, David J PO Box 98163
Tarker Amelia, Norman 3000 Clermont Ave
Tarley Mamie 1801 Parkline Dr 14
Terhorst William 4354 E Barlind Dr
Thomas Nancy J 17 Stewart Ave
Timsin Yadav 1680 Skyline Dr
Turek Audrey H 114 W Bellcrest Ave
Underreiner Lance 3001 Willet Rd
Venersky Melinda 235 Kirk Ave
Vogt Frederick J 3703 Willett Rd
Welsh Tim 4100 Tuxey Fl 2
Wenzel Dennis F 2708 Brownsville Rd
Williams V Byron 1303 Earlford Dr
Wingert Charles, Fern B 3602 Reiland St
Winrick Dorothy Est 2 Kaplan Ave
Wise Rebecca L 1705 Hollyrood Rd
Young George 1007 Edward Dr
Zaremski Catherine, Lisa 209 E Willock Rd
Zipfel Irene 490 Penn St
Pittsburgh Pa 15228
Abbott Anne C 43 E Marlin Dr
Abdalla Patricia 206 Lemoyne Ave
Alexy Barbara K, Robert P 220 Outlook Dr
Allegany Metals Min Inc PO Box 11999
Anderson Elizabeth 460 Washington Rd Apt 412
Baranet Stephen, Steven, Maryanne 447 Bower Hill Rd
Barr Aaron N 1430 Mohican Dr
Bender Eric 287 Magnolia Pl
Bieber Maria 403 Ana Wanda Ave
Bonidie William J, Vanessa 811 Fruithurst Dr
Booze Ann c/o 400 Washington Rd 412
Brady Eleanor K 1680 Washington Rd
Byrnes JP 207 Birch Ave
Caldwell Grace N 379 Questend Ave
Carpenter Ronald 570 Richland Rd
Carstairs Winifred 450 Abbeyville Rd Apt E
Carter Steve S 520 Washington Rd Apt# 203
Carvlin George 404 Fruithurst Dr
Comini Pauline 15 Crestview Manor Dr
Cooper Richard L, Jeffrey L 519 Westover Rd
Crivelli Christina 30 Cedar Blvd Apt 4
Cupp Kenneth Robert 9 Fernwood Ave
Cyclope Corp 650 Washington Rd
Dahmen Frank 10 Lebanon Hills Dr
Disney Alison, Will 606 Painters Dr
Earley Thomas A 478 Marlin Dr
Emmons Christy 215 Birch Ave
Everard Edward C 695 Fruithurst Dr
Fallon Michael 223 Castle Shannon Blvd
Fedalen Molly, J 258 Cedar Blvd
Festival Assoc Showcase Fund c/o Maranne P Welch 280 Jefferson Dr
Fisher Mikaela 244 Lemoyne Ave
Fitness Performance Inc dba Synergy 1500 Washington Rd
Flory Sarah Glc Mt Lebanon Trust Acct 350 Old Gilkeson Rd
Folan Mildred C, Charles H 263 Baywood Ave
Frantz Carol A 212 Academy Ave
Gallagher Tim 89 Altadena Dr
Genuine Parts Co 650 Washington Rd Ste 300
Glassbrenner Jennifer, Eric 729 Shady Ln
Goldman Audrey 350 Old Gilkeson Rd
Hefren Tillotson Inc 740 Washington Rd Ste 200
Hetzler Harold J 276 Fieldbrook Dr
Hilf Jean 900 Washington Rd 412
Hoelsken Jacqueline 320 Abeyville Rd Apartment D
Intl Childrens Performing Arts c/o Maranne P Welch 280 Jefferson Dr
Jakupi Adnan 400 Cochran Rd #405
Jones Roberta 290 Lemoyne Ave Apt 3
Kaliden Rosalind 809 Mira Dr
Kane John R 238 Lynn Haven Dr
Kekich Marcus S, Barbara 460 Washington Rd #412
Keppler Dustin Timothy 1272 Cedar Blvd
Khosla Pradeep 162 Main Entrance Dr
Kumpf Virginia 711 Wisteria Ave
Lavelle Cecelia 1537 Washington Rd
Leff Nadine Y 80 Ordale Blvd
Li Xiao 400 Cochran Rd Apt 206
Lightner Louise M 129 Vernon Dr
Limongi Otto F 461 Cochran 122
Lombardo James D 20 Rosemont Ave
Malseed Helen G 260 Lemoyne Ave
Marci Steven 418 Fruithurst Dr
Marino Michael 20 Shady Dr W Apt 305
Markey Lawrence 60 Academy Ave Apt B2
Matragas John D 460 Washington P1 Rd
Maxwell Virginia S 400 Cochran Ave 106
Meagher Greg C 382 Jonquil Pl
Miller David H 240 Questend Ave
Miller Donald W 262 Cochran Rd
Millhouse Nancy 175 Markham Dr
Myers Jleroy 28 Mayfair Dr
Nicoludes Thomas G 507 Painters Dr
Oconnor Celeste 915 Country Club Dr
Panos Jeffrey 243 Adeline Ave
Parkins Bernice 871 Country Club Dr
Pascoe Anna Trust Acct Golden LC 350 Old Gilkeson Rd
Pleta George 813 Macarthur Dr
Potts James R Jr 344 Hazel Dr
Pugh Chris 218 Castle Shannon Blvd
Reeves Franklin PO Box 11686
Reh Stefan 102 Cedar Blvd
Reich Tom 1 Altoona Place
Rooney Arthur J 1190 Washington Rd
Rouvalis George 476 Sleepy Hollow Rd
Rudolf Scott B 684 Flordia Ave Apt #3
Rupp James F, Helen L 220 Mayfair Dr
Russell Bozzelli Diana 130 Mt Lebanon Blvd
Ryan William E. 360 Brdmoor Ave
Ryjakova Marina 135 Abbeyville Rd Apt 302
Saucier Christopher Lee 256 Jonquil Place
Schneck Francis 21 Sunnyhill Dr
Schwartz Dortothy 350 Old Gikeson Rd
Sillaman Robin 564 Sunset Dr
Sokolova Anastasia 142 Abbeyville Rd
Sullivan Michael J 80 Longuevue Dr
Summit Kenneth E 260 Lemoyne Ave
Swaim Elizabeth 100 Wynnewood Dr
Szymanski Terrance 40 Lemoyne Ave
Tar Leslie Md 235 Outlook Dr
Thomas Donna Kae 1500 Navahoe Dr
Thompson Randolph, Kathleen G 422 S Meadowcroft Ave
Tootikian Avedis 240 Hazel Dr
Tropea Rose 403 Abbeyville Rd
Vanbuskirk Kevin J, Mary B 244 Hazel Dr
Wall Albert C 57 Longuevue Dr
Walsh Elizabeth J 814 Washington Rd
Watson Jennifer 197 Inglewood Dr
Weisberg Allen Est 702 Painters Dr
Worley Freida L 57 Iroquois Dr
Wright Geoffrey, Michael 138 Vernon Dr
Wszelaki Florence R, Jillian 15 Bowerhill Rd Apt 303
Young James W, James P 285 Pkwy Dr
Yucius Lorraine A 52 Shady Dr W
Pittsburgh Pa 15229
Abraham Sunil V 513 Bellwood Dr
Alberti Diana R 121 W View Ave
Allegheny Metalworking Corp 217 Bellevue Rd
Baierl Bodyshop 94 Oakwood Ave
Barton Karen, Mark 138 Spruce Valy Dr
Bell Robert H 22 Doulton Rd
Bennett Shannon D 811 Bellwood Dr
Berie Donna 72 Lakewood Ave
Briggs Gary E 123 Hieber Rd
Buckley Maura A c/o Joseph Buckle PO Box 97045
Busha Katherine B, Cheirel 153 Schwitter Ave Apt 2004
Busha Cheirel A 153 Schwitter Ave Apt N
Cavanaugh 101 Bellevue Rd
Cavanaugh Promotions 156 Perry Hwy
Chamberlain M E 132 Harvard Ave
Craig James E 16 Adrian Av
Devine Patrick T 132 Mt Vernon Av
Elash John L, Mary 151 1st Ave
Elinsky John 191 Gass Rd
Flannery Karin M 122 Harding Rd
Fritz Robert Jr, Robert G 169 Lakewood Ave
Ganz Regis L 69 Hempstead Ave
Herman William 348 Ridgewood Ave
Hipsley Karalyn 12−B William St
Jack Joseph H Est c/o Elizabeth J Wissner 6 Fordham Ave
Karr Nancy L 130 Spruce Ct
Kaule Robert J 22 Westfield Ave
Kirker Jane C c/o Edwin Santa 107 Braden Ct
Kline Ronald J 808 Westview Park Dr Apt1009
Klingaman Kristen T 816 Perry Hwy Apt 22
Kvatsak Verna E 29 Ann Arbor Ave
Lucas Frank M 712 Harden Dr
Lukas Ruth Est, Georgia 808 W View Park Dr Apt 1108
Marcheck Helen 207 Martsolf Ave
Mcelhinney Seana 92 Rosecrest Dr
Med Chek Labs Inc 4900 Perry Hwy
Meds Qol Building 2 3rd Fl 4900 Perry H
Melegari Erin S 94 Oakwood Ave
Miller Georgia 808 West View Dr Apt 1108
Miller Martha C 132 Harvard Ave
Mills Matthew 216 Magnolia Ave
Moeller Mary Lou 223 Park Ave
Moncrief Lauretta 113 Bellevue Ave
Morrison Jessie 911 Perry Hwy
Onumah Samuel 207 Bellevue Ave
Puhl Kathy V 191 Gass Rd
Rahn Edward 106 Georgetown Ave
Randazzo Vincent Est 221 Magnolia Ave
Reel Dorothy A, Homer R 244 Lakewood Ave
Rodriguez Patricia Barker 349 Cornell Ave Apt 1
Sciulli Christopher J 126 Prospect Dr
Shannon Paul J 100 Evergreen Hts Dr
Specialized Pharmaceuticals 4900 Perry Hwy Bld II 3rd Fl
Stewart Margaret G 5 Perry Ln
Straka Elizabeth M, Margaret 101 1st St
Tubridy Mildred 5206 Clarwin Ave
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Underwood Sheila 366 Ridgewood Ave
Werner Edward 217 Bellevue Rd
Wieseckel Richard 85 Georgetown Ave
Wissner Elizabeth J 6 Fordham Ave
Wojciechowski Margaret, Henry 119 Violet St
Yocum Timothy S 138 Chalfonte Ave
Zygarowicz Sharon M 118 Rosecrest Dr
Pittsburgh Pa 15232
Agarwal Rishabh M 359 S Negley Ave Apt 6
Allan William 7051 Chaucer St
Awasthi Pranjal 6230 5th Ave Apt 323e
Bailey Ella Z 301 Roup Ave
Bass Justin 641 Maryland Ave Apt 2
Baty Catherine 333 Spahr St
Bella Arte Gallery 5880 Ellsworth Ave
Birko Elizabeth J 5207 F River Rd
Boak Carolyn 704 Amberson Ave
Bosie Gordy 302 S Fairmount Ave Apt 4
Brourman Bernice 5100 5th Ave Apt 406
Buckler George I, Leah H 5311 Pembroke Pl
Castagnero Carla 5030 5th Ave 215
Chang Andrew F 5719 Elwood St
Chase M 5005 Castleman St
Cheliras Stacy M 519 Ivy St
Chiou Shin Yan 811 S Negley Ave Apt 305
Clamson Sheri 5404 Centre Ave
Coyne Meaghan M, Diane J 5501 Howe St #1
Dessange Jacques 802 S Aiken Ave
Destio Daniel c/o Maria S Destio Exec 5525 Kentucky Ave
Digiannatale Sonia B 5841 Walnut St Apt 3
Dmochowski Alan 720 Filbert St
Dzurovcin Janice K 505 Maryland Ave
Ellison Kelli A 515 S Aiken Ave Apt 519
Falick John Est 5742 5th Ave Apt 301 c/o Moria Kostman
Fawcett Maire Kaschauer 5320 5th Ave
Foremost Express Ins Agency Inc 5551 Centre Ave Apt 607
Grant John W 5944 Alder Pl 207
Grinberg Edwin I, Abby A 805 Saint James St
Grudovich Thomas 8 W Woodland Rd
Guttman Julie Ann, Maury S 704 Bellefonte St Apt #3
Haag Jack A 5260 Centre Ave Apt 807
Hall Charles V Sr, Charles V 6227 5th Ave
Haller Jean E 5615 Howe St
Haran Uriel J 5527 Kentucky Ave
Hawkins Clinton Matthew, Mable Teola 401 Amberson Ave Apt 334
Higgins Elmira 5609 5th Ave
Hubler Ines M 5732 Kentucky Ave Apt 2
Huh Anthony 5570 Centre Ave Unit 500
Jackson Lucille 301 Roup Ave
Janardhan Prem 5540 5th Ave No 11
Joseph Annabelle 1117 Shady Ave
Kao Jung Chun 5551 Centre Ave Apt−814
Kavanaugh Thomas D, Megan L 5737 Holden St Apt F
Keeley Samuel 309 Stratford Ave 17
Kelley Catherine 617 Ivy St
Kelly Nicole 408 S Graham St Apt 3
Kessler Aharon, Stella 5825 5th Ave 107
Khodavirdi Khatereh 5300 5th Ave Apt C5
Kim Younghee 401 Amberson Ave Apt 208
Kipp Joan 5878 Howe St
Koo Dongwhi Daniel 401 Amberson Ave Apt #21
Labrom 1255 Shady Ave
Laplante Steve 630 College Ave Apt 1
Lee Loretta E, Loretta 1870 Gill Hall Rd
Liu Jun 5525 Ellsworth Ave Apt 2
Lucero Cynthia Ann 309 Stratford Ave Apt 20
Macdonald Jacqueline Anne 125 Woodland Rd
Mahajan Anupama 567 Southnegley Ave 1
Mcgough Richard L 5314 Westminster Pl
Mcmahon John Jos, John J 352 Spahr St
Musgrove George Derek 401 S Aiken Ave Apt #3
Nadian Incorp Ed 5600 Howe St
National Hemophilia Foundation 532 S Aiken Ave Ste 309
Obrien Kevin P 354 Spahr St D
Oh Jeong T 5440 5th Ave Apt 4
Online Health Solutions c/o Frank Jackson 5570 Centre Ave Apt 102
Pacella Rena N 5736 Holden Apt 12
Palcic Todd 5432 Ellsworth Ave
Parker Katharine Kielty, Thomas B 840 College Ave
Patrinos Jim 5323 Pembrook
Peck Andrew W 354 1/2 Lamont Place
Pencek Robert R 600 S Negley Ave Apt A−6
Pettis Margaret 310 S Aiken Ave
Power Contracting Co 61 Arch St Ext Ste 201 Jennifer Aikins
Raab Stephen S 5230 Centre Ave Rm 306 UPMC Shadyside Cancer Pavilion
Rayman Dorothea E 5260 Centre Ave 602
Rehab & Pain Specialists 580 S Aiken Ave Ste 100
Residence for Renal Care at Shadyside Ltd 5511 Baum Blvd
Reynolds Tara 732 Summerlea St 2nd Fl
Rosenblum Maurice F, Barbara E 6227 Mellon Ct
Rosenthal Rebecca 5700 Ellsworth Ave Apt C 8
Sabo Jennifer 537 S Graham St 2nd Fl
Salboud E Philip 355 Stratford Ave
Schnapmarsh Melissa E 1043 Highmont
Senker Margaret B 653 Maryland Ave
Sharpe Dafina 5700 5th Ave Apt A 2
Sharpnack James 5506 5th Ave Apt 117b
Shoemaker Cindy A 5620 5th 1
Simms Aaron L 5600 Howe St Apt# 1
Sizemore Jay A 5744 Holden St Apt 24−R
Sneddon Jay B 934 St James St
Stock Mary E 5743 Elmer St
Surrett John 352 Stratford Ave Apt 7
Tapriyal Deepak 5260 Centre Ave Apt 803
Travis Sean 702 Bellefonte St Apt 2
Trepal Dane M 5608 Ellsworth Ave
Tyagi Sandeep Anandha Gopalan 5700 5th Ave Apt 24a
Ungar Anne 114 Maple Hts Rd
Vascular S Pittsburgh 5200 Centre Ave 705
Wang Xiaofang 5530 5th Ave Apt B10
Watson Darryl D 537 Ivy St
Western Pa Chapter of Texas Exes 5620 5th Ave Apt A2
Whodunnit Fashions I 5880 Ellsworth Ave
Williams Dorothy A Est 5507 Centre Ave Apt 401
Pittsburgh Pa 15233
Alcosan 3300 Preble Ave
Berry Virginia 907 Brighton Rd
Best Service Co Casey Industries Park 1000
Brittner Bernice 907 Brighton Rd
Buckner Barbara 1211 Liverpool St
Carlson Wagonlit Travel 1501 Reedstale St Ste 2003
Comhaltas Ceoltoiri Eirean PO Box 100021
Davis Alima 1311 North Franklin St
Ellinger Geraldine, William 604 Bellione Tr
Epic Real Estate Co 1300 Brighton Rd
Falkenhan Franc Jr 1405 Adams St
Foley Robert J 913 W North Ave
Freeman Liddell 1704 Sedwick St
Graceland Auto LLC 1411 Beaver Ave
Hardeman Johnie Mae, Jessie 2217 Preble Ave
Hipkins Nellie 31 Doerr St
Howell Charles 925 Beech Ave
Insurance Restoration Svc 1300 Brighton Rd
Janosco Elizabeth, Andrew 14 Nixon St
Janosco Elizabeth, Andrew 1707 Fulton St
Johnson Diondre PO Box 99552
Kress William R 928 Maolis Way
Lenhart William 913 W North Ave
Locraw Holdings LLC 936 Beech Ave
Macwilliams Roderick, Laverne 3460 N Hurley St
Mascaro Construction Co L 1720 Metropolitan St
Mcnamara Clara J Est 1122 Mt Royal Blvd Apt 402
Mitchell Brigette 1014 Sheffield St
Morrow Anna 1412 Nixon St
Nicotra John, Eva 1010 Pennsylvania
Oliver Mitchell L Jr PO Box 99924
Ondo Robert M, Jean 31 Doerr St
Process Reproductions Inc 939 W North Ave Attn PJ
Puckett Glenn, John P 6334 PO Box 99901
Shutterly Jennifer 917 Beech Ave
Smith George W Sr, Mozel M 1137 Pennsylvania Ave
US Liquids 1800 Columbus Ave Ste 5
Whitaker Darragh Paper Co Inc 1005 Beaver Ave
Williams Maude 1016 Liverpool St
Winer Bernadette 1412 Nixon St
Pittsburgh Pa 15234
Ad Base Systems 325 Mt Lebanon Blvd
Alster Wilbert F 615 Vermont Ave
Andrews J Kathleen 4201 Willow Ave
Archer John E 855 Newport Dr
Bingham Clara M 1028 Francis Rd
Booth Sameul c/o Robert Holden Esq 1601 Law Finance Bldg
Bowser Susan, Jan R Apt 1 441 Knoedler Dr
Boyle William G 4156 Library Rd Ste 4
Brown Karen 3416 Lockridge Dr
Carlson Rebecca Lynn 3923 Frederick St
Chilberg Ryker William 200 Piper Dr Apt 201
Cit Group Consumer Finance 345 Mt Lebanon Blvd
Clifton Erin 200 Piper Dr Apt 305
Coffield Mark 205 Sunridge Dr
Colella Suzanne C 839 Killarney Dr
Crawford Doreen L 1314 Mccully Rd
Dauk Theodore A, Helen A 3721 Lyndell St
Demeure Joseph A 196 Vallimont Dr
Dimitrova Ekaterina G 1513 Vallimont Dr
Egan Edward J Jr Baptist Homes 489 Castle Shannon Blvd
Evans Doris J 1410 Blossom Hill Rd
Gallos Sally A 2355 Glenbury St
Garbark Robert 934a Baldwin St
Garon Susan E 980 Laurel St
Gateway Penn Grp Ins Inc 250 Mt Lebanon Blvd Ste 413
Heron Margaret 549 Highview Rd
Irwin Mark D Est, Charlotte A 4156 Library Rd Ste 4
Johnson Thelma PO Box 10420
Kazmierczak William W 420 Groveland St
Kopperman Robert Motor Car Values 2600 Library Rd
Labruzza Frank 1026 Vermont Ave Apt 1
Lucas William G 3244 May St
Malith Minyang Makoi 1013 Vermont Ave Apt 4
Mariani Sunoco 3739 Library Rd
Mcgee Jennifer B 3170 Maplene Ave
Mcpherson Evelyn M Norbert Personal Care 2413 St Norberts St
Mullen James P 2208 Parklyn St
Munz Robert K 3540 Poplar Ave
Murphy William 506 Edgeridge Rd
Muscarella Joseph A, Anna M 831 Sleepy Hollow Rd Apt 14
Oaks Petroleum Co Inc 1033 Thornwood Dr
Ober Mark 410 Dewalt Dr
Obrien Margaret A 507 Kingsberry Cir
Oconnor Patricia A 306 Larch Ln
Padgett Ashley 484 Hoodridge Dr Apt C6
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Palmer Richard 300 Mt Lebanon Blvd
Phipps Chrystal M 3768 Willow Ave
Pruitt Tynicia 106 Friedrich Ct
Rajakumarvadivel S 957 Bockstoce Ave Apt A303
Richards Melissa 886 Newport Dr
Robb Mark c/o Joseph A Robb 511 Berger Bldg
Sebastian Marsha Mosley 618 Kewanna Ave
Shop N Save Castle Shannon 799 Castle Shannon Blvd
Slancauskas Richard, Elizabeth M 3540 Poplar Ave
Starks Sammie L 1201 Hamilton Rd Apt 7
Stoker Maureen J 835 Rolling Rock Rd
Suhoza John E 231 Allenberry Cir
Sullivan James III, James Jr 2413 St Norbert Dr
Tognarine Richard 3754 Willow Ave Apt 3 4
Tru Close Financial Svcs LLC 300 Mt Lebanon Blvd S2215
Ultimate Auto Body Inc 1026 Vermont Ave Apt 1
Valance Frank R Rm 224 2413 St Norberts St
Vietmeier Edward T 1017 Vermont Ave Apt 2
Weir James T 104 Skyvue Dr
Weiss Instrument Inc 300 Mt Lebanon Blvd Ste 2202
Wiatrowski Christopher 886 Newport Dr
Wilhelm Dolores, Herman 5030 Ladora St
Pittsburgh Pa 15235
Abdula Temple No 5 PO Box 27115
Airhart David 106 Spring Grove Rd
Alston Jerry L 1848 Lincoln Ave
Ameer Lorraine G 2698 Robinson Blvd
Amore Marleen 491 Shadywood Dr
Auto Sales Ltd J A 3618 Laketon Rd
Avis Vehicle Rental 620 Rodi Rd
Back Ronna c/o Ronna Back 180 Thornberry Dr
Bahneman Ernest 613 Churchill Ave
Baker Mae M 11520 Gdnia Dr
Balsley Curtis, Vivian 132 Garlow Dr
Bates Betty, W 5 Ross Rd
Benzenhoefer Donald E 212 Long Rd
Bernhardy Jane L 1718 Loretta Dr
Bernson Helena 11900 Frankstown Rd Ste 200
Best Jeanette B 1822 Funston Ave
Beverly John 10755 Frankstown Rd
Binz Dorothy M 7103 Doak St
Bogdanski Marlene, Paul 10731 Frankstown Rd Apt 2nd fl
Bonkale Isabelle L 375 Rodi Rd 205
Broadloom Ind Inc 430 Rodi Rd
Brooks Doug 501 Guylyn St
Brown Ada 210 Key Dr
Brown Lawrence T 323 Duffield Ave
Brown Scott L 301 Mckenzie Dr
Bullock Patricia A 125 Glenfield Dr
Bullock Weldon 124 Idlewood Rd
Carlson Edith L 1913 Beulah Rd
Carter Roosevelt J 363 Dorothy Dr
Carter Sara 2509 Holly Dr
Casey Rosemary 22 Sage Dr
Catalano Maria L 177 Rosewood Dr
Chartwell Pennsylvania LP 1370 Beulah Rd Bldg 701
Clontz Robert J 10811 Highpoint Dr
Coles Gwendolyn W 44 Julian Dr
Coluccio Timothy 152 Orchard Dr
Conroy Mary Louise 2294 Forest Dr
Costas Andrew N Est 15 Duff Rd
Craig Kezia N 2904 Laketon Rd
Crowley William 2514 Collins Rd
Cyphers Margaret 10918 Frankstown Rd
Danovitz Fred 10 Duff Rd Ste 201
Davis Lewis 7212 Travella Blvd
Davis Mary L Alfred Sloss 500 S Negley Ave
Davis William D 11310 Frankstown Rd
Destefano Marilyn P c/o Charlotte Goebel
Dewitt Robert 800 Penn Ctr Blvd Apt 410
Diamond Car Wash Construction Scalese & Asso 10 Duff Rd Ste 406
Dudek Josephin R, Bernard 132 S Loth St
Dudek Josephin R, Joseph 1739 Carson
Dwyer Jim 1551 Graham Blvd
Dzura Dennis A 167 Universal Rd
Expresstax 3420 Universal Rd
Eyetique II The Shoppes At Penn Ctr 3444 William Penn Hwy
Fialla Elaine M 309 Dunbar Dr
Fiorina Jennie 11308 Althea Dr
Fishinger Grace 208 Lavender Height Ct
Fort Couch Eye Care Asso 7189 Saltsburg Rd
Fowler Dorothy 70 Churchill Rd
Franciscus Thomas, Diane 6327 Leechburg Rd
Garrett Harry F 9257 Vantine St
Gibb Judith 35 Heltzell Dr
Gliatta Olympia M 11709 Althea Dr
Gomadam Ram K 5 Eagle Trail Dr
Goodiski Nancy 300 Penn Ctr Blvd Ste 702
Goretz Benj 1007 Gilchrest
Gould William 107 Henderson St
Grace Melanie L 1007 Marathon Dr
Granata Mary 2124 Gilmore Ave
Green Allien 217 Stanbond Ave
Green Sean R 11690 Atthea Dr
Halsell Teresa M 108 Calmont Dr
Harchelroad Trucking Co PO Box 10510
Harmon Wilson L 349 Braddsley Dr
Hart Barbara J 419 Darrell Dr
Hawkins Marjorie Anne 10105 Gibson St
Hess Mary R 223 Highland Rd
Hopkins Darlene 7967 Aber Rd
Howard Donna 205 Key Dr
Hudak Lori 128 Yellowstone Dr
Hughes William 148 Banfield St
Humes Scott C 204 Rodilyn Dr
Hunt Thomas D 1158 Jefferson Hts Rd
Huntley Helen F 215 Auburn St
Infiniti Real Estate Scvs Inc 133 Jefferson Rd c/o Sue Yencik
Ingram Benjamin 55 Pride Rd
Janocko Laura E 1007 Marathon Dr
Jeannette Paper Co 201 Penn Ctr Blvd #301
Jett Shirley 20 Hardwood Rd
Johnson Charlotte M 2430 Atlas St
Johnson Martin A 44 Julian Dr
Johnson Nathaniel C 9016 Frankstown Rd
Johnson Ronald E 2640 Reiter Rd
Jones Katherine, Winston 1461 Beulah Rd
Jones Donald G Jr 203 Lynnwood Dr
Jones Eric T 58 Stotler Dr
Jones Robert V 188 Colonial Village Dr
Kacy Laura J 154 Yosemite Dr
Kapral Mary J 1100 Penn Ctr Blvd Apt 206
Kemp Raymond 10203 Clair Ave
King Grace M Est 50 Duff Rd Apt 901
Klotz Marshall 2514 Creekedge Dr
Kocott Joe 234 Lott Rd
Komblas Elizabeth Provost c/o Natl City Bank of Pa 206 Rodi Rd
Kristofic John D MD 9909 Frankstown Rd
Kurimsky Joseph B 309 Barckhoff St
Kurtz Keith W 615 Flamingo Rd
Laketon TV Sales Svc 10491 Frankstown Rd
Lem Real Estate & Development 304 Fielding Dr
Lepera Rose Est 556 Idlewood
Liotta John 114 Penn Vista Dr
Liston Caroline, Lane L 116 Conestoga Rd
Lockard Amy 415 Wilson Dr
Love Phillip 415 Wilson Dr
Maccamy Richard C 2002 Garrick Dr
Macijewski Palma 10918 Frankstown Rd Apt 9
Mackley Viola 218 Key Dr
Maddox Kenneth 2828 Orlando Pl
Maiello Alfred C 739 Gramac Ln
Manka Michael P, Elissa A 10411 Forbes Rd
Mannella James B 7 Falkirk Dr
Manning Rich 2278 Mccrae
Marotta Chiropractic 400 Rodi Rd Ste 3
Martin John T 125 Mccurdy Dr
Mascaro Nick L 7512 Saltsburg Rd
Mastandrea Brian 304 Marshall Dr
Mcbride Amanda J 419 Highland Rd
Mccabe Funeral Home 10940 Frankstown Rd
Mccallister Lois G, W D 172 Crescent Hills Rd
Mcclary Shawna 372 Chapel Place
McCune Harriet, Rober 7 Kiltie Dr
Mcdaniels Ann Est 510 Pennwood Dr
Mcelroy Josephine 407 White Birch Dr
Mcgough Marcy 700 Penn Ctr Blvd 108
Mckee Helen L 638 Veronica Dr
Mechler Eugenia A, Angela 11 Rushmore Dr
Miller Margaret, Hilda S 2516 Holly Dr
Miller Gerald I 11517 Gdnia Dr
Miller John W 200 Elft Dr
Miller Mernice L 38 Thomaston Dr
Mooney Jennifer C, Rhianna S 533 Idlewood Rd
Moore Jane B Est c/o Jean Smith 17 Hearthstone Dr #531
Moore Robert 815 Churchill Ave
Moy George, Elizabeth 850 Long Rd
Myrtice Earl 1100 Penn Ctr Blvd
Nalls Leonard, Louise 2609 Graham Blvd
Nationwide TV & Appliance Asso Inc 400 Penn Ctr Blvd Ste 450
Neubauer Patricia A 207 Hazel Rd
Nyaumwe Rachael R 613 Hillsdale Dr
Ostrowski Maryann B 165 Crescent Hills Rd
Pasquale Joseph P 1048 Universal Rd
Pavlick Christine E 154 Yosemite Dr
Pezzelle Branndon 132 Thornberry Dr
Pickens Kerry C, Briana M 125 Mccurdy Dr
Pierre Christopher Est c/o Jackie Small 216 Penn Vista Dr
Pleins Susan 1403 Jeferson Hts Rd
Porco Marylou B, Adam L 1900 Universal Rd
Poth Elayne C 2326 Forest Dr
Potter Howard 329 Whittier Dr
Powell William R 1125 Orion Dr
Price Ruth H 4 Ross Rd
Pritchard James H Jr 316 Mccutcheon Ln
Reed Earl 20 Hardwood Rd
Regan Ruth Est 1465 Beulah Rd
Renaissance Settlements LLC 400 Penn Ctr Blvd Ste 707
Reschoff Richard A, Luba 3860 Henley Dr
Reschoff Luca 3860 Henley Dr
Rexam Home & Personal Car 400 Penn Ctr Blvd Ste 1000
Richardson Michael Leon, Dorothy L 2324 Emerson St
Richardson Keith, Brigitte 2324 Emerson St
Richardson Patricia Ann 2324 Emerson St
Robinson Charles 21 Hauck Dr
Robinson Danielle 542 Guylyn Dr
Rodgers Margaret 10918 Frankstown Rd Apt 403
Romeo Mary C 10 Duff Rd Ste 203
Rossi Iva A 700 Penn Ctr Blvd
Ruffner Thomas C 240 Rodilin Dr
Ruiz Carlos 144 Deerfield Dr
Sales Michele A 2514 Holly Dr
Santamaria Mario 151 Ritzland Rd
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Saunders Helen 124 Idlewood Rd
Scheck Ari 1921 Garrick Dr
Schrass Elizabeth 208 Lavender Height Ct
Schultz Joseph J Jr 1935 Hampstead Dr
Sciullo Jeannette D 9619 Glendale Rd
Sellers Emmeline M, Phillip 11316 Clematis Blvd
Sellers Emmeline M Est c/o Doug Sellers 11316 Clematis Blvd
Shaer Sidney, Andy 357 Braddsley Rd
Shannon Coe Est 501 Newport Dr
Shelton Robert W 238 Walpole Dr
Sicker Cynthia J 186 Orchard Dr
Sloan Steve 209 Rochard Dr
Sloss Alfred 500 S Negley Ave
Smith Matthew D, Gregory S, Hazel L, Mark W 154 Yosemite Dr
Smith William R Jr 15 Duff Rd
Sobeski Garrick M 2700 Ford Ave
Soffer Violet, Joseph 400 Penn Ctr Blvd Ste 211
Soffer Joseph Tr Ua 26−Jun−68 400 Penn Ctr Blvd
Somayajulu GSRVK 3744 Old William Penn Hwy
Spanburgh Carol M 10 Duff Rd Ste 203
Springette Dale E 9807 Glendale Rd
Sterling Office Professionals LLC 11900 Frankstown Rd Ste 100
Sterlings Autobody Center Inc 304 Marshall Dr
Stevens Donald R, Mabel E 2360 Collins Rd
Stokes Ruth M 322 Janice Dr
Strothers Gertrude 311 Janice Dr
Summers Rebecca 35 Heltzell Dr
Swartz Michael 205 Royal Oak Ave
Theilacker Grace S 885 Macbeth Dr
Thiessen Linwood, Ruth B, Clara A 1037 Old Gate Rd
Tolliver Doris 2828 Orlando Pl
Townsend Sheila D 2698 Robinson Blvd
Trenga Maria 4 Curtis St
Vocollect Inc 703 Rodi Rd
Vrentley Beverly 109 Vance St
Wade Paul 130 Gilmore Dr
Wallace Minnie L 129 Brdcrest Dr
Washington Hettie L, Anita E 314 Marose Dr
Washington Lamar 320 Nelbon Ave 10050383
Watters Dorothy Goodwin 2623 Saybrook Dr
Weidner Edward C 2622 Mc Crady Rd
White Willa C 7266 Somerset St
Wilborn Bruce 7308 Highland View
Williams General, Jean 9737 Glendale Rd
Williams Terrill 183 Howard St
Wilson Abigail 11811 Joan Dr
Woolslare Audrey Est 4 Eagle Trail Dr
Wyke Abigail L, Barbara L 315 Lime Oak Dr
Yoder Janet R 139 S Joslyn Dr
Young Charles W 141 Conestoga Rd
Zang David W, Audrey 261 Hazel Rd
Zielonka Joseph S 2804 Ford Ave
Pittsburgh Pa 15236
AR Bennett Electric Inc 1470 Cathell Rd
Ackerman Edna M 365 Mowry Ln
Ackman Donna M 135 Lebanon Church Rd
Adams Stephen 442 Arbor Ln
Allard Emily 100 White Hampton Ln
Allegheny Towing & Recovery Inc dba Alleg Reposs Svc 4992 Old Clairton Rd
Armbruster Leslie C 131 Winifred Dr
Bank Pittsburgh N 929 Hilly Lynn Dr
Bankovic William J, Robert 5452 Wolfe Dr
Barati Andrew 6005 Brownsville Rd
Batsel Michael 6532 Ventura Dr
Bell Stella, John J 37 Weyman Rd
Biers Ruth 5194 Caste Dr
Biknius Chris 343 Millet Ln
Biller Erin L 4816 Gdnville Rd
Boggs Ellison 253 Temona Dr
Bohland Jennifer J 6504 Springvale Dr
Bombardier Mass Transit Corp 1501 Lebanon Church Rd
Bootay Bevington LLP 6 Clairton Blvd
Boydston Warren E, Mary S 100 White Hampton Ln Apt 823
Bracken Millie 507 Elaine Dr
Breitweiser Jason 6514 Ventura Dr
Brendle Matthew A 1009 Glass Run Rd Apt 1
Brooks Dolores H Est c/o Danielle Spangler 4643 Norma Dr
Buick Stanley C 929 Hilly Lynn Dr
Caffardo Anthony S, Anthony 346 Macassar Dr 3
Capital Guardian Trust Co 4672 Norma Dr
Carmo Beverly 121 Parliament Place
Carr Robert 365 Mowry Ln
Carver William M, M Louise 5143 Villaview Dr
Caste Village Dental 5301 Grove Rd Ste 208
Conboy Richard 275 Curry Hollow Rd Ste 270
Constantino Frank, Dorothy 1103 Aurora Dr
Croft Karen 144 Weyman Rd
Croley Kelly 5833 Curry Rd
Crough Daniel J 270 Jean Dr
Csikari Michael 7 Scholar Dr
DLR Enterprises 4601 Gdnville Rd
Davic George V 573 Charlotte Dr
Dicker Tim E 5185 Caste Dr
Dobiak Anna M 462 Sequoia Dr
Dobiak Lawrence J 462 Sequoia Dr
Dongilli Clarissa, Samuel 571 Jenne Dr
Escovitz Margaret, Henry 6008 Parkvue Dr
Eyroll Virginia 115 Lebanon Church Rd
Farnsworth Terry I 5050 Parkvue Dr
Farrell Thelma E 334 Cavan Dr
Felton Mildred 306 240 Perrysville Pl
Fischer Paul V III 50 W Bruceton Rd
Foodland 6487 350 Curry Hollow Foodland
Foy Melissa 1041 Betty Rae Dr
Frank Cherie 246 Nantucket Dr
Gaburri J L 1132 Boni Dr
Gallagher Martha, Joan 317 Melvin Dr
Gambino Frank G 275 Old Lebanon Church
Gelzheiser Brian 4944 Flamingo Dr
GG Pleasant Hill 200 560 Clairton Blvd Unit 4
Glunt Donald G 6501a Brownsville Rd
Godman Brian 5455 Brownsville Rd
Goodfellow Regis E 36 Old Clairton Rd
Griffin Martin Leo Jr 136 Brallier Ct
Hamilton Lindsey PO Box 10814
Harriett Victoria, Walter J 963 Broughton Rd
Hartos John 276 Tara Dr
Hazen Pearl R Tr Ua 19−Mar−99, Arthur G 233 Constitution Dr
Hebrank Margaret O 36 Old Clairton Rd
Hickey Joseph R, Linda B 289 Dutch Ln
Hoffmann Paul 5479 Youngridge Dr
Hollingsworth Linda M 154 Orchard Dr
Jeanbaptiste Juvie 523 Judith Dr
Jones Dennis B 5460 Horning Rd
Jones Mark 186 Curry Hollow Rd
Joyce Joseph A, Susan M 200 White Hampton Ln 616
K&L Ventures 6510 Brownsville Rd
Karwowski Joseph, Helen E 5353 Overland Trail
Kier Madalene, Felix 100 White Hampton Ln Apt 502
Kimble Harley 5855 Curry Rd Pleasant Hills Pa 15236
Kirchner Mildred 5369 Youngridge Dr
Kovatch Elaine, Frank 5111 Raintree Rd
Laboon Joseph 5618 5th St
Lamer Cheryl Ann 5301 Caste Dr
Langan Thomas L 4245 Regent St
Langholz Kari 67 Dutch Ln
Lapinski Christopher 5455 Wolfe Dr
Lardas Demetra E 200 White Hampton Ln 319
Legleitner Helen E Est 200 Knoedler Rd Apt 704
Lockovich John 900 Regis Ave
Lotz Louise 438 Sequoia Dr
Mahoney Rosina M 523 Leland Dr
Mains Bankovic M Elaine 5452 Wolfe Dr
Mallich Ira 09 23 98 Brian M 4672 Norma Dr
Marouse Richard J 5448 Wolfe Dr
Marquis Jay 402 W Bruceton Rd
Matvey Melissa S 72 Dutch Ln
Mccoy James M 5237 Grace St
Mcmonagle Jill M, Brian 5321 Holiday Dr
Millie Bracken Revoc Living Trust Ua 01−Jul−04 507 Elaine Dr
Mooney Jacqueline M, Thomas E Jr 245 Tara Dr
Morgan Albert, Helen 5352 Spring Valy Dr
Murhammer Margaret, Karl Sr 1017 Broughton Rd
Niosh 626 Cochran Mill Rd
Nix Alan S 1124 Wilhelm Ave
Nowlin Dana 5268 Keeport Dr
Obrien Kevin 5027 Ardelle Dr
Oconnell Dorothy M 100 White Hampton Ln
Ohm Harold 4822 Rolling Hills Rd
Owens Laura 462 Sequoia Dr
Pa Assn of Inst Dentists 4667 Curry Rd
Pack Regina V 202 Doris Dr
Pastirik Donald 423 Arbor Ln
Pleasant Hills Napa 701 Clairton Blvd
Price Michael Martin 4635 Clubvue Dr
Prime Medical Group PC PO Box 18619
Regina Ward 129 Delano Dr
Rendulic Philip S 243 Caryl Dr
Ridenour Dan,Lorissa 441 Horning Rd
Roethline Emil A 5452 Wolfe Dr
Santiago David Eric, David W 1577 Wilson Rd
Saunders Harold 131 National Dr
Schanck Robert J 4630 Brownsville Rd
Schnippert Betty J 4440 Brownsville Rd
Sciullo Estelle Duff, Alexander 389 Toura Dr
Shanahan Theresa M 4554 Brownsville Rd
Shirk Ruby J 1215 Irene Ln
Siemon Dana M 5438 Youngridge Dr Apt 2
Smith Shawn R 4923 Brownsville Rd
Snyder Richard W 6514 Ventura Dr
Socrates Inc Escrow Acct 1201 Broughton Rd
Soukup Dorothy A 4441 Clairton Blvd
Stearn Sandra M 5365 Fieldcrest Dr
Steele Roy 28247 Longnecker Rd
Stoker James R 9 E Club Dr
Sturman Ford Inc 900 Regis Ave
Swift William 103 Hollow Haven Dr
Taylor Joyce A 501 Sts Run Rd
The Pizza C 5200 Brownsville
Thein Jennifer 38 Melvin Dr
Thiers George F Jr 135 Woodland Dr
Thompson Elizabeth M, Stephen H 1628 Princess La
Thompson Amy 5281 Youngridge Dr Apt 7
Tishler Susan M 132 Norman Dr
Tomlinson Linda Lee 6720 Ridgevue Dr
Townsend Antonia 421 Knoedler Apt 8
Tymoczko Florence B, W Michael 417 Maplevale Dr
Undra Corp PO Box 18051
Vaillant Maria C c/o Richard Ritter 332 Nantucket Dr
Vanbibber Jeffrey 273 Constitution Dr
Vision Benefits of America 300 Weyman Plaza
Voelker Dahlen Q, James A 4633 Mckee Dr
Wagley Chandra 5334 Keeport Dr Apt 9
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Wallace Charles E Sr 500 E Bruceton Rd Ste 402
Ward Mildred, Leroy N 5300 Clairton Blvd #238
Ward Regina 129 Delano Dr
Werner Harold M 4954 Carlyn Dr
Wiczena Richard 5367 Keeport Dr Apt 3
Wild Alys T 5201 Colewood Dr
Willman Paris R 420 Macassar Apt 5
Wilson James A, Helen S 4937 Carlyn Dr
Yarussi Nicholas A 114 Felix Dr
Zinsser Charles W 313 Constitution Dr
Pittsburgh Pa 15237
A Action Rental Inc PO Box 15394
Alford Burrell L Est 803 Mcknight Park Dr
Allergic Diseases & Ast 3801 Mcknight E Dr
Almutawa Farah 4885a Mcknight Rd #150
Amarraca c/o William Marra 451 Browns Ln
Anderson Denita 143 Hilands Pl
Anderson Mary Judith 110 Hidden Valy Cir
Arnold Eric 147 Buckhill Rd
Arriaga Moises A, Etna L 2284 Meadow Rd
Ashim Dayalan 3601 Mcknight E Dr
Bartow Shawn A 167 Hilands Pl
Bates E Alan 803 Mcknight Park Dr
Beatty Carol L, John 1181 Bingay Dr
Beeman Cheryl PO Box 101277
Belvedere Janice M, Joseph 427 Old Camp Horne Rd
Benko Michael 170 Link Ave
Berger Mary E 309 Bayberry Dr
Berryman Jeffrey S 134a Mcknight Cir
Beveridge Larry D Jr 9019 Harmony Dr
Blahnik Asso Inc 8650 Babcock Blvd The Rimbach Bldg
Blevins Shirley J 711 Nordica Dr
Bobby Margaret S Est Vincentian Home 111 Perrymont Rd
Broesamle Herman, Eva 303 Byron Rd
Brunner Mark J 8601 Brd Hill Dr
Brunner Mary E Est 616 Lochinvar Dr
Burke Susie J 206 Plymouth Sq
Camtech Ltd Inc 4550 Mcknight Rd
Caputo Christopher A 5000 Mcknight Rd Ste 206
Castle Mortgage 9380 Mcknight Rd
Cheski Theodore E 123 Oakwood Rd
Citifinancial Auto 127 19th North Ct
Cloonan Agnes V 344 Siebert Rd
Cooper David M 410 Fox Dr
Craig Breck 154 Renfer St
Crawford John C, Zella 670 Sloop Rd
Creighan Joseph P 514 Sangree Rd
Cummings Lawrence F 8704 Babcock Blvd
Cure Jack C, Jean C Box 101058 570 Sangree
Custom Interiors Vending 447 Rochester Rd
Davis Christin 130 Rebecca Dr
Don Parmsan S Rest 7219 Mcknight Rd
Duke Freddie 405 A Kings Park Dr Ext
Dunning William R, Carol M 123 Carriage Dr
Eckert Bernard A 604 Calais Dr Ste 1203
Eddy Emma R 108 Perrytown Pl
Elter Judith A 258 Hillcrest Cir
Ernst Anna Perrytown Pl Apt 718
Fabian Timothy Melchior 120 Nelson Run Rd
Faulhaber Kathryn Est 302 Thornberry Ct
Fisher Robert Local Business Web 307 Byron Rd
Fletcher Sarah J Est 7837 Elm St
Fogarty John E 326 Elm Ct
Fraser Barbara 896 H Ave
Frazier Elva A 559 Vivian Dr
Frazier John T 131 Point Vue Dr
Funds Riverfront 5800 Corporate Dr
Galbraith Lauretta 3429 Evergreen Rd
Ge Medical Systems c/o Mark Pittman 9551 Magellan Dr
Glatz Margaretta R 7500 Ross Park Dr Apt 409
Greenblatt David L 2424 Traci Dr
Guinther Virginia M, Owen H 163 Link Ave
Hand Joann 114 Morelli Dr
Hawbaker Joanne T 122 Berwyn Rd
Hazlett Tracey 40 E West Dr
Heeter Timothy J, Cheri D 8288 Roosevelt Blvd
Heim Rick, Mildred 700 Rochester Rd
Hemke Kathleen 127 19th North Ct
Higgins Lillian E 119 Lee Rd
Hohman Landscaping LLC 1047 Perry Hwy
Hohman Louis J 4109 Calais Village
Hussak Kyrie G 9435 Saratoga Dr
Iwanyshyn Katelyn 1419 Teal Trce
Jacobs Brian C 1607 Doral Ct
Jancoska Thelma E Est 8501 Ridgement Rd
Jayweichel William A, Cleatus 409 Tally Dr
Jencik Eleanore M 9600 Woodcrest Rd
Jennings Robert E PO Box 15450
Justus Adr Serv PO Box 101824
Kanya Poroma 481 Browns Ln Apt B38
Kaufman Clarence C, Helen E 9350 Babcock Blvd Apt 223
Keller Fred A Jr 25 Flagstaff Dr
Keogh Patricia C 9142 Harmony Dr
Khun Mary 702 Mount Nebo Rd
Kim Hye Yoon 131 Nineteen North Ct
Kim Ki Hwan 19 North Ct #114
Kinross Daniel P 3365 Babcock Blvd
Klindienst Dwayne 118 Park Place
Knell Patricia R, Paul F 1618 Forest Ridge Dr
Kowalski Leann c/o Leann Kowalski 106
Krotec Elizabeth G 111 Perrymont Rd
Krugh Bernice 12151 Woodland
Kuhn Michael, Joseph 702 Mount Nebo Rd
La Morra Pizza Inc 3286 Babcock Blvd
Labounsky Alexander 811 Villager Dr
Lacoste 1000 Ross Park Mall Dr
Lampl Thomas J, Mary 8226 Brittany Place
Larocca Rose A 1022 Highland Pines Dr
Lee Sung 108 Locust Ct
Leech George T 111 Perrymont Rd
Leed Tanya M 2351 Westgate Dr
Leviere Marie, Paul 951 Perry Hwy Apt 314
Lewis Leona 1105 Perry Hwy
Majewski Helen Est 7977 Marmion Dr
Manesiotis Mgt Co LLC 1579 King Charles Dr
Mangold F Lawrence 711 Duncan Ave Apt 709
Mannion Marjorie K, Margaret 811 Stuyvesant Rd
Marcocci Domenic 3111 Babcock Blvd
Markus William E 112 Cardiff Rd
Marr Lola 9350 Babcock Blvd
Mavilla Lawrence F, Dorothy 9227 Oak Ct
Mazurs Collision Svc 104 Ambleside Dr
Mcquillan Kenneth 128 Rosewood Dr
Medure Angelo 483 Cherry Ct
Mercy Critical Care Asso 4885 A Mcknight Rd 504
Miller James R, James 8510 Remington Dr
Miller Mary Elizabeth Trust 8041 Brittany Pl
Miller Patricia S, Brian A 1926 Bear Run Dr
Miller Mary 328 Iroquois Ave
Miranda Roger 1402 Teal Trace
Modzelewski John A Highland Pines Dr 701
Morgan Lillian, Virl 202 Cresthaven Ln
Morrison Barbara A 3202 Charledmagne Cicle
Morrison Terry J 157 Cherrington Dr
Moses Marian L 108 Richmond Cir
Murphy Edward J, Irene L 105 Donmor Dr
Musselman Theodore Jr 7013 Bennington Woods Dr
Nocito Richard A 9370 Mcknight Rd Ste 300
Nolan Robert E 104 Pointvue Dr
Oneill Edmond F 242 Moreland Rd
Pain & Disability Mgt PC 105 Braunlich Dr
Panno Joseph F, Shirley 8781 Breezewood Dr
Parepally Haranath 1703 Lacosta Ct
Park Namgi 110 Old English Rd
Pask Gene 7058 Bennington Woods Dr
Patton Sarah 7837 Elm St
Pawlousky Walter 305 Schlag Ct
Perfect Planit 740 Sequoia St
Pgh Cardiovascular Med Asso 2008 Kinvara Dr
Piedle Karl G 811 Village Dr
Piper Greta L 806 Bear Run Rd
Pittsburgh Mirror & Glass Inc PO Box 101214
Platek Shelly 1393 Hazlett Rd
Pollice MD Philip A 9104 Babcock Blvd
Poppa Angela M 8202 E Van Buren Dr
Potzmann Stephen 54 E West Dr
Raimondi Jacqueline C 421 Perrytown Place
Ralph John J 9228 Van Dyke St
Rathke Claire R 1 Windsor Way
Rhule Richard L 605 Calais Dr 209
Rich John J 120 Kinvara Ct
Rick Gilliams Memorial Fund 110 Hetherton Dr
Ruckdaschel Helen Jeanne 9378 Hilliard Rd
Saura Frank A 133 Grant Ave
Schillinger Lori J 21 Saint William Place
Schmidt William Jr, Susanne T 8215 Marquis Dr
Schomaker Audrey Est, Robert 1525 W Ingomar Rd
Scoumis William A, Estelle PO Box 101161
Shen Zhigang 161 Kaylor Rd
Shepherd Barbara L 2 Tussey Cir
Siekaniec Anthony 1572 King Charles Dr
Silinskas Aaron L 8166 Taft Place
Site Control Supply Inc 8704 Babcock Blvd
Smalls Krystal 117 Hilands Place
Smith Anna C Est 3308 Maple Dr
Smith Helen M 534 Crider Hill Rd
Smocer Betty Lou, Anthony J 164 Ridgewood Rd
So Eun Seok 1206 Bear Run Dr
Stasik Dorothy M 330 Nichols Rd
Stasko John 12 Pinewood Ter
Stempnakowsk Leonard 111 Perrymount Rd
Steranka Thomas E 4589 Peoples Township Rd
Stern Alexander I, Marina 906 Crawford Rd
Stickler Heather A 2363 Westgate Dr
Stine Amy R MD 8150 Perry Hwy Ste 332
Stor A Way N 500 Lowries Run Rd
Stover David R 1933 Teal Trce
Strande Catherine R 115 Horizon Dr
Sullivan Barbara M 965 Perry Hwy
Sullivan Courtney 104 Ambleside Dr
Swarmer Lurella K 218 Sunset Rd
Swihart Benjamin T, Thomas C, Bridget V, Alexa 2196 Ben Franklin Dr
Tabera Alexander 7850 Perry Hwy Apt 303b
Thorne Henry F 145 Hidden Valy Dr
Townsend Coralor R, Deshea 3208 Lenox Oval
Tri Rivers Consulting Svcs 9104 Babcock Blvd #2120
Trombold Equip Co 3468 Babcock Blvd
Ulinski Helen I 587 Olive St
US Spray Systems Inc dba Insulright 4885a Mcknight Rd 380
Valadja Nicholas J 127 Radcliff Dr
Vannoy Johnharvey 2358 Kuhlview Dr
Vector Security Pitt 3400 Mcknight E Dr
Volk Thomas G 120 Rebecca Dr
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Volk Thomas G 303 Crimson Dr
Wang Chun H 101 Tillotson Cir
Washington Youn Soon 147 Siebert Rd
Weber John 201 Green Vista Dr
Weinert Eric H 1381 Hazlett Rd
Wiley Eleanor C Est 701 Duncan Ave Apt 101
Xue Qin 121 2nd St Apt 1308
Yasanjav Oyunchimeg 2311 Fox Hollow Dr
Yoest James G PO Box 101599
Young Annie M 1521 Byron
Yount Gertrude B 214 Perrytown Pl
Zhu Hong M 101 Tillotson Cir
Zolnowski Kenneth 328 Iroquois Ave
Pittsburgh Pa 15239
#1 Cochran Pontiac Inc 318 Meadow Wood Dr
Associated Cleaning Consultants & Svcs Inc 431 Davidson Rd
Bannon Karen L 649 Carnival Dr
Barziloski Cecelia, P B 376 Chateau Ct Apt 4
Bendick Mildred T 75 South Ct
Bologna Robert Joseph 689 Carnival Dr
Bonetto Helene L 1115 Keith Dr
Bougher Karen 624 Beech Rd
Campbell Jason T 116 Blackhills Dr
Cawley Mary A 121 Sherrie Dr
Christensen Roger 103 Sika Dr
Cohen Linda S 519 Malabar Dr
East Suburban Track Stars 4747 Havana Dr
Franciscus Gladys M 613 Millers Ln
Hagood James 19 Aloha Dr
Hile Mark Creighton, Linda Lee 715 Dehaviland Dr
Hink Marlene, John 745 Garlow Blvd
Ironwood Comm 1909 New Texas Rd
Jones Lamar 446 Shelbourn Dr
Knopfel Charlene, Charles, Ericka 2040 Renton Rd
Kosecki Jennifer 429 Francis Rd
Kuhns Jeffrey D PO Box 14492
Lang Terri L 478 Crestview Dr
Lanigan M Est c/o Kathleen Denne 689 Blue Rdg Rd
Litzinger Harrison Jack 311 Darlin Hill Dr
Luciano Kathleen A 500 Deborah Jane Dr
Luperto Angelo 39220 Shamrock Ct
Manski Rhonda S 224 Falls Village Rd
Mark F Kieffer Construction 122 Old Barn Rd
Max Financial Svcs Inc 703 Millers Ln
Mccormick Diana L 3781 Logans Ferry Rd Apt G
Mcguill Annette 708 Wimbledon Rd
Mercy Services Corp 100 Rockland Dr
Miller Violet J c/o Frank W Jones Esq 787 Pine Valy Dr
Moreland Adraine 123 Foxtail Dr
Moretti Michelle 304 Boyce Park Dr
Murrin Patrick Stephen 548 Anderson Ave
Ohara William R 137 Black Hills Rd
Overbeck Charles 1460 Renton Rd
Pastrick David E 1200 O Block Rd
Pine Ridge Manor Home Owners Asso 772 Pine Valy Dr
Plum Borough M Authority 4555 New Texas Rd
Pugliese Dolores Est c/o Sandra Canavan 1442 Greendale Dr
Raabe Patricia H, Barry E 30 Brushy Ridge Ct
Rich Janeen 720 Unity Ctr Rd Apt C
Ridge Thomas 120 Alcan Dr
Schoedel Janet L, James F 318 Meadow Wood Dr
Schrieb Joseph F 311 Darlin Hill Dr
Seibel Harold A, Jean E 4870 Hialeah Dr
Skelly Thomas D Jr 2292 Chapparal Dr
Stevens Jack 474 Crestview Dr
Subaru Bianchi 1865 Rte 286
Tarr Harry R 612 Harborview Dr
Trilli Gary 117 Cobblestone Dr
Vrecenar Anthony F 593 Surfside Dr
Wedmore David 212 Fawn Ct
Williams Andrea 551 Sloop Rd Apt 72
Yurko Brady 727 De Haviland Dr
Presto Pa 15142
Bunch Charles 1055 Saint Mellion Dr
Huet Homes LLC 1291 Meridian Dr
Hurd Thomas N 7118 Woodhall Ct
Karhut Guenter 4170 Muirfield Cir
Kelly Lucille V 1201 Cherry Hill Dr
Pina Cesar 10203 Clubhouse Rd
Scott Ronald H 1040 St Mellion Dr
West Calvin E 204 Bridge St
Wittlin Michael 201 Fair Arce Ct
Rankin Pa 15104
Casciato John 212 Fleet St
Likovich William J 2 Comrie Ave
Martinchick Rudolph, Emma I 43e Hawkins Vlg
Quinn Irene 153 Rankin Blvd
Zezza Joseph A Est 116 Pattison St
Rural Ridge Pa 15075
Tedeschi Stefano PO Box 8
Russellton Pa 15076
Augustine Robert L 1005−B Church St
Payne Caleb 110 Pine St
Portka Walter B PO Box 153
Sewickley Pa 15143
Adelson P D Md 502 Hillside Dr
Aliucci Anthony 1438 Laurel Dr
Allegheny Lawyers Fund PO Box 316
Allen George T 1726 Sturbridge Dr
Allyn Elizabeth B, Henry G 156 Country Club Ln
Ammon Doris A 352 Chestnut St
Atwood Mavis Shaw 1 Ferndale Ave
Baden Steel Bar & Bolt Corp 852 Big Sewickley Creek Rd
Baierl Automotive 1649 Royal Oak Dr
Bajek Robert A 300 Amsler Rd
Barrientos Luis Felipe 1601 Franklin Fields Dr
Baum Erika 517 Locust Place Apt 3
Bemis Elizabeth, Thomas 523 Centennial Ave
Benjamin Donald, Grace 4006 Scottish Rite Ct
Best Ezra 1000 Masonic Dr 1313 Winter Walk Cir
Blackburn Asso LP 509 Beaver St
Bowers Charles F 506 Beaver Rd
Bradel Helen M Est 1000 Masonic Dr
Bremmer Lucy A 1000 Masonic Dr
Brooks Virgil R 327 Thorne St
Cardamone Judith A, Gertrude 523 Bank St
Chambers Caleb M, Tara L 401 Trailside Dr
Chapa 1712 Mt Nebo Rd Box 316
Chutz Haley E, Mike 214 Dilworth Rd
Cioci Cristal 710 Mcdonald St Apt 4
Clemmensen Margaret L 410 Osborne Ln
Conn William R, Marie N c/o 210 Weber Rd
Connors Christopher P 123 Deer Valy Dr
Cook Gladys S 117 Shaffer Rd
Cornelius Alice C 912 Sewickley Hts Dr
Cullins Barry W 647 Grove St
Dale Property Service 445 Ft Pitt Blvd
Dandrea Gabriel A III 217 Kenney Dr
Dean David A 1649 Royal Oak Dr
Dean Witter Reynold 776 Ohio River Blvd
Degore Norman Est 728 Washington St
Delany James P, Donna J 2384c Rochester Rd
Destein D 2103 Masonic Dr
Eden Anne 203 Forest Edge Dr
Ek Valore LLC 625 East Dr
Eles Susan S 515 Maple Ln
Ericson Garth, Leah 320 Ohio River Blvd Apt A
Ester James Ronald 822 Ohio River Blvd
Farnan John 1503 Smt Ln
Findley Jennifer, Gregg 1885 Persimmon Rd
Gallo Charlotte E 1000 Masonic Dr
George Diane W 307 Highland Ln
Gott Mary Elizabeth 217 1/2 Pine Rd
Gott Nicholas Hays 206 Little Hollow Dr
Goubeaud Dorothy RR 3
Greco Betty A 152 Kenney Dr
Henry Phillip R 302 Ohio River Blvd
Hill Sharon A 112 Beaver Creek Ct
Hollaway Randy 1725 Locust Rd
Holman John Alan III, Mary E 101 Chateau Ct
Hopkins Henry Box 144 Rd 3 Campmeeting Rd
Ibanez Maria C 1601 Franklin Fields Dr
Johnson Derrick E, Lisa P 202 Pilgrim Dr
Johnson Raymond M, Lois N 100 Burdine Dr
Jones Frederick 518 Centennial Ave
Kachinko Theresa F 2 Linda Vista Rd
Kargacos Elizabeth, Andrew 458 Maple Ln
Kendrick Cynthia P Windfall Blackburn Rd
Kennedy Jemima W 421 Chestnut Rd
Killick Inc 603 Davis Ln
Kokos Jonathan Ira 776 Ohio River Blvd
Korczyk George W, Donna M 848 Thorn St Apt 82
Landt Judith 352 Chestnut St
Larson Edward G 2265 Montgomery Rd
Lawton Geraldine S Est 126 High Point Rd
Lazarotta Margaret Ann, Samuel 518 Locust Pl
Lee Robert H 321 Thorn St
Lehman Mary K 222 Cypress Knoll Dr
Lehmann Mary K 222 Cypress Knoll Dr
Lennon Howell LLC 11 Blackburn Rd
Luggett Pamela, Luke E 1010 Mt Nebo Rd
Lykos Janet Tr Ua 03−Nov−94 132 Sebago Lake Dr
Marchman Nathaniel 339 Little St
Markel Margaret L 118 Alcott Dr
Massi Carl C 428 Walnut St
Maust William E 327 Thorne St
Maydak John c/o Sonja S Maydak 316 Chestnut St Fl 2
Mccarthy Elizabeth H, Thomas J 12 Bradshaw Dr
Mcmonagle Thomas E, Joann 316 Beaver St Apt 2
Meanor Norman 765 Tennesse Ave
Micklos Dolores C 211 Linda Vista Rd, Apt 3
Miller Patricia 2 Linda Vista Rd
Modern Transp Svcs 2605 Nicholson Rd Ste 301
Morris Anna 68 Pacer Dr
Muders Harry P Sr 102 Weber Rd Ext
Murugesan Sanjay G 1724 Dawn Dr
Mussman Richard E 377 Magee Rd
Nee John F, Sarah, Robert M 838 Thorn St Apt 34
Northstar Oil & Gas Corp PO Box 168
Pflugh Joanne 136 S Mccoy Place
Pgh Anesthesia Asso 1 Winterberry Ln
Pintado Brett A 312 Laurel Oak Dr
Pool Builders Inc 191 Mount Nebo Rd
Prus Brandon D 1759 Big Sewickley Creek Rd
Quivers Micah S 124 Sewickley Ridge Cir
Randazzo Margaret J 1607 Carriage Ln
Reilly William W 624 Locust Place
Ribar Paul 151 Ferndale Ave
Richardson Emma 901 Nevin Ave
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Ross Caroline C, Gerald J 502 Rabbit Hill
Rowland Craig A PO Box 500
Sabol Charleen 2528 Nicholas Rd
Sepia Associates LLC 18 Highview Dr
Smith Annie Mae 619 Straight St
Smith Deborah 1136 Big Sewickley Creek Rd
Spatz Richard E 316 Woodland Rd
Studenski S 321 Thorn St
Suskiewicz Henry A 525 Locust Pl
Swartz Frank T, Mary E 2209 Masonic Dr
Transportation Mgmt Svcs 110 Lenzner Ct
Walker Lewis 119 Woodlawn Rd
Waller Rachael 318 Sprott Way
Weil Gwynlynn T 1045 Magee Rd
Wenk Bonnie L 64 Pacer Dr
Whiteside Joseph J 119 Segago Lake Dr
Wiebe Heather A 139 Pilgrim Dr
Wilcock Catherine 3042 Scottish Rite Ln
William P J 321 Blossom Ln
Williams Nathaline 339 Little St
Worldwide Express 2100 Georgetown Dr Ste 101
Young Betty S c/o Deboroli A Grimes 312 Ritter Rd S
Young Marguerite 201 Grant St Linden Pl Apt 401
Sharpsburg Pa 15215
Back Street Bar & Grill 124 13th St
Duray John 1330 Middle St
Eckert William F 103 Western Ave Apt E
Galordi Gregory V 1722 Main St
Kulpa Edward, Frank 1000 Clay St
Noullet Edward 126 22nd St
Quinn Alice 114 Virginia Ave
Ritter Rebecca F, Gary R 134 Middle St
Suppers Bernard, Barbara 1847 Noble St
Veltri Emelina 326 10th St
Zenith Painting Co 104 4th St
South Park Pa 15129
Barrett Stephen 1021 Old Post Rd
Beck Gogolski & Coinc 4008 Squires Manor Ln
Bradley Joseph Jr 2525a Grove Rd
Buckholt Margaret M 1711 Queens Dr
Byrne James Patrick PO Box 390
Campbell Inez 3605 Edgewood St
Chermonitz Jon 2020 Stoltz Rd
Davis Jason A 6504 Peach Aly
Eley Ancia 3110 Southern Dr
Emanuel Cynthia 1700 Patrick Pl Apt 207
Ferro Giuseppe C 3105 Brownsville Rd Ext
Fournier Dolores A 1021 Old Post Rd
Freeman Shantae 2904 Overhill St
Freeman Shantae R 2907 Overhill St
Gohacki Donna R c/o Martin J Gohacki 6374 Crestview Dr
Hopkins Thomas J, Mary R 2069 Alberta Dr
Kirsch Norman B, Norman B III, Laurie 3101 Piney Bluff Dr
Lenik R S, D J 1961 Kirkby Dr
Madden Sherley G 1519 Annette Ave
Mcclellan Nellie J 3804 A Middle Aly
Moyer Sidney C 6485 Simmons Av
Patterson Deanna L 3058 Amy Dr
Salas Lidiette PO Box 105
Slifko John H, Jean 5413 Pleasant St
Smith Paul 987 Westchester Rd
Springdale Pa 15144
Alexander Rose 132 James St
Capellman Jeffery D 367 Orchard St
Clark Josephine, Wade W 723 Railrd St
Duffer Sandra Lee 431 Marion Ave
Duris M William 510 Colfax
Haerich Elizabeth, Fred 124 Rachel St
Kubaska Richard, Jessie 207 James St
Lubresky Walter 915 Pittsburgh St
Mastromonaco Monica M 529 Garfield St
Meinert Janet J 436 Ridge Ave
Minich Vickie 412 Washington St
Murray Emily L 445 Walnut St Apt 1
Selzer Sharilyn M, Bernard F 205 Ctr St
Smith Mera J 849 Willow St
Vincent Robert L, Joan 224 Butler St Unit 5
Winfield Benjamin R 331 Maxwell Ave
Young Robert L, Helen M 904 Butler Rd
Young Robert L, Helen M 1009 Butler Rd
Sturgeon, Pa 15082
Ulanosky Andrew PO Box 146
Sutersville Pa 15083
Boes Hazel E RR 1 Box 225
Burke Barbara L, Robert J 608 1st Ave
Mikolics Charles 128 Charles St PO Box 333
Zowacki Rose M PO Box 344
Tarentum Pa 15084
A Plus Auto Mall dba A Plus Auto Mall 417 W 7th Ave
Allegheny Valley Invest 312 E 6th Ave
Andrews Damian W 41 Crestview Dr
Antoon Constance F, Michael S 635 E 2nd Ave #2
Begolly Emerson W, Sylvia C 500 E 2nd Ave
Benecki David J 801 Crystal View Dr
Bonazza Bo P 11 Fiddlers Green Ln
Carter Crystal 102 W 9th Ave
Coffman Marcella R, Joseph H 409 E 9th Ave
Colton Frank R 203 Mckrell Rd
Crilley Michael J 246 W 7th Ave Rear
Davis Kenneth, Anna R 241 W 9th Ave
Davison Shirley 8−H Golden Towers 2nd St
Destination Wellness 556 Pittsburgh Mills Cir
Devlin Pointe Apts 1430 Sandstone Dr
Elais John 132 Davidson St
Fultz James E Jr 523 Mason Rd
Jones Lillian 297 Duke Dr
Kiral Patricia A 122 E 8th Ave
Makuta Joseph E Jr RR 4 Box 60
Malecki Donald E RR 3 Box 147b
Martz Tessie 8−H Golden Towers 2nd St
MB Ind Equip Inc PO Box 14
Mcnabb Ivy M 5 E 10th Ave
Mele Jessica 326 E 9th Ave
Mialki Russell D 1112 Ctr St
Nolan Sean C 403 W 8th Ave
Pajer Michael C 1623 Days Run Rd
Pifer Lanny E 500 E 8th Ave
Portka Walter 328 E 9th Ave
Pracko Emil 423 W 9th Ave
Raimond Evelyn 210 W 10th Ave
Schottenheimer Linda 318 W 7th Ave
Schuller Rudolph Jr 245 1/2 W 7th Ave
Shank Edith 407 Mason Rd
Sobr Nicholas, Cheryl 151 Fairfield Rd
Sustar Chelsea D 1754 Saxonburg Blvd Unit E
Vunora Elverda 996 E St
Vunora Patricia 245 W 7th Ave
Wargo Eugene A 311 W 8th Ave
Whitman Jamie 1078 Sun Mine Rd
Turtle Creek Pa 15145
Bloom Helen 59 Boone Dr Apt G
Bock Irene C, Joseph 2038 Monroeville Rd
Brown Kathleen M 561 Brown Ave
Case Mariann 59 Boone Dr Apt G
Chisco Damien 82 C Harper St
Cipa Gregory M 629 George St
Closson Viola 1317 1/2 Airbrake Ave
Detwiler Janice 800 Elsie St Rehabilitation Ctr
Eles Gilbert R Jr, Mark C, Carl W PO Box 307
Evanstabbee Kristina Apt 3c 333 Charles St
Fairish Peter J 231 Miller St
Fiolas Automotive Service 295 Penn Ave
Fortwangler Kristina 1515 Oak Ave Ext
Fries Veronica N, James F 187 Valy Park Dr
Harper Rachel I 225 Ohio T
Jenkins Thomas 606 West Ct
Jordan Patricia 1607 Lynn Ave
Jordan Stephen 523 Locust St
Jos F Elder Son Inc 932 Penn Ave A
Kaufman Mary L 561 Brown Ave
Keister Helen M 520 James St
Kennedy William J 117 Watson Dr C
Lawther Helen, John 501 Penn Ave Apt 4
Marrone Mary 517 Locust St
Mcclain Frances 123 Hamilton Ave
Mccown Virginia L 605 Brown Ave
Mccreary Alice L 151 Valy Park Dr
Miles Helen 1422 Lynn Ave
Oneal Vernon 1513 Maple Ave
Palat Scott 326 Brown Ave
Peterson Robert, Susan 102 Kline Ave
Pistella Cynthia M 101 A Lucinda Dr
Priselac David 1109 Maple Ave
Prosser Robert R, Phyllis 677 Larimer Ave
Robertson Margaret Box 53 RD2
Rourke Timothy R 802 Thompson St
Rutter Arthur, Emma 438 Church St
Ryderr Roma M 123 Hamilton Ave
Sangelo Dennis, Annie 53 E Boone Dr
Sauer Virginia L 205 Hamilton Ave
Siller Mary 829 Maple Ave #3
Stanks Mildred, John RD 2 Box 239
Toth Paul V c/o Christina Mcvey Jones 1632 Cedar Ave
Weister Emma L Est 43a Hall Dr
Wikberg Marie E 1502 Maple Ave
Verona Pa 15147
Aivaliotis Aristotle George 519 2nd St
Bainbridge Anna M 1412 White Oak Dr
Bakes Antoinette M, Genevieve, George E 309 Pennsylvania Ave
Bell Mildred, John 6106 Verona Rd
Bennett Gary A, Earl 7157 Shannon Rd
Bennett Paula L 718 Herron Ave
Bigenho Robert J 5841 Saltsburg Rd
Bishop Judith A 161 Greenview Dr
Bruce T Conley Inc 100 Sandy Creek Rd
Cafe Naples Inc 148 Alleghney River Blvd
Capozzoli Joseph P 547 Springwood Dr
Carlisle Charles R 2203 Gdn Dr
Carter Harry A 231 Hulton Rd
Cook Gary 532 Mary St
Cooper Thomas E 171 Woodlands Dr
Curry Christopher I 302 South Ave
Demeo Samuel A 1429 Elliott St
Dipaolo William 6041 Dewayne Dr
Disalvatore Katherine A, John A 543 E Railrd Ave
Doak William 6462 Poketa Rd 1
Drabicki Clara 619 3rd Ave
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Driscoll George T 6738 W Barivista Dr
Elliott Walter 2113 Alc Dr
Ewart Martha 116 Ashley Dr
Gainey Chauncey 5326 Verona Rd
Gardner Martha W RD 1 S Verona
Geyer William 149 Foxchase Dr
Gillis Julie S 415 Ctr Ave
Gorun Cornell J 427 South Ave
Granata Mary A 7865 Mark Dr
Green Helen M 140 Saint Rose Dr
Green Joseph A 638 Church St
Haftl Carl c/o Sara Haftl 724 6th St
Hagberg Elroy C 2111 Alc Dr
Haley Ruth 117 Parkwood Dr
Hampton Carolyn 7708 Mark Dr
Heinz Susan 6066 Bolte Dr
Herwatic Joseph 1960 Eastern Ave
Irby Andrea 582 W Railrd Ave
Jiggetts Julius Jr, Thelma 309 5th St Ext
Johnson Sims Contessa 6231 Lowell Dr
Johnston Ethel M 1321 Whiteoak Dr
Joseph James Est 6118 Verona Rd
Kaye Michael 724 Elm Dr
Kearns Nellie 6460 Leechburg Rd Apt A114
Ketzan Katalin 3 Partridge Ct
Klein Jill 5551 Zieger Rd
Kmetz Lucille R 5350 Saltsburg Rd Apt 330
Lambright Micaiah D 6519 Cloverleaf Rd
Lawson Jewell L Est 1330 Barbara Dr
Lowe Annie 5426 3rd St
Lubatti Gene 751 Allegheny River Blvd
Luffey Elizabeth 6462 Poketa Rd 1
Macaulay Donald II 152 Ctney Dr
Madden Kenneth J 134 W Minster Dr
Mastrogiacono Albert V 306 James St
Mccall John L 736 6th St
Mccann Anthony M, Edith M 5501 Verona Rd 302
Mcclelland Michael 1144 Hulton Rd
Mcconnaughey Paul 5350 Saltsburg Rd Apt 126
Mestek Sarah A 413 Penn St
Mileski Thomas, Anna F 716 Athletic Ave
Milo Reto E 217 Sunview Dr
Morgan Stephen 918 Ctr Ave
Morsillo Rose 1429 Elliott St
Mosakowski Stella H 1137 Ctr Ave
Nichols Leann c/o Judith Bishop 161 Greenview Dr
Pankake Michael 512 1st St
Perhoic Joseph Jr 723 Bessemer St RR 2
Peters Charles J 5732 Brinley Dr
Poindexter George Jr 8037 Mount Carmel Rd
Polliard James R Sr, Jane 1699 Kirk Dr
Prenter Jacqueline 7780 E Fitzsimmons St
Prososky Selma Mae, Dolores 250 Suncrest Dr
Raucci Jean 133 Hulton Rd
Reinstein William C 5411 Bower Ave
Reiter Sheet Metal Inc PO Box 15
Reto Thomas M 217 Sunview Dr
Richburg Alex PO Box 281 Eastern D
Robert D Allen Irrv Uad 03/13/1997 121 Dalecrest Rd
Sampson Marjorie L 500 Rte 909
Sandycreek Inn 4813 Verona Rd
Sawchak Michelina 154 Shannon Hts Dr
Schroeder Jeannine Renee 640 Church St
Simoni Carol F 100 Sandy Creek Rd
Smith James 719 Hamil Rd
Stanckiffe Harold 440 W Railrd Ave 2nd Fl
Stotler Patricia Est 474 Union St Fl 2nd
Studner Suzanne A, Helen 817 5th St
Stypula Sylvia B 5350 Saltsburg Rd Apt 224
Sugden James 790 Old Coal Hollow Rd
Thompson Sandra K, Floyd L 8219 Chaske St
Tihey Richard D 856 1st St
Tominello Mina Est 6460 Leechburg Rd Apt 207
Tuttle Louise 7 Winding Way
Vaccarello Helen 5860 Saltsburg Rd
Vershaw Susan 6066 Bolte Dr
Vetter Ruth P 933 Hulton Rd
Warne John C Est 322 James St
Weaver Vernon J RD 1 S Verona
Wehmer Charles R, Joyce 341 Golden Gate Dr
Wike Kenneth L Jr, Bernadette 6066 Bolte Dr
Young Marilyn A 280 Coal Hollow Rd
Zengara Dennis 668 3rd Ave
Zimmerman Frances L Est 713 Maple St
Zummo James V, Frances 104 Gernert Dr
Warrendale Pa 15086
AE Corporate 150 Thorn Hill Rd
Ann Abel Deborah c/o Renal Solutions Inc c/o Dave Haffner 770 Comm Dr Ste 101
Bell Deanne M American Eagle Outfitters Inc 150 Thorn Hill Dr
Berry Alicia 2140 Woodland Rd
Ctr Systems 555 Keystone Dr
Cutler Hammer Engineering Svcs 130 Commonwealth Dr
Fire Fighter Sales & Svc 791 Commonwealth Dr
Gentiva Health Svcs 178 Thorn Hill Rd
Goettler Candice M, James P 153 Maple Dr
Herion USA 176 Thorn Hill Rd
Lang Elmer PO Box 5
Marconi Acquisition Corp 3000 Marconi Dr
Robinson Elsie M, Robbie, Rodney, Tawnya PO Box 2069
Team Transport Inc PO Box 397
Vector Security 100 Allegheny Dr Ste 200
West Elizabeth Pa 15088
All Crane Rental of Pa LLC Rt 837 PO Box 505
Douglas Donna 602 Border St
Miller Merl 602 Border St
Thomas Gary W, Gary RR 1
West Homestead Pa 15120
Balistere Vincent J, Barbara L 3419 Pine Wood Dr
Bober Helen M 1362 Edgewood Dr
Davis Barbara 1362 Edgewood Dr
Dilorio Joe Auto Body 101 W 7th Ave
Featherman Agnes D 201 W 8th Ave
Koval Mary Est 534 W 7th Ave Apt 2
Selai Andrew 1323 Overdale Dr
Smith Agnes M 201 W 8th Ave
Walter Katherine 1356 Edgewood Dr
Wampler Mary Lou 226 W 9th Ave Apt 1
West Mifflin Pa 15122
Air Methods Inc 4001 Clairton Rd
Andrews Ruth O 1800 Clairton Rd
Aqua Toy Store c/o Anthony Holdings 2 Alleghany Co Airpt
Bell William H 19 G Midway Dr
Bilski Mary M 1835 Omar St
Bolar David 213 Lewis Run Rd
Brawdy Jason D 2701 Glenny Ln
Brier Helen 598 Randall St
Buko Anne 644 Shadyside Dr
Burgy Richard E 940 Thompson Run Rd
Copart 526 Thompson Run Rd
Crevar Michael 1513 Maryland Ave
Dainty Richard Patrick 212 Martin St
Davis Rhonda V 275 Millport Rd
Diana Anna 7218 Church
Donaldson Mariam M 1150 Thompson Run Rd
Droznek Samantha 251 Utah Ave
Dugan Eleanor F 22 Penzel Apartments
Dupree Madeline 25d Midway Dr
El George 3317 Outlook Dr
Fekety Elizabeth, Kenneth 3536 Lebanon Church Rd
Fekety Sandra Lee 3536 Lebanon Church Rd
Fike Robert W 4817 Ball Ave
Frankovich Matilda T 243 Mellon St
Galati Christina 514 Nordeen Dr
Garrgan Carrie 337 Coal Rd
Gastrock Franklin, Hazel 287 Utah Duquesne
Gray Betty J 4830 Brierly Dr E
Grimm John A 153 Shara Dr
Guadagnolo Elvira Est 211 Shaker Dr
Hart Chester A 630 Kenny St
Hoffman Walter Jr, Alberta L c/o Karen Shea 459 Diller Ave
Hofmeister Jane S, John C 4728 Poplar St
Hogue Margaret 25d Midway Dr
Incagliato Frank, Donna RFD 1 Bellwood Rd
Incagliato Sally RFD I Bellwood Rd
Jarecki Carly Marie 1402 Village Ln
Jefferson Medical Im 925 Irwin Run Rd
Kadish Irene 701 Beech St
Karichko Roberta V 4911 Seneca Ct
Kaska Josh 140 Maryland Ave
Keeler John D 4504 Roberts St
Krek Elijah J 4805 Clover Ln
Larish Dorothy J 4830 Poplar St
Lester William 388 Utah Ave
Linn Celesta H 1308 Lower Bull Run Rd
Lostia Irene 388 Utah Ave
Lumbantoruan Saur 506 Grandview Av
Malinowski Paul F 3567 Mountain View Dr Apt 117
Malloy James 243 Utah Ave
Mattis Anna S 4216 Outlook Dr
Meggett Virginia 31n Midway Dr
Meyer Mary 744 Hazel St
Mient Irene 512 N Lewis Run Rd
Milton Sharon D 35 D Midway Dr
Moore Julia 3233 Garfield Ave
More Emery 463 Diller Ave
Myers Josephine 124 Polk Ave
Neu Maurice G 3617 Brinway Dr
Nickolls Lisa 3407 Garfld Ave
Novich Ronald S 158 Maryland Ave
Nuckels Geraldine, Earl 216 Hazel St
Olsavsky Florence, George 3625 Cherry St
Parkinson Kathleen H 4009 Fleetwood Dr
Pestrisko John S 240 Thistle Dr
Petras Denise 243 Mellon St
Price Shirley M, Carl D 1729 Morton Ave
Pryor Kerry Anne 260 Bluemont Dr
Quiznos 2033 Lebanon Church Rd
Rider Mark D 1738 Highland Ave
Ritmanich Anthony 233 Utah Ave
Robinson Gerald R 2602 New England Rd
Rodkey Shawn 800 Park Ave
Romaine Lightfoot & Fiolas Automo PO Box 3
Rubright Mary c/o Roberta Ververka 110 Lutz Ln
Rusnak George M 409 Lisa Dr
Sanburg Beatrice 500 N Lewis Run Rd Ste 111
Saporito Mildred Est, Thomas 1917 Addison Ave
Scarpino Gloria J, Vincent M 702 Commonwealth Ave
Shields & Lesko PC 5055 Buttermilk Hollow Rd
Shimko Loretta M 4941 Aspen St
Snowdawne Kenneth W 4036 Lebanon Church Rd
Stasch Catherine 104 Hampton Rd
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Surratt Nettie 11 J Midway Dr
Sutch Elizabeth S, Frank D 218 Bost Dr
Tarczy Sophie E 1816 Maine Ave
Terzich Nicholas 305 Lebanon Manor Dr
Tkach Helen 3618 Cherry St
Tolan Patrick, Anna M 150 Longvue Dr
Toliver Jezreel 512 N Lewis Run Rd 341
Troy Jeannette 3316 Duquense Ave
Tucker Harry 837 Oak St
Veney Helen 837 Oak St
Verno H A 336 Meadowlark Ln
Wallace Marceline Est 4 Marilyn Dr
Ward Terry C, Sharon 801 School St
Watkins Christopher, Rosalind 940 Thompson Run Rd
Watson Virgie J 567 Lebanon Manor Dr
White George R, Helen E 105 Glencoe Dr
Williams John N 1048 Merion Dr
Winkfield Lucille 23b Midway Dr
Wolf Florence 4437 Camelia St
West View Pa 15229
Amanfo Yaw O 106 15th St Apt 108
Caporuscio Roberto 170 Hinkel Rd
Geisler Marcella, Carol 440 Ctr Ave Apt 2b
Kvatsak John Leo 158 Georgetown Ave
Schwab Charles 214 Frankft Ave
Wexford Pa 15090
Ade Gregory W, Diane S 107 Lyndhurst Cir
Adolfo Victor 135 Short Line Ln
Albert Diane M 2205 Huntington Ct N
Amer Lung Assoc Pennsylvania Ste 2104 11676 Perry Hywy
Backstrom Brent E, Julie L 10585 Crest Rd
Baierl Automotive 10430 Perry Hwy
Baritat Elizabeth 337 Fox Meadow Dr
Bateman Peter A 3053 Wexford Rd
Behari Jaideep 285 Highview Cir
Behavioral Insights 8500 Brooktree Rd Ste 319
Beining Melinda A, Connie 120 Rowan Rd
Brown Marvin O 9000 Christopher Wren Dr Apt 307
Burns Matthew D, Stacey A 365 Twin Oak Dr
Bursic David J 304 Wagon Wheel Trail
CCP South Hills Pediatrics 11279 Perry Hwy Pine Ctr Ste 450
Chapman Richard II 447 Gass Rd
Codol Michael, Donna 2529 Riva Ridge Ct
Cui Xiaohe 5313 Sutton Place Ext
Cullers Janice K 276 Seasons Dr
Cunningham Lee 315 Frey Dr
Darcangelo Rqinie D 9111 Christopher Wren Dr
Dixon Judith 404 Forest Trail Dr
Dmg I LLC Gigliotti Properties 11279 Perry Hwy Ste 509
Donnell Sara C 1603 Harewood Sq
Dowiak Kelly 6000 Christopher Wren Dr Apt 101
Ference John, June A 9971 Parkland Dr
Fidelity Mgmt Trust 832 Hillcrest
Fitzgerald Ashley 59 Longvue Ave
Francic Stephen 502 Sherbrook Ct
Georgiadis Gus P 221 Ash Ct
Gerard Alma M 504 Indian Pine Ln
Givens Adam L 603 Ashley Pl
Halferty Carolyn 9863 Tomahawk Traile
Healy Donald F 2508 Shadowbrook Dr
Hill Robert J Apt 103 3000 Conifer Ct
Howard Hanna Ins Svc 2100 Coorate Dr Ste 275
Kass Gerji Debra 100 Rabold Dr
Kaushik Neeraj 10272 Rinaman Rd
Kemp Edward 9984 Parkland
Kloss Virginia S, Alton G Hunter S Point 2573 A Grouse Ridge
Kluge Jack 194 Swinderman Rd
Koram Kwaku 10326 Ridgecrest Pointe
La & Asso LLC 10523 Forest Hill Dr Unit 2B
Lantzy Acf Erin, Alan 21005 Huntington Ct S
Leahy Helen S, John F 116 Deerfield Dr
Livezey Bradley 122 Hill Rd
Londino Gregory A 2693 Timberglen Dr
Marcouiller Robert J Sr 2584 Matterhorn Dr
Microbac Labs Inc 2000 Coorate Ctr Dri
Milbert Emma 80 Orchard View Rd
Minton Julia 4000 Conifer Ct
Moreno Connie 135 Short Line Ln
Morris Eugene C 1223 Country Oak Dr
Navarra Insurance Assocs Inc 16055 Perry Hwy
Nexus Promotions 2512 Acorn Ct
Novak Michael R, Marilyn L 2504 Shadowbrook Dr
Nussbaum Joseph H, Gloria B 1373 Peninsula Cir
Pelly Contracting 150 Lake Dr #103
Pietrzynski Boleslaus Est 6400 Brooktree Ct Ste 150
Pollock Engineering General Counsel or President 5500 Brooktree Rd Ste 200
Posteraro Lauren 2510 Matterhorn Dr
Quamco Inc PCC Specialty Products Attn Harold Tynes 11676 Perry Hwy
Quantpro Inc PO Box 165
Quivers Eric S 3000 Conifer Ct #119
Ralph Gaudio MD Ltd Emp Pension Plan c/o Ongart Chuensumran MD 10025 Grubbs
Rd
Rees David L Sr RR 3
Romano Alba A 10220 Country Manor Ln
Salisbury Dorothy K 461 Pinkerton Rd
Savvides Marios 506 Eagle Ct
Shinn Elliott T 6200 Brooktree Ste 110
Shukla Reena 10272 Rinaman Rd
Shults Ford Wexford 10401 Perry Hwy
Sommer Theodore L 2635 Fountain Hills Dr
Strutz Frank 140 Rosscommon Rd PO Box 1171
Swaminathan Vanitha 285 Highview Cir
Szanto Albert 140 Rosscommon Rd PO Box 1171
Van Kirk John N 25618 Pheasant Run Rd
Vecchio Garth V 2508 Shadowbrook
Vertis Inc 11279 Perry Hwy Ste 503
Voelker Patricia S, A F Jr 2508 Acorn Ct
Wang Xiaoming 5313 Sutton Place Ext
Weight Automotive Group Inc 11015 Rte 19
Wilfong Carol RR 2
Witman Anita D 2526 Matterhorn Dr
Zabierowsky Judy 110 High Oak Dr
Whitaker Pa 15120
Collins Phyllis B 156 Hamilton St
Kowalski Jas 229 Mifflin St
Mcmanigal Thomas 205 E 19th Ave
White Oak Pa 15131
Barone Anthony T, Theresa J 1606 Hill St
Candelore Louis 1209 1/2 Monongahela Blvd
Cheripka Ronald Sr, Ronald 3210 Turner St
Chervenak Steven 1640 Fawcett Ave
Chrysler Dodge of White Oak 1234 Long Run Rd
Elash Deborah A 1942 Lincoln Way
Gibson Richard G, Martha L 3612 Pond Way
Haller Mary M 1700 Lower Heckman Rd
Karen Martin Dba Martins Fruit Basket 1963 Lincoln Way
Kelly Eleanor D 152 Royal Oak Dr
Kelmar Margaret 2205 Cypress St
Kuznicki Frances M, Robert C 1605 California Ave
Lewis Sam 2902 Kelly
Macdonald Richard 3511 Foster Rd
Malloy H Est 213 Sunset Dr
Mcaraw John 3107 Capitol St
Mcdonald Dan 2071 Thomas Dr
Moller Michelle 1234 Long Run Rd
Oakley Stephen J 110 Victoria Dr
Simpson Donna J 1121 Ctr St Ext
Skovrando Craig M 2100 Tomco Ln
Studio 206 c/o Ronald or Staci 2622 Poinsetta Dr
Swanson Wanda H 1407 California Ave
Wallace Patricia I 1827 Hill St
Walters Dana 2902 Kelly
Welsh Thomas, Ruth 1809 Vermont Ave
Wentroble Patricia L, William M 102 Sharp Rd
West Penn AAA Tvl Agency 2001 Lincoln Way
WRC Ind Sales Inc 1966 Lincoln Way #300
Wilkinsburg Pa 15221
Bowyer Walter N Sr, Sarah 718 Ardmore Blvd
Coleman John, Alice 1237 Marrow St
Crawford Charla E 815 Pitt St
Douglass Barbara L 2040 E Kendon Dr
Favor Darol 1368 Marlboro Ave
Ferrin Ellaine, James 743 E End Ave
Gaskell William W, Ruth N 1421 Ctr St
Gilloly Elizabeth J 206 Lenox Ave
Glova Miron, Agnes 808 West St
Hamilton James A 814 Penn Ave
HRS Services 908 Ctr St
Jackson Lettye P, Raymond 427 Ctr St
Langbein Margaret Est 1300 Wood St
Moore Dnelle S 1815 Penn Ave Apt 7
Nelson Wayman 308 Kelly Ave
Nisbet Robert, Laura 1420 Coal St
Snowden William B 1717 Penn Ave Apt 720
Williams Melissa 1300 Singer Place Apt 1
Wilmerding Pa 15148
AGL Enterprises 240 Wall Ave
Bonney Owen J PO Box 224
Evanovich Michael, Dorothy 371 Shady Ave
Frydrych Edward 6 Locust St South
Kerrigan Sean 413 Commerce St
Lawther William 914 Airbrake Ave
Maddox Kenneth 314 Commerce St
Obrien Diane M, John J 206 Wall Ave
Pathfinder Cu 201 Airbrake Ave
Polojac Olga H 417 Herman Ave
Prugar Michael 219 Kline Ave West
Waite Matthew 426 Pennsylvania Ave
Armstrong County
Apollo Pa 15673
Davis Glenn P PO Box 435 North
Heasley Violet Est PO Box 560 North
Palmer Pearl 223 RR St N
Schooting Robert PO Box 55 North
Stewart Theodore R 223 RR St N
Cadogan Pa 16212
Boguslawski Adam PO Box 78
Hika Stephen 238 Prospect Ave PO Box 161
Cowansville Pa 16218
ABC Surgical LLC 882 E Brady Rd
Blackledge Kayla V 174 Watersonville Rd
Four Seasons 2408 River Rd
Hill Mary A RR 1
Jambeth Invest E Brady Rd
Mccaskill Wesley T 1401 SR 268
Schermer Kirk D 845 Wattersonville Rd
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Dayton Pa 16222
Cain Lois A PO Box 4
Capizzi Margaruite 282 Washington Ave
Cornish Van A II 554 Washington Ave Unit B
Daniels Marling D, Karen 191 Chestnut Rd
Hart Cathy S RD 1 Box 193
Nichols D R 1129 SR 1028
Trbovich Milka 237 Large Ave
Young Michael E 391 SR 1041
Distant Pa 16223
Laborde Connie C, Lewis PO Box 132
Elderton Pa 15736
Applachian Well Service PO Box 286
Ford City Pa 16226
Anderson William H RR 3 Box 293b
Andys Supermarket Inc 415 Armstrong St
Bartony Kathleen Diane, Henry E 613 10th St
Bower Ella T 1335 6th Ave
Bowers Jefferey, Margaret 1027 7th Ave
Butches Bargains Inc 502 Main St
Coon Mary L 538 Neal Ave
Cornish Van RFD 1 Box 27
Crooked Creek Inn Inc Crooked Creek Dam Rd
Danihel Diane K, Helen B, Richard D 2116 Pleasantview Dr
Dillard Minnie E, Robert 408 5th St
Eljer Inc 1301 Eljer Way
Fijal Mary Ellen, Adolph 1204 3rd Ave
Gaiser Jason D 435 4th Ave
Gibson Marjorie G, Thomas 1112 5th Ave
Heilman Florence A 1335 6th Ave
Hidinger Elsie M RD 3 Box 20
Hnatiow Mary A 718 5th Ave
Home Robert D 1032 4th Ave
Jackson Leroy 632 Ridge Ave
Klimbowicz Thomas E 121 Geidel Rd
Klingensmith Eleanor Z RD 3 PO Box 297
Leard Robert 936 E 3rd Ave
Livengood Harold C 1035 Main St
Miller Megan 2005 Pleasantview Dr Apt 31
Myers Albert F, Jessie 214 Piper Dr #5
Odrey Katherine T, Nicholas G Piaza Apts 15 923 4th Ave Apt Y
Ridley Walter A 308 Ford St Apt 3
Riggle Mitchell T 563 Logansport Rd
Robertson Gloria S, Scott V RR 1
Sherrod Gayle 721 4th Ave
Smith Ella 721 4th Ave
Thompson Hazel E RD 3 Box 20
Thompson John E 1323 4th Ave
Tomasnich Andrew 615 13th St
Fordcliff Pa 16228
Bowser Lillian G, Fred L RD 2
Knopic Debra M 625 Painter Ave
Freeport Pa 16229
Ayers Barbara E 162 Striker Rd
Brestensky Louis A Jr 665 Freeport Rd
Chodkowski Patrici 205 Fourth St
Clayton John 52 Main St Apt 2
Cloutman Leonard R 848 Freeport Rd
Consentino Joseph 229 River Forest Dr
Dedola Salvatore 111 Bobcat Lance
Devlin Electric Inc 106 Brdview Dr
Fair Jeffrey 887 Freeport Rd
Gordon Thomas 105 Mckean Rd
Herleman Laura A 22 Windcrest Ln
Hill Carrie 205 Fourth St
Kendall Agent Helen 8555 S Lewis Ave 150
Kristofik Anna 109 Whitetail Ln
Lindsay Thomas R 220 Iron Bridge Rd
Linn Cynthia L 118 Locust Dr
Majocha Sandra L 411 Riverside Dr Apt 503
Mason Jonathan D 118 Settlers Ct
Meckley Zelda c/o Harvey O Meckley 170 Old Pike Rd
Medical Emergency Data Systems Inc 301 C Second St
NGP Inc 202 Armstrong Dr Northpointe Industrial Park
Reed Helen E 411 Riverside Dr Apt 509
Smith William C 705 Freeport Rd
Suran Ashleigh M, Barbara J 211 Buffalo St
Suran Cassandra Leigh, Barbara J 211 Buffalo St
Suran Barbara J PO Box 480
Uptegraph Roberta E 231 Butternut Way
Kittanning Pa 16201
Allegheny Mineral Corpora PO Box 1022
Anthony Ronald C RD 1 Box 239
Avinash Aggarwal MD 401 Pine Hill Rd
Bash Keith 705 North Mcean St
Beck Margaret Kittanning Care Ctr RD 1 Box 27c Rte 422 East
Belles William 1040 Wilson Ave
Blystone Jennifer 119 6th St
Bowser Kathleen M c/o Kathy A Samaj 396 Pony Farm Rd
Brock John R 127 Rebecca St
Bruce James E RD 5 Box 115
Bruce Martha M 138 Queen St
Catanzaro Matthew J 212 Oak Dr
Cerutti Rebecca J RR 4
Chamberlain Louis 321 N Mckean St
Christie Zona L RR 4 Box 132a
Claypoole James J 330 Franklin Ave
Cochran Deborah A, Douglas L 2142 Freeport Rd
Crytzer Clarence W RD 5 Box 103
Davenport Deborah D RR 7 Box 341
Davidson Jean Marie RD 1 Box 191
Dickey Betty L RR 3 Box 346
Douglas William 409 Keystone Blvd
Faber Helen M RR 1 Box 27c
Fehl Linda D RD 4 Box 119
Ferguson Robert E, Edna B Pat Desiderio 306 Campbell Dr
Flick Bradley 725 Woodward Ave
Ford James F Jr 350 Butler Rd
Hahn Mary Gail 424 Highland Ave
Helm Geraldine R, W S 511 Highland Ave
Hileman Gary A 109 Meadow Ln
Hockenberry Sondra L, Brent R 303 Rear Mckinley St
Hooks Grace I Rte 3
Hough Clifford L, Betty J 10 Butler Rd
John Frederick L Sr, Frederick L 206 S Mckean St
Keefer Derian D 180 Fox Hollow Rd
Kirkwood Michael K 303 Ridge Ave
Lemmon Evner M 1601 Orr Ave
Mccullough Kenneth T 115 Queen St Apt C
Mcilwain Jolene R RR 2 Box 227f
Mckinley Florence, Judith 772 Cadogan Slate Lick Rd
Mcmaster Bertha P Apt 3 100 N Grant Ave
Mercy Primary Care PO Box 70
Miller Hartman Inc 910 N Water St
Mull Kay 308 Bluff St Rear
Nolte Chevrolet 177 S Jefferson St
Oldfield Sarah J 303 Ridge Ave
Oliver David A RR 4
Painter Russell E Sr, Oma 317 N Mckean St
Pasekoff Doretta M 232 W High St
Reesmans Auto Body 481 Iron Brg Rd
Rosebud Mining Co 301 Market St
Round Jeffrey A RR 4
Rupps Appliance 206 Butler Rd
Scalise Susan M 424 Highland Ave
Schuey James F 240 Cedar Dr
Scrabot Eugene RR 8 Box 270
Serbin Ann M RR 5 Box 378
Shaffer Ruth M 214 Pine St Campell Manor
Shotts Genevieve I, Rose M 195 1/2 Poplar St
Smith Myrna E RR 6
Snyder Armclar Gas Co PO Box 1022
Stephenson Rosella A RR 2 383
Stubrick Kenneth C RR 5 Box 348
Sutton Timothy F, Connie M 245 Pleasant View Dr
Toy Gregory Kevin 615 Ferne Dr
Vega Rose Marie, Paul O R D & Saddle Club Rd
Walker Motor Company 126 N Jefferson St
Weary Carol A 424 Highland Ave
White George C 1521 Johnston Ave
Wiegel Marcy L Rivercliff Tr Annex 322 N Mckean St
Wilson Lloyd E, Paul E 931 Wilson St
Yeomans Michael, Julia E 309 Market St
Zeigler Dennis W RR 3
Zeiglere Ronald P RR 3 Box 336b
Zimmerman Sara W PO Box 752
Leechburg Pa 15656
Albertson Florence K, John Jr 523 Wills Ln
Bogany Robert L, Mary 133 1/2 Siberian Ave
Camp James H RR 1 Box 245
Carter John C 6481 Shearsburg Rd
Claypool Richard R 329 Anderson Ave
Dodd Sarah V RR 2 Box 1507
Family Wellness Center dba James A Humphrey 1181 SR 356
Filer David B c/o Brian Scott PO Box 145
Fryer Robert 86 3rd St
Golier Anna 167 Church Rd
Gruber Daniel 371 Pleasant Hill Rd
Hagins Charles C 150 Lois Ln
Hallam Sandra J 27 Stitt Ave
Hilltop Services RD 5 Box 1267 Rt 66
Iellimo Jeffery R 63 Siberian Ave
Jarrod Kuchars 2052 Lucesco Rd
Lasko Travis J 566 Spang Ave
Mcfall Paula L, Dennis 5883 Rte 356
Mcginnis Mary Ann 1489 White Cloud Rd
Miskinis Rena V RR 5 Box 970
Mozga Margaret 57 Siberian Ave
Nationwide c/o Bouchat Agency 2114 Freeport Rd
Orr Nyle E 127 1/2 Lincoln Ave
Paprocki Cora S 1816 SR 356
Pezzana Gertrude 86 3rd St
Pisarcik Joseph J 981 Pleasant Hill Rd
Porter Robert H Pine Camp Rd
Ravetto Joseph L 366 Penn Ave
Shaner Robert 603 Market St
Shick Raymond, Carol 4250 Melwood Rd
Stegner Howard, Ruth D RR 4 Box 485
Thompson Tina 1960 SR 356
Manorville Pa 16238
Armrose Edith M Box 62 Railroad St
Lefchik William R PO Box 144
Manorville Development Corp PO Box 189
Ridenour Albert B PO Box 226
Smith Cathy A Box 185 Water St
Snyder Richard P 802 Water St
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McGrann Pa 16236
Farester David S PO Box 27
Kensky William PO Box 159
Mores Sandra J 117 School St PO Box 103
Phillips Leone PO Box 64
Parker Pa 16049
Caldwell Linda S 121 Easy St
Germain Bernadette A 103 Seward St
Hagan Jeffrey N RR 3 Box 212
Henry Cathy D 2481 Rt 368
Hillard Charles F, Jean E RD 2 Box 50
Perry Mary E 339 Hagentown Rd
Roessing Elizabeth PO Box 323
Schnell Kathleen 2010 Rt 368
Wassum David R RR 2 43
Rural Valley Pa 16249
Arbuckle Celia A PO Box 415
Calle Jose L RR 1
Hall Mae Box 155
Mccullough Miriam A, M M c/o B&E Inc RR 31
Swineford William V 249 SR 2006
Sagamore Pa 16250
Prusasky Edward E 341 8th St
Troutman George M PO Box 42
Templeton Pa 16259
Adams Donald P RR 2
Brust Effie RR 2
Powell Lisa L RR 1
Sharrer Dominic 198 Anderson Rd
Worthington Pa 16262
Aztat LLC dba Z Mart Box 1025 Rte 422 East
Brown Kathy 127 Torry Ireland Rd
Bureau Lauren L 152 Beagle Clib Rd
Forester Florence 127 Torry Ireland Rd
Guminey Bryan 1297 Butler Rd
Hartman Edwin 1010 Craigsville Rd
Kohnle Clara 120 Lakeside Dr
Yatesboro Pa 16263
Cosgrov Marilyn Ann 269 Maple St
Beaver County
Aliquippa Pa 15001
Adelsberg Kevin 404 Crum Lynne Rd
AKA Arrow Teminals LP 150 Pleasant Dr Ste 200
Anderson Henry, Mattie 243 Spaulding St
Andres Mary 344 Beaver Ave
Antonio Mary L 1811 Wade St Ext
Anzio Maria 1046 Irwin St
Ayers Kathleen A 2345 Brodhead Rd
Bargerstock George, F E RR 3 Box 384
Baron Rebecca, Robert 605 Grand Ave
Battalini Joe 1214 Wade St
Behrle James E, Diana M 134 Christy Dr
Belatcha Lucille 2073 Brodhead Rd
Boucher Elden R 4439 SR 151
Brinza Christina L 2216 Brodhead Rd
Brougher Michael K 101 Raccoon Creek Rd
Bumgardner Shawn A RR 3 Box 370
Burton Rosie 143 Monroe St PO Box 461
Butler Jeff R 1696 Mercer St
Capaldi Francis 1612 Irwin St
Chags Restaurant & Cater 3146 Brodhead Rd
Chetlin Jeffrey D DDS 1001 20th St
Clements Umbert E 107 Monahan St
Club Car Inc 216 Pleasant Dr
Conlon Jane H, Kevin 3347 Brodhead Rd Apt 7d
Cook Brian 337 Linmar Ter
Cosby Bessie M 751 Griffith St
Crowe Kristin L, Sharon 1311 Sunset Ave
Cvetichan Daniel, Ellen RR 2 Box 76 1/2
Davis James 106 Patterson Ave
Delgreco Vicki M 219 Princeton Dr
Delguzzo Antonia 220 Jarvis St
Delmonte Kylee 99 Whitehall Ave
Dents Damien Lamont 1307 Boundary St
Desantis James A 1623 Davidson St
Deveney Shaun H, John H 4302 Beverly Dr
Dinello Frances Est, Albert 109 Hopwell
Divito Michael D 1303 Wade St
Dixon Judy c/o Florida Loan Dis Trus 4000 Industrial Blvd
Domitrovich Wilhelmina, Nicholas R 17 High
Evans Donald 401 Sheffield Ave
Federal Home Loan Mortgage 4000 Industrial Blvd
Flowserve c/o TCI 216 Pleasant Dr
Fox Patricia 401 Harper Rd
Frazier Frank 142 Temple
Frederick Michael J 160 Baker St
Freeman Joe 1010 Irwin St
Friend Douglas W, Edwin D 106 Bridget St
Gaines Vivian RR2 Box 532
Garabedian Marilyn D 1350 Lindberg Ave
Gardlik Katherine M 113 Waugaman St
Garner Willie B 1339 Green St
Genes Mary E 335 Linmar Ter
Gentile Dorothy J, Anthony W 3196 N Brodhead Rd
Geo Romantine Albert 241 Beaver Ave
Gileot Michael J 1821 Irwin St
Global Material Svcs LLC 150 Pleasant Dr Ste 200
Glovier Clarence J, Thomas C 113 Cardiff Dr
Gray Ruby 208 4th Ave
Green Mary L 159 6th Ave
Gurchak Kevin, Diane 2221 Neish Ave
Gutowski Irene Kvatsak Trt 1298 Airport Rd
Hall Marie 105 Lantern Ln
Hill Walter C III 1516 Kennedy Blvd
Hodge Mary A 2905 Kane Rd
Hudson Ivan G, John 1043 Wade St
Ingram Louise 773 Griffith St
Jackson Rashaan, Robert 305 Wyke St
Jackson Irene 401 Sheffield Ave
Jeter Barth 243 Spaulding St
Jolliffe Lucille M Est, C 831 22nd St
Jones Helen M 715 Monaca Rd
Kalamas Eugenia 78 Sheffield
Kalenak Alexander Eric 173 Richard Dr
Kastler Shane 644 Golf Course Rd
Katrappa Angelo R, Rose 309 Park
Kearns Catherine 893 SR 18
Kennedy Dana 225 Smith Rd
Kiliany Robert Edward 2339 Ritchie St
Kraus John N Est 200 Diamond St
Kravitch Machine Co 4148 Rte 151
Krnaich Mitchell A 123 Ingles St
Krotec Joseph J 1720 Pierce St
Kubanda John Jr, John 1019 Maine Ave
Lapcevich Nick, M 3109 Ridge Ave
Lawrella Ida Mae 401 Harper Rd
Lee Zetta R 757 Griffith St
Lejeune Alma 800 SR 18
Lewis Leona, Roy 1718 Vanburen St
Link National 400 Corporation Dr
Litton Loan Servicing 400 Corporation Dr
Longo Dominic 1021 Duke St
Mandalakas Lambrine Apostolo 1041 Sweet Brier Dr
Mcbride Virginia A 2104 Forge Dr
Mccallum Carrie 265 Hopewell Ave
Mclaughlin Ophelia 224 Wykes St
Mcnnie James J 134 Sawyer Dr
Mesko Karen 2415 Marion St
Metalwerks PMD Inc 401 Steel St
Michael Motors 2637 Brodhead Rd
Mike William N, Isabel 155 W Shaffer Rd
Miklos Elizabeth 1515 Elgin St
Milinkovich Mary 213 Highland Ave
Milligan Sam 130 Parrish Rd
Morris Mary L 374 Linmar Ter
Morrow Deloris PO Box 339
Morrow Jimmy 117 Carroll St Apt B
Murdoch Christy 98 Figley Ave
Muscovich Vada PO Box 339
Mustach Lillian J 613 Allegheny Ave
Nadzam Marianne PO Box 1194
Nanasi Edward J, Olga Harris 2373 Hospital Dr
National Link 400 Corporation Dr
Neighborhood Legal S 266 Franklin Ave
Normile Catherine 160 Oliver St
Perry Timothy L 2111 Lynwood Dr
Pinkney Clyde A, Wayne L, Genevia 706 Davis St
Pittavino Maria R 111 Brookhaven Dr
Poola Samuel T 177 Calhoun Rd
Premiere Asset Svcs 1108 Main St
Ramey Johnnie M 434 Franklin Ave Apt 310
Rash Garrett H, Sue W 1013 Lexington Dr
Robinson Lyonel 650 Monaca Rd
Rodden Rosemarie 1021 Duke St
Ross Carmella Est 124 1st Ave
Salmon Alfreda, Hazel 133 3rd Ave
Salyers Mary Ann 644 Golf Course Rd
Scheetz Conrad L 2329 Mill St
Scott Blanche 202 Todd St
Seidler Shirley 117 Carroll St Apt B
Service Link Main CDA 4000 Industrial Blvd
Servicelink Citi Pa Main Ldta Escrow 4000 Industrial Blvd
Shop N Save Hope Well 3951 Brodhead Rd
Sims Robert L 11 Mount Vernon Dr
Slaughter Michele A 500 Hill St
Smith Linda L, Bruce A 145 Turkmar Dr
Smith Roy C 4040 Harvey Dr
Sobeski Linet M 2034 Cir Dr
Stacy Henrietta M 189 Spring St
Starcher Larry 101 Amy Dr
Styfurak George PO Box 1194
Tatum James K Dr 109 Academy Dr
Thornton Charlie L 132 Albert St
Thornton Clyde A 706 Davis St
Thorton Ollie M 132 Albert St
Tonio Kath 2023 Mclean St
Tranelli Virginia E 2008 S Trillium Dr
Tranum Grover T, Cheryl 105 Moreland St
Tucker Nick C 1220 Ridgeway Ave
Ungers Freight Svcs 2002 Rte 18
Upsdisp4000 Svc Link 400 Corporation Dr
Urda Mary S 2019 Irwin St
Wallace Christine 4120 Springer Dr
Waters Ruth A 3965 Washington St Apt 4a
Weaver Georgia A, George E 1519 Elgin St
Welch John 11 Lynlar St
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West Charlie C, Mary 181 6th Ave
Wright Christine J, Janet 181 Baker St
Yun Dong Mei 4212 Orchard St
Yurko Michael 340 Linmar Plan
Zubasic Mike 2509 Woodbine Rd
Ambridge Pa 15003
Adrian Anita M 347 Locust St
Antolic Anastasia 943 Ridge Rd
Baker Richard A 323 Maplewood Av 2nd
Barnett Anita 157 Maplewood Ave
Barnhart Hazel L 1517 Schell Dr
Berry Edward C, June M 182 1st St
Bowan William 10220 Rice Ave
Brandt Robert 134 Fairview Ave
Catalina Louis F 2101 Duss Ave
Chad Gray 603 Duss Ave
Clements Gary 467 Merchant St Apt 3
Creese Grace L 899 Melrose Ave
Dais Victoria L 643 Olive Ln Apt 2
Davis James B 1316 Duss Ave Apt 4
Deluca Donette M 112 Fairview Ave
Druzak Medical Inc Retirement Savings Pl 200 1st St
Dzubak Anna F 320 Locust St
Epperson Carissa L 353 Maplewood Av 1ft
Esseck Rudolph B, Kathryn 1535 Ray Rd
Esseck Rudolph B, Kathryn 1551 Ray Rd
Evans Patricia 755 Merchant St
Exterior Systems Inc 2921 Duss Ave
Fenton Daryl 1532 Laurel Ave
Fischer Terri 112 Fairview Ave
Foodland 283 Henning/Merchant St
Galloway Lynn 200 Merchant St
Gintner Raymond Jr, Lena S Ann St Ridge Rd Ext
Glomb Tara 1008 11th St
Gross Scott C 58 Longvue Cir
Haggerty Margaret 542 Maplewood Av
Hearns John W 926 Lenz Ave
Heine Elizabeth 500 Beaver Rd Apt 901
Jakubik Rose M 703 Melrose Ave 1f
Kuczynsky Katherine Ambridge Towers 910
Kushner Ann Ambridge Towers 910
Kuttler John J 620 Maplewood Ave
Lauf Marcia 2251 Ridge Rd Ext
Lppolito Gary 460 14th St
Martin Curtis A Freds Divot 816 Merchant St
Matzie Jeanette V 208 Elm Rd
Mazur William P 724 13th St
Mcmullen Madaline, Thomas, Rita 920 Ridge Rd
Melnick Alice E 500 Beaver Rd Apt 210
Mijatov Milan 156 Maplewood Ave
Mustio Kim R 8 Kroker St E
Napper Alice 401 Merchant St
Pasco Rose 825 12th St
Pic N Save 2910 Duss Ave
Pipchok Carolyn R Est 273 13th St Apt 2
Reyes Jose 121 Locust St
Rhodes Carol Anne 943 Ridge Rd
Richcreek Melvina Est 1512 Beaver Rd
Seibel Mary 1398 Church
Shafer Robert 1411 Beaver Rd
Shea Stanley Jr 722 19th St
Shoop William 311 Locust St
Simon James PO Box 308
Simuro Mark Sloan 352 Merchant St
Skinger Victoria 321 Ambridge Ave
Smith Jewell B 619 Olive Ln
Strgar Edward 1124 Duss Ave
Szuchy John M 2622 Manning St
Tomley Edna 705 Olive Ln
Trapp Paula 311 Locust St
Travis Bruce A 1955 Watchill Dr
Trudel Evelyn D 723 Maplewood Ave
Truth Stephen 605 Melrose Ave
Vronoski Loretta W 14 Beech St
Wachtel Joseph 214 Locust St
Weber James B 300 4th Apt 304
Worldclass Processing 21 Century Dr
Wuycik David W, Walter 1000 Kennedy Dr
Baden Pa 15005
American Kwik Leasing 921 Rose St
Baker Dennis 410 State St
Baldwin Naomi H 116 Green Forest Dr
Berger Thomas 105 Checkerberry Dr
Bergfelt Teresa D 410 Cliff Rd
Brown Eleanor 532 Holmes Ave
Dablock Shane 417 Phillips St
Davison Robert 156 Mary Reed Rd
Dipietro Rosemarie E 3011 Conway Wallrose Rd
Domitrovich Wilhelmina, Nicholas R 522 Mellon Ave
Fleming Kevin 175 Anthony Wayne Tr
Friend James N Thomas M Mrahunec Revocable Trust 901 Hoenig Rd
Gross Louis Est 2864 Conway Wallrose Rd
Hanich Andy 601 Virginia Ave
Jarzynka Anthony M 25 North Ave
Kaltenberger Matthew W 213 Dogwood Ci
Kanouff Charles W 664 Market St
Kloos Lisa Ann 131 Winter Set Dr
Knechtel Ira Corinne L 90 Concord Church Rd
Kucharski Walter S, Mary 430 State St
Kutschker Alfred 308 Parkhill Rd
Lessyk Camilla 307 Summerfield Dr
Livitski Nancy A 2701 Ridge Rd Ext
Luft Sadie RR 1
Luzzi Ronald J, Laura J 3 Market St Ext
Mumford Burla R 137 Forest Green Dr
Niehenke Blanche E 664 Market St
Niehenke Florence M RR 1
Norris Richard P 116 Registry Ln
Oconner Deborah 434 Camilla St
Oconnor Thomas 875 Schiller St
Pawkovich Marguerite 45 Crest St
Perry Darla PO Box 404064
Porter Sandra R 116 Registry Ln
Redmond Donald M 125 Mary Reed Rd
Robinson David 400 Sunset Dr
Russo Geraldine 413 Bauman Ave
Santarelli Frances 3011 Conway Wallrose Rd
Scott Craig 840 Union Ave
Shearer Geraldine 98 Anthony Wayne Tr
State Street Research 90 Concord Church Rd
Stecki Marie V 25 North Ave
Takacs Margaret 358 Camilla St
Ter Mar Inc 3762 Duss Ave
Tustin Nicole A 60 Berry St
Wash Inn 3870 Watson St
Willoughby Clarence, Alma J RR 1
Beaver Pa 15009
Allen Jack E 110 Pinkerton Dr
Ambler Douglas, Autumn C 476 4th St Apt 108
Antionline LLP 605 Third St
Bates Frances H 620 Beacom Dr
Beaver Baseball Boos 495 Second St
Bell Jacqueline c/o Beaver Valley Geriatric Ct Dutch Ridge Rd
Bingle Patrick 400 Fair Ave
Bowan Brett A 107 Duncan Cir
Boyd Gerald R Est 274 Friendship #102
Brown Richard, Mary, Fred 632 3 Rd Ave
Brown Terri D 1780 Second St
Buzza Scott 104 Maplewood Dr
Carey John T Dr 1450 Dutch Ridge Rd
Chase Joseph , Chase Sharon 124 Congressional Dr
Clark Marian E c/o Douglas 804 Tpke St
Cozart Elizabeth M 247 Friendship Cir
Davis Mary C, Rhea 480 Market St Apt 11
Dawson Terry L Est 430 College Ave
Dibenedetto Christine F 445 State Ave Ste 2
Dobbs Gage 1920 Tuscawaras Rd
Donaldson Marion 246 Friendship Cir Bvgc
Dudkovich Thomas Est Friendship Ridge Snf 246 Friendship Cir
Family Practice Center 9 Pear Tree Way
Fissinger Toni 332 5th St
Forbes James C Jr, Mary Ann 1004 2nd St
George Ollie Q Carolyn R Frye POA 952 2nd St
Gordon Health Ventures 276 E End Ave
Granito Evelyn Friendship Ridge Snf 246 Friendship Cir
Hannen Robert 380 Park St
Harn Eva 1300 Sharon Rd
Headley Dorothy Est Friendship Ridge Snf 246 Friendship Cir
Heeney Catherine Friendship Ridge 246 Friendship Cir
Hennessy Joseph Est Friendship Ridge 246 Friendship Cir
Hodge David L PO Box 339
Icenhour William C 1101 Riverside Dr W
Izotic Michael 21 D St
Javonovich Rose 815 Dutch Ridge Rd Apt 118
Johns Martha E 680 Canal St 519
Johnson John 480 Beaver St
Kasi Krishna K 2 Peartree Way
Keifer Jack 123 Birch St
Kelly Joseph DC 4995 Tusca Plaza
Kolback Michelle L, James H Jr 105 Crandon Cir
Lawson Angela M 110 Pinkerton Dr
Leasure Amy J 1010 4th St
Ledzinski Ann 5190 Tusca Rd
Lincoln Park Perform 1000 Third St
Majors Esther M Friendship Ridge 246 Friendship Cir
Mancing Joanne F 1790 2nd St
Mcgrath Debra A 700 Tpke St
Merrills Landing 610 Midland Beaver Rd
Miller Antoinette J 246 Friendship Cir Apt 410
Moffett Richard L, Louise W 5340 Tuscarawas Rd
Neighborhood Legal Svcs Assn Stone Point Landing Ste 104 500 Market St
Neish Heather P 1150 2nd St
Netherland Margaret B 680 Canal St King Beaver Apt 505
Orndorf Beverly 2985 Tuscarawas Rd
Park Gilson K Iv Apts No 201 478 4th St
Patrick Aidan 2875 Dutch Ridge Rd
Perez Shannon M 2875 Dutch Ridge Rd
Piatt Doug 200 Division St
Quest Development LLC 274 3rd Ave
Raczkowski Drvann 5190 Tusca Rd
Redmond William C IV, Karen Sue 3855 Tuscarawas Rd
Reinhardt Rebecca 435 Dutch Ridge Rd
Robinson Marian A 470 Market St Apt 14
Ross Bertha C 109 Appletree Dr
Rumbaugh Barton 229 Commerce St
Sakkas Marianna 3095 Tuscarawas Rd
Schanck James L 110 Wishart Dr
Schatz William H, Dora B 5485 Dutch Ridge Rd
Schetlin Doris T 112 Coleman Dr
Sepp Anna 4415 Tuscarawas Rd
Shephard Josephine 804 Tpke St
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Shriver Donald J 580 Pine Grove Rd
Shugert Barbara M, John 175 Orchard St
Shutey Shirley W, John J 114 Maplewood Dr
Smith Lucille L, Robert L 1 M St Van Buren Hms
Specht Charles 628 Midway Dr
Steuman Corrine 918 Mulberry St
Stiffey Amy Marie, Jerry R 2655 Dutch Ridge Rd
TDS LLC 664 Riverside
Thompson Richard, Mary Box 174 R1
Tri State Medical Group Inc 605 Sharon Rd
Tristate Medical Group 2 Peartree Way
Ulizio Anthony 1308 Spring Ln
Valley M Facilities Fmpc 1000 Dutch Ridge Rd
Vasilios Georgia S 1200 Mulberry St
Villas of La Montana LLC 1198 Mulberry St
Waggoner David P 1701 Second St
Welsh Helen J Est 811 Riverside Dr
Wilson Martha 427 Wayne St Park Apt C
Wito T Shirt Fund 921 Mulberry St
Wolff Donna Mae, William 3715 Tuscarawas Rd
Zurik Lucinda, John PO Box 371 789 2nd St
Beaver Falls Pa 15010
Adams Daniel 143 Curtis Dr
Alexander Mary E 907 4th Ave #R
Anderson Betty M 3239 4th Ave 4f
Anderson Donald 1101 10th Ave
Atkins Chad 1010 24th St
Bachtel Elizabeth, Elmer 318 13th St
Ball Warren V 1008 7th Ave 7a
Barzel Mary E 2719 20th St Ext
Baumgarner Gordon W 311 Thompson Run Rd
Beard Lashunta, Danita 1701 16th Ave
Beard Danita 1701 16th Ave
Beaver County Collision Center 1010 24th St
Berardi Michael 42 Pleasant View Homes
Best Beulah Est 4225 4th Ave
Bischoff Theodore 2911 13th Ave
Bregar Thomas Est 11 Sunnyhill Dr
Brightwell Patricia Mary, Alicia M, Steven C 810 2nd Ave
Brodbeck Scott 516 32nd St
Brown Joseph E 2609 8th Ave
Brown Michael 2430 8th Ave
Brown Virginia 287 Hickory Dr
Burdine Donald L 1610 17th Ave
Burtner Miriam L 161 Mckinley Rd
Cantamessa Diane, John 125 Oakville Rd
Cater Kenneth, Mabel Mt Rt 15
Clark Marian 811 Lincoln Pl
Cleckley Todavia 1423 9th Ave
Compton George Sr, Edna S 300 38th St Apt 3
Contes Henrietta W, William E 429 4th Ave
Cook Howard E, Mary R 2801 Orchard St
Creese Joann 3239 4th Ave 4f
Davidson Roy James, William E 421 39th St
Denome Carol D 1329 6th Ave
Dunn Charles, Bessie 2901 4th Ave
Edgell Thomas 70 Sunnyhill
Elizabeth M Enterprises 7772 Big Beaver Blvd
Erb George J 2410 Clayton Rd
Ferrario Peter J Sr, Mary R 252 Ctr St
First National Ins Agency 110 Central Sq Dr Ste
Ford Betty M 1600 Darlington Rd
Foster Russell M Jr 2720 5th Ave
Franklin Alvert 2623 10th St
Frederick Florence 505 3rd Ave E
Galbreath Clarence 98 St Andrews Dr
Galtrio Fred 1935 5th Ave
Gay Lisa L 3001 4th Ave
Glover Dorothy A 3523 37th St Ext
Godlewski Regina C, Henry 1520 Darlington Rd
Goesch Veronica 114 Meadow Dr
Gonzalez Manuel 417 Harpers Ferry Rd
Goodling Kenneth E 275 Braden School Rd Apt 1304
Goosby Edith B 2534 9th Av
Goosby Edith L 2534 9th Av
Graboski Michael Est, Michael Rt 2
Gratteri Barbara Dominics Hot Dogs 1113 7th Ave
Grimes Judith 37908 4th Ave
Hamm Matthew 3614 7th Ave
Hammer Cheryl 770 Blackhawk Rd
Hammer Thelma Est, Lawrence 406 6th Ave
Hammer William E 2109 5th St 3
Hardy Lillie B 703 3rd Ave
Harris Delores 617 9th St
Hemphill Robert, Helen Rte 2 Mercer Rd
Herman James A Jr 3774 W 5th Ave
Homes New C 1125 7th Av
Hong Alan I 275 Braden School Rd Apt 1103
Hum Jay W 1008 7th Ave Apt 3g
Hyre Mark 909 Highland Ave
Ingram Virginia L PO Box 277
Inman Nancy S 3309 5th Ave Fl 1
Jackson Violet M, Andrew 928 Rock Ave
James Clarence 54 Bridge St
Jasper Marian 1312 Book Ave
Jenkins William E 1046 Black Hawk Rd
Johnston Mary 357 Friendship Rd
Jones Elva 122 Colonial Oaks
Koppel Steel PO Box 750
Korcan Carole 167 Evergreen Trail
Langston Dorothea 816 26th St
Leasure Donald E 615 Fifteenth St
Luster Tammy Lynne, Jeremy S 82 Sunnyhill Dr
Luzzi Laura J 3400 6th Ave
Mabin Virginia A Est, Virginia A 1212 10th Ave
Mahon Marjorie C 2449 Darlington Rd
Mallick Charles M, Dorothy 1107 4th Ave
Mansfield Stephen 134 Foster Rd
Masol Mary 1326 6th Ave
Mason Dorothy 602 6th St
Mcclaren Keith L 324 18th Ave
Mcguffie Alan G 71 Darlington Rd
Mclaughlin Raymond T, Viola M 1603 4th Ave
Meier Carol 2719 20th St Ext
Middlebrooks William Cook 2609 8th Ave
Mike Timothy M, Kristen M 1404 7th Ave
Miller Michelle M 871 Mercer Rd
Milliron Harvey, Martin 1101 10th Ave
Mitchell Karl 315 Thompson Run Rd
Mucullough Leroy 2406 Steffin Hill Rd
Murray Thomas 287 Hickory Dr
Natsheh Shop N Save 9th Ave/5th St
Neidlinger Louise C 127 Mcclain Rd
Ohnsman Elliott H, Barbara J 227 Brodhead Bldg
Oravitz Regina c/o Holly Oliver 3708 4th Ave
Partington Mildred Est 620 5th St
Peters Valerie 416 3rd Ave Eastvale
Price Becky L 608 7th
Price Timothy R 5 Colonial Oaks, #A
Ragland Lawrence, Veronica L 907 4th Ave #R
Raybuck Kathryn, James Box 132 RD 2
Rebeske Ruth M 104 Pappan Business Dr
Riley Rose J 129 Summer Dr
Rohrman Marjorie L 402 Carbon St
Rukas Richard, Walter 805 Lincoln
Sabo Louis 2428 8th Ave
Schott George, Norma 419 32nd St
Seaman Dorthy M 3309 5th Ave Fl 1
Searfoss John C 1318 8th Ave
Sherin Miriam W 161 Mckinley Rd
Sidora Andrew J 2020 8th Av
Simoni Florence Est 30 Darlington Rd
Southworth Dorothy Plaza Apt 6−H
Stiefel Betty J 1005 10th Ave
Strohecker Manuela, Ian M 1700 Edgewood Rd
Stuck Dorothy F 257 Georgetown Rd
Stuck Richard Lee c/o Dorothy F Stuck 257 Georgetown Rd
Teets Kathryn 1833 3rd Ave
Tritschler Joseph, Lois 615 Darlington Rd
Trivilino Richard J PO Box 792
Trusel Patricia 5 Elmwood Est One Rd
Vlachos Peter T, Wanda M RD 3
Wahl Leanora 128 3rd Ave
Wahl William H Jr 128 3rd Ave Homewood
Walker Dorothy E 111 Georgetown Rd
Warner Daisy Blair Personal Care 1031 Mercer Rd
Warner Daisy E 1803 13th St
Whinery Margaret, Clarence 275 Overlook Dr
Wilson Gladys 907 4th Ave #R
Wise Virgil C 373 Morado Dwellings
Wyatt Nelson E 919 3rd Ave Front Apt
Young Marjorie L, James R 4401 4th Ave
Young David 3561 37th St
Young Diana S 513 Harbison Rd
Zabotsky Anne K 1312 Book Ave
Zachodni Patricia Ann, Frank Jr RD 3 Box 39
Zanic Rebecca J, Van G 3421 6th Ave
Clinton Pa 15026
Astudillo Louis 350 Park Rd
Bankowski Martha c/o Kimberly Solomon Ex Box 431
Cain Harold 589 Anderson Hozack Rd
Farley Katherine C 406 Bocktown Cork Rd
Groom William, Leota Box 97
Henderson Wilma 78 Campmeeting Rd
Janoski Daniel F 1027 Clinton Frankford Rd
Kramer Herman W 144 Colonial Dr
Kypta Jeffrey J 131 Wilson Rd
Miller Paula J 4048 Rte 151
Nagle Stephanie 14 Park View Dr
Nester Diane 399 Anderson Hozak Rd
Oconnell Emmalu, Daniel RR 1 Box 212f
Conway Pa 15027
Carlino Eileen K 1001 5th Ave Apt 201
Evans Edward 1101 Dewey St
Krachala Julia 904 3rd Ave Apt 203
Lazarus Thomas S 600 Snyder St
Licowski Sally 913−4th Ave
Presto Christina Marie, Mary Frances 1001 5th Ave Apt 202
Rich Pamela L 250 13th St
Roebuck Frank Jr 250 13th St
Suhy Albert J 1325 Riverview Ave
Trombetto Jay 1301 Farragut St
Darlington Pa 16115
Anderson Dorothy Rt 2 Box 198
Baleskie Norman C, M 105 New Galilee Rd
Blostic Jeffrey 128 Hudak Ln
Bollard Refrigeration 1326 Blackhawk Rd
Capps Dale F Est 295 SR 0168
Corbin Evelyn M, Ralph PO Box 255
Haniwalt Christine 1329 Shenago Rd
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Interforest Corp PO Box 444
Laclair Suzanne 408 Louthan Rd
Leonard Elizabeth H 498 Lisbon Rd D−9
Miller Bruce Rt 2 Box 198
Seaman John N PO Box 234
Straley Sara B 123 Taggert Rd
Sweitzer Virginia Z, Virginia 414 Louthan Rd
Wilson Ann PO Box 96
Yanosky John 915 SR 168
Fombell Pa 16123
Clingerman A 1061 Rte 588
Kulak Michael D, Heather 929 Rte 288
Lukes Richard G RR 2 Box 788
Sturges John L 868 Rte 288
Thomas Donna M, John R RR 2 Box 846
Thomas Donna M 110 Valley View
Tillia Todd 817 Soap Run Rd
Freedom Pa 15042
Ashland Chemical Co 150 W 4th Ave
Barnes Loretta 3198 Ridge Rd Ext
Beorucci Carol c/o Lois Ruckert 599 8th St 308
Brewer Eric J 1050 Rt 989
Brown Irene M, John L 1130 4th Ave
Brown John Lee, Irene M 705 Ctr St
Kost Lorene 105 Venus Cir
Lippert Donald H Est 1750 Conway Wallrose Rd
Malovich Robert F 1600 Conway Wallrose Rd
Martin Powell J 960 Rte 989
Moffitt Alan 1101 6th Ave
Nichols Edward A 498 8th St
Noss Elizabeth I 830 6th Ave
Pfeifer Donna L 190 Satellite Dr
Phillips Don 1020 4th Ave
Powell Agnes 960 Rte 989
Qualls Mildred 498 8th St
Ruckert Lois 599 8th St 308
Stopera Loretta 122 Pony Dr
Georgetown Pa 15043
Clyde Susie A, Frank 275 Little Blue Rd
Culley William 2280 Rte 168
Ebinger John E Trust 1 Derek Cir
Heiland Frank M PO Box 113
Moore Donald J PO Box 84
Mustard Ruth J RR 1 Box 454
Schmidt Annetta Est 115 Whitehill Rd
Sulkowski Rob RR 1 Box 257a
Woodling Kristin L 145 Whitehill Rd
Hookstown Pa 15050
Halstead Martha C, George Rte 1
Legfelder Michele J PO Box 10
Read Phillip N, Mabel L 1636 Rte 30
Sciolla Teresa L 621 Shaffer Rd
Semovoski Mike A 3400 SR 18
Tyrone Carol, Gene 794 Tre 168
Yost Nikki L 454 Silver Slipper Rd
Industry Pa 15052
Bowers Katherine H 145 Fairln Dr
Brucker William, Paul R RD 1
Chevalier William D 170 Kelly Rd
Cumming Marsha L 1184 Beaver Midland Rd
Dudash Deborah P, Brian D PO Box 140
Gilbert Michael J, Sandy L 130 Sunrise Dr
Karens Furniture & Collectables 402 Overlook Dr
Lotz Jean Rt 68
Nola Anthony Est RR 1
Rosenberg Ann S 1817 Beaver Av 2
Sams Wilda 430 C Engle Rd
Ulizio Matthew 1630 Midland Beaver Rd
Koppel Pa 16136
Crowther Dorothy A 523 R 5th Ave
Dobritz Katherine Box 360
Dynamic Metal Forming Inc 7544 Rt 18 North
Greene Norma J Box 360
Mclane Lucy A 103 Careywood Rd Apt 121
Midland Pa 15059
Anderson William, Ann 204 Salem Church Rd
Bogan Ethel 741 Virginia Ave
Brucker William L, Paul R Midland Hgts
Burton Michelle D 467 Ohio Ave
Craft Tammie 708 Beaver Ave
Cronin Erica M, Carol 163 Frederick Owl
Crooks Alice 741 Virginia Ave
Dirling Virginia Box 68a RD 1 Tusca Rd Ext
Eminhizer Marryann 4 11th St
Fury Frank 457 Midland Ave
Holmes Cyril B 373 Woodln Ave
Kairush Joseph A, Joseph 500 Beaver Ave Apt 107
Keser Michael 316 Midland Ave
Kinney Mary R CODL Williams 848 Midland Ave
Kovalesky Gregory, Theresa 529 Beaver Ave
Little Eleanor 645 Penn Ave
Lubonovich Doris RR 3 Box 222
Nunn Jimmie L 376 Ohio Ave
Ruggeli Vince 178 Hill St
Shearer Herschel 6484 Tuscarawas Rd
Sinneway Clarence, Betty 14 C Mid Hts
Sopko Michael J 6483 Tuscarawas Rd
Straub Richard E, Bethany E 645 Penn Ave
Tookes Henry 343 Penn Ave
Vignovich Bernice C, George 736 Penn Ave
Monaca Pa 15061
Albanese Michael 130 Todd Ln
Beatty Robert L 701 Speyer Ave
Behrle James E 1269 Chestnut St PO Box 132
Bink Wayne 112 Truman Dr
Bragg Wilson 1216 Nimick Ave
Cochran Tammy 656 14th St B
Davis Leana 1012 Monaca Rd
Golden Dana 167 Elgewater Dr
Grab N Go 1479 Old Brodhead Rd
Hanshe Richard A 127 Stone Quarry Rd
Heat Makes Sense 570 Beaver Valley Mall Sl 525
Kruest Floyd, Betty 909 Monaca Rd
Kushich Thomas R 2012 Ridge Rd
L Barrys P, Steve 340 Beaver Valley Ml B
Lafond Jacob 175 Edgewater Dr
Lindsay Paul E, Vera M RD 1
Maple Mountain Ind 760 Beaver Valley Mall
Mccusker Gregory 1355 Lincoln Dr
Messmer Veronica E, Albert J 138 Christy Dr
Metcalf Andrea 829 How Ave
Milne Alexander RR 5
Monaca Ministerial Asso c/o S Bruce Mould 805 Indiana Ave
Oroark Pamela K 138 Pleasantview Dr
Patton James R Jr 940 Bechtel St
Peevy Pauline RD 1 Box 806 Monaca Rd
Penberthy Robert A, Fannie M 1100 Elmira St
Pukanich Mildred 1099 Childs Ave
Riley Julia A 1013 Atlantic Ave
Schweinsberg Robert E, Earl PO Box 16
Secrest Mae 922 Chapel Rd
Suhy Clara M 530 Atlantic Ave
Turkovich Lucille, John J 1629 Old Bodhead Rd
Vular Elsie 805 Ohio Ave
Wallace Lillian May 105 Roosevelt Dr
Williams Darlene G, Donald 925 Pennsylvania Ave
Yankovic Ann 1099 Childs Ave
New Brighton Pa 15066
Ammon Orville 736 19th Ave
Ayers Grace M 937 Sunflower Rd
Barr Shirley A, James A 1004 6th Ave
Berkey Linda 901 9th St Apt 1203
Bills Andrew R 1918 5th Apt 10
Cobbs Robert R 4907 Rochester Rd
Craig Betty Lou 1214 7th Ave
Dotson Edgar E 401 4th Ave
Fortune Financial Svcs Inc PO Box 296 1010 3rd Ave
Freshkorn Sarah RD 2 Marion Hill
Funkhouser JL MD 721 5th Ave
Gabauer Frances 236 Wise J Grove Rd
Gaines Janice Est, Lester 345 13th Ave
Garretson Betty J 326 Mercer Ave
Hall John E Jr 1629 5th St Ext
Higby Nelson L 4900 Rochester Rd
Hines John Kit 602 6th Ave
Hinzman Shelly, George 3906 39th St
Holsinger Norma J 3924 40th St
Kaletz Mary 901 9th St
Kaltreider Cody James 115 Woodrow St
Kelly Orpha, David 3318 46th St
Kennedy Charles H Est 548 10th Ave
Klear Loretta, Marion, Richard 531 13th Ave
KM & G Holding Inc 420 Constitution Blvd
Lloyd Lu Ann 2019 3rd Ave Apt 206
Mcdeavitt Dale 209 N 18th Ave
Mckenzie Michael R 1023 6th Ave Apt 4c
Miller Jean 1343 2nd St
Milligan Gordon Jr, Catherine 901 9th St
Niedergall Margaret A, Gerald B 159 Londonderry Dr E
Paden Verne 1023 6th Ave Apt 2c
Palmer Frances, Leslie 730 8th Ave
Parsons & Asso Ste J 416 Constitution Blvd
Pavlinich Karen Jeanne 1108 5th St
Perciavalle Katherine E 901 9th St Apt 1203
Pruce Mary Ann, Andrew T 1419 Lexington Dr
Reeher Denise 901 9th St Apt 1203
Reynolds Edith L 1413 6th Ave
Romigh Karen 236 Wises Grove Rd
Rounds Elmer 715 Penn Ave
Rusko Howard J, Julie E 852 Grove Ave
Sallese Michael A, Mary L 28 Pulaski Homes
Schooley Pearl Est c/o Philip Colavincenzo Atty 614 Dogwood Dr
Schott George, Norma Harmony Rd
Sheets Mark 3203 47 St
Shepherd Thomas, Mark R 1021 10th Ave
Shepherd Virginia L 1021 10th Ave
Slagle Christopher 592 Wises Grove Rd
Smith Paul C 406 5th St
Snedeker Jeraldine 801 Allegheny St Apt 3103
Springer Dennis J 136 Woodrow St
Stefanosky Patricia 531 13th Ave
Taylor John D Jr 826 Rte 68
Vorderbrueggen Patricia L 132 School House Rd
Vos Benajmin W 1010 Penn Ave Ste A
Wallace Alice M 937 Sunflower Rd
Wilson Earl Est 4901 40th Ave
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Wilson Margaret RD 2 Marion Hill
Ziegler Holly Ann 1433 Penn Ave
New Galilee Pa 16141
Albano Albert J, Sarah R PO Box 48
Davis Gerald L RD 1
Indian Run Dairy Farm 385 SR 168
Strazzabosch Olga M PO Box 48
Rochester Pa 15074
Anderson Eric 637 Pennsylvania Ave
Baker Julia M, Dale RR 2 Box 568e
Belic Jennifer 780 Reno St Ext
Bryner Evelyn 112 Hinds
Colligan Ethel T Apt 2 485 Deer Ln
Dishler Roofing 127 Radcliff Ln
Dmitsak Joseph 416 Jefferson St
Drish Virginia RD 1 Box R
Edwards William L, Mildred E RD 2 Taffy Run Rd
Fox Anna 225 Jefferson St
Freedline Glenda J 416 Jefferson St
Glover Erma J 501 Case St
Halleck Mildred A 117 Landell St
Hresko Robert G 500 Harmony Ave
Jones Sarah Est 189 George St
Jordan Shelia M, Kevin E 2001 Kentucky Ln
Kramer Priscilla 381 Jefferson St
Kurtz Michael A 325 New York Ave
Law Nellie 536 Oregon Ave
Lloyd James B 120 Larose Ln
Magestro Richard D 752 Beaver St
Mcclain Robert R 620 Pierce St
Mccune Glenn E 170 Pennsylvania Ave
Miller Andrew C 113 E Park St
Miller Barbara 501 Case St
Ostrander Lloyd H 192 Clay St
Pasquale Manuel, Edith 735 Beaver St
PGT Trucking Inc c/o Ms Geniene Zimmel The Quad Ctr
Pizzella Elizabeth, Alfred 114 Mcclelland Dr
Portman Mary RD 1 Box R
Precise Auto c/o Dishler Roofing 127 Radcliff Ln
Rihely Diane 715 2nd St
Rose Renee L 192 George St
Royle D T Rev Liv Trust, Charles R, Dorothy T 456 Pinney St
Samchuck Susan A, Sofia 146 Miller Rd
Throckmorton Adrian Lee, Lena C 488 Connecticut Ave
Trusel Patricia Est 502 Adams St
Walker Ethel C 536 Oregon Ave
Weyand Geneva E Est 110 Little Creek Dr
Wilson Elissa A 325 New York Ave
Winkle Michael J 210 Glen Eden Rd
Woodcock Casey 254 Adams St Rear
South Heights Pa 15081
Muller Dennis B Box 79 Gibson St
Sankar Terrance C PO Box 11
Bedford County
Alum Bank Pa 15521
Allison Clark 1541 Lovely Rd
Bettencourt Susan C 6528 Cortland Rd
Corle Karen E 1010 Dark Hollow Rd
Jezeskie Linda S 525 Oldham Rd
Mitchell Patricia 287 Wissinger Rd
Mock Roberta 287 Wissinger Rd
Richards Freda 287 Wissinger Rd
Yonish Daryl 300 Mountain Rd
Artemas Pa 17211
Mccarty Frank 190 Walker Ln
Bedford Pa 15522
Ashbridge Oil Company Inc 215 Railroad St
Barnes Body Shop 470 Imlertown Rd
Belanger Frank A 470 Imlertown Rd
Bill & Freds Ice Cream Stand c/o Fred Shoemaker Business Rte 220 North
Blair Michael 5239 Forest Ave
Burmingham Bistro Inc PO Box 534
Calva Alelias Andres 110 W Pitt St
Clayton Darlene M 282 Riverfront Dr
Dietz Jane L 639a RR 56
Dingus Odus PO Box 220
Ensminger Robert 2970 Main Rd
Feist Fredric W Jr 320 S Richard St
Gardiner Richard A, Beryl 179 Park Hts Rd
Harris William D 704 Preston St
Haynes Marlin J, Helen F 136 W Pitt St
Imler Marian H 212 Belden Rd
Inc 470 Imlertown Rd
Kramer Daniel W 209 Sundance Rd
Leppert Alexandra G 114 S Juliana St
Lingenfelter Zane 127 Angel Rd
Mahalsky Pandora L 124 Ash Lawn Rd
Murphy Dana A 3129 Reservoir Rd
Oneal Eleanor, Cecil 704 Country Ridge Rd
Patterson Nancy J, Paul 750 Echovale Dr
Redinger Edith 136 Donahue Manor Rd
Reiley R Martin 114 S Juliana St
Rogish Michelle E 212 Belden Rd
Serrano Guzman Juana 110 W Pitt St 2
Thomas Eva J RR 2 Box 510b
Weber Philip 105 Barclay St
Weyant Jerrilyn A 174 Weyant Cir
Wrightsmans Robert 520 S Richard St
Breezewood Pa 15533
Fomenko Michael 3596 Addison Ridge Rd
Patel Kalabhai 16407 Lincoln Hwy
Weimer Winifred, Nolon PO Box 191
Buffalo Mills Pa 15534
Burket Crystal 641 Greenbriar Ln
Hopkins Roy E Jr, Jean T 2098 Bard Hollow Rd
Clearville Pa 15535
Beegle David L 327 Rockhill Church Rd
Messersmith Chester E RD 1
Everett Pa 15537
Brown Brian 109 N Spg St
Burket Victor H RR 1 Box 694
Clark Ashley 6587 Raystown Rd
Clark Eunice D Star Rte 6
Conner Gloria A 23 E South St
Dunn William A Star Rte 6
Feight Gloria A 23 E South St
First National Bank of Everett East Main St
Gochnour Beverly S 157 Maplewood Dr
Kachurik Aaron 65 West 5th Ave
Logsdon Barry A 14 W South St
Shomo Virginia L, Melvin D 329 Stayer Rd
Simpson Betty L 268 Hollars
Smith Mary E RD 3
Warner Darryl K DC 201 Hospital Dr Suite 2
Wood Stephanie 493 Calhoun Rd
Hopewell Pa 16650
Corle George R 6048 Raystown Rd
Helsel Kenneth, Robert RR 1 Box 111
O’neal Ronald 4579 Raystown Rd
Steele Gary Est 6998 Raystown Rd
Hyndman Pa 15545
Forbes Pearl A 144 George St PO Box 598
Hill Brian 275 Market St
Swift Sanford K, Susan D PO Box 321
Vincent Posey 183 Dusty Ln
Winfiel Steven K RR 1 Box 500−B1
Winfield Steven K 138 Enchantment Rd
Imler Pa 16655
Claar Kathleen L, Ellen 2412 N Imler Valley Rd
Claycomb Janet L 2412 N Imler Valley Rd
Loysburg Pa 16659
Baker Karen PO Box 191
Manns Choice Pa 15550
Johnson Alice May PO Box 78
New Enterprise Pa 16664
Ake James C 775 Middle Ridge Rd
Streight Lyda S 2992 Brumbaugh Rd
New Paris Pa 15554
Cummings Willard H 230 Poplar Ave
Sonnick Debbie 230 Poplar Ave
Osterburg Pa 16667
Lebengood Harry E, Laura A 311 Mahanetonge St
Long Becky Sue 302 Main St
Mock Ronald PO Box 383
Saxton Pa 16678
Chaney Genevieve E, Harold E 1201 Church St
Cunningham Mary 700 8th St
Foor Emmit 808 Main St Apt 104
Hughes Richard R RR 1 Box 213a
Laudermilch Florine 1043 Sixth St Apt 4
Logan James Ryan 694 Raven Run
Miller Lorelei c/o Ray Allen Miller 135 Henrietta Mtn Rd
Miller Vicki S 509 6th St
Reed Virginia E 1301 Norris St
Rodgers Neil C 607 Norris St
Schellsburg Pa 15559
Dick Jodie L 1152 Ponderosa Rd
Miller Bernard 1101 Miller Rd
Woodbury Pa 16695
Rice Bruce W 227 Mill St
Shaffer Mark A Box 158
Berks County
Bally Pa 19503
Choinski Margaret A PO Box 597
Hartman Nancy M 321 Poplar St
Melcher Stanley, Anna M Cherry St
Moser Esther Est 25 N Church St
Vanim Alfred 432 6th St
Barto Pa 19504
Adams Edward Charlton, Rhoda Marie, Paul Ernest 1355 Huff Church Rd
Behm Donald J 16 Apache Run
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Benfield Verna RD 1
C W Macmullen Inc 180 Niantic Rd
Deacon Josephine H 133 Old Company Rd
Dries Robert Est PO Box 84 #1
Duncan Cori Ann A 12 Anthonys Mill Rd
Dunning Michele H 5035 Long View Ln
Johnson Erica L 146 W Branch Rd
Melchoir Leah A 523 Forgedale Rd
Perambo Stanley 3345 Selsholtzville Rd
Rains Paul R 114 Hill Rd
Rossetti Christopher 224 Grouse Hill Rd
Schaffhouser Steven 45 Sugar Maple Rd
Scheetz Timothy E 14 Laura Dr
Snyder Florence A Green Hill Rd
Yingling Jessica 135 Barto Rd PO Box 22
Bechtelsville Pa 19505
Corliss Ann F 1654 S Main St
Dittus Drew 16 Cherry St 400
Dittus Mary A 16 Cherry St PO Box 533
Dotterer Eric L 2154 Old Rte 100
Fillman Richard 52 Faye Dr
Haberstroh Nancy 416 Railrd Ave
Hallowell W Norman, Mary 102 E Chestnut St
Hecktor Helen C 223 Deer Run Rd
Heklor Elizabeth 223 Deer Run Rd
Hektor Paul 223 Deer Run Rd
Hull Marilyn 1693 County Line Rd
Minninger Christina J 102 E Chestnut St
Rogers Bruce 87 Wilt Rd
Strain Mary B 142 Hardt Hill Rd PO Box 255
Swavely Miriam R 283 Township Line Rd
Yost Ronald L Sr 10 Pennepacker Ln
Bernville Pa 19506
Balthaser Helen M RR 1
Beard Charles W RR 1 Box 1612
Beckett Jonathan PO Box 301
Beidler Margaret 629 N Main St
Burke Mary J 6093 Old Rte 22
Dietrich Bruce PO Box 301
Elite Plumbing & Hvac Inc 23 Jennifer Dr
Fernandez Ellyse E 40 Meadow Ln
Fryberger Sylvester RD 1
Hempenstall Susie PO Box 72
Leid Jean Renae, Edward M RR2 Box 200
Mckelvey Patricia J 6305 Old Rte 22
Ohnmacht Verna I Est 941 N Garfield Rd
Silleto Karen 400 N Main St
Smith Mary Susan RD 1
Smith Timothy PO Box 8437
Ubert Steven S 163 Tulpehocken St
Wagner Ginger L 189 S Garfield Rd
Bethel Pa 19507
Griffin Sarah J PO Box 166
Hale Elizabeth M, Roger O 440 Schubert Rd
Kimmel Matthew 2 Hoover Ln
Meredith Emma 229 Horsehoe Dr
Pierce Robert Est of 11 Camp Strauss Rd
Stevenson Robert L PO Box 21
Tice Kenneth W 9061 Lancaster Ave PO Box 320
Vincent Karen 229 Horsehoe Dr
Yoter Michelle 1910 Schubert Rd
Birdsboro Pa 19508
Beam Charlotte 624 Zion Rd
Bellini George 2556 Plow Rd
Body 524 Ben Franklin Hwy
Bonsall Virginia 333 Grandview Ave
Booker Flossie PO Box 134
Brown Rita 126 Hesiter Rd
Chambers Aluin F 1130 Haycreek Rd
Ciccolo Paige 1030 Haycreek Rd Apt 2
Corbett Margaret 305 Mullen Hollow Rd
Degler Robert, Alice 316 Old River Rd
Dillon Michael J Jr 201 Caravan Dr
Ellis Patricia A 4 Mansion Ct W
G & G Poultry Inc 1100 Lincoln Rd
Geiger Johnson Rebecca 50 Sonoma Ln
Gerhart Frances 517 Golf Course Rd
Gibson Dorothy A 12 Charles Ave
Gotwals Ruth A, John 8 Christy Ct
Harners Auto 524 Ben Franklin Hwy
Healy John 709 E 6th St
Helms Jeanne, Paul E 1598 White Bear Rd
Ingram Horace Washington Hotel
Kinch Coletta M 186 Rock Hollow Rd
King Charles Sr 9 Seyfert Dr
Klippel William F 114 Heister Rd
Lesher Naomi RR2
Long George E Jr 524 Ben Franklin Hwy
Mannering Janet W 681 Geigertown Rd
Martin Chester R 720 E 2nd St
Messner Howard J 481 Beavers Rd
Musser Jessie H c/o Deira Robertson 200 Old River Rd
Opperman David 65 Opperman Ln
Perdue Constance 140 Heister Rd
Powers Eleanor 339 Lincoln Rd
Prince Donald 136 Bird St
Prince Helen M 143 Hopewell
Regional Ems 445 E Main St
Richardson William R 2560 Hay Creek Rd
Rose Lloyd 18 2nd St
Rubright Ronald 14 Charles Ave
Sacarelo Angelo F 32 John Ave
Schiach Robert 110 Shockley Dr
Schuylkill River Power Squad c/o Elliot B Diehm 6360 Daniel Boone Rd
Sfca Inc Attn Carol Knepp PO Box 488
Shade Merrill 12 Charles Ave
Slade Rebecca 303 Lincoln Rd
Smith Fredrick J, Evelyn 514 S Baumstown Rd
Snyder E Ted 624 Jefferson St Fl 1
Stauffer Walter J, Helen E R2
Street John E 1435 Claire Dr
Templin Dawn, D 3357 Main St
Ulrich Ll 973 Berks St
Vanguard Fiduciary Trust Co 201 Caravan Dr
Vest Evelyn 333 Grandview Ave
Weisser Joseph H 303 Lincoln Rd
White Kim M 191 Rugby Rd
White William B 191 Rugby Rd
Wysolmerski Jane H 5 Valy Dr
Yawn Pat 339 Lincoln Rd
Zebrosky Marion 624 Zion Rd
Blandon Pa 19510
Alexander Linda S, Tim J 115 E Wesner Rd
B&S Auto Body Svc Inc 305 Blandon Meadows Prkwy
Bossler Michael C, Stacey A 133 Cedric Ave
FCP Inc PO Box 99 Excelsior Industrial Park
Garcia Aida 113 Hamond St
Henne Jessolene 242 Callary Dr
Henne Jessolene L PO Box 257
Kaucher Carolyn S 100 Village Dr
Kelly Karen K 425 Acer Dr
Kline Roger 425 Acer Dr
Maidencreek Plaza Co LLC PO Box 170
Martinez Amaryllis 338 W Walnut Tree Dr
Reber Dean G 205 W Walnut Tree Dr
Reber William D Main St
Roberts Sheila 756 Hill Rd
Rothermel Vincent 36 Marden Dr
Schmehl Bertha 36 Marden Dr
Slimmer Sheila J 321 Henry Dr
Smith Donna M 656 Walnut Tree Dr
Vestos Frank T 189 Longleaf Dr
Weckel Evelyn L c/o Leonard J Weckel 570 Guldi
Yellets Jennifer J, Joshua R 305 Blandon Meadows Prkwy
Young Jeffrey 1076 Park Rd
Bowers Pa 19511
Goodwin Paul A PO Box 98
Rarick Robert E II, Robert E PO Box 238
Boyertown Pa 19512
Barona Luis 510 E Philadelphia Ave
Blank May R 245 Shaner St
Cardinal Group Inc PO Box 542
Clemmer Cynthia B 959 Manatawny Rd
Cordero William 41 E Philadelphia Apt 3
Dacosta Carol A, Alan R PO Box 1085
Davidheiser George W RD 2
Dotterer Tiffany 234 E Philadelphia Ave Apt 5
Favinger Judith A 132 E Philadelphia Ave Apt 8
Fryer Mark F 257 Landis Ln
Gabel Dorothy Est, Kenneth Est 51 Orchard Ln
Gehris Bruce, Mary 105 Trout Run Rd
Getting Frank A 160 Grims Mill Rd
Haas Elizabeth J, Patricia 461 Montg Ave Hillcrest
Hartman Rosemary 35 N Walnut St Apt 318
Hoch Jacob K 1414 W Philadelphia Ave Apt 9
Hughes John H 318 Colebrookdale Rd
Imbody Adeline M RR 2
Independence Prop LLC Attn Jared Isaacs 601 Highland Ave
Irey Jason M 621 Highland Ave
Jones Jessica PO Box 54
Keehn Virginia Lee 32 Alans Ln
Keller Marion A 1053 Rdg Ave
King Pam A 15 Acorn Ln
Kriebel Veronica B 35 N Walnut St No 333
Litchko Helen P RD 2
Lovette Elfriede 1044 Manatawny Rd
Maldonado Michele 22 Peach Dr
March James E PO Box 32
Matz Mildred V 3 Woodside Ln
Mauger Lori 3 Woodside Ln
Mcpeake Joshua 176 Redoak Dr
Mest Viola, Homer 775 Boyertown Pike
Oeler Mary C 58 Locust Rd
Overholtzer Gloria c/o Chestnut Knoll 120 W 5th St Apt 218
Pechstein Paige Anne, George R RD 4
Pinder Ruth Ann 60 Colebrookdale Rd
Richards Michael J 67 Swinehart Rd Apt A6
Roeseler Amanda A 41 E Philadelphia Ave
Schaeffer Carl W, Anna M RR1
Sell Brian James 502 Montgomery Ave
Stahl Tricia 318 Colebrookdale Rd
Timeless Consignment Shoppe 215 E Philadelphia Ave
Watras Cynthia T, Stanley J 32 Indian Ln
Yoder Barry S 223 E 3rd St
Yoder Betty R RR 4 Box 43
Yonkovitch Brian 39 E 2nd St
Youse Gloria, Roy H 109 E 2nd St
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Centerport Pa 19516
Hoffman David W PO Box 104
Quinn Scott A 2111 Main St PO Box 16
Dauberville Pa 19533
Kramer Curtis L 100 Grimm Av
Mantica Alessandro PO Box 55
Auto Body 300 Briarwood Dr
Baer Anna B RR 1
Douglassville Pa 19518
Blue Marsh Laboratories Inc 1605 Ben Franklin Hwy
Bradley James RR 2
Brown Carl H Jr 6743 Boyertown Pike
Byrd Colleen A, Debra 314 Green Meadow Dr
Cameron Sandra C, John D 104 Serenity Ct
Chong Young PO Box 121
Christo Erin 905 Bramblewood Dr
Concrete Equipt Rental Inc dba Amit PO Box 510
Cox Lorraine E c/o David Cox 109 Berkshire Dr
Davis Owen J 1239 E Main St
Deskie Beverly 108 Union St
Douglassville Auto Body 1501 Ben Franklin Hwy
Drey Sheila A, Barry L RD2 Box 454
Dukert Elaine 105 Swatara Cir
Folk Herbert 208 Washington St
Fox Kathryn A Jr PO Box 123
Giles James, Jerry 123 Russell Ave
Goodrich Alana 107 Chefield Ct
Heimbach Bertha, Wilmer 20 Washington St
Horton Diann 303 Serenity Dr
Hubbell Susan P 312 Glenwood Dr
Jacobs Rodney G Sr, Barbara PO Box 5
Kan Christine PO Box 121
Keene Editha M, James R 1180 Ben Franklin E Hwy 130
Kerr Byron W 303 Griffith Dr
Kinsel Charles 108 Crestwood Ct
Kumitis Simon Jr 219 Old Airport Rd
Maloney Thomas P 40 Ivy Ln
Markle Fay L RR1 Box 362
Martin Patricia A 6 Miller Dr
Melamed Marcia 107 Martin Ln
Messner Melvin RD1
Miller Martha A PO Box 283
Moletress Andrew Paul, Chad Andrew 294 Levengood Rd
Muranko Faye 1225 Bennett St
Nguyen Selena Ngan, Loc Huu 337 Rosecliff Dr
Nicholas Jeffrey 307 Buckhead Ln
Novitch John M 1225 Bennett St
Odum Lucille 208 Washington St
Orloski Mary Est of 102 Bramblewood Ln
Parise Anthony A 207 Old Airport Rd
Pennington Shannon 300 Briarwood Dr
Pinajr Stephen 6038 Lake Dr
Ramsdell Carrie B RD1 Twin Acres Farm
Reeser Mildred Est of 1154 E Main St
Sherrill Nikole 1501 Ben Franklin Hwy
Swavely Lindsey 143 Levengood Rd
Sweeney Allen Susan M 52 Old Swede Rd
Syphard Marie, G RD1
Weaver Steven A 65 B Ivy House
Earlville Pa 19519
Forney Mildred G, John J Box 147
Fleetwood Pa 19522
AR Marketing Promotions Inc 505 Heritage Dr
Adam Kenneth R 131 W Main St
Arthur Linda 127 W Main St
Beck Kenneth S 122 E Locust St
Berg William 21 E Washington St
Berlew Lisa M 809 Blandon Rd
Bnb Mechanical Inc 16 Breezy Park Dr Ste 3
Burg Erna 21 E Washington St
Burgert David RR 2
Burrell Tanya 3757 Pricetown Rd
Clemmer Marvin 27 Martinique Ln
Fernandez Enrique 26 Augusta Ln
Fleetwood Hs Booster Club 801 N Richmond St
Foose James, Helen RD 3
Graeff Tracy 9 Ridge St
Hartz Helen C 21 Day Rd
Herron Est of Barbara D 45 W Washington St
Hess Leroy, Helen RR 5 Box 5321
Kendrick Lester PO Box 109
Kilpatrick Gregory L 62 Glenview Dr
Kokalis George A 21 Bick Rd
Ludwikowski Corrine R 236 Sandhill Rd
Mazzolas RD 5
Mckently Bros Auto Body 3672 Pricetown Rd
Meals J 43 E Locust St
Miller Richard Calvin 320 Evansville Rd
Moore Brian 28 Doe Ridge Dr
Noel Kathryn L 14 W Vine St
Peterson Sherri L, Barry C 113 W Poplar St
Rauenzahn Marian P 3607 Pricetown Rd
Rex Willard RR4 Box 262
Rhodes James F 2218 Moselem Spgs Rd
Ritter Randall S, Kasey M 358 Orchard Rd
Santos Esperanza 41 Timothy Leo Ct
Scaeffer Emma Est 304 E Arch St
Schadler Larry A, Marsha 267 Keller Rd
Schaeffer Eric R 48 Highland Dr
Schittler Ada H 166 Willow Rd
Schmeck Paul 459 Walnuttown Rd
Slifko Michael F 15 Streamside Ln
Strunk Raymond H 3404 Pricetown Rd
Tekjerk 21 Ridge Dr
Thouvernot Julian 127 W Main St
Wagner Kaitlyn E, Betty J RR1 Box 1561
Wagner Michael S, Timothy H RR1 Box 1561
Yoder Lydia 528 Oley Rd
Geigertown Pa 19523
Wiederseim Joan B PO Box 48
Hamburg Pa 19526
Behler Mamie M 2916 Old 22
Clarkson Judith 219 Hazel St
Dries M 56 Hill Dr Apt 5
Eppihimer Nicholas L 427 Confer Ave
Ide John 60 Sunset Ln
Kellett William Laurel Ctr 125 Holly Rd
Lake Erie Constr 25 S Norwalk Rd PO Box 777
Lapham Lorraine E, Lynda J 307 S 4th St
M Domer Leibensperger Funrl Home Inc 65 S 4th St
Maberry Amanda R 310 N 4th St
Mbugua Lucy M 247 S Apple Aly Apt 3
Millard Donald S Jr 462 Jalappa Rd
Miller Nora 56 Hill Dr Apt 5
Parsons Susan 1428 Windsor Castle Rd
Ritz Ralph RD3
Robbins Ellery S 316 Oak St
Seyler Linda C 435 Berne Rd
Weirich Jeff 324 W State St
Whitmoyer Jessica H, Craig M 248 Bachmoll Rd
Wolff James M 145 N 4th St
Zellers Matthew J 72 S 4th St Apt 3
Hereford Pa 18056
Cain Brian 7202 Pine Tree Rd
Davis Margie H, Jack Jr PO Box 134 Hereford Est
Diaz Francisco PO Box 343
Kempton Pa 19529
Davis Renee E 25 Kunkel Rd
Fenstermacher Margaret L 705 Hawk Mtn Rd
Hirsh Maxwell E 8999 Steinsville Rd
Howe Timothy R 2 Rue De Plat
Lentz Rae 409 Pine Swamp Rd
Shuhay Elizabeth Est of 82 Turkey Rd
Smith Laura, Todd 9359 Tri Twp Rd
Kutztown Pa 19530
Angstadt Jeremy 255 Bastain Rd
Angstadt Naomi A 250 Greenwich St
Behm Timothy A, Lee H 230 Church Rd
Berger Jennifer A 15090 Kutztown Rd
Connor Ulysses J PO Box 514
Delong Catherine 305 Trexler Ave
Dries Lester 139 Normal Ave Apt E11
Dutch Eagles Inc 390 College Blvd
Gehman Sandra 749 Wessner Rd
Grider Natalie M 15050 Kutztown Rd
Gugliucci Adriana A 3326 Willow Run Rd
Hayduk Edward A Jr, Dina M 218 E Main St
Hayes William J 53 Pheasant Dr
Higham Gregg 152 Foch St
Hilbert John F 423 Milltop Rd
Kaufman Edna M RR 3
Keim John RR 1
Keinert Patricia A 15090 Kutztown Rd
Laros Robert H 77 Pheasant Dr
Lynch William J 233 Pennsylvania Ave
Morgan G R 125 Main St Box 150
Moyer Marvin F Est of 3119 Willow Run Rd
Nganga Wairimu 304 Fairview Dr
Oraczewski Heidi Heinnich 9694 Bachelor Rd
Pachkawde Priya L 44 S Whiteoak St Apt C
Powell Brandon 30 E Main St
Reiff Lillian, Alvin L PO Box 265
Rejuva Med Pc 15050 Kutztown Rd
Schwoyer Ronald D c/o Lorna Schwoyer 361 E Main St
Shreve Jean E 2696 New Smithville Rd
Laureldale Pa 19605
Adams Francis H 1503 Queen St
Burns Baily H 121 Jefferson St
Eberhart Charles, C D Jr 1255 Hay Rd
Geschwindt George 1515 Florence St
Harris Edward H 121 Jefferson St
Hertzog Ronald I 3310 Montuane St
Smith Madeline 3317 Kutztown Rd
Stewart Albert C 3813 Kutztown Rd
Traylor Linda 3400 Montrose Ave
Webber Paul M 3432 Earl St
Leesport Pa 19533
Boodram Sandeep 1011 Berks Rd PO Box 1495 Berks Heim
Bovab Eva 1011 Berks Rd PO Box 1495 Berks Heim
Burkey Raymond L, John R Rte 1
Griffith Michael A 1287 County Welfare Rd
Haagland Krista 1011 Berks Rd PO Box 1495 Berks Heim
Harvey Isobel 133 Zeigler Rd
Lippold Diane J Cider Mill Run
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Ndahshinze Richard 1011 Berks Rd PO Box 1495 Berks Heim
Ram Inds PO Box 629
Ram Inds LLC 5460a Pottsville Pike
Reeser Dorothy 242 Chestnut St
Ritter Evelyn Est of c/o Lynn Erickson Ober PO Box 644 Ste 205
Williams Hunter L, Marta 290 Mccoy Ln
Lenhartsville Pa 19534
Bachman John K 130 Mountain Rd
Mills David A 1201 Old Rte 22
Strausser Miriam H 2121 Old Rte 22
Limekiln Pa 19535
Steinmetz Lane PO Box 19
Lincoln Park Pa 19609
Bitler Dorothy M 220 Elmwood Dr
Kusner Andrea 220 Elmwood Dr
Mertztown Pa 19539
Beadencup Karen 108 Chestnut St
Caciola Evelyn RR 2 Box 115
Coine Patrick 61 Mabry St
Heffner Ronald H, Helen M RR1
Jaindl Andrew, Dena C 11 Jaindl Rd
Kerschner Nelson 322 Clover St
Miller Jean M RR 1
Rankin Richard R, Sherri 43 High View Ln
Schaner Leo R Sr 299 Fredericksville Rd
Strauss Williard Est, Maryann 928 Valy Rd
Mohnton Pa 19540
Bartoe Bruce 14 Alpine Dr
Berger Stanley, Vera 137 N Church St
Campitelli Roberto, Amber 176 Maple Grove
Cook Robert W 5 Wildcat Ln
Cronan Patrick W 4 Park St
Daniel Keim Neighborhood Svcs 677 Fairmont Ave
Doorlay Regina 14 Alpine Dr
Heckler Kathryn M RD 2
Homes Berks Red Schl LLC 3335 Morgantown Rd
Huber Dairy Farm 1529 Bowmansville Rd
Kauffman Betty Box 513 RD2
Keenan Rosemary 501 Grove Ave Apt 312
Kline Joyce Box 513 RD 2
Kozlowski K S 1176 Wyomissing Rd
Kurczewski Matthew S 26 Chestnut St
Levans Suzanne K 5044 Brook Ln
Marti Kathrin M, Joseph M 995 Kurtz Mill Rd
Mohn Robert, Henry RD1
Moll Samantha 9 N Church St 1F
Muncy Emma J 1893 Chestnut Hill Rd
Paul Lorie 210 Penny Ln
Savage Kia Inc 623 Oregon Rd
Schmidt George H, Lisa B 623 Oregon Rd
Schreiber Lynn P 77 Granite St
Smith Maryjane 183 Rudloff Ln
Vetter John R III 772 Imperial Dr
Wagner Mary 1 E Madison St
Wagner Steven A 1 E Madison St
Walton G 4392 New Holland Rd
Weber James 302 Church Rd
Wisniewski Edward 3371 Morgantown Rd
Mohrsville Pa 19541
Anderton Hilton S 254 Railrd Rd
Benjamin John PO Box 208
Hiester Eric M 90 Stone Rd
Koch George F 262 Shoey Rd
Linette Richard S 514 Plum Rd
Mitchell A Jane 2296 Tower Rd
Smith Crystal L 2103 Shartlesville Rd
Zimmerman Katie L 122 Maple St
Morgantown Pa 19543
Brunner Kate E 839 Furnace Rd
Classic Coach Works 50 Highcroff Dr
Glass & Wesner Collision Repair Inc 456 Ash Rd
Harper Kathrine 50 Highcroff Dr
Hellings Paul PO Box 874
Kanaley Janell L, David M 456 Ash Rd
King Robert C, Karen A 210 Twin County Rd
Mcdaniel Michael A 62 Orchard Rd
Morgan Corp PO Box 588
Mudrick Edward J 41 Wexford Ct
Nitti Anthony Est of 667 Weaver Rd
Oberholtzer April J c/o Linton R Oberholtzer 5530 Morgantown Rd
Oberholtzer Linton R 5530 Morgantown Rd
Perimeter Techs Inc Attn Blaine Bacher 730 Hemlock Rd
Preston Andrew W Jr 2909 Oak Ln
Schoepflin Stephen, Erin 305 Country Ln
Silbaugh David 308 California Rd
Torrens James D RR 1
Zandy Cary, Wayne 26 Morgan Spring Dr
Mt Penn Pa 19606
Boyer Thomas 2725 Perkiomen Ave
Guss Jeremy, Carla 1118 Friedensburg Rd
Westley Matthew K 2607 Filbert Ave
Maynard Tommie L 235 W 49th St
New Berlinville Pa 19545
Kinetic System East 5 Boyertown Industrial Pa
Schmoyer Donald W PO Box 435
Stahl Francis C, Gloria V Box 1 Rt 100n
Oley Pa 19547
Davies Jeffrey S 11 Oley Meadows Dr
Hirko Timothy J 40 Water St
Horwith Tobey RD 2
Lauchnow William RR 3 Box 69c
Powers Rita M, John A 80 Carriage Cir
Reinert Evelyn P RD 1
Rose Douglas R 9 Jefferson St
Stauffer Miriam E 78 Mine Rd
Wyatt Wendy R 53 Main St
Yenser David 3146b W Philadelphia Ave
Yoder Harvey P RD 1
Yoder Kathleen 293 Kauffman Rd Apt A
Pennside Pa 19606
Geiger Russell W 607 Penndale Ave
Martin Vivian V 600 George St
Trout Betty J, George 910 N 26th St
Pike Pa 19547
Hughes Thomas 63 N 54
Pine Forge Pa 19548
Breath of Life Minis PO Box 266
Brown Milton 9630 E Monroe Rd
Shipman Ralph E Jr Pine Forge Academy
Winpenny Carol M PO Box 234
Reading Pa 19601
A&A Industrial Sales Inc 325 N 3rd St
Abreu Cristina 154 W Greenwich St
Alcala Kevin J 911 N Front St
Alexander Brigitte 150 N 4th St Apt 605
Ambrocio Maria 462 Miltimore
Anderson Mary E 222 Rose St
Andrews Michael W 435 Washington St Apt 402
Angstadt Raymond 348 N Front
Aponte Domingo 355 Spring St
Barber Daniel M, Grace V 355 Lackawanna St
Barrett Curt 209 W Windsor St
Batista Jose 825 N 2nd St
Bayliss Carol B 19 Wendy Rd
Bell Morgan W 709 Ave B
Beny Mary 27 S 11th
Berger Anna H 815 Pear St
Berks CC 645 Penn St Ste 2
Betancourt Perez Arturo 750 Schuylkill Av
Bevan Winifred M 723 Madison Ave
Blossom A Scarlett, Smith Norman L & 453 W Oley St
Bonds Arnold 1016 N 4th St
Booker Katherine 542 Gordon
Boyer Gladys c/o Barry Boyer 525 Curtis Ave
Boyer Joan F 418 W Windsor St
Bramble Kenrick 722 N 2nd St
Bratton Samuel T 310 Walnut St
Breisch Carl 630 N 5th St Threshold Rehab
Brendle Lynn 50 N 9th St #1403
Brenner Flora A 317 Rose St
Brockington Willie 126 Oley St
Brown Sarah E, John W 1038 Fern Ave
Bucks William C 1743 Pear St
Bukovsky Sylvia A 929 N 4th St
Burpee Doug 36 Laurel Ln
Calvaresi William 600 Tulpehocken St
Campbell Mary A 1447 Fairview St
Capoferri Jane 617 Walnut St
Carbaugh Esther M 1129 Butler St
Carter Geraldine 145 N 3rd St
Ceja Hernandez Jose L 216 Douglass St
Cimochowski Barbara 1421 Luzerne St
Clark Melissa 216 W Elm
Cocchimiglio Anthony 633 Ct St 2nd Fl
Concetta Fox 4013 Crestwood Dr
Connolly Margaret E 100 N Front St Apt 9b
Connor Jacquelyn 455 Gordon St
Corriere Lorraine 50 N 9th St #0601
Coste Gladys M 729 Mcknight St 1st Fl
Covington Monica L 426 Spring St
Coyne Helen E 749 N 12th St
Cruz Jose Gabriel 1224 Schuylkill St
Cruz Rodriguez Concepcion 223 W Windsor St
Daniels Elizabeth J 536 Weiser St
Daniels Naomi E 431 Tulfahocken
Darras James 800 Ct St Apt 116
Dehart Mary E 321 W Douglass St
Dezura Richard 560 Upland St
Diana Helen Est of 801 Penn St Apt 101
Dierolf Spencer C Jr, Monica A 508 Pike St
Dolce Devese D 659 Tulpehocken St
Dornes Pearl J 829 Ave A
Dreibelbis Dorothy, Joseph 910 N 3rd St
Duong Tong V 120 W Windsor St
E Richuitti Bonnie 236 Cedar St 12
Ealey Sean 408 Walnut St
Evans Jeffrey, Tra 207 Windsor St
Floren Rebecca S 713 N 5th St
Focht Ada V 321 W Douglass St
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Fogelman Robert M 315 Fisher Rd
Fox Lewis 4013 Crestwood Dr
Fox Sean A 405 N Tulpehocken Rd
Franqui Paul 247 Pear St
Freeland Adolfo 142 N 9th St
Frehafer Mabel 27 S 11th
Frutos Moises 1722 Pear St
Fuhrman Wade, Tina 625 N 5th St
Gale Mary E 930 Weiser
Garcia Jackson 231 W Douglass St
Gaspari Carmela 929 N 4th St
Gdowik Frank, Joann 841 Rose St
Geraldine Yocum c/o Ron Yocum 8−5 Heather Hts
Gonzales Irene 216 Hudson St
Goodwin Elizabeth W 510 Schuylkill Ave
Greene Lillian 853 Penn St
Grey Richard A 631 Washington St
Gross Sara E 1159 N 5th St
Gross Sara E 433 Windsor St
Hague Anna J 325 W Green St
Hand John Wesley c/o Barbara J Coffin R 633 Ct St Fl 8a
Heckman June S 100 N Front St Apt 2e
Hemandez Julio 118 Spring St
High Ethel 632 Washington
Hightower Priscilla 155 Pear St
Himes Roxann Y 626 N 2nd St
Hines Cameron Edward, Loretta Marie 422 Buttonwood St
Hines Chelsea Jean 422 Buttonwood St
Hoang Dinh 513 Windsor St
Hoffman Norman R 422 1/2 N 9th St
Hohman Brian W 631 Washington St
Home Concepts LLC Co 1620 N 3rd St
Hunsicker Anna E 143 Oley St
Impink Valerie 2109 Dennis Dr
Innocent Betty 112 Spring St
Jacobs Edward A 425 Birch St
Jacobson Melvyn 600 N 5th St
Kalbach James, Jane 540 Gordon St
Keith Alfred C 318 N Frout
Kern Gary L Rte 222 Box 2091
Kimrey Vinczenzi J 1021 N 4th St
Kramer Curtis L 379 Schuylkill Ave
Kreitz Robert R 501 Washington St
Kriekshack Betty 633 Ct St Fl8
Kulaga Hill Bonnie Est of 1022 Welser St
Lash Josephine 331 Greenwich St
Laudenslager Ingrid 709 Friendensburg Rd
Light Jennie E 781 Miltimore St
Long Christopher M 519 Cedar St
Lora Juan E 227 S 10th St
Lugan Elizabeth E 543 Elm St
Lugan Harry C c/o Frederick O Brubaker 543 Elm St
Luna Mayoral Manuel 933 N 4th St
Lutz Gladys M 525 Roseson St
Macedo Alvaro 518 N 13th St Apt 8
Maldonado Noemi 1004 N 4th St
Maldonado Sabine 1418 N 6th St
Marcano Germain, Chris 916 N Front St
Marquez Agustin 501 Guin St Apt 2
Marshall Keith A 150 N 4th St Apt 605
Marte Naurys 332 N 4th St
Mateo Debora E 435 Washington St Apt 402
Matias Rafael 237 W Greenwich St
Mccoy Jessie R 554 Ave A
Mcdonald Edwin, Marie 236 Greenwish St
Mckinney Irene 317 N 6th St
Mcknight Druecilla M, Edgar E 159 Elm St
Mejia Mercedes 655 Schuylkill Ave
Mendez Rodany 233 N 9th St
Merow Joel H Esq 6 N 6th St
Milander Robert, Mary 1034 Franklin St
Montz Theresa A, Kenneth L 46 Neversink St
Morales William, Cruz R 402 Green Tr 3rd Fl
Morales Alexander 1101 N 5th St
Morel Rosaura 916 Centre Ave
Morrison Mark A 155 Pear St
Morrison Mary 155 Pear St
Moss Bernard 263 W Buttonwood St
Mota Ernesto P, Davey 1017 Walnut St
Murray Alfred 216 W Elm
Neidert Theodore E 1331 N 13th St
Nicholson Ronald E Est of 1100 N 13th St
Nitti Nicola 535 Gordon St
Nowotarski Emily Threshold of Berks Co
Odagas Nicholas, Verna V 125 Poplar St
Olmeda Ortiz Oscar 1234 Carbon St
Ortiz Luis A 504 Cherry Stapt 1
Ortiz Marta I 263 N Front St
Pallero Joel Ugft 6 N 6th St
Palmer Cecil T 263 W Buttonwood St
Pedrosa Rogelio 814 N 6th St
Pellerite Michealina M 166 W Windsor St
Peniche Ramona, Cesar 243 W Oley St
Pennock Margaret Est of 119 W Greenwich St
Perna Anna Estate of 833 Madison Ave
Perna Louise 833 Madison Ave
Phillips M V 330 N 6th St
Poorman Virginia F 100 N Front St Apt 36
Porr Patricia, Ella E 2104 Peters Rd
Prado Felix E 101 Amity St
Pratt Creola 310 Walnut St
Purcell William Jr, Janet L 342 N 2nd St
Quinter Elva M 709 Friendensburg Rd
Ramos Vazquez Jose M 155 Elm St
Raudenbush Harold L 223 1/2 Cedar St
Reinhart Troy A 142 N 11th St
Richard Miracia 253 N 5th St
Richuitti Dominic 236 Cedar St 12
Rico Marco 163 Douglass St Apt 3
Rivera Ruzel 839 N Green St
Rivera Saldana Juan 216 Hudson St
Rivera Sandra L 887 Ave A
Rodriguez Juan C c/o Lourdes Alvelo 350 Elm St Apt 404
Romero Rigoberto 640 N 8th St
Roper Seth 537 N 8th St
Rosa Robert 921 N 5th St
Rosario Mercado Vicente Orlando 626 Centre Ave 3rd Fl
Rush Catherin 519 Pike St
Santiago Ana D 421 N 5th St Apt 3
Sayers Janet B 1414 N 6th St
Scherrer Margueri 349 Mcknight St
See Beneficiary P 140 Robeson St
Serrano Maritza 1420 N 6th St
Severino Miguel c/o Ramona Severino 188 W Green St
Shapiro Milton 803 Penn St
Shelly Thelma 512 Upland Ave
Sheperson Isabella 155 Pear St
Simmons William E RR4
Simon Dana L 112 W Windsor St
Sims Emma 435 Washington St Apt 412
Smith Laura G 835 Rose St
Smith Lee V 125 West Greenwich St
Staboleski Mildred Rd 4
Stamm Emma C 349 Mcknight St
Stitzer Harold A 424 Walnut St
Stock Ethel 372 Inepehucken
Stone Genesis 136 Oley St
Stoyko Ruth L 116 Windsor St
Stuebner Robert L 10 Bd 7
Stuerner Irene M 10 Bd 7
Suglia Jerry 408 W Greenwich St
Suglia Jerry Est of 408 W Greenwich St
Swoyer Smolkowicz Alice 1035 N 5th St
Synergy Environmental 607 Washington St
Terrey Richard 444−50 N 9th St
Tirado Rodolfo 105 Schiller St
Trujillo Ramirez Eloy 826 Church St
Uchida Andrew Hiapo 1733 Pear St Building
Uribe Salvador 501 N 8th St Apt 2
Vansickle Sandra 1035 N 5th St
Vesuvios Pizza Express 555 Penn St
Vogt Adolphine 400 Douglass St
Wagner Mark Do 623 N 5th St
Walters Virginia, Douglas 335 W Greenwich St
Wang Ok Kang K 954 Penn St
Waninger Elizabe, Paul 119 Elm St
Warren Robert 617 Walnut St
Wealand Harold R 633 Ct St Fl8
Weidel Jennie 402 1st Fl Rear
Weimer Aileen 820 N 4th St
Wendell Margaret M 425 Birch St
Whelan Fleischmann Schwartz Fnrl Hom 444 50 N 9th St
Wynn Florence 751 Church
Wynn Patricia 1759 Cottons St
Yockey Margaret 140 Robeson St
Zele Robert Eugene, Madeline M 519 Perry St
Zhang Jing 634 N 6th St
Zimmerman Howard, Susie RD3
Reading Pa 19602
Aguilar Florencia 310 N Front St
Alexander Earl W 1366 Mineral Spring Rd
Alvarado Maria 207 S 4th St Apt 2f
Alvarez Lopez S 327 S 9th St Apt 1fl
Amarante Kennedy 324 Wunder St
Arnold Catherine, Harold 538 S Schuykill Ave
Ayala Miguel 815 Franklin St Apt 602
Bailey Ruth F 949 Muhlenberg St
Bayne Darrell C 235 Clymer St
Bennett Michael 19 S 11th St
Benson Diane M 450 Penn St
Blair Florence 820 S 9th St
Blankenbiller Mark A 1229 Cotton St
Bosold Robert W Sr 559 S 11th St
Bradshaw William, Marie D 307 S 6th
Britt Clarence, Vera 620 S 7th St Rear 2
Broudrequx Kathleen Est of c/o Sovereign Bank Reading 450 Penn St
Burgos Abriel 911 Franklin St 1fl Apt 1b
Burnis Trinamarie 524 S 14th St
Cabello Noe 1124 Spruce St
Cabrera Richard F 450 Penn St
Castillo Florentino 113 1/2 Poplar St
Cirulli Mary Rose 914 Penn Ave
Clark Melissa 216 N Elm St
Cosgrave Jane L Apt 114 1040 Penn St
Cosme Gomez Raymond 230 S 6th St Apt 2
Cruz Carmelo 300 S 4th St Apt 103
Cruzcruz Abdiel 319 S 11th St
Cunnius Wilmer W Est of 439 S 5th St
De Bullet Eugene J 450 Penn St
Epler Margaret E, George B 1754 Perkiomen Ave A
Etchberger Katie E, Brian 502 W 9th St
Etchberger Katie E, Larry 502 W 9th St
Fabian Ernesta 446 Bingham St
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Faust Alice E, Joan A 220 S 3rd St
Fraser Lillian 38 1/2 Orange St
Frederick Joan C 1714 Perkiomen Ave
Galarza Javier 139 S 8th St
Gallman Funeral Home 910 Chestnut St
Garciageraldino Melania 221 S 4th St
Garrido Rijo Crispin 312s 10th St
Gartman Angela F 1040 Penn St Apt 114
Gensemer George, Nancy 337 S 6th St
Gerner Kristen 301 S 7th Ave
Gonzalez Generosa 109 S 11th St 3rd Fl
Gonzalezga Carlos 812 Master St
Green Charletha 340 Chestnut St
Heckler Robert P 1121 Chestnut St
Henry William J 530 Maple St
Hernandez Gladys M, Angel L 1515 Hill Rd Apt C−10
Hernandezlopez Juana 815 Franklin St Apt 602
Houston Phillip G 450 Penn St
Hummel Robert P 558 S 15th St
Jackson Robert A 417 S 5th St Rm 40
Jackson Robert L Est 525 1/2 Chestnut St
Jones Albert 1043 Mulhenberg St
Kasprzewski Richard 557 S 15th St
Kirkland Hinton Warren M, Hinton Renee 135 S 9th St
Klinger Charles O, Helen I 131 S R Ave
Klinikowski Jennie 416 Wunder St
Kohut James Est 543 Minor St
Lantz Florence Est of 1501 Mineral Spring Rd
Lazard Kenneth J 537 S 15th St
Leon Yenesis D 247 Maple St
Lofficiel Coiffures Inc 59 S 6th St
Lopez Mariana 1149 Franklin St
Lowe Ora M 1501 Mineral Spring Rd The Hawthorne
Maciejewski Olga 317 Spring Gdn St
Manley Carl M Sr 815 Franklin St Apt 507
Marcus Francis B, Pearl 247 Orange St
Mcintyre Annabelle 200 Penn St Fl 3
Mcneil William L Jr 1626 Forrest St
Mcneill Kyeisha 340 Chestnut St
Minor Gracine 19 S 11th St
Morales Luis A Rios 150 W Greenwich St
Morrow Shirley A 1501 Mineral Spring Rd
Moua Yang c/o Insd Pai Vue 300 Pine St
Mull Sherry L,Aaron J 1266 Muhlenberg St
Murray Alfred 216 N Elm St
Murray Josephine 953 Cotton St
Nogay Margaret L 220 S 4th St No32
Nong Paul 437 S 7th St
Nothdurft Donald B 450 Penn St
Ortiz Juan J 547 13th St
Ortiz Omayra 519 Chestnut St
Ortiz Pablo 220 S 5th St Apt 2a
Pauley Mary Est of 1026 Franklin St Apt 704
Perez Yelixa 1606 Forrest St
Perkins Kahn Lakeisha J Pt 1133a Chestnut St
Petroff Alexis 25 Little Wunder St
Pidhajnyi Maria 317 Spring Gdn St
Puello Omarlyn 109 S 9th St Fl 2
Randolph Elijah John 514 Minor St
Reyes Jose 634 Willow St
Rivera Blanca, Jose 21 S 10th St
Rivera Zobeida 555 S 11th St
Roberson Latice A, Lawrence 1032 Penn St
Roemer Aubrey M 235 Clymer St
Rolon Luis 544 S 6th St
Rosado Jermaine A 114 S 6th St
Santiago Jose 1159 Muhlenberg St
Santiago Matos Luis Gerardo 106 South 4th St 2nd Fl
Selig Catherine E Penn Cmns Ct Apts 1040 Penn St
Shaw Bernarda 1336 Kenny St
Sheidy Violet I 1240 Perkiomen Ave
Sherman Brant 1903 Trooper Rd
Shunk Rose M 910 Chestnut St
Sierra Jose 57 S 6th St
Singleton Shirley A 340 Chestnut St
Soto Santana M 327 S 9th St Apt 1fl
Sovereign Bank 450 Penn St
Spruce Manor Nursing & Reh 220 S 4th Ave
Stamm Rose M 820 S 9th St
Stitzer Genevieve C 530 Maple St
Stock Alice M 216 Pearl St
Stolz Carrol A, Leonard 1026 Franklin St Apt 911
Symonik Wessley 335 S 8th St
Tomaszewski Clarence J, Venera 1037 Muchlenburg St
Torres Rosa 446 Bingham St
Vazquez Portillo Milton R 14 Nevelcin St
Velez−Damiani Robert 1122 Chestnut St
Wagner Lucy Ann Cirulli 914 Penn Ave
Wallace Erick 837 Muhlenberg St
Weand Gerald L 1239 Cotton St
Werner Joan K 1007 Chestnut St
Williams Antoine c/o Patricia H Frankel 125 S 5th St
Williams Neal A 628 Spruce St
Wittmann Ronald A The Hawthorne 1501 Mineral Spring Rd
Wyatt Anna L 1501 Mineral Spring Rd
Yoh Glenn 559 S 11th St
Yonick Annie 414 S 12th St
Ziegler Robert K 1401 Muhlenberg St
Reading Pa 19603
Adams T Arlene Attn John T Forry PO Box 542
Badio Guiteau PO Box 322
Bonner William 12 Veterans Sq
Boyer Gerald A, James F PO Box 1495
Cardell Millie PO Box 1495
Colon Maribel PO Box 403
Community General Hospital Foundation PO Box 316
Eagle Clarence A 540 Ct St PO Box 542
Ecesis LLC PO Box 605
Falasco Joseph PO Box 1495
Fuentes Jose 35 S Prince St
Griffith Michelle 102 Orchard View Rd
Guido Francis W PO Box 699
Hammerschidt Johanna Est c/o Koch Koch PO Box 8514
Hogendobler Martha E Attn John T Forry PO Box 542
Houseman Catherine T c/o Berks County Home PO Box 1495 Berks Heim
Hussain Zaheda Attn Time Deposits Sr3b52 PO Box 1102
Lebron Cruz PO Box 7703
Loland Sigurd, Signe Box 8302c
Mantilla Luis Sr 1137 Franklin St
Meridan Bank Time Deposits Sr3b52 PO Box 1102
Mervine Don W c/o Robert R Kreitz PO Box 902
Perugini Michael J PO Box 736
Raylon Corp PO Box 91
Ritz Jeffrey, Ruth M PO Box 1495
Schaefer Joseph A c/o William P Mackay PO Box 1256
Schmidt Kathryn G Box 1643
Smith Elizabeth T PO Box 1102
Stewart Abstract of Berks Co C/O Stewart of Pa Inc PO Box 7721
Ullman Forry 540 Ct St
Widing J W PO Box 679
Zalegowski Mark E PO Box 8633
Zerr Helen V PO Box 1495
Reading Pa 19604
AW Golden Goodwrench Auto Body 1036 N 10th St
Acosta Genero 1618 N 11th St
Adame Maria 1036 N 11th St
Agudio Frank J 935 Oley St
Alexander Nancy W 1564 N 10 St
Alicea Miguel A, Lydia 348 N 11th St
Allison June J, June 936 N 11th St
Althouse Rebecca L 750 N 10th St
Alvarez Lopez Angel E 626 Mulberry St
Andrade Maria 832 N 10th St
Angstadt Harold 1615 N 10th St
Armas Victor 1925 N 14th St
Arms Chelsey N, Richard G 1704 N 16th St
Arredondo Mirca 1206 Marion St
Augustine Irene 505 N 10th St
Augustine Eleanor 505 N 10th St
Bataller Virginia, Johnnie 1502 Palm St
Baublitz Terrie L 741 N 8th St
Beato Maria 1216 Junior St
Belen Castro Bernarda L 1052 Green St
Beltron Edwin 1106 Hampden Blvd
Bennethum Bradly R, Ray H 958 N 11th St
Beverly Beatrice M 215 Mulberry St
Boateng Kwabena 01028 Perry St
Bohner Marissa 750 N10th St 1st Fl
Bolanos Leonor T 2161 Elder St Block B
Bourdier Frank 1037 Amity St
Breen Theresa 1318 Union St
Bright Alice 943 N 11th St
Bulles Donald, Jean 434 Linden St
Burrell Earl B 1666 N 10th St
Bussiere Jennifer L 851 N 8th St
Caceras Jose R 1220 Greenwich St
Carrion S Renne 1114 Green St
Castro Suarez Awilda 1222 Locust St
Clouser Nicole A c/o David Clouser 1052 Perry St
Colon Carlos A 937 Mulberry St
Conn Sharon A Est 1200 N 11th St 203
Cortez Iraida 1951 N 14th St
Crab Barn 2613 Hampden Blvd
Crabb Kenneth 1203 Green St
Deininger Anthony 1928 N 17th St
Delerme Dora Y 318 Linden St
Direnzo Maria, Amy 826 Nicolls St
Dorestant Jean F 2311 Alsace Rd
Drain David G 252 Linden St
Drain Raymond S 252 Linden St
Energy Efficient Lighting Co 835 Amity St
Eshbach Bros Inc 1440 N 9th St
Espinosa Hector D Ugft 648 Locust St
Fichthorn Reba S 253 N 13th St
Fitzgerald James L 733 N 9th St
Fizz Goldie A 1331 Green St
Franco Elidia 313 Locust St
Fusner John E 812 Mulberry St
Gallo Eric G 811 N 12th St
Garcia Carmen B 316 N 10th St
Garcia Jose L 1235 Windsor St
Garciagonzales Alfredo 1120 Union St
Gasper Pedro 314 N 10th St
Geist Stanley R, Ethel 421 Locust St
Gillespie Eva 1032 Oley St
Glover Reva M 1049 N 12th St
Gomez Antonio J 527 Mulberry St
Gonzalez Artemio 1248 Alsace Rd
Gonzalez Zonia 939 Robeson St Apt 2
Good Esther 1419 N 12th St
Grey Paul 735 N 10 Th St
Grinage Kimberly A, William R 1518 Linden St
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Gruber Charles H, Rosemary 1416 N 10th St
Guadalupe Sandy 321 Mulberry St
Haggerty Virginia M 1318 Union St
Handrovk Frank 1222 Buttonwood St
Heck Donald 1201 Douglass St
Heck Forrest H 1156 Mulberry St
Heredia Luis G N 9th St N905
Hernandez Christopher 1232 Fidelity St
Hernandez Gonzalez Jose 1127 Elm St
Hilzinger Kathleen M, Charles J 620 Birch St
Himmelmann Laura C 732 N 13th St
Hinnershitz Brooke Est of 415 N 10th St
Hoffman Eleanor, Marvin 1330 N 12th St
Holt Harry G 1521 N 10th St
Howell Anne 505 N 10th St Apt 503
Hunsberger Ruth A 1123 Spring St
Janiszewski Michael 1200 N 11th St Apt 103
Jaramillo Barbara 1036 N 10th St
Killiam Sarah R 1101 N 9th St
Killian Jason 713 N 12th St
Killian Wilmer G 1101 N 9th St
Kim Euicheul 1517 Birch St
Kravatz Plumbing & Heating Attn Timothy Kravatz 2304 Alsace Rd
Kreisher Elizabeth, Robert 1236 Locust St
Kunkel Betty J 750 N 10th St
Lauther Diane J, P S 1119 Amity St
Lichtenstein Evelyn E, Allen B 1707 Alsace Rd
Livinghouse Elva 221 Mulberry
Lloyd Ardine 1403 N 14th St
Mar Moran 1617 Bern St
Marchut Bertha A 1341 N 12 St
Martinez Miguel Angel G Lamoz 325
Mateo Domingo 1139 Elm St
Matz Henry, Paul 522 N 12th St
Mcneil Emma J 112 N 11th St
Mercier Marsha A 943 N 11th St
Minter Arthur Est of 221 Mulberry
Moncada Francisco 835 Moss St
Moran Max 730 N 12th St
Morrison Kay 1513 N 11th St
Moyer Daniel P 816 Douglass St
Natera Filmo 1530 N 10th St
Oak Forest Apt 2220 B Alsace Rd
Ogando Erick D 1115 Green St
Ojea Angel L 818 N 8th St
Orlando Joseph F 1901 Olive St
Pantoja Victor 839 Locust St
Pease Russell M 1014 Locust St
Pelter Tim 1202 Oley St
Perea Ana L 738 N 11th St 1st Fl
Perez Audeli, Flor 1322 Hampden Blvd
Phillips Rebecca 1307 N 10th St
Prater Shannon E 926 Windsor St
Ratajczak Dorothy C Est of 1059 Pike St
Ray George W 1118 Buttonwood St
Reinert Evelyn 1349 Mulberry St
Reyes Miguel A 1532 Mulberry St
Richards Paula 1016 Buttonwood St Fl 2
Rivera Cesar 10 N Th St
Roberson Lawrence, Latice A 915 N 12th St
Robert J Marrella 1401 Perry St
Rodriguez Cortez Ernestina 740 N 12th St
Rosado Jennifer 910 Perry St
Rosario Luis A 816 Hampden Blvd
Ruppert Ray Estate 226 Jameson Place
Salgado Wanda F 1137 Robeson St
Santana Jessenia 1951 N 14th St
Sattler Friedoline, Miriam 1229 Green St
Schwenk Ethel G, W L 1225 Amity St
Sell Jack Est of, Mary 1516 N 9th St
Simmons Jack F Sr 1743 Thorn St
Slapkowski Gisela 1052 N 10th St
Smith Herbert, Dana 629 Moss St
Smith Erma V 1163 N 10th St
Smith Fern A 1345 Locust St
Smith Maudlyn 1513 N 11th St
Soto Wilfredo 1617 Bern St
Steckline P Howard 1512 N 10th St
Steffy Charles E 1416 N 10th St
Swaby Clifton A 1122 Windsor St
Swartz Mary 1419 N 12th St
Swavely Jeffrey W 1310 Hampden Blvd
Taylor Jacob 1220 N 14th St
Thomas Barbara A, James L 1312 Linden St
Tiburcio Luciano A 939 Robeson St Apt 2
Tineo Juan D 1162 Green St
Torok Kenneth Jr 1243 Douglass St
Undheim Cindy 1011 Spring St
Vargas Orlando 620 Locust St
Walk Leona 1318 Linden St
Wentzel Robert, Mary 1147 Mulberry St
Wentzel Beverly 1501 Hampden Blvd
Wert Esther M c/o Darlene J Wert 623 Locust St
Wetty Pearl C 1564 North 10 St
Williams Christopher Leigh 727 Moss St
Yost Phyllis 1318 Linden St
Young Evelyn D 731 N 10th St
Reading Pa 19605
AW Golden Goodwrench 2526 Centre Ave
AW Golden Inc 2526 Centre Ave
Agfs & Affiliates Its Succes 702 Crescent Ave
Algier Clare K 517 Florida Ave
Arrow Interl 2400 Bernville Rd
Aw Golden Inc 1268 Frederick Blvd
Aw Golden Inc 2526 Centre Ave
Bechtel Patricia A 208 Dickinson Dr
Becker Grace A, Becker RR2 Box 2788
Berks Medical Equipt 12 A Winco Ln
Black Lacey Anne 3632 Ridgeway St
Brown Phyllis Jean 3929 Stoudts Ferry Br Rd
Cammarano Dennis J 1017 Whitier Rd
Charles Pierre W 605 Georgia Ave
Chen Zhao 1020 Leanne St
Citi Residential Lending 702 Crescent Ave
Crossley Richard, Grace 9241 Fairview Dr
Darras Penelope 8 Girard Ave
Dennys Electric Svc Inc 4420 Pottsville Pike
Dettinger Kate Lot 147 Spinacker Ln
Diguardi Fern I 3400 Montrose Ave
Elliot Theda D 218 Jefferson St
Everson Diana M 3427 Eisenhower Ave
Fernandez Viviana 861 Delta Ave
Fisher Barry L 320 W Bellevue Ave
Frees Vesta M Apt 102 2900 Lawn Tr
Gaffney Dawn A 506 Rivervale Rd
Garden Family Restaurant 3455 Pottsville Pike
Gehris Ruth 3320 Willow Grove Ave
Gonzalez Israel 1007 Sunny Ridge Rd
Goodwill Benefit Assn 100 Madison Ave
Grillo Dylan P 3929 Stoudts Ferry Br Rd
Group Three Props Inc 2851 Centre Ave
Haas Jeffrey S, Grace 525 Mulenberg St
Haas Grace K 1065 Sage Ave
Hartenstine Dorothy M 3117 Eisenbrown Rd
Hoffman Murray I, Karen E 4212 Stoudts Ferry Bridge Rd B
Houck Bruce c/o Lucy Seaman 3517 Montrose Ave
Houck David c/o Lucy Seaman 3517 Montrose Ave
Jetsort of Pa Inc 4408 Pottsville Pike
Kepner Charles G 3335 Stoudts Ferry Br Rd
Khan Habib R 4009 Danor Dr
Kinsey Verna R 33 Berkley Park Rd
Kozlowski K S 160 Water St 2
Kraus Dolores B 408 Elmer Cir
Laceys Office Clean 2230 Berkeley Rd
Lee Cambridge 86 Tube Dr
Light David M 1074 Sage Ave
Livingood Matthew 702 Crescent Ave
Maslo Sandra L 2602 Kutztown Rd
Mcquillen Emily V 317 Hain Ave
Moore Brandon 1033 Laurelee Ave
Murdy Dianna c/o Emily V Mcquillen 317 Hain Ave
Myers Anna M 772 Floret Ave
Ohalloran Delphine D 1000 Yarrow Ave
Paulino Ramon 2201 Raymond Ave
Pittsburgh−Fayette Express 2204 Stacy Dr
Radvanyi Michael C, Martin C RD9 Box 9058
Rapp Michael 817 Floret Ave
Redners Market Inc 3 Quarry Rd
Reese Gladys M 2209 Raymond Ave
Reids Tannery Promotional Products 2419 Kutztown Rd
Sauer Louise A 2900 Lawn Ter Apt 304
Schaeffer Mae F 3500 Stoudts Ferry Bridge Rd
Schwambach Francis R, Irene 3434 Foster Ln
Singh Parminder 4036 Hilltop Ave
SJH Svcs Corp Office 12a Wingco Ln
Snyder Thomas C 211 Girard Ave
Son Spa Inc 2913 Centre Ave Unit 2
Sotomayor Matilde R 3 Spring Valy Rd
Teleflex Inc 2400 Bernville Rd
Trupp Maggie H 478 Snyder Rd
Ulle Dorothy Riverview Park
Weidner Linwood R 1016 Yarrow Ave
Wu Xiaoxue 427 Elmer Cir Bldg F6 2nd Fl
Reading Pa 19606
AW Golden 71 7 Holly Dr
Abramovich Aliaksandor 211 Coral Ln
Adelman Joel, Josh 57 Hearthstone Dr
American Funds 2154 Queens Ct
Antosy Mary 503 N 25th St
Asamoah Samuel 2900 Oley Tpke Rd I 12
Aulenbach Elizabeth G 120 Bingaman Rd
Bajkowski Robin 225 Farway Dr
Behm Frederick F 3310 Stoner Ave
Berks Gi 99 Linree Ave
Blimline Grant A 621 Carsonia Ave
Broadwater Elizabet B8 Alpine Ct
Canyon Ramone N 424 S 16th St
Chobot Joseph P 211 Lincoln Dr
Clardy Darius Vicent 544 S 18th St
Cloak Phyllis A 4501 Perkiomen Ave
Commonwealth Ortho Inc 11 Fairln Rd
Corado Mark L 390 Constitution Ave
Curley Dennis 19 Pickwick Pl
Daigle Rene J 1704 Cotton St
Davis Felicia 601 S 19th St B301
Davis Michele 53−5 Holly Dr
Debolt Michael PO Box 4351
Delong Christina M 36 6 Mount Pine Tr
Devine John 4827 Mays Ave
Devinez Frederick J 1933 Fairview Ave
Didyoung Frederick J 328 High St A
Dietrich Agnes R 116 Mayer St
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Doan Hai V 4477 Delmar Dr
Drive Financial 544 S 18th St
Ebbert Bertha 558 50th
Emery Jennifer 90 Winchester Ct
English Beverly, Frank 900 Guilford Ct
Essigs Transmissions Inc 2900 Perkiomen Ave
Evans Jack W, Alex 1003 Strawberry Run
Evans Jack W, Kayla 1003 Strawberry Run
Fiorini Mary Est of 21 Fairln Rd
Fisher Bradley W 17 Pennwyn Tr
Francis Elmer R, Nancy 42 Hearthstone Dr
Gees Helen M 2417 Filbert Ave
Grabarek Juel D J Shestok 501 N 25th St Pennside
Granados Nicanos, Suzita 9 Wyndham Hill Dr
Grote Regis R 2707 Prospect St
Hansen Sally S 8 Estates Dr
Hardaugh Lora 2154 Queens Ct
Hassler Elizabeth Catherine, Herman A RR4 Box 221 C
Herman John M, Rita E 3701 Perkiomen Ave
Hoff Doris R Apt 320 Elmcroft of Reading 9 Colin Ct
Immendorf Olga E 1211 Deer Run
Jablonski Deborah G 825 Beaver Ln
Jefferson Leonard PO Box 4081
Judy Michelle L 26 Butter Ln
K Dellinger R Md 3 Ctney Rea Cir
Kalausky William, Alice 1024 Hickory Ln
Kalausky William 1024 Hickory Ln
Keegan John F PO Box 4224
Keenan Adrienne M, Bernard R RR4 Box 157t
Kehr Michael W 104 Oak Ln
Keinard Randall A 50 Wanner Rd
Keppel Maureen F Est of 444 Chalfont Pl
Kissling Thomas 516 Brighton Ave
Kline Jeffrey R 205 Lowell Dr
Kondracki Danielle 2132 Fairview Ave
Kondrath Andrew Est of 5340 Oley Tpke Rd
Kowalski Jennifer W, Emily R 106 Hollywood Ave
Laboy Cartagena Tatiana M 517 S 15 1/2 St
Lesher Susan T 5180 Boyertown Pi
Levengood Paul W Jr, Barbara M 76 Glen Oley Dr
Levy Md Paul 6 Hearthstone Ct
Liver Dis 99 Linree Ave
Madara Tiffany I, Gary S PO Box 3682
Manmiller Clarence, Dorothy RR4
Marconi Beulah 1933 Fairview Ave
Marks Charles Harold, Dorothy L 205 Montgomery Ave
Martin Judith 558 50th
Mazzone Carmen V 601 S 19th St Apt B110
Mcwilliams Elizabeth 223 W 38th St
Meck Betty Lee 411 Printz St
Mercado Aurora Building E Apt 307
Meshin Lauren R 150 W 47th St
Metzger Juliana 2616 Perkiomen Ave
Miller Bonita 1225 Hollywood Dr
Miller Timothy 81 Klapperthal Rd
Milner Edith M Est of 1222 Hollywood Dr
Milner Garvin 1222 Hollywood Dr
Monshower George H 524 S 19th St 2
Morrissey Nicholas R, J M 4718 Ryan Ct
Moser Calvin L 1568 Cotton St
Motkowski Lawrence F 3608 Patton St
Mower John A c/o Lois Lis Apt B6 2900 Oley
Moyer Fuchs Tina 235 Constitution Ave
Moyer Valerie 502 Angora Rd
Mullarkey George D 1755 Cotton St
Nangle Lillian L N 25th Pennside 846a
Narducci Paul R 4325 Sylvan Dr
On Point Properties LLC 1014 Rill Rd
Paone Pauline E 2 Keystone Rd
Patterson William C, Naomi 450 S 18th St
Patterson Naomi 570 S 18 1/2 St
Patterson William 570 S 18 1/2 St
Pauley Kenneth, Krista 533 S 16th St
Penn Pride Reading 3107 Perkiomen Ave
Phillips Michelle R 710 Brighton Ave
Pizano Orozco Maria 515 S 15 1/2 St
Porr Patricia, Ella E 2104 Peters Rd
Preston Alexandra Elizabeth, Vitoria Altemus 50 Gunpowder Ln
Preston Vitoria Altemus, Rebecca Marie 50 Gunpowder Ln
Preston Vitoria Altemus, Samuel De 50 Gunpowder Ln
Putt Richard Est of, Betty Est of PO Box 4473
Reifs Mary V 542 S 18th St
Richardson Debbie 721 Carsonia Ave
Rickenbach Jean M 409 N 25th St
Rivera Joellie Building E Apt 307
Roth Agnes H, Adam J 3 Nancy Cir
Rothermel Bridgette 71 7 Holly Dr
Russell Lesher J 850 Carsonia Ave Apt D 105
Sanon Elsie 400 N 25th St
Schlesinger Kimberly A, Jamie H 20 Mulligan Dr
Seibert Rubie C 150 Christine Dr
Shull David 10 5 Cranberry Rdg
Smith Jason F 8 Windsor Ct
Somerday Monna Jean 4997 Quince Dr
Staab Kathryn E, George E 222 Melrose Ave Stony Creek Mills
Steinberg Vicki 1107 Heathrow Ct
Swanson Arthur 203 Wanner Rd
Swoyer Nancy Lincolnwood 503 Caravelle Ln
Symanowicz Bernard, Anna 5485 Perkiomen Ave Apt 206
Symanowicz Anna 5485 Perkiomen Ave Apt 206
Taylor Frank E, Donna 1007 Pepper Ridge Dr
Tomcavage Edward RR3 Box 3006
Valeriano Philip c/o David G Campbell PO Box 4158
Vaughan Maggie, James 1704 Cotton St
Venkler Norma 850 Carsonia Ave Apt B105
Walk Cheryl RR3 Box 3006
Waring Karen L PO Box 3644
Watkins Zackery 221 Harvey Ave
Weidner Shirly 1 Alpine Ct Apt C1
Weitzel Elizabeth A, John R 1826 Cotton St
Wharry Bessie 1830 Perkiomer
White Eugene E 1603 Butter Ln
Wilder Lisa A 6 Taylor Dr
Wilson Cynthia L 3915 Penns Dr
Zimmerman Dorothy William Cbom M 9 Colin Ct
Reading Pa 19607
786 Auto Sales Ser 1100 Lancaster Ave
Abraham Juan Julio 515 Harding Ave
Barclay Mary E 11 Muinfield Dr
Berstler Frances H 137 Medinah Dr
Bingaman Alice M 14 Rim View Ln
Brown Thelma M 1392 New Holland Rd
Bryan Russell E, Jean S 500 Haig Blvd Kenhorst
Burky Dorothy E, Donald R 1133 Gregg Ave
Cley David 5213 Kacher Rd
Creative Remotivational Therapes Pc 707 Parkside Ave
Daglis Nicholas 320 Kenhorst Blvd
Dareneau Patricia W, Thomas D 151 Merion Ln
Dawson Marianne H, Rodman F 1375 Pershing Blvd Apt D3
Denunzio Stacy 6a Saint Andrews Cir
Detwiler David S 45 Muirfield Dr
Diguardi Ralph J 24 Muirfield Dr
Eplerheimer Angelina 2241 Lancaster Pike
Fromm Donald R Valy Stream Rd 43
Galen Traci M 965 Upland Ave
Gawad Amr 227 S Wyomissing Ave
Grady Jillian M 1542 Welsh Rd
Greenhills Medical C 1903 C Morgantown Rd
Griesemer Michael S 69 Woodpecker Ln
Griesemer Thama 500 Philadelphia Ave 113a
Griffith Matt 537 N Brobst St
Horrigan Richard W 1211 Lancaster Ave
Jackson John C 1 Whitepine Gulch Deerfield Village
Jones Barry, Emma RR1 Box 1038
Kapelski Francis 10 Tranquility Ln
Keith Joan 450 Philadelphia Ave Apt
Klein Edna 571 Church Rd
Kulp Jr William O 2 Gene Ln
Light Jed D 1501 New Holland Rd
Liopiros Krisoula 45 Medinah Dr
Lutz Darrell T 30 S Sterley St
Macgrady Karen M 1542 Welsh Rd
Magee Joan S, Edward 733 Philadelphia Ave
Malinowski Walter 2241 Lancaster Pike
Mariglio Denise 7 Fawn Dr
Maziarz Elizabeth 18 Grouse Point Cir
Mcgrew Robert 6a Saint Andrews Cir
Moyer Barbara A, Curtis R 1408 Brooke Blvd
Moyer Leon F Reading RD3 Oley Tpke Rd PO Box 489 B
Nicolaas Fourie 32 Village Ctr Dr
Pettit Erin P 224 Wexham Dr
Pier Joel R 1401 Liggett Ave
Plante Donald J 253 Mountain View Rd
Quinter David C Kenhorst 107 John Glenn Ave
Rawlings Michael E 943 New Holland Rd 2nd Fl
Rodriguez Carmen M, Velazque 1320 Logan St
Savage Kia 937 Highwood Ave
Sowers Harold L Reading RD3 Oley Tpke Rd PO Box 489 B
Spare Robert J 1385 Fayette Ave
Stebbins Cynthia R 129 Merion Ln
Stephens Dorothy R III 1400 Ridge Ave Apt 206
Stephens Ernest L Jr Uw 1400 Ridge Ave Apt 206
Stock Camille 521 Elsie St
Street Andrea M 130 W Elm St
Talarico Angeline 201 Community Dr Apt E
Terpstra Shirley S Apt 206
Test Shirley S 1400 Ridge Ave Apt 206
Thompson Stephanie 1530 Liggett Ave
Timac Usa Inc. PO Box 888
Troelsch Ronald 937 Highwood Ave
Walb Tatum C 903 Crestview Ave
Watras Cynthia T 411 Tremont Ave
Weidner Gary Est of 130 Lester Ave
Welder Florence M 1420 Bleeker Ave
Wilson Thomas C 28 Muirfield Dr
Woolven Sandra L, Ruth M 1522 Fayette Ave
Yotter Doris D 500 Mifflin Blvd
Young Richard D 1507 Logan St
Ziegler Elizabeth L 108 N Kenhorst Blvd
Reading Pa 19608
Ayala Margaret A 150 Belle Alto Rd
Coleman Bryce Charles 2300 Shillington Rd
Dixon Edgar L Est of Mchs Sinking Spring 3000 Win
Donton Mildred F 910 Grings Hill Rd
George Margaret 150 Belle Alto Rd
Henz Carly 63 Meadow Ct
Horst Payton Elizabeth, Daryl D 24 Brook Hollow Dr
Hower Robert 3126 Octagon Ave
Jagadesan Sethu 455 Kenny Dr
Keller Grace E 101 Vermont Ave
Kokomozay Rosetta M 2406 Goddard Ave
Matylewich Gertrude 2907 Shillington Rd
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Minogue Thomas, Sophie 12 Balthaser Rd
Munoz Gonzalez O 1604 Jamec St
Nelson Michael Sr 2709 Beacon Dr
Orlando Kenneth R, Grace M 2900 Gerard Ave
Poletti Isidore, Elsa A Box B 419 RD2
Purnell John 2908 Chiselford Dr
Reber Viola M 4052 Penn Ave Apt 10
Reid Jennifer 2801−F Wyoming Dr
Saylor Todd E 756 Columbia Ave A
Seward Wilbur 2812 Sturbridge Ct
Tompkins Kelly A 212 Nicole Dr
Torres Jayson J 213 N 9th St
Tuckey Helen M 321 Shakespeare Dr
Reading Pa 19609
Abreu Jose 310 Elmwood Ave
Bieber Andrea, Bryan 2455 Cleveland Ave
Cote Jennifer L 1356 W Wyomissing Blvd Apt I
Deibert Mabel R 2708 Girard Ave
Ferry Gerald W PO Box 2658
Grande Sabrina 2213 Quarry Dr Ste 101
Green Victor 5 Hillside Rd
Hake Robert S, James 2227 Monroe Ave
Lutz Wilbur M 10 Tranquility Ln
Oneil Mary Lou, Ronald L 2444 Mcklinley Ave
Ronald P Yeager Trust Agreement 811 Sledge Ave
Roth Lloyd 609 W Lawn Ave
Smith Dorothy F 208 Perkasie Ave
Stephenson Kathryn 5 Hillside Rd
Reading Pa 19610
Bickhart Benjamin H 1622 Delaware Ave
Bisconti Kim Dr 509 Park Rd N
Caron David J 1904 Van Reed Rd Apt F21
Caron Kenneth P Jr 1904 Van Reed Rd Apt F21
Caron Warren P 1904 Van Reed Rd Apt F21
Erlich Elizabeth 1114 Reading Blvd
Federal National Mtg Attn Matt Stauffer 1290 Brdcasting Rd
Gross Debra 1613 Ethan Dr
Guarino Dominic J 1651 Cleveland Ave
Hartman Jeffrey R 833 N Park Rd Ste 200
Ide Jule M 2000 Cambridge Av 102
Kern Jeff M 950 Wayne Ave
LML Direct View 1912 State Hill Rd
Margrave Ardelle E, James L PO Box 6263
Moyer Ruth M 1613 Ethan Dr
Natashas 1133 Penn Ave
Nativity of Bvm Ukrainian Church 157 Lucinda Ln
Parson Ernest 1611 Rural RR103
Ramsey Earl G 39 Dorchester Dr
Rapp Michael 2000 Cambridge Ave
Repko Mary L 6 Junco Dr
Rodriguez Carlos 4 Park Plz Ste 206a
Snyder Dorothy R 2000 Cambridge Ave
Sternilieb Faith 12 Goldfinch Dr
Sternlieb Jeffrey 12 Goldfinch Dr
Vigh Janki 450 Parliament Dr
Walter Sheila 39 Dorchester Dr
Weaver Izaak R, Ray Jr 20 Goldfinch Dr
Weeber Gene S 4 Wellington Bl
Woods Jeffrey L 2010 Cypress Ln
Reading Pa 19611
Abreu Tomas, Lin 204 Hancock Blvd
Abreu Nelson 210 Gerry St
Aulenbach Arlene 208 Hancock Blvd
Aulenback Lester W 208 Hancock Blvd
Binder Dave 808 Old Wyomissing Rd
Blanco Ruiz Jose R 448 Lancaster Ave
Bond Donna A 615 Lancaster Ave 2nd Fl
Burt Heather M, Eric B 210−212 Arlington St
Cecilia Bertha 534 Reading Ave
Colon Basilisa 647 Mcclellan St
Damore Theresa M, Lawrence 420 Crestmont St
Fey Maureen E 818 Old Wyomissing Rd
Fisher Nancy C 215 Sycamore Rd
Hughes Marcia 1304 Orchard Rd
Kessler Arlene 416 Reading Ave
Langiotti Lara 319 Corrol St
Lopez Ana 1209 Meade St
Mckenna Hilda P 525 Lancaster Ave
Moser Melissa 334 Sycamore Rd
Peters Kelly P 525 Lancaster Ave
Recaol Cornel 213 Hanley Pl
Reppert Joan R 450 Burnside Ave
Rodolff Katherine, Ralph 818 N 12th St
Schanne Gerald 525 Lancaster Ave
Schneider Boris 529 Reading Ave Ste R
Shade Tisa L 321 Carroll St
Shelley Manie 1000 E Wyomissing Blvd
Shelly Marie 1000 E Wyomissing Blvd
Snyder Dorothy, John 432 Penn Ave W
Solomon Catherine 100 Park Ave
Sovereign Bank 525 Lancaster Ave
Stout Russell C 125 S 2nd Ave
Taveras Nicholas, Mar 812 Margaret St
Tezak Kimberly A 304 Brookline Plaza
Tezak Lottie J 304 Brookline Plaza
Tom Masano Inc 420 Gregg Ave
Walker Charles O 450 Burnside Ave
Wilson Lynda A 123 Noble St
Witwer William K 1000 E Wyomissing Blvd
Ziegler B L 414 Oak Ter
Reading Pa 19612
AW Golden Inc PO Box 13966
Anderson Sharon PO Box 12830
Auto Prop PO Box 12646
Baldwin Hardware Corp 841 E Wyomissing Blvd Box 15048
Briggs C H PO Box 15188
Central Pa Teamsters PO Box 15224
CNA Attn Maryellen Snyder PO 16020
Dale Theodore J III PO Box 12801
Dyson Maurice PO Box 16255
Enersys Inc Enersys Deaware Inc PO Box 14145
Exide Corp 645 Penn St
Fractal Brothers Inc PO Box 12985
Gainer Louis PO Box 15237
Goldberg Jacob 13th & Bern Sts
Golub Lauren 480 S Wyomissing
J C Ehlich Co Inc PO Box 13848
Kovac Marcella PO Box 12646
Lee Cambridge PO Box 14026
Loomis Company Benefits Division PO Box 14086
Okafor Chukwudubem A PO Box 13261
Pest Control Rentokil PO Box 13848
Pinchinat Vicki PO Box 12945
Property PO Box 12646
Ramesh Habib 39 Mainst
Soto Luisa M 923 Buttonwood St
Sovereign Bank PO Box 12646
Sovereign Bank PO Box 16255
Staverosky Tom PO Box 14653
Summit Steel Mfg Co PO Box 14295
Sylvain Marie PO Box 12945
Tamayo Eloisa L 923 Buttonwood St
Tavares Scott PO Box 12646
Vangilder Dawn E PO Box 12646
Wall Michele D, Madeline PO Box 12702
Windsor Svcs PO Box 13787
Reiffton Pa 19606
Reimert Mildred R 3620 Ease Ave
Robesonia Pa 19551
Brimmer Ruth J 404 Martha St
Buchanan James 30 Focht Rd
Cimnet Inc 946 W Penn Ave
Fox Solom J 288 Honeysuckle Ln
Glenn P Heydt & Town & Country Leasing LLC 450 West Penn Ave
Long Coolidge D 404 S Church St
Ludwig John N 100 E Ruth Ave
Madeira Alberta H Est of c/o John T Wertz 138 E Penn Ave
Madeira Scott L c/o John T Wertz 138 E Penn Ave
Mankey Jeffery B 305 Hill Rd
Maxim Logistics Inc 231 E Penn Ave
Mckinney Susanne c/o Donald Mckinney 220 Foxcroft Ln
Reberio Christian Michael, Connie 314 Texture Mt Rd
Reichert Patricia A 344 Harry Ave
Slabey Doris, John 1006 Harsham Rd
Smith Pauline 133 Pieller Rd
Royersford Pa 19608
Larrisey Marta C 2016 Fox Meadow Cir
Shartlesville Pa 19554
Church Friedens 28 Wolf Creek Rd
Hartmann Edmond 520 Washington Ave
Shillington Pa 19602
Bausher Angela 506 Harding Ave
Shillington Pa 19607
Berger Russell E 12 Pine St
Bortz Philip James, Anna M 35 Liberty St
Bortz Sandra Louise, Anna M 35 Liberty St
Chrusciel Edward K 522 Grill Ave
Delrosario Pauline 114 Colonial Dr Apt D
Desjardins Cynthia G 90 Medinah Dr
Devore Chad A 12 Buck Haven
GES Attn Robert Hagy 311 Lynoak Ave
Griesemer Roberta A, Thama A 6 E Elm St
Hanna Ezzat A PO Box 151
Harding Lee G 501 N Brobst St
Hattendorf Rhonda 31 Liberty St
Ingramwa Brenda 309 Pershing Blvd
Kielinski Kyle B 345 Pa Ave
Leach Albert Dba Leach Agency 514 E Lancaster Ave
Lenosky Paul Dba Spring Motors 2399 Lancaster Pike
Madeira Ira Carlton R 506 Gregg St
Maurer Joseph A 81 Flint Ridge Dr
Mccann William S 53 Muirfield Dr Apt E
Mccarty Corey A 413 March St
Meyers Debra 101 H Colonial Dr
Miller Anna C 349 S Wyomissing Ave
Moyer B M 1700 Lancaster Ave
Schaeffer Robert S, Betty L 450 E Philadelphia Ave Rm 222
Tom Masano Inc 503 Harding Ave
Torok Peter G 625 Smt Ave
Uhrig Susan L, Joseph 503 Harding Ave
Wallace Quentin E 309 Pershing Blvd
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Wallis Jennifer 537 Meade Tr
Weist Carl D 345 Pa Ave
Williams A 308 1 Spgside Dr Spgside Manor
Woodrit Arlene 112 A Colonial Dr
Shoemakersville Pa 19555
Arndt Jessica L, David Jr 646 Water St
Beebe Florence M Living Trust Dat M 829 Main St
Carsto Kenneth V 82 Skyline Dr
Gerhart Darcy 508 B Main St
Giordano Ruth M 233 Eighth St PO Box 274
Heavenly Bodies LLC 654 Water St
Henry Doreen A 25 Paradise Ave
Kern Amber Marie 531 Birch Hill Rd
Kline Christopher 105 W 9th St
Scarborough David S, Evelyn 319 4th St
Shirey Wendy L 706 Mohrsville Rd
Stamm Earl E 615 Water St
Stoudt Irene E c/o Franklin & Noble Manor
Sinking Spring Pa 19608
Adams Harold E II, Mabel E 2811 Wyoming Dr
Akram Khalioa 208 N Sandy Ln
Beaver Thomas A 409 Arrowhead Trl
Bodnar Brianna M, Kristen M 907 Kate Dr
Boose Paul S 1307 Springhouse Rd
Brown Ora Lee 2801 Rebecca Dr
Brown Susan 1509 Huron Dr
Christmas Kristina L 138 Michigan Dr
Clayton Kevin 141 Meadow Ct
Degler Paul A 360 Green Valy Rd
Deisher Blanche I 3000 Windmill Rd
Derm Dx Centers For Dermatology Inc 2913 Windmill Rd Ste 4
Donadio Mary J 7 Indiana Ave
Engle David R 148 Woodrow Ave
Ensinger Verna Est of 578 Penn Ave
Frymyer Bruce D 505 Thomas Pl
Galazin Leona C 6 Knollwood Dr
Garber Carol J, Mark R 96 Evans Hill Rd
Gibson John 3337 Harwood Ln
Haberberger Helen Marie 6 Knollwood Dr
Hahn Jason 7 Matthew Dr
Hal Xanthipe 23 Maywood Ave
Hartung Shanna M 156 Meadow Ct
Henry Keith A 1187 Ruth St
Hulse James A Jr, Tyler J 961 Timber Ln
Jenkins Robert 658 Gouglersville Rd
Kondracki Robert G 124 S Hull St
Lis Loretta c/o Gregory J Lis 2936 Linda Ln
Ludwig Scott A 176 Vermont Rd
Mccloy Mary Ellen 748 Columbia Av
Mctammany John W 1771 Acorn Dr
Melendez Haller Christa 7 Crestview Dr
Menet Christian 2941 Cotswold Rd
Menet Michal 2941 Cotswold Rd
Mitchell Mary E 316 Weidman Ave
Moore William 1771 Acorn Dr
Moyer Frances C Box 344 RR2
Noll Stephanie A 188 Nicole Way
Oxenreiter Lorraine 18 Maywood Ave
Progansky Helen 2876 A Wilson School
Rampulla Giovanni 204 Longview Dr
Reifsnyder Ralph H 3100 Shillington Rd
Riefenstahl Bonnie J 409 Arrowhead Trl
Savage Kia 3100 Shillington Rd
Shifflett Martin L Jr 220 Park Ave
Soderstrom Elizabeth A 2988 Wilson School Ln
Timochenko Michelle 2941 Cotswold Rd
Van Kessel Family Trust 12 7 93 3000 Windmill Rd Rm 49a
Vandzura Leonard 3434 Penn Ave
Vankessel Henri F 3000 Wind Mill Rd Room No 49a
Vosburg Matthew W 1307 Springhouse Rd
Weaver Kara B 505 Thomas Pl
Wenrich Kathryn E c/o Stewart & Martin Wenrkh 224 Woodrow Ave
Wilson Cheryl 2803 Sturbridge Ct
Yerger Lawrence R PO Box 2126
Stony Creek Mills Pa 19606
Barr Eva G RR1
Strausstown Pa 19559
Sechlers Poultry Inc Box G
Temple Pa 19560
Arce Raul 9 Varby Ave
Bigony Ronald I, Eleanor 5219 Allentown Pike
Bowers Marine Sales Inc 5133 Kutztown Rd
Boyer Anna A RR1
Camilli Concetta, Dianne 404 S Temple Blvd
Curro Salvatore A, Mary R 4144 Kutztown Rd
Fick Edward, Esther RD1
Hain Rose Pearl RD1
Irwin Arthur 610 Euclid Ave c/o Linda Billman
Konczewski Benny RR1
Marcano Daniel 726 Columbia Ave
Maturi Christopher J c/o Victor Maturi 4517 7th Ave
Medical Collections PO Box 329
Mendoza George E 4537 Sefranka Rd
Morales Elvin 4314 12th Ave
Ngo Ha 204 Tulip Hill Rd
Nguyen Judy Thi 1015 Brinan Ave
Paine Josephine R 2910 Pricetown Rd
Painter Kyle A 2019 Frush Valy Rd
Quinn Robert 5130 Forest Ave
Rentschler William Urban Acres B−9 2461 Elizabeth Ave
Reppert Roberta L 4537 Sefranka Rd
Robertson Edith M Est of 4221 8th Ave
Savage Kia 5061 Kutztown Rd
Seidel William J, Allynn L 5061 Kutztown Rd
Smith Derrick M 5104 Sioux Rd
Strausser Jacqulyn M 2019 Frush Valy Rd
Swift Margaret 4135 7th Ave
Valeria Franceskina 1130 Mt Gaviel Rd
Wilson Robert J 4208 10th Ave
Topton Pa 19562
Beach Jillian 407 W Franklin St
Behm Walter M Luther Meadows Apts Apt 211
Chrapacz Kathy 415 Hamsher Ave
Delp Sherry L 305 Walnut Dr Apt 7
Fenstermaker Rene G 6 W Franklin St Apt
Klotz Melvin F Luther Meadows Apt 411
Lerch Marjorie J 504 W Franklin St
Moser John PO Box 91
Philips G Hamill 113 Tower Ct
Pyatt Larue R 204 W Franklin St
Rayburn Crystal D 119 E High St
Reinbold Harold, Joyce 204 Heilman House
Schwinderhammer Hoch Larue 204 W Franklin St
VW German Shop More 41 W Weiss St
Wagaman George F 31 Washington St
Walls Harvey 125 W P Apt 4
Wernersville Pa 19565
Ahmed Salim 205 W Penn Ave
Bright Robert C 1 Reading Blvd
Citizens Auto Finance 411 Epsilon Dr
Danner Stanley, Isaiah 35 W Penn Ave
Fichthorn Fred B c/o Charles A Haddad Atty
Fish Donald E 103 1st St
Gonzales Wilson 6801 Penn Ave Lot 40
Gonzalez Esther 141 Fox Hill Dr
Haag Paul L Est of PO Box 27
Heckman Phyllis M Est of c/o Charles A Haddad PO Box 224
Heffner Lisa Marie, George Wernersville State Hosp Ward 4
Hollinger Harold C, Lela A 143 N Galen Hall Rd
Hoyt Danielle 6801 Penn Ave Lot 40
Jackson Kristina 6 N Pearl St
Laudermilch Marlin Est 26 Bucks St
Martin Marilyn J, Eli K 25 W Penn Av
Moyer Ruth 25 Bucks St
Nicole Haas 301 N Galen Hall Rd
Penrosereddig Betty A 411 Epsilon Dr
Pfieffer Matthew Guardian Office Wenersville State Hospital
Richard J Caron Foundation PO Box 150
Rittle Cathy 9 Hemlock Cir
Ruppert Ray R c/o Rebecca Stutzman PO Box 300
Rush George A 24 W Washington St
Rutt Misty 6 N Pearl St
Stevenson Frank 9 Reading Dr Apt 123
Sumpter Kevin 165 Main St
Teuteberg William D III Attn Human Res PO Box 150
Utilties Employee Credit Union 6801 Penn Ave Lot 40
Wentzel Harmony E, Matthew S 117 Carriage Dr
West Lawn Pa 19609
Bachman Roofing 100 Telford Ave
Boyer Kristie 501 S Moorwood Ave
Burdilis Mary 2301 Reading Ave Apt W 17
Burkart George L, Ruth E 9 Darlin Dr
Calm Stella E, Paul E 48 Norman St
Coveleski Dannielle, Stanley 2244 Penn Ave Rear
Delaney Margaret 2517 Penn Ave
Everline James H 8 Harvard Blvd
Fallas Carlos 2310 Lincoln Ave
Farinoso Katherine A 2408 Lindale Dr
Framing Gallery II 1414 Independence Dr
Gimont Sue V 511 Amherst Ave
Good Jordan M 6 Leland Ave
JB Dawsons Restaurants 1101 Snyder Rd
Lawrence Lucinda 1101 Independence Dr
Mcgaffin Sherri A 62 Norman St
Reynolds Michael T 115 Laird St
Romich Nancy 2515 Penn Ave
Rudloff Catherine 2241 Reading Ave
Ruth George B 17 Darlin Dr
Stein Daniel 2335 Noble St
Swavely Olive D 210 Cecil Ave
Vankessel Phyllis J 1400 Whitfield Blvd
Wernicki Frances S, Michael J 2401 Garfield Ave
Wernicki Jerome M 2401 Garfield Ave
Witycyak Shawn Ann 300 W Wyomissing Blvd
Witycyak Steven T 300 W Wyomissing Blvd
West Reading Pa 19611
Auchter Dorothea P 700 Wayne Ave
Auchter Virginia 436 Sycamore Rd
Black William J 110 S 7th Ave
Bowers Jean L 220 S 4th Ave
Cirulli Mary 724 Franklin St
Cruz Efrain 680 Reading Ave
Dunbar Jarbar 302 Penn Ave
Fisher Nancy C 215 Sycamore Rd
Franceschi Wanda K 443 Franklin St
Hill Ashley L, Robert C 310 Playground Dr
Johnson Reigh Cli 601 Spruce St
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Kulp Laura 220 S 4th Ave
Lamanna Samuel W c/o Action Staffing 634 Penn Ave
Lebo Ruth L 454 Chestnut St
Ludwig Patricia 1801 Cambridge Ave
Medina Fernando 906 Smt Chase Dr
Miller Kenneth 720 Reading Ave
Mohn Adelina, Willard 311 Chestnut St
Moyer B Mayetta Est of Spruce Mnr Nurs & Rehab 220 S 4th Ave
Pearson David W 400 Franklin St 205
Quinter Herbert, David 425 Buttonwood St
Reading Collision Center c/o Elizabeth A Soderstrom 38 S 6th Ave
Rissmiller Jack Est of 547 Franklin St
Romano Bryant 219 Smt Ave
Spatz Paul Spruce Manor Nursing & Rehab 220 S Fourth St
Speece Henry B 407 Franklin St
Stout Lucille E 116 Tulpehocken Ave
Womelsdorf Pa 19567
Bankes Mark 29 Weiser Ct
Blackburn Elizabeth M 242 S 5th St
Fichthorn Anne E 44 S Water St
Hurst John J 94 Teen Challenge Rd
Lobbregt Robert N PO Box 73
Miller James E 137 E High St
Reading Collision Center 29 Weiser Ct
Redpath William W 240 W High St Apt 6
Speidel Harry W Ii 64 Teen Challenge Rd
Stilianos Rebecca A 137 E High St
Wagner Michael S 450 W High St
Weidenhammer Nathan A 240 West High St
Wolfa Julia 22 Westview Ter
Wyomissing Pa 19610
Ali Zeba 127 Kathleen Ln
Arners Restaurant 2620 Westview Dr
Baer E 412 Windsor
Benz John 1130 Berkshire Blvd
Berges Abraham PO Box 6623
Berks Jrs Inc 2224 State Hill Rd
Bork Sandra A 1304 Monroe Ave
Bunn David 1606 Old Wyomissing Rd
Butter Aafke 5637 Beacon St
Caron Kenneth Sr 1904 Van Reed Rd Apt F21
Cascade Designs Inc PO Box 7011
Christensen David W, Judy L 1030 Old Mill Rd
Claires 1665 State Hill Rd
Clausius James V 26 Woodland Rd
Cornejo Raquel L 1130 Berkshire Blvd
Elbert Oswald The Highlands Apt 260 2000 Cambridge Ave
Erlich Elizabeth 1114 Reading Blvd
Farmers Open PO Box 6122
Fritz Stephen M, Jane M 11 Woods Way
Gaynor Megan N 1725 Alden Ln
George Annette 614 S Trent Ave
Gobielle Anthony R 1042 Robin Rd
Gobielle Ryan J 1042 Robin Rd
Gray Mary L 1220 Delaware Ave
Hallman Jennifer L 1240 Brdcasting Rd
Heckert Richard D, Heather L 128 Victoria Ln
Home Depot Attn Loss Prevention 1731 Crossing Dr
Hsu Tsung H 208 Oak Hill Ln
IQ 1665 State Hill Rd
Jean Pierre Ajax 2018 Hale Ct
Jefferis Marcia B 1420 Cleveland Ave
Katsumi Kenrich K185 Victoria Ln
Khalil Amine PO Box 5105
Kielinski Craig B 2022 Meadow Glen
Kleiman Louis M 1209 Monroe Ave
Klusewitz Barbara E 1138 Fairview Ave
Koziel Christopher 1240 Brdcasting Rd
Laboratory Medicine Assoc Inc PO Box 6588
Le Kim O 1836 Salem Rd
Lincoln Barbara T 1315 Parkside Dr N
Loomis Company N 850 Park Rd
Lor Ron Optical 1 Granite Point Dr Ste 150
Mcdevitt Freida F, David J 4 Larchwood Rd
Millichap Carol 825 Berkshire Blvd Ste 1
Munsing Esq. Peter N. 939 Penn Ave
Neeb Esther M 833 Brdcasting Rd
Neuin Dorothy K 17 Bristol Ct
Oaks Invesment Group PO Box 6158
Orwig Peter 404 Lynne Ave
Periard G A 2912 State Hill Rd Apt B9
Philips Frances PO Box 7011
Polinsky John 2914 State Hill Rd Apt D16
Quinter Kent M 602 Oley St
Ramm Ruth D 1855 Delware Ave
Ranft Christophe M 2 Valy Rd
Reddy Sukumar C 111 Primrose Ln
Roedel Paul R 1985 Old Wyomissing Rd
Sain Sammataro Susan M 126 Hickory Ln
Salon Lynne Margaret, Dorothy A 189 Hawthorne Ct
Schuylkill Haven Body & Fender Inc Po Box 6588
Schwenk Charles 47 Cedarwood Rd
Securian Financial Svcs Inc PO Box 7088
Select Net Plus 850 Park Rd PO Box 7011
Sinking Spring Cemetary Co 2000 Cambridge Ave Apt 315
Sklepkovych Tetania 1042 Robin Rd
Smith Barney 825 Berkshire Blvd Ste 1
Snyder Dorothy R 2000 Cambridge Ave
Source Mortgage 711 Spring St Attn Bob Makin
Soverign Bank 1130 Berkshire Blvd
Spadt Erica K, Craig S 1720 Westwood Rd
Spring Ridge Inc 2800 Paper Mill Rd PO Box 6897
Stauffer Nancy B 2640 West View Dr Attn Beth Samer
Stclair Gary 802 Christopher Dr
Stump Carol Anne 17 Bristol Ct
Susquehnna Bank 2228 State Hill Rd
UGI Energy Svcs Inc 1100 Berkshire Blvd Ste 305
Vanreed Dan L PO Box 6158
Vision Auto Group Inc 2 Valy Rd
Weber Louis D c/o Lois Antosy 1907 Gring Dr
Weidenhammer Systs Corp 935 Berkshire Blvd PO Box 6218
Wiest Carl D 2022 Meadow Glen
Williams John 1907 Meadow Ln
Xu Ming Chun 208 Oak Hill Ln
Yates Gertrude Est of 122 Leisure Ct
Yates Jack 122 Leisure Ct
Yuka Moriya 855 N Park Rd Apt K301
Blair County
Altoona Pa 16601
Acker Laura Good Valley View Home
Airhart Mike 2207 1/2 Beale Ave
Antis Cemetery Asso Francis Rumberger 711 Lower Riggles Gap Rd
Apollonio Anna E 4120 Beale Ave
Baguley Bonnie M 1003 N 2nd St
Beiswenger Marie Est 2416 Oak Ave
Bell Carmen J 1420 Washington Ave
Bergere Stefan 300 Spruce Ave
Bianconi John F 2506 Beale Ave
Black Gerald R RR 4 Box 267
Bravin Daniel E, Carol J 414 28th Ave
Brickley Chester A 924 23rd Ave
Brush Mountain Sportsman RR 7 Box 631
Burtnette Edwin J 523 21st Ave
Bush Calvin A 326 7th Ave
Campbell Helen E 1423 2nd St
Charles Marlin J 212 Willow Ave
Cochran Jacqueline, Zachary A 304 Willow Ave
Cole Vclyde 3760 Kettle Rd
Colpetzer Delores 1501 11th Ave Apt 308
Conrad Angeline M, Gervase 1010 12th St #202 Ida Twrs
Crooks John C 1020 Green St Room 200 c/o Altoona Ctr for Nursing
Crown American Financing Partnership LP Rte 220 Goods Ln
D Ned Brown UW 07 03 84 Young Oaks Brown & Co 13th St
Day Care Nite Care Wee Care 116 E Chestnut Ave
Delancey Betty M 3760 Kettle Rd
Detwiler Rebecca 313 N 9th Ave
DJB Associates c/o 425 22nd Ave
Dowco Industries LLC 1400 Logan Blvd
Duffel Cort C 1905 15th Ave
Dunlap Gert S Huntington
Dwyer Thomas T 1221 Campus View Dr
Faust George D RR 7 955
Fillman Terry 3117 Granada Way
Fogal Eugene R 1616 3rd St
Fornari Eileen E 910 N 2nd St Juniata
Fortson Elisha 1501 15th St Apt 4
Gates Franklin, Julia G 1010 19th St
Gerrick Dorothy R 2011 Maple Ave
Gibson Bertha K 2921 W Chestnut Ave
Gionfriddo Gladys R Est 2811 Walnut Ave
Good Henry 1713 11th St
Grimes Galen C 2513 9th St
Hann James R 1401 1st St
Hatch Sherry L 123 5 Ave
Henderson Grace M 432 E 26 Ave
Hewitt Jessica D 3018 Broad Ave
Hileman Ruby G RR 3 Box 104
Holland Ronald M 1010 12th St Apt 618
Holmberg Eric 5512 Grandview Ave
Holmes Alice L 219 Cherry Ave
Horton Diana 2504 W Chestnut Ave
Howey Roger A, Helen 506 E Wopsononock Ave
Huber John C 13th St
Jackson Lucinda C 525 E Wopsononock Ave
Jackson Tornato Margaret L 112 Spruce Ave
Johnson Lucy M 1428 Wash Ave
Johnson Virginia 527 4th Ave
Kaiser Dorothy 5245 Colclesser Ave
Kenner Reba Est 1519 Rd
Kirsch Matthew 111 W 11th Ave
Kramer William G 1731 N 4th Ave Apt 307
Laird Mary E, Howard 968 31st St
Lantz Russell E RR 7 Box 631a
Leffard Virginia R, Jack R 4801 Towers Ida 1010 12th St
Lobaugh Cecil L, John M 217 E Cherry Ave
Lodge Glenn H Jr 906 28th Ave
Lower Mary L 2207 1/2 Beale Ave
Maier Ethel Est RR 5 Box 406
Martin Rose M 519 N 5th Ave
Maser Patricia J, Charles I RD 4 Box 850
Mcclellan Laura L 1907 4th St
Mckinstry Frederick M 1130 13th Ave Unit 515
Mcknight Mary A RR 7 Box 725
Mclucas Edith 221 Howard Ave
Meintel James 1910 Pine Ave
Melius Alex V 2723 Maple Ave
Midstate Tool Supply Inc RD 2
Minuet Manor Rr 7 (Old SR 220) Box 598
Moore Audrey A RR 1
Murtiff Donna J, James W RR 4 Box 576
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Nagle Norma Est 2505 Walnut Ave
Nichols Regina 5133 Broad Ave Unit R
Noel John William 1834 6th St
Noonan Jacqueline 2712 Pine Ave
Novosel Steve A 2008 Pine Ave
Nycum Ray Jr PO Box 99
Oleary Paul J 1415 18th Ave
Owens Philip M 911 Green Ave Apt 1022
Potter Robert J Jr, Erin M 957 29th St
Quarry Eugene, Edith, Patricia 1100 11th St Apt 311
Rappold William G 2417 10th St
Rickabaugh Marvin 2524 Maple Ave
Rogers Robert M 813 N 20th St
Salyards Ruby A Green Ave Twrs Apt 307
Scott Nathan 2721 Broad Ave
Shuma Andrew E 604 N 11th St
Small Louis H 2009 Maple Ave
Smallwood Lori L 2521 Broad Ave Apt #1
Smeal Ralph N 1100 11th St Apt 914
Smith Margaret Est RD 2 Box 623
Snowberger Grant M 402 N 16th Ave
Soukup Dayle L 1002 Second St
Stone Ada B 6108 California Ave
Storrs Doris 110 Lexington Ave
Sweeney Timothy, Stella Broad Ave Ext Box 81b
Traficante Christine R 1130 13th Ave Apt 513
Vipond Shannon 300 Lexington Ave
Watson Madelyn 1905 15th Ave
Whiteman Bertha J 511 27th Ave
Wible Mildred 527 4th Ave
Wiedman John E 3033 Maple Ave
Wojcik Mrs Thomas J RD 5 Box 770
Wyland Melvin 112 Pine Ave
Yurchak Kathleen V 1106 Park Blvd
Altoona Pa 16602
Above And Beyond Styling 202 W Plank Rd
Alianiello Lucy R 906 2nd Ave
Andrea Fiscus M Est 2518 Bell Ave
Ansman Ronald 301 E Crawford Ave Apt 2
Armstrong Tara 124 Crawford Ave
Arsparger John 3977 6th Ave
Bailey Donald Est 1600 8th Ave Apt 105
Baird Durward S 2302 4th Ave
Belin Lewis L, Lewis L Sr 2703 Fairway Dr Apt 1c
Bendzella Sylvester 5514 Roselawn Ave
Benner Sandra Boyer 1714 14th Ave
Bennett David G 818 5th Ave Lakemont
Berchick Joseph E 551 53rd St Apt 1
Bidoli Louise M, Rose M 1600 8th Ave Apt 211
Bistline G E Est 100 E Bell Ave
Blair Ins Services Inc 1201 Logan Blvd
Botwright Charles F 5904 Sixth Ave
Branda Jerry J Sr 3625 6th Ave
Brickley Hilda J, John F 1000 B E Caroline Ave
Burr William 2521 4th Ave
C21 Strayer & Asso Inc 3119 Pleasant Valley Blvd
Campanaro Patsy 616 7th Ave
Campbell James P c/o Clifford J Schmidt Atty 514 2nd St
Campbell Nicole 201 Hopewell Dr
Carey Renee 901 8th Ave
Choice 1661 Pleasant Valley Blvd
Cogan Steven 1716 Bellemeade Dr
Colombo James J 815 S 7th St
Colpetzer Delores c/o Arthur Michaels 1618 S Jaggard
Colson Michael C 1106 16th Ave
Cumming Motors Inc 27 Greenwood Rd
Curfman Margaret L 308 60th St Apt A
Dammann Anthony G 909 1st Ave
Degennaro Michael J 1638 Old Dominion Dr
Dodson Ruth Est 3720 6th Ave
Douglas Hazel A 3819 Burgoon Rd
English Jane L 2902 3rd Ave
Fanelli Josephine 301 Mountain Ave
Foley Emma O, Robert D 610 21st St
Fonner Daisy 2910 8th Ave
Fonner Ethel J 618 E Walton Ave
Foose Marie 1408 4th Ave Apt 404
Galioto Carol A 400 E Hudson Ave Apt 2
Geist Dorothy L 1101 Flamingo Dr Apt 2104 c/o Charles P Geist
Grimes Randy S 1033 2nd Ave
Grossman Jeffery E 311 5th Ave
Halton Patrick J, Dawn L 1711 6th Ave
Hargett Betsy C, Wayne E 323 Milton Ave
Harman Stoy O 115 E 2nd Ave
Hartman John J 3625 6th Ave
Hauser Freda 538 58th St
Hauser Freda 538 58th St
Hazel Harman I 115 E 2nd Ave
Hencherick Bernice H c/o Deborah S Aigner 3509 Ft Roberdeau Ave
Hoover Florence M 5819 Ivy Pl
Ickes Florence 2731 6th Ave
Irwin W C 1600 8th Ave Apt 302
Jones April L 904 2nd Ave, #1
Kemeny Marion L 4307 3rd Ave
Krywokulski Stephen, Logi W 1404 N 4th Ave
Leaper Jason A 207 E Crawford Ave
Lincoln Mercury Swope 115 Union Ave
Lloyd Timothy W, April M 1427 Logan Ave
Lohman Virginia, Paul A 105 Bell Ave
Lucianos Auto Body 1711 6th Ave
Lytle Gary L 5818 Ivy Place
Macale Leonard 2000 Valley View Blvd
Mahan Leslie 2614 Dove Ave
Manocchio Blaine J 405 3rd Ave
Martino Daniel A, Elizabeth 518 Third Ave
Mattingly Helen Est, William 211 2nd Ave
Mauk Stephen L, Shirley 230 6th Ave Apt 1
Mccale Donna 711 4th Ave
Mcdermott Theodore B 2901 5th Ave 3
Mckibbin Ralph 3002 2nd Ave
Mclucas Edith 208 Crawford Ave
Meadow Amanda L 1001 H East Atlantic Ave
Means Helen D, Richard 3524 5th Ave
Mears Penrose Est 1112 E 3rd Ae
Miller Ralph 5022 Oak Ave
Mroz Stani 1103 8th Ave Apt #5
MTM Technologies Inc 400 Lakemount Park Blvd
Myers Emma O 2203 7th Ave
Napolitano Richard 1647 Georgetown Ln
Nardella Raymond 301 Valley View Blvd
Neaffer Lillian J 206 Dewey St
Newgard Mckenzie L 136 Kings Hwy Apt 1
Nissley Vicki L 902 2nd Ave
Nixon Kaitlyn 1601 South Jaggard St
Nolan John Est 509 9th St
Opida Ciceron L MD 1915 Valy View Blvd
Pan Asia Noodles & Restaurant 210 Ridge Ave Apt 1
Pelch Daniel 2075 Bellmeade Dr
Petro Thomas 17 22nd Ave
Pohl Keith N 534 58th St
Porter Gay H 104 Aldrich Ave
Post Gerald L 99 Logan Blvd Apt B
Prosseda John Est 704 S 22nd St
Puckey Marian 412 E Grant Ave
Quarry Eugene M 2103 7th Ave
Raystown Office Equip c/o Daniel Finnegan 700 S Kettle St
Reed Anita D 315 Eveningtide Ave
Richards Terri A 1304 Pitt Rd
Rovder Betty 700 S Cayuga St
Santella Funeral Home 1106 8th Ave
Scaglione Mary 1707 5th Ave
Smyser Elizabeth 900 S 10th St
State Wide Fire Protection LLC 6031 Sixth Ave
Stewart Sheldon F 505 24th St
Stracks Mark Douglas 2722 5th Ave
Straw Clara Est 108 3rd Ave
Summers Lois B, Virgil 507 17th St
Tarry David Mr & Mrs 117 E Bell Ave
Team Automotive Inc Lincoln M 115 Union Ave
Thompson Robert J, Archie 611 E Crawford Ave
Tresise Teresa 138 Reiop Hwy
Turner Robert 327 E Bell Ave
Vance Virginia M 902 2nd Ave
Vinglas Carol 405 3rd Ave
Walk Helen F 711 4th Ave
Wance Charles Est, Margaret J 205 Colorado Dr
Weaver Timothy 2010 7th Ave
Wilson Jason R 2709 Fairway Dr Apt 2a
Womer Richard 1001 H East Atlantic Ave
Yingling Stephanie S 1220 Madison Ave
Young Ralph F Jr, Lucille 303 Third Ave
Altoona Pa 16603
Allegheny Ski & Bike PO Box 293
Corcelius Waldren W c/o Deanna Paladini PO Box 1004
Emes Cody Wild Bill Cody PO Box 552
Galioto Carol A PO Box 2348
Johnston James W PO Box 1363
Koch Greg A PO Box 1294
Lamantia Dominick c/o Paul A & Anthony Lamantia Co PO Box 2069
Laws Robert E PO Box 453
Ward Trucking Corp LLC 1436 Ward Trucking Dr
WS Lee & Sons PO Box 1631
Wynn Mark Anthony PO Box 3264
Zearfaus Mark S 1010 Sixth Ave
Bellwood Pa 16617
Amos George P, Maude G 702 N 2nd St
Dodson Anna R 532 Main St
Dodson O G 532 Main St
Hart Trevor A 1021 Rosannah St
Isenberg Constance J PO Box 254
Lingle Gregory 340 Main St
Nearhoof Sylvia 1311 Cambria St Apt 1
Osprey Hacking Program at Prince Gallitz 501 E 9th St PO Box 33
Peterson David C Sr 703 N 11th St
Shaffer Helen M 525 N 4th St
Wetr Mae 525 N 4th St
Whaley Jacklyn M 600 N 2nd St
Claysburg Pa 16625
Corle Karen J RD 1 Box 936
Dibert Laura K RR 1 Box 903
Ebersole Menalie RR 1 Box Greenfield Apt Ci
Fry Stephanie PO Box 45 C1202 East Valley Rd
Harr Cloyd Box 1091 Beford St
Rideout Karen J RR 2 Box 1296
Ritchey Ruth 117 Coin Dr Apt 5
Roudabush Earl J 1259 RR 1
Stanton Michele Blue Knob Ski Resort Room 1208
Curryville Pa 16631
Fornwalt George PO Box 49
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Duncansville Pa 16635
Bloom Susan 3526 Mill Rd
Bradley Emma J 615 Peachview Ln
Brumbaugh Sumner E Newry Ln
Cafferty William C 590 Newry Ln 113
Clare Ira D 170 Red Fox Dr
Cumming Motors 117 Catfish Rd
Cunningham Justin L PO Box 212
Doutt Matt R 849 3rd Ave
Echard Joe Plumbing 1284 Knob Run Rd
Esasky Frank 44 Crestview Dr
Hall Melissa L, Joseph M 1003 Edgewood Dr
Hoover Stephanie L, Gabriel S 731 Fairfield Dr
King Lawrence, Kenneth RR 3 Box 653
Kurty Cindy M, David A 13 Hillside Dr
Ludgate Ortrun U, Kevin 103 Boulder Dr
Mccoy Peter J II 121 Willowbrook Vlg
Mccune Richard K, Mary 9336 Charger Hwy
Mcnulty James E 1202 Mountainview Ln
Mitchell Mark 1310 7th Ave
Morning Edna M, James 179 Willowbrook Vlg
Nycum Stephanie L c/o Stephanie Hoover 731 Fairfield Dr
Philbin Thomas P 610 Puzzletown Rd
Riley Mary 305 Country Manor
Sollenberger Richard M 117 Catfish Rd
Ulrey Douglas 406 Greendown Acres
Westphal Cecelia P 132 Cross Keys Vlg
Wilt C Guy 469 Foot of Ten Rd
Wright Zane 280 Catfish Rd
East Freedom Pa 16637
Clark John, CR PO Box 225
Conrad Thomas C 1633 Burk Rd
Dianne Bridges PO Box 115
Hale Elwood, Luther RD 1 PO Box 239
Kephart Beth A 111 Ella Ln
Leslie Donald Est PO Box 45
Moore Donna E RR 1 Box 634a
Snider Jo N PO Box 202
Sturdy Built Chris Patete PO Box 187
Trenkle Debra RR 1 Box 76
Hollidaysburg Pa 16648
Adams Lestervelt Hollidaysburg Veterans Home
Amos Patricia A PO Box 319
Baronner William J, Robert Northfield
Cannarsa Marie E 491 Overlook Dr
Caporuscio Harry L, Helen L 128 Logan Blvd 201a
Cutsforth Huber Bonnie B 85 Cir Dr
Defibaugh Janelle A 405a Front St
Dibert Gladys, Frank 35b Sylvan Dr
Dibert Margaret Garvey Manor 128 Logan Blvd
Donlan A Michael PO Box 223
Dwyer David T 305 Sweet Cherry Ct
East Loop Sand Co c/o John William Gentry RR 1 Box 50
Faber David C MD 213 Deer Run Rd
Fitzgerald Ronald 208 N Montgomery St
Forever Broadcasting 1 Forever Dr
Gentry Jennette L Row 1
Gettman Wilbur, Frank 35b Sylvan Dr
Grannas Jeffrey P RR 3 Box 346
Griebel N A 601 N Montgomery St
Guella Wayne 611 Monastery Rd
H & M Insurance Agency PO Box 505
Hammond Chelsey M RR 3 Box 96
Holtz Mike 11 Sylvan Oaks Dr
Hooten William 711 High St
Huber Logan J 85 Cir Dr
Johnson Charles A 1106 Spruce St
Jones Faber Renee L MD 213 Deer Run Rd
King Genevieve W 1028 Jones St
Kiser Douglas S 514 Allegheny St Apt1
Kunsman Donald M, Janet A 220 Newry St Apt 10
Lingenfelter Gary W 514 Clark St
Long Lisa C RR 2 Box 4
Loop Marian 317 Country Club Tr
Lusardi Cleofe 508 Allegheny St
Martin Jacquelin R RD 2 Box 74a Lower Brush Mountain Rd
Mascia Mary E J, Amerigo RR 3 Box 387
Mcintyre Mary 17 Swan Ln
Mcintyre Timothy N 234 Swan Rd
Menchey Mildred E Apt 306 1010 Spruce St
Neff Gary L 105 Newry St
P4 84 C Bank PO Box 503
Parker Marian J 317 Country Club Tr
Perna Elaine I Hollidaysburg Veterans Home
Perove Benjamin D 148 Sylvan Oakes Dr
Remmick E Est RR 1 Box 152
Rhodes Harry RR 1 Box 422
Rorer Angeline 1310 Allegheny St
Schalberg Linda 5 Locust Ct
Seiler John J Jr, Bertha 5 S Montgomery St
Smith Herbert A RR 2
Snoberger Charlotte F RD 1 Box 605 Autumn Estate
Steinbeiser Margaret A 903 Allegheny St
Stratton Bernetta, Sharon 253 Old Frankstown Rd
Trenkle Robert S, Debra K 401 Walnut St
Weaver Sam 423 Country Club Ter
Wilford Karen J, Mark R 343 Coventry Ct
Wolf Lucille H, Helen 1105 Spruce St
Wolf May 5 Locust Ct
Young Steven R RR 1 Box 8
Martinsburg Pa 16662
Anderson Marion Homewood 430 S Market St
Bougher Tina M 406 W Allegheny St
Dibert Doris 429 East Market St
Fisher Derek S 201 Robin Ln
Graham Dairy Supply RR 2 Box 197a Rt 164
Hinish Joe L 305 N Mulberry St
Hinish Stephen D 306 W B Allegheny St
Hoover Merle 50 Stone Manor Ct
Lamborn Sachiko 410 East Allegheny St
Merle Hoover Rlt 50 Stone Manor Ct
Neil Elsie M RR 2 Box 159a
Smith Lee D RD 2 Box 15d
Traxler David Allan 711 Ivory Ln
Worthing Ralph RR 2 Box 139c
Yohn Sarah J c/o Shawn P Sullivan 115 S Market St
Newry Pa 16665
Baker Patricia Louise, Robert Dale PO Box 204
Little Anthony Rev Msgr PO Box 398
Rabatin Catherine G PO Box 153
Roaring Spring Pa 16673
Dick Donald S 905 Hickory St
Leonard Michael S, Carol A 413 Poplar St
Riley Mildred P 700 Sugar St
Shaw Amanda R 2062 Plum Creek Rd
Smith Kelly S 406 East Main St 2
Smith Marguerite A 616 E Main St
Teeter Robert RR 1 Box 415b
Troutman George 918 Chestnut St
Tipton Pa 16684
Dougherty Tammy Jo PO Box 299
Grager James E PO Box 205
Tyrone Pa 16686
Beck Irene 519 W 17th St
Coleman Cathy E 961 S Lincoln Ave
Cupples Olen B 1316 Pennsylvania Ave
Datres Katrina N, Tory 42 Logan Ridge Vlg
Duey Albert Sr RR 4 Box 20
Forshey Della M RR 4 Box 3750
Hand Thomas D 530 W 19th St
Henninger Judy E 205 Teaberry St
Hite Mary M 925 S Lincoln Ave Apt 225
Hooper William 2110 Adams Ave
Hoover Anne C RR 1 Box 424
Jones Harriet J, Frederic 523 W 15th St
Keim Heidi A RR 5 Box 27−A
Kimberling Samantha RR 3 Box 425
Laird Edith M 953 S Logan Ave
Larkin Elinor Est 710 W 16th St
Lucas Korrin Renee, Kevin R RR 5 Box 140
Mcglynn Tracy J 301 Sylvan Cir
Miles Helen Est, Helen L 211 Hancock St
Milton William Est 1513 Logan Ave
Moore Hugh C, Hilda PO Box 217
Morrissey Julia B, Sean E 602 Park Ave
Morrissey Robert E RR 1 Box 570
Morrissey Willard L 400 Washington Ave
Moskel Phyllis, Jack PO Box 238a
Patterson Kenneth E, Helen 10 W 15th St
Premier Chrysler Jeep Dodge LLC PO Box G Rte 220
Schopp Judith 527 W 16th St
Shea Norman A Est 1551 Penna Ave
Stewart Mr & Mrs Robert B B 526 Fifth St
Van Allman Cora M Apt 402 Pennsylvania House
Vogler Erwin A PO Box 85
Wertz Lillian M RR 3
Wheland Susan K 555 Washington Ave
White Marsha M 10 W 9th St
Wilt Hazel 408 Oak St
Williamsburg Pa 16693
Beck Lennetta W RD 2 Box 92
Bertovich Lauren N 40 Rinehart Ln
Hicks Frank Sr Box 66
Houp Justin C 304 E Second St
King Blair F 837 W 3rd St
Koontz Dorothy 714 West 2nd St 2nd Fl
Lykens Thomas RD 2 Box 72b
Miller William B, Hilda L 1446 Montier St
Price John M 1554 Ridge Rd
Pwers Motor Car Box 66
Rumbaugh Margaret C 223 Rosser Rd
Varner David L Sr, Edna RR 1 Box 195b
Vl Esh RR 2 Box 514
Weaver G Lewis, Edith M Rte 1 Box 141
Wilson Lena 1215 Glena Ave
Bradford County
Alba Pa 16910
Trivolino Samuel V 1025 Huet St
Athens Pa 18810
Allen Mary Lou 222 Willow St
Calabucci Quedo, Twyla 109 Walnut St
Cook Mable C, Fay C RR 1
Daniels Dennis M 111 Paine St
Decker Emil J 106 Hopkins St
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Finch Ruth C 19 Crestview Ct
Horn Thomas R PO Box 86 27811 Rte 220
Hunsinger Robert R 222 Chestnut St Apt 412
King Jane 728 S Main St
Kinne Esther RR 2
Kline Chester Jr 502 Church St Apt 507
Lane Jennifer Apt 2 114 North Elmira St
Langland Shirley Estate of 200 S Main St
Liller Marvin 26 Coleman Ln
Mcnamara Bruce E 69 Woodland Pines Rd
Myner John 502 Church St Apt 312
Nichols Arthur L 501 Wells Ave
Paul Arlene, Glenn 205 South Elmira St
Pruyne Maxine 208 E Pine St
Sands Robert K Heritage Nursing Home 200 S Main St
Schoolcraft Donald L 34 Coleman Ln
Sheffler Bryce F RR 2 Box 307
Sloan Maureen 502 Church St Apt 312
Sullivan Robert PO Box 277
Camptown Pa 18815
Wheeler Michele 213 E Cherry St
Canton Pa 17724
Allen James R Estate of RR 1 Box 11
Calkins Edna O 40 W Union St
Corderman Madeline M 1135 Mcfadden Rd
Haflett Jeffrey RR 2 Box 85b
Mccoy Orlo G 375 N Ctr St
Miller Chris J RR 2 Box D 22
Ray Randy 12494 Rt 14
Scott Jerry L RR 1 159
Terry James D 31 Sullivan St
Thompson Ruth A 1135 Mcfadden Rd
White Marcia A RR 1 Box 119
Williams Heather L 1874 East Canton Rd
Columbia Cross Roads Pa 16914
Gross William H Sr, Kathleen D RR 3 Box 269
Leister Wanda 1107 Kingsley Rd
McCarthy Gwendolyn K RR 2 Box 165a
Robbins Charles Keith, Kathryn RR 3 Box 253
East Smithfield Pa 18817
Ewing Jeanne M Box 2
Gillett Pa 16925
Ballard Grace R RR 1 Box 2915
Collins Sandra, George RR 3 Box 185
Flanders Ernest Charles 6 Hillside Acres
Hall Charlotte 2328 Ctrville Rd
Hewitt Ernestine A RR 2 Box 703
Hungerford Arthur R Trust State Rte 14 Box 35551
Iatse Pob 105
Maritz Deborah L RR 1 Box 2652
Nemeth John RR 1 Box 2793
Nemeth Kathryn S RR 1 Box 2793
Onderko Pamela A 2368 Bucks Creek Rd
Sturdevant Richard RR 3 Box 103
Traub Mary R RR 3 Box 269
Wheeler James E RR 4 Box 45
Grover Pa 17735
Shedden Betty PO Box 11
Le Raysville Pa 18829
Alderson John HC 34 Box 13aa
Baldwin Everett E 360 Second St
Crounse Milburn 336 Snow Hill Rd
Russell Lanny HC 34 Box 13aa
Milan Pa 18831
Burnett Thomas HC 68 Box 6a
Elliott Robert C RR 1 Box 290a
Mingos Nancy HC 68 Box 6a
Roberts Donald H Jr RR 1 Box 129
Robinson Ashley N RR 2 Box 144
Smith A Delbert Jane RR 1 Box 93
Monroeton Pa 18832
Biles Harriett C, Jeffery G RR 1 Box 226
Dunn Raymond S, Joan E PO Box 173
Perry Rhonda R 98 Hinman St
Perry Sonja PO Box 700a
Shook Anita, Gary RR 1 Box 7
Smith Eleanor H RR 1 Box 39
Watkins William J RR 1 Canton Ave
Wright Kaitlyn Box 681 123 Fanning Rd
New Albany Pa 18833
Coole William K RR 1 Box 10b
Heines William, Stephen W Main St
Hunsinger Randy E Sr RD 1 Box 65
Kellog James Estate RR 1 Box 11
Wyoming Casing Service Inc PO Box 225
Rome Pa 18837
Ball Lois M RR 1 Box 83
Brown Walter H RR 3 3170
Kuhlman Mark, Dan RD 2 Box 2071
Kuhlmam Mark RD 2 Box 207
Senatore Rosemarie, Robert M RR 2 Box 331
Senatore Katherine M RR 2 Box 332
Sayre Pa 18840
Babcock John E 374 Fulton St
Ball Michael, Nick PO Box 114
Bunt David PO Box 68 RD 2 Lot 10 Oxford Estates
Calveric Diane O 101 N Higgins Ave
Cutherbert Arthur PO Box 1562
Desistilutz Virginia 152 Sycamore Dr
Drislane Catherine 508 S Elmer Ave
Erardi Rose A c/o Mary Tymoski or David Glas 208 West Packer Ave
Finn Mary D508 S Elmer Ave
Fisher Naomi S 703 N Wilbur Ave
Girvan Jospeh P, Dora 510 N Wilbur Ave
Gresser Anne G PO Box 1562
Helerick Joseph 307 N Elmer Ave
Hiley Beverly J Sunset Trailer Park − Elmira S
Hughes Gregory PO Box 291
Kelley Richard 112 Paul St
Khogabekyan M 121 W Packer Apt 2
Lee William RR 1 Box 32 B Wildwood Rd
Marangi John A 119 Hospital Pl
Mattern Kathryn P c/o Dorothy M Werner 148 Desmond St Apt 200
Mayo Stacie 38 Rosebud Ln
Morris Guy E 912 W Lockhart St
Osborn Bruce L Jr 608 S Elmer Ave
Sisto Louis 716 N Wilbur Ave
Staniukinas Frances 317 W Lockhart St
Steiner Margaret 300 Olive St
Swackhammer Randy J 139 Hoover St
Thompson Howard M, Marvel E PO Box 245
Wilson Eleanor B 407 Lincoln St
Witmer William T 210 N Elmer Ave Apt 7
Yanuzzi Dawn S 393 Fulton St
South Waverly Pa 18840
Giunane Dawn M 50 Reel St
Stevensville Pa 18845
Hunsinger Ricky 94 Pit Ln
Towanda, Pa 18848
Ayers Tonya, Sue 28 Watts St
Barrett Helen Elizabeth, Patrick J RR 4
Carlos Fernando S 7 Ann St
Coates Melinda, Jack 16 Fifth St
Chatburn Kelly Jo Attn Kelly Jo Mowry 25 Porter Pl
Chilson Charles L 51 Elm St
Dean Richard Jr 51 Plank Rd
Goldsmith Robert L 324 York Ave
Horn Thomas R DC 8 State St
Kia Motors Finance Co RD 1 Box 245 A
Kintner E Ingham Attn Kelly Jo Mowry 25 Porter Pl
Mcclintic Dawne M RR 3 Box 229 Lot 4
Myner John Apt 5 301 2nd St
Olm Harriet 116 Charles St
Otors Finance Co RD 1 Box 245 A
Patti Mary R RR 5 Box 5363a
Rockman Frieda S 106 Pine St Apt 2
Schoonover R E Est of 301 Ann St
Sena Frank F 109 Chestnut St
Smith Frank RD 1 Box 245 A
Tama Margaret 109 Chestnut St
Wade Robert W RR 3 Box 6067
Troy Pa 16947
Carman Richard D Citizens Northern Bank
Connell Chris RD 2 Box 127
Erway Beverly 198 Willow St Apt C2
Greenough Josephine RR 2 1467
Harkness Arthur S 235 Canton St
Jordan Vesta Estate of 335 Canton St
Kneller Leland C RR 3
Putnam Rhonda, Arthur 257 Canton St
Seymour Gladys Hillcrest Apts 115
Ulster Pa 18850
Pruyne Benjamin J 332 Box RR 2
Stalford Scott W RR1 Box 122 W
Taylor Larry G 22617 Rte 220
Warren Center, Pa 18851
Franklin William D, Pamela PO Box 3
Hillcrest Collision Carstar c/o James Russell HC 34 Box 27b1
Russell James, Susan HC 34 Box 27b1
Wyalusing Pa 18853
Adams Louis Rt 6 RR1 Box 186
Blow Eleanor A, John R RR 1 Box 188b
Blow John R Estate of RR 1 Box 188b
Burke Theodore W PO Box 506
Keeney John L PO Box 435
Kinney Frank R PO Box 845
Warburton Alan E RR 1 Box 147a
Wysox Pa 18854
Brecher Richard A PO Box 352
Palmer John P, Julie RR 2 PO Box 88b
Palmer Jared P RR 2 PO Box 88b
Robinson Leon, Donna RR 2 Box 17b
Sudiekis Jordan D RR 2 PO Box 88b
Sweet Family Practice PO Box 341
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Bucks County
Andalusia Pa 19020
Carlin Roger H, Joan A 1061 Tennis Ave
Conover Robert C 466 Mill Rd
Hansen Ruth O 103 Bayswater
Kean Charles M 1065 Highland Av
Riley Francis X 513 Beacon Ct C−1
Wallace Frank K, Alva C 10878 Buttonwood Ave
Ardsley Pa 19038
Cain Margaret M 724 Jackson Ave
Hillen Robert J Jr 836 Maple Ave
Notarianni Rita M 2801 Speaer Ave
Bedminster Pa 18910
Citizens Bank PO Box 315
Suttie Alison PO Box 315
White Cecil, Helen RD 1
Bensalem Pa 19020
Aands Bagels 5613 Bensalem Blvd
Affatato Angelo 4510 Hillside Ave
Aladi Uche S 2142 Lillian Dr
All Star Pizza 2345 St Rd
Allerton Reginald 1517 Greenfield Dr
Alvarado Jose Victor 3241 Hulmeville Rd Apt C89
Ametek Controls Div c/o Schutte & Koerting LLC Jacquie Ponticelli Accts Rec 2233
State Rd
Anamzoya Jacob Y 309 Pine Ct
Anderson Richard 970 Wood Ln Apt A2b
Anderson Stefan 868 Mill Rd
Annis Daniele 3060 Bristol Rd
Antoni Edward J, Regina C 500 Maria Cir
Aqeyev Daniel 3338 Richlieu Rd
Assanowicz Hallie L 3131 Knights Rd Apt 2 58
At & T Wireless Pcs of Philadelphia LLC 3220 Tillman Dr
Audsley Mark H 1446 Bristol RD 8f
Avenel Colonia First Aid Squad PO Box 1702
Baker Kimberly 1229 Stoney Dr
Barrera Roberto 3131 Knights Rd Apt 6
Barrios Jose 2900 Knights Rd Apt D 15
Baxindine Kristina M 3733 Kingston Wy
Bedford 450 Winks Ln
Bednarski Cory c/o Janine Bednarski 2049 Brown Ave Apt G16
Bednarski Cory Richard 2049 Brown Ave Apt D8
Bellerby Robert, Ruth 1900 Park Ave D9
Beltservice Corp 3360 Marshall Ln
Bendig Charles A, Claudia A 3325 Grandview Ave
Benshetler Joseph No 268 4201 Neshaminy Blvd
Berdick 2140 Philip Dr
Best Buy Electronics 4201 Neshaminy Blvd
Better Way Construction 3060 Bristol Rd Apt 294
Binczweski John 1138 Hawthorne Rd
Blank Elmer 5127 Euston Ct
Blenk Bernard F 3753 Dresher Rd
Bobrow Joseph S Dr 107 Thunder Cir
Bonilla Yolanda Y 1488 Custom House Sq
Booker Jelzonia 2500 Knights Rd
Bowen Morgan W 3526 Delancy Dr
Boyce Kathleen, Thomas 1054 Buttonwood Ave
Brooks Bobby D 3435 St Rd Thornton 6
Broyles Gilmer P Jr 2801 Windsor Dr
Bubelyte Toma 1245 Byberry Rd
Buck Doe II LLC 1749 St Rd
Butash Ann M 5776 Prescott Ct
C L Fredericks 1382 Arundel Way
Cabrera Jacinto 2500 Knigts Rd
Capitol Ins Agency Inc 4201 Jakes Way
Carew Charles 2390 Galloway Rd
Carl Catherine 2952 Windsor Dr
Carts Today Inc 1040 Neshaminy Valy Dr
Cassidy Frances A 3615 Windsor Dr
Cassidy John V 3615 Windsor Dr
Cavanaugh William V 1632 Neshaminy Valy Dr
Chadwick Heather 3455 St Rd Chase 6
Charming Shoppes of Delaware 450 Winks Ln
Chesnovsky Robert 2663 Marion Ave
Clark Nancy L 3200 Bensalem Bl L104
Clark Nancy L Wood River Village Apt L104 Bensalem Blvd
Cohen Albert S 2290 Galloway Rd A8
Collazo Hector L 3060 Bristol Rd Apt 205
Commericial Door Systems 320 Camer Dr
Coughlin Frederick 502 Penguin Dr
Cristo Corp 4201 Neshaminy Blvd 282
Crouse Virginia J, Raymond M 4372 S Woodland Dr
Cueto Richard A 1 Windsor Ln c/o Bob Cueto
Curran J 3610 Meridian Dr
Dautovic Kadrija, Zekira 908 Golls Gdn Ln
David Robin A 6225 Nathan Hale Ct
Davidson Aaron 520 Knightsbridge Ct Apt A2
Davidson Cara E 253 Linden Ct
Davis Laura 5751 Corsair Ct
Deeney Diane E 1511 Neshaminy Valy Dr
Delgado Jasmine 3300 St Rd B 4
Denton Karen L 3713 Delancy Dr
Derek Romano 9 Jarvis Ct
Desiderio Scott C, Fred A 2840 Clifton Dr
Devaughn Ella L 3060 Bristol Rd 191
Dewease Gregory 831 Cedar Ave Apt L 1
Diana Charles 3806 Bensalem Ave
Diduch Joan 3220 First Ave
Difederico Anthony W 1483 Foster Pl
Dill Corp 4201 Neshaminy Blvd 282
Doan An 1157 William Penn Dr
Doran George J 3105 Moore Ave
Dougherty Gertrude M 2151 Betsy Ross Dr
Dowse Chris K 750 Walnut Ct
Durney David J 4054 Mechanicsville Rd
Eckert Romona 1302 Gibson Rd #98
Elinich Loretta M c/o Patricia Elinich 2807 Murray Ave
Elinich Timothy Es 4749 Lanfair Pl
Exclusive Trading Corp 1400 Adams Rd Unit C
Fagan Esther 3361 Rambler Rd
Fallon Mark S 3954 Bainbridge Ct
Fenton Arthur J 435c 2 Old Bridge Rd
Fernandez Vincente 3131 Knights Rd Apt 646
Ficucell Douglas c/o Airline Hydraulics Corpora
First Call Services LLC 3170 Knights Rd
Flaviano Bella 3834 Mechanicsville Rd
Folkinshteyn Daniel 913 Poplar Ct
Ford Barbara M Est c/o Ms Robin Ford 3550 St Rd Apt E−1
Forte Josephine, Joseph 6239 Fernwood Ave
Foster Joseph S PO Box 57
Fox Joseph W 5226 Windward Ln
Freas Evelny M, Evelyn M 3200 Bensalem Blvd Apt H106
Freeling Joseph 5776 Michael Dr
Fricke Anna E Village Sq W 338
Friedman Gerald 2729 Woodsview Dr
Gachai Simon 6220 Patrick Henry Crt
Gallagher Francis 6271 Clearview Ave
Garcia Sofonia L 3131 Knights Rd Rd Apt7 9
Gatta Joseph 1210 Neshaminy Valy Dr
George Colleen C 5217 Bay Rd
Germantown Pain Management PO Box 749
Geslin Libedis 3300 St Rd Apt L10
Giannini Brianne c/o Carol Giannini 4563 Winding Brook Dr
Giron Rachel 326 Palton Rd
Gittings Cheyenne, Joan A 4072 Glenn Ave
Gloge Kristen 3300 Nehaminy Blvd 535
Goldberg Lisa W, Lee R 5131 Euston Ct
Goodwin Richard C 510 Regis Ct
Gordon Richard 138 State Rd Gatehouse Rd #1
Gould Kenneth 3713 Delancy Dr
Gould Tracy 515 S Arlington Ave
Grady Thomas CFO PO Box 1702
Grafenstine David A 556 Maple Ct
Gregory Reid 2727 Woodsview Dr
Griffaton Lulu V 1002 Clemens Ct
Griffith Barbara 2500 Knights Rd Unit 112−03
Grumm John T II 3300 Neshaminy Bl 581
Gulla Robert David 1870 Gibson Rd
Hamelton Frederick 6281 East Dr
Hamilton Courts East Apts 3455 St Rd
Haney Irenemaria B 1981 Hansell Dr
Harding Muriel K c/o Joan E Harding Exec 378
Harrington Sherry 848 Walnut Ave
Harrison Jeanette 5197 Merganser Way
Harte Marlena 513 Beacons Ct Apt C2
Hartman Catherine M 1607 Lauren Ct
Healy Jaclynne, Matthew 1377 Chancellor Cir
Heinze Amy M 4811 Hillside Ave
Hepford Kathryn M, Elaine 3200 Bensalem Blvd Apt K105
Hernandez Mario 818 Durhan
Hernandez Ruben 2266 Virginia Ave
Herrera Nicolas 1265 Lavender Rd
Higgins Michael J Jr 6605 Craig Ave
Him Sin H 1883 Brookwood Dr
Holgado Catherine C 2050 Joshua Dr
Hughes Milsom T 3051 State Rd
Hughes Ronald, Ruth E 3200 Bensalem Blvd Apt J201
Hunter Ryan LLC 2648 Old Lincoln Hwy
Industrial Systems Asso Inc 3220 Tillman Dr Ste 200
Intercollegiate Cricket League 3205 Ellington Ct
Iodice Armand J 949 Edgewood Ave
Iria Augusto Leonel 2350 Rittenhouse Sq
Iria Maria Odette 2350 Rittenhouse Sq
Ironbound Ambulance Po Box 1702
J A Smith Inc 2212 St Rd Unit 2
Jackson Martha J Apt 307 1100 Grabel Pike
Jalloh Foday Turay 853 Bridgewater Rd
Jamieanne Barnes 939 Edgewood Ave 1st Fl
Jimenez Noe 3131 Knights Rd Apt 5 43
Joe Hersham Asso Inc 440 Ash Av
Johnson Abraham 3806 Bensalem Blvd Apt 254
Johnson Lillian G 1002 Clemens Ct
Johnson Michael 3241 Humeville Rd A−20
Juszczyszyn Jaroslaw A, Marie L 1452 St Rd
Karbowsky Michael S 954 Mill Rd
Kasapur Raghuveer A 3300 Nishaminy Blvd
Katz Brian c/o Rmk 1327 Adams Rd Suite C
Kids Health Asso 1950 St Rd Suite 110
Kline John 3131 Knights Rd 5 50
Komada Robert S 3319 Sweetbriar Pl
Koonce James, Lisa 2474 Williamson Ct
Koslosky Lisa 325 Harvard Sq
Kranzco Realty Trust 2556 Knights Rd
Kukurudza Zhanna 3615 Harvest Rd
Kutty Pradeep Krishnan 1110 Oriole Dr
Lafferty David 539 Beacons Ct Apt A2
Langjahr Frances E 3224 Leeland Dr
Larkin William H, Doris C 4804 Bensalem Blvd
Latif Mohsinkhan 2517 Dunksferry Rd Apt # E208
Lawson Catherine 3534 Hulmeville Rd
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Lee Denise 129 Tatham Rd
Leonetti Mildred T 3421 Parkview Dr
Li Chun Mai 1270 Cornwells Ave
Lister Mary Crossman 1411 Corry Ave
Little Tyler M, Jay Jr 1607 Woodbine Ave
Loewy Fatu A 2517 Dunksferry Rd Apt 107−05
Longo John 1156 Gravel Pike
Lopchuk Justin M 3455 St Rd Paine #4
Lutin Jacobo T 318 Dram
M M Technical Svcs 1512 Pear Tree Ln
Maar Gail F 884 Bristol Pike
Macnew Arthur W Jr 365 Dartmouth Ct
Manfredi Sharon A 5720 Shetland Ct
Markmann Frances M Wood River Village Apr H−208 3200 Bensalem Blvd
Martin Dennis R 2518 Oriole Dr
Martines Alfonso 3131 Knight Rd 7−9
Marx Susan 1614 Horace Ct
Mascaro Laurie 2479 Finley Ave
Mays Lawrence 5114 Monticello Ave
Mazza Charles Dr 230 Neshaminy Mall
Mcalinn Gerald P 1030 Johanna Ave
Mccabe Marie 2815 Finley Ave
Mcdonald Curtis J 805 Durham Place
Mcgrath Joseph PO Box 154
Mckeown Francis J 246 Linden Ct
Mee Thomas E 2922 High Ave
Meridian Bank 1512 Pear Tree Ln
Metro Public Adjustment Inc 3551 Brostol Pike
Metzker Melvin 353 A Camer Dr
Milanese Louise A 3412 Progress Dr Mezzanine
Mindham Joshua 1045 Bolton Ct
Mitchell Crystal 3551 Brostol Pike
Mogilivich Aleksandr 3338 Richlieu Rd
Moskowitz Cathy 3333 St Rd Ste 235
Mullins Eric 1025 A Sunset Ln
Murphy Katherine 1156 Gravel Pike
Murphy Patricia A 3361 Adams Ct
Naeem Syed 2500 Knights Rd Apt 24 04
Nesterovskaya Marina 1830 Finch Dr
New Jersey Donor Svcs LLP 3070 Bristol Pike Ste 216
Nextel Communs 3 Greenwood Sq
Nguyen Christine 255 Linden Ct
Nickerson Ryan Baker Ltd 3070 Bristolpike Bldg 1 Suite 103
Nordell Monica C/O Lorraine Hood 3200 Douglas Turn
Nova Pro Risk Solutions 3333 St Rd Suite 330
Novasak Edward 2900 Knights St
Obrien Ann D 1712 Lavender Rd
Odonnell Patrick S 1311 Neshaminy Valy Dr
Okuribido Victoria, Muyiwa 3551 Bristol Pike
One Touch Telecom Inc 2110 St Rd
Orleans Corporation 1 Greenwood Sq Ste 101
Pa Cellular Telephone Corp 3220 Tillman Dr Ste 500
Palamarchuk Stephen 6357 Crescent Ave
Pangrazio Massimo 3834 Mechanicsville Rd
Parks Wilkins M 2290 Galloway Rd Apt B15
Parkway Clinical Lab 3494 Progress Dr
Parsippany Troy H Ems H Po Box 1702
Parsippany Troy Hills Obo Michael Farley PO Box 1702
Parties & More 1241 Ford Rd
Patel Sheetal A, Ameet D 5207 North Inlet Dr
Patel Amrish 4852 Sunrise Ave
Patel Bhamini 306 Pencruin Dr Apt 3
Patel Manilal R 1024 Burnley Ct
Patel Piyush R c/o Paresh R Patel 1504 Shrewsbury Dr
Patel Rajnikant B 202 2517 Dunksferry Rd
Patil Jatin M 3300 St Rd Apt K10
Patrawala Aarmin T 5113 Leeward Rd
Pautentis Albert Trust Ua 9 27 99 2825 High Ave
Payne Barbara A, Roy 850 Sta Ave Apt D3
Pearson Trevor 5836 Neshaminy Valy Dr
Pedrick Ashley Marie, Thomas J 1200 Gravel Pike 1
Pizzoferrato Linda M 3672 Hickory Ln
Popli Chaman 2564 Headhouse Sq N
Posten Wayne P 654 Magnolia Ct
Prime Measurement Products 2233 State Rd
Pron Nancy 6404 Trenton Ct
Quinn Paul 717 Sta Ave Apt F57
Ramirez Pascual M 3131 Knights Rd
Recovercare LLC 3599 Marshall Ln Ste F
Reed Dev Asso In 6520 Saratoga Turn
Reeth Nancy 1446 Gibson Rd D32
Repper Helen T 3131 Kingt Rd Apt 3 3
Res PO Box 1702
Rigney John E 6271 Clearview Ave
Ritas Water Ice c/o Edward F Gaubert 1525 Ford Rd PO Box 1147
Rivera Ronald L, Kim J 5112 Hunter’s Ct N
Robinson Paula Wood River Village L211 3200 Bensalem Blvd
Rodriguez Ernesto C 3201 Glendale Dr
Roofers Local No 30 Attn Tom Pedrick 3200 Bristol Rds
Rose Barbara A 717 Sta Ave Apt G68
Ruffo Michael A 1489 Ravenview Pl
Ryan Richard 1345 Byberry Rd Unit 1
Salazar Selvin S 3110 Konights
Saragu Jose 3131 Knights Rd Apt 7
Saxon Mortgage Services Inc 3551 Brostol Pike
Scheffer George W 3200 Bensalem Blvd Apt H105
Schmidt Donald 1185 Whittier Ave
Schmidt Karen 3203 Douglas Turn
Schuffert Edward A Jr 2453 Ogden Ave
Schutte Koerting Co Deferred Profit Shrng Plan Tru Attn Trustee 2233 State Rd
Seladones Carol A 3551 Bristol Pike
Shales John 3220 First Ave
Sheppard David Studios 2866 Forrest Ave
Shorter Susan 1642 Brown Ave
Shred It 796 Haunted Ln
Shred It Pennsylvania 796 Haunted Ln
Shred It Usa Incorpo 796 Haunted Ln
Shred−It Philadelphia 796 Haunted Ln
Shulenberger Phyllis E 2881 Crafton Dr
Silverman Heather S, Justin A 5900 Taft Ave
Slowinski Michael 520 Bristol Pk
Small Gamal S 842 Cedar Ct
Smith Linda Est 3908 Windsor Dr
Snyder Franklin, J 1071 Neshaminy Valy Dr
Stark Brian Howard 2273 New York Ave
Stephen Ficchi DO PC 3101 Bristol Rd
Stevens Glen 6560 Neshaminy Vally Dr
Straza Ind Div of Ametek Inc Prft Shrng Rt Attn Trustee 2233 State Rd
Su Linda Woodbridge Twp PO Box 1702
Summers Sherwood 3806 Bensalem Blvd Apt 157
Sunedco Intl 717 Sta Ave Unit N112
Suntec Business Solutions Pvt Ltd 3060 Bristol Rd #104
Taggart Joy 1621 Neshaminy Valy Dr
Tank Wash Usa LLC 1000 Imperial Ct
Tannenbaum Michael c/o Heavens Best 6333 Congress Ct
Tassone Stephen, Barbara 5203 Bay Rd
Taylor David E 395 Thunder Cir
Taylor Jeffrey R 1813 Finch Dr
Tens Inc 865 Village Ln
Thierjung Nicholas W 4500 Laurence Ct
Thress Anne M 3039 Meredith Place
Thress Anne M 5720 Shetland Ct
Tippy William Jr 5117 Merganser Way
Tippy William O Jr 1053 Essex Dr
Tolen James B 2290 Galloway Rd Apt A26
Tomlinson Robert M 2444 Elfreths Aly
Topey George 3001 St Rd
Torres Marisol 3551 Bristol Pike
Towns Lynnette 3131 Knight Rd #7−31
Townsend Sara M 1612 Sparrow Way
Veselsky Kevin Michael 4548 Rosemarie Dr
Victors D Comp Inc 4590 Remo Crescent Rd
Volgraf Richard G, Shirley 1839 Brookwood Dr
Wade Gwynedd W 6611 Neshaminy Valy Dr
Wagner Kevin Infinite of Ardmore 3436 Parkview Dr
Walker Shanda 2645 High Ave
Walsh John 2008 Beech Ln
Walsh Richard 6355 Lewisville Ave
Waltrip Laura 2905 Hamilton Ct
Warehousing By Jps LLC 2996 Samuel Dr
Washington Margaret A 908 Mill Rd
Weidman Emily E, Joshua 3300 Neshaminy Blvd Apt 342
Welch James S 4201 Neshaminy Blvd Ste 202
Wheeler Elizabeth 4 Liberty Dr
Wolfinger Jacquelin 1302 Gibson Rd Trlr 136
Wood Michael Robert 583 South Mt Vernon
Woodrivervillage Anoakdaleheightcom 3200 Bensalem Blvd
Wozencroft Eleanor I 3200 Bensalem Blvd Ste 1
Yacker Aaron 2290 Gallowayapt B−30
Yard Truck Specialist Inc PO Box 421 1510 Ford Rd
Young Michelle H, Robert B 1770 Brown Ave
Your Choice Refreshment 1500 Bridgewater Rd
Zemartis Anthony T Jr PO Box 945
Blooming Glen Pa 18911
Gares Estella M 1238 Rte 113
Kotkiewicz Sophia, John PO Box 119
Velten Daniel T 818 Blooming Glen Rd Apt 219
Bristol Pa 19007
Ab T Sales Corp 1200 New Rodgers Rd Ste 804
Acculogix LLC 406 Crossing Dr Accounts Payable
Action Pak 2550 Pearl Buck Rd
Akins Douglas 1717 Bath Rd Apt D7
Alfonsi Asunta 685 Mansion St
Alicea Nelson 555 Swain St
Amparo Elena A 3 Lakeland Ave
Anderson Maryanne 3523 Dixon Ave
Azofeifa Geraldo 603 Cedar St Apt 5
Bartholomew Eva C 110 Taylor St
Bethlehem Family Practice Wjo Inc 424 Mill St
Bjorseth Eric 3213 Newportville Rd
Brehm Fredrick E 3000 Ford Rd Apt C24
Briar George M, Joan 592 Swain St
Bristol Borough Business Assn 6415 N Radcliffe St
Bromley Michael G 429 Second Ave
Brown James S 720 Newport Rd
Brown Robert 818 Elm Hurst
Burns Medeline 1305 Wilson Av 2nd Fl
Burns Robin L 603 Winder Dr
Bustleton Family Pra 424 Mill St
Capriotti Blair III 10 Kernal Ln
Carceller Jose V 214 Bristol Pike
Carranza Jose 1717 Bath Rd Apt K 2
Cha Bok Soon 1405 New Rodgers Rd Apt X−3
Chapman Mary 401 Otter St
Charlenes 825 New Rodgers Rd
Charles Jeff L 3000 Ford
Charles Lennox R, Elenor 1717 Bath Rd Apt G6
Coles Dorothy R 905 Tower Rd
Colon Jose 12 Green Ln
Colon Wilfredo 807 Snowden Ave #1
Columbia Lighting Rte 13 & Beaver St
Cordisco Bradway & Simmons 401 K Plan 234 Mill St
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Cordisco Ernest 925 Wood St
Cordisco John F 234 Mill St
Cox Carol 695 4th Av Trlr 13
Cullura Joseph 742 Brown St
Dalinsky Marilinn M 331 Dorrance St
Daniels Bruce A 1717 Bath Rd Apt A5
Dawn Kelch 101 Mill St
Delgado Marisol 445 Mill St Apt E
Demarco Richard P 4631 Forest St
Deon Beverages Inc 1020 Rte 13
Dilorenzo Paschal, Josephine 230 Harrison St
Ditulio Alexander 836 Beaver St
Dorley Tenneh H 3000 Ford Rd Apt C39
Durham Ins Group Inc 2625 A Durham Rd
Ear Nose Throat & Allergy Assoc 501 Bath Rd Ste 201
East Coast 1234 Hayes Blvd
Eells Ruth 905 Tower Rd Silverlake Ctr
Ekwegh Chidi H 1405 New Rodgers Rd Apt G6
Elliot Hilda M 249 Wood St
Espinoza Ronal 19 Green Ln
Fekette George 3210 Glenrose Ave
Ferag Americas 190 Rittenhouse Cir
Ferreira Louis 1717 Bath Rd Apt D
First Federal of Bucks County 118 Mill St
Fisher Craig, William N 220 Market St
Fixture One 1 North Wilson Ave
Fordham Marlene R 270 Monroe St
France Edith M 905 Tower Rd #109b
Freudenberger Violet V 726 Wood St
Garg Rajeev 501 Bath Rd
Gillette Anna 905 Tower Rd
Goodwill Corp PO Box 1095
Gower Charles, Helen 1119 Radcliffe St
Grimes Arthur M 205 Pond St Apt 408
Gushue Francis 1938 Willow Ave
Haburcak Catherine 3211 Newportville Rd
Haines Joseph M Jr Haines Rd
Hamilton Gloria 710 Winder Dr
Hasty Mary M 3021 Bowman Ave
Hauber Stephen 3011 Steele Ave
Hayes Mamie 905 Tower Rd
Helm Gladys 826 Wood St
Henry Elaine 401 Otter St
Herman Margaret J 331 Dorrance St
Hook Stephen 1752 Ford Rd
Hosking Cheryl 6617 N Radcliffe St
In Plaza Advertising Inc 1250 New Rodgers Rd Ste G18
Jean Francis 3000 Ford Rd Apt B−8
Johnson Thelma L Frosty Hollow Rd
Jones Apparel Group 200 West 6 Rittenhouse Cir
Jordan Barbara J 628 Corson St
Karp Charles 1800 Farragut Ave
Kaslowski Nora 542 Bach St
Kelly Doris 710 Winder Dr
Kelly James J Jr, Thomas 3510 Dixon Ave W
Kieffer June 2901 Steele Ave
Klumpp Edwin B 210 Penn St
Krause Arthur W 3540 New Prt
Kromah Harrison U 1405 Veterans Hwy Apt M−12
Lawson Ira 826 Wood St
Lenox Com 1414 Radcliffe St
Lindenmuth Rboert J 1110 Wood St #1178
Liq Charles Olds Cad 498 Green Ln
Lopez Magdalena 825 Pine St
Loughran Kevin P 351 Jackson St
Mac Technology Groupe 311 Old Rodgers Rd
Marr Anne L 502 Radcliffe St
Maruti Auto Body 4030 New Falls Rd
Massaro Bonnie J 1519 Lakeland Ave
Mcclain Michelle 300 Brook St
Mcdevitt Rose C 1524 Wilson Ave
Mcdonnell James 356 Dorrance St Apt 2
Mcgonigle Kenichi T 210 Penn St
Mcilvaine James C, Jane C 1122 Radcliffe St
Meischke Kathleen L 5361 Bristol Pike
Mema Inc 311 Old Rodgers Rd
Micozzi Dorothy, John 260 Mckinley St
Mignoni Carolyn, Carmen 200 Mill St
Mildred Roe 527 Locust St
Miller Mary K 205 Pond St Apt 1010 Grundy Tower
Minni Marie 4706 Brookside Av
Modern Group Ltd Attn George Wilkinson 2501 Durham Rd PO Box 710
Moldovan Agnes M, Gary P 2903 Maple Ave
Moore Christie 1825 Willow Ave
Moore Gwen 1717 Bath Rd K 8
Morganna Mitchell 1227 12 Marie Lowe
Morris Zenoma, Alice A 1 Sycomore Gdns
Munchback William K, Rosemary 927 Cedar St
Murray Lillian 182 Mt Hope
Nine West Footwear Corp 180 Rittenhouse Cir
Norris Nolvia 3605 Rockview Dr
Nussbaum Roger 518 Hall Ave
Omalley Sandra 327 Monroe St
Patel Dhartiben R 3000 Ford Rd Apt J 60
Patel Jayantibhai, Rupal 1405 Veterans Hwy
Patel Natwarlal G 1405 New Rodgers Rd Apt # W−9
Patricia Weldon 4615 David Dr
Paul Vivian 342 Washington St
Pham Son 825 New Rodgers Rd
Pica John 80 Rhonda Rd 54 11018
Poltonowicz John J 2908 Maple Ave West
Poltonowitz Julia 2018 Trenton Ave
Princeton Biomed Lab Accounts Payable 2921 New Rodgers Rd
Reed Helene W, David H Bristol RD 2
Renner Beverly J, Warren 587 Swain St
Roberts Peter Jr 1205 North Cedar St
Rodman Gordon 5714 Atkins
Roe Blanche 527 Locust St
Roque Reinaldo, Nilda 4606 Gary Dr
Ruiz Antonio 1717 Bath Rd Apt N−12
Sanchez Josue 1017 Gdn St
Schmidt Henry 905 Tower Rd
Schreiber Thomas 607 Beaver St
Schubert Michael 542 Bach St
Schwerdtmann Barbara J 230 Wood St
Serenelli Giovanni 209 Newbrook St
Sharpe Timothy 230 Buckley St
Shawna Whalen 7806 N Radcliffe St
Sinn Robert 311 Penn St
Smokers Express 3807 Otter St
Sony Electronics Bristl 1501 Grundy La
Stednick Deborah 589 Bath St
Strategic Distributi 1414 Radcliffe St 300
Sutor Joseph C 3000 Ford Rd Apt
Thompson Reynold 906 Laings Ave
Tom Antonelli Inc Green Ln Business Complex 2201 Hunter Rd
Tomlinson Tiffany Lee Miss, Michael G 5714 Atkins Ave
Uddin Ala 1414 Mica St
Vandewater Robert L Silver Lake Ctr 905 Tower Rd
Velez Dineltz, Jose 409 Dorrance St
Vender Ethelyn 206 Penn St
Vigil David Eric 3101 Taylor Ave
Weldon Charles 4615 David Dr
White Alan H 1110 Edgely Ave
Williams Anne 213 Franklin St
Wjo Inc 424 Mill St
Wjo Inc dba Bustleto 424 Mill St
Yates Casey 327 Monroe St
Broomall Pa 19008
Hill Lola B 460 N Sproul Rd
Joell Victor L 460 N Sproul Rd
Buckingham Pa 18912
44 Executive Lp 4950 C York Rd Box 2000
Brindle Judith A Apt G4 7326 Ge
Cusato Larisa L, Leonard PO Box 605
Frost Monique Delozier PO Box 117
Oconnor Marian Apt G4 7326 Ge
Sasson Kathy PO Box 97
Shankar Sidhartha 3714 Green Ridge Rd
Smith Carolyn PO Box 447
Carversville Pa 18913
Alexander Todd C PO Box 165
Harris Marilynn Box 74 Aquetong Rd
Long Janis PO Box 148
Chalfont Pa 18914
386 Storer Tom 100 Liberty Ln
Associates In Radiation 24 W Butler Av
Bank of New York Trustee For D 1100 Manor Dr
Bocchino Michael L Est 211 Surrey Rd
Bocchino Thomas 211 Surrey Rd
Brown Charles 131 N Main St
Chalfont Fam Prac 202 N Main St
Cherry Carol R 85 W Peace Valy Rd
Chrysler Financial 1100 Manor Dr
Clearpoint Business Resources 1600 Manor Dr Ste 110
Clearpoint Resources Inc 1600 Manor Dr Ste 110
Coleman Russell Jr 1300 Red Oak Dr
Cooper Evelyn 105 Barry Rd
Cornerstone Countertops Tile 248 East Butler Ave
Davis James 26 Park Ave C 41
Deye Barbara A, Roger D 1445 Heron Way
Diaz Jose 212 Inverness Cr
Dww Enterprises Inc 77 W Butler Av
Exten Brian E 100 Birchwood Dr
Farr Thomas A 31 Barry Rd
Ferry Joan E 800 Manor Dr Apt 308
Fmtc 124 Coachlight Cir S
Frazier Pearse M 1100 Horizon Cir
Frey Gary J 201 Summer Ridge Cir
Frishman Arlene 373 Stoney Hill Dr
Grandview Med Prac H 700 Horizon Cir
Gregoire Jane 521 Upper Stump Rd
Hansell Marion V PO Box 113
Heathwood Jennifer 1 Jana Cir
Holbert Jody 3240 A Bristol Rd
Horvath Robert, John W 3373 Jennings Ln
James Michael W 4315 County Line Rd
Jocanz Realty LLC 719 Harvest Hill Dr
Ken Murphy Contractor 216 Dorset Way
Keollhoffer Tara 129 South Taft Ave
Killian Paul 135 Hampshire Dr
Kings Joan 60 Bluejay Rd
Kracewski Paul 109 Walter Rd
Lawler Dennis F 522 Folly Rd
Leatherwood Bernadine M, Laverne W 7 Country View Ln
Mark 1 Restoration 140 New Britain Blvd
Meisinger Paul D 231 Cornwall Dr
Moore John E 31 E Hillcrest Ave
Murray Mabel 238 Walter Rd
New Britain Township B 207 Park Ave
Niles D Dietrick, Steven 40 Unami Trail
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Ockershausen Maureen 137 Cambridge Pl
Packard Connor J, Karyn L PO Box 274
Perz Louise Est 292 Walter Rd
Pilbosian Elizabeth 101 S Limekiln Pike
Portner Jeffrey 1500 Horizon Dr Ste 102
Post Marshall L PO Box 338
Powell Barbara A 236 Cornwall Cir
Powers Margaret 26 Lynwood Dr
Rebstock Manfred C 534 Airy Ave
Reynolds Philip E, Jane 1377 Lower State Rd
Reznick Sylvia M 250 Forrest Dr
Rieser Amy 3303 Limekiln Pike
Roseberry Darwin N 140 E Butler Ave Unit 5
Schooner Edward F Sr 41 Valy View Rd
Simmens Craig M 190 Callowhill Rd
Smith Blake 312 Stonyhill Dr
Socra 530 W Butler Ave Ste 10
Standnicki Annie RR 1
Stolberg Herman, Anna 800 Manor Dr Apt 235
Strong John R 241 Forrest Dr
Swartz Elizabeth T, Horace M Pinerton Rd
Taylor Ronald G 89 E Hillcrest Ave
Volitis Francis M 3 Far View Rd
Walker Chiropractic Asso 166 E Butler Ave
Walsh Catherine A 300 East Butler Ave
Wheeler Dennis J 18 Rosemore Cir
Williams Johnny L 149 Salt Landing Cir
Williams Mark T 129 Stetson Dr
Wolfenso Nancy Gomba Ira 05 23 07 124 Coachlight Cir S
Wolfgang Daniel E 235 Inverness Cir
Churchville Pa 18966
Anderson Mikel S 91 Livery Dr
Benedetto Carl 191 New Rd
Cantwell Mark C, Lisa 77 Green Dr
Collins Christopher 1051 Bristol Rd
Defibaugh John H 66 N 2nd St Pike
Doan Cynthia Lee 347 Bustleton Pike
Doan Stephen F Sr 347 Bustleton Pike
Glikman Diane 147 N 2nd St Pike
Gruber Pius B 1714 Bustleton Park
Haines Diane S 26 Green Meadow Cir
Hlushmanyuk Vasil 52 Chapel Dr
Kennedy Kathryn M 19 Windsor Dr
Koss Derek 89 Addis Dr
Margolin Falen 147 N 2nd St Pike
Marino Kristi 68 Jean Ave
Mitchell A 91 Grenville Cir
Montague Thomas W, Nancy R 87 Charlotte Dr
Neithercott Eileen T, Susan P 31 Hampton Dr
Reiber H H Jr, Mary 1248 Valy Hill Trl
Singer S 82 Harriet Rd
Smith Joan 1562 Bristol Rd
Stellwagon Bonnie 42 Heather Rd
Stellwagon Scott Parent of 42 Heather Rd
Taylor Donna L, Mark K 328 Linden Rd
Winkler Gary Philip 599 New Rd
Yeager Frederick H, Charlotte M 112 Arbor Rd
Cornwell Heights Pa 19020
Beebe Catherine 2218 Centre Ave
Carlin Roger H, Joan A 1061 Tonnis Ave
Cromly Charles E 717 Sta Ave Apt 668
Franklin Beebe 2218 Centre Ave
Gniewek Edwin J 1103 Wayland Ave
Holtzman Henry Estate of 5110 Lighthouse Ln
Johnston Dorothea 2900 Kingston Way
Kearney Ralph E 1726 Woodhaven Dr
Mcdonald Gm 6121 Washington Ln
Milewski Edward R 3589 Parkview Dr
Richardson Carla 1023 Bobolink Dr
Richardson Leslie D, Leah P 1023 Bobolink Dr
Saduskie Edward A Top of Hill Ct B1
Schiefer George Jr 441 Wallace Ave
Weber Virginia P 717 Sta Ave Apt 668
Croydon Pa 19021
Baird Helen 1208 Magnolia Ave
Beck Deborah A 412 River Rd
Bodansky Sharon L 2108 State Rd
Cms Gilbreth Packing S 3001 State Rd
Coar Herbert III, Frances 215 Central Ave
Crowley John M 850 Linton Ave
Crowley Theresa E 850 Linton Ave
Crown Discount 306 Bristol Pike
Fisher Nancy J 1120 Fourth Ave
Flaherty Thomas 1701 Newport Rd Apt 1617
France Edith K 540 Sycamore Ave
Gunn Stanley E 718 Washington Ave
Harris Margaret M 1705 Maple Ave
K & A Appraisal Company Po Box 117
Keenan Brian J 700 Washington Ave
Keystone Refrigeration 2408 State Rd
Kleyman Greta 519 Bristol Pike
Lachman James 1041 Rosa Ave
Mi Kro Computer World 100 Phyllis Ave
Orth Faith E 604 Girard Ave
Page Rollerson Virginia 917 Mauri Ave
Palasky Cynthia L 1100 Newportville Rd Apt 1207
Paullin Darlene M, Miranda 1712 State Rd
Peacock Frieda 620 Princess Ave
Phillips Grace W 1019 Fifth Ave
Pierce Helen 1029 Fourth Ave
Pospiech Dennis 602 Elm Ave
Putnam Deborah G, Mark F 1701 Newport Rd Apt 1726
Quinn Annamae, Scott 1100 Newportville Rd
Ramirez Francisco J 1701 Newport Rd
Rollerson Craig 917 Mauri Ave
Ryan William A c/o Mary Ann Kazlauskas 811 Washington Ave
Scott Patrick J 2030 Lincoln Ave
Scott Wayne 126 Hillcrest Ave
Secoolish James M 1124 Third Ave
Senador Wilbert A 1007 Stephen Ave
Sheridan Eileen Marie 2330 Prospect Ave
Springer Charles 5th Ave
Stumpf Dorothy C 307 Spring Ave
Teachey Christi 500 Louise Ave
Trush Henry, Rita 433 Fourth Ave
Umanzor Elvis Y 2354 Dixon Ave
Willis Michael 1926 Buchanan St
Wills M 1926 Buchanan St
Danboro Pa 18916
Radlbeck Elizabeth PO Box 43
Doylestown Pa 18901
800 Imaging Asso Ll 800 W State St Ste 203
Accu Sort Systems Inc 10 S Clinton St
Alliance Adjustment Group Inc Co James Wagner 258 N Main St
American Specialty Claims Service 19 Dorothy Ave
Amos Nancy L Est, Doris 142 Cedar Dr
Andover Estate Suite 2b 875 N Easton Rd
Angellogauthier Marie 250 N Brd St
Ashton Reserve Assoc Lp PO Box 1863
Atkinson James P 103 Fonthill Dr
Barthmaier Jeanette, John F 303 W State St
Basement Store of Bucks County LLC 258 W Ashland St
Baxter Debra 3986 Spring Valy Rd
Beer Russell Est 70 Old Dublin Pike
Behrens Ida 200 Veterans Ln/Hert Twrs 619
Belica Eugenia 54 Francis Meyers Rd
Benzel Clara F 420 Belmont Ave
Bernabei Lori 112 Westbury Ct
Blodgett John H RR 2
Bowen M 148 Homestead Dr
Bozzuto Jennie E 4168 Dillon Rd
Bray Daniel Jr Stoney Path Farm 3335 Bristol Rd
Brian J Reid Inc 76 East State Rd
Briggs Samuel D, Louise D Est 166 Edison Furlong Rd
Brody Ethel Trust Ua 09 26 85 200 Veterans Ln Apt 633
Brody James A, Myer 200 Veterans Ln 633
Brown Robert 149 Union St
Buck Roma J 195 E Oakland Ave
Bucks County Womens Fund Inc PO Box 1617
Bucks Couty Med Assoc 800 W State St Ste 204
Bucks Realty Group LLC 350 S Main St
Burke Dawn 303 Sandy Ridge
Burlij Nicholas 311 Bunker Hollow Rd
Burnstein Linda 234 Gatehouse Cir
Carney Scott M 401 Commons Way
Coman David 3895 Colts Ct
Cook Peter W 109 S West St
Cooke Florence M 432 Maple Ave
Coyle Catherine E 303 W State St 106
Craueo Christophe 5412 Weyhill Ln
Cromer Megan 5760 Landis Greene Dr
Cron Margaret M, William E 75 Chestnut Valy Dr
Daddio Maria A 612 Spring Valy Rd
Daprato Thomas H, Gabriella A 136 Pebble Woods Dr
Demmer Kimberly R 1 Rohr Dr
Dettman Preston Howard 5319 Ridgeview Dr
Devlin John Owen Jr 1 Spruce St
Donofrio Dominick 115 Aarons Ave
Dunitz Shirley L Trust 207 Autumn Leaf Dr
Dunn Sally Osborne, Julie E 262 Old Dublin Pike
Eastburn Joan Marie 280 Hillendale Dr
Eck Michael J 408 E State St
Ellis Jane E c/o Est Jane E Ellis 582 Swamp Rd
Emc Global Tech Inc c/o Ms Amy Slater 4059 Skyron Dr
Engle Margaret L 555 N Brd St Apt 101a
Enos Daniel Philip Est c/o Antheil & Nicholas PO Box 50
Ewer James A 10 Bedford Ave
Firnhaber Amllia, David 234 Amherst Dr
Fitztatrick Kathleen 9 Carriage Dr
Foley Timothy M 86 N Hamilton St
Franklin Michael PO Box 1431
Frost Paul 1720 S Easton Rd Groun
Garton James P, Debra L 217 Union St
Gawronski Henry J 112 Edison Furlong Rd
Gawronski Rose M PO Box 1145
Geibert Joanne S 3762 Phillips Cir
Gencal Kemal C 27 Addison Ct
Gl Doylestown 432 Maple Ave
Godown Albert W 1845 S Easton Rd Greenhse
Goehring John R 133 Wells Rd
Goel Ajay 70 Old Dublin Pike Apt I8
Gontram Catherine 3 Quince Cluster
Graham John H, Edna M 192 E State St
Guerra Jose 4565 Louis St Claire
H And L Dev Corp PO Box 1369
Harris Margaret, Robert N Creek Rd 1
Heath Kevin T 2103 Country Club Dr
Held Richard, Kathryn PO Box 1369
Herzog Kathie 1962 S Easton Rd
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Hile Eva G 39 W State St
Hilker C R c/o Girard Bank Main State Sts
Hilton Lona A 41 Wilkshire Rd
Hiner Beatrice H 201 Lenape Dr
Hoffman Jill 375 Linden Av
Holmes Doris B Vallen House A−104
Honour H Todd 5006 Esther Reed Dr
Human Services Council East Ct St 5th Fl
Infante George J 108 Steeplechase Dr
Institute for Beauty Dynamic 110 Hyde Park Bldg 1
Jackson Derek 233 Hastings Ct Westwy
Jahn Suzanne J 348 E Ct St
Jefferson Emily M 800 N Easton Rd Ste 4
Jefferson Imaging D Mri 800 W State St
Jellinek Steven S 3155 Brentwood Dr
Jennings Susan L 4085 Ruckman Wy
Jones Christian E 680 N Chubb Dr
K G E Hall Association 61 Beek St
Karmokolias Stephanie 60 Pheasent Rd
Kerwin Sharon A, Edward A 326 Dorset Ct
Koelle Jeanne M 274 E Ct St
Krautheim Douglas C, Philippa 184 Cherry Ln
Kuisel Gregory John 27 Radcliff Dr
Kutay David 449 Ford Hook Rd #82
Lear Mary C 81 Evergreen Dr
Leary Jennie H Bedford Dr RD 2
Lech Joseph William 97 Providence Ave
Lehigh Insurance Group Inc 1810 S Easton Rd Ste 203
Lestician Joanne 403 S Main St C 100
Levitt Diane B 3716 Coldbrook Cir
Linden Kathryn B 200 Veterans Ln Apt 614
Linus Edward J, Joan C 22 Sauerman Rd
Liu Li 271 Foxchase Ln
Lomberg Eric 554 E Butler Ave
Lowenthal Leo 36 N Chapman Rd
Lydon Victoria Lynn 1101 C Galena Rd
Macdonald Kevin PO Box 2167 Agrcltl Work Ste 10o
Malsbury Norman E 33 Lafayette St
Malseed Helen G Colonial Trlr Pk
Manero Nicholas J, Fran 55 Meadow Ln
Marinelli Danielle 230 East Rd
Mcdevitt Christopher, Lori 9 Bomaca Dr
Mcdonald Joseph R, Susan L 25 Leapson Ln
Mcelderry Rosemary T 398 Main St
Mcginnis Joseph F, Mary D PO Box 1389
Meili Robert A Est 1206 Fonthill Dr
Mielcarek Eric 4563 Deep Creek Way
Miller Marion K 555 N Brd St Apt 301a
Montana Steve 3133 Bristol Rd
Moss Mary J 104 Conastoga Dr
Mulligan Jane E 136 Pebble Woods Dr
Munshower John G 563 Pebble Hill Rd
Murphy Lawrence J, Gloria P Pine Run Community T−6
Narten Maria 35 Pickwick Dr
National Portraits of America 148 Clinton St
Netline 1456 Ferry Rd Ste 501
New Britain Sales LLC 612 E Butler Ave
Northeastern Gutter 64 Cornerstone Ct
Olander Martha Z 8 Pine Ci
Oneill Marsha L, Edward 205 Windsor Way
Opass Edward S MD 61 Quarry Rd
Opass Marilyn c/o Edward Opass 16 Stacey Dr
Pace Dorothy M 480 N Shady Retreat
Pale Moon Boutique 104 Julie Ln
Perkins George H Trust Ua 06 03 81 5242 Old Easton Rd
Phillips Lucy M c/o Lucy Anne Phillips 4815 Cobblestone Ct
Phung Vihn 3839 Trail W Wa
Polished Look 63 W State St
Preczewski Rebecca S 759 Stryker Ave
Primo Hoagie 60 E Ct St
Qian Yun 271 Foxchase Ln
Quinn Nancy Pine Run Community Apt M−6
Raab Elizabeth L Rev Living Trust Ua 10 26 99 48, George E Buttonwood Ln
Rapp Walter Jr 432 Maple Ave
Reber Nancy PO Box 733
Reshetar Shawn 260 Wells Rd
Response TV Network 18 West State St Suite 224
Robert West LLC 39 Creek Dr
Rockwell Lynn M 412 Commons Way
Rogan Rose M 5815 Private Rd
Roye Monique A 470 Old Dublin Pike
Ruiz Christopher G 4651 Louise St Claire Dr
Sands Christopher 4717 Mcneill Rd
Scaliti Noreen A, Lewis A, Paul 25 Hunter Ln
Schaffer Lin 450 Brd St
Sells & Lydon Partnership 1101d New Galena Rd #1
Shell #3506 425 S Main St
Shribmanopass Marjorie V 16 Stacey Dr
Signature Homes 200 Farm La B
Signora Powers Jayne PO Box 733
Silcox Linda H 4526 Longfellow Ct
Smith Mary A 432 Mable Ave Golden Living
Smith Richard L Est, Carolyn 7 Yellowstone Cluster
Steltz Doris K 247 East Rd
Steve Goodman Autocraft 260 Wells Rd
Streams Dorothy 5 Liberty Place
Stromberg David 63 N Hamilton St
Swinand Marie E Apt 724 200 Veterans Ln
Tannenbaum David S MD 7002 Birdie Ln
Taylor George E 15 Pickwick Dr
Taylor Howard D 10 N Main St Apt 4
Taylor Stanford 16 Leapson Ln
Thompson David E, Karen PO Box 1761
Thorp John R 777 Ferry Rd Apt V7
Tiemen Irene 333 Lacey Ave
Toyota Financial 752 Hillside Ave
Treffinger Harvey G Jr 3378 Holicong Rd
Treffinger Helen 3378 Holicong Rd
Tweedy Katharine Julia 129 Watercrest Dr
Tweedy Katharine Julia, Charles E III PO Box 696
University Radiology Services PO Box 2139
Valley Road Capital LLC 196 W Ashland St
Veltri Anthony J PO Box 1414
Villa Restorante Capri Inc 51 W Ct St
Vincent William H 200 Veterans Ln Apt 433
Volterano Alex D 14 Charter Oak Ct
Voran Jason B 200 Spruce St Apt B27
W A Haberern Agency 151 N Main St
Warga Mary Cbom 81 Pine Community Rd
Watson Idelle D, Arthur W 30 E State St
Weber John 4469 W Swamp Rd
West Elnora 39 Creek Dr
Wiggins Judith 104 Shewell Ave
Wiley Roberta A 19 Pagoda Cluster
Williams Mary J 40 Belmont Sq
Wolfman Robert, George 36 N Chapman Rd
Wolford Kathryn S c/o Fred T Wolford 5−16 Aspen Way
Women with Interest Invest Club c/o Janet Hartman 63 E Oakland Ave Apt A
Woods Matthew 752 Hillside Ave
Wright James P 5812 Emily St
Wright Margaret E 11 Redwood Cluster
Wurster Robert, Julie 3535 Lake View Cir
Yoder Claire A Apt 211 303 W State St
Young Eric T 235 Gatehouse Cir
Young Kevin P 6 Hillcrest Dr
Zapp David E c/o Penn Color Inc David Hall 400 Old Dublin Pike
Doylestown Pa 18902
Amberson Jnnifer L 3762 Church School Rd
Barish Marvin 3841 Mechanicsville Rd
Burger Jessica P 4612 Old Easton Rd
Colwell Whitney 4540 Mcneil Rd
Cosgrove Joan c/o Chuck Cosgrove 4102 Crestview Way
Derosier Tracey A 4260 Milords Ln
Dwyer Kimberly Anne 5421 Grandview Ln
Falkowski Marian 9 Poplar Ln 5
Gambino Francesca S, Gambino Ignazio 3636 Windridge Dr
Herrmann Paul E 4136 Tersher Dr
Hood Nathanael C 4486 Honeysuckle Ln
Jones Marion E 3786 Church School Rd
Kash Jeffrey J 3921 Boxwood Cir
Komada Daniel 4618 Wismer Rd
Long Jennifer 5671 Point Pleasant Pike
Macknight Elizabeth G 4566 Summerhill Dr
Maouelainin Nina 4065 Redbud Cir
Martin Benjamin 3341 Spruce St
Mcelroy Kim E 3863 E Brandon Way
Mein Stewart 4041 Spring Valy Rd
Miranda Fili 5118 Roseberry Dr
Murray Isabella C, Warren 3823 W Brandon Way
North Branch Farm Inc 2nd Fl 4691 Durham Rd
Odonnel Joyce 5220 Roseberry Dr
Palmer Jennifer 2842 Hearth Pl
Parsons Joseph H 5342 Ash Rd
Patrick Darryl 62 John Dyer Way
Pearlman Barbara 4020 Redbud Cir
Poirot Thierry J 106 Monet Cir
Scott Betram L 2869 White Tail Ct
Senour Lawrence, Jeanne 4949 Stillwater Cir
Shane Michael J 3625 Dogwood Ln
Steinly Douglas A 3957 Trail Way W
Urban Scott 3783 E Brandon Way
Villanueva Adriana M 2795 Manion Way
Watts Karen L 4605 Bergstrom Rd
Whitham Herbert W 4505 Old Oak Rd
Dublin Pa 18917
Barr Beulah L 136 Middle Rd Apt 06
Behr Edward W 126 Middle Rd
Culkin Daniel PO Box 103
Dublin Dental Center 100 Deep Run Rd c/o Dean L Cirocco Dmd
Engle Margaret 160 Middle Rd
Fickes Kimberly Deep Run Rd
Hayes Jessica M 119 S Main St
Kapper Donna 143 Marlyn Ln
Majewski Eric 126 Middle Rd
Mathewson Earl 188 Moyer Dr
Miles Betty A, Francis PO Box 947
Volpe Richard A 144 Rickerts Rd
Eddington Pa 19020
Hayes William F Bristol Pk
Jaime Sanchez Candida 3110 Kinghts Rd Apt B 10
Miller Harvey 820 Patterson Ave
Ramos Abel Mariano 3131 Kinghts Rd
Uslin Louis T 1054 Virginia Ave 3
Xavier Thomas 223 Holly Ct
Erdenheim Pa 19038
Connor Thomas J 22 Glenn Cr
Dolan Daniel C 111 Erdenheim Rd
Iannuzzi Emilia 23 Windsor Rd
Livingood Dorothy H 35 Brookside Rd
Mclaughlin Rhonda 18 Auchy Rd
Ries Elizabeth 112 Gdn Ln
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Sekellick Pauline 702 Preston Rd
Shafir Nicole A 22 E Bells Mill Rd
Slapinsky Gretchen 910 Harston Ln
Smith Shelley D 218 Larrimore Ln
Sochia Natacha 10 Whitemarsh Ave
Walker William J 217 Glendalough Rd
Yu David 706 Preston Rd
Erwinna Pa 18920
Gonzales Keith 785 River Rd
Mills Matthew 989 River Rd
Fairless Hills Pa 19030
Advanced Dental Care LLC 532 S Oxford Valy Rd
Alloway Timothy 222 Chelsea Cr
Assal Shirley J Po Box 203
Bacorn Tonia Lynn 523 Hidden Forrest Ct
Bagels N More Cafe Deli 524 S Oxford Valy Rd
Bichara Jean DDS 333 S Oxford Valy Rd Ste 50
Billy Margaret M 330 Doone Place
Bires Mildred S 430 S Olds Bl 209
Blangger Donald 234 Suffolk Rd
Blasius Kenneth M 248 Trenton Rd
Boccarossa Ralph N 550 Austin Dr
Bovankovich Amy 550 Austin Dr
Boyd Martha 460 S Olds Blvd Apt 108
Bryan Murphy 816 Hanford Rd
Burkhardt Brandon E 665 Austin Dr
Byczko Diane M 922 Hidden Forest Ct
Chopko Edith 721 Trenton Rd
Collateral Adjusment 3214 Bath Rd
Coyle Elaine M 510 Anne Ln
Culberton Jean 63 Harriston Dr
Culbertson Lewis 63 Harriston Dr
Davis Anthony Hiddenforest Ct
Dittman Richard L Jr 215 Stanford Rd
Doney James 261 Austin Dr
Dunn John, Mary 215 Austin Dr
Eastern Regional Pain Mgt 333 S Oxford Valy Rd #606
Elcheck Vadya 251 S Olds Blvd Apt 75
Fairman Thomas S 339 Devon Rd
Fiberblade LLC 400 Gamesa Dr
Firestone Scott 261 Austin Dr
Foreman & Pike Consulting Inc 730 Auburn Rd
Frasher Nina A 168 Lincoln Hwy Trlr 3
Garbinger Kaitlyn, Shiri 264 Guilford Rd
Giorgios 500 E Lincoln Hwy Fairless Hills Shopping Ctr
Gonzalez Noemi 138 Truman Dr
Gordon Hyacinth 251 S Olds Blvd Apt 262
Gray Gertrude 339 Devon Rd
Greene Trisha A 833 Hanford Rd
Hammel Dorothy 224 Cardiff Rd
Harrison Daniel L 62 Avenrowe Ct
Hawley Sarah Lindsay 606 Beaumont Rd
Hitchcock Brett 106 Saint Barnabas Cir
Hoffman Arnold 724 Hood Blvd
Hoffman Gregory A 282 Wyandotte Rd
Import Specialists 210 E Lincoln Hwy
Import Specialists Sullivan Motors Inc 212 E Lincoln Hwy
Jadick John E 509 Hartford Ln
Keever John A, Eva M 16 Oak Ln Ave
Kelly Charles 312 Oxford Vally Rd
Keys Howard 135 Trenton Rd Apt A16
Kozack Irene 241 Oxford Valy Rd
Lamicella Ralph A 251 S Olds Blvd Apt 210
Lank Patricia A 480 Stanford Rd
Lotito Carmen 9 Hedgerow Dr
Mangiaracina Sheri 624 Austin Dr
Marlin Bonnie Kelly 312 Oxford Vally Rd
Mcandrew Irene 609 Warwick Rd
Mccann Jr Albert J 30 S Elmwood Ave
Mcgee Kathleen 507 Anne Ln
Mcginley Eugene W 168 Lincoln Hwy Lot 3
Moffitt Reina 409 Hidden Forrest Ct
Monaco Angela D 517 Drexel Rd
Morecy Sarah A Box 26 168 Lincoln Hwy
Moskaitis P John E 333 N Oxford Valy R
Murtha John P 7 Foxfern Dr
New Wilson Meats 636 E Lincoln Hwy
Newell Diane M 216 Brentwood Rd
Palmer Brian 720 Fairbridge Dr
Parker Michael Jacob, Barbara A 701 Beaumont Rd
Patel Ekta 532 S Oxford Valy Rd
Pettit Charles E Est 705 Beaumont Rd
Physical Therapy Diag Ctr 188 Lincoln Hwy
Rider Beverly 30 S Elmwood Ave
Roache John F 87 Kennedy Dr
Rosenthal Roni 251 S Olds Blvd Apt 1210
Ruth Scottie 610 Chatham Rd
Saturn of Oxford Valley 390 Lincoln Hwy
Stoop Gail J 305 Stanwood Rd
Thompson Tara L 209 Suffolk Rd
Tommys Gyros Pizza 636 Lincoln Hwy Fairless Hills Shopping Ctr
Trainor Mary L 429 Austin Cir
Trickel Kathleen E 135 Trenton Rd Apt A15
Vigliotti Kathy 612 Hidden Forrest
Vilches Joshua L 100 N Queen Anne Dr
Williams Darius A 4 Ock Ln
Wilson Joan A, John A 715 Warwick Rd
Winkelspecht Ethel Lakeview Ter Apt 49
Wittig Patricia 692 Trenton Rd
Young W W 302 Berkshire Rd
Fallsington Pa 19054
Thomas Foust 39 Moon Dr
Feasterville−Trevose, Pa 19053
Acar Halil 301 Hts Ln Apt 44f
Active Chemical Corp 4511 Old Lincoln Hwy
Akhmetov Viacheflav 2078 Scott St
Allianceone 4850 East St Rd
Angst Gina 8 Roland Ave
Asekhameh Sedami 820 David Dr
Avalon Distributors Inc 875 Pennsylvania Blvd Unit 8
Balderston Frank, Janet, Vincent F109 Dolton Rd
Baronett Mary T 328 Hampton Dr
Benli Jennifer 301 Hts Ln Aot 32−
Booth Greg 8 Springmeadow Rd
Bowry Diane J 27 Woodbine Ave
Brion Marcille L 2024 Lockwood Ln
Brown Barry C 125 Creekwood Dr
Brown Emma C 518a Bustleton Pike
Businessone Tech Inc c/o Richard Kane 1210 N Brook Dr Ste 130
C M Angles Pizza LLC 266 East St Rd
Cameron Group Inc 1234 Bridgetown Pike Ste 200
Cardinal Financial Co LP 355 East St Rd
Charlton Gina 118 Woodbine Ave
Consulting & Collision 233 Philmont Ave
Cowan Lauren Danielle, Eric 369 Basswood Cir
Delta Lightning Products 2570 Metropolitan Dr
Diamond Martin D 442 Clearview Ave
Dodain Marie 112 Woodbine Ave
Donohue Mary H, John M 1415 Pleasant Dr
Dumont Ross A 4 Helen St
Dzierza Raymond 4622 Oak Ave
Elite Roofing & Contracting Paul Cooper
Farber Sheldon S 1311 Clover Ln
First Penn Bk 213 W St Rd
Fjm Construction 502 E Pennsylvania Ave
Gamesa Energy Usa Inc 3 Neshaminy Interplex Ste 200
Geddes Kathleen O 411 Walnut Ave
Gmg Insurance Agency 1201 Bustleton Pike
Goldbaugh Marlene H 120 3rd St
Guise Steven J 2020 Lockwood Ln
Hallinan John J 301 Hts Ln Apt 46e
Hannon Michael 4640 Magnolia Ave
Hawthorne James 44 Woodbridge Ct N
Heimer William 19 Savage Dr
Heintz Edward A 1624 Bridgetown Pike
Hill Jean B 15 S Eastview Ave
Jackson Allan W 1327 Pinyon St
Kern Frank 16 N Midway Ave
Keystone Marketing 3 Neshaminy Interplex Ste 301
Koehler Robert A 1645 Anna Ave
Kossakowski Josephine 4622 Oak Ave
Lally Christine, Francis 1710 Prospect Ave
Larin Sergey 221 W St Rd Apt 22a
Larrea Henry 4 Over Rd
Lin Aijie 660 Valy Stream Cir
Little Michaels & Kennedy Inc 950 Penn Blvd
Maginnis John S 2304 Brownsville Rd Lot 1235
Marin Boris 325 Bustleton Pike
Martino Charles P, Michael 151 Bustleton Pike
Mcdonald James J 12 Winding Ln
Mckeon Susanne, John F 1115 Richard Ln
Medina Group Inc 1021 Millcreek Dr Ste 2
Mingone Marie Est 1730 Buck Rd
Moskat George 66 Bertha St
Nationwde Communication 2 Bustleton Pike
Net Solutions 803 E Pennsylvania Ave
Palilonis Dawn 400 E St Rd Apt 51
Parker Susan M c/o Walter C Parker 1632 Oak Rd
Patel Nikesh 1214 Heritage Cir
Property Adjustment Corp 1710 Prospect Ave
Riccardi John A 504 Ave C
Robbins Anita H 706 Autumn Dr
Roche Joan 1810 Buck Rd
Rosado Raymond Jr 1825 Bridgetown Pike Apt 812
Rt Commodities & Finance Group 101 E Pennsylvania Blvd
Savage Jessica 301 Hts Ln Apt 23b
Schenkel Rochelle 95 Hts Ln Apt 31
Schneck John H 1034 Wood Rd
Schrader Sarah E, George 2 Park Ln 103
Shokin Mikhail D 301 Hts Ln Apt 18d
Sleva Margaret 108 Orchard Ln
Slocum L R 106 School Ln
Smith Amber 400 East St Rd Apt 99
Stecklein Erik 95 Hights Ln Apt 6
Stein Eric 550 Pebble Ridge Ct
Teufel Helen Beatrice, Helene B 41 Brookside Dr
Theobold Marie E 44 E Bristol Rd
Udovik Oleg 4433 Somerton Rd
Vogel Eric 4636 Cypress Ave
Wentzel Mae 1730 Buck Rd Ridge Crest Nursing
Whit C Memorial Park 140 West St Rd
White Ethel A 4772 Boston Av
Wiegner Sarah J 2073 Roselyn Dr
Wilson W W PO Box 213
Wood Brian 1801 Bridgetown Pike
Youssef Mohamed Lot 10 1254 Penns Gate Cir
Yurovskaia Lilia 1828 Buck Rd
Furlong Pa 18925
Black Kelly M 1260 Forest Grove Rd
Bridge Valley Elementary Sch 2280 Sugar Bottom Rd
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Buford Victor Lot 50 2297 Nottinghamshire Rd
Canale Christopher 548 Edison Furlong Rd
Dougherty Clara C 2956 York Rd
Evans Mabel PO Box 12
Gutierrez Brenda 3775 Green Ridge Rd
Hartman William L 2595 Swamp Rd
Heritage Bldg Group 3326 Old York Rd Ste A100
Heritage Const 3326 Old York Rd Ste A 100
Hively Daniel Martin, Daryl M 3425 Warwickshire Rd
Luc Che Tai 2351 S Whittmore St
Magloff Spencer L 3764 Powder Horn Dr
Markus Gloria E 2213 Derbyshire Rd
Melendez Michael 3688 Powder Horn Dr
Moy Donna 2097 Bedfordshire Rd
Muenker Carly 1200 Swamp Rd
Ohanlon Michael A 2053 Edgehill Dr
Patterson Jacqueline 3830 Springtown Rd
Powell Hershel 2072 Brookshire Rd
Raditz Michael G 636 Edison Furlong Rd
Ritenbaugh Thomas D 11 Sand Sam Cir
Robin Run Turf Grass Ltd 3831 Smith Rd
Roche Helen C 4645 New Hope Rd
Runyan Scott G 2304 Dorchester St West
Salzman Elizabeth A, Daniel E 3305 Lancashire Rd
Smith Benjamin C, Judith B 3831 Smith Rd
Starkowitz Belinda 2198 Glenridge Rd
Sullinger Tracey S 171 Smith Rd
Vanfossen Lillian PO Box 12
Hilltown Pa 18927
Grace Alicia Ogden 1525 Rickert Rd
Hermany Paul Lewis PO Box 186
Holland Pa 18966
Aronson Marvin E 280 Middle Holland Rd Apt 825
Barozzini Brielee J, J Kelly 229 Firethorn Ct
Brodsky Vlad 199 4th Dr
Carr Margaret P St Joseph At Villa Joseph Marie 1182 Rd
Cassie John 131 Hope Rd Lot 30
Clark Dorothy A 353 Buck Rd
Collins Doris, James 86 Buck Rd c/o Harvey Abramson
Comly Antoinette 2127 Weybridge Common
Coolahan Kevin W 7 Dalton Way
Costel Mateiuc 860 Holland Rd
Coyle James R III 298 Ward Ct
Coyne Brian P, Mary E, John M, Paul D 66 Rocking Horse Way
Crum Catherine 16 Woodlake Dr
Day Paul F Sr 73 Heather Valy Rd
Deshmukh Avinash 170 Madison Ct
Fisher Franklin A 26 Netherslands Dr
Flinn Lillian 51 Seedling Dr
Frank Robin 9 Mayflower Cir
Furman Maryjane 280 Middle Holland Rd Apt 1805
Gold Jeffrey, Bonita 57 Grant Dr
Gorrell Anne, John 58 Mallard Rd
Helfinstein Louis c/o Linda Kerr 77 Hemlock Dr
Heller Mary C 43 Portsmouth Ct
Houseman Florence W, James W 185 E Heron Rd
Hower Ronald E, Jane B 704 Covered Bridge Rd
Howley Roberta S 1400 Old Jordan Rd Apt 21
Hughes Suzanne 45 Dutch Dr
Jones Ann I 289 Heron Way Ter
K And K Marketing Inc PO Box 1460
Kalin Barbara J 1023 Heritage Dr
Kenny Michael A Dc 23 Putnam Dr
Kodytek Carla L 812 Covered Bridge Rd
Kramer Meredith 806 Beacon Hill
Kurtz Daniel 52 Averstone Ct
Lawall Rosemary 48 Keenan Ln
Leedom Florence A 303 Covered Bridge Rd
Long Andrew S 295 East Village Rd
Mangold Bernice L 77 Cameron Dr
Margay Joseph A Jr 68 Briarwood Dr
Mcgovern Thomas 53 Pheasant Dr
Mckenzie Marie C 528 Churchville Ln
Mcmullen Albertine M 17 S Timber Rd
Michelfelder Eleanor 67 E Heron Rd
Myers Theresa 99 Forrest Dr
Ohara Janet D 41 Pebble Dr
Oxford Valley Podiatry 48 Brookside Dr
Petock Thomas 25 Brook Dr
Pinho Manuel Fernando, Maria 655 Middle Holland Rd
Prestige Community Bank 58 Seedling Dr
Randolph Phyllis H 56 North Dr
Rarick Tate J 41 Paddock Way
Rhodes Enterprises Inc 130 Buck Rd Ste 103
Rivells Anna Tr Ua 08/27/82 21013 Bennett Pl
Robert Kerr Asso 77 Hemlock Dr
Rudy Ronald R Jr 3148 Sheffield Place
Schumer Patti D, Robert 9 Exeter Ct
Seller Craig, Lori 36 Pondersosa Dr
Smith Scott D 108 Stardust Dr
Squiccimara Dominic, Erika 41 Seton Hill Ct
Stevens Doris 473 Elm Ave
Surrick Becklynn R c/o Paul F Day Sr Cust 73 Heather Valy Rd
Syndi Zinman 97 South Timber Rd
Tammerlane Condos 3001 E Village Rd
Thompson Sarah 108 Briarwood Dr
Ulrick Kyle W 528 Sugartree Rd
Veandergrift Maryanne 86 Forest Dr
Vitale Ferdinand P 35 Vanderveer Ave
Wackowski Edward 41 Pebble Dr
Wall Marisa 55 Rocking Horse Way
Wallace David J PO Box 1678
Weber Eileen, Wayne 152 Knox Ct
Weidel Catherine P 121 B Twining Hall 280 Middle Holland Rd
White Alice 107 Covered Bridge Rd
Wichner Jill 1705 Potters Pl
Wilson Hugh 22 Keenan Ln
Zimovets Aleksandr, Irina 38 Arabian Way
Hulmeville Pa 19047
Abrams Jason E 7103 Harpers Xing
Amster Bernard Dr 402 Middletown Bl Ste 216
Anderson Kathleen 800 Bellvue Ave
Andrews Debbie 144 Maple Ave Apt 3
Anorexia Bulimia Family Center 621 Valy View Rd
Barton Charles 923 Neshaminy St
Baublitz Robert D, Dianne M 136 Manor Ave
Bell Christine 800 Trenton Rd Apt 135
Bennett Richard, Harry J 956 Walsh Ave
Bevan Mary E 760 North St 1034 Liberty Park Dr
Bodenschatz William F Est 411 Hulmeville Ave
Bonilla Carlos A 3105 Harpers Crossing
Breslinravitz Maria P 232 E Richardson Ave
Brodie John D 440 W Woodland Ave
Bromer Harold F 503 Corporate Dr W
Brown Elizabeth Ann 171 Lynwood Rd
Brown Jodi 127 Hollybrooke Dr
Bruno Teresa, Paul PO Box 28 Village Rd
Camps Mark M 559 Heatons Mill Dr
Cappello Kelly Six Boxwood Ln
Cardenas Fred 193 Playwicki St
Cheshinski Al J 790 High Pt Cr
Cim Company LLC 22 Fairway Dr
Cole Thomas J 1138 Brownsville Rd
Conway Robert 33 Choate Ct
Curry Robert 1075 Ave B
Curtiss Donald 290 E Winchester Ave
Damario Michael 2020 Wood Bourne Rd
Daniels Wilma J 301 Rosewood Ave
Daras Memercy 800 Trenton Rd 193
Darche Celine First Union Securities 6 One Smt Sq Ste 300
Delgreco Frank E 8109 Harper’s Crossing
Dembinski Rachel 2 Boxwood Ln
Deriscavag Katherine 800 Trenton Rd
Deweese Bernard Dall III 108 Flint Rd
Domtar 1050 Wheeler Way
Dooley Kelly 418 Hlmeville Rd
Dove Samuel 32 Green Meadow Dr
Doyle Kathleen T 1208 Sunny Hill Dr
Ds Winokur Associates Inc 2080 Cabot Blvd W #204
Dybalski Brian Po Box 1121
E R A C 715 E Lincoln Hwy
Eastern Mfg 2151 Cabot Blvd W
Elliot Building G The 3000 Cabot Blvd West
Enterprise Leasing Co of Philadelphia 78 Cabot Blvd E
Enterprise Rent A Car 78 E Cabot Blvd
Enterprise Vehicle E 78 Cabot Blvd East
Escher Norma F, Irene V 714 Walnut Ln
Evans Patricia M 107 Ford Ave
Exact Equipment Corp 920 Town Ctr Dr Ste I−80
Feehan John Jr 179 Smt Trace Rd
Fenstermaker Alec 800 Trenton Rd Apt 244
Fesko Florence Est 190 Bristol Oxford Valy Rd Apt 94
Fiedland Nancy 54 Chancery Rd
Fiioc PO Box 56 Langhome Pa 19047
Fisch Theodore R Jr 339 E Lincoln Hwy
Fordyce Anna Rita Po Box 1141
Fortunato Linda C 832 Fir Ave
Foster Jack 1573 Highland Ave
Fountain Barbara A 655 Fir Ave
Four Seasons Mechanical 2010 Cabot Blvd W
Fox Walter , Fox Elenor 707 Parkvale Ave
Fox Michael A 518 Lincoln Ave
Gamesa Wind Pa LLC Accounts Payable 2050 Cabot Blvd West
Gervasi Joseph F 1114 Fonthill Ct
Gleason Robert T III, Leona M 694 E Parker St Apt A
Gordon Betty, A R 264 Pine Tree Ter
Grady Christophe 138 Fairway Dr
Hawthorne Thomas M 1185 Jeffrey Ln
Henss Elizabeth 180 Eaton Ct
Herman Charles E, Charles 54 Chancery Rd
Highcock Lucy E 800 Trenton Rd Apt 4
Hill Kathryn 424 S Bellevue Ave 79 Gough Ave
Hoffman Wayne W 492 White Swan Way
Hofmann Kathleen, John D 620 Manor Ave
Hogan Terry L 763 Highland Ave
Hrabowski Michael J 587 Trappe Ln
Iaquinto Larry J First Union Securities 6 One Smt Sq Ste 300
Irwin Robert J 236 S Hazel Ave
Jacobson Sande 95 Andover Dr
Jardine Moyers Tina M 501 Lincoln Ave
Jardine Tina 134 Smt Trace Rd
Jardine Tina 231 Smt Trace Rd
Jasser Samar 1724 3rd St
Jr James Sampson c/o Lori S Funchess 833 Hillbrook Ln
Judge James E 818 Jefferson Ave
Kaipa Rajini R 800 Trenton Rd Apt 411
Karcher Tiffany, Scotte 403 Wisteria Ave
Karmilowicz Elaine 291 Penncrest Dr
Katz Libby Leff 10108 Harpers Xing
Kawabata Japan Inc 923 Buchanan Dr
Kern Laura PO Box 36
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Kilbride Eileen, John 130 Pennsylvania Ave
Kim Tae Ho 622 Paxson Ln
Kitchas Alfonse 262 Tollgate Rd
Komaragiri Gopal 151 Smt Trace Rd
Konrad Linda D 5 Maple Ct
Krueger Barbara, Peter 12 Wynchwood Ln
L E S Lcsw Suite 815 1 Oxford Valy
Lafferty Raymond P Jr 1509 Brownsville Rd
Langhorne Pa 19047
Langhorne Pediatrics Langhorne Ste 108 1205 Langhorne−Newtown Ro
Langhorne Prof Medical Inc 275 North Pine St
Lawlor Bogosian Mary E 313 Deer Dr
Lepionka Roselle 350 Manor Ave
Lev Inc 153 Golf Club Dr
Liss Harriet E 20 Blue Flax Ln
Loos H Harwood 290 Winchester Ave 301w
Lowe Molly L 189 Eaton Ct
Lubaczewski Ireneusz 262 Blue Bell Ave
Luo Zongli 800 Trenton Rd Apt 406
Mancino Peter 730 Ford Ave
Mann Michael Do 825 Town Ctr Dr #148
Marchesani Patricia E 800 Trenton Rd Apt 369
Marcus Raef DMD 330 Middletwn Blvd 400
Marrazzo Patricia A 348 Bridgetown Pike
Mathews Robert J 107 Barnsbury Rd
Matt Coleman M Jr 800 Trenton Rd Apt 263
Mccain Jermaine 190 Bristol Oxford Rd
Mcvey Stephen A 417 Maple Point Dr
Midwest Tigers Youth Athletic 586 Middleton Blvd Ste C 100
Misty Mountain Landscape Inc PO Box 819
Montella Gerald A 8 Stone Bridge Ct
Moran Mary 22 Yarrow Way
Moran Patricia R 800 Trenton Rd D95
Moss William 307 Main St
Moyers Amanda Rae 501 Lincoln Ave
Moyers Ryan 501 Lincoln Ave
Mr Rooter Plumbing 1100 Wood Ln
Musacchio Thomas Jr Ste 850 One Oxford Vly Ofc Bldg
Napoli Cynthia A 875 Ave D D
Obrien Sean 326 Tollgate Rd
Owings Thomas P 1449 Hollywood Ave
Pagliughi Nicholas Martin, Deanna 508 Fawnhill Dr
Parulekar Sahadeo V 800 Trenton Rd Apt 422
Patel Yagnesh S 243 Cambridge Dr
Pavlo Sophie M 607 Highpointe Cir
Perri Sara J 401 Hill Ave
Phillips John P 248 Aspen Ave
Piazza Honda 1908 E Lincoln Hwy
Piersoh Emily F & Poplar
Powell William H 54 Shady Brook Dr
Precision Engineered Parts 1095 Wood Ln
Preferred Home Remodeling 893 Clay Ave
Purks Patricia 1733 Second St
Pursell William M 16 Oakridge Dr
Pursley Frances 265 Brendwood Dr
Rawski Krztstof 800 Trenton Rd Apt 485
Reedmantoll Auto World 1700 E Lincoln Hwyus Rte 1
Rohrer Edward C 801 W Richardson Ave
Rolison Doris J 1118 Old Lincoln Hwy
Rpm Group Po Box 199
Sampson James c/o Lori S Funchess 833 Hillbrook Ln
Sanders Mary 3501 Oxford Valy Rd #208
Sauter Manuf Corp 69 Zimmerman La
Scaramozzino Tina M 97 Smt Trace Rd
Schacht Michael G 27 Boxwood Ln
Sheehan John 36 Princeton Ct
Sisko Melissa J 326 Tollgate Rd
Smartmanagement Group 38 Cabot Blvd E
Smith Catherine V, Richard F 85 Holly Ave
Sosna George, Rose RD 2 Box 143
Spitzer Ira 504 Oxford Sq
Stecklair Francis X 168 Middletown Blvd 800 Trenton Rd
Stephens Catherine, Peter 290 E Winchester Ave Apt 216
Tatum Robert 127 Hollybrooke Dr
Thorne Stephen A 355 S Flowers Mill Rd
Torres Wanda E. 800 Trenton Rd Apt #416
Trilumium Lodge 89 F Am 315 W Richardson Ave PO Box 474
Turk Nicole 264 Liberty Dr
Unfreed Helen F 687 Woodlyn Dr
Warnas Katherine, Justin 480 Rumpf Ave
Welykoridko Mike Box 1209
Wheeler Thomas 101 Main St
White Patricia Merrill 23 Country Club Ln
Williams Dennis P 27 Teal Dr
Williams Marion 224 Fotheringham Ct
Winters Richard 10 Oxford Dr
Work Fit One Inc 134 N Flowers Mill Rd
Workman Katherine 5210 Fonthill Ct
Wornczyk Mark 613 Main St
Yates John 255 E Lincoln Hwy
Young Sidarnia 800 Trenton Rd 330
Ivyland Pa 18974
Andra Rosemary 65 Valentine Rd
Corporate Claims Management Inc PO Box 2308
Frayne Walter 58 Hill Rd
Giedrycz Joseph C 169 Peach Blossom Ln
Ivyland Collision 75 Industrial Dr
Kuehn Lynda L 1233 Spencer Rd
Lynn Electronics 154 Railrd Dr
Prime Sheet Metal 60 Industrial Dr
Smithson Richard 58 Inland Rd
Strain Wm Russ 11 Sandtrap Cir
Sunstrand Corp 201 Ivyland Rd
Tus Linda 10 Charter Cir
Jamison Pa 18929
Amsg 2370 York Rd
Brownstein Bradley 2239 Sunrise Way
Celotto James 2063 Maple Ave
Colella Joshua E 1832 Farmdale Rd
Conville Patrick 2236 Lilac Ln
Cox Mary M 1635 York Town Rd
Cuthbert Judith J 1882 Farmdale Rd
Dicicco Anthony & Susan & Dicicco Gu 1965 Almshouse Rd
Eastern Approach Management Inc 1804 Adams Way
Gerhold Norman R 2010 York Rd Apt 118
Hamilton Kay M 2033 Elm Ave
Herczeg Austin J, Diane C 1417 Bayberry Dr
Heritage Union Greene Inc 2500 York Rd
Jay J Surkin Co PO Box 540
Juhasz Allan 1476 W Rockspray Rd
Kandra Florence, Carl 1660 S Ash Cir
Markellos Harry A PO Box 445
Mckeown Eleanor 1941 Buckingham Dr
Meringo Leearndra, Lewis R 2512 Lockleigh Rd
Milks Kenneth PO Box 393
Pierce Arthur L 1871 Augusta Dr
Plyushkina Irina 1717 Rockcress Dr
Postelle Dionne 2155 Long Lange
Pulsinelli Carol L 2235 Sunrise Way
Seese Gertrude c/o Est 1882 Farmdale Rd
Shuman Frank I The Manor Apt 312 2010 York Rd
Stemborski Lisa 540 Eagle Ct Lot 307
Stewart Elmer Charles 1713 Meyer Way
Suburban Cable 2319 York Rd
Thompson Bethann 1832 Farmdale Rd
Tysak Olga 1755 Foxwood Dr
Warwick Building Pntrs 2319 York Rd
Kintnersville Pa 18930
Lehr Brian 9736 Easton Rd PO Box 25
Madsen Catherine, Stephen 2745 Gallows Hill Rd
Morton Charles J, Margaret C 3865 Hunter Rd
Pettie Nicholas W 3220 Winding Rd
Rothstein Cary RR 1
Lahaska Pa 18931
Alpha & Omega Realty In PO Box 335
Buechele Paul A PO Box 295
Creative Hands St & Upr York Rd Box 79
Dulkowsk Kazue Est PO Box 95
Ritter Louis 6053 Honey Hollow Rd PO Box 275
Lamott Pa 19027
Fennell Aubrey A 1802 Erlen Rd
Massie Beverly 1707 Erlen Rd
Wayns Roxanne R 7316 Keenan St
Langhorne Pa 19053
Arnold Audrey 2304 Brownsville Rd Trlr P3
Delgreco Christi G 8109 Harper’s Crossing
Gerber Jeanette 16 Woodbridge
Gorgas Robert 272 Strawberry Cir
Lauer Frederick, Esther Rte 3
Lombardi Donna, Dale 907 Edgewood Ln
Luber Rachel, Harvey 818 Greenridge Cr
Luxury Trading Inc 660 Valy Stream Cir
Mercurie Dennis 33 Bellwood Dr
Messina Dawn 17 Addington Dr
Min Young C 91 Bridgestone Dr
Mix Helen E, David Eastern Dawn Trailer Pk 15a
Naidoff Burton, Lisa R 753 Woodlyn Dr
Rmzh Computer Inc 1 Polder Dr
Roach Lorona 28 Wood Stream Dr
Scappys Auto c/o Robert Gorgas 272 Strawberry Cir
Smith Bonnie C, Eric D 102 Woodbridge Ct S
Tropp Vladimir 134 Woodbridge Ct S
Wasko Stanley J 424 Leon Cir
Laverock Pa 19038
Mccrae Larry Calvin 1730 E Willow Grove Ave
Tener Michael Tr Ua 12 24 99 c/o Morton Tener, Ronne Jane 7700 Doe Ln
Levittown Pa 19054
A Cut Above Landscaping 49 Wisteria Ln
Albertson Kerassa L 160 Yardley Ave
Athelli Sharada 9071 Mill Creek Rd Apt 1910
Bader Walter D 38 Needlepine Ln
Ball Sebastian 49 Noblewood Ln
Bentivoglio Dominic V 19 Thornyapple Ln
Bogle Michelle 52 Vermillion Way
Bourgeois Barbara 186 Thornridge Dr
Brotaj Klaudia 9071 Mill Creek Rd Apt 1019
Burns Mary D 39 Butterfly Ln
Camaioni Susan L 89 Thornyapple Ln
Cavanaugh Christopher 222 Magnolia Dr
Conger Roberta 149 Village La
Connelly Madeleine M 19 Nightingale Ln
Cox Robert L 135 Amelia Dr
Crego Charles 78 North Park Dr
Davis Paul A 54 N Ct Ln
Davis Thelma F Woodbowne Rd
Deangelo Michael 40 Teaberry Ln
Deblasio Patricia, Angelo 2 Vermilion Ln
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Deleon Arturo 222 Magnolia Dr
Dibattista Anthony F, E Sue 113 Birch Dr
Dimeo Theresa R 20 Taylor Dr
Donahue Joseph 11 Nectar Ln
Dorak Michael J Jr, John S 9 Brentwood
Douglas Lisa 80 Neptune Ln
Eaves Charles 19 Mountain Ln
Evans Helen 73 Elm Ln
Flagg Retona L 9101 New Fls A21
Garvie 45 Leisure Ln
Graves Joan 84 Vermillion
Green Naomi Est 86 Edgewood Ln
Gregoria Ronald 82 Vermilion Ln
Hashemi Soroush,k Bobak 39 Emerald Ln
Hcsg Supply 45 N Runway Rd
Hedricks Eleanor c/o Joseph R Mcnellis 37 Burning Bush Ln
Hendrickson Andrew J 215 Thornridge Dr
Hosseiny Farzaneh 39 Emerald Ln
Huett Glenda 9071 Mill Creek Rd Apt 812
Hussain Sheba 3401 Bristol Oxford Vly Apt 11
Hyland Danielle C 9071 Millcreek 2914
Kato Louise 44 Nettletree Ln
Kelly Gilbert J 25 Tall Pine Ln
Kelly Harry 14 Locust Ln
King Stephanie M B 9071 Millcreek 2810
Laurence Margaret M 42 Twisting Ln
Levin Roselyn, Leonard 42 Primrose Ln
Lockett Addison M Jr 160 Falls Tullytown Rd Apt B−20
Lococo Rachael 9071 Mill Creek Rd Apt
Loher Ralph E, Rita E 76 Nestingrock Ln
Lucisano Theresa A 9071 Mill Creek Rd 909
Magas Michael 24 Begonia Ln
Mannhardt Kylee Elizabeth 55 Vermont Ln
Mannhardt Louis T 55 Vermont Ln
Marcus Myers 9071 Mill Creek Rd #503
Martin Joseph, John 292 Crabtree Dr
Mcdaniel Henry 2 North Park Dr
Meszaros Frank 9071 Mill Creek Rd #509
Milligan June C 8590 New Falls Rd #P1
Moore Sophie M, Dennis 8590 New Falls Rd
Mount Scott 49 Noblewood Ln
Mullin Gerard 16 Main St
Murray Marissa 160 Falls Tullytown Rd
Nicoletti Elaine 73 Elm Ln
Ozwirk Patricia O, Patricia A 74 Blue Spruce Ln
Palencik Joe 65 Tulip Ln
Parks Vernett Est, James 44 New Pond Ln
Patel Chanrikabahen, Kasturbhai A 9071 Mill Creek Rd
Powell Dolores E 96 Bald Cypress Ln
Ratti Michael 9 Park Ln
Richardson James Est c/oSandy Mcelroy 8590 New Falls Rd H3
Ridge Martin 27 Neptune Ln
Rivera Sylvia 388 Thornridge Dr
Robert Cooper J 21 Nasturtium Ln 1700 Oakwood Tr
Robidoux Francis A, Regina M 8 Newberry Ln
Schneider Kenneth 9071 Mill Creek Rd J13
Schooley Shirley B 42 Black Walnut Ln
Shaw Marjorie T 21 New Pond Ln
Sinon Dawn 9071 Millcreek Rd Apt 2805
Sippos Patrick J 66 Nature Ln
Smallcombe Frank R 38 Palm Ln
St George Jennifer 9071 Millcreek Rd
Stahlnecker Lisa 37 Bittersweet Rd
Steigerwalt Erna E, Earl A 141 Birch Dr
Superior Motor Service 77 New School Ln
Talib Okolo 37 Nettletree Ln
Troemel Olive M 396 Pinewood Dr
Vanaken John 9071 Mill Creek Rd Apt 2
Westerhold Divina M, Eric T 287 Elderberry Dr
Wible R Jr 15 Park Ln
Williams Betsyann 2 Peachtree Ln
Wisor Darcie 279 Lakeside Dr
Wolf Rachel B 9071 Mill Creek Rd Apt 2302
Wood Barbara R 48 Midwood Ln
Woody R Theresa, Orvice W 6 Timber Ln
Zalinski Anna M 18 Vine Ln
Zimmerman Betty 9 Midwood Ln
Zumar Eugene M 11 Nutgneg Ln
Zuniga Santiago 9071 Mill Creek Rd Apt 827
Levittown Pa 19055
Adamson Patricia 7 Library Way
Admana Vincent 38 Crescent Ln
Aicher William J 77 Jonquil Ln
Aprils Fund For Hodgkins Disease 69 Hollyhock Ln
Beaver Jessie M 28 Cranberry Ln
Benfield Charles 15 Swan Ln
Benson Pamela E 119 Holly Dr
Bernhard Cynthia 40 Jester Ln
Beswick Dorothy K, George T 108 Coral Ln
Bradley Barbara P 53 Kraft Ln
Brown Edward M, Eileen M 43 Roundwood Ln
Buddendorff David 29 Favored Ln
Buy4lesstuxedo Inc 57 Kentucky Ln
Camacho Manuel D 18 Ring Ln
Cantor Ruth L 15 Forest Ln
Costello Ginneane 8 Ftune Ln
Depalo Steven 49 Silver Birch Ln
Duffield Margaret 12 Rose Arbor Ln
Eyupoglu Yakup 1522 Haines Rd D 10
Fink Margaret 40 Kraft Ln
Fisher Gertrude 15 Forest Ln
Fowler Heather 7200 Marion Ave Apt#930
Fugate Maryanne 1 Keystone Ln
Funair Genevieve R 88 Dogwood Dr
Grisafi John G 25 Jonquil Ln
Groy Mary Jane 57 Ravine Ln
Heljenek Jessica A 7200 Marion Ave Apt 925
Higgins Harry L Jr 185 Kenwood Dr Macintosh Regency 201
Hoffman David 46 Jonquil Ln
Janus Matilda 229 Holly Dr
Johnson Laverne, Clyde 30 Red Cedar Dr
Jv Hardrare Nersstand Corp 1631 Haines Rd
Kenyon Bernice Est 12 Rose Arbor Ln
Kramer Edward J 27 Crabtree Dr
Krippel Jonathan M 1813 Grieb Ave
Lawley Linda A 131 Kenwood Dr N
Lewis William 37 Jester Ln
Long Geraldine M 69 Hollyhock Ln
Magic Cottage c/o Attn Deborrah 1 Appletree Dr
Master Harry I 15 Freedom Ln
Mccue William J 63 Appletree Dr
Mclane Margaret 328 Red Cedar Dr
Moore Robert C Jr, Robert C 163 Kenwood Dr S
Nazario Richard 32 Ruby Ln
Neavin Mildred 40 Kraft Ln
Neidel Kevin E 71 Kraft Ln
Owens Michael E 64 Roundwood Ln
Pachucki Margaret, Adam, William W 33 Crabtree Dr
Paintarams Inc 34 Ailanthus Ln
Patota Michael J Sr, Pamela P 21 Kindle Ln
Payne Loretta T 19 Aster Ln
Petro Edward R 6 Dafodil Ln
Petro Shawn 6 Daffodil Ln
Pierce Charles, Reatha RR 2
Ranochak Steven E 56 Orchard La
Remphrey Luella I 32 Red Cedar Dr
Rodriguez Jose 34 Ailanthus Ln
Rutkowski Norbert R 24 Silver Birch Ln
Skrot Steve A 3401 Bristol Oxford Valy Rd
Slivka Thereas 45 Graceful Ln
Smith Mary Felkner 31 Kingwood Ln
Stelmack Mary R 23 Kenwood Dr N
Szczucki Carmella 36 Coral Ln
Vogt Joseph H, Dawn R 17 Schoolhouse Ln
Wert Joyce M 1504 Haines Rd
Wright Elizabeth 16 Orchid Ln
Levittown Pa 19056
Assal Shirley 42 Flamingo Rd
Ayyappan Shameer 1970 New Rodgers Rd Apt L9
Barclay Walter T Jr 39 Harmony Rd
Bella Donnas Hair Nail 4405 New Falls Rd
Bryan Linda Apt F−34 201 S Woodbourne Rd
Bucks Family Medicine 2346 Trenton Rd
Burns Eleanor, Matthew 20 Jadewood Rd
Campanelli Theresa A 2151 E Lincoln Hwy Apt Q1
Capehaht Adolphus B 2130 New Rodgers Rd Apt C 5
Capriotti Gary Gene 1608 New Rodgers Rd
Citicorp Trust Bank 311 Veterans Hwy
Clee Patricia M, Thomas A 36 Underwood Rd
Cocordas Sophia, John 151 Forsythia Dr S
Colatriano Dona L 25 Harrow Rd
Cooper Mary T 6 Brdleaf Rd
Cromley Gloria J, Edwin T 66 Flamehill Rd
Dance Lindsay J 19 Hollow Rd
Davies Kaelan, Lisa 20 Juniper Dr
Davis Marin, Lisa 20 Junpier Dr
Deacy Michael F 1228 New Rodgers Rd Country Club Apts D5
Devaney Anna M 5 Limewood Rd
Dieudonne Voltaire 1338 Veterans Hwy Apt G2
Dinardo Joseph F Sr 2151 Lincoln Hwy Apt G3
Dormer Esther M 14 Jadewood Rd
Ducati Andrew 35 Forsythia Dr N
Ferris William 2000 Veterans Hwy Apt E 25
Friemann William Jr 62 Russet Ln
Gore Diana 12 Tinder Rd
Green William A 28 Hope Rd
Gutbezahl Eleanor, Boris 23 Rust Hill Rd
Hanratty Denise 40 Tempo Rd
Harrison Rosalyn 39 Harmony Rd
Hatton Dean 1338 New Rodgers Rd K2
Immordino Joseph A Jr 90 Lower Orchard Dr
Jackson John C 39 Shellflower Rd
Jackson Sheraldine 57 Rust Hill Rd
Jardine Tina Marie 202 Forsythia Dr
Jayaraman Uma 1338 New Rodgers Rd Apt I − 6
Kauffman Rebecca L 2151 E Lincoln Hwy #A−6
Krick Adam D 7 Round Hill Rd
Lyons James A Jr, Helen B 80 Upper Orchard Dr
Mcdonnell Robert 131 Highland Park Dr
Mcdonnell Robert P c/o Thomas P Mcdonnell 131 Highland Park Dr
Michell Michael 2180 New Rodgers Rd
Mousley Wayne J 17 Firtree Rd
Moyer Gerald G 19 Hollow Rd
Muller Albert E 83 Towpath Rd
Palmer Shameko K 1970 Veterans Hwy
Parisi Joseph 89 Sweetgum Rd
Patricio Luciano 2151 Lincoln Hwy C 23
Peake Richard D 18 Forsythia Dr S
Peterson Edith P, Andrew 64 Parkside Cir
Petrick Ronald S 38 Parkside Cir
Pope Sheraldine 39 Shellflower Rd
Puckett Robert, Linda 23 Pine Needle Rd
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Rohrbach Margaret R 25 Silverbell Rd
Ryan Martin M Jr 114 Lower Orchard Dr
Scaramuzzo Agnes E 55 Tr Rd
Seaberg Anna M 160 Forsythia Dr S
Shetty Sowjanya 1970 New Rodgers Rd Apt L9
Smith Gregg M 14 High Rd
Taylor Jennifer J, Anthony D 2180 New Rodgers Rd Apt 1508
Tremblay Rene A 29 Hillside Rd
Tunthatakas Teeravit, Montha 2151 E Lincoln Hwy
Tuten Laurie 1970 New Rodgers Rd Apt L3
Tylawsky Jodi−Marie 1228 New Rogers Rd C Apts
Ulrich Joan Est 8 Larkspur Rd
Valeri Joseph H 1970 New Rodgers Rd Apt M15
Vile Lillian D 2532 Trenton Rd
Walker David V, Rita M 14 Harbor Rd
White Star Limousine Inc 55 Red Berry Rd
Wilkinson Rita M 67 Spinythorn Rd
Yeagle Charles H, Bertha E 31 Spinythorn Rd
Zoeduah Mohammad 2 Maroon Rd
Levittown Pa 19057
Adams Ruth A 22 Cir Rd
Allen Michael 6 Gooseneck Rd
Allison Suzanne 52 Inbrook Rd
Althouse Frieda A 152 Idlewild Rd
Ballard J 126 Green Lynne Dr
Baraniecki Michael 38 Brdleaf Rd
Barbee Emil 2410 Liberator St
Bednarski Cory Richard, Richard 8 Quarry Rd
Bentley John F 1015 Green Ln
Bergman Michele L 243 Jennifer Ct
Black Eleanor 44 Black Walnut Rd
Boeurt Boen 29 Whitewood Dr
Bond Arthur E 152 Indian Creek Dr
Boyan Anna 20 Green Lynne Dr
Brady Michelle A 286 Indian Creek Dr
Bryant Albert J 47 Ironwood Rd
Burgess William 1350 Woodbourne Rd Apt A18
Burns Michell, John P 135 Green Lynn Dr
Chadwick Donna M 15 Green Lynne Dr
Collins Andrew, Jesselyn 62 Old Brook Rd
Connors Thomas J 47 Basswood Rd
Cook John 82 Cobalt Ridge Dr E82
Crego Charles 40 Patricia Ln
Cullins F 24 Violet Rd
Delgado Irma 248 Blue Ridge Dr
Desgroseilliers Michelle 3401 Oxford Valy Rd # G−15
Frees Brian T 163 Goldenridge Dr
Fry Herbert 7015 Beaver Dam Rd
Gilardi Frank W Jr H 41 Thomas Place
Gonzalez Jelenita B 6750 Mill Creek Rd Apt 37
Gordon Lillian H 52 Inbrook Rd
Hashimoto Toyo M 60 Incurve Rd
Henderson Florence E 42 Queen Lily Rd
Herder Isaac Isreal 2211 Liberator St
Hilferty John 36 Island Rd
Huseyin Ekiz 49 Great Oak Rd
Keith Heard 16 Goodrock Rd
Kolar Joseph 35 Woodbine Rd
Kolison Stephen 3401 Bristol Oxford Valy Apt
Kreutzer Jennifer 258 Cameo Rd
Lang John 5813 Fleetwing Dr
Maiden Deborah 1338 New Rodgers Rd Apt N−4
Makefield Transmissions 5300 Emilie Rd Bl 7
Mcguigan Michele c/o Michele Mcguigan 20 Quaint Rd
Meske Shawna 3401 Oxford Valy Rd Apt B13
Moyers Martin Jeffrey 206 Quincy Dr
Myers Kathleen 31 Indigo Rd
Neavin Mildred 1350 Woodbourne Rd # 2
Obrien William M 41 Black Walnut Rd
Oludare Gokay 2 Old Brook Rd
P Cooper Roofing 1991 Hartel St
Perry Sandra 8 Quarry Rd
Petrie John G 39 Balsam Rd
Pham Hung V 26 Forsrthia Dr
Pizzo Jack L 94 Indian Rod Rd
Pleva Linda A, Allen B 40 Crystal Pl
Redclift Eugene Est, Eugene 135 Idlewild Rd
Rice Timothy 47 Orangewood Dr
Rodgers James E 41 Indian Park Rd
Rose Tammy L 137 Blue Ridge Dr
Scott Rosemary, Meredith, Carol, Sharon L 62 Old Brook Rd
Severance Robert 47 Gamewood Rd
Shanto Susanna 20 Green Lynne Dr
Shimko Faith 1350 Woodbourne Rd Apt A13
Simonangelo Louis 6984 Headley Ct
Snead Ruth 2409 Fleetwing Dr
Snyder Lillian B 92 Wildflower Rd
Songa Maurice 42 Ironwood Rd
Spadaccino Carole 1429 Oxford Valy Rd
Spadaccino Timothy, Martin 68 Queens Bridge Rd
Stahlnecker Henry 37 Bittersweet Rd
State Street Bank & Trust Co 163680 c/o Edward J Birch 8400 Rte 13
Sterling Insurance Agency Inc 6009 Emilie Rd
Stinus Sharon 50 Cardinal Rd
Tiggett Charles L III, Juanita C 2211 Airacobra St
Vanhart Ida 21 Indian Creek Entry
Velez Ortiz Marisol 59 Woodside Av
Volk Ronald F, Elva J 24 Ivy Hill Rd
Waites Anne 1007 Green Ln
Weiss Klauger Elfriede A 10 Verdant Rd
White Jean E 5813 Fleetwing Dr
Williamson Denise 34 Iroquois Rd
Wilson Rose M 3401 Bristol Oxford Valy Rd
Lexington Pa 18932
Dawson Brian A Sr PO Box 215 Line
Deitcher Jan P PO Box 78 Line
Lower Gwynedd Pa 19002
Cain Michelle E, Susan E 109 Bridle Ln
Celeste Perla Csr Montco Reporting Svc 1000 Gypsy Hill Rd
Drossner Eric 41 Cadwalader Ct
Kalender Sharlene S 5 Sweetwater Cir
Klevecz Patricia 1231 Carnigan Ct
Koenig Mary K 728 Norristown Rd Apt F201
Kustra Diana 9 Windsor Cir
Lasalle Univ Nursing Alumni 14 Sweetwater Cir
Oberst Frederick c/o Blumberg Financial Svc 714 N Bethlehem Pike Ste 200
Pagnotto A 728 Norristown Rd
Renninger Kendall S Spring House Estates 728 Norristown Rd B111
Rickmeyer Phyllis 27 Cadwalader Ct
Schreiber Helen 728 Norristown Rd
Stitzinger Glenn L Springhouse Est Apt D112 728 Norristown Rd
Weierbach Richard H 1015 Stonebridge Rd
Zeigler Earl F 117 Bridle Ln
Maple Glen Pa 19002
Billings Sumner G, Helen 1858 Ft Washington Ave
Boyd Lauren 1638 Ludwell Dr
Cover Margaret H 1576 Blair Ln
Cutilli Ben 803 Nesbitt Rd
Glick Ronald E 1625 Dillon Rd
Harris George T 1630 Dillon Rd
James Carlton B, Evelyn 1531 Aidenn Lair Rd
Mackell Grace Elizabeth, Virginia Z 1861 Dillon Rd
Metzler Rose D 751 Wright Dr
Michie David 333 Sun Valy Dr
Mitsch Joseph D 1537 Dillon Rd
Portney Kevan Brooks, Nancy Stuart 1612 Kings Cir
Rama Michael 1619 Ludwell Dr
Rizzuto George 1809 Carmel Pl
Shultz Thomas 1703 Hilliard Ct
Thompson Stanton Jr 1525 Temple Dr
William J Bryers Trust 735 Bell Ln
Winter Henry W, Ruth B PO Box 3034
Meadowbrook Pa 19046
Binswanger Richard Frank, Louise 1363 Mill Rd
Huntingdon Valley Eye Care Consult L 1650 Huntingdon Pike Ste 150
Klein Harry W Uw, Gustav 1363 Mill Rd
Melazar Sher Sandra 1447 Valy Rd
Rousso Natalia 1429 Revelation Rd
Rzepnicki Mary 1616 Huntingdon Pike Rm 4629
Shales H A 1616 Huntingdon Pike
Smith Genevieve A 1616 Huntingdon Pike
Spangler Paul 900 Rye Valy Rd
Swotes Allen 920 Rye Valy Rd
Weese James Leightan 1299 Gilbert Rd
Melrose Park Pa 19027
Boe Ethel c/o Marcia Hougen 1220 Melrose Ave
Cho Clement 7324a Coventry Ave
Esterez Raquel 8 Surrey Rd
Faunce Alice M Trust 7430 Elizabeth Rd
Goldstein Helene L, Solis B Coventry House Apt 201
Gross Tibor 908 Melrose Ave
Jewish Outreach Partnership 7605 Old York Rd
Kim Hwaduck 902 Valy Rd Apt 6b
Toll Jacquelyn, Murray Coventry House Apt 207 7301 Coventry Ave
Morrisville Pa 19067
Aldrich Laurie E 621 N Delmorr Ave
American Intl Group 440 E Swedesford Rd Ste 2045
Aspire Inc 925 Old Lincoln Hwy
Azarchi Arthur c/o Midas Control Office 229 Pennsbury Plaza
Barnes Frederick 498 Plaza Blvd Apt 21
Beliveau Stephanie 59 Lions Dr
Berger Eric 31 Jennifer Ln
Bigham Jerome E 507 Grand St Apt 1
Bloor Bernadette, Roy E Jr 120 W Franklin St
Boggs Jeannette A, Charles W 505 Clymer Ave
Breth Shirley A 3025 Chandler Dr
Briganti Mildred H 254 W Trenton Ave Apt B326
Broadway David 753 Gordon Dr
Bronaugh Juanita B, Alvin F 251 Clover Hill Ct
Brouckerl Francis K Penn S Park Old Rt 13 Lot No 2
Browne Graham W 1 Sweetbriar Rd
Brumbaugh Carol D Jo, Martha Jo Ex Est PO Box 819
Carr Timika 250 Plaza Blvd Apt B−23
Cheemalapati S, G, D 7 Greenwood Rd
Chen Zheng 18 Valy View Dr
Ciccarello Marie 433 Jefferson Ave
Cicero Paul M 606 Prospect Ave
Clark Robert 3100 Chatham Way
Clark William 209 Melvin Ct
Concerto Fusion Cuis 2 S Delmorr Ave
Cooper John G 6204 Spruce Mill Dr
Corner Soccer 81 E Trenton Av
Cruickshank Emmanuel 1201 S Pennsylvania Aven
Curry Richard L, Jane 51 Fairview Dr
Dansbury Edna 498 Plaza Blvd Apt 21
Davis Steve 498 Plaza Blvd Apt 6
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Deegan John P 572 Doloro Dr
Drummond John J 530 Clymer Ave
Ellis Ruth 413 Prospect Ave
Else Charles V Jr, Mildred I Bristol Pike Rd 1
Everett Peter 126 E Maple Ave Apt C22
Fiala Martin 1 Makefield Rd Apt K−424
Figueroa Jose C 250 Plaza Blvd Apt K7
Gibbons Eddie 1450 Bristol Pk
Gistward Tondalaia 55 Delaware Ave
Griesemer Thama A 500 Philadelphia Ave 113a
Guadron William 900 Trenton Ave
Guerra Jose M 250 Plaza Blvd Apt A26
Hagan Charles W 42 Central Ave
Hall Michael 1812 Sweetbriar Ave
Haug Zachary, Gayle 260 Harper St
Hoffman Rebecca K 498 Plaza Blvd Apt 46
Holzman Thelma I 627 N Penna
Hong Alex B 229 Plaza Bl St 27
Hyer Robert K Jr 7 Library Way
Ingraham Betty L, Alan K PO Box 297
J Bozzi M 212 Allendale Dr
Jankus Phillips B 1 Makefield Rd Apt J381
Johnson Kevin One Makefield Rd Apt K426
Jones Victoria E 137 Robertson Ave
Kapel Roland 498 Plaza Blvd Apt 33
Kaplan Daniel T 1 Makefield Rd Apt D 157
Kiszka Robert 145 W Philadelphia Ave
Kleinfelder Judith A 411 N Bridge St
Kolison Raymond PO Box 1026
Konstantinov Gregory V 1013 Yardley Rd
Kruttschnitt Gustav A 424 Centennial Dr
Liebchen Diane E 211 Mercer Ave
Lin Hong Keng 401 Mckinley Ave
Macwana Faith Prarthana, Pushpaben K 1 Makefield Rd Apt K453
Malik Naveed 9 Valy View Dr
Marin Stward 101 Chambers St
Markowitz Eric S 205 E Maple Ave
Matzko William PO Bx 728
Mce Enterprises LLC ta Casino Tony Goes 53 E Trenton Ave
Mcgarity Lester L, Judith A 189 Centre St
Medici Frank 613 Crown St
Mehl Elva K 697 W Trenton Ave
Melchiore Joseph A 3134 Chatham Dr
Michael Charles W 215 W Philadelphia Ave
Miller Marian S, James S 25 E Franklin St
Miracle Joseph 937 W Trenton Ave
Moore Tyrone 937 W Trenton Ave A15
Munaretta Anthony 5220 Graham Dr
Nelson Hateema 514 Oxford Rd
Nolan William D 207 Moreau St
Oday Ann M 517 Keating Dr
Oneill Robert 168 Fletcher Dr
Osborn Catherine C 185 Centre St
Penkose Mary R 413 Prospect Ave
Piwonski Alfred 126 Grove St
Plummer Joanne M 490 Plaza Blvd
Port Darren 320 Crown St
Powell Gerald 1045 Aldrich Dr
Professional Mortgage Svcs 204 E Bridge St
R 3 Technologies 7 Steel Rd E
Rahman Reza 155 Hillcrest Ave
Raja Aenikapati 250 Plaza Blvd Apt C1
Rassler Don 300 W Trenton Av 2nd Flrr
Reddy Judi L 239 W Bridge St Apt 3
Reid Christopher N 300 Harper Ave
Richards Edward 88 A Harrison Ave
Risdon William 685 Doloro Dr
Robcon Builders Inc 145 W Philadelphia Ave
Roberts Catherine O 1 Make Field Rd F227
Roberts Chantey 1 Makefield Rd Apt J392
Roth Sonyetta L 461 N Delmore Ave
Rousseau Anna B Bristol P Bennys Trailer Ct
Russell Steven Lee 236 Makefield Rd
Savory Anna M 1030 Aldrich Dr
Schwartz Thomas 22 E Hendrickson
Shetty Sanjay P 1 Makefield Rd Apt G299
Slipczenko Bertha 39 Island Ave
Stilchen Lana 83 Harrison Ave
Swanger Elmer S 1110 Anders Dr
Tabbys Chicken Ribs 79 E Trenton Ave Store 5
Talati Ranjan 250 Plaza Blvd Apt E14
Taylor Elsie M 22 E Hendrickson
Thompson Dorothy K 572 Doloro Dr
Tucker Joan 126 E Maple Ave C 24
Ulrich Daniel J 177 Fletcher Dr
Wachovia Corp 2 E Bridge St
Walker Michael, Lewis 3831 Meadow Brook Rd
Warner Larritta A 937 W Trenton Ave Apt A56
White Sherwood 509 W Bridge St Store
Widmann Leon P 207 Moreau St
Wolak Tina M 2033 Beatty Dr
Wolfe William A 2030 Beatty Dr
New Britain Pa 18901
Bishop Howard S 70 Woodland Dr
Karwoski Alexander, Victoria, Dorothy 53 Francis Meyers Rd
Keystone Truck & Equip 440 W Butler Pike
Kline Marilyn L, Douglas R 137 N Tamenend Ave
Osler Mari L 20 Cedar Dr
Rheinstadter Lillian 145 W Butler Ave
Rusz John L, Anna 104 Cherokee Rd
New Hope Pa 18938
Aaa Dev Management 5 Glen Eagles Dr
Albright Gloria Miller, Robert L 201 Leeds Ct
Anchinsko Robert L, Justin R, Louis 6585 Meeting House Rd
Ardron Theresa 12 Ingham Way
Boileau Jacques W 6173 Greenhill Rd
Borys Nicholas Co 23 Kingswood Dr
Botti James 91 S Main St
Bowne Martin 154 Silvertail Ln
Breisch Martha 30 Runnemede
Brennan Robert J 38 W Ferry St
Brettschneider Steve 3515 Windy Bush Rd
Briggs Harry 1488 River Rd
C B Advisors LLC 15 Bellinghamshire Pl
Cass Lorna T 67 Chapel Rd
Century Design Inc PO Box 178
Chongas Karyl 255 Deer Field Ct
Claffey Joseph D 1440 River Rd
Conlin Nancy L 386 Brownsburg Rd
Cooke Joseph W 5151 Lwr Mountain Rd
Damarodis Stephen 548 Clydesdale Dr
Davis Carolyne, Ott PO Box 85
Dougherty Michael B 116 Lakeview Dr
Eyeington Dorothy 192 Buckmanville Rd
Fasy Mary E 3010 A Mt Carmel Ave
Faust Mary Anne, Carl D 3702 Windy Bush Rd
Fluck Travis St E 115 S Main St
Gilbert G 100 St Rd
Gilligan Will & Co 14 Kingswood Dr
Giordano Anthony 803 Sydni Ct
Gordon Eugene PO Box 181
Grandi Inc 1 N Main St Store
Grimmett Robert P Jr PO Box 393
Grosso J L 5 Northview Dr
Guerrero Ernesto 1 W Bridge St
Halter Amy 2688 Aquetong Rd
Hammond Earl C Est 5274 Lower Mountain Rd
Hendricks Wendy 6294 Greenhill Rd
Hess John D Est 2811 Aquetong Rd
Hill Robert J, Mary 6888 Upper York Rd
Hoeffner Timothy 8 Knowles Creek Rd
Holland James W III, Joann C 1104 Gallop Cir
Holmes Donald Est c/o Carl L Lindsay Jr PO Box 60
Jaffe Mona 1 Devon Dr
Keen Joan K c/o James C Skillman Box 187 121 Chapel Rd
Kotecki Eileen 48 Old Windybush Rd
Lata Jennifer 6429 Middleton Ln
Lee Kathryn M 11 Solebury Mountain Rd
Lee Patricia 169 N Main St
Livingstone Elizabeth M, Dwight H 2476 Aqueton Rd
Lm 663 Milford Lp c/o Carl Lamont & Gerald Marinof D 2952 Comft Rd
Lyons Colleen P 412 Byerly Dr
Marrazzo Samuel D 5980 Pidcock Creek Rd
Mcneil Florence M, George C 241 Crickett Ave
Mello William J 2147 Bellflower Ln
Miller Lawrence, Dolores 504 Waterview Pl
Moore Jack E Jr 517 Waterview Pl
Moxley Mark X Jr 6294 Greenhill Rd
Murphy Michael P, Cynthia L 6721 Upper York Rd
Newbold Daniele B 78 C Star Rte
Oday Applegate Marianne 1285 Eagle Rd
Oneill Michael J Jr 2462 River Rd
Orfe Gary A 2624 N Sugan St
Piltch Stuart 3025 Stony Hill Rd
Piltch Stuart 6025 Stoney Hill Rd
Pollazzi Roger 4315 Fretz Mill Rd
Power Med Inc Power Medical Intervention 4 E Bridge St
Radice Kelly 72 Towpath Rd
Renn William D 125 Elm Ave
Rorer William 6733 Armitage Rd
Sacchi Alexandra c/o Petit Bateau Usa Inc 16 VI
Sanchez Maximino 25b Darien
Savukduran Medeni 52 S Main St
Schultz John A N Main St
Schwartz Louis M PO Box 704
Scott Merrilee G 138 N Sugan Rd
Shane David M PO Box 716
Skillman Mabel 121 Chapel Rd
Spurr Donald D 6948 Ely Rd
Static Records 19 Bridge St
Tang Renyuan 334 W Bridge St c/o Hong Kong Sunny Chinese Rest
Td Sales Inc 115 S Main St Ste B
Thanki Brianna A, Barbara H 1554 River Rd
Todd Barbara 15 Bellinghamshire
Todor Mary P 21b Riverhill
Torres Bertin C 51 Reeder Rd PO Bx 401
Trusdell POA Lynn D 6106 Upper York Rd PO Box 181
Urban Stephen M 11 Solebury Mt Rd
Voorhees Kenneth 2936 Aquetong Rd
Wang Chi Yung 60 St Rd
William Ruffin & Asso 3 Bridlewood Dr
Woolley Caroline 6088 Honey Hollow Rd
Newportville Pa 19056
Beecher Katherine F 4302 Sunset Ave
Paul Constance 4106 Lower Rd 3
Triad Mechanical Inc 3940 Nebraska Ave
Newtown Pa 18940
Affiliated Fin Network 140 Terry Dr Ste 100
Altman Howard 5 Bayshore Dr
American Helper 842 Durham Rd
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Anesthesia Advantage PO Box 1575
Arcadis Geraghty & Miller 6 Terry Dr Ste 300
Baima C F 7 Walton Ct
Bauman Kris F 309 E Washington Ave
Beagle Catherine M 442 Trumbull Ct
Bennett Melissa 14 Eaton Ct
Bergan Dorothy, John M 8 Woodstock Dr
Betlyon James 9 Woodland Rd
Beveridge William 444 S State St C 2
Bowen Linda J, Roy H 1552 Wrightstown Rd
Brown Jeffery 3 Essex Place
Buermann Dorothy E 19 S Chancellor St
Byrnes Richard E, Mary K 436 Merion Dr
Caniff Linda 108 Pennswood Dr
Castano Albert J 23 Cambridge Ln
Chase Andrew J, Joanne C 282 Sequoia Dr
Club House Bar Grill 501 S State Rd
Collagenex Pharmaceuticals Inc 41 University Dr
Collins John Est 2288 Second St Pike
Crocker Christine 83 Cypress Place
Daniels Rebecca 404 Estates Ct
Defelice Tina 22 Holly Cir
Dellape Frederick G 255 Leedom Way
Depetris Real Estate Lp PO Box 630
Dictaphone Corp Attn Ellen Mullarkey 1423 Ridgewood Dr
Didomenico Mary 424 Mahogany Walk
Didomenico Mary Ellen 424 Mahogany Walk
Dillon M 878 Highland Rd
Dmc Ventures Inc 561 Atwood Ct
Donohoe Dennis Joseph 1455 Heather Ridge Dr
Dr Max E Mercado Practice LLC 27 Blacksmith Rd Ste 202
Droxler Edward M, Edna PO Box 54
Dudley William 1035 Eagle Rd
Duffell Brett 52 Kanon Ct
Durcanin Bonnie PO Box 584
Durham Rd Associates PO Box 610
East Coast Gang Investments 140 Terry Dr Ste 100
Edmondson Mildred 21 Heather Ct
Einfalt Joseph S 5 Eagleton Farms Rd
Equity Consultants Inc 180 Twining Bridge Rd
Evans Geraldine M, Thomas M 115 Midland Rd
Ewing Caroline E RR 2
Farrar Chad R, Karen 11 Valy View Way
Fell Ada M 103 North State Apt 6
Fikse David 31 Union St
Flannery Eleanor Friends Home 50 S Congress St Ste 38
Fml Inc 2 Greenbriar Cir
Fox Naomi C 863 Dolington Rd
Franklin Sales Ins Pc65 11 Garrison Place
Frazier Scott T 250 South State St
Freedom Prof Svcs & Tech c/o Freedom Oss 41 Univ Dr Ste 400
Friends Boarding Home c/o Henry F Satterthwaite 50 S Congress St
Gallagher Mary T 226 Wrights Rd
Gaynor Lisa Lot 36 13 Millers Rd
Ge Shun 311 Sequoia Dr
Gerding Lois B 130 S Chancellor St
Gintis Arthur R 1607 Society Pl
Girot Teresa A 4 Rosefield Dr
Golub Elina 17 Walton Ct
Gordon Nicole 320 S Lincoln Ave
Guckin Eric 1245 Fountain Rd
Hagan Michael J 12 Weatherfield Dr
Hanrahan Kellie B 3 Blue Bell Ct
Heard Robert W Sr 139 Burgundy La
Hellings Mildred 2 Camel Pl
Herpel Bryon C 555 Grant St
Hill William R, William 183 Liberty Dr
Hudson Denise L, Thomas E 103 Whisperwood Ct
Hudson Gladys M 103 Whisper Wood Ct
Hughes Mary W 406 Edgeboro Dr # E3
Ict Accts Recievable Mgmt Inc 100 Brandywine Blvd
Infox Systems & Tech Inc 140 Cambridge Ln
Ironhill Partners 411 S State St
J Scott International Inc 159 N Sycamore St
Jackette Yolanda 15 Brighton Place
Jaglowski Christopher 20 E Hanover St
Kane Theresa M, John J 92 Jonquil Dr
Kennedy Kathryn M, John 186 Cambridge Ln
Keystone Memory Grp LLC Ste 6 2288 Second St Pike
Kim Chin K 559 Grant St
Kipping Raymond 346 Merion Pl
Klompas Neil 11391 Seventh Ave Apt 26 Richmond
Kokroo Tej Md 328 Merion Place
Krzywicki Anthony J 355 S Lincoln Ave
Lanning Walter G RD 1
Las Vegas Pizza 20 Richboro Rd St A
Lawless Edward B, Helen G 228 Thompson Mill Rd
Lazar Michael 1 Briarwood Ct
Leffler Carolyn M 1077 Eagle Rd
Leichner John P 212 Ridge Ave
Loglisc Pregny J 35 Wellington Rd
Loucks Kris 4 Freedom Dr
Lubavitch of Bucks C 25 N State St
Lyons Katherine A, Julia J 132 North Lincoln Ave
Mac Edward 3508 Society Pl
Manela Alfred 137 Leedom Way
Manela Alfred T 37 Swamp Rd
Margaretten Co 140 Terry Dr Ste 118
Max E Mercado MD 27 Blacksmith Rd Ste 202
Mcanany Anthony 160 E Hanover
Mcandrews Michael 161 Cliveden Dr
Mccaffery Kristie L, James 264 Davis Ln
Mcdermott Daniel P, Maria R 289 Saxony Dr
Mcgarvey Margaret H 105 Mercer St
Mcormick Miller Donna M 2 Harding Ct
Md Clair Concrete Co 2865 S Eagle Rd PO Box 325
Mega Traders 15 Sparrow Walk
Mercado Max E 27 Blacksmith Rd Ste 202
Meyers Thomas 2058 Silverwood Dr
Miller James A 2 Harding Ct
Miller Janice C 113 Hidden Valy Ln
Mitchell Kent A 9 Brecknock Ct
Mms Education 105 Terry Dr
Mobile Wall One Inc 105 Terry Dr Ste 116
Morris Jeffrey 26 Wellington Rd Lot 127
Nassau Mortgage 41 University Dr Fl 4
Newtown Physical Therapy R 660 Newtown Yardley Rd Ste 20
Newtown Psychiatric Assoc Pc Ste 202 27 Clacksmith Rd
Olubameru Richard A 307 Crittenden Dr
Ostaniewicz Jaroslaw, Mariola 18 Vintage Farm
Pappas Gregory G c/o Chris Kosiras 2038 Silverwood Dr
Patel Jiger 14 Warwick Cr
Patel Nalin Dr 1640 Powder Horn Dr
Pello Lauren 1611 Society Pl
Perez Yamile A 116 Justice Dr
Petit Melena 916 Penns Park Rd
Populum 211 N Sycamore St
Provenzano Jill 902 Diamond Dr
Puzzle Castle 2834 S Eagle Rd
Quotient Biodiagnostics 301 S State St Ste S204
R J Resourse Management c/o Ross Jewel 12 Penns Trail Ste 339
Reeve Ruth 33 Jasmine Ct
Reiver Adam Box 1142
Renninger Katharine Steele 148 N State St
Richardson Dixon Donna M 236 Jane Chapman Dr E
Saiia Philiph Debra A 65 Quince Cir
Sczekan Steven R 693 Danbury Ct
Searle Celia PO Box 1385
Shaughnessey Carol A 21 Nathan Ct
Sheehan John J 56 Harmony Way
Sheils Paul T 11 Old Cabin Rd
Sheriff Andrew, Alan 390 Woodhill Rd
Sheruda Joseph H 42 Violet Ln
Shin Yong S MD 27 Blacksmith Rd Ste 202
Shursky Vladimir 49 Alexanders Ct
Sims Richard 201 Pheasant Run Rd
Sinderson J RR 2 Box 270a
Slobodzian Cristobal 55 Cypress Place
Smalley John W c/o 41 Neshaminy Ave
Smith Christina C, Leonard S 9 Federal La
Solomon Joseph, Norma 1004 Society Pl
Sovereign Bank 3 Friends Ln 2nd Fl
Spechler Howard E 5 Bayshore Dr
Spencer Michael 33 Skyview Wy
Spireas Spiridon S 15 Eagleton Farms Rd
Stamper Julia 865 Dolington Acres Rd
Sterner Dale R 440 S State St Unit E 5
Stewart Brooks, Jane W 331 Lower Dolington Rd Apt C8
Styron Judy 2032 Silverwood Dr
Swartz Charles F III, Mary Jane 323 Washington Ave
Tej Kokroo Md PO Box 1386
Thurman Howard F Pennswood Village G207 1382 Newton Langhorne Rd
Troia Ettore 230 Woodhill Rd
Tucker John D 465 Pineville Rd
Turner Josephine M, Joseph P 47 Gablewing Cir
Ustaris Lourdes Y 38 Susanna Way
Utterback Jennifer 64 Honey Locust Ln
Vantrans Inc 470 S State St
Verispan 60 Blacksmith Rd c/o Bob Bendenbender
Virtualedge Corp 5 Caufield Pl
Volpe Marie O Apt 109 190 S Sycamore St
Weaver Valerida J 105 Greene St
Weber David M PO Box 4586
Weigel Clare 50 S Congress Ct
Whittingham Diane L 78 Heather Ct
Wismer Caroline 31 Tamarack Ct
Zalepa Michael 1166 Eagle Rd
Zhu Xiaohui 311 Sequoia Dr
Zulinska Elizabeth 22 Ardsley Ct
Oakford Pa 19053
Fregia Jordyn, Tara 2004 Bailey Ave
Morgan Lisa 4331 Elk Ave
Sides Daniel W 2023 Park Ave
Ottsville Pa 18942
Brezel Joseph G 8466 Easton Rd
Deeg Anna 208 Beaver Run Rd
Deeg Christopher R, Corette P 208 Beaver Run Rd
Frank Amanda, Gina 60 Marienstein Rd
Hartigan Patricia 106 Park Rd
Kertesz Catherine J 3336 Fatima Ln
King Christopher A, Wendy S 8172 Easton Rd
Miller Carol R, Evan S 3152 Brd St
Mirick Jennifer PO Box 145
Nees Sandra 3611 Bedminster Rd
Organization Feral Agenda PO Box 482
Ottsville Imports 8172 Easton Rd
Plunkett Theresa A, Louis 18 E Winthrop Ave
Rakowsky Terry Dr 4018 Durham Rd
Snyder George M Sr 734 Geigle Hill Rd
Suburban Wrench Inc 8172 Easton Rd
Winkelmann Alan E 10 Brennan Rd
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Parkland Pa 19047
Kirk David 1019 Ave C
Lyons Raymond, Dolores 989 Highland Ave
Penndel Pa 19047
Adaptive Living Solutions 307 Neshaminy St
Aris Mokhilson 120 E Lincoln Hwy
Boyer Marie H 726 E Sparrow Ln
Clement Kendall C Jr, Kendall Sr 480 Rumpf Ave
Collision Care of Pe 1841 W Lincoln Hwy
Continental Mold Tool Company 30 Noeland Ave
Disantis Samuel 536 Madison Ave
Frank Chris 120 S Bellevue Ave
Herrera Jesus 302 W Lincoln Hwy
Hill Kathryn T 401 Bellevue Ave Apt E6
Jenkins Russell H 1553 Highland Ave
La Hair Inc 733 Birch Ave
Lebo Nathan D 312 Durham Rd
Mcgowan Francis J 65 Holly Dr
Modelli Edward 133 Centre Ave
Moody James F 141 Crescent Ave
Prince Christian 255 E Lincoln High Way Apt 40
Rudy Bertram C 401 Bellevue Ave Apt D4
Wilson Kelly 440 Bellevue Ave
Wingert Lenore 824 Fernwood Ave
Perkasie Pa 18944
Ahearn John L 1333 Mink Rd
Aipel Joan D 1415 Schoolhouse Rd
Allen Clyde 208 E Walnut St
Allen W L 28 S 8th St
Ashforth David John 127 S 5th St
B S R Services Inc 414 S Ridge Rd
Banks Tammy 437 Longleaf Dr
Berkheimer Asso 210 W Walnut St Ste B
Body 624 E Walnut St Apt 202
Booz Anna L 313 Race St
Borgese Adelaide M 134 E Allen Ln
Brouse Katherine A 100 Sunnydale Ln
Bryan Stanley C RR 2
Campbell Maychuk Troy 111 Seven Corner Rd
Chapman Donna L 614 Schwenkmill Rd
Christy Gallagher 232 Allem Ln
Conard Valorie F 1203 Slotter Rd
Darrah Michelle 547 Penny Ln
Devenuto Derryl 135 Gentry Dr
Ervin Rita 509 W Chestnut St
Evans Edward N, Evelyn M 7 N Ridge Rd
Falen Jeannette 624 E Walnut St Apt 202
Fickes Maychuk Kimberly 111 Seven Corner Rd
Fred Beans C 232 Allem Ln
Froehlich Hans A 229 Allen Ln
Geese Edna L, Jere H RR 2 Box 115a
Hackman Ashley J 30b Fairview Ave
Hall Christophe 2020 Brd St
Hampton Lionel Sr 134 Strawberry Ln
Hangey Pamela D PO Box 459
Hartman Scale Co 100 N 7th St
Hendrix Nathan K 803 Orangewood Ct
High Robert P 1200 Branch Rd
Jarvinen Jari T 2103 Mulberry Ct
Keenan Charles E, Nancy S 601 Walnut St
Kitaev Roman 127 Wigton Cir
Kroszner Daniel R 313 S 5th St
Krug Thomas R 1203 Slotter Rd
Kunze Karla 122 S 2nd St
Landenberge Betty J 139 N 9th St
Levering Scott R, Anne M 730 Hildebrand Rd
Lokay Katherine Geisel 1286 Bucks Rd
Loux Mark B c/o Weber & Abarbanel PO Box 213
Majasaari Anna K 2103 Mulberry Ct
Malone Justin P 20 Tiffany Dr
Maria Anthony J 1402 W Schwenkmill Rd
Maychuck Troy C 111 Seven Corner Rd
Maychuk Tessa 111 Seven Corner Rd
Meier Claire 315 South 3rd St
Morrell James H 1008 N 7th St
Moser John M 605 N 5th St
Mullin Mark 2101 Mulberry Ct
Mumin Khadijah 1005 Morgan Ln
Ncme Inc Attn Margaret Schwartz 409 S Ridge Rd
Nice David R 119 N 7th St 1st Floor Apt
Nolasco Nicholas J 201 Blueberry Ct
Oettel Joseph C Sr 205 N Ridge Rd
Olander Martha Z 43 Creekview Dr
Peoples William 52 Main
Petrosky Timothy B 8 Endslow Ln
Pfeiffer Harold E 726 Cedar Ln
Puente Marta 111 Allem Ln
Pursell James M 644 Buttonwood St
Rittenhouse Breann J, Lisa A c/o Lisa A Rittenhouse 119 Gentry Dr
Robinson Scherr Sara 3738 Applebutter Rd
Rotelle Adelaide C 213 Parkridge Dr
Rubino Amber L 437 Longleaf Dr
Ryan James G 215 Strassburger Rd
Schaffer Terene Lee 119 N 7th St 1st Fl Apt
Schuman Leslie R 35 Bryant Dr
Serres James T 220 Parkridge Dr
Sevy Gloria B 541 Penny Ln
Sheffer Lucy 1061 Deerfield Cr
Snyder Harold R 802 N Ridge Rd
Storelli Gina 3056 Ridge Rd
Underkoffler Betty 18 S 8th St
Viggliones Auto 624 E Walnut St Apt 202
Weber Mark B PO Box 213
Williams Elisa Michelle 19 Firethorn Dr
Winner Terry A 808 Quarry Rd
Pipersville Pa 18947
Agency Mullen Ryan And Asc 5479 Mehssa Ct
Brown Scott c/o Family & Friends 100 Cafferty Rd
Carbine John F 5809 Stump Rd
Christensen G C III, Marilyn 5566 State Park Rd
Donohue Eugene 7520 Skinny Ln c/o Rosemary D Gilroy
Dougherty Scott H 4980 E Rolling Glen Dr
Forrer Kevin M 84 Ervin Rd
Hoff Amy V PO Box 200 Durham Rd
King Lorraine E 5160 Leathermans Walk
Russo Joshua L, Linda L, Matthew D 6090 High Meadow Dr
Sailer Emily W Est 94 Lily Valy Rd
Savage Gertrude D c/o Patricia Davis
Wagner Daniel J 5467 Richie Ct
Point Pleasant Pa 18950
Goodrich Christopher PO Box 389
Nco Financial/Nco Medclr PO Box 15740
Positive Managers Inc PO Box 298
Quakertown Pa 18951
Andino Jose R 1010 Patriots Way
Ansel Mary L 1359 Allentown Rd
Applegate Stephen C 2129 Mountainview Dr
Beatty Martin 33 S Mine St
Bierlin Wiliam E III 1243 Fieldstone Ct
Biggers Charles, Grace E 20 Front St
Bivighouse Herbert S 1625 N W End Blvd Apt 3
Bleam Ada V RD 2
Bolton Jonathan 1510 Benner School Rd
Bulman Rachel 36 Front St Apt 1
Chernyk Mark 2340 Old Bethlehem Pike
Chestnut Barbara S 120 Younken Rd
Contracting Systems Inc 472 California Rd
Coulston Peter W 110 E Cherry Rd
Cressman Clara P 237 W Brd St
Defebo Dolores 65 Wagon Wheel Rd
Delaney John F 109 Scholls School Rd
Denicola R 1775 Oak Ln
Dillard Gregory 620 Juniper St
Disandro D Elizabeth 471 S 10th St Aptc 301
Doan Trung 203 Windsor Ct
Dyson Edward 209 Tohicon Ave
Elfers Fred 111 S Hellertown Ave
Embraz Ethel M 1045 N West End Blvd Lot 152
Esposito Dorothy A 1850 Allentown Rd
Fitzpatrick Thomas B 1496 Mission Rd
Forti Letizia 2525 Mill Rd
Fosbenner Dorothy D 58 Smoketown Rd
Gay Gerald F Her Attorney 471 S 10th St Aptc 301
Genova Angelo 1760 Canary Rd
Gotsch Dorothy C Lot 315 1045 NW End Blvd
Greenwood Pharmacy 2580 Milford Sq Pike
Haines John A 154 Trumbauersville Rd
Handschin Linda M 67 Dewsbury Ln
Harding Lois 232 Yankee Rd Lot 34
Helmold K W MD 28 S 14th St Ortho Surgical Gr
Hermanovitch Betty 2235 Grant Rd Apt
Herrera Garcia Juan C 480 S 9th St Apt G101
Hetrick Paul S 1128 Colony Dr
Ho Thuy Trang 203 Windsor Ct
Hogan Andrew K 2385 Allentown Rd
Holzerman Steve Dba D S Mechanical 859 California Rd
Ief Laubmeier Valuation Asso W Oakland Ave Prof Bld Esc Agent c/o Elsie D Te
Indian Rock Produce PO Box 317
Interstate Asphalt Co PO Box 141
Johnson Forsyth Alice M 1102 Spring Meadow Dr
Johnson Valerie M 277 Perkasie Ave
Johnston Frederick E III, Lois G 375 Apple Dr Richland Meadows
Jones Stephen E 203 N Ambler St
Kale Mildred, Edwin 548 Church Rd
Krantz Ronald 1500 Sleepy Hollow Rd
Kulp Rodney J Jr, Kulp Deena 1019 Mayflower Dr
Kunkle Joshua D, Krista A 2501 Allentown Rd
Lee Donald 945s Old Bethlehem Park
Longello Elizabeth, Vincent 1930 68th St
Lyons Barbara 105 Redwood Dr
Macdonald Elizabeth 232 Yankee Rd Lot 297
Mackey Joey Jr 2685 Steinsburg Rd
Majoros Marian, Gene 56 Raub Rd
Marshall John D 2100 Starr Rd
Mcclellan Scot 563 Bradford Ave
Mcnally May E 1785 Joanne Dr
Michael Maurer Ira 1440 Doerr Rd
Morgan Stanley Dean Witter 1440 Doerr Rd
Moyer Evelyn K, Ivan H 302 E Paletown Rd
Moyer Hattie J, Jay F 46 S 6th St
Moyer Mary M 2927 Rt 313
Mulhern Caitlin 2280 Foulkes Mill Rd
Muloy William P RD 3 Box 313a Axehandle Rd
Nase Walter H, Jean Rt 309 Bethlehem Pike
Opdyke Greg 480 Marshall Dr
Ortiz Nicholas L 471 S 10th St Aptc 301
Patko Ann M 220 Jefferson Ct
Patterson Thomas W 1611 Park Ave #405
Piedmont Environmental Group Inc. 600 S W End Blvd
Pukaluk Waldemar 33 Stonegate
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Pursel Ali Rose, Lori 1416 Ridgeway Ct
Pursel Craig, Lori, Ali, Jordyn Elizabeth 1720 Pine Creek Dr
Randy Bochniak & Ass 550 California Rd Ste 4
Rasmussen Stephen M 1040 Brayton Ct
Ratican Annamay 1122 Liberty Ct
Ratican Edward J Jr 1122 Liberty Ct
Renewal Centers PO Box 597
Rennie Michael W 2495 Township Rd
Rheam Chris dba Precision Roofing 2522 Eberhardt Rd
Rivercastle Partners 2375 Schukraft Rd
Roeder Alcine S Est 2210 Allentown Rd
Ronzano Nicholas 1105 Bridlepath Dr
Rupell Harold PO Box 112
Safety 1st 127 S 5th Ste 155
Savage Jean R 2114 Rte 313
Schaffer Rochelle 219 E Brd St
Schlack John A 2355 Blackedge Dr
Shah Viren 258n West End Blvd #310
Shaw Dena R 58 N Ninth St
Shearer Lorraine, Harvey 122 W Cherry Rd
Shobert Ralph 1020 S Main St
Shrader Jennifer L, Brandon P 390 Scholls School Rd
Simeone Pasquale Est 840 S Old Bethlehem Pike
Smith Mary 1020 S Main St
Snyder Barbara L 1045 N W End Blvd Lot 152
Sorcek Charlotte H, Charlotte 1045 Nw N Blvd
Spiezio Troy 242 Sideline Dr
Squire Medical Inc 2100 Quaker Pointe Dr
Stittler Virginia Est Cr Shrunk Funeral Home 821 W Brd St
Stoeckle Arion D 218 Jefferson Ct
Stump Oliver 1401 Old Beth Pike
Sun Conversion Tech 1900 Am Dr
Taft Carla N 426 Old Bethlehem Rd
Talabac Valere 1870 Allentown Rd
Talley John H, Doris 1506 Pilgrim Ln
Thomas Edward, Sarah RD 4
Tremblay William T, Linda F 610 Juniper St
Truong Tony L 1313 Grey Fox Cir
Wagner Edward W Jr 344 Misty Ln
Wagner Tyler Jr, Tyler Sr 77 Alan Ln
Weinman Joseph L, Margaret 461 S 9th St Apt J302
Welker Myers Monica Christine 601 Village Ct
Wengert Marie A 232 Yankee Rd Lot 297
Werner Susan 1020 S Main St
Western Estate Svc 258n W End Bvd Pmb315
Whittaker Donna 1081 Mayflower Dr
Williams Mary P 1034 Mountain View Dr
Williamson Peter W 29 Pin Oak Dr
Windfelder Patrick J, Diane M 2380 W Zion Hill Rd
Woodhead Thomas 392 Yankee Rd
Zegray Paul M Jr 81 Trumbauersville Rd
Revere Pa 18953
Kelly John J Jr, Anna M Box 260 Church Rd
Richboro Pa 18954
Accu Clean Janitorial Po Box 300
Banerjee Soumitra 124 Cypress Ave
Blockbuster Video 42207 1036 2nd St Pike
Bornak Maryellen L 64 Twiquenham Dr
Bound Jill 146 Manor Dr
Callaghan Paul F 59 Cypress Cir
Cervellerd Paul 163 Gleniffer Hill Rd
Council Rockunited Soc 62 Buckhorn Rd
Coyle Francis 881 Bustleton Pike
Davis Pontiac c/o Glenn Davis 922 2nd St Pike
Dilks Robert H, Miriam T 26 Holyoke Rd
Duretz Scott, Robin 59 Lyn Ford
Giuseppes Pizza Inc c/o Antonio Giamo 990 Second St
Glica Frieda E 81 Sharon Rd
Greco Bambi PO Box 220
Halper Korinne, Mathew 785 Newtown−Richboro Rd
Hann Steven 93 Misty Meadow Dr
Helfrich Andrea L 81 Sharon Rd
Kimco Realty Corp 800 Bustleton Pike Ig
Kravitz Steven R, Meryl G 853 2nd St Pike Ste A1
May Marian M 77 Cedar Dr
Mccafferty Margaret M, James J 66 Brae Bourne Dr
Mitchell Sophia H 1584 Second St Pike
Noll Thomas L 197 Chestnut Dr
Omalley Kathy, Kevin O’maly Enter Inc Profit−Sharing Plan & Trust 240 American Dr
Patterson Christine A 49 Cherokee Dr
Phillips Janet PO Box 212
Pond Michael Alan 122 E Georgiana Dr
Price Raymond Est, Rose 2066b 2nd St Pike
Reader Elaine M 82 Cherokee Dr
Richboro Lawn & Garde Inc 741 Second St Pike
Richboro Rehab & Nursing Ctr 253 Twining Ford Rd
Rosen Matthew, Robert 15 Juniper Dr
Rosenthal Israel S 160 W Lynford Rd
Schmid Timothy Edwin 35 Twigkenham Dr
Sclight Russell A Jr 92 Meadow Ln
Sivoplesova Anzhela 51 Edgewood Ct
Tsvilik Simon 107 Ann Dr
Vanderlinden Fleuret 65 Newton Richboro Rd
Walsh Chrysler F, Barbara B 91 Windy Knoll Dr
Weiler Helen E 49 Walnut Dr
Wilson Edna G Tanyard Rd
Young Arlene 253 Twining Ford Rd
Richlandtown Pa 18955
Benton Amy 1106 Richlandtown Pi Apt 3
Dorney Edward 2045 California Rd
Ingraham Bruce c/o Betty Ingraham PO Box 489
Lawrence Curtis L Jr PO Box 181
Shared Enterprises Inc 475 Church Rd
Yost Arlene M 210 N Main St
Riegelsville Pa 18077
Cort Brian 3930 Funksmille Rd
Landsman Eleanor W 4432 Lehnenburg Rd
Mertz Etheleine, Charles 3579 Lenape Way
Morton Megan 1710 Maple Rd
Zuckermann Marie Box 96
Rockledge Pa 19046
Amato Arthur C 210 Park Ave
Assal Shirley J 122 Jarrett Ave
Barth Richard E Est 910 Fox Chase Rd Apt A4
Collier James L 124 Blake Ave
Coyl Mary T 54 Park Ave Apt B
Crawford Jennifer 301 Shelmire St
Elston Michael P 56 Jarrett Ave
Fox Chse Medical Center Radiol 820 Fox Chase Rd Ofc 2
Gaspari Giovanna 28 Park Av
Hojda Michael Jr 107 N Penn St
Kennedy Elsie M 142 N Central Ave
Long Griszel 300 Jarrett Ave
Mccarthy David M 19 Park Ave
Mcerlean James A 205 Blake Ave
Netuhal John 7948 Church Rd
Roslyn Pa 19001
Advanta Corp Savings Plan 2223 Florey Ln
Bailey Jennifer M 2223 Florey Ln
Batory Dianne K 1515 Easton Rd
Bubnis Frances M Est 1558 Edgewood Ave
Burke Gertrude 1238 Mildred Ave
Cherrington Teresa 2321 Romig Rd
Christaldi Leon 1414 Easton Rd
Clayton Augustus PO Box 1181
Cloud Victoria Road 2853 Rossiter Ave
Coccimiglio Domenick, Donald, Grace 1431 Birchwood Rd
Coleman Karleen R 1348 Rothley Ave
Condon Judith A 2422 Avondale Ave
Costello Richard J 2476 Radcliffe Ave
Coyne Frances 2874 Woodland Rd
Crittenden Phillip 2323 Heston St Apt B6
Fisher Kelly R 2641 Barnes Ave
Gourley Gerard 1558 Easton Rd 2nd Fl
Grant Tamika 1374 Lindbergh Ave
Hoefer Anna 2533 Woodland Rd
Hopkins Anne B 2215 Trotter Ln
Leger Alice M 1150 Fitzwatertown Rd
Lindley Nicholas 2571 Fernwood Ave
Mason Marie 2621 Avondale Ave
Merchant Daniel 2413 Brookdale Av
Nestel Evelyn C 1238 Mildred Ave
Oconnor Anne C 2471 Avondale Ave
Ott Emma Mildred 2518 Fernwood Ave
Ramsey Sharon A 1571 Coolidge Ave
Rickert Dorothy M 2417 Woodland Rd
Roslyn Supply Co 1587 N Easton Rd PO Box 1129
Schneider Brian 2465 Norwood Ave
Smith Patricia Henney, William P 2661 Woodland Rd
Stalletti Ho Rosetta 1219 East Ave
Stoerrle John W Jr, Nancy W 1215 Thompson Rd
Welsh John J 1205 Mildred Ave
Wilson Edith S 2222 Albright Ave
Yerkes Natalie M 2855 Woodland Rd
Zerbe Katherine W 2533 Woodland Rd
Rydal Pa 19046
9551 Bustleton Ave Asso 636 Crosswicks Rd
Barish David 1229 Dixon Ln
Braun Carolyn R, Elaine 1132 Lindsay Ln
Cohen Michael, Reina 903 Morgan Rd
Dankel Nina Rydal Park 301 1515 The
Gaeckler Eleanor M Miss Rydal Park Apt 659
Gershman J 1027 Pheasant Rd
Grunthalt Helen P Trust, Jerome D Trust Ua 1 22 91 1150 Delen Rd
Hill Rosemary 1385 Woodland Rd
Honeycutt Thomas 1405 Pepper Rd
Hughes Cynthia 1433 Rydal Rd
Keeley Roger 1137 Timbergate Dr
Kingston Mary M 1367 Woodland Rd
Levin Joscelyn O 1093 Randolph Rd
Levitt E 1027 Pheasant Rd
Lippstandt Isabel G c/o Leon Solis Cohen Jr Exec 1031 Meetinghouse Rd
Malkin Fay W 1301 Fairy Hill Rd
Manno Catherine Scott, Peter Scott 939 Rydal Rd
Martin Frank A 930 Pembroke Rd
Oriental Furniture S 939 Rydal Rd
Riegner O Ernest Revoc Liv Tr Ua 9 25 03 c/o O Ernest Riegner 1515 The Fairway Apt
464b
Rieman Elsie M Rydal Park 243 Hillside
Rights David 1000 Leopard Rd
Roberts Albert 1215 Fleetwood Rd
Rosenberg Elaine B 1453 Washington Ln
Russock Robert, Larry 920 Delene Rd
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Sanders Shirlee 1419 Rydal Rd
Schaefer Stella 1515 The Fairway
Steinberg Mary Ellen 1209 Rydal Rd
Sellersville Pa 18960
Ac Moore 114 PO Box 111
Albright James N 215 Ridge Valy Rd
Bend Timothy, Nicole 132 Eatpas
Besch Shirley A, Howard S 403 S Main St
Boca Vista Holdings LLC 1331 Fairhill Rd
Bordo Frank W 2509 Diamond St
Boyer Clara 6 Maple Ave
Campolei Mark 514 Chadwyck Cir
Cappel Cynthia 172 Green St
Chapman Maril 134 Green St
Cojan Andrei 125 Hanpshire Dr
Conley Sophie 215 Ridge Valy Rd
Cosentino Paul 2048 N Rockhill Rd
Cox Laura 89 West Clymer Ave
Culp Paul B III 700 East Rockhill Rd
Davis Robert J 48 Walnut St
Dougherty Virginia 14 Williams Way
Einsig Emmie 2123 Old Bethlehem Pike
Einsig Harry RFD 2
Faulkner Collsion Center 1118 Old Bethlehem Pike
Gallen Suzanne c/o Suzanne Gallen Lucas 929 Old Bethlehem Pike
Harrison Linda S 704 Ridge Rd
Hartzell Adam S 49 W Clymer Ave
Hendricks James S 515 Schoolhouse Rd
Jenkins Edgar, Anna 226 Grove Cir
Kline Lois J, Lois 403 Thousand Acre Rd
Lewis Michele N 117 Kittery Ct
Lydon Victoria L 413 3 Mile Run Rd
Markley Patrick J 33 E Grandview Ave
Mccreary Brian D 1008 Diamond St
Mccusker Julie E 409 Ridgeview Ct
Meckling Robert P 683 Allentown Rd
Mediamax Comm 118 Gameland Rd
Moffitt Nancy 2095 Hill Rd
Mossop Thomas D 1300 Whitetail Ln
Obrien Patrick J, Neil 1023 Keystone Dr
Paxton Amelia 511 Diamond St
Pursel Craig 30 Kittery Ct
Rehabilitation Group of Bucks The 3 Lifemark Dr
Richards Kennard E, Susan 354 Maregan Dr
Riggs Nelson Z, Robert D James R Riggs 127 Holiday House Rd
Schantz Miriam I 463 E Park Ave
Schmidt Martha 160 Hampshire Dr
Shea Michael 48 E Fairview Ave
Shisler Steven Their Attorney 354 Maregan Dr
Smith Alice M 811 Lonely Rd
Stover Lawrence L 3250 State Rd Apt 299
Thomas Patricia 811 Lonely Rd
Urocare Assoc Pc 711 Lawn Ave 2
Welter Amy S 2 Boulder Dr
Willow Grove Subs Inc 160 Green Top Rd
Silverdale Pa 18962
Koehler Albert G Jr PO Box 301
Souderton Pa 18964
Albright Palmer Univest Bank Trust Dept PO Box 64197
Barndt Margueri, Harry 41 W Chestnut St
Bartle Anne J 58 N 4th St #1
Burgess Joseph J, Hazel L 256 E Smt St
Campion Doris M, Doris 170 Taplow Sq
Cassel Kathleen A, Linda K 49 Adams Ave
Clark Iris J 103 East Reliance Rd Apt 12
Colonial Am Life Ins Co c/o Kathy Dowhan 673 Cherry Ln PO Box 64477
Drake Freeda S c/o Caroline Powell 280 Westminster Ln
Dufresne Fred 230 Chatam Ct
Ellis Kathryn Cbom 60 S County Rd
Fox Lamar S 264 S County Line Rd
Franconia 675 Forman Rd
Fretz W Bruce 315 Sunnyhill Dr
Hart Alfred D, Jo P 253 Parkview Dr
Heller Morris N, Ruth F 111 Central Ave Apt D
Ho Chan 1071 Grayson Dr
Horcher Brett 218 N Main St
Hungate William M, Joseph III PO Box 49
Johnson Richard Keith 264 County Line Rd
Kampmeyer Louisabella L 412 E Brd St
Kerr Elsie E 34 N 4th St
Kling Paul J 541 Delp Rd
Koff Williams B Irrev Funeral Account 42 S 4th St
Lapworth Tracey 634 Newmarket Dr
Lent Mark Stephen 152 Washington Ave
Lobley William 146 Deerfield Dr
Louisbella Wellness Escape 412 E Brd St
Ly Quang 718 Souderton Pike St 5
Mccall Deborah J 44 W Brd St
Mcdonald Bonnie M Irrev Funeral Account 42 S 4th St
Mcgovern Brian 218 N Main St
Mendez Jose 36 N Main St Apt 208
Mignogna Stephen O 40 Penn Ave
Milam Rebeca L, Allan R 511 Lower Rd
Moyer Stacey, Ryan 21 Central Ave
Pelcheck Cathy J 624 New Market Dr
Potere Michael 634 Newmarket Dr
Pulli Shannon Ulrich 10 Hillside Ave 2nd Fl
Retha Lent N 152 Washington Ave
Rittenhouse Jewelers 114 Main St
Rodden John M 103 E Reliance Rd #4
Rodriguez Edgar 3283 Township Line Rd
Stamps Mickey D 302 Sherwood Crt North
Staneruck Elizabeth M, Percy W 568 Colonial Ave
Steiner Deborah L 122 Cotswolsd Ct
Ward Christine A, Gregory 307 W Brd St
Williams David 68 South County Line Rd
Willover Patricia 276 Lindsay Ln
Wolcott Foundations Inc COM Warren Bolton Box 499
Youngs 55 Cherry Ln
Ziegler Regina L 450 N 4th St
Southhampton Pa 18966
Akopov Era 739 Chesham Turn
Attitude Measurement Corp 75 James Way
Bangs S E 1255 Davisville Rd
Barbara Meyers Dba Spectagraph PO Box 561
Becker Monika H PO Box 1063
Belt Donna M K 1300 Stumpbridge Rd
Boyd Susan, Shawn 91 Kingsclere Dr
Brandt Marion, David 1400 Old Jordan Rd 2157
Brothman Vincent C, Maryann J 1150 Cushmore Rd
Brown Catherine E 1189 Banes Rd
Brunell William H 905 Sycamore Dr
Bucks County Lrng Dsblty Assoc PO Box 1179
Burt Michael 1004 Beacon Hill Dr
Caliguire Andy 598 Belmont Ave L 205
Career Developers Consulting 472 2nd St Pike #304
Century 21 Advantage Gold 494 Second Pike
Conroy Thomas Sr, Thomas 1292 Hiview Dr
Conte Jerry Est Barbara Fields Executrix 5 Tulip Cir
Corrine Anders 968 Carlin Dr
Corriston Margaret C 45 Lydia Ave
Ctr For Creative Hmn Perform 688 Knowles Ave Ste C
Cut Paste & Print 44 2nd St Pi 1st Fl
Czaja Robert, Ileen 987 Willow St
Davis William E Jr 324 Windsor Ave
Decorative Livi 44 Ponderosa Dr
Digiacomo Tom 819 2nd St Pike
Dileo John P 115 Karen Rd
Dittmar Rudolph C, Mildred N 238 St Rd Apt−C204
Durst Richard L, Robert B 326 Maple Ave
Earthstar Bank Hampton Square 376 2nd St Pike
Epstein Brian G Dr Ste H 57 St Rd
Feeley Eugene E 1327 Rose Ave
Ferguson Kevin 1222 Whitney Rd
Filipinoamerican Assoc of Bucks Co 63 Hampton Dr
Flannery Marianne 726 Willow St
Flynn William J Jr 402 Lakeside Park
Fotheringham Joell 107 Grenville Cir
Frazier Margaret A 238 St Rd Apt F 117
Fullerton Kevin 1080 Willow St
Gallen Suzanne PO Box 573
Greagori John PO Box 1088
H And R Block S Hampton Shopping Ctr 472 2nd St Pike
Hagan John R 500 Militia Hill Rd
Hahn John J 1403 Dennis Rd
Haley Robert H 705 Steamboat Sta
Harkins Daniel C 1230 Gravel Hill Rd
Harrow Eugene 928 Covered Bridge Rd
Heidenfelder Walter E 238 St Rd
Hess Kathryn, Louis 106 Holly Rd
Hill Denise R 28 Cornell Ave
Holocaust Awareness 18 Banbury Ct
Hypex Inc c/o Curtis Houle 1000 Industrl Blvd
J And M Vending PO Box 184
Johnson John 902 Rozel Ave
Jones Margaret E 280 Middle Holland Rd 1005
Jorden Edwin W 1029 Tomlinson Rd
Juthani Raju, Mira 43 Thoroughbred Dr
Jvs Associates Ltd 820 Sycamore Dr
Kasman Marcia 238 St Rd
Ketell Helen 824 Orchard Ave
Khalilov Alexander 1300 Industrial Blvd Ste 203
Khannas Vikas 156 Addis Dr
Knowles Avenue LLC 654 Knowles Av Off
Kohler Edward 180 New Rd
Kraft Esther R Southampton Est Apt B225 238 St Rd
Lang Dorothy E 123 Harriet Rd
Laskin Leonard B 1335 Lily Way
Leisure Time 1300 Industrial Bl Bl 3
Leitmeyer Dolores M, John R 490 Steamboat Dr
Lens Robert A 1415 Nancy Dr
Levenhar Cecilia 598 Belmont Ave Apt M206
Loveless Iola D, Brad 146 Clover Cir
Lovenstien Scott 400 Hogeland Rd
M A Bruder & Son I 608 Second St Pike
M Sannutti Develop Inc Ste 102 44 2nd St Pike
Matteo Anthony Ste 2 511 St Rd
Metro Nissan Inc PO Box 490
Newhart Judith L 459 Beaver Rd
Newhouse William L, Kelly 726 Willow St
Nira Jacobson & Pa NJ Public Adju 1120 Rydal Ln
Oconnor Margaret J, Eileen, Kathleen 325 Stratford Dr
Pacific Heights LLC 1300 Industrial Hwy Ste 201
Paisley Scott G 362 2nd St Pi 108
Parties & More 816 A Second St Pike
Pearlman Drew S 2 Belmont Sta
Penncro Asso Inc 95 James Way #113
Peters James R 505 Steamboat Dr
Peterson Colleen K 1218 Melody Ln
Petetti Carl J III 525 St Rd
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Pinnacle Financial Services Inc 95 James Way Ste 122
Pitt William J, Adrianna 322 Clair Rd
Practice Starter LLC PO Box 310
Purvis Kyle 969 Gravel Hill Rd
Reich Florence K 960 Hillside Dr
Rhode James 11 Black Pine Rd
Rhs Properties LLC PO Box 472 2nd St Pike #184
Rovnak Mary M 238 St Rd Apt F217
Sadowsky Matthew Z 1218 Melody Ln
Schlotter Elizabeth 1085 Industrial Blvd
Service Excel F 65 Maple Ave
Settle Kathy J 129 Dungan Rd
Simmons Theresa M 1132 Strathmann Dr
Sipmeier Colleen T 957 Manor Ln
Somershoe George H 75 St Rd
Stein Stacey B 1814 Sinkler Cir
Taylor Herb 1016 Jeffrey Dr
Todrin Vivien B Apt G110 238 St Rd
Trident Land Transfer Co LP 963 St Fl 2nd
Truescreen Inc 1105 Industrial Hwy St
Vaze Milind M 31 Traub Dr
Weiser Ellen 3139 Sheffield Place
Weissman David S 3139 Sheffield Place
Wellnet Healthcare Plan Inc 57 St Rd Ste O
Whiteside William 174 Miller Dr
Womack Ellen L 800 Willopenn Dr R−204
Wurster Martha Apt F 111 238 St Rd
Zeper Alli Nia 142 Springwood Dr
Zinger Norman G, Grace, Gordon 801 Willowpen Dr The Dorchester Apt V103
Telford Pa 18969
Bartle Eva P 117 W Brd St
Battistoni Pamela A 97 Green Meadow Ln
Bergeys Auto Body Po Box 69
Beta Star Corp Rockhill Ind Park 16 Revenue Dr
Bishop Thomas 522 Heather Dr
Braie Andrea E 2035 Cathill Rd
Chrisman Rosemary 251 S Washington Apt 211
Conver Brian R 111 Catherine St
Courtney Mary 1013 Branch Mill Rd c/o Grunewald
Cristea Frank 211 Hamlin Ave
Darrahs Enterprises Inc 579 N 4th
Davidson Virginia C, Robert F 931 Ashland Ave A205
Detweiler Darlene, Steven 152 Hopewell Ln
Dirocco Donovan 837 Rising Sun Rd
Doan Trung C 326 W Brd St
Fossile Deborah 621 N Fourth St
Freed Kevin N 423 Morwood Rd
Freese Lois 235 N Washington St
Frick Mary P 239 Washington Pl Bld 42
Fritz James F 164 Telford Pk Apt 2
Fritz James Jr 165 Telford Pike
Galo Nelis O 267 Washington Pl
Godshall Troy A 637 Morwood Rd
Greenwood Ronald L 231 Village Green Ln
Hackman Vandala F Fulton & Washington Aves
Hange John 112 Thomas Dr
Hangey Luella M 6 Indian Valy Ln
Harman Kenneth P 5 N Main St
Hemway Barbara Ann c/o Robert A Lechowicz Esq 301 N Main St
Honer Mark A 233 Washington Pl
Ittensohn Evelyn C 530 Melvins Rd
Johnson Doris 181 Seckel Ct
Jones Philip 109 Abbey Ln
Kellogg Christoper T 711 Wexford Way
Keyser Scott 358 Conestoga Way
Kratz Cliff 105 Indian Ridge La
Montgomery Mildred 126 Klingerman Rd
Muller Eleanor N c/o Robert A Lechowicz Esq 301 N Main St
Nguyen Phuong 10 Hillcrest Ave
Page David C 444 Rdg Rd
Pasquale Clelia E 209 Souderton Mennonite
Pfleiger Dolores M, Claude 1 Melvins Rd
Pineda Jose 21 Melvin Rd
Rittenhouse Naomi 115 Quince Dr
Sellers John J Estate 239 Washington Pl Bld 42
Smiley James J 279 Washington St
Stephen Martin P, Bernice 817 Evergreen Cir
Strain Timothy 2511 Wellington Way
Tagland Thomas 2533 Wellington Way
Virgilio Steven M 551 Ridge Rd
Wolf A N Apt 112 235 N Washington St
Trevose Pa 19053
A & F Inc Three Neshaminy Interplex Ste 301
Athanasiadis Despina 4731 Oak Ave
Audiotronics Inc 1635 Bustleton Pike
Aurach Barry 233 Creekwood Dr
Banford Pauline 4796 Magnolia Ave
Bassett Gallagher 3600 Horizon Blvd Ste 290 Attn Refund Dept
Bestman Athanasius S 4818 Somerton Rd
Betz Dearborn Inc 4636 Somerton Rd
Boswell Tiffany 3461 Horizon Blvd
Burns Keith J 3435 Temple Ave
Cafe Antonio Ristorante Italiano 3 Neshaminy Interplex Ste 301
Chang David 661 Elmwood Ave
Cmc Equipment Rental Inc 3316 Old Lincoln Hwy
Copyright Trevose Corp Center 4622 St Rd
Costello Florence A, John J 1724 Bridgetown Pike 5
Coughlin Donna 2555 Old Trevose Rd P104
Cox William J 2555 Old Trevose Rd Apt G106
Craftmatic Org 2500 Interplex Dr
De Sante Mary M 4854 Sycamore Ave
Diagnostic Imaging Inc 4 Neshaminy Interplex Ste 209
Dronsfield Florence 1332 Lacebark St
Faulkner Pontiacgmc 4427 St Rd 1649 Pulaski Dr
Fedorov Vladimir 600 Old St Rd Apt F 110
Fiberblade LLC 3 Neshaminy Interplex Ste 201 c/o Leonard Ruditski
Fletcher Krystyl 600 Old St Rd Apt B111
Gamesa Wind Us LLC 3 Interplex Dr Ste 201
Gaskin Barbara J 2363 Kay Ave
Ge Water Process 4636 Somerton Rd
Gresh Adele 4 Trevose Rd
Halian Inc Three Neshaminy Interplex Ste 201 123
Hand Margaret 3884 Hollywood Ave
Hoffman Eleonora, Harry S 3415 Chestnut Ave
Holiday Inn Select Bucks County 4700 St Rd
Holley Linda D 4342 Garfield Ln
James P Carroll Winthrop Resources Corp Five Neshaminy Interplex Ste 204
Kushner Edward 703 Fav Dr
Mohamad Naser M 2625 Buffalo Ave
Ostroff Jason 2554 Old Trevose Rd
Paynter Isabel 1332 Lacebark St
Pena Gladys, Julio 3245 Reading Ave
Pichurski Edward 2555 Old Trevose Rd
Pinkerton Computer Consultants Inc 4 Neshaminy Interplex
Pinkney Roland A, Ruland A 2672 Kay Ave
Platt Joseph M, D June 812 Fay Dr
Praxair Healthcare Services 4667 Somerton Rd
Pulte Homes Closing 1100 Northbrook Dr Ste 100
Pulte Homes of NJ 1100 Northbrook Dr Ste 200
R C & S T Sander Irrev Trust Ua 9 15 93 233 Creekwood Dr
Redmile Kimbel 4913 Granden St
Rogers Jujuna 816 Fay Dr
S M T 410 B Clearview Ave
Selby Leroy 2724 Carter Rd
Sfm Gas Inc Rte 1 & Old Lincoln Hwy
Skyline Dairy Inc 70 Sawmill Ln
Smith Howard 3818 Spruce Ave
Tarnavskiy Valeriy 361 Elmwood Ave
Vanhart Hope, Rich 600 0ld St Rd Apt Bt14
Wind Gamesa 3 Interplex Dr
Wingo Lamarr 600 Old St Rd
Trumbauersville Pa 18970
Campbell William C PO Box 153
Dinatale Paula M PO Box 405
Maloney Theresa c/o Theresa Shea PO Box 737
Tullytown Pa 19007
Campanaro Lucy 336 Main St
Global Sign Ind LLC 913 William Leigh Dr Bldg I
Ivanhoe Rubber Co Inc Fox Dr Bldg Jc 4
Kurley Joseph R 2132 Wilson Ave
Upper Black Eddy Pa 18972
Bernet Eleanor RD 2 PO Box 44
Carrier Donald, Karen 72 Woodland Dr
Clark Robert L, Carolyn RR 1
Konesky Joseph E PO Box 46
Kowalczyk Moira 1329 Leddys Ln
Maturkanitch Chester F RD 2 PO Box 44
Michael Ray 316 Smt Ave
Moninghoff Jessica 397 Marinestein Rd
Pastore Nicholas J RR 2 Box 120
Schleiden Kristin M, Gabriel 370 Geigel Hill Rd
Schroeder Kimberly 457 Marienstein Rd
Spigel Christopher, Eleanor A, Joseph 567 Lake Warren Rd
Swamps Auto Body 397 Marinestein Rd
Vista Dos Mares 423 Marienstein Rd
Upper Holland Pa 19053
Burke John D 286 Watergate Dr
Kay Helen 228 Sycamore Cir
Pettit Joseph 15 E Ridge Cir
Shields James 111 Stallion Cir
Warminster Pa 18974
A N B A J N T 530 W St Rd
A To Z Auto Center Inc 674 Joseph Ave
Alamia Deborah 1488 Tarelton Place
Alvarado Mauricio 120 E St Rd #J3−3
Anders Elmer F Jr Ivyland Rd
Ann Stephanie PO Box 2103
Anns Choice Inc 10000 Anns Choice Way
Ashwood Asso 120 E St Rd
Atlantic Financial Inc 1520 Campus Dr Ste K
Autostar Collision Center Corp 565 West St Rd
Ayers Joseph, James 1006 Marian Rd
B Shapiro Supply LLC 331 York Rd
Bankhead Shari 936 Mearns Rd
Bethea Charles c/o Globe Ticket & Lab El300 Constance Dr
Bocchino Robert A 120 E St Rd J2 4
Bovenzi Charles K 1012 Gates Pl
Brandow Cp 545 W St Rd
Brody Patricia 246 West St Rd St 2
Bunch Robert 531 Fisher Ln
Burns Richard, Cora 18 Craven St
Cabello Mendez J 120 E St Rd Apt M4
Caine William L 345 Maple St
Campellone Maureen 675 E St Rd Apt 2305
Candelaria Emilyn A 341 Bloomfield Ave
Chestnut Hill Abstract Co LLC 780 Falcon Cir Sw 122
Child Abuse Awareness 918 W St Rd
China Wok May Wah Kitchen 1135b York Rd
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Clark Catherine H 534 Jacksonville Rd
Clarke Lara H 960 Jamison St
Clemmer Heather 10 Ulmar St
Cowhey William F 1014 Mueller Rd
Decristofano Gabriel Est 849 Fairfield Dr
Devine Elizabeth F 876 Brighton Place
Diaz Pedro 1 Madion Ave Apt J 2
Dolan Stacy 1155 Old York Rd C3
Doyle Stase 906 Clover Pl
Eccleston Megan E 75 Eisenhard Dr
Edelstein Sharon 1034 Jamison St
Eleby Willett W St Rd
Elizarova Tatiana 1260 Laurel Ave
Emory Supply PO Box 2127
Escarzaga Paula J Est 178 Ann Ln
Fair Robert PO Box 2163
Fay Christina 286 Brown Rd
Fiber Parts Concepts Inc c/o Robert Flagler 1520 Campus Dr
Fitzpatrick Jordan 26 Evan St
Flaksman Oksana 202 Silver Oak Ct
Foster Mfg Co 905 Louis Dr
Fox Sadie S, Leon J 65 Centennial Rd
Fritz Helen B 374 Grant Ave
Garvinedwards Tanya T 675 East St Rd Apt80
Gibbons Stephen 107 York Rd
Gibbs Allan M 131 Villa Dr
Gilbert Lucille V Dawson Tr 11103 Anns Choice Way
Global Chem Feed Solutions 2015 Stout Dr
Granoff Audrey 841 Lingo Dr
Greif Ind Packaging 695 Louis Dr
Gringeri Jennie 678 Cheryl Dr
Hackman Felicia Hornig 734 School House Ln
Halpern Harris 375 Ivyland Rd Unit 19 Iv
Hartsough Anne M 10206 Centennial Sta
Hegedosh Natalia 678 Lily Rd
Heifet David S 510 E St Rd Apt
Heiser Virginia 1 Ferry St
Herrmann Diane Mary 1082 Jamison St
Hersch Howard P 6 Craven St
Hey Carole A Harry G Hey & Sons Inc 239 Madison Ave
Hodum Ida L c/o Globe Ticket & Lab El300 Constance Dr
Hong Nicholas 376 Nemoral St
Hood Samuel A 715 Rambler Rd
Horter Patricia A 1240 Manor Dr
Howieson James 246 Maple St
Hulmes Edward V Sr 1019 Red Barn Rd
Igloo Sporting Goods 496 W St Rd
Inlander Steven R, Alison W 290 Foxcroft Dr
Innovative Systems Engineering PO Box 2835
Irish Festival Cruises Ltd 1093 Little Ln
Irvin Robert J, Lynne P 543 Brook Ln
Johnson Jennifer 889 Williams Pl
Johnson Robert S, Sandra E 734 Pelham Rd
Jolly Winifred, Joseph 759 Worthington Dr
Kerber Ilse 3403 Centennial Sta
Kerns Leroy 47 Downey Dr
Khalil Thawat Z 4 Elmwood Ave
Klein Jeffrey 503 Evergreen Ave
Knight F Raymond, Dawn 639 Greene Ct
Koehler Dorothy E 13404 Anns Choice Way
Kohn Helen 81 Griffith Miles Cir
Kowalski Theodore F 13 Valentine Rd
L B Bohle LLC 700 Vererans Cir
Leaming James G PO Box 2207
Lee Mary P 1218 Emma Ln
Lefevre Charles J PO Box 2307
Litcofsky Ellie S 847 Nathaniel Trail
Lochten Norman H 1089 Little Ln
Lockett William L 7 Hart St
Logan Alice J 723 Mueller Rd
Lopez Cindy PO Box 2491
Loughlin William J, Doris A 32406 Anns Choice Way
Lozada Anselmo 120 E St Rd Apt G3−6
Lupo Jeremy C, Mary C 1537 Tarleton Place
Lutzker Stuart, Mary 55 Hill Rd
Maconaghy Suzanne L, Camryn G, Tyler D 1155 York Rd Apt H6
Madga Gregory W 1523 Tarleton Pl
Magarelli Vito 45 Ridgewood Place
Magyar Leanne M 906 Clover Pl
Maxwel David M 800 York Rd
Mayer Gerald 203 Norristown Rd
Maynard Revin M 675 E St Rd
Mccarthy Donna R 305 Julian Dr East
Mccomsey Aaron 1125 Victoria Rd
Mcdonald Katherine E 1006 Marian Rd
Mcdonald Mildred N 510 Spencer Ln
Mcgettigan James Jr 259 Henry Ave
Mckeon Michael T 741 Cheryl Dr
Medquist Transcription 48 Swannwy Ste 100
Megehe Deborah, Tyler 613 Skyhawk
Middle Earth Inc 299 Jacksonville Rd
Miller & Son Paving Inc 1371 W St Rd
Mork Kathleen F 120 E St Rd Apt E3 2
Mortensen Harold 362 Betsy Ln
Myers Charles 120 E St Rd
Nichlas Alex 550 Penrose Ln
Oconnell Mary J 850 Norristown Rd
Organ Kathryn M 10207 Centennial Sta
Parker Robert F, Helen J 823 Ivyland Rd
Pearlstein Marcia A, Roy M 142 Wallace Dr
Pearson Loren 936 Log College Dr
Peters Susan C 236 Luff Ln
Piela Diane J, Brian W 244 Luff Ln
Pietrangelo Michael 1185 York Rd
Pilipenko Lyudmila, Petr 246 Delmont Ave
Podilchuk Sirgy 120 E St Rd Apt M2−10
Reese Karen M 421a Hawthorne St
Reichel Alfred 537 Revolutionary Way
Rensch R E 484 York Rd
Ritter Debra 620 Acorn Dr
Rivera Ricardo 120 East St Rd M 37
Roik Barbara A 682 Cherl Dr
Rosso John 1221 Hart Ln
Rounds Sydney 1 Barton Ave
Rpm Service Corp PO Box 357
Ruggieri Marshall A 589 Jefferson Ave
Ruth Jack C 311 Gibson Ave
Salgado Alejandro 120 E St Rd Apt K17
Santaniello Roxanne 895 York Rd
Schaefer Ruth 1220 W St Rd Tower 2
Schwarz Charlotte 120 W St Rd
Sewell William S, Anna M 1017 Windsor Rd
Shebest Esther M 91 Buchanan Way
Shinn Kristy 700 Mason Dr
Smigo Kathryn 32 Tally Ho Dr
Smith David 721 Saint Davids Ave
Soto Celeste Irina 8 Sharon St 8 Sharon St
Stanfield Lizabeth R, Timothy W 602 Ivyland Rd
Steak & Hoagie Factor 289 St Rd
Steinmetz Paul J 530 Spencer Ln
Stevens Eugene W 333 Newtown Rd
Sullivan James 365 Newtown Rd Apt C17
Svarczkopf Stephen, Aimee 1017 Catalpa Rd
Swierzy Helen 925 Roberts Rd
Toibert David 780 Davisville Rd
Transcontinental Direct Usa c/o Douglas M Forde Direct 75 Hawk Rd
Tucker Mary Ann 755 Stephen Rd
Uliano Construction Inc 668 Catherine St
Vassallo Bruno 1230 Spencer Rd
Vassalotti Alfred J 803 Worthington Dr
Verrecchio Christian J, Anthony J, Nicholas A 1435 Old Jacksonville Rd
Waddell Furman E 317 Date St
Walton Maeve C 1575 W St Rd Apt 325
Warminster Town Center 932 W St Rd Jph Rlty Inc/Marc Haber
Warminster Town Watch 964 Marshall Dr
Warmsinter Campus LLC 235 E St Rd Temp
Welsh Catherine A 1190 Canterberry Cir
White Robin G, G S 621 Skyhawk
Whiteley Andrew 755 Gdn Rd
Wile Robert 158 Willow Dr
Wilk Melanie 120 E St Rd Apt K2−6
William Tennent 2000 Senior Prom 1574 Hartsville Cir
Willing Leroy 881 Fairfield Dr
Wilt David W 675 East St Rd Apt 1211
Wong Chun Kit 647 Greene Ct
Young Jose 22 Walk St
Warrington Pa 18976
Abbott Marion 1433 Stuckert Rd
Aldrich William C, Joyce M 165 Willow Ln
Alves Enterprises Inc 3030 St Rd
American Lamp Shade 1401 Persimmon Ln
Amg Properties LLC 1800 St Rd Ste 101
Bell Tenekiya Apt H90 955 Easton Rd
Bradford Christopher 2848 Bristol Rd
Buchmann Michele 2187 Bristol Rd
Bullman Robert 1425 Guinea Ln
Cahill Thomas F 373 Cedar Waxwing Dr
Capra Paul 1401 Persimmon Ln
Casper Phyllis M 1829 Palomino Dr
Cb South Football Parents Club Po Box 127
Clegg Donald D Est 850 Easton Rd PO Box 1007
Cohen Staurt M PO Box 419
Crawford Clifford Pnc Investments 2464 Pine Cone Dr
Crimlish David W 2249 Tohickon Ln
Demou Heather Est 2439 Greensward North
Denning James P 100 Douglas Fir Dr
Devine Kimberly 220 Wayside Dr
Dimaggio Joyce 1700 St Rd Apt F5
Dreghorn Duncan, Mary D 1918 Carriage Way
Dynamic Marketing Inc 562 Kansas
Farrell John J, Farrell Mary E 2268 Blackhorse Dr
Finley John 626 Jacksoncille Rd Ste 230
Foley Chris 206 Fulgens Ct
Frankel Dora R 425 Homestead Ci
Gallagher Daniel Est 2420 St Rd
Gerstadt Dt William A 2301 Deer Path Dr
Gilbert Gerald 876 Mustang Rd
Godshalk William 1476 Chelsea Ln
Grove Benjamin M 2683 Pickertown Rd
Haas William 2100 Blackhorse Dr
Hammer Mary E 2110 Ted Jim Dr
Heckler Robin D 850 Easton Rd PO Box 1007
Heine William 1303 Morgan Horse Dr
Jefferson Dorothy, Robert 1829 Saddle Dr
Katz Builders Ste 200 1800 St Rd
Katz Kristen, Craig 3754 Pickertown Rd
Kuriger Joseph 1406 East Fern Brook Dr
Letizia Donna 1268 Palomino Dr
Lingo Darren Estate PO Box 247
Lopez Isabel 1234 Suzan Dr
Macfarland Richard T/U/W 629 N Settlers Cir
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Mara Management Svcs Inc PO Box 513
March Evelyn F 541 Easton Rd
March Judith Ann, Evelyn F 541 Easton Rd
Martinez Jesus 1260 Lisa Dr
Massara Concetta A 2259 Oakfield Dr
Mcmurray Timothy 955 Easton Rd Apt E58
Mcshane Suzanne M 2373 Deer Path Dr
Meise John M, Anna M Est 1111 Thomas Rd
Mohawk Gertrude W, John 2847 Bristol Rd
Nash Rudolph 110 Greenfield Ln
Nelson Hipps Dana L 4017 Creekside Ct #74
Oconnor Margaret J 1504 Inverness Ct
Parker Mary L 207 Grand Blvd
Patel Pravin, Lalita 1700 St Rd Apt S3
Plate Renee Jillian 2041 Mulberry Ln
Platz Alycia Anne 2041 Mulberry Ln
Platz Marcella, Dennis 206 Grand Bl
Platz Renee Jillian, Marcella 206 Grand Blvd
Riber Tech Network LLC 185 Titus Ave
Roma Pizza 1103 Main St
Salas Luis 1234 Suzan Dr
Salzman Aaron 175 Buttercup Blvd
Salzman Ami Pmb 6039 175 Buttercup Blvd
Salzman Nathaniel, Ami 175 Buttercup Blvd
Saunders A 1660 Easton Rd
Schaefer David 600 Wedge Way
Schuck Harry A & Patricia A Ua 09 08 93 416 Bradford Ave
Scullen Barbara 220 Wayside Dr
Selzer Co Inc 975 Eon Rd Ste 100
Shirk Lucille C 1471 Greenleaf Dr N
Shivarig Samuel 1734 Palomino Dr
Simons Marian 2379 Upper Barness Rd
Stacey Carolyn 813 Putter Ct
Stern Hella 201 Neighbora Rd
Storti Clara 100 Fiddleleaf Ln Apt 103
Sulkoski Geralyn M 820 Monaco Dr
Sulla Stella 812 Monaco Dr
Swink Eva 1660 Easton Rd
Ultra Page Inc c/o Richard Ferns 521 Easton Rd
Warrington Inn PO Box 513
Warrington Pharmacy 1380 Easton Rd St 2
Wolf Mason Bennett, Bryon C 1233 Suzanne Dr
Woods Dresher c/o Scott Dessoye 1243 Easton Rd Ste 200
Wrobel Beata 2397 Upper Barness Rd
Zugaro Marble & Tile Inc 2262 Pileggi Rd
Washington Crossing Pa 18977
Aeon Services LLC PO Box 852
Ams Hair Restoration Ste 1 1098 Washington Xing Rd
Basysprint Corp 1616 Thistlewood Dr
Boyd William L 2 Ct Jester
Bryant Glendon 27 Commanders Dr
Butera Philomena 1061 River Rd
Carter Regina F 1032 Cox Ave
Ernst Stephen 101 Mcconney Dr
Evins David 33 Tankard Ln
Genin R O Ira Irene 9 Lexington Ct
Haug Victoria A PO Box 1060
Hey Jeffrey 105 Equestrian Ct
Kabot Martin, Anna 18 Heritage Hills Dr
Keeler Robert J 204 Bruce Rd
Krauel Keith A PO Box 1066
Markham Christopher Wadsworth, Lewis Merrill III 206 River Rd
Mckenney Marian 34 Mcconkey Dr
Moffitt Elizabeth James 67 Betts Dr
Moore Candy B 1049 Mt Eyre
Murray Christina E, Melissa A 17 Decision Way West
Nelson Hazel F 1082 Little Rd
Perry Karin 47 Bailey Dr
Process Application Ltd 1124 Taylorsville Rd
Robinson Kayla Jenay 9 Bankers Dr
Smith Simon 22 Timber Knoll Dr
Stahl Herbert D Est Rt #1 84
Transportation Mgmt Group Inc 1105 Taylorsville Rd Ste 2
Wilkinson Steven PO Box 872
Wortzel Jeremy 7 West Averstone Dr
Xing Fncl Conslnt Inc PO Box 737
Wyndmoor Pa 19038
Banse G A 7 Biddle Woods Ln
Delaplane James M, Mary A 8822 Duveen Dr
Erie William dba Chestnut Hill Lodge 8833 Stenton Ave
Eryilmaz Taner, Burcu 8108 Eastern Ave
Forden Charmaine E, David J 7823 New St
Garoppo Caroline 8141 Flourtown Ave
General Atronics 1200 E Mermaid Ln
John William P 901 Pleasant Ave Apt 7
Kaiser Jay 515 Spring Ln
Kaller Kolby E c/o Russel H Kaller 8702 Montgomery Ave
Kaller Zachary A c/o Russel H Kaller 8702 Montgomery Ave
Kulp Helen, Thos 8409 Widener Rd
Lang Dorothy W Tr Ua May 28 86 551 E Evergreen Ave Apt 307 C
Lawler James W 901 E Pleasant St Apt 6a
Mcsherry John F 812 E Abington Ave
Oseniak Martha 522 Cresheim Valy Rd
Paul Rebecca R 8403 Flourtown Ave
Ruchelli Eduardo 702 Falcon Ave
Simons S Stoney 540 E Evergreen Ave
Spalding William W 8624 Cheltenham Ave
Stout Helen L C−209 551 E Evergreen Ave
Terry Jamise L 8765 Stenton Ave
Thomer Robert 8000 Douglas Rd
Trilnick Ida 702 Falcon Ave
Wells Fargo 8403 Flourtown Ave
Wister Jane K 604 E Pleasant St
Yardley Pa 19067
Askari Maria I 107 Lantern Ct
Bacher Randall A, Gary 2 Morningside Dr
Baston April 22101 Cornerstone Dr
Beer Stephen 81 S Main St
Benson Beth L 398 Ramsey Rd
Berwind Co White Rose Cafe 1040 Stony Hill Rd
Bizzaro Christine L, Paul M 217 Valario Rd
Bozzuto Mgmt Co 100 Polo Run Dr
Brill Public Affairs 7 Williams Ln
Brocto Karen O 1751 Finch Ct B
Brotschol Frank II, Vera 1428 Revere Rd
Buehler Jeffrey R 119 S Delaware 7c3
Burd Evelyn, Harry Apt A 1648 Bluebird Dr
Carver Helena M, Ronald 81 Morgan Ave
Caseiro Nora A 133 Pennsyylvania Ave
Central Accounting Offi 301 Oxford Valy Rd Ste 201 A
Chaleff Helene 230 Cinnabar Ln
Choby Marion F 631 Stonyhill Rd
Choromanski Walter E 311 Newtown Yardley Rd
Cocci Rose 1912 Westover Rd
Cohen Daryl 1487 Scarley Oak Rd
Colantuono Anthony V, Kristen M 605 South Dove Rd Apt A
Coley Jeffrey M 119 S Delaware Ave Apt 7a4
Colletti Joanne 10 Mckinley Ave
Cooney Mildred S 1211 Yardley Rd
Cove Howard 1273 Barclay Cres
Crane Barbara J 1909 Yardley Rd
Cullen Michael C, Helen O 42 Cadwallader Ct
Daly Edward J 118 Rice Dr Apt B−7
Daly Karen A 267 Emerald Dr
Diablo Nancy 658 Bayberry Ln
Dieterly Karen S, Todd G 25 Highland Dr
Doan Ronald 54 Ferry St
Dougherty Mary 1277 Harrow Cres
Douris Theodore E, Donna L 585 Aspen Woods Dr
Dow Jones c/o Kathleen Campion 382 Saly Rd
Driber Robert W 28 Edgewood Rd
Droog Inc Ste 205a 301 Oxford Valy Rd
Dupell Todd 14306 Cornerstone Dr
Durcan Stephanie K, Francine F 667 Nancy Rd
Ennis Karen C 631 Stonyhill Rd
Excel Insurance Services Inc 301 Oxford Valy Rd Ste 402a
Feigenbaum Morton D 1233 Greenhill Rd
Fischer William 18107 Cornerstone Dr
Flag 525 Aspen Wood Dr
Flannery Martha M 1650b Trellis Cir
Friedman Florence 1811 Makefield Rd
Gallagher Patricia M 1750 Quarry Rd
Gelak Frank 22 Spring Ln
Genin Ilya 503 Aspen Woods Dr
Genovese Dominick J Jr 18 Springtree Ln
Gibson Elaine T 1675 Hunters Ct
Gillespie James 901 Slate Hill Rd
Given William 1692a Bluebird Dr
Glickman Lee M 115 Louise Dr
Goodman Larry J 23101 Cornerstone Dr
Gorelli Lucy Ann 125 Knights Bridge Dr
Green John P 2223 Stackhouse Dr
Gunerman Alison I, Todd A 1297 Lexington Dr
Hamilton Eleanor E 658 Bayberry Ln
Hannigan Suzanne M 154 N Main St
Harrell Robert G 24305 Cornerstone Dr
Harsha Lynne A 103 Glen Vlly Rd
Henderson Donald W Tr Ua 4 4 96 1491 Innis Ln
Heryla Karen M 16 Halls Ln
Hewes Krista 17204 Cornerstone Dr
Hodgdon Robert W 107 Pine Ln
Hofing Sidney Lesser 1623 Makefield Rd
Holzbaur Howland Erika 1025 Countess Dr
Horan John P 651b Rose Hollow Dr
Hormann Ludwig Jr 1265 Wilton Cres
Hovnanian K 301 Oxford Valy Rd
Hua Hsiu Yu 623 Palmer Ln
Huber Mark 14305 Cornerstone Dr Aka Morrisville
Isidoro Alessandro L 21102 Cornerstone Dr
Jack Finley Jr c/o Rose Kroen 920 Quincy Dr
Jackson George W c/o Ruth J Biddle 136 S Bell Ave
Jackson Willie c/o Ruth Biddle 136 S Bell Ave
Janney Montgomery Scott 1020 Stoney Hills Rd Ste 150
Jeffrey Mitchell 62 B S Main St
Jeffrey Woloshin Suite 603a 301 Oxford Valy Rd
Jenkins Austin J 795 N Pennsylvania Ave
John E Moskaitis Md Phd 591 Long Ave
Johnson Lauri 16 Effingham Rd
Kaler Helena 503 Aspen Woods Dr
Katlein Robert E 10 Scammell Dr
Keller Barabara M 8 Morningside Dr
Kelly Marie 498 Galyle Dr
Kelly William F 1124 Polo Run Dr
Kerrigan Christina, Daniel 1504 Pownal Dr
Khovnanian Ste 804 301 Oxford Valy Rd
Kish William J 1315 Moon Dr
Kissinger David L II 37 S Bell Ave
Kostenbader Suzann 1281 Harrow Cresent
Kraus Joshua O 1486 Clinton Dr
Lafayette John J 2305 Weinmann Way
Lambinus Earl C 90 S Main St Apt 1
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Lande Robert L 7 Morningside Dr
Lanning Robert R 21 Burgess Av
Laplaca David S, Ethel M 573 Nottingham Dr
Larocca Sandro 315 Saly Rd
Long Heather S 36 Rickert Dr
Longoria Chase Alexander, Emblez 19103 Cornerstone Dr
M M Nicolais Group Inc 1706 S Crescent Blvd
M Tatiana N 27 Ludlow Rd
Madison Apt Group Lp 770 Township Line Rd Ste 1
Maher John G 110 Kathy Dr
Maher William 686 Tomlinson La
Mallon Morgan Kirby 1277 Clearview Dr
Mann Carol 275 Rock Run Rd Lot 21
Marcille John 31 Houston Rd
Martillotti Antho 5504 Spruce Mill Driv
Martinez Laura, Raul 281 South Fieldstone Ct
Maurer Ann R 14 Wilbur Rd
Mccartney Robert J, Helen S 1215 Ward Dr
Mcgee Jo Anne 2206 Sterling Rd
Mckee Donna J 595 River Rd
Mcnamara Maureen 300 S Main St Unit 306
Mctague Kathleen L 13202 Cornerstone Dr
Medical Resources LLC 2 Floralvale Bld
Metro Executive Park LLC 770 Township Line Rd #150
Miller Beth 274 Wild Orchid Ct
Miller Brian, Beby 685 Deer Path Ln
Molnar George S 170 S Canal St
Morgenthaler Mallon Kristen 1277 Clearview Dr
Mukund Sheth Md 966 Hunt Dr
Murad Maria 5 Hillside Ln
Myers Caroline P 657 B Rose Hollow Dr
Natalie Freeman Ltd 9 E Aston Ave
Nph Associates 29 Eton Rd
Ogline Design Illustration 560b South Dove Rd
Oleynick Julie 303 Frazier Dr
Oneal Ann 1486 Clinton Dr
Oneal Delora 1486 Clinton Dr
Palumbo Janice L 25203 Cornerstone Dr
Patterson Albert Lester 1002 Lafayette Dr
Peole Nilda C 132 Bell Ave Apt3
Petrange Pa Danielle R 530 Gordon Dr
Plumb Brian 15 Orchard Way
Porter Morton 1510 Esther Ln
Putman Kenneth 2309 Sweetbriar Rd
Quattrone S John 530 Gordon Dr
Quinlan Margaret F 795 N Pennsylvania Ave
Raffle Andy 668 Stony Hill Rd Ste 237
Ramakrishnan Vijayalaks 608 Kathy Dr
Rambam Alan E 338 Rowantree Cir
Realen Homes Lp 401k Plan 1040 Stoney Hill Rd Ste 100
Realen Homes Lwr Makefield Corp Ctr 1040 Stony Hill Rd Ste 100
Redcliffe Asso 107 Floralvale Blvd
Reed William H 1536 Willow Pond Dr
Reigh Nancy C 631 Stonyhill Rd
Rinschler Claudia A 1582 Candace Ln
Romeo Frank, Rose 1606 South Crescent Blvd
Rosenthal Richard PO Box 598
Rosenzweig Paul 481 Cedar Hollow Dr
Rossell Maizie S 106 Ovington Rd
Rottman Marcy R 1597 Lakeview Cir
Route 130 Video 1167 Beach Ct
Ruddy Ann P 14 Glenolden Rd
Rule Lisa A 12 Fayette Dr
Ruppersburger Laurie, Eva 1579 Willow Pond Dr
Russo Robert 542 Keswick Dr
Salazar Sergio 175 S Main St
Sayers Nancy L, Anna M 1407 Kathy Dr
Sayers William J 1407 Kathy Dr
Schiavone Peggy A 2200 Yardley Rd
Scott Thomas P 658 B Woodford Ln
Seforim Liquidators LLC 90 W Afton Ave 188
Self Funded Alternative 203 Floral Vale Bl
Sharp George 668 Stonyhill Rd
Slowicki Donald J 626a Rose Hollow Dr
Sonia Jaskiewicz 1492 Woddview Rd
Stein Gerald E, Florence Verifacts Inc Defined Benefit 1783a N Dove Rd
Stewart Joshua S 1667 Covington Rd
Stites Teri E 27 Ludlow Rd
Stoffel Paul E 1039 Randolph Dr
Strycharz Colton Amsell, Loren Amsell 580 Kings Rd
Sul Kyle C 7102 Sheffield Dr
Sullivan Carmella A 7102 Sheffield Dr
Syngkon Cliffton A 1824 Polo Run Dr
Tantillo Thomas A 1329 Jacob Dr
Tate Charles 170 Pine Cone Dr
Tierney Holdings 1700 Westover Rd Accts Payable
Tilloo Prasad 15204 Cornerstone Dr Apt #15
Tomasulo Robert Sole Proprietor 1759 Ashborune Dr
Toms Home Mechanica 44 N Edgewater Ave
Truchel Thomas 6 Hillside Ln
Tu Erica, Ian 801 Kent Dr
Vanderstraat Alice B Est 5 Ivy Ln
Varall Catherine S 50 Black Rock Rd
Verispan LLC c/o David Magee 800 Township Line Rd
Viggiano Michael J, Joan 1613 Fairfield Rd
Westrol Gary 207 Taylorsville Rd
Winnigham Thomas 6 Fairway Dr
Winningham Anna M 6 Fairway Dr
Woram Mary Ann 17 Hilltop Rd
Wykretowicz Tadusz J 111 Lantern Ct
Yang Xin 942 Piper Ln
Yankoski Michael G 310 Stony Hill Rd
Yardley Makefield Soccer Inc 1067 S Kimbles Rd
Zeper Mia 545 Aspen Woods Dr
Zeper Richard, Robbi 726 Eastlawn Dr
Zinn Michael 1061 N Kimbles Rd
Zosa Christopher 431 Stoney Hill Rd
Butler County
Annandale Pa 16018
US Investigations Svc 1137 Branchton Rd PO Box 26
Boyers Pa 16020
Dematteis Gloria E 212 Dematteis Rd
Stineman Rosalie 1171 Boyers Rd
Turner Lonnie 1171 Boyers Rd
Bruin Pa 16022
Farren Phyllis 255 Main St Box 273
Butler Pa 16001
1901 Tavern & Grille 143 N Main St
Ackelson Arthur Est, Lois 119 Muldoon Rd
Acord Jeff 446 N Bluff St
Adams James G 115 Wallula Ave
Albert Linda L 125 Heather Dr
Amos Amos F 222 S Washington St
Andre Eleanor G 208 E Rochenstein Ave
Antreth John 443 N Bluff St
Bartley Carolyn C 217 Westview Dr
Bell Mary H Mail to Heckett Multiserv 612 N Main St
Bessemer 391 Henricks Rd Attn: Lucia
Blose Matthew R, Carrie L 227 Alameda Rd
Bohan Denis M 530 N Main St Apt 703
Bonaire Gas Svc Partnership 236 Homewood Dr Apt 2
Boring Josephine 109 Lyon Ave
Bowser Carol J 600 State St
Bowser Doris V Lumar Village Apt 11a
Bowser Eleanor M 120 W Cunningham St Rm 307
Bowser Katherine A 111 Mercer St Apt 2
Brown Edward 255 Wintergreen Dr
Brown Ruth E 770 Mercer Rd
Bruno Frances 25 Lumar Vlg Apt A
Burket Theodore 307 S Duffy Rd
Campbell Chance A, Lucy M 533 Mckinley Ave
Carney Dawn R 225 1st St
Cavaliero Joseph 428 N Mckean St
Clever Dorothy E 151 Seneca Dr
Conner Dean A c/o Hilda R Conner Est 2190 E Walnut St
Cooper Naorabel M 103 Sunrise Village
Cooper Naorabel M Children of In Equal Share Per Sterpes 103 Sunrise Village
Coover Raymond, Ruth M 437 N Chestnut St
Crouch Elizabeth Est 616 Eau Claire St Apt 1
Cuny David P 132 Maple Grove
Dennis J Baglier Buick GMC Inc 248 Pittsburgh Rd
Denys Louise 343 N Mckean St
Devore Charles A 112 Ifft Ln
Dietrich David C 5106 Mccandless Rd
Dimit Bernice M, Glenn D c/o Paul H Dimit 324 Worth Rd
Dininny Roger L 131 Brandon Rd
Dubyak Bertha Estate of 207 Maple Ave
Elghusein Mustafa A 101 E Diamond St 400 Morgan Ctr
Evankovich Christine 104 Saddle Brook Cir
Executive Fleet 597 Pittsburgh Rd
Ferguson Mary Louise 100 Newhaven Ln
Fisher William J, Mary T 120 Rothen St
Fleischer Raymond R 5159 Mccandless Rd
Gabriel Bradley S, Darla L 1216 Oakridge Dr
Gallagher Ethan David, Roberta H 243 W Fulton St
Garber Angela D, Harry B 530 N Main St Apt 403
Giardini J M 150 Leward Dr Apt 27
Gibson Amanda J 332 N Elm St
Gibson Brian J 311 W Brady St PO Box 1732
GNC 0901 260 Moraine Pointe Plz
Goettler Paul T, Paul G 116 Mackey Ave
Gordon Patricia L, George B 244 Wallula Ave
Gordon George Blair 100 Stirling Village
Gould Mary S 121 Leeward Dr
Grenci Hilda M 202 Greenview Dr Apt 2b
Hagins Rosina J 104 E Diamond St
Haight Larry M 618−1 W Penn St
Hall Harold E, Bertha 1301 C Villa Dr
Hammond Thomas J Jr, Helen E 325 New Castle Rd
Hammond Thomas J Sr, Helen E 325 New Castle Rd
Harman Irma 104 E Diamond St 220 Morgan Ctr Cingolani & Cingolani
Harold Friedman Inc 530 Fairground Hill
Hassler Gaylord W 955 N Mckean St
Hays Rj Old Plank Estates Apt A
Heckett Multi Serve PO Box 1071
Hoffman Freda 108 Apple Ln
Homer Jonathan M 100 Coal St
Huba Mary Margaret, Mary A 217 Highfield Rd
Huff Leonard A Sr, Mary E 100 Newhaven Ln Apt 206
Hunt Mary B 201 Space Ln
Iams Patricia A 199 Havenhill Dr
Ilvain Evelyn R 104 E Diamond St
Jageman Richard R RD 3 Lot 22
John Amanda 575 W Brady St
Jones Howard 119 Thorn Run Rd
Kelleyplate Geraldine M 894 W Old 422
Kennedy Daniel, Clara 220 W Brady St Apt 3
Kennedy David, Clara 220 W Brady St Apt 3
Kile Jim 286 E Crisswell Rd
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Kirkwood Kenneth, Jennie 110 Holcomb Ave
Klann Viola 516 W Pearl St
Klimack George Jr 320 S Washington St
Laconi Larry A 108 Maple Ave
Lake Erie Railroad 391 Henricks Rd Attn Lucia
Lawhead Robert P 1000 Euclid School Rd
Lawson Carrie 465 N Duffy Rd
Leroy Florence M 205 Sunset Dr No 6
Lingle Sara Elizabeth 119 Glenn Ave
Lucas William A 237 Third St
Luce George C Mental Health Asso Rep Payee 140 N Elm St
Marzullo Robert J, Larry E 205 W Wayne St
Matis Joseph F Jr 110 Ayleshire Dr
Mccormick Richard 404 Vista Dr
Mclaughlin James L 300 Whitestown Rd #1
Mcmillen Wilma E 214 Bartley Ave
Medicine Shoppe 125 Pillow St
Miller Nulph G Jr c/o Est 104 Nulph Ln
Miller Shirley S 307 S Duffy Rd
Monn Elsie M 711 N Monroe St
Morrison Frances 606 State St
Mortimer Martha 221 W Brady St Apt C
Movies Plus 250 Moraine Point Plaza
Murdick Elizabeth 239 Holyoke Rd
Norris Calvin 305 Ctr Ave Apt 3
O H Nicholas Transfer & Storage Co Rte 8 North PO Box 310
Olenic Michael M Mounted Rt 11
Patten Thomas W 518 N Main St
Pegan Katherine 108 W Rockerstein Ave
Phillips Mary H 750 Belmont Rd
Plate Geraldine, William 894 W Old 422
Porter Tina L 140 David Dr
Powell Shirley J 330 S Monroe St Apt 2
R&M Food Service 129 Oberlin Dr
Rhodes Gary 575 W Brady St
Riordan Kevin C, Amy O 240 Third St
Robb Catherine V 100 Stirling Village Dr Apt 11
Romberger Carolyn G 349 Dinnerbell Rd
Rowett John 408 N Sixth Ave
Scheetz Stacey 118 N Monroe St
Schoeffel Ronald L 200 Lincoln Ave Apt 406
Shaffer Chelsea M 300 1/2 Brown Ave
Smith Patricia M 321 West Jefferson St #2a
Snow Evelyn R Paulette Snow 215 1/2 2nd St
Snow Paul C 215 1/2 2nd St
Snyder Kathleen The Mental Health Asso County 140 N Elm St
Solkovy Robert O, Mary 100 Linsdale Dr
Sollinger Alma G 234 S Duffy Rd
Stahura James 564 N Monroe St
Stanley John 130 Pflugh Rd
Steder Rosemary 140 N Elm St
Steinhiser Sheri L 119 Merritt Dr
Tilko Michael T 108 Walker Dr
Truman Katherine 231 E Christie Ave
Unionville Cemetary Asso c/o Kevin Mccandless 264 Isle Rd
UPS Store 260 Pullman Sq
Van Tassel Sherburne 101van Mar Dr
Vavro Janice S 518 North Main St
Victory Comm Services Inc 225 W Fulton St
Visiting Nurses Assn 154 Hindman Rd Lloyd Richless
Weaver Donna 119 Germaine Rd
Wick Impl Inc 520 Evans City Rd
Williams Ardythe A, Ronald D 253 E Fulton St
Wilson Margaretta G, Williard RR 5
Wilson Bruce 115 Mcclellan Dr
Young Sandra L 121 W Sunbury Rd
Butler, Pa 16002
Bach Mary L 1100 Three Degree Rd
Bauer Amberson C Jr 6 Trillium Circ
Bittner Joseph V 108 Wairport Rd
Buffington Elsie R 124 Tower View Dr
Call Steve 110 Kemar Dr
Conner Florence M 296 Dinnerbell Rd
Cramer Caroline A, Michael L 307 Saxonburg Rd
Crowe Madelon RR 6
Cu Auto Outlet Inc 912 Pittsburgh Rd
Deihl Rent A Car Inc 258 270 Pittsburgh Rd
Denniston Timothy A 111 Dinnerbell Rd
Dittman Debra Renee 348 Geibel Rd
Dodson Mark R 600 Freeport Rd
Donahue Ruth 296 Dinnerbell Rd
Doumont Melinda M 225 St Joe Rd Apt 2
Gillen Florence R 103 Reed Ln
Graham William 230 Kilgallen Rd
Grant Johanna T RR4
Grelling Walter W 113 Saxonburg Rd
Harry’s Auto Center 103 Powell Rd
Hilliard Thomas W, Sherry D 106 Autumn Hill Ln
Huffmyer Walter G 259 Star Grille Rd
Hughes Freda 219 Church
Humes Jeffrey B 120 Oak Ridge Dr
Losco Auto & Body 111 Dinnerbell Rd
Mack Thomas C 290 Anderson Rd
Matson Richard 128 Stppland Dr
Michel Bryan P 407 Star Grille Rd
Mikolay William J, Daryl N 446 Pittsburgh Rd
Murray Trixie, Fred 101 Harris Rd
Neese Cloy L 108 Wairport Rd
Pfeffer Elisha 316 Bullcreek Rd
Pollock Halsey K Jr, Halsey K Sr 221 Freeport Rd
Pyzdrowski Stanley S 206 Winters Rd
Rutkowski Thomas P 6120 Monroe Rd
Schlachter Scott D 1130 Three Degree Rd
Schmude Edward R Jr, Susan K 757 Bullcreek Rd
Sherman Albert D 121 Freeport Rd
Simitoski Paul 116 Dolphin Dr
Snively Ronald G, Alice RD 6
Stroup Gregory James, Eileen Steff 411 Carbon Ctr Rd
Trte Executive Fleet Svcs Inc 597 Pittsburgh Rd
Vogt Guy A 400 Mcgrady Hollow
Waters Richard 102 Mintwood Ln
Butler Pa 16003
Eagle Printing Co PO Box 271 Accounts Payable
Marmon Keystone Corp PO Box 992
Natsheh Iga 9th St/5th Ave
Sherman Theresa J 100 Main St
Cabot Pa 16023
Bottenhorn Janet E 148 Marwood Rd Concordia Haven 1321
Brewer Ashley D, Ruth A, Luke W 117 Neupert Rd
Burns L Murray 160 Marwood Rd #3220
Cooper Hulda S 134 Marwood Rd Rm 2141
Everson William J, Beverly 302 Cobham Ln
Hartman John P 313 Winfield Rd
Heinritz Helen E 134 Marwood Rd Apt 2168
Ishman Patrick 128 Keasey Rd
Keefer Florence E, James 148 Marwood Rd Apt 1231
Kesicki Edward A 148 Marwood Dr Apt 1200
Keurulainen Miriam D Est 125 Cobham Ln
Mccall Kimberly S, Ray T PO Box 121
Mitchell Scott P 487 S Clearfield Rd
Parison Trevor A PO Box 121
Pflueger Justin W, Jayme L 295 Spiker Rd Lot 3
Pugh Mary D 134 Marwood Rd #2163
Seamon Robert S 133 Mckruit Ln
Shaughnesy Ardath V, John 134 Marwood Rd #2120
Simmons Mary K 112 Marwood Rd Apt 151
Stivason Pamela S, Susan L 174 Marwood Rd
Taylor Jack K 717 Marwood Rd
Chicora Pa 16025
Bell Anita M PO Box 239
Fleeger Michael 425 W Slippery Rock
Henneous Richard 160 Medical Ctr Rd R
Holliday Katherine E 118 Kittanning St Apt 206
Kamerer Ernest J Jr PO Box 263
Karenbauer Peter RR2
Kuzma Helen RR2
Landmark Hotel Box R c/o Bowser
Quality Pharmacy 164 Medical Ctr Rd Ste F
Ritzert Victor J 120 Hohn Rd
Connoquenessing Pa 16027
Cristallino Christine M PO Box 336
Cranberry Township Pa 16066
Alexa LLC c/o Melanie A Kozlina 314 Berkshire Dr
Alexander Melissa 601 Highland Ct
Alvarez Terry L 107 Evan Ct
Ardisson Dorothy 104 Gable Rd
Auyeung Pik S, Kam T 505 Melissa Ct
Bach Michael P 2674 Rochester Rd
Bailey Charles 604 Adare Ct
Baratta Lucy M 250 Saint Leonards Ln
Baumler Jacqueline M, John J 318 Winchester Ct
Beall Carol A 208 Cashmerect PO Box 1485
Betts Christopher 1110 Stockton Ridge
Birdsall Bertrand L Jr 114 Avery Way
Boyle Sarah 315 Fawn Trail
Bracken David 1330 10th Ave
Bruggeman Marie A 110 Ridgemont Dr
Chartrand Virginia, Peter 107 Treesdale Dr
Conway Mark 139 Oakview Dr
Coventry 120 E Kensinger Dr
Craig Lauren 9319 Marshall Rd
Cready Thomas D Jr c/o Tina M Cready 908 Denny Ct
Cutts Robert A 206 Whispering Oaks Dr
Danieli Corus USA Inc 800 Cranberry Woods Dr Ste 400
David Kosiorek 20475 Rte 19
Ditch Witch of Western Pa 9052 Marshall Rd
Doerfler Ralph E 315 Byron Cir
Dunham Steven A 230 Sherwood Dr
Dutt Krupa LLC 1713 Rte 228
Fehsken Leonard 130 Oakview Dr
Fibbe George Trust Dtd 1/22/85 100 Norman Dr Box 393
Fibbe Kerin Frances 100 Norman Dr Box 393
Frankford Richard 135 Concord Way
GA Industries Inc 9025 Marshall Rd
Giovinco Debra A 1611 Oxford Ct
Girard Helen 142 Fox Run Rd
Gordon Dorothy L 45 Ashford Dr
Greene Donald R, Joan M 197 Village Dr
Ippolito Mark 342 Central Dr
Jeremko Victoria F, John T 420 Canterbury Trail
Kallams Inc 20315 Rte 19
Katcher Cynthia 6680 Mars Rd
Kelley Phillip C 307 Village Ct
Kozlina Melanie A, Michael 314 Berkshire Dr
Labas Theodore 830 Sunset Cir
Larkin Jared R 1625 Oxford Ct
Licina Richard, Mary 121 Bellwood Ct
Lipski Kelly C 709 Williamsburg Ct
Loss Juanita Est 5 St Francis Way
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Lovell Vaughn 1009 Berkley Manor Dr
Lyon Sandra M 7346 Franklin Rd
Lyons Kenneth J 7346 Franklin Rd
Maggio Gregory 604 Meadow Glenn Ct
Makray Zachary 260 Lakeview Dr
Makray Lawrence J, Zachary J 223 Hunting Ridge Trail
Mancini Dante 601 Highland Ct
Mason Cynthia 1403 Cranberry Pointe Ln
Mckesson Automation Inc 500 Cranberry Woods Dr
Mcvicker Dean Wilson 512 Walnut Dr
Melniczek David M 224 Stockton Ridge
Member Reimbursement 120 E Kensinger Dr
Meray Earl E 130 Wayne Dr
Moore Michael C 908 Sunset Cir
Moravek Thomas P, John A PO Box 1486
Mortgage Lenders Svc Conne 317 Thompson Park Dr
Noman Mohammad 2815 Chelsey Ct
Nunes Troy P 513 Brandywine Dr
Pepin Thomas P, Judith M 405 Deerfield Dr
Pierce Christopher A 810 Berkley Manor Dr
Porcupine Communications LLC PO Box 2338
Prowitt Samantha S 703 Stockton Rdg
Rehab Contractors 405 Rose Dr
Roach Amy L 503 Sheffield Ct
Rose John W III 107 Whitney Dr
Rosek Helen E 229 Sherwood Dr
Rosenberger Jane M 142 Norman Dr
Rosenberger Jane M 392 Norman Dr
Rowan Eamon J 246 Elmhurst Cir
Sentelle Steffanie N 9302 Marshall Rd
Shaffer Robin A 49 Rolling Rd
Shelley Virginia A 304 Woodmont Dr
Summers Sandra 425 Sunnydale Dr
Thompson Seth Russell, Keith D 108 Shallowood Cir
Ticketwin LLC 1253 Freedom Rd
Veon Kimberly S, Scott C 2311 Cambridge Ct
Vogelsang Elizabeth G, Patrick J 2104 Old Ehrman Rd
Walsh Arthur C 100 Norman Dr Unit 279
Weiler William III 20411 Rt 19 Ste 13
Wright Kathleen L 76 Ashford Dr
Your Blue Planet 1103 Stratford Ct
East Butler Pa 16029
Tschopp Ada Est, Martha PO Box 312
Evans City Pa 16033
Anderson Dorthea J Rt 1 Box 135
Blair Christophe A 200 Jefferson St Apt 105
Bond Florence L 200 Jefferson St Apt 304
Cerra David 553 Watters Sta Rd
Chronowiat Emelia M RD1
Crawford Phyllis L, Robert 501 Jefferson St Lot 160
Hepler Frank A, Elnora 348 Waldron Ave
Kay Greydon A Box 146
Lorimer John G 312 Jefferson St
Matuke Frank & Sandra 249 Hilltop Rd
Mausteller J Wilson 1033 S Washington St
Mausteller Wilson J 1033 S Washington St
Samuel Smith Inc 424 W Main St
Smathers Jon 102 Highland Ave
Thompson Richard 604 Pattison St Ext
Wahlster Martha RD 1
Fenelton, Pa 16034
Carl R Hanson Pine Haven Home Inc c/o David J Paule Admin 199 Pine Haven Dr
Givan Nicholas M 970 Clearfield Rd #3
Marrichi Lois c/o Pine Haven Home 199 Pine Haven Dr
Forestville Pa 16035
Brown Dustin V PO Box 94
Kelly Joel V PO Box 127
Pearce Judy M PO Box 127
Harmony Pa 16037
Getsay James 125 Ziegler Dr
Gombkoto Julius 119 Valley Dr
Hartle Virginia J, Matthew R 361 Little Creek Rd
Henretty Garland Est 364 Perry Hwy Apt 1
Hovis Betty L PO Box 113
Jones June R 106 Smith Ave
Likovitch Mary F 105 Hillside Dr
Pittman Carrie 103 Crest Dr
Shulsk Kristie L 104 Hibernia Dr
Shulsky Terry A 104 Hibernia Dr
Weisser Oeeet 119 Valley Dr
Harrisville Pa 16038
Boyle Brenda 111 Barr
Burnett Robert P Main St
Davis Howard L PO Box 387
English Fox Diane S Boomerang Rd PO Box 321
Frampton Philip 1352 Eau Claire Rd
Martin Raymond, John RR1 Box 193
Mershimer Gilbert D 155 Golden Pond Dr
Sabin Frank G II PO Box 262
Hilliards Pa 16040
Collins Rose 3029 Oneida Valley Rd
Kinnear Geraldine, James P RR1
Karns City Pa 16041
Brookbank Shirley D c/o Est 114 Lindy Ln
Croyle Cyral J PO Box 208
Dobson Thomas J Jr 236 Maple Dr
Kulbacki Debra 1917 Oneida Valley Rd
Zimmel Edward RD2 Box 499
Lyndora Pa 16045
Burkett Kathy 111 Whitestown Rd
Crotzer Milburn Est, Mary 54 Bessemer Ave
Hottenfeller Louis 102 Penn Ave Apt 2a
Koch Harry 619 Bessemer Ave
Stahl Shawn E 1 Bredin Ave
Mars Pa 16046
Almeno Margaret A PO Box 136
Althoff Rodger W MD 669 Village Green Blvd E
Amino Alfred PO Box 136
Anderson Samuel 121 Brookhaven Blvd
Arbuckle Stephen 116 Southern Valley Ct
Boczak Edward Marc 104 W Wild Cherry Dr
Boczak Marc Edward 104 W Wild Cherry Dr
Brudy Lawrence 7021 Crider Rd Ste 201
Carlisle Rose A 905 Fox Run Cir
Clyde Connor 288 Garfield Ave
Cole Betty J PO Box 868 Apt 807
Daly Cynthia S 1507 3 Degree Rd
Dilonardo James 301 Princeton Dr
El Gharbawi Eihab M 462 Catalpa Ct
Glassman Natalie Est St Johns Specialty Ca 500 Witt
Graham Jessica 197 Woodhaven Dr
Hamlett James H 8706 Lost Valy Dr
Hornfeck William J, Kristen D 107 Union Church Rd
Ikenberg Carol A, Homer L PO Box 221
Kasturi Sankaram 707 Dunbury Ct
Kozminski Auto Body 337 Mars Valencia Rd
Krotche Caroline PO Box 868
Lotz Timothy N 2014 Buckingham Dr
Matter Robert J Jr 202 Oakland St PO Box 535
Mcintyre Andrew P 514 Greenwood Dr Apt Est
Pan Fuxiang 431 Worthington Dr
Panza Neal P 313 Cambridge Dr
Patton Isabel PO Box 516
Reiger Rhiannon Judith 362 C Meadow Dr
Rieger Charles August III 303 Meadow Dr
Rieger Eric 453 Georgetown Ct
Rieger Rhiannon Judith 362 C Meadow Dr
Rodriguez Paul 109 W Wild Cherry Dr
Ronald F PO Box 53
Salem Laverne PO Box 54
Simms Wanda M 500 Wittenberg Way
Sprole Mary A 420 Woodcock Ct
Steinke Anna M PO Box 972
Stukus Veronica, Timothy 104 Gable Rd
Tarah E Passione PO Box 1205 206 Clark St
Wagner Janet L RR 1
Weber Janet L PO Box 35
Wiecheck Sherry L, Shana 244 Adams Pointe Blvd Unit 8
Wright Daniel 430 Myoma Rd
Petrolia Pa 16050
Dunlap Robert E Sr Box 134
Moyer Mildred Box 63
Rottman Shirley J 539 Redwood Rd
Portersville Pa 16051
Boots Doris M RR 1
Christie James R, Nellie 988 Yellow Creek Rd
Henger Albert 162 Cornelius Rd
Henger Ignatz RD 1
Knight Raymond 435 Twentier Ln
Lucas Frederick Raymond RR 2
Mielcarek Marie RD 1
Pieri Christopher, Jessica 1135 W Portersville Rd
Stafford Herman RD 2 Box 220
Twentier Brett, Brad, Dakota 352 Twentier Ln
Prospect Pa 16052
Bryan Barry L 300 American Chestnut
Fairgrounds at Butler Rt 422
Holden Mary E Est 300 Acorn Ln
Hutchinson Joseph E 113 Walker Rd
Kumpfmiller Chad W, Donna Box 188
Linns Motor Cars c/o Lynn Weinzierl 238 Bearcreek Rd
Reith Todd T 811 David St
Renfrew Pa 16053
Beck Timothy C 108 Marshall Dr
Collier Brian K 119 Plateau St
Eselman Jean E 312 Reiber Rd
Fehl akaa Bowser Joyce D, Randall 812 Meridian Rd PO Box 45
Ikenberg Howard L, Homer L 931 Evans City Rd
Marshall Dina M 101 Twinbrook Rd
Ness Mark T 220 John School Rd
Sarver Pa 16055
Callahan James D 451 Parker Rd
Chapp Stan 260 Buffalo Plz
Costanza Rose M 402 Bear Creek Rd
Doerr John 414 Bear Creek Rd
Dress William J, Joy L 130 Crestwood Dr
Franklin Marthea 118 Kimberly Dr
Harbison Craig 547 Sarver Rd
Holmes Amanda 2354 NLimestone St
Lantz Kimberly 177 Harvey Rd
Luke Ronald M 116 Bryan Dr
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Mcgough Joseph 401 Deer Ridge Rd
Michelangeli Enrico 198 Bear Creek Rd
Mydock James D 675 Sarver Rd
Palko Frank, Ramona M 297 Ekastown Rd
Reese Marjorie L 338 Sarver Rd
Reichenbaugh John Richard, Melvin 522 N Pike Rd
Ricail Laura M 329 Bear Creek Rd
Royer Lois 379 N Pike Rd
Schmidt Paul W III, Schmidt Paul W Jr 131 Goldscheitter Rd
Sell Linda 239 Winfield Rd
Semian Eleanor Est c/o Larry Ross 105 Edgewood Rd
Smock Mary L 298 Bear Creek Rd
Trettel Gary R 136 Crestwood Dr
Wood Coal Co 214 Primrose Dr
Saxonburg Pa 16056
Bauman Robert N 1037 Ekastown Rd
Cashell Marcus 252 Brewer Rd
Eichenlaub Carl E III PO Box 212
Emerick Edward 302 Columbus Way
Heinle Mark PO Box 128
Herold Francis, May 737 Oak Dr
John W Thrower Inc 409 Saxonburg Blvd
Lassinger Jeffrey PO Box 775
Maxwell Paul S 209 Oak Leaf Dr
Maycock Joan, Reed Box 182
Mcdivitt Irene M PO Box 548
Miller William, Shelby 103 Redoak Dr
Reese Edward A, June P 223 Pittsburgh St
Shaffer Jacqueline M 146 Knoch Rd
Stewart Robert J PO Box 203
Stroupe Daniel, Donna PO Box 109
Tenoort Christian 596 Tara Ct
Seven Fields Pa 16046
Barnes Mark C 509 Dorchester Dr
Bucci Jerry J 206 Cumberland Dr
Dankmyer Heather L 114 Hillvue Dr
Flaherty Rachael M, Jill M, Ashley N 304 Dunston Ct
Gunder Helen E c/o R Mark Perry 7032 Franklin Rd
Jones Jennifer, Chad 106 Severn Dr
Shearer Tammy 206 Brookside Ln
Winkle Martin W 125 Linden Ct
Slippery Rock Pa 16057
Beals Jeffrey E PO Box 425
Culley David W RR 3
Dickey Daniel L 139 Conroy Ln
Dunn Dorothy L 386 Halston Rd
Gruca Phyllis M 140 Todds Loop
Hines Tyler 131 West Cooper St
Jordan Catherine A 229 W Liberty Rd
Kiebler Properties 1 Vineyard Cir
Mcdowell Linda L 171 Westchester Rd
Mcgee Kara 339 Patrick Dr
Mcgirr Betty, Freddie E 111 Hall Rd
Measel Lewis RR 4 Box 281
Nemanic Melissa E 480 New Castle St
Neurohr Virginia Est RR 3 Box 343
Newcomer Kayla B 215 Cornish Dr 109 Towers Apt
Okamoto Seike 730 Buttercup Ln
Snyder Grace RR 4 Box 281
Sundell Angela L, Jeffrey P 400 Stoughton Rd
Thompson Clara M 445 Franklin Str
Thompson Kenneth E Est 445 Franklin St
Timothy Potter 101 Wendy Ave
Toyota Motor C 101 Wendy Ave
Weinrich Kelly K 103 Willow Dr
Wolbert Stephanie Ann 128 West Liberty Rd
Wukich Danika 115 Kingfisher Ln
Ya Ya Tone Inc 155 Mohawk Trail
Valencia Pa 16059
Aymar Charles N, Marjorie RR 3 Box 318
Blue Mountain Environmental Mgt Co 1191 Pittsburgh Rd
Boden Kenneth C, Kim RR 1
Colonello Rocco P 103 Twin Brook Rd Apt 1
Goss Frank A Box 420 RFD 2
Houpt Marjorie M, Charles H 519 Steiner Bridge Rd
Hupp Della 803 Laurel Oak Dr
Hupp Lester D Jr 1061 Cobblestone Ln
Hutchinson John M 537 Glade Mill Rd
King Joseph 141 King Farm Ln
Mahaffey James R 283 Park Rd
Maybee Jeffrey 144 Mary Lynn Ln
Moeslein William 2301 Ambassador Ln
Pitell Contracting Inc 421 Rte 288
Pizza Vocelli 256 Leslie Rd
Ranalli Alfonse 150 Forsythe Rd
Schultz John L, Adam R 107 Oak Hill Dr
Stump Robert 226 Mcfann Rd
Visconti Marie M 151 Terra Dr
West Sunbury Pa 16061
Grindle Robert, Joann PO Box 101
Zelienople Pa 16063
Adams Catherine J, Donald 256 Rock Lake Dr
Bosancic Gladys RD 1
Campbell R C 507 Sheffield Ct
Cawthorne Beatrice RD 1
Chrizanowski Raymond 2249 Evans City Rd
Custom Sprayed Systems 328 E Grandview Ave
Etter Jacob G S Main St
Evanko Jennifer C, John 1 Crestview Dr
Fleckenstein Paul 319 S High St
Fritz Robert G RR 1 Rolling Hills Dr
Gross Stephen, Albert 268 S Liberty St
Hannon Wilbert, Grace 137 Magill Rd
Harding John D 157 Glen Rape Rd
Henry Regis J 120 Oakdale Dr
Kildoo Lloyd L 203 E Grandview Ave
Leslie Winifred 2000 May Dr Apt 403
Long Gregory 306 West Solomon Ct
Mcpherson George E UA 02−Apr−92 2000 May Dr Apt 301
Mick Wanda L 401 S Main St Passavant Health Ctr
Miller Mary Est 122 Green Ln
Myrter Leo 700 S Green Ln Apt 206
Pankuch James R 361 E Spring St
Progar Henry J 377 Pine Rd
Reinsfelder Inc 108 Plunkett Dr
Sobeck Mildred A 156 Skyview Ln
Vics Market Inc 102 Saint Ives Way
Vilk Thomas, Opal 246 Rock Lake Dr
Wanker Alberta A 2000 May Dr Apt 217
Williams Harry E, Jane M 209 S Oliver Ave
Zack Products Corp 2050 B Evans City Rd Rt 68
Zehner Nancy J 101 N Pittsburgh St
Cambria County
Ashville Pa 16613
Campbell Lois A 152 Walnut St
Conway Marie RR 1 Box 75
Rinker Katie 193 Krug Dr
Barnesboro Pa 15714
Elias Victoria RD 1
Kolasa Carole A 3401 Crawford Ave
Lombardo Samuel, Maria 615 Chestnut Ave
Mckillop Michael, Judith 206 Hickory
Raynis Gregory D RR 1 Box 159a
Raynish Elizabeth I RR 1 Box 359
Raynish George, Gregory D 404 Steel Corner Rd
Terrizzi Angelo J 700 Chestnut Ave
Ulrich Philip C 10th St
Beaverdale Pa 15921
Afton James D 661 Cedar Box 65
Blandburg Pa 16619
Troxell George W 109 Post Office Rd
Carroltown Pa 15722
Krotendofer Robert 145 Lacey St
Krumenacker Lumbar Co RR 1 Box 24
Panaro Viola 421 S Main St
Peduzzi Edward F PO Box 19
Colver Pa 15927
Gittings Joseph 849 8th St PO Box 305
Settle Willis C, Orpha 227 Tripoli Rd Apt 6
Conemaugh Pa 15909
Barbus Dorothy M, Joseph S R 340 First St
Cobaugh Miriam, Albert 131 4th St
Elms James 154 Jackson St
Howie Irene E, Philip 299 Gouchnour St
Leckey Ruth M 450 Dorothy
Scott Howard 442 Chestnut St
Teate Florence 173 1st St
Cresson Pa 16630
Beck Carol A, Christopher J 501 3rd St
Binduga Pauline A 162 2nd St
Burgan Michael Est 100 High St
Cannon Carroll 721 Front St
Claycomb Adam 251 Correction Rd PO Box 269
Clossin Celeste E 314 Red Oak Ln
Edbermonte Francis 116 St Jude St
Eger Francis Jr 607 Old Portage Rd
Gould Beatrice L 251 Correction Rd PO Box 269
Harris Raymond C 70 High St
Harris William M 127 Beech St
Horn Richard E, Olive 120 Easy St
Miller Charlotte M 116 St Jude St
Miller Charlotte M 230 A Laurel Ave
Miller Philip J Wm Penn Hwy
Riley Margaret Jean, Ronald K PO Box 144
Rodriguez Joseph 251 Correction Rd PO Box 269
Scott Lee 118p Peary Cir
Sharbaugh John 314 Keystone Ave
Shop N Save 1213 Second St
Smith Arthur 721 Front St
Takacs Mary H 508 William Penn Hwy
Weaver Linda S, Harry G 416 Powell Ave
Zollum William J 801 Front St
Dysart Pa 16636
Lombardo Alicia PO Box 64
Longo Edward Daniel II 1011 Marra Rd
Ebensburg Pa 15931
Chelasky James 3644 Admiral Peary Hwy
Columbus Joseph A 3756 Admiral Peary Hwy
Culley Donald B c/o Atty Robert Petyak 104 S Ctr St Ste 215
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Davidson Donald R 228 West Highland Ave
Ebensburg Power Co Box 845
Elms Margaret H 105 Maplebrook Rd
Gillin Lawrence Jr 412 S Locust St
Harshbarger Richard L 429 Manor Dr Rm 131
Hollingsworth Patricia 137 Holly Ln
Kelley James N, Mary J 214 W Horner St
Kim Elizabeth A 604 N West St
Kuncelman Clair P 122 Clair Kuncelmaw Ln
Kutchman Jeannie, John R RR 1
Link Paul M PO Box 724
Loughran Nancy D 1539 Colver Rd
Mainline National Bank 325 Industrial Park Rd
Miller Esther, Clyde RR 4
Miller Patricia 203 S Marion St 2nd Floor Apt
Morris Mary RR 3 Box 360
Poracky John c/o Paul Poracky RR 2
Prater Resita 723 W Highland Ave
Rankin Richard L 2503 Ben Franklin Hwy
Rapposelli Anthony M Est c/o Bf Walter J Alice H Rappos Rt 22 West
Raymond M Bleday MD PO Box 776
Sutton Phil 109 Sylvan Glen Dr
Sybert Darlene L Walcrest Mnr
Watt Mildred M 160 Skyline Dr
Elmora Pa 15737
Cruz Segundo Bernardo 422 N 9th St
Fallentimber Pa 16639
Ball John H RR 1 Box 27
Oneill Keith E 458 Gates Rd
Rickard Raymond E, Gladys M 575 Cambria Mills Rd
Flinton Pa 16640
Baker Martin L Sr, Martin L Jr, Elizabeth R Box 26
Dixon Florence Est, Joseph 3626 Spgs Rd
Kain John J Jr PO Box 81
Loudenslager Shirley M RD 1 Box 42514 115 Cedar
Gallitzin Pa 16641
Chaplin Christopher 200 Spindley Rd
Gallagher Merle L RD 1 Box 103
Johnston James W PO Box 22
Osbody Shop, Templon Kevin 514 Portage St
Glasgow Pa 16644
Richards Vyrl M PO Box 12
Hastings Pa 16646
Baker Devany B 193 Bridge St
Baker Larry 124 Bridge St
Douglas Kimberly Ann 319 Franklin St
Ewart John 306 Pintu Pl
Leone Mary B 193 Bridge St
Melnick Judy 268 Bridge St
Paronish Roland, Corrin 123 Cement Ln
RG Sheet Metal 1592 Main St #21
Sheehan Michael J, Allean D 600 School Bus Rd
Johnstown Pa 15901
Adams Geraldin E, William 206 Washington St
Babish Agnes 525 Vine St Apt 507
Barns Erma 202 Morgan Pl
Bickford Winifred E c/o Ellen Hamilton 244 Walnut St Fl 2
Burgo Joseph C 380 Moore St
Clement Marjorie V 556 Park Ave
Cobaugh Margaret E 313 Figg St
Community Nursing Svc 119 Walnut St
Davis Dottie L 354 Gray Ave
Dolan Janet C 811 Conners Towers
France Nellie 430 Main St Ste 101
Gleason Financial 551 Main St Suite 204
Gordon Pauline H 662 Main St
Gottwald William, Mary E 50 Woodvale Ave
Hall Geraldine 527 Vine St Apt 819c
Harris Mary E PSC 78 Box 3351
Holtzman Verna M 221 J St
Horner Tamara L 388 Moore St
Johnson Leaetta, Donald 188 Prospect St
Kenneth J Kulback DC 132 Market St
Kovalchik Yelsa, Peter 519 Woodvale Ave
Kush Edward H Sr R112 1/2 Oak St
Mccaffrey Mary M 109 South St
Mccarty Jerry A 109 Dibert St
Mcgee Mary 430 Main St Suite 101
Midderhoff Frances 137 Coal St
Miller Clifford 388 Moore St
Moses Alexander 220 Morgan Pl
Myers James A Sr 345 Ebensburg Rd
Pejack Albert J 161 Hedron
Penrose Gilbert 616 Main St Suite 600
Pfarr Milton J Jr 321 Bell Aly
Pope Michael E 735 Fenn Aly
Prussack George, Jennie 633 Somerset St
Rameriez Mae 809 Napoleon St
Rice William Est 835 Huber St
Riffle David W 527 Vine St Apt 208
Rolling Mary Louise, Walter L 117 Peter St
Schrott Wm L 432 Woodvale Ave
Sida Thelma 117 Catherine St
Smith Wallace 748 Menoher Blvd
Smolinski Rudolph 731 Napoleon St
Stein Beverly L 109 Dibert St
Tate Annie L 377 Moore St
Taylor Amanda 708 E Main St
Thompson Gale M Distinctive Human Serv 430 Main St Ste 101
Thompson Herbert H 332 South St
Timmons Sandra E 220 Morgan Pl
Torina Frank, Sara 180 Ebensburg Rd
Torina Joseph F 144 New St
Trivigno Anna 779 Hill Aly
Trivigno Anna 783 Hill Aly
Video Nouveau 108 Fairfield Ave
Walton Ann 821 Sherman St
Walton Patricia 525 Vine St
Ward Judy A 420 Vine St Apt 2710
Weaver James 809 Napoleon St
Wilkerson M 350 Market St 705
Yankura Methodius, Pauline c/o DHS 244 Walnut St
Johnstown Pa 15902
Babal Aloysius 730 Bloom St Apt 4j
Bailey Kathy M 432 Ohio St
Bair Richard J Jr, Dylan T 249 Skyline Dr
Beerman Blanche Est 532 Horner St
Black Carl 511 Russell Ave
Bracken Dorothy E 717 Horner St
Brooks Christina 15f Oakhurst Homes
Brown Dennis R, Edith F 524 Wood St
Bushko Ann 1010 Frankstown Rd
Colbert Genevieve 30 Solomon Homes
Cole Robert 820 Park Ave
College Earl Est, Ruth 521 Bank
Commers Sara S 715 Mcmillen St
Cramer Mark R 662 Highland Ave
Drzal Frank J, Ruth R528 Carnation Ave
Elfman Eleanor B, Tuck A 66 Dupont St
Elward Maureen A 245 View St
Flati Carrie L 80 Bolltz St
Gerber Anne 1002 Bloom St
Goughmour Rose B 505 1/2 Mcmillen St
Grimes Arthur Jr 197 Ohio St
Grimes Walker Patricia E 612 Fronheiser St
Grodzki Ruth Est 333 Forest Ave
Hall Donald H, Evada 409 Cedar St
Hamer John 4161 2 Hickory St
Hamer Margaret 4161/2 Hickory St
Haselrig Leanora 91 Messenger St Apt 3
Hollingsworth Mary 1140 Solomon St
Holtzman Judith M 624 Linden Ave
Horn Helen L 434 Linden Ave
Hunt Joyce E 112 Oakland Ave
Jackson Blanche 409 Cedar St
Knotts Christina 746 Highland Ave
Koval Albert 508 Ash St R
Krofina Joseph Est, Josephine 406 Lexington Ave
Krouse Robert E 505 1 2 Mcmillen St
Leach L P R761 Coleman Ave
Lohr Nan 306 Cypress Ave
Martin Eileene L 551 Highland Ave
Martinec Dorothy, Paul F 717 Clark St
Martinec Paul 717 Clark St
Mccary Darlene 517 Wood St
Mcclain Gregory S 426 Oak St
Miller Martha L, Telford 1049 Berg St
Miller Robert G 365 David St
Mistry Ekta 942 Medford St
Nyland Janet, Karen Bldg 5 Apt 90 Solomon Homes
Ott Catherine L 1142 Bedford St
Patcher Michael P 111 1 2 Horner St
Penna Helen G 1002 Bloom St
Pete Julie E 2000 Young St
Primak Anatoly N 1324 Ringling Ave
Randazzo Scott 992 Cushon St
Robine Justine 609 Highland Ave
Roy Hunt Construction Inc 619 Elder St
Rushe Edward 730 Bloom St Apt 6
Simonich Michael A 307 Cedar St
Warden Rose 98 Dupont St
Weeks Dorothy L 300 David St Apt 1
Johnstown Pa 15904
Betters Lee 1001 Tener St Apt H
Brisini Patrick D 1103 Arvilla St Apt 27
Brown Wayne E 129 Tr Dr
Courter Jolene 392 Devon Dr
Crawford Shirley 3324 Elton Rd
Crooks Genevieve E, Phillip C 207 Ottawa St
Croyle Adam J 397 Devon Dr
Drs Laurel Technologies 246 Airport Rd
Drzal Frank J RR 3 Box 27
Dugan Nick 130 Student Union Building
Erisman Charles, George Coon Ridge Rd
Feichtel Carol L, John D 112 Ottawa St
Garcia Margaret A 106 Iroquois St
Goncher Rosemary C 4 Colonial Ridge Rd
Greathouse Margaret, Ernest 1739 Scalp Ave
Hite Joyce 218 Freeman Dr
Holtz Damian M 371 Hostetler Rd
Hornick Bernard C, Agnes L 206 Rean St
Jaber Hazel M Est 137 Solomon Run Rd
Jane Kenny E 135 Belmont St
Jock Jennifer 201 Luray Ave
Kenny Joseph J 135 Belmont St
Kongsberg Defense Corp 160 Jari Dr
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Kosker Leon L 134 Euclid Ave
Krasovec Marie Rte 2
Kukola Louis E 1000 Doreen St
Legeza Alex 169 Stonehedge Ct
Lehman Plumbing & Heating Inc 192 Highland Park Rd
Lesser Jane L, John 519 Cherry Ln
Lipari John F, Mary E 138 Work Dr
Locks Off Tan On 1433 Scalp Ave
Lovejoy Jacqueline 1091 Tener St
Lula Doris 1001 Tener St Apt H
Mavrisis Paola 240 Curtis Dr
Mcquillan Marion M 207 Nees Ave
Medvesky Agnes J RR 2 Box 68
Mummert Steven E 133 Wyndemere Dr
Munzer Fred 451 Fulmer Rd
New Dimensions Den & Orthodontic 1253 Scalp Ave Ste 105
Oldham Wayne S 2030 Florida Ave
Popp Elizabeth M, John 309 Inez St
Rebochak Michael, Agnes 845 Tener St
Romano S H 632 Evergreen
Rose William S, Mary 1238 Solomon Run Rd
Roseberry Luke 214 Hastings St
Rubal Carolyn M, Andrew J 196 Sunapee Dr
Rubal Carolyn M, Ashley E 196 Sunapee Dr
Rubal Carolyn M, Timothy D 196 Sunapee Dr
Ruth Drzal RR 3 Box 27
Sanders Stephen P 3416 Elton Rd
Saylor Melanie C, Keith W 111 Leffler Dr
Shuman Spencer S UTMA, Tonia S 329 Phillips St
Slutter James E 1513 Scalp Ave #136−260
Spangler Tim J 300 Freeman Dr
Stombach Nellie 184 Looper Ave
Szewczyk Walter J 116 Algonquin St
Team Force Inc 667 Scalp Ave
Value It 890 Scalp Ave
Weiss William M 210 Salmon Ave
Wyandt Robert 340 Stonehedge Ct
Yanello Doris 857 Olim St
Young Elaine I RR 2 Box 432a
Zelek Lindsey 3281 Elton Rd Apt B
Johnstown Pa 15905
Ahlers Jason A 537 Edward St
Baluh Steve, Lisa 396 Braddock St
Bell Contance 212 Harlan Ave
Benscreek Drug Store Inc 133 Tire Hill Rd Ste 140
Boerstler Fred C 410 Girard St
Brown Gladys J 1106 Barnett St
Brown Gladys J Est 1106 Barnett St
Buffenmyer Louise, John L 150 Daisy St
Cassidy James J 205 Orchard St
Castiglione Dorothy 212 Harlan Ave
Christner Miles E 973 Sunnehanna Dr
Clark Charles F Jr 125 Derby St Apt 103
Conzatti Shawn 415 Norwood Gdns
Cotchen Jean R 300 Midway Dr
Coyne John 442 Kraft St
Davis Virgil J 115 Amherst Rd
Demarco John 132 Royal Ave
Deviclt Patria 212 Harlan Ave
Dinicola Alexandria, Tonia 2146 Woodcrest Dr
Dunford George B 1117 Boyd Ave
Gallis Thomas J, Jo Ann K 103 Pocahontas Dr
Genovese Anne M 204 Bellevue St
Giannone John J R528 Indiana St
Ginsburg Mildred 845 Sunnehanna Dr
Gnugnoli David M 140 Amherst Rd
Graffius Marjorie M, Robert R Jr 421 Sell St
Hamara George W, Anne 807 Goucher St Apt 215
Hamrick Teresa A 189 Iron St
Helsel Michael R 933 Drexel Ave
Hershberger Margaret 331 Dickinson St
Hovanac Barbara 2 Headrick St
Irvin Walter E Est Laurelwood Convalescent Ctr Sn 100 Woodmont Rd
Johnson S J 2402 Jefferson St
Karla Helen Est 501 Ferndale Ave Apt 1fl
Kessler Jennifer, Barry 1 Blossom St
Kovalcik Charles 157 Berkley Rd
Kutch George 146 Clarion St
Lacount James 437 Tiffany St
Leman Shirley A 1285 Franklin St
Lloyd Michelle 1135 Boyd Ave
Malcolm Curtis 517 1/2 Harlan Ave
Mattis Richard Edward 925 Fritz St
Mcclintock Brian D 194 Trees Dr
Miltenberger David E, Mary H 464 Ligonier Pike
Mital Nirmal MD 909 Parkview Dr
Mohr Derek 922 1/2 Bucknell Ave
Mulvehill Earnest J 26 Irene St
Orlidge Douglas W 208 Littlejohn Ln
Parker Katherine Sue 614 Susquehanna St
Parkinson George J Jr RR 4 Box 159
Pavlosky Robert L 802 Franco Ave
Penna Ali Elaine, Danielle S 721 Riverside Ave
Rok Andrew, John A 100 Woodmont Rd
Saade Raymond M 86 Bronx St
Safino Geraldine 576 Goucher St
Scaletta Anna Est 123 Amherst Rd
Shaffer Calvin J 117 N Red St
Shannon Dennis F 37 Gardner St
Shearer Elizabeth S Estate c/o Lynn Shearer 117 Lelia St
Stoffel Albert R, Vivian M 2122 Woodcrest Dr
Taresco Donald, Mary, Joseph A 2379 Woodcrest Dr
Taylor Mary E 1136 Menoker Blvd
Tittle Frederick W 1979 Minno Dr
Vuckovich Tammy L 934 Drexel Ave
Waehner Rodney E 112 Peden Ln
Wagner Crystal L 444 Harshberger Rd
Warden David C, Carl J 1605 Forbes Ct
Watson David J R528 Indiana St
WRKW FM 109 Plaza Dr Suite 208
Xu Rui Qing 114 Old Rockey Rd
Johnstown Pa 15906
Anthony Stefanik 391 Corrine St
Babik Dennis A 1202 Virginia Ave
Bennett Lessie D 7180 Virginia Ave
Black Jamie 145 First St
Boratko Ruth Est 318 Power St
Buchko Brian 127 Fairfield Ave
Bywater Mary 11f Oak Hurst Holmes
Checkers Restaurant 2388 Wesley Rd
Cowan Bernadette 310 Plymouth Ave
Cox Jeffrey 24 D St Ext
Cuyar Gertrude A 1520 Benshoff Hill Rd
Demcoe Frank J 209 Habichi St
Duranko George T 7 Oakhurst Homes Apt A
Dutko John W 208 Iron St
Eichele Warren J 37 Burnagehane
Ellsworth James R 35 Cardiff St
Fenimore Justin L 68 Esther St
Flocker Bobbie 22 Chestnut St
Fongheiser Carol 426 Beatrice Ave
Hardison Justin, Kayla 44 Oakhurst Homes
Herbener David E 401 Broad St
Hillman Sadie, Micha 105 Fairfield Ave Rear
Horbal Alexander RD 1 Box 509
Horner William R 195 Hattie Ave
Hunter Donna E Building 22 Apt C Oakhurst Homes
Ivancic Rudy 131 B St
Johnson Harold 1520 Benshoff Hill Rd
JWF Industries c/o A/P 84 Iron St
Khaleeli Emad 1003 Broad St #300
Kralik Bernard 103 Home St
Lawton Almuh H 345 Strayer St
Maschak Betty 342 Troy St
Mayer Mike 157 1/2 Spring St
Mikolic Aaron S 108 Merritt St
Morris Arnold J 1003 Broad St #300
Mrkich Milan 111 Chandler Ave
Ochocinski Edward R 1301 Tennessee Ave
Patterson Colin R 1314 Maryland Ave
Peel Michael W, Frances L 320 Broad St
Penrod Beverly A 566 W Howard St
Pentz Mary C, John 86 Cooper Ave
Pleskovic Michael N 163 Gilbert St
Raneri Anthony Jr 418 1/2 Broad St
Ribblett Warren E, Ruth L 442 Hemlock St
Riendfliesh Regina A 95 G St
Robertson Ryan E 112 Sheridan St
Santichen Dorothy, John Est 119 Santichen Aly
Sender Ornamental Iron Works 742 Cooper Ave
Smith George R, Mary C 134 Connley Ave
Sotosky Dorothy RR 1
Spishak Joseph A 359 Hall St
Stefanik Mary 391 Corrine St
Svoboda Fred 509 Farrell Ave
Szewczyk Michael 215 Honan Ave
Timson Charles R 1003 Broad St Ste 300
Vrabel Velma 173 D St
Johnstown Pa 15907
Betts Robert C RD 7
Fries Ruth PO Box 9750
Giraulo Floyd, Earl PO Box 520
Gleason Agency Inc BT Financial Plaza Ste 204 551 Main St PO Box 8
Gleason Christopher K PO Box 8 Bt Financial Plaza Main St
Gyukery Mary E c/o Trust Fund−M Nelson US Natl Bank Franklin St
Mahlke Irene D PO Box 722
Salvaggio Samuel Est, Saverio PO Box 717
Wicks Dorothy H, John PO Box 122
Wolfe Isabel F PO Box 32
Johnstown Pa 15909
Albright Ether M RR 8 Box 269
Beitel Savilla 3177 Benshoff Hill Rd
Bloom Janet 2 Headrick St
Carpenter Peter A 2459 William Penn Ave
Chon Robert Est, Robert 508 1st Ct Aly
Glowa Susanne 315 Griffith Ave
Hilosky Jeanette, Harry J 310 Ranch Rd
Makuhan Elizabeth 2 Headrick St
Molnar Christine 490 Reservoir Dr
Ovelman Alvan W 193 Blanchard Rd
Svencer David J 233 RD 8
Zapola Nannette, Anthony 52 Harmony Dr
Lilly Pa 15938
Branoff John 815 Rose Aly
Dongell Edward J 520 Church St Ste 3
Farabaugh Amy 218 Williams St
Glass Timothy E, Donna L 5271 Portage St
Lassek Lawrence W 132 Eger Rd
Lesko Nicholas RR 1 Box 84
Martynuska Sharon A 619 Willow St
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Mcmullen Richard E 111 New Rd
Novotny Josephine Est 213 Jones St
Rocker Jean Est 120 Curvey Rd
Slebodnick Julia 321 Portage
Stewart John M 815 Rose Aly
Suchta John T 416 Cleveland St
Wertz Edward C, Francis 220 Railroad St
Yingling James M 308 Harris St
Loretto Pa 15940
Byrne Daniel J, Sheila PO Box 74
George Ann E 110 Lakefront Dr
Hoover Margaret Est 149 Green Ln
Nemec Anthony 257 Timothy Dr
Odonnell Brian 176 Jefferson St
Schenk Mary E St Elizabeth St
Sinisi Daniel F PO Box 40
Mineral Point Pa 15942
Buckus John 147 RD 1
Davis Cyrus W Jr 428 Adams Ave
Page Russell D PO Box 74
Petak Walter L 2196 Mineral Point Rd
Rice Gloria J, William RD 1
Smith Daniel B 1713 Adams Ave
Wilson Shirley R 2224 Swigle Mountain Rd
Nanty Glo Pa 15943
Croft Steve M 1241 4th St
Hoffman Michael 22 Fulton Dr
Johnson Gerald L 283 Fords Corner Rd
Kershishnik Robert 675 2nd St
Kertisz Margaret 22 Fulton Dr
Kovoch Donald 1148 Shoemaker St
Little Lawrence G III 1020 2nd St
Ondriezek Richard Est, Melda 1148 Cardiff Rd
Rager Dora 717 Barker Rd
Seaman Richard PO Box 213 RD 1
Simpson Mattilene, Curtis M 1201 Second St
Stephens Robert L, Ruby 178 Turkey Path Rd
Stephens Robert, Ruby J 206 Turkey Path Rd
Vasilko James 1261 Johnson St
Walker David C 1197 Third St
Nicktown Pa 15762
Augustine Mark G HC 61 Box 98
Northern Cambria Pa 15714
Brant Elizabeth P, Ralph C PO Box 12
Campbell April 502 Ivory Ln
Dailey Kathleen 1912 Philadelphia Ave
Graden Patricia L 548 Mount Zion Rd
Kirak Irene 903 Elder Ave
Lee Walter III 130 Ft Lee Ln
Myers John H PO Box 253
Performance Paint 232 Shawna Rd
Sasway Felicia Est 626 Gray Ave
Singel Helen Est Steve 107 Municipal Rd
Zernick Vanessa 232 Shawna Rd
Patton Pa 16668
Adams Sharon A, John K 209 Magee Ave
Augusta Margaret RR 1 Box 171c
Baker Catherine, Earl 574 Susset Rd
Baker Ellen RR 1 Box 171c
Baran George 220 Mcintyre Ave
Brinzo Eugene, Emma 916 Palmer Ave
Goss Andria 403 University Ave Apt 6
Gronfriddo Mary 506 Russell Ave
Haluska Louis S 667 Murray Ave Apt 111
Lechene Milton, Mary RD 1 Box 263
Mcclellan Cecil C 269 Ashcroft Rd
Noel Alphonse, Virginia 315 Palmer Ave
Ott Benjamin A 804 Magee Ave
Swope Florine, Russell F 109 Kinkead Ave Apt 303
Thomas Alfred, Mary Patton Tr Apts 673 Murray Ave B−12
Watkins Newton C 804 Magee Ave
Portage Pa 15946
Baker Larry J 2238 Cemetery Rd
Barchick Marie N 1519 Gillespie Ave
Bienvenue Matthew 116 Spruce St
Decort Katherine, Andrew, Galen F 190 Ida Dr
Freidhof Paul Donald PO Box 15
Glacken Charles M 203 Frazer Av
Greenaway Jean 811 Jefferson Ave
Greiber Helen 1026 Line Rd
Humbert Mary 915 Conemaugh
Karder Robert John Box 243
Klein Shannon M 116 Fiddlers Cir
Lego Wayne #62 Lincoln Tr
Mainline Asset Mgt & Trust Group 737 Main Rt
Mcintosh Edna R 812 Main St
Mckrush Joe RR 1 Box 464
Mcquillen Myrtle #62 Lincoln Tr
Miller Jacky W Jr, Zola M PO Box 841
Miller Charlene 813 S Railroad Ave
Ondesko Veronica A 922 Conemaugh Ave
Petro Anne 1113 N Blair St
Secriskey David M 600 Caldwell Ave
Serenko Funeral Home 812 Main St
Solarczyk Agnes Brookside Manor 1026 Line Rd
Varner Louise W 608 Farren St
Waskowski Genevieve C 926 Hopfer Ave
Weyant Kevin L Rd 2 318 C
Whitted Margaret K 134 Jamestown Rd
Revloc Pa 15948
Brown Mary R, David 573 Cambria Ave
Fulton John R 565 5th
Killinger William H 335 3rd
Wiczkowski Ruth V, Michael 612 6th St
Saint Benedict Pa 15773
Kudlawiec Mary PO Box 57
Saint Michael Pa 15951
Haman Michael A, Michael P PO Box 205
Lantzy Mary Ann 125 Main
Salix Pa 15952
Graham Sean 215 Beautyline Dr
Kirschman Lauren K 187 Wissinger St
Marion Paul 140 Crestview Dr
Reynolds Emma A PO Box 97
Sidman Pa 15955
Paluch Helen L, David c/o 1289 Dunlo Dip Rd
South Fork Pa 15946
Burtnett Edna 520 Ave
Canter Cathy A Young 108 Davidson St
Fyock Ryan David 128 Fagers Hill Rd Apt 1
Hemker Erlemond 617 Church St
Partsch Shriley A PO Box 196 Rd 1
Sliko Andrew V, Viola 175 Country Inn Rd
Stiffler Pearl L RR 1 Box 38
Young Raymond E 108 Davidson St
Spangler Pa 15775
Hoppel Robert 554
Jubas Gary Allan RR 2 Box 22
Summerhill Pa 15958
Bantley Nick Main St
Brummert Gertrude PO Box 123
Kime Herbert, Sophie Est 313 Main St
Ronan Robert J, C 641 Ebensburg Rd Box 282
Tedjeske Charles 196 Blossom St
Twin Rocks Pa 15960
Mccullough John 1022 Sta Rd PO Box 293
Vintondale Pa 15961
Bagu Ida Lovell St
Conrad James H PO Box 142
Cresswell Sara Lovell St
Diyon Bernard Pleasant Valley Golf Course Rte 1 Box 104
Gero Ethel RR 1 Box 146
Reitler Mildred, George 1 RD Box 6
Shestak William J 117 Main St
Cameron County
Emporium Pa 15834
Abriatis Paul A PO Box 301
Cassel Adeline 262 Valley View Rd
Dorman George E, Kathryn RFD 1
Fineberg Lewis, Reeva H PO Box 307
Harris Marvin PO Box 307
Kossman Thomas F 4239 Rich Valley Rd
Lyons Trucking 500 E Allegany Ave
Pifer Ethel M Star Rte Apt 27
Rockwell Linda A 26 W 6th St Apt 102
Songer Stephen J 237 W 4th St
Tesauro Jean 34 Park Rd
Walker Arlene T 110 E Fourth St
Carbon County
Aquashicola Pa 18012
Abraham Scott M PO Box 33
Karshner Barbara L PO Box 98
Kershner Richard PO Box 98
Renz Donald J Box 105
Rivera Ramon 215 South 13th St
Sax Mortgage Svcs Atima PO Box 33
Bowmanstown Pa 18030
Flexer Beatrice L Box 52
Najmi Marc P PO Box 102
Sterling Charles G PO Box 465
Weaver Minnie Est, Minnie 508 White St
Albrightsville Pa 18210
Beitel William J, William PO Box 725
Belcher Jacquelyn J 5002 Winding Way
Benedetti Peter 2082 Markham Way
Brennan John C Jr 1418 Indian Mountain Lks
Campodonico L PO Box 910
Connell William G PO Box 361
Cummings Joseph A III 10 Penobscot Trail
Dallam Brian E PO Box 101
Dressler Thomas I PO Box 913
Dzwilewski Katherine 1037 Indian Mountain Lks
Eileen Niland E 102 Jonas Mountain Dr
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Fazzolare Colleen 1010 Indian Mountain Lks
Freda Anthony III, Amber S C1169 Bishop Cir
Girard Edward 190 Chippewa Trl
Gornati Richard A 1726 Mountain Rd
Haden Johanna 74 Indian Mountain Lks
Kyriakopoulos Agnes, Nick 131 Penn Forest Dr
Leslie 2082 Markham Way
Lubina Jozef PO Box 841
Macwilliams Carleigh 265 Eliot Ln
Marine Salvatore, Maryann V−411 Towamensing Trail Rd
Marsha Thompson 154 Mountain Rd
Mayle Donald E, Hope E PO Box 723
Medina Raymond 1725 Mountain Rd
Michlovsky Shawn, Emma 54 Woodland Rd
Moseng Alvin G 1209y Oakwood Tr
Moulin Bonnie S 1298 Reynolds Rd Po Box 876
Ortiz Nelson, Mary J 4212 Scenic Dr
Pimm Lisa M 15 N Shore Dr
Roberts Michelle, John 650 Patten Cir
Robinson Gabriel 1562 Chippewa Trl
Rooney Peter S 20 Talbot Ln
Shandley Joseph J 44 Sycamore Cir
Sharp Alice M Est PO Box 155
Silva Fernando PO Box 1870
Skvasik Thomas 74 Indian Mountain Lks
Szymanik Henry 286 Mckuen Way
Vallecillo Carlos PO Box 561
Vanakardi Adnryan, Baby F 1044 Meckesville Rd
Victor Anthony 533 Gaymiew Ave
Williams Gary 70 E Cherokee Trail
Williams Robert PO Box 670
Yeliseyev John 1371 Towamensing Trail
Ashfield Pa 18212
David Maryann A, Luke J 150 Blue Mtn Rd
David Theodore L PO Box 131 150 Blue Mt Rd
Senft Joshua, Mary PO Box 86
Beaver Meadows Pa 18216
Yanick David J PO Box 285
Jim Thorpe Pa 18229
Blum B F 1125 Ctr St
Burian Donald J HC 1 Box 40a
Captn Wayne S Seafood LLC 49 W Broadway Apt 206
Christman Ruth 136 High St
Connell John Jr 96 Alpine Dr
Contino Constance S 16 W 10th St
Dadd Home Builder 26 Wintergreen Ln
Deremer Mary E 128 Mountain View Rd
Fedorcha Thomas A Est 528 Leigh St
Finger Gerhard 221 High St
Ford Motor Credit 96 Alpine Dr
Golden Martin 18 Robertson Rd
Greenfield James C PO Box 567
Grim Lucinda 442 Ctr Ave
Gyuricsek Joseph E 623 Spring St
Hibbler Ida A 109 W Broadway
Hrinda Rose HC 2 Box 2148
Huber Dennis J Jr 432 Ctr St
Johns Mayme 26 Rau Rd
Ladenburg William 100 South Ave
Leitgeb Joe 432 North St
Mason Jane M 101 W 10th St
Mcguire John E 407 North St
Melber Funeral Home 524 Ctr Ave
Morales Hector 112 Susquenhanna Dr Box 4
Penberth Rachel 100 South Ave
Putt Donald James HC2 2750
Redline Cecelia Est 87 W 8th St
Smith Keri A 67 Forest Lake Dr
Stelzman Mary 432 North St
Taylor Malcolm C, Annie O 321 W Broadway
Wilson Julius 83 Saginaw Dr
Lake Harmony Pa 18624
Cox Edgar 50 Lakewood Rd PO Box 543
Scamell Virginia E PO Box 382
Taber James E PO Box 508
Lansford Pa 18232
Bartek Kalman J 21 Ctr St
Benek Pauline, Joseph 34 Cortrient
Bond Dorothie M 331 E Patterson St
Borger Pearl 318 E Snyder Ave
Breiner Jay A 718 E Ridge St
Burns Thomas J 9 E Abbott St
Costello Angela L 6 Coal St
Ferry Michele E 21 Ctr St
Humphries Helen 518 E Patterson St
Malik George, Julia 505 W Rider St
Mitchell Jessica L 513 E Ridge St
Moscoe Jeanetta I 214 E Ridge St
Moylan David J III PO Box 33
Nahn Ruth M 20 W Patterson St
Rebrag Inc 6 Coal St
Sabol Daniel 631 E Ridge St
Stone Mary E 519 E Abbott St
Trotter Stephen W 301 E Bertsch St Apt 2
Yanacek Mildred 216 W Front St
Yevechak Frank J 215 W Kline St
Ziegler Daniel F 6 Coal St
Zwiesdak Andrew 318 E Snyder Ave
Leighton Pa 18235
A & R Fire Protection PO Box 484
Armbruster Steve C 65 Anderson Dr
Bachman Alois, Else 118 Eberts Ln
Billig Corinne 135 N 3rd St
Blockers Body Shop Collision 274 Indian Hill Rd
Bortree Ryan J 274 Indian Hill Rd
Brown Matthew T 248 1/2 S 2nd St
Cardone Edith Est 105 Homestead Ln
Carey Jean 135 N 3rd St
Costenbader Kim C, Rodney L Mahoning Twp 2328 Hemlock Dr
Daniel Lighting 158 Beaver Run Dr
Diaz Floriel P MD PC 2175 Blakeslee Blvd Dr
Doddy Elizabeth M 5 Sam Brooke Cir
Flannery Marlene A 7 Sam Brooke Cir
Frable Earl P 229 N 19th St
Fritchman Wesley RD 3 Box 416
German Cory 960 Preachers Camp Dr
Green Dennis RD 3 Box 416
Green Kaitlin P 142 S 1st St
Haas Florence M RFD 1
Hahn Sons Inc 619 Iron St
Hayes William H 351 1/2 North Second St
Hennett Patricia PO Box 556
Hoats Scott E 32 Franklin Rd
Homyak Antoinette, Andrew R 1801 E Lizard Creek Rd
Hydock Frances A, John RD 2
Hydock Anna RD 2
Kleckner Arthur G 50 Packerton Dam Dr
Kleckner Barbara Est 101 S 1st St Apt 608
Klementovich Elizabeth A 730 Red Hill Rd
Koch Melva 101 S 1st St Apt 502
Kochen Richard C, Mildred 97 E Bridge St
Latzko George 450 Acorn Dr
Liverpool Greg 454 N 2nd St
Lujean Baab 740 Forest St
Macvicar Dorothy 1180 Preachers Camp Rd
Metzger Edward N 150 Dowbush Rd
Miller Carolyn Joy, Edward 569 Ben Salem Rd
Mitchell Gary 200 Old Clairton Rd
Monk Wilson H 958 Mahoning Mountain Rd
Montes Anna L 110 S 7th St
Neal Ralph A 1168 Gilberts Hill Rd
Nielsen Tamara D 1026 Main Rd
Northeast Pediatrics LLC 281 N 12th St Ste E
Nothstein Drew 160 N 7th St
Osmola Lucille S RR Box 466
Proulx Joseph R 4780 Forest St
Reed Arland P, Carol A RD3
Ryan Garrett 308 S 2nd St
Smith Albert W Jr 729 Indian Hill Rd
Smith Shane 21 Graver St
Snyder Edna Est Edna RFD2
Steigerwalt Evaline A 164 Jamestown Rd Mahoning Township
Swatt Richard L 371 S 2nd St
Taber James E 109 State Rd
Taylor Franklin G Jr 334 Cypress St
Turner Linda 58 Pinoak Rd
Valentine Carol 210 South Fifth
Voorhees John 608 Stone Mountain Rd
Voorhees Paulette PO Box 434
Wentz Autobody 350 Interchange Rd Rt 209
Zeigenfuss Ada 178 S 4th St
Ziegenfuss Layne W, Eva RD4
Zouari Ahmed 164 S 1st St
Nesquehoning Pa 18240
Banavage Bruce W, Avery L 401 Lake Dr
Charlton Nicola 52 E Catawissa St
Commercial Testing & Enginee PO Box 128
Daniels Linda J 226 E Ctr St
Deangelo Megan 59 Crescent Dr
Fry Jessica L 118 W Columbus Ave
Gallant Ray 631 E Catawissa St
Halliday Martha 121 S Allen St
Heffelfinger Ariel 318 W Railroad St
Kattner Annie 313 Catawissa St
Kulick Michaele 39 E Garibaldi Ave
Lopresto Charles J 113 E Garibaldi Ave
Macaluso James L PO Box 23
Morgan Helen A RD1
Ptaszkowski Stanley M 16 Hemlock Rd
Roub Michael A 130 Stock St
Sverchek Anne C 81 E Catawissa St
Palmerton Pa 18071
Abroms Margaret Est 296 Harvard Ave
Ahner Terri L 143 Columbia Ave
Arner Charles W, Brenda RR3 Box 3793
Backer Charles G, Charles 90 Pine Ln
Bauer Edward M 35 Edgemont Ave
Billinger Dorothy 416 Delaware Ave
Caffrey Scott 140 Delaware Ave
Cardone Edith R Apt 36 600 Franklin Ave
Castaneda Louis J 369 Lehigh Ave
Celoso Don L 1509 Mauch Chunk Rd
Citifinancial Auto Finance 1185 Mauch Chunk Rd
Crum Donna L 1185 Mauch Chunk Rd
Donchez Martha E c/o Margaret Geiger 300 Edg
Fritz Rhonda 608 Mauch Chunk Rd
Gemeinhardt John E 1200 Hahn S Dairy Rd
Getz Carl L, Paul E 344 Lehigh Ave
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Getz William 108 Ave A
Goodbred Andrew J 443 Columbia Ave
Green Herbert W 1970 Wintergreen Rd
Jones Donald 531 Lehigh Ave
Kauffman Linda 1945 Summer Mountain Rd
Klotz Darlene 1970 Wintergreen Rd
Larrimore Donna M 704 Lafayette Ave
Livengood Clarence 808 Edgemont Ave
Long Donald 17 Cornell Ave
Matrishion Mary L 339 Lehigh Ave
Merics Estella 659 Hazard Rd
Meyer Z 255 Snyder Rd
Moyer Fern M 601 Fireline Rd
Penns Peak Radio PO Box 215
Rodrigues Joanne 483 Lehigh Ave
Rowe Harold C RR 2 Box 849
Schwartz Florence, Robert 2491 Cherry Hill Rd
Sellers Emily Breanne 1945 Summer Mountain Rd
Seo Anthony V 1345 Hazelwood Rd
Sherman Harold 416 Delaware Ave
Sigley Candy 706 Oak St
Smith Flossie A, Norman J 219 1/2 Lehigh Ave
Stangle Michael J, Helen L 438 Hazard Rd
Stengele Lyell E 339 Lehigh Ave
Weaver Kathleen 269 Lehigh Ave
Wentz Auto Body 143 Columbia Ave
Summit Hill Pa 18250
Blake Daniel 250 W Hazard St
Chapman David R Jr 218 W Hazard St
Dittmar Anna S 124 White St
Haldeman Ford 250 W Hazard St
Martino Ann 230 W Hazard St
Michalik Jospeh 17 W Lehigh St
Porambo Frances A 45 E Walter St
Walker Benjamine J, Louise R 151 W White St
Tresckow Pa 18254
Ballick John S 28 E Oak St
Galajda John 16 E Maple St PO Box 96
Leshko Margaret B 4 East Oak St
Weatherly Pa 18255
Gray Dean H 232 4th St
Holland Helen 308 4th St
Learn Winifred Mary 800 Sixth St
Nagle Todd W 409 2nd St
Oliver Krista A R 613 W Main St
Oneill Amanda J 187 Wildwood Dr
Sharpe Sheryl M CO Sheryl Onimus 331 3rd St
Torgensen Martin 2834 Buck Mountain Rd
Wedge Mildred I, George 907 North St
Weissport Pa 18235
Graham Joan P 112 Franklin St
Moyer Wilbur G Rear 306 White St
Octopus Inc 402 Bridge St
Sharbaugh Melanie 408 Bridge St Apt A
Smith Sally R 200 Bridge St B
Woodward Edith M 341 White St
Centre County
Aaronsburg, Pa 16820
Walters Elaine Eichenlaub, Nevin S PO Box 5
Bellefonte Pa 16823
Baney Ronald D, Mary E 471 Plum St
Barner Gerald R Jr 111 Keller Ave
Beck Elmer J 308 N Vanessa Dr
Bell State Inc 140 W High St
Bloome Anna 212 High St
Bright Frank, Eula 200 Cross St
Cain Gerald 927/929 Halfmoon St
Chandler Stacie Lynn, Madeline W 202 S Water St
Choice Store 44122 111 S Wilson St
Copenhaver Constance L 719 Wood St
Ferree Verna K 502 E Howard St
Foster Kathleen F 201 Cove St
Gibboney Aleasha L, Debra A 356 Plum St
Glasgow Randal 212 High St
Glossner John E 1253 Nittany Valley Dr
Hanscom Traci 131 Butler Dr
Harpster Joan R 237 Burnside St
Harter Joanna, Tanner 295 W Beaver St
Hazel Evelyn A Centre Crest Nursing Home 502 E Howard St
Kahn Jessica L, Jeffrey H 439 Timberton Cir
Kauffman Rita, D RT 3
Klinger L Jean 1193 Centre St
Laird Amy M 429 Chestnut St
Lucas Ralph E RR 3
Mcdowell Paul W 224 E Bishop St Apt B
Meyer Margaret A 219 N Mcallister St
Miller John C, James 502 E Howard St
Olson Emily 1304 Smt Dr
Pistone Joseph 151 Willow Bend Dr
Reeder Cheryl L 226 Upper Coleville Rd
Reich Shirley 1645 E College Ave
Robinsons Septic Service 125 Rockrimmon Dr
Rockey Grover, Mary RD 1
Scott Taylor 113 S Spring St Ste 2
Shawley Vickie L W, Ronald E 105 Ringneck Dr
Shawley Rick 488 Blanchard St
Smith Evelyn A, Leroy C N Fifth Ave
Smith Evelyn A 728 N Penn St
Smith Scott R 450 E Beaver St
Torence Ray 627 Scenic St
Tumsuden Eric 511 E Bishop St Apt A
Waselefsky Peter R 1124 Devils Elbow Rd
Wetherbee Sandra R 240 Crestview Dr
Wilkins Charlott E, Calvin J 188 S Water St
Zimmerman Sandy 627 Scenic St
Blanchard Pa 16826
Coldron John C PO Box 211
Lucas Debra J 112 Buttonwood Ln PO Box 86
Mcandrew Robert C 36 Bald Eagle Forest Rd
Boalsburg Pa 16827
Bloom Russel L PO Box 361
Carbalan Frank, Joan 1420 Estate Dr
Chae Seok Y 290 Meadow Lark Ln
Jackson Robert R PO Box 410
Lucas Paige 218 Pine Tree Ave
Maslak Monique 131 Meadow Lark Ln
Nagurney Michael 131 W Crestview Ave
Nagurny Michael PO Box 54
Nagurny Michael Jr 131 Crestview Rd
Szewczak M 201 Jacks Mill Dr Apt 5
Virden James 413 West Dr
Wilson Antrae 778 Ashworth Ln
Centre Hall, Pa 16828
Bobb Quinton E 125 Brian Dr
Coursen John T RR 2 Box 221
Hartman Mary Lu, Ronald B RR 1 Box 148
Hull Dorothy Est 104 Susan St
Long Nevin Eugene, Kathryn P RR 1 Box 482
Scott Daniel 120 Green Meadow Ln
Snyder Birth Shirley, Robert M Wynnwood House 9 122 Wynnwood Dr
Spangler Amy 119 Cotton Tail Ln
Stoltzfus Daniel F, Malinda RR 2 Box 154a
Stump Thaddeus S, Charles L PO Box 286
Wentzel Warren 117 N Schaeffer Ave
Clarence Pa 16829
Granite Verna RR 1
Coburn Pa 16832
Kerstetter Betty 310 Coburn Rd
Thompson Nancy 1343 Penns Creek Rd
Fleming Pa 16835
Corras Ann L 130 Main St
Howard Pa 16841
Bartley Ivalou J 4160 Jacksonville Rd
Catherman Gay L 375 Caprio Ln
Confer Thomas 323 Mill St Ext
Gates Jane L 4160 Jacksonville Rd
Gould Robert P III 156 Shoemaker Rd
Lockett Wilmer Sr 4215 Jacksonville Rd
Losch Ralph 2895 Marsh Creek Rd
Ternent Laura A, Mark A, Rhonda 351 Howard Divide Rd
Thomas Marjorie D, Thomas J RD 3 Box 55
Thomas Jesse W RD 3 Box 55
Julian Pa 16844
Berry Florence L, Alvin T 1444 Beaver Rd
Brungard Michael L 200 Peppermint Ln
Koleno Russell J 500 Maurer Ln
Lose Terry J 2098 S Eagle Valley Rd
Stover Robert 525 Blower Rd
Whitehead Larry Est PO Box 3
Lemont Pa 16851
Aitala Erica Po Box 954
Campbell Brian A 837 Thompson St PO Box 831
Hudock Megan E PO Box 583 258 First Ave
Madisonburg Pa 16852
Bair Cody D 118 Grizzly Ln
Milesburg Pa 16853
Brown Ernest L PO Box 113
Hilex Poly Co LLC PO Box 258
Johnson Roy Jr PO Box 9023
S&R Repairs Towing & Recovery Inc PO Box 824
Travelcenters of America I−80 Exit 23 Box 656
Millheim Pa 16854
Dreibelbis Robert H 161 Penn St Po Box 71
Hook Ralph H PO Box 205
Labiaux David P, Anne P PO Box 32
Rearick Florence E PO Box 366
White Walter PO Box 354
Orviston Pa 16864
Quick Helen 81 Back St
Pennsylvania Furnace, Pa 16865
Ghaner John E 201 Pine Hollow Ln
Gibboney Ronald Jr 2640 West Pine Grove Fd
Pessolano Janet 139 Goddard Cir
Rosenbaum Donald 317 Ravendale Rd
Team Tostivasey 1495 W Pine Grove Rd
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Philipsburg Pa 16866
A&D Well Inc 680 Troy Hill Rd
Bennett Jody L, Sarah T 113 S Ctr St
Boggon Sarah E 122 N 8th St
Brady Kevin J 307 Dupree Rd
Branthoover Gerald L 406 Philips St
Citizens Auto Fin for Loan 2722 Port Matilda Hwy 588 Attn: James F Bryan
Cole Alice M RR 4 Box 161
Conte Michael D, Yvonna L 627 Tyrone Pike
Coulter Donald L Est 713 E Locust St
Crawshaw Veronica C 420 7th St
Defluri John C 1515 E Presqueisle St
Fenton Verda V, John H RFD 1 Box 313
Fisher Robert 300 N Front St
Foster Charton 555 Geo Dr
Gerald Joseph R 402 1/2 Laura St
Granopoulos Patrick, Norma PO Box 508
Hagyard Dorothy 1035 Ridgewood Dr
Innes Margaret B 230 E Hickory St
Jeff Lipka Nationwide Insurance 313 Walton St
Kistler James E, Marie E 405 Presqueisle St
Moffatt Imogene L RR 3 Box 185
Morgan Patricia 2814 Port Matilda Hwy
Murray Leroy H 1305 Walton St
Myers Christopher J, Dana M 2682 Black Moshannon Rd
Myers Donald 213 Oakwood Rd D9
Richmond Annabell B, William B 516 Walnut St
Saupp Dillion RR 1 Box 490
Simcox Lorraine L 410 1/2 7th St
Sinclair Allen W 515 11th St
Six Joyce A Est 305 Jesse St
Smith Alice K 213 E Locust St
Spotts John D 107 Lochlomond Rd
Spotts Lenora Est 300 N Front St 803
Waring Barbara J, Ronald A RR 3 Box 135
Williamson Harry J, Ryder J Rte 1 Box 347
Pine Grove Mills Pa 16868
Bloom Thomas 152 Deepwood Dr
Geveke Benjamin J 183 Deepwood Dr
Gibson Robin L PO Box 138
Kline Debra, Royal PO Box 242
Snyder Kyle D 187 E Pinegrove Rd
Pleasant Gap Pa 16823
Adams Mary J 1053 W College Ave
American Legion Post 867 435 S Main St
Kennedy Miriam L 204 Bilger Ave
Mcnall Kathryn H 156 Sunset Av
Shearer Michael R 511 S Main St
Sheehan Pipeline PO Box 5240
Port Matilda Pa 16870
Black Traces L PO Box 183
Bolden Joel C 45 Morris Rd
Caldwell Gregory L Ste 1 1243 Skytop Mtn Rd
Cheidell Charles N 10363 S Eagle Valley Rd
Evans Jeffrey M, Natalie B 38 Darrich Ct
G Myers Enterprises RR 2 Box 474
Heinz Kay E 120 Blueberry Hill Ln
Houtz Mafalda M 103 Harvard Rd Apt RD 1
Kistner Gary L 405 E Springwood Pl
Kline Royal 85 Morris Rd
Lehner Nicholas T, Kristen J 373 Fowler Hollow Ln
Moore Andrew P 145 S Mt Rd
Murray Amanda S, Thomas J 143 Brothers Ct
Pfaff Doren G 2251 Halfmoon Valley Rd
Pruszko Bertha 77 Mahala St
Scheidell Theresa M 10363 S Eagle Valley Rd
Sisitki William L Jr, Laura L 296 High Rd
Thompson Samuel C 119 Wildernest Ln
Ward Kelly, Karen 113 Forest Glen Cir
Wighaman Robert 764 S Eagle Valley Rd
Yarapu Radharani 274 Mahala St
Rebersburg Pa 16872
Robles Leianah 6162 Brush Valley Rd
Stoltzfus Jacob S, Sallie HC 1 Box 8
Sandy Ridge Pa 16677
Duncan Richard E Box 158
Snow Shoe Pa 16874
Burris William P PO Box 4
Chambers Josephine 446 East Sycamore Rd PO Box 156
Woomer Benjamin Charles PO Box 4
Spring Mills Pa 16875
Bohn Shannon 281 Longview Ln
Fredd J Michael RR 1 Box 51
Leitel Aaron 111 Rebecca Ln PO Box 68
Myers Jeffrey L, Cathy A Long St
Royer Kenneth D, Dennis D 138 Spruce Ln
Wagner Tiffany Lynn Woods Edge 486 Old Ft Rd
Wunderly Kathleen D PO Box 98
State College Pa 16801
Abbe Joshua 301 S Pugh St
Abramson Ellis M 1120 Shamrock Ave
Accordino Nicholas 138 South Atherton St Apt 320
Ache David C 711 W Fairmount Ave
Adamonis John R 1812 Red Lion Dr
Adams Jonathan 309 Fairfield Dr
Advani Siddhhardh 445 Waupelani Dr J−26
Akar Gulseren K 916 Southgate Dr Apt #10
Akinfiev Nikolay 500 Balmoral Cir
Alexander Stephon H 422 Kemmerer St
Altman Lisa Phyllis c/o Lisa Altman Young 793 Westerly Pkwy
Anderson Arlene Irrevocable Burial Acct 614 Locust Ln
Artistic Horizon 219 S Patterson St
Atherton Hotel 125 South Atherton St
Bade Sophia 1121 S Allen St
Bauer John 746 Mccormick Ave
Baughman Jennifer A 1015 Old Boalsburg Rd Apt 10
Beaver June S 1013 Greenbriar Dr
Bishop Candace 801 Stratford Dr
Bogale Able N 458 E College Ave 213
Bracebridge Asso c/o Heritage Realty Group Inc 450 Windmere Dr Ste 200
Brookline Home Care Inc 3901 S Atherton St
Brown Lisa L 100 Quincy Ave
Burgess Robert L 209 Elm St
Caputo Angelia E 646 E College Ave 803
Carney Joseph P 508 Locust Ln
Chan Jonathan 421 E Beaver Ave Apt D5
Chen Ju Sheng 445 Waupelani Dr Apt J1
Chorney Anna R 843 Willard Cir
Christman Roger Jr 3281 Shellers Bnd
Cox Michael 371 Lois Ln
Coyne Kenneth 1395 University Dr
Deforce Brian 19 Holly Cir
Derr Erin 200 Bradley Ave
Desai Nandkishore, Madhuri 445 Waupelani Dr Apt F17
Donelan Renee G 1470 Yardal Rd
Dulack Caroline 129 1/2 S Pugh St
Dutt James O 1227 S Garner St
Edmiston Jay 148 Kuhns Ln
Egawa Takeshi 709 S Pugh St
Eskew Mary L 1940 Cliffside Dr
Evers Jesse 921 Hart Cir
Farbanish Thomas P 234 Elm St
Felton Derek 128 South Barnard St Apt 8
Frimpong Emmanuel Osei 205 E Beaver Ave Apt 29
Frith Michael 210 W Hamilton 214
Frye Edith P 301 Rolling Ridge Dr 516
Furuhashi Chieko 135 East Nittany Ave Apt 503
George Matthew S 1124 1/2 S Allen
Ghosh Arpen 235 W Irvin Ave
Gilbane Building Co 234 E College Ave Ste A
Guo Lu 2519 Pkwy Plaza
Harrison Troy 424 Waupelani Dr
Hartman Wilbert H 1109 Centre Ln
Hastie Virginia A 122 Panarama Dr
Hoffman Gladys C 439 W Prospect Ave
Hofstra Thomas C 941 Red Gate Rd
Holmes Kyle 138 S Atherton St Apt 120
Hopkins Tamoya Apt 2 133 Trush Aly
Ickes Ann 612 Beaumont Dr
Jiang Deshou D 3616 Plaza Dr
John Tennis Towing 1701 W College Ave
Johnson Karen M 2037 Chelsea Ln
Johnson Kenneth D 2661 Penbrook Ln
Kane Patrick T 340 East Beaver Ave
Kang Hyun 801 Southgate Dr Apt B11
Kemmler Carol A, James 543 Easterly Pkwy
Kim Min U 411 Waupelani Dr C37
Kim Philip K 301 S Pugh St
Kim Yong W 333 Logan Ave 214
Kor Sandeep 445 Waupelani Dr #F−26
Kubeja Shenna L 503 S Pugh St
Langdon Richard M Est c/o Robert E Fleck Exec 409 South Pugh St
Lee Heeyoung 333 Logan Ave Apt 102
Lee Sung H 478 E Beaver Ave Apt 305
Levey Patricia 120 E Beaver Ave
Lichtig Benson Mark 1241 Charles St
Lin Yi Ting 333 Logan Ave Apt 502
Lindeburg Elizabeth 614 East Foster Ave
Lohrer William A MD 719 Tussey Ln
Lucas Richard J, Mary Ann 712 Tussey Ln
Lucey Kevin 129 N Gill St
Manahan Eugene J 3291 Shellers Bend 719
Mani Iyad A N Al 315 S Allen St Apt 520
Markley Jody L 1749 Blue Course Dr
Mazzotta Salvatore J II 741 Southgate Dr
Mc Cormick Jeanne H 3104 Westover Dr
Mccrory Thomas 411 Waupelani Dr Apt A354
Mcfarlane Helen H 1470 Yardal Rd
Mcfarlane Helen H Brookline Independence Living 1900 Cliffside Dr Apt 303
Merritt Scott A 843 Willard Cir
Ming Ping Bing 980 Stratford Ct Apt 942
Mizzer Mark A 508 E Beaver Ave
Moir William Donn, Rose Gilda 224 S Buckhout
Morris Marjorie, William 420 S Corl St Apt 11
Newman Brian 220 Logan Ave A
Nwabuzor Augustine 424 Waupelani Dr Apt H14
Old Town Buffet c/o Yee Tung 485 Benner Pike
Oliver Mary B 240 E Hamilton Ave
Omega Financial Corporation 366 Walker Dr
Pagani Wayne H 1424 Majestic View Rd
Paragon Technology Inc 1965 Cato Ave Ste 200
Park Jeonghyung 333 Logan Ave Apt 310
Park Jungmin 1215 Old Boalsburg Rd
Parkway Plaza Apartments 1000 Plaza Dr
Patrick Nicholas E 349 Toftrees Ave
Paulhamus Mark 2136 Mountainview
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Paulsen Derek J 821 C12 Southgate Dr
Payne Scott Claudia Payne 200 E Hubler Roa
Penkala Rosemarie 625 Easterly Pkwy
Perez Miguel A 445 Waupelani Dr Apt L−10
Perillo Diana L 419 E Beaver Ave #104
Phelps Michael T 316 West Beaver Ave #211
Phillips Broadband Netwks 60 Decibel Rd
Pillot Andrew 2318 Abington Cir
Qamar Muhammad Dr 310 Treetops Dr
Quackenbush Elizabeth F 234 Elm St
Raymond Heather Dmd 432 Rolling Ridge Dr Suite 1
Reis Maria 636 E College Ave #504
Ridgeline LLCc 533 W Highland Aly
Roberts Amanda Lee 1560 Barclay Hill Rd
Roberts Jeremy N 424 Waupelani Dr Apt F210
Robinson Robert Est 509 Nimitz Ave
Roehrig Jeremiah P 925 Bellaire Ave Apt Y203
Ryland Thomas J 323 S Barnard St
Sanders Mark A 825 W Beaver St
Sanker Harold J, Rita M 428 E Waring Ave
Schlotzhauer Vernon E 332 W Fairmont Ave
Schreffler Megan J 10 Cairo Bv
Serafim Ashley 747 E Beaver Ave #115
Servant Elizabeth 815 Fir Dr
Shaner Alyn L, Susie A 1245−45 Westerly Pkwy
Shin Min Joo, Dong Ho 478 E Beaver Ave Apt 420
Shin Yegin 327 E Beaver Ave Apt 207
Sleight Ellen I 620 Holly Ct
Smith Adam D 517 Hetzel St
Snell David E, John 537 Pike St
Song Liang 913 S Pugh St
State College Anesthesia Asso PC PO Box 1230
Stein Alicia 636 E College Ave #504
Stoffels Shelley M 332 Bradley Ave
Su Weihung 134 Gala Dr
Tanaka Hideshiro E 736 E Foster Ave
Tanner Lauren E, Karen, Mark 901 Greenbriar Dr
Thomas Martha J 1085 Haymaker Rd
Tri County Oral 200 W Beaver Ave Suite 100
US Accounting Financial Svcs 1333 S Allen St
Unimarts LLC c/o Thedy Hagenbuch 477 E College Ave
UOC Surgical Services 101 Regent Ct
US Spirit 1442 Majestic View Dr
Valkevich Elizabeth C 2138 Mountainview Ave
Vaughncooke Monifa 294 Wiltree Ct
Venema Robert 1407 North Allen St
Verstraete Anthony, Lora U 910 W Fairmount Ave
Wells David N 620 W Hamilton Ave
White Bretton J 609 S Allen St
Witmer Construction Inc Attn Ap
Wolin David 331 Rosemont Dr
Xue Yong B 1505 University Dr
Yadgir Matthew M 720 Stratford Dr Apt 7
Ye Olde College Diner 126 W College Ave
Yingling Lawrence N, Melinda, Christy J 201 E Doris Ave
Young Gladys M, Jason 1630 Hawthorne Dr
Young Jonathan, Lisa 793 Westerly Pkwy
Young Zeva Michal, Jonathan P 793 Westerly Pkwy
Young William 3296 Schellers Bend Unit 143
Zarhin Yuri 915 Southgate Dr Apt 19
Zaspel Kurt III , Zaspel Wilma M 2017 Muney Dr
Zhang Yong Hong Jenny c/o C−Cor Net 60 Decibel Rd
State College Pa 16803
Abualsaud Ali S 145 Northbrook Ln Apt 205
Accu Weather 385 Science Park Rd
Adesanmi P A 295 Oakwood Ave
Al Hinaai Yaqoob, Al Shibli Faisal 10 Vairo Blvd Apt 15d
Bai Kun 1400 Martin St Apt 1048
Bishop Elizabeth 1880 N Oak Ln
Bland Jennifer A 1887 Park Forest Ave
Blendt Harry W IV 10 Vairo Blvd Apt 218c
Bowman Joseph James 103 Seymour Ave
Brooks Michael A 130 Farmstead Ln
Burlinson Robert F c/o Nanohorizons Inc 200 Innovation Blvd Ste 205
Catalano Dana L 965 Foxhill Rd
Chamber of Business & Industry Cent 200 Innovation Blvd Ste 201
Cheenkachorn Kraipat 1671 Highlandon Ct
Chikasada Mitsuko 330 Vairo Blvd Apt F
Choi Seon Ja 658c Oakwood Ave
Dennett Molly C 341 Strouse Ave
Derdel Jerry MD c/o Centre Community Hosp 1800 E Park Ave
Doetsch Thomas K 107 Westminster Ct
Doolittle Kim 1626 Cherry Hill Rd
Dover Jeffrey S 359 Toftrees Ave Apt 301
Dovin Lauren 601 Vairo Blvd
Du Kai 639 Marjorie Mae St
Dutta Tanushree 10 Vairo Blvd Apt 212c
Elshafie Hager F 348 Blue Course Dr Apt 263
Erb Lindsay 510 Toftrees Ave Apt 330
Fedisson Michael 251 W Clearview Ave
Firek Matthew 297 Ghaner Dr
Focal Tech Inc 301 Science Park Rd
Fox Thomas M 850 Cirville Dr #114
Fuller Virginia S 2545 Sleepy Hollow Dr
Gilyard Raymond K 720 Devonshire Dr
Gladden Chase Baker 345 Oakley Dr
Grays Woods 1952 Waddle Rd
Gregory Alex 15 Coventry Ln
Guo Feifan 624 Devonshire Dr
Gustafson William J, Mike 220 Camelot Ln
Harris Aloma 940 Cricklewood Dr
Herrle Carl J 678 Crandall Dr
Hoffman Edwin H 1901 Cirville Rd Outlook Pt
Hudak John K 515 N Allen St
Huffard R Scott Jr 564 Lanceshire Ln
Hwozdek Bruce Alfred 144 Hartswick Ave
Ishler David 309 Strause Ave
Jones Jaclyn K, Matthew 641 Marjorie Mae St
Karaky Monica 1400 Martin St
Kelley Eugene J, Agnes R, Sharon Agnes 468 Sierra Ln
Kenepp Donald N 165 Northbrook Ln Apt 1
Kidney Robert F 320 Toftrees Ave 143
Knight Howard F 1358 Vineyard Hvn
Kohlhepp Christine, Andrew J 2369 Nantucket Cir
Krebs Judith L 1111 W Aaron Dr Apt H
Kuo Peihui 531 Marjorie Mae St
Lee Mi Jin 265 Blue Course Dr # 22b
Lee Sahangshik 813 Galen Dr
Letts Brandon C 1003 W Aaron Dr Apt 10h
Luesing William Henry 345 Oakley Dr
Mack John E 1880 N Oak Ln
Mcguire Doris B 1954 Park Forest Ave
Mckibbin Sally W 924 Oakwood Ave
Moore Dale L 2040 Mary Ellen Ln
Moscone Kathleen L 1736 Cambridge Dr
Mount Nittany 1800 East Park Ave
Nossek Theresa D 211 Azalea Dr
NR Group LlC 1965 Waddle Rd
Oleary Eric 1003 W Aaron Dr 4e
Panko Briczinsk Beth I 348 Toftrees Aves 364
Parker Melissa 101 Pickwick Ave
Penntex 1965 Waddle Rd
Pickell Travis R 825 Bellaire Ave Apt x208
Pine Hall Cemetery Asso Inc 1101 W Clinton Ave
Quaker Steak Lube 2200 N Atherton St
Rose Robert P, Kathy J c/o Tim Schoonover 330 Innovation Blvd Ste 302
Rudolph Sabrina A 930 Cricklewood Dr Apt 233
Sangha Sukhdev S 501 Vairo Blvd 1814c
Schipp Sarah 2016 Mary Ellen Ln
Schroder William E 619 Berkshire Dr
Seo Ji W 195 Northbrook Ln Apt 205
Shaner Hotel 1965 Waddle Rd
Shen Yannan 858 Willard Cir
Shih Hsin Yi 911 Oakwood Ave
Small Arthur 111 481 Glenn Rd
Softgenetics LLC 200 Innovation Blvd Suite 235
Stawski Robert S, Tamara L 544 Longbarn Rd
Stoicheff Greg 596 Hillside Ave
Sumaiya Al Oraimi 601 Vairo Blvd Apt 122d
Swineford Jacob Alexander 318 Toftrees Ave Apt 239
Thevaos Theola F 160 Lions Hill Rd
Thompson Daniel K 576 Melissa Ln
Thompson Donald W 605 Old Farm Ln
Thompson Helen 1400 Martin St Apt 1085
Thorington Claudia H, Luke 1461 Harris St
Toftrees Resort & Conference One Country Club Ln
Traband Annette C, Mark T 122 Suburban Ave
Trombley Michael G 636 Wiltshire Dr
Valantine Andrew 131 W Park Ave
Velichko Yuriy 1400 Martin St Apt 3014
Vhou Sen 427 Oakwood Ave Bldg 2
Virginia S Fuller Mppp Trust 2545 Sleepy Hollow Dr
Vuletich David A 430 Toftrees Ave 117
Welliver Scott R 1051 Teaberry Ln Apt A2
Wieber Jessica L 130 Farmstead Ln 126
Wieczorek Rebecca A 10 Vairo Blvd Apt 40d
Williams Darren L 125 Northbrook Ln Apt #113
Yeon Jejoon 243 Blue Course Dr
Yilma Bekalu Y 601 Vairo Blvd 236
Yu Bing 1003 W Aaron Dr 11c
Yu Yanyan 130 Farmstead Ln Apt 215
Zhu Yeying 801 W Aaron Dr Apt D6
State College Pa 16804
Hawbaker Glenn O 1952 Waddle Rd Suite 203
Murphy K C PO Box 301
SC Sun Corp PO Box 1371
State College Pa 16805
Heritage Village Inc PO Box 8128
Mcginn Julianne PO Box 10627
Packer Tiarha Felice, Meyer PO Box 10492
Stover Hazel PO Box 10515 Calder Sq
University Park Pa 16802
Agrawal Manas 605 Packer Hall
Akkurt Tolga 315 Curtin Hall
Baddour Shereen 109a Holmes Hall
Bourdon Anne 227 Electrical Engineering E
Catherine Lu 409 McElwain Hall
Chang Hyun S 720 Shulze Hall
Chen Tony 513 Stuart Hall
Choi Jaehun 721 Mckean Hall
Chung Jaewook 212 Hamilton Hall
Gambler Benjamin A White Course Apts 205b Grubb Hall
Guo Jiahua 115 Academic Projects
Heinbach Robert MD 32 Ritenour Bldg Fringe Fringe
Huang Hao Hsuan 107 Sproul Hall
Hui Pan 311 Lyons Hall
Huon Sosito 827 Old Boalsburg Rd
Ibeneche Adaeze C 204d White Course #Dun
James Pilaiporn 210 Haffer Hall
Jenaideb Yazeed 113b Runkle Hall
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Jeong Jeemin 303 Beaver Hall Pollock Halls
Kang Taehoon 706 Tener Hall
Kao I Chih 408a Runkle Hall
Kummer Allen 101 Electrical Engineering Eas
Lawati Farismohamed R 306b Runkle Hall
Leach Brittany 401 Jordan Hall
Lee Albert 104 Haffner Hall
Lee Kayoung 307c Grubb Hall
Lee Kyung S 405a Holmes Hall
Liman Julius 118 Brumbaugh Hall
Long Melissa K 0208 White Crse F
Owuor Tom O 203d Garban Hall
Park Taesoo 305d Dunham Hall
Pate Bree T 220 Young Hall
Risjad Radian 121 Packer Hall
Soh Rachael 112 Mckean Hall
Teo Kealeng L 605 Beaver Hall
Tu Wen Yo 102 Haffner Hall
Young David 449 Simmons Hall
Chester County
Ambler Pa 19425
Wolfson Richard Nancy 140 E Butler Ave PO Box 38
Atglen Pa 19310
Dastalfo Jennifer A, Timothy B 118 Newport Cir
Esh Sadie L,Eli S PO Box 156e
Fisher Susie L, Samuel RD 1 Bryson Rd
Hamilton Shaheem 122 Newport Cir
Kilonsky Adam C 1027 Fallowfield Rd
Lapp David S, Sarah F 178 Schoff Rd
Nuse James H 463 Main St Apt 11
Otoole Stewart Megan 308 High St
Playland Doctors 430 Ridge Ave
Zavala Juan Po Box 369 540 Valy Ave
Avondale Pa 19311
Afanador Herminio 3 Pennsylvania Ave
Allshouse Robert D 261 Ellicott Rd
Basciani Foods Inc 8876 Gap−Newport Pike
Bhc Venture Inc 101 Saint Andrews Dr
Bush George T 229 Gdn Sta Rd
Carroll Mary Ruth 565 Church Rd
Castle Transportation 188 New Gdn Rd
Doroteo Modesto 235 Ellicott Ave
Edwards Sheryl G 144 Maloney Tr
Fawley Robert 112 Turn Berry Dr
Flower Jesse R 217 West Sherry Ln
Flynn Peggy 1547 Clay Creek Rd
Fordyce Claude Jr Estate 516 Hepburn Rd
Gilley Jacob Joseph 140 Polo Rd
Glass James Y 433 Bucktoe Rd
Gonzalez Edelmiro, Rita PO Box 449
Hamilton Rebecca 103 Minikahda Cir
Hansberry Helen E, John C 530 Church Rd
Hodges Laura M, W S 104 Hart Dr
Iannarino John 132 Maloney Ter
Inniscrone Golf Club PO Box 339
Juarez Jesus 41 Basiani Rd
Lee Sarah L 102 St Andrews Dr
Lewis Alvin Jr, Edith Lake Rd
Lewis Joyce A 219 Chatham St 397
Llanguno Eliza PO Box 68
Michael John 7 Healy Place
Miller Betty Jane, James R 30 Gap Newport Pike
Miller Lisa 342 Bucktoe Rd
Myers Robert G 144 Maloney Tr
Prutzman Chelsa S 601 Martin Dr
Rigatti Heather L, Steven J 102 Pennsylvania Ave
Rodgers John A 5 Jason Ct
Rudd Frank, Bray 125 Ronway Dr
Terpning Ingelora P 1668 Clay Creek Rd
Tompkins Jeanne M 109 Gdn Sta Rd
Torres Salvador PO Box 898
Ward Jeffrey A 136 Candlewyck Dr
Berwyn Pa 19312
23k Studio 928 Heatherstone Dr
Abbott David M 7 Carol Ln
Alliance Dev 579 Cold Stream Dr
Ambrose Donald J, Diane B 27 Overlook Cir
Anderson Lisa 516 Daventry Rd
Andrews William T Jr, Maria S 16 Midland Ave
Banta Marion G 649 Mountview Rd
Beechwood Sonny Living Tru, Sonny 77 Waterlow Ave
Bernard Thomas M 586 Conestoga Rd
Berry Katherine F 1330 S Leopard Rd
Blanz Stephan L 169 Bodine Rd
Bogle Robert J 188 Coldstream Dr
Bookler Bradley S 12 Oak Knoll Dr
Brown Anthony 588 Waterloo Cir
Cairns David C 21 Leopard St
Carbon Techs Energy Inc 400 Berwyn Park 899 Cass Pepper Hamilton LLP Co A John
May III
Chartwell Large Cap Value Fund c/o Cynthia Smith 1235 Westlakes Dr Ste 400
Christian Ronald M C204 750 Old Lancaster Rd
Clark Alice S 280 Winthrop St
Cline Amy W 22 Lizbeth Ln
Com Stk Emp Amended And Restated c/o Suncom Wireless Holdings I 1100 Cassatt Rd
Corrigan George Thomas 555 Lancaster Ave Ste C Co Petee Place
Cox Jeffrey D Wrhambrecht 555 Lancaster Ave Ste 200
Diantonio Vincent R 1280 Lancaster Ave
Disimone Michael P 553 Berwyn Ave
Dollar Financial 1436 Lancaster Ave Ste 3
Dutch American Social Research Foundation 429 Leopard Rd
Falcone James A 170 Dayleview Rd
Frost Jacqueline Erb Barr Rd
Frost Robert T 599 Mountview Rd
Garcia David 15 Lizbeth Ln
Gaul J Elise 331 Margo Ln
Giannotti at 278 Main St 3100 Monticello Ste 200 Carrie Griggers Ap
Green William M, Lisa M 608 Midland Cir
Gustave John E Jr 223 Lenape Dr
Hatcher Emma 169 Monmouth Cir
Hawke Joseph Hawke Capital LLC 1055 Westlakes Dr Ste 300
Heritage Place Asso c/o Cassatt Enter Inc 22 Cassatt Ave
Holtz Charles L 34 Miller Ave
Hoyt Devine Com Ltd Five Sta Ave
Inan Sema M, Kasim 3 Lindenwood Dr
Jewell James G Est 1012 Waltham Rd
Johnson Marie 169 Monmouth Cir
Kenosian Arlene, Harry 365 Contention Ln
Kistler Fredrick 408 Lantern Ln
Kolvereid John A 834 Old State Rd
Lee Kevin 654 Kromer Av
Li Kenneth K 984 Old Lancaster Rd
Lo Huan Lun 181 Daylesford Blvd
Lund Shirley B, George E 923 Pinecroft Rd
Mahan Edwin P 859 Old Lancaster Rd
Mario Pizzeria 802 Lancaster Ave
Mcaulifferichardson Diane 851 Nathanhale Rd
Mccarter Barbara Ann 1112 Cymry Dr
Mckenna Isobel A 437 Waynesbrooke Rd
Mcnally Laurie A 60 Longview Cir
Mcnamara Michael 573 Watford Ln
Mellon Emma A 1263 Rose Ln
Millevoi Eugene 57 Eastwood Rd
Morrison Patrick 581 Hickory Ln
Moser Development Co 1171 Lancaster Ave
Mulhall Maureen F 450 Donalyn Ln
Nanavati Suketu H Md 1189 Lancaster Ave Fl 2nd
Nickel Norman A 401 Waynesbrrok Rd
Nicks Tv And Appliances Store 5 511 Old Lancaster Rd
Nolan Edward J, Queenie Mill Rd
Nova Bank 1235 Westlakes Dr #420
Nucci Dora c/o Gail Kahan 128 Daylesford Blvd
Olsson Alice T 437 Waynesbrooke Rd
Provident Mutual Insurance 1050 Westlakes Dr
Provident Mutual Insurance Co Donna Karas 1000 Chesterbrook Blvd
Regan Margt 15 Leopard Rd Apt 2v
Roberts Curtis M 602 Sugartown Rd
Robinson Welburn Lodge Hse Mtr 901 Lancaster Ave
Roman Kathleen B 327 Abbey Rd
Roy Robert H 162 Monmouth Cir
Scartozzi Marie 412 Old Lancaster Rd
Sciascio Vincent, Maria 367 Old State Rd
Scott Isabelle B 60 B Central Ave
Shapiro Maureen A 1309 Meadow Ln
Smith Vaughn 1111 Sheffield Dr
Snyder Laura C 1506 Canterbury Ln
Somers Mary C 74 Highpoint Dr
Suleski Stanley, Pauline 479 Cassatt Rd
Suncom Wireless Operating Comp 1100 Cassatt Rd
Taylor Nicholas P c/o Peter Taylor 189 Daylesford Blvd
Thomsen Margaret W, Irving W 694 Mountview Rd
Townhomes at French Creek LLC 1155 Lancaster Ave
Townsend Charlotte S The Highland 44 Manchester Ct
Townsend Michael G 90 Oak Ln
Turner Investment Partners Inc 1235 Westlakes Dr Ste 350
Ufberg Aaron 664 Lancaster Ave
Wang Iris J 984 Old Lancaster Rd
Weichert 315 Blackburn Dr
Wendell Hannah C, James 94 Glenn Ave
Western Ann K 7 Carol Ln
White Williams One Westlakes Ste 310
Whiteman Thomas 1523 Canterbury Cir
Birchrunville Pa 19421
Kapsa Elisa 23 North Slope Ln
Mackrell Steven E, Susan C PO Box 196
Miller Jennifer PO Box 87
Brandamore Pa 19316
Handy David PO Box 159
Hooper Robert M PO Box 39
Piersol Nancy J Box 122 Hibernia Rd
Snyder George W, George R PO Box 13
Townsend Phyllis L Box 122 Hibernia Rd
Chatham Pa 19318
Cisneros Luis Manuel 110 Lonbon Grobe St
Tingley Thelma Box 238
Chester Springs Pa 19425
1716 Pottstown Pike LP 960 Pottstown Pike
Abramson David T 1649 Yellow Spgs Rd
Adams Matthew 1146 Bodine Rd
Anselma Station Ltd 2140 Conestoga Rd
Atlantic Comm Village of Eagle 125 Little Conestoga Rd
Bear Connor A 527 Worthington Rd
Bonnell Stacey 56 Lily Pond Ln
Bosak Thomas J 706 Shippen Dr
Closkey Kathleen Mc c/o Kathleen M Kelly 2972 Horse Shoe Trail
Combs Grace 240 Balmaral Ct
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Coscia Rosalie, Romeo 1464 Hark−A−Way Rd
Downingtown Young Whippets Football 724 Hunt Club Ln
Erro Roger 1690 Yellow Spgs Rd
Ferrara John c/o Joseph R Chico 1463 Art School Rd
Gallagher Bobby, Linc 4902 Cara Ct
Gaynes Erwin S, Janet G, Judy, Sebastian 1201 Tullamore Cir
Geiger Susan L 1823 Dailington Ln
Gerrow Kelli A 292 Flagstone Rd
Grady Harold 725 Fox Ln
Gray Matter Creative 239 Byers Rd 2nd Floor
Greenspace Dolphin 1956 Art School Rd
Ignas Lorelei, Ann PO Box 488 112 Yellow Spgs Rd
Jefferys J D 1326 Yellow Spgs Rd
Jones Marshall 1115 Yellow Spgs
Klf Electric Inc 433 Fairmont Dr
Laksh Theresa H 1211 Tullamore Cir
Lane Shelton 704 Barnsdale Rd
Martinez Alberto R 1235 Timber Ridge Ln
Mc Robert H 2665 Chester Spgs Rd
Mcfalls Lori 801 Pritchet Ct
Miller Arthur C 1526 Birchrun Rd
Miller Craig D 340 Valy View Ln
Mulcahy John J 213 Stanford Dr
Mullen Mary J 1760 Spring House Rd
Nguyen Cung 1006 Barclay Rd
Nguyen Trung 1003 Barclay Ct
Parkes Michelle 648 Churchill Rd
Pennypacker Darlene 1200 Huntsman Way
Phillips Angelica, Steven 452 Waynebrook Dr
Portugal Howard 1003 St Michaels Ct
Rnv Technical Svcs PO Box 167
Rometsch Roberta S 1615 Pikeland Rd
Saenz Divina S, Hugo 331 Elmhurst Dr
Steging Stephen A 80 Barrington Ln
Willis William H 1703 Saint Johnsbury Ct
Wochtl Andreas 66 Granite Ln
Wright Denise 2008 Flowing Spgs Rd
Yu Huabin 1910 Cavalier Ln
Coatesville Pa 19320
140 E Lincoln LLC 140 E Lincoln Hwy
Acker James E 106 Taggart Dr
Acker William O Jr, Suzanne K 178 Saint George St
Action Results Marketing c/o Chad Willard 525 Highlands Blvd 108
Alexis Villafane 140 Pennsylvania Ave
Alpizar Victor 809 Lincoln Hwy Apt D
Alvirde Godofredo 395 1st Ave
Ames Jonathan, Robert Susan Ziegler 108 S 6 Ave
Andrews Virginia, James 18 Nichols Ave
Andrews James A 22 Johnson Ave
Anna Kimes RD 6 Box 461 Pratts Dam Rd
Ashe Charles J Jr 16 Frazer Blvd
Atkinson Paul J & Joan Eaf 1889 W Strasburg Rd
Avila Pastor 103 Hope Ave
Ayon Ayon Renato 154 E Lincoln Hwy Apt2 B
Beck Brynildsen Kristen 1016 Lieds Rd
Benjamin Salmon Amy 179 Milbury Rd
Blakely Coradaneen 1941 Crest Dr 1941
Blank Patricia T 103 Mccorkle Ln
Blevins Nannie J, Susan C RD 4 Box 630
Blevins Nannie J, Susan C RD 1
Bolen Beatrice, Patrick Honeybrook RD 1
Bond Phillip L 231 W Lincoln Hwy Apt #2
Boothman Paul J 1291 Colts Neck Rd
Boyer Helen 118 Highland Dr
Bradley Franklin, Harriet 312 N Darlington St
Braxton James H Jr 325 Jenville Ct
Bricker Jimmy 945 S Caln Rd
Brown Veronica, Frank 828 Stirling St
Brown Duane Est 25 Lafayette Ave
Brown Josephine 39 Beech St
Brown Melissa V 418 Flagstone Cir
Bruce Samuel E 20 Birch St
Brynildsen Annika P 1016 Lieds Rd
Buchanan Jennifer 136 Maple Ave
Butcher Doris B, Harry D 856 Front St 860
Butler Carolyn L Brandwin Acres 185 Baker Rd
Butler Franka 12 Juniata Dr
Carey Eleanor E 638 Farmland Way
Carlson Glenn S 107 Hydrangea Way
Carrol Frances 758 Merchant St
Carter Wayne R Sr 57 Foundry St
Casarez Castro Guadalupe 147 Diamon Sth
Castaneda Jimenez Hilario 32 Oak St
Castro Christina 269 Cambridge Rd
Charriez Ezequiel 870 Coates St
Chavez Antonio V 368 Valy Rd
Chavez Juan Carlos 75 N 8th St
Childtime Childcare Inc 1400 Blackhorse Hill Rd Bldg 151
Coatesville Savings Bank 185 E Lincoln Hwy
Coleman Roderick 35 Netherwood Dr
Connors Jaime L 574 W Kings Hwy
Cooper Albert C, Dora F 224 Charles St
Cooper Ralph D II 24 Green St
Crawford Dorothea, Howard 781 West Main St
Curry Mabel RR 4
Dana L Fink dba D & F Const 2550 Cloither St
Davila Lopez Miguel Angel 1 Ave Sth
Dawson George W 122 Freedom Blvd
Denning Herman Est 138 Freedom Valy Cir
Desouza Euler 827 S 1st Ave
Diazleal Guadarrama Lucio 210 E Lincoln Hwy Apt 7
Donohue John P 1016 W Chester Rd
Dovin Larry M 382 Valy Rd
Dray Katherine 226 New St
Eidson Gloria 206 S Sandy Hill Rd
Ellenberger Dustin K 132 Bridle Path Ln
Eyler Joseph 318 Reid Rd
Fink Barbara 2550 Clothier St
Fiore Doris 226 New St
Flowers Madeline, William 24 Oak St
Fountain Ellis 788 Coates St
Freeland Eleanor, Levi 322 W Diamond St
Garcia Jonathan 767 E Lincoln Hwy
Gay Mary Etta, Patricia RR 3
Glick Irvin 185 Mount Carmel Rd
Gonzalez Javier Samuel 2 Ave Sth
Graham Brian 709 Wagontown Rd
Gray Mary Est c/o Susan G Hontz 102 Valy View Dr
Greenly Theresa R 345 Lumber St
Griest Nicole P 103 Mccorkle Ln
Griffy Clarence 217 High Point Ln
Guardian Angels Investment Club A Partnership 399 Charles St
Guers Nancy 1322 Blackhorse Hill Rd
Gurley James 73 Foundry St
Habitat for Humanity 621 Lumber St PO Box 1452
Haindl Mary K 1402 E Kings Hwy
Hamilton Annie M 927 Coates St
Hannig Barbara N 52 Pinckney Dr
Harrington Mickey 325 Martins Corner Rd
Hauser Edna 1271 Valy Rd
Hays Andrew 121 Brinton Dr
Hendricks Ryan N 574 W Kings Hwy
Hernandez Avilez Nancy 120 E Lincoln Hwy
Hernandez Lopez Hector 336 Lincolh Why
Hernandez Serafin Leticia 413 Walnuth St
Hija Brian 2002 Ridgewood Dr
Hines James E PO Box 763
Hipp Kathleen, Michael 240 Hibernia Rd
Hoepfl Virginia M 2553 Dupont St
Hollis Leah 117 Bellevue Dr
Holmes Sally H 611 Theozel Ln
Houser Corey T 15 Humpton Rd
Hughes Kelly 303 Moore Rd
Humes Margaret M 521−C Freedom Blvd
Huyser Jane Ann L 30 Hidden Acres Ln
Ives Elizabeth 105 Winward Dr
Izquierdo Jesus 8 Ave 75
Johnson Christel 118 Wesley Ln
Josephbrown Sharlene 21 Kimberly Cir
Kelly Flora K 324 Essex St
Kenion Clyde 2206 Upper Gap Rd
Kershner Denise M 2205 Persimmon Dr
Kimes Richard L 240 Pratts Dam Rd
Krout Jennifer V 101 S 13th Ave
Lacey Edna T 15 Humpton Rd
Lambert Insurance Agency 1852 E Lincoln Hwy
Lambert Michael B 1526 Valy Rd
Lane Samuel 1970 Crest Dr
Lang Cecelia P 1301 Scott Dr
Lang Robert C Est 102 Mckinley Dr
Larson Bonnie J 201 Elmwood Ln
Latoff Joseph H 31p 8th Ave
Lethamanan Punggody 318 W Kings Hwy
Lewis Lee C 230 Charles St
Loomis Cheryl A 64 Lauren Ln
Lopez Juan Apt 2 327 E Chestnut St
Lyles Madeline M 31 Foundry St
Madanat Sereen 103 Kurtz Ln
Madsenwoll Richard L 1307 Oak St
Maldonado Heriverto S 548 Linconl Hwy
Maldonado Rafael 103 Hope Ave
Maqueda Juarez Juan Carlos 541 Olive St
Marinari Melissa D 1452 Oakwood Rd
Markward Camille A, John W 110 South Sandy Hill Rd
Martin Scott 2569 Clothier St
Martinez Eustaquio 321 Charles St
Massey Christine 748 E Chestnut St
Massimini Joann 638 Farmland Way
Mccarty Phyllis, Harold 28 S 47th Ave
Mcdougall Mariyln C 109 Stillwagon Ln
Mclennan John S 101 S 13th Ave
Mcmullan R H, J D 529 Colfax St
Medovich Anthony J Jr, Anthony J 1050 Leona Dr
Medovich Isabella M, Anthony J 1050 Leona Dr
Mejia Garcia Agustin 223 W Daimon St
Mendez Cesareo 60 Virginia Ave
Merchenthaler Istvan 7 Branford Way
Miller Thelma, Faye 3 Rosemont Apt
Miller Diane M 430 Harry Rd
Minyone Earl T 12 Union St
Monrroy Alvirde Julio 24 N 3rd Ave
Morello K 1319 Jamestown Dr
Morris Kathyn 758 Merchant St
Morrison Will 2012 Crest Dr 926 Watson Place
Mudry Steve 74 Gap Rd
Murphy Kenneth 2216 Smithridge Dr
Musa Winifred 27 South 4th Ave B3
Myer Parke 342 Martins Corner Rd
Neale Kevin 93 S 16th Ave
Neale Rosemarie 93 S 16th Ave
Nelson Joanne C 114 Beacon St
Norris Sally J 127 Telegraph Rd
Norton Dorothy 226 New St
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Null William F Est 339 E Lincoln Hwy
Oneill Kathryn M 332 Fleetwood St
Oxenham Elizabeth A 108 Airport Rd
Panaski Mary 74 Gap Rd
Patterson Frances K 130 Oak St
Peoples Elvira J 1106 Stirling St
Perez Maria 765 E Lincoln Hwy
Pezzotti Lena, Santo c/o Angelo Mancuso 134 Pennsyl
Pichardo Aldate Jose 200 Seser Ave
Pierce Elizabet M, Joseph W 1602 Oak St
Pierce Amy 516 S Caln Rd
Piszcor Michael R 1203 Cranberry Ln
Ponto Christopher M 103 Peters Ct
Powell Sean 105 Winward Dr
Pulinka Alex 823 Walnut St
Quinn Alexander RD 5 Box 262 Buckrun Rd
Quinn Robert S 15 Rolling Hills Ln
Ramirez Maria 136 E Lincoln Hwy
Reach Margaret J, Mary T 444 Oak St
Reedy Shirley 45 Vivian Dr
Reese Steven L 1273 Valy Rd
Richardson Armon 34 Toth Ave
Rivera Alberto 205 W Diamond St
Robinson Rory L 1055 Front St
Rodgers Susan 240 S 13th Ave
Rodriquez Andrew J 118 Wynnewood Dr
Rojas Hernandez Juan 3 Ave St
Rokins Alberta 62 Montclair Ave
Ross Janella 1970 Crest Dr
Roulston Christine D PO Box 814
Rumsey Jane D 1713 Fisherville Rd
Saudargas Trish 1603 Valy Rd
Saunders Roy H, Roy 50 Mineral Spgs Rd
Saundurs Todd 198 Graham Ave
Searles Lucy M RR 4 Box 154
Segura Pedro 103 Hope Ave
Serrano Luis 571 Olive St
Set Free Word Ministry Store 713 E Lincoln Hwy
Sharp Eleanor, Charles 120 Gable Rd
Sharp Caroline E RR 1
Shedd Dale 153 Freedom Valy Cir
Shurak Hunter W 2475 West Chester Rd
Small Lynnete 123 N 2nd St
Smith Eva 782 Coates St
Smith Jack E Freedom Vlg 166 Freedom Blvd
Smith John O 18 Oakwyn House Caln Crest
Smith Ronson 2545 Clothier St
Snoots Kim 554 Harmony St
Soriano Catzoli Rigoberto 3 Ave Sth Lincoln Hwy
Spangler Kathleen A 113 Shepards Way
Storman John, Robyn, Kevin, Walter PO Box 763
Strawbridge Stewart R 516 Sharitz Rd
Stringer Margaret D, Joseph E 79 S 6th Ave
Strong Matthew P 1402 E Kings Hwy
Suzanne M Meyer dba Kjm Landscape Tree 230 Kaolin Rd
Tapler Tina M 7 Birch St South
Taylor Melanie, Kara 151 Telegraph Rd
Taylor Allen 31 Elm Ave
Taylor C 1271 Valy Rd
Taylor Mary E 107 Foundry St
Tedesco Ronald P 139 Chester Ave
Thomas Yvonne C 402 Maple Ave
Thompson Donald E Est, Eleanor 60 W 6th Ave
Thompson I 25 Freedom Blvd Apt 2511
Thompson Shaheid Rushda 53 S 8th St
Tuck John Pratt PO Box 1039
Turner Robert A 81 Pennsylvania Ave
Urvina Nunez Simon 504 Ist Ave
Vanbuskirk Kryder 4244 Freedom Bl
Vanness Joanne G, Dale T 110 Milbury Rd
Vaughn Alberta C, Vaughn William 870 Front St
Verbiski Walter 107 S 6th Ave
Villalva Hernandez Fausto 3 Ave St Chesnut
Walters Mary Livingston 491 Ash Rd
Walton Shirley 77 Seneca Ave
Wanner Ashley 120 South 8th Ave
Warren Mary C 228 Dague Farm Rd
Weatherbee Maggie 788 Coates St
Webb Jeanette 124 Creamery Rd
Will Peter S 158 Rosemont Ave
Williams Jean E Est PO Box 946
Wilson Anthony C 301 Norton Ave
Wilson Ellis 303 Reeceville Rd
Wilson Jean I 101 N Anchor Way
Wilson Mark H 1889 W Strasburg Rd
Wojciechowski Frank 1713 Fisherville Rd
Worthy Mabel 31 Foundry St
Wright Joann T 840 Valy Rd Apt 1 East
YMCA of the Delaware Valley 50 S First Ave
Young Elsie 803 E Lincoln Hwy
Ziobro Brad 175 St George Rd
Cochranville Pa 19330
Blackwell Lincoln H Jr, Lincoln H RR 1
Butler Arthur 7 Londondary Crt
Culp Norma 300 Village Rd
Feeny Irison R 409 Barnsgate Dr
Goode 627 Glenville
Greenplate Daniel L Jr 3046 Glenville Rd
Johnson Andrew L, Dorsey F 500 Faggs Manor Rd
Linhard Michael 242 Cochran St
Mckibbin John J 4012 Homeville Rd
Park Joel 20 Harvest Dr
Schaeb Karen L 428 Leaman Rd
Schoeb Karen L 428 Leaman Rd
Sloyer Barry L PO Box 254
Smith Richard 432 Leaman Rd Rear
Swezey William A 196 Phillips Mill Rd
Timlin Gerald J, Mary P 216 Lewis Farm Dr
Waldrup Donna Est PO Box 206
Wolfe Sheila C 241 Cochran St
Yoder John Mark 3312 Limestone Rd
Devault Pa 19432
Industrial Lift Inc 3239 Phoenixville Pike Bl1 St 2
Munro Ecologic Halfway House PO Box 6
Devon Pa 19333
Addanki Narasimha R 291 Avon Rd Apt G221
Beatty Schawn 472 Timber Ln
Beaver Thomas 41 S Devon Park Ct
Benin Malik 30 N Waterloo Rd
Bernard Americredit, Edmondson 260 Avon Rd Apt H245
Biddle Henry C Jr Box 96
Clark Peter 146 Beaumont Rd
Corthweth Inc 20 Lancaster Ave
Cummings Terrence 338 Poplar Av 2nd Fl
Dantonio Ronald Jr 70 Berkley Rd
Dantonio Rose 22 Berkeley Rd
Delatorre Brittney, Michael 201 S Fairfield Rd
Devon Group 15 Wingstone Ln
Diblasio Bruce 431 W Lancaster Ave
Dinenberg Lee H 105 N Waterloo Rd
Donohue George 138 Old Forge Crossing
Drennan Betty Drennan Jr E 2 Arbordeau
Fox & Roach LLC 431 W Lancaster Ave
GE Capital Modular Space Trans 426 W Lancaster Ave
Griffin Frank H III, Griffin H IV, James Horning 32 Fairfield Rd
Guthikonda Venkata S 314 Avon Rd
Harden Claire 486 Schoolhouse Ln
Harenza Michael L 290 Avon Rd Apt J425
Harris Jason 376 Avon Rd Apt M308
Havrilla Harry 336 N Fairfiled Rd
Hinckley Richard A 39 S Devon Park Ct
Holman Lillian 48 E Conestoga Rd
Janes Bronson O 325 S Valy Forge
Johns Scott W, Star 573 Tory Hill Rd
Johnson Eleanor Hutchinson House Apt 201 445 N Valy Forge Rd
Joseph Alan 15 Wingstone Ln
K12 Pennslyvania LLC Agora Cyber Charter School
Kaplan Lawrence 314 Avon Rd Apt K314
Km2 Solutions LLC c/o Glen Myers 293 Stonegate Dr
Krombolz Daniel H 28 S Waterloo Rd
Leedom Margaret P 106 Wilson Ave
Manning Mary K 125 Graham Way
Mattis Gail 116 Deepdale Rd
Mayfield Eleanor 31 Wingstone Ln
Mcdonald Joan C 500 Berwyn Baptist Rd 3
Mckee Karen c/o Sei Family Office Serv PO Box 359
Meltzer Jill R 236 Church Rd
Muller Eleanor M 235 Lancaster Ave Apt 310
Narsingrao Bhaskar 332 Sugartown Rd B−49
Nimbkar Pradnya Sunil 355 Sugartown Rd Apt B55
Owen Irwin A 8 Brettagne
Paphata Vaisit 377 Poplar Ave Apt N489
Peck Anne Roberts, Andrew Adams 100 Steeplechase Rd PO Box 356
Polozzi Patricia 125 Graham Way
Pusey John PO Box 79
Ralston Lisa Michi 324 Waterloo Rd
Ravi Venkat 290 Avon Rd
Richard Manning DDS & Assoc Money Purchase Pension Plan 227 Lancaster Ave
Roy Sudipa 261 Poplar Ave Apt R622
Shanthan Chamala 345 Avon Rd Apt E159
Soanes Glenn R 44 Berkley Rd
Stuart Mildred P S Est 9 Sugar Knoll Dr
Sugartown Mews Apts 300 Avon Rd Apt M 291
Trident Land Transfer 431 W Lancaster Ave
Viswanathan Padmapriya Ramya Ramji 291 Avon Rd Apt
Whitaker John F 500 Berwyn Baptist Rd
Woods Lorraine E, Winifred T, Richard C PO Box 220
Woods Stella 48 East Conestoga Rd
Young Helen M PO Box 436
Downingtown Pa 19335
5764 20 LP 319 N Woodmont Dr
Albritton Hattie C 254 Meadowlake Dr
All Goode Automotive 600 Brandywine Ave
Althouse Brenda PO Box 54
Ambrosio Jeff D 1223 E Lancaster Ave
Amos Doris M 1 Black Hawk Cir Apt 114
Antonelli Frank, Annie 345 Jackson Ave
Arturo Ruben O 270 West Uwwchlan
Ashman Ann L 1644 Farnham Ln
Babilas Irene 490 Manor Ave Unit 310
Bannister Brianna E 208 Hockley Rd
Barbon Richard 3947 W Lincoln Hwy Ste 341
Bartone Michael 288 Church St
Bateman Joanne 1322 Norwood House Rd
Baxter Tracy PO Box 146
Beals Thomas, Mary J 106 Palace Dr
Beems Renee 3922 Lincoln Hwy
Berkholder Robert, Paul RR 1
Bernstein Larry 226 William St
Bertele Shannan Doyle 66 Essex Ct
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Bethany Paul 82 May Apple Dr
Bhaskar Amit 599 Old Horseshoe Pike Apt 2
Billet Robert L 331 S Caldwell Ci
Board for Reg of Sanitarians In 1203 Marshallton Thorndale Rd
Bordeaux Estates 6 Lafitte Ct
Brazzle Victoria 335 E Lancaster Rd B−20
Browne Kimberly 1 Black Hawk Cir
Bulack Alexander 631 Park Rd
Bull Rosemarie A, Roger W 2 William Penn Dr
Burns Robert L 207 Stuart Ave Apt 1
Capps Robert 116 Chester Ct
Carson Amanda 225 Tall Trees Cir
Chaiko Jones Eleanore M 215 Lenora Ln
Chiu Christina 22 Webb Rd
Cipollini Rose M 1 Ct Dr
Colker Jules H, Carol, Beatrice J 402 Norwood Rd
Colonial Hyundai Downingtown 4423 W Lincoln Hwy
Cooper Judith S 504 Larkins Bridge Dr
Cortellessa James V 6 Lafitte Ct
Covais Diane M 2729 Fynamore Ln
Cowan Paul, Cowan Beth 40 May Apple Dr
Culp Jordan D 12 Beaver Run Rd
Cumens Elizabeth, Charles 1172 Horseshoe Pike
Dalzell Beth A 1304 Spellman Dr
Dankanich Ryan C 320 Marshall Rd
Defelice Catherine Marie 303 Kent Ci
Delpaggio Bennie 01 E Lancaster Ave
Demyan Bret 204 Sidesaddle Pl
Dillman Barbara H, Silas C 567 Westwood Dr
Dinger Peter 140 S Lloyd Ave
Downing Helen D RR 2
Doyle Ellen O 66 Essex Ct
Dziedzic Rafal T 109 Nicolson Dr
Eachus Helen A 136 W Lancaster Ave
Engvick Kristen A 242 Meadowlake Dr
Epps Melissa F, Keith M 819 Geddy Ln
Etal Zahra L 508 W Uwchlan Ave
Evans Suzanne M 367 Washington Ave
Everyauto Sales 600 Brandywine Ave
Ewing Robert P 19 Brighton Ct
Fat Comics Games 119 E Lancaster Ave
Feeley Eleanor R 300 Winding Way Unit 18
First Financial Bank 100 E Lancaster Ave
Flaherty Frederick D 606 Indigo Ln
Forrest Kaitlin S, Michael Jr 253 Jefferson Ave
Garrison Stephen A 160 Lake Dr
Gatta Philomena, Alfredo 147 E Lancaster Ave
Gillespie Edward J 116 Green St
Gokhale Kedar 232 Roosevelt Ave
Gordon Howard, Mary K 1632 Bondsville Rd
Great Valley Ind 474 Acorn Ln PO Box 675
Gring David H, Gary 625 Overlook Dr
Grunwell Caroline 1413 Steeplechase Rd
Hagenkotter Barbarann, Barbara A 7 Lahawa Dr
Haghkar Cyrus 508 W Uwchlan Ave
Hammond Christine A 119 Heather Hill Dr
Hammond Russell P 39 Heather Hill Dr
Hannum Robert N 27 Norwood House Rd
Hart Anthony A 1115 Vermont Ln
Hazzard Olivia R 280 W Uwchlan Ave
Heideck Karl W 12 Jenkins Dr
Henderson Hezekiah 527 Lincoln Ave
Hesch Annetta E, Frank C 403 Sunset Dr
Hicks John I RR 2
Hilbert Dolores 350 E Pennsylvania Ave Apt 218
Hill Anna K 207 Meadowlake Dr
Hill Jean 301 Pintail Cir
Hipple Raymond, Adelaid 1401 Hampton Dr
Holenstien Jennifer 1243 Glenside
Homer Douglas 480 Reeds Rd
Houston Lucetta M 1 Quail Hill Ln
Huang Kai Guo 3935 Lincoln Hgwy
Huber Mae F 14 Heron Hill Dr
Hughes William, Leona A 240 Mdry St
Hummel George K Jr 3708 Humpton Rd
Humpton Eleanor B 3513 Humpton Rd
Jackson Barbara 2 Gable Ave
Jacobson Marjorie A 408 Chesterfield Dr
Johnson Darlene V 1504 Dianne Cr
Johnston Clifford A 1544 Brd Run Rd
K W Larkin Enter Inc 419 Boot Rd Ste 2
Keen Rosemary 233 Meadowlake Dr
Kempter Robert K 75 Gunning Ln
Kimani Peter, Cora 171 Meadow Lake Dr
Kirk Evangelyn G 223 Talucci Dr
Kitchen Rachel M 206 Spring Run Ln
Klemick Rose Marie 22 Blakely Dr
Kota Asha 1230 Cornerstone Blvd Apt 356
Kyada Minaxi J, Jatin 23 Truman Way
Lakhanpal Viney 56 Nancy Ln
Lary Ernest J, Eva M 408 Maple St
Lawson Colin S, Karla J 252 Park Dr
Leigh Arthur E Box 408
Lejeune David J 19 Wyndham Ct
Lester Cheryl M, J Jr 581 Westwood Dr
Lewis Sylvia A 338 Highland Ave
Lin J C, C D 1480 Shadyside Rd
Lindsey Catherine H Simpson Meadows Apt 308 101 Plaza Dr
Lippolis James T 3600 Louanna Ave
Lloyd Clara V 270 W Uwchlan Ave Lot 20
Locker Laura L 03 Glen Ridge Dr
Lowe Andrew 300 E Lancaster Ave
Mack Margaret 95 Milford Rd
Malinowska Anna 2718 Fynamore Ln
Mancino Anthony J Jr 17 Nancy Ln 202
Mara William J Blackhawk Cir # J−10
Mason Charles M 420 N Milford Rd
Mattson Phyllis, Huston 281 Corner Ketch Rd
Mattson Phyllis 294 Prospect Ave
Mcgarity Moving & Storage 419 Boot Rd Ste #2
Mcmakin Martha K 112 Briarwood Dr
Mcneil Lula 4500 Lincoln Hwy
Meftah Hamadi B 1202 Shadyside Rd
Miles Jane 270 W Uwchlan Ave
Miller Sarah A 270 W Uwchlan Ave Lot 20
Mills Edward C Est 371 Little Cone Rd
Mobility Express 3903 Lincoln Hwy
Morley Leonard A 3 Ponds End Dr
Mullarky Mary M 83 Canterbury Ct
Nadel Leah C 907 Welsh Ayres Way
Ni Dangsheng 1212 Newhampshire Ln
Oleary Leah 353 French Cir
Olinde Christopher 1404 Highland Rd
Oneil Robert W 853 Brandywine Rd
Ortiz Jose 219 Westbury Ct
Page 1 Publishers Inc 341 East Lancaster Ave
Peace Ruth M 101 Plaza Dr Apt 338
Peters Anna Hannum 27 Norwood House Rd
Petrucha Felicia 603 Aurora La Lot 105
Phipps Barbara 40 Fox Hollow Rd
Polen Stephen L 531 Old Horseshoe Pike
Posner Tammy 49 Corner Ketch Rd
Pratt Anne 1375 Crestmont Dr
Price Kayla L 710 Hopewell Rd
Radbill Donald N 840 Brandywine Rd
Railing Glenn E 1644 Farnham Ln
Reisnyder Dorothy A 361 Jackson Ave
Ries Jesse, Sally 113 Gallagherville Rd
Ries Sally A 306 N Woodmont Dr
Rimel Margaret 423 Sunset Dr
Ripka Millicent H 655 Hopewell Rd
Roberson Ronald C 28 May Apple Dr
Roberts Auto Dba Roberts Chev 19 Park Ln
Robuck Jennifer M 600 Campbell Cir Unit 22
Rodriguez Manuel 115 Argyil Ct
Rollins Albert W, Faye L 971 E Lancaster Ave Apt 109
Roper Ann 1537 North Bailey Rd
Rosenberg Barry 9 Kennedy Dr
Rowan Phyllis H 1 Quail Hill Ln
Sabadish Lisa S 294 Prospect Ave
Saddler Bart 1 Black Hawk Cir
Sandhirakasan Augustine 409 Crestwood Ln
Saska Ryan 1680 Caln Meetinghouse Rd
Sauers Marilyn A 102 Bondsville Rd
Saulis Mary J 454 Shamona Cir
Seiscio Nancy 611 Driftwood Ln
Shaffer Jr William D 1417 Henry Dr
Sherry Robert 1658 Bondsville Rd Apt 2w
Shillingford Elizabeth M Apt 352 1230 Cornerstone Blvd
Singh Preeti 2729 Fynamore Ln
Slobojan Helen 474 Manor Ave
Smith Leonard, Carolyn 12 Ashley Ct
Smith Belinda 1370 Stonegate Dr Lot 43
Snyder Susan G 360 Little Conestoga Rd
Softmart Inc 450 Acorn Ln
Southdown Properties 478 Acorn La
Sparkman Kathleen 254 Highland Av
Spengler Pamela V, David G 337 French Cir
St Maria J 109 Nicolson Dr
Stahl Virginia Bodner 27 Norwood House Rd
Steele William E 5 Waterview Rd
Stellman James 239 Spring Run Ln
Sun Xiaofei 906 N York Dr
Swiatek Victoria 100 Elm Ct
Szverra Edward G 1546 Hamilton Crt
Tasi Katherine M Black Hawk Apt A4
Thomas Theresa 202 Prospect Ave
Thompson Jerry L 119 Webster Ave
Thornton Michael T 1216 Vermont Ln
Timoneer Capital LLC 590 Milford Rd
Towings Auto Body I 225 Tall Trees Cir
Trainor Christina J c/o James R Trainor 200 Washington Rd
Trainor James R 200 Washington Rd
Trott Elizabeth A, Robert L 1007 Tesia Ct
Trowbridge Giovanna 261 Jefferson Ave
Tyler John F 4100 W Lincoln Hwy
United Sports Training Center LLC 1426 Marshalton Thorndale Rd
Vanwye Howard John 2060 Bondsville Rd
Wagner Richard, Doris 1 Harvey Cir
Wagner Patricia 849 Brandywine Rd
Warpole Wayne L 391 Township Line Rd
Washington Larry PO Box 612
Waters Kenneth PO Box 634
Weaver John 100 Cypress Ct
Weaver Jonathan A 1315 Ridgeview Cir
Wenzel Carl 626 Overlook Dr
Westerman Steven J c/o Sylvia A Lewis 338 Highland Ave
White Laura 6 Glen View Ln
Winnick Helen 305 W Uwchlan Ave Lot 13
Wright Dorothy L Est 1575 Delong Dr
Yacovelli Steve 110 Embreeville Rd
Young Douglas 1403 Steeplechase Rd
Youngs Auto Body 225 Tall Trees Cir
Zolyak J W 1585 General Patton Dr
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East Fallowfield Pa 19320
Brumfield Jessica N 39 Lyons Ln
Heffern Joseph R 1370 S Bailey Rd
Opalach Ann M 7 Whitetail Way
Owens Guildeen 29 N Danbury Cir
Schindler Darewood F 1350 S Bailey Rd
Solovitz Bob 40 Shoreham Dr
Elverson Pa 19520
Blevins Joyce B 420 Pine Swamp Rd
Dehaven Mary E 224 S Pine St
Dykhouse Margaret A 215 Davey Ln
Eckert Florence, William 2073 N Manor Rd Apt 1
Fillman Charles L 1281 Park Rd
Gavio Frank Co Ralph Delcollo PO Box 539
Havard Gwendolyn 11 Dampman Rd
Healthatlantic PO Box 74
High Thomas E 219 Davey Dr
Kolpak Andrew 56 E Main St
Levy Helen 3 Saint Joseph
Mullen Dennis Anthony, Anne Marie 651 Homestead Dr
Randolph Nickemah 366 S Twin Valy Rd
Smith Robert E, Joanna RD 2
Tessie Simone PO Box 8
Trego Ada RD 2
Vicky Bonny of Pine Hill Inc c/o Styer Ins Agency Inc 4005 Main St
Exton Pa 19341
Albitz Victoria 433 Carmarthen Ct
Allianceone Inc 717 Constitution Dr Ste 202
American Ins Brokers 717 Constitution 100
Anderson Homes Ste B 101 Marchwood Rd
Aseracare Hh Philadelphia 6403 690 Stockton Dr Ste 100
Bailey Judy 300 N Pottstown Pike Ste 250
Baker Scott T Apt 125 S 64 E Uwchlan Av
Bell Ian W 68 Granville Way
Benefit Consulting Group LLC 670 Exton Commons
Bennett Jean D 335 Bristol Cir
Bentley Hunt Corp 10 Elliston Ct
Bentley Systems Inc 685 Stockton Dr
Berkheimer Associates 325 A N Pottstown Pike
Blum Aimee, Greg 110 Severgn Dr
Boy Machines 199 Philips Rd
Brandywine Coachworks 259 S Whitford Rd
Brannen Douglas 519 Cobbleskill La
Bulman Helen 331 Steeplechase Dr
Campbell Geoffrey H PO Box 603
Cape Environmental 486 Thomas Jones Wy Ste 260
Carr Maureen 223 Iron Lake Dr
Chambers Sean PO Box 44
Chester County Pediatrics PC 111 Arrandale Blvd
Citimortgage 486 Thomas Jones Way Ste 150
Clarke Helene PO Box 44
Coley Pontiac Buick GMC PO Box 969
Colosimo Scott 202 Oxford Ln
Computer Curriculum 120 E Uwchlan Ave Ste 201
Corcoran Christina 204 Bauman Cir
Costello Frederick T 108 Andover Dr
Crandall Susan R 669 Exton Commons
Daou Systems Inc 412 Creamery Way Ste 300
Davies Barbara A 267 Lindenwood Dr
Davis Joe W 750 Springdale Dr
Delvalle Lauren E 104 Princeton Rd
Des America Inc 740 Springdale Dr Unit 208
Dilzer Alexandra M 703 Old Valy Rd
Doherty Dolores M 509 Summercroft Dr
Donatos Pizza 104 North Pottstown Pk
Energy Management Systems Accts Receivable Dept 2159 PO Box 646
Environmental Resources Mge 855 Springdale Dr
Ficca Catherine A, Maria 221 Dowlin Forge Rd
Finney Frank K, Mary N RR 100
First American Corlogic R T Ea 486 Thomas Jones Way Ste 150 c/o Joey Hishon
Fleming Robert E 669 Exton Commons
Forchetti Vincent J Jr 1 E Uwchlan Ave Ste 401
Gilliam Merle W 104 Surrey Way
Grant Gregory J, Megan T 125 Lakeview Dr
Great American Ins Co 748 Springdale Dr Ste 150
Gregan Anita D 500 Cobbleskill Ln
Groundwater & Enviornment 410 Eagleview Blvd
H A Thompson Risk Mgt Ser PO Box 400
Harkins Brian 155 Philips Rd
Healthways Mgmt Group 430 Exton Common Rd
Hoffman Dorothy B 1901 Westfield Dr
Hood Lori A 315 Birmingham Way
Hsc Builders Const 304 New Mill Ln
Huang James 98 Surrey Way
Imhoff Nancy 203 Windham Dr Lot 49
Inn At Chester Springs 815 North Pottstown Pike
International Kung−Fu Center 514 Denbigh Ln
Jos T Ryerson & Son Inc 140 Conway Ct
Kashyap Manisha, Ayush 300 Aberdeen Ave
Kenney Maura J 406 Village Walk
Kinol Jon 704 Haywood Dr
Knauer Gorman Construct 535 James Hance Ct
Kneass Jim 180 Gordon Dr
Krasney Reginald A 717 Constitution Dr Ste 100
Kurpiel Thaddeus 1508 Cove Point Dr
Larney John PO Box 98
Lee John 44 Granville Way
Levin Bruce H MD 495 Thomas Jones Way Ste 202
Lincoln Trust 709 Mckernan Ln
Lionville System Inc 311 Commerce Dr Bldg A
Maaty Mohamed 806 08 Whitford Rd
Mabry David S 16 Buttonwood Dr
Mallon Nicole 321 Tapestry Cir
Mangos Peter G 709 Mckernan Ln Ira
Martin Michelle 505 Eagleview Blvd
Maureens Gallery 54 E Uwchlan Ave
Mccain Kathleen A 420 Concord Ave
Mckee Mayling 486 Thomas Jones Way
Mendenhall Dr Homeowners Asso 669 Exton Commons
Menzel Christine 100 Steeple Wood Dr
Munn Marene, Jean c/o Marene Munn−Panos 602 Wharton Blvd
Nelson Mary Ann 112 Talgrath Ct
Nguyen Vinh Van 414 W Lincoln Hwy
Nyanyiwa Edward 112 Conway Ct
Olseski Helen 502 Worthington Dr
Open Door Inc 930 East Lancaster Ave
Ott Shannon M, Madison K 526 Westfield Dr
Person W J 505 Denbigh Ln
Pharm Research Co 602 Jeffers Cir Ste 110
Physiotherapy Asso Inc 855 Springdale Dr Ste 200
Pillai Mukesh M 236 Apple Dr
Pirier Albitz Allison 433 Carmarthen Ct
Ponugoti Venugopal Rao 262 Aberdeen Ave
Porter James E 165 Heritage Ln
Premier Orthopaedic & Sport 191 Sheree Blvd Ste 200
Principia Partners 604 Gordon Dr
Purnell George W, Ann M 600 N Pottstown Pike Apt 203
Race Susan 108a West Shoen Rd
Rawat Hansi 447 Braceland Dr
Rebollo Marcia 330 Owynedd Ct
Resource Synergies Inc 316 Commerce Dr
Rieger Caroline M, Charles M 717 Constitution Dr Ste 100
Rispoli Gary V 15 Cameron Ct
Roehrs Company Inc 736 Spgdl Dr
Rosalino Samuel 22 Heritage Ln
Rosenblum Jeffrey L MD 80 W Welsh Pool Rd Ste 100
Ross David 58 Colleen
Ryan Stephen 500 Wharton Blvd
Schmid John S Living 200 Sunrise Blvd
Schmid John S Tr Ua 11 30 99 200 Sunrise Blvd
Snow G Michael 304 Newport Pl
Stephen Kathleen 283 Watch Hl Rd
Straw Larry A c/o The Est 244 Iron Lake Dr
Suburban Phila Arts In Education PO Box 773
Subway Exton Rt 100 807 N Pottstown Pike
Swimm D 464 Braceland Dr
Taylor Christina S 102 Pickering Way Ste 508
Term Yves Rocher 102 Pickering Way Ste 300
Thakur Rakesh R 89 Atherton Dr
The Surgery Center of Chester 460 Creamery Way Ste 100 Oakland Health Pavilion
Tobias Ins Group 505 Eagleview Blvd
Tyler Wealth Counselors Inc Ste #104 717 Constitution Dr
Valerio Gina 1004 S Severgn Dr
Wallaesa Helen M 200 Sunrise Blvd
Weiler Marion F 425 Westfield Dr
West Therese A 204 Worthington Dr
White Clay Enterprises dba Atlanta Bread Co 120 Woodcutter St
Witman Stanley, Rachel 958 Devon Dr
Xl Environmental PO Box 636
Xl Insurance 505 Eagleview Blvd
Xponcard Inc 523 James Hance Ct
Yuasa Exide Inc 3 Phase 255 Welsh Pool Rd
Zito Scott 278 Derby Dr
Frazer Pa 19335
Abrams Joseph 365 Lancaster Ave Ste 5
Alex C Fergusson Inc 25 Spring Mill Dr c/o Ken West
Animas Corporation 590 Lancaster Ave
Bouska Lori 333 Lancaster Ave #906
Castro Johanna 533 Lancaster Ave
Corrigan Manning Co Inc 590 E Lancaster Ave Ste 110
Cosier Karen 28 Kelmar Ave
Dfks Management LLC PO Box 1285
Houshower Delmar L 333 Lancaster Ave Apt 815
Ignatius Keith 333 Lancaster Ave Apt 706
Kelley Steven J 333 Lancaster Ave Apt 102
Khadar Abbas A 333 Lancaster Ave Apt 403
May Robert R, Karin A 10299 Pinesap Pl
Mendoza Carlos 548 Lancaster Ave
Panthalayini Hanisha K 333 Lancaster Ave Apt 218
Roma Jeffrey 365 Lancaster Ave
Schultz Claudia, Andrew c/o Jeanie A Schultz 50 E Swedesford Rd
Sheraton Great Valley Hotel 707 Lancaster Pike
Skiles A 112 Church Rd
Tigh Holdings Inc 288 Lancaster Ave
Weston Bonnie C 548 Lancaster Ave #16
Glenmoore Pa 19343
Baum Howard W 619 Greek Rd
Beaver Linda 17 Buck Dr
Brown Wanda RD 2
Ceritalia USA Inc 2950 Conestoga Rd
Cook Margaret, Daniel 70 Stonehedge Dr
Craig John, Gail 871 Springton Rd
Cummings Janet E 31 Chanticleer Dr
Estes Betty K 127 Andover Rd
Fox Thomas M 24 Brandywine Dr
Goldhorn Thomas F 183 Pumpkin Hill Rd
Hale T A Circa Linda 2950 Conestoga Rd
Irey Thomas PO Box 159
Johnson Vernon 164a RD 1
Macaleer Lynda K 21 Arrow Point Dr
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Muehlbauer Helmut 40 Pennswood Dr
Muirhead Pamela A 1443 Horseshoe Pike Pike
Penneys Jeffrey PO Box 368
Rogers Mark A, Susan 1 Rabbit Run Ln
Sassaman Alan J RD 2
Smitham Kristen H PO Box 159
Tomlinson Debra E, Glenn 424 Fairview Rd
Honey Brook Pa 19344
Algier Lee H PO Box 437
Anderson Betsy Christine 7 Shawnee Ln
Aw Golden Inc 280 Deer Run Dr
Bristow George J, Debby P RD 1
Browne James L IV 53 Lenape Way
Dunfee Barbara 13 Eagan Cir Brandywine Tr
E Markley & Asso 904 Twin County Rd
Eckman Erica C 427 Cahill Cir
Fink Carol M E86 Tel Hai PO Box 190
Frame Lewis Jr 4690 Horseshoe Pike
Geatens Velma K 8 Lenape Way
Groff W Est Indian Run Vlg
Honeybrook Gulf 2500 Conestoga Ave
Iaquinto Stephen J 102 Callum Ln
Kauffman John P RR 4 Box 30
Kuch Herman F Jr PO Box 190
Le Andy V 110 Shetland Dr
Leidy Elaine R, Warren 889 N Manor Rd
Messner Carol 430 Icedale Rd
Miller Mary Ellen 955 Birdell Rd
Miller Matthew 482 Hill Rd
Morris Edward Jr 1160 North Manor Rd
Plutt James A 33 Woodland Dr
Reed Helen J RT 3 Box 76 Apt B #104
Reinhart Dorothy S PO Box 39
Reinhart Dorothy S W Main St PO Box 113
Roberts Michelle M 113 Whitetail Ct
Shanahan Jeanne H 2240 Beaver Dam Rd
Speckii Edward L PO Box 39
Speckii Edward L W Main St PO Box 113
Stevens John R 12 Tomahawk Ln
Stoltzfus Melvin 805 Twin County Rd
Tel Hai Retirement Comm PO Box 190
Zarate Manuella 280 Deer Run Dr
Kennett Square Pa 19348
Alexander Andrew N 16 Ingleton Cir uare
Anderson Richmond W, Freda 320 Juniper St Apt A−17
Anderson Steve 413 Red Clay Dr
Arellano Veronica 405 S Union St
Autumn Living Centers LLC Disb Account 101 E State St
Bahel George S Jr, Eleanor H 718 Lafayette St
Baker Elizabeth Dabney Kendal at Longwood #109
Barlow Marie RD 3
Bartran Gretchen dba Kennett Tag & Ins 1001 West Baltimore Pk
Bautista Rafael 520 South Union St
Bazzano Michael PO Box 942
Bentley Hunt Corp 503 School House Rd Ste 300
Bisbing Roy J 405 Lantern Ln
Bisbing Roy J 5 Woodchuck Way
Bldrs Stevenson PO Box 760
Blevins Nannie J RD 2
Brace Shane Louis, Mark Louis 109 Hadleys Mill Rd
Brennan Dorothy 216 No Union St
Bretko Barbara J, Carl A 3 Raven Ln
Brusters Nathans 940 E Baltimore Pk
Bryer Joseph 707 Layafette St
Burgos Liz 302 Ctr St
Butcher Mary 409 Beech Ln
Cameron Luke 104 Indian Spgs Rd
Campanaro Robert D 1066 E Baltimore Pike
Cansler Kristen Cephalon 939 Wawaset Rd
Care Haven Associates Tax Dep 101 E State St
Carvajal Lopez Silviano C 608 W South St
Cbs Operations Genesis 100690 128 E State St
Chester County Clean Water Fund 688 Unionville Rd Ste 200
Choby Alexander J 113 Willow Glen Dr
Christie Edna L RR 1
Clark Mary E 147 W State St
Claycomb W J 533 Penn Ave
Close Kathleen L, Reuben H 57 Kendal at Longwood
Cole Ruby D 327 Walnut Ct Way
Concordville Nissan 1471 Embreeville Rd
Cousins Williams Lot 71 303 Aster Cir
Coy Susan Mc 51 Fawn Ln
Coy Wallace 313 S Union St
D Ambrosio Motors Inc 600 West State St
Desanto Wayne Box 832
Difilippo Janet 409 S Brd St
Dinorscia Angela 605 E Cypress St
Dobbs Alison S 510 Fox Hollow Dr
Donlick Michelle Kristen 111 Gatehouse Dr
Dorris Sandra K 708 Wickersham Ln
Ehrlichman Mary 992 Baneswood Dr
Eldercare Genesis Att Managed Care Division
Elliott Garry 815 E Baltimore Pike
Ellor Kathleen L 149 S Willow St
Erni Jeffrey R 215 Blue Spruce Dr
Everfast Inc 203 Gale La Walnut Rd Bu
Faber Dorothy E 701 Wickersham Ln
Faccenda Rita 204 Ridge Ave
Fredericks Karen 640 Linden Cir
Furia Philomena M 455 E South St
Garcia Maria T 147 Bancroft Rd
Genesis Healthcare Corp c/o Christian Leiva 101 E State St
Goodrich Marie RD 2
Gourmet Cafe Inc 201 S Union St
Greenough Judith L 428 Merrick Ln
Griffin Sandra 109 W State St
Grimm Virginia H 213 Cherry Ln
Haggerty Daniel, Alma 205 Scarlett Ave
Hammell Belford 525 East Cypress St
Hammond Mary 1 Ingleton Cir
Harrington David T 919 Sunstone Ln
Heim Elizabeth T, Jeffrey 725 Sportsmen Ln B1
Hersheyross Elizabeth 535 West St Rd
Hill Emily 94 Crosslands Dr
Holcomb Edward E, Doris M 104 Willow Glen Dr
Holston Earl M Marital Trust Ua 10 22 98 c/o Peter C Holston 224 E St Rd Ste 1
Holston Peter C 224 E St Rd Ste 1
Iacocca Albert M, Mary 107 Blackshire Rd
Ilgenfritz Christine M 405 Marlboro Rd
Intl Cancer All 23 Fern Hill Rd
J B Swayne Spawn Co PO Box 618
Juarez Bedolla Jose 314 W South St
Kennedy Robert D 301 W Locust Ln
Kennett Square YMCA 101 Race St c/o Denise Day
Kledaras Peter G 133 W Hillendale Rd
Kolb Edward A 804 Roberts Way
Kotagiri Krishna 129 Penns Manor Ln
Kuzo & Grieco Funeral Home Inc 250 West State St
Kydd Christine T 616 Mill Rd
Leaman Clarence, Leona PO Box 232
Leonard Penelope H 224 E St Rd Ste 1
Lopez Heriberto 301 Cedar Spring Rd Apt 107
Lynch Betty D David L Myers Esp PO Box 384
Lynch Cathy A 315 E State St
Maguire Joseph Paul, Frances S 422 Hannum Rd
Mckee Dave 142 Soltner Dr
Mckee Tanesa M 527 E Cypress St
Meredith Elizabeth A 322 Juniper St Apt A21
Merry Piper 114 Federal Walk
Mettenheimer Claus B 108 Ringtail Run
Milford Center Wrork 101 East State Stree
Miller Frances F Trust 203 Kendal Dr
Moran Roger G 281 Longview Ln
Mory Paul S Jr 223 Kendal Dr
Muscari Jacqueline P 224 E St Rd
Mushroom Spawning Svcs PO Box 877
Nava Gabriel Alazar 306 E Linden St
Newhard Mcgrady Jennifer A 716 Brighton Cir
NVF 400 Mulberry St
Olstein Karen C 103 Nathaniel Ln
Orn Adalsteinsson 23 Fernhill Rd
Orndorff Kevin 405 Anvil Dr
Osborne Grace RD 3
Penman W Robert Dr Box 537 251 Crosslands Dr
Perferred Designs At Home 128 W State St
Pizza Gallery Inc 104 W State St
Pouncy Carl S 413 S Union St
Pozzi Matthew 105 Round Hill Rd
Project Salud 731 W Ctpress St
Quinn Marilyn S PO Box 22
Ralli Jack B, Mary B 70 Kendal Dr
Rechenberg Paul 306 Walnut Ct Way
Reiter Mary 147 W State St
Remick Hiliary L 224 East St Rd
Rivell W 268 Marshall Bridge Rd
Romo Luis Felipe 649 Linendall Rd
Ruggieri A R 405 S Union St
Rybinski F 405 Bayard Rd
Sandoval Jaime, Maria 721 Wayne Ave
Schmitt Albert J 413 Mcfarlan Rd Ste 205
Schroeder Susan 127 Hillside Ln
Seidman George Store B 625 E Cypress St
Seos Displays Ltd 503 Schoolhouse Rd
Sheets Tipton 95 Cedarcrest Rd
Sheridan Timothy M, Jill J 630 Bayard Rd
Shishko Kathleen, Kevin 112 Gideon Dr
Simpers Norma J 224 East St Rd
Spadaro John S 993 Baineswood Dr
Spong Heather 1471 Embreeville Rd
Sunny Dell Inc 214 S Mill Rd
Thompson William C, Rita L 804 Merrybell Ln
Turner Armstrong Phyllis F 402 Falcon Dr
Turner Phyllis F Trust 402 Falcon Dr
Twombly John R 224 E St Rd Ste 1
Unisys Corp Jim Cummings 221 Gale Ln
Vazquez Aida 554 Creek Rd 3
Vermillion Michael A 125 Schoolhouse Ln
Waller James C 206 E Linden St
Wertz Wilmer W 226 Maiden Ln
Wick Laura A Box 244 Crosslands
Williams Florence K, John R 101 Cold Spgs Rd
Willowdale Commons LP Waterbury Assoc
Yarrington Alexander B 416 Highland Ct
Zavala Miguel A 717 S Washington St
Kimberton Pa 19442
Badick Theresa PO Box 13
Dobson George W PO Box 128
Harris Cynthia M PO Box 894
Henry Company 336 Coldstream Rd
Hill Kathleen A c/o Nutrition Mgt Inc Box 725
Le Jo Ent Inc Chester Spgs Rd
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Lee Gayoung 1601 Pughtown Rd
Lusch Richard T PO Box 91
Vacca Joyce 1191 Rapps Dam Rd
Vanderslice Harry PO Box 105
Landenberg Pa 19350
Appleton Bryan 5 Peter Chstphtr Dr
Auburn Moon Agency 2 Victorian Ln
Berkowitz Irving M 18 White Clay Dr
Bevan Maura 3 Juniper Hill Ln
Bonaldi Martina 210 North Creek Rd
Brooks Warren 455 Auburn Rd
Broskey Susan J 107 Fennec Dr
Byham Susan M 12 Jackson Ln
Chaffin Anne 100 W 10th St
Chapman Lidie M Box 102a Rt 41
Charles Alice M 104 Parsons Rd
Cieszynski Christopher E 506 Gypsy Hill Rd
Clauges Jennifer J 655 Chambers Rock Rd
Cole Richard E 112 Crestwood Rd
Cordivano Barbara 545 Egypt Run Rd
Debbrecht Lois J 30 Pelham Dr
Dellose Sharon L 144 Harrogate Dr
Edelson Maureen 116 Waterfall Ln
Forlino Jay Michael II 128 Stonegate Dr
Garcia Bernardo 932 Penn Green Rd
Guadarrama Juan Po Box 42
Hamilton Charles W 124 N Bank Rd
Hernandez Luis Hildago 860 Penngreen Rd
Hodson Mark F 1442 Brd Run Rd
Hughes Michael 8 Harrington Ct
Hulick Peter R 14 Evans Dr
Karcewski Margaret 1 Picket La Lot 8
Kiley Shannon Nicole, Julie, Stephanie 30 Pelham Dr
Kingery Dolores J, Craig D 14 Beechwood Dr
Kmiec Jennifer L, Eric B 18 Crossan Ct
Krinsky Benjamin L, Lori K 115 Gold Hawk Ln
Lewis Cheryl A Somerset Lake 424 Buttonwood Rd
Lupton Gale E 2 Skyridge Rd
Mcgonigle Gerald F III 12 Crestview Rd
Mitchell Pamela A 1 Lamplight Ln
Mullin Mary E 4009 Rosemont Dr
Okoye Adaeze 11 Quail Dr
Oneal Gertrude E RD 1 Box 128 B
Parrish Aileen H 219 Mercer Mill Rd
Prendergast Sally 614 Sandys Parrish Rd
Rigg Gregory C 17 Chesterton Ln
Secret Society Inv Club c/o Joe Gasz 105 Hamilton Rd
Serpico Rick 102 Partridge Way
Soutland Lawia Box 102a Rt 41
Stapen Jeffrey S 14 Wilkinson Dr
Tapia Juvenal PO Box 292
Tracy Larry R 1858 Flint Hill Rd
Westenberger John W, Ann E 145 Laurel Hts Rd
Williams Harold John 144 Starr Rd
Ziegler Allison 3002 Rosemont Dr
Eagle James D 421 Buttonwood Rd
Kueny Josh W 17 Ways Run
Lincoln University Pa 19352
Bossler Norma E 139 Galloping Hill Rd
Bove Mary Louise PO Box 176
Butt Kalli M 270 Kimble Rd
Buttner Christophe 211 Highland View Dr
Cerullo James Anthony 115 Locust Dr
Church Hosanna Aump PO Box 29 Building Fund
Clayton Edna P 502 Montana Dr
Drennen Alicia A 671 Thunder Hill Rd
Duffy William 240 Tudor Cir
Gilley Jacob Joseph, Rebecca 103 Darlington Cir
Grant Jean D 203 Willow Way
Greer Joshua 487 Elkdale Rd
Hostetler George D 2020 Oxford Rd
Huston Michelle 154 Hall Rd
Keen Kary 237 S Deer Run Dr
Lennick John M III, Michelle L 63 Meadowcroft Ln
Leranian Lorrie D 743 Thunderhill Rd
Petersen Ralph 128 Great Oak Dr
Susain Nicole L 230 Webb Rd
Thompson James 280 Elkview Rd
Thuer Tara L 175 Valy View Cir
Watkins Sean E 20 Owenwood Dr
Lyndell Pa 19354
Davis Robert B Jr PO Box 254
Malvern Pa 19355
15 Virginia Ave Asso 70 E Swedesford Rd Ste 7
Accent Custom Woodwork 179a Pennsylvania Ave
Air Flow Co Inc 228 Lancaster Ave
Akkineni Umakanth 251 Yorktown Ct
Alig Services LLC PO Box 13437 3 Great Valy Pkwy
American Institute For Cpcu 720 Providence Rd Ste 100
Analytical Graphics In 1st Fl 40 General Warren Blvd
Armstrong Robert B 50 Charwynn Ln
Axeda System 277 Great Valy Pkwy
Barnes Marian 324 Lancaster Ave Apt 309
Baylor Morning E Est 14 Pickwick Lan
Beckett & Lee LLP Attn: Ap 16 General Warren Bl
Benchmark Medical Inc 101 Lindenwood Dr Ste 420
Benson Patricia L, Jeffrey L 1475 Swedesford Rd
Bernardine Ralph J 1 Crumley Ave
Bickel Dorothy 209 Great Valy Shop Ctr
Bicker Dorothy 5 Main Line Nurshing & Rehab
Billy Jeans Boys c/o Pogeys Rte 29 & Yellow Spgs Rd
Blake Cherie M 119 Davis Rd
Blumethal Art 11 Stoneybrook La
Brinton Village Development LLC 110 N Phoenixville Pike Ste 100
Brown Benjamin F, Gwendolyn, Dwayne, Kathy PO Box 248
Brozovich Margaret 322a Boot Rd
Bruderle Stephen 209 Yorktown Ct
Burgess John S 182 Blackberry Ln
Burns Bill 9 Whitehourse Meadows
Cadmet Inc PO Box 24
Campbell Alan 702 Monument Rd
Castro Fidel 503 Lancaster Ave
Centocor Facilities Svcs 200 Great Valy Pkwy Mail Stop M93
Cfm Technologies Inc 325 Technology Dr
Chance Samuel Kent Jr, Sam 730 Monument Rd
Circle K Mini Mart 201 Morehall Rd
Cohen Avrum 812 Charleston Greene
Cohen Jeffrey 9 Anthony Dr
Collins Lydia 236 Swedesford Rd
Commonwealth Federal Savings Bank 70 Valy Stream Pkwy
Conner Malcom D 1 Ashwood Ln
Cooke Hilary 408 Dutton Mill Rd
Coombe Beverly E 324 West Lancaster Ave
Court Square Leasing Co 14 Great Valy Pkwy, Ste 100
Crtv 5 Great Valy Pkwy Ste 2
Cullens Great Valley Sunoco 141 Morehall Rd
Daimlerchrysler 101 Lindenwood Dr 3rd Fl
Deger William Forrest Jr 11 Shepherd Rd
Dellafranco Jeffrey Dennis 112 Weybridge Dr
Delta Ducon Convey Ing 40 Lloyd Ave Ste 204
Dilaura Sandra 1086 W King Rd Deer 218
Diorio Stephen J 29 Fox Ridge Dr
Dreibelbis Neil 305 Penns Ln
Dudas Michael F 224 Miner St
Duraclean Cleaning Specialists c/o Sandy Zell 3054 Blackberry Ln
Eichman John E 812 W King Rd
Elements Design 7 East King St
Estrin Ann Adalist Tr Ua 31−Jul−98, Estrin Ann Adalist 273 Great Valy Pkwy
Filip Alexandra 8 E Swedesford Rd
Financial Scudder 288 Lancaster Ave Bldg 1 2nd Fl
First Evergreen 70 7 E Swedesford Rd Attn: Eileen
Folcarelli Antonio 42 Lady Kirby Ln
Fortson David L 1086 W King Rd Apt M114
Four Putt Productions Inc 31 Wood Ln
Frederick David F 2 Shepard Rd
Friedman David 35 Meadow Creek Ln
Furlong Dolores B, Michael 45 Fahnestock Rd
Gaines Patricia Grasty 240 W Valy Hill Rd
Ge Capital Modular Space 40 Liberty Blvd
Gray Dorothy Main Line Nursing Home 283 Lancaster Ave
Great Gvh Partners dba The Conference Center One Liberty Blvd
Great Wide Dl c/o Beckett & Lee PO Box 3001
Harvey Jay c/o Ikon Management Svc 70 Valy Stream Pkwy
Hauser William C Jr, William C PO Box 1414
Hazzard Jacob L 6 Kelmar Ave
Heffner H M 305 Penns Ln
Henning Sandra M 269 Yorktown Ct
Higgins Mary 302 Charleston Grn
Hmp Comm 83 General Warren Blvd 100
Hobbs Group Inc 70 East Swedesford Rd
Hockenbury Megan E 7 Raffaela Dr
Hollowich Paul Est 2 Trevor Ln
Holmwood Corporation 7 Great Valy Pkwy Ste 254
Holmwood James M Est 4 Goshorn Dr
Holowich Delfina 2 Trevor Ln
Hoover Financial Adv 112 Moores Rd Ste 100
Hopkins Florence S 812 W King Rd
Houstonpharma Inc 2 W Liberty Blvd Ste 204
Huang Cheng Li C, Eugene E 203 Yorktown Ct
Hudson Oil Co 245 Lancaster Ave
Hughes Rita J 64 Kelmar Ave
Hunter Heather 100 Daisey Ln
Ideamart Inc 301 Lindenwood Dr Ste 380
Innovative Consulting Inc 20 Valy Stream Pkwy Ste 350
Intergroup Svcs 101 Lindenwood Dr Ste 150
Irons Gregory P, Joni M 7 Westgate Cir
Irons Gregory P 7 Westgate Cir
J M J Trading Co Inc 15 James Thomas Rd
Jackson Josephine S 1204 Wisteria Dr
Jacquette Jason 31 Wood Ln
Jones G Daniel 273 Great Valy Pkwy
Jones Lang Lasalle Unisys 2476 Swedesford Rd
Jordan Drew D 110 Wilburdale Rd
Judge John 96 Sagewood Dr
Kelly Dylan Richard 55 Church Rd
Kim Sun H 583 Sugartown Rd
King Weston L 2264 Valy Hill Rd
Klepac Ferdinand M 3 Mckinley Ave
Knox Richard H 812 W King Rd
Kobs Kathleen H, Michael F 3306 Woodview Way
Koffey Quentin 852 Providence Rd
Kolb Tyler 127 Weybridge Dr
Kushy Samuel 140 Weybridge Dr
Leonard Mitch 2310 Woodview Way
Lewis Amy 199 Line Rd Delivery 4
Lopez Jessica M 1086 W King Rd Apt G315
Lopez Rosaura 310 Old Morehall Rd
Lucks Jonathan 9 Colonial Way
Lyons Media Inc 20 Valystream Pkwy Ste 265
Ma Michael Y 240 Yorktown Ct
Mack Timothy B 52 A Ruthland Ave
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Madison Construction Co 130 Quaker Ln
Malvern Auto Body 181 Lancaster Ave
Malvern Mobil 199 Lancaster Ave
Mama Luciss Restaurant 188 Lancaster Ave
Mandeville Josephin 306 Applebrook Dr
Mazur Jeanne M 611 W King Rd
Mccartney Alma K 17 Anthony Dr
Mcfarland Margaret 25 High St
Mckeefery Thomas J 806 W King Rd
Mcnamara James, Lisa 18 Winding Way
Message Pharmaceuticals 30 Spring Mill Dr
Miesse Christian C 2 Kane Dr
Miguel Samuel 301 Lancaster Ave Apt C
Millmore Fletcher 117 Church Rd
Mirra Ray 1494 Treeline Dr
Moffat Michael S 144 Church St
Mowen Keith A 4205 Woodview Way
Neuronyx Inc 1 Great Valy Pkwy Suite 20
Novavax Inc 508 Lapp Rd
Oftring Koblish Julie E 1998 Rochambeau Dr
Orthovita Inc 77 Great Valy Pkwy
Pagano Mary M 102 Grubb Rd
Palier Donna M 5 Madeline Dr
Palmer James 8 Queens Ave
Perry George Dayton 73 Spring Rd
Peterson Sally 692 Sugartown Rd
Pethkar Sachin S 1086 W King Rd Apt Bu213
Pindell Danielle A 115 Longford Ave 1
Progressive Business PO Box 3019 370 Technology Dr
Puthaneedu Deepak Vallikkat 12 E Swedesford Rd Ste 324
Ramirez Carol Kenney 834 Forest Ln
Ramirez Milton Manuel 548 Lancaster Ave
Reid David 204 Archer Ct
Roberts Carmen K 274 Valy View Rd
Robinson Robert 312 P 1086 W King Rd
Rode Ian 200 Great Valy Pkwy
Rogers Tanner 1501 Tree Line Dr
Rosen Anton E 717 S Warren Ave
Rothenbusch Ruediger 6111 Woodview Way c/o Kirstin Scheuer
Rusk Eliot E c/o Jennifer Evert Rusk 1101 Maple Hill Ln
Salehi Asghar I 4 Robin Rd
Sanofi Aventis c/o Alan N Peterson 25 Great Valy Pkwy
Sassaman Lena S, John A 326 E Brd St
Schmid Thomas K 2180 Pikeland Rd
Shapiro Michael L 2 Roselawn Ln
Shimko David 40 Tree Ln
Shridhara Raghavendra 55 Frazer Rd Apt Dg36
Silverstein Keith 1109 Summhill Dr
Situ Lynn 2171 Union Hill Rd
Skipper Brandon Checkley 1086 W King Rd
Slider Barbara L 47 Carol La
Smith Jeffrey M 21 Rogers Way
Sorensen Anna Marie 2 Pond Ln
Southern David 361 Old Lincoln Hwy
Suburban Apts 288 Spring Rd
Sullivan Sallyanne, Mark A 36 Bryan Ave
Summerfield Suites 20 Morehall Rd
Systems Computer Tech Corp 4 Country View Rd c/o Jennifer Zappacosta
T L S Service Bureau PO Box 3001
Teter John W 4 Sycamore Dr
Thilow Frank B 9 Rogers Way
Thomas Adele V, C Lyle 147 Monument Ave
Triton Pcs Holdings C 375 Technology Dr
Unpainted Furniture The 346 East Brd St
Waltman Ernest 209 Great Valy Shop Ctr
Waltman Ernest 5 Main Line Nurshing & Rehab
Whiting Degler 531 W Lancaster Ave
Williams Jerimiah 51 Valy Stream Pkwy Mailstop J24
Woodruff Benjamin 207 Yorktown Ct
Wpee Ins Trust Fund Intergroup Svcs Valybrooke I 101 Lindenwood Dr Ste 150
Xoxide c/o Steve Voudouris 2350 Yellow Spgs Rd
Yamas Kathleen M 121 Davis Rd RD 1
Youngblood Christine 2000 Wellspring Ln
Zepp Mark 2 Karen Dr
Mendenhall Pa 19357
Pasquariello R J PO Box 118
Modena Pa 19358
Scott Lavinia PO Box 12
Shelton Sidney PO Box 100
Nottingham Pa 19362
Ac Thouron Family Investment Partners 401 Glenroy Rd
Achuff Vincent M, Sara K 103 Cir Dr
Breaker Darrell H, Lucille 1018 Lees Bridge Rd PO Box 106
Clark Brian M 1142 Less Bridge Rd
Daney Susan 144 Blackburn Dr
Filacheck Rev LT Anna c/o Plotnick & Ellis PCA Hughes L Filacheck Ttees 25 Gray
Horse Rd
Gillespie Bernard P, Joanne H 103 Hiview Dr
Goldsmith Christina R 259 Red Pump Rd
Griffith Energy Service Inc PO Box 215
Hubbard Jesse L PO Box 27
Jackson Woody PO Box 222
Jamison David T 481 Kirks Mill Rd
Kirk Harry K, Sara H 3 Horseshoe Ln
Lavery Nathan D 225 Red Pump Rd
Linn Frank Alsip, Anna 751 E Christine Rd
Moore Kenneth 475 Kirks Mill Rd
Traynor William, Carol 256 W Ridge Rd
Wolff Carolyn, Carly 25 Ivy Ln
Oxford Pa 19363
Aguilar Barajas Juan 12 S 4th St Apt 2
Boyd Kelli, Dale 239 Township Rd
Boyer Margaret 412 Conowingo Cr
Brewer Emma F 524 Conowingo Cir
Brown Chester, Jean RR 1
Campbells Market 2135 Baltimore Pike
Chambers John W 113 N 2nd St
Chase Allen K Est 9103 Hickory Hill Rd
Chew S Towing 722 Market St
Coleman Philippa M, Geoffrey R 161 W Branch Rd
Curran Patrick 2218 Baltimore Pike
Earnhart Raymond T, Elizabet 620 Market St
Ferguson Dory 109 Rosewood Dr
Ferguson Williamm, Anne M 7 E Locust St
Fernandes Sheila 2366 Hickory Hill Rd
Fisher Levi M 401 Fulton Rd
Focht Stephen A 776 Slate Hill Dr
Garnett Wilhelmina 433 Conowingo Cir
Graham Albert F Jr 125 Limestone Rd
Gwaltney Rose M 321 Chase St
Happold Theodore W 218 Beaumont Dr # B
Hayworth Emily M 238 Hayesville Rd
Hensley Bonnie 260 E Mt Vernon
Hsing Rodney 160 St Rd
Jones Mabel P PO Box 131
Kimes Patrick M 144 N 3rd St
Kirk Dorothy R 205 E Locust St 2
Knox Jim 57 N 4th St
Lamarche Charles M 737 Conowingo Cir
Lihou Matt 326 S Brookside Dr
Madden John 128 Kensington Ln
Mcglade John J 622 Lloyds Rd
Mcintire Blanche E, Lala, Melvin RD 1
Meck Mildred, Glen RD 1 PO Box 24
Menna Anthony F 740 Slate Hill Dr
Miller Aidan C, Rayna E 113 Amber Dr
Miller William H Jr 116 Valy Ave
Mitchell William 600 Lincoln St
Morales David 122 Grand St
Munoz Vicente 415 4th St Apt 3
Myers Stephen G 1783 Baltimore Pike
Oxford Motors Inc PO Box 159
Palmos Jonathan E 594 South 5th St
Petit Demanfe Mark A 188 Graves Rd
Phillips Regina C 255 Union Sq Rd
Prewitt Janet C, Arvil 180 Woods Rd
Ray Nancy 43 S 5th St
Reed Jesse J III PO Box 187
Riale Helen 417 Market St
Rose Kenneth R, Elmer 788 Little Elk Creek Rd
Schneeman Orval W 1000 Little Elk Creek Rd
Stoltzfus Jacob F, Lizzie 1001 Lincoln Hayesville Rd
Stoltzfus Israel B 51 Widdowson Rd
Szczechowski David A 5066 Homeville Rd
Taylor Robert L Jr 102 Janes Ln
Trottier Gordon C 1746 Baltimore Pike
Tyre Leahmond J 332 Redwood Dr
Vanbergen Frederick 806 Slate Hill Dr
Veneri Florence H 372 Autumn Hill Dr
Watson John G 286 W Branch Rd
Weaver Gary 403 St Rd & Scroggy Rd
Wentz John 344 Oxford Rd
Wilcox Jay C, Elva 237 Maryland Ave
Wood E F III 3252 Forge Rd 13c
Wyncote Golf Club 50 Wyncote Dr
Wyncote Golf Course PO Box 146
Paoli Pa 19301
Alexandras Boutique 23 Paoli Plz
Ao North America Dept of Continuing Medical Educati 1700 Russell Rd
Baranzano Mgt Corp 53 Darby Rd
Barbee Charlotte R 102 Agnew Ln
Booker Nancy 68 W Central Ave
Borska Lawrence 1884 Glenwold Dr
Brocklebank Caryn R 105 Richmond Rd
Brown William E Jr, Constance 27 E Paoli Ave
Canale Mary L 27 E Central Ave Apt H7
Carpenter Jack 20 Paoli Pike Ste 204
Carrick Associates 1728 Valy Green Rd
Chang Chung Kun 225 Plank Av St 13
Coetzee Elizabeth 112 Biddle Rd
Downs Elizabeth M Biddle Rd
Exequiel Franco 2 Rolling View Dr
Facchine Ernest L Jr PO Box 761
Ferree John 4 Beryl Rd
Finn Robert 287 Orchard Rd
Fox Stephen C The Fox Medical Oncology Cente 21 Industrial Blvd Ste 204
Fox Stephen C MD 255 W Lancaster Ave Ste 210
Fria Anna C 36 Fairview Rd
Gardner William R 27 E Central Ave Apt L1
Garvin Dorothy W 107 W Central Ave
Gibson Mary J 21 W Central Ave
Greenstone Development II Corp PO Box 973
Ilene Shore 55 South Valy Rd Apt G1
Jackmon Bertha E 39 Smt Ave
Jimmerson Aaron 27 E Central Ave
Key East Foundation 168 Woodgate Ln
Kinney Karin 16 Wister Rd
Klenk Susan H 156 Woodgate Ln
Kmi Inc 37 Industrial Blvd Ste 3
Kropfeld Loretta 29 Greenlawn Rd c/o Jack Esterkin
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Lewis Timothy M 5 Garrett Ave
Li Quan 49 E Lancaster Av
M Bowman Siding & Windows 17 Maple Ave
Macintyre Capron Asso Paoli Executive Green 1 41 Leopard Rd Ste101
Menig Edward G 144 S Cedar Hollow Rd
Mhj Inc PO Box 337
Minisi Claire G 300 Continental Ln
Moyer Ann L 107 Richmond Rd
Nichols Robert E 324 Lancaster Pike
Noble Harvest PO Box 1008
Palmer Sarah S PO Box 354 788 N Valy Rd
Perlman Daniel 208 Darby Rd
Perrymore Diane 236 Fairway Rd
Queen of Hearts 1776 E Lancaster Ave 7
Ryan Robert E, Stella 104 Gable Rd
Ryan Susanna E, Stephen G 315 Continental Ln
Scarlat Alexander 326 Paoli Woods Dr
Sebring Heatly D 255 W Lancaster Ave Ste 209
Semenza Stephen 55 S Valy Rd Apt E1
Shawn S Barber Shop 16 Smt Ave
Shevertalov Maxim 27 E Central Ave Apt B11
Simkiss Agency Inc The PO Box 1787
Strahlendorf Paul 202 Lafayette Rd
Synthes c/o Synthes PO Box 1766
Taylor Gifts Warehouse 600 Cedar Hollow Rd
Tobias Knoblach Private Bank PO Box 760
Tross Rebecca E 165 Sheldrake Dr
Tyler T J PO Box 1030
Walton Marie J 23n Cedar Hollow Rd
Zielonka Jason S 1708 E Lancaster Ave Pmb 282
Parker Ford Pa 19457
Us Biotechnologies 2570 Rte 724 P Box 435
Parkesburg Pa 19365
Allen Sarah C 370 Strasburg Ave
Barnes Anita C 6 Smithfarm Ln
Bender Robert W 292 Walnut Dr
Casey Fred H 66 E 2nd Av
Cawley William, Maria 68 Holstein Dr
Championship Cleaning Grp LLC Attn Mark Liverant 603 Fox Trl
Chansky Douglas P 113 Valy View Driv
Cortright Kathleen, James R 598 5th Ave
Corum Clifford 21 West St
Deaver Mark 4453 W Lincoln Hwy
Derouanna Doreen C, Travis J 149 S Gay St
Esch Barbara P, Stevie M RR 2 Box 8A
Glen Run Cemetery Assoc c/o Ray R Wilson 810 W 4th Ave
Harrell Bernetta P c/o Brett Harrell 106 N Church St
Hollingsworth Joan E 405 Strasburg Ave Borough
Japanese Legal Resources LLC 4000 Lower Valy Rd
Kalber Frank G 501 Main St
Malley Angela E O 207 Fox Trail
Martin Doroth 520 W 1st Ave
Megonigal Betty D 106 E 2nd Ave
Moore Stuart M 405 Strasburg Ave Borough
Ranck Zelma L 601 Green St Apt E8
Risser Debbie 522 First Ave
Roth Betty A 601 Green St Apt E2
Scott Leroy E 3542 Limestone Rd
Scott Ruth Est 462 Freedom Blvd
Shuler Jeffrey L 598 6th Ave
Signature Pizza 360 Commons Way
Stine Bettysue 100 W 1st Ave c/o Fulton Bank
Stringer Clara E 12 Walnut St
Walton Harold E 145 S Church St
Wheeler Jennifer 200 N Curch St Apt 0101
Wolfe Betty C 517 W 2nd Ave
Phoenixville Pa 19460
Acrodyne Industries 200 Schell Ln
Amaral Silverio 335 Schuylkill Rd
Ambrosia Catering Inc 400 Bridge St Caterers
Anything Electronic c/o Kris 326 Parkville Dr
Atkinson Glenn 109 Stewarts Ct
Babala Joseph 427 South St
Bailey Amber L 159 Hillcrest Ave
Bale Thomas 74 Page Ln
Barnaik John B 1 Penn St
Barnett Harry 1240 Tyler Aven
Bauer Marilois, Dale W 462 W High St
Beaver Steven 340 Grover St
Beiter Brandy N 131 Picket Post Ln
Benjamin Ronald S 440 Shelbourne Ln
Bhandula Sachin 640 Parkview Dr Apt K640
Bickel Frances RR 1
Bilcare Inc 300 Kimberton Rd
Blue Jace G 502 Deer Run Ln
Book Jenny G 940 Twp Line Rd
Bortz Maria V 601 Ctr Ave Apt 209
Bouchelle Jean 833 Main St
Brannan Ronald 2105 Dawn Way
Butz Greg R 111 Charlestown Hunt Dr
Buzzerd Sophie, John RD 3
Buzzerd Calvin R 207 Merlin Rd
Byrne Jeanne M 1191 Ratts Dam Rd
Campbell Wearshing Blake S, Mary E 502 W High St
Carey Philip 221 Washington Ave
Carroll Ray 170 Country La
Coll Grace A 28 Richard Lee Ln
Cooke Daniel J 894 Winding River Ln
Cover Richard S 342 Saint Marys St
Crayne Olivia P 161 Gateshead Way
Cunniff James F 605 Nutt Rd
Dangelis Ottavio J 276 Rivercrest Dr
Danielle Yucis 344 Church St
Danker Furniture LLC 1000 Township Line Rd Ste 6
Daywalt Fred 209 Hawthorne Ln
Decal Specialties Inc 73 Page Ln
Dellaquila Emma 228 Dayton St
Dementis Emmanuel 1086 Snyder Ave Rd #1
Demo Patricia A 520 Starr St
Desimone Luisa 114 Waverly Cir
Destefano Emilio 427 Springview La
Dimaio John 5021 Swan Dr
Dooley Michael E, Suzanne T 4203 Eland Downe
Dorothy Kalinski Trust Golden Living 833 S Main St
Dpuia Anthony 332 Morgan St
Dryoff Mary 229 Church St
Drysdale Madeline White Horse Rd
Duval Zachary James, Curtis 105 Genise Dr
Emerson Joshua G 201 Starr St Apt B
Ervin Mary 207 Grant St
Evasew Robbin Ann 19 Sycamore Dr
Fabriziani Barry 286 Griffen St
Fahmy Christina 100 Tinkerhill Rd
Fanelli Charles W 124 Railrd St
Fazio Charles J 219 Prospect St
Ferrara Joseph 740 W Bridge St
Ferrara Joseph Jr 626 Bridge St
Feulner Gary E 53 Columbia Ave
Filler John M 137 Merlin Rd
Flagg Vera Episcopal House 601 Center St #308
Flynn Tim 500 Schell Ln
Freeman Richard E, Kim 709 Parkview Dr
Freiermuth Barbara 611 Vanderslice St
Fulmer Christian E, Shirley M 232 Nutt Rd
Fulmer David C 232 Nutt Rd
Fuscaldo Alfred R 613 Patriot Ln
Fusco Kathleen 1050 W Bridge St
Garcia Kevin 118 Midway Dr
Gavan Michael David 10 Sangill Ln
Geiger Edith 56 Kenalcon Dr
Gensey Robert S 558 Washington Ave
Gillam Courtney 285 Kimbel Dr
Gl Phoenixville 833 S Main St
Goetz Peter 795 Pike Spgs Rd
Golden Living P 833 South Main St
Golden Michael 28 Kenalcon Dr
Gordon Thelma M 35 Westminster Ln
Graham Joyce 520 Ringold St
Graham Marion L 30 Nutt Rd Apt A−1
Grono Jeffry Adam 398 Anderson Ave
Guarini Carolyn 207 Buchanan St
Guretzka Tracy Ann 155 Columbia Ave
Hamilton Keith 119 Brimful Dr
Harbon Mony 113 West Phoenix Dr
Harewood Paul 161 Mowere Rd
Harriet Fredricks PO Box 264
Harvey Courtny, Joshua 301 4th Ave
Healthy Vision LLC 178 First Ave
Herrick Michael Est 310 Locust Dr
Hess Doris M RR 1
Higgins Patrick c/o John R Hollingsworth Co Nutt Rd
Hill Margaret 131 South St
Hoffman William S 620 W Seven Stars Rd
Holler Brook 30 Nutt Rd Apt F1
Howard Brian D 501 Kimberton Rd
Hretzek Michael 535 Vanderslice St
Hunter William 260 Shelbourne Ln
Huss Patricia, Robert E 1419 State Rd
Inductrial Vacum Services 310 Griffen St
Inovention Lc 110 Charlestown Hunt Dr
Ireland Natalie A 83 Nuln Tr
Jablonski Carl L 20 Amherst Ct
Jenkins Marie 15 Hedgerow Ln
Kamerdze John A Township Line Rd
Katrina Antoinette 28 Pin Oaks Dr
Kellar Anna K, Anna 833 S Main St
Kellar Senta 601 Meadowview Ln Oak
Kent Cherise 3122 King Ln
Kiel Kevin 329 Vista Dr Lot 46
King C P c/o King Landscaping 510 Ringold St
Kissling George J 443 Saint Marys St
Kissling Taymani L c/o George J Kissling 443 Saint Marys St
Knaack Anita 453 St Marys St
Koch Lisa M 845 Spring City Rd
Konstantinidis Anthony 1001 Winding River L
Kraft Joseph H 245 Country Ln
Lacey Randall H, Barbara 12 Otts Ln
Laplante Saidah 123 High St
Leibovitz Jeffrey 27 S Main St 2
Linneman Lois 155 Jug Hollow Rd
Lipton Nancy, Alan 150 Sloan Rd
Longaere Sadie 131 South St
Magargal Michael A 32 Benburb Rd
Mammarelli Tracey Ann 240 Morgan St
Marosfalvi Julius 5 Emery Ln
Maurer Alissa J One Mountain View Ln
Mazza Eleanor J, Frank, Michael A, David N 2 Pawlings Cir
Mckinley Robert S, Robert 376 2nd Ave
Mcmanus Edward D 410 Saint Johns Cir
Mcnulty Bridget M 118 Bellwood Ct
Meehan Kieran M, Patrick S 240 Morgan St
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Mercadante Dorinne 336 Church St
Merryman Grace 5 Benburb Rd
Meza Amezquita Oscar 800 Kimberton Rd Apt J−5
Miller Tod W 211 Valy View Cir
Moore Esther 110 Kleyona Ave
Msi 1220 Valy Forge Rd Bldg 34
Murray Christine A 112 Lewisville Ct
Nam Lee 253 Hanover Rd
Nascimento Chrysiano Linmares 4401 Eland Downe
Nguyen Hoa Binh 522 Kimberton Rd Store C7
Noble William J, Sheri Ann Pickering Dam Rd RD 2
Nolan Hannah 210 Gay St
Nuvell Collision 336 Church St
Oconnell Caroline A 476 Springview Ln
Ohio Casualty Group PO Box 503
Okonski Henry 843 Maple Ave
Okonski Henry Est 49 S Forge Manor Dr
Oldfield Jennife 169 Beacon Dr E
One Nineteen S Main St LLC 119 S Main St
Otoole Jonah 1768 Quarry Ln
Parah Irene 1000 Pothouse Rd
Parker Vera 47 Emmett St
Parry Lilli B 47 S Spring Ln
Peirce Meridith c/o Meridith Peirce 492 Onward Ave
Peltier Jeff 185 Picket Post Ln
Peters Estelle G 8 Beacon Dr W
Piotrowicz Walter RR 2
Plastic Surgery Specialists 40 Nutt Rd
PMA Medical Specialists Phoenixville LLC PO Box 525
Postman Plus 501 Village At Eland Ste 113
Powell George L 461 Nuti Rd
Prentice Joseph R 840 Glenn Ct
Propay Sc 505 Village At Eland
Quinn Thomas 121 Gay St
Raftery Timothy 127 Magnolia Dr
Real Mark B 750 S Main St Ste 100
Riggio Maurine 715 W Philip Dr
Roberts Diana 224 Griffen St
Robinson Joan M 1191 Rapps Dam Rd Apt 308
Rock Elizabeth 824 Main St Ste 100
Romeu Thomas S 68 Ruth Ave
Roth William 117 Lewisville Ct
Rufe Katharine 711 Bridge St 38a
Schell Judith 123 Main St
Schmid Tanja 171 Lewisville Ct
Sciscione Jane 145 Washington Ave Apt 1
Serrano Armando 417 Breckenridge St
Servpro of NE Chester County 481 Schuylkill Rd
Sharpless Christopher P 209 S Main St Fl 2
Sharshon F D 202 Washington Ave
Shirgaokar Mandar 30 Nutt Raod Apt N 4
Shotzbarger Elva A 5 Carson St
Silva Lucas 326 Grover St
Simms Robert 413 Anderson Ave
Slaninka Susan C 612 W Pothouse
Smith Kimberly A, Paul B 31 Ridge Rd
Smith Barbara 1231 Harrison Ave
Smith Carol 308 Quail Dr North
Smith Elmer 1231 Harrison Ave
Smith Michael J 102 Trotters Dr
Smith Steven 1497 Vally Forge Rd
Smith Suzanne 725 Valy Rd
Solomon Joe 927 Valy Forge Rd
Soulen Mary M 234 Bridge St
Spangler John W c/o Ralph F Bronson Rd 2
Spector Karen 30 S Forge Manor Dr
Sterling Auto Body 109 Stewarts Ct
Stone Frances R, Patricia 56 Robarts Dr
Strobel Pamela 189 Picket Post Ln
Summers Day Inc 603 Dayton St
Sunday Hermina, Rose 241 2nd Ave
Sweeney Dolores E John N Crabbe 1295 E Evergreen Dr
Thomas Mathew 24 Ridge Rd
Thornton Ethel L 351 Emmett St
Trumples Willie 15 Hedgerow Ln
Tyson Gayle 430 S 2nd St
Velayudhan Savin K G 414 Parkview Dr
Venus Cleaners 317 Ctr Ave
Vidal Derrick B 439 Lexington Dr
Wadsworth Beatrice M, George 2654 Charlestown Rd
Ware Pat Po Box 462
Wendt Fred Dr 515 St John’s Cir
Wessel Geraldine 1736 Hamilton Dr
Wilson Paul 4003 Pickering Dam Rd B
Wise Howard B Po Box 462
Wood William F 720 W Philip Dr
Worklife Connection LLC 22 Carrow Ln
Yatsko Joseph J 226 Buchanan St
Yenchick Mildred H 143 Washington Ave
Zguta Stephen 537 Rhoades St
Zynn Karen PO Box 104
Pocopson Pa 19366
Bahel Stephen C PO Box 344
Darlington Florist PO Box 236
Davenport Family Foundation PO Box 178 c/o Peter D Davenport
Larson John PO Box 301
Pomeroy Pa 19367
Toomey Wahida R PO Box 240
Pottstown Pa 19465
Alvarez Lercy D 1940 Ridge Rd
Antonuzzi Sonya A, Dean L 126 Pine Fordrd
Barto Jena 776 South Keim St
Baum Elizabet 1499 Laurelwood Rd
Bolger Cornelius J 1005 Laurelwood Rd
Bossle Louis N 537 Kline Ave
Bradlees Coventry Mall Rts 100 & 724
Cassidy Chris R 912 Nottingham Rd
Costanzo Crystal 602 West Schuylkill Rd Apt 1
Coventry Podiatry PC 8 Glocker Way
Cupp Morris S 1201 Ridge Rd
Degele George O 2851 Coventryville Rd
Digital Xtreme LLC 1373 S Keim St
Dippolito Mary G 101 Law Ln E Vincent Twp
Douglas John 46 Hemlock Row
Duma Mary E 3250 Coventryville Rd
Durdin Mildred 794 Lincoln Ave
Eggert Walter M, Susan 840 Cadmus Rd
Epps Thomas L 794 Lincoln Ave
Fejes Edith 1871 E Cedarville Rd
Focht Katelyn 2080 Pottstown Pike
Galligan Ehle Nicole M 1434 Timberline Dr
Gray Tamara 108 Holby Ln
Herb Kristina 151 Saylors Mill Rd
Houston Martha C Rd 4 645 Kulp Rd
Hunt Michael V 1445 S Keim St
Hunter Charles 1480 Matthew Ln
Hydroscapes 241 Foxgate Ln
Isleib Kathleen 514 Crest Ln
Karpinski John D, Mary A 1142 Wendler Cir
Klingerman David J, Rita RR 1
Knight Patricia A RR 4
Koehler Christopher 514 Crest Ln
Krause Gerald 789 Vaughn Rd
Lapotsky White Sheila A 877 Temple Rd
Lavelle John Lynch 116 Trinley St
Lello Daniel A 331 Bishop Rd
Macdonnell Kathleen 1450 Temple Rd
Mccarthy Pauline B RR 4
Mcveigh Johanna L, Jerome RD 1 90 Dojan Dr
Morris Clare D 1105 Dogwood Ct
Murray Anghaus J 438 W Cedarville Rd
Murray Sadie E RD 2
Narayan Barbara, Raghu 6 Sheffield Ln
Neiman Esther S 413 Halteman Rd
Oconnor Sarah G 2000 St Peters Rd
Owen J Roberts Music Parents 901 Ridge Rd
Parisan Jonathan 781 S Hanover St
Pastor Reinhardt 140 N Savanna Dr
Pendleton Family 2091 Pottstown Pike
Peterson Danielle 306 Laurelwood Dr
Ridge Market 1990 Ridge Rd
Roshong Matthieu C 1620 Harmonyville Rd
Ross Stephen J Jr 1032 E Schuylkill Rd
Sabatino Cathleen A 43 Rinehart Rd
Scheidt Lisa 220 E Schuylkill Rd
Short Annette 1484 Unionville Rd
Stauffer Eleanor, Howard 1664 Chestnut Hill Rd
Strutynski George D 230 Saylors Mill Rd
Swartley Wilma c/o Joseph R Lutz POA 331 S Hanover St
Sweeney Edw J 172 Victoria Chase Ste 103
Szilagyi Ildiko 1871 E Cedarville Rd
Tascione Nicholas J Jr 1402 E Schuylkill Rd
Taylor Brian D 2112 Summer Ln
Thomas Brad 838 Scholl Rd
Tobias Manfred B, Maude R 1184 Miller Rd
Tracy Margaret 3250 Coventryville Rd
Tyler Pennypacker Fund 544 Ellis Woods Rd
Updegrove Judith 314 Laurelwood Rd
Wachovia Dealer Services Inc 776 South Keim St
Wade Jeanette 1528 Temple Rd
Warner Jeremy J Apt 361 616 W Schuylkill Rd
Wilkinson Edna H Est 100 Dise Rd
Yarmush Anna M 759 S Hanover St
Zelinsky Congetta Est c/o A Cohen 140 Woodmont Dr
Zubert Helen R 759 Union Ave
Sadsburyville Pa 19369
Bond Bradley PO Box 179
Horan Louise V PO Box 667
Mcguigan Douglas c/o The Est of D Mcguigan PO Box 275 2942 Lincoln Hwy
Saint Peters Pa 19470
Kratz Robert PO Box 94
Southeastern Pa 19397
Certainteed Corp Box 6100
Virgini Schaeffer D 44 E Wilkes−Barre
York SBCL N PO Box 4999
Southeastern Pa 19398
Gei Intrntl Inc Mateer Burt PO Box 6064
Mitchell Paul W PO Box 1118
NE Washington Medical Group PO Box 469
Otto Bock Healthcare LP PO Box 5000
Quest Diagnostics Inc PO Box 4945
Saint Gobain Corp PO Box 6100
Sbclnashville PO Box 5000
Southeastern Pa 19399
Colonial Health Care Alliant PO Box 346
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Donohue Catharine PO Box 2042
Kingstree Group PO Box 2217
Opelousas City PO Box 346
Pepco PO Box 346
Tuft Barry M 1000 West Valy Rd PO Box 1771
Spring City Pa 19475
Bailey Charles, Ethel 220 Bridge St
Batchelor Thomas N, Hazel H 601 Saylor Mill Rd
Bauer Rose, D 159 Hill Church Rd
Bean Joseph, Isaac 895 Schuylkill Rd
Bevevino Jeffrey J C O C F Allison Bevevino Utma 305 Nottingham Dr
Biddle Alexander L PO Box 247
Bramm Daniel J 380 Bethel Rd
Briel Helen 135 Bridge St
Butler Guy A 652 New St
Butterfield Roosevelt 751 Brown Dr
Cooney Cecilia 369 Brook Dr
Daly Denise 65 N Church St
Day Tracy M 245 S Cedar St Apt G327
Dempsey Michael A, Susan L 23 Linda Ln
Detwiler William C, Judith S 368 Stony Run Rd
Elsmore Karen 232 Ridge Rd
Freeman Joseph A, Helen 707 Heckel Ave
Freund Mary 861 Aspen Ave
Gassert Russell 1 Veterans Dr
Gholston Tracy A 1106 Park Spgs Blvd
Hamilton Catherine A 123 New St
Harris Cheryl M 451 Kolb Rd
Herr Catherine, Paul H 524 New St
Howell Charles W, Doris M 69 N Main St
Ide Thomas N 80 Central Ave
Keil Mary L 117 Chestnut St
Kisiel Andrew, James 72 Kathryn Ln
Landis Dorothy 212 New St
Lark Christopher 755 Bridge St
Mansur Nancy 10 S Main St
March Mary L 250 N Main St 341
Mettler Michael K 54 A N Main St
Miller Mark Abram 650 Pikeland Ave
Minnick Chyril 198 Gay St
Muhammed Tayyaba A 702 Park Spgs Bl
Nafziger Dean PO Box 81
Ngo Anna 341 Aftons Cir Apt 230
Park So Ra 76 Kathryn Ln
Patterson Elizabeth 20 Linda Ln
Poley Dawn 314 Chestnut St
Reinert Paul T 1 Veterans Dr
Schalkop Charles 135 Bridge St
Schum Kenneth A 245 S Cedar St Apt 321
Shipkovsky Louis S RD 1
Shipkovsky Stephanie C 1942 Pottstown Pike
Shultz Marie 212 New St
Srjs Royalty Trust 106 Croton Ct
Stiely June 172 Creamery Rd
Stillmans Inc 501 Main St
Tyson Ernest RD 1
Volz Eugene 1025 West Bridge St
Wallace Barbara A 610 New St
Weney Sadie I 312 Pikeland Ave
Wilke M Jean 112 Pennhurst Rd
Wilson Betty, Jack 249 Main St
Thorndale Pa 19372
Alexander Harry W Jr 3460 Lincoln Hwy
Barrett Matthew PO Box 72300
Butcher Carol J 415 Gdn View Dr
Citadel Federal Credit Union 3030 Zinn Rd
Falcone Merrill E 3210 Windsor Ln
Gerichten Jamie C 45 Greenbriar Rd
Hunt Josephine F 3460 Lincoln Hwy
Kretschmar Ryan E 301 N Bailey Rd
Mccarren Chris 118 Gdn View Dr
Perry Wayne C, Gayle I 3607 Homestead Ln
Shaver Benjamin W 252 Thornridge Dr
Sweeney Robert PO Box 72159
Teti Stella Z 57 Horseshoe Dr
Thayne Kelsea 3312 Windsor La
Toughkenamon Pa 19374
Aguayo Fernando E PO Box 345
American Spray Parts PO Box 104
Calle Carlos 1634 Baltimore Pike
Davenport Patricia S 235 South Union St
Diaz Luis 130 Ctr St
Domestic Mushroom Co PO Box 487
Gomez Maria 118 Willow St
Haines William 370 Grieson Rd
Hernandez Emilio Pike St 30
Mercado Jorge 957 Toughkenamon
Rodriguez Bertha J, Jose R 1150 Newmark Rd
Simpkins Donald 1085 Newark Rd
Unionville Pa 19375
Brown Maria T PO Box 995
Ciavatta Carol Ann Rte 162
Downey Philip PO Box 736
Gentles Holly C PO Box 921
Hendriks Richard Mclane, Elizabeth Merryman 139 E Doe Run Rd
Hooper Kay H PO Box 873
Johnston Janet K 1677 West Doe Run Rd
Miller Edmund G PO Box 472
Steinmetz Stephen M 1765 W Doe Run Rd Box 355
Williamson Jaclyn 107 Youngs Rd
Uwchland Pa 19480
Irrgang Bruce E PO Box 365
Reese Judith H PO Box 602
Valley Forge Pa 19481
Asten Erika V 1678 N Forge Moutain Dr Box 472
Fitzmaurice Eugene M Esq Trust Account 129 Oakwood Ln
IFG Insurance Svcs 1220 Valy Forge Rd 42
Larsen Richard James, Donna K PO Box 98
Orosz Frank Box 136
Powell Michael J, John R 1751 Rock Hill Ln
Robinson Reva Spring Meadow Farm PO Box 146
Trascher Kenneth George PO Box 544
Valley Forge Pa 19482
American Capital Corp 1260 Valy Forge Rd
Capers E PO Box 1110
Celotex Corp 750 E Swedesford Rd
Certainteed Corp PO Box 6100 750 E Swedesford Rd Mc2125−2b Nicole Bobbet
Dairy Pen PO Box 740
Ellis Natasha 750 E Swedeford Rd
Heritage Operating PO Box 965
Hoffman Bonnie L PO Box 1101
Krol Mary PO Box 1110
Marie Jeanne c/o Vanguard PO Box 1110
Mcguckin Richard M Jr, Richard M 1351 Patrick Henry Dr Box 1326
New Amerigas Propane 460 N Gulph Rd
Pan American Financial Svc PO Box 987
Schliekelma Sandra M Ira PO Box 1101
Sweet Richard W PO Box 1110
Young Christopher 750 E Swedesford Rd Box 860
Zalles Wendy PO Box 987
Zsolway Kathleen PO Box 987
Wagontown Pa 19376
Lewis Maire, Marie PO Box 79
Slifer Janet L, Gary D PO Box 179
West Chester Pa 19380
237 Beekay Investments Inc 1721 Towne Dr
3d Bodyworks of West 300 West Boot Rd
A P Mynders & Associates Inc 129 N Church St
Abraham Helen 535 Astor Sq Lot 31
Adams Peggy B 408 Valy Dr
Advantage Comp 1035 Andrew Dr Suite A
Ahaa PO Box 4000
Aiken William C, Sarah M 1412 Grand Oak Ln
Alango Alexandria 312 S High St
Alden Cutshall & Freda Cutshall Trust 100 W Virginia Ave
Aloette Cosmetics Inc 1301 Wrights Ln
Alston Hallmark Card 1230 Wrights La
Ananyakhet Sorayuth 208 Gypsie Ln
Anderson Tami Kay, Earle 511 Southern Dr
Angell George, Evelyn 22 W 4th
Animas Diabetes Care LLC 200 Lawrence Dr
Arasin David 251 East Chestnut St Apt B
Archer Charles H 423 Hartford Sq
Baker Jerry N 913 Kenmara Dr
Balch Margaret A Apt Mh−2
Bca Employee Management Group c/o Eric Coleman 1487 Dunwoody Dr Ste 200
Beattie Samuel Walker 608 Green Ave
Behrendt Donna 133 W Gay St
Bell Dawn Taylor, Stephen P 1100 Carolina Ave
Belotti Marita 1814 Barker Cir
Beltrante Jeff 3 Rose Ln
Benchoff William N 124 E Gay St
Bernard Dorothy Smith 813 W Cub Hunt Ln
Betty Robert G 240 W Gay St
Birchard Sylvia 1304 Burke Rd
Biscotti Sandra 28 Stayman St
Bixler Kim J 525 High St
Blackman Suzanne, Eric J 1516 Allison Dr
Blanche Michael A 279 Walnut Spgs Ct
Blendt Beulah S 445 W Gay St
Boldn Ida 300 East Marshall St
Boub Kendra Nelson, Nancy 1638 E Strasburg Rd
Bowler Stephanie 280 Walnut Spgs Ct
Brandywine Securities 1155 Phoenixville Pike Ste 103
Brennan Patricia 1023 Hidden Hollow Ln
Brightbill Krista 1286 Country Ln
Britsch Elsie 1615 E Boot Rd B225
Broderick Rober P 818 Queen Dr
Brooks Rex H Jr, Ruth E 1117 Paoli Pk
Brown Raymond, Rosanna 1118 Marshalton Thorndale Rd
Buchanan Rebecca 700 E Marshall St Apt A207
Buonanno Joseph F Jr 1606 Herron Ln
Burke Mary R 1615 E Boot Rd #119b
Burton Neil & Asso 1060 Andrew Dr Ste 170
Butler Elizabeth M 118 Wayne Ct
Callaghan Tar 117 Wayne Ct
Capozzoli Rita Est 1625 Williams Way
Castle Jeanne 813 Lincoln Ave
Castro Brian 1214 Clearbrook Rd
Chem Service Inc 660 Tower Ln
Chen Steven 331 Bala Tr
Chester County Rheumato Ste 101 795 E Marshall St
Chrysler Financial Corp 1606 Herron Ln
Cirino Lillian 232 Silverbell Ct
Cit Technology Finan 1255 Wrights Ln Patrick Burke
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Citizens Bank of Pa 720 Downingtown Pike
Coady Thomas John, Paul M 1218 Trafalgar Ln
Cocco Gabriel J 952a Cornwallis Dr
Cohen Jerry 1366 Morstein Rd
Cornelius Pearl 105 E Chestnut St #3
Corner Anne R 1361 Boot Rd Wellington Unit 211
Cosfriff Veronica Est 1515 E Strasburg Rd
Cox Klaczak Karen 612 Thorncroft Dr
Creed Angels Inc 1341 E Strasburg Rd
Crespo A Weston Solutions Attn Ja
Cruz Lazaro 420 N Everhart Ave
Cuadrado Daniel 390 E Boot Rd
Cureton Dorothy H 1208 Joshua Dr
Cutshall Alden & Freda Trust 12 06 90 100 W Virginia Ave
Dampman Marion J 1114 Carolina Ave
Dathe Mary N 1615 E Boot Rd
Debottis Caroline H 703 Hillside Dr
Dennis Eric 321 King Rd
Depac Inc 500 Taylors Mill Rd
Dewey Donald J, Mary A 11 W Chestnut St
Diederich Kathryn 212 E Gay St Apt 2
Dimidio Christopher R 1313 Murdock Dr
Dinnocenzo Louis P, Doris E 1615 E Boot Rd
Ditch Witch Mid Atlantic 501 Garfield Av
Diventi Stacey 139 W Prescott Aly Apt
Dobson Andrew 1117 Carolina Ave
Dodds Charles 1236 Upton Cir
Dominos Pizza 241 East Gay St
Donohoe Meta B 974 N Penn Dr
Doratt Lewis 229 N Darlington St
Douglas Daryl F 1138 Ashbridge Rd
Drust Kristen 300 E Marshall St
Dunleavy Steve 1616 E Strasburg Rd
Duranti Lauren A 1254 N Ashbrooke Dr
Earnhart Virginia 1212 Ashbridge Rd
Elisio Geraldine 1610 Valy Dr
Eller Theresa 229 N Darlington St
Elliot Lynda 540 Astor Sq
Entwistle Kristen L 123 S Darlington St
Ernest Asa Charles Jr 127 N Wayne St
Evans Patrick S, Clara 482 Rolling Dr
Exodus Enterprise Systems 333 North Franklin St
Faust Sonya R 2 Waterview Rd Apt F5
Filbry Nadine 582 Coach Hill Ct
Flinn Doree E 1444 Cherry Ln
Flynn Monica 707 Yarmouth Dr
Fowlkes Patricia A 1208 Rexton Dr 7400 Roosevelt Blvd
Friends Barclay 700 N Franklin St
Gallagher Benefit Inc Svcs Main Fin Svcs Inc 1450 E Boot Rd Ste 600a
Garrett Kathleen 1518 Manley Rd
Geiser Jean R 1615 E Boot Rd B13
Gimbel Kayley D, Kyle J 750 E Marshall St Apt 608
Gitzendanner Theda P Wellington Apt 331 1361 Booth Rd
Gladnickwrightsalamed Ste A 1055 Andrew Dr
Global Trust 1475 Dunwoody Dr
Gonsalves Mary E 124 E Gay St
Gotwals Rebecca M 205 North Matlack St
Grabicki Valerie L, James M 796 Three Fox Ln
Gray David 924 Monte Vista Dr
Green Tree Perpetual Assurance Assurance Co Equity 17 E Gay St
Griffith Laura 1004 Melba Ln
Guaraldo Mary 1615 E Boot Rd
Gueriera Roofing Corp 414 Misak Dr
Gully Joseph M 447 N Walnut St
Haines Teri L 742 N New St
Hall David H 1615 E Boot Rd Apt A102
Hammeke Denise, James 1400 Merion Ter
Hammond Herbert 24 Hannum Gdn 601 Downingtown Pike
Hardy Cheryl D 1524 Windermere Rd Apt 202
Harkins Douglas R, Joann M 1618 Williams Way
Harper Margaret E 133 W Biddle St
Harrison Sylvia 235 Canterbury Dr
Heindel John K 700 North Franklin Stno 218
Helms Marian W 1615 E Boot Rd Apt A101
Hendricks David E 307 Joseph Dr
Herman Dan 18 N Church St 2nd Fl
Hickman The 400 N Walnut St
Higgins Carol F, Alan E 359 Bala Ter E
Hitt Russel T 555 Franklin Way
Hodges James 750 E Marshall St 605
Hodgins Cheryl A 20 Lochwood Ln
Holland Anna 300 East Marshall St
Holley Blanche M 803 Jefferson Way
Hunter Mary E c/o Mary E Hunter 528 Franklin Way
Hyman David R 187 Fringetree Dr
I B M Corp c/o Ashok K Tewani 146 Mountain View Dr
Iannotta Francis 974 Frederick Dr
Ing 1475 Dunwoody Dr
Izzi Joseph 1109 Pottstown Pike
Jackson Margaret, Clifford 204 W Chestnut St
Jackson Margaret, Clifford 231 W Washington St
Jacobson Joseph C 235 Tall Pines Dr
Jones Panorama Prop LLC c/o Comcast Data Ctr 1306 Goshen Pkwy
Joshi Jigar V 309 Huntington Ct
Judd Gilliam A, Lucille F 1106 Maple Glen Dr
Katz Lawrence K Li Tr Ua 28−Apr−94, Natalie 1517 Brian Dr
Kerr Robert L 324 Wellington Rd
Kildanes Montage Mountain Inc 18 W Gay St
Kirby Williamina M 370 Devon Way
Klaczak Robert J 612 Thorncroft Dr
Klavans Alyssa 1605 Old Orchard Ln
Klock Helen 703 Hillside Dr
Kneller Stephan 1607 Linda Dr
Kochonoswky Mark P 700 Autumn View Dr
Korder Joshua 1104 Brinton Place Rd No 21
Kreinces Melissa 1517 Brian Dr
Laffey William J 123 S Darlington St
Landau Maisie 1615 E Boot Rd Apt 308b
Latina Sydney 496 Douglas Dr
Laudermilch Steven 117 Turnhill Ct
Lawhorne William S 598 N Chester Rd Apt W
Lee Brandon 919 Briarwood Cir
Life Diagnostic Inc PO Box 5205
Little David J, Susan M 738 N New St
Look Autumn F 812 Goshen Rda 30
Lopez Maribel 431 W Gay St
Luginbuhl Mary Elizabeth, Norma D 1603 Margo Ln
Lynch Eric S 201 Afton Way
Lynn Charles R 1615 E Boot Rd Apt A307
Malloy Helen M Bellingham 1615 East Boot Rd Apt L 117
Mangos Barbara A 181 Chandler Dr
Marshall Charles M 1119 Laurel Dr
Marshall Elizabeth J 300 Melvin Dr
Martin Timothy L 304 E Marshall St Apt 801
Maynard Leo 331 Galway Dr
Mcbrantnie Kathleen 917 Railway Sq
Mccarter Christine A 923 Owen Rd
Mccarthy John 202 Joy Ln
Mcfadden Suzanne M 902 Shenandoah Ln
Mcgarity Jane R 100 Lawrence Dr
Mcgowan John L 725 Inverness Dr
Mclaughlin Christine 257 Monmouth Terr
Mcnair Sandra 1521 Meadowbrook Ln
Melton John L, Martha 212 N Franklin St
Mesele Allison 946 Railway Sq
Michael C Yohe 1406 Morstein Rd
Middle Dept Insp Agency Inc c/o Seneca Beaver PO Box 265
Middle Dept Insp Attn Middle Dept Insp Agency PO Box 2654
Milanese Dean V 920 Whiticar Ln
Miller Harry 1002 Bottom Ln
Miller Horace R 505 W Marshall St
Milliken Kristy 917 Railway Sq
Moffat Clyde A Sr 905 Winesap Wa
Monaghan Dorothy R 314 No Darlington St
Monaghan Kevin P 314 N Darlington St
Montgomery Robert W 1615 East 86th Rd Apt B227
Moon David 1566 Shadyside Rd
Moore Joan G 18 Chandler Dr
Moretti Dennis E 332 Ellis Ln
Mortimer Olga I 1099 Airport Rd
Mullin Helen 106 East Biddle St
Murdock Jean 1361 E Boot Rd 155
Murphy John 113 Cratin Ln
Mw Tux 1340 Enterprise Dr
N And N Ventures Clc 231 Birchwood Dr
Newlin Kristine S 309 Spindle Ln
Nippes Keith N, Robert 1231 E Strasburg Rd
Noel Bradley A 1004 Hidden Hollow Ln
Noreiga Erik 418 N Darlington St
Novaeon 1210 Ward Av Electric
Odonnell Jen 1315 Sonnet Ln
Owens Stephen G, Sally A 328 Joy Ln
Pan Dong 280 Live Oak Ln
Parra Miguel 111 Adams St
Patil Suchitra S 184 Birchwood Dr
Patterson Barbara A, Mary P 812 Goshen Rd A18
Pavin Ronald G 1554 Paoli Pike #305
Payne Luther 12 Loucust Ct
Perez Ricardo 283 Dressage Ct
Perkins Lois J 418 Beaumont Cir
Pfister Robert F 7 Hersheys Dr
Pharmaplan N America 1060 Andrew Dr 140
Phelps Elizabeth Virginia 1615 E Boot Rd #208l
Phipps David, Sue 1427 Hunter Ln
Pickus Nancy S 701 Hillside Dr
Pishock Daniel S 432 N Chruch St 2nd Fl
Pizza Properties Inc 1487 Dunwoody Dr Ste 310
Powers Jayne 1602 Old Orchard Ln
Proctor Bernard S 103 Lynn Cir
Pryor William 30 Patrick Ave
Pulmonary Diseases Ltd 520 Maple Ave
Quinter Evelyn Christine 400 N Walnut St
Qvc Network Goshen Corp Pk
Rahabari Abbas, Kim 1613 Manley Rd
Ramsay Carolyn E, Paul S 400 N Walnut St
Randel Kristen E 587 Coach Hill Ct
Ransom Stephanie R 700 E Marshall St Apt A203
Rebovich Rachel M 249 East Chestnut St
Rehrig Donald, Mary C 1438 Heather Ln
Reinert Jessica, Ian G 601 Coach Hill Ct
Rengert Arlene C 100 W Virginia Ave
Rengert Graham 100 W Virginia Ave
Reynolds William L 101 N 5 Points Rd Apt M 10
Rhodes Ins Agency Inc 810 Downingtown Pike
Riccardo John N Sr, Nancy G 806 Happy Creek Ln
Rice Kimberly E 941 Llewellyn Cir
Richard T Byrnes Inc 600 Hannum Ave
Richards R A 547 Georgia Ln
Rinehart Jeffrey C, Patricia 704 Autumn View Dr
Robinson Theodore A, Ellen E 454 Caswallen Dr
Robinson Charles T 300 E Marshall St Apt 2
Rodeback David F 518 B West Marshall St
Romeiser Jacob William, Robert W, Kyle Robert, Samuel Clark 439 Beaumont Cir
Rossetti Judith Chalupa, Angela Grace 1413 Gary Tr
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Rothman Evelyn 1359 Troon La Lot 49
Royer Ethel 133 W Gay St
Ruiz Jorge 9 Hollow Run Ln
Russell Nancy C 302 E Marshall St Apt 404
Salinas Eugenia M 231 W Chestnut
Sanders Jerome 302 East Marshall St Apt 42
Santoso Inc Subway 200 Tall Pines Dr
Schneck Marie R 1566 Vassar Ct
Sciscione Stephen M 101 Goshen Rd
Scott Robert A, Susan 1433 Clover Ln
Scurlock Craig 404 R West Boot Rd
Seiter Fred R 1015 E Boot Rd L139
Selfridge John A 1260 Cardinal Ave
Sesco Ind Inc 1566 Vassar Ct
Shaw Denver 1745 Towne Dr
Shea John 633 Glenwood Ln
Sheerin Ray 774 Mccardle Dr
Sherif Muna 132 Longford Rd
Shutt Jesse J 1580 Montvale Cir
Smith Harold G 298 Live Oak Ln
Smythe Dominic C 812 Goshen Rd Apt A−14
Snyder Erik L 302 E Marshall St Apt 410
Sotomango Edmer V 1271 Phoenixville Pike
Splane Francis X, Ann M 980 Crownpointe Ln
Stallard James R Lot 42 1512 Von Steuben Dr
Stavron George N 751 King Rd
Stewart Mark 304 King Rd
Street Ronald A 1602 Old Orchard Ln
Sugrue Michael W 1109 Talcose Ln
Sullivan James D 1116 New York Ave
Sullivan Kinsey B James D Sullivan 1116 New York Ave
Sullivan Nile 524 Sunset Ln
Synthes USA Hq Inc 1302 Wrights Ln E
Taft Cathy 103 Birchwood Dr
Tashjian Debbie−Lu 158 West Gay St #300
Telecomhelp 4 Inc 7 N Five Points Rd
Testerman James 231 W Chestnut St
The Hispanic Store 341 S Matlack St
Tierney Michael J 32 Cheffield Ln
Timberman Lainey E, Leigh D, Alec 913 Kenmara Dr
Titan National Title 8050 Beckett Ctr Ste 124
Traiman Richard G Md 600 E Marshall St
Trout Donna Marie 23 School La
Tucker Edward J 1176 Princeton Ln
Ultrasource Inc 924 Holly View Ln
Usga Green Section PO Box 2105
Valerio Ward Aimee C 146 Longford Rd
Velimesis Margery 157 Chandler Dr
Villalva Armando 106 Poplar St
VWR Intl Inc c/o Christi Angelucci 1310 Goshen Pkwy
VWR International PO Box 2078
Walsh Kristin E 222 N Franklin St
Wanamaker Joel E 302 East Marshall Dr Apt 60
Wang Shuaige 49 Sheffield Ln
Weatherford Brandy N 700 E Marshall St Apt C203
Weaver Kenneth J 1413 Allan La
Webb Sally K 99 Ashton Wa
Wein Morris c/o Harry Wein 500 Scott Aly
Wellons Audrey D 257 Chatham Way
Werner Winefred 517 Eaton Way
Whalen Scott R 403 Hartford Sq
Wheeler David J 300 E Evans St Apt 205
White Annette G 633 Glenwood Ln
White William C Trust 633 Glenwood Ln
Wiley Herb dba 737 Downingtown Pike
Will Linda 291 Kirkland Ave
Williams Ashley 612 Walden Dr
Williams Mary E 1422 Larch Ln
Wilson Alphonso S 238 Cedar Ridge Rd
Wilson Kelly 105 Saylor Dr
Wong Sum L 1518 Greenhill Rd
Wright William R 1231 E Strasburg Rd
Xu Jing 196 Locksley Dr
Yang Liuchun 280 Live Oak Ln
Yee Andrew 145 Brandywine Pkwy
Zdinak Eric S 1504 Windermere Rd Apt 201
West Chester Pa 19381
Bauger Catherine C Est PO Box 562
Bennett Roma C PO Box 527
Bill Merediths Auto Body Inc PO Box 3126
Block & New PO Box 456
Chem Service Inc. PO Box 599
Sonrise Pregnancy Resource Center Box 372
Wright Avery PO Box 866
West Chester Pa 19382
Abraham John E 604 Smt House Rd
Advance Contractiong 822 Spruce Ave
Alfano William E 1006 Pine Valy Cir
Alliance Environmental 882 S Matlack St Bay G
Anderson A Paul 1261 Wilmington Pike
Andress Dorothy 1695 Lenate Rd
Ann Trinity Ltd 893 S Matlack St
Anro Inc 931 S Matlack St
Audio Video Consultants 427 S Bolmar St
Bannon Bonnie F 6 Jefferies Ave
Barksdale Rita K 1011 Dogwood Ln
Barnard Timothy B 617 Westbourne Rd
Barns Jones Mary 577 Coventry Ln
Barraclough Florence 415 Westbrook Dr
Barraclough Richard c/o Florence Barraclough 415 Westbrook Dr
Barrera Jose P 1422 Ctr St
Barry Tillie N, Steven RR 4
Basile Rosemarie M 187 S Benjamin Dr
Bendinelli Christine P, G Joseph 1030 Little Ridge Dr
Benedictis Joan De 2309 Leeds Ct
Berger Debora Aloysius Jr 605 W Market St Apt 8
Blakey Lewis H 411 Clinton Aly
Blubello Joseph 1720 W Chester Pike
Bond Meghan 207 Walnut Hill Rd A5
Boris Patricia 74 Mary Fran Dr
Boy Scout Troop 108 West Goshe 804 S New St
Bradley Jennifer A 18 W Barnard St
Brady Anne C 1123 E Cardinal Dr
Brady Dennis 151 Melissa Ln
Brandywine Center c/o Sue A/P 800 West Miner St
Brantley Wanda 814 Carlson Ave
Brecker Alec 1074 Heartsease Dr
Brecker Alec 911 Adams Way
Brehmer Thorwill 646 Plum Run Dr
Briglia Ronald J 845 W Chester Pke 2nd Floor
Brinton Dana 733 Price St
Bush Collision Center 715 Autopark Blvd
Byl Services 301 Lacey St
Cappelli Dante 405 Allegiance Dr
Cassell Keaire 320 Buckeye Ln
Catrambone James F 202 Westtown Cir
Central Kirby Co 1583 Mcdaniel Dr
Chain John 784 Maule Ln
Chamberlain Brian 3123 Valy Dr
Chase Emerson T III 3216 Valy Dr
Cherry Homes Asso LP 981 S Bolmar St
Chok Barbara E, James R 603 Jacqueline Dr
Churchville Maryjane 1106 Queens Way
Clark Christine K, Everett 22 Hanover Dr
Clean Tree LLC 1458 W Strausburg Rd
Cochlin Michael J 1095 Lenape Rd
Compliance Tech Group 316 Willowbrook Ln
Cona Michael 1670 Waterglen Dr
Conners William J Jr 400 W Deer Pointe Rd
Coyle Danielle 231 Sharpless St Apt 3c
Craig Robert A c/o Walter Craig RD 5 1525 Wilmington Pike
Crossan Peter A 917 Brinton Bridge Rd
Cupola Productions LLC 1106 Queens Way
Dan W Welch Inc 882 S Matlack St Ste
Dan Welch Inc Public Adjusters 882 S Matlack St Ste F
Davis Christopher E 824 South Five Points Rd
Delaware Chinese−American 2 Edmondson Dr
Diehl Amy 741 Heritage Dr
Dillmore William 1181 Queen Ln
Dinardo John R 762 Wesley Ct
Dingle Ruth 508 E Miner St Apt 11
Dopp Joseph 421 W Nields St
Doratt Lewis 130 E Nields St
Dorsett David G 410 Brd Run Rd
Dunlap Mary Emily 800 W Minor St
Durham David G, Sarah 432 E Miner St
Dynow Claudia 703 Andover Ct
Ekdahl Priscilla A 1751 W Strasburg Rd
Electronic Boutique 931 S Matlack St c/o Rick Chan & Linda Stribrny
Ellen Marie 130 E Nields St
Ellis Louise B 545 Fox Meadow Ln
Ferrante Cynthia 1514 Carmack Rd
Fessenbecker Roberta H 1001 Little Shiloh Rd
Fijan Robert S 350 Highland Rd
Flowers William 307 East Mache St
Fraternal Order of Eagles PO Box 466
Fry James Jr 501 Natalie Dr
Garcia Carmen c/o Joseph A Troilo 815 W Chester Pike
Gardner Carol 236 Greenbriar Dr
Gease Sherwood, Duuna 882 S Matlack St Ste F
Gelb Joseph c/o Soverign Bank Mail Stop 20−827cb1 50 W Market St
Getty Robert J Jr, Celestine M 1514 Carmack Rd
Getty Aaron S, Celestine 1514 Carmack Rd
Giovinco Casey 133 Melissa Ln
Gomaa Aman 1316 W Chester Pike Apt E9
Gomes Salvador 153 Westtown Way − D101
Graziola Joseph 100 Chaps Ln
Greco Morgan G 710 Wilson Cir
Greenhill Jonathan 14 E Market St
Gross Julie A 1516 Skiles Blvd
Gulf Westtown Seema Oil Corp 1014 Wilmington Pike
Harley Anthony J 112 E Barnard St
Hawkins Twonette 1109 Sherbrook Dr
Heleva Michael S 1036 Radley Dr
Hendrickson Margaret E 303 Oakbourne Rd
Hernandez Randel 231 Sharpless St Apt 3c
Herrington Dolores R 804 S New St
Hilferty Barbara Ann c/o Barbara A Freney 1105 Cockburn Dr
Hill Ronald, Betty 716 Pheasant Run Rd
Hoadley John J 223 Sharpless St
Hoeun Neuv c/o Dan W Welch Inc 882 S Matlack St
Hoffman Jeffery 207 Walnut Hill Rd A5
Hong Young II 1253 W Chester Pike
Hsm of America LLC 882 S Matlack St Bay H
Imber Jessica M Apt C 2
Jackson Richard, Bonnie 601 Brkfld Way
Jennings Robert 14 Marguerite Av
Johnson Heather 201 N Bradford Ave Apt C−5
Johnson Helen R 112 E Barnard St
Jones Edward J, Edward C 201 S Matlack Apt E7
Jones Joseph L 911 West Chester Pike
Jones Robert S 1307 Fieldpoint Dr
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Jordan Craig 1002 Bala Ave
Judge Richard F Est 385 Dilworthtown Rd
Kan Phally c/o Dan W Welch Inc 882 S Matlack St Ste F
Kelly George 605 Bowers Dr
Kennett Square Medical Office Build 908 Sheridan Dr
Kerstetter John c/o Mildred Kerstetter 410 Dean St
Kierman Michele, Linda 402 Ave
Knoxbridge Inc 1512 W Chester Pike
Kosmicki Leszek 218 Wencin Way
Kozarski Chester W 1646 W Chester Pk Ste
Kratz Gregory 178 Longford Rd
Krombolz Agy A Div of Natl Penn In 21 S High St
Kron James M 842 Pheasant Run Rd
Lachall Cohen Lawson & Sagnor 144 W Market St
Lampkin Benjamin F 128 E Miner St
Lampkins Mildred A 128 E Miner St
Landis Robert 928 S Concord Rd
Lasin Irene 1004 Plymly Rd
Lasin Lauren c/o Irene Lasin 1004 Plymly Rd
Lawrence Robert L, Marion B 7 Traylor Dr
Le Thuc 300 Warren Rd
Lemay Hollis R 411 Allegiance Dr
Leonhards Landscape Constrution 695 Militia Hill Rd
Lewis Dorothy 307 E Mache St
Lowrie Marcue 1300 S Concord Rd
Lu Paul 2 Edmondson Dr
Lucchesi Suzanne M 964 Wesmoore Dr
Magner Kathleen A 25 E Barnard St 1st Fl
Malatesta Caryn 515 W Pleasant Grove Rd
Mansfield Katie 178 Longford Rd
Manuel Keith R 730 Scotch Way
Mariano Lynda T 530 Oakbourne Rd
Marquez George Est c/o Joseph A Troilo 815 W Chester Pike
Marsh Joshua J 896 Roundelay Dr
Martini Drew 1015 Dunvegan Rd
Matthews Deedra 201 S Matlack Apt E7
Mau Thomas 701 W Nields St
Mcclay Iris C, Rita 1707 Stoneham Dr
Mcdonough Margaret T 303 Westtown Wy
Mckelvey John R 251 S Wawaset Rd
Mckeown Arthur 813 W Chester Pike
Mckinney Kelly 1575 S Coventry Ln
Mellinger Don 620 W Strasburg Rd
Melton Charles A Center 501 East Miner St PO Box 834
Mendoza Griselda 1316 West Chester Pike Apt A−6
Miller Joanne L Est c/o Cr Miller 165 Melissa Ln
Minkiewicz Joseph P 420 Leslie Ln
Monaghan John III 21 Cherry Farm Ln
Moran Kevin R 630 Smoke House Rd
Morgan Alex 1808 Stoneham Dr
Mullery Carole A 180 Applegate Dr
Murray Scott V 1077 Wood Ln
Nabutovsky Yanina 809 Hessian Cir
Nardo Lauren C 762 Wesley Ct
Naughton Marie K 600 Shropshire Dr
Neafsey Paul 1316 W Chester Pike Apt A8
Nichols Joanne E 5 Lexington Ave
Nied Jeff 1178 Queen Ln Apt8
Nissen Matthew 1100 W Chester Pike Apt B−21
Noll Ryan 433 W Gay St
Oikonomou Theodore 312 S High St Apt #1
Oneill Joseph M 223 Baywood Rd
Ott Donna L 321 West Union St
Outwood Mill Inc RR 6
Packaging Strategies 901 S Bolmar Ste P
Penfil Jeffrey N 106 S High St
Phi Sigma Pi 19382 731 S High St Apt 8
Pierce Richard 313 S Concord Rd
Pinti Phil 500 S High St Apt C
Pridgen Lendon N Jr 187 Melissa Ln
Raatliff Matthew 1259 Audubon Rd
Rader Gail R 1121 Woodstock Ln
Radian Intl 1646 W Chester Pike
Ramanathan Geetha 208 W Miner St
Ranck Amy M 1450 W Chester Pike Apt 410
Randolph Leroy 882 S Matlack St Ste F
Ratliff Maria M 1259 Audubon Rd
Reavis Sherman M 1690 W Chester Pk #Mc1
Reed Mary 225 W Union St
Reich S Service Inc & Reich S Food Mart 1480 W Chester Pike
Reichert Linda 301 W Pleasant Grove Rd
Results Driven Media 790 E Market St Ste 330
Ribble Jack T 804 Spruce Ave
Rieger Meredith, Randy 823 S Church St
Rocha Jacqueline 33020 Tenth Ave Sw 101
Roth Trevor H 1100 West Chester Pic 8
Rouse Julian S, Angela 1015 Ridgehaven Rd
Scott Craig G 1140 Alexander Ln
Second Source 24 S High St Ste R3
Secunda Elizabeth 15 Linden St
Seeger Bertha H, Glenn F 1265 Eagle Rd
Shallcross Edith M 702 Marple Dr
Shapiro Nathan Ivan, Jack L 59 Doe Run Ct
Simmons Lance 847 Orchard Ave
Skyline Construction 502 Leeward Ln
Slaymaker Paris A 115 Price St
Smith Matthew 1190 Qyeen Ln Apt 2
Smith William B 3 Ardrossan Ave
Society of Women Env of Greater Phila 304 Valy Dr
Spruce Grove Tree Farm LLC 1 Hagerty Blvd
Ssinvestorcom c/o J P Gulli 139 W Market St
Starr Elwood E 1817 Valy Dr
Stimler Mark 121 E Market St
Sutherland H 774 Bradford Ter
Synthes Genersville 108 Willowbrook Ln
Taylor Catherine B 207 Walnut Hill Rd Apt D9
Taylor Robert Est 17 W Miner St
Terrell Jennifer C 613 W Rosedale Ave
Thompson Elizabeth, George 409 E Miner St
Thompson Ann 105 S Walnut St
Thresher William 1512 W Chester Pike Unit 146
Tiernan Kendra S 730 Scotch Way
Tigue Mark 739 S Matlack St
Twaddel Ronald 1257 Merrill Dr
Unionville Sports Council 934 Stoney Run Dr
Vohringer Charles 18 Rolling Rd
Votta Joan K 969 Wesmoore Dr
Wells Morris Barnard St
Wessley G Wood LLC 325 Westtown Rd
Westtown Jefferson 1937 Skiles Blvd
White Jeffrey 981 Whitetail Ln
Wiersma Antje 1030 Concord Rd
Williams Kristin E 431 College Ave
Wilson Claire A 1103 Sta Way
Wojcik Augustine 1650 W Chester Pike Apt Ma4
Wolf Erick 980 Brintons Bridge Rd
Woodburn Paul 17 S Walnut St
Woolford John Jr 1114 Independence Dr
Wright James B Jr 907 General Wayne Dr
Wu Dan 2 Edmondson Dr
Wu Li Hsiang 1504 Pennsbury Dr
Wunsch Robert 17 Cannon Hill Dr
Yang Fu Hsin 1504 Pennsbury Dr
Zang Donn R 1250 Sylvan Rd
Zebuth Maude E 117 Woodcrest Rd
Zobel Christopher, Samuel 1095 Club House Ln
West Chester Pa 19383
Abreu Julia 201 Tyson Hall West Chester Un
Brandywine Coach Works 891 S Matlack St
Colonial Insurance c/o Allstate 1747524 PO Box 3073
Yang Lin 103 Mitchell Hall
Yost Suzanne 987 Centennial Dr
Zhang Zheng 103 Mitchell Hall
West Grove Pa 19390
Bierlein Irene C 756 West Glenview Dr
Carey James 7 Exchange Pl
Chang Shuoh 168 Woodcrest Rd
Childrens Dental Helth 900 W Baltimore Pike Ste
Clanton Corp 804 W Baltimore Pike
Cronin Scott 2 Paddock Way
Divalerio Angela M 209 Walnut Ave
Ferguson Anne M 9 Keno Ln
Green Mary A 23 Chimienti Dr
Heart Care Asso 1011 W Baltimore Pk
Inniscrone Property 1 Clubhouse Dr Aerators
Keevil Matthew 804 Edna Jane Ln
Kincaid Brenda, Evelyn c/o Brenda Giovenello 25 Farmington Cir
Lamont Maryanne 330 Mcneil Ln
Langerak Clarence 410 Bayberry Ln
Laudisi Antoinette M 266 Hendrickson Ln
Masten Ellsworth E 153 Reynolds Ln
Matthews Edmund E 286 State Rd
Mega Concordia Trust Ua 05 22 87 410 Bayberry Ln
Muscarella Deborah G 197 Corby Rd
New London Flowers 2054 Newark Rd
Old Time Junction Inc House Bar 627 W Baltimore Pike
Panfilo Gonzalez 101 E Everygreen St Apt 315
Pantoja Rodolfo G 445 N Guernsey Rd
Quinlan Maureen A 740 W Glenview Dr
Richardson Anna 43 Townview Dr
Romero Enrique G 106 Prospect Ave Apt 5
Saunders Pearl 224 Willow St
Schlachter Luke M 681 N Guernsey Rd
Shalvey Stacy C 30 Chartwell Rd
Smith Jane 977 State Rd
Stylianos Debra Linton 106 E State Rd
Vavra Martha M 124 Jenners Pond Rd Apt 1201
Whitney Marguerite E 214 Azalea Ln
Wolley Stille Foundation 258 Azalea Ln
Yourgalte Richard 135 East Avondale Rd
Westtown Pa 19395
Holmes Richard L, Ruth M 324 W Lancaster A
Darayon Chayapa Westtown School PO Box 1799
Manganaro Ellen M PO Box 55
Titus Rosemarie, Bradley PO Box 646
Clearfield County
Allport Pa 16821
Krupa Ruth Ann, Edward A 1015 Old Tpke Rd
Johnson Don R 615 Pine St
Beccaria Pa 16616
Hurtack Mary PO Box 26
Brisbin Pa 16620
Dipko Gerald J 232 Bigler St PO Box 17
Clearfield Pa 16830
Aughenbaugh Chris L 615 Mcbride St
Barber Joseph 203 Rocky Bend Rd
Bartholomew Joan I 203 Rocky Bend Rd
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Bayer Clothing 8912 Clearfield Curwensville Hwy
Blasko Andrew 700 Leonard St
Bumgarner Ward O R 316 Nichols St
Canter Patricia A RR 1 Box 405b
Chester C Chidboy Funeral Home Inc 16 North Front St PO Box 1435
Coren Alfred B PO Box 1092
Diehl Lawrence 103 Byers St
Duckett Arthur 406 Mount Joy Rd
English Ernest E Estate of 682 Carbon Mine Rd
Esposito Anna Mae 900 Tpke Ave
Farneth Family Dentistry LLC 850 Leonard St Suite A PO Box 1428
Fenton Russell, Linda 602 Tpke Ave
Fenush M PO Box 415
Fitz Prudence M 41 Hemlock Rd
Fitzgibbon Diane L 502 E Ninth St
Freyer Wayne Est 1093 Creek Rd
Friberg Ralph V Jr H3 Valley View Dr
Harford Ashley M 331 W Market St
Hixon Clare, Amos 108 W 7th Ave
Hugney Kay PO Box 87
Hutton Anita 610 S 2nd St
Keirn Richard L Jr 5181 Clearfield Woodland Hwy A
Lee Sandy Est 604 Morrison Rd
Little Mabel Est PO Box 376
Mactavish Earl I, Mae 330 Tpke Ave
Maines Kenneth Est Kenneth 353 Mapes Ave
Manning Eleanor c/o Debra Sloppy 504 East Locust St
Mcabee Beatrice R 119 E Walnut St
Mccreadie Russell, Thomas 245 N 5th St
Mccullough Ruth B 14 Capricorn Ct
Mchenry Alice M 521 Spruce St Apt 1
Mclaughlin James Est James 122 N 3rd St Apt
Memmi Kimberly F 410 Shaw St Apt 3
Molico Philip 1214 Dorey St
Moore Terry L 100 Industrial Park Rd
Mt Laurel Nursing 700 Leonard St
Odell Mary J, John E 1300 Leonard St Apt
Odell Mary RD 1 Box 111a
Ogden Lawana A RD 1
Ogden Nina PO Box 87
Owens Enola B 323 Maple Ave
Penelec 820 S 4th St P07495651
Peterson Catherine M PO Box 846
Poole Elizabeth 307 E Walnut St Apt A
Powell Justin J 1300 Leonard St
Proud Hazel M 307 E Walnut St Apt A
Ramsey Christopher 103 Byers St
Ramsey Jeffrey 103 Byers St
Rapone Mrs 201 W Pine St Apt 2
Read Sara V, Wilbur 609 Williams St
Rollin Gladys M 1142 River Rd
Smith Lindsay G 19 N 3rd St Apt B
Styers Ronald O 1300 Leonard St #307
Toot Donald L 700 Leonard St
Walker Margaret, John G 207 Park Ave
Wilson Dorothy R, Harold A 402 W 1st Ave
Zanick Travis 220 South 4th St
Coalport Pa 16627
Bloom Janet Est Janet PO Box 139
Flick Fred U PO Box 121
Flick Thomas R PO Box 120
Keith Tammy M RR 1 Box 830s
Korlinchak George E, Richard Box 382
Thomas James, Rose 1355 Railroad St
Weaver Valerie 1355 Railroad St
Curwensville Pa 16833
Ardary Darlene A 2000 Ridge Ave Ext
Barrett Lena Est 420 Park Ave Apt 103
Bill Richards dba Richards Bar & Grill 229 Filbert St
Caring Place Nursing The 600 Cooper Rd Box 313
Dutra Richard Estate of 551 State St
Gray Karen S 526 Susquehanna Ave
Joe Benedek Body Shop 320 George St Apt 2
Kolbe Doris 2000 Ridge Ave Ext
Lippert Alma J, John F Meadow St
Manning Virgil Est c/o Debra Sloppy 179 Elensky Dr
Orlosky Lauralee 30 4th Ave
Poole James E, Linda Bonnie Ct
Swatsworth Dorothy Est 749 Friendly Acres Rd
Vaughn Mabel C, Arlen 436 Linden St
Wilt Martijo, James 320 George St Apt 2
Yatta Dana 428 James St
Du Bois Pa 15801
Agosti Henry RR 2 Box 151
Anderson Laura E 308 E 2nd Ave
Averill Dorothy L, Linda S 16 Patterson Ave
Badger E Caroline RR 3 Box 166
Banal Alfonso Jr 1468 Treasure Lake
Beadling Reva Jane 211 Treasure Lake
Bell David N 223 E Scribner Ave
Bithell Gaynell W 111 W Long Ave Apt 1f
Blake Winifred, Robert 111 W Long Ave
Brubaker Matthew 519 Reams St
Buchanan Alice, John 111 W Long Ave
Buchanan Donna 111 W Long Ave
Buganza Joseph PO Box 307
Bundy Derrick 981 Yale Rd
Carl David J, Calvin 120 West Weber
Clark Deborah K 519 Reams St
Clark Pauline 1051 E Dubois Ave
Colley Ethel M, Robert 306 Pifer St
Conrad Roger 20 E Long Ave Apt 4
Crandall Joy PO Box 445
Dambrosia Shirley M 725 W Washington Ave
Dougherty Lenore E 426 Burt St
Dubois Robert H 190 Treasure Lake
Duclo Rose Mae 1st Common Wealth Trust Company PO Box 1046
Emley Buck J 210 Stairview Ave
Faudie Bonnelle S 9 Kelly Ct
Fischel Audrey Est, Audrey 720 Broad St
Gomes John M RR 3 Box 248
Graham George W 14 Weber Ave
Grinnen Calvin 538 Locust St
Haering William J 862 Treasure Lake
Hallstrom Lindsey Ann, Robert M RD 3 Box 121
Hardesty Robert Estate of 540 Treasure Lake
Harris Raymond PO Box 307
Hartzfeld Homer 213 North 4th
Heasley Gregory 54 Showers Rd
Heberling Edith RR 1
Hematillake Ganga M 1666 Treasure Lake
Himes Mary K 21 East Long Ave Apt 515
Hirth Russell Gateway Gardens
Hollopeter Kenneth RD 2
Ideal Products Inc PO Box 1006
Johnson Frances Estate of 1739 Treasure Lake
Johnson Motors Inc 1891 Blinker Pkwy
Jones Phillip 1st Common Wealth Trust Company PO Box 1046
Kelly Patrick J 915 Walnut Ave
Knarr Paul A 1128 Delarme Rd
Lane Helen L 115 N 3rd St
Lees R 602 5 W Dubois Ave
Levine Richard S 914 Chestnut Ave
Litman Edward F PO Box 105
Lockwood Rita A 131 Evergreen St
Loss Arthur 21 E Long Ave
Luther James H 199 W Dubois Ave
Manfredo Ida PO Box 307
Mcneil Dushawn 121 Spring Ave
Mient Nina E 90 N Park Pl Apt B3
Miller James 905 Green Glenn Dr
Miller Sarah 111 W Long Ave
Newell Catherine I, Willis RR 2
Novario Ollivio Deed of Trust, Ollivio C 210 E Sheridan Ave
Null Pearle E 421 E Dubois Ave
Peck Dennis J PO Box 82
Penn River Traffic PO Box 607 Dubois
Plant Ann P 19 Atlantic Ave Apt 1 Fl 1 19 Atlantic Ave
R L Jehu Gulf Supply Inc RR 1 Box 193
Reed David E, Judi 1079 Treasure Lake
Rehrer Marlene A 81 Market Rd
Riverside Markets Rt 255 Shaffer Rd
Russell Kathryn L 873 Sher De Lin Rd
Schall Darlene 9 Kelly Ct
Sedor Michael A Jr, Jennifer L 368 Santa Lucia Rd
Skinner Kenneth B Dubois Deposit Natl Bank Bldg
Smith Murray F, Leslie P 1206 Treasure Lake
Solada Everett E, Esther RR 2 Box 351
Streich Mary R 200 8th St
Sullivan Michelle J 223 E Scribner Ave
Swackhammer Raymond L 1801 Treasure Lake
Tommy Ds 42 S Brady St
Wagner Mary P 270 Treasure Lake
Walk Vinnie A 1100 W Long Ave
Wasko Murphy Motors RD 1 Box 12
Weiss Sara Ann PO Box 904
Whepley Cindy L 44 Keen Ct Dr
Wineberg Harvey M Jr 415 N 4th St
Wohlberg Kenneth C Box 320 Trsr Lake
Woika Kay 26 Brown St
Wray Family Trust 02 02 94 70 Cardinal Dr
Wray Mary F 70 Cardinal Dr
Yeager Douglas S 601 Walnut Ave
Yoo Kisook 246 E Sherman Ave
Zameroski Donald L 661 Juniata St Ext
Grassflat Pa 16839
Duck Gloria 184 Jednota Rd
King Imogene A, John 405 Clearfield St
Mccloskey Ruth 184 Jednota Rd
Grampian Pa 16838
Fleming James C Jr, Andrea M PO Box 10
Gardner Bonnie L, David L RD 1 Box−222
Pentz Arthur E, Joyce E c/o Nancy Farwell PO 171 Old Grade Rd
Houtzdale Pa 16651
Baughman Clifford 501 Grange Ave
Gray Mary M 517 Mcateer
Hiller David E 907 Eliza St
Jarrett Donald, Edna R 450 St Clara St
Newcombe Muriel H 205 Juniata Av
Rodkey Keith 910 Bucketline Rd
Walburn Marta, Floyd 813 Good St
Wojtowich Grace E c/o Kathryn L Sanchez 1 Brisbin St Apt 209
Hyde Pa 16843
Bayer Clothing 1 Hall St
Cathcart Dean, Anna T J Trailer Ct PO Box 231
Irvona Pa 16656
Brickley K F PO Box 12
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La Jose Pa 15753
Diehl Daisey E RR 1
Lanse Pa 16849
Wayne Elizabeth A c/o Mary Lego PO Box 70 1265 Birch St
Luthersburg Pa 15848
G W Auto Body 9015 Coal Hill Rd
Nolder Ronald J PO Box 178
Stoltz James 9015 Coal Hill Rd
Madera Pa 16661
Davis Marita W 1211 McCantury Rd
Litzinger Betty A, Joseph PO Box 288
Shoff Gard W 2nd PO Box 533
Mahaffey Pa 15757
Dehaven Evelyn c/o Shirley Passmore Box 1590 Banner Ridge Rd
Esposti Nicole 4618 Fire Tower Rd
Freyer Theresa, Issac RR 1 Box 236
Hagan Glenda RD 2
Mingle Clarence, Betty PO Box 47b
Shaffer Mark, Mary RD 2
Sunderlin Gregory, Dorothy RR1
Mineral Springs Pa 16855
Ross Franklin D, Awanda G PO Box 183
Morrisdale Pa 16858
Gurbal Rodger C, Patricia 2601 Gramton Rd
Graham Harold Est of 6327 Deercreek Rd
Kozak Larissa 97 Meadow Ln
M C Butterworth & Associates 23 Avie Ln
Munson Pa 16860
Clark Donald C Jr 1818 Hardscrabble Rd
Deibler Shirley 3611 Casanova Rd
New Millport Pa 16861
Truitt Howard Est PO Box 4
Olanta Pa 16863
Jasper Justin c/o Brian Witherow RR 1 Box 210b
Orlosky Peter RD 1 Box 283
Witherow Ann M Box 51
Osceola Mills Pa 16666
Barnett Mary Estate, Mary L 204 Hale St
Waksmunski Joseph A, Frances PO Box 36
Haywood Wallace F 210 Mill St
Hicks Annabell M RD 1 Box 729a
Spicer Robert D Estate 806 Blanchard St
Penfield Pa 15849
Hud Rosemary P RR 1
Ramey Pa 16671
Chicon Elizabeth RR 1
Mazoff M J PO Box 235
Rockton Pa 15856
Updyke Michael 277 Anderson Creek Rd
Shawville Pa 16873
Shively Dorothy B PO Box 11
Smithmill Pa 16680
Tocimak Stephen J Box 87
West Decatur Pa 16878
EHS Technology RD 1 Box 212b
Knepp Norma J 5243 Old Erie Pike
Murray Nancy 6842 Philipsburg Bigler Hwy
Westover Pa 16692
Clutter Virginia M Est of PO Box 11
Winburne Pa 16879
Dougherty Henry J PO Box 310
Woodland Pa 16881
Coudriet Shirley 60 Coudriet Ln
Keener Gwendolyn, Betty RR1 Box 343
Keith Dorothy V, Keith Alice RR 1 Box 166a
Lingle Orville, Timmy L PO Box 476
Moulds Helen E 1817 Dandom
Walker Boyd A 333 Mcdowell Rd
Young Randy 60 Coudriet Ln
Clinton County
Avis Pa 17721
Bowes Cathy A PO Box 578
Brumgard Verna 410 Fairview St
Dutton Ida J 1001 Blvd Ave PO Box 791
Eisenhower Thomas 307 W Highland St
Fetzer Floretta Blvd Ave
Fryer Robert W PO Box 234
Musser Alan R, Alma M Park Ave Genera PO Box 528
Rupert Harris M, Doris J PO Box 903
Ward Cathy 3 Railroad St PO Box 272
Zell Kimberly A, Gaige J Wild Wings Village Lot 15
Beech Creek Pa 16822
Barth Kathleen T c/o Delores Hoover 48 Wynn Ave
Beahm Janet 982 Eagle Valley Rd
Bittner Raecal L 111 Maple Ave
Burkey Diane M PO Box 232
Weber Romaine F Merreyvale A 6
Williams Dora L 847 Eagle Valley Rd
Castanea Pa 17726
Pletcher Pamela J 518 Grape St
Lamar Pa 16848
Deitrich Leslie J, Lois M RD 1
Idleaire 1625 Rt 1 Box 10
Lock Haven, Pa 17745
Andrews Ruth M 64 Andrews Dr
Aumiller Susan 23 Lenape Trail
Aunkst Thomas J c/o Estate of 640 E Bald Eagle St Apt 11
Barnhart Olive E Canal St
Berry Doris D HC 75 Box 10g
Bilbay Lois Est, Ivan 410 Canal St
Binnie Hope 513 Bellefonte Ave Apt 2
Bridgens Russell E 305 S Jones St
Brown Feleasah S 339 Grape St Apt 21
Campbell Ruth Ellen 16 Arch St
Colucci Angela M 134 W Keller St
Conway Dorothy, Lester 37 E Bald Eagle St
Crawford Harold I 108 E Bald Eagle St
Davies Donald M 516 Guardlock Dr
Duck David Est, David 11 Forest Dr
Duck Alma M 200 E Keller St Lot 60
Evers Kimberly 601 W Walnut St
First Quality Water Beverage LLC 599 South Highland St
First Quality Tissue LLC 904 Woods Ave
Fisher John F Jr HCR 80 Box 108
Fultz Auto Body 134 W Keller St
Garneret Deborah L 327 High St
Good Linda J PO Box 452
Higgins Rose E 12 Bloomfield Ave
Home Security Systems Inc PO Box 857
Houtz Keith P c/o American Color PO Box 88
Jacobs Aaron P 423 Woods Ave Apt 2
Jeppe Janet K 806 1/2 Bellefonte Ave Fl 2
Knight Lillie 201 Woodward Ave
Long Stephen R 334 Nittany Rd
Mann Grant J Jr 315 German Rd
Martinez Adrian S 300 W Clinton St Apt 1
Mccoy Sara PO Box 212
Nestlerode Victoria C 143 Davis Ln
Ovenshire Mabel E 360 E Park St Apt 201
Packer Amanda N 238 Susquehanna Ave
Patterson Lester Est, Lester 228 Oak Hollow Rd
Phillips Joellen L 45 Park Dr
Piper Ernestine L, Louis M 272 Tennis Ct Ln
Rath Marie E 327 High St
Rowland Aaron M 423 Woods Ave Rear
Salisbury Henry F PO Box 414 117 School St
Shaffer Westley 300 Foundation Dr Apt 214b
Shultz Elizabeth H 25 High St
Slater Mark E 118 W Water St
Sloop John Fulmers Pch 201 Woodward Ave
Smith Katharine, Joseph D 333 Ctr St
Smith Stephen Chadwick, Susan Paula 226 E Water St
Thornton Annie M 108 E Bald Eagle St
Wagner Tillie Est 404 S Jones St
Warner Dorothea S 504 W Main St 4
Yost Audrey, James 335 Third St
Zweig Hayley O, Beverly 20 Meadowlark Ln
Loganton Pa 17747
CMCCA 594 Spruce Run Rd
Esterline Beulah D RR 2
Scott Clavde 34 W Aspen Way
McElhattan Pa 17758
Swinehart Frank A Jr PO Box 232
Mill Hall, Pa 17751
American Dream Vinyl Inc 145 Hogan Blvd
Brigandi Thomas F Box 419 RD 2
C2k2 Motors Inc 212 Hogan Blvd
Dotterer Sandra C 43 Bartholomew Ln
Dunkle Transport 222 Haven Pines Rd
Guthrie James L 20 Dinadan Dr
Hamilton Cassidy PO Box 93
King Jacob E 71 Mountainview Ln
Newcomer Donna 11 S Duke St
Port Jason 35 Ridge Rd
St Clair Ronald RD 2 Box 104
Yearick Walter RD Box 339
Zeek Deloras 524 Pine St Apt 3b
North Bend Pa 17760
Trimble Charles J Sr PO Box 86
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Renovo Pa 17764
Burnell Betty Lou, Robert B 2117 Susquehanna Ave
Conser Dorthy 680 Pennsylvania Ave
Kunselman Kenneth E PO Box
McChurch New Maple Grove c/o Jesse Calhoun HCR 60 Box 100
Renovo Pharmacy 700 Erie Ave
Stevenson Brenda L 346 Susquehanna Ave
Stickles Beatrice 458 Pennsylvania Ave S
Storeman Michael M HC 62 Box 199
Tillson Fred 727 Pennsylvania Ave
Westport Pa 17778
Blum Mark c/o William Jones PO Box 45
Jones William PO Box 45
Woolrich Pa 17779
Fisher Mindy PO Box 42
Kawachak Barbara N Jay St PO Box 208
Meeks Dorothy Fields PO Box 236
Stone Erma R PO Box 312
Yarnell Michael PO Box 32
Columbia/Montour Counties
Almedia Pa 17815
Michaels Lynda M 250 Ellis Turner Rd
Aristes Pa 17920
Rock David W 403 Main St
Benton Pa 17814
C and C Inspection Svc 255 Shannon Hill Rd
Charles Michael 491 Sawmill Rd
Day Kenneth R 390 St Gabriel Hill
Heaps Paul W II 1023 Elk Grove Rd
Hess Maurice 703 Steinruck Rd
Hummel Allison PO Box 130
Polk Florence S 773 State Rte 239
Reeb Neil 658 Waller Divide Rd
Scuzzi Warren C Est of PO Box 161
Berwick Pa 18603
Anthony Peggy 1223 7th Ave
Balliet Sharon K 309 E 11th St
Bardo Gerald R Sr 118 Linden Dr
Benjamin Moriah 214 E 2nd St
Bielko Dorothy J 1200 Holly Dr
Boone Frederick G, Carrie E 112 Garfield Ave
Bower June K 1724 N Vine St
Bower June M 1724 N Vine St
Camera Eva 116 W 2nd St
Champion Gerald W 729 Lasalle St
Comstock John 429 East Fifth St
Crispell Anna M 119 E 15th St
Davenport Leroy 37 1st Ln
De Lew Irene T 9 Juniper St
Deluca Luigi 417 E 8th St
Dent Ilene M RR3
Eddinger Jane E 1120 Sterling Ave
Engle Randall W 1433 Brittain St
Ferrigno James C 158 Vista Rd
Fraind Doris M 33 Sparrow Dr
Gingher Marian A 217 E 7th St
Gray William 728 Lasalle St
Harmon Alvin, Anne 317 W Front St Apt 101
Henrie Daniel O 1000 N Market St
Heron William J, Gayle W 29 Stone Manor Dr
Hinderliter Frank 925 8th St
Hinderliter Joan A 925 E 8th St
Hough Donald L 484 Salem Blvd
Killian Appraisal Co 75 Mountain Rd
Kreamer Eugene W, Janet L 233 Martzville Rd
Laird Judith A Est of 1153 Fourth Ave
Lutz Florence A 400 Martzville Rd
Maquilan Jose M PO Box 468
Mckenna Pamela 1027 E 5th St
Melendez Jose 1126 N Market St
Miller A B 29 Wolfe Manner Dr
Miller Donna Marie CO Larue M Shoemaker 335 Bowman St
Miller Douglas L 229 E Third St
Miller Paul R 318 N Arch St
Molnar Ethel 1026 Dickson St
Naus Doris M Irrev Trust 1027 E 5th St
Naus Wayne 1027 E 5th St
Nespoli Leonard RR2 Box 2336
Od Jeffrey L 610 Maywood Dr
Piazza Nickolas B, Nickolas 1113 Spring Gdn Ave
Pifer Frances A, Lester 341 N Vine St
Radiology Assocs Scranton PO Box 468
Rinehimer Catherine RR1 1075
Royal Swan Foods Inc 906 Market St
Ruch Geraldine E 1216 Susquehanna Ave
Schechterly Roger R Jr, Martha 455 E 5th St
Seiwell Clara F 1659 Fairview Ave
Shotwell Janet Mae, Janet M 519 E 4th St
Slobig Florence M 1714 Chestnut St
Slobig Florence, Terry A 1714 Chestnut St
Slusser Joseph S 1330 Fairview Ave
Smith Linda A 222 Duval St
Tanribilir Steven B 600 E 16th St
Trapane Samuel T RR1
Tyrrell Curtis Lee 42 Waterdm Rd Lot 11
Varner Jean D 610 Maywood Dr
Watts Mildred 1331 Spring Gdn Ave
Wisneski Kathryn M 1031 E Front St
Wolfe William S, Margaret 341 Pearl St
Bloomsburg Pa 17815
Albertsen Jenn 639 W Pine Ave
Amarante Jessica 515 Legion Rd Apt 4
Anderson Hester 16 E 3rd St
Atherton Dorothy 6150 4th St
Beck Stephen D, Lucille R 220 W 1st St
Benear James R 343 E 4th St
Bennett Sherilyn 630 E 2nd St
Billick Jane RD3
Bogar Richard 807 E 3rd St
Boyer Sarah M 1 W 12th St
Cantwell Florence A 240 River Dr
Clancys 125 W Main St
Columbia Montour Home 410 Glenn Ave Ste 200
Crawford Wayne R, Mary S 210 W 12th St
Daniel Schultz 138 W 11th St
Davis Hilda 725 Sawmill Rd
Dietterick Terry L 4011 Old Berwick Rd
Dimmick Donald V, Mary L 163 Dutch Hill Rd
Draus Chris 70 Clifton Dr
Drum Victor E RR8 Box 297
Edwards Karl B 602 E 3rd St
Ergett Levi J 46 Crestmont Cir
FS Rentals 1 E Main St
Five Star Fitness LLC DBA Contours Exp of Blooms 1257 Columbia Blvd
Geatti Antonio 417 E 4th St
Girton John E RD2
Gordon Roy B 998 Petrman Rd
Grapsy Rosanne V RR3 Box 467b
Griffith John D 2360 3rd St
Groner C Shawn, Sheldon 7 Blue Jay Dr
Herbert Glenn RD3
Hock E S 1626 Monroe Ave
Hock Earl S 1626 Monroe Ave
Hoffman Jeremy 128 W St
Houshmand Nuisha 1402 Treeline Dr
Hummel Stephen J 169 Sunken Hts Ave
Incare LLC Attn Mehdi Nikparvar 1402 Treeline Dr
Jensen Ruth V 17 Park Pl
Jepko Justina M, Brian P 546 Scenic Ave
John Visci Needle Goldenziele & Pascale c/o Harding & Hill LLP 38 W 3rd St
Klokis Joe DBA Joes Body Shop 546 Scenic Ave
Knorr Stephanie 3415 Old Berwick Rd
Komoroski Ted 2989 Columbia Blvd
Koser Trinitie E 166 Creek Rd
Laubach Marianne, Thomas 345 Jefferson St
Lesansky Andrew CO Union Natl Bank
Magee Drue A 169 Sunken Hts Ave
Marrone Tomaino Patricia 10 Baker Ln Lot 3
Matochak Mary A 15 1/2 E 6th St
Millard Wanda L, James 714 Park St
Morris Anna A Est of 221 E 9th St
Morris Lester C, Anna A 221 E 9th St
Nicholson Charles Est of Bloomsburg Manor 420 Shaf
Nikparvar Mehdi F 1402 Treeline Dr
Pasquince Gloria 1947 Milliville Rd
Price Jeffrey, Jack 952 Mainville Dr
Price Jeffrey, Janice 952 Mainville Dr
Quality Traffic Supp 400 E 2nd St
Quinn David 457 W 1st St
Reynolds Virginia H 6020 Ft Jenkins Ln 69
Sals Place 134 E Main St
Schultz Daniel Est of 138 W 11th St
Seawell Derek 346 Cathrine St
Shaffer Mae 717 Locust St
Shultz Raymond, Isabel 11 Firehall Rd
Smith Steve c/o Gordon Jewelers 04634 210 Columbia Mall
Snyder Dorothy R, Elmer W 101 Train St
Stout Ira E Jr 47 Ridgewood Dr
Stout Rodney A 202 Lee St
Swank Claris A 6655 Old Berwick Rd
Thomas Charlotte M, Donald V 2450 2nd St
Trapane Bridget 329 W 3rd St
Troiani Joseph A 615 Fowlersville Rd
Turzanski Leonard 2170 Crawford Rd
Vastine Jennifer L 11 Washingtonville Rd
Walbroel Robert W 910 Mcguire Rd
Wallace Joanne 1947 Millville Rd Lot 14
Welliver Charlet, Buddy 32 Frosty Valy Rd
White William 600 Scenic Ave
Williams Eloise R 2307 Old Berwick Rd
Williams Florence c/o CB Pursel 120 W Main St
Zhu Ren G 1000 Market St
Catawissa Pa 17820
Benson Adelaide Lang 8−B Johnson School Rd
Bloomsburg Area React Vol 284 River Hill Dr
Bruno Peter A 100 Walnut St
Farnsworth P Richard 126 S 3rd St
Gaul Kristin M 517 Shuman St
Hampton Richard W RR1 Box 159a
Hawkins Collision Center 517 Shuman St
Maittlen Harris J P 224 Walnut St
Miller Edward D 284 River Hill Dr
Morris Frederick A Jr RD3 Box 395b
Wulfert Funl Home 126 S 3rd St
Zinda Anne M 361 Fisher Ave
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Danville Pa 17821
Adams Thomas E RR4
Alexson James 28 Beaver Pl
Ashton Helen V 16 Montour St
Barnhart Charles D 203 Powder Mill Rd
Barnhart Grace E, Donald 203 Powder Hill Rd
Baylor Hilda M 515 Bloom St
Cabinet Ind Inc PO Box 259
Cashner Alexander J, Michele E 549 Cameltown Hill Rd
Dawson Sarah J 407 Spruce St
Delsite Mary RD4 Box 48
Dorney Michael J 584 Valy Rd
Dimmick Bertha M, Sarah K 633 E Front St
Dragon Maryanna P, Edmund L 201 Jade Ave
Eric Mary W Catherine Maxwell 16 Walnut St
Eveland Mary 428 E Market St
FNB Bank Na 345 Mill St
Forbes Bertelle, Albert 45 Blue School Rd
Fritts Ernest V 506 Laura Dr
Galt Spencer 650 Camp Rd
Geiswite Martha J 121 Upper St
Great Color Inc 322 Ferry St
Greenfield Lawrence S 116 Gotschal Rd
Hartman Alice M 216 Wall St
Hidlay Robert, Mary A 877 Preserve Rd
Jones Robert, Ann M RR6 Box 60
Kaczanowska Wieslawa 2408 Bloom Rd
Kline Virginia Ann c/o Harry Fausnaught 106 Ash St
Kroh Leona J 50 1st St
Leighow David M 128 Eyer Rd
Mainali Roshan 3 Delwood Dr
Maxwell Catherine Catherine Maxwell 16 Walnut St
Mckeeby Helen 15 Mooresburg Rd
Mittal Sanjay 209 S Crestwood Dr
Moss Jennifer 1102 Ridgeview
Myers Erika 395 Liberty Valy Rd
Ngai Kwok 75 Normar Rd
Noll Tracy A, Eric W 118 Sunbury Rd
Patel Premilaben M 1205 Ridgeview
Pursel Nina T, John S RD4
Randolph Teresa 5 Cotswold St
Reibsome Susan 745 E Market St
Rinehart Mildred D 5 Red Oak Dr
S Maria, Paul 61 Mayberry Rd
Schoppy Matthew 60 Fishers Ct
Service First 209 S Crestwood Dr
Shepperson Margaret 308 Nassau St
Shultz Glovene M 56 Pepper Hls
Sock Theresa Irrev Burial 200 State Hospital Dr
Spaid Richard D RR4 Box 143
Spandra Bonnie 4 Cortland Dr
Stine H Myron, Jay 234 Stine Rd
Terry Rose M 2 Valy Green Dr
Trostle Esther Danville State Hospital
Walker Dorothy, O D RR4
Wheeler Alberta M RD7
Wilver Timothy L 10 Kindt Rd Apt 3
Wintersteen Kimberly 209 Lower Mulberry St
Wray John PO Box 326
Wrights Arminta M 311 Ferry St
Yoshino Madoka 100 Starner Rd
Danville Pa 17822
Do George Bekic 100 North Academy Ave
Sisters of Saints Cyril And Methodius c/o Villa Sacred Heart 5811 Railrd St
Steen Charles N Academy Ave
Mifflinville Pa 18631
Dreisbach Joanne PO Box 392
Francis Medical Assocs Inc PO Box G
Jones Robert C, Bruce W 509 Race St
Morris Sandra A PO Box 117
Murphy Crystal 509 Mary St
Millville Pa 17846
Buckwalter Jared PO Box 589
Hugh Diane, J PO Box 292 105 S State St
Shultz Althea 129 Blackbird Rd
Slusser William R Jr, Betty M 179 S Ctr St Apt 28
Numidia Pa 17858
Batdorf Ray T PO Box 12
Orangeville Pa 17859
Bebee Martha 511 Main St
Creasy Erma V 2147 St Rte 254
Fox John E RR2 Box 60
Fritz Stanley Est of RD1
Shoup Allen D RR1
Sponenberg Robyn A 662 Draketown Rd
Stillwater Pa 17878
Davison Gary 185 Three Spring Rd
Kishbaugh Jason D 214 Academy St
Linder Carl A RR1
Thomas Doug 88 Holmes Rd
Wilburton Pa 17888
Dunkelberger Marlin F 213 E 2nd St
Krum Sarah 213 E 2nd St
Crawford County
Adamsville Pa 16110
Miller Stella M 5954 Dumars Corners Rd
Atlantic Pa 16111
Brown Margaret L 3294 Kennard Rd
Mcclimans Walter J 9878 Atlantic Rd
Pallack Russell W RR 1
Pallack Wendy M Trust UA DTD 5/18/86 RR 1
Stewart Robert A 3415 Pinedale Ln
Cambridge Springs Pa 16403
Anderson Joshua L 458 Church St
Barickman Leona Est 231 Thomas St
Barton Cornelia, Theodore 111 Church St Apt 3
Courtney Dianna 30630 Humes Rd
Derby Susan 115 Glen St
Dies Carolyn J 26508 Lake Dr
Erie Community Credit Union 22598 Wilkie Rd
Fortney Evelyn F 110 Canfield St
Glenn Gail 142 Forest St
Glenn Thomas R 152 Prospect St
Hughes John Est of F Jr 27825 Hwy 77
Luce Amanda 17351 Fox Rd
Mcadoo Paulina 638 Beach St
Mey Barbara M, Errol 110 Cranfield St
Mongera Thelma M 24648 Plank Rd
Moore Miles O 110 Canfield St
Phillips Stacey D 22598 Wilkie Rd
Quiring Irene W RR 3
Terrill Iva E RR 3 Box 184
Way Erika M 31231 Hogback Rd
Centerville Pa 16404
Drohn William A 37842 State Hwy 77
Dupont Arlene I 35238 Hwy 77
Lethco Dawn M RR 1
Mccombs Bernice M, John E 18938 Erie St
Myers Nellie Est of Ralph W Myers Executor 37534 State Hwy 408
Panas Michael D 15939 Kinsack Rd
Patterson Julie A 36891 Hwy 408
Ralston Brady RR 4
Vosburgh Curtis 37684 Hwy 77
Conneautville Pa 16406
Brothers Kathleen 18953
Copeland Ruth Est PO Box 255
Diana Weber, Sandra Williamson Pa St Rte 198
Martin Gladys Pa St Rte 198
Mccormick Brenda 209 Main St Lot 1
Percy Betty J 9865 Hwy 198
Cochranton Pa 16314
Anderson John, Mary RR 4 Box 145a
Blair Jessie RR 1 Box 189
Brown Michelle C, Ronald L 148 Falls Rd
Burchill Doris RD 1
Campbell Joseph, Brenda RR 3
Charles Theodore 6320 Mccracken Rd
Chitester Betty Jo RR 1 Box 75a
Foster Jeffrey J PO Box 45a 106 River St
Freyermuth Sally A 119 E Adams St
Grate William, Sandra 20872 Boyle Rd
Hill Martha B 119 E Adams St
Mcdaniel Caroline RR 3
Mcwilliams Steve PO Box 172
Pardee Cynthia K, Guy L 6688 Shoey Rd
Persang Kathleen Ann, Ida Belle RR 3
Roseberry Robert RR 1 Box 189
Slawson David F 180 South Franklin St
Conneaut Lake Pa 16316
Adsit Mary 15003 State Hwy 285
Bachelier Lila M 15421 State Hwy 285
Baldwin Gertrude M PO Box 660
Bullock Roberta L 11940 Oakmont Dr
Carl Hobert J 11891 Midway Dr
Donnell Barbara A 11940 Oakmont Dr
Gizzie Margaret A Estate PO Box 5307 c/o John W Gizzie
Krute Vallie L 11332 Aldina Dr
Locke Jamme L 12702 Reed Ave
Meyers Mildred Est 12878 Thoma Dr
Moyers Marie RR 2 Box 1202
Odonnell Barbara Ann Est 11940 Oakmont Dr
Piper Patricia, Todd A 11852 Oakmont Dr
Seeley Theresa D RR 3
Stallard Donald J 10090 Louderman Rd
Espyville Pa 16424
Brenwald Ronald 1925 Pilgrim Ln
Buttice Joseph J B Est 1925 Pilgrim Ln
Easterly Blanche E 9090 1st St
Geneva Pa 16316
Asadorian Stephanie, Raffi Rte De Florissant 12 Ste 400
Guys Mills Pa 16327
Cox Walter RD 1
Eddy Vincent L 26617 St Hwy 27
Ervin Christopher S 10183 Beuchat Rd
Karns Jennifer 16583 John Brown Rd
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Maloney Robert N 11726 Mcfadden Rd
Morris Shirley A 15487 Maillard Rd
Shank Geraldine L 26617 St Hwy 27
Harmonsburg Pa 16422
Hawk George M Jr N/A
Hawk Stewart D Bro N/A
Milani Cara L 14066 Rtes 8/89
Hartstown Pa 16131
Chizmar Alice Est, Paul 5879 Hwy 322
Hydetown Pa 16328
Ewing Mae M PO Box 582
The Ewing Living Trust Dtd 10/11/1 PO Box 582
Linesville Pa 16424
Lindsey Don M PO Box 226
Roncaglione William L, Anna R 2279 Wheeler Rd
Roncaglione Jimmy A 2450 Us Hwy 6
Tel O Post Co 205 N Pymatuning St
Wamsley Doris L 20116 Beaver Ctr Rd
Meadville Pa 16335
Allen Ardelia 31 N Park Ave
Arbuckle Brian H 9748 Perry Hwy
Authentic Automotive Labruzzo Auto c/o Jacob H Warren 17327 Eagle Crest Dr
Baker Audrey M, Roy L 743 Gasteiger Rd
Baldwin David Star Rte
Bass Ethel L 762 Pine St
Bentley Arthur 783 1/2 Waler St #3
Bidwell Jan 21092 US Hwy 322
Bigusiak Florence PO Box 22
Bowes Maude 1129 S Cottage St
Boyle Evelyn M 1130 S Main St
Bradwell Bernice 480 N Morgan St
Bright Charles T, Rita L 710 Walnut St
Brown Dorismae 218 Chestnut St Apt 205
Busch Daniel Charles 663 North St
Campbell Jason E 7343 Mount Pleasant Rd
Cargo Cleaners 1 346 North St
Carmer Carmon W 783 1/2 Waler St #3
Cincinnati Insurance Co c/o Matthew Murphy PO Box 109
Claney Edna L 205 Park Av
Cole Eleanor L 548 Walnut St
Cole Shirley A 580 State St
Conrad Corey 11280 Pettis Rd
Consiglio Alice, Frank RR 1
Consiglio Debra, Frank RR 1
Cook Alissa 10316 Hollis Rd
Copp Andrew D 701 Alden St
Coy Edwina RR 5
Crosley Louise W 405 Edgewood Dr
Curry Richard J 892 Ernst Place
Cutshall Paul E RD 7
Dalessio Joanne RR 10 Box 140
Daniels Marlon L 625 Park Ave
Demaison Rhea RR 2
Dence Ann 829 North Cottage Apt 2
Dillaman Auto Body 19714 Forest Green Dr Apt 902
Donahue Garry E 10497 Krider Rd
Donohue James 358 Pine St
Dornhaffer Robert B 8907 Pettis Rd
Eells Towing 15844 Conneaut Lake Rd
Ellwood Aleis 16332 Conneaut Lake Rd
Ender Lisa J 1212 Morgan St Apt 12
Fausnaught John 15769 Inlet Rd
Ferguson George A 455 Walnut St
Flagg Charles E, Myrna 14792 Coleman Rd
Frye Margaret E, Harry F 590 Jefferson St
Gigogne Doris 1411 Conneaut Lake Rd
Gonzalez Ramon 798 Grove St
Griffs Pizza 220 Willow St
Groomes Sheldon 738 Washington St
Harrington Frances 31 N Park Ave
Harris James E c/o Ethel Harris Green RR 1
Heffern Rosemary 1411 Conneaut Lake Rd
Hepler Doris Holland Tower Apt Apt 106
Herman Nathan Christophe 756 Pine St
Hill Jennifer L PO Box 933
Hoff Larry E RR 10 Box 140
Howick Motors Body Shop 701 Alden St
Hunter Myrtle 1120 Market St Apt 209
Ingols Gladys 892 Ernst Place
Jack Kathryn B, Jack Paul S 223 N Main St
Jackson Lindsey 16680 Cussewago Rd
Jackson Park H 515 Jackson Park Dr
Kelrose Inc dba Healthcare Recruiters 8816 Tamarack Dr
Kohn Helen 462 Chestnut St
Kuchnio Andrzej 126 N Forest Ave Marzena T Niewolewska
Lacey John 424 Clinton Ct
Laver Lucille 17834 Semerad Rd
Logan Joyce A 17301 Dawn Ct
Long Patricia, Robert 823 N Main St
Lumpp Rent A Car Inc 11488 State Hwy 98
Magaw William W 312 Linden St
Magee Ellen M 773 Waelde Al
Maietta Mike 897 Market St
Maloney Rhea Mary RR 2
Manning Marsha J 663 North St
Marketplace Pharmacy PO Box 787
Marvin Bruce PO Box 241
Matheney Dusty A 7786 Mercer Pike
Matthews Tony 17 Asbury Manor West
Mcdaniel Hazel G 717 Baldwin St
Mchale Denise M, Peter T 11998 Thurston Rd
Mchenry Magdaline A, Gary A PO Box 814
Mcintyre Janet L 19714 Forest Green Dr Apt 902
Mcmillen Gertrude R, Hugh I 16734 Hwy 98
Mcnulty Frank 17834 Semerad Rd
Mitchell David L Est of 16598 Davis Rd
Monnin Mary C RD 2 Blooming Valley
Murdoch Minnie, Clarence 844 Market St
Murnighan Patricia S 10864 Perry Hwy
Nichols Denise L 26582 Guys Mills Rd
Pasikoski Frances 590 Walnut St
Pavlik Harold, Naomi 11278 Suzanne Dr Lot 34
Peden John Holland Tower Apt Apt 106
Pepicelli Scott B 299 Wood St
Petersen Gerald P Alden St Ext
Prystaloski Jean M 19600 3rd St
Reash Annette M 794 Leslie Rd
Redpath Marvin E, Gordon 147 Park Ave
Rhoades Carol 15727 Ridge Rd
Rich Victoria N 17310 Cussewago Rd
Riemann Sara C 989 Alfred St
Rodgers Alice J 829 S Grant St Apt 207
Running David W 16722 Ren Rock Dr #519
Rybacki Nancy A 13277 Leslie Rd
Sanchez Lvis Daniel G 9006 Mercer Pike
Schmitt Wanda M, Donald 564 North St
Shaffer Diana 11301 Oakgrove Ave
Shearer Consuelo 309 Lincoln Ave
Shutts Robert Lewis 964 E St
Sipe Paul N c/o Intrega Bank Trust Div 201 Chestnut St
Smith Margaret Y Est 1219 Chula Ct
Smith Russel F, Helen B 369 Willow St
Smith Douglas N 201 Arch St
Smith Evan L 114 Columbia Ave
Smith Kathryn 31 N Park Ave
Smith Patricia 11301 Oakgrove Ave
Smith Shirley A 712 Park Ave
Speed Carla M 1086 East Aly
Stevens Phyllis 432 Martha Dr
Telliho Dorothy B, John G Box 15648 Limber Rd
Thompson Harry, Eleanor 650 North St
TR PO Box 1147
Urbanick Frank S 50 West View Ave
Valeskys Inc 1044 Water St
Vantage Healthcare N 18279 Conneaut Lake Rd
Wagner Catherine H 11525 Pennsylvania Av
Walp Timothy J 24903 State St
Warren Elizabeth, Jacob H 17327 Eagle Crest Dr
Washburn Robert B RR 3 Box 644a
Whitesell Violet 455 Chestnut St
Winger Ernest P, Norma 759 Penn St
Wright Charles A Jr RR 1
Yohe Timothy J, Shirley A 241 Meadow St
Zelen Randy S 1012 Water St
Zinz Arthur M, Nora Star Rt
Saegertown Pa 16433
Brown Geneva I 18583 US Hwy 86
Burkholder Shirley J 18583 Us Hwy 86
Carrier Martha B 19422 Gospel Hill Rd
Chess Elsie Irene 17033 State Hwy 86
Chilson Cortland C, Dorothy F 15971 Price Rd
Conaway Samantha Helen 2100 Independance Dr
Damico Almeda M Green Acres
Kenvin Clara R Rte 3
Kuhn Eva D 19313 US Hwy 6 & 19
Mcgarey Harney Crawford County Care Ctr 20881 State Hwy 198
Spink Jefferey A, Meghan L 18510 Oak Dr
Spinks Jason Christophe 510 Oak Dr
Tompkins Edna 320 Mill St
Wachowiak Henry G Est PO Box 111
Yoder Debra PO Box 204
Young Susan C 17769 Black Rd
Spartansburg Pa 16434
Abington Warrington PO Box 211
Andrusky William G 4323 Chase Rd
Black Linda M 4323 Chase Rd
Morris Kenneth W RR 2
Springboro Pa 16435
Butterfield Robert P 23913 N Hickernell Rd
Lambert Teresa PO Box 263
Naples Antoinette M PO Box 62
Titusville Pa 16354
Acel Thelma Est, Thelma 60 N Dillon Dr
Alturnamats Inc 701 E Spring St Bldg 63
Anderson Marion 217 E Central Ave 606
Andrusky William 11606 Derose Blvd Lot 13
Behr Willis N 712 Leboeuf Trail Rd
Best Charles, Lena 749 Gdn St
Black Linda 11606 Derose Blvd Lot 13
Bleday Raymond M, Kathy 12300 N Perry Rd
Bravo Christine 533 W Main St
BSI Financial Services Inc 314 S Franklin St PO Box 546
Burrows Jennifer 10564 Campbell Rd
Captain Dent of Oil City 10951 Johnson Rd
Captain Dent of Oil City 13502 Old Rte 8 North
Chrysler Financial 606 E Spruce St
Clark Antonietta L, William PO Box 648
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Cox Roberta Rte 1
Delp Albert, Mary E 610 Superior St
Dentwizard 227 E Main St Apt 2
Donovan Nichole D 13502 Old Rte 8 North
Earls Eva 212 N Franklin St
Ewing H Richard, DTD 1 412 W Main St
First National Bank of Pa 4 Meadow Ln
Gregory Pauline P 329 W Main St
Hahn Francis V 81 Dillon Dr
Hartshorne Billee J 118 W Maine St1
Haskell Helen 81 E Dillon Dr
Hauptman Daniel J Jr, Lori 4 Meadow Ln
Hettrick Helen M, Sally 307 N Franklin St
Hlad Michael J, Paular 321 W Walnut St
Hummer Sheryl H, Lance J 16174 Hummer Rd
Kerr Jean Est 215 S Kerr St
King Dorothy L, Dennis L 513 Jones St
Kostenbauder Charles R 606 E Spruce St
Langworthy Donald W 606 E Spruce St
Larocque Sandra 202 W Elm St
Mccurdy Gladys Rte 1
Mcwilliams Charlene G c/o George Mcwilliams PO Box 72
Penn Theater 117 West Spring St
Porta Martina A, Donald 502 N Washington St
Raymond M Bleday MD PO Box 402
Roessner Madelyn M, Donald 420 S Drake St
Ruot Lucas R 701 E Spring St
Saeger Danielle N 14251 State Hwy 8
Smith James R 227 E Main St Apt 2
Smith Joan 605 W Spring St
Sterling Helen 605 W Spring St
Thayer Robert L 516 North 2nd St
Vanderhoof Mary J 217 N Martin St
Wilson Douglas B, Karen S 10951 Johnson Rd
Townville Pa 16360
Alexander Alberta, Albert RR 1
Lucas Shirley A 30300 Johnson Rd
Venango Pa 16440
Sherred Doris J 21993 Sherred Hill Rd
Cumberland/Dauphin Counties
Boiling Springs Pa 17007
Amin Daxeshkumar C 6 Earl St
Brown Franklin Tr Ua 06−Jul−89 PO Box 622
Charuhas Myers Patricia Diane PO Box 446
Dixon Marshall L PO Box 6
Grass Jody H Tr Ua 06−Jul−89 PO Box 622
Hackenberg Annette 16 North Acorn Dr
Harrison Timothy Tr Ua 06−Jul−89 PO Box 622
Jennings George L, Joan A 113 Carlisle St RD 1
Juckno Alexandra M 1559 Boiling Spgs Rd PO Box 7
Jumper Curtis A 13 W Springville Rd
Klingeman D L RR 1
L D Catering Inc 408 Walnut St
Myers Rachel Cecilia PO Box 446
Smith Louella P 302 Old Stonehouse Rd
Bressler Pa 17113
Culina Theodore E, Helen E 560 Chambers St
Rapp Mickey T 30 Locust St
Camp Hill Pa 17001
Ames True Temper PO Box 8859
Association of Manufacturers PO Box 870
Atlantic Central Bankers Bank PO Box 1109
Chemitrol Chemical Company PO Box 8316
Firemans Insurance Co PO Box 900
Gerber Mildred J PO Box 308
Mcdermitt Concrete PO Box 34
Shermans Dale A PO Box 516
Wilson Gregory PO Box 8
Camp Hill Pa 17011
Anderson Margery M 3 Brier Rd
Appalachian Rehab Inc c/o Padden & Guerrini Asso 3425 Simpson Ferry Rd
Appleby Duncan L 10 S 17th St
Aquino Avel 1904 Letchworth Dr
Aramark 225 Grandview Ave
Arnold Transportation 451 Freight St
Aston Emma M 14 Hunter Ln
BA Healthcare Holdings LLC 4660 Trindle Rd Ste 200
Badowski Banko Kroll et al 3510 Trindle Rd Margolis Edelstein
Ball Shirley c/o Lorraine Ball 1453 Hlcrst Ct Apt 409
Beaver Kathy L 401 Erford Rd
Beck Lavan P, Perry 1917 Kent Dr
Berrigan Joseph J, Johanna 304 Allendale Way
Bitler Lee 1802 Market St
Blackstock Paul 4409 Carlisle Pike
Bonn Marilyn E c/o Marilyn B Arnold 3112 Yale Ave
Bonnick Peter J Jr 16 Scarsdale Dr
Botes Victor 30 Hunter Ln
Brentler Elizabeth 1053 Country Club Rd
Breon Mary E c/o Karen D Jacobs 4500 Chestnut Ave
Brulia Bertha H 10 House Ave
Bush John Lloyd 1015 Country Club Rd
Bynum Alene A, Paul 817 Conodoguinet Dr
Cameroni Marie A 571 Poplar Church Rd
Choice Nursing 3514 Trindle Rd 2nd Floor
Clark Dorothy V 4404 Chestnut St
Cleary Vernon 518 Poplar Church Rd
Coliseum Ent Group Inc Craig A Diehl 3464 Trindle Rd
Collette Michael W 2901 Rittenhouse Ct Apt 1
Colucci Melissa, Mark 1 Country Club Place
Connolly Joan M 1459 Hillcrest Ct Apt 507
Connolly William A 27 N 23rd St
Conrad Charles 824 Lisburn Rd Apt 206
Deangelo Edith L 824 Lisburn Rd 503
Dell Arlene E c/o 1045 Country Club Rd
Doorways Unlimited c/o Benefits Admin PO Box 3097
Dotter Helen C Apt 614 Woods 824 Lisburn Rd
Drew Greg c/o Rite Aid Corp 30 Hunter Ln
Drobeck Frances M 3825 Conestoga Rd
Drobeck Robert M c/o Mrs Gerald Reidel 3825 Conestoga Rd
Dyson Jane 1952 Chestnut St
Eberlein Thomas H, Tessa 124 North 27st
Eisenhauer Shaun R 10 East Gate Dr
Embarak Sara B 109 May Dr Apt 5
Enterprise Rent A Car 3950 Hartzdale Dr
Ertel Charles 13 Sussex Rd
Evans Daniel R Liv Tr 824 Lisburn Rd Apt 508
Evans Margaret W 824 Lisburn Rd Apt 508 Tr Ua 11 01 95
Ferguson Dennis C 14 Hunter Ln
Fine Line Auto Body 31 N 17th St
Fitzgibbon James E 520 Lamp Post Ln
Fountain James 3803 Cedar Ave
Fulton Steven J 10 East Main St Apt 2
Gannett Fleming Affiliates Inc 207 Senate Ave
Gardner Larry 1 East Green St Apt 1
Garrison Brenda 7a Richland Ln
Gilius Lauren L c/o Ronald P Gilius 18 S 27th St
Goldberg Richard L, Donna G 2915 Maple Rd
Gorman Doris B 5 Wayne Cir
Gotwalt Norman 1086 Country Club Rd
Grassly Clifton H 9a Hummel Ave
Gupta Sneh 3b Richland Ln Apt 106
Harry Patricia P 219 N 25th St
Healey Richard H 1471 Hillcrest Ct Apt 707
Hileman James D 2251 Orchard Rd
Hoover Linda 52 Erford Rd A
Horstick Louise 1508 Chatham Rd
Horting Kenneth 23 West Green St
Huntz James L 601 Rupley Rd
Jackson Daisy B 208 Senate Ave Apt 609
Jane Field Trust Golden Living 770 Poplar Church Rd
Jones Amanda L 121 November Dr
Joubert Anneke 30 Hunter Ln
Kakarlamudi Subhramanya S 8 Marshall Dr
Kanev Investment Co LP 2610 Waterford Way c/o Paul Kanev, Carol Kan
Karkhanis Vaishali 11c Richland Ln Apt 212
Karnik Reshma B 109 November Dr
Kauffman Paulette E, Ford T 2154 Market St
Kautz Margaret Jean, Morris E 208 Senate Ave
Keebaugh Victoria A 2318 New York Ave Apt A
Keffales Anthony 23 Charisma Dr
Kell Adam J 3517 Country Side Ln
Kennedy Railroad Po Box 3117
Kolli Ravi T 1b Richland Ln Apt T7
Kovac Paul 25 Nottingham Rd
Labuski Mark R Md 875 Poplar Church Rd
Lafaver Mark J 12 Hunter Ln
Loyd Patricia L 112 W Clearview Dr
M&T Bank 121 November Dr
M&T Bank c/o Steven Bear 3045 Market St
Mann Bracken LLC 4660 Trindle Rd 3rd Floor
Martindale Kenneth 30 Hunter Ln
Mcclure Heather 12 Richland Ln Apt 102
Mclemore R B Jr 323 N Twenty Seventh St
Mcnally Janet D 399 N 26th St
Mcsparran Mary Lou Est 1922 Columbia Ave
Mdabidur Malik 1110 Yverdon Dr Apt C8
Menapace Genevieve C, Michael 1908 Letchudrth Dr
Metz Jennifer C, Adam L 145 Bryce Rd
Miller Elizabeth 18 Country Club Pl W
Misitano Catherine 4660 Trindle Rd Ste 200
Molnar Erin E 1397 Letchworth Rd
Moyer J 2136 Market St
Murray Margaret L, Garry A 1175 Shoreman Rd
Nakka Dhan Mahesh c/o Ram Nakka 103 November Dr
Natarajan Arun 2004 Rupley Rd Apt 104
Natarajan Karthick 1106 Yverdon Dr Apt C8
NE Development Inc 2204 Market St
Nell John C 824 Lisburn Rd Apt 233
Newell John H 641 Erford Rd
Ngo Huong 205 Fineview Rd
Ogburn Christopher L 2560 Waterford
Ohio Casualty 275 Grandview Ave #300 PO Box 8851
Osbert Henry Est 157 Old Ford Dr
Osborne Marcus 30 Hunter
Palmer Beth A 204 South 16th St
Paules Anissa 109 May Dr Apt 1
Peerless Ins PO Box 100 Corporate Ctr Dr
Personalized Greyhounds Inc 128 Old Ford Dr
Plank Walter V Jr 3807 Candle Light Dr
Pollock Douglas W, Pamlea P 200 Carlisle Rd
Porr Dennis A c/o Maria P Cognetti Esq 210 Grandview Ave Ste 102
Presbyterian Home Inc 1217 Slate Hill Rd
Purichia Heather R 3119 Harvard Ave
Redland Auto Body Shop 16 Scarsdale Dr
Reed Elmer 211 Wood St
Reinoehl Paul E 10 Slate Hill Rd
Reisch Jeannette M 1510 Carlisle Rd
Renshaw Harold F, Claire M 3803 Glenwood Rd
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Richfood 301 Railroad Ave
Rogers Clifford c/o Kendra Mank Trustee 106 Forrest Dr
Rogers Clifford A 214 Green Ln Dr
Rosenberry John D 142 S 30 Th St Apt 3
Ross Leslie J, Evelyn E 3419 Bedford Dr
Roswog Francis E 7 Gale Rd
Roudi Zhour 1710 Market St
Russell James A 1418 Carlisle Rd
Sariano Marian Est 130 Reeser Rd
Sarr Beverly E 303 Crestwood Dr
Sauerwine Jim 217 Allendale Way
Secured Land Transfers Inc 485 St Johns Church Rd
Selemba Kimberly Ann 1203 Yverdon Dr Apt A4
Shearer James 1053 Country Club Rd
Shughart John A Jr 319 Glendale Dr
Sinha Devjani 110 May Dr Apartment 2
Sivalingam Kumar 9a Richland Ln Apt 104
Smith Lori 2327 Harvard Ave
Smith Stephanie Lynn 120 South 15th St
Smith William P 101 Oneida Rd Apt 6
Smithley Diane 4635 South Clearview Dr
Spatzer Ruth 32 Highland Dr
Spiker Virginia C 29 S St Johns Rd
Staiger Robert A 310 Glenale Dr
TM2 Construction Inc 28 S 29th St
Tastee Donut 1055 Carlisle Rd
Telford Gilbert Est 950 S 31st St
Thompson Grace RD 1
Tripp Shannon L 9 E Glenwood Dr
Troutman Anna E 820 Lisburn Rd Apt 809
Tucker Taylor 1200 Camp Hill Bypass Suite 20
Valentine George K Jr 4501 Chestnut Ave
Verma Ira Rakesh K 210 Senate Ave Apt 323
Wert Mildred Kenney, Franklin D 1701 Lincoln St
West Shore Scuba Club 3800 Trindle Rd Suite H
Witmer Harry D, Doris M 211 S 19th St
Wolfe Bertha 208 Senate Ave
Woodside William L Jr 31 N 17th St
Camp Hill Pa 17012
Healthcare Professionals PO Box 6400
Carlisle Pa 17013
Abel Zachary Dickinson College Hub 1
Agway Inc 352 071 520 E North St
Akers Kathryn S 265 Gibson St
Andrews Furniture 164 North Hanover
Bakhtiyar Maryan 206a Lincoln St
Bangoup Arsene C 1877 Douglas Dr
Beistline Robert L 100 Cherry Ln
Black Jonnie S 416 Croghan Dr
Bouder Clarence E 272 S West St
Boudman Rogene E 116 East N St
Brenner Joseph D 1306 Sadler Dr
Brevik Randall C 645 Devonshire Dr
Broujos John H Esq 78 East Ridge St
Carlisle Chrysler J LLC 1119 Harrisburg Pike
Cars By Gettel Inc PO Box 662
Cederlund Ronald 120 Cranes Gap Rd
Celtic Hospice 220 Wilson St Suite 100
Chang Bohdan P 11 Terri Dr
Citgo Gas Station 1550 Harrisburg Pike
Coffee Richard M, Clark S 24 White Oak Dr
Coldren E Bruce c/o Virginia Coldren 6 Strawberry Dr
Com Basebuds 1212 Sadler Dr
Conn Paul W 156 W North St
Cook Richard A PO Box 132
Crissman Jacquelyn Y Est 18 Garland Crt
Crull Joseph O 3275 Enola Rd
D&J Eastern Enterprises Inc 1219 Redwood Hills Cir
Donley Phyllis E 507 S West St Apt A
Dove Lela M RD 4
Dunkleberger Priscilla G 25 Gobin Dr
ECA Environmental Hazard Abatement Inc PO Box 914
Eckman Luke B 1212 Sadler Dr
Emlet Jonathan C 22 Walnut St
Ensminger Bryan 352 C St
Eppley Michael M 153 North Moddlesex Rd
Fanus Edwin 214 Todd Cir c/o Gloria Fanus
Fanzone Sports 15 N Hanover St
Ferrell Barry C, Dorothy 1646 Newville Rd
Fleming Irene J 25 Manada Creek Cir
Flooring Flusss 1530 Commerce Ave
Foreman Mildred K 401 E Louther St
Foreman Richard A 50 Bonnybrook Rd
Foust Anya M 1414 Bradley Dr Unit G311
Furman John 423 North Hoover St Apt 1
Gallagher Mary A 224 N Bedford St
Garrett Jeffery M 280 Walnut Bottom Dr
George Brittanie A 246 W Pomfret St
Getty Mart Inactive 1070 Trindle Rd
Gittings Philip S III 20 Derbyshire Dr
Group Dorothy, Jack 262 West Penn St
Haayen C Marius N Sr 241 West Pomfret St c/o Mary Ginder
Harmony Co Farmers Trust Co PO Box 220
Heineman Louise J, Benjamin 442 Walnut Bottom Rd
Henderson Sylvia A PO Box 845
Henschen Leah R 624 Belvedere St
Hoffman Evelyn M Est Room 308 801 North Hanover St
Hopkins David 460 Sumner Rd Box 11
Industrial Building Maintenance 315 York Rd
Ingram Judy E 119 Marion Ave
Insulfoam 49 PO Box 1439
Kramer Jeffrey M 230 E Pomfret St
Kreamer Diane J, Jeffrey R 230 E Pomfret St
Kuhn Melissa 19 Wood Ln Apt B
Kunc Michael C 620 Mill Race Ct
Kuo Li Sheng 64 S West St
Lamason Esther 43 West Louther
Leaphart William 496 Petersburg Rd
Lee Christopher P 503 Wright Ave
Mckinney Andrew, Jean 592 W Louther St
Mckinney Jessica, Jean 592 W Louther St
Mclaughlin Opal L 904 N West St
Mealslynch Victoria J 114 Amy Dr
Miller Calvin R, Emma L 145 N West St
Miller Allan K 1367 Zimmerman Rd
Miller April 1004 N West St
Miller Robert E 514 1st St
Minnick Esther I 1507 Shirley Ave
Moore Dorothy F 1126 Shannon Ln
Morris Floyd 509 D S West St
Moul Christine A 79e Willow St
Mowery Virginia E 595 Mt Rock Rd
Msys Inc Rd 8 PO Box 252
Newkam Emelda C 504 Walnut St
Nichols Philip E, Carol S 1 Longsdorf Wy
Nolen Caroline 176 W Pomfret St
Okath Ogola Rosemary N 56 Media Rd
Patwa Zahir 34 East Oakwood Dr
Pearrell Carissa N PO Box 543
Pearson Katherine C 521 S College St
Perrine Dolores 43 West Louther
Petro Stopping Center 36 1179 Harrisburg Pike
Petty Betty M 247 H St
Phillips J Harold 928 Forbes Rd
Pinder David 118 Pearle Dr
Quaker Oats 1200 Distribution Dr
Quesenberry Teresa L 206 Faith Cir
Rasmussen Alta E 519 Hamilton St
Rawjee Sameyha 4 E South St
Richwine Cassie L Apt 1 1004 N West St
Roadway Express Inc 100 Rdway Dr
Robards Donna 160 E Pompfrot St
Roberts Frances R 65 E North St
Robertson Clarabelle Cumb Co Nursing Home 375 Claremont Dr
Robertson Don 1505 Tr Ave
Rom Sandra Est 139 Regency Woods North
Ruda Joseph 945 Doubling Gap Rd
Rudberg Theodore 75 Partridge Cir
Sager Lynn E 845 Creek Rd
Sands Recovery 1179 Harrisburg Pike
Sarah A Todd Memorial Home 624 Belvedere St
Schuettler Michael P 560 Cranes Gap Rd
Scott Christopher L, William Z Jr 133 W High St Apt 5
Shambaugh Robert L Jr 7765 Wertzville Rd
Shannon Deanna 779 Hamilton St
Sheller Josh M 136 Ctr St
Shiffler Bobby 82 Ctyard Dr
Shoemaker Robert Est, Anna 1690 Longs Gap Rd
Shrack Samarra E 595 Mt Rock Rd
Shughart Robert L Jr c/o Johns Mobile Repair Svc 1513 Commerce Ave
Sims Jean L 402 1st St
Sims Trinity M 210 E St
Smith Stephen L, Faye H 64 S Pitt St
Smith Agnes RD 5 PO Box 108
Smith Esther 442 Walnut Bottom Rd
Smith Francis C 509 D S West St
Smith Jason A 738 Macarthur Dr Apt 1
Smith Maggie Allison 1008 Forbes Rd
Sodus Daniel J 163 E Park St
Steigleman Gary L 160 E Pompfrot St
Stine John 470 Creek Rd
Stone Dennis W 1642 Pine Rd
Svirbly Elizabeth 640 N Bedford St
Tangers Appliances 1456 Trindle Rd
Taxi Cafe 51 S Orange St
Thomas Garry D 349 N College St
Thompson William R, Anna B 221 W North St
Thompson Charles E 144 Wilson St
Thumma Kenneth, Mervin RD 5
Tubbs Larry G 106 A St 1
Turley G M, Kathleen 230 Old Stonehouse Rd
Tustin Guy 6 Greenwich Dr
Wainwright L Donna c/o Virginia M Coldren 6 Strawberry Dr
Wesner Renee Jean 25 Manada Creek Cir
White Zebedee L 866 Carlwynne Manor Apt C303
Whyte Linda E 845 Creek Rd
Wickard Ethel 1562 Newville Rd c/o George Wickard
Wills Herbert L Est 99 Ege Dr
Winnermore Justin M PO Box 447
Winters John A 301 N Hanover St Unit 3
Woltz Mary 700 Walnut Bottom Rd Forest Park Health C
Yellow Breeches Racing 347 Belvedere St
York Bank & Trust 1 West High St
Zimmerman Laban G, Martha 162 E Old York Rd
Carlisle Pa 17015
Barrick Nathan 2147 Newbiooe Rd
Bitner Jacob A 40 Kutz Rd
Carter Julia M 6 Makenzee Ct
Cataract & Laser Surgery Ctr 5 Tyler Ct
Charles Schwab Co 1359 Zimmerman Rd
Childs James C IV 48 Monarch Dr
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Fournier Kimberly A 483 Potato Rd
Fury Clarice, William 309 Potato Rd
Hamara Anne Est c/o Cumberland Crossings 1 Longsdorf Way
Heaster Paul 1466 Pine Rd
Kauffman Clinton E 48 Limekiln Rd
Kearney Brendan D, Louise 64 Derbyshir
King Carol 105 Ege Dr
Kirby Arthur L 47 Sarasota Cir
Kurtz Brittany L 2175 Newville Rd
Lubold Amanda Marie 82 S Old Stone House Rd
Malloy John J 2207 Walnut Bottom Rd
Manchor Dennis 7073 Carlisle Pike Lot 103
Mighty Donuts Inc Attn: Stephen Peterson 105 Coventry Dr
Miller Sally J 369 Maple Ln
Neuhauser Sarah 68 Lebo Rd
Parson Robin 806 Hwy 378
Planken William E 5 Topview Dr
Powers Michael S 114 Woodlawn Ln
Rechert Heather 4 Hathaway Dr
Regan Lynn D 145 Sherwood Dr
Route 81 Radio 1703 Walnut Bottom Rd
Smith David E 1367 Kiner Blvd
Stimers Dayna A 185 Kutz Rd
Tanger Linda K 341 Meadowbrook Rd
Vanderweide Joe J 73 Spring Gdn Es
Vincett Scotr A 1359 Zimmerman Rd
Wenzel Carrie A 37 Shag Bark Ln
Dauphin Pa 17018
Berke Charles 111 Victor Ln
Dangelo Jennifer M 805 Mountain Rd
Finkelstein Beatrice Rev Liv Tr 1135 Red Hill Rd
Fite Elizabeth 111 Victor Ln
Houghton Ruth G 713 Claster Blvd
Ivanchecnko Yuriy 1230 Mtview Blvd
Lesher John T 805 Mountain Rd
Megonnel Annabel 305 Fried Dr
Michaels Pizzaria 982 Peters Mountain Rd
Morehead Heni Iris 1135 Red Hill Rd
Mueller Christine S Box 515
Passmore Anna L 1741 Mountain Rd
Potteiger Theora G, Harry P RD 1
Powley Dorothy J 601 Erie St 13
Rupley Woodrow, Elsie L 313 Fried Dr
Shutt Earl W, Fay PO Box 2
Stidham Verna V Box 515
Elizabethville Pa 17023
Fisher Elam R RR 1 Box 48
Klinger Renee I PO Box 306
MI Transportation 4314 Rte 209
Schultz Palmer S 5279 Shippen Dam Rd
Stence Bryan H PO Box 912
Treadway Laura 215 Saint Johns Rd
Weaver Florence A 98 N Market St
Enhaut Pa 17113
Splawn Sarah 401 Mohn St
Enola Pa 17025
Baker Kimberly C 1023 Dogwwod Ln
Ballard James 53 Johns Dr
Biddle Edwin G, Song Suk 18 Altoona Ave
Black Dave 25 Penny Ln
Brenneman Esther P, D R 255 Susquehanna Ave
Carter Shawn D 232 West Dauphin St
Central Pennsylvania Pulmonary Ste 400 2250 Millenium Way
Clark Steven B Mr Lambs Gap Rd
Cleland Amanda 208 College Hill Rd
Comp Marlin L, Joyce E 1021 Teakwood Ln
Crum Christina 713 Trail Ln
Douglass Jayne 612 Brisbain La
Ebling Craig F 313 W Shady Ln M
Fama Mary H 40 Susquehanna Ave
First Kenneth B, Ida L 186 Ashford Dr
First Charles E PO Box 62
First Charles E Jr, Ida L 431 Lafayette St
First Kenneth B PO Box 62 186 Locust Ln
G T Watts Inc c/o Ronald Watts 108 Altoona Ave
Giba Janet 360 Peppercorn Sq
Gumby Cory 920 Valley St
Hart Ross W 138 S Enola Dr
Hayes Linda S PO Box 66
Helt Janet L c/o Judith Kachurka 442 N Enola Dr
Henning W Scott 400 Riverbend Dr
Hinkle Charles S 97 Lee Ann Ct
Kauffman Anna 156 Pine Hill St
Kunkle Marda L 2251 Brigade Rd
Landis Michele 602 1/2 Magaro Rd
Lankford Mary Lee 6 Rexford Rd
Loebel Ronald G 440 N Enola Dr
Lopez Jose M 29 Ridge Ave
Lu Gui Q 3 Sycamore Ct
Magara Beverly 602 1/2 Magaro Rd
Marks Gary 417 Third St
Miller Bernadine D, Dean W 147 Enola Dr
Morrill Danielle 1965 Dawn Rd
Oconnor Robert K 19 Wetherburn Rd
Percherke Michael 7 Blue Spruce Dr
Pompeo Amber Renee 504 Huntington Ave
Richards Craig P 5 Sandy Ct
Roi Lucia 5205 Wertzville Rd
Rotharr Gertrude 217 Wyoming Ave
Santiago Maria 219 Wyoming Ave
Sgrignoli Alice A 6822 Wertzville Rd
Sharma Subodh 2210 Eaglesmoor Ln
Shively Alda 837 Charlotte Way
Smeltz Matthew J 195 Tory Cir
Spahr Jack L c/o Pauline A Spahr 22 Tory Cir
Swartzell Roger PO Box 115
Swenson Roland L 237 Susquehanna Ave
Thomas Alfred K 217 Spring Ln
Virguers Anna M 40 Susquehanna Ave
Waulters Gary D 18 Pennsboro Dr
Wendekier Marion K, Leopold 65r Autumn Ln
Wolfe Robert, Harry RD 4
Zook Peter L 121 Laurel Dr
Grantham Pa 17027
Reeser James Est, Romayne 2711 High St
Grantville Pa 17028
Barber Nelson 225 Manada Bottom Rd
Deibler Lisa M 166 Tyler St
Halbert John R 51 Bull Frog Rd
Mcclellan Erin C PO Box 303
Strickler Gerald E 33 Conestoga Trailer Park
Wells David J PO Box 178
Gratz Pa 17030
Advanced Home Building 427 S Spruce St PO Box 88
Erdman Shirley Y PO Box 292
Tobias John F PO Box 1
Waters Elsie 100 S West St Apt 205
Halifax Pa 17032
Baker Russel 1352 Powells Valley Rd
Gonder Colleen A, Bryce J 2750 Armstrong Valley Rd
Grassmyer Randall S 120 Oak Ridge Dr
Hoffman Eleanor 1207 North River Rd
Hunter Edna M 264 Rutter Rd c/o Sara C Bender
Klinger Marguerite, Belton RR 1
Lapp J David 166 Straws Church Rd
Lenker Hazel E 229 Deitrich Rd
Lyons James K 1231 Enders Rd
Price Rush H 57 Price Rd
Riley John E PO Box 32
Scheilder 3615 Peters Mountain Rd
Shultz Dustin H 620 Powells Valley Rd
Stevens Margaret, Michael 127 Mountain View
Welker Geraldine M c/o Dennis Welker 1688 North River Rd
Witmer Terry L 149 Highland Ln
Harrisburg Pa 17101
Arcus Properties LP 600 North Second St Suite 104
Bellare Shrikant 301 Chestnut St
Bruner Emily RR 1 Crums Mill Rd
Citizens Bank 801 Market St
Congil Inc 310 North 2nd St
Corson John 322 N 2nd St Apt 1302
Costello Madaline D 322 N 2nd St
Crawford David J, Reba L 28 S 3rd St
Dangelo Ernest 2052 Susquehanna
Daugherty Paul C 22 S 3rd St
Diehl Harry 248 S 21st St
Eight Eight Superm 150 S Cameron St
Harrisburg Computers 425 S Cameron St
Hershey George 106 N 2nd St Apt 3
Hinze Lacey D 101 S Second St
Keller George H, Agnes M 128 Locust St
Kennard Law Offices LLC 116 Pine St 5th Fl
Lau Deborah S 333 Market St
Laurinenko Iuliia 29 S Third St
Lecadre Damon Jr 2375 Cambridge St
Leo Frances RD 1
Mallios Georgia, John 2582 Rumson Dr
Mehaffie Pauline M 1818 Wood St
Metrocall Key Accounts Dept 227 Pine St
Miller Myrtle 1505 Sherr St
Muscarello Vinnie 351 Chestnut St
Onufrau Michael 238 North St
Pa Capital Reg Judy & John Byler Found 112 Market St 4th Flr
Pearlman Steve 1021 Market St
Peiffer John 115 North St Apt 104
Potts Stephanie, Michael 3337 N 2nd St
Quality Challenge Co c/o Keith 441 Friendship Rd
Ruth Charles M Jr 237 Kensington
Shaw Donald 100 N Cameron St
Sylvester Matthew 301 Chestnut St Apt 2513
Urquhart George H 563 S 10th St
Ware Vida L, Etta L 1201 N 5th St
Waypoint Insurance Svcs 235 N 2nd St
Harrisburg Pa 17102
Abdully Aly 1911 Green St
Akari Reem S Est 1101 N Front St
Atul Todi 932 N 2nd St
Bank America 2036 Green St
Beem Margaret 911 Capital St
Better Business of Eastern Pa 1337 North Front St
Boldosser Richard 1307 Penn St
Boyer Hilda E 1601 N 2nd St
Brady John H 240 Hamilton St
Brett Adam 2026 Green St
Brotherton Dawn 1809 Green St
Burns Mary 1307 Penn St
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Chambers Clara 2008 N 5th St
Charlemagne Orisme 2036 Green St
Cook Kendra 1412 N 2nd St Apt 1
Copeland Annie 1905 N 2nd St
Cramer Harriet 660 Boas St
Crane Eleanor 1901 N 5th St
Dunn Katie 639 Boyd St
Ellison Juanit 121 Herr St Apt 310
Fleming Shirley A, Marie 605 Dauphin St
Formwalt Mary 1807 N 3rd St
Gainor Erik J 1434 Green St
Harley Elizabeth B, Max T 1326 Penn St
Hummel Ruth M 1324 Green St
JP Lilley Son Inc 2009 North 3rd St
Jackie Blue 1313 N 2nd St #9
Jones Erskin 207 Muench St
Jones Jiieneene L 1340 N 6th St
Kalathas Nikolaos T, Taisa 1006 Green St
Kope Parina M 235 Hamilton St
Lane Albert 121 Herr St Apt 310
Lloyd Mary 1003 N 2nd St
Lopez Michelle A 1711 N Front St
Lyons Albert L 611 Reily St
Mancini Caroline 235 Hamilton St
Manwiller Winifred 1901 N 5th St
Morrison Steven D 1822 A North 3rd St
Nordine Charles G 931 N Front St Apt 501
Patel Hiteshkumar 915 N 3rd St
Peiffer Melissa A 264 Cumberland St
Reyes J Palmer II, Julio III 1715 N 2nd St
Rhodes Alan F 1120 N 3rd St
Rivera Juanita 1531 N 3rd St Apt 405
Rodmaker Edna E 1324 Green St
Rodriguez Ruben 1310 N 3rd St Apt 3
Sanchez Aurelio 1531 N 3rd St Apt 405
Schmidt Kathleen 519 Calder St
Seidle Alex 1817 Green St
Sexton Lois A 269 Briggs St
Shaffer Joseph A 231 Verbeke St
Sheaffer Hatsuko 660 Boas St Apt 1021
Sinkler Jayquanna T 329 Hamilton St
Smorawinski Malgorzata 1301 North 6th St Apt 801
Spangler Sharon L, Erin M 1112 Green St
Stauffer Daniel 1008 Green St
Stevenson Mary R, George 631 Hamilton St
Swift Wanda F 1933 N 7th St
Tilghman Annette D 2020 N 3rd St Apt 3
Toser Evelyn 1901 N 5th St
Turner Godfrey F, Annie J 319 Muench St
Warren Joseph 1621 Green St
Waters Lisa C 1937 N Third St
Wedlock Pearl 1531 N 3rd St Apt 412
Weir Jessica 1839 Green St Apt 309
Winston Hicks Dorothy M 1934 N 5th St
Woulfe Rebecca M 1806 Penn St
Zalkind Marie 300 Boas St
Harrisburg Pa 17103
Adley Maritta L 2050 Market St
Amoco Payless Auto Care Center Inc 2315 Walnut St
Aponte Efrain A 117 Royal Tr
Arnold Regina E 1217 E Cumberland Rd
Barnes Tonya 1532 Hillside Village Apt B
Barnitz Marian M 2213 Market St
Baton Madeline M 1215 Walnut St
Beatty David J 1854 Park St
Bellanti Jason 74 Reservoir St
Brinser Anna 2635 Curtain
Brown Carrie L 1219 1/2 Bailey St
Brown Clarence E 36 N Linden Streqt
Brown James A 1714 State St
Brown Jeffrey 384 Wyatt Rd
Brown Wallace 718 N 18th St
Brummell Ceria A 1814 Briggs St
Burkett Tammy 2203 Market St
Burrs William D 1007 N 19th St
Cardoso Tapia Venur 4171 King Geoge St
Carter William H, Julia 1828 State St
Chaplin Joyce A 2466 A Market St
Chase Jamar E 2613 Jefferson St
Chase Kiesha N 2730 Penbrook Ave
Chase Thomas 1429 North 15th St
Chisholm Evelyn 44 N Linden St
Clark Shirley R 706 N 19th St
Clemens Pearl 1120 North 16th St
Conteras Jorge 17 N 17th St
Coronado Ledesma Francisco 1622 Park St
Crone Chester C 1255 Market St
Crosson Terri D 1818 State St
Darren Antonio 2104 Walnut St
Dixon Clide 212 N 15th St
Echols Randolph, Randolph 1609 E Hillside Village
Ernestines Bar 141 N 16th St
Fields Samuel Apt D44 2400 Market St
Finney Earl E c/o Arminta Adger 809 N 18th St
Flynn Dorothy 28 Thomas St A
Foster Eileen M, Leon G 606 N 17th St
Fraser Chad 1834 State St Apt 2
Generette Robert 1351 Liberty St
Gumby Evelyn M 1830 Forster St
Hamilton Health Center 1650 Walnut St
Hammaker Lester A 39 N Linden St
Harmon Jimmie 132 N Smt St
Harper Jocelyn 1120 North 16th St
Herron Michael 1000 N 18th St
Hogans Mildred, Albert 211 N 14th St
Howard Grace 2008 Briggs St
Jenkins Thelma 1348 State St
Keller June R 2404 Boas St
Kennedy Preston 3251 Butler St Rm 353
Khuu Ba Est 27 N Linden St
Laskowski Mary L 3251 Butler St 303
Mcmullan Carol L 2031 Forster St
Metz Margaret 2224 Boas St
Miller William 2050 Whitehall St
Moody Cynthia 605 N 17th St Apt 11
Moore Travis 2600 Hoffer St
Morgan Lottie 123 Hoerner St
Myers Janet M 226 N 14th St
Nentwig Pamela S 17 N 24th St
Oliver Ola Mae 1809 Boas St
Peach Robert 2311 Hoffer St
Pherribo Albert N 1208 N 17th St
Pollinghorn Chris 2608 Walnut St
RR Garage 1037 1/2 Maclay St
Richardson Shamelle O 1009 N 19th St
Ritchie Donald 3251 Butler St
Roberts Lita 1317 #2 State St
Sassani Louis 1817 Market St
Simmons Edward R, Joan L 1836 State St
Smith Kenneth Sr 1929a Market St
Steele Margaret, Julius D 1346 State St
Stevenson Joseph H, Sylvia 1210 N 16th St
Stewart Charlotte 1612 North St
Stewart Tiawanna 26 South 16th St
Summerford Ke 52a Thomas St
Swensen Shirley A 2415 Herr St
Telenda Paul, Mary, Michael 2312 Hoffer St
Tuesdays Club A Partnership c/o Roy E Purdy 15 N 20th St
Wade Jazmine C 1520 B Hillside Vlg
Walker Ida C 28 Thomas St A
Walter Glenn E 2736 Penbrook Ave
Ward Venus L 2809 Canby St
Washington Wesley, Ida M 24 N Smt St
Watlington Ernestin P 1255 Market St
West Rose B 1219 1/2 Bailey St
Wiggins Linette Machel 1911 State St Apt 6
Wilkerson Lona A 1220 N 16th St
Williams Clarissa L 1808 State St
Williams Malinda 1814 Briggs St
Harrisburg Pa 17104
Aboussou Djahi 1123 Derry St
Abreu William G 347 Nectarine St
Allen Elsie M 1618 Wayne St
Andersen Julieta C 1834 Chestnut St
Arter Barbara 1415 S 15th St
Avis Barbush Rentals Inc 601 S Cameron St
Ayala Lorenzo Q, Eleuteria 312 B Hummel St
Bachman Edith 205 S 20th St
Bair George T, George I 2314 Brookwood St
Beckman Robert 1920 Kensington St
Bowles Rickey J 1919 Market St
Brenner Michael 1812 30 Paxton St
Brooks Myron T 1437 Market St
Brown Donyeal 2328 Luce St
Brown Yvette 1132−F Cloverly Rd
Burhannan Michelle A 2335 Derry St
Burno Stacey 1104 B Cloverly Rd
Carbaugh Juantia 1503 Swatara St
Ceaser Alton 2430 N 5th St
Chiqui Daniel 1938 Rolleston St
Clark Janelle 1301 Paxont St
Contreras Garcia Jose 1248 Kittatinny St Apt 1
Contreras Jimenez Mario 130 Evergreen St Apt 4
Contreras Perez Enmauel 317 Evergreen St
Crone Chester C 32 Evergreen St
Crumlic Mildred 601 S 20th St
Cruz Irma 1211 Derry St
Cummings Ronald H 603 Showers St
Cuzco Angelica 1364 Mayflower St
Diaz Vidal 305 S 14 Th St Apt 2
Erie Insurance Co c/o John Minner 558 Race St
Farner Mae G 2141 Derry St
Felton Miriam 392 Wyatt Rd
Fraser Shane 6060 Boas St Apt 1908
Fry Samuel 2360 Luce St
Gantz Ann E 1808 Mulberry St
Gaspari Nancy L 605 S 24th St Apt 2flr
Gelnette Gruber Rozella E 2017 Holly St
Gomez Gomez Luis 521 14 S St
Grismayer Geraldine 2435 Mercer St
Grismayer Geraldine, Michael 2433 Mercer St
Heavy Duty Parts Inc 1515 S 19th St
Hernandez Cortez Rodrigo Front St 525
Hernandez Jose Concepcion P 1211 Derry St
Hernandez Lorenzo G 1416 Apt 2 Derry St
Huynh Hue K 2249 Kensington St
Industrial Building Maintenance 851 S 19th St
Kauffman Fred 2423 Mercer St
Keller Evan 1236 18th St
Kirchenbauer William D 1518 Naudain St
Kitchenworks Catering Inc 1708−10 Derry St
Knowlton Constance 1944 Rudy Rd
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Korean Business Asso c/o Carol Kupp 447 S 17th St
Lara Sergio 1248 Kittatinny St
Lawal Mathew Tunde 1917 Derry St
Lawrence Tre’zure, Gayle D 2151 Derry St
Liberty Check Printers 1650 Bobali Dr
Lloyd Jane Lewis 2024 Chestnut St
Marks Jason 1215 Hudson St
Marsh Irvin Sr 1166 Mulberry St
Mason Derrick 1951 D Lenox
Mattrick Est 1507 Penn St
Mccabe Judy C 1427 Berryhill St
Mccullough Jane M, Sale B, Judine M 410 Neztarine St
Mcgee Ronald 210 Hale Ave Apt 108
Mcrae Nathaniel 1435 S 14th St
Mejia Margarita 1257 Kittatinny St
Miller Denise 41g Hall Manor
Miller Ronald H 529 S 24th St
Mukora Rachel 1225 Rolleston St
Mundie Doris Jean 1261 South 13th St
Nace Henry A 1942 Mulberry St
Page Alberta M, Harold 2300 Brookwood St
Palmer Clementine 1449 S 14th St
Perez Fernando 321 Burchfield St
Pham Hai Thanh 2304 Berryhill St
Plummer Marlene, Lisa 14 S 18th St
Pollard George N III, Fannie 100 S 19th St Apt 304
Puentes Contreras Javier 1248 Kittatinny St
Rahardja Iwan 1326 Derry St
Reeves Kenneth 2100 Swatara St
Rhoades Clyde E 329 Cresent St
Salas Fidadelfo O 1325 Vernat St
Schiffhauer Louis E 228 S 20th St
Sekdib Ckarebce E 2401 Rydy
Silva Everto 1237 Kittatinny St
Snyder Elizabeth, Earlin 1237 Chestnut St
Spencer Diana 412 Hummel St
Stallworth Charlesett 41g Hall Manor
Still Charlotte I 1517 Wayne St
Stroll Charles, Rita 428 Nectarine St
Susquehanna Bank Ibrahima Diallo 2439 Mercer St
Sutliff Ford 1000 Paxton St
Swanson Duana L 1410 Vernon St
Thomas Akiah, Joan 1912 Chestnut St
Thomas Shirley, William 2977 Heather Pl
Thompson Ryan 2030 Manada St
Traxler Earl K 533 Hetrick
Ward Mildred 633 S 19th St c/o Mildred Dunmore
Watlington Ernestine P 32 Evergreen St
Wentzel Roger E, Helen 2447 Duke St
White Douglas 1808 Muberry St
White Fletcher O 2012 North 4th St
White Richard 1921 Zarker St
Wiland Paul Est 3149 Sycamore St
Wills Leroy M 342 Hummel St
Wood Mary I 529 Girard
Wright Rayetta M 1531 Vernon St
Wright Salome 1334 Vernon St
Young Tamu 2419 Berryhill St
Zunun Bravo Floribertha 1216 Kittatinny St
Harrisburg Pa 17105
Allhealth 4750 Lindle Rd
Anthony Group Inc PO Box 10507
Aramark Synertech 2400 Thea Dr
Brown Rebecca L PO Box 1322
Dauphin Deposit Bank & Trust Company Mail Code 001−02−05 PO Box 2961
Estate Recovery Program PO Box 8486
Flinchbaugh Dawson E PO Box 17777
Garrett John H PO Box 2961
Goldsmith Jamal PO Box 3142
Harrisburg Paper Co c/o Larry E Eichelberger Box 1337
Landau Financial Services Inc PO Box 2453
Lavoie Kitty Box 8049 Appleby Rd
Lineage Power Installation Srv Corp PO Box 3608
Matrix Science Corp PO Box 3608
Nationwide Attn: Charlie Pensinger PO Box 2655
Nationwide Attn: JF Huebner PO Box 2655
Okada Kiyotaka PO Box 3608 MS 531
Omap Bffsp Access Plus 49 Beech Dr Rm Bld 33 Ops Comp
Penn National Ins MVA PO Box 1364
Penn National WC Claims PO Box 3880
Pociechowski Chester, Carmela 328 Spring Gdn
Rite Aid Corp 5242 PO Box 3165
Smith Catherine B 1933 Zarker St
Spangler Austin E Jr 2730 N Second St
Terrell Johnnie, Melvin PO Box 10732
Tug Mmlia PO Box 2453
Underwriters Life c/o Underwriters Advisory Serv PO Box 2453
WG Schneider Inc 717 Grant Building
Harrisburg Pa 17106
Alliance Partner PO Box 69319
American AGC PO Box 67015
Berry Victor D PO Box 60992
Capital Recovery PO Box 67555
Duvall Angela R PO Box 69112
Epsdt Gateway PO Box 69360 Attn Processing Dept
Keynes Edward PSU Hapa Frn 3721 Tecport Dr
Lumenos PO Box 69309 c/o Jeanne Hommes
Lumenos Healthcare PO Box 69309
M/A Com Inc PO Box 69011
Passport Advantage PO Box 69325
Psecu Attn: Susan Krause PO Box 67013
Sound Health & Wellness Trust c/o Bank of American Benefit PO Box 69338
Sterling Option 1 PO Box 69314
Well Path/Coventry NC 3721 Tecport Dr
Harrisburg, Pa 17107
Meyer Sandra PO Box 62315
Harrisburg, Pa 17108
Comm Natl Bank Cnb Trust Assets/Liab HB Bent Agcy−Acct 00005−00−9 PO Box 1010
Elam Frieda M PO Box 11489
Harristown Development Co PO Box 1224
Mcnees Wallace Nurick LLC PO Box 1166
Millers Mutual Ins Co 805 N Front St PO Box 1246
Monday Club of Central PA PO Box 1041
Sedwick Claims Management PO Box 9002
Thomas Thomas Hafer LLP PO Box 999
Titelman Maria PO Box 11753
Verdelli Farms Inc PO Box 890
Weaver Charles c/o Hillside Rest Home PO Box 552
Harrisburg Pa 17109
Allstate Ins 5 North Progress Ave
Ampere Charles 1124 Westminster Rd
Arellano Armando 125 Earl Ave
Armstrong Joseph 3936 Elmerton Ave
Balcom Jean 3531 Schoolhouse Ln
Ballaron Paula J 3531 Schoolhouse Ln
Bangert Emily 4408 Marblebend St
Barry Loana Tangert 1303 N 27th St
Bolton George T 311 Stuart Pl
Bone George R, Mary T 82 S Houcks Rd
Boyd Sandra 3600 Brookridge Ter Apt 202
Boyer Mark A 4807 Orchard St
Brewer Alyssa K 4228 F Storeys Ct
Bright Georgia A 4020 Rawleigh St
Brown Betty M, Robert M 2401 Highland Ave
Bryant Frances 2504 Evergreen Rd
Bumbaugh Samuel R 4042 Rawleigh St
Burnett Adam c/o Joanne Burnett 3525 Camby St Apt 328
Butler Lisa 4208 Wagonwheel Ct Apt C
Caldwell James 800 King Russ Rd
Challenger Logan James, David A 4953 Berkley St
Chausheva Elitsa O 4248 Eagle Crest Dr Apt E
Cobb Marie S 3537 Schoolhouse Ln
Colbert Anne 4925 Haverford Rd Aptb
Craig Celina C 3523 Schoolhouse Ln
Cunningham William Jr 211 N 39th St
Decker Roger, Karen 3972 Walnut St
Defibaugh Mary 800 King Russ Rd
Dick Barbara Gale 4311 Devonshire Rd
Dunning Irene 800 King Russ Rd
Duvall Loylle 800 King Russ Rd
Eiben Peter L 13 N Progress Ave Suite 211
Farver Lynn 4019 Cheryl Dr
Faulkner Bodyworks 4905 Haverford Rd Apt A
Fisher James J 4715 Ruth Ann St
Fissel Margaret P 3525 Camby St Apt 328
Forney James 2422 Columbia Ave
Frambach Patricia E 408 Redwood St 233b
Fullmer Esther C 3936 Elmerton Ave
GM Jewelry 4707 Jonestown Rd
Gaines Willie, Cora 918 Buttonwood Dr
Garisto Perry F c/o Wilsbach Dist Inc 3607 Salem Rd
Garner Kelly 5912 Colwyn Dr
Getprequalified Com 4949 Devonshire Rd
Gill William 4100 Jonestown Rd
Graciano Gloria I 900 Iroquois Ct
Granizo Carlos G, Torres N 87 New St 2nd Fl
Gregory Margaret 2621 Birch St
Groff Glenn P 4260b Society Park Ct
Grubb Ruth L 509 N 29th St
Guzman Cruz 4916 Lancer St
Gyimah John A 5041 Wynnewood Rd
Hall Michael J Est 3872 Union Deposit Rd
Heller Blaine 4937 Eastman Dr
Herman Barbara F 302 Fox St
Hetzel Mary C 302 Fox St
Hoecker Arthur R 1402 Ford Ave
Hoffman Blair 3229 Brookfield Rd
Holmes Erica Marie, David 4921 Haverford Rd C
Houser Harry S 1401 Karen Dr
International Health Health Force Pa 4811 Jonestown Rd
Jarvis James R III 587 Wellington Rd
Jones Enza 5234−B Wynnewood Rd
Jones Lillie M 1912 N 26th St
Jordan Nicholas 4208 Wagonwheel Ct Apt C
Joseph Rossi Jewelers 4636 Jonestown Rd
Katz Deborah 426 Trudy Rd
Keefer Melvin H 800 King Russ Rd
Kirkland Sara 512 Susan Way
Lawson Diane M, Dorothy, Marilyn K 1708 Glenside Dr
Lesher Sandra R 5013 Colorado Ave
Ludlow Susan M 3988 Rauch St
Lwn Enterprises 297 Care St
Maguire Deborah L 426 Trudy Rd
Martin Jean 5213 Laurel Ln
Matthews James 800 King Russ Rd
Maurer Helen Ann 309 S 31st St
Mcdaniel Tyeisha M 270 North Arlington Ave
Meheta Mahesh K, Sudha 4520 Sequoia Dr Apt A
Mentzer Misty 2428 Locust Ln
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Mitchell Norma L 3537 Schoolhouse Ln
Montgomery Ward 5100 Jonestown Rd
Mountz William D Jr, John D, Janeen T 108 Shell St
Mucker Rita F 2305 Oxford Ave
Mullen Natalie F 4042 Rawleigh St
Nicholson Triston 2329 Cyprus Dr
Novinger David Devonshire Rd
Oneill Janice, John 3422 Schoolhouse Ln
Oshea James 3808 Bonnybrook
Parraga Kerly 5051 Haverford Rd
Patel Dhruvlata K 412 Amherst Dr Apt D
Peifer Joseph Jr 4525 Sequoia Dr Apt 232 c/o Sally Mccreary
Poole William C Jr 4229 Brushfield Ct Apt D
Price Robert T 301 N Progress Ave Apt E9
Putt John W Progress 25 Fishburn St
Quinn Thomas J, Irene S 4550b Sequoia Dr
Rhan Sara 800 King Russ Rd
Ringley Cossie B, Mary E 301 N Progress Ave Apt H1
Robinson Jason C 5203 Locust Ln
Roepcke Thomas M 680 Main Dr
Samilo Zachary 4247 Dickens Dr Apt J
Shear Susanna D, Michael P Saint Anns Rectory 5408 Locust Ln
Shiley Blanche 4408 Marblebend St
Shope Anna E 303 Fishburn St
Shultz Audrey A 303 Fishburn St
Simmons Kathey D 4905 Haverford Rd Apt A
Smith Sheree L 1204 Cedar Ridge Ct #208
Smyers Joseph F III 4306 Fritchey St
Snyder Gladys Y Lakewood Hills Apt B−141 4510 Londonderry Rd
Sosa Michele 4084 Rawliegh St
Sponhauer Faye 4222 Concord St
Sprout Mary 800 King Russ Rd
Stevenson Laila 111 Oak St
Stevenson Sylvia B 890 Dartmouth St Apt A 1
Strawser Charles N 937 Avila Rd
Strawser Jean R 937 Avila Rd
Stroup Victoria A 4212 D Society Park Ct
Susquehanna Valley Surgery Ctr 4310 Londonderry Rd Ste 1
Target 5125 Jonestown Rd
Thornton Florence 3244 Walnut St
Vallen Joseph G, Marie G 3240 Walnut St
Vanscoyoc Kari 270 N Arlington Ave Apt B
Vella Anthony 205 Wyndham Way
Wades Maids LLC 4915 Colorado Ave
Walkeranderson Laureen 403 Amherst Dr C
Walter Sally 5885 Shope Pl
Walton Charles R 5337 Manayunk Rd Apt D
Weaver James, June 323 Feeser Rd
Wertz Elwood 301 Penrose St
Westfall Linda 6160 Springford Dr A1
Wildware Backcountry 995 Peiffers Ln
Williams Nancy 3607 Ridgeway Rd
Wu Peng Fuee 47 N Progress Ave
Young Dorothy 270 N Arlington Ave Apt B
Zafaruddin Mohammed 4570 Sequoia Dr Apt B
Harrisburg Pa 17110
Abraham Tony L 538 Schwylkill St
Aderson Mack 2311 N Front St Apt 113
Allied Ins Managers Inc 4135 North Front St
Archive Reporting & Captioning Serv Inc 2336 N Second St
Augustine Leanna D 1312 Wandering Way
Barton Meagan, Emory 318 Fawn Ridge North
Beachy Rodney W 2001 Mill Plain Ct
Beaden Stewart H 4229 Kirkwood Rd
Becker Doris J 240 Edward St
Bellamy Michele 2516 N 6th St Apt 1
Bennett Florence, Milton 4500 Oakhurst Blve Apt 215
Bernstein Nichole K 4709 Laurel Dr
Bisys Ins Services Inc 4135 North Front St
Blutstein Richard 3484 N 3rd St
Boyanowski Ouedraogo Nora E 2122 Green St Apartment 1
Burns Curty 2136 N 5th St
Burnside Sarah 3026 North 5th St
Burwell Eugene 2326 Green St
Butler George 2126 Penn St
Campagna Laurie S 415 Cherrington Dr
Carnall Insurance LLC 4135 North Front St
Chappell Aylea E 542 Curtin St
Chase Charles 3333 N Front St
Chisolm Betty 2170 Queens Dr Apt A4
Clearview Complete 2553 Brindle Dr
Cochrane Nancy G 2908 Parkside Ln
Colbert Virginia 4545 Deer Path Rd C Miles Colbert Guardian
Collins Jean 542 Schuylkill St
Cook Dawn PO Box 5342
Corwin Bernard 2311 North Front St
Covera Card Solutions 4309 North Front St
Coyer Stacey, James 2322 N Seventh St
Cree Joshua M 1514 High Pointe Dr Apt A
Creeger Frances L 3105 N 6th St
Crone Chester C 3700 N 2nd St
Danamar Inc. 2320 N Second St
Danowitz Jean 2702 Gateway Ct
Dentalcomp Inc 3501 N Front St
Devonshire Family Health Center 2850 Commerce Sr Suite 300
Dunietz Faye 3854 Laraby Dr
Eckenrode Edward R 2929 N Second St
Edwards Aiyana J 2328 Green St
Ellison Juanita 2326 Green St
Equico Reality Group PO Box 5297
Erney Raymond T Jr, Helen L 616 Geary St
Es Harris 1808 Cortland Rd
Eubanks William E 2224 N 4th St
Evans Joseph 1545 Appletree Rd
Farner John W 2408 N 6th St
Farner John W Est 2408 N 6th St
Garrett Joan 633 Camp St
Geraldo Robinson 4407 N Front St
Goetz Harry 3325 N 2nd St
Gooding Constance 326 Emerald St
Governors Row Homeowners Asso 2129 N 2nd St
Grass Alex 4025 Crooked Hill Rd
Green Gale 22505 Agate St
Gross N 2192 Carol Dr
Grossman Dov 4707 Galen Rd
Grosvenor Cynthia 526 Emerald St
Guernier Abel 216 Silver Leaf Ridge
Handler Henning Rosenberg 1300 Linglestown Rd
Harris Deboris, Edn 1624 N 4th
Harrisburg Area Dental Society 2033 Linglestown Rd Pmb 242
Health America 2575 Interstate Dr
Heckert Myrl I 3828 Durham Rd
Henning Jana 103 Cherrington Dr
Henning W Scott 2887 Oakwood Dr
High Pointe Apartments 1500 High Pointe Dr
Hitt E 2151 Queens Dr
Hoffman John 4484 Brooks Vale Ct
Horton Patricia M 3648 N 3rd St
Houser Donald 3409 North Second St
Huepenbecker Mark 3425 Florence St
Hyundai Nnn 3899 N Front St
Indiana Western c/o Peters Wasilefski 2931 North Front St
Jackson Kenneth R 2552 North 5th St
Jesiolowski Michael 4627 Deer Path Rd
Johns Parker R , Johns Patti J 1008 Eric Dr
Jones James T 2806 Ionoff Rd
King Joetta 2116 N 5th St Apt 3
Kreitzer Robert 5619 North Front St 2nd Floor
Kuhn Chad 3219 N 6th St
Lamb David G 4407 Fargreen Rd
Lampley Kent 611 Seneca St
Langford Cassandra 2535 Alessandro Blvd
Laughner Robert 1700 Mt View Rd
Legrand Angel M 2611 Agate St
Lewis Fannie E 3333 N Front St
Loeffel Arthur F, Maria E 137 Oaklea Rd
Logans Rudolph 633 Camp St
Lopez William M 1900 Roberts Valley Rd
Lowe Brittany Tyler, Benjamin Tyler 4261 N 6th St
Lowe Baily Nicole 4261 N 6th St
Lupold Lamar L, Jean 533 Seneca St
Manor at Oakridge 4500 Oakhurst Blvd
Martin Anthony 248 Emerald St
Mcbride John H 2649 Jefferson
Mccarthur Lori 404 Heister Rd
Mccarthy James J Jr 3220 Hoffman St
Mcclarren Douglas J 3801 Club Dr
Mckissock Hoffman P C 2040 Linglestown Rd Suite 302
Michael Vanessa S PO Box 5391
Millinix Marianne 2209 N 7th St
Mitchell Janet S 2516 N 6th St Apt 1
Mobil Gas Station 4715 N Front St
Moosey John, Mila 4612 Crooked Hill Rd
Morales Jacqueline 2130 King Arthur Ct Apt A−3
Nationwide as Subrogee for 1000 Nationwide Dr Attn: Doreen Casimiro
Nielson John V 3931 Dora Dr
Noll Suzanne 156 Holly Hills Dr
Noss Frances O 120 Roberts Valley R
Nye Tina PO Box 5812
Orth Joyce 505 Alricks St
Page Bryan 2415 N Front St
Paul Kevin J 4642 Margarets Dr
Payton Harold, Gloria 4400 Pheasant Hill Rd Apt 106
Persico Louis, Maria Claudia 306 Graham St
Peters & Wasilefski 2931 N Front St
Pike Thelmaa E 3551 N 6th St
Pinnacle Health Cystic Fibosis Center 2601 N 3rd St
Porter Eric L 656 Schuylkill St
Potts Andrea 2137 Penn St
Reed Catherine c/o Daniel Reed 2209 Gorse Dr
Restorecore Inc 2322 N 7th St
Rousse Nicolas 306 Cherrington Dr
Saez Dileiby 2647 N 4th St
Seidel Barry D 4319 Crooked Hill Rd
Shane Jim R 2322 N 7th St
Sharifi John, Omar 3015 Guineveer Dr
Spangler W Luther 2730 N 2nd St
Squires Elizabeth A 3105 N 6th St
Starbucks Attn: Karen Witte 2547 Brindle Dr
Stefko Attila 3445 Florence St Apt 6
Stein Burnett P, Norma L 2327 Green St
Stein Samuel E, Ruth L 1620 Mitchell Rd
Swank Cynthia L 3205 N Front St Apt 2
Swope George Ellwood 5227 N Front St
Tate Mattie M 2540 N 5th St
Thomas Miles D Est Jewish Family Svcs Inc 3333 N Front St
Tnn 3899 N Front St
Tonys Got It 2404 Park Dr Commerce Park
Tyrone Robert, Maude 1628 Pebble Brook Ln
Wagner Jennie M 4336 N 6th St
Waltz Greta 505 Alricks St
Waters Gracie 4400 Pheasant Hill Rd
Watlington Oscar W 542 Curtin St
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Weakfall Wille Sr 2012 N 4th St
Welter Melissa D 1312 Wandering Way
West Mary E 4400 Pheasant Hill Rd Apt 30
Wilbert Nancy J 2117 Jefferson St
Williams Tinania 626 Wiconisco St
Wood Gerald T 237 Maclay St
Woodland Wesley B, Aviva R 3517 Green St
Yeingst Helen C, Todd A 2537 Agate
Young Maggie 2170 Queens Dr Apt A4
Harrisburg Pa 17111
Act One Paving 4825 Derry St Suite B
Alder Lucille C 3607 Derry St
Alleman Helen 3104 Wayne St
Allen Robert E 5073 Pajabon Dr Apt 808
Arzuaga Mindy R 7095 Huntingdon St
Ashitosh LLC 4131 Executive Park Dr
Ashley Donald F Jr c/o Camille C Ashley Kovats 611 S 29th St
Autohaus 4150 Chambers Hill Rd
Barrow Claudine 805 Wilhelm Rd
Batot Grace 736 S 29th St
Beatty Clive 993 Galion St
Beer & Beverage Mart 2800 Paxton St
Bell Michelle, Bryan 3400 Beaucrest St
Bernard Lynn R 3863 Elder Rd
Bonner Pearl M c/o Clare Jones 1205 S 28th St
Brennan Gerald J 6430 Shatto Dr
Brown Darryl 2457 Derry St
Buckland Susan 7058 Creek Run Rd
Bughman H Robert Jr 3747 Montour St
Byler Debra L Md 6530 Leo Dr
Cash Advance Centers Advance America 3200B Paxton St
Cassel Tracy A 7034 Red Top Rd
Castaldi Stacy J 4520 Union Deposit Rd
Childs Mary 1205 S 28th St
Cleveland Bros 5300 Paxton St
Community Banks 777 East Park Dr #200
Connelly Debra M 437 Springhouse Rd
Couch Darryl PO Box 4661
Cowell Michael T 6901 B Clubhouse Ct
Crusaders Ice Hockey 437 Springhouse Rd
Culnan Derek 1080 Memory Ln
Cyr Betty J 7075 Clearfield St
Dantonio Michael T Jr 99 N 49th St Apt 2
Diehl Frederick P, Marilyn L Rte 1
Ecbm 6030 Chambers Hill Rd
Faulkner Body Works 2050 Fishing Creek Valley Rd
Faulkner Body Works 906 Lark Dr
Faulkner Harrisburg 2060 Paxton St
Faulkner Honda 2020 Paxton St
Finger Dawn Elizabeth 131 South 48th St Apt 3
Frazier Richard L 1089 Country Hill Dr
GR Sponaugle 4391 Chambers Hill Rd
Garcia Marcos 790 Cardinal Dr
Garrett Amelia J 624 Wilhelm Rd Rm 59a c/o Robert Garrett
Gernak George 3033 Prince St
Graves Patricia C 5500 Partridge Ct
Griffin Olivia A 1096 Superior Dr #A
Grove Ernest H, Ruth E RD 1
Gustin Defrank Luann 599 Eishenhower Blvd
Hamilton Blake W 6716 Delano Blvd
Harbarger Scott 291 Worcester Ave
Harper Auto Body 150 North Lehigh St
Hendriksma Mary B 5081 Chambers Hill Rd
Hersey Nicole T 8050 Chambers Hill Rd
Hertz Corp 2741 Paxton St
Hess Geoffry N 905 Grgs Dr
Hines Michael 323 Deaven Rd
Hoch Carl, Myrtle M 6616 Springford Ter
Hoffman Edward F 321 Yorkshire Dr
Hoffman Stephen M 1617 Berkshire Ln
Holmes Sophia, Daryl 6543 Windmere Rd
Home of Texas 5300 Derry St
Hooley Robert W 6616 N Hampton Ct
Hung Gordon W 5611 Twilight Dr
Hunt Frederick T 2422 Derry St
Jain Nitin, Nidhi 6662 Springford Trs
James William N 6307 Lehigh Ave
JPL Productions 3901 Derry St
Kelly Charles R 5 Bonnywick Dr
Kepler Bernard 6114 Chatham Ct
Kesler Kimberly 6115 Springford Dr Apt I
Klein Peggy 6108 Mifflin Ave
Knight Jason M 3118 Duke St
Koppenheffer Arletta M 373 N Hoernerstown Rd
Kovats Camille C 611 S 29th St
Lageman August G Est 1083 Michigan Dr Apt A
Land Rover Harrisburg 1030 Highspire Rd
Landvater Harry E 1947 Oberlin Rd
Landvater Margaret J Est 5077 Pajabon Dr Apt 602
Lauver Sandra J 872 Buttermilk Ct
Lester Elbert Jr 6330 Somerset St
Lipman M Elizabeth 4611 Union Deposit Rd
London Bridges Retail Consulting 3601 Paxton St
Longras Jose 3740 Derry St
Louginter Mary 1010 Wilhelm Rd c/o Elizabeth Geesey
Maldonado Sandy E 6810 Clubhouse Dr
Mamane Issa A 3302 A Paxton St Apt 108
Manning Todd A 3864 Derry St
Marie Petrovic 6000 Chambers Hill Rd
Marotto Margaret R 6721 Evelyn St Apt 4
Mcclintock Ingrid 4805 E Cir Dr
Mccurdy Barb M, Mike P 173 Chartwood Dr
Members First Federal Credit Union 339 East Park Dr
Metayer Luna 5716 Arklow Dr
Metz Margaret E 624 Wilhelm Rd 17
Mills Mary 1205 S 28th St
Millwood Inc 821 Elder St
Minnaugh Josephine E 325 Deaven Rd
Money Recovery National 2491 Paxton St
Muza Tiffany N, Joshua T 6624 Springford Tr
Myers Elenore L, Robert H 6120 Driftwood Dr
Myers Paul M 6635 Evelyn St B9
Myers Scott H 4850 Erie Rd
Neryplub Phimchanok 990 Eisenhower Blvd
Pagano Anthony 4219 Derry St
Pagano Katherine C Ex 4219 Derry St
Paxton Hills Realty Asso Ltd 1140 Summerwood Dr
Petrovic Mary 6000 Chambers Hill Rd
Petrus Desiree A 5611 Twilight Dr
Pham Kinh Pham Loan 3520 Derry St
Plakas Eftimios 212 N 32nd St
Prioleau Sara Dr 1094 Cardinal Dr
Progressive Ins PO Box 4037
Ramos Gina Z 2419 Derry St Apt 2
Reed Lawrence 1205 S 28th St
RHS Partnership Ltd 495 Eisenhower Blvd
Ridge Lacey L 665 Gregs Dr 96
Riley Henry A, Henry 710 S 27th St
Rodriguez Michael 3314 Paxton St
Rodriguez Virginio 43 Lakepoint Dr
Roebuck Mildred 1229 S 28th St Apt 704
Roebuck Mildred P 1291 S 28th St Apt 201
Roskow Jessica S 2050 Fishing Creek Valley Rd
Rowe Herbert A 3118 Duke St
Samo Teresa E 4823 Sweetbrier Dr
Sealmaster Inc 5970 Derry St
Shaffer Michael W 7034 Red Top Rd
Sheldon J Michael 993 Galion St
Siiple James E 4845 Erie Rd
Simpson Frances 6623 Tr Way c/o Bonita Raines
Smith Lucy 411 N 67th St
Solomon Joan Y 6640 Clearfield St
Specht Hannah Lee 6108 Mifflin Ave
Spring Creek Rehab Health 1205 S 28th St
Supply Source Inc 2323 Woodlawn St
Sutch Nancy J 1291 S 28 St Apt 807
Sutliff Chevrolet 6624 Springford Tr
Szala Erin M 2060 Paxton St
Taub Shirley 219 N 43th St Apt 201
Terrell Johnnie S 2001 Paxton St
Thomas Dana Michele, Robert M 265 Harvest Dr
Tristan Asso Diagnostic Center 4518 Union Deposit Rd
United Parcel Service 359 E Park Aave
Victory Auto Group 4150 Chambers Hill Rd
Waypoint Bank 449 Eisenhower Blvd
Westenberger Pearl E, George 8171 Chambers Hill Rd
Yeator Lois Y 49 Lake Point Dr
Yellowdy Lorrae 5953 Pinedale Ct
Young Beryl S 728 S 80th St c/o Frederick L Young Executor
Zarick Steven 3623 Rutherford St
Zdankiewicz William A 12 Bonnywick Dr
Harrisburg Pa 17112
Active Medical Inc 2200−B Woodview Dr
Allstate Insurance 6345 Flank Dr Suite 10
Anthony John P 4204 Prosperous Dr
Arciniegas Luis E 4109 M Beechwood Ln
Arnold Emily M 6171 Mayfair Dr
Auto Max of Colonial Park Inc PO Box 126637
BH Pike Ins Svcs Inc c/o Crump Life Ins Svcs 4250 Crums Mill Rd
Barkley Joe c/o Crump Life Ins Svcs 4250 Crums Mill Rd
Becher Albert E, David E 6332 Bluestone Ave
Beeck Laura R 4925 Harman Dr
Bentz Laine M 565 Belmont Dr
Billett Connie 4800 Linglestown Rd
Bisys Ins Serv Inc 4250 Crums Mill Rd
Blumberg Asso Bisys Ins Serv Inc 4250 Crums Mill Rd
Bowers Lawrence 24 Fairfax Vlg
Brisco Chester 1493 Regal Rd
Buchinsky John 6111 Nassau Rd
Bumble Bee Hollow 4201 Linglestown Rd
Burdick Donna 4250 Crums Mill Rd
Capital Area Sportsmen PO Box 6233
CCRX of Illinois LLC 5775 Allentown Blvd Ste 202
Cellular One 5775 Allentown Blvd
Cline Eleanor L 1196 Piketown Rd
Coffee Break Co 5535 Allentown Blvd
Cooney Paul R 1290 Wenrich St
Delaney James M 4204 Prosperous Dr
Diversified Group Amin PO Box 6540 c/o Jamie Jazdzyk
Donmoyer Dianne Patsy R Donmoyer 5521 Roders
Downey Herman L, Mary M 121 Candlewood Dr
Financial Marketing 4251 Crums Mills Rd
Finio Nicholas 211 Hidden Valy Ln
Gables Truck Stop 7800 Linglestown Rd
Gernak Holly L 5215 Fenway Dr
Graham Kenneth E, Bertha 1603 Woodcrest Rd
Grove Michael L, Betty J 6006 Larue St
Halkias James P 1330 Quail Hollow Rd
Hanna Courtney L, Deborah G 4404 St Andrews Way
Harad Iris 4101 Beechwood Ln Apt A
Harris Mark R Attn Resource Support 4250 Crums Mill Rd
Heckert Beatrice M 806 Piketown Rd
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Heflybower Thomas S 451 M St
Hibernia Ins Agency Bisys Ins Svcs 4250 Crums Mill Rd
Horner Jordan N 5549 Locust St
Howze William H 701 North Front St
Ianni Raymond 4250 Crums Mill Rd
Ics/The Simons Group LLC 6020 Jonestown Rd
IFR Furniture Rentals Sales 7035 Jonestown Rd
JS Goldman Asso Inc Bisys Ins Svcs Inc 4250 Crums Mill Rd
Jack White Company c/o Bisys Ins Svcs Inc 4250 Crums Mill Rd
Jaskulek Erma G, Ain Park 451 M St
Jorgensen Chad P 4250 Crums Mill Rd
K Mart 5050 Jonestown Rd
Kamberali Badrudin 6218 Locust St
Kaplan Thomas R Attn Resource Support 4250 Crums Mill Rd
Kay Kathy Joy 2301 Academy Dr
Kevin A Vachon & Son 955 Pennsylvania Ave
Koeleman Tina 1606 Woodcrest Rd
Krauss Trapani Co Ltd 4250 Crums Mill Rd
Larson Christopher 4119 Wimbledon Dr
Lavery Mark John 8033 Yellowstone Dr
Layton Gary L 6302 Blueridge
Mallory Dana 5072 Jonestown Rd
Martin John c/o Bisys Ins Svcs 4250 Crums Mill Rd
Mazus Michael G 4307 Connecticut Dr
Mazzatesta Anna J 2312 Scarsborough Dr
Mcdonald Donald 7301 Allentown Blvd
Medical Ins Marketeers 4250 Crums Mill Rd
Michael Weiss 2352 Timber Line Ct
Miller Joseph H c/o Bisys Ins Svc Inc 4250 Crums Mill Rd
Miller Ralph 617 Chestnut Ave
Mony Brokerage Inc 4251 Crums Mill Rd
Morris Edward 4316 Avon Dr
Murphy Anna 4316 Avon Dr
Mushin Inc 4800 Linglestown Rd
Myers & Stauffer LLC 6380 Flank Dr Suite 100 John Dressler
Napolitano Cecilia 808 Balthaser St
National MS Society 2209 Forest Hills Dr Ste 18
Neubold Mary G 2715 Colonial Rd
Ney Catherine 5083 Carrolton Dr
Nies Williams 1603 Woodcrest Rd
Oneill Catherine T 5083 Carrolton Dr
Orfanelli Mary J 501 Lopax Rd Apt J10
Pailen Kenneth Lee Jr 4319 Avon Dr
Panse Vaishali S 146 Beacon Dr
Pascotti Anthony 4200 Crums Mill Rd
Passow Kelli 6019 Meade Ct
Pemberton Christopher W 716 Hampton Ct Rd
Pemcentral Florida 6405 Flank Dr
Pemsan Jose Auto Show 6405 Flank Dr
Penkina Kseniia 104 N Lockwillow Ave
Penn Diesel Service Company 337 North Fairville Ave
Pennsylvania Corporate Plaza Associates 110 Sunset Ave
Pepsico Beverages Intl 300 Quality Cir
Perkins Randel 4250 Crums Mill Rd
Perry Eugene 4250 Crums Mill Rd
Perse Richard W 113 Litchfield Rd
Phillips Kevin W 6295 Allentown Blvd
Phillips Traci 5990 Camden Dr
Pinnacle Health 2315 Forest Hills Dr
Porthcawl Family Ltd 2210 Mockingbird Rd
Primedia 6375 Flank Dr
Quatroche Gail A 263 Joya Cir
Rathod Jay 310 Buckley Dr
Renninger Mark A 4128 Wimbledon Dr
Riggs Donald W, Marsha 4309 Linglestown Rd Ste 113
Riley Ila J 7905 Dewey Dr
Roberts Ida G 44 N Hershey Rd
Robinson Alma A 119 Royal Terrce Dr
Rockmore Mary Est c/o James Rector 1285 Colonial Rd Unit 16
Rodriguez Angeline N 573 Lester Ct
Roesch Stanley D, Amanda M 8069 Fox Mill Rd
Roesch Stanley D, Jacob H 8069 Fox Mill Rd
Roesch Stanley D, Sarah E 8069 Fox Mill Rd
Saic 101864ny 6310 Allentown Blvd
Samuel Kopp & Bottomline Contracting 4506 Elwill Dr
Schiavoni Daniel 135 N Fairville Ave
Schoenthaler June M 4290 Wimbledon Dr
Schucker Clara 817 Mountain View St
Seiber Courtney, Gary 2674 Gracie Dr
Shafer Harriette 5 Judy Ln
Shapiro Evelyn 4004 Linglestown Rd
Shaw Rodney G 5103 Sunset Dr
Shelton Carlton c/o Bisys Ins Svcs 4250 Crums Mill Rd
Simpson Mary C 178 Gilberg Ln
Smith H 2311 Patton Rd
Smith Sally Est c/o Lind Jones 5 Ringneck Dr
Smith Timothy 4251 Crums Mill Rd
Source Info Mgmt Inc 6375 Flank Dr
Source Interlink Media 6405 Flank Dr
Spencer William T 4250 Crums Mill Rd
Swati Mohammad G 2407 Kensington Way
TCE Corp 6375 Flank Dr
TR Isgrig Agency Inc Co Crump 4250 Crums Mills Rd
TA Operating LLC 7848 Linglestown Rd
Tammie Scheib Appraisal Serv 4206 Linglestown Rd
Taskey Todd 4250 Crums Mill Rd
Travel Centers of America 12 PO Box 6535
United Financial Svc Inc 4250 Crums Mill Rd
URL Financial Group 5320 Jaycee Ave
Vance Steward Sr, Louise 5021 Earl Dr
Vandergoes Jacqueline L, Philip 1508 Woodcrest Cir
Vanreyendam Betty 4000 Linglestown Rd
Veeramasu Ramesh 4093h Fawn Dr
Veetal Harold I, Rae A 632 Lancaster Ave
Voneida Steven 6111 Blue Stone Ave
Waldo Davis 4250 Crums Mill Rd
Ward Patricia 811 Mountain View St
Webber Paine Ascensus Ins Svcs In 4250 Crums Mill Rd
Weisser Donald D Ain Park 451 M St
Welsh Brian R PO Box 6046
Weschir Richard Dakota 4127 B Fawn Dr #B
Westwood Shores Country Club c/o Natl Acceptance Co PO Box 6368
Wilcox Cindy L 205 Meadow Ln
Williams Nancy c/o Howard Hanna Real Est 5137 Devonshire Rd
Wilson Josita M, Richard O 5505 Kenwood Ave
Wolkowitz Howard S 4250 Crums Mill Rd
Zimmerman Homer M 5897 Jacobs Ave
Harrisburg Pa 17113
Ait Worldwide 1235 S Harrisburg St Ste M
Berrier Theresa M, Ronald K 600 Chambers St
Colm Wesley N 680 Main St
Eberly Margaret E, Paul M 817 Chambers St
Kulp Miriam Est, Darlington 99 Riverview St
Marroquin Kelly 987 Manor Dr
Mccullough Andrew, Karen PO Box 7493
Mccullough Andrew, Lisa PO Box 7493
Webster Walter Est, Mary 547 2nd St
Hershey Pa 17033
Ackermann Markus 321a University Mnr W
Allison Malcolm E, Harriet B 451 Sand Hill Rd Apt 245
Allison Harriet 451 Sandhill Rd Apt 108
American Dental Care LLC 10 W Chocolate Ave
Bargain Sneakers 150 E Hershey Park Dr
Bixler Harper 245 Vesper Rd
Brandt Jay RD 1 Box 127
Brentlinger Virginia E 840 Linden Rd
Bucs Elsie 396 Yorktown Rd
Capitol Business 403 W Caracas Ave
Clark Leah M 1531 Fishburn Rd Apt 31
Cohen Marlene B 225 Crescent Dr
Conrad Chester, Donald 204b W Granada Ave
Conrad Donald, Mary 204b W Granada Ave
Costabile Karen Mooney, Stella M PO Box 316
Costabile Jack L PO Box 316
Cromwell Thomas 605 E Canal Rd
Davis George F 100 Crystal A Dr
Diemidio Katherine, Mark A 173 Candlewyck Ln
Dietterick & Connelly PO Box 650
Dietterick Scott PO Box 650
Dimagno Saverio A, Anna 514 Hockersville Rd
Eisenhaur Andrea L 125 Apple Ln
Elia Nicola T, Santina 254 Clark Rd
Erb Christian S Jr 35 Laurel Ridge Rd
Ezeala Yvonne N 226 A University Manor East
Fleisher Arlene A, Lester W 100 E Mansion Rd
Floros Joanna PhD c/o Penn St Univ College O H085 500 University Dr
Flowers Willard Est 1200 E Caracas Ave
Fox Joyce C 690 Sweetbay Way Willow Ridge
Fratti Katherine, Nello 349 Concord Ct
Gattens Gary, Ruby 150 E Caracas
Gotham Golf Partners 575 East Chocolate Ave
Grafton Inc 12 Briarcrest Sq
Grebb Jerry G Est PO Box 447
Gumas Barbara 840 Linden Rd
Harper Arthur 245 Vesper Rd
Heakal Yasser M 320 N Hanover St
Heinl Robert D Jr 12 Forest Ave
Henry Ruth E 65 Locust Ave
Hershey Chocolate World 251 Park Blvd
Hershey Co 19 East Chocolate Ave PO Box 806
Hershey Entertainment & Resorts Co 300 Park Blvd
Hershey Hearts PO Box 166
Hoffman Jeanette M 245 E Glenn Rd
Horst Arthur PO Box 554
Hosler Matthew 1099 Hillview Ln
IHS of Hershey at Woodlands PO Box 377 820 Rhue Haus Ln
Isaacson Jon c/o Asso Oto Pennsylvania Inc 34 Northeast Dr
Islamic Medical Asso 71 Rosedale
Jones James E 7 Jacobs Creek Dr
Kadowaki Naoko 76 University Mnr E
Keller Richard Est 176 Hershey Rd
Kim Seong 999 Briarcrest Dr
Kothapalli Venkata S 5 Swarthmore Bld Apt R37
Kraft Sulamith Deborah 204 Robin Rd
Lilich Vitaly 203 Hallmark North
Long Cindy L 555 W Caracas Ave
Loomis Dian M 995 Greenlea Rd
Lowe Robert 365 Townhouse
Magriney Sydney P 212 W Areba Ave
Marks Fay 215 W Chocolate Av 6t−W
Matincheck Ursa I 50 Almond Dr
Mcconnell Diane Z 65a East Areba Ave
Mehler Stephen L 6 N Glenn Rd
Miller Angela 215 W Chocolate Ave Apt 4−H
Miller Kevin 42 Townhouse
Mimnagh Edward J PO Box 337
Music 4 Less 67 c/o Sandi Cox Outlet Sq
Oconnell Barbara MD 25 Jacobs Creek Dr
Paules Joann 17 Brookside Ave
Pavone David L 107 1/2 Trinidad Ave
Perfect Vacations 548 Beech Ave
Pierce Joyce, Eric 225 Bittersweet Dr
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Porter Mary Louise, Alicia C 343 E Granada Ave
Reed Verna E 1617 E Derry Rd
Ritter Alice 310 Hallmark House
Rivers Steven P 197 Crescent Dr
Rybka Marek 10 Deer Run Dr
Shaffer Sarah L, Fred A 1129 W Governor Rd Box 710
Smith James PO Box 650
Smith Lyle R c/o Paul Smith 547 Old W Chocolate Ave
Stachelek Jeffrey J 344 Maple Ave
Syed Fouzia F, Majid A 24 UME
Tterick & Connelly James Smith D PO Box 650
Tyrrell Christopher P, Susanne 350 Mill St
Waite Valerie L Student Home Perry 625 Meadow Ln
Wheeler Ruth E 912 West Areba Av
Yingst John C 215 William Dr
Zeiders Doris M 65a East Areba Ave
Highspire Pa 17034
Bennett Troy 599 Second St
Bush Alexander 109 Legion Ave
Etter Carol I, Carol L 610 2nd St
Holder Zachary 158 Market St
International Inc Floris 63 Vine St
Kenes Cheryl 580 M Willow Gdn
Keyser Ruth I 201 Penn St Apt 111
Kilner Matthew D 404 2nd St
Memphis Blues BBQ c/o Clayton Morrow 332 2nd St
Stambaugh Air Service 427 2nd St
Wal Sundy John 101 Roop St
Wingard Harry A Jr 677 Eshelman St
Hummelstown Pa 17036
Abraham Dorothy 144 E High St
American Business Comm 2046 Church Rd
AVP Enterprises PO Box 346
Badreshia Sonal 634 Spring House Ln
Bahlmann Karen 560 Walton Ave
Baker Starr Laurallee B 2411 Deer Run Dr
Baron Ben 12 Christopher Ct West
Behrens Andre M, James E, Norma E 1194 Sand Beach Rd
Beraud Marcel 1280 Stonegate Rd
Bidoli John J Jr 2234 Jo Ann Av
Brown Kaitlyn 19 Merion Ln
Bruno Henrietta A, Gaetano 8111 Somerset St
Camacho Fabian 795l Rhue Haus Ln
Cassidy Michella H 337 West Main St
Chocolate Covers PO Box 373
Chubb Terri R 47 Grandview Rd
Cohen Susan G 956 Parish Pl
Damico Faith, James Sr 1163 Edgewood Dr
Davis Patricia Ann 1768 Church Rd
Dehart Charles J Chapter 13 Trustee PO Box 410
Dettorre Michael D DO 408 Grist Mill Rd
English Frank III 2302 Fiddlers Elbow Rd
Engstad Donne F II 2075 Joanne Ave
Evans Roger E 8 E Main St
Fitzpatrick Terrance 129 Cardinal Ln
Focht Harry 118 S Railroad St Apt A
Forbes Michele L 302 Wall St
Funck Raymond A, Kenneth P RD 1
Gayosso Honorio Torress 20 E Main St Apt 8
Green Richard 1636 Spring Hill Dr
Houck Patricia A, Robert H 447 Cook Ct
Hyde Heather N 410 Larchmont Rd
Jarmuzek Timothy III 349 Kristy Ln
Johnston Bert C 101 Oriole Ct
Jones Brett H 1563 Springhill Dr
Kinn Catherine 1548 Macintosh Way
Kurcina Robert 1098 Princton Dr
Labar Marion R 8573 Adams Ct
Lepisto Sami 141 Cardinal Ln
Loraw Andy M 923 Sunnyside Rd
Lucas Perry J 1911 Gramercy Pl
M&T Bank 8 E Main St
Mcconnell Diane Z 7959 Devonshire Hts Rd
Mccoy Judith D 116 Sparrow Rd
Mccurdy Rene De 170 Townsend Dr Apt 8
Mero Enterprises 705 Creekside Rd
Miller Charles W, Dorothy 24 S Landis St
Miller Thomas W, Linda H 195 Timber Ridge Rd
Morrow Richard II 8160 Somerset St
Mortgage Services Corp 923 Sunnyside Rd
Odelschlagel Richard, Judith RD 2
Owens Ralph N 410 Larchmont Rd
Powell Marc 1625 Melrose Dr
Powell Matthew James 1625 Melrose Dr
Recchuiti Thomas 1593 Spg Hl Rd
Rhoads Sonja K, Earl W 30 Shady Ln
Rhoads Pharmacy 17 West Main St
Rinesmith Ethel 25 N Railrd St
Sanno Thelma B RR 1
Schildt Lester A 125 E High St
Shade Dennis W 8 E Main St
Sheepford Corporation 8 E Main St
Sherman Larry 8851 Presidents Dr
Smith Brittnee L 8301 Presidents Dr Apt 311
Speaks Daniel, Nathaniel 8301 Presidents Dr Apt 823
Stohler Kevin R 261 Osprey Ln
Stoner Graphix Inc 163 S Meadow Ln
Tollett Deborah 1852 Meadow Ridge Dr
Toomey Virginia, William 553 Stoverdale Rd
Transcore LP 8158 Adams Dr Suite 200
Vaughan Jemille M 344 Brokas Dr
Wagner Adella M, Denise A, Curry R 1423a Sandbeach Rd
Weaver Evelyn M, Paul E 140 Brinser Ct
Weaver Marion 607 Shady Ln
Weis Market Attn: Ryan Costello 1130 Mae St
Wertz Laurie C 609 Olde Ventura Farm Rd
Weyant Robert L III c/o Laurie C Wertz 609 Olde Ventura Farm Rd
Whorley Joseph E Sr 210 E Main St Apt 1
Williams Diane J 8301 Presidents Dr
Wilsbach Patricia E 408 N Duke St
Yun Samuel S 2261 Raleigh Rd
Zeiders Doris M 7959 Devonshire Hts Rd
Zeiders Michael A 7940 Ryder Ln
Lemoyne Pa 17043
Arnold Steven R 601 Bosler Av
Bee Beth 287 Clark St
Brackbill Charles L 39 N 8th St
Brown Suzanne 437 Herman Ave
Brubaker Jean M 116 Bosler Ave
Bucks Carl Ins Trust, Bucks Carl W 20 N 12th St Apt 309
Bushman Luther R 934 Hummel Ave
Cordier Alexis J 15 N 12th St
Cornell William 65 Glen Rd
Cullen Francis J 20 N 12th St Apt 213
Danner Mary E 545 Pear St
Desrosiers Eric John 808 Michigan Ave
Dickson Dorothy L 121 N Eight St
Dunn Cheryl 815 Hummel Ave 2nd Floor
Ebersole George W 20 N 12th St Apt 125
Ebersole George W 708 N Front St A
Ebersole Patricia 962 Bosler Ave
Eddy Priscilla 311 Walton St
Hafsi Rachid 10 South Front St Apt 1
Hale Lillian Amanda 710 Walton St
Henry Charles A 539 Bridgeview Dr
Henry Joseph W c/o Charles A Henry 539 Bridgeview Dr
Hmidouch Nacir Sr 239b Hummel Ave
Internists of Central PA Ltd PO Box 107 108 Lowther St
Kochenour Robert P 425 Hummel Ave
Laddha Jagdish 1125 Columbus Ave Apt # 3
Lambert Barry W 1117 Columbus Ave Apt 3
Lavine Joseph A 623 Bosler Ave Apt 2
Mcdole Kathleen A 917 Woodland Dr
Mi Mariachi Inc 921 Market St
Mickle Michael A Irrev Trust 812 Riverview Rd
Minner Eileen H 549 S 3rd St
Nelson Robert 402 A Market St
Rogers James J 1042 Walnut St Apt 3
Scheibel David W 686 Market St
Shover David G 10 2nd Ave
Smith Christin L 920 N Front St Apt 3
Smith James J 232 Walnut St Apt Bw
Smith Michael W 625 Hommel Ave
SPI Dist Inc of Lemoyne 1051 B Hummel Ave
Stiffler Kelly R 325 Hummel Ave
Stover Gertrude N, Charles E 145 Hummel Ave
Tenth Street Station 350 South 10th St
Thomas John 500 Cumberland Rd
Trostle Abigail 502 Ohio Ave
Watters Gene 20 W Lawn Cir
Harrisburg Yellow Cab 50 Market St
Lykens Pa 17048
English Ashley 301 Market St
Fields Eleanor, James RD 143
Gingrich Elbert V 250 E Maple St
Hoffman Clint R 217 North St
Kieffer Marvin C RD 1 Box 450
Mid Penn Bank 523 Greenfield St
Rusbatch Robert E 300 Main St
Schneider James A 210 N 2nd St
Small Michael, Jean 239 E 7th St
Mechanicsburg Pa 17050
Adams Delbert 33 Bourbon Red Dr
Ball Shirley J 302 Hogestown Rd
Bass Kathleen M, Jacob M 1251 Hunters Ridge Dr
Beachley Denise 6 Bayberry Ct
Beck Christopher D 4728 East Trindle Rd
Brooks Bryan C 213 Hempt Rd
Burke Steven F, Rosemary 427 Cherokee Dr
Carter Shawn D 411 Wren Ct
Casey Melanie L 4710 Brian Rd
Choi Young Min 49 Creek Bank Dr
Chop Marie K 2100 Bent Creek Blvd Apt 118
Cox Elizabeth, Patrick 998 Antrim Dr
Crandall Gregory 5516 General Jenkins Dr
Crandall Kristin 206 Constitutional Ct
Crist Paul 5222 E Trindle Rd Unit K
Cross Roy 820 Anthony Dr
Crull Marguerite S 1400 Bent Creek Blvd Apt 208
Cruz Rodriguez David 5899 Trindle Rd
Davis Holly M 6365 Basehore Rd
Davis Robert 506 Louisa Ln
Deardorff Miriam R 47 Ashburg Dr Ste 40
Decker Rachel 6125 Stephens Xing
Defrayne Mary E 903 Orrs Bridge Rd
Delacey Marilyn R 425 Sioux Dr
Dirocco Peter C, Lisa 6215 Wallingford Way
Donahue Jacqueline F 6339 N Powderhorn Rd
Eichelberger Eleada 6620 Carlisle Pk
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Fenili Trust Uad 8 17 88 39 Blue Mountain Vista
Foor Carol F 1490 Timber Chase Dr
Frank Helen M 23 Skyline Dr
Gallagher Basset Services 8 Flowers Dr, Suite 3
Genisis Health Care Ste 201 5275 E Trindle Rd
Gross Shawn 4823 Charles Rd
Guziec Joy A DO 5006 Lenker St
Hari Group LLP 331 Cloudless Sky Dr
Heilman Ruth 4 Bali Hai Rd
Heiss Peggy 3925 Brookridge Dr
Helbling Herman Christian 3611 Franklin Ave
Hoerner Richard 6315 Locust Ln
Howes Wendy E 26 Kensington Sq
Hughes Charles J 11 Ashburg Dr
Humble Brian D 2201 Warren Way #1
Hunt Merritt E Jr Apt 246 2100 Bent Creek Blvd
Irwin Katie M 602 Louisa Ln
Jourdan Allison 17 Lois Ln
Keefer Tory N 54 White Oak Blvd
Kerrigan Brian 48 Trudy Cir
Kireta Linda 140 Konhaus Rd
Kissinger Matt 7 Royal Palm Dr
Klinger Stephen E 3818 Leyland Dr
Kreiser Joan L 6280 Carlisle Pike 515
Levreault Rosemary B, Lionel P 2100 Bent Creek Blvd Ste 204
Luckenbaugh Leo Scott 9 Rife Dr
Lyons Construction 5237 E Trindle Rd
Mason Hilda 4613 Brian Rd
Mccafferty Collision 6365 Basehore Rd
Moebs Gregory 303 Iroquois Way
Montgomery Devin 100 Brook Meadow Dr
Moore Joseph N H Rte 3
Moran Catherine L 6393 Stephens Crossing
Mulle Virginia G, Robert J 4905 E Trindle Rd Ste 1050
Newkam Anthony Est 82 Linda Dr Lot 35
Newman John R, Ruth E Del Brook Manor Apt 428 Brookview Ct
Nolan Margaret T, Michael J 1136 Dry Powder Ci
Noonan Robert J 1254 Gross Creek Rd
Philip Sheena Proctor PO Box 1071
Prevol Fritznel 12 Kingswood Dr
Scanlan Stacia A, Mark F 940 Grandon Way
Schaner William J, Edna M 3607 Beech Run Ln
Sekander Ruby 4151 Mountain View Rd
Sener Jean E 5208 Deerfield Ave
Shaffer Jamie 4175 Mountain View Rd 115
Shawda Sandra Lee Est 11 Ashburg Dr
Shenk Athletic Equipment 5010 Trindle Rd
Spangler Jason M 80 Honeysuckle Dr
Starsinic Kathleen M Kathleen Bass 1251 Hunters Ridge D
Steiner Charles B, Thelma H 4717 E Trindle Rd
Stoner Brenda J, Joshua R 7049 Wertzville Rd
Sun Motor Car Inc 6677 Carlisle Pike
Sun Motors BMW 6691 Carlisle Pike
Sundy Melva 4710 Brian Rd
Sutherland Peter A c/o Rebecca Idler 13 Creek Bank Dr
Swanger Richard L 17 Wild Rose Ln
Tchinkov Guero 90 Salem Church Rd Lot 537
Techbridge Inc 3616 Beech Run Ln
Theal Alice T 4833 E Trindle Rd
Thompson Lisa A 4177 Kittatinny Dr
Uniacke Brian C 3948 Brookridge Dr
Updegraff Mary 355 Mullberry Dr C/O Mickey Updegraff
Varchetto Tina M 5210 Deerfield Ave
Vipperman William 406 Sioux Dr
Wagner Garrick J 4178 Nantucket Dr
Willey Elizabeth 5265 E Trindle Rd
Wingard Sandra M 4 Bali Hai Rd
Zimmerman Katherine RR 4
Mechanicsburg Pa 17055
Allen Sara J 335 Wesley Dr Apt 402
Allshouse Jason M 617 Allenview Dr
Ames Virginia L 978 Walnut Way Apt 2015
Andreoli Giovannina, Antonio 910 Loring Ln
Armstrong Elizabeth M, Stewart C 787 Messiah Village Box 2015
Arnoldi Anna B 467 Bethany Dr
Associated Cardiologists PC 856 Century Dr
Autobodies by Lucas Ltd 22 E Simpson St
Baer Dolores A 105 E Allen St Apt 201
Bartlett Willis 805 W Trindle Rd
Beaty Thomas 311 East Coover St
Bell Marden I 5526 Moreland Ct
Bortek Ind Inc 4713 Old Gettysburg Rd
Boscardin Louis A Estate 521 Dogwood Dr
Brehm June 325 Wesley
Bridges Patti c/o Cedg Inc 5000 Ritter Rd Ste 203
Burke Meghan E 427 Cherokee Dr
Cagle Jason 3518 Rolo Ct
Chestnut Richard G 298 Charles Rd
Chubb Services Corp 4999 Louis Dr Suite 203
Ciber Information Services 650 Wilson Ln Suite 200
Continental Medical Systems Inc PO Box 715 600 Wilson Ln
Corvel 5010 Ritter Rd Ste 108
Couch Helen J Living Trust Ua 04 12 94 C/O Dennis Couch 211 A West Locust St
Courtyard by Marriott 4921 Gettysburg Rd
Cox Essell T 405 Reservoir Rd
Cremo Christopher D, Madison G 801 Old Silver Spring Rd
Crumley Rose F 335 Wesley Dr
Custom Patio Rooms O 2250 Bumble Hollow Rd
Delta Dental 1 Delta Dental Dr
Dickson David C III 2810 Myrtle Dr
Dietz Resnick Billie 3428 Lisburn Rd
Dixon Chan Im 1101 Lindham Ct 801
Duffie Todd A 1168 Fleming Dr
Dunkleberger Robert D, Dorothy 12 S Market St
Dusart Jennifer 225 W Coover St Apt 2
Eichman Emily 3511 Rolo Ct
Eur Systems Profit Sharing Tr Raymond Wenger Treas 5040 Ritter Rd PO Box 380
Everett Gladys G, Jule D Ste 139 401 E Winding Hill Rd
Excell Mineralsa 5040 Louise Dr Attn Dean Paugh
FM Eshelman &Sons Inc Mark Crete Inc 307 E Marble St
Fealtman Madoline C 6614 Carlisle Pike Apt 2
Fink Collin Michael 890 Acri Rd
Fisher Frank 413 Darla Rd
Fisher Ray P 912 E Coover St 8k
Fluck Mildred, Thomas 116 Nittany Dr
Forsythe Elizabeth, John 114 East Portland St
Foust Nadine R 5225 Wilson Ln Apt 3126
Fox Adele W 4905 E Sdrindle Rd
Freedman Stanford, Sandra PO Box 583
Freistak Richard L, Vivian RR 3 Box 1277
Fry Robert E 54 W Locust St
Fry Theresa F PO Box 146
Fullas Jonathan L 56 Round Ridge Rd
Gallagher Basset Services 8 Flowers Dr
Geary Lorraine, Edward 5252 Tr Rd
Geiger Kristen L 5507 Moreland Ct Apt 2
George Judith L 2603 N Rosegdn Blvd
Grandon James E Jr 901 Sleepy Hollow Ln
Grant Christopher J 212 W Marble St
Grigsby Jesse Lee, Mary Ann c/o John Grigsby, Esq 101 S Market St
Harley Barbara M 19 West Locust St
Harley Barbara M 24 W Locust St
Harrisburg Ostomy Assoc 4705 Gettysburg Rd
Hertzler Jose Lot 47 Six Links Pk
Hilhite Frederick 35 W Keller St
Hirsch David 1002 Robert St
Hoover Doris G S George St
Hostetler James R 242 Messiah Cir
Hover Carl G S George St
Huber Eleanor R 4813 Charles Rd
Hull Evelyn Est 136 Wesley Dr
Hulse Judith 335 Wesley Dr
Hunter James E, Pearl E 121 E Portland St
Jason Ferree 15 W Lisburn Rd
Jayanthi Gopal V 5328 Oxford Cir Unit 34
John Paul K 1207 Chelsen
Jordan Cheryl A 605 Cedar Ridge Ln
Kampschroer Felix 3962 Brookridge Dr
Kocher Margaret PO Box 2015
Lally Martin J 504 Grantham Rd
Lawerence Chevolet PO Box 510
Lehman Anna M RR 4
Leighow Morris 2467 Cope Dr
Leinbach Joellen W 38 W Locust St
Lindsay Josie 120 S Filbert St #108
Litchfield Stephen 1092 Highland Dr
Lookenbill Francoise 454 Brenneman Dr
Lovell Irene A, Jack G 435 Bethany Dr
LV Center for Sight PC 5010 Ritter Rd #108
Lyons Ruth H 325 Wesley Dr Apt 132
Macdonald Helen M 610 Hilda Ct
Mark Crete Inc 307 E Marble St
Martin Keith J 1 Lilac Dr
Mccaskey Anne 18 Pocono Dr
Mckendry Eleanor D, George W 325 Wesley Dr Apt 3320
Mello Christopher P 1913 Roxbury Ct
Members 1st FCU 5000 Louise Dr
Messiah Village 100 Mt Allen Dr
Mial Denise 666 Cumberland Point Cir
Miller Helen D RD 3
Miller Kenneth 4440 Woodward Dr
Montalvo Michael, Lisa 22 E Simpson St
Moran Sean U 125 W Main St
Murray Mae 1007 E Coover St
Noor Abdi 707 Cumberland Point Cir
Norris Estella A, Paul N 708 S York St
Ouifki Zakaria 226 W Simpson St
Pa Bar Institute 5800 Ritter Rd
Pata Patricia 805 W Trindle Rd
Paul Sabrina J 611 Geneva Dr Apt 11a
Pearce Katherine K 1954 Sheepford Rd
Piece Virginia G, Albert C 4909 Colonial Dr
Pollak Jo A 424 E Winding Hill Rd
Priar Christophe 99 West Portland Apt 10 Pa022
Priority Travel PO Box 899
Quality Electrical Service 255 Cumberland Pkwy
Rahemanji Inayatali S, Liaqatali S 5 E Woodland Dr
Reed Emily 5226 Royal Dr
Regan Elizabeth 335 Wesley Dr
Reisman Burton 4705 Gettysburg Rd
Rhein William L 670 Saw Mill Rd
Rick Joan M c/o Joan M Miller 503 Gettysburg Pike
Rocher Leon PO Box 2015
Rosenberg Harry Est 702 Allenview Dr
Rosssoft c/o Clyde Ross 636 Allenview Dr
Sabadish Michael J c/o Ann Mckendrick 235 W Locust St
Sawyer Gerald Adam 2535 Rolo Ct
Select Medical Corp PO Box 2034 4716 Old Gettsburg Rd
Select Physical Therapy 4716 Old Gettysburg Rd
Shaffer Sheryl 526 W Simpson St B
Sheikh Sajid R 133 W Locust St Apt 215
Sheriff George Jr 136 Wesley Dr
Shimp Ava 219 N Market St
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Showers Elizabeth S, Richard F 20 Glendale Dr
Siemens Building Tec 5095 Ritter Rd Suite 104
Stelzer Elizabeth 321 West Main
Summers Andrew Jr 121 B South Chestnut St
Tenorio Cosme 4999 Louise Dr
Thomas E Brown Inc 4700 Old Gettysburg
Torau Victoria M 304 Reservoir Rd
Toy James E 2508 Rolo Ct
Trimbath David L 479 Heisey Rd
Trindle Bowl 4695 E Trindle Rd
Trussell Marguerite Allison, John B Jr 6204 Whitehill Dr
Uniglobe Travel Management 675 Silver Spring Rd
Vanhorn Helen 335 Wesley Dr 607 Bethany Towers
Wagner CM Est 100 Mount Allen Dr, #775
Warner Orville V, Betty A 325 Wesley Dr Apt 303
Wells Fargo Insurance Services USA 4900 Ritter Rd 2nd Fl
West Shore Rotary Club 11 Bradford Ct
Wilhite Betty 35 W Keller St
Wolf Josephine M 5225 Willson Ln Apt 3145
Woodward Shawn 233a W Main St
Middletown Pa 17057
Barb Fay A 103 Alwine Rd
Barlow Fred 304 Smt Ridge
Bates Lois Est, Lois 1798 Mountain View Rd
Bennett James D 305 S Catherine St
Bergman Jouyen C RR 1 Box 7
Blatt Norman E 107 Mill St Apt 4d
Bordner Belinda 13 Crestview Village Lot 13
Bosley Arthur L Ronald Bosley 1400 Spring Gdn Dr
Bowen Mary K 1020 N Union St
Boykin Cheryl L 310 N Pine St
Brewer Mary E 278 N Pine St Apt 4
Brinton Larry K 9 Nelsons Mobile Manor
Burkett Gerald 901 Woodridge Dr
Butcher Elaine E 217 E Main St
Butler Animal Health Supply 1001 AIP Airpark Dr
Campbell Lois L, Reba 225 Fisher Ave
Caswell Jack 26 Dogwood Building
Chandler Bertha L, Harold R 217 Mattis Ave
Clugston Malen E Jr, Sarah E 2459 Schoolhouse Rd
Condran Shirl R, Mark 199 Joseph Dr
Crawford Erin 27 Kenwood Building
Deshields Margaret Burrell c/o 907 Briarcliff Rd
Despot Gertrude 470 Lumber St
Dupler Randy L 677 South Deodate Rd
Essary Willie 333 Locust Dr
Fields Cynthia 149 Wilson St Apt 306
Fink 99 Bradford Ave
Finn Kevin M, Wilma 41 Riverview Dr
Gallagher Rodney 1941 Brentwood Dr
Giansanti Gerald, Helen 1133 Chestnut St
Gingrich Aidyn W 212 State St #2
Gochnour Zelda M 115 Catalpa St
Goodyear Michael Christopher 107 Mina Dr
Grubic Caroline M 161 W Emaus St
Guistwite Tyler L 267 Race St Apt #B
Gutierrez Shamira 215 N Catherine St
Gutshall Kirt C 1915 N Union St
Hardy James 514 Maple Rd
Hollenback Frank 21 Railrd St
J&D Asso 600 Hunter Ave
Katz James A, Myron 212 State St #2
Katz Gianna Elizabeth, Liam Mitchell 212 State St #2
Keiffer William, Thomas 216 Canal St B
Kerlin Ronald R 2661 Schoolhouse Rd
Kies Alex 311 Hemlock Hall
Kohl Audra C 2031 Schoolhouse Rd
Krazinski Susanna 1020 N Union St
Lee Derek 412 Pln St
Mackarevich Maripat 1550 Rosedale Ave
Manspeaker Helen I Rm 300 Frey Vlg
Marker Bob 451 Lenni Rd
Marshbank Robert S Jr 16 Heatherwood Rd
Maurer Beth M 324 S Lawrence St
Mayers Anna Est, Anna 125 Market St
Miller Leah Rose 212 State St #2
Naples George, Mary 48 E Water St
Nees Donlynne M, Mildred C 327 Oak Hill Dr
Nyman Kyle D 108 Astor Ave
Page Violet M 119 E Emaus St
Pennhurst Medical Group 29 South Union St
Pennix Fern A 7 Genesis Ct
Pennix Fern A 18 Genesis Ct
Pennsylvania Deliver PO Box 98
Pistor Gerard G 11 Shirley Dr
Quiles Jean 3083 E Harrisburg Place
Reed Laverne, David, Paul 317 Elm Ct
Restorecore 2031 Schoolhouse Rd
Rhen Raymond R, Mary E Interfait Apts 5k 107 Mill St
Rigdon Jason E 2912 Pineford Dr
Roche Karen Rm 300 Frey Vlg
Schley Bessie M 115 S Wood St
Schreffler Eric C 3100 Pineford Dr
Shellenberge Marguerit, Charles 304 Oberlin Rd Apt 4d
Shelton Paula Est 528 Spruce St
Simpson Charles L Jr, Shelby P 12 Heatherwood Cir
Smith Robert C Jr, Patricia A 2 Greenfield Dr
Stauffer Oscar C 851 Locust Grove Rd
Stauffer Terry L 518 Linden St
Steel Thomas N 44 Condran Dr
Steele Thomas N 44 Condran Dr
Stonesifer Dorothy 1020 N Union St Frey Village
Strickler Grace 21 Kenwood Building
Swartz William K 40 Woodland Ave
Tubelis Albert J PO Box 58
Tucker Ellen F 1994 Market St Ext
Twin Arches Ltd Emp Ps Tr 2286 W Harrisburg Pike
Univar USA Inc 532 E Emaus St
Vanshura John J Jr Est 22 E Roosevelt Ave
Via Donna M 1837 Lakeside Dr
Ware Litho, Carol 1180 Foxianna Rd
Welkom Richard Lee 8 Ann St Side 4
Wenk Clara 1020 N Union St 302
Yost Harold R, Grace E 225 Ann St
Zavoda Helen May, David R 25 Davis Dr
Millersburg Pa 17061
Arsenault Robert L 519 Ctr St
Blanchette Edgar, Gloria 425 Market St
Engle Rissinger Auto Group 519 Ctr St
Fulkroad Beverly 476 Moore St
Geiger Paul 396 Klinger Rd
Graybill Harold W Sr, Essie 313 Phillips Rd
Keen William H c/o Constance E Stonerd 129 Market St
Klinger Alphus S III 609 Light St
Lenker Helen Est 225 Moore St
Lepore Holden S, Scott 268 North St
Martz Geraldine W, William A 288 Pine St
Matter Paul S 364 North St
Mgt Services Hershey LLC 502 South Market St
Myers Michael J 1334 Rte 25
Shreffler Sterling Craig 441 Union St Apt 1fl
Smucker Anna Mary, Jonas S RR 2
Straub Shirley 341 Church St c/o Dale Straub
Walborn Mary M c/o Jill L Hoover 366 Moore St
Wilbert Thomas S Est c/o Tom Wilbert Jr 609 Wert Rd
Yanoscak Darlis B, Melanie 464 Ctr St
Mount Holly Springs Pa 17065
Anderson Scott 9 Park St
Burtner John W 234 N Baltimore Ave Mt
Clouser Milton P 13 W Pine St
Daniel Nola M 115 Sycamore Dr
Gracey Audrey C 304 Tichy Dr
Lecrone Louise A 103 Chestnut St
Mcconnell Sean M 121 Westgate Dr
Romito Guy 625 Woodland Ave
Smallwood Lisa 24s Baltimore Ave Apt 6
New Cumberland Pa 17070
Albert Jasmine L 609 Ross Ave Apt 5
Alicea Josue 14 Meadowbrook Ct
Atkins Kimberly K 460 Lewisberry Rd
Bailor Amber N 236 Lincoln Dr
Banks Mathilde 138−D Chery Ln Nacd
Bluges Jacob F, Jacob P 400 Lewisberry Rd
Book Alyssa M 409 Fifth St
Boucek Thomas E 4 Drexel Hills Cir
Bowers Bonnie 325 4th St
Burns Don 1148 Brockton Cir
Burns James 221 Twelfth St
Carey Kimberly A 1026 Drexel Hills Blvd
Cernugel Donald A 1248 Smtview Ct
Coffee Tracy L 236 Hillside Dr
Corcoran Mary K 418 Park Ave
Cornman Marie M 212 Reno Ave
Correa Maria A 300 Ramsay Pl
Corson Todd A Est 222 Spanglers Mill Rd
Dagostino Michael A 311 Market St 4
Deibert Carl 402 Hillside Rd
Delaney William E 1160 Brockton Cir
Dunn James M 105 Meadowbrook Rd
Farley Frederick J 1608 Maple St
Fieman Michele A, Aaron R 1813 Saint Clair Rd
Fisher Marilyn L 222 Reno Ave 1st Floor
Fisher Shirley D 48 Boeing Rd
Foster Linda M, Paul A 205 Bridge St
Freeburn Ashley N 4 Piper Ct
Frizzi Leonore E 7 Crescent Dr
Gonzalez Carmelo 1026 Drexel Hills Blvd
Haskins Daniel A 1705 Elm St
Hillegas Sorata 1800 Beckley Dr
Hoover Heidimarie Ruth, Hannalina R 405 Valley View Cir
Hoover Shoshana Elisabeth, Heidimarie Ruth 405 Valley View Cir
Hostetler Katherine A 1213 Edinburg Cir
Huebert Eric 111 Bridge St
Huff Elizabeth Est, Elizabeth RD #1
Irvin Marie B, Robert W 500 Ross Ave
Jeffrey 801 16th St
Jill S Personal Touch Cleaning 439 Big Spgs Rd
Keat Mary E 222 Woodland Ave
King Esther Taylor 369 Park Ave
Kings Computer World 142a Gdn Ave
Kirsch Kevinlee 1514 Kathryn St
Kreitler Wendy M 511 Carol St
Kurtz Renee 1148 Brockton Cir
Lee Elizabeth M 88 Springers Ln
Loveless Christine 310 11th St
Lowe Kathleen A 331 Market St
Manny Dennis H 14 Boeing Rd
Master Mfg Ind 142 Reno Ave
Mclaughlin Emma, W K 423 7th St
Menapace Genevieve C 108 Harrison Dr
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Menapace Martin J 108 Harrison Dr
Miller William A, Cardline RD 1 3rd St
Miller Daniel E 709 Harding St
Mummert Jennifer 801 16th St
Norris Michelle L, Brian L 516 Windy Way
Perrigo Evelyn 1800 Beckley Dr
Phillips Robert N 507 Park Ave Cust Marie Phillips
Potter Micheal 1841 Creek View Dr
Riedel Christina K 1456 Maplewood Dr
Roden Philip 134 Market St
Roth Aileen 308 Smt Rd
Rowe Stephen H 212 Eutaw Ave
Schnayerson Steven W 3rd Bn Ts En 315th Regt
Schweitzer Pamela 137 15th St
Smith Jeremy J, Joan K 401 Steigerwalt Hollow Rd
Smith Edwin Est, Miriam A 308 Smt Rd
Snyder Alicia J 10 Wayne Ave
Sollenberger Kathryn M 230 Bailey St
Spotts Rose 100 Hutton Rd
Steckley Martha Est 505 Water St
Stevenson Mary Lou 414 Jennifer Dr
Stival Grogory R 950 Limekiln Rd
Stonesifer Dorothy 302 York Rd
Trinidad Santiago 5 Miramar St
Vazquez Joseph 2nd Bn Ts Fa 315th Regt
Weiser Richard, Robert PO Box 425
Witherow Dorothy 233 Bridge St Apt A
Yocum Charlotte 619 Bridge St
New Kingstown Pa 17072
Citgo Carlisle Fuel Stop Inc PO Box 75
Reidenbach Robert C 77 W Main St
Reidenbach Robert C c/o Barbara Reindenbach PO Box 434
Roden Heather PO Box 153
Weiser Jeffrey B PO Box 476
Newburg Pa 17240
Adams Jeffery, Heidi 29 Etter Rd
Chirico Susan L, Carl F 29 Peebles Rd
Giorgianni Deborah, Joe PO Box 167
Horn Daryl J 103 E Main St
Knott Catherine PO Box 262
Lineaweaver Ruby, John RR 1
Oppenheim Jean E, Meryl 8485 Newburg Rd
Smoker Chris 26 Lesher Rd
Total Lube Center Plus Inc 125 Hanna Rd
Newville Pa 17241
Barrick Blanche M, Mildred RR 2 Box 30
Barrick Julia H Est 50 E Main St
Corle Edith 12 W Big Spring Ave Apt 1
Coulton Herbert P, Shirley B Windy Bush Rd RD 2
Eberly Ruth 2096 Pine Rd
Fickes Walter M 445 Carlisle Rd
Fry P Donald, Mary 3 Central St
Gutshall Nathaniel R 505 Middle Rd
Mamadsaidova Zarniso S 740 Shed Rd
Martin Linda S 42 Blue Rock Rd
Martin Matthew 584 Shippensburg Rd
Massie Lyle D 306 Potato Rd
Morgan Isabel M, Isabel 210 Big Spring Rd
Mullen Mary 16 Peach Orchard Rd
Mushovic John N 31 W Big Spring Ave #1
Negley Steven A 105 Farm Rd
Newville Auto Outlet 11 98 Brd St
Nieves Jose 2258 Pine Rd
Reisinger Larry 50 Grizzly Ln
Robinson Robert 43 Country View Estates
Sample Becky, Jerry 1161 Greenspring Rd
Seals Christine 2 East Park Rd
Shank Jancie Est 16 Peach Orchard Rd
Smyser Robert 58 Irish Gap Rd
Soto John F 104 Deerview Dr
Supermarket Service Corp 2043 Wilson Blvd
Tritt Robert Sr, Martha 129 Ctrville Rd
Wilson Brian A 4350 Enola Rd
Oberlin Pa 17113
Benson Stella M 1270 Second St
Capitol Towing Service 1086 5th Ave
Goel Suman 270 N Harrisburg St
Michaels Sean B 369 N Harrisburg St
Pillow Pa 17080
Troup Lillie A Chestnut St PO Box 171
Plainfield Pa 17081
Kerr Elizabeth A, Morganne E PO Box 95
Shippensburg Pa 17257
Agent Charles 201 Bard Dr
Beres David 317 E Orange St
Bigler Shara, Glenn 19 E Orange St
Black Carl E 337 Roxbury Rd
Brown Steve, Kathy 402 Macintosh Ct
Chamberlin Lillian 24 N Queen St
Christopher R Phillips Lucky Icecre 8160 Molly Pitcher Hwy
Cleland Denise D 500 Charles St
Cohick Marshall Co Richard Webber 126 E King St
Coldsmith Tiffany M 1859 Coldsmith Rd
Coover Margaret E, Steven L 5 W Burd St
Cover Rachel 481 Beechtree St
Devor Amos 613 Walnut Bottom Rd
Douglas Jack L 124 Cottage Rd
Fordney Amanda L 49 Short Ln
Gibboney Anna E 20 Richard Ave
Gregoir Shaina 265 Duncan Rd
Hammond Kenneth R Jr 1071 Celeste Dr
Hansen Karsten 324 Harley Hall
Helman Carl E 302 High Mountain Rd
Henderson William L PO Box 250
Highlands Mary J RR 2
Hoke Timothy L 1027 Deerfield Cmns
Hursh Joseph L Jr 29 E Orange St 31
Hurst Rachel, John RD 33
Karper Galen J, Mavis E PO Box 331
Kaufmann Kathryn M 1204 Ashton Dr
Kunkleman Bruce Jr, Bernita RD 3
Mangle Ronnie L 125 Baldwin Blvd
Markley Barry K 302 High Mountain Rd
Mckeever Margaret 38 S Penn St
Mckeever Perry c/o Margaret Mckeever 38 S Penn St
Odonnell Jordan P 41 Bard Dr Bldg 5
Parshva 10 Hershey Rd
Pereira Patricia 905 Bard Dr
Phillips Christopher R 8160 Molly Pitcher Hwy
Robinson Esther M, John F 32 N Earl
Royer Lowell 105 Pin Oak Ln
Shippensburg T C 15 Hershey Rd
Sigler Dorothy L 101 N Prince St Apt 216
Stine Edgar 115 Railroad Ln
Techtrend Systems 302 High Mountain Rd
Thompson John P 64 Shippensburg Mobil Estates
Toney Bernard J PO Box 271
Trindel Vickie 278 Chestnut Dr
Turner Barbara J 89 Walnut Dale Rd
Vanscyocc John S 9999 Mccreary Rd
Vaughan David 661 Mud Level Rd
Washinger Tony L 15 Lenwood Park
Weber David 201 E Burd St Apt H313
Wright Danielle L Roxbury Ridge 125 Meadow Dr
Wright Tina M 45 Scrafford St
Wyrick Shellene 10077 Red Maple Ln
Steelton Pa 17113
Beistline Bryan 135 Riverview St
Benner Allen E, Clara 301 Mohn St
Brubacher Stephen 215 Lincoln St
Bruno Gladys 267 S 2nd St
Burton Shawn D 552 Lincoln St
Campagno Joseph 919 Gibson Blvd
Carter Anna L 217 N Front St
Cassatt John C 161 S Front St Apt B1
Central Janitorial PO Box 7432
Cohick WD Est 417 2nd St
Colbert Samuel 211 N Hbg St
Cooper Overa M Est 548 Lincoln St Apt 3n
Cousins Michael, Trudy A 28 N 4th St Rear
Demarco Ann 657 S Front St
Donato Samuel J 349 South 4th St
Dragovan Margaret, Anthony 34 N 2nd St
Eberts Beverly K 419 Catherine St
Edwards Mary R 644 Main St
Eliezer Batista 745 High St
Essig Catherin E, Vance H 221 Swatara St
Fisher Mable 909 Wood St
Gustin Judith B 65 Brighton St
Herrold Shawn 300 Adams St 186
Hilinski Francine M 502 Spruce St A
Hinton Sallie 107 Lincoln St
House Vincent 107 Lincoln St
Kurtinecz John E Sr 2121 S 3rd St
Marchaman Kenisha 2144 S 2nd St Rear
Marickovic Joseph Est 234 Frederick
Marter Katherine 700 Mohn St
McKamey Andr 115 Adams St
Mechanics Bank Attn: James Nelson SVP 52 South Front St
Mechanics Savings Bank 51 S Front St
Morrison Kevin E 192 N Harrisburg St
Palmero Vida M 386 S 2nd St
Peshina Elizabeth A, Joseph J 849 S 2nd St
Potami Anne M 313 South 2nd St
Reed Onetta L 602 Hoy Towers
Saunders Albert A, Helene N Oberlin 1112 4th Ave
Saylor Dawn M 632 N 2nd St
Schostarich Rose A 354 S 2nd St
Seay William R, Barbara J 600 Ridge St
Simms Vernal 171 N 2nd St
Smith Evelyn M, John J 2544 S 3rd St
Smith Sherman C 1261 Main St
Spolgaric Doris 602 Hoy Towers
Spriggs Henry W, Eva 351 Mohn
Stouffer Keith 729 N 2nd St
Uravic Frances E c/o PO Box 7570
Walter Kathy L 300 S 2nd St
Watson Lorenzo 249 Lincoln St
Westfall Violet 329 Conestoga St
Whitman Keith A 772 N 2nd St
Wild Kelly S 1270 Orchard Dr
Wilson Arthur, Marie 618 Molan
Wright Danny 129 Penn St
Yinger Becky A 551 N 3rd St
Ysaguirre Constance 217 N Front St
Zayas Mary 506 South 2nd St
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Summerdale Pa 17093
Harris Carol 318 4th St PO Box 432
Redfern Robert F 101 Second St PO Box 473
Warnock James F PO Box 501
Walnut Bottom Pa 17266
Lord Reed Rose M 117 E Main St
Wiconisco Pa 17097
Stroup Peter 508 Walnut St 344
Williamstown Pa 17098
Culton Carolyn L 328 W Brd St
Denkovich Stephen Jr 310 Spruce St
Drum Rory P 822 W 5th St
Fry Dean L 655 West 5th St
Reichert Theodore, Heather 127 W Market St Apt 5
Sechler Trudy 218 W Market St Apt 4
Slaybach Russell D, Paul L 2206 Cullum Dr
Smith Raymond S 321 W Brd St
Watkins John L PO Box 38
Williams Hope Elaine 328 W Brd St
Wormleysburg Pa 17043
Badorf Jaimie L 80 Greenwood Cir
Cornell Beth 65 Glen Rd
Cornell Laura W Est 65 Glen Rd
Dempsey Ellen 323 S Front St
Dunkleberger Karl 108 S 2nd St
Gavin William 323 S Front St
Glavas Ava 527 N 2nd St
Litwin Joseph T 666 N 2nd St
Nalbandian Jamie L, Gary L 80 Greenwood Cir
Plecher Zachary Equity Secured Investments 436 N Front St
Spong Steve L 19 Market St
Updegrove Joseph T 342 N 2nd St
Yannaris Pete 902 N Front St Riverview Diner
Delaware County
Aldan Pa 19018
Abbington Brian 121 W Magnolia Ave
BB Quality Flooring 811 E Penn Pines Blvd
Bent Ewandean M 218 W Magnolia Ave
Bonocore Marie A 131 Stratford Ave
Brown Alicia M 17 Beech Ave
Brown Eleanor L 151 Sharp Alden Pa 19018
Burke Michael 310 Birchwood Rd
Crocetto Nick Po Box 194
Dengel James S 138 W Maryland Ave
Dovas Panagiotis 57 S Oak Ave
Dugan Francis X Ira 25 B S Glenwood Ave
Evanitsky Marguerite 138 W Maryland Ave
Faber Florence 53 Albert Ave
Faunce B 604 Maine Ave
Girard Ave Amoco 507 Montana Ave
Hannum Robert D 772 E Providence Rd Apt B−207
Hickman Heather 25 E Wayne Ave
Hopkins John W Jr 15 N Linden Ave
Hugh Thomas M 118 Merion Ave
Knowles Matilda 51 Sycamore Ave
Lemey Helen G 31 Springfield Rd
Leschak Joseph 457 E Magnolia Ave
Lombardo Louis J 159 W Maryland Ave #4
Macnaughton Jeanette, Brett A 128 Albert Ave
Maher Mchale Kathleen 433 Walnut Ave
Mario Auto Body 218 W Magnolia Ave
Mccandless Eleanor 28 Stratford Ave
Mchale Richard J 433 Walnut Ave
Moritz Raymond J 228 Rosewood Ave
Morris Elizabeth 151 Sharp Alden Pa 19018
Murphy Joseph C 825 E Penn Pines Blvd
Nobrun Pierre 232 Hazelwood St Alden Pa 19018
Perry Major, Candy 111 Albert Ave Apt
S Styers Asso Inc 108 Birchwood Rd
Thompson Ernest L Jr, Patricia A 772 E Providence Rd B306
Thompson Michael 25 E Wayne Ave
Verdecchio L dba N Macchiarola Cont 29 Ridley Ave
Weber Thomas E 314 Birchwood Rd
Aston Pa 19014
Addison Robin 114 Scheivert Av
Agnew Kevin M 229 Moria Pl
Albano Antonietta 26 Anvil Rd
Aldin John 2950 Concord Rd #14
Alvanitakis John J 3941 Concord Rd
Angeline Clara E 282 Miley Rd
Appropriate Tech Inc 2 New Rd Ste 105
Arbor Developer LLC 130 Roberts Rd
Archdeacon Catherine 490 Monticello Ave
Arguto Inc PO Box 2120
Biddle William T Jr 204 Donnelly Ave
Bramble David 102 Knollwood Ct
Bruces Auto Body 724 Springton Cir
Burns Michael Y, Bonny J 2265 Hillside Ln
Butler Raymond F Jr 109 Butt Ln
Campbell Ronald F 2975 Smt Cir
Carroll Catherine A 22 Blackthorne Ln
Carroll Felix P 22 Blackthorne La
Carter Roberta 32 New Rd
Clark Charles III, Charles T 244 Gerald Dr
Costello Joseph 23 Robin Hood Ln
Cross William P 103 Wellington Rd
Custer Bill 115 Romaine Way
Delaney William 229 County Claire Ln
Diamicis Linda c/o Linda Diamicis 17 Mill Ridge Dr
Diskin Patricia E 2205 Overlook Dr
Dkj Inc 739 Mount Rd Unit G2 Co Aerial Signs
Donnelly Maureen 55 Hiddenvaly Rd
Downs Deborah A 84 Victoria Dr
Esco 2550 Market St
Everman Elizabeth C PO Box 2006
Frito Lay 55 Mcdonald Blvd
Gcom2 Solution Inc c/o Michael B Schmidt 500 W Duttonmill Rd Ste 160
Gcom2 Solutions c/o Scott Kirkland 500 W Duttonmill Rd Ste160
Gelber Ind Inc 375 Turner Way
Gibson Eleanor C 4104 Park Ln
Gill Paul 53 Concord Rd Trlr 2
Gillin Leslie G 641 Christopher Ln
Girton Anne 104 Robin Hood Ln
Grassano Mary A 1131 Eleanor Cir
Green Mary E 230 Bishops Dr
Guthrie Anna A 569 Concord Rd
Halloran Brenda 180 Nottingham Ct
Heisner Mark Edward, Audrey I 32 Bunting Ln
Hollywood Tanning System 149 Nottingham Ct
Innamorato Ellen G 206 Richard Rd
Johnson Robert C 828 Bethel Ave
Kerezsi George C 576b Tryens Rd
Kravitz Virginia L N 849 Ellston Rd
Lasz Andrew 500 Jefferson St
Layton Brian A 212 Beatrice La Lot 60
Layton Lauren 118 Mclaughlin Dr
Leddy Susan 109 Valy Green Dr
Li Li Z 4700 Pennell Rd
Malinowski Marianne 713 Drayton Rd
Malone James 196 Bishop Dr
Manz Ruth J 700 Cherry Tree Rd A7
Marshall Thomas, Tracy 31 Morgan Rd
Mccabe Lindsay M 292 Wexford Dr
Mcgee Industries Inc 9 Crozerville Rd
Mcgee Joseph 760 Burdett Dr
Mcgurk John A 2950 Concord Rd
Mckee Kevin 160 Nottingham Ct
Meney Ben Estate 208 Robin Hood Ln
Mericle Margaret Hilary 4801 Hurford Pl
Michelotti Joseph E 163 Nottingham Ct
Morse Theodora E Est c/o John Morse 1154 Passyunk Ave
Murano Sackiko 49 Norman St
Natiello Jacqueline A 2315 Crestview Ln
Naylis Joan 79 Seward Ln
Neidich Patricia E 29 Scarlet Ave
Nemets Konstanti 405 Dutton St
Nord Viki M 5500 Chelsea Rd
O’brien Nancy B 81 Scott Ln
Ohara Brothers Machine Sifco PO Box 2402
Patricelli Rita A 127 Marie Cir
Pokermatic c/o Bob Ciunci 4 Cozerville Rd 2nd Floor
Poore Caroline 32 New Rd
Pope Charles, Julia 49 Aston Ct
Powell David 1 Worth Hill Ln
Powell Family Trust 1 Worth Hill Ln
Raika Kianoosh 131 Knollwood Ct
Replogle Anna P 2435 Overlook Dr
Replogle Russell D II 3163 Surrey Ln
Rice Janice B 2883 Excelsior Dr
Rideout Anne c/o Christopher Craig 1020 Excelsior Dr
Rite Way Electric Const Inc 90 Milton Dr
Rossana Albert J 233 Moria Ct
Roth Carolyn K 301 Drew Ln
Ryan Stephen W Est W Apt A 1
Schermock Emma J 3 Norman St
Schwartz Andrew N 5101 Concord Rd
Scotti Anthony M 724 Springton Cir
Scull Ruth A 409 Shubrook Ln
Selph Joseph 520 Evergreen Ln
Sendek Erik T 710 Tryens Rd
Shah Ranjan R Md 5000 Chichester Ave
Shepherd Jeannette 100 Concord Rd Lot 7
Siegle Eric E 5 Linda Ln
Smith Ronald W 795 Mount Rd
Sullivan Mary K c/o Woods Restoration Svcs 340 Turner Ind Way
Tonkinson Alice C 492a Bethel Rd
Toth Michael R 509 Rodgers Ave
Tracy Purcell A 754 Burdett Dr
Trefz Marie K 219 Meetinghouse Rd
Tryens Kerri L 840 Tryens Rd
Turner Harvey C Est 4701 Pennell Rd Apt A12
Valocchi Cecelia 26 Anvil Rd
Vollmer Associates LLP 188 Pennell Rd
Watson Ralph K 13 Colonial Way
Whiting Henrietta 208 Robin Hood Ln
Woods Restoration Svcs LLC 340 Turner Ind Way
Wright Thelma 724 Carriage Cir
Zuy Ethel J 66 Hidden Valy Rd
Boothwyn Pa 19060
Aoud Joseph H 1410 Zebley Rd
Kelly Mary Kay B 1078 Ryans Run
Seguin Shawn Kevin 2 Swayne Ct
Bain Dorothy, Earl H 1311 Rolling Glen Dr B
Baney Michael 1800 Mill Rd Apt E172
Bender Jesse 2319 Blueball Ave
Bulla Wilma M 102 Woodstream Rd
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Burns Jesse L Po Box 2412
Butt Anna R 2329 Wiltshire Dr
Catherine Cox A 1625 Mccay Ave
Cavoto Robert J Jr 1028 Ryans Run
Chadwick Jennifer L 1434 Bethel Rd
Corcoran Denise, Joseph 2103 Euclid Ave
Cullen Gertrude 3131 Meetinghouse Rd D 9
Davis Francis 3988 Riviera Rd
Depeira Mark 3360 Chichester Ave
Diserafino Mark 28 Robins Rd
Easton Corp Global Sales & Marketing 7 Chelsea Pkwy
Fickett Alice Theresa 968 Shavertown Rd
Gallagher Carol B Box 375 Faulk Rd
Gardiner Glenn 222 Bridge Rd
Gaskins Henry 4237 Tara Cir
Giribaldi Sonia 3374 Griggs Dr
Goodman Dorothy M 20 Mulberry St
Grayson Susan 1617 Wendy Way
Green Edmund L 3211 Greystone Dr
Hastings Kathleen c/o Elwyn Inct Ave 2469 Rockhurst Ave
Hobbs Hope A 2403 6th Ave
Hunter Michael 3360 Chichester Ave
Kaminski John 1821 Chichester Ave
Kelly Charles 3754 Chichester Ave
Kessler Melissa W, Amanda E 4327 Tiffany Cir
Kilmer Monica 3818 Foulke Rd
Koch Elsie 823 Shavertown Rd
Krasulak Doris M Ogden Parks 2247 W Helms Mnr
L Morris R 3360 Chichester Ave F−5
Lee Andrea 226 Jaqueline Dr
Lehr Harry W 2312 5th Ave
Losak Piecara Michael 901 Thornton Rd
Love Marguerite, Joseph 2103 Chichester Ave
Luczeczko Mary, John 2315 Ferncroft Cir
Luksic John J 2337 Chichester Ave
Massari Melissa 3131 Meetinghouse Rd
Montier Augustine B 1800 Mill Rd Apt S35
Moore Wayne S 4460 Pilgrim Ln
MTA Transportation 55 Winding Way
Nie Dalin 7 Forwood Dr
Oea Willowbrook Asso LLC 3360 Chichester Ave Apt A4
Peters Martin 1161 Kirk Rd
Pitone John 1034 Galbreath Ave
Powell Doris M 1505 Naamans Creek Rd
Ranalli Jo−Ann c/o Jo Ann Stachowicz 4104 Virginia Ct
Reardon Margaret M 2623 E Millron
Robson Ronald 1907 Bergdoll Ave
Russell Willie 1539b Rolling Glen Dr
Sahagin Joanne 9 Meadowview Ln
Shapiro Eric B DO 1440 Conchester Hwy
Shelton Carol P 2060 Chichester Ave Apt 2
Siscovitz Leon 2652 Mill Rd
Smith Albert E Foulk Rd Township
Smith Joseph P 2105 Broomall St
Springfield Ford Inc 916 Kingsman Rd
Stratton Thomas M 1610 Mccay Ave
Sutsko Alexzandrea E 21 Winding Way
Taylor Joseph L PO Box 1826
Tierney Dawn 332 Gramercy Dr
Trader Sonja 1107 Twaddell Dr
Turberg Thomas H 1704 Larkin Rd
Walker Heidi P 510 Greenhill Dr
Walnut Home Therapeutics 12 Creek Pkwy
Whelan Adele 100 Chestnut St
Willowbrook Center 3369 Chi Ave
Brookhaven Pa 19015
Alexander Marie A 226 W Brookhaven Rd
Arcus Lily K 321 Melvin Dr
Auto Werx 3309 A Edgmont Ave
Baker Jane B 5200 Hilltop Dr N−4
Bell Robert 378 Scola Rd
Bonner Bernard, Eleanor 3423 Mount Vernon Ave
Bradigan Bessie E 154 Ridge Blvd
Brambilla Carmella M 34 E Chelton Rd
Brander Annamarie R, Delbert C 532 W Brookhaven Rd Apt H11
Brander Delbert C Jr 532 W Brookhaven Rd Apt H−11
Brookhaven Orthodontics Inc 4104 Edgmont Ave
Bunner Gilbert L 5200 Hilltop Dr Apt J14
Burmans Home Health Care 3413 Edgemont Ave
Canada Marek Enterprises Attn Joseph Marek 124 Upland Rd
Clementscobb Cynthia 114 Roberts Rd
Coleman Ryan 4310 School Ln
Collins Barbara J 3614 Williamson Ave
Contreni Corene 11 W Garrison Rd
Cook Ciara A c/o Ryan Coleman 4310 School Ln
Dawson Charles 1305 Powell Rd
Difranco Paolo PO Box 1052
Donovan William E, Thelma L 3614 Williamson Ave
Edwards Stephen 401 Ivy Ln
Ehrentraut Kathryn 602 Marshall Rd
Firlein Joan M 154 Ridge Blvd
Forlini Alexandria 154 Meadowbrook Ln
Francisco Edgar 159a Meadowbrook Ln
Frank Susan 3417 Victor Ave
Freedman Avi 8460 Lime Kilm Pkwy 1 1213
Freeman Stephanie, Mark A 1305 Powell Rd
Furmanak Nancy 117 Schoolhouse Ln
Gianakis Nicholas 120 W Forrestview Rd
Gibson Mary 4026 Elson Rd
Goryl Ronald A, Susan R 1639 Powell Rd Toby Farms
Haile Sarah E 5200 Hilltop Dr Cc3
Hall Susan 226 W Brookhaven Rd
Hickey Thomas J 1200 Mulberry St
Himelright John 57 E Chelton Rd
Hirtley Elizabeth M 5200 Hilltop Dr T−2
Hobbs Sterling 4026 Elson Rd
Holley Nicholas L 220 Upland Rd
Jackson Assenath 270 W Forrestview Rd
Kenworthy Robert M 620 Creek Rd
Klemas Stanley P 3690 Deepwater Ln
Korba Mary L 321 Melvin Dr
Kulakowski Richard Est 6 W Avon Rd
Logan Angela 162 8th St Apt A
Lyons Mary M 427 W Brookhaven Rd
Massimi Dolores 1100 Albert Rd Apt B9
Murphy Alissa 532 W Brookhaven Rd Apart
Negron Wilfred 228 Trimble Blvd
Nuschke Charles 5003 Chester Creek Rd
Olyons Harry Est M Jr 427 W Brookhaven Rd
Osmar Kanu 1407 Powell Rd
Palco Catherine R 18 Ridge Blvd
Panahon Eric P 2800 Edgmont Ave
Peabody Cheryl 161 Trimble Rd
Pekala Francis Est 1100 Albert Rd Apt B22
Phillips Florence M, Parley H 205 W Forrestview Rd
Phipps Roger A 715 Ricks Cir
Plummer Richard, Diana 3416 Washington Ave
Roberts John Jr, John J 304 Melvin Dr
Roberts John J 304 Melvin Dr
Rosen Jeffrey K Md 100 E Bookhaven Rd
SRE Co Inc 1238 Elson Rd
Schwartz Ina C 235 Morris Ave
Selimis Vanessa 111 Bradbury Rd
Seward Frances P 31 W Chelton Rd
Shell 3919 Edgmont Ave
Sollinger Hilda E 1414 Elson Rd
Somary Chandar P 1541 Rainer Rd
Stang Suzanne B 3303 Edgmont Av
Stebbings Amanda 1100 Albert Rd Apt C24
Talbot John F 226 W Chelton Rd
White Edwar 165 Ridge Blvd
Xxxon Site Medical Po Box 1133
Zeta Phi Beta Phila 142 Meadowbrook Ln
Broomall Pa 19008
A Barton Lewis U W of Attn Murray Felser 2002 Sproul Rd Ste 102
A M Recycling 11 Davis Ave
Albrecht Kyle 31 E Greenhill Rd
Alioto Norma Est 2713 N Kent Rd
Anspach Charles J, Dale 2515 Grant Rd
Baker Stella 115 N Malin Rd
Baron Barbara A 320 Rose Ln
Birdsall Anne 2211 Rutgers Dr
Broadspire 600 Reed Rd
Burrell Eva 2201 W Chester Pike
Cala Katerina 64 Delia Dr
Caramanica Maryanne, Harry V 1014 Janestown Rd
Cardinal Mary 106 Thomas Ave
Catrambone Helene T 98 Cherry Hill Ln
Cellucci Christopher J 103 Brookthorpe Ter
Chambers Caitlin 2890 Old Cedar Grove Rd
Chang Yun Sheng Trust 2241 Windy Way
Cheung Erin T 201 Lawrence Rd
Ciccarelli Josephine D 239 S Park Way
Cleary Nancyann 568 Reed Rd Apt F2
Cod Fort 600 Reed Rd
Crawford & Co 600 Reed Rd
Descano Donna M 59 Ferguson Av
Donatucci Francis J 406 Briar Dr
Dunn Jeffrey A, Martha 105 Cove Rd
Durant Realty Holdings Inc 1101 Sussex Blvd
Edi & Implementors Inc 2132 Maclarie Ln
Efcavitch William 408 Portland Dr
Gallagher Caitlin, Grace 482 Lawrence Rd
Gatto Michael 118 Harmil Rd
Good Maria C 351 Sussex Blvd
Grady Margaret, Thomas J 42 S Malin Rd
Grady D L 42 S Malin Rd
Hasson Michael 3041 W Chester Pk Apt F 4
Holm Robert M, Helen 300 Hastings Blvd
Hough Mary D c/o Phyllis Coffin 847 7th Ave
Instrumentation Assoc 682 Pkwy Bl
Jaxheimer Russell 1201 Bartram Ave
Kim Woong K 207 Lovell Ave
Kline Alan H 2528 Parke Ln
Kollmer Carol 1845 Thorn Burg Dr
Kwon Hee Joo 313 Langford Rd
Laird Pat 240 Talbot Dr
Latarre Joseph J 344 Warren Blvd
Lawrence Park Joint Ven 682 Pkwy Bl
Lee Katherine V 33 W Greenhill Rd
Lipton Karen H 2992 Gradyville Rd
Little Orange Bench Inc t/a Marple Health 1991 Sproul Rd Ste 900
Long Mark S 309 S Park Way Apt 105l
Lynch Richard J 2178 Thomas Av
MA Bruder & Sons Inc 600 Reed Rd
Maclachlan Mary A 307 South Pkwy 105 Myers Manor
Manusov Ina B 201 Harvest Ln
Marple Health & Fitness c/o Accounts Rec 1991 Sproul Rd Ste 900
Mccann Dorothy R, Penny A 2409 N Greenhill Rd
Mckenzie J dba JP Mckenzie Enter 2404 Patricia Dr
Mcmccabe Nilda PO Box 961
Medori Gina T 5 S Malin Rd
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Miller Loretta V Est 362 Red Hill Dr
Millner Harold 13 Dartmouth Ln
Minarich Doris M Est 320 Rose Ln
Momenee Cush Susan, Alexander 228 Fawnhill Rd
Monaghan Charlott 213 1st Ave
Mortelliti Ava Noelle, Stephen 790 Park Way
Navrosidis Maria 815 Cedar Grove Rd
Naylor William R 240 Fawn Hill Rd
Nemoy Leon c/o Lee M Herman PO Box 295
Nemoy Leon c/o M Herman Esq 2002 Sproul Rd
Novelli Albert Broomall Presbyterian 146 Marple Rd
Obo Betterman N 1005 Sussex Blvd
Obrien Thomas W 2895 Lovell Ave
Opong Perra Rosemarie 19 Oakland Rd
Orloff Barbara 379 Westbourne Dr
Oshea Kara 19 Oakland Rd B
Otten Edgar D 2878 Highland Ave
Nguygen Vietbang M 102 Cherry Hill Ln
Pepe Joseph 2170 Brookthorpe Cir
Perez L 103 Harvest Ln
Petrahl Mary 2992 Gradyville Rd
Pfeuffer Else 701 Cedar Grove Rd
Phillips Dorothy 403 Briar Dr
Poggi Matilda 392 Westbourne Dr
Powell Edward N, Robert, Bruce 2805 Old Cedar Grove Rd
Prosit Print Solutions 452 Pkwy
Prospect Park Health & Rehab 1101 Sussex Blvd
Renna Victor Est PO Box 259−2
Renna Victor 2 Willowbrook Rd
Research America Inc Ste 104 2002 Sproul Rd
Rich Howard, Elsie 33 S Malin Rd
Scalea Michael J, Joyce M 215 Croft Ridge Dr
Schollenberger Richard 44 S Malin Rd
Sedgwick Claims Mge Svcs 600 Reed Rd WC Dept
Slick Julia 1991 Sproul Rd Ste 42
Small Maria T 3 Schoolhouse Ln
Smith Allyson L 128 4th Ave A
Smith M Geraldine 2505 Parke Ln
Stephenson E J Jr 2889 Doorman Ave
Stevenson Mark 309 S Pkwy Blvd
Sucheng Taing 201 Lawrence Rd
Swiss Farm Stores Acquisition LLC 2928 W Chester Pike
Tedesco Pasquale 501 Warren Blvd
Tricounty Fountain Center Inc 2002 Sproul Rd 3rd Fl
Tsoi Terence 2028 Sussex Blvd
Van Slaars Andrew L 305 S Park Way Apt B 300
Varalli Vienna 1 Lawrence Rd Apt G1b
Wadsworth Margaret E 2885 Pennview Ave
Weiner David S, Mary 216 Brookthorpe Cir
Wel Com Inc 175 Morton Ave
Wick Robert 50 N Malin Rd Rm 114
Wild Birds Unlimited S Sproul Rd Unit 14b Lawrence Rd
Wink Inc 2206 W Chester Pike
Www Ventures Inc 2501 W Chester Pike
Yeager Adam C 228 Fawnhill Rd
Zimmerman Mary L 43 S Malin Rd
Zurka Gregory G 17 S Malin Rd
Bryn Mawr Pa 19010
51 Lancaster Associate 31 Morris Av
Abboud Soo Kim Dr 726 Conestoga Rd
Academic Urology of Pa LLC 919 Cnstg Rd Bld 1 Ste 30
Ackerman Marc B DMD 931 E Haverford Rd Ste 2
Ali Mohamoud 2 Rodney Rd
Ammen Helen E 33 Park Ave
Anthony Robert E 1084 E Lancaster Ave
Aqua Resources Formerly Aquasource Utility 762 Lancaster Ave
Ashley Family Trust 6/1/84, Richard A 335 Millbank Rd
Atkinson Eve Dr 76 Brennan Dr
Barksdale James E, Agnes W 478 Wyldhaven Rd
Bellows Sarah 917a County Line Rd
Berbel Ana 724 E Railrd Ave Apt B
Berliner Ernst 219 N Roberts Rd
Berman Arnold T 809 Morris Ave
Bigboard Inc 50 Franklin Ave
Bloch Sheree I, Wayne D 703 John Barry Dr
Board Hagins Kathy V 1000 Conestoga Rd Apt B−228
Bose Arshiya U Bmc 101 N Marion Ave Box C555
Boucher Normand J 605 Woodleave Rd
Bradley Mary O 127 Hickory Ln
Bright Percival 917a County Line Rd
Brun Michael 1258 Round Hill Rd
Bryn Mawr Pub Inc 610 W Lancaster Ave
Burke Margt 601 Railrd Ave
Carty Eye Asso 830 Old Lancaster Rd Ste 100
Chafee Charles P 319 Bailey Rd
Chain Carol 242 Lowrys Ln
Chally Joseph J, Mary R 44 Parkridge Dr
Chang Paii 105 Charles Dr Apt F3
Chen Josephine Y 920 Academy Ln
Clarke Robert J 104 Clemson Rd PO Box 1101
Colket Patricia F 203b Smt Dr
Cordaro Mariellen 43 S Warner Ave
Cutler Jordyn R, Amy 927 Roscommon Rd
Davis Lauren M 5065 Brittany Rd
Dee J 611 Woodleave Rd
Demuth Alexandra 213 Callanan Ave
Deyenno Sandra C, Louis P 108 Charles Dr
Donoho Geoffrey E 39 Rosemont Rd
Dorazio Catherine C, Joseph M 300 Highland Ln
Dougherty Kathleen M 712 W Railrd Ave
Dunn Robert C PO Box 561
Edwards Barry D 358 Wyldhaven Rd
Erdman Jean T Beaumont At Bryn Mawr Apt #234
Fairchild Jim 466 Wyldhaven Rd
Fetter John B 820 Gatemore Rd
Fischer Chad, Carl PO Bx 265
Fitzpatrick Bernadette T 615 Old Lancaster Rd
Fleming George L Jr 619 Rose Ln
Foglietta T Marina R 317 S Bryn Mawr Ave
Francis Elinor W 409 Caversham Rd
Francis I Hathaway 719 S Bryn Mawr Ave
Frazier Thomas G MD 101 S Bryn Mawr Ave Ste 201
Freeman Belknap 119 Hickory Ln
Frey Joseph 699 Clyde Rd
G And D Development 961 Wooten Rd
Galager Patrick J 46 N Roberts Rd
Garganigo Suzanne 1030 E Lancaster Av 1003
Gaskill Mary H 726 Sproul Rd
Gateway D C Prop Inc Founders Bank Escrow Ag 101 Bryn Mawr Ave
Gaynor Joseph 678 Bryn Mawr Ave
Geftman Wayne 912 Morris Ave
Getson Edward 1075 Victor Ln
Ginley Thomas H 700 Old Gulph Rd
Gladwyne Capital LP One Town Pl Ste 200
Goldstein Dawn A 1062 E Lancaster Ave Apt 202
Goldstein Richard W 1062 Brdmoor Rd
Goutman Dolya 314 Williams Rd
Graham David C 801 Harriton Rd
Grossman Jeffrey M, Pamela C 731 John Barry Dr
Guiberson Margaret L 1220 Round Hill Rd
Hamilton Crawford 1001 Rock Creek Rd
Hand Surgical Asso 830 Old Lancaster Rd Ste 300
Harrison Leyla 24 N Merion Ave 323
Haupt Patricia 708 Old Lancaster Rd
Heppe Patricia A 607 Woodleave Rd
Herzfeld Brigham P 621 Pembroke Rd
Hochberger Lawrence J Custodian 517 S Roberts Rd
Hoeffel Eleanore B 25 Pond Ln
Hoffman Christy N, Ryan C 213 Landover Rd
Holland Barbara Po Box 41
Holt Family Trust UT D 6.15.95 c/o John S Middleton 343 Avon Rd
Husbands Corey N Jr 517 S Roberts Rd
Imagawa Chie Harcum College Box 631 750 Montgomery Ave
J G Wentworth LP 40 Morris Ave Ste 321
Jaspersen Helen A 840 Conestoga Rd
Jg Wentworth Life Settlement LLC 40 Morris Ave
Kayes Adam PO Box 925
Kearney Nathan 56 Warner
Kelley Patrick 1236 Ridgewood Rd
Kelly Margaret, Paul L 245 Lowrys Ln
Kim Jaehyun 275 S Bryn Mawr Ave Apt 3
Kim Seunatya 275 S Bryn Mawr Ave Apt J31
Kim Sung Dong 275 S Bryn Mawr Ave Apt E38
Kizy Ban 24 N Merion Ave 323
Knorr Emma B Trust 1084 E Lancaster Ave
Landau Cyrus Beaumont at Bryn Mawr 601 N Ithan Ave Ofc
Landua Elias B 820 Roscommon Rd
Lappin Rachel M 828 Morton Rd
Lee Gerald D 1056 Mt Pleasant Rd
Lee Jerry 1056 Mount Pleasant Rd
Legg Mason Wood Walker Inc 873 Lancaster Ave
Leighton Ann S 840 Montgomery Ave Apt 601
Lennet Inc 14 S Bryn Mawr Ave Ste 203
Lopez Cristobal T 705 Preston Ave
Lynch Rona R 45 Park Ave Millridge
Maguire Roberta F Rosemont Plaza 1062 Lancaster Ave Apt 401
Main Line Health Imaging 986 Railrd Ave
Mainline Health 780 Lancaster Ave Ste 201
Makris George 600 Old Lancaster Rd
Malkowicz S Bruce B 816 Mill Rd
Mand Robert 914 Weldon Ln
Manning Richard B 1256 Roundhill Rd
Manser Jeanne I MD 130 S Bryn Mawr Ave
Mashereni Elizabeth 530 Harriton Rd
Mason Kristopher Robert108 Locust Grove Rd
Matsuoka Masaki 275 Bryn Mawr Ave Apt K 19
Mccarron Patricia, Robert 626 Foxfields Rd
Mcgovern Joseph D 12 Quaker Rd
Mcinerney Thomas J 619 Rose Ln
Mclane Molly 21 Morton Rd Apt B
Mclaughlin Drew A c/o Joseph V Restifo 844 County Line Rd
Mclellan Andrew 505 Fox Run Ln
Meyer Robert 1037 Great Spgs Rd
Miller Mildred V, Roger 228 Fitzwilliams Rd
Mobley Beatrice M 3 Rodney Rd
Mullen James N, Olivia 861 Colony Rd
Neff Samuel 118 Airdale Rd
Nelson Eleanor Clyde Ithan Ave
Nicholson Clinton, Margo 872 Lancaster Ave
Nishikawa Kazuhiro, Haruko 275 S Bryn Mawr Ave Apt J40
Olafsson Michael B 1108 County Line Rd
Omega Group Inc 937 Haverford Rd
Orthopaedic Specialists PC 27 S Bryn Mawr Ave
Paca Carol G 1062 E Lancaster Ave
Painter Julie E 601 Montgomery Ave
Pant Jaya 275 Bryn Mawr Av #K58
Park Yaena 101 N Merion Ave
Patel Arvindbhai G, Nita A 275 S Brynmawr Ave
Patrick Karin 216 Rockingham Rd
Paul Mary Brigham 621 Pembroke Rd
Pearlstein James 530 Harriton Rd
Pemco Aeroplex Pension Plan Newbold SA 937 Haverford Rd c/o Otto Folin
Pentony Alfred B Jr 780 W Lancaster Ave
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Perfect Solution 1062 E Lancaster Ave
Pettit Jane Mann 123 Kennedy Ln
Philadelphia Fertility c/o Nancy Wilkins Box 810
Philadelphia Suburban Water Co 762 W Lancaster Ave
Pickering Sarah S 205 Pennswood Rd
Pressman Ira J 25 Elliott Ave
Pumroy Eric Bryn Mawr College Library
Randolph Hannah 75 Pasture Ln
Remmell Robert D 1030 E Lancaster Ave
Rhodes Drowne & Coun 525 Fox Run
Risk Jason 908 E Haverford Rd
Roberts Owen B 1319 Wendover Rd
Rollins Michele M PO Box 410
Ryoo Han Sun 275 S Bryn Mawr Ave Apt C−13
S R P S Music 610 Old Lancaster Rd
Sconroy Patricia 828 Morton Rd
Scullion Mary B, Hugh P 319 Caversham Rd
Sees Anthony 21 Morton Rd Apt B
Shannon Kathleen L 3700 Darby Rd
Shaw Alyce L 840 Montgomery Ave Apt 601
Sigiez Sebastien 275 S Bryn Mawr Ave
Silverie C 312 S Bryn Mawr Ave
Skaroff Stuart 13 Thomas Ave
Sloan Ellen R 930 W Montgomery Ave
Stack George Apt 62 138 Montrose Ave
Staffieri Inc 209 Cornell Dr
Stanton Wanda S 74 Pasture Ln Apt 313
Suburban Invest Co PO Box 869
Tadduni Gregory Thomas 138 Montrose Ave 25
Talone Edward Clarke 205 Fitzwilliams Rd
Tanks Ashley L 1000 Conestoga Rd Apt B127
Terrace Bryn M Haverford & Rugby
Useche Beltran 18 N Roberts Rd Ave
Voves Edward H III 830 Morton Rd
WHW Trust 940 Haverford Ave
Ward William P, Eleanor T 28 S Roberts Rd
Welsh Richard M 922 Montgomery Ave L−5
Whcg Pa Mainline Fertility 130 S Bryn Mawr Ave Dwing Ste 100
White John D Jr c/o Charlotte B White 112 County Line Rd
White Stephen A 280 S Roberts Rd
Whitley Scott D 114 N Blackfriar Rd
William H Wurst Gst Trust 940 Haverford Ave
Wilson Averel W R Tr Ua 29−Dec−94, Wilson Averel W 1319 Wendover Rd
Wolf Gregory H, Betsy 09 07 01 M−B 207 Ladbroke Rd
Wolfington Sarah 801 Harriton Rd
Wurster Family Fnd 940 Haverford Ave
Wuurster W H 940 Haverford Ave
Young Paul PO Box 750
Zeger Erik L, Martha 116 Mondella Ave Fl 2
Zeppos Alexander 135 Fairfax Rd
Zhang Jundao 1250 Morris Ave
Zhao Yiwen 709 Sturbridge Dr
Chadds Ford Pa 19317
Aliberto Nathaniel J 7300 Johnson Farm Ln
Ambrose Financial Group 100 Baltimore Pike
Ambrose Wendy 103 S Creek Rd
Atkinson Julia C 2402 Hickory Hill Rd
Baker Deann D, Taryn G 2009 Hickory Hill Rd
Baldino Judith A, Leslie M 51 Selborne Dr
Baldino Jeffrey P 51 Selborne Dr
Barboza Maria H 275 Wilm W Chester Pike
Bechtold Pamela 906 Rotherfield Ln
Bianco Family Chiropractic 98 Rt 202 3
Bratcher James F Box 44g Webb Rd
Brown Frank 278 Wilm W Chester Pike
Burke Francis H 272 Harvey Rd
Cammauf Rebecca 7400 Johnson Farm Ln #216
Cancelliere Richard L Irev Trust Rovi Aimee S Trstee PO Box 1660
Clain Peter F 347 Ring Rd
Corbishley Sara B 2009 Hickory Hill Rd
Cozza Gaetano c/o Josephine E Combs 491 Old Baltimore Pike
Deepak Santram 4 Fairhill Dr
Delaware Barter Corp 411 Old Baltimore Pike
Delgrande Marie R 205 Heyburn Rd
Derickson Mary 240 Beaver Valy Rd
Derickson William RD 2
Dicostanza Joseph 12 Ridings Way
G M Properties Dev Corp Attn Mr Gentile PO Box 613
Ghione Vincent L 610 Hillendale Rd
Hoffman Jacob Z 119 Bullock Rd
Ins Co of the State of Pa 161 Wilm W Chester Pk
Kaplan Mitchell A Hillspring Rd RD 1
Kehler Mary 404 W Village Ln James Kehler
Keller Kevin 816 Painters Xing
Kownacki Vincent G 7000 Johnson Farm Ln Apt 202
Liang Nai 3 Concord Crossing
Martin Christobal 131 Shadwon Ln
Mattei Arnold 208 Beaver Valy Rd
Matter John Apt 311 7000 Johnson Farm Ln
Mazer Allyson 104 Harvey Ln
Mcateer Melissa 760 Baltimore Pike 1011
Mccann Tomi 1187 Smithbridge Rd
Mcginnis Kathy A 138 Heyburn Rd
Myers Tom Old Orchard Ln PO Box 337
Newman Brian J 18 Cross Creek Ln
O’malley Maura K 43 Stirling Way
Omelia Amy PO Box 80
Pennington Lawrence 14 Ardmoor La
Petrak Alexander J 25 Walnut Valy Rd
Philadelphia Chapter PSPA 2 Pennsbury Way W
Powell Marjorie J, Rose Ann 97 Ridge Rd
Prettyman Maryann 7300 Johnson Farm Ln Apt 111
Protto Cesare A, Philip 272 Kenneth Pike
Pruitt Garrett 626 Norway Rd
Robert Schneider Nova Computer Group PO Box 254
Roberts R Lee 106 Ridings Blvd
See Ann H 278 Wilm W Chester
Smale Kenneth L 1003 Painters Xing
Smith Erika Nicole, Katherine 811 Burrows Run Rd
Summit Properties 148 Wilm W Chester Pike
Sunset Mortgage Comp 3 Dickenson Dr 2nd Fl
Tapia Janette O 750 Norway Rd Apt A
Thompson J S 207 Walnut Ridge Rd
Toivonen Erik 90 Atwater Rd
Trigg Timotha B, Jonathan 404 Ring Rd
Walker Bettye, Lynn 357 Chandler Rd
Wilson Brady 5 Mount Vernon Pl
Chester Pa 19013
Adminserver Inc Ste 500 2501 Seaport Dr
Agent Susan 1511 Perkins St
Agostinelli Dominic R 415 W 3rd St
Ahle Jm 805 W 2nd St
Alvin James D 2104 N Williams Cir
Amd Inc 710 Trainer St
Amerihealth Casualty 1880 JFK Blvd Marc Lannetta
Anderson Clinton 403 Reaney St
Anemone Leon 225 Lamokin St
Antonelli Crystal 2720 Swarts St
Armstrong Wendy 830 Elsinore Pl
Artwell Karen T 166 E Pkwy Ave
Bailey Harry P 129 E 24th St
Bailey Mamie 503 Baker Pl
Barber Barry A 1501 Arbor Dr Apt107
Bartley Phyllis 818 W 7th St
Baxter Maxine 1200 W Norris Dr
Beck Andrea L 2305 W 2nd St
Beltran Carlos 1206 E Carley St
Bentley Freda 1018 Parker St
Bentley Susan 1507 Ridley Ave
Blackwell Weldon 831 Mary St
Blair Howard, John 412 W 2nd St
Blossingame Lamar 2401 Palmer St
Blossingame Lamarr 2401 W 11th St
Boddie Lulu 3512 W Fourth
Bones Angel L 527 Rose St
Book Duverney C, Marie 2602 Swarts
Borek Ludwika 402 Highland Ave
Bouldin Fannie Mae 1101 Ave of The States Apt 203
Bowley Richard 1206 Remington St
Boyda Theodor 1107 Meadow Ln
Bradley Hayti 1501 Arbor Dr #313 Stinson To
Brittin Dorthalee 330 E 6th St
Brown Denzel 2510 W 7th St
Brown Doris 1924 W 6th St
Brown John C 209 Lloyd St
Browne Peter, Anna 2514 W 3rd St
Bruggeman Mary M 333 E 20th St
Brunson Deshun G 1124 Curry St
Bryant Deborah, Dianne 3107 W 3rd St Chester
Burrell Theresa S 600 E 22nd St
Bush Frank J 220 Booth St
Buskirk Corey 13401 W State Rd 32
Byrd Mildred 1101 Terrell St
Calhoun Horace L 221 W 7th St
Cannady Frank J 1107 A Central Ave
Carter John 431 Beckley Pl
Chambers Ida M 603 E 4th St
Chandler Lewis R 1134 Curry St
Chang & Lebita 206 E 9th St
Chase Shantel 314 E 24th St Apt B10
Children Clinic of Chester 1300 W 9th St
Clark Diane 2000 Concord Rd
Clark Emma 929 E 22nd St
Clark Mildred 2011 Edgmont Ave
Classic Plumbing Inc 2500 Ridley Ave
Cleckley Clarence, Nanacy 1123 Central Ave
Clinic/Chester Childrens 1300 W Ninth St
Cohan Violetta, John 236 W 4th St
Cohen Sophie J 2416 Madison St
Conner Nellie 1322 Stewart St
Cooper David 834 E 14th St
Cooper Louise 1305 Reed Pl
Cooper Michael G 233 W 5th St
Cooper Michael G 335 Kerlin St
Copeland Virg 2701 Madison St Apt D81
Creaven Edith M 2700 Chestnut St Chestnut Ridge Apt 807
Crouther William 1516 Perkins St
Cruz Ramonita 120 Worrell St
Cruzado Raquel Padilla 1144 Spruce St
Cwalina Marion F 302 Rural Ave
Dalton Pamela Ann 322 E 23rd St A−11
Davis Personna, Doris 926 Edwards St
Davis Philomena, Eugene P 112 E 22nd St
Davis Shields, Stanley 606 W 7th St
Davis Virginia C, Virginia 2504 W 4th St
Davis Edna M 1127 Thomas St
Davis Helen D 408 Highland Ave
Davis Herman D Jr 229 Patterson St
Davis Virginia Chester Towers−Bld 2−#103 1103 Ave of the States
Dehaven Doris 215 E 21st St
Delaney Shirley A, Andrew 1012 E 12th St
Delaware County Trans Svc Inc 1019 E 9th St
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Derrico Joan M 315 W 21st St
Devoe Edna M 35 Norrell St
Disantos Nicole Crystal 1300 Sun Dr
Doherty Stella M 219 E 22nd St
Doohan Marie T 2507 Chestnut St
Dougherty Sarah 1420 Chestnut St
Dowe Frances K 2510 W 7th St
Drass John B 61 E Mowry St
Drive Financial 314 E 24th St Apt B8
Dugan James, Ruth 626 Morton Ave
Elbert Johnson Eleanor 616 W Front St
Esty Leressie 1001 Madison St
Evans Tyreke Jamir 2627 Smithers St
Evans Wayne 1007 Taylors Pl
Everett Alice, Jack 5 Blakeley St
Farris Linda 330 E 6th St
Flacco Mary 2700 Chestnut St Apt 616
Fleissner Donna M 600 E 22nd St
Fletcher Dorothy 817 W 7th St
Flood James E 1307 Peterson St
Flood Stanley Jr 2723 Curran St
Forney Mustafa 910 Keystone Rd
Freeman Loretta 1334 MLK Pedestrian Way
Freeman Raphael N Est 2700 Smithers St
Gannon Matthew Jr 1131 Thomas St
Garcia Hector L 1011 W 8th St
Garton Reba M Upland 346 W 22ns St
George Steven 1428 W 11th St
Gibbs Teaira 511 W 5th St
Ginn Hattie P 1025 W 5th St
Girton Arthur D, Anna 3115 W 3rd St
Goldsborough Horace 3028 Carter Ave
Gorman Thomas 1515 Upland St
Gowarzewski Frances 2003 N 2nd St
Grear Elizabeth, William 2535 W 7th
Green Angela N 926 E 18th St
Green Elnora 716 E 7th St
Groton George R 1907 W 3rd
Gruhle Gertrude 2700 Chestnut St
Hall Jerome 228 Ward St
Hampton Stewart Est 1125 Hancock St
Harbison Edward 1019 Townsend St
Hardy Mia 1206 Ward St
Harmon Harvey 2106 W 4th St
Harper David 1002 1/2 Rea St
Harrison Herman 314 E 24th St Apt M2
Haskin Walter 908 W 7th St
Haskins Doris 908 W 7th St
Hayes Herman, Lula 2330 W 3rd St
Hernandez Ramon 2501 Seaport Dr Stebh300
Hindi Hussain Al 2009 W 3rd St
Hoffman Anna B 233 E 22nd St
Holland Ronald E 210 W 15th St
Holmes Natasha D 2823 W 6th St
Hopson Terrence E 201 E 12th St
Howie Tyrone Jr 1129 Hyatt St
Hudson George 1925 W 3rd St
Hudson Stashona M 1303 Honan St
Iannucci Domenica A 229 E 23rd St
Ivory Luvinia, Rufus 125 Wilson St
Ivory Luvinia I 2017 W 3rd St
Jackson Ira L 1020 W 8th St
Jackson Joyce M 306 E 20th St
Jacobs Cora 1303 Perkins St
Jacobs Ingle A Est 1303 Perkins St
Jacono Marian A 2700 Chestnut St Apt 616
James Joann 102 Lamokin St
Jenrette Gwenevere 321 E 9th St
Johnson Christine R, Anthony H 25 E 18th St
Johnson William, Betty 414 E 11th St
Johnson Ayisha N 1237 W 9th St Apt B
Johnson Brett E 1024 W 8 St
Johnson Elizabeth 215 Yarnall St
Johnson Ernest C 824 W 8th St
Johnson Glendale 1106 Ward St
Johnson Luvenia B 824 W 8th St
Jolley Georgia 1101 Ward St Apt A
Jones James M 412 Pancoast Pl
Jones Sheridan D Est 536 E 10th St
Jordan Alfreda 1511 Perkins St
Joyce Lawrence 721 Caldwell St
Kelly John J 2314 W 3rd St
Kelly Joseph 212 Hayes St
Kelsey William J, Rose 313 W 23rd St
Kennard Daniel 831 Mary St
Kolloch Anna 173 E Pkwy Ave
Kozak Geneva, John 319 Trainer St
Kranyak William J III, Anna R 2301 Providence Ave
Krouch Anna 1125 Chestnut St
Lackey Paul 606 E 22nd St
Lawler Toya 3364 Carter Ln
Leary William J, Vera M 3031 W 3rd St
Levy Louise 314 E 24th St Apt B8
Lewis Charlie Mae, Harry, Jannie M 1018 W 8th St
Lilley Bruce 1107 W 5th St
Lissr Purcell 717 Engle St
Low Brian, Olive 923 Potter St
Mayo Matilda 935 W 9th St
Mcdaniel Margie Ann 1127 Madison St Apt B
Mcgarvey Joseph P 2700 Chestnut Pkwy
Mckenzie Louise 1437 W 7th St
Mckinney Angela 209 Houston St
Mcneal Jennie M 907 W 9th St
Medical Gas Solutions Inc 201 Fulton St
Melser Anna V 1335 Langlay St
Mendoza Ausencio 1712 A Curran St
Mercado Minerva 2501 Seaport Dr Sbh300
Milbourne Blanche 2701 Madison St Apt D81
Miller William, Irene 2311 Concored Rd
Miller Anna M Rev Living Trust 2008 W 9th St
Miller Florence 1505 Rothwell Ter
Miller Walter 2008 W 9th St
Misturak Stella 2413 W 3rd St
Mlinarevich Edna 2003 N 2nd St
Molley Martha 327 E 23rd St
Monroe Marcia Heir c/o Catherine Lawrence 936 Edwards St
Montgomery Vivian 927 Madison St
Morgan Hattie 217 W 5th St
Moroz Josyf 1300 Morton Ave
Morris Sabrina, Mary 715 W 5th St
Mosley Cheri R 1030 Baldwin St
Mosley Ruby 1322 Stewart St
Mower Mildred 2011 Edgmont Ave
Mucker Walter S, Eva 801 E 16th St
Murray Rosetta 912 W 9th St
Nosanchuck Arthur J 2501 Seaport Dr Bh300
NPT Inc 2300 W 4th St
Oleary Danial G, Agnes 3016 W 11th St
Oliver T Roosevelt 926 W 5th St
Opher Ester 607 Jeffrey St
Palm Sarina 2114 W 6th St
Parham Clara 722 Wilson St
Pashko Mildred T 2720 Swarts St
Pearsall Alberta 14 W Mowry St
Pearsall Loretta 2008 W 9th St
Penn John 309 W 2nd St
Penn Tank Lines 922 Morton Ave
Perkins Dolores S 402 Highland Ave
Perkins Shirley A 1107 A Central Ave
Pettyjohn Wallace, Leroy 1027 W 8th St
Phillips Stephen 621 E 20th St
Pierce Dionna L 1412 W Congress St
Piper Sophie 2605 W 6th St
Poist Frank J Jr 500 E 24th St Apt C3
Powell Mark 1420 Esrey St Apt 105
Price Mary 525 Tilghman St
Ragland Kelli 727 Upland St
Rajmund John 2823 W 4th St
Ramos Alexander 1144 Spruce St
Randolph Brian E Jr 1140 Walnut St
Reimund Sophie 2823 W 4th St
Reynolds Elsie 2125 Edgmont Ave
Reynolds Shawn Lamar 1317 Hancock St
Riccardi Anthony J, Rose 430 W 3rd St
Riley Constance, Eva 1107 W 5th St
Ringie Walter 1137 Thomas St
Rinier Harvey, Ruth 2019 W 9th St
Robb Florence 1420 Esrey St Apt 210
Robertson Mabel, Lin 1144 Upland St
Robertson Ada M c/o Paul Robertson 934 Mcdowell Ave
Rodgers Clifford O 934 W 9th St
Rodriquez Luis 520 E 21st St
Rogers William 359 Lamokin St
Roman Humberto 2905 W 3rd St
Ross Wyzetta M 923 W 9th St
Sanford Robert L, Linda M 29 Worrell St
Scott Willa B 1018 Parker St
Scott Zachary 730 Yarnall St
Sellers Sarah L 1122 W 8th St
Semick Marie, Peter 319 E 12th St
Simmons Donald 217 W 5th St
Smith C Raymond c/o Ruth L Tabron 718 W 11th St
Smith Dane 730 E 24th St A
Smith Eleanor 1925 W 3rd St
Smith Gloria 1723 Tilia Cir
Smith Lillie 1322 Stewart St
Smith Shawn 117 E 23rd St
Smith Tyrone A 1233 W 9th St #A
Spicer Dorothy H 2015 W 3rd St
Sssk Real Estate 2930 W 9th St
Stanbach Othello L 201 Hayes St
Staples Melvin Est 312 E 9th St
Stewart Katherine 324 Engle St
Sudler Laura B 438 Yarnall St
Taylor Elizabeth F, Elizabeth S 758 E 25th St Apt B−3
Thomas Jermaine T 1213 Curran St
Thomas Mary 321 W 21st St
Tilghman Martin 330 Ulrich St
Towns Luebinda F 618 W 2nd St
Tuck Earnest, Owen 179 E 18th St
Tucker Pamela 350 Rural Ave
Tull Rebecca 2025 W 7th St
Turek John 212 Hayes St
Turner Flora E Matopos Hills 925 John St Apt 128
Twigg Kitty 623 Penn
Valentine J C 1420 Esrey St Apt 105
Vasquez Rodrigo J 2501 Seaport Dr Ste 300
Wade Louis 2 W 17th St
Walker Elijah 600 Edwards St Apt 102
Walkowski Frank 423 W 21st St
Ward Gwendolyn H 1706 W 11th St
Weaver Madelin 27 E 4th St
Wedderburn Ins Agency 425 Edgemont Ave
Wells Charles E Jr 1120 W 3rd St Fl 1
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Westman Al 2523 Peoples St
Whitaker Linda 1115 Morton Ave Apt A
Whitehead Charles T 2313 W 13th St
Williams Henry 1101 Ave of The Stat Apt 204
Williams Melvina T 1101 Madison St
Wilson Alma O 1000 Meadow Ln 11
Wilson Bernice 700 E 23rd St
Wilson Brittnai 3412 Carter Ln
Wilson Maurice 225 E 4th St
Wirth Frances J 53 Concord Rd
Woodall Jean C 2700 Chestnut St Unit 1211
Woods Joseph 1322 Stewart St
Zeigler William 2100 W 12th St
Zelinski Ronald J Est 1134 Keystone Rd
Chester Pa 19014
Cunningham Dorothy H 637 Convent Rd
Eichelman Wayne c/o Pauline Eichelman 215 Valy Green Dr
Franklin Mint 105 Commerce Dr
Harsch Ethel 64 Dutton Mill Rd
Kulp Patience 29 Cathy Ln
Mcfadden Jackqueline 712 Drayton Rd B
Mcknight Richardson, Carol H 203 Willer Rd
Simpson Robert W 637 Convent Rd
Wallace Mattie 587 Concord Rd
Chester Pa 19015
Blickos Anna 2804 Edgmont Av 2nd Fl
Coakley Hugh C 145 E Avon Rd
Daily William T, Kathryn R 3566 Edgewater Ln Brookhaven
Donovan William E Brookhaven 4805 Sheppard St
Grayum Elizabeth E 1036 Woodside Ave
Greenhalgh Fred, M A 16 W Chelton Rd
Horzempa Stanley W Jr, Stanley W Sr, Eve C 107 E Avon Rd
Leonard Harry C 104 E Chelton Rd
Mcconnell William N 20 Front St
Nelligan Inc c/o John Leary 1111 Powell Rd
Pierce Barbara, Jvette 614 W 11th St 2nd Fl
Rudd Shawn 272 E Dutton Mill Rd Apt 5
Sterling Lillian R, Robert 115 W Forrestview Rd
Williams Donna 106 Griffith St
Chester Pa 19016
Abethay Mary PO Box 143
Crews Kevin B PO Box 83
Gilmore Altamese H PO Box 166
Guy C Long Inc PO Box 842
Hill Ann PO Box 143
Melrath Richard 407 E 24th St
Nickens Rosita PO Box 934
Tate Bendledine PO Box 934
Chester Heights Pa 19017
Berlitz Elsie Rosehill School 320 Llewelyn Rd
Corey F Hammond Inc Po Box 712
Kerns Patricia M Valybrook Rd Apt 26
Mcfadden Architects Po Box 487
Shestack Matthew 5 Wilson Cir
Chesterbrook Pa 19087
Ameriscource Bergen Corp 1300 Morris Dr Ste 100
Bacher Jeffery 77 Amity Dr
Baran Greg 358 New Market Ct
Blankley Laura Knox Brg 18 Knox Ct
Durrfillauer Medical Inc Supplemental Ex 1300 Morriss Dr
Elsom Kendall A 89 Andover Ct
Express Financial Serv 1400 Morris Dr Ste 101
Flickinger Cordelia H 18 Wellfleet Ln
Kanter Deirdre 227 Carriage Ct
Knudsen Evelyn Leforge 11 Leforge Ct
Kovick Renee K 314 Headhouse Ct
Mcgirr Hugh J 1114 Bartlett Rd
Mu Jianxi 32 Elan Ln
Radnor Benefits Group 1500 Liberty Ridge Dr Ste 321
Russ Michael 42 Flintlock Ln
Shane Paul 1550 Liberty Ridge Dr
Volpe Christina M 330 Headhouse Ct
Williams Walter L 114 Cavalry Ct
Cheyney Pa 19319
Galdo Joseph J 16 Bennetts Ln
Clifton Heights Pa 19018
Advanced Restoration Tech 150 E Baltimore Pike
Anderson Blanche T, John A 39 Arch St
Bartnik Bernadette 243 Gramercy Dr
Billick Timothy R 225 Woodbridge Rd
Boncek Agnes R c/o Jeanne A Fitzgerald 205 N Oak Ave
Boyle Joseph 243 Gramercy Dr
Buckley John J 5203 Gramercy Dr
Calla Mary E 5110 Whitehall Dr
Carlin Kathleen A 5145 Gramercy Dr
Carr Joanne L 242 W Wyncliffe Ave
Chambers Bhofal 253 Cambridge Rd
Collins Gertrude L 43 Beech Ave
Coventree Joseph A Jr 284 Gramercy Rd
Cragg Sharon 332 Gramercy Dr
Daddona Frank J 419 N Springfield Rd
Dalonzo Daniel 36 Maple Ave
Dougherty Julia A 804a Cambridge Cir
Dougherty Patrick W 117 Nh Church St
Duffey Gertrude K 32 Eyre Ave
Fecho Stella 317 S Church St
Fox John 5230 Gramercy Dr
Francis Bruce, Geraldine 188 Westbrook Dr
Garoh Loretta M 9 E Berkley Ave
George Stephanie 5151 Whitehall Dr
Godorov Charles H, Billie, Phillip Apt 217 Jefferson Pl
Hibberd Kimberly 145e Washington Ave
Hodges Mark 312 E Baltimore Pike Apt L4
Joine Julia 145 Lexington
Joines William E 145 Lexington
Keenan Auto Body 714 Baltimore Pike
Kelly Leo P 349 E Brdway
King Bill 45 N Penn St
Knapp David 43 Beech Ave
Knorr William R 513 Seven Oaks Dr
Kornik Joseph 225 Walnut St
Lindsay Charles F, Elizabeth 132 E Washington Ave
Lindsay Elizabeth J, Charles F 40 Walnut St
Lu Jia Xing 407 Cherry St
Luckshire John P 5215 Whitehall Dr
Macfarlane Gregory D 138 Willowbrook Rd
Mcadams Grace E 425 W Wayne Ave
Mccarney Joseph J 706 Hickory Rd
Mcginnis Carol J, Audrey, John T 911 Primos Ave
Melbourne John D 113 W Berkley Ave
Miller Elizabeth J, Philip J 5213 Whitehall Dr
Miller Michael H 31 S Diamond St
Morris Thomas, William 252 Grammercy Dr
Panichi Deborah 203 Ashland Ave
Pantry 1 Food Market 1023 South Ave
Paton Mildred, John 305 Westbrook Dr
Popp Margaret 5111 Palmer Mill Rd
Pronchik Phyllis R 328 Prospect Ave
Reed Michael 324 Springfield Rd
Reese William, Marie 280 Gramercy Dr
Reese William 280 Gramercy Dr
Reinking Leona M 804a Cambridge Cir
Rich Theresa c/o Adele Rich 128 E Berkley Ave
Rodden Jason 426 S Church St
Rose Donald T 1250 Providece Rd
Ryan Regina 276 N Oak Ave
Saul Lira B 42 Marple Ave
Seip Tanya 548 Chester Ave
Shillingford Margaret 330 Walnut St
Slabaugh Arlie R 234 Wyncliffe Ave
Smith Florence S 5217 Springfield Rd
Thurwanger Charles, Mary 5160 Westley Dr
Toland Francis 124 Christian St
Turner Wendy 234 Wyncliffe Ave
Walanus Mary, Anna 13 W Wyncliffe Ave
Waldron Sharif 151 S Bishop Ave
Walser Patricia R 5114 Gramercy Dr
Washko Amy J 774 E Providence Rd Apt C302
Watson John O 212 Gramercy Dr
Wilkin Albert P 5160 Crestwood Dr
Williams Theresa 252 Grammercy Dr
Wright Josephine 554 Chester Ave
Zecca Robert 58 N Diamond St
Collingdale Pa 19023
Action Auto Body 6 Roberta Ave
Ade Anthony 416 Pusey Ave
Aikens Jason A 505 Beechwood Ave
Aitcadi Lahsen 911 Chestnut St
Bai Yunfei Est 1012 Spruce St
Bowers Edward, Emily 504 Lafayette Ave
Burgess Grace R 461 Westmont Dr
Carbon Vernetta 1008 Hansen Pl
Clark Jamal 216 Wolfenden Ave
Crespo David 1111 Girard Ave
Curtiss Eileen T 114 Upland Ter
Dornisch Carole 445 Pusey Av
Eaton Darryl 610 Hibberd Ave
Fallon William P III, Stephanie P 1031 Minden Ln
Hagarty Florence M 619 Macdade Blvd
Harwell Patricia M 1100 Chestnut St
Helms Wayne Jr 300 Clifton Ave
Henderson Leah J 224 Collingdale Ave
Holland John T 1121 Brd St
Hutchinson Dorothy c/o Edwin C Harkin 225 Macdade Blvd
Jones Florence 218 Sharon Ave
Khao Vy 817 Andrews Ave
Kramer Loretta J 1123 Walnut St
M & S Bakery Inc 600 Mcdade Blvd
Mettimano Alicia 1026 Bartram Ave
Meyer Lawrence T 334 Rively Ave
Miller Leonard J 161 Wayne Ave
Milligan Lindsey 101 Wayne Ave
Murray John A 1016 Macdade Blvd
Ohara Gerald J 1024 Spruce St
Okane Liam J 308 Marshall Ave
Orlando S Pastries 600 Mcdade Blvd
Ourania Ilia 963 Springfield Rd
Peterson Minor R 913 Bedford Ave
Pettigrew Katherin 1014 Walnut St
Radico Comm 315 Pershing Ave
Rajkowski Qi 1012 Spruce St
Reed Dorothy L c/o Edwin C Harkin 225 Macdade Blvd
Schreiber Margaret 362 Westmont Dr
Schwartz David M 229 Marshall Ave
Singley William J 1111 Macdade Blvd
Stauffer Cori L 104 Wayne Ave
Stewart Edward H 224 Collingdale Ave
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Stinson Betty D 136 Chester Pike
Taylor Karimah 826 Spruce St
Wilkinson Scott Durning, Tiffany J 918 Bedford Ave
Woodham Selwyn L 104 Wayne Ave
Worrall Horace J 946 Springfield Rd
Colwyn Pa 19023
Davis William, Alice 102 S 2nd St
Ford Glorene D 551 S 2nd St
Llewelyn Mary 450 S 5th St
Llewlyn Mary 450 S 5th St
Wells Charles 450 S 5th St
Concordville Pa 19331
Central Radiology LLC PO Box 892
Concordville Office PO Box 161
PGBA LLC PO Box 19331
Crum Lynne Pa 19022
Clark Elizabeth 1214 E 2nd St Apt 3
Evans Thomas, Alice 303 Hollis Ave
Farmer Frank J 1214 E 2nd St Apt 3
Fetrow Robert 1234 E 11th St 1st
Hayne Charles 404 Smiley St
Haynie Charles 404 Smiley St
Murray Linda L 308 Morris Ave #C
Okrenuk Peter, Gail 344 Fairview
Ridge John 1510 Chester Pike 2 Baldwin
Robinson Jacob J c/o Katherine R Robinson 341 Taylor Ave
Solum Edward 359 Holland St
Wise Estelle A 1306 Holland St
Darby Pa 19023
Abolade Temitope 133 Golf Rd
Arnold Walter, Robert 19 N Front St
Asbury Ernest L 1007 Mulberry St
Awkard Levaughn 941 Maple Tr
Bah Sanusi 1027 Pine St
Bangura Alusine 300 Main St Apt B5
Bennington JC Villa St Joseph Landsdowne Ave
Boswell Tyliah UGFT 1306 Edgehill Rd
Brennan Virginia, John 405 S 6th St
Britt Joan 417 Spruce St
Browne Patience 203 N Front St
Buckley Christina 308 Fern St
Buggs Michael 436 S 2nd St
Busza Olga M St Francis Cntry House 14th & Lansdowne Ave
Butler Geraldine, William 252 Weymouth Rd
Carroll John J, Helen 202 Macdade Blvd
Cecot Rosemary, Henry 560 S 3rd St
Chester Marquois F 103 N 9th St
Cipolla Aida 119 N 6th St 2
Clark Catherine 227 Weymouth Rd
Clifton Letitia, Robin 314 Mulberry St
Coleman Michael 2241 Spring Valy
Coles James 1002 Ridge Ave
Coles Rachelle S 315 Greenway Ave
Comire Eileen, Henry 213 Spring Valy Rd
Cooper Kimberly 21 S 4th St
Cristo Mary D 820 Main St
Davis Lawrence 205 N 7th St
Dawson Dorothy, Henry 109 N 6th St
Di Pasqual C 820 Main St
Dickerson Frances L 910 Ridge Ave Fl 1
Doyle Christopher 52 Branford Rd
Dukuly Catherine 125 N 3rd St
Dupree Leroy Jr 264 N 9th St
Fairbanks Capital Corp 22 Southridge Rd
Fidelity Mgte Trust 600 Hibberd Ave
Gartei Alvin D 205 Wright Ave
Gaudioso Joseph W 318 Highland Ave
Gboyah Madea 1127 Crestview Rd
Gorman Mary B 1412 Landsdowne Av
Greaves Dahmere, Devon R 1126 Glen Avon Rd
Harmon Ida 35 N 10th St
Haulihan Marguerite, Rosemary M 19 Concord Rd
Horner Kathy 16 Ashbourne Rd
Hughes Kenneth 913 Ridge Av
Inglesby Isabelle M Est 35 Longview Ln
Iromoh Scholastica, Ikedichi 6 Cherry St
Johnson Ida 322 Berbro St
Johnson Maurice C PO Box 150
Kilian Andrew J, Wilma 424 S 4th St
King Jonathan 621 Columbia Ave
Kollie Wendor 311 Poplar St
Koranteng Isaac 126 S 5th St Apt 5
Krauss Donald 221 Fern St
Langley Rasheed H 937 Ridge Ave
Lansdowne Park Pediatrics 1503 Lansdowne Ave Ste 3002
Lee Sylvia D 208 Marks Ave
Levin James 300 S 4th St
Liu Zhou Q 516 Main St
Locke William J, Rita 201 N 2nd St
Lutz Mary 518 Pine St
Mason Thomas J, Hazel M 143 Wayne Av
Mayhew Sarah 630 Darby Tr
Mcbride Helen J 1215 Springfield Rd Rm2
Mclenigan Joseph Sr 1142 Chestnut St
Mcneil Errol 129 S 5th
Mellix F Elaine 1115 Glen Avon Rd
Montague Gladys 332 N 10th St
Mosley Margaret 327 Mulberry St
Nyakwende Yeukai 517 S 4th St
Obrien Elizabeth A, James J 1201 Springfield Rd Rm 41c
Ockimey Aaron D 310 S 6th St
Omalley Helen E, Edmond 125 Fern St
Owens Nagia 122 S 5th St Apt B
Persia Ruth, John 306 Tribet Pl
Pesiri Pasquale 104 Sharon Ave
Phillips Grace A, James 523 Commerece
Philpot Brailfe 417 Spruce St
Reese Helen 1341 Edgehill Rd
Revelli Norma 1355 Edgehill Rd
Richardson Francis J 50 Branford Rd
Robinson Nicole 1331 Park Ln
Robinson Wilhemina 253 N 7th St
Roselli Anthony 1101 Crestview Rd
Roselli Mauro 1101 Crestview Rd
Ruffin Cierra 902 Forrester Ave
Russell Sean 1366 Edgehill Rd
Rutledge Sheena A 312 Berbro St
Schmeltzer Robert 234 Wright Ave
Scoleri Joanne E 655 Columbia Ave
Sesay Marwash T Kamara 300 N Front St Apt E−11
Shockley Margaret 518 Pine St
Sims Hugh 703 Pine St
Sorensen Industries PO Box 150
Sowa David 222 Marks Ave
Stalford Kathleen, Joseph 214 S 15th St
Stalford Kathleen 214 S 57th St
Sullivan Patricia, Edward 200 Golf Rd
Summer Alan 912 Maple Tr
Tamiko Shatteen 1322 Wycombe Ave
Taylor Darius L 250 N 9th St
Taylor Harvey 28 N Front St 1st Fl
Usman Mohammed 1500 Lansdowne Ave
Ware Albert, Kim 436 S 4th St
Weekley Tamikia 439 Darby Ter
Whitaker Melody 119 S 5th St
Wilcher James 1412 Lansdowne Ave
Williams Eric D 318 Darby Ter
Williams James A PO Box 631
Witiak Margaret 1250 Wycombe Ave
Womack Charles 35 Whitley Tr
Wood Jeraldine 266 N9th St
Yocum Calvin H, Henry C, Louise 432 S 4th St
Yoon Byung Kook, Young Rae 844−846 Main St
Young Zula 135 N 9th St
Zerambo Francis C, Charles 119 N Front St
Drexel Hill Pa 19026
Ald Construction Inc PO Box 815
Ansons Colleen 716 Turner Ave
Antanavage A Joseph, Ann J 4410 Twp Line Rd Apt G3a
Aronimink Real Estate 923 Morgan Av
Auchter Brian 303 Edmonds Ave
Ayjian Beatrice 821 Wilde Ave
Baker Edward G Apt 425 Drexel Ct 4201 Wood
Balducci Lena E 2205 Bond Ave
Bellavia Madeline C 63 Drexelbrook Dr Ap
Bianchi Sandra E 244 Warrior Rd
Biddle Christopher W 720 Anderson Ave
Birzes Dennis J 252 Wilde Ave
Blisard Gertrude M 5000 Dermond Rd
Borders Sandy 1465 Ellendale Rd
Bradley Mary 100 Shadeland Ave Apt 305
Brady John Est c/o Maureen Welsh 340 Fairfax Rd
Brittingham Raymond 913 Stanbridge Rd
Burnett Lucille B 721 Derwyn Rd
Campbell John A UGFT, Amy E UGFT 410 Alexander Ave
Cannon Margaret L 208 Burmont Rd
Cannon William Est 3835 Dennison Ave
Carey Dan J 375 Cheswold Rd Apt 5
Cassady Ruth V Drexeline Apt 1−108 4980 State Rd
Castoria Anthony R 1041 Cornell Av
Chen Hanmei 66−6 Drexelbrook Dr
Christy Elizabeth W, Richard G Est 1113 Burmont St
Chung Chia Ying 89 Ferne Blvd Apt 2
City Line Nissan 5018 Township Line Rd
Clymer Mary Ann 466 Gainsboro Rd
Colombo John M Jr 5030 State Rd Ste 2−500
Consultants In Medical Oncology 2100 Keystone Ave Ste 502
Cowgill Dorothy E 369 Burmont Rd
Cranage Patricia M 10 Wilde Ave Apt 11
Dalton Charles E, Mary B 2508 Mansfield Ave
Davis Marjorie F, Albert 942 Kenwood Rd
Dcmh 501 N Lansdowne Ave
Defrancesco Thomas 4980 State Rd Apt 1−216
Del Co Surgical Asso 3001 Garrett Rd
Demaio Rita 1012 Shadeland Ave
Deregozu Turgay 76 Drexelbrook Dr Apt 1
Dibernardino Dominic 82 Pilgrim Ln
Diegidio Dolores R 100 Shadeland Ave Apt 215
Difrancesco John 474 Kenwood Rd
Dilorenzo Susie P, Dominic 30 Revere Rd Apt 12
Dimaggio Kristine M 828 B Fair Fax Rd
Dixon Katherine A 1004 Morgan Ave
Donna Jones 4808 Woodland Ave
Dreher Edward 603 Alexander Ave
Drexel Hill Pediatric Asso 5030 State Rd Ste 2−900
Drexeline Hq Ac 5000 State Rd
Driscoll Anne 931 Lindale Ave
Dutton Keith D 32 11 Revere Rd
Dzubak Georgina M 921 Foss Ave
Egan Jennifer 952 Cobbs St
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Ellis Ryan S 37 Rever Rd App 10
Engell Katharine G, Deborah L 732 Harper Ave
Engell Kevin G, Henry P 732 Harper Ave
Fairview Inc A/C 2900 Twp Line Rd
Feldbaum Alice M Est 383 Edmonds Ave
First Chicago 68 Drexelbrook Dr Apartment 19
Fisher James E 4039 Vernon Rd
Frederick Jeffery S 458 Harper St
Friedman Sholom D 1204 Twp Line Rd
Fund Robert J 5000 Dermond Rd
Gallagher Charles E, Hilda R PO Box 14
Gannon Lawrence J Jr, Shirley A 3200 Twp Line Apt 1e
Ganser George K 3207 Berkley Ave
Geary Catherine B 804 Penn Ave
Geary Catherine M 804 Penn Ave
Geis Helen 5205 Apache Ln
Giafes Melissa 3706 Sommers Ave
Gibson Fred Est 1232 Old Ln
Glass James, Mary 4131 Garrett Rd
Glyptis Kyriaki, George 4015 State Rd
Greenly Rachael 825 Harper Ave
Grugan Richard 868 Windermere Ave
Gumbell Michael II 340 Francis
Haegele William J 335 Riverview Ave
Hagee John D Jr 208 Burmont Rd
Haley Mark 314 Eldon Ave
Harkins Emma 4980 State Rd Apt 1 2
Harrer Elizabeth A 4217 Garrett Rd
Hill Ben 250 Shadeland Ave
Hu Zhuzhu 517 Wilde Ave
Hussein Emad Apt A15 3420 Garrett Rd
Johns Harry Drexel Line Apt Bldg
Johnson Laura 3423 Brunswick Ave
Jones Horace L, Mary 1128 Bryan St
Judge Suzanne M, Thomas J 2214 Steel Rd
Juechter Bill 87 2 Ferne Blvd
Kabatt Maryann 1113 Burmont St
Kane Stephanie T, Terence E 924 Childs Ave
Keenan David B 740 Turner Ave
Keenan Dennis P 925 Fariston Dr
Kelly Florence T, John T 2575 Irvington Dr
Kelly Kevin J 1028 Foss Ave
Kemble James M Jr 4127 Garrett Rd
Kennedy Persifer B, Helen 1237 Old Ln
Kennedy Virgil G, Margaret 212 Blanchard Rd
Kirk Robert 846 Blythe Ave
Kochar G Md 685 Ferne Blvd
Kochar Gurpreet S MD PC PO Box 205
Kopaczewski Kathleen T 2448 Eldon Ave
Kroos Kathleen A 3721 Berry Ave
Kropp Dawn 920 Sarafax Rd
Kwok Sung F 381 Lakeview Ave
Ladeau Rosemary 2505 Marshall Rd
Laflamme Eileen 1133 Lindale Ave
Lee Wang Tso 89 Ferne Blvd Apt 2
Leimbach Paul J, Mary T 1112 Ormond Ave
Leutner Joanna S 804 Shadeland Ave
Lewis Cory 4446 Rosemont Ave Apt C
Luke Philip M 3200 Twp Line Rd Apt 125w
Lynch Eugene R 2215 Ardmore Ave
Lynch Eugene R, Daniel P 2215 Ardmore Ave
Macar Auto Supply Inc 3400 Mill Ln
Maero Peter E, Mary 63 Drexelbrook Dr Ap
Mahaun Todd E 3211 Brunswick Ave
Marchetti Vito 4980 State Rd Room 510 Bldg 1
Matteo Carmela A 4980 State Rd Bldg2 Apt 416
Mazza Paula F 10 Wilde Ave Apt 11
Mccabe Colleen P 630 Turner Ave
Mccloskey Anna Mae 319 Maple Ave
Mccormick Mary Co Kenneth Mccormick 948 Concord Av
Mcfarland Mary H Est 4822 Woodland Aveue
Mcglynn Michelle 1231 Agnew Dr
Mcgrath Theresa M 10 Wilde Ave Apt 11
Mcguire Kathryn C 4111 Vernon Rd
Mckenna Sharon 5211 Bella Vista Rd
Megaro Edith, Fred 748 Drexel Ave
Menges Dolores Est c/o Betty Kropp 920 Fairfax Rd
Messgana Teklegiorgis 234 Childs Av
Milan Emil W 904 Ormond Ave
Milano May 610 Mason Ave
Miller Carrie A, Nathan D 824 Turner
Mitchell William A 60 Blanchard Rd
Moss John 188 Blanchard Rd
Muller Peter J 44 Revere Rd Apt 5
Nangle James T 165 Abbey Ter
Nash F R 3712 Sommers Ave
Noce Bonnie 4020 Taylor Ave
Nolan Charlene, Matthew 338 Francis St
Nych Kyle 77 Drexelbrooke Dr
Obrien Thomas A, Helen M 18−9 Valy Rd
Oleykowski Catherine 856 Windermere Ave Apt 1
Oneill Richard 912 Childs Ave
Orangers Gabriella 2501 Irvington Rd
Otten Mathilde I 508 Eaton Rd
Papoutsis Dean V Md 541 Irvington Rd
Paxton Hollow Cc PO Box 306 Brexel Hill Pa 19082
Penn Jersey SBA c/o Carmen Vitanz Jr 2521 Irvington Rd
Peterson Paul D, Steven 100 Shadeland Ave Apt 210
Popolo Ciro 701 Burmont Rd Apt 212
Purcell Helen 31−1 Revere Rd
Pusak Elizabeth V 120 Saint Charles St Apt1
Quinn Sean 1017 Edmonds Ave
Rhoads Frances A, Jessie C 3349 Mary St
Ritchick Catherin 1106 Ormond Ave
Rogers Donald 523 Bloomfield Ave
Roken Thomas G 1105 Bryan St
Rosen Peter M, Dina 1 Bloomfield Ave Apt 8
Ross Ryan 4409 Rosemont Ave Apt 2
Roth Joao 4800 Twp Line Rd
Saputelli Diana 826 Eaton Rd
Shaner Kelly L 642 Harper Ave
Sheehan Michael 52 Revere Rd Apt 35
Shi Hong 2415 Cedar Ln
Shull George S III 713 Blythe Ave
Snyder Charlene 5037 Sylvia Rd
Spoletini Edmondo A, Mary A 3937 Mary St
Staines Jeanne F 1040 Cobbs St
Starr William 500 Brookfield Rd
Stecker Edward J, Mary M 4715 Woodland Ave
Stumm Edward R 731 Mason Ave
Stutt Susan Jane 16−7 Valy Rd
Sullivan Joseph D 824 Foss Ave
Sundra Cheryl Lynn 3411 Brunswick Av
Taraborrelli Frank 2205 Bond Ave
Temple John A, Mary 605 Turner Ave
Theberge Francois 47−5 Revere Rd
Tipping Walter M 601 Blythe Ave
Tofani Flora H 66 Drexelbrook Dr Apt 19
Travaglini Dawn 4020 Plumstead Av
Urso Phyllis, Vincent 417 Penn St
Vanaman Elizabeth 369 Burmont Rd
Vijayan Ira Vimmy 68 Drexelbrook Dr Apt 19
Vitense Russell R Est 2528 Garrett Rd
Voorhees Charles W, Helen 728 Alexander Ave
Walsh Brothers Plumbing 3617 Garrett Rd
Wang Jian 34 Revere Rd Apt 9
Warner C Gordon 825 Wilde Ave
Warren Christopher T 25 14 Valy Rd
Welsh Robert J 31−1 Revere Rd
Werner Mary 3911 Dennison Ave
Wesolowski Kimberley A 924 Edmonds Ave
Whiteside Sylvia 150 Burmont Rd
Yang Xiao Wei 20 Valy Rd Apt 16
Zeiter Eleanor 1205 Morgan Ave
East Lansdowne Pa 19050
Colflesh Margaret 171 Hirst Ave
Johnsoncanty Barbara 26 Penn Blvd 2nd Fl
Kennedy Brad 42 Lexington Ave
Finlay Marion 919 Pembroke Ave
Finley Robert 919 Pembroke Ave
Rhoades William 409 Glenwood Ave
Smith Monique C 339 Glenwood Ave Apt B
Ogundiran Esther F 504 Pembroke Ave
Kelly Maryann, Hugh P 29 Oak Ave
Eddystone Pa 19022
Dugan Michael 1211 Lawrence Ave
GA Envn Svcs 401 Baldwin Tower 1510 Chester Pike
Gobel Joseph C, Helen 1189 E 9th
Henderson James 744 Saville Ave
Honore John 727 Ashland Ave
Hunley Shawn Patrick, Charles Wayne 1098 Eddystone Ave
Johnson Faith R 1120 Eddystone Ave Apt A−5
Mcniel Horace 3000 Industrial Hwy
Trent Heather 1204 E 9th St
Edgemont Pa 19028
Donatucci Caryla 1600 Delchester Rd
Home Buyers Group LLC PO Box 675
Leach Scott T PO Box 69
Scordato Michael PO Box 1056 c/o Wayne R Thielke Poa
Valley Crossing Const PO Box 495
WGS Equipment Cntrls Inc 5060 W Chester Pkwy
Elwyn Pa 19063
Derby Joyce Est PO Box 4282
Elliot Frank 111 Elwyn Rd
Elwyn Inst c/o Maintenance Dept 111 Elwyn Rd
Grace Pharmacy Inc 111 Elwyn Rd Rm 246
Millsdatts Ninja Est 111 Elwyn Rd
Purner William 35 Northgate Vlg
Sandercock William 111 Elwyn Rd
Smith Charles Jr PO Box 13
Toll Donna 111 Elwyn Rd
Wsdelwyn Inc 111 Elwyn Rd
Essington Pa 19029
AAA Midatlantic Ins Group Pob 157
Anglin Sarah E 313 Seminole St
Barrett Florence J 225 Lagrange Ave
Benkurt Orcun 336 N Governor Printz Blvd
Care Partners McPlus PO Box 489
Craven Joan 304 Essington Ave
Goings Marilyn W, Paul T 102 Bartram Ave
Horrox Joyce H 305 Bartram Ave
Hweh Tayseer 3128 N Gov Printz Blvd
Laub Helen L 97 La Grange Ave
Mccarpartners PO Box 489
Mcgeary Robert 229 Saude Ave
Medicaid Care Partners Hm PO Box 489
Oxenford Michelle, Walter 308 Delaware St
Smith Corrine R, Theresa 545 Jansen Ave
Wagner Angeline D PO Box 458
Williams George F 300 A−Corinthian Ave
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Fernwood Pa 19050
Excel Roofing Corp 52 S Third St Unit 5
Folcroft Pa 19032
Alten David H 2113 Ravenwood Rd
Benedetti Millie 2027 Delmar Dr
Brown Michael 1544 Woodland Ave
Cardwell Gardella 2048 Valy View
Centrum LLC 1810 Columbia Ave
Ciafre Rita 924 Taylor Dr
Cork Industries Inc 500 Kaiser Dr
Flocco Marie M PO Box 8
Folcroft Transportation Inc PO Box 132
Giordano John J 40 Grant Ter
Gregg John 11530 Llewellyn Ave
Guira Mohamadou 996 Grant Rd
Haley Ruth M 880 Taylor Dr
Hightower Dwayne 727 Taylor St
Hope’s Country Fresh PO Box 25
Ipund Globe PO Box 166
Jackson Eric L PO Box 515
Karto Bortee 507 Primos Ave
Kayfield Russell J, Edith M 2041 Heather Rd
Kidd Theresa V 774 Bennington Rd
Kong Oi Chin 1946 Delmar Dr
Kun John K 527 Ashland Ave B
Latini Gary 1813 Shallcross Ave
Leinhauser Ralph 1541 Chester Pike
Louise Mc A 1014 Taylor Dr
Lufthansa Cargo Ag 701 Ashland Av B 10
Maccluen Dorothy D 155 Primos Ave
Mackey Eugene T 977 Grant Rd
Mcanally William 1014 Taylor Dr
Mccloskey Harry 50 Folcroft Ave
Mcdonald Meghan 537 Dalmas Ave
Mcgroarey Thomas J 837 Taylor Dr
Mcgroarty Catherine T 837 Taylor Dr
Montagna Vincent 2027 Delmar Dr
Morales Jose 1513 Elmwood Ave
Nolan Jane M 211 Folcroft Ave
Ohara Thomas J 1122 Taylor Dr
Orr Tom 211 Folcroft Ave
Rakennedy & Son 805 Henderson Bl Bl 15
Remington Kimberly J, George A 701 15th Ave
Rendi Samuel L 423 Garfield Ave
Rent A Center of Americas 1500 Chester Pike
Schiavo Thomas A 1961 Carter Rd
Schro Angela 900 School Rd
Stolzer Margaret 788 Bennington Rd
Stumm Edward R 429 Crotzer Ave
Town Air Freight Inc 801 Carpenters Xing Bay 10
Vano Vincent, Lucy 49 King Ave
Folsom Pa 19033
306 Corporation 220 Kedron Ave
Allen Shannon 235 Buchanan Ave
Angelo Micalizzi 1801 5th Ave
Bachetti John 111 Macdade Blvd Apt D−5
Badour Russell R Jr 117 Rutledge Ave Apt D
Barrett Isabel M c/o Barbara Barrett 418 Sylvania Ave
Bascelli Antoinette C 115 Edgewood Ave
Bonner James F MD PO Box 374
Bretz Floyd G 1027−11th Ave
Carlin Christopher 546 Edgewood Dr
Carson Tracy 111 Chester Ave
Cenatiempo John J, Nancy 220 Willowbrook Ave
Clark Emma 416 Tasker Ave
Clark Evelyn PO Box 174
Conlan Brendan 1723 Fourth Ave
Cooney Robert 326 Gilmore St
Crist Margaret, Cheryl 1109 Sylvania Ave
Fleming Robert 1114 Macdade Blvd
Gerard Moss Phillip 438 Broomall St
Gutter Brothers Inc 505 Kedron Ave
Hanly Denise M 415 Ridley Ave
Harris Catherine E 326 7th Ave
Iacono Federico Jr 224 Folsom Ave
Kerechuk Mary E 341 Fernwood Ave
King Anthony 1008 9th Ave
Koway Richard 533 Rutledge Ave
Loerop Henry W Jr, Joan P 332 Evergreen Ave
Marusco Denise M, Janet C, John W 1059 Morton Ave
Masci Mario 132 Washington Ave
Mathews Jacqueline 111 Macdade Blvd Apt A201 Apt A 201
Mc Cauley John M 831 6th Ave
Mcnamee David M 437 Ridley Ave
Mianulli Eileen 308 Buchanan Ave
Micalizzi Helen 1801 5th Ave
Mruk Keith Allen 405 Morton Ave
Physical Therapy Physician PO Box 373
Ramirez Lisa 308 Buchanan Ave
Scarbrough Kristen A 111 Macdade Blvd B103
Schatzberg Peter Dr 1308 Mcdade Blvd PO Box 407
Scott Sarah L 125 7th Ave
Servpro of Media 119 Spgfld Ave
Sharkey Michael W 1008 Evergreen Ave
Thomas Sadie M 916 Evergreen Ave
Tough Karen C, David 419 Sutton Ave
Trauma Rehabilitation PO Box 373
Waldie Susan D 509 Linda Vista Ave
Walker James 111 Macdade Blvd
Weible Christina D, Evan S 520 Sycamore Ave
Weible Evan 511 Sylvania Ave
Whitehea Ethelyn 1029 7th Ave
Weist Anne A 623 Rutledge Ave
Garnet Valley Pa 19060
Boerner Frederick Jr 4006 Pennford Pl
Davis Daria M 3645 Marian Dr
Delaney Courtney 18 Pennrose
Dragon Joseph A, Merikay 46 Cassin Hill Rd
Leitzell Cynthia 1743 Ashbrooke Av
Mckenney Edith 3306 Garnet Mine Rd
Riely Edith 3306 Garnet Mine Rd
Don’s Bar Inc 1456 Naamans Creek Rd
Drill Margaret 1132 Namanns Creek R
Dunlap Margaret 242 Horseshoe Dr
Mette Grimestad Anne 1287 Brookstone Dr
Patel Karishma M 10 Hudson Way
Glen Mills Pa 19342
Abn Amro Mortgage Group Inc It 43 Tanguy Rd
Anne Marie Hansel Trust 260 Cheyney Rd
Applied Card Bank 50 Applied Card Way
Bell Michael 1205 Chevers Dr
Bhima Shalini M 2309 Lydia Hollow Dr
Bregande Nina E 1320 Valy Rd
Buckwalter Jean 200 Rushley Way
Bush Robert J 219 Andrien Rd
Carla R Townes Cmt 1731 Wilmington Pk Ste C
Cherico Theresa 210 Millers Run
Collman Dorothy S 779 Smithbridge Rd
Coyle Anthony G 2404 Coventry Ln
Cross Country c/o Denese Mclaurin 50 Applied Card Way
Cruz Rodriguez Jose 903 Coventry Ln
Cunningham Nancy H 30w Houndpackway
Darlington Walter C 517 Newlin Pointe
Delbonifro Liliana D 8 Richard Ln
Delgrande Marie R RR 1
Deloitte Consulting 1 Braxton Way
Dever Timothy P, Jeanne 1260 S Gate Rd
Donohue Margaret M 308 Newlin Pointe
Edwards Myra R 14 Broomall Ln
Fiorito Debra L 215 Sunset View Dr
Golden Erin M 20 W Dougherty Blvd Apt L5
Grace Frances D 301 Coventry Ln
Grande Marie R RR 1
Grosscup Henry E 366 Ivy Mills Rd
Hansel James M 260 Cheyney Rd
Henne T Eric 3 Mill Haven Rd
Hundley Family Educational Trust 52 Woodland Dr
Hyman Michele A 1798 Middletown Rd
Ingelsby Isabelle Admin Est John Mccallin 620 Brooke Ln
Jackson Darlene 43 Tanguy Rd
Janczewski Eileen, James 23 Paul Ln
Johnston Stephen G 31 Skyline Dr
Kane Emily G 55 Skyline Dr
Kelsey Sydney T 1507 N Hunting Horn Turn
Kloss Diane C 1301 Covert Ct
Koff Suzanne M, Joseph T 75 Skyline Dr
Kowalek Ann P 6 Ivy Mills Rd
Kunjukrishnan Smitha 242 Windsor Ct
Laich Jane A 22 3 Wood Dr
Leonard Denise 28 Waterwheel Way
Lyons Patricia J 1734 Middletown Rd
Maloney Timothy M, Mary R 20 Dougherty Blvd Apt L3
Mayewski Richard J 6308 Chevers Dr
Mccue Mildren 400 Forge Rd
Meadows Kellina F 11 Sweet Briar Ln
Medical Solutions Supplier 9 Lacrue Ave Ste 2
Mostardi Al 110 Locksley Rd
Mulholland Jessica 11 Palmer Dr
Murray Winifred T, Bruce O 12 Jesse Ct
Obrecht James D 1815 Red Fox Ln
Oconnor Margaret M 1065 Powderhorn Dr
Olinger Doris 19 Maple La
Oneil Construction I 40 Broomall Ln
Oshea Patricia, James F 51 Sunset View Dr
Peppler John R 1118 Butternut Rd
Peters Anna N 1801 Red Fox Ln
Piotrowicz Peter S 3104 Bridlewood Dr
Purnell Dorothy 242 Baltimore Pike Ste 105
Reflections 1746 Wilm W Chstr Pi
Rovner Michele T, Scott T 61 Lenfant Ct
Rta Pharmacy Care Inc 321 Wilmington Pike Ste A
Savoy John 725 Smithbridge Rd
Schumacher Frederick G 280 Newlin Pointe
Sheridan Michael A 28 Concord Creek Rd
Shultz Dorothy Sutliff c/o Nancy J Marsden 86 Park Ln
Source One Pharmacy Svc LLC 485 Baltimore Pike Unit 202−B
Stanley Jennie, Morris 1810 Wilmington Pike Ste 9
Stewart A T PO Box 423
Stewart James 12 Andrien Rd
Stromberg Whitney D Living Trust 512 Newlin Pointe
Surgery Center at Brinton Lake LLC 300 Evergreen Dr Ste 320
Sutherland Elouise 176 Forge Rd
Tandon Gyanendra K, Pushpa 8 Sleighride Rd
Taylorelango Elangonnoico V 23 Thomas Speakman Dr
Wilkins Family Chiro 1731 Wilmington Pk Ste 6
Wiseley Thomas E, Debra A 5 Minshall Cir
Woman S Research Club c/o Daniel L Culver 2101 White Fox Way
Zimmerman Luke L 18 Seneca Ct
Zwaan Patricia A 25 Henley Dr
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Glen Riddle Pa 19063
Boldt Thayner 4 Highpoint Dr
Howard Regina F 274 Glen Riddle Rd C202
Rines Scott T 16 Highpoint Dr
Viltrakis Zinaida 240 S Pennell Rd
Glenolden Pa 19036
Abate Daniel J 162 N Bonsall Ave 2nd Fl
Alexander Andrew 100 W Oak Ln Apt A29
Azzam Mohammed, Rania 100 E Glenolden Ave
Baker Charles 611 K Lampton St Bldg 34
Belcher Robert PO Box 224
Benn Beatrice J 731 W Cooke Ave
Bergela Geneva PO Box 202
Blake Rosalie R 1071 Stratford Rd
Blubaugh Matthew 1154 Brookwood
Boyle John 431 Hibbs Ave
Breslin Ellen 471 Hibbs Av
Brody Daniel I 242 Karen Cir
Carpenter Donna 100 E Glenolden Ave
Chambers William 814 Crescent Dr
Chase Anna M PO Box 49
Cosgrove Hanhah G, Cosgrove Paul L 121 N Llanwellyn Ave
Dell Fiore June, Linda Ann 1010 Poplar Ave
Dogum Laila 101 S Chester Pk
Donahue James 203 S Macdade Blvd
Donnelly Frances B 105 N Chester Pike 1e
Dorsett Ella M 1038 Oakwood Dr
Doud Mike 207 Stratford Dr
Fedorchak Russell, Doris E 331 S Ridgeway Ave
Finnegan James P, Nora A 123 Westbridge Rd
Fiore June M 1010 Poplar Ave
Forsyth William J Jr 502 Trites Ave
Fromm Margaret, William 406 W Ashland Ave
Frymiare Russell R Jr Dianna M Frymiare 22 S Scott Ave
Galbraith Michael J 709 Surrey Ln
Gillespie Bernard P 3 Benson Dr
Kane Mike 425 S Scott Ave
Kashmar Edward 313 Stratford Rd
King Edward 23 S Chester Pk
Kluse Sarah 112 Westbridge Rd
Knauer Maud E 1103 Tremont Dr
Lawton Noel 100 E Glenolden Apt N3
Love Alice 112 S Glen Ave
Lukens Harold Est 3 E South Ave Fl 1 Apt A
Macneal Ronald, Anna M 634 Beech Ave
Maguire Richard 124 N Llanwellyn Ave
Mayo Lillian 431 Hibbs Ave
Mcfadden Joseph 1056 Oakwood Dr
Mcgee Timothy P 219 S Macdade Blvd
Mchugh Paul M 90 N Ridgeway Ave
Meissner Chevrolet 135 S Chester Pike
Merediths Carstar Collision 51 S Macdade Blvd
Metzger Sandra 1154 Brookwood
Miller Tyrone M 500 W Oak Ln
Morelli Nicole 709 Surrey Ln
Mulloy William P 405 Harrison Ave
Ohara Mac Const Inc c/o 112 Stratford Rd
Oneill Joan A 1038 Oakwood Dr
Pesin Michael S 903 Maple Ave
Povorotney Christopher 80 N Ridgeway Ave
Primary Care Asso 901 W Ashland Ave
Putman Carl B 761 Riveley Ave
Rehrig Mary Est 1077 W Ashland Ave
Sakers Lauri J 162 N Bonsall Ave 2nd Floor
Seale Edith 642 Richfield Ave
Seningen Helen P 216 S Academy Ave
Shattuck Joyce 400 Custer Ave
Smith Walter F, Jean 401 Custer
Smith Christopher 100 E Glenolden Ave Apt B 4
Spallone Minnie G 18 S Woodland Ave
Spross Joseph Jr 7 Stuart Ave
Taylor Lawrence 914 Lawnton Ter
Thomas Catherine M 513 Stratford Rd
Torrens Nancy PO Box 516
Troop David W, Barbara 1079 Hopkins Ave
Ulkowski M M 414 Benson Ave
White Geraldine M 36 E Oak Ln
Wickert Theresa 1056 Oakwood Dr
Williams Robert 412 W Ashland Ave
Wright L Muriel PO Box 421
Your Webnhost PO Box 541
Zullitti Kathryn G 35 Benson Dr
Gradyville Pa 19039
Khoury Abraham C PO Box 185
Sherif Eid A PO Box 185
Havertown Pa 19083
Altarelli Vincent R 315 Lincoln Ave
Alvarez Janet 632 Country Club
Aro Properties A Partnership 48 W Eagle Rd
Bankes Mabel 141 Mill Rd
Barnhart Mark S 1446 Dorchester Rd
Bednal Eve Anna 249 Brookline Blvd
Bernard Marc 615 Earlington Rd
Billstein Betty 1405 Ashton Rd
Bradley Frederick L, Jack 404 Kenmore Rd
Bramley Amy M 18 E Langhorne Ave
Brannan Anne M Est PO Box 511
Byers John 2604 Woodleigh Rd
Byron Henriette 222 Glen Gary Dr
Caggiano Nicholas J 624 Country Club La
Callahan Joseph M 50 Woodcroft Rd
Cameron Elizabeth V 311 Davis Rd
Carranza Jessica 624 Woodland Dr
Carroll John T III Esq 103 N Morgan Ave
Chiaradonna Salvatore c/o Josephine Schoppet 117 Sunnyhill Ln
Chung Sung Joon 8 Nancy Dr
Ciarmoli Philomena 623 N Eagle Rd
Cirone Helene M 3 Holbrook Rd
Cole Michaela L, Timothy, Ethan D, Rebecca A 412 W Langhorne Ave
Collum Russell 112 Marple Rd
Conroy Michele, Paul c/o Colleen Muscatello 107 Princeton Ave
Correa Joseph B, Thelma A 17 E Turnbull Ave
Coulston Harry F PO Box 511
Crawford Cleone W 110 Tenby Rd
Criss Jedd S 142 Juniper Rd
Crockett Jeannette A 508 Devon Rd
Curcio Lawrence M, Grace C, Michael 1406 Darby Rd
Datlof Joseph 27 Bennington Rd
Davis B H Jr Edna G Davis 516 Howell La
Davis Jesse 117 Sycamore Rd
Deery Eleanor M, Charles A 121 Wilson Ave
Desantis Louis A 47 W Hillcrest Ln
Digiorgio Steven A, Kathleen 1238 Bon Air Rd
Donahue James K 1737 Hawthorne Ave
Dougherty Frank, P 408 Kathmere Rd
Duff Antoinette A 204 Frederick Rd
Eggerstorfer Jack 25 Nancy Dr
Eisenhuth Jennifer, Kurt 1413 Sunny Hill Ln
Elwyn Institute 112 Marple Rd
Esposito Andrew 134 Upland Rd
Est Plng Advisors Corp 525 W Chester Pike Ste 201
Farrelly Bros Inc 1001 E Darby Rd
Feiner Charlene 1749 Green Valy Rd
Ferry Eleanor R C O R Bruce Ferry 216 Paddock Rd
Flitter Payton T D, Michael 270 Ellis Rd
Flocco Vera 8 Pinzon Ave
Forde Delia 1756 Josie Ln
Forde John F 519 Wales Rd
Fox Beatrice 400 Glendale Rd Apt 13h
Freidman Marilyn c/o Harriet E Laurin 120 E Eagle Rd
Fretz Mary P 516 Wales Rd
Galiatsatos Nicholas 1 Jacalyn Dr
Gaumann Morgan 21 Orchard Rd
Gibson Rev Eugene Sr, Eugene C 1211 Fairview Ave
Giuliano Adam C 21 W Turnbull
Gloster Janet L 29 James Dr
Goff Anna 9 Annabelle Ave
Goldring Rebecca Lynne, Carol W 708 Beechwood Dr
Gomez Armando 1704 Belvedere Av
Goodyear Mary J 138 Campbell Ave
Graden Harold 426 Bryan St
Gray Jerry 1100 N Eagle Rd
Green M 104 Myrtle Ave
Greiner Sauer Ortho 1503 W Chester Pike
Group Ins Admin 666 Township Line Rd
Group InsAdmin 700 Township Line Rd Ste 100
Gubin Gertrude 1722 Green Valy Rd
Gunther John J 603 Darby Rd
Hamilton Marjorie G 120 Westwood Park Dr
Hancock S Donald 40 Hastings Ave
Hansch Amber 241 Clamar Ave
Hecht Dorothy D 336 Brookline Blvd
Hennessey Andrea 2420 Hollis Rd
Herron Margaret M 546 Kathmere Rd
Hillyer Carol 404 Kenmore Rd
Hoang Cao Khai 95 S Eagle Rd Unit 102
Involve Inc 625 W Chester Pike
Jafolla Eileen 608 Ashurst Rd
Jennings C 1409 Leedom Rd
Jerry Gray Autobody 1100 N Eagle Rd
Jess P Armine DC 1010 W Chester Pk #303
Jones Britton 1504 W Chester Pike
Jones Jessica 404 Lincoln Ave
Juodis Lynne Michele Lynne M Cornstock 404 Kenmore Rd
Kaufman Larry 846 Beechwood Dr
Kearney James Jr, James H 130 Fairlamb Ave
Kearney Leroy 1772 Josie Lande
Keller Lauren 1100 N Eagle Rd
Kennedy Devon W 615 Lawson Ave
Kincaid Virginia, Brian 200 Frederick Rd
Klein Thomas E MD 400 W Township Line Rd
Krempa Veronica M 4 Bennington Rd
Ladenson Milton 1714tyson Rd
Lamont Marjorie S 112 Decatur Rd
Lee Gyesun 400 Glendale Rd Apt J30
Leinheiser Charles J, Thelma 232 Cherry Ln
Leitzell Robert J 1605 Woodmere Way
Leonard Trina, Jeff 1106 Harding Dr
Lloyd Phoebe 400 Glendale Rd G−51 Haverford Condo
Lomax Joshua, Doris PO Box 1166
Longenecker Marshall 603 Darby Rd
Lonzetta Isabel K, John B 601 Willowbrook Rd
Lu Chi Ye 1425 Darby Rd
Lyle Francis C Jr 1206 Earlington Rd
Lyons Anne V c/o Anne Oconnor 1447 Lawrence Rd
Lyver Mildred W 104 Glen Arbor Rd
Machowski Josephine A 210 S Manoa Rd
Maenner Rosamond M, Herbert 1929 Darby Rd
Magnani Gretchen 1244 Fairvw Ave
Maguire Elizabeth 19 W Benedict Ave
Maher Patricia M 609 Merion Ave
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Mahony Nancy 400 Glendale Rd Apt K−10
Mallon David 33 Fulmer Ave
Mariano Joseph, Rita A 222 E Benedict Ave
Marks Michael 1005 W Chester Pike
Martinez Mauricio 1216 Harding Dr
Masorli James 20 W Langhorne Ave
Matteis Thomas, Lori J 211 Stanley Ave
Mccallister Mary E c/o Joseph A Walheim 40 W Eagle Rd Ste 2
Mccarns John & Rose Trust Ua 08 03 87 228 E Eagle Rd
Mccaw Helen R 207 Ivy Rock Ln
Mcclelland S 1301 Fairview Ave
Mccrossin Mechanical Inc PO Box 1107
Mccurdy Steven John 2411 David Dr Apt B
Mcdevitt Mary Josephine 1205 Larchmont Ave
Mcgee Thomas, Teresa M 506 Greenview Ln
Mcgovern Mary 1425 Fairview Ave
Mcgrath Mark 571 Willowbrook Rd
Mcgrenaghan Patrick F Jr, Susan 414 Lianerch Ave
Mcgrenaghen Susan 236 Glendale Rd
Mclarnon Paul 20 Mifflin Ave
Mclaughlin E Virginia 224 Glen Gary Dr
Mcnamara Marie 22 Mifflin Ave
Mcpherson Matthew 834 Homestead Ave
Merion Golf Athletic Asso PO Box 836
Meyer Jan M 327 Oxford Rd
Milena Salon 2126 Darby Rd
Minarcik Jesse R 1384 Harrington Rd
Moccero John 112 E Turnbull Ave
Moderski Joseph C 1017 Delaware Ave
Mottola James 309 Rittenhouse Cir
Myers Pauline E 1217 Bon Air Rd
Nathans Florence R 305 Glendale Rd
Natow Richard 14 Foster Ave
Nedock Michael, Helen 232 Walnut Hill Ln
Newby Gwenette 1737 Sue Ellen Dr
Norton William R 317 Merrybrook Dr
Oglesby Nicholas E Jr, Patricia A 1204 Allston Rd
Oneill Joan M 1211 Wilson Dr
Paddock Merwood Athletic Asso PO Box 836
Papa Jeremy 1248 Manor Rd
Paperetti Lidia 529 Mill Rd
Peruto Nicholas A Jr 214 Pickwick Rd
Peterson Annemarie M 1104 Garfield Ave
Pierciey David G 1812 Darby Rd
Pomichalek Joseph Po Box 511
Porter Jane M c/o Joseph A Walheim 40 W Eagle Rd Ste 2
Poulson Robert G, Kinuko 737 W Chester Pike
Pro Life Coalition Delaware Co 256 Golf Hills Rd
Quigley David M 19 Woodbine Rd
Reeder Gertrude L 1248 Fairview Rd
Rees H Scott 302 Edgehill Dr
Reilly Cecilia 1406 Darby Rd
Reuss Katharine Est 100 Tenby Rd
Reuss Elise H 100 Tenby Rd
Ri Gyung S 329 Bryan St
Rice Clarence, Ida 300 Virginia Ave
Rodia Arthur J, Carmella J 236 Glendale Rd
Rosen Kalman D 208 Frederick Rd
Rossi Nancy J 1405 Steel Rd
Rotman Steven Apt 411 2323 E Darby Rd
Rounick Marvin 412 Greenview Ln
Sanitate Josephine M 333 Francis Dr
Santitate Vito F 333 Francis Dr
Savige Victor J Est 1319 Harrington Rd
Shen Chiu Yen Lee 1345 Virginia Ave
Sirkin Rhea L 1644 Surrey Ln
Skatz Jennifer 1533 Ashton Rd
Smith James 204 Washington Ave
Sobel Charles S, Edward R 1934 Robinson Ave
Sobel Rita M 1934 Robinson Ave
Speers Janet A, Ruth 1608 Winston Ave
Speers Helen R 1737 Hawthorne Ave
Speers Loretta D 1737 Hawthorne Ave
Steinberg Ellen Lorri, Marilyn 1808 Earlington Rd
Stickel Kathryn 53 Waverly Rd
Strzelec James B 310 Glen Ridge Rd
Susan Jones/Jacqueline Fee P01 623 N Eagle Rd
T Abbonizio Svc Co 8 Hastings Ave
Taylor Jason W 126 Oxford Hill Ln
Termini Maria B 1819 Earlington Rd
Titlow W Revell 1110 Larchmont Ave
Toland Francis 146 Woodbine Rd
Tumolo Louis 701 E Manoa Rd
Turbett Jane Elizabeth 301 N Manoa Rd
Tyer Michael 400 Glendale Rd Apt H 11
Underhill Beatrice, John A 1825 Manor Rd
Vanasdlan Julia 29 James Dr
Walker Frederick F 425 Hastings Ave
Walker Mike 616 Country Club Ln
War Crime Records 26 E Clearfield Rd
Wei Hsu Lu 686 Lawson Ave
Welsh Kathryn M 325 Ivy Rock Ln
Williams Kate, TJ 2133 Darby Creek Rd
Willie Richardson 1733 Josie Ln
Wilson Stephanie A 62 Braeburn Rd
Winter Michele F PO Box 511
Winterle Mary 20 E Langhorne Ave
Woodruff Theresa C, David R 18 E Mercer Ave
Wroblewski Matthew P 18 E Langhorne Ave
Yeakel Margaret PhD Est 7 Decatur Rd
Yerger Beulah G Est, Mark W PO Box 511
Zemins Bridget K, Helen T, Joseph J III 1463 Lawrence Rd
Holmes Pa 19043
Dellavecchio Anthony 221 Cedar Ave
Donnelly Billie June 97−A Holmes Rd
English Robert T Jr, Nicol E 664 Hutchinson Terr
Herrmann John 212 Norwood Ave
Horbowyj Roxolana I 617 South Ave
Lu Jia Xing 249 Glenside Av
Lurwick James M, Ellen F 654 Lawnton Ter
Mcconnel Elizabeth 425 Hutchinson Terr
Rhodus Jillian L 208 Winona Ave 2nd Floor
Vivaldi Joan M 243 Winona Ave
Williams Tiffany L 213 Stanbridge Rd
Lansdowne Pa 19050
Ahamed Payer 2004 Greenhill Rd
Ashby Frank 26 Owen Ave
Award Dorothy Gilbert 100 Green Ave
Baldino Helen R, Louis T 335 Congress Ave
Bayer Jillian 213 Hansell Rd Apt D
Benrubi Alan 255 Wayne Ave
Benton Naima L 32 S Wycombe Ave
Berg Eleanor, John 67 Fairview Ave
Bourke Agatha B 116 W Marshall Rd
Brennan Marie T 207 Le Carra Dr
Brown Kenneth, Anne 58 E Greenwood Av
Brown William L, Harry 80 S Union Ave
Brown Thomas J 145 E Essex Ave
Burgess Louise A c/o 225 Scottdale Rd 3a 404
Burke Eileen 213 Hansell Rd Apt E
Burlingame Margaret 243 W Albemarle Ave
Buth Hun 125 Wildwood Ave
C Weber Construction 220 Le Cara Dr
Callaghan Cyril P 155 Walton Place
Chase 665 Arbor Rd
Coleman Clifford 101 E Baltimore Pike
Condon Anna M Apt 307 1800 Garrett Rd
Cooke Thomas 168 Woodland Ave
Dang Vinh 234 Lewis Ave
Daniels Barbara 246 Melrose Ave
Dasilva Salvador P 1028 Bullock Ave
Daugherty Verna 242 Guilford Rd
Davies Jean 58 Price Ave
Deckman Richard V 216 Hansell Rd
Defelice Crystal H 24 Owen Ave 1st Fl
Delacova Elise 78 Price Ave
Diienno Michael W 55 Nyack Ave #2
Doan Adam T 225 Scottdale Rd A608
Domah Kau 785 W Providence Rd G201
Donnelly Joseph P 169 E Essex Ave
Donovan Joseph E, Anna 62 Houston Rd
Douville Veral V, Yvonne G 84 Hartley Rd
Duffin Donald Paul 156 Woodland Ave
Duross Patricia, Michael 51 Windermere Ave
Ebo Prince 602 Parkview Blvd
Fanning Richard 225 Scottdale Rd Apt A604
Farrior Booker W III 2002 Greenhill Rd
Fauntleroy Bruce 741 Fern St
Fields Julia 193 Chapman Rd
Fleming Madeline H c/o Patricia M Fleming 328 Clearbrook Ave
Florence Joseph E, Anna 262 W Greenwood Ave
Floyd Eric C 119 W Balt Ave
Galletly Florence, George, Francis 70 S Wycombe Ave
Ganges Edward 1905 Greenhill Rd
Gary Eric 122 W Stratford Ave
Gentile Steven M 155 Kerr Pl
George Abner M, Alice M, Andrew A 119 W Balt Ave
Gomez Agustina 47 E Stratford Ave
Gowen James J 43 Baily Rd
Gowen Walter A Jr 239 Corerly Rd
Gray Glenn L 53 W Albemarle Av Apt D
Haag Jane 8 Windermere Ave Apt 8 D2
Hammond Julia B 219 N Maple Ave
Hannum Ruth A 156 Blackburn Ave
Hardy Patty G 24 N Rigby Ave Apt 3
Hare Barbara S 240 No Wycombe Ave
Harris Barbara 242 Guilford Rd
Harris Dana c/o Victor Myers 661 Fern St
Hart Morrow C 28 Willowbrook Ave
Hartman Ryan 162 N Wycombe Av
Hefner Eunice 73 Sayers Ave
Henry Carolyn, Leon 957 Serrill Ave
Hiles William P, Hiles Eleanor 38 N Lansdowne Ave
Hill Sarah L 216 Chapman Av
Hone Gareth 60 Lexington Av
Horner Virginia R Nyas Ave Wycomb
Huntersmith Donna PO Box 312
Hydrol Chemical Co 520 Commerce Dr
Johns Harry A, Claire 130 E Lexington Ave
Jones Antoinette L 1 Mansfield Rd
Jones Glasco Paulette A 87 E Stratford Ave
Kamara Alhaji N 115 E Stewart Ave Apt 3
Kelly Lillian Wildman Arms Apt C 111
Kelly Shawn 335a E Essex Ave
Kendall Elizabeth B, John C 101 Madison Rd
Kenner William S 38 E Stewart Ave
Kim Kyoung M 65 E Essex Ave
Kittrell Scott A, Jack W 191 Bryn Mawr Ave
Knowles Ilda W 80 W Baltimore Ave Apt C 412
Knowles Matilda Wildman Arms Apt C 111
Koerner Frank E 412 Pembroke Av
Lake Grace 116 W Marshall Rd
Land Emmett M 310 Congress Ave
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Lanzano Michael C 207 Wynnewood Ave Apt 2
Leander Monk 919 Guenther Ave
Lipton Margot 112 Lansdowne Ct
Machik Pamela J 126 E Stewart Ave
Markellos Bertha Est 168 Woodland Ave
Mayer Shane R 168 Midway Ave
Mcfadden Dennis T 312 E Essex Ave
Mcneill Earle Md 19 N Lansdowne Ave
Mendoza Mario F 210 N Wyconde Ave
Mercado Walter 60 Nyack Ave Apt 6
Miller Dolores M 252 Wabash Ave
Millines Angela 212 Wabash Ave
Moore Ellery 219 W Plumstead Ave
Moretto Irene 13 E Windermere Tr
Murray Delores 641 Yeadon Ave
Nelson Cherine 168 W Albemarle Ave
Neville Scott 665 Arbor Rd
Nguyen Phoung Thi 309 Wayne Ave
Noel Schmidt Furniture Inc 32 E Baltimore Ave
Nupp Dale 201 Jackson Ave
Odongkara Mary A 2113 B Alfre Rd Apt B
Oleynick Margaret V, Victoria C 23 Willowbrook Ave
Oreilly James 246 Melrose Ave
Orourke Miriam 73 Sayers Ave
Parker John E 290 Jackson Ave
Payton Karyn R 219 W Plumstead Ave
Pearson Patricia 121 S Wycombe Ave
Peart Enid 129 E Providence Rd
Phoenix Mechanical Inc PO Box 367 Lansdowne Ind Ctr
Pough Leonard J 121 Wildwood Ave
Powell Olivia 123 Mckinley Ave
Price Don Carlos 7 E Plum St Ave
Provence Rest 212 Wayne Ave
Quail Phyliss M 436 Chester Ave Apt Fl 2
Randall Patricia 236 W Marshall Rd
Reichner Frank S 43 W Albemarle Ave
Roberts Rodger W, Laverne 54 N Wycombe Ave
Robinson Lamont 167 E Essex Ave
Rowland Melissa 40 Willowbrook Ave
Rowley Bart Jr 323 Derwyn Rd
Salmon John R 175 W Albemarle Ave
Sciubba Anna M 293 Congress Ave
Segre Inger 1004 Alfred Ave B Parkview Ct
Shaw Stephen 45 Berkley Ave
Simmons Teresa 14 Lincoln Ave Hc Manor Care
Simpson James 2329 W Marshall Rd 2 Fl
Sinbana Jose 149 Blackburn Rd
Smith Derral PO Box 312
Sorsor Marvia 1226 Whitby Ave
Southeast Civic Asso Lansdowne 59 Fairview Ave
Sun Jing 225 Scottdale Rd A608
Taylo Andrew R 298 Bryn Mawr Ave
Taylor Lyn B 298 Bryn Mawr Ave
Thomas Maurice 333 Clearbrook Av
Thompson Samuel L 529 Brookside Ave
Tolbert Teresita 2303 Alfred Dr
Tweed Helen E 911 Pembroke Ave
Van Herbert C Horn 231 Wynnewood Ave
Verica Maria C, Mark A 236 Wabash Ave
Walitho Geret PO Box 100
Waverly Dialysis 211 Shadeland Ave
Weems Theodore 122 Bartram Ave
Wert Joseph R 522 Brookside Av
Widman Sharon 19 William St
Williams Carl L 172 W Greenwood Ave
Zabarcencu Mihai M 106 Oak Ave #2
Zamichaiel Julette 1908 Garrett Rd
Ziccardi John J 69 E Stratford Ave
Lester Pa 19029
Dons Body Shop 208 N Gov Printz Blvd
Pangborn Helen C 200 Stevens Dr Ste 435
Prospect Park 416 Governor Printz Blvd
Sakers Martin J 240 Seminole St
Triangle Truck Svc Inc 501 Seminole St PO Box 404
Willard Gregory P Sr 227 Mohican St
Lima Pa 19037
Barr Charles M PO Box 394 2875 Pennell Rd Glen Rdl
Boccella Anthony 340 Middletown Rd PO Box 496
Borsuk Joseph J F A G C 340 N Middltown Rd PO Box496 Bldg 8 Rm102
Boyle Neale J c/o Neale J Boyle Insuran PO Box 45
Coleman Helen R Fair Acres 340 N Middletown Rd
Copson Muriel G 411 N Middletown Rd
Cross Country Landscapes PO Box 508
Dowd Elizabeth J c/o Linda Orr Fari Acres Ger 340 N Middletown Rd PO Box 496
Freeman Richard W Fair Acres Geriatric 340 N Middletown Rd
Gay Forence H Fair Acres Geriatric Ctr
Husted Gertrude E PO Box 496 340 N Middletown Rd Glen Rdl
Malony Bruce L PO Box 336
Marrison Anna M PO Box 394 2875 Pennell Rd Glen Rd
Mead Carrie A Fair Acres 340 N Middletown Rd
Molloy Jean Fair Acres Geriatric 340 N Middletown Rd
Mullaney Michael S DMD 8 N Pennell Rd
Poich Ivan c/o Fair Acres Geriatric Cente 340 N Middletown Rd
Purcell Edward 340 N Middletown Rd c/o Brenda Carr
Rein Willard S, Mary H Lima Estates A 213 411 N Middletown Rd
Scott Catherine T 340 N Middletown Rd
Linwood Pa 19061
Chapman Elwood, Hazel, Milton 330 W Lawghead Ave
Civitello William R 1533 Beale St
Clouser Elizabeth H 528 W Laughead Ave
Desper John B Jr 1027 Beeson Ave
Donaldson Jacqualine 1552 Smt Ave
Doster James 312 Cranston Ave
Farr Amber M 105 White Ave
Feliciano Luis 156 Chadwick Ave
Flanagan Pamela 30 W Ridge Rd
Gallo Donald J Jr 526 Taylor Ave
Gavrish R 1444 Smt St
General Felt Ind Inc c/o Joseph F Beirne 1000 Columbia Ave
Griest Elizabeth K, Leroy H 323 White Ave
Hanson Sarah 528 W Laughead Ave
Hobbs Norman H 1603 Huddell St
Holmes Jordyn Elizabeth 1423 Bradley St
Kennedy Margaret, William 1570 Yates Ave
King Karen 129 White Ave
Kruczaj Michael Est, John PO Box 1496
Kurek Peter 1416 Bradley St
Lesperance Susan T 1533 Beale St
MC Enterprises 3300 Market St
Mcfarland Elisabeth L 522 Taylor Ave
Mcglinn Jennifer 152 Chadwick Ave
Miersky Cynthia L, Joseph F 1639 Ward St
Ortiga Thomas R PO Box 1261
Premo Jay 157 Chadwick Ave
Rinehart Patricia A 1423 Bradley St
Roberts Sharon 312 Cranston Ave
Romero Manuel 1125 Sterling Ave
Schonewolf Robert W 1592 Smt Ave
Shahadi Thomas 148 Fronefield Ave
Stankiewicz Edward 1579 Chichester Ave
Tyson David 152 Chadwick Ave
Webster George D 130 W Ridge Rd
Wolfe Charlene 1623 Hard St
Young Robert, Cora B 143 Fronefield Ave
Marcus Hook Pa 19061
Abbott Kevin M 940 Market St 2nd Fl
Billbrough Heather R 33 W 33rd St
Bireley Charles E 37 Maple St
Bordeau Joel P 1225 Anderson Ave
Brutsche Christopher Coty 37 Spruce St
Christensen Warren C 902 Flora Ln
Cipriano Nicholina, Joseph 904 Green St
Croff Danielle 27 Cedar St
Devito Frances M 430 W 9th St Trlr 33
Dilks Phred S 127 E Laughead Ave
Donald J Clark Home 2323 Chichester Ave
Emmanuil Antonia 4344 Trophy Dr
Ennis James F 1450 Brookside Av
Federowicz David W 1023 Yates Ave
Fleming Ethel B 41 E Delaware Ave
Fowler Janet D 3131 Meetinghouse Rd Apt V14
Golden Years Investment Club 29b Marshall Ave
Hammelbacer Alexander 138 Jones Dr
Hogan Michael , Hogan Emily F 33 W 3rd St
Hogan Michael 33 W 33rd St
Irwin Chandler Kathie E 1 1/2 W 8th St 1st Floor
Irwin Chris 15 Marshall Av
Jones Jodi E 18 Clemson Dr
Kereszi Pauline, Richard 1572b Huddell Ave
Mann Stacie 803 Green St
Meekins Lamar 15 Cedar St
Myers Robert, Ann 21 Marshall Ave
Ng Joanne, Kai K 898 Flora Ln
Richardson Vada 25 Cedar St
Service Painting Inc PO Box 433
Sides Robert 1024 Yates Ave
Silva Terry E 18 Plaza St
Van Leeuwen Pipe 10 Nealy Blvd
Vanwinkle Robert L, Viola F 55 Spruce St
Williams Donald, Doris 923 Market St
Wragg Mary 914c Church St
Media Pa 19063
Adams Cynthia H 2167 N Providence Rd
Afge National Asso Gov 600 E Baltimore Pike
Aish Edda 850 Pickering Ln
Alfredo Rosa 940 N Providence Rd E 3
Aloi Catherine L 162 Kirk Ln
Ameigh Sharon Domestic Relations PO Box 139
American Dental Care P A 1003 W Baltimore Pike
Andrew Joann 406 S Olive St
Antczak Karen 227 Moylan Ave
Anthony Bilotti Associates 1400 N Providence Rd
Antonio Maria Lourdes Rodriguez Ilit c/o Lehman Fin Resources 21 W Front St 3rd Fl
Atkins Carol, Nelle 411 N Middletown Rd Apt F206
Baker Karl L c/o Diamond Pulsky & Bauer 211 N Monroe St
Bakore Indumat 490 Sycamore Mills R
Bang Young Hwa 4 State Rd 303
Barrett Wesley T 705 Iris Ln
Bartman Susan 107 Overlook Dr
Baxter Jean E 116 W Seventh St
Bean Jordan 101 Emerald St
Beckham Cheryl A 11 Soldier Song Ln
Bell Grace C 1343 W Baltimore Pike
Bell Mary B 1273 Hunt Club Ln
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Black Vaughn C, Gladys F Riddle Village Williamsburg 312
Blair Daniel, Alene 607 Washington Ave
Booth Wilma V c/o Paul D Nelson Ex Ct House Sq E 30 W 3rd St
Bouikidis Damianos, Dominic 298 Paxon Hollow Rd
Bourne Philip G 841 Parkridge Dr
Bowden Minetta Fair Acres
Bowen Edward H 272 Steeplechase Dr
Braconnier James Sr 22 Spring St
Britt Julie M 1880 Colt Rd
Brower Michael A, Lilly 11 Martins Run
Brown Laurie C, Sue PO Box 346
Brown Ray 11 Martins Run Apt K206
Bunnell Pauline C 411 N Middletown Rd Apt A
Burghart Gertrude M 21 W Second St
Burnley Deborah S 15 E 6th St
Burns Theresa L 105 Sandy Bank Rd
Burton Elvira 412 N Olive St
Butcher Carlton T 302 Manchester Ave
Byrd Jean, Mal 212 Emerald Ln
Cancro James 211 E 4th St
Carpitella William L 634 W Rose Tree Rd
Celtel Comm c/o Granite Run Mall 1067 W Baltimore Pike
Choi Byung D 42 State Rd Apt C21
Cikowski Edward 15 Carnoustee Way
Clement Christopher A, Robin E, Ira T 108 Chesley Dr
Cloud Glen 42 E Front St
Cohen Jan 119 Gayley St
Colonial Healthcare 225 State Rd
Conan Werndl Patricia 624 W Saint Andrews Dr
Connell Heather E, Grace G 501 N Providence Rd 305
Cooper Lewis H, Marie 603 Vernon St
Copy Engine 102 E State St
Cotter J William Ira 300 W State St 2nd Fl PO Box 748
Craig Jeanette A Granite Farms Estate 1343 W Baltimore Pike Apt C306
Craven Alice W 411 Middletown Rd Apt B111
Cruise Connection 318 Meadowglen Ln
Culp Michael F 21 W Second St
Curran Muriel I The Residence At Glenriddle 263 Glenriddle Rd Apt 212
Czaplicki Dane F 101 W Lincoln St
Daane Rosemary 49 Wyncroft Dr
Daniel Elizabeth K 501 Moylan Ave
Day Franklin T Jr, Catherine D 17 W Fifth St
Decowsky George, Linda 41 Bobbin Mill Rd
Demo Victoria Y 45 Shady Hill Rd
Dent Joanne 485 Cricket Ln
Derosa Francis, Jennie 230 Brooks St
Dever Lillian Media Sta Apts M
Devries Peter Re: Eat Drink &Be Merry c/o Jan De Vries 235 E Front St
Dinenno Theresa 11 Reservation Trail
Dobbins Ruth M 501 N Providence Rd Apt 215
Dolente Marianne c/o Knox Asso Michael 29 Oakmont Pl
Donald A Pusey Inc 301 State Rd
Donnelly Danielle S, William S 30 War Admiral Ln
Donovan Geraldine 1790 Ridley Creek Rd
Dowden Nursing Home 300 W State St Ste 300
Dujmic Frank Electronic Recording 201 W Front St Ct House
Durning Peter J 679 W Rose Tree Rd
Eaton Roland L Est 480 Kirk Ln
Echevarria Hilda B 601 N Olive St Apt 3
Ellis Sheila F 1103 Wooded Way Dr
Environmental E 601 W State St
Etchingham Joan M PO Box 259
Evans Mark L 107 Wisteria Ln
Evans Robert C, Robert C III 409 Turner Rd
Evans Sara R 390 Highland Ave
Fadden Terrance, Mary E 321 Steeplechase Ln
Ferrara Belefonte M PO Box 1670 993 Old Eagle School Rd
Fertig Richard 263 Glen Riddle Rd 172
Fesler M H PO Box 563
Finkelstein Jesse A 63 Cedar Hill Ln
Foamex Innovations Operating Co 1400 N Providence Rd Ste 2000
Francisco Harry 245 Lenni Rd
Fuessinger Stacey A 142 Lakeview Dr
Gaffney Dorothy A 11 Azalea Ln
Gaffney Thomas F c/o Dorothy A Gaffney 11 Azalea Ln
Garnevicus Nettie Lima Estates 315 A 411 N Middletown Rd
Gaurdian Svcs Pa 1273 Hunt Club Ln
Gessler Construction Co, Thomas J Gessler 565 E St Andrews Dr
Getty Mart 401 E Baltimore Pike
Gillen John 10 Indian Spring Rd
Gillon Francis 310 Media Sta Apt A−103
Gimbel Denise 309 Bowers Ln
Glockson Gregory D 126 Yarmouth Ln
Goh Qing Z c/o Prashant Kumar 1400 N Pr
Graham John A 110 Indian Spring Rd
Graham Leo 440 S Orange St
Grant Herbert 150 Governor Markham Dr
Graybill Dorothy P Est Riddle Villiage #314 Williamsburg
Groover Earl Est c/o Joseph F Mulcahy Jr 9 W Third St
Haden Nancy R c/o Thomas J Russell POA 20 S Olive St
Haibach Laura M 328 W Front St
Hammond George N 544 South Ave
Han Seung Yup 214 W State St 3 Phase
Hansbury Nancy M 54 Greenhill Rd
Harding Carrie J, Robert Apt D216 1343 W Baltimore Pike
Hatch Stanley M 116 W Seventh St
Hatcher Elizabeth 224 Brakel Ln
Heinle Albert G 7 Manchester Ave
Herman Lee M Esq Pc Po Box 2090
Hernandez Jorge P 397 E Baltimore Pk Apt 3
Hoffman Miriam 205 Woodcrest Rd
Holber Robert H 41 E Front St
Holford Fred PO Box 4758
Hull Donald 140 W 6th St
Ide Gerald PO Box 498
Internal Training Center 620 Painter St
Ip Kwok Hung 225 W Jefferson St Apt 6a
Isherwood Faye K c/o Liz Johnson 247 N Middletown Rd Rm 219
Jensen Harry Jr PO Box 1058
Jersey Shore Radiology PO Box 200
John Mcfadden Assoc 230 N Monroe St
Johnson William, Thelma 602 Vernon St
Johnson Nancy 426 South Ave
Johnson Paul 312 E Baltmore Ave
Johnston Christine M 314 State Rd
Jones Jessica 25 E 4th St
Jorgensen Gunnar Est 210 W State St
Jorgensen Mary 210 W State St
Josephines Tao of Brush Studio 8 Secretariat Cir
Judge David 402 E Jefferson St
Kahlbaugh Richard A 606 Nelson Dr
Kavanaugh Frank PO Box 346
Keith Ford Plumbing 261 Timber Jump Ln
Keller Loretta E, Russell N 6 Cherry St
Kelly Tottie M c/o Thomas J Russell POA 20 S Olive St
Kerr Robert J 118 W Ridge Rd
Khan Shazi 505 N Monroe St
Kirchgasser J Mark III 466 Old Forge Rd
Konrad Joseph J, Mary J 5 E Beatty Rd
Kovacks Market 465 Orange St
Kozin William MD 112 Cove Ln
Kreider Paulete 475 Cricket Ln
Kulp Alva C 59 Rampart E
Kulp Kevin 15 Soldier Song Ln
Lambert Mary Ann 1016 N Providence Rd
Lansberry Brian, Elise 19 Levis Ave
Larson Inga M c/o GSP 1273 Hunt Club Ln
Lawson Norma M 29 S Middletown Rd
Leading Benefits Inc 325 Pearl St
Leiper Edwards F, Mary A RR 1 Providence
Lembo Joseph N 233 Painter Rd
Lenscrafters 1067 W Baltimore Pike
Levy Benjamin 11 Martins Run F201
Lindholm Robert MD 1088 W Baltimore Pike 2
Littman Jeffrey J 401 Highland Ave
Longevity Research Inc 110 Chesley Dr
Lonzetta Isabel K, John B 500 Sandy Bank Rd Apt 336
Lorenz Wendy S 15 Wynmoor Rd
Lrs Construction 399 E Baltimore Av 2nd Fl
Mac Neal Asso 210 W Front St
Magrogan David Dr 318 W Baltimore Ave 1st Fl
Manata Pearl 340 N Middleton Rd
Mangele Jacqueline 250 Seventh Ave
Manton Britta, Henry 8 W 2nd St
Marblelife 260 Highview Ln
Markowitz Jack 11 Martins Run Apt A208
Martin John, Ruth 550 Walter Dr
Mason Jean V 280 N Providence Rd
Masse Francis X 120 Lakeside Ln
Mayo Kristina 931 Second Ave
Mazur Andrew, Anna 806 Ridge Ln
Mccarron Don 6 High Meadow Dr c/o John J Mccarron
Mccarron John J Tr 6 High Meadow Dr c/o John J Mccarron
Mccloskey Christine 605 Autumn Ln
Mckee Lawrence, Kevin 26 Well Fleet Dr
Mckenna Donald Jr 308 Gayley St
Mcmahon Sean J 819 N Providence Rd
Media Masonic Hall Assn PO Box 1298
Merrill Lynch Pierce Fenner & Smith 300 W State St 2nd Fl PO Box 748
Metzger Grant David, Susan 327 W 4th St
Michetti Robert D 19 State Rd
Miehle Marion L 9 N Bryn Mawr Pl
Miller Audrey B 217 Ridgewood Rd
Miller Children Serena E Holly House 116 501 N Providence Rd
Miller William PO Box 1000
Mita Susanne 2224 E Deerfield Dr
Molette Hope 501 N Providence Rd
Montgomery Samuel A Escrow Acct for De Insurance P 330 W State St
Moran Francis J Tr Ua 13−Jan−99 J PO Box 30
Morgan Fay 340 N Middleton Rd
Muetterties Bonnie P, Julie 238 Martins Ln
Mulcahy Joseph F 9 W 3rd St
Mulgrew Marjorie P 124 Walter Dr
Mullin John H, John Forge Rd
Murtagh Paul 584 S Heilbron Dr
Nicholas Katie 920 Crum Creek Rd
Noel Margaret c/o George P Noel Esquire PO Box 1590
Norcross William C 2595 N Providence Rd
Oakmont Community Asso c/o Knox Asso Michael 29 Oakmont Pl
Odgers Marie Anne Riddle Village 210 Williamsburg
Ogden Arthur T Est, Creola H, Richard Est 22 E Overhill Cir
Oreilly Joseph Patrick 69 Pennell Rd
Orlando Alverez MD PO Box 347
P S Changs Bistro c/o Supp Per Cindy Salganik 983 Baltimore Pike
Packard Terry J 518 Farnum Rd
Paolino Nick 469 Mt Alverno Rd
Park Kiwon 210 E Jefferson St Apt C1
Parker Clarence E 101 W Baltimore Ave 2nd Fl
Pascale Eileen P 601 Autumn Ln
Peabody Dean 312 Catchpenny Ln
Pergolini Carl 100 Collins Ave
Peters Paul D 226 S Pennell Rd
Phillips Thomas H Sr Est, Tom H Jr c/o George P Noel 25 E 2nd St
Pietras Anna 265 Glen Riddle Rd
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Plesnick Joanne M, Lyle R 34 Wyncroft Dr
Pleuss W V 230 N Monroe St
Plotts George Est, Norma J 128 Smt Rd
Porich Miriam J 9 W 3rd St
Pottery Plastic Uglass M c/o Mr Kline 203 Walker Ln
Powerweb Inc 415 E Baltimore Pike
Price Natalie 501 N Providence Rd Apt 601
Providence Ped Prac LLC 100 Granite Dr
Pulmonary Care Asso 1098 W Baltimore Pkwy
Pusey Donald 301 State Rd
Pyle Julia M 50 Greenhill Rd
Raymond Iola D c/o Gsp 1273 Hunt Club Ln
Reaney Charles 624 W Saint Andrews Dr
Reardon Agnes 318 S Orange St Bishop Nursing Home
Record Reproduction Solutions 600 N Jackson St #104
Record Reproduction Solutions PO Box 256
Reiher Matthew 704 Manchester Ave
Reist Catherine 503 Meadowpark Ln
Rhoads Dorothy E, Jessie 220 E 3rd St
Riddle Memorial Fdn Employ Pen 1068 W Baltimore Pike
Robinson Anna 459 Woodcrest Ln
Rodriguez Lourdes A c/o Lehman Fin Resources 21 W Front St 3rd Fl
Root Brenda P c/o George P Noel 25 E Second St
Rorabaugh Jean 1273 Hunt Club Ln
Rose Tree Auto Svc PO Box 173 4 State Rd
Roy Beatrice 601 N Olive St Apt 3
Russell Thomas J POA 20 S Olive St
Sajeski Eleanor B, Edmund A 27 Oakmont Pl
Sandford William Gilday 10 W Spring Oak Cir
Savini Samuel Est, Helen c/o Joseph E Lastowka Jr 108 Chesley Dr Fl 1
Scanlan Agency Inc Rose Tree II Ste 6040 1400 N Providence Rd
Scholler Agnes 200 E State St Ste 204
Scott Barbara A 206 Sandy Bank Rd
Scott Barbara A 318 S Orange St
Scott Elizabeth 411 N Middletown Rd Apt #318a
Shapiro Ruben Or Beatrice Trust 11 Martins Run Apt A 105
Sheehan William E , Sheehan Anne T Apt B1 412 N Orange St
Shima Lisa L 195 Carnoustie Way
Shockley Joseph T 54 War Trophy Ln
Shore R Oncology Po Box 347
Silvestri Theresa M 125 Boxwood Ct
Simmons Alma 201 W Front St
Simpson Zebedee c/o Manchester House 411 Manchester Ave
Sinclair Retina Asso 311 E B Ste 100
Six Cynthia H, Thomas D 526 S New Middletown Rd
Smith Robert 1048 W Baltimore Pi M103
Smith Thomas J 104 Red Fox Pl
Soster Robert A 57 N Pennell Rd
Sotiropoulos Georgia 6 S Bryn Mawr Pl
Stafiniak Joseph M 22a Rosetree Villages
Stearns Robert M 406 Gayley #B109
Stevens Katharine R 15 E 6th St
Stopper Violet E 132 Indian Ln
Strawley Melissa 52 Greenhill Rd
Stump Gregory M, Karen R 129 Robin Rd
Stutzman Earl R, Gladys 301 Media Towers
Sunset Mortgage 1408 W Baltimore Pike Mail Drop 3000
T A Holdings Inc 2 Veterans Sq 2nd Fl 2 Veterans Sq Second Fl
Tan Kah Keong 27 Meadowbrook Ln
Tate Mitchell V 210 E Jefferson St Apt B1
Taylor Robert L, Mary E, Mary H 1315 N Providence Rd
Taylor Robert L, Mary E PO Box 1971
Thompson William O 435 E Jefferson St
Tierney Jason 137 S Pennell Rd
Tierney Kevin 19 S Overhill Rd
Van Sant Eugene A, Sant Edward PO Box 1394
Vance Helen L 263 Glen Riddle Rd
Vanguard Systems Inc 100 Granite Dr Ste 205
Vanhouten Edna c/o Michael G Cullen 211−213 N Olive St
Vyth Arnold 11 Martins Run Apt L1
Wambach Debbie 275 Glen Riddle Rd Apt G2
Washington Delores 324 W 4th St
Welker Helen M PO Box 346
Werner Robert N 260 Chestnut Ave
Wesley George 324 W 4th St
West James W Est 21 W Second St
White Helen Marie 412 Arlington
Widdoes Frank W 211 N Olive St # 213
Willis William E 263 Glen Riddle Rd Apt 224
Wilson Eric 3131 Meetinghouse Rd Apt P5
Wood Lottie O 337 W 2nd St
Wyman Bruce Dorothy Fam Tr Ua 9.1.00 c/o Elizabeth Wyman Hull 9 Man O War Dr
Yaller Carl S V, Josie O, Max R 765 Iris Ln
Young Hwa Bang 4 State Rd 303
Zautner Margaret A 501 N Providence Rd 506
Zeidman Robyn Lowe c/o Michael G Cullen 211−213 N Olive St
Milmont Park Pa 19033
Defeo Dominick D 418 Arlington Ave
Donegan Maureen, Molly K 215 Arlington Ave
Salotti Kathleen 317 Roosevelt Ave
Sosna Virginia B, Carl 313 Manor Cir
Sosna Family Rev Living Trust Ua 10 29 01 313 Manor Cir
Stalford Joseph J 256 Morris Ave
Wojciechowski Mary 132 Belmont Ave
Morton Pa 19070
Adamczyk Jenna 2121 Grand Ave
Aruffo Tim A 1916 Armstrong Ave
Boyce Edward D 406 N Morton Ave
Cairone King Stephenie 106 Fairhill Rd
Clifton Robert J, Barbara 2205 Clayton Rd
Coleman Michael 242 Harding Ave
Contino John 20 Althea Ln
Delmar Harry 2131 Franklin Ave
Derose Samuel PO Box 61
Furia Frances M 401 Highland Ave
Fuse Harry S 836 Agnes Ave
Gilmour Christopher Lee 33 Waverly Ave
Glista Daniel 528 Holmes Rd
Hearne Marie, John 2135 Armstrong Ave
Hopkins Kersey PO Box 0
Houck Thomas L 48 Fairhill Rd
Hughes Jean 242 Harding Ave
Jacob Jerril 627 N Morton Ave
Jordan Nelson Jr, Kaye R 2204 Highland Ave
Kraft Melissa 19 Fairhill Rd
Lee Walter K 18 Walnut St
Loubon Brian 236 Garvin Blvd
Mattera Alfred 2109 Armstrong Ave
Mcluckie Andrew W 634 Amosland Rd
Mcnelly Leonard J 120 Yale Ave
Messaros Henry 723 Brooke Cir
Moore Ellery 108 School St
Moore Kathleen L 634 Amosland Rd
Mulvey Marjorie E 15 Althea Ln
Nelson Norman C, Nakia M 28 Baker St
Newlin Robert J Jr 2124 Highland Ave
Oneil Colleen N, Richard, Michelle, Theresa 119 Linden Ave
Pearson Eleanor 220 Newell St
Porrini Michael 8 Amosland Rd Apt 28
Rabe Plumbing & Heating 101 Waverly Ave Ste C
Rahman Mofizur 240 Hawthorne Rd
Reiley Rosemary Danielle, Agnes B 1814 Franklin Ave
Reimann Liesl B 502 Amosland Rd
Surf Turf Inc 1 Kedron Ave
Newtown Square Pa 19073
Alford Martha 128 Hunt Club Ln
Allen Louise C 535 Gradyville Rd S−119
Anderson Frema C, Robert 1653 Valy Rd
Andrews Barbara B White Horse Village 535 Gradyville Rd B−218
Arco Chemical Co 3801 W Chester Pike
Arnold Michael 531 Borders Edge
Atlantic Employees FCU 116918 c/o Dorothy Kennedy PO Box 466
Bacon Helen M White Horse Village V212 Gradyville Rd
Barnes Kenneth J 3421 W Chester Pike B67
Bartholow Virginia A, Melissa M 1010 Madison Ln
Beaury Patricia 624 Glendale Rd
Bentz Sadie 3526 Rhoads Ave Apt D
Berrard Pamela S 104 Springhouse Ln
Blaney Henry J 123 Rockwood Rd
Bolster Jane 535 Gradyville Rd Apt G145
Bozman Christopher K 208 Pritchard Place
Brady Corey Edison 611 Glendale Rd
Brennan Marie P 5 Mulberry Ln
Brooks Brenda Sheila White Horse Village 535 Gradyville Rd B−218
Bryant Anitra R 19 Campus Blvd Ste 200
Bryn Mawr Trust Co 25 Paper Mill Rd
Business Objects Americas & Subsidiaries 3999 W Chester Pike
Capoferri Nicole 46 Sleepy Hollow Rd
Catholic Health East AP Shared Services PO Box 356
Cedar Grove Apts L P 10 Campus Blvd
Cfpo Inc 16 Campus Blvd Ste 200
Charles Schwab A C Eu2280 1953 9 Iddings Ln
Christopher Chocolates 3519 W Chester Pike
Clan Donald Foundation Inc Po Box 174
Claytor Thomas Ash, Warren Mill Hollow PO Box 586
Clear Perceptions Inc 500 Guinevere Dr
Coleman Cecelia 17 Campus Blvd
College Park Mgt Trs Inc 10 Campus Blvd
Colletta Edmond E 726 Elgin Rd
Confident Controls USA 4930 W Chester Pike Fieldstone Bldg #104
Cook Erin 348 Echo Valy Ln
Coombs Vivian E 535 Gradyville Rd
Craft Richard E 659 Andover Rd
Creative Financial Group 16 Campus Blvd 200
Crossin Scott 704 Radcliffe Ct
Curly Brittany R 26 Reese Ave Apt 26−B
Dagit Eileen G 9 Papermill Rd
Dailey A Kasheryne, Patrick 332 Echo Valy
Dando William S 865 Briarwood Rd
Dangela Robert 3 Rockridge Rd
Delaware Charter Guarantee Tr C 805 Galer Dr
Deluca Robert A 11 Smedley Dr
Difelice Ashley 3841 Gradyville Rd
Digioia Kevin 127 Barren Rd
Digioia S T 127 Barren Rd
Dijoseph Grace T 3405 W Chester Pike
Doris Dan J Co Theodore Vanderslic 20 Post Run
Dunwoody Village 3500 W Chester Pike
Eberle Margaret M Wood Brook Apts 203a 3405 W Chester Pike
Eds Sons Inc 598807 PO Box 258
Ellis Madaleen J 319 Echo Vly
Ellis Philip 3438 Tyson Rd
Emerson Reid Co Inc 4651 W Chester Pike
Fish Robert E c/o Creative Financial Group 16 Campus Blvd
Fowler Julia A 400 Bishop Hollow Rd
Fullam Nancy 3306 Sawmill Rd
Gallagher Mary D 3500 W Chester Pike H−202
Gemma Michael J 17 Devon Dr
Ghazarian E 1370 Cold Spring Rd
Ghicizzani Vincent 125 Camelot Ln
Giannone John J 10 Saddle Run Rd
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Gjidede Anastas 3113 Green Valy Rd
Glass Norman T 440 Gradyville Rd
Glen Const Co Inc 333 S Newtown St Rd
Graham Edward W 608 Andover Rd
Hammershaimb Eleanor Cottle Ua 14−Mar−74 860 Goshen Rd
Hammershaimb Evelyn Adams 860 Goshen Rd
Hanson Susan 3500 W Chester Pike Dunwoody Village Rm 111
Harry Dan 5 Greystone Cir
Hines Margaretha K, Reynolds G 2904 Cornell Ct
Hoffman Myrtle E 3500 W Chester Pike F202
Hopkins Megan C, Finn G 124 Beechwood Rd
Hopkins Emily B 124 Beechwood Rd
Iovanisci Gina 16 Campus Blvd
Ives James 836 Milmar Rd
Jacobs Fredrick 35 Barren Rd
Jacobson Bonnie 5 Bakers Ln Apt 7
Kalkstein Ellen J 3400 W Chester Pike Apt C1
Keaton Lorraine 26 Reese Ave Apt 26−B
Kelly Mary S 3210 Saw Mill Rd
Kennedy Dorothy PO Box 466
Kleinstuber George C, Anthony 3412 Saint Davids Rd
Konstantinos Kafantari 5 Springton Pointe Dr
Koslosky Victoria 820 Hunt Rd
Koutsiouroumbus Eleftherios, Gilda 6028 Goshen Rd
Krick Kevin 20 Valy View Ln
Lauria Michael 2105 Woodside Ln
Ledbetter Thomas L 321 Earles Ln
Levens Trust Elizabeth L 535 Gradyville Rd Apt 226
Line John F 874 Goshen Rd
Liseter Farm 550 N Newtown St Rd
Little Mary L 738 Elgin Rd
Lorincz Kevin 353 Gradyville Rd
Loughran Robert B 9 Papermill Rd
Ludwig William R II, Marion Gt 3227 Sawmill Rd
Macneal Jane S 341 Crum Creek Ln
Makar Eugene M 2802 Cornell Ct
Marie Aungst Cust UPMA 339 Crum Creek Ln
Marinakas Steven 6026 Goshen Rd
Marjorie R Wrobleski Trust 3401 Horton Rd
Marshall Janet K 649 Lakeview Cir
Mathews Sara 3407 Goshen Rd
Mccartney Daniel T 3 Powerhorn Ln
Mccracken Sarah 58 Northwood Rd
Mcduffie Tom 663 Valerie Dr
Mcnulty Joseph P 1260 Brighton Way
Mickle Milnor Eng Co 3616 Chapel Rd
Mitchell Joanne M 236 Hansell Rd
Monahan Ann 239 Walchaerts Ct
Morrison Julia 2 Aspen Dr
Nanjo Roy E 408 Wooded Way
Nei Benefits Plan 19 Campus Blvd Ste 200
Nichols Robert E, Helen M 139 Barren Rd
Okupniarek Greg 3811 W Chester Pike
Onuskanich Cornelia 143 Barren Rd
Open Insurance Corp 145 Poplar Rd
Opinion Data Research Inc 13 Saint Albans Cir Ste 6
Otoole Maria Teresa 113 Northwood Rd
Page Clemson N 3500 W Chester Pike A 204 Dunwoody Village
Paley Jana 59 Sleepy Hollow Dr
Park Yong W 9 Longview Ln
Parker Kimberly 3760 School Ln
Paul Thomas 17 Marlborough Rd
Penns Wood Chapter of The National Wood 6 Fox Run Ln
Personal Touch Nail Salon 105 New Town St Rd
Phelan Maureen E 333 Echo Valy Ln
Pierce James 16 Campus Blvd Ste 200
Powell Jane T 3732 School Ln
Project Management Institute 4 Campus Blvd
Project Management Institute 14 Campus Blvd
Rancitelli Elizabeth C 738 Elgin Rd
Reddy Teelati R 8 Village Cir
Reevey Carmella 9827 Slatter Way
Richard Kate Beckham 53 Paper Mill Ln
Roberts Gloria M 3500 W Chester Pike
Rodney Byrd Systems Greater Phila Radio 69 Barren Rd
Rook Genevieve K 4018 W Chester Pike
Sabatino Anthony, Maria R 407 First Ave
Salon Mary Anne c/o Mary Anne Didomizio 3618 Chapel Rd
Sap Reatil Inc 3999 W Chester Pike
Scheb Robert 319 3rd Ave Apt A103
Schultz Francios PO Box 310
Schusler William K, Mary J 106 Mill View Ln
Severino Jill 641 Malin Rd
Shevlin Paul J 150 Media Line Rd
Shisler Robert R 14 N Line Rd
Shopper Shanghai 3512 Horton Rd
Shorr Richard A 928 Garrett Mill Rd
Simpson Michelle Alio 123 Weatherburn Way
Sohier Nathaniel 535 Gradyville Rd Apt G145
Solomon Dena PhD 4447 Gradyville Rd
St John Ricarda 800 Hunt Rd
St Jon Latvian Federal CU 301 N Newtown St Rd
Stallone Nicole 20 Bishop Hollow Rd Apt E12
Stanko Anne V 23 Barren Rd
Stjohn Robert E 800 Hunt Rd
Street Jeanette M 506 First Ave
Supreme Corq Ll Et Al 3811 W Chester Pike Bldg 2
Taylor Kristina M, Spencer W 3704 Tall Oaks Ln
Telephone Research Inc 13 Saint Albans Cir Ste 6
Terrion Christe 61 Roberts Rd
Titus Dolores c/o Ervin Fisher 535 Gradyville Rd
Trerotola Scott 1190 Winderly Ln
USA 3000 Airlines 335 Bishop Hollow Rd Ste 100
Vanlammeren Patty 109 Camelot La Lot 23
Vengal Group Inc 618 N Newtown St Rd
Vericenter Inc 680 E Swedesford Rd
Volk Judith 2078 Dutton Mill Rd
Voxem Inc 3553 W Chester Pike 411
Watson Shisler Penny L 14 N Line Rd
White Matthew R 624 Glendale Rd
Wilson Robert L 3400 W Chester Pike Apt B2
Yeck David R 3404 St David’s Rd
Zahn Isabella Ewa, Joseph 3401 Maplevale Cir
Zimmerman C Nathan 3616 Chapel Rd
Norwood Pa 19074
Arthur Keith 41 Love Ln
C Weber Construction 522 Mohawk
Connors Francis, Claire 257 School Ln
Faith Judith M 109 Henderson Ave
Fisher James E Jr 134 Ridgeway Ave
Freed Chad H 209 Gesner Ave
Griffin Dominic A, Kylie C 210 Welcome Ave
Hicks Anna 17 Park Ave
Hough Mary Dillon 320 Chester Park Apt #10
Hunt David 559 E Winona Ave
Karpin Barbara 612 Chester Pike Apt 3
Leiby Dorothy J 224 Martin Ln
Maisey Peggy 295 E Winona Ave
Maloney Margaret 295 E Winona Ave
Mccabe Theresa M 119 Printz Ave
Norwood Public Library 513 Welcome Ave
Obrien Helen T 101 Leon Ave
Primo Anita M 210 Urban Ave
Rutter Craig 266 E Winona Ave
Salera Diane Marie, Richard 212 Gesner Ave
Sanchez Carlos 565 E Winona Ave
Schaefer W H 540 E Winona Ave
Shaw Sheryl A 201 Urban Ave
Sladek John 209 W Amosland Rd
Snyder Harold 11 Ridgeway Ave
Spangler Helen F 296 E Winona Ave Apt D4
Spangler Leo J No 4 296 E Winona Ave
Sullender Julia 27 W Winona Ave
Parkside Pa 19015
Daemer Tiffany 125 Shelton Rd
Dreistaru Andre 8 Beechwood Rd
Scheer Lee 16 E Roland Rd
Talbot Nancy 226 W Chelton Rd
Vernold Keith Jr 224 E Avon Rd 1st Fl
Watson Jeffrey 106 E Rowland Rd
Pilgrim Gardens Pa 19026
Cameron Edwin PO Box 367
Shamona Creek Bldrs LLC PO Box 370
Primos Pa 19018
Boone James W 314 Christopher Pl B
Chirico Theresa 705 Brdway Ave
Kemble Crystal 818 Bunting Ln Apt B
Mcgrath Beatrice 329 Boro Rd
Prospect Park Pa 19076
Beasley Jennifer 621 8th Av
Bezak Eleanor I 938 11th Ave
Blaney Henry J 313 Nassau Blvd
Chilcott Ross 619 10th Ave
Cipolloni Kathleen 910 12th Ave
Clarke Donald 814 5th Ave
Cook Francesca 732 15th Ave
Cross Jeanne 849 7th Ave
Deprospero Dominick 1704 Holmes Ave
Dove Michael K 211 Lazaretto Rd Apt 8c
E Cross M 849 7th Ave
Flynn Marian D 647 11th Ave
Gannon James W 1014 Darby Rd
Gillen David Apt 4 H 937 Chester Pike
Gruerio Michael A, Gary N 1509 Evans Ave
Harding Joyce 621 8th Ave
Helmuth Philip 507 Madison Ave
Jones Rick 806 Pennsylvania Ave
Keever Catherine Ann, Eileen M 1215 Prospect Ave
Lippart John J 1111 Lincoln Ave
Logan Matthew 528 Maryland Av
Losignore Carmella 815 Chester Pike
Lyons William J 808 11th Ave
Marzec Roger F 1209 Lincoln Ave Apt 2
Morrison Olive E 806 10th Ave
Murdock George L 635 8th Ave
Muscella Dorothy 766 Darby Crescent Rd
Romanskys Tavern 910 Chester Pike
Ruth Findle L 712 13th Ave
Snitcher Mary F PO Box 300
Walsh William P Jt, Louise A, 800 Pennsylvania Ave
Wilson Catherine M, Kenneth E 636 Maryland Ave
Radnor Pa 19087
Abbott Joseph L 1327 Karen Ln
Armstrong Russell W 269 Berwind Rd
Baker Anthony 1220 Denbigh Ln
Bampton James 440 Highview Dr
Berardino Emily Victoria, Thomas G 462 Upper Gulph Rd
Berardino Mia Theresa 462 Upper Gulph Rd
Bluewire Media LLC 290 King of Prussia Rd Bldg #2 Ste 318
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Ciccotelli Maureen 725 Woodcrest Rd
Community Energy Inc 201 King of Prussia Rd Ste 500
Conger Jennifer L 150 Kynlyn Rd
Crawford & Diamond 252 N Radnor Chester Rd
Earick Suzanne M, Janice M 112 Rock Rose Ln
Eastern Mercy Health System 3 Radnor Corp Ctr Ste 220
English William L 100 Chew Ln
Enterprise of Philadelphia 170 N Radnor Chester Rd
Enterprise Leasing of Philadelphia 100 Maysonford
Finkbeiner Eileen R 2 Montgomery Ln
Fleetway Systems Inc c/o Anthony Baker 2 Radnor Corporate Ctr
Frazer Eileen J PO Box 8272
Furey Margaret C, Bernard A 171 Gulph Hills Rd
Good Health Natural Foods 555 E Lancaster Ave Ste 500
Green Michael M 211 Spruce Tree Rd
Gwinn Christian Carey 288 Hares Ln
Henneman Michael Rev Trust 330 Gulph Hills Rd
Home Health Care Network PO Box 468
Hth Worldwide c/o International Providers Ste 100 One Radnor Corp Ctr
Hudson Duncan 18 Fairhill Cir
Integrated Benefit Svcs Inc 290 King of Prussia Rd
Kaufman Karl J 480 Woodland Dr
Kelly Jacquiline, Devin 845 King of Prussia Rd
Lattin Margaret D Est 15 Rebel Rd c/o Margaret Lattin Bazany
Magness Melissa Devin Ua 24−May−84 211 Spruce Tree Rd
Mchugh Associates Inc 259 N Radnor Chester Rd Ste 15
Mcneill Chris W 1267 Gulph Creek Dr
Momjian Melineh, Mark 202 Gdn Pl
Normania LLC 270 Valy Forge Lookout Place
Pearlstein Robert J, Cindy B 1236 Gulph Creek Dr
Radnor Management Inc Ste 300 3 Randor Corporate Ctr
Schiffrin Barroway Topaz Kessler LLP 280 King of Prussia Rd
Spellman William 506 Oak Grove La
Sutherland Norma J, Hugh 13 Weirwood Rd
Wellington Management 2 Radner Corporate Ctr Ste 300
Wesco Minerals Radnor Financial Ctr 150 N Radno−Chester F200
Willis of Pennsylvania Inc 100 Matsonford Rd Bldg 5 Ste 200
Willis of Pennsylvania Inc 11 Highview Dr
Ridley Park Pa 19078
Ajax Philadelphia Inc 400 W Chester Pike
Associates In Urology 23 Chester Pike Ste 101
Baker John W 163 Fairmont Rd
Beaton Scott 616 Braxton Rd
Benson Matthew G 414 N Swarthmore Ave
Blessington Philip J, Renee J 744 Braxton Rd
Brunke James, Sarah 282 Willard Dr
Cala Kokoszka Imelda B 28 W Ward St
Cassidy Edith M 33 W Chester Pike Apt B14
Cooney Anna 33 W Chester Pike Apt C5
Cowles Brandon R 223 Henderson Ave
Curry Dolores L 404 Pery St
Del Chesco Urology PC 1 Bartol Ave Ste 15
Digiacomo Anthony 629 Braxton Rd
Elliott Daniel R 306 Kenney St
Fecho Stella 421 Bartlett Ave
Ferrara Michael A 717 Dean St
Flynn John E III 104 Delaware Ave
Frye Robert L 509 Terravilla Ln
Fundalewicz L J Jr 423 Burk Ave
Gambol Jason 10 Chester Pike
Garlick Harold 8 S Swarthmore Ave
Grady Kevin S 411 West Rd
Graff Seesen A 127 S Swarthmore Ave
Grossinger Steven DO PO Box 199
Horne Iris 41 Collier Cir
Huss Dorothy, John 206 Stonyhill Rd
Jillson Wendy A 108 Morton Ave
Keely Marguerite A 33 W Chester Pike Apt C7
Krebs Elizabeth A 637 Dardy Rd
Lanno Eileen A 603 Stockton Cir
Lartey Sandra 732 E Chester Pike
Lelito Bart Est 24 Princeton Ave
Lopez Robert C 404 Hillside Rd
Lovegrove Evelyn A PO Box 540
Lowery Michael B 707 Clymer Ln
Lungren Robert A, Rita 655 Stockton Cir
Lynch Brian 429 Comerford Ave
Maccarthy William 501 Bonsall Rd
Mcfall Louis 312 E Rodgers St
Millison Dorothy Therese 109 E Rodgers St
Northrop James D 701 Clymer Ln
Orthodontic Asso of Delaware Valley 101 Dutton St
Patterson Amanda 1950 Aaron Dr Apt D
Pearson Mary M 321 Crumlynne Rd
Price Cheryl 525 Chester Pike Apt E 3
Pulmonary Critical Care 23 W Chester Pike Ste 201
Rainie Day Trucking 417 Taskor St
Reagan Maureen L 79 Hoffman Rd
Rice Marion H Est 400 Tasker St
Schmidt Alice 631 Stockton Cir
Segeske Elwood 316 Morton Ave Apt 2a
Shlamowitz Bernard 620 Stockton Cir
Sholts Dora E 710 Braxton Rd
Sidebottom Ruth F, Craig 550 Michell St
Stevenson Howard T, Claudia 732 Clymer Ln
Swoyer John G 248 Lynn Rd
Teehan Steven 205 Burk Ave
Vandusen Nancy 550 Michell St
Welch Doine C 312 E Rodgers St
Whann Alexis 107 Stoney Hill Rd
Rose Valley Pa 19063
Citrenbaum Estelle T 10 Rabbit Run
Laird Andrew R 5 School Ln
Wolf G E 6 Chestnut Ln
Rose Valley Pa 19086
Bachar Emma M 4 W Possum Hollow Rd
Gagnon Clayton 69 W Rose Valy Rd
Rosemont Pa 19010
25 Montrose L P 25 Montrose Ave
Andrews Peter B 1521 County Line Rd
Apostolas Lorrine 1030 Lancaster Ave #203
Beach Walter T 1000 Conestoga Rd
Belmont Assoc Consul PO Box 440 15 Garrett Ave
Bryn Mawr Trust Comp 919 Conestone Rd Bldg 3
Burrows Mary L c/o Est 503 Rosemont Plaza
Cathcart J David 505 Rosemont Plaza
Chamblin Elizabeth S 6 Meadowood Rd
Conole Ryan P 1030 E Lancaster Ave 704
Gemmell Ann T 1212 Wendover Ave
Halpert Sam 330 N Ithan Ave
Huggard Patricia B 2 138 Montrose Ave
Kayser Eleanor R PO Box 655
Kinscherf Jane P 6 Hawthorne Ln
Lassek William, Yunja 415 Barclay Rd
Marian Hyde Trust Fund Golden Living 35 Rosemont Ave
Person William 255 Lowrys Ln Unit #2
Riddle Associates 1062 Lancaster Ave
Schnebly Nancy M 23 Meadowood Rd
Schofield Margaret Attn Margaret S Schofield 25 404 Cheswick Pl
Schultz Daniel A 131 Barcladen Rd
Shar Daniel 1307 Pine Rd
Smiles Holly L 1062 E Lancaster Ave Apt 408
Turnbull Ross 321 Strathmore Rd
Whitney Ann Danforth 1030 E Lancaster Ave 101
Wood Donald Terry 18 Good Shepherd Tr
Rutledge Pa 19070
Cochran Carole A 419 Morton Ave
Demand Michael 222 Linden Ave
Donoghue Charles J 230 Ruledge Ave
Duchovnay Benjamin Simon 128 Rutledge Ave
Fleming Jennifer, James 131 Linden Ave
Hickok Dorothy 28 Linden Ave
Kamerosky George J 111 President Ave
Smith Lynette Marie, Marie 218 President Ave 1
Saint Davids Pa 19087
2531 N Trenton Pt Lp 428 Ithan Rd
Agnew Catherine 325 Pembroke Ave
Bahl Robert F 505 E Lancaster Ave Apt 319
Brown Zelphia C, Paul E 437 Midland Ave
Elkin Kathleen M, Jeffrey M 430 E Lancaster Ave
Farber Susan R 239 Pembroke Ave
Foley Elizabeth J 274 Iven Ave Apt 2c
Griffiths Jean C, John R 294 Iven Ave 21
Juda Alfred 23 Fairview Dr
Karstetter Barbara R, Kenneth Regency 101 Creek Dr
Kril Jean Pierre PO Box 7496
Pollvogt Ugo 418 Orchard Way
Riihiluoma Mark G 320 Harbison Rd
Rollow Anne Trafton, Heather M 627 Glenmary Rd
Shearson Lehman Brothers 23 Fairview Dr
Secane Pa 19018
Allfrey Richard E, Lisa H 151 S Bishop Ave
Barrett Charley C J, Annette P 625 South Ave
Bernstein Larry 1102 Green Ln
Brannan Naomi 2507 Cedar Ln
Cesar Marie 170 Angora Place
Condon Marie Est 1107 Brookwood Ln
Cooper Anderson Lamika 914 South Ave Apt 15d
Drewett George S Jr 151 Bishop Ave Bishop Hill Apt D−16
Ekambaram Sivakumar 625 South Ave Apt B204
Gaunt Bernice 2338 Chipmunk Ln
Helen Famiano 2652 Wood Rd
Hoppe Julia 604 Prospect Ave
Hughes William 941 South Ave Apt D16
JF Gavin Inc 1118 Wynbrook Ave
Jacobs James R 814 Cambridge Cir
Kelly C B 104b Drexel Woods 826 Providence Rd
Kuebler William C 801 South Ave
Lauritzen Geraldine 333 North Ave Apt14a
Mazzotta Theresa J 828 South Ave # A4
Miller Warren F, Bertha S 1106 Wynnbrook Rd
Oconnor Philip, Edna 828 Providence Rd Apt C103
Palmer Mellene 1250 Providence Rd Apt 70b
Quinn Donna 1023 Lamb Rd
Rangaraja Kalpana 333 North Ave Apt 36b
Ridley Area YMCA 900 South Ave
Saunders Rodney 1250 Providence Rd
Schnannauer Michaela S 914 South Ave Apt H4
Smith Charles 837 Springhill Rd
Tarashi Florence M 1109 Stewart Pl
Uleau Norma S 940 South Ave
Welsh John 826 Providence Rd Apt B 206
Wilson Hvac LLC 914 South Ave Apt D30
Witchko Isabell R, Alfred J 151 S Bishop Ave
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Sharon Hill Pa 19079
Air Freight Expeditors Psp Ttees Ua 09−10−84 1414 Calcon Hook Rd Ste 208
Ambulatory Pharm Svcs 501 Elmwood Ave
Atlas Traders LLC 3 Industrial Dr
Bell Tamekha Y 1610 Clifton Ave
Bobnak Michael A Sr 446 209 Sharon Ave
Carbon Vernette 1430 Melrose Ave
Colangelo Edward J 78 Frances Ave
Cook Duane 1549 Newlyn Ave
Dowell Charles, Ethel 1521 Hermesprota Dr
Doyle Bernard, Mary J 1033 Elmwood Ave
Dunlap Virginia, Edward 249 Clifton Ave
Farley Lewis 715 Greenhill Rd
Gibbons Phillip 122 Greenwood Rd
Gifford Barbara J, Ruth 73 Florence Ave
Green Libya 1517 Noblet Ave
Hackeny Timothy 154 Laurel Rd
Hall Mabel 1300 Clifton Ave
Hartzell Frank H, Hilda M 218 High St
Hasselman Karen J 89 Foster Ave
Hill Rom Elmwood Ct One Unit 403
Hollywood Video 1220 Chester Pke
IHS Acquisition 309 Henderson Dr
Jackson Charles 144 Garvin Blvd
Johnson Anthony 225 Pine St
Jones Juanita Trotter 1008 Burnside Rd
Jordan Reses 701 Chester Pike
Kadish John H 320 Greenwood Rd
Karmo Deddeh 63 High St
Khan Muhammad, Abdul Rashid 218 Foster Ave
Krones Peter J 324 Clifton Ave
Laws Foster T 225 Bailey Rd
Marasco Stephen Est 125 Brainerd Blvd
Marcolongo James P 120 High St
Matthews Sheila N 507 Sharon Ave
Mcpherson Mark 1220 Woodland Ave
Medica Joseph F 70 Frances Ave
Mt Lawn Cemetery Lincoln Mem Pk 84th & Hook Rd
Orkin Exterminationg Inc 100 Henderson Dr 103
Panhuise Eleanor, James 316 Bartlett Ave
Perpetual Care Fund 84th & Hook Rd
Perry Pamela 1307 Woodland Ave
Price Leona A 1121 Coates St
Rheubottom Barbara 1101 Hook Rd Apt 304
Rivera Iris 1044 Jackson Ave
Robinson Dylesta A Box 1106
Shelling Roberta 1445 Watson Rd
SMJ J Inc Acme Oil Corp 685 Elmwood Ave
Spencer Timothy 1027 Burnside Rd
Spera Thomas 127 Felton Ave Apt 2
Standard Register Co 408 Elmwood Av
Stephens Frank Jr Est c/o Frank Stephens 410 Clifton Ave Apt 3
Thompkins Robert E 1127 Woodland Ave Fl 2
Tinsley Gregory L 1002 Pine Rd
Torain Margaret 1527 Hermesprota Dr
Tri Co InsAgency 921 Chester Pk PO Box 1099
Universal Pest Control 100 Henderson Dr Ste 103
Voelker Robin 759 Bonsee Ave
Walker Josephine 907 Pine Rd
Walley Alexander W 1023 Burnside Rd
Washington Redskins Online 2050 Elmwood Ave 105
Wesley Odessa c/o Mary Russell 1018 Burnside Rd
Whitehead Mozella 1028 Pine Rd
Williams John B, Anna M 200 Sharon Park Dr
Wright Ronald E 1539 Walters Ave
Yeager Franklin A, Florence E 70 Frances Ave
Springfield Pa 19064
American Land Transfer Asso 816 W Springfield Rd Ste 1
Antonucci John A 302 Northcroft Rd
Barbieri Michael J, Vincent E 420 Prospect Rd
Barbour Linda J, Eleanor, J R 929 Stoneybrook Dr
Barnett Howard K 424 Lynbrooke Rd
Barones Tuscan Grill 1188 Baltimore Pike
Beck Ida Rita Est 961 Green Briar Ln
Bent Annamarie 400 Maplewood Rd
Best Abat LP dba Best Insurance 16 Baltimore Pike
Bhattarai Alok 1323 Blatimore Pike
Blank Aschkenasy Prop 400 S State Rd St V
Boccanera Elizabeth J 924 Rocklyn Rd
Boyer Edwin A, Ruth 121 N Norwinden Dr
Brandywine Rad Group c/o James Holstein MD 664 W Rolling Rd
Browne Anne C 458 Kent Rd
Buckley Bernard J 743 Buttonwood Dr
Burkard Sharon B 737 Hilltop Rd
Burkhart Jessie L 440 Maris Rd
Caracand Carol E 118 Bellevue Ave
Carr David 905 W Sproul Rd Ste 105
Chaplin Gordon W 182 Reese Rd
Chrostowski Casimer 414 Alliston Rd
Cianfaro Vincent, Evelyn 316 E Thomson Ave
Citimortgage Inc Co Kelly, Donald Pellet PO Box 7706
Cleary Bill 14 N Alford Rd
Collins Edward A 610 Saxer Ave
Cope Stephen D Sr, Katherine L 943 Edgewood Dr
Croce Denise, 412 Burns Dr
Crystle Kristy 110 Rambling Way
Deihl Christopher M, Lisa A 301 W Springfield Rd
Delaware Charter Guarranty & Trust Co 247 Lewis Rd
Donofrio Priscilla H 300 Memorial Park Dr
Drexel Hill Furniture 134 Baltimore Pike
Dumont Denise M 630 Wynne Rd
Durgin Elsie Attn Water T Redavid Guardian 329 S Norwinden Dr Apt A
Durham Vance F 440 Maplewood Rd
Events USA Inc 400 W Sproul Rd
Fayer Joan 476 Thatcher Rd
Ferraro Cadillac Buick 674 Baltimore Pike
Filosa John J 401 Alliston Rd
Fitzpatrick William 257 N State Rd Apt 12−C
Fuhrman Karen M 252 Colonial Park Dr
Gallagher Anne P 474 Pinecrest Rd
Gavula Paul 120 Rambling Way
George Jeba A 215 Harwicke Rd
Gliem Nancy J 215 Worrell Dr
Goane Jeffrey M 232 Orchard Rd
Gorman Rosemarie J 372 Lewis Rd
Grayson Alyssa Nicole 420 Prospect Rd
Greater Phila Ortho Spe Bl16 110 1001 Baltimore Pike
Guillau Jean J 464 Cornack Dr
Haley Shirley 770 Louise Dr
Hall Florence M, Raymond H 359 Parham Rd
Health Access Network Han Ob−Gyn Delaware 723 Saxer Ave
Hersker Donna M 543 Evans Rd
Higgins Edward J 300 Memorial Park Dr
Hopwood John Jr Ck Ctr 17995 Sproul Rd
Jackson Marjorie 77 W Sproul Rd
Joy Edward, Rita M 341 Brock Rd
Kain H Emily 834 Garrett Ln Apt B1
Kalamon Ira John S 81 W Sproul Rd
Klaniecki Charles E 942 Edwards Dr
Kollhoff Helen 112 Snyder Ln
Kostack Joseph 502 Marplewood
Lambert Mary Est 123 Rose Ln
Landers Stephen R Jr PO Box 7706
Larsen Lillian M 440 Maplewood Rd
Lawton Robert J, Ida M 330 Gleaves Rd
Leed Drea 214 S Shaffer St
Legrand Augustine 141 West Ave
Lehman John, Jake 443 Southcroft Rd
Lenscrafter 910 E Woodland Ave
Letton James N 229 Ridgewood Rd
LP Wean MD Ja Zagur MD 891 Baltimore Pike Ste 1
Main Line Golf Springfield Golf 755 W Sproul Rd
Mann Gertrude 362 Wyndmoor Rd
Manna Eric D 731 Hilltop Rd
Mcandrews Richard J 304 Powell Rd
Mccarry Mary 337 Pinecreast Rd
Mcgrath John 161 S Rolling Rd
Mchugh Gertrude c/o Anne M Lamb 446 Kent Rd
Mclaughlin James F, Marie L 400 Colonial Park Dr
McMaster James W 237 Baltimore Pike
Meckert Dorothy H c/o Frances M Wirth 329 E Springfield Rd
Melidosian Kate PO Box 5388
Merz Herbert J 255 E Leamy Av
Millar Jane E 1607 Country Club Dr
Mitzel Joseph N 509 A Philmar Ct
Mohamed Chehmi 830 W Springfield Rd B7
Monzo Frank A 1585 Palmer Dr
Morrison Archie 37 Greenhill Rd
Mozino J S 453 Baltimore Pike
Neubert Harry Raymond 520 Sherman Rd
Norris James, Mary 100 Congress
Odonnell Murphy Suzanne 761 Kelli Ln
Ogrady John F 70 N Hillcrest Rd
Pacifico Auto Body PO Box 5388
Pastore Louis 2202 Aspen Cr
Peitzman Mary Stone, Stanley C 443 Foster Dr
Piselli Thomas F 476 Prospect Rd
Power John M 606 W Rolling Rd
Quinn Jacqueline 420 Prospect Rd
Rann Sarah 543 Baltimore Pike
Rayer John J 476 Prospect Rd
Reich Jacqueline C 942 Edwards Dr
Rider Jacqueline 248 Parham Rd
Ridley Angelique G 517 Philmar Ct Apt B
Rothrock Chevrolet 780 Baltimore Pike
Safety 21 for Supervisors 477 Baltimore Pike
Sauer Patricia L 616 Newlin Rd
Scally Henry Est 145 Barbara Dr
Scarani Jennifer M 22 Scenic Rd
Scarduzio Christopher, Darlene M 332 Hawarden Rd
Schoffler Jarrod W 261 Fairview Rd
Schuller Arthur 670 W Rolling Rd
Schultz Della G 463 W Sproul Rd
Shimpeno Rita R 754 Dunwoody Dr
Simpson Jeanette Holstein Rolling Green Apts 19 D 257 State Rd
Slawter Sanford 512 Philmar Ct Apt C
Smith Frances M 245 Kirk Rd
Smith John L 101 West Ave
Strout Rosemary F 1095 West Ave
Sun Capsule 131 S State Rd
Sutton Syretha P, William 315 Brock Rd
Tarquinio James L 727 W Springfield Rd
Taylor Eugene R, Marie 242 Pancoast Ave
Thomas Carol M 654 Hawarden Rd
Threes A Charm Inc 447 Baltimore Pike
Toner Ruth A 401 Lynbrooke Rd
Touch Cleaners Inc 141 S State Rd Bsmt
Touhill Thomas F 306 Powell Rd
Tresca William A, Rose M 1016 Edgewood Dr
University Standing Open MRI PO Box 5173
Vanwinkle Viola 442 E Thomson Ave
Varsalone Mark N 51 Server Ln
Vimmerstedt Peter S, Peter 422 Sherman Rd
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Vivienne Lazar Ira 247 Lewis Rd
Voelker Joseph L 8 West Ave
Wagner Nancy A Tod Hoy Josephine M 411 N Rolling Rd
Walinchus Inc 1 Woodland Ave
Wenkenbach William P 543 Baltimore Pike
Westminster Travel Agency Inc 1183 Baltimore Pike
Wheeler Adjustment Svcs 237 Baltimore Pike
Willis Darryl K 412 Burns Dr
Wood Catherine D 110 Powell Rd
Wood Marianne 929 Stoneybrook Dr
Worc Inc Ste 200 1489 Baltimore Pike
Wotkiewicz Leo 69 Rose Ln
Yanni Donna J, Peter 954 Rocklyn Rd
Yorktown Prop LLC 816 W Springfield Rd
Zhang Hui 10 N Alford Rd
Strafford Pa 19087
Hutchinson Kashane R 411 Strafford Ave Apt 2c
Marshall David W 356 Upper Gulph Rd
Mcdonnell Susan E 403 Strafford Ave Apt 3a
Mooney Mia 461 Robinwood Rd
Richardson Steven Mckenna, William K 440 Glenwyth Rd
Thompson Julia S 44 Crestline Rd
Watts Elisabeth 239 Willow Ave
Swarthmore Pa 19081
Arden Leeke Mary PO Box 171
Blain Esther L, Ella F 801 S Chester Rd Briarcliff Apt
Brook Lillian May 44 Morgan Cir
Brunone Olga Louise 341 Michigan Ave
Carango George 1 Cenyon Ave
Corus Pharmacy 7600 W Chester Pike
Dehlinger Beatrice 1007 Harvard Ave
Dejarnette Daemone 320 Ogden Ave
Ellis Leander Estate 100 S Swarthmore Ave
Esposito Augustine M Jr, Emma R 825 Colwell Rd
Fagelson David R 630 University Pl
Fischer Abigail 500 College Ave
Gabai Yaron 755 S Chester Rd
Gilhool Christina 615 Parrish Rd
Godderz Annaliese C, James S 333 N Princeton Ave
Goebel Russell E 713 Fairview Rd
Graziano Edith M 325 Dartmouth Rd Apt E2
Grooters John 680 N Chester Rd
Hahn William C, Eric M 801 Yale Ave Apt 1107
Haslanger Caroline P, Paul A 5 Wood Brooke Ln
Hinz Mary M 435 Riverview Rd
Hopkins Melissa A 239 Kenyan Ave 1st Fl
Kelly Norman, Mary 801 Yale Ave Apt 40
Kippax Margaret G, Lynn 915 Westdale Ave
Kramer Robert 801 Yale Ave Unit 306
Lee Seul 325 Dartmouth Ave E−5
Mason Vincent C 1425 Greenway Rd
Mccann Barbara L, Samuel M 510 School Ln
Mckinley K W 510 N Chester Rd
Mcnally Allison K 326 Rutgers Ave
Mealey Joseph J 107 Rutgers Ave E−2
Metro Dynamic Const Spe 281 N Swarthmore Rd
Murphy Joanne L 715 Fairview Rd
Nair Srihari D, Kalyani 114 Park Ave Apt 3b
Neely Joan 108 Cornell Ave
Nelson Agnes M 630 801 Yale Ave
Nerbovik Steinar 219 Vassar Ave
Oneal Glen Jr 128 Yale Ave
Restall Mary Ann PO Box 250
Sevareid Eric Tuw Fbo Mi 405 Dickinson Ave
Shapiro Natalie 116 Yale Sq
Sharma Sabita K 915 Fairview Rd
Sheats David 1040 Girard Ave
Showalter Kathleen A 898 Girard Ct
Simons Marie A 731 Yale Ave
Smith Simone V, John W 125 Forest Ln
Spiegel David 300 Park Ave
Stafford Sarah E 530 Walnut Ln
Tilotta R 212 Villanova Cir
Trinidad Lorenzo 795 Milmont Ave
Vanzant F W Clinton, Lillian 1114 Muhlenberg Ave
William M Thompson Esq Ste C 740 S Chester Rd
Thornton Pa 19373
Baker Carol Herr 21 Memel Dr
Ezrati Milton 126 Thornton Rd
Foltz Mark A 24 Patriot Ln
LP Health Management LLC PO Box 20
Miller Holly 126 Thornton Rd
Pearson Michael A, Maureen 16 Canterbury Way
Stclair J W Jr 6 Pickering Trail
Topolski Anthony, Ernest 9 Carter Rd
Werner I Richard 3 Lake Rd
Winn James A, Gail A 4 Twins Creeks Dr
Trainer Pa 19061
Cain Willard W 650 Post Rd
Campbell John M 4300 W 9th St Trlr 70
Herche Elizabeth 1302 Anderson Ave
Kelly Nancy 1302 Anderson Ave
Leary Sara A 1026 Anderson St
Nehring Robert 4101 Post Rd
Okolowski John A, Sophie 221 Irving St
Pilling Victoria M 3534 W 10th St
Upland Pa 19013
Hargest Sarah 1 Medical Ctr Blvd Medical Record Dept
Health Access Network One Medical Ctr Blvd Ste 533
Wilmore Thomas 400 W 21st St
Upland Pa 19015
Daemer Antoinette 4 Hill Ct
Oluwadare Sandra A 3422 John F Kennedy Dr
Pysher Brian 1214 Oak Ln
Upper Chichester Pa 19061
Bartow M F 3131 Meetinghouse Rd Apt S7
Bean Maude M 1800 Mill Rd
Blount Jean Walco 733 Hawthorne Ln
Ferguson Alice 1105 Meetinghouse Rd
Kowalczuk Angela 3005 Naamans Creek Rd
Kunstek Ida M 1800 Mill Rd G5
Mccarter James 2309 Seaside Ave
Mccloskey Edward 509 Taylor Ave
Orner Ann 794 Capri Cir
Roth Mary P 808 Conchester Hy 306
Taylor Joseph L 3360 Chichester Ave Apt J9
Upper Darby Pa 19082
A E Construction Inc 152 Garrett Rd
Abdul Rashed 148 Overhill Rd
Abraham Cecile F, Cecile 165 Springton Rd
Adkins William 7138 Clover Ln
Akinsete Folarin 518 Elm Ave
Akter Farhana 200 Long Ln Apta
Alice A Sp 274 Kent Rd
Alma Abrams 414 Woodcliffe Rd
Ambassador Terrace 30 S State Rd
Andrea Martine 243 Wingate Rd
Arguelles Mariateresa E 130 Longln 106
Armstrong Patrick 12 S Linden Ave
Arrow Restaurant 6820 Market St
Baek Sung H 115 Fairfield Av
Balanow Victor 130 Long Ln B4
Barclay William H, Kathryn P 47 Springton Rd
Bathe Joseph 7915 Arlington Ave
Batichon Barbara 33 N Kirklyn Ave
Bayview Loan Servicing LLC 7013 Sellers Ave
Beckford P 7138 Clover Ln
Benn James B 29 Kent Rd
Benson Diana 63 Lamport Rd
Berry Evelyn 239 Richfield Rd
Bianchi Christine Ann 309 Saint Laurence Rd
Biviano Franklin J, Mary H 125 Kent Rd
Blake Edward H, Meagan K, Melissa A 218 Copley Rd
Blisard Helen 40 S Pennock Ave
Bolger Margaret H, Joseph W 241 Barclay Rd
Bostic Leonard 333 Beverly Blvd Apt B
Bowman Mary E 425 S Cedar Ln
Bradley Jack 71 Sunshine Rd c/o John Bradley
Bradley James J 106 Crestview Rd
Brennan Martin F 35 S Madison Ave
Brooks Lilian 559 Millbank Rd
Brown James E 250 Beverly Blvd Apt L203
Brown Thomas J 122 Normandy Rd
Bryan Dwight M 222 Ashby Rd
Brynnt David 7046 Clinton Rd
Burke Francis J 132 Margate Raod
Burress Deborah Y 7218 Penarth Ave
Butler Corey 7252 Glenthorne Rd Apt B
Byrd John c/o Levin & Cooper 111 E Twp Line Rd
Cande Marcel L 6700 Marshall Rd A 9
Candelori Marcel, Mark 216 S Carol Blvd
Case Curtis 171 Springton Rd
Castagna Mary B 6845 Radborne Rd
CCA Upper Darby Family 54 Garrett Rd 2200 Str
Chalfant Loro M, Lucille A 2231 S Harwood Ave
Chapi George 239 Sansom St
Charles George, Anna 395 Bayard Rd
Chauca Nancy 279 Sheffld Rd
Chen Eddie 7200 Sellers Ave
Cherng Yianchu 108 Wellington Rd
Chi Liping 222 Wiltshire Rd
Choe Sang H 1600 Garrett Rd Apt I22
Christmas Shawnta K 7255 Walnut St
Ciaranca Linda Miss 7117 Sellers Ave
Clark Langdon, Wm 241 Avon Rd
Clover Cleaner Inc 1040 Garrett Rd
Cole William J, Sara 241 Heather Rd
Copeland Athene 110 Richfield Rd Apt 164
Corsnitz Walter A, Betty R 39 Brandon Rd
Cozart Tanaya 516 Millbank Rd
Creer Walter E 7201 Bradford Rd C204
Crossed Family Properties LLC 630 Beverly Blvd
Croumbley Melissa 60 Lamport Rd
Crowding Sean 6700 Marshall Rd
Cullen Andrew A 438 Glendale Rd
Cummings Victoria Est Apt 307 130 Long Ln Jeannett Ct
Cutler Dolores 435 Copley Rd
D & M Sales 6776 Marshall Rd
Damis Wesley N 7124 Greenwood Ave
Decarlo Nicholas 20 S 69th St
Delp Philip C 6845 Radborne Rd
Desanto Betty Est, James M 412 Midvale Rd
Diaz Jorel 54 N Lynn Blvd Apt 1b
Diegidio Pasquale Apt 219 638 Briarcliff Rd
Donahue Sarah M 72 S Harwood Ave
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Dorton Louis E, Gloria 7161 Clover Ln
Dougherty Phyllis, Frank 7007 Guilford Rd
Dougherty Catherine M 501 Millbank Rd
Dugan Edward 6904 Giulford Rd
Duncan John A Jr 1505 Bywood Ave Apt 204
Durgerian Eliza 7213 Pine St
Dutt Amiya K 617 Briar Cliff Rd
Dutton Jacqueline 1800 Garrett Rd
Egan Lois M 10 S Linden Ave Apt 4
Ellis Alishia P 423 Timberlake Rd
Energy Coord Agency c/o P Simmons 60 40 Program 8301 Lansdowne Ave
Eppley William J 7029 Guilford Rd
Evans Ruth 7260 Lamport Rd
Everett Jessie 6663 Church Ln
Ewen John E 7044 Clinton Rd
Fabrizio Pedulla 109 Pennock Ave
Fairy Byron 122 Copley Rd
Fall John 83 S State Rd
Farrell Marjorie, Harry 6700 Marshall Rd
Faust Harry 239 Barrington Rd
Feeley William P, Anna M 7239 Clinton Rd
Ferdushi Shelly 7014 Wayne Ave
Fernandez Carlos G 416 Kent Rd
Fernandez Jorge 416 Kent Rd
Fernendez Luis Ricardo 416 Kent Rd
Fields Alice 1 N Pennock Ave
Fields Clinton 7120 Llanfair Rd
Fields Janice 7013 Sellers Ave
Filosa Rosemary 137 Ardmore Ave
Fitzgerald John P 129 S Lynn Blvd
Flaim Geraldine, Simon Jr 18 S Brighton Ave
Flores Javier 308 Copley Rd
Fulton William, Martha 7283 Walnut St
Funkey Joann C 582 Snowden Rd
Gabe Donald c/o Crystal Gabe 6647 Church Ln
Gagliardi Madeline L 341 Maypole Rd
Gahles Agnes W, Peter D 212 Huntley Rd
Gallagher Winifred 43 Springton Rd
Garman Sherry 624 Copley Rd
Garvin Jane 164 N Carol Blvd
Geathers Jermel L 7250 Walnut St Apt C225
Geiss Walter 230 Wembley Rd
Gergo Peter 100 Englewood Rd
Glass Rafiq 150 Barrington Rd Apt A
Goaly Est Denis 2238 Dermond Ave
Gomez Lucille, John F 117 Crestview Ave
Goodwin Clarence B 6 Cloverdale Ave Dnm
Grant Audrey 344 Long Ln Apt #A
Grant John H 47 S Keystone Ave
Gray Lillian M, Barbara 6501 Old Marshall Rd
Griffith Richard A 7189 Ruskin Ln
Hall Fred 7433 Rogers Ave
Halliday Tracy 253 Copley Rd
Hallowell Sheila A 1702 S State Rd
Hamilton Delmarshay PO Box 286
Haque Mohammad 537 Wiltshire Rd
Harrison Mary A 2 Copley Rd
Hartzell Patricia 7103 Clover Ln
Hassane Moussa 448 Timberlake Rd
Hechler Robert, Karen 114 N Fairview Ave
Hershey Carol Apt 307 130 Long Ln Jeannett Ct
Higgins John F Jr 235 Springton Rd
Hill Theodore 35 Millbourne Ave
Hitech Services Inc 416 Long Ln
Hooker Myra 269 Fairfield Av
Hormann Carl A 345 Sherbrook Blvd
Hostler Raymond 8723 W Chester Pike
Ingen Re LLC Series 3 7117 Emerson Ave
Jacobs Margaret, Albert 4816 N Oakley
Jenkins Roosevelt Jr 309 Sherbrook Blvd
Johnson Raya 7022 Ruskin Ln
Jones John, Emma 7132 Stockley Rd
Jones Raymond L c/o Itf Diana Benson 63 Lamport Rd
Joseph Cullen C 438 Glendale Rd
Kannah Dorbor 6839 Clover Ln
Kathopouli Sakellario 6811 Montgomery Ave
Kaur Sukhjivee S 7112 Seaford Rd
Kauser Farhana 44 S State Rd Fl 2
Kearney Mary C 7814 Beverly Blvd
Keller Joan F 228 Barrington Rd
Kelly Stephen E Basement 34 Copley Ave
Kerins Daniel 256 W Bayberry Ln
Kernan Margaret M, Barbara 7424 Rogers Ave
Keys Warren E 7212 Spruce St
Kortze Walter R 34 Kirklyn Ave
Kruger Dorothy, Charles 38 Victory Ave
Lam Jimmy 132 Chatham Rd
Lawler Martin H 508 Spruce Av
Le Ha T 34 Overhill Rd
Lennox Archibald S, Frances V 5 Kenmore Rd
Lewandowski Nettie N 7162 Ruskin Ln
Lewis Benzena B 1309 Longacre Blvd
Lewis J C 600 Beverly Blvd Apt 7
Lewis Mildred E Est 260 Bayard Rd
Lignos Ioannis 329 Hampden Rd
Lohr John M Jr 113 N Cedar Ln
Lohr Mary F 32 Windsor Ave
Lopez Byenaventura 7172 Midway Rd
Lopez Cezar U 7172 Midway Ave
Loubon Pendergrass A, Marlon L 250 Beverly Blvd
Lyon Florence M, Paul J 389 S Carol Blvd
M Bonsall L 10 S Linden Ave Apt 4
Maguire Paul E 144 Springton Rd
Main Line Medical Supplies 303 S 69th St
Makris Ioannis L, Mary M, Helen 329 Hampden Rd
Mamas Boys Music Group Inc 250 Beverly Blvd Apt L12
Mangele Henry A 7239 Radbourne Rd Apt B
Marca Manuel 60 Garrett Rd
Markey Marilyn 1138 Roosevelt Dr
Martins Benjamin A 7311 W Chester Pike Unit C
Mathew Abraham 173 Marlboro Rd
Mathew Joseph 6451 Market St
Mau Lhoin Lui Widjaja Hendra Sutan 7101 Llanfair Rd
Maxwell Tracy 431 S Cedar Ln
Mccarthy Eleanor 509 Winfield Ave
Mcdevitt Lorraine M 7753 Parkview Rd
Mcdonald Marie H 7279 Glenthorne Rd
Mcduffie Derek A 7285 Spruce St
Mcfarlin Jean 6903 Clinton Rd
Mcfeely William G 38 Copley Rd
Mcginty Paul No 1r 8114 W Chester Pike
Mcglone Francis 7106 Lanfair Rd
Mckee Thomas 36 Hampden Rd
Mckenna John J, Sara, Robert 40 Stephan Ct A
Mcmenamin Joan 240 Maypole Rd
Mcnichol Rose 509 Winfield Ave
Mcsorley Agnes 41 Marian Ct
Mcwhorter Ruby 6830 Ludlow St
Mefford William c/o Fmc Delco Dialysis 1740 S State Rd
Meo Grace 91 Springton Rd
Miles Mary M 567 Snowden Rd
Miller Russell Lillie B 217 Sherbrk Blvd
Miller Samuel Jr 8650 W Chester Pike
Minoza Lovelie, Edward 549 Millbank Rd
Molina Estevan C 7239 Bradford Rd
Moores Computers c/o Vernon U Moore 6724 Marshall Rd Apt A302
Morehead Graham C 1600 Garrett Rd I19 Barclay Sq
Moses Vincent 7210 Lamport St
Mottola Suzanne F, James S 7189 Ruskin Ln
Mukherjee Samir 38 Hurley Ct
Musi Anna J 279 Copley Rd
Nana Amoako Justice 7601 W Chester Pike
Nana Lassane 8723 W Chester Pk Apt 5
Narkey Genevieve M 222 Huntley Rd
Nduka Franklin 7200 Merion Trce Apt D309
Neighborhood Restoration 8300 W Chester Pike
Nguyen Du 418 Larchwood Ave
Nguyen Ha 221 Glendale Rd
Nguyen Luu V 128 Copley Rd
Nguyen Mylinh 286 Hampden Rd
Nguyen Quy 18 S Fairview Ave
Nicholson Eduardo 7263 Glenthorne Rd
Olaniyi Sunday 7222 Alderbrook Rd
Olson Margaret M 243 Wingate Rd
Orellana Alan, Stephen 210 Long Ln
Pak Kie 7200 Merion Tr
Patterson Martha 66 Sunshine Rd
Phim Sophannarith PO Box 2911
Piland Julie W, Mary W 205 Hampden Rd
Pilkington Richard J 7274 Calvin Rd
Pavada H 168 Wellington Rd
Prescott William E 160 Springton Rd
Qian Jialu 561 Larchwood Ave
Rapp Ida N 130 Long Ln
Reusing Edward J 133 Longln
Richfield Garden Apts 168−A Barrington Rd
Rivera Matthew 6724 Marshall Rd Apt A
Roberts Litho Supply 9109 W Chester Pike
Rodriguez Oseas Adonias 59 S 7th St Upper
Rose M 313 Sanford Rd
Rotman Edward 225 Glendale Rd
Ruiz Fabian 23 College Ave
Russell Kevin J 609 Littlecroft Rd
Sales D M PO Box 2156
Sanders Madeleine L, Robert E 341 Maypole Rd
Sanders N 7100 W Chester Pike
Sarkahian Mardy B 174 Sherbrook Blvd
Savage Calvin L 7239 Glenthorne Rd
Sayco Intl Grp 7407 W Chester Pike
Schnittman Katherine R 630 Beverly Blvd
Scicchitano Joseph 730 Copley Rd
Shaikh Mazahir 59 B Thornton St
Sharp Callie V 226 N Lynn Blvd
Shubbar Sayed H 6421 Market St Apt B
Simonoski Stella A, Cecila 552 Millbank Rd
Singh Amritpal 23 Burd Ave 2nd Flr
Singh Karnail c/o Jyoti Cuisine India 217 S Cedar Ln
Singh Manpreet 225 Heather Rd
Siravo Alice M 233 Huntley Rd
Smith Judy A, Robert 550 Millbank Rd
Smith Climmie 6700 Marshell Rd
Smith Lydia 228 Barrington Rd
Smolczynski Irene 6453 Market St
Solomou John 1210 Susan Cir
Somsanith My 169 Wellington Rd
Spencer Theresa 129 Sherbrook Blvd
Steinhauer Margaret M 207 Shirley Rd
Sterling Auto Body 7022 Ruskin Ln
Sterling Gladys 240 Maypole Rd
Sterling Noel 1401 Keystone Ave
Stickle William A 7709 Parkview Rd
Taylor Kristien 7201 Bradford Rd Apt C−102
Thakarar Atul 7201 Bradford Rd Apt A205
Thompson Patrick Michael 1904 Melrose Ave
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Tliba Omar 116 N Fairview Ave
Toles Estella 239 Sansom St
Toure Kadiata 7190 Midway Ave
Truong Ly 300 Margate Rd
Truong Minh V 132 Ashby Rd
Tsts of DM Sales Inc 6776 Marshall Rd
Turner Jarvis I 7119 Clover Ln
Tuttle Annamarie 248 Huntley Rd
Universal Insurance 6453 Market St
Walker John 266 Sanford Rd
Waters Ann Elizabeth 245 Glendale Rd
Wells Nora 414 Woodcliffe Rd
Whitsett Michelle Denise 7024 Aberdeen Rd
Williams Winifred A, Paul A 308 State Rd S
Williams John M 7114 Greenwood Ave
Wilson Craig 128 Windsor Ave
Wilson Dennya 6967 Clinton Rd
Wilson Elizabeth A 133 35 Long Ln
Wright Sherry R, Helen 10 S Millbourne Ave
Yan Nan 7124 Ruskin Ln
Zampitella Anthony J Sr 7691 Parkview Rd
Zohra Fatema 301 Huntley Rd
Villanova Pa 19085
Anderson Peter Melissa Greene 217 Broughton Ln
Anthony Forrest H 1426 Farview Rd
Anthony Samuel R, Kathryn L c/o Forrest H Anthony 1426 Farview Rd
Armstrong Heather PO Box 101
Bachman Karl M 522 Sproul Rd
Benau Dan Consulting 505 Chaumont Dr
Blechschmidt Kathleen N 1550 Mt Pleasant Rd
Chase Kim 601 Cedar Ln
Clinical Research Group Inc 771 E Lancaster Ave
Cordicate Information Tech 771 E Lancaster Ave
Corner Stone Asso 2 Aldwyne Cir
Fishberg Jerry A Dissolved Fl Corp 1335 Valy Rd
Gardner Susannah A 418 Inveraray Rd
Garnick Randi 1401 Lns End Rd
Gold Steven J 1440 Lns End
Goodman Carolyn C 840 Lesley Rd
Graphic Comm Harry Waldman 2227 N Stone Ridge Ln
Grogg Virginia 520 Watch Hill Rd
Harper Campbell 940 Stoke Rd Main House
Hoffman Addison, Gale 1300 Mount Pleasant Rd
Hondros Paul 805 Parkes Run Ln
Isen Nathan 430 Devereux Dr
Kassner Ethan Robert, Gillian Allyn 514 Craig Ln
Khouri Margaret Apt 805 Chetwyd Apts
Kimm Andrew E Jr 1676 Kennedy Hall
Kwang Hae Park 105 Wooded La
Life Services Bala Inc A Dissolved Fl Corp 1335 Valy Rd
Lundun Richard C 35 Sproul Rd
Mccurdy John S 202 S Radnor Chester Rd
Mcneil Robert III 245 Abrahams Ln
Miller Mary Jane, Russell 713 Camp Woods Rd
Murphy Linda C 1676 Kennedy Hall
Newton Cheryl B 125 Radnor Ave
Peralstein Michael S, Mindy 1235 Fairview Rd
Pocock Richard H 1147 Brynlawn Rd
Reinke Klaus 1314 Wrenfield Wy
Robinson Anna S 699 Sproul Rd
Rogers Elizabeth 264 N Ithan Ave
Scornavacchi Tc 34 Aldwyn Ln
Sew Much Love PO Box 217
Smith Charles F 140 Ashwood Rd
Templeton Bryce 213 Hardwicke Ln
Tryon June B, Philip 945 Mt Moro Rd
Vitow Nina R 1323 Prospect Hill Rd
Werbach Kevin 825 Stoke Rd
William Gibson Ta 780 Godfrey Rd
Wallingford Pa 19086
Albany George Albert 221 Engle Dr
Angelo Charles Est, Charles 784 Pennsylvania Ave
Axel Gerald, Marie 317 Pritchard Ln
Beebe Gwendolyn M, Edward W 808 S Providence Rd
Boheler Rosemary 408 Scott Ln
Bowie Janet H 206 Knoll Rd
Bradley Eileen, Joan 513 Wilder Rd
Brankowitz Patricia C 1324 Putnam Blvd
Brattberg Per 220 Martroy La
Breakley David 12 Bullens Ln
Bucci Paula 301 Chestnut Pkwy
Cipresso Jason M 412 New Jersey Ave
Clark Jacqueline A 207 Knoll Rd
Cothran Christopher D 6 Medbury Rd
Cox Edith J 103 Michaels Ln
Crain Michelle 431 Palmers Ln
Darlington W Corkran 969 Putnam Blvd
Deprophetis Anna Marie 202 Wallingford Ave
Dickson Charles R 1374 Putnam Blvd
Drabkoski Edith C Box 295
Ellis Meghan K, Andrea 619 W Brookhaven Rd
Forchetti Josephin 22 Medbury Rd
Gazda Francis S, Mary L 505 Hastings Ave
Gazda Mary Louise PO Box 163
Gizzio Enterprises Inc PO Box 363
Graham Ruth, John 415 Sheffield Dr
Gresch Terri R 306 Governors Dr
Griswold Robert 104 Lombardy Dr
Hanifin Daniel 405 E Country Club Ln
Heneks George W 646 E Wiltshire Dr
Honig Norma 404 Osborne Ln
J F Gavin Inc 24 Sykes Ln
Jambrie Phil 703 Concord Ct
Kennedy Joan T Est PO Box 45
Luttrell Anna Jean 1000 Putnam Bl Apt 102
Mackay Regina A PO Box 45
Malaczewski Joseph 303 Bickmore Dr
Mark Enid The Elm Press 210 Sykes Ln
Markiewicz Michele 22 Medbury Rd
Maxwell Dorothy J 204 Martroy Ln
Miller Bernard 200 Old Castle La
National Society Genetic Counselors 233 Canterbury Dr
Nuneville Gray D, Dorothy M 204 Martroy Ln
Orsin Vincent Estate 115 S Providence Rd Apt
Oshea Elizabeth A 1157 Putnam Blvd
Rankin Joanna H 1033 Putnam Blvd
Reutelsofer Karie Danee 217 Ridley Dr
Richle Joseph 507 W Country Club Ln
Seshachalam Usha R 27 Wallingford Ave Apt F5
Singley James M c/o June W Singley 800 Avondale Rd #52
Skefos Alethea K 508 Ryanard Rd
Smith Katrina 419 E Country Club Ln
Steck Jacqueline A 412 Hampton
Szczepaniak Jane M 1 Chatham Pl
Walters Jeanne L 204 Garnet Ln
Worrell Ralph C Sr, Ralph C 306 Barry Ln
Yocom Robert, Yvonne 206 Fox Ln
Yuhas Theodore V Jr, Theodore V 643 Niblick Ln
Carr Mary C Exec & Trstee 935 S Providence Rd
White E F Est 935 S Providence Rd
Wayne Pa 19087
Abelman Ethel W 435 E Lancaster Av 301
Administrative Concepts Inc 994 Old Eagle School Rd Ste 1005
Affiliated Dis 500 E Swedesford Rd
Agulnick Lawrence J 59 Main St
Alkalaj Mariana 29 Sugartown Rd G303
Arrow Electronics Gl 1111 Old Eagle School Rd
Ausmanas Alex 1140 Brians Way
Bailey Angelina 439 Saunders Dr
Barcelatamontaut Zulema 219 Ravenscliff Rd
Barney Virginia A, Susan J 118 E Lancaster Ave
Barney Sharon M 118 E Lancaster Ave
Bauer Douglas R 405 Iven Ave
Bellefonte Lime 435 Devon Park Dr Ste 415
Bennett Elizabeth Bennett & Asso 175 Strafford Ave Ste 1
Bernstein Marc J 230 Sugartown Rd Ste 104
Blake Chad G 505 E Lancaster Ave Apt 217
Bookler Wendy E 201 Vassar Cir
Bothner Darren P 105 Plant Ave
Boyle Brian D 109 Calvarese Ln
Bradley Temps Inc 440 E Swedesford Rd
Brandywine Emerg Phys c/o Kenneth K Doroski MD 210 Pembroke Ave
Burns Bradley 440 E Swedesford Rd
Butler Meredith c/o 822 Turnbridge Rd
Cancelmo Victor A III Memorial Trust 1149 Pugh Rd
Caniglia Ida E 408 Morris Rd
Capitol Management Enterprise 1111 W Dekalb Pike
Catania Joseph B, Corinne 587 S Devon Ave
Cellular One 480 E Swedesford Rd
Chanticleer Foundation 786 Church Rd
Charagundla Jyothsna P 221 Twinings Ln
Cheney Gretchen 383 Drummers Ln
Cherry Homes Asso LP 435 Devon Park Dr Bldg 200
Chesney Andrew 668 Strafford Cir
Childs Norman L 659 W Valy Rd
Clarke Heather 302 W Lancaster Ave
Clinical & Laboratory Standards Inst 904 W Valy Rd Ste 1400
Clinical Laboratory Management Asso Inc 989 Old Eagle School Rd 815
Core Source PO Box 6994
Cradle Liberty Council Boy Scouts American 1485 Valy Forge Rd
Crothall Graeme c/o GCA Svcs Group 259 N Radnor Chester Rd Ste 130
Crothall Services A P Dept 955 Chesterbrook Ste 300
Cruise Adele R 317 Drummers Ln
Dagit Construction, Dagit Mary 688 Crestwood Rd
Dagostino Builders 295 E Swedesford Rd
Dagostino David 850 Timber Creek Ln
De Lage Landen Fin Svc c/o Jill Lobitz Kong 1111 Old Eagle School Rd
Dennis Williard A 994 Upper Gulph Rd
Despoelberch Katherine Stewart c/o Rosemary 100 Four Falls Corp Ctr Martin A
Heckscher
Devon Resins 724 W Lancaster Ave
Dicicco Christopher 1138 Brians Way
Difilippo Luigi, Judy 1255 Drummers Ln Ste 105
Dimaio Anthony 2 Oakford Rd
Donnelly Marie 425 Homestead Rd
Donoghue C 683 Gulph Rd
Dougherty Mary 221 Aberdeen Ave
E R Long Assoc Employees Defined Benefit 516 Montgomery St
Eagle Land Management Co 1265 Drummers Ln Ste 102
Eselgroth Peter 207 Walnut Ave
Finisdore Florence, Rose 216 W Wayne Ave
Fitness Express For Men LLC 305 Audobon Ave Way
Franks Betty W, M E c/o M E Franks Inc 150 Radnor−Chester Rd 125
Frith Stephen A Firth Brothers Inv 656 E Swedesford Rd Ste 305
Gallen Christopher J 601 Curtis Ct
Garito Anthony F 106 Rodk Rose Ln
Garrettford Family Dentistry 335 W Lancaster Ave
Ge Tfs Modular Space Getservices 530 E Swedesford Rd
Genex Services Inc 440 E Swedesford Rd 3000
Genex Services Inc 440 E Swedesford Rd Ste 1000
Goldstein Bret R 141 Clove Hill Ln
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Golschmidt Judith 220 Hare Ln
Gonzalez Francisco 55 Main St
Greenhalgh Ernest V, Henry A 3 Marlyn Cir
Griffin Gail A 110 W Lancaster Av
Group Financial Serv 1111 Old Eagle School Rd
Guo Yongjun 126 Morningside Cir
Gustine J Pelagatti Assoc Defined Benefit Plan 1255 Drummers Ln Ste 105
Hagee Lisa 599 Park Ridge Dr
Hagner William 26 Fariston Rd
Hare J Coleman 683 Gulph Rd
Harvards John 629 W Lancaster Ave
Heck Jean 632 W Wayne Ave
Herrenkohl Lorraine 32 Newport Dr
Hersh Eleanor 400 Strafford Ave 2a
Higgins Marie Claire 336 Overhill Rd
Himmelreich William, Janet 1579 Salomon Ln
Hiranindani Ninranjin 435 Devon Park Dr Building 300 c/o Kathy Dixon
Holliday William 1000 Mount Pleasant Ave
Holt Richard 428 Alderbrook Dr
Homsher Silas F c/o Louise Barrow 186 Conestoga Rd
Hsu Piyingm, Weifan 54 Abrams Ct
Hth One Radnor Corporated Ctr Ste 100
Hubbard Brittena, Douglas 1 Barberry Ln
Hudson Barbara 32 Newport Dr
Huffaker Bruce L c/o ME Franks Inc 150 Radnor−Chester Rd 125
Hunt Rosemary L 2 Algonquin Ct
Intrepid Capital Mgte 435 Devon Park Dr Bldg 500 Accounts Payable
J J Dulca Co 127 Strafford Ave
Jackosky Mary A 411 Grange Rd
James J Greenfield Esq 2 Radnor Sta Bldg 290 King of Prussia Rd Ste 100
Jones Claire 1199 Heyward Rd
Juta Tetsuro 407 E Lancaster Ave
Kamel Sultan M, Ibrahim 219 Sugertown Rd
Kaper Robert 219 Ravenscliff Rd
Kelly Dorothy A c/o Wayne Ctr 30 West Ave
Kenexa Corp 650 E Swedesford Rd 200
Ketterson Hilary c/o Vanguard 400 Devon Park Dr
Kimura Yutaka 175 E Lancaster Ave
Kirby Clare 608 Cheswold Ct
Kleeb Robert H 213 S Aberdeen Ave
Klingenberg Arnie 676 E Swedesford Rd Ste 140
Konstantinos Joshua F 1300 Eagle Rd
L A 31 LP 575 E Swedesford Rd Ste 210
Late Spring Partners LLC 1101 W Dekalb Pike Ste 200
Law George III 114 Plant Ave
Lawrence Thomas B 370 Pugh Rd
Lawrie Sylvia 980 Stevens Ln
Leboutillier Righteous Zelinda Trust 1255 Drummers Ln Ste 105
Lee Bang J 1072 Whitegate Rd
Lihota Mike 124 Poplar Ave
Lindsay Patrick 303 W Lancanster Ave Ste 239
Long Edmond Tr Ua 01/06/82 516 Montgomery St
Longwood Partners 275 Drummers Ln Ste 207
Longwood Village Inc 175 Strafford Ave Ste 1
Lutec International Corp 28 Main St
Lymecure 105 Cheswold Ct
Maier Patricia 315 Headhouse Ct
Main Line Baskets PO Box 128
Malmstrom Margaret New Seasons Assistant Living 445 N Valy Forge Rd
Mandel Wendy 304 N Wayne Ave Apt 2b
Marchand Richard, Carole 123 Cambria Ct
Marinelli Shelley A 297 Drummers Ln
Marks Daniel W 408 Woodcrest Rd
Marsili Philip R, Sandra M 1435 Valy Forge Rd
Marzelli Phillip Po Box 276a
Masterson Eileen 343 Sugartown Rd
Maylahn Frances 405 Iven Ave
Mcdermott James 220 Rosedale Ave
Mckeany Robert 10 Forest Rd
Mdc Systems Inc 55 West Av
Meeker Mary H 205 S Aberdeen Ave
Menestrier Patricia 625 Fletcher Rd
Michael J Kelly Son Inc 208 No Wayne Ave Ste 9−B
Midgett Will 214 E Beechtree Ln
Miller Samuel C Trt Agree Dtd 5/2/1962 427 Midland Ave
Minellas Main Line Diner 320 W Lancaster Ave
Monzon Stephanie A 200 N Pln Ave #5
Morgan Stanley Smith Barney LLC 1265 Drumers Ln
Mostatab Rebecca 335 W Lancaster Ave
Mpg Arnold 530 E Swedesford Rd
Muetterties Ibis H, Sophia 808 Eagle Rd
Novelli Dominic G 336 Morris Rd
Nv Homes Ste 100 900 W Valy Rd
Nvr Inc 995 Old Eagle School Rd Ste 310
Obrien John H 1125 Lafayette Rd
Obrien Patrick A 391 Huntington Dr
Octagon Research Solutions 585 E Swedesfordd Rd Ste 200
Oehlerich Ralf 565 E Sweedesford Rd Ste 220
Ogunkola Emmanuel 1300 Eagle Rd
Old School Mgte Inc 4 Cabot Dr
Onchitta Kesinee PO Box 223
Onchitta Kesinee Est 412 N Wayne Ave Unit 209
Oneills Auto Body & Repair Inc 378 W Lancaster Ave
Online Securities Processing Attn Karen Mulln 680 E Swedesford Rd
Oreilly Sean 720 Brooke Rd
Ozaki Michael 164 E Lancaster Ave
Packer Jean D, George 27 Fairview Dr
Palomino Irene D C O John W Burch 6 Ringneck Ln
Panvini Vincent A Jr 500 E Swedesford Rd Ste 300
Penn Liberty Bank 353 W Lancaster Ave Ste 300
Peter Gregory L, Rhonda B 11 Harford Ln
Phoenix Truck Caps Inc 1255 Drummers Ln Ste 105
Phoenixville Town Cente Ste 905 992 Old Eagle School Rd
Pilgrim Baxter Hybrid Partners II LP 825 Duportail Rd
Pratt Elmer A 18 Weirwood Rd
Price Financial Services LLC 245 Conestoga Rd
Properties Gpx 999 Old Eagle School Rd Ste 101
Pryzby Julia D 1108 Seaton Ross Rd
Redus Ma Comm Property Id 6217 460 E Swedesford Rd 3000
Reid Angella M 744 W Lancaster Ave Ste 200
Richard Walko Yvonne A 1165 Brians Way
Richards John H Jr, Mary M 280 Pugh Rd
Richardson Corrigan S 440 Glenwyth Rd
Riener M 998 Old Eagle School Rd
Roark Mary Efigenia 211 Bloomingdale Ave
Rolfe Keith E 200 N Wayne Ave
Ross Ina S 435 E Lancaster Av 301
Royal Asian Cuisine Inc 500 Chesterbrook Blvd
Royersford Center LP 992 Old Eagle School Rd Ste 905
Rozycki Mary A 26 Rittenhouse Ct
Rubin Gerald J 1376 Barlett Rd
Rumsey Leslie 330 E Lancaster Ave
Ryan Homes Ste 310 995 Old Eagle School Rd
Saftoiu Dana 329 S Devon Ave
Saltman Donald 1 Militia Hill Dr
Sampson Travel Epply Supply Co 1 150 E Swedesford Rd
Sankar Anil 313 Creek Dr
Sargent Michael c/o Us Trust Co 100 W Lancaster Ave Ste 200
Save More Market Inc 600 Brooke Rd
Schlarbaum Mark c/o Schlarbaum Capital PO Box 402
Scholz Beatrice Holly, Jonathan Kark 437 Aldenbrook Dr
Schumpf Catherine 301 Hanover Ct
Schwenk Barbara N 751 Mancill Rd
Scott Thomas A 1001 Mt Pleasant Ave
SEI Trust Co c/o Union County Bank Attn Mutual Fund Admin 680 E Swedesford Rd
Sellers Timothy M 480 Woodhill Rd
Shaffer John J 638 S Devon Ave
Shapiro Stephen 384 Huntington Dr
Shickel Peter D, Tracy 26 Briar Rd
Shire Corp Mail Stop S3s−39 725 Chesterbrook Blvd
Shoup Helen W 435 E Lancaster Ave Apt 306
Simms Benjamin 25 Highland Ct
Smith Catherine 1117 Brians Wy
Smith Elizabeth C 517 E Lancaster Ave Apt 215
Smith Patricia 218 Hillcrest Rd
Snyder Kathryn 1255 Drummers Ln Ste 105
Soanes Richard H 611 Kennedy Ln
Soong Oliver 142 Lemonton Way
Spera Lisa Ste 2 Eleanor Walker 744 W Lancaster Ave
Striar Scott 1400 Gemjarde Rd
Sullivan Joel M 651 Forest Rd
Sun Gard Veri Center 680 E Swedesford Rd
Sungard Planning Solutions 680 E Swedesford Rd
Sunguard Availability Services 680 E Swedesford Rd
Sweeney John F 743 Mancill Rd
Taylor Jennifer 20 Scott Ct
Thompson Walter C, Viola R 387 Colket Ln
Tiewater William H, Philip 613 Pugh Rd
Tryon David Est 571 Red Fox Ln
Tweedley John M Jr c/o ME Franks Inc 150 Radnor−Chester Rd 125
Valley Forge Office Ctr 656 E Swedesford Rd Ste 224
Vanguard 455 Devon Park Dr
Vargo Brian S, Eric W 525 Arbordale Rd
Veitz Henry C Jr, Alice 690 General Scott Rd
Wagner Eleanor P Est 111 Poplar Ave
Walker Joanne H 1125 Lafayette Rd
Walsh William J, Marie F 409 W Beechtree Ln
Walsh & Nicholson Financial 119 W Wayne Ave
Wang Hangli 419 Strafford Ave Apt 3c
Ward Julia 217 Ravenscliff Rd
Watters William F, Julia Ann c/o Robert F Dick 204 Country Gate
Weaver Mary L 690 Strafford Cirs
Wedeen George c/o Plan of Pa 110 W Lancaster Ave
Weidman James H 630 Harwick Rd
Weissenberger Claudia 412 Conestoga Rd
West Tom 380 Golph Rd
Whitney Amy W c/o Edith W Mckaig 38 Rittenhouse Ct
Williamson John H 214 E Beechtree Ln
Willis Benefits of Pennsylvania Inc 5 Radnor Corporate Ctr Ste 200
Wolfe Robert H, Ruth I 1182 King of Prussia Rd
Yoo Sooyeol 1300 Eagle Rd
Zhou Guoping 419 Strafford Ave Apt 3c
Zimmerman Barry 1134 Pugh Rd
Zimmerman Steven M 998 Old Eagle School Rd Ste 1206
Woodlyn Pa 19094
Ande Carrie 1400 Macdade Blvd Apt C230
Austin Kathryn T 1616 Constitution Ave
Baker Edward 1215 Lukens Ave
Barley Helen 87 Youngs Ave
Bateman Thomas V Jr 1400 Macdade Bl A116
Baum Drew N 938 Catherine Ave
Blake Caroline Z, Blake George 1013 Eisenhower Ave
Boucher Daniel 1400 Mcdade Blvd D373
Calamita Kelly A 1321 Fairview Ct
Cantania Elizabeth PO Box 4
Cash Express 1936 Macdade Bl
Davis Bessie 87 Youngs Ave
Dlugokinski Denise Miller 1313 6th Ave
Donald Sterling PO Box 213
Dunlap Maryann, James R 213 Derwood Dr
Esten Marylouise C 1335 Ramblewood Ln
Fransden Anna C PO Box 4
Hartshorne Michele 1223 Essex Ave
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Hightower Freddie, Jessie 1855 Constitution Ave Apt 509
Klishevich Barbara, Walter 147 Fairview Rd
Marusco Thelma A 1126 Grant Ave
Mason Catherine, Richard 109 Bullens Ln
Mchenry Francis Est 705 Defense Rd
Mcparland Ellen Est 199 Balignac Ave
Milewski Phil 159 Youngs Ave
Moffa Samuel V, Edith A 1210 Harper Ave
Orsini Vincent N, Mary H 1014 Eisenhower Ave
Paulson Anna 159 Taylor Ave
Riddagh George P 1317 Grant Ave
Schoopmire Margare 1230 Macdade Blvd
Schott Evelyn Est 1302 Jefferson Ave
Schott Gary 1302 Jefferson Ave
Spangler Leo 1601 Grant Ave
Telegan Patti PO Box 88
Zucco Pauline, Yvonne 117 Fairview Rd
Yeadon Pa 19050
Albany Lisa E 19 Baily Rd
Allison Joseph 912 Whitby Ave
Artsworldonline c/o Rose Hester 1609e Patricia Dr
Atkinson Ruth E 619 Cypress St
Ayers Antonio 1022 Serrill Ave
Bailey Cornell 11 Baily Rd
Balderston Helen F 922 Rundale Ave
Barbieri Thomas 118 E Providence Rd
Bright Eula M 747 Bullock Ave
Briscoe Thelma 14 Lincoln Ave
Bryant Daisy H 747 Bullock Ave
Burchette Dereck A, Deanna 827 Yeadon Ave
Card Marie Apt 107 550 S Lansdowne Ave
Cenzo John W 922 Rundale Ave
Cooper Donald L 1106 Alfred Ave Apt C
D J Earaminas Funeral Home 80w Baltimore Ave Apt B110
Davis George S 827 Yeadon Ave
Desabaye William, Sadie 805 Rader Ave
Dickerson Mario 194 Fairview
Dinofia Joseph 550 S Lansdowne Av Apt 215
E O Habhegger Co Inc 460 Penn St 462 673 T Jefferson Rd
Elghazaly Mona 403 S Maple Ave
Eliades Chris V 503 Holly Rd
Fontaine Thomas 545 Church La
Gaines Ronald G 812 Longacre Blvd
Graves John 862 Whitby Ave
Hagner George H Jr 80 W Baltimore Ave Apt B110
Hammond Marguerite J 1049 Duncan Ave
Harris Smith Lunette, Maureen 23 E Providence Rd
Harris Heloise L 519 Orchard Ave
Harris John R 1101 Bell Ave
Holden John 720 Church Ln
Hovell Mary Regina Mercy Ct 550 S Lansdowne Ave Apt 230
Howerton Pandora L 600 S Wycombe Ave
Hsbc Consumer Lending 300 Chester Ave
Inkster Charles, Margaret 607 Bailey Rd
Ippoliti Vincent 527 Rose St
Jeffries Stanley L 416 Holly Rd
Johnson Helen 953 Haverford Ave
Johnson Lucy W 1134 Duncan Ave
Jones Reginald E, Patricia A 1034 Bullock Ave
Jones R 17 Bailey Rd
Joyner Tempie 444 Chester Ave Fl 2
Jtrs Thomas Thornton 115 Elder Ave
Kamara Sallay 1410 Patricia Dr Apt B
Kelly Howard, Mary G 211 Elder Ave
Lalli Loretta E 1101 Bell Ave
Litton Jane 550 S Lansdowne Ave Apt 103
Lowery Charles D, Joyce T 701 W Cobbs Creek Pkwy
Martin Jones Delores D 800 Serrill Ave
Mathews Joyce 542 Fern St
Mcdonald Kathleen 828 Darnell Ave
Mcglotten Dorothy E 515 Bonsall Ave
Mcgowan Mary, John 644 Cobbs Creek Pkwy
Mellon James A 419 Church Ln
Menice Frances E 836 Rundale Ave
Moore J Leonard 444 Chester Ave
No Name Customer c/o Mellon Psfs Yeadon Store 735 Church Ln
Obrien Anna Lincoln Lansdowne Ave
Pierce Thomas W 534 Cypress St
Pugh Somer 46 Elder Ave
Quinn Joseph M 512 Holly Rd
Reynolds Edward J 816 Whitby Ave
Rines Theresa, Neil 938 Yeadon Ave
Russell Richard P 1003 Long Acre Blvd
Scott Rachelle 931 Bullock Ave
Shiftin Sherbert Inc 525 Church La
Sidibe Yaya 1220 S Longacre Blvd
Smith Adolph William 23 E Providence Rd
Smith Rose C 766 Fern St
Snead Mildred C 6 Elder Ave
Thomas Catherine G, William J 742 Cypress St
Thompson Christopher M, Ernest L 735 Revere Rd Apt 165
Thornton Gloria C 115 Elder Ave
Tubbs Cornell T 18 Elder Av
Ward Diane 512 Arbor Rd
Warm Spirit Spa Quality Skin C 504 S Lansdowne Ave Apt E 9
Way Kathryn 656 Arbor Rd
Wilkins June 116 Lincoln Av
Wilson Mildred T, Stephen 1000 Yeadon Ave
Wilson Patricia A 1029 Bell Ave
Wisseh Alphonso 760 Bullock Ave
Elk County
Brockport Pa 15823
Dubmeier Bonnie J 6854 Rt 219
Meehan Christina M, Josephine RR 1
Salser Patricia A, Teddy L RR 1 Box 252
Trump James L RR 1 Box 292a
Uplinger Lucile 6854 Rt 219
Williams Heating & Refrigeration 1014 Shawnut Rd
Byrnedale Pa 15827
Miller Valerie J 192 Garfield St
Senior Harrison G 19 Grant St
Force Pa 15841
Hogan Larry D, Casey PO Box 151
James City Pa 16734
Rodriguez Luis 94 Massachusetts Ave
Johnsonburg Pa 15845
Cherry Louis E, Mary E 142 Harrison Ave
Distler Ann 264 Rose St
Lecker Richard G Jr 1039 E Ctr St
Long William G, Colleen M PO Box 84
Mcmahon Grace M 308 Cobb St
Shelander Kermit R, Janet 259 West Ctr
Trinaystich Robert J 210 Blaine Ave
Vallone Rosalyn 520 Penn St
Kersey Pa 15846
Bona Rudolph O 472 Toby Rd
Koch Lillian C 120 Skyline Dr
Mccracken Dennis W, Elmer RD 1
Mccracken Georgia RD 1
Reed Donald V Est 318 Ridge Rd
Sharp David A 102 Squab Hollow Rd
Smith Steven E 112 Dagus Mines Rd
Ridgway Pa 15853
Amacher Biiliejo 301 N Broad St
Benninger Joseph A 402 Hickory St
Breakey Kinsel H, Mary A SR 02 Box 161
Foringer Mary D 615 W Main
Gier Jean M 504 Montmorenci Ave
James Steven T 606 North Maple
Johnson Walter K, Lois Y 95 Metoret St
Johnson Janet L 227 Irving Ave
Johnson Lois Y 95 Metoret
Keyser Timothy Estate of 203 1/2 Main St Apt 3c
Mack David Jr 131 Vanburen Ave
Miller Rose M Main St
Newquist Margaret 225 Depot St
Oakes Sherman P, Cecile 215 Ash St
Parks Megan J 505 Olson St
Phipps Jason E 2427 Ridgway Johnsonburg Rd
Pierce V Randall Main St
Piurkoski Darline M 100 Healy St
Stahl Jamie E 415 Cherry St
Whitehouse Dorothy, Keith W 223 Monterey Ave
Saint Marys Pa 15857
Allen Ian 108 N Michael St
Babin Suzette R 725 Evergreen Rd
Bleggi Edna P, Emmanuel P 370 Brusselles St
Brem Christine 185 Ctr St Apt 401
Dippold Marjorie 182 Wehler Rd
Dornisch Richard J 757 N Saint Marys Rd
Downtown Keystone 107 N Michael St
Eshbach Ted 761 Johnsonburg Rd Ste 310
FP Troha Insurance 305 Erie Ave
Fardoe Jeremy S 994 Windfall Rd
Ferris Frank L 630 Brusselles St
Foster Daniel G, Andrew R 216 George St
Gerber Floyd H 728 Vine Rd
Groll Margaret M dba 129 Sara Rd
Hanes Henrietta 351 Spruce St
Hanes Mary G 111 Ctr St Apt 2
Herbstritt William G, Helen 105 Edward Rd
Imboden Doris 420 Walburga St
Kofler Mary U RD 1 Windfall Rd
Kosco Mary E Revocable Trust UA 05 11 93 571 East Charles St
Kreckel Marie C, Paul L 227 John St
Kreckel Venatius F 227 John St
Kromko Rose Est of 222 Hemlock Rd
Kronenwette W Theodore 285 Charles St
Law Offices Coppolo & Coppolo 19 N St Marys St
Levenduski James E 337 W Theresia Rd
Martin James J 140 Martin Rd
Mckimm Scott R, Jill A 957 Vine Rd Ext
Moriarty Joseph L 217 S Michael St
Oleary Charles E 30 Erie Ave
Palmer David 470 Washington St
Powell Jason 675 Washington St
Robinson Robert A 1129 Brusselles St
Romanic Olivia C 625 Pontzer Ave
Rpoyne Dorothy 524 E Kaul Ave
Schneider Est Maintenance Inc 803 Washington St
Skok Lorianne A, Howard J 109 Villa Rd
St Marys Aerie 536 Foe PO Box 184
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Thompson Elizabeth A 214
Uljon Linda J RD 1 Windfall Rd
Unity Business Group Inc 800 South St Marys Blvd
Weedville Pa 15868
Byler Monica 3347 Mount Zion Rd
Hallinen Smith Carol A 3772 Gdn Hill Rd
Losey Marsha 121 Poplar Rd
Smith Stanley E 3772 Gdn Hill Rd
Wilcox Pa 15870
Koneski John RR 1
Longenecker Olive L, A G RD 1 Joy Gdns
Ronneberg Barbara S 675 Market Rd
Swanson Wendy M 890 Burning Well Rd
Erie County
Albion Pa 16401
Graves Dorthy, John R 11423 Crouch Rd
Hallgren H Kristofer 12167 Carter Rd
Huston Tracy L 27 Second Ave
Mcknight Carol V 10065 Old Albion Rd Lot 22
Mikovich Betty L 23 Pine Ave
Raymond Lp 10369 Rt 18
Corry Pa 16407
Bigelow Pauline O, Donald W 20500 Sparta Hwy
Brecker Mark A 203 Chord Rd 1
Busarello Jessica Jordan 206 North Ctr St
Carter Timothy 333 West Washington St
Catalfu Elizabeth 236 Fairview St
Corry Apothecary Inc 114 W Smith St
Danks Joseph W 12990 Carterhill Rd
Erie Plastics Corp 844 Rte 6
Ficcardi Alfred J Est of 100 N Ctr St Apt 213
Jay Mearle 116 E Park Place
Johnson David Box 11 113 N Ctr St
Joy Franklin R, Mary A 825 E Main St
Koenig Elizabeth R 11250 Rte 6
Lanning Genevieve A Rd 3
Lynch M Agnes CO Paul Carney 224 Maple Ave
MPE Machine Tool 27 W Washington St PO Box 3
Nelson Donald 307 Grace St Apt F
Nickell Laura M 101 W Smith St
Oldenski Jane M 33 W Columbus Ave
Parker Lindsay 276 W Washington St
Proper Mark 219 1/2 Spring St Rear
Rejman Stanley J Est RR2 Apt
Sarnicki Joe 141 Worth St
Smith Shirley J, Sidney E 63 Marion St
Stec Stella T 880 E Main St
Taylor Harlan R RR3
Thompson Genevieve RR2 Box 286
Trisket John W Jr PO Box 367
Tulloch Donald E 324 W Smith St
Vert Martkets Inc 5340 Fryling Rd
Webber Clayton E Sr 616 E Main St
Young Melinda 12580 Lovell Rd
Cransville Pa 16410
Morisak Thomas F RR1
Panko Elizabeth 10204 Crane St
Young Aleatha L 10204 Crane St
Dunmore Pa 16512
Deprimo Carmella M 106 Reeves St
Deprimo Raymond 104 Reeves St
East Springfield Pa 16411
Alexander Richard M 11710 Middle Rd
Blue Raymond 13644 Old Lake Rd PO Box 72E
Keith Barbara, William 11929 Main St
Edinboro Pa 16412
Birchard Terri L 13201 Cambridge Spgs Rd
Calhoun Ty 207 Walnut St
Cave Lynae 6851 Rte 6n
Clark Shawn M 13800 Arneman Rd
Davis Bernice E, Kenneth D 5401 Florek Capp Rd
Davis R Duane 12260 Ridge Ave
Foulkrod Jon M 13201 Cambridge Spgs Rd
Gromen Richard J Sr, Joyce M PO Box 338
Kebles Catherine Anne 5550 Ponderosa Dr
Mathews Margaret Nimer 147 Meadville St
Mercer Eric K 316 W Plum St
Mort Josephine E Attn Karen Keller 117 Peach St
Perkins Billie Loretta PO Box 383
Rodgers Shannon 207 Walnut St
Rossbacher Elsie F CO Emma Williams 121 Tr Dr
Shepherd Dean 12381 Fry Rd
Shepherd Dean 12520 Fry Rd
Stickle Zachary D 13061 Cambridge Spgs Rd
Sulecki Kyle P 112 Meadville St Apt C
Uht Elaine Est of C/O Bonnie B Langill 132 Meadville St
Vaughn Angel M 203 Waterford St
Walmer Jenna 11391 Rte 98
Whitley Sharron A 240 Hickory St
Woods Jon M 13201 Cambridge Spgs Rd
Wooliscroft Jan A 101 Beau Dr
Erie Pa 16501
Arena Marion Est 111 E 11th St
Armagost Charles F 515 State St Apt 403
Asuma David W 1023 French St
Bainbridge Mildred Est Bainbridge Theodore 111 E 11th St
Barnes Ethelda 1156 Milwood Way
Bastow Gerard A RR3 Spires Rd
Bauer Robert F 1015 State St
Burke Carolee E C/O Filippi Nies 504 State St 200
Centre Summit T5 West 10th St
Cohen Mona 1305 Peach St
Crofoot Thomas W C/O Atty David Mack 115 E 7th St
Dhaliwal Ranjit Md P LLC 1001 State St Ste 1400
Donn Advertising Assocs Plum and 12th Sts
Erie Business Center C/O Erie Business Ctr Books 246 W 9th St
Euston Gail 702 West
Euston Wilbur 702 W 50th St
Figurski Joseph, John 1101 Peach St
Florence Kuruc 515 State St Apt 503
Giles Clare 160 W 8th St Apt 1i
Goetz Bradley J C/O Filippi Nies Exec 504 State St 200
Harman Carol C/O Elderkin Law Firm 150 East 8th St
Jones Florence K, Stephen E 120 W Tenth St
King Linda 1702 French St
Kuntz Bernard, Sandra 725−727 French St
Laniewicz Rosemary, Henry 713 Holland St
Mead George J 120 W 10th St
Muczynski Josephine, Frank J 251 E 3 St
Mustari Philip A 210 W 8th St Apt 2
Neyman Nellie 12 East 9th St Apt 602
One Global Source 32 W 8th St Ste 605
Peterson Dolores 1007 Wayne
Plating Erie 656 W 12th St
Robinson Marie R194 Woodlawn Ave
Rose Estronald W, Ronald W 455 W 11th St
Sarti Audrey 713 Holland St
Saunders Helen E 917 State St Pmb 104
Shirey Grace M 22 Haly
Teodorsky Melinda S 202 West 9th St 318
Velez Nereida Crespi 111 E 11th St 814 Box 134
Wasik Stanley, Mary 129 W 13th St
Erie Pa 16502
Adams Wanda J, Donald 1502 Poplar St
Bauer Carol S 9th St 444 W 17th St #556
Bevilacqua Charles 941 W 20th St
Biancosino Norma Est of 1616 Poplar St
Campanini Thomas 2026 Geist Rd
Curry Denise 2317 Peach St
Damore Robert A Jr 427 West 17th St
Dawley Stella E 830 Weschler Ave
Defazio Pauline J 1318 W 18th St
Diloreto Maribeth, Mary M 2206 Poplar St
Dominguez Hilandes V 528 West 8th St
Dore Ruth 920 Plum St
Eberle Helen L 956 W 8th St
Ellison Sandra 532 W 10th St
Erie Bolt Corp 1325 Liberty St
Faulkner Dorothy M 595 W 8th St
Gornati Romaine V 503 W 10th St
Guerdon Ida Y 132 W 23rd St Apt 318
Haas Caleb 645 W 8th St
Hall Kathy L 2223 Cascade St
Harris Cleo Jr 925 W 18th St
Hayes Paula 2303 Poplar St
Holdsworth Jon M 1059 W 22nd St
Howard Lee 538 W 19th St
Howell Brenda K 340 W 7th St Apt 9
Hucar Steve 661 W 7th St
Hughes Michael T 1914 Cherry St Apt 1st Rear
Karodi Mary 1015 Cascade
King Carla J 123 W 24th St
Kishel Donna Mae 902 Weschler Ave
Lawrence Christina, Donna 1618 Plum St Fl1
Lee David 949 W 18th St
Lemoon Ralph G Est of C/O Jonathan Kiya Le Moon 1103 W 10th St
Lindell Janet 418 W 18th St
Long Louise 1522 Myrtle
Mannion Anthony 1358 W 21st St
Mannion Shirley Est of 1358 W 21st St
Martin Gary R 1340 W 22nd St
Matthews John 7442 E 33rd St
Matthews John 9118 Main Ave
Mcadoo Donald 1110 Raspberry St
Mcgrane John R 906 Poplar St
Mckinney Craig 1014 Weschler Ave
Mellin Geraldine 2317 Peach St
Melrose Ruth F 902 Weschler Ave
Milano Michael D, Annette 2114 Cherry St
Miller Kathy L 254 West 17th St
Murray Joseph Est of 1526 Poplar St
Neiswonger John W 902 W 18th St Rear
Norchi Christopher 910 W 10th St Apt 2
Oem Erie Mary Kay Daugherty 1810 W 20th St
Palermo Immacolata Esther 2303 Poplar St
Palermo Joseph John 2303 Poplar St
Renal Care of Erie1641 Sassafras St
Riberiro Jack 564 W 16th St
Rilling Naomi L 516 W 10th St
Robles Yiang 11422 Pierce Park Apt 2
Rosequist Darlene 2317 Peach St
Schwabe Nbau P 611 Poplar St
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Skindell Philip M 627 Cherry St Apt 1
Smith Lisbeth A 2215 Sassafras St Apt 106
Strachan Mary Est of 819 West 8th St
Sunseri Maria C/O Marie Ditullio 618 W 21st St
Tate Breanne 2302 1/2 Liberty Ave
Todaro Leata M 418 W 18th St
Wahlster Michael A 351−353 West 8th St
Wojtecki William, Ruth L 1023 Cascade St
Erie Pa 16503
Amero Ruth H 1755 W Gore Rd
Bassham Thaddeus 636 E 15th St
Blackshear Chris 2216 German St
Boyer Ruth 2414 State St
Bradley Norma J 718 E 11th St
Britton Rita 903 E 22nd St
Chandler Aldendo, Celia 329 E 21st St
Cowley Mary E 1123 German St
Cruz Michelle 520 E 14th St
Czerwinska Stanlawa 1133 E 8th St
Czerwinski Edward 1138 E 9th St
Dasilva Raymond 1447 Atkins Dr
Daub Mary M 922 East Ave
Dibuono Lena 626 East Ave
Domowicz Irene 538 E 11th St
Downing Richard L, Ellen 1217 E 20th St
Ericsson Selma 817 E 25th St Eric Pa 16503
Fitzgerald Sara B 145 West 17th St
Fuhrman Donald J, Edith L 757 Rosedale Ave
Gaczkowski Virginia S 625 E 8th St
Gedgaudas Bette 628 Payne Ave
Gohrs Printing Svc 1107 Hess Ave
Grasso Janice 628 Payne Ave
Guzak George 538 E 11th St
Hadberg Kathryn J 920 E 9th St
Hageman Alicia 907 E 21st St
Jares Leo 743 E 10th St
Jethroe Samuel, Elsie 340 E 14th St
Johnson Albert L 310 E 17th St Apt 9
Johnson Lucie Y 215 E 24th St
Jones Rebecca 731 East St Apt 1
Jones Willie R 1041 E 24th St
Karczewski Virginia, Hedwig 1150 E 9th St
Kiri Adlan 443 E 12th St 2fl
Kondzielski Irene 922 East Ave
Konieczki Walter 2215 German St
Kowalczyk Richard J 339 E 13th St
Lander Katheryn, Ronald D 1346 East 7th St
Latorre Sonya M 2112 East Ave
Liebman Joseph 1225 Holland St
Luiggi Jose 710 East 12th St
Mathis Lacey Charles 636 E 15th St
Oduho Albert 738 E 8th St
Oglesby Leroy 560 E 24th St
Oklamsak Marie 634 E 13th St
Parker Angelia R 320 E 7th St
Pomorski Ignacy 1110 Brewster St
Ruggley Rose 718 E 11th St
Schneider Beverly A, Zoe 334 E 25th St
Scott William G 634 E 10th St
Sherman John H Jr, John H Apt 3 239 E 10th St
Shields John P, Neil 835 E 18th St Apt 3
Sierota Carl 756 9th St
Stanchiu Thomas M 309 E 10th St
Stempka Genevieve 636 E 20th St
Steward Dorothy L, Cleo 1124 East Ave
Stoll James 817 E 25th St
Stuczynski Eleanor P, John L 632 E 24th St
Thomas David 806 Hess Ave
Tomczak Julie L 1413 E 7th St
Vandyke David B 145 West 17th St
Watson Damon T 1047 E 9th St
Wickles Matthew L 946 E 21st St
Wisor Lance 1137 Brandes St
Younger Thomas R 210 E 21st St
Zierenberg Eric V 1042 East 24th St
Zuba Ronald G, Estelle 509 E 13th St
Erie Pa 16504
Bassham Michael 1144 E 28th St
Baum Michael P 4321 Pine Ave
Blair Milo 11 1 2 E 29th St
Blawn Kathleen A 3021 Pine Ave
Bowen Richard C 518 E 38th St
Brown Gertrude M 4210 Davison Ave Apt 523
Bukowski Raymond H 1140 E Gore Rd
Buman Lawrence, Anna 245 E 32nd St
Buman Lawrence, Bernard 245 E 32nd St
Davic Craig W 2829 Davison Ave
Davidson Gerald M 3101 Holland St
Delehunt Lenoir C, John L 3318 Old French Rd
Deshmukh Shrikant V 827 E Grandview Blvd
Dinicola Eric 829 East 29th St
Dodick Dorothy, Walter 1346 East 31st St
Fedak John D 4210 Davison Ave Apt 423
Foley William 2621 Wayne St
Freedom Used Cars By ECl Inc 847 E 26th St
Fredricks Cristy 2810 Ash St
Gerber Kristie Lee, Dave L 3822 Parade Blvd
Hall Margaret S 607 East 26th St R−266
Hill Dorothy 2903 East Ave
Hiller Frederick M 555 E 26th St
Ignasiak Stella A 631 E 31st St
Jones Helen A 4306 Parade Blvd
Kahric Namka 3113 East Ave
Kahric Nedzad 3113 East Ave
Kinsel Craig A 350 E 29th St
Kubit Anthony J, Arlene R 3703 Old French Rd
Laufenberg Othmar F, Thelma T 2817 Tuttle Ave
Laufenberg Thelma T 2817 Tuttle Ave
Lepkouski Dorothy I 546 E 28th St
Lepkowski Mary 546 E 28th St
Lester Ken E 3423 East Ave
Luft Robert 2625 Van Buren Ave
Moore Frances 2817 Perry St
Murawski Agnes 4220 Davison Ave Apt 225
Murawski Al 4220 Davidson Ave Apt 225
Page Annie M 1345 E 35th St
Paul Petroff 1127 E 39th St
Perkowski Albert J 738 E 36th St
Quinn Patricia A 3423 East Ave
Rensma Mary 4201 Old French Rd
Rizzo Patricia, Wendell 211 E 31st St
Roesner Violet R 1162 E 39th St
Schell Albert J 704 E 31st St
Schlamb Cheryl A 2924 Davison Ave
Scrafford Clair W, Della I 2916 Penn Ave
Seley Amy M 11 1 2 E 29th St
Slabaugh Timothy E 2625 Wayne St
Stroz John 4210 Davison Ave
Sulzycki Phyllis 250 E Lakeview Blvd
Sutter Doris E 110 E 26th St
Tillotson Elwyn T 4133 Burton Ave
Todd Donna 110 E 26th St
Tomczak Raymond, Clara 649 E 33 St
Tomczak Clara Migdal 649 E 33 St
Vandyke Margaret E, David B 1251 East 35th St
Veith William G, Betty Ann 442 E 36th St
Vogus Robert J 823 Holland St
Wagner Nicole 738 East 37th St
Weiss George T, Florence 3110 East Ave
Whitman Edwin Est of 607 E 26th St Apt 207
William Lee Est of 537 East 27th St
Wolfe Eleanor C 435 E 33rd St
Wright Mark 173 Mcmichaels Rd
Zoltowski Anne C, Anne M 463 E 27th St
Erie Pa 16505
Allen Albert N Sr 1845 Grove Dr
Allison Martha 3532 W 10th St
Allphin Michael E 3108 Oakdale Pkwy
All Star Cleaning PO Box 9484
Amidon Elmarietta G 6351 W Lake Rd 138
Andrews Mark J 3419 Clifton Dr
Baker John 904 Schenley
Balodis Suzanne 829 Beaumont Ave
Barron Janice E 720 Michigan Blvd
Bechtold Barbara L 615 Pasadena Dr
Bixby Chester J 508 Shawnee Dr
Brewer Thomas L 1201 Oakmont Av
Brown Derek 436 Virginia Ave
Bucskowski Doris N 1003 Linden Ave
Carl Betty 5416 Woodside Dr
Carpenter David L 2565 West 8th St
Chase H LLC 730 Harmony Dr
Colliss Dolan Inc C/O Kerry Dolan 2108 Clark Rd
Costa Elizabeth E, Charles J 1511 Pasadena Dr
Cross Eleanor H 4044 Chilton Ct
Czekai Tina M 611 Ohio St
Deleon Ruben 1834 W 14th St
Doody Douglas PO Box 9172
Emil Kraus Sons Inc Pen Pln Tr PO Box 8038
Express Employment Professionals 2503 West 15th St Ste 9
Fischer H Robert, Nancy P 502 Mohawk Dr
Fischer C James 314 Shawnee Dr
Fischer Richard P 317 Shawnee Dr
Fishback Kim 2185 West 8th St
Fronce Lashondra 3524 W 12th St Apt 3
Frontier Pharmacy 1652 West 8th St
Fryling Carla G, Alex H 411 Madison Ave
Geiger Robert W, Karen L 802 Wedgewood Dr
Greco David J 834 St Clair Ave
Griswold Dorothy D 5150 Wolf Rd
Griswoloe Rebecca 5150 Wolf Rd
Hackshaw Katherine C 233 Baer Dr #5
Hinds Francis W, Tillie C 517 Maryland Ave Apt 505
Hintenach Lucille J, Frederick 1103 Ardmore Ave
Hochreiter Barbara A 800 Ridgeview Dr
Hough Robert A Sr 1709 W 14th St
Kabui Samuel G 3433 West 12th St
Karle Nancy F, James 1012 Shenley Dr
Karle Sarah J 414 Ardmore Ave
Keim Michael D, Diane L 705 Long Point Dr
Keller Barbara 209 Lincoln Ave
Kibler Charles E 6360 Shadyside Dr
Klofft Gloria J 1308 Hartt Rd
Kostrubanic Insurance Agency 3445 W 12th St
Kulhanek Kevin S 1903 W 8th St 126
Kuzdzal Jeffrey, Lori 523 Powell Ave
Lascar Electronics Inc 4258 W 12th St
Lee Joanne 6363 Lakeshore Dr
Leighton Kristine Torbert 425 Lincoln Ave
Macivor Jeanne A 315 Beverly Dr
Majerik James 1333 S Shore Dr
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Mccallum George E 3733 W 14th St
Mccloy Susan Ashton Guardian 6345 Longwood Dr
Mccormick P A Ins PO Box 8912
Mckinney Walter J 641 Ardmore Ave
Michaels Elaine 6342 Lindenfield Dr
Miller Marian L 512 Oakmont Ave
Miller Mary E 923 Filmore Av
Millis Marguerite, Francis 5702 Langmore Ln
Moore Barbara J, Daniel E 1409 Oakmont Ave
Morrow Amanda 1206 Oregon Ave
Muse Julie L 3411 Argyle Ave
Myers Geraldine M 5348 Edward St
Nelson Robert L 619 Vermont Ave
Neumeyer Daniel 2182 W 8th St Apt 8
Nicholas Susan B 6360 Shadyside Dr
Osborn Wayne J 3256 W 13th St
Parsons Donald G 1322 Filmore Ave
Perez Rachael 1834 W 14th St
Phillips Deak PO Box 8414
Porter Ethel PO Box 9062
Quimby Brian M, Miki B 1526 Pasadena Dr
Rafferty Monica 624 Sommerheim Dr
Rictor Dorothy 1308 Hartt Rd
Rohm Kathleen Zurn 234 Clifton Dr
Rose Mary E 322 Washington Pl Apt 330
Schaa Craig W Cust for Halle Erin 412 Frontier Dr
Schaa Craig W Cust for Jennifer 412 Frontier Dr
Schaefer George 1324 South Shore Dr Apt 202
Schaefer George M Rust Ua 1324 South Shore Dr Apt 202
Schaefer Lorene F 2324 S Shore Dr
Shannon Betty F 322 Washington Pl Apt 330
Shubert Valerie Apt 405 1324 South Shore Pl
Sinare Florine 1734 Brookside
Slawson D, G John 712 Potomac Ave
Smith Louis James 632 Ardmore Ave
Steven Riley Sr 233 Stonegate Dr
Stockslager Laurie 4220 Davidson Ave Apt 304
Strasser Edward PO Box 8282
Straub Audrey P, David 927 Potomac Ave
Superior Vending Bc 3021 W 12th
Swekoski Dorothy Jane 5216 Candlewood Ln
Valentine Lauren E 4830 Wolf Rd
Vasil Theodore, Barbara 1844 Ottawa Dr
Veith Colleen Marie 1420 Central Dr
W Straub D 927 Potomac Ave
Williams Monzella 6440 Downhill Dr
Erie Pa 16506
Anderson Gloria J Est of 4004 Pacific Ave Apt 111
Andrezejczak Kathleen 4050 Alison Ave
Appling Darrell 2716 Carleton Ct
Armanini Renzo J, Dario D Westminister Family Medicine 3822 Colonial Ave
Arnone Nicola A 3951 Feidler Dr
Bates Ben 4153 Ctney
Berkheimer Erie 3608 W 26th St
Bonnell Scott M DBA Bonnells Collision Center 3611 Cameo Way
Bonnells 2570 W 26 St
Bowden Pearl H 3304 Pine Tree Ter
Briglia Mike 3615 Scarboro Rd
Burg Joan M 2380 Village Common Dr Apt
Carlucci Joseph P 3912 Pinelawn Dr
Coffey Judy K 4070 W 28th St
Collins Thomas Patricia Collins 5221 C
Costa Charles J 3007 Carter Ave
Dehaven Purdy J De 2827 Hampshire Rd
Dehn Violet Est of Dehn Conrad L 2726 Greencrest Dr
Eldridge Jeffery 4974 Old Sterrettania Rd
Erie Advanced Manufacturing Inc 3150 West 22nd St
Eschweiler Charles P, Alice E 2555 W 21st St
Fin Robert G 4855 W Ridge Rd Suite B 2119
Finney Robert G 4835 Idylbrook Village Ct
Fisher Ina L 4202 Prestwick Dr
Flemings Dominique 2380 Village Common Dr Apt
Forish Irene 2380 Village Common Dr
Foundation For Free Enterprise 2840 W 21st St Ste 2
Frankovitch Frank J II 3750 W 26 St
Geist Howard Attn Gregory M Yahn 3150 West 22nd St
Gressley Annemarie 2847 Willowood Dr
Haft Patricia 5005 Zuck Rd Lot 11
Hakanen Chriss W II, Chriss W 3126 W 42nd St
Investment Club 2901 Harvest Bnd
Jackson William 2959 Willow Wood Dr
Jeffress William 4500 W 38 Th St
Jobes Florence E 4855 W Ridge Rd 3113
Jones Allyn Faith 3829 Feidler Dr
Jones Amy Eg 3829 Feidler Dr
Jones Elisha James 3829 Feidler Dr
Jones Isabelle Grace 3829 Fiedler Dr
Jordano Anthony D 3819 Vista Dr
Kane Brittany Ann 2333 Loveland Ave
Kantz Rita A 2507 Azalea Cir
Kerr Daniel, Emmet 4004 Pacific Ave Apt 301
Kerr Daniel, Mabel 4004 Pacific Ave Apt 301
Kosciuch Sophie, Donad 4916 W Ridge Rd
Kosciuch Donald 4916 W Ridge Rd
Kosciuch Sophie 4916 W Ridge Rd
Kytic Mary Lee 2726 Greencrest Dr
Lagner Daniel T 2404 Rollahome Dr
Leone Val J 3520 W 26th St 3
Lesonek James 2824 W 26th St Apt 33
Lohr Heather K 5043 Sterrettania Rd
Macisaac Antoniette 3219 Ct Ave
Mascia Brett A Md 6034 Fossilwood Ct
Mershon Gloria S 2313 Rollahome Dr
Mickol Thomas 3824 Falmouth Rd Apt 20
Miller Jink Jr, Marjorie 5121 Zuck Rd
Murch Donald P 3321 Berkeley Rd
Myers Eunice J 4538 Darcie Dr
Pasquale Guido V 3004 Zimmerly Rd
Prassack Theresa, John R 4329 Mckee Rd
Priatko Irene 127 North Mears Smith House
Price Harriet K 3418 Amherst Rd
Quinn Patricia T C/O John M Quinn Jr 2222 W Grandview Blvd
Rice Marcia, Edward 2514 Sherwood Dr
Richardson Lynn W 5040 W Ridge Rd 808
Robin Wood Investment 2601 26th St W
Robison Rhonda L 2827 Midland Dr
Rowley Catherine R, Judith A 4158 Stonecreek Dr
Rowley James E II, Judith A 4158 Stonecreek Dr
Schnick Christine Doyle 3506 W 26th St 4
Schuster Ronald 2216 W 29th St
Schwartz Ethelyn M 41 W Gore Rd
Semelsberger Kate A 5217 Walnut Rdg
Short Gayle 4012 Greenway Dr
Skolnik Kathy J, Jerome 4643 Weatherwood Trail
Smith Louis James 2346 West 29th St
Spiegel Edward P DDS Inc 3563 Aberdeen Ave
Sult Jeremy 3611 Cameo Way
Tenpas Margaret L, Emerson J 3929 W 38th St Apt 222
Thorndill Bennett P 2632 W 32nd St
Tiurkin Amelia 2912 Berkley St
Weber Harriet E 2913 Highland Rd
Wehrle Charles W, Marie C 3929 W 38th St Apt 208
Willem Martin 2707 Vineyard Dr
Williard Leo 3129 Springland Ter
Wuenschel Marian A 2616 Southern Cir
Zonna Angeline J 3221 Atlantic Ave
Erie Pa 16507
Andrzejczak Stanley, Rose 1015 E 3rd St
Baez Tiffany A 419 East Ave
Bauer Helen A, Carl 210 W 6th St Apt 4
Beck Heidi 1 Niagara Pier
Beck Helen A 1029 E 4th St
Burdick Randy 126 Hess Ave
Campbell Robert 350 E 2nd St
Carlson Peggy 809 W 3rd St
Cornin Edna PO Box 1903
Cranston Joseph A 325 E 2nd St
Curtis Ronald 300 State St Ste 300
Dodick Dorothy, Frank 717 E 4th St
Dudenhoeffer Frederick 2202 W 15th St
Dunford Robert 427 Cascade St
Dunn Suzanne B 1210 W 6th St
Environmental Reclamation Svcs 380 East Bayfront Pkwy
Fickenworth Cynthia 427 Cascade St
Fin Robert Attn Dr Robert G Fin 138 W 5th St
Freeman David 909 W 5th St
Graham Eva P 437 W 2nd St
Grygier Ann M, Carl 447 E 3rd St
Gryphon Analytics LLC 652 W 6th St
Holden Rushelle Y, Harold 451 W Front St
Hoover Gwendylyn A, Marie E 557 E 6th St
Horue Carolyn V 1110 W 4th St Apt 1D
Johnson Audrey 510 Hess Ave
Jones Michael 1707 Edgewood Dr
Kostecki John 100 Barber Pl
Krauchen Joseph 312 Reed St
Lawlor Terrance J 224 W 4th St
Lombard Rose L 501 E 6th St
Loncki Chester J 525 E 4th St
Long Joseph L 350 W 4th St
Lucas Timothy J 313 French St
Macdonald Illig Jones Britton 100 State St Ste 700
Martineau Jayson G 412 French St
McHenry Florence, Daniel 651 W 5th St
Mercier Renee P 26 Niagara Pier
Nelson Elizabeth Est 419 Walnut St
Patton Zachary David 210 Walnut St
Phillis Jean M 1012 W Bayfront Pkwy 205
Pratt Betty Est 909 W 5th St
Pratt Betty 909 W 5th St
Raiford Barbara 308 Penn Ave 2nd Fl
Raymond Armena 337 W 2nd St
Rilling William E 1139 W 5th St
Savic Slavojka 441 W 3rd St Apt 104
Sceiford Wendy C/O Doug Gorny 1122 E 3rd St
Slomski Ronald 300 State St Ste 300
Smith James L, Willie 455 W 2nd St
Smith James L 455 W 2nd St
Smith John F 419 Dunn Blvd
Sonney Timothy D 308 Reed St
Steinbaugh Mary H 424 E 4th St
Swartwood Bernard E 1016 W 5th St
Szlenski Wendy 1118 E 3rd St
Tipolt Polly 323 W 6th St
Turco Amy Beth, Henry 349 E 2nd St
Waechter Leonard E 210 Dunn Blvd
Wilson Margaret 452 West 2nd St
Yager Gerald 215 Parade St
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Adams Robert L 1150 W 27th St
Allen Joseph 2925 Liberty St
Allessie Marilyn 1912 W 33rd St
Ambrose Carla 2613 Cherry St
Amero Arnold 2946 Cochran St
Ames Jason 1329 W 33rd St
Benson Avelin 2709 Raspberry St
Blinzler Joseph, Arlene 3838 State St
Butler Tyrsha 525 E 13th St 2nd Floor
Charles E Kimple Hearing 3211 Liberty St
Cook Lillian D, Linda J 3857 State St
Cooper Judy H, Gary 1202 W 33rd St
Davenport Dorothy 4114 Schaper Ave
Dimaria Anthony 607 E 26th St
Dimm Robert J, Ethel S 3613 Harvard Rd
Drescher Marguerite A, Louis H PO Box 3361
East High Class of 1973 3014 Hazel St
Eppolito Thomas 2915 Poplar St 1st Fl
Fergies Restaurant 2605 Washington Ave
Findlay David 816 W 26th St
Gorske Judy 2916 Cochran St
Hamilton Dorothy G 3618 Hazel St
Hemmis John M 2930 Peach St 2nd Fl
Henry James 2686 Peach St
Hickey Mary 3535 State St
Hickey Ruth C 3535 State St
Hirz Douglas E 3121 Chestnut St #2
Hollman Michele R, Todd J 3703 Melrose Ave
Holmes Joanne 1379 W 33rd St
Jobes Robert C 3503 Charlotte St
King Lindsay M 2626 Pebble Dr
Knoll Jeffrey G, Gilbert A 3115 Peach St
Krahe Henry 3827 Myrtle St
Laura Krahe 3827 Myrtle St
Lauria Chris 3205 Elmwood Ave
Lucchetti Mario 3002 Cascade St
Malinowski Jeffery 2806 Liberty St #2
Mansfield Roxanne 1907 W 26th St
Mccloy Michael S 252 Locust St
Mccoy Burletta E 2918 Elmwood Ave
Mogel Russell 2686 Peach St
Mucci Pamela, Al PO Box 3328
ODonnel Gladys T, Thomas 902 W 26th St 2Flr
Pallotto Mary 2941 Maple St
Palmer Donald, June A 3519 Maple St
Perry Sachiko, Fred T C/O F T Perry Sr 326 W 31st St
Robinson Clentria, Rose 2686 Peach St
Robinson Lorraine, Clentria 2686 Peach St
Rolph Angela 1136 W 31st St
Sabo Matthew J Ste Ll 1 3530 Peach St
Scheffer Raymond K 3857 State St
Schneider Thomas C 1113 W 26th St
Schoell Madeline M 3604 Cascade St
Sheasley Allen PO Box 3321
Smith Anne K 2950 Glenwood Park Ave
Sonnenberg Katharina 2950 Glenwood Park Ave
Sorge Alice 3005 State St Apt 1
Stranagan Caroline M 3619 Peach St
Trombacco Jeffrey M, Lydia 933 W 38th St
Washek Elmer Est of 2613 Chestnut St
Wedzikowski Jennifer 3020 Glenwood Park Ave
Weibel Timothy J Md Psp Dtd 3818 State St
Wingerter Edward P 2916 Cochran St
Winnercour Ronda J 719 W 26th St
Zacks Benjamin A 3416 Hazel St
Zim Edward J, Carol A 3204 State St
Zimmer Kristen R, Paul M 122 W 35th St
Erie Pa 16509
Abbott Henry Z 6116 Footemill Rd
Adamus Margaret A 3395 Reichert Rd
Allen Christy M 5124 Belle Village Dr W
Badowski Ronald J 6495 Veit Dr
Bagnoni Dean 2800 Chelsea Dr
Billie Elizabeth D 8341 Lake Pleaant Rd
Blackwood James H Estate of 2301 Edinboro Rd
Bolmanski Robert D 4018 Elmwood Ave
Breakstone Jacob 1023 Mission Dr
Brigham Danielle 1124 Appletree Ln
Bunevich Jared 5360 Rome Rd Apt 203
Buzard Tammy D 4242 Harding Dr
Carolus Jason 7911 Bargain Rd
Chen Qi 1201 Johathon Dr
Conboy Patricia V 4615 Cherry St
Conrad Office Products 5534 King Rd
Dedionisio Marilyn Y 2047 Devon Ln
Dev Gita 1404 Greenfield Dr
Dibble Charlene A 1809 Treetop Dr 12b
Dudenhoeffer Geraldine 5639 King Rd
Dudenhoeffer John 5639 King Rd
Dudenhoeffer Jon R 5639 King Rd
Econolodge Pa 17980 50 Peach St
Ferguson Ent 4917 Pittsburgh Ave
Fisher Raymond L 4420 Washington Ave
Ft Leboeuf Chapter Daughters C/O Deborah Daley 215 Meade Ave
GGNSC Erie Western Reserve Lp Dba Golden Living Cn C/O Dba Golden Living Cntr
1521 W 54th St
Goldberg Herbert 6715 Wildflower Ct
Goldberg Jacquline 6715 Wildflower Ct
Goldberg Renee 6715 Wildflower Ct
Gorr Beverly 141 S Oak Ridge Cir
Habusta Steven 3922 Ellsworth Ave
Harmankevich Leonard PO Box 3154
Hazen Dennis M 1592 Edgewood Dr
Hellman James C 1343 W 45th St
Hermann Mark E 2735 Willowood Dr
Holder Denise 8315 Perry Hwy
Huff Linda 4334 Peach St
Hultgren Maryalice 2323 Edinboro Rd Ste 109
James Levinson 2323 Edinboro Rd
Karle Thomas M, Pamela G 5033 Cider Mill Rd
Karle Francis J III 841 W 54th St
Kempisty Eric J 4019 Rilling Ave
King Lillian S, Harold L 5200 Henderson Rd Apt 604
Kloss Anne P 2323 Edinboro Rd Gh #11
Knox John Richard, John III 650 W 40th St
Kodirova Norgul 1683 Penelec Park Dr Apt 11b
Lachesky Ellen E 3928 Cherry St
Lachesky Michael E 3928 Cherry St
Lane Barbara C 8513 Deer Dr
Lijewski Mary J 33 Rosewood Ln
Mastery Anthony J, Angela E 8208 Cloveredge Dr
Mello Irene G 651 Arbuckle Rd
Mogel James 5122 Richmond St
Munn William E 848 W 52nd St
Nies Anna 2209 St Andrew Dr
Olesky Mark 934 Hilltop Rd
Oneil Timothy L 1755 W Gore Rd
Pearo Christina 1561 W 54th St Apt 2
Pearo Lois A 1474 Nicholson St
Phillips Kenneth 1523 Winslow Dr
Pivetta Robert 5926 Doris Dr
Plizga Veronica M 5910 Washington Ave
Prunkard Harriett E 2323 Edinboro Rd 268
Raczka Melania F 4263 Harding Dr
Reynolds Robert R, Cheryl S 5323 Woodward Dr
Rose Catherine E, Howard E 4425 Wood St
Roward Cecelia G 5325 Cherry St
Sambuchino Richard 1679 W 45th St Apt 319
Satyshur Trofem Est of 1518 W 44th St
Savelli Barbara C 1324 W 44th St
Schaaf William E Sr 5620 Peach St
Schmidt Ashley 1053 Weber Ln
Schultz Gail D 5344 Martin Rd
Scott Koch Trust Fund Golden Living 1521 W 54th St
Seitzinger Donald D, Marion M 2323 Edinboro Rd 360b
Shira Darrell L, Diana L 1881 Townhall Rd
Shouey Barbara, William 9041 1/2 Old Watts Rd
Siegel John R 1136 W Gore Rd
Sienerth Joseph S, Steve 4006 Royal Ave
Snyder Deborah L 1469 Brookwood Village Dr
Spare Beverly K 5012 Roslindale
Steensland Mark 421 Holly Park Dr
Storm Shawn W, Jean M 6103 Washington Ave
Stouffer Alice M RFD3
Swanson Russell R 5444 Old Glenwood Pk Ave
Takara James Patrick 4816 Homeland Blvd
Tenenbaum Milton L, Belle 2323 Edinboro Rd 272
Urbanski Mary J 1524 W 42nd St
Valerio Carolyn, David 6980 Honey Ln
Vargo David G 5216 Perkins St
Veith Frederick E 5826 Clinton Dr
West Penn AAA Ins Agency Inc 6660 Peach St Unit2
Whiteman Arthur F, Beau M 357 E Gore Rd
Whiteman Zachary J, Arthur F 357 E Gore Rd
Wild Cards 1960 Rotunda Dr
Yeghiazaryan Zoya 5767 Platinum Dr
Zehe Mildred, Oswald 41 W Gore Rd
Erie Pa 16510
Acker Ralph 2708 Pear St
Archer Alice L 2215 Taggert St
All Care Dental 7060 Peach St
Banks Marsha 2104 Hannon Rd
Barnett Michael D 2029 E 18th St
Brown Wilbur L, Susie A 4004 Buffalo Rd
Carlotti Ricahrd L 4902 Mcclelland Ave
Clark Deanna 3230 Dynes Ave
Craig W B 2126 Woodlawn Ave
Dahlkemper Katherine 3943 Rice Ave
Dash Dana M 2737 E 44th St
Daugherty Donald 4112 Freeman Rd
Drummond Sandra 1975 E 18th St
Dyer William G Jr 2713 Buffalo Rd
Ebisch Mark D 2220 E Lawn Pkwy
Farrell Ralph J, Ruby 2741 E 29th St
Ford Charles, Rose M 1730 Fairmont Pkwy
Ford Helen P Est of 3011 Rose Ave
Forrest Edsal L 3305 Bird Dr
Fotek Ana Est Fotek Linda 2083 E 38th St
Fuller Gregory K 2003 Cook Ave
Geanous Ethel, Gus 2332 Nagle
Gehringer Michael P 10010 Jones Rd
Gelletta Ida P 2720 Pearl Ave
Jean Kosmatine Trust Golden Living 5662 Kuhl Rd
Gunn Willie 2053 E 20th St
Hamilton Odis 2765 East 29th St
Hollands Bobbi 4140 David
John W Snyder DBA Snyders Collision 2003 Cook Ave
Keough William J 5256 Ridge Pkwy
Kuch Jeanette 2241 Hannon Rd 819
Kupniewski Dorothy M 6 Dinicola Dr Apt A
Lata Quentin 2205 Union Ave
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Lavery Martha 1638 E Grandview Blvd 607 E 26th St
Lee Richard 3200 Cooper Rd
Loney Milderd M 1730 Fairmont Pkwy
Nash Ruth I 2851 Roland Rd Apt 32
Pacinelli Glorie 2247 Buffalo Rd
Perry Betty 2029 E 18th St
Pham Lang X 2428 Fairmont Pkwy
Phillips John 1975 E 18th St
Przybyszewski Elizabeth E, Bernard M 2648 E 33rd St
Randall Bert M 3906 Longview Ave
Robinson Alice 2053 E 20th St
Ruiz Luis 1803 Buffalo Rd 1st Fl
Runser Mark J 2136 Saltsman Rd
Sarbak Dennis J, June P 2324b E 43rd St Apt 18
Shatem Cecelia 1958 East 18th St
Shouse Sandra 4020 Mcclelland Ave
Smith Raymond, Gladys 2312 Union Ave
Smith Paul M 2217 E Gore Rd
Thomas Stephanie L, Brandon M 3980 Ridge Pkwy
Tomczak Matthew, Julia L 743 E 11th St
Vanhouwe Tracie S, John A 3909 Stanton St
Warr Deborah 2851 Roland Rd Apt 32
Yaple Walter Rd 7 3604 Cumberland Rd
Erie Pa 16511
Avione Joseph, Lena M 424 Lowry Rd
Ayers Wylie J, George 1105 Fair Ave
Camera Mary Rose Barnabas 5456 E Lake Rd Apt 212
Champlin Lottie S 5436 E Lake Rd
Curtze A C 1717 E 12th St
Dailey Edith M 609 Fair Ave
Deangelo Matthew 1058 Priestly Ave
Demetry Michael 105 Oak Tree Ct
Dlugolenski Tdth Cowell S Bch Lot 47
Dombrowski Isabelle G 113 Eagle Point Blvd
Durkin Kathryn B 405 Sanford Pl
Hodgins Karyn J 836 Priestley Ave
Hulse Richard E, Lynne E 7498 N Shore Dr
Ion Health Inc 1527 East Lake Rd Attn Jim Merski CFO
Jordan Oliver Est of 1022 Horne Rd
Kavanagh Joseph P Est of 1077 Silliman Ave
Kohut Daniel, Mary C 221 Sanford Pl
Kosmatine Charles R 7673 E Lake Rd
Krauchen Mildred 3825 E Lake Rd
Lee Betty 5436 E Lake Rd Apt 707
Mainline Mechanical 5755 E Lake Rd
Martell Madeline E, Janice 304 Eagle Point Blvd
Martin Melvin A Conrad House Apt 718 5416 E Lake Rd
Mathews Orlinda A 3805 Field St
Nwokolo Patrick C 211 Micah Dr
Omara Catherine E 139 Euclid Ave
Parker Jean 5436 E Lake Rd Apt 516
Raydo Mary 721 Tyndall Ave
Rizzo Kimberly S 316 Pkwy Dr Fl2
Roda Russell, Brandon 721 Tyndall Ave
Roda Justyn 721 Tyndall Ave
Royall Thomas E, Thomas 1025 Newton Ave
Schemeck Stephen C 2658 Frontenac Dr
Shepard Andrea M 7021 E Lake Rd
Sloboda Amelia M 331 Manistee
Taccone Hattie M 4217 E Lake Rd
Theberge John P, Alice 61 Indian Dr
Thoden Rebecca 2934 S 300 W Lot 116
Turley Theodosia Barnabus Crt Apt 617 5436 E Lake Rd
Vogt Edward, Mary 621 Tyndall Ave
Wolford Gretchen V, Chester L 5572 Northview Dr
Wright Gertrude 1971 Lakeside Dr
Young Living Trust 142 La Salle Ave
Erie Pa 16512
Crawford Ottavio D 1937 E 18th St PO Box 1070
Griewahn Robert D PO Box 5064
Hayes Charles PO Box 4
Horwath Electric Motors Inc PO Box 5013
Jeffers Alice PO Box 942
Jones Frederick J PO Box 98
Mathe Carol R PO Box 6279
Nosco Plastics Inc Trust Dfnd Bnft Pnsn Pln For Em Attn Trustee PO Box 6279
Reynolds Tammy J PO Box 6544
Scrty Ppls Trst Co Tr Eckerds Penpln PO Box 6279
Tecnica Development 100 State St
Wagner Thomas Est PO Box 6239
Erie Pa 16514
Galaxy Sales Inc PO Box 10663
Kimmel William, Mindy PO Box 10305
Miller Marc Sr, Debby PO Box 11377
Occhibone Craig PO Box 11014
Erie Pa 16530
Trustee For Family Trust 100 Erie Insurance Place
Vandress Jacob K 100 Erie Insurance Place
Erie Pa 16550
Dental NW Cleft Palate Northwestern Pa Cleft Palate I 201 State St
Empire Warehouse 3901 Weld County Rd #18
Rim Enterprises725−727 French St
Erie Pa 16563
Srivastava Akshat 4701 College Dr Apt 882
Fairview Pa 16415
Altman Marion, Willis C/O Alan W Gregg 6831 West Haskell Dr
Baldwin Patty 6720 Manchester Beach Rd
Bastow Linda M 930 Melhorn Rd
Brooks Barbara 3720 Bear Creek Rd
Caporale John L 5391 Sunrise Cir
Clement Richard P 6705 Richardson Rd
Exit 18 Shell 6321 Sterrettania Rd
Fiorenzo Timothy J 6710 Knollwood Dr
Gary Stephen 1800 Campden Way
Hazlett Barry 580 W Dorothy Rd
Junker Edward P III 6660 Manchester Beach Rd
Kern Charles A 6704 W Haskell Dr
Michel Myrtle E 6737 W Ridge Rd
Mitchell Donna M Hagle 7283 Autum Ln
Myers Mabel M Hagle 7283 Autum Ln
Noble William 6766 Old Ridge Rd
Patricia Mccormick Ins Agency 7728 West Ridge Rd
Payne Kay N 550 Dutch Rd
Phillis William Grant 4038 Glenn Ave
Sheldon Ricky R PO Box 352
Thompson Russell, Janice 6016 Pebblecreek Dr
Titan Tool 7410 W Ridge
Watson Beldon L Jr, Kenneth B 112 Pine
Wayne Vanessa A 5140 Foxpark Dr
Wells Jean M PO Box 352
Wiley Isabel A 3549 Shauna Dr
Wyman Erik 5214 Cardinal Dr
Girard Pa 16417
Bob Ferrando Ford PO Box 152
Camp Dawn 436 Shadybrook Cir
Champagne Matthew 628 Rice Ave
Combs James E 138 Honeybrook Ct
Dilworth Christina M 965 Lewis Way
Fetzner Pamela 8300 West Ridge Lot J
Frank Korodi RR2
Gloekler Robert K, Nancy J 700 Culbertson Rd
Girard Boro 34 Main St W
Helsley Michael H 12163 Old Albion Rd
Hooven Todd L 3851 N Creek Rd
Jackson Olive 138 Honeybrook Ct
Klamar Joseph G RD1
Klamor Helen A RD1
Mcconnell Bonnie 7033 Cindy Ln
Nelson Kenneth H 4607 Williams Rd
Ondreako Steve, Anna RR2
Pavolko Paul Est of Pavolko Mary 710 Main St E
Reid Elizabeth C/O Pleasant Ridge Manor 8300 West Ridge Rd
Senyo Helen V 210 Mechanic St
Shepard Delores 8300 Ridge Rd
Thompson Courtney, Rose, Richard, Terry 1110 Lawrence Ct
Harborcreek Pa 16421
Crider Jean H 2585 Depot Rd
Ester Clarence, Helen PO Box 128
Klos Connor D 1141 Villa Sites
Ortiz Efrain R PO Box 261
Rinn Patrick A, Debora P PO Box 5
Stainbrook C E 1004 Villa Sites Dr
Volk Deanna R 1141 Villa Sites Dr
Hasselby Pa 16510
Sangus Ab PO Box 5004
Lake City Pa 16423
Baker Scott D Apt 5 2084 Lake St
Blount Katelyn R 9880 Martin Ave
Dudenhoefer Martha A, Ruth 2500 Nursery Rd Lot 201
Engineered Plastics 1040 Maple Ave
Graham Ralph E 147 Clifton Dr
Loger Industries Inc 10015 Railrd St Accts Payable
Roberts Richard D 10043 Sampson Ave
McKean PA 16426
Blount Kimberly, James 4995 East Ave
Ferringer Cathy S 12 Cherokee Dr
Halberg Deforest B Diane Ct Di11
Knoxville Restaurant Ventures 8940 Main St
Mckean Beverage Company 8755 Main St
Mckeans Market Place 6309060 Main St
Mitchell Renea M 5540 Zessinger Rd
Etzel Viola C 8639 Mayfair Dr
North East Pa 16428
Defabbo E J 88 W Main St
Beardsley Helen A 65 N Pearl St Apt 133
Benim Marian A 2808 Hillcrest Dr
Bloom Donald E 10644 W Main Rd Lot 128
Bojarski Christine M, Robert S 8971 Dougan Rd
Cecile Perl R PO Box 746
Chesley Todd R 9372 Rte 89
Cook Gladys Irene Parkside 2 Gibson St Apt 209
Dandar Ronald G 9647 Prindle Rd
Dodge of North E 135 W Main St
Donald Giles R RR2
Dudzinski John Eric C/O Chester J Dudzinski 2 Gibson St Apt 409
Eades Myrtle Y, Emmett RR 3
Fetzner Donald N 6371 Brook Ln
Giles Delbert C RR2
Glasser James F 25 E Main St
Henrickson Fred L 5321 Loomis St Lot 18
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Hoffman Phyllis PO Box 767
Intellidata Org C/O Michelle L Battaglia 4705 Sidehill Rd
Lincoln Zelda J Parkside Apt 306 2 Gibson St
Mellors Linda F 11452 Wilson Rd
Modeski Stanley, Violet 948 N Mill St
Modeski Violet Estate of 948 N Mill St
North East Truck Plaza 12214 E Main Rd
Pine Valley Resources PO Box 329
Rychick Rita D 11033 S Shore Ave
Sample Cheryl N 736 Moorheadville Rd
Schleutermann Anna 4 W Main St
Schwab Madeline, Rodney 10644 W Main Rd
Sidelinger Evelyn Box 323
Sundahl Co Ins Inc Parkide Prof Bld
Tanner W Grant Sr RD1
Thompson Judy, John PO Box 226
Tome Pattie J, Vivian M 65 N Pearl St
Wiley Pearl Est 29 Blaine St
Wilkins Charles W 6668 Macoun Way
Worster Margaret R 9512 East Lake Rd
Mitchell Lawrence T, Vivian A 108 Hawthorne Ln
North Springfield Pa 16430
Bailey Gayle A PO Box 17
Union City Pa 16438
Butterfield Lillian M 62 Parade St
Carlburg Sidney M 43 N Main St
Clawson Dorothy R 15 Graves St
Engel Leona Pratt 97 Concord St
Glason Irene 23 Concord St Apt 4
Keister Randy A, Mary C 75 Miles St
Kimmey H G 15570 Murray Rd
Litherland Bonnie F, David J 78 N Main St
Manross Bruce 84 Elm St
McGill Gertrude A 122 N Main St
Miller Catherine 129 S Main St
Murphy Carol J, John 16 Perry
Ormsbee Victor W 38 Parade St
Peterson Edward 24281 Bloomfield Dr
Poling Francis L 43 N Main St
Pratt Harold M 97 Concord St
Schweitzer Terry 8010 Clemans Rd
Williams C 23 Concord St Apt 4
Woodley Dorothy R, Robert M RR2 Box
Xander Catherine A, Gary M RD3 Kalayagan Way
Waterford Pa 16441
Allen Mary I Est of PO Box 114
Burger Jeffery A 14725 Dutchtown Rd
CEB Enterprises Waterford Pike Rd
Donnell Patrick D 330 Chestnut St
Eastern American Energy Corp 14242 Flatts Rd
Ferraro Mario 9949 Peach St
Ferraro Warren 10266 Rte 19n
Galbraith Marion 83 Harding Ave
Garver Terry, Garver Alice P 56 Wilson Ave
Hiles Beatrice M 201 E First St
Kula Mary V 1466 Bagdad Rd
Landers Scott 530 High St Apt D
Lewis Richard S 2nd RD2 Etter Rd
Mcgahen Daniel L 737 McGahen Hill Rd
Pa Sol Sal Welfre In 201 First St
Palmer Harold 13823 Flatt Rd
Powell Sandra 11682 Rte 97 N Lot 49
Raver Diane L 222 E 1st St
Rogers Tina M 12403 Barton Rd
Sebald Law Firm PO Box 441
Seib Dorothy J PO Box 594
Smith John W 201 E First St
Smith Raymond F 201 First St
Stafford Robert 12648 Flatt Rd
TQI Oilfield Svcs 611 Walnut St
Thayer Robert L PO Box 1035
Troyer Transport PO Box 676
Tryzbiak Brandon 11806 Tamarack Rd
Veek Stacey N 203 Coventry At Yone
Veshecco Gary 845 Townhall Rd
Watkins Linda J 1085 Northwest
Wolf Norbert J PO Box 124
Zeitler Richard, Lori 11682 Rt 97 N Apt 172
Zoltowski Mary Zywiec 14800 Willy Rd
Wattsburg Pa 16442
Allen Gordon V, Esther PO Box 115
Clemens Elizabeth J 10779 May Rd
Curtis Patrick J, Jocelyn B 11563 Rte 8
Dick John L RD1
Tinko Brian 8611 Haskell Hill Rd
Wesleyville Pa 16510
Ferguson Paul E 2431 Eastern Ave
West Springfield Pa 16443
BP Stateline Travel 6143 Rte 6n
Beeman Kelly PO Box 151
Lammers Evalen RD1 RR1
Liocano Anthony Jacob 7263 Griffey Rd
Williams John, Sue 14350 Ridge Rd lt7
Fayette County
Adah Pa 15410
Ballas Samuel, Rose 3 E Skyline Dr
Eilam Regina C 550 Palmer Rd
Ferdinandus Joyce 417 Croushore Rd
Kerin Karol RR 1 Box 145
Kuba Lorraine RR 1 Box 145
Masters Betty J, Calvin 181 River St
Perrine Roger, Linn 118 Tank Hill Rd
Stoken Mildred RD 1 Box 91
Allison Pa 15413
Clister Jack R 136 1st St 1
Roh Mark 642 Grove St
Vrabel Frank 239 House
Belle Vernon Pa 15012
Antal Agnes M 123 Lynnwood Ave
Antal Agnes M 308 Fell St
Barch Walter A Jr 1232 Linn Dr
Beatty George C Harper Ford Inc 100 Harper Dr
Beer Arena 946 Rostraver Rd
Bellissimo M S 100 Sara Way Rostraver Sq
Breckenridge Charles 1296 Ridge Rd
Broyles Susan G 322 Henry St
Brumm Rose A 515 Baltimore St
Churning Dannie 960 SR 136 RR 4
Churning Dannie R Est 441 Salem Church Rd
Clinton Nancy, Gary 423 Atwood Dr
Core William 513 Speer St
Crenshaw Marlene V Apts Apt 302b
Cromling Beverly A 219 Larson Blvd
Crosser Hester Est 327 Graham St
Davis Carolyn R 217 Roberts St
Dudzinski Marie 380 Lutz Run Rd
Ehlers Auto Parts Inc 923 Brd Ave
Fafalios Joseph M, Vicky J 307 Nazareth Dr Ext
Farlow John William, Robert W 233 Porter Rd
Fedarko John W 500 Blind Ln Apt 110
Ferno Loretta M RD 2 Jamie Dr
FMCC 100 Harper Dr 838
Ford Motor Credit 423 Atwood Dr
Gaudio Albino L 1198 Rostraver Rd
Hargrove Elno V Apts Apt 302b
Harris Regina RR 2
Hefner Paul R 313 Market St
Jackson Sherlene V Apts Apt 302b
Joseph Oella 221 Darr Rd
Kerr Donald M 208 Cook Rd
Konecny Richard D 136 981 Hy
Kovach Carol RR 3 Box 322a
Lawrence George B 139 Jean St
Leasure John R 107 Hornbeck Dr
Lewis Virginia T Est 611 Hamilton Ave
Lucas Dennis Fairway Inn 136 SR 981
Mannes Allen G 99 Vernon Ave Apt 1
Martin Ellen RR 1 Box 240
Mason William H Jr 210 Woodland Acres
Moran Ronald J 62 Tudor Dr
Mosier Ronald RR 2
Nowakowski Missy 408 Grace Ln
Nutter Marshall RR 4
Ohi Christy G 106 Gahela St
Olson S Kay 334 Patton Rd
Opat Lisa 482 Rankin Rd
Palmer Winifred V Apts Apt 302b
Peifer Ruth 1252 Fells Church Rd
Pepper Douglas L MD 728 Brd Ave
Prince Elizabeth, Dorothy J 529 Green St
Russell Michelle 960 SR 136 RR 4
Stolem Ben 1520 Fayette Ave
Tirpak Nathan R, Stacey A 143 Valley View Dr
Usher Paula 288 Nazareth Dr
Vizza Donald R 414 Brd Ave
Weaver Eva 1012 Brownddress
Welch Robert E 122 Nagy St
Yun Raymond 135 Charity Ln
Brier Hill Pa 15415
Mikan Steve T PO Box 243
Brownfield Pa 15416
Frank Franklin L PO Box 80
Mcknight Kathryn, John PO Box 111
Brownsville Pa 15417
Balla Ronald 651 Ridge Rd
Barry Ronald J 107 Boyd Ave
Bogorae Frances C 610 Water St
Bugelli Raymond J 229 Centreville Ln
Carr Harold 1302 Hunters Ridge
Citro John T 223 Nemacolin
Cool Helen 321 Front St
Dimarzio Stephen M 101 Water St Apt 1
Douglas Ethel 1302 Hunters Ridge
Edgar John Garland, Kelly Lynne 365 Low Hill Rd
Fedli Jacquilin Est 192 Edwards St
Fisher Raymond, Bessie 1g8 Mulligan Manor 700 2nd St
Garofalo Carl A Jr 134 Simpson Rd
Gary Mary A PO Box 227
Geisel Norma Jean 806 Lewis St
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Gwyer Gwilym H 407 Old National Pike
Hallal George L 501 Spring St
Hamilton John Z 600 Jefferson Ave
Headley Richard A 418 Ridge Rd
Holland Tameeka K 501 Hunters Rdge
Hollis Minnie, James 104 Broadway St
Honeycheck Betty Frances 221 Church St
Jones Ruth E 714 Jefferson Ave West
Kay Esther E 135 High
Kovach Marsha L 202 Clover St
Kovaly John O 230 Low Hill Rd
Matway Chevrolet Geo Inc 653 Natl Pike E
May Douglas J 604 York St
Mosier Mary B 1405 Sheridan Ave
Pelkey Sandra L, Emory 103 South St
Petlansky Andrew T 418 Brashear St
Porter Frances 519 Thornton Rd
Rayburn Lewis, Carol PO Box 604
Repasy Joseph B, Helena 431 Mill Rd
Rose Irene 312 Brashear St
Rose Irene K 321 Front St
Roseman Ruby 166 Mulligan Manor
Sarkett Mary V Adams Pch
Scott Paul D 77 South Hills Tr
Smith John C 2 Murray Ave
Staley Judith M 915 Main St
Stevens Ryan 9 David St
Stimmell Kenneth, Dawn M 115 Brown St
Stogran Roberta 519 Thornton Rd
Sullivan Florence 806 Lewis St
Vance Jacob W 228 Thornton Rd
Weight Keith Est 220 Ruth St
Zahand Leota 166 Mulligan Manor
Cardale Pa 15420
Jarett Loretta 236 Main St
Jarrett Loretta 238 Main St
Jarrett Loretta 239 Filbert Orient Rd
Tarka John A PO Box 92
Chalk Hill Pa 15421
Dorazio Roberta L PO Box 224
Connellsville Pa 15425
Allsaadi Khaldon 420 E Crawford Ave
Balsley John RR 1
Baluch Geraldine E 144 South St
Bartholomai Evelyn 1726 5th St S
Bates Martha E 115 E Fayette St
Beal Marlene 154 N 12th St
Beals Edgar Est, Edgar 15 Hyndman
Boyland Mary M 109 W Green St
Browning Lorena F, Anthony, James 913 W Crawford Ave
Chapman Stanley 719 Skylark Dr
Ciciretti Dominick A III 1215 Isabella Rd
Clarke Caroline C 510 S Pittsburgh St
Claybrook Lawrence S North Manor 10b
Collins Ralph 821 Mccormick Ave
Cook Margaret 467 Reidmore Rd
Craggette Kenneth L 318 1/2 N Jefferson St
Crise Pamela 115 E Fayette St
Cunningham Ron 324 North Pittsburgh St
Davis Augustine P, Collester 124 Patton St
Demiere William G 426 E Murphy Ave
Dill Henry E 812 Mccormick Ave
Dillinger George, Ruth M RR 2 Box 268
Donatelli Rudolph, Anna R RR 5 Box 261
Doppelhever Paul, E 1103 Rockridge Rd
Dumbauld Deborah 502 Decatur Ave Apt 105
Ed Vincent Auto Body c/o Michael Scarry 715 Breakneck Rd PO Box 29
Eutsey Audrey RR 2 Box 268
Eutsey Betty Box 11209 Springfield Pike
Fiano Mary 216 Hill St
Forejt Joseph M c/o Marthac Forejt 10 Van Buren Dr
Hayes Michelle Q 705 Davidson Ave
Heming Patricia PO Box 862
Hennessey Anna RD 1 328
Herman Margaret E, Albert L 109 W Fayette St
Hiltabidel Darlene 1402 S Arch St
Hull Doris I, Jacob 1821 3rd St S
Kern Kenneth H 149 Maple Ln
Kessler Daniel L 108 Gallatin Ave Apt A PO Box 187
Kozel Donna 554 E Crawford Ave
Luczak Angela M 1508 S Pittsburgh St #7
Mansberry Eleanor, Keith 117 Johnson Ln Apt R
Markus Frank W Jr 407 Green St
Matthews Donna 502 Decatur Ave Apt 105
Mcgarrity James, Mary 116 S 3rd St
Medmart Pharmacy 2618a Memorial Blvd
Meyers Leo K 112 E Cedar Ave
Miller Dorothy M, Shirley A 804 S Pittsburgh St
Miller Jason 319 S 8th St
Miller Nancy J 322 N Jefferson St
Miller Rebecca J 413 E Gibson Ave
Miller Shirley A Dorothy Miller 804 S Pittsburgh St
Minerd Ruth W West Side Hotel 225 W Crawford Ave
Mitts Ramona D RR 3 Box 369
Morgan Albert L 225 W Crawford Ave
Nicklow Audrey J 705 Davidson Ave
Orbin Catherine 1345 W Crawford Ave
Pastors Evelyn A 202 S 10th St
Ranker Kathleen A 1004 Springfield Pike
Richter Randall K 160 Vanderbilt Rd
Rudisill Howard J, Claire B 1307 Sun St
Ruper Valeria L 301 Riverview Apts
Scarry Michael 715 Breakneck Rd PO Box 29
Schomer Paul D 306 E Green St
Schrock Robert Est, Robert RR 2 Box 313
Sherman Angela J 331 S Pittsburgh St
Shroyer Julia 114 Beech St
Soisson Nellie Est 238 E Crawford Ave
Stewart Kenneth F Sr 227 Everson Valley Rd
Tewell Martha E 115 E Fayette St
Trout William L Pleasant Valley Homes 226 Keefer Rd
Wade Joseph F 226 N 10th St
Welling Kadeene R RR 2
Dawson Pa 15428
Capco Michael 837 Fayette City Rd
Gillespie James Est, Dolly 364 Gillespie Rd
Dickerson Run Pa 15430
Whoric Martha J, David 204 Union St PO Box 244
Dunbar Pa 15431
Bokoch Gregory P 48 B High St
Fetsco Maylene Est 3220 2nd St
Hanan Gladys PO Box 48
Humphreys Herbert RR 2 Box 273
Jeffries Thelma 445 Feather Ave
Watson Bessie RR 2 Box 273
Wilson Freda Est PO Box 466
Wilson Emery E RR 2 Box 93c
Wingard Betty B RD 1 Box 56
East Millsboro Pa 15433
Lane Louella, Henry PO Box 7
Remington Matthew 157 Heistersburg Rd
Everson Pa 15631
Buchanan Greer Rd 1
Guptell Shirley PO Box 146
Guptill Charles PO Box 146
Markunas John PO Box 7
Stickel Yu Vawn c/o Karen Little PO Box 129
Terry John A II, John A III 128 Jones St
Zoracki Jerome W, Jerome J 302 Graft St
Fairchance Pa 15436
Bricker Mary F 11 Christy Ln
Byuse Evelyn 63 Lyons Ave
Dutkewycz Frances A 74 W Elm St
Franks Sara Jane, Sara J 9 S Morgantown St
Frezzell Larae 100 Fair St
Grimm Hazel K 134 W Church St
Mosley Evelyn 100 Fair St
Oris Fabian G 79 N Morgantown St
Sapp Ray A 55 Lyons Ave
Shaffer Harry W, Mary C 2 Diamond St
Farmington Pa 15437
Chambers Ida M Po Box 233
Dearaujo Rafael Mascarenha 919 Success Dr
Fernandez Araceli Pinaud 913 Success Dr
Nemacolin Woodlands Resort 1001 Lafayette Dr
Pinsetta Andre Barbieri 919 Success Dr
Fayette City Pa 15438
Abbott Linda PO Box 605
Angelo Leanore Ann RR 1 Box 563
Coates Thomas 133 Navaho Hollow Rd
Culp John W Pa200 Connellsville St
Dorcon Katherine, Thomas PO Box 172
Gardner Marcy R 1134 3rd St
Huang Yun Jiao 154 Washington Dr
Sadowski William B PO Box 655
Strefis Janine 204 Jefferson Dr
Williams Wendy, Bill 118 4th St
Yannacci Mary Jean 31 Ctr St PO Box 333
Gans Pa 15439
Darnell David A 425 Gans Rd
Gibbon Glade Pa 15440
Seese Anthony R 684 Canaan Church Rd
Grindstone Pa 15442
Arnold Dale W RR 1
Barnes Wardell D III 126 E 2nd St
Demo Michael A 129 E 2nd St
Dunehue Mary 325 Rowes Run Rd
King Brian L 460 Twin Hills Rd
Mccune Clara J RR 1 Box 173
Shultz Dorothy 325 Rowes Run Rd
Hiller Pa 15444
Gladden Theresa D 3rd Apt 303
Knox Michael 206 Frick St PO Box 260
Lawson David M, Glenda, Jackson PO Box 65
Pfarr Dolores D 516 6th
Vrabel Frank 239 House
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Hopwood Pa 15445
C Harper Collision Center 105 Redstone Furnace Rd
Carbonara Patricia J S Washington Box 417
Ferguson Teresa M 100 Buttermilk Ln
Gibson Robert B, Betty C Box 396
Rabatin R L PO Box 176
Ricks Robert H 460 Jumonville Rd
Rockwell Ronald L, Roberta 13 Woodward Ave
Schoch Thomas E 105 Redstone Furnace Rd
Isabella Pa 15447
Kelly Anthony, Sandra 522 3rd St
Lloyd Eleanor, Roger PO Box 87
Stasi Flora 525 3rd St
Keisterville Pa 15449
Carpeal Edward 146 House
Karpeal Edward 146 House
Labelle Pa 15450
Fontroy Derrick Dale III, Derrick Dale I 50 Overlook Dr Ay 7513
Rosa Lenora, Ida PO Box 137
Lake Lynn Pa 15451
Bixler Elmer C RR 1
Harden Mildred 1024 Old Lake Lynn Rd
Leckrone Pa 15454
Alkire Alice House 109
Hagner Margaret C, Winona PO Box 62
Lemont Furnace Pa 15456
Antoniotti Daniel 1313 Connellsville Rd
Bryner Olive 534 W Bends St
Collins Arnold W Jr c/o Debbie Collins 1260 Connellsville Rd
Fayette Resources 1313 Connellsville Rd
Frost William B 97 University Dr
Miller Linda D, Rick T, Alan 80 Scotto Dr
Novak Audrey E RR 1 Box 14
Reed Robert Jr, Mary 608 W Penn St
Shady Grove Park 280 Morgan Sta
Markleysburg Pa 15459
Glisan Lora 652 Flat Rock Rd
Jordan Reola C 5253 National Pike
Kooser Ronald W 334 Martin Rd Rt 1
Maust Mary V 584 Bruceton Rd
Masontown Pa 15461
Bozek John 403 Penn Ave
Braunlich Patrick D 211 S Washington St
Chiti Josephine L c/o Mary Hamborsky 16 S Water St
Crock William S, Evelyn R 89 State St
Embacher Rose 5 Ross Ave
Gibson Donald, Emma M 59 Ft Mason Vlg
Glumsic Joseph 350 River Ave
Goletz Gary M 312 Jefferson Ave
Imprintables Warehouse PO Box 711
Konicki Florence RFD 1
Lardin William M, Betty D 500 N Main St
Morris Ruth W 202 Sterling Ave
Orourke Donald P 437 W Church Ave
Quality Star 2 Lark Ln
Rice Timothy D 508 N Water St
Roszak J M 5 Short St
Saus Regina 403 Penn Ave
Seneri Barry W 106 N 2nd St
Uhall Joseph 228 Fairview Ave
Williams Donald 315 S Main St
McClellandtown Pa 15458
Allison Rhonda J 245 Sunshine Hollow Rd
Dillinger George 74 Long St
Foster Charles J III, Charles J, Deborah R 1143 Leckrone Masontown Rd
Hunyady Timothy A 151 Penn St
Kalbaugh Lorraine 130 Frogtown Rd
Kuba Lorraine 130 Frogtown Rd
Opel Carol W Jr PO Box 171 Holmea Ln
Volk George RR 1 Box 616b
Merrittstown Pa 15463
Perry Gwendalyn, Edna L PO Box 175
Mill Run Pa 15464
Miller Jeremy R 200 Hampton Rd
New Salem Pa 15468
Dedo Edward J 235 Hill St Footedale
Detisch Carole 241 Thompson 2 Rd
Drzazowski Louise C O William Drzazowski PO Box 406
Fordyce Teresa 225 A 1st St
Honsaker Doris 119 Footdale Box 503
Mcmanus Donna 119 Footdale Box 503
Pavlik George c/o Michelle Zapotosky 933 1st St Box 114
Rechichar Cyril 615 Filbert Hts Rd
S Courson Humane Society PO Box 265
Serpento Joseph R PO Box 75
Sullivan Amanda 911 3rd St
Wensing Edward 20 E Main St
Williams Terry L 160 N Mill St
Wormack Shawn E 335 Rodrick Rd
Zawacki Mary PO Box 35
Newell Pa 15466
Adkins Raymond 721 2nd St
Burkley Nikki H 406 Cassin Ave
Smith Brian R PO Box 145
Normalville Pa 15469
Bomser Donald, Roy W PO Box 4
Clark Beulah B PO Box 86
Hermann Robert J 332 Poplar Run Rd
Newill William R RR 1
Pritts Vanessa D 3392 Springfield Pike
Ohiopyle Pa 15470
Show Jennifer N 743 Kentuck Rd
Oliphant Furnace Pa 15401
Ward Carol 244 Denney Rd
Oliver Pa 15472
Leeper Raymond PO Box 60
Perryopolis Pa 15473
Advanced Builders Inc PO Box 684
Angeline Silvio A 119 Matthews Ln
Bernice Fine dba 3741 Pittsburgh Rd
Cain Mary E PO Box 399
Cain Mary E RR 2 Box 65b
Cope Mildred PO Box 339
Dutchko Shirley RR 2 Box 304
Fowler Irene RR 2 Box 304
Haller Joseph, Helen 2 Union
Jankowski Joseph RR 2 Box 304
Laitnen Anna M 137 Side Rd
Lawrence P Rathway Trucking 121 Rathway Rd
Leska Paul R PO Box 744
Lloyd Charles E Est 447 Redstone Church Rd
Pease Margaret K, Thomas G RR 1 Box 337a
Peterson Raymond, Dorothy 118 Stuckslager Rd
Stewart Gerald R Est, Mary E 411 Layton Rd
Teska Jeffrey H 127 Francis Rd
Vrabel Elizabeth A PO Box 747
Point Marion Pa 15474
Bair Lea A 142 Grandview Ave
Benson Catherine M Trust UA 6 28 76 300 Union St Apt 2n
Centennial Chevrolet 142 Grandview Ave
Chapman Rebecca 203 Mckinley Ave
Hoban Mildred J 101 Sadler St
Jordan Christopher 4863 Morgantown St
Korintus Jason D PO Box 246
Malone Brian K 202 Blvd St
Mihalic Andrew M 694 Fallen Timbers Rd
Peterman Margaret M, Richard A 300 Union St Apt 2n
Rhodes Mary c/o Hazel Sickenberger Rt 1 Box 202
Richard R Herod Funeral Home 501 Morgantown St
Sickenberger Hazel Rt 1 Box 292
Stiles Jack T 203 Mckinley Ave
Thomas Agnes Leona RR 1 Box 182
Urani James, Louis K, Elizabeth 201 Mckinley Ave
Vaught Lisa 4891 Morgantown Rd
Republic Pa 15475
Barber Rollin M PO Box 657
Duke Margaret 150 Penn St Box 7
Thomas Nicole L 29 Rollie St PO Box 222
Ronco Pa 15476
Fedorchek Mike PO Box 326
Jordon Betty G 8 Magee St
Smithfield Pa 15478
Chesslo Chester, Lucille 134 Blny Hollow Rd
French Carlos 541 Gans Woodbridge Rd
Lawson Aleta L 44 Main St
Lee Katherine c/o Michael Davis 2901 Morgantown Rd
Miller Eleanor M 18 Prospect
Myers Darlene M 100 Mark Dr Unit 32
Rich Elizabeth 2074 Springhill Furnace Rd
Smith Dorothy J 24 Church St #219
Smith Willis C Box 219 24 Church St
Swaney Clayton, Clark A RR 2 Box 161a
Tate Robert G PO Box 149 Water St
Thomas Jessica M 1324 Walnut Hill Rd
Smock Pa 15480
Bailey Dollie PO Box 217
Denny William E RR 1 Box 99a
Greiber Herman, Era E RD 1 Box 109
Kushak Charles 185b Rutter Ln
Lee Elma B 30 Old Pittsburgh Ln
Officesource Inc 1020 Franklin Dr Ste 5
Star Junction Pa 15482
Bohatch Loretta M, Andrew PO Box 121
Eakins Alicia M, Lloyd, Theresa A PO Box 75
Uledi Pa 15484
Simeone Salvadore, Jeannett 26 Revine
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Vanderbilt Pa 15486
Bennett Lloyd A Box 627
Dean James, Alice 239 Town Country Rd
Leighty Cindy L RR 1
Page Cecelia D RR 1
Pletcher Jeremiah R 196 Riverside Rd
Wilson William F, Geralyn PO Box 526
Zitney Robert W 208 Bolden Rd
Waltersburg Pa 15488
Tellefsen James L PO Box 118
Thomas Ronald 952 Bolden Rd
Wickhaven Pa 15492
Hronakes Christine PO Box 57
Hronakes George P PO Box 62
Uniontown Pa 15401
American Broadband Inc Apt 737 50 W Main St
American Broadbank Inc 50 W Main St Apt 737
Andria Richard L, Robin L 25 Byrer Ave
Angelo Emma Irene 361 Searights Herbert Rd
Arch Mfg LLC 60 N Arch St
Autoland Hyundai 25 E Fayette St
Baer Nellie 21 Locust St
Baker Edith F 443 Mountain Rd
Barnes Earl Floyd Jr 342 Duck Hollow Rd
Belt Mabel 14 N Branch St
Bender S Pit Stop Inc 67 Connellsville St
Bierer Frederick 129 Liberty St
Blair Avery L, Mary E 37 Mccormick Ave
Bobak Barbara, E A RD 4
Bolender Anna Mary, Leslie 69 Princeton Ave
Bortz Stacey L 1023 Pittsburgh Rd Ste 203
Boski Lona RD 4 Searights
Bowlen Beth A 1168 W Penn Blvd
Bowman Larry L 115 Mill St
Boyd John W 500 Connellsville
Brady Tina E 97 Walnut St
Brown James D 141 Brushwood Rd Apt B23
Buckner Stephen H Jr, Viola M 90 S Mount Vernon Ave
Calkins Helen B 93 Princeton Ave
Campbell Mary M 401 Gallatin Apts
Carter Margaretta L, Homer 119 Varndell St
Carter Patricia L 68 Wilson Ave
Chabanik Victoria 47 Maurice St
Chambers Donald, Ida M 84 Sylvanus Ave
Christe Jillian 87 Dunlap St
Churilla Mary K 525 Braddock Ave
Citro Mario A PO Box 332
Clevenger R S 188 Hopwood Fairchance Rd
Cole Barbara 400 Derrick Ave
Cole Michael A 222 Windy Valy Ln
Cope Lois G 455 Coolspring St
Crossland Janie Harper 629 Bueta Rd
Daberko Emily 177 Oliver Rd
Davis Rose V Est 19 Areford
Davis Nancy A 49 Wayne St
Deberry Stacy 1303 Kennedy Dr
Detweiler Trust 10 1 Philip A 290 Derrick Ave
Dibella Geer Mcallister Best 205 Easy St
Dolan Louise H 38 Herman St
Donofrio Maurita 170 E Coffee St
Douglas Tomika E 514 Village of Searights
Dunn Dah Apt 206 145 Lafayette Manor Rd
Dursa George Jr, George 129 Heritage Hills Rd
Dziadyk Hilda, John 99 E Main St
Elias Albert Jr 1094 N Gallatin Ave Ext
Fayette Anesthesia Providers 500 W Berkeley St
Fetock Mary 65 Connor St
Fike Jeffrey 400 Sunshine Hollow
Ford Mary 14 N Branch St
Foster Florence 322 Connellsville St
Franckowiak Agnes L RR 2
Franckowiak Hetty 48 Lebanon Ave
Franko Richard J, Brian M 164 West Berkeley St
Gavorcik Edna 41 Lemon Wood
Gleason Earl E 26 Meadow Ln
Golden Dorothy R 343 Derrick Ave
Goodrell William Est 480 Coolspring St Apt 108
Goodwin David 435 Evans St
Gregor James 54 Hookton Ave
Grimes John T 621 Washington Ave #134
Grimm Hazel K 313 Prospect St
Hadella Charles E 163 Reservoir Hill Rd Estate O
Hall Annabell 90 Dawson Ave
Hall Erma Jean 40 Lemon St
Harper Harriette, Harry C PO Box 932
Henderson William E, Esther 89 Whiteman Ave
Herring Jill I 26 Oconnell Ave
Hill Julia L RD 1 Box 650
Holp Albert Est 31c Connellsville St In
Horton Lois V 75 Coolspring St
Hostetler Mabel O 392 Union St
John Florence F, Chad A PO Box 178
Johnson Eric 25 Garard Ave
Johnson Robin R 118 Tyron Ave
Johnston Russell H 22 Kensington Cir
Jones Alanda 137 Lincoln St
Jones Margaret, Walter c/o Lantz Funeral Home 297 E Main St
Jones Tonya R 43 Whiteman Ave
Jones Walter L c/o Muriel Lantz 297 E Main St
Joshi Usha K PO Box 726
Kazimer George J 49 Lemon St
Kelly Raymond 54 Carlisle St
Kohar Frank 125 Orchard Dr
Kolosky John A PO Box 892
Kondrla Lida M RR 2
Kuhta Wilma G RR 1
Landman Harold E Co Arlene Lilley Rear W Pl 46 Rear 46 W Place
Laurel Physiatry Inc 159 B Morgantown St
Lebo Mary C 163 Union St
Leichliter Dorothy M 6 Tuskeegee Ter
Lekavich Marie A 120 Old Salem Rd
Lett Terrance 137 Lincoln St
Logan James E 29 Mccormick Ave
Lopez Carina 26 S Grant St
Lucero Esther E 167 Regency Dr
Luczak Anna 35 Grand St
Lutz Dorothy 29 Byrer Ave
Magerko Cora Est RD 4
Magerko Coara M RD 3 Box 121
Malik Alfred H 224 Hopwood Fairchance Rd
Malik John H 101 Southwood Dr
Marcinek Helen 51 Williams St
Mccabe John P Comellsville St
Mcdaniel Patrick C 50 E Main St
Mckenney Morris, Inez M 9 Bouquet St
Medexpress 325 Mcclellandtown Rd
Medicine Shoppe Pharmacy 0327 159d Morgantown St
Meloni Lola 105w N Main St Ext
Metros John R, John 298 Morgantown St
Mikolowsky George J PO Box 549
Miller Keith M 211 Ctrwood Cir
Milolowski Jacqueline PO Box 549
Minor Wilfred 23 Carlisle St
Mitchell Wallace Christine PO Box 1500
Moody Irene B 65 Connor St
Mossburg Keith 1 Millennium Dr
Motheral Martha F PO Box 454
Myers Elinore L 29 Byrer Ave
Nelson Owen A 164 Regency Dr
Nguyen Duy B MD 169 S Mt Vernon Ave
Noakes Lloyd 102 Easy St
Norman Doris Est c/o Linda Clark 216 Village of Searights
Normile Anna Serafin 14 Pershing Ct
Packer Helen Marie Marquis House 660 Cherry Tree Ln Apt 139
Pallini Amerigo P 379 Dixon Blvd
Patterson Alvin Apt 16e Wilson Ave PO Box 621
Peffer Katherine 31 C Connellsville S
Petrus Tom 11 Colonial St
Piccolomini Louis, Mario 134 Kaiden Rd
Pitts William D L Sr, William Jr 222 Morgantown St
Piwowar Rick 210 Whyle Ave
Pleban John J 103 Heritage Hills Rd
Podolinski Larissa Marie, John J III 61 Pershing Ave
Podolinski John Franklin 61 Pershing Ave
Pontefract J Baldwin, Sandra P 144 S Mount Vernon Ave
Prah Agnes c/o Frank B Prah & Joseph A Pr 105 Morgantown St
Randlett Ethel E c/o Ralph E Deffenbaugh POA 111 Lawn Ave
Rankin Hazel B RR 1 Box 185
Rice Kerry B, Todd A 1010 Valley View Dr
Rocheck Joseph M 80 Murray Ave
Ross Annie V RD 1 Box 650
Ross James H 26 Devan Ave
Sampey Barbara A 43 Misty Meadows Ln
Sathi Harini 210 Hague Ln
Schelle Kimberly A 122 Pershing Ct Manor
Signal Consumer Discount Com 86 W Fayette St
Sillett Martha Z 130 Lower Oliver Apt 3
Simmons Joanne L 89 Connellsville St
Slack Claire 1710 Lexington Ave
Slampak Elizabeth M 660 Cherry Tree Ln
Snyder Susan L 22 Oconnell Ave
Solomon James L 364 Saratoga Dr
Southwest Womens Health 104 Delaware Ave Ste 244
Splash Shield 49 Virginia Ave
Springer Jessie I PO Box 272
TDJ Wholesaler Co 150 Walnut Hill Rd
Tesauro Alexandrea R 123b Varndell St
Tippins Minnie L 18 Emerson St
Tissue Charles E 33 Wilmac St
Totten Arabell M Fayette Natl Bank 58 W Main St PO Box 2144
Trainor Jerry W 608 N Gallatin Ave
Treelisky Harriet Jean 177 W Main St Apt 802
Tucker Charles 110 Daniel Dr
Vargo Mary 129 Franklin Ave
Vinnys LLC PO Box 697
Volker Maureen 660 Cherry Tree Ln
Waldron Sophia 293 Rankin Airshaft Rd
Wantrobu Kenneth 279 New Salem Rd
Welc Harry M 63 Lincoln St
Weltz Charles Jr, Betty J 15 W Church St
West Otelia 129 Coolspring St
Whetsel Lillian M, Ronald S 70 W Kerr St
Williams Thelma 124 Village of Searights
Williams Wilson 86 W Fayette St
Wirick Linda J 106 Spartan Ct
Wirick Robert A 116 Lincoln St
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West Leisenring Pa 15489
Bryson William 308 1st St
Carla Brysons 308 1st St
Marchinchin Nan PO Box 76
Thompson Michelle 324 1st St
Franklin County
Blue Ridge Summit Pa 17214
Smith Devin 15058 Buchanan Trail Apt 4
Chambersburg Pa 17201
Akroush Julia 162 Kennedy St
Analytical Franklin 77 Horst Ave
Anesthesia Asso of York 5250 Technology Ave
Baker Dorothy 23 S Federal St
Baker Mickey 38 N Sixth St
Baldassari Celetsa RR 3
Barnhart Amy 8 Nottingham Dr
Beam Edna A Est 2075 Scotland Ave
Beard Robert J Sr 2227 Scotland Rd
Bernhart Almeda 13 Spruce St
Black Elijah Cooper Aug 710 E Mckinley St
Breakefield Durward Ellsworth 300 S Main St
Brewer Kristian 23 Vernon Dr
Bricker Thomas 565 Brd St
Bryan Lohr 1730 Lincoln Way E
Carroll Robert W 2760 Grandpoint Rd
Cline Collision 1451 Lincoln Way E
Coffman Paul R 112 Pennsylvania Ave
Collette Vickie 20 Warwick Dr
Combs Celesta RR 3 Stouffe
Cooper Tammie L 710 E Mckinley St
Corwell Janet A, Corwell Wayne 694 Cleveland Ave
Crest Hyundai Inc Pa 2024 Lincoln Way East
Crow Robert 30 Menno Vlg Apt A
Davis Roger D 377 Elder St
Diller Wanda K, Lyle M 4289 Jack Rd
Doleman Julia, Joe 26 Willow Cir
Donat Jeffrey R Chambersburg Medical Associate 1988 Scotland Ave
Dufresne John Henry, Julian Patrick, Jennifer c/o John Von Jess 254 Farmington Rd
Durff Lisa C 273 Roland Ave
Durner Roy RR 1
Engle Courtney 2502 Scotland Rd
Eyzaguirre Anthony 144 S Third St Apt B
Fabian Janet 111 E Queen St
Fahnestock Jeffrey 287 Stonegate Cir South
Fairbairn Edward J, Thelma L c/o Patrick E Fairbairn 146 Camelot Dr
Farner Jaunita, Jerry 408 East Washington St
Fox Vesta Joan 649 N Franklin St Lot 82
Furry Ronald 258 W Queen St
Gabler Trucking 5195 Technology Ave
Galey Glenda R 1307 Kennedy Ct
George Tamara, Ruth E 413 E Queen St
Global Automotive Inc 2095 Lincoln Way East
Grove Sara Ann 415 Elrock Dr
Grove David M 57 Linoak Rd
Hammond Kimberly D 3139 Letterkenny Rd
Haslett Katrina 1923 Ashley Dr
Hassinger Henry M Est, Lucille D 15 Sanibel Ln
Hawbaker D Elmer 4175 Ricklyn Dr
Heberling Robert A 574 Woodstock Rd
Henry Jason 1996 Ashley Dr
Herrington Frederick, Heather 177 Jameslee Dr
Hockenberry Minnie B Penn Hall Manor Apt 322 1425 Philadelphia Ave
Hughes Harold F 241 W Queen St
Hurst Kristen 2272 Ivan Rd
Hurtado Maria 5136 South Main St
Jacobs David B 676 Stouffer Ave
Jennings Chevrolet 340 S 2nd St
Jimenez Jose 360 Grandview Ave
Johnson Stephen 2942 Jefferson Dr
KBD Chambersburg Holdings LLC PO Box 147
Kinetics Health Wellness LLC c/o dba Kinetics Health Well 1834 Holly Ln
Kite Janet M PO Box 757
Kramer William A 287 Westover Way
Lashley Betty M 924 Byers Ave
Leary William Jr 1514 Philadelphia Ave
Lehman Brandie L 5368 Philadelphia Ave
Lensbower Brian L 1793 Gabler Rd
Leon Stuart C 385 Lincoln Way E
Lesher Raymond W, Mae S 1425 Philadelphia Ave Apt 324
Lewis Donald Sr c/o Donna M Reigh 1811 Hartzok Rd
Lowe Dolores H 2223 Mccleary Dr
Macisaac Jacqueline 105 Roland Ave
Malmont Paul 33 Woodland Way
Marion K Macpherson Trust 10.10.99 220 Menno Village
Marklund Rick 171 Mill Rd
Martin Helen K Est 201 Franklin Farm Ln
Martin Marion E 750 Cumberland Ave
Martin William 891 Geyer Dr
Martinezgarcia Edin 255 E Catherine St
Matthews Carrie R 1070 Stouffer Ave
Mejia Jorge 239 E Skill St Apt 2
Miller Fannie E, Harry 556 Elder St
Miller Mark 154 Bayberry Dr
Mitchell Kristopher 471 Nelson St
Mohammed Ayda Hamza 1015 Philadelphia Ave
Mokricky Janine M 641 Brd St
Morrison Joyce Est 4673 Rotz Rd
Nape Kyle A, Rocio A 22 Sheffield Dr
Nitterhouse Earl W RR 3
Nursery Supplies Inc c/o A/P 1415 Orchard Dr
O’donnell Brian 165 E Washington St
O’keefe Ryan 105 Roland Ave
Orange Paul D 5 Canterbury Dr
Packer Kevin L 2347 Molly Pitcher Hwy Apt 125
Pena Claudia 433 S 2nd St
Pena Morales Jesus 261 W King St
Petrocy Daniel 13 Spruce St
Pheasant Transport & Digging 1742 Galbler Rd
Pheil Quentin, Kathryn RR 3
Pisle Garnet 6602 Horst Rd
Pugh Theodore 1598 Shatzer Rd
Reath Alana C 1307 Kennedy Ct
Rego Walter 146 Lincoln Way W Apt 2
Revolorio Obando 389 E King St
Robison Mary E 1778 Lincoln Way East
Sanchez Lucia 149 S Main St Apt 3
Saunders Rubena L, Paul A 278 E Liberty St
Scotti Richard M, Richard R 807 N Penn Hall Dr
Sellers TV Appliance 1930 Philadelphia Ave
Shannon Lindsey 1996 Ashley Dr
Shatzer Harry 111 E Queen St
SIFE 1015 Philadelphia Ave
Skubon M J 1015 Philadelphia Ave
Smith Murray A, Jennie M 75 W South St
Smith Gena M 586 Wennington Dr
Spielman William 162 Kennedy St
Stapleton Janelle C, Logan W 2841 Galaxy Dr
Stone Mary Jane 1895 Social Island Rd
Szczerba Kelly L 26 Nottingham Dr
Traxler Ronald B 2413 Letterkenny Rd Trlr 7b
Tucker Retha 1484 Hollywell Ave
Tunde Tijani MD 250 N 7th St Franklin City Med
Video Den 1752 Lincoln Way East
Von Jess Brittany, F David c/o John Von Jess 254 Farmington Rd
Von Jess Jodi Elizabeth, Peter A c/o John Von Jess 254 Farmington Rd
Von Jess Sawyer Cole, Timothy J c/o John G Von Jess 254 Farmington Rd
Von Jess Peter A c/o John Von Jess 254 Farmington Rd
Walker Whitney Leigh c/o John Von Jess 254 Farmington Rd
Weagley Robert Sr, Richard 71 N Franklin St
Weagly Robert 39 N Franklin St
Wealy David Jr 39 N Franklin St
Weyer Francis M RT 1 Box 118
White Brett Andrew, Cecelia c/o John Von Jess 254 Farmington Rd
Wiese Jacqueline L 649 N Franklin St
Wilson Frances, Don K 1003 Byers Ave
Zullinger Barbara J PO Box 225
Chambersburg Pa 17202
Allison Construction 5285 Green Village Rd
Barbour Delores, William 587 Ctr Dr
Beitler Jane E 2712 Black Gap Rd
Bikers Leather Shop 896 Lincoln Way W
Caldwell Sharon 743 Warm Spgs Rd
Carroll Dawn L 2760 Grandpoint Rd
Cline Collision Repair 402 Larkspur Ln
Degroat Hallie 1496b Lincoln Way E
First Community Bank 1720 Lincoln Way E
Floor C Intl #1775 925 Lincoln Way W
Freet Larry A 4477 Gary Way
Griffith Richard A Jr, Annette K 1463 State St
Hancock Dennis 85 Sollenberger Rd
Haritos Catherine 3247 Anthony Hwy
Hospelhorn Violet M 2751 Jacks Mill Rd
Keyser Richard 6487 Olde Pine Dr
Kinter Pamela Cianciosi 3733 Manor Ln
Martin Amy C 432 Falling Spring Rd
Martin Jacqueline A 509 Strite Rd
Martin Julie A 483 Strite Rd
Masser Harry F 2085 Wayne Rd
Mcnew Steven E, Lori S 402 Larkspur Ln
Millan Taylor Thomas J 85 Sollenberger Rd
Mills Lisa M 5285 Greenvillage Rd
Minuteman Press 1237a Lincoln Way East
Mixell Sheldon L 5759 Lincoln Way E
Moore Mildred 601 Valley Forge Rd
Morrison Robert D, Joyce L 4673 Rotz Rd
Pensinger Paul 5946 Molly Pitcher Hwy
Pond Appeal LLC 3475 Church St
Reifein Lisa 5285 Green Village Rd
Reihart Marvin Est, Beatrice 593 Kriner Rd
Rensch Patricia 809 Park Cir W
Schmutz Thomas 4595 Scotland Main St
Sipes Sarena 1630 Peachtree Ln
Stine Cora 4233 Shatzer St
Strock Lee A 1478 State St
Ulrich Thomas A, Kurt A, Gloria S 430 Overhill Dr
Von Jess Dakota John, John G Jr c/o John Von Jess 254 Farmington Rd
Weyer Genevieve T 640 Mickey Inn Rd Lot 50
Wolf Sharon E, Karl D 8531 Grindstone Hill Rd
Woodson Carrie K Est c/o 693 Hillcrest Ave
Yeager John E 761 Sollenberger Rd
Concord Pa 17217
Hensler Paul 530 William Way
Patti Joan 102 Maris Groveway
Dry Run Pa 17220
Cahill Marjorie L, James D 21455 Goshorn Rd
Fannettsburg Pa 17221
Goddard Edna G PO Box 219
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Fayettesville Pa 17222
Ackerson Thomas C 6393 9th View Dr
Barnhart Thomas C, Patsy A 13 Lincoln Dr
Biddinger David W 591 Anthony Hwy
Countrywide Home Loans Inc 1126 Knob Hill Rd
Degnan Mary W 6375 Chambersburg Rd #125
Drumm Blasia R 12881 Loop Rd
Ekweonu Ngozi V 230 Cresthaven Dr
Ellis Lonna N 307 Tr Dr
Fahnestock Leota W Box F
Faust Sharon E, Joseph O 66 5th Ave
Fitzgeralds Colonial Dodge 230 Cresthaven Dr
Forrest Barbara Ann 4785 Newman Rd
Goetz Martha RD 1
Guise Evelyn Est 6375 Chambersburg Rd
Guyer Nancy RD 1
Hall Maxine Rakich 6375 Chambersburg Rd Village Laurel Run
Hock Jack 4953 Treher Rd
Horvath Clara E 301 Mccrossen Dr
Mckibben Kimberly K 5642 Lincoln Way E
Medina Mary 7062 Brownesville Rd
Miller Toby L 1126 Knob Hill Rd
MR First Aid Inc 4124 Lincoln Way E
Myers Kathy 20 Dymond Ave
Myers Sampson R Jr 974 Anthony Hwy
Naugle Kevin 655 Pine Mountain Dr
Nozzi James J 6387 Wagner Dr
Peters Robert 46 5th Ave
Ridenour Daniel L, Kim S 2908 Smoketown Rd
Riley Susan 8106 Lincoln Way E
Sarvis Corey 3689 Mountain Shadow Dr
Shiben Richard J 5860 Fairway Dr W Unit 3
Smith Daniel W 3420 Druck Valley Rd
Trowbridge Amy J 218 Valley Dr
Urquhart Lillian R 637 Brookens Rd
Vazquez Marjorie 7062 Brownesville Rd
Weider David A 4530 Valley Cir
Fort Loudon Pa 17224
Dierich Ivan Po Box 96
Grobaker Arthur E, Donna R 5686 Forest Ln
Keefer Donna, Frank PO Box 83
Moyer Michael PO Box 323
Franklin Pa 16323
Mccall Mary J, Ella M 815 Buffalo St
Whitmer William A Est 1158 Elk St
Greencastle Pa 17225
Antrim Building Farm Supply Co PO Box 98
Armstrong Harold F Jr, Harold F 4841 Warm Spring Rd
Contech Construction Prod Inc 600 N Washington St
Cordell Thomas R 324 Nova Dr
Denkovich Susan 10827 Washington Ct
Donat Jeffrey R 4514 Rockdale Rd
Eberly Ronald E 162 N Carlisle St
Falcone Darian 63 Eastern Ave Apt C
Ferri Lois E 12615 Williamsport Pike Apt 6
Forbes Margaret E, Russell 4050 Bullitt Rd
Gray Kathleen 13738 Donovan Dr
Green Castle Antrim PO Box 220
Helsel Erika B 20 Hykes Rd
Hugh Ann M 171 Celestial Terrance
Jefferson Marsha 14942 Cedarbrook Dr
Lebanon Anesthesia PO Box 249
Lindsay Richard Scott 544 S Washington St
MT Credit Services 650 N Antrim Way 280
Melius Wendy M 411 E Baltimore St
Miller Charles R, Laurel T 1311 Williamson Rd
Miller Raina J 802 Shannon Dr N
Perez Brenda L 60 West Madison St
Peterson Denise R 5421 Buchanan Trail West
Picoma Beck 9170 Molly Pitcher Hwy
Politikos Monica W, Dimitri 760 Ryan Ln
Robinson Thomas 310 Wayburn St
Rotz Harper, Mary 137 E Baltimore St
Runshaw Randy J 15134 N Young Rd
Sellers Andre 171 Celestial Terrance
Shatzer Virginia Est 4050 Bullitt Rd
Thomas John W Jr 38 South Baltimore St Apt B
Thompson Linda H, Dori L 4092 Fletcher Dr
Trainer Nancy S 134 Windsor St A
Victory Lane Car Wash 11011 John Waye Dr
Wegt Hans J 20 Hykes Rd
Williams David 39 Autumnfest Ct
Ziobrowski Appraisal 3831 Rolling Hills Dr
Marion Pa 17235
Davis Deborah J, Matthew L 186 Colorado St
Mercersburg Pa 17236
Bryan Jodi L 125 Overhill Dr
Gao Ya 300 E Seminary St
Gates James C 2 Steiger Ave
Hodges Mary J 11056 Deerwood Dr
Hooper Wade 71 Maple St
Hornbaker Melvin 14173 Blairs Valley Rd
Mackey Richard, Janet Box 36
Metcalfe Mark 3514 Ft Loudon Rd
Mitchell Michael C 300 E Seminary
Perla Joseph M 11470 Shimpstown Rd
Quartucci David W 12583 Licking Creek Ct
Rasp Mary Ellen 12071 Buchanan Trl W
Raymer Kevin B, Gina L 12592 Dickeys Rd
Robinson Christopher C 101 Beech Ln
Robinson Eugene PO Box 81
Ryder M William, Merle W 4704 Charlestown Rd
Senseny Dorothy 14173 Blairs Valley Rd
Soto Holdings 52 Keefer Dr
Spidle Cecyle V RR 3
Stoner Charles J, Jane D 12979 Buchanan Trl W
Swailes William RR 1
Todd Auto Body Inc 12592 Dickeys Rd
Williams Robert E, Helen M 120 Loudon Rd
Witmer Jeremy 12426 Shimpston
Wooldridge Robert Jeffery, Gay J RR 3
Mont Alto Pa 17237
Kauffman Daniel L 13 S Main St
Mccardell Edna M PO Box 3
Palmer Kellie 302 Verdier St
Ronyer Mary M PO Box 8
Orrstown Pa 17244
Clever Nelson PO Box 32
Martin Amber J 9438 Sporting Hill Rd
Sites James PO Box 32
Stone Katherine P, Paul R Jr 11127 Hickory Run Rd
Tolan Jennifer 11884 Sandy Mount Rd
Pleasant Hall Pa 17246
Wolff Sabrina M PO Box 2416
Quincy Pa 17247
Havard Pilgrim Healthcare 1600 Crown Colony Dr
Higgins Lorraine B PO Box 97
Miller Mary 10563 Mapleton Rd
Schockey Milton L PO Box 99
Rouzerville Pa 17250
Gonza Judy S PO Box 304
Surber Cynthia M, Roger D 11818 Brd St
Roxbury Pa 17251
Estep Coleen PO Box 53
Saint Thomas Pa 17252
Meyers Diana L, Elam E PO Box 305
Musser Joanne 7347 Lincoln Way West
Plessinger Garrison, Gary 2585 Geibs Rd
Reamer Gladys M, Roy 5441 Jack Rd
Shelly Ethel V 9304 Brandts Church Rd
St Thomas Sports Asso PO Box 117
Yoder Glendon L 753 America Dr
Shady Grove Pa 17256
Carminatti Marco Cesar PO Box 21
Gipe Andrew G PO Box 76
Heritage Roofing Inc c/o Deborah Query PO Box 203
Monroig Luis A 6612 Upper Staussburg Rd
South Mountain Pa 17261
Kunkle Kenneth S Mt Restoration Ctr
Litz Gustave Jr S Mt Restoration Ctr 10058 S Mountain Rd
Waugh Evelyn L, Laura C S Mt Restoration Ctr 10058 S Mountain Rd
Whaley Fred, Levi S Mt Restoration Ctr 10058 S Mountain Rd
State Line Pa 17263
Fresh Perk & Deli LLC PO Box 202
Waynesboro Pa 17268
Act LLC West dba Auto Collision Tech 11498 Mystic Rock Ln N
Adams Roger N 205 Fairview Ave
Adkins Janet 231 S Brd St
Baker Sherry D 8645 Picadilly Cir
Beahm Alma V 354 W 2nd St
Beck J E Jr 809 E Main St
Bonebrake Randall 617 Chicory Spring Ct
Borgfeldt Arnold G, Nona W 13295 Hoovers Mill Rd
Brown Lori 247 Ringgold St
Carbaugh Brian W 11100 Prices Church Rd
Carson Albert B 5 State Hill Rd
Century Greetings 725 Clayton Ave
Cook Malee D 230 E Main St
Cook Mary 16 Frick Ave
CPS 8899 Tomstown Rd
Cramer William E Jr Estate 11100 Prices Church Rd
Creager Rodney, Pam B 11245 Country Club Rd
Creager Mark 14278 Charmian Rd
Estrada Nicole 215 Grant St
Everett Larry 10625 Sunburst Dr
Flora John A 212 W 4th St
Frantz Raymond 230 Clayton St
Fritz Yvonne H, James A W Green St
Funkhouser Donald Sr 24 E Third St #6
Gold Kevin M, Kim M 11709 Delwood Dr
Haugh Roger L 104 E 5th St Apt 2
Henneberger Dianna C 314 Landis Ave
Hinkle William, Shirley 833 Smt Ave
Hometowne Homes LLC 12675 Old Germantown Rd
Hooker Raylene 8899 Tomstown Rd
Horst Sons Inc 4460 Manheim Rd
Keihl Bessie K 332 Harrison Ave
Kipe Kevin P 348 S Potomac St #2
Kline Chester Lee, Patricia J 129 Hamilton Ave
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Koerber Dorothy F 11937 Gehr Rd
Kornerstone Property Settlements 11855 North Landis Ave
Mccleaf Fred S 721 Helen Ave Apt 2r
Mcintyre Patricia 13650 Harbaugh Church Rd
Mckean Louise, Carol 7093 Slabtown
Miller Christopher 825 Maple St
Morgenstern Chris DC 700 S Potomac St Fringe
Moser Erma A 6824 Furnace Rd
Newcomers Truck Parts Inc 6405 Nunnery Rd
Nunemaker Joel E 265 Aly 1 North
Oakman Barling Jacob Robert, Jennifer L 527 Fairview Ave
Palutz Anna E 117 Cv Ave
Patriot Federal Credit Union 7116 Slabtown Rd
Pisle Thelma G c/o Toms & Evans 2081 East Main St
Pryor Robert D, Anne B 28 West 2nd St
Raby Helen L 102 S Potomac St 119 Hearthstone Retirement Ctr
Shearer Norman R RR 3
Shelly Fred A 17 North Church St
Shelly Norman F 17 North Church St c/o Steiger Steiger & Meyers
Shockey Ray H Jr, Bonnie L 7116 Slabtown Rd
Shockey Pauline M RR 1
Smith Dennis Est 31 W 2nd St
Smith Michael W 11498 Mystic Rock Ln North
Smiths Drug Store 1051 E Main St Suite 6
Snowberger Susan R, H Max 314 N Grant St
Snowberger Janice 9156 Meadowbrook Dr
Snyder Michael S CPA PO Box 506
Stains Mildred M 239 W North St
Standridge Steve 222 Cleveland Ave Apt 2
Stull Ginell 8110 Clearing Rd
Suchinder Paul 210 Park St
Swisher Arthur E 109 Fairview Ave
Valentine Kristin N 400 Abigail Ave
Walde Margaret E, Joseph 422 Fairview Ave
Wasko Janna D 13058 Pen Mar Rd
Yeager Jamie 13691 Harbaugh Church St
Young Autumn 426 W Main Stapt C
Fulton County
Burnt Cabins Pa 17215
Nally Paul W PO Box 97
Crystal Spring Pa 15536
Smith Carol D, Carl D 11945 Old 126
Smith Don D 379 Smith Ln
Harrisonville Pa 17228
Car Audio Outlet 77541 Breezy Point Rd
Hustontown Pa 17229
Smith Deborah 1050 N Clear Ridge Suite A
McConnellsburg Pa 17233
Booth Thelma 116 West Market St Ste 201
Clippinger Catherine PO Box 14
Divens Ann 26397 Great Cove Rd
Duffy Rose PO Box 14
Garloff Cynthia 39 Brooklyn Dr
Gift Katrina 7026 Cito Rd Apt 7
Haines Amber N 4 Woodside Dr
Hays Lydia G 5109 Breezy Point Rd
Kelly John A Jr 361 Meadow Mt Dr
Kwality Karpets 182 Buchanan Trail Suite 170
Mclaughlins Drug Store RR 2
Mellott Denver, Lena 214 East Market St
Reed Thomas L 395 Aughwich Rd
Ruch Elizabeth M 516 Lincoln Way E
Smith Gerald 116 West Market St Ste 201
Strait Lewis PO Box 475
Needmore Pa 17238
Divel Carroll F 4065 Thompson Ln
Mcfadden Sheila M 6202 Thompson Rd
Mellott Scott D PO Box 141
Murtha Victor G 375 Creek Rd
Warfordsburg Pa 17267
Penn Mary Trading Corp 9648 Old 126
Schriever Walter L RR 2
Waterfall Pa 16689
Ritchy Roswell Est PO Box 31
Greene County
Aleppo Pa 15310
Bakey Helena V 191 Mt Carmel Ridge Rd
Rohm Kirsti M, Jason M 260 Briggs Rd
Bobtown Pa 15315
Wyda Gertrude House 306
Brave Pa 15316
Flynn Jimmie M 127 Oak Forrest Rd PO Box 701
Carmichaels Pa 15320
Beal Glenda S 406 E George St
Bommer Patsy M 153 Cumberland Village
Buttermore Saundra Est 245 Locust St
Coffman Ellen J, Tammy 77 Hoges Trlr Ct
Coffman Chad E 313 E South St
Cole Dave 109 Long Shaft Rd
Cowger Debra 211 Liberty St Apt 66
Devecka Mary A 105 Betty Blvd
Forsyth Kenneth A 229 S Market St
Fox Nellie A 939 S 88 Rd
Giles Diane L 148 School House Ln
Johnson Tamara 287 Jensen Hollow Rd
Kachersky Glenda Po Box 207
King James R 102 S Market St Apt 4
Krkovich Helen Est, Joseph Est 553 Old Waynesburg Rd
Laughlin Christine RR 1 Box 108
Lewis June P 287 Jensen Hollow Rd
Mccann John 406 E George St
Mccann John PO Box 207
Negley Helen 113 Woodside Manor
Novobilsky Linda 194 Green Valley Rd
Ochociensky Adam W PO Box 126
Peterson Wayne J 244 Gladd Run Rd
Pratt Christopher P 220 Liberty St
Relovsky Louis V 194 Green Valley Rd
Rishards Jeffery 165 Stone St
Smith Ruth E Est, Donald 545 Old Waynesburg Rd
Walkos Rodney K 301 Baily Ave
Wilson Linda 126 Nemacolin Rd
Ziemba Josephine 311 E South St
Clarksville Pa 15322
Burdzel Francis A, Charles K Box 206
Drahuse Anne PO Box 692
Knight Virginia, Henry 29 Clark St #169
Mcclelland Amelia Est c/o Irvin Mcclelland 24 Walnut St
Robertson Shirley, Robert 543 Bacon Run Rd
Rogozinski Lawrence F RR 1 Box 15a
Smitley Herbert O 69 Cherry St
Thomas Heather A 16 Dart Ave
Welsh Julia A 2 Stage St
Crucible Pa 15325
Helisek Catherine R, Pete PO Box 249
Kensek Blanche, Paul PO Box 351
Rutkosky Frank Jr, Louise PO Box 226
Vrona John J PO Box 161
Dilliner Pa 15327
Fien Roberta F 151 Ctr Ave
Katolsky Charles S RD 1 Box 63−B
Lemmon Paul H 151 Ctr Ave Rices Landing
Minnick Sherry A 166 Dilliner Hill Rd
Tresiz J RD 1 Box 261
Tresize Jack Est RD 1 Box 261
Graysville Pa 15337
Schlanz Franklin A, Robert J 191 Hidden Valley Rd
Schwartz Rowena N 236 Martin Rd
Greensboro Pa 15338
Avner Harrison B PO Box 77
Cornerstone Care Inc 7 Glassworks Rd
Heaton Donna G 401 Rocky Run Rd
Kovach William 1041 South 88 Rd
Holbrook Pa 15341
Horr Martha 396 Covered Bridge Rd
Remsing Karen 342 Hoovers Run Rd
Watson James L, Linda S 880 Claylick Rd
Jefferson Pa 15344
Hershey Creamery Co 4203 Harlin Dr
Simatic Walter D, Sandra L 180 Creek Rd
Mather Pa 15346
Gencel Kathlyn A 319 3rd St PO Box 373
Mount Morris Pa 15349
Mccartney Jason Gene D Yost & Son Inc 313 Steel Hill Rd
Mccarty Gary PO Box 597
Pitchford Andrew PO Box 375
Robert Phillips 374 Bald Hill Rd
Sabo John P Est PO Box 330
Smith Gary PO Box 275
Smith Mary A PO Box 364
Nemacolin Pa 15351
Colina Christina PO Box 166
Phillips Carole J Box 127 76 Foch Cir
Rafail Beth 4 Diaz Ave 204
Sokol Chelsea Ane, Dawn D PO Box 87
Zaubi Inez PO Box 302
New Freeport Pa 15352
Aberegg Rodney B Sr SR 52
Rices Landing Pa 15357
Christopher William L, Margaret 112 Carmichaels St
Denardo Alice E PO Box 276
Lavins P N Rt 1 PO Box 202
Matteucci Orlando, Dairia 111 Jane St
Roberts Birdie 154 Tin Can Hollow Rd
Rush Mary Est 1091 Crucible Rd
Shumaker Keith E, Mary J 965 N Eighty Eight Rd
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Rogersville Pa 15359
Devienny James PO Box 366
Shumaker Gaylord PO Box 318
Sycamore Pa 15364
Campbell James 928 W W Railroad Rd
Kelley Olive L PO Box 7
Milliken & Throckmorton Funeral PO Box 7
Sheridan Peter A 353 Dillie Rd
Stahl Elizabeth A 1530 Browns Creek Rd
Walker Charles E RR 1 Box 148
Waynesburg Pa 15370
Archambeault Eva 300 Ctr Ave
Atlas Energy Resources LLC 125 Industry Rd
Austin Corrie L 784 E High St
Blair Audrienne 311 Mazen St
Bowser Emma 340 W Main St
Brown Edgar J Jr Bonar Apts Bonar Ave
Brown Margaret Bonar Apt 1 Bonar Ave
Chucks Collision Shop 132 Jefferson Rd
Chucks Collision Shop Inc 170a Stewart St
Connolly Kathleen 709 3rd Ave
Corris Mary 300 Ctr Ave
Deever Frederick H 249 E Greene St
Dorazio Rose 58 E Greene St
Dulaney Glenn E, Betty 244 First Ave
Fox Larry 768 E High St
Garbera Dennis C 232 Elm Dr
Garcia Oscar 241 Cedar Ridge Rd
Greene County Career & Tech Ctr 60 Zimmerman Dr
Gusic Helen A 9th St
Headlee Ardis 243 Oak St
Howard John 185 Wade St
Howard John W 142 Stewart St
Iams Frederick C, Dinah M 1968 Browns Rd
Kelly Andrew Co Jeanette Kelly Parent 233 Fuller Rd
Kennedy Sara B 666 Ross St
Kiger Grover Allen 569 W High St
Kirby David L c/o Alfred Kirby RR 4 Box 235
Lewis Deborah K 170a Stewart St
Lohr Patricia N RR 5 Box 353
Mcvicker Ione S Box 482
Moniger Angela 2445 Smith Creek Rd
Montgomery Harold R, Evelyn 546 Braden St
Morris Hazel RD 2
Morris Ivan W 175 W Elm St
Olinsky Thomas E 175 Progress Dr
Orourke Thomas E PO Box 286
Patterson Carol D 175 Progress Dr
Patterson Ryan C 115 Sawmill Rd
Progressive 1002 East Greene St
Rafail Jude T 2875 Mount Morris Rd
Rattigan Anna RD 2
Resolutions Fitness Center LLP 21 S Morris St
Rhodes Sara Jean 486 Bridge St
RM Mfg PO Box 750
Rodavich Rodney E, Veronica Bonar Apts
Rudinsky Gregory J PO Box 771
Songer Sharon R 105 Fairground Rd
Taylor Larry L 454 Bonar Ave
Teagarden Kevin A 63 Reesman Mh Park
Tharp Goldie O 320 Gordon Hl Rd
Thomas Joseph 331 Waterdam Rd
Wades Body Frame Inc 71 N Maiden St
Warren Charles, Marilyn 217 Cresswood Dr
Waychoff Ruthana 570 Turkey Hollow Rd
West Raymond RR 2
Huntingdon County
Alexandria, Pa 16611
Strong Jean A 7 E Oxford
Whitsel Gloria Main St
Broadtop City Pa 16621
Whisner Kathy M Box 141
Calvin Pa 16622
Rojo Olga 150 N Allen St
Wagner Betty A PO Box 233
Hesston Pa 16647
Long Larry R 11882 Redstone Ridge Rd
Miller Dorothy S Est S 12640 Backbone Rd
Huntingdon Pa 16652
Abete Tara Batini 415 5th St
Ballreich Tatiana 10 Oneida Hts
Banco Grace M PO Box 372
Brenneman Amy L, Robert L 120 Aspen Ln Rm 211 TRUA Nov 2 93
Brown Eleanor Est 400 9th Apt 207
Campbell Josephine M 10790 Hartslog Valley Rd
Clark Robert D PO Box 555
Claybaugh Harrison, Flor RR 1 Crooked Creek
Claybaugh Harrison, Flor RR 4
Colbert Brian L 16180 Trough Creek Valley
Corbin Delores L, Blaine E RD 2
Corl Stephanie L 14086 Greenwood Rd
Cramer Leslie J 203 15th St
Crisp Caitlyn A 8031 Valley View Rd
D C Goodman Sons I 314 Allegheny St
Eutzy Chase 1111 Washington St R
French Jon Andrew 313 Standing Stone Ave
Friend Paul F 1200 Warm Spgs Ave
Funari Jeffrey R 414 13th St
Garner R Douglas 2224 Highland Ave
Huntingdon Family Care Asso PO Box 404
John R Wald Co Inc PO Box 392
Kay Peggy c/o Dr Peggy Kay PO Box 217
Kyu Eun Chung 838 Meadowbrook Dr
Lee Sam H 2903 Chapel Hill Rd
Lighthouse Family Restaurant RR 1 Box 355b Ames Plaza
Long Funeral Chapel PO Box 372
Macdonald William W PO Box 227
Mills Joseph A 2704 Warm Spgs Ave
Moore Rhea F, Jenny 1400 Washington St
Mowrer E Lorraine 14597 Trough Creek Valley Pike
Mutual Benefit Ins PO Box 577
Parks Ted 827 Washington St #2
Peightal Gertrude K, Richard 1502 Oneida St
Progressive Casualty Insurance 2913 Chapel Hill Rd
Rose Melvin, Mary RD 3
Steel D Lorraine, George RD 3
Strauser Anglea N PO Box 222
Swartz Debra L RR 4 Box 252
Varner Louise M 11 Juniata Vw
Watson Alverda, James L RR 3
Weyandt Denise, Deawna 9648 Hartslog Ct Cir
Wheeler William W 10936 Grist Mill Ln
Wingate Harold 1014 Mifflin St
James Creek Pa 16657
Brumbaugh Clara J, Lester PO Box 453
Caccamo Miriam RR 1 Box 239
T&C Supply LLC RR 1 Box 174
Mapleton Depot, Pa 17052
American Legion Main St PO Box 395
Banks Dixie L, Marvin PO Box 144
Mill Creek Pa 17060
JE Culbertson Co Inc PO Box A
Wilson R W Box 185
Mount Union Pa 17066
Braun Mary M 321 Cedar St
Christoff Arthur S, Anna F c/o Roger L Christoff RD 3 PO Box 1547
Christoff Arthur S, Anna F PO Box 329
Copenhaver Teresa Barbarulo 420 S Jefferson St
Crawford Howard E, Jane M RR 1 Box 3
Donaldson John 321 Cedar St
Hancock Dennis J, John J RD 1 Box 1068
House Natalie 121 W Haly St
House Walter 142 E Shirley St
Kennedy Catherine C 105 W Maxwell St
Kester Beverly A 233 W Davis St
Miller Daron 142 Lower Country Club Rd
Moore Bonnie K PO Box 174
Runk Farm RR 1 Box 1188
Vaughn Opal 29 W Maxwell St
Wiser Robert A RR 2 Box 526
Worthy Evelyn F c/o Michael A Worthy 105 Silverford Hts Rd
Yowler Benjamin P 14064 Gallagher St
Orbisonia Pa 17243
Bridenstine Brian, Carl HCR 71 Box 390
Leonard Mary PO Box 35
Wiser Mary PO Box 10
Petersburg Pa 16669
Barzona Roxanne RR 1 Box 506
Fry James, Maude RD 1
Koch Michael R 13037 Kock Rd
Person Russ RR 1 Box 506
Port Harvey R Sr, Alice M PO Box 13
Robertsdale Pa 16674
Mitchell Edgar R 12 Hill St
Saltillo Pa 17253
Goshorn Kevin J PO Box 80
Shade Gap Pa 17255
Peterson Glenn 244 Glen Hollow Rd
Spruce Creek Pa 16683
Salinas Tito 3102 Evergreen Ln
Three Springs Pa 17264
Bates Thomas N PO Box 156
Mccartney Steven D 19449 Hill Valley Rd
Summers Michelle HC 73 Box 3052
Wiser Betty RR 1 Box 8
Warriors Mark Pa 16877
Ashby John 4104 Warriors Mark Path
Fleck Melissa C PO Box 172
Fornwalt Nancy M 5497 Gracey Ln
Stover Timothy 4780 Halfmoon Valley Rd
Weaver Amy L 1388 Ridge Rd
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Indiana County
Armagh Pa 15920
Palm Kevin Lee 74 Spring Dr
Aultman Pa 15713
Socol Stella House 444
Black Lick Pa 15716
Clawson Lula B, John T PO Box 365
Guiste Robert A, Helen PO Box 105
Leary Wendy, Jason 103 Pine St PO Box 72
Mcadams Bonnie J PO Box 291
Olson William R, Mary L c/o PO Box 128
Smith Marybelle Est Box 413
Stanavich Veronica Est PO Box 602
Blairsville Pa 15717
Bialas Matthew, Diane M 588 Gray Sta Rd
Blairsville Italian Club Bowling League c/o Graff Ins Agency PO Box 36
Calhoun Helen E 151 N Morrow St
Campbel Maude E RD 1
Clawson Blanche B RR 2 Box 197
Coldwell Banker Premier Realty 50 E Campbell St
Devalerio Ann E 110 N Brady St
Doak Jesse C 30 Lamantia Ln
Dunmire Alfred J 7556 Rte 217 Hwy N
Dunn Margaret P Apt 1 15 W Market St
Esachin Sophie M 109 W Devinney Hollow Rd
Esachina Julieanne 109 W Devinney Hollow Rd RR 1 Box 554
Fails Nellie D, Robert 8349 Rt 217 Hwy N
Ferguson Rayna 101 Morewood Ave
Foreman Robert W PO Box 402
Fowler Dexter L 170 Morewood Av
Grumbling Milton D, Harold E RD 1 Box 26e
Holmes David M Est Acct 205 Hill Rd
Jubinsky Joseph 527 Maple Ave
Kwisnek Charles M c/o Yolunda M Kwisnek 1040 Palmerton Rd
Lawton Thomas C 330 Ridgeview Cir
Liebel Marie A RR 3 Box 513
Lukcik John R 1170 Mahan School Rd
Lukcik Martin Joseph RR 2 Box 284
Martin Kathy 321 Scotland Dr
Mrenko Geraldine 825 Indiana Ave
Neal Twila 117 East Campbell St
Pavalchick Frank RR 1 Box 200
Pollock Ann RR 3 Box 192
Pryce Arthur, Mary E PO Box 448
Reed Clara M 121 S Walnut St
Roach Kelly, John 1123 Strangford Rd
Rob Mary G RR 3 Box 493
Shoemaker Richard L, Willa E 49 N Walnut St
Smith Gary L, Jean 525 Maple Ave
Storms Clement E 124 N Spring St
Wuchina Peter F III RR 3 Box 424b
Chambersville Pa 15723
Delaney Chevrolet PO Box 292
Martin Danielle PO Box 292
Cherry Tree Pa 15724
Baker Ruth RD 2 Box 333
Bender Raymond F Box 204
Buterbaugh Donald A, Phyllis RR 2
Hallman Allan 3976 Pioneer Lake Rd Box 337
Hallman Allan Box 116
Long Eleanor M Box 204
Miller Herman O 1232 Hazelet Rd
Scott Ted RR 1
Clarksburg Pa 15725
Lentz Donna J 12554 Rte 286 Hwy West
Clymber Pa 15728
Bianco Anna T PO Box 222
Drocsin Michael A PO Box 222
Gresko Mary L 173 Gresko Rd
Katchmark Kimberly S 435 Beulahs Rd
Nelson Janet E 2562 Rt 580 Hwy
Commodore Pa 15729
Beatty Clarine PO Box 52 17 Herriman St
Edwards James G 1475 Flemming Smt Rd
Harvilla Anna M Est, John R 154 Bash Rd
Miller Sara M, John R PO Box 3
Coral Pa 15731
Ryan Frederick D PO Box 1
Creekside Pa 15732
Blystone Howard 182 Blystone Rd
Bressler Belinda L PO Box 285
Cook Brandon L 13832 Rt 954n
Dent Wizard 13832 Rt 954n
Dilltown Pa 15929
Cameron Justin R 28 Armorford Rd
Tri Star Collision 28 Armorford Rd
Dixonville Pa 15734
Marshall Gretta M Box 22
Ernest Pa 15739
Doyle James W Jr 52 House
Nymick Mickey, Anna PO Box 22
Shupe Stacey 80 Store Hill Rd
Glen Campbell Pa 15742
Gaston Milton Rt 7
Gorawski Cynthia, David 2005 Peles Rd
Huey William H 71 Smithport Rd
Long Mark 1900 Mumau Rd
Lowmaster Daniel S 89 Second Ave
Graceton Pa 15748
Rager Brenda L 155 Second St Apt B
Sacco Angelia 36 Oak Ln
Heilwood Pa 15745
Harvey David 31 Third St PO Box 31
Lingenfelter Elga 56 Pine St
Hillsdale Pa 15746
Dunmeyer Margaret c/o Hillsdale Nursing Rehab PO Box 138
Duranso Betty 125 Mountain View Dr
Flynn Emma 125 Mountain View Dr
Lubic Kathryn 125 Mountain View Dr
Matthews Gertrude PO Box 138
Rairigh Dorothy PO Box 73
Raspot G PO Box 138
Home Pa 15747
Condron James P 4 Mcelhoes Rd
Krouse Leroy PO Box 71
Putt Millard PO Box 75
Shultz Russell J 34 Private Rd 1174
Treese Etta G Box 54 Rte 119 North
Homer City Pa 15748
Arone Auto Body Inc 136 W Elm St
Auto Center of Homer City Inc 2414 Hwy 119 South
CQ Inc 160 Quality Ctr Rd
Clawson Marylou 1282 Stiles Rd
Colgan Richard D RD 3 Box 515
Diana Josephine 29 Church St
Fry Thomas 489 Schultz Rd
Jones John H Est 38 Oakland Ave
Kish Frances A 79 Lucerne Mines
Lassick Danny N 11346 Rte 286 Hwy W
Lydick Deborah 136 W Elm St
Midock Christina M, Carole A 217 Green Rd
Say Viola Est 5862 Camerons Rd
Scribe Steven J 31 Bryan St
Tempi Sarah 42 Ridge Ave
Troxell Mark A 301 North Main St
Weamer Eugene E 48 S Grant St
Wood Rosemary 142 Riverside Ave
Indiana Pa 15701
4th Street Bilo 4th St
Anderson Stephanie A 56 S 14th St
Barnicle Daniel 300 Debbie Dr
Barriger Roberta 270 Sunset Dr
Beatty Elona M 140 Metz Rd
Bruno Pietronillo 888 Chestnut St
Buggey Jacquelyn 889 Josephine Ave
Butler Trucking Co PO Box 700
Byers Thelma Est RR 2 Box 373
Calderon Eduardo 612 College Lodge Rd
Carone Patrick 129 Eastwood Ct
Catalfamo Thelma C, Rocco J 1190 Old Rte 119 Hwy N
Catalfamo Family Trust Ua 12 08 00 1190 Old Rte 119 Hwy N
Cavoto Veronica A, Matthew J 470 Ben Franklin Rd
Chernisky Raymond 1101 Cheese Run Rd Trailer 14
Cordera Robert J 1 Coates Ln
Damico Catherine F, Alfred A 59 Shady Dr
Davis Irene 20 Shady Dr
Depetris James S E Brady Trl Ct Lot 14 PO Box 1364
Dot Eng D Pa Dist PO Box 429
Douglas Ruth A 125 Fulmer St
Emergency Phys Med Grp PO Box 98344
Engel Amber R 41 S 13th St
Exotic Oil Gas LLC PO Box 114
Fahle Auja Olin 259 N 7th St
Ferrara Pizza 504 S 13th St
Filipovich Joseph R 1354 Locust St
Foor Randy D 209 Hickory Rd
Foster Grace Faye A Trimble RD 3
Foster Mary F c/o Faye A Trimble RD 3
Freeman Christopher L 1881 Oakland Ave Apt 1
Frick David S 31 S Carpenter Ave
Frick Martha J Box 158
Friedline David E 528 Chestnut St
Fritz William H 445 Hammersmith Dr
Gilham Linda L 940 Lilac St PO Box 604
Gipson Lucille, Salone 950 Josephine Ave
Gmac 41 S 13th St
Gongaware John 1224 Cheese Run Rd
Greene Holly R 560 Carter Ave
Grosch Romaine E 219 Elm St
Harvey Irvin R, Frances 356 N 6th St
Hoover Donna C PO Box 1193
Hub Energy Inc 255 Airport Rd
In Your Cup 1540 Oakland Ave Unit 20
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Johnson Gregory 2145 Lazor St #140
Kerzan Dorothy 221 Indian Spgs Rd
Keystone Rehabilitation System PO Box 1289
Kim Yonju 912 Centennial Dr
Kremer Adeline 875 Fairview Ave Apt B2
Kritzer Grace Bethany Place 1305 Wayne Ave
Kurash Margaret J, Theodore RR 6 Box 218a
Laramie St Mary S LP PO Box 1348
Leamer Helen E 269 Warrington Dr
Liboski Grace The Communities at Indian Have 1675 Saltsburg Ave
Mack Rebecca S PO Box 514
Malyckyi Andrii PO Box 156
Marcus Elizabeth A 111 Quincy Cir
Mathews Russell B 984 Mcknight Rd
Mckendree Pauline 1499 Philadelphia St Apt
Miller Stephanie 372 Washinton St
Miltz George R 366 Walnut St
Mosley Yolanda 466 Malibu Dr Bldg H
Mountain Gathering LLC 395 Airport Rd
Musser Nancy C, Fred A Co−Partners 1880 Rte 119 Hwy N
Naylon Sarah Isabelle, David Patrick 630 Stannard Ave
Nickas Aaron Robert Jr, Corrina 325 S 3rd St
Oberheu Rosita H, Mark W 857 Twolick Dr
Ohata Noriko 9 Regency Sq Apt
Opinsky Grace Est PO Box 432
Orton William D 305 Green Valley Dr
Owens Anna S Rt 2 Ben Franklin Rd
Patterson Nora A RR 3
Pennington Flaxen 1140 Parkwood Dr
Pesce Marissa 198 N 4th St
Pizer Frank RR 3
Porter Charles W PO Box 463
Prest Brandon 955 Oakland Ave
Putt Real Estate 716 Church St
Putt Wallace E 716 Church St
Recupero Mary 888 Chestnut St
Richardson Darlene S 1244 School St
Roy Fleming Contracting 951 Ben Franklin Rd N
Ruddock David 144 Canterbury Commons
Sadler L S 150 South Fifth St
Schwoeble Walter E Jr 2053 Erma St
Stewart Warren 532 Locust St
Stumbaugh Arthur 1499 Philadelphia St Apt
Thomas Seth Myron 618 Gompers Ave Apt B
Trevorrow Thomas C 143 North Sixth St
Turney James E, Mary K 1053 School St
Universal Smartcomp PO Box 1199
Voytek Robert P White Runs Commons Box 218
Warman Ronald 103 Wood Ln
Wilhelm Francis 410 N Second St
Willis T Evans Est 2140 Lazor St Apt 113
Wolfe Betty Jane 519 Chestnut St
Wolfe Dorothy A Co−Partners 1880 Rte 119 Hwy N
Wolfzorn Melanie S 70 Yew St
Woodard Leona L, James 270 Sunset Dr
Wu Dong 101 N 1st St Apt 11
Ynigues Anna Emerson Sq 1703 Warren Rd
Terberg Ferdinand 1090 South Dr IUP Clark Hall
Tsai Hsing Hua 5803 Crimson Hawks
Lucernemines Pa 15754
Clark Cora R 10th St House
Greenwalt Margaret House 63 9th St
Swanney Jessie House 63 9th St
Marchand Pa 15758
Gallo Samantha J, Andrew 16179 Rt 119 Hwy N
Marion Center Pa 15759
Boros Julie A PO Box 305
George Roger 2705 Richmond Rd
Jobe Garry D D1 PO Box R
Leasure Lloyd Est, Rosella 183 Sheesley Rd
Recupero Philip J, Thomas P RR 1 Box 475
Wilmoth Interests Inc PO Box 203 JIB Acct 5557
Yeomans Daryl L 397 Julock Rd
Penn Run Pa 15765
Mears Ellie Mae, Curtis 225 Ridge Hill Rd
Ryan Dorothea R RR 1 Box 371
Rochester Mills Pa 15771
Lawrence Alfred 14910 Rte 119 Hwy N
Smith Jeff dba Evergreen Chiropractic 16128 Rte 119n
Rossiter Pa 15772
Bonner Cashus C RR 1
Dicker Michelle PO Box 203
Kondrad Mama Green Acres Assisted Living PO Box 290
Serian Samuel 94 Lower Clinton St
Shepler Shane 677 Johsonburg Rd
Spencer Elsie Est Rte 1
Saltsburg Pa 15681
Baker Mary RR2
Conn Glenn R, Jean E RD 3 Box 239a
Doak Mary Gladys 417 Washington St
Forney Clair E 225 Main St
Forney Kathleen E 225 Main St
Fritch Joyce RR 1 572−B
Gorman Patrick 225 Blue St
Irvine Kenneth F RR 2 Box 276c
Jones Betty L Mr 1
Kim Dongwoo 1888 Brett Ln
Lantz Duane 135 Cup Dr
Lape Roy E 3369 SR 981
Lemon Harlan A 417 Washington St
Lemondoak Mary G 417 Washington St
Max Construction 316 Leech Av
Monn Elsie M RR 1 572−B
Peterson Melvin D RD 2 Box 139
Snyder Lester M RR 1
Synder Gertrude RR 1
Waite Timothy Dell 1888 Brett Ln
Washington Investment Network RR 3 Box 866
Wensconis Joseph A c/o Marie Hilty 117 High St
Wilcox William S 155 Stewart Ave
Shelocta Pa 15774
Bauman Mary Kathy 218 Blakely Rd
Evans Levi 51 Sportsman Club Rd
Luchsinger Jane King 1418 Willow Rd
Mcclure Marlene, James E 241 Gastown Rd
Montgomery Theodore 716 Ramer Rd
Robinson Pa 15949
Jones Kenneth Paul RR 1
Sensebaugh Benjamin J 21 Jones St
Strongstown Pa 15957
Folckemer Norman R Rt 1
Salley Kathleen 133 Rt 403 Hwy N
Smicksburg Pa 16256
Daugherty Robert M RR 1 Box 36
Lockhart Kasandra 4354 Mahoning Rd
Reosenberger Glenn D PO Box 34
Steffy Edward J 798 Goodville Rd
Yeomans Matthew R 1053 Wells Rd
West Lebanon Pa 15783
Collins Olive Rt 156 Near Rt 286
Velesig Jane, Sally Rt 156 Near Rt 286
Jefferson County
Big Run Pa 15715
Bish Glenn O PO Box 331
Brockway Pa 15824
Anthony Brian 423 Main St Apt B
Bassetti Caroline D, Alfred V 47 Kearney St
Bassetti Elaine M, Alfred 47 Kearny Rd
Brockway Pressed Metals 219 Rittenhouse Cir
Carter Margaret W, Bernard 1039 Buzzard St
Good Margaret, Robert 1351 Church St
Jindy Violet M 1200 Wood St No A20
Mancini Joseph Thomas 224 North St
Miller Irvin Est RD 1
Miller Kathryn M 9275 Rt 28
Morris Ethel M c/o Cheryl Shick Kearney Rd
Morrison Millard R PO Box 262
Onoratii Louise C 332 South St
Poths Johanne 90 Main St
Repiscak Lucille 1433 Mccullough Ave
Snedden Marianne RR 1
Starr Thornton Est 1481 Church Ave
Steele Frederick M, Michael A PO Box 184
Watt Todd J 2239 Longwell Rd
Brookville Pa 15825
Amos Dolby Est PO Box 499
Balavage Romaine A Est RD 2
Beatty Sandra, John M Munderf Star Rte
Beery Don M 3388 Rte 322
Earthworx 435 Rte 36
Fike Ryan 2663 Rte 28
Graham George W 15073 Rte 322
Hawkins Steven L, Belinda 11 Richards St
Holben Brian RD 1 Box 424
Jefferson Transport HC 07 Box 121a
Joiner Jason 326 Stanton Rd
Knapp Martin 22 Spruce St 150
Livermore Martha, Dale RR 5 Box 134−A
Love Clifford 226 Franklin Ave
Patzkowski Marguerite RR 1 Box 309
Plotner Kathleen 135 Barnett St
Raught Marjorie 135 Barnett St
Reed John W RD 3
Stahlman Jeffery W, Brenda W 145 C St
Travel Centers of America 245 Allegheny Blvd
Uplinger Kayla 42 Curve Dr
Wolfe Jacqualyn R 1759 Belshazzar Rd
Corsica Pa 15829
Bish William R Est 758 Main St
Rhoads S Suzanne, Scott F 1 RR 1 PO Box 169
Teufel Ellen M RR 1 Box 210
Wolbert Terrance L 3673 Asbury Rd
De Lancey Pa 15733
Shank Eric S PO Box 236
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Falls Creek Pa 15840
Beck Ricky L PO Box 623
Buffone Anthony M Box 383
Doksa Dennis G 60 Main St #174
Hometown Building Supply 109 Main St
Maier Ruth Po Box 250
Punxsutawney Pa 15767
Ames Robert 549 Graffius Ave
Biggs James W Gilpen St
Byler Mahlon 195 Birch Rd
Coleman Danise Louise 12829 Rt 28
Era Powell & Asso Real Estate 200 E Mahoning St
Fleming Auto 157 Lodge Ln
Fouse Laverne, Loretta RR 6 Box 543
Gaul Mildred RR 3 Box 189
Geist Anna M RR 5 Box 30b
Geist Kenneth PO Box 130b
Greene William David 468 Mccracken Rd
Haas Phyllis V, Leo 206 Ln Ave
James Rayette, Thomas 157 Lodge Ln
Kiebler Timothy 926 W Mahoning St
Leasure Crissie Est of RD 6 Box 401
Magill Howard 830 Guzzo Rd
Mcmillen Anna M, Dale G RR 6
Mcquown Jeanette 437 S Main St
Micale Lucy M 1005 W Mahoning St
Monahan Rose 200 Columbus Dr
Richardson Robert Price St
Robinson Velma RR 5 Box 30b
Shick Tina Marie c/o Tina M Astorino 412 1/2 E Mahoning St
Smith Auto Body 4091 Porter Rd
Smith Jacob M 4091 Porter Rd
Snyder Keith D, Lois R RR 4
Snyder Paul 208 Beyer Ave
Stewarts Drug Store 219 W Mahoning St
Stoneberg Joyce RR 2 Box 152 13910 Rt 36
Tewart Marguerite B Est 407 1/2 Mulberry Sq
Thompson David S 33 Hillcrest Dr
Vallone Louise L Est 233 W Mahoning St
Villella Jeannie 1 Park Ave #2
Wheeler Mark Big Run
Young John Richard 317 School Rd
Zatsick John J RR 3
Reynoldsville Pa 15851
Allezbaugh William G II 210 Lewill St
Bantly Douglas D 412 Main St
Bantly Penny D c/o Douglas D Bantly 412 Main St
Hunt James Sr, Bertha A 463 E Main St Apt B
Raybuck Adam L 669 Raybuck Rd
Robbins Brian A 86 Cricket Rd
Vizza Frank 906 Thompson St
Vizza Richard 419 Hill St
Wineberg Donald 1219 Grant St Ext
Yates Carl F 906 E Main St
Sigel Pa 15860
Becker Walter L 1014 Odonnell Rd
Klingensmith Sandra L 1145 Miller Rd
Lucas Bernard P RD 1
Rudge Donald E, Randy R 8666 Rte 949
Stroup Melissa L RR 1 Box 211f
Stump Creek Pa 15863
Starr Kenneth L Box 76
Starr Patricia D PO Box 124
Summerville Pa 15864
Smith Lloyd 12900 Harrison St
Taylor Revocable Trust William J RR 1 Box 280 4131 Pansy Rd
Sykesville Pa 15865
Gibson Beverly 36 Sykes St
Haag Henry G Jr, Suzanne M 206 Van Ness St
Haag Jennifer R, Suzanne M 206 Van Ness St
London Stella M 9 N Park St
Timblin Pa 15778
Brocious Geraldine L, Harold E PO Box 266
Brocious Lumber Co PO Box K
Walston Pa 15781
Parise Frank R PO Box 18
Juniata County
McAlisterville, Pa 17049
Hause Vondella K RR 1 Box 730
Henry Richard J RR 2 1770
Kurtz Helen I 300 Church St #109
Mifflin Pa 17058
Banks Jeffrey L RR 4 Box 64
Eichelberger Tammy J 32 Hillcrest Ave
Flores Rosa E HCR 67 Box Oh25c
Renninger Ryan K HC 67 Box 195a
Sheaffer Mildred G 69 Cottage Rd
Spruce Hill Auto Body 32 Hillcrest Ave
Stoltzfus Elvin 55 Sunny Ln
Zook Gail 69 Cottage Rd
Mifflintown Pa 17059
Benner Joe E dba Benner Automotive 28 S Main St
Berry William J Jr Cedar Spgs Rd
Bomgardner Clyde R, Sarah E RR 2 Box 1475
Deavor David L c/o Berry S Personal Care Ctr RR 1 Box 462
Fogleman Kathryn L c/o Berry Personal Care Ctr RR 1 Box 462
Glen A Spickler Cameo Kitchens Inc PO Box 191
Goshorn Wanda E 6648 Licking Creek Rd
Hohol Marie RR 1 Box 1165
Kulp Nancy Est 8 South Main St
Lauver Ralph W 106 N Fourth St
Lohman Marilyn L, Paul A 15 N 4th St
Lopez Rivera Jose 102 N Main St
Mosier Elizabeth M 719 Washington Ave
Paden Lois A 325 Washington Ave
Peck Myrtle I RR4 Box 120−5
Shirk Betty L 2471 William Penn Hwy
Snouffer Marian Brl Fnds Esrw Gardan Ofcer Bry RR 10 Box 62
Stence William 5334 RT 333
Switzer Robert C Sr RR 4 Box 232
Ulsh Marion, Harry RD 2 Box 47
Walsh Construction RR 1 Box 133
Waugh James Star Rte Box 56
Yoder Mary Pearl 116 N 3rd St
Zimmerman Truck Lines Inc 8 E Industrial Dr PO Box 130
Port Royal Pa 17082
Barton Tammy Charlene, Raymond James RR 2 Box 2130
Barton Donna J RR 2 Box 2121
Esh Ronald, Karen RD 1
Immel Donald C, Ruth M PO Box 90
Moore Sylvia J RR 2 Box 960
Towsey Fred A RR 3 Box 2055
Weaver Darren R PO Box 824
Richfield Pa 17086
Kerstetter Lori RR 2 Box 443
Thompsontown, Pa 17094
Champion Lloyd Emerson, Martha Weir RD 1 Box 161 A
Gayman Kathryn E c/o Kathryn Gayman Clark Box 104
Hile Jason L 33 Nipple Rd
Miller Vicki J PO Box 187
Searer Katie J 20 Tuscarora St
Lackawanna County
Archbald Pa 18403
Bishop William A Jr 112 Pine St
Budd Julie A 1 New Ridge Rd
Cawley Cathie T 437 Salem Rd
Chindemi Joseph J 144 Cherry St
Compton George M, Risa D 200 Raymond Dr
Delfino Mary 421 Deer Run Dr
Dougher Thomas, Angela 442 Salem Rd
Galardi Lorraine 1395 Main St
Galardi Robert 1395 Main St
Grijalva Riccardo Dr 101 Beverly Dr
Harty Joyce J 127 Pine St
Monan Mary 112 Pine St
Munley Julia K 2 Joyce St
Murray Robert 117 S Main St
Smith Mary A, Anna 437 Salem Rd
Thomas Lisa 110 Oakhill Dr
Tinti Angie 241 Main St
Blakely Pa 18447
Cunion Francis RR 6 Scr Carb Hwy
Fletcher Marlene 122 Second St
Gogolski Marian, Leon 143 7th St
Jandrokovic Mary, Pete 923 Lincoln St
Jones Hayden 119 2nd St
Kutsop Michael, Mary 105 Sixth
Kutsop Anna 105 Sixth
Markwith Frank A 135 8th St
Reilly Michele 105 2nd St
Saxe Harry Jr 235 Second St
Carbondale Pa 18407
Biondo Jeffrey P 135 Erie St
Burnett Robert E, Helen V 158 Wyoming Ave
Carlsen Harry 76 Washington St
Comunale Martha 85 S Main St
Connor May RR 1 Box 1240
Cook Eugene 122 Lower Powderly St
Corazzi Jason Est of 41 N Main St Fl 4
Cosgrove Patrick 59 North Main St
Currie William C 130 Westgate Dr F2
Dougherty Georgeann Gordon Ave
Five Cousins Corporation 35 37 Park St 115 Salem St
Flederback Rita 196 Fallbrook St
Galavitz Dawn 110 7th Ave
Giglio Alexander 19 Belmont St
Giorno Mary Osprey Ridge 45 N Scott St
Graziano Theresa 127 8th Ave
Jones Priscill M 86 Belmont St
Kearney Antoinette A 93 Fallbrook St
Kelly Evelyn C Estate of 10 Hart Pl
Kvaka Nancy RR 2 Box 57
Lapera Angela R 196 Fallbrook St
Lawless Elizabeth N, John 9 Harlem Ave
Long Mary A 35 S Church St At 7th Ave
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Mallik Satish K 185 Fallbrook St PO Box 514
Mancusco Helen 2 Porter Ave
Maslowski Edward Estate of 41 N Main St
Mcdonald Betty 140 Pike St
Mcdonnell John 176 Belmont
Moro Susan A 36 Farview St
Munley Mary 32 Gordon Ave
Neary Jeff Osprey Ridge 45 N Scott St
Nepa Ann Marie, Tara RR 1 Box 381
Nolan Margaret M 22 Cortland St
Odonnell Daisy 48 Lincoln Ave
Parry Ronald H 311 Main St
Peduto Louis, Mary 32 Gordon Ave
Perry Joshua J 117 Tr St
Propst Robert W Estate of c/o Jeffrey W Nepa Esq 41 N Main St
Scott Mildred M 111 Wyoming St
Shatrousky Anthony 39 S Main St
Simpson American Legion 205 Belmont St
Spedding Pauline J, John N 58 Wayne St
Staples Melanie, Nadine 17 Cottage St
Sylvester William 2 Porter Ave
Tarris Julia T, Paul 30 Rear Midland St
Theis William, Alice A 155 Westgate Dr Apt L5
Thigpen Robert P 5 Franklin St
Toolan Eleanor, Patrick 71 Williams Ave
Vannort Dorothy 400 Erie St
Wallace Sam 19 River St
Yohe Marjorie 62 Corltand St
Chinchilla Pa 18411
Antoina Theresa PO Box 251
Henry Nicholas J Associates PO Box 667
Hibye Margaret 415 Clover St
Horvath Maryellen 112 Northern Blvd PO Box 121
Kordzadehkerman Khanom PO Box 157
Perfilio Joseph 535 Nern Blvd
Stevens Chiropractic PO Box 447 330 Northern
Vanluvender Lillian D 204 Layton Rd Box 238
Clarks Greene Pa 18411
Albrecht Thomas C 105 Clark St
Crawley Joseph T c/o Equisearch Services Inc 11 Martine Ave 6th Floor
Davis Craig R 1 Country Club Pl
Dietz Margaret c/o Equisearch Services Inc 11 Martine Ave 6th Floor
Salko Aniella M, David 216 Glenburn Rd
Turner Cecelia Ann 204 Layton Rd Box 238
Clarks Summit Pa 18411
6heads LLC c/o Richard Stopa 1312 School St
Anderson James F 114 Maple Ave
Bartholomew Sue Ellen, Stephen 835 Laconia Cir
Begey Sophie 44 Parkland Dr
Bell Barbara P, Justin 117 Pequest Dr
Belton Graham 806 Salisbury Rd
Blewitt Mary D 950 Morgan Hwy Rm 311
Bohan Jacqueline 116 Woodside Dr
Burke John F 115 Raquels Way
Burke Michael And Susan 313 Skyline Dr North
Buskovitz Mark C dba Red Hot Welding 14 Lakeview Dr
Calder Christian M 432 Harwod Dr
Calin Robert 1684 Lisa Ln
Cammerota James E 601 Hampton Rd
Catania Nicholas Jr, Nancy M 203 Wells St
Choyka Matilda Ann, John S 417 Parker St
Codiroli Constance 215 Pond Rd
Community Active Partners Inc 213 Butternut Ln
Coviello Joseph, Anne 1104 W Grove St
Cusick Patricia 17 Glenridge Cir
Degutis Victoria 215 Pond Rd
Delevan Catherine c/o Allied Smt Apts Apt 602 100 Linden St
Farishon Lawrence 103 Pequest Dr
Feller Elizabeth A 407 Winola Rd
Fetcher Ned 705 Highland Ave
Fiorillo Karen M 1009 Oakmont Rd
Geist Carl L 1451 Hillside Dr
Giannone William 54 Abington Gdns Dr
Glennon Tom 101 Gardner Ln
Graham James T 204 Lansdowne Av
Greblunas Beatrice, Edward 222 Maggies Rd
Hawk Kimberly 1129 Silver Maple Dr
Hayes Ada 140 Jermyn Dr
Heaney Thomas 610 Meadow Ln
Hennessey Jeanne 216 Ashmore Ave
Hoffman Susan 1451 Hillside Dr
Interstate Safety Service Inc Box 0
Isby Genevieve 304 Maple Ave 1034 Liberty Park Dr
Jackson Kelly Ann 600 Maple Ave
Joyce Christopher 1143 Northern Blvd 255
Kovall Thelma P 403 Haven Ln
Kresge Willard F Sr 545 Winola Rd
Laporta Yolanda 100 Edella Rd
Maconeghy Theodore, Eva Mae 133 Griffin Place Rd
Mariani Julia 320 Melrose Ave
Martin Carolyn 2133 Newton Ransom Blvd
Matterer Drew T 411 Northern Spy Rd
Matterer Lynn A Cust 203 Appletree Ln
Mcdonald Christopher Attn Frank Merkel 130 Pequest Dr
Mcginley Meghan 509 Fairview Rd
Mcgrail Joseph 3 Garrett Pl
Mclaughlin Patricia 221 Adams Ave
Mooney Agnes M, James 219 Stone Ave
Moran Ann M, Ann PO Box 248
Morris George, Mary 2008 Cardinal Ln
Muzio Margaret 300 Gordon Dr
Nepare Corp 790 Northern Blvd
NNBS LLC dba Norm Nortons Body Shop Inc 216 Adams Ave
Nubani Haifa 117 Welsh Hill Rd
Obrien Incigual 1451 Hillside Dr
Ondrick Danielle, Lyn 1016 Green Hull Rd
Owens Joan 225 Main Ave
Parente HR Services 1200 Abington Executive Park
Pascoe Margaret 101 Gardner Ln
Pastoriza Phillip 215 Beynon Dr
Patrician Ann C 714 Layton Rd
Pote Howard R Box 250 RD 4
Pozzi Mary 1930b Newton Ransom Blvd
Rappl Bernice G 1401 Applewood Acres
Richter Jean M 2649 Milwaukee Rd
Roani Bartholom 320 Park Blvd Clark Summit Pa 18411
Roditski William, Alyson 216 Adams Ave
Ross Edward W c/o Margaret A Ross 617 White Birch Rd
Ross Margaret 617 White Birch Rd
Scranton Heart Insti 233 Northern Blvd Ste 1
Siegfried James U 336 Sheridan Ave
Sommers David John 16025 Hilltop Dr
Summerfield Village LLC 790 Northern Blvd Ste B
Summit Family Care Louis Kareha Do 211 N State St
Swank John E 408 Ctr St
Thornton Philip R, Kelly S 415 Highland Ave
Tuccinardi Louis, Leonina 1134 Audubon Dr
Ulmer Jeffrey C 220 Marcaby Ln
Vauter Karl P 416 Highland Ave
Wagner Robert 201 Nichols St
Watson Clarissa C, Joey E 1007 Fairfield Cir
Welsh Insurance 230 Northern Blvd
Williams Margaret, Earl 411 Highland Ave
Winowich Margaret PO Box 484
Winters Mariana Mia, Wanda 2423 Red Oak Dr
Wyoming Valley Radiation Med Spec Ste 172 1143 Northern Blvd
Zubert Andrew Griffin Pond Rd
Dalton Pa 18414
Carpenter William L, Olive RD 2
Dalton Mechanical Services Inc PO Box 483
Dana Patricia Mason Estate 307 Lilly Lake Rd
Doud Harriet RR 1 Box 389
Edmonds Ethel E RR 3 Box 121
ESB Radiology c/o Edward J Walkowski Jr MD RR 1 Box 434−A
Hagan Mark, Mary Claire RR 3 Box 8
Hanes Alfred RR 1
Heil John C 13 Wyndwood Rd RR 3
Kaufman David RR 3 Box 290
King Virginia Grace PO Box 609
Messner Eleanor W RD 3 Locust Ln
Miller Lois 331 E Main St
Murphy Harold RR 3 Box 294
PMJ Productions Inc RR 3 Box 192
Ross Ruth PO Box 252
Simmons James RR 3 Box 232
Sipher Lois RR 1 Box 389
Smith William H RR 2 Box 149
Stone E Frances RR 1 Box 389
Tonti Jerome J, Ann S RR 2 Box 517
Wahlers Beatrice UW R D 3 Locust Ln
Wahlers Robert RD 3 Locust Ln
Walsh Robert, Nancy 122 Weatherby St
Williams Clarence S, Theodora A 508 W Main St
Williams Ruby T UA 3 3 71 RR 3 Box 232
Withers David PO Box 687
Dickson City Pa 18512
Angelo Melissa 630 Dundaff St
Bodtmann Samantha 729 Main St
Bootz Jean B 821 Price St
Bowler Helen 6 Miles Ave
Boyko Bryan c/o Edward Boyko 618 Pancoast St
Firestone Barbara 951 Lincoln St
Godwin M L 402 Maplewood Dr
Johnston Kimberly A 1201 Jennie St
Mazzoni Margaret 706 Woodmere Ave
Murphy Michele 638 Carmalt St
National Cash Advance 851 Scranton Carbondale Hwy
Oliveira Crystal 1029 Main St 1st Middle
Ostringa Richard T R 933 Main St
Paczkowski Stanley 261 Poplar St
Photography by Jim Nicolais In 350 Main St
Sadowski Herman A, Walter S 634 Carmalt St
Sadowski Walter S 634 Carmalt St
Southeast Toyota 729 Main St
Strizalkowski Ruth 1040 Lincoln Ave
Tanana Michael 327 Pancoast St
Topolski Ronald J 721 Albert St
Velikic Vladimir, Asherlee 512 Miles Ave
Watson William M PO Box 9073
Weber Joseph C 408 River St
Wilczewski Isabelle Estate of Veteran Dr Apt Bldg 7d
Wisniewska Jean 1115 Main St
Yardsheski Stanley 919 Carmalt St
Dunmore Pa 18512
Advantage Preferred Plus Claims PO Box 310
Alan Beef Co Inc Drinker Tpke Box 95
Alpert Dawn M 763 S Blakely St
Baker Randy C 208 Sunset Dr
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Banick Richard S 105 Swinick Dr
Battle Donata M 807 Butler St
Billig Charles S Finance Div Manager First National Community Bank 102 E Drinker
St
Bitcola Jean 208 N Blakely St Apt 102
Brandt Russell, Elaine 929 Wheeler Ave
Brandt Elaine 806 William St
Burns William 118 Franklin St
Butler Elizabeth, Carl R RR 1
Cartwright Mary 212 Gibbons St
Cipriana Pauline 108 Chestnut St
Cipriano John J 1416 Monroe Ave Ste 204
Conway Mark J 321 Spruce St Bank Towers Bldg Ste 301
Cudo James P 1420 Adams Ave
Desando Michael Jr 109 E Elm St
Dinoia John D 111 Mortimer St
Dunmore Abstract LLC 120 Monahan Ave
Evans Angelina 1 Gulotti Dr
Finan Louise M 720 E Warren St
Fitzpatrick Patrick 924 E Drinker
Gallagher John c/o Attorney Brian Cali 103 W Drinker St
Garvey Francis Margaret, John 933 E Drinker St
Gill Carol 315 Foote St Apt 2
Hardy Linda 1804 Electric St
Harleys Po Box 542
Hartnett John Laurel Hill Nursing Home 900 Mill St
Hastie Nettie 107 W Warren St
Holzma Margaret V, Margaret 731 Throop St
Juba George A Admini 177 Swinnick Dr
Kordanish Andrew A 733 Steckel St
Kveragas Joseph C 95 Drinker Tnpike
Lapergola Anthony T, Anthony 709 Cooney St
Lasalle Oil Company 809 3rd St
Laurenc Elizabeth H 402 6th St
Lloyd Diane Louise Finance Div Manager First National Community Bank 102 E
Drinker St
Lombardi Maria 1 East Drinker St
Lukasic Marjorie R 203 Sunset Dr
Maloney J Timothy, J Kerry, R Brian PO Box E
Massaro Edith 315 Foote St Apt 2
Mcdonald Janice 300 Ward St
Mecca Donato J 625 Cooney St
Milliron Sheila M Finance Div Manager First National Community Bank 102 E
Drinker St
Murphy James A 208 N Blakely St Apt 406
Neary Mary T 511 Boyle St
Nicolais Eugene Est of 407 N Apple St Apt 196
Oboyle Est James P, James P 2027 Green Ridge St
Oprisko Kevin A, Maren C 943 Throop St
Ostrowski Joseph C 1600 Greenridge St
Pa Resources Corp 400 Keystone Industrial
Parfrey Robert, Al 317 Spring St
Paulis Mary 1510 N Webster Ave
Pelley Daniel L 307 N Blakely Rd
Pennell Richard 302 Ross St
Professional Neurological Associates 121 S Apple St
Rokita Anne 619 Bednar St
Ruddy Eugene W Author 828 Jessup St
Ruddy Jule Estate of 117 Swinnick Dr
Russo Salvatore Lo 1104 Wheeler Ave
Sabia Anthony 107 W Warren St
Santerangelo Edward M Est, Edward M 205 Willow St Apt
Scanlon Margaret F 1609 Adams Ave
Sobolski Phyllis A 712 William St
Speicher Sarah 221 Sherwood Av
Stecher Louise R 1304 Woodlawn St
Sturgis Marion 329 Foote St
Summa Elizabeth 108 Chestnut St
Summa Rose 230 Franklin St
Tielli Albina 622 Chestnut St
Tielli Michael F 622 Chestnut St
Till Christina 1134 Hennigan St
Walters Julia M, Paul E 8 Ferguson Pl
Weiland Svecz Trasi, Kenneth J 425 Throop St
Elmhurst Pa 18416
Pryal Linda PO Box 219
Eynon Pa 18403
Chirstoforatos D 126 Handley St
Coccetti Margaret 115 West St
Crambo Katrina 740 Chestnut St
Rutkowski Josephine 115 West St
Fleetville Pa 18420
Smith Brian PO Box 108
Greenfield Township Pa 18407
Blank Donna 452 Hickory Ridge Rd
Burnett Mary Zita C O Margaret Smediey 150 Lakeview Ave
Coroniti Marla Ann, Lisa M 113 Healey Hill Rd
Hadsell Duane 542 Rte 247
Lindahl Natalie c/o Kathy Malia 559 Rte 247
Yurgosky Keith D 109 Amelia Ave
Jermyn Pa 18433
Brady John 1147 Rushbrook Rd
Brieden Margaret V 435 Jefferson Ave
Cacossa Dominick A, Josephine PO Box 452 Jermyn RFD 1
Caljean Anthony Sr PO Box 91
Druther Francis A 1528 Lakeland Dr
First Liberty Bank and Trust 645 Washington Ave
Hannigan Thomas J, Edward 624 Madison Ave
Janezic Donald 462 Mellow Ct
Kutch Adam C 438 Washington Ave
Kuzmiak Catherine, Donna M 702 Madison Ave
Larosa Marie 215 Rushbrook St
Liuzzo Stephen Michael, Julie 1004 Delaware St
Mancia Mary 333 Depew Ave
Mcdermott Bridget B 106 Delaware St
Misihowsky Ronnie 2008 Swika Ln
Opeil Margaret RR 1 Box 522
Shitiak J 327 Hudson St
Stillmeadow Inc 1586 Heart Lake Rd
Streeter Erica A 643 Madison Ave
Virbitsky Joseph, Connie PO Box 223
Whitiak J 327 Hudson St
Zheng Long H 627 Washington Ave
Jessup Pa 18434
Bzdick Ethel 418 1st Ave
Canevar Russel 140 Hudson St
Chorba Jaime R 803 1/2 Church St
Demboski Megan 627 4th Ave
Himchak Helen 402 Clarkson Ave
Ladomirak Nick 548 3rd Ave
Lepkowski Robert 512 Church St
List Patricia 214 Flynn St
Marra Vincent III 301 Church St
Mcdonough Jennifer 339 Atlantic St
Patuk Rose Mary, Bryan 904 Blakely St
Pitoniak George 505 Second Ave
Riccini Delphine, Aldo 1105 Spring St
Usher Thomas J Jr 118 Front St
Walsh Joseph Michael 324 Ln St
Wittenbreder Mary Est of 139 Hill St
Madison Township Pa 18444
Leone Michael 3333 Jubilee Rd
Mucha Nancy, Bryan 961 Aberdeen Rd
Sachse Wanda 800 Reservoir Rd
Scis Barbara Rte 690 East
Weise Antoinette 800 Reservoir Rd
Mayfield Pa 18433
Bell Elizabeth O 312 Whitmore Ave
Jaye Olga 803 Hill St
Korpusik Mary 803 Hill St
Krastek Andrew 635 May St
Mazzatta Kevin 740 Laurel St
Williams Leslie N Jr 719 Pine St
Moosic Pa 18507
Abboudi Morris 511 Park St
Altier Chad And Valerie 314 Glenmaura Dr
Bestrycki Blanche Est, Blanche 3310 Birney Ave
Carpenter Joan 247 Elm St
Connolly Frances, Lynn 721 Main St Apt 3
Corbett Jim Minooka Motor Sales 4141 Birney Ave
Coulter William M 523 Park St
Craig David c/o Mckinsey & Co 53 Glenmaura National Blvd
Ertley Chrysler Jeep 4225 Birney Ave
Flowserve Corp PO Box 3565
Ghergo Maruch N 431 Hudson St
Gilbro Realty Inc 808−810 Main St
Hafner Robert 4100 Lawrence Ave
Hennigan Leo, Ann Rene 1508 Grove St
Lomma Nicholas Anthony c/o Nick Decapua 3730 Lawrence Ave
Major June 191 Main St
Marti Leo A 809 Hollenback St
Moosic Hall Assn 430 Main St
Nicole Coggins 912 Spring St
Nowak Mary 238 Main St
Patterson Francis, Evelyn 238 George St
Price Catherine F, John C 608 Minooka Ave
Rose Kevin J 32 Washington St
Santo Lincoln Mercury Volvo 3514 Birney Ave
Summa Pearl Estate of 1201 Tennyson Close
Tanis Eleanor 816 Main St
Toole Estelle L, Kathleen 511 Park St
Vanluvender Lillian D 1115 Spring Brook Ave
Vaxserve Inc 72 Glenmaura Blvd
Vertus Logistics LLC 4000 4th St Ste 3
Winans Catherine 1115 Spring Brook Ave
Wojcicki Adam N, Erin M 3310 Birney Ave
Wood Carol Ann, Helen 545 Orchard St
Moscow Pa 18444
Azriel Susan 212 Craig St
Black Margaret RR 1
Brown Stephen E 766 Sandy Beach Rd Apt 2
Busteed Joan M RR 2
Carroll Betty J 614 Beech St
Chesik Josephine, Donald RR 2 Box 424
Coviello Michael J 927 Apple Tree Rd
Decesare Raymond C c/o Susan D Decesare RR 3 Box 3310a
Decesare Susan D RR 3 Box 3310a
Demarzo Frank RR 2
Dibble Kay M 272 Hamlin Hwy
Faiuum Sheikh A RR 9 Box 9518 Apt 3
Fecchi Joseph Attn Marian V Puzycki PO Box 716
Flederbach Jean PO Box 4380 RD 4
Golden Tina M PO Box 1078
Greenberg Lobo Tyler, Shireen Box 7117
Grochowski Joseph 310 Madisonville Rd
Gwyn Edward Jr 304 Barbara Dr 3
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Halkyer Michele 301 Elmwood Dr
Harris Jean E PO Box 2285a
Hinz Henry RR 6 Box 6574
Hoffman Sheri J RR 8 Box 8622
Hoover Charles R 103 Fawn Dr
Iannone John P 125 Windsor Way
International Literary Arts LLC RR 5 Box 5391a
Jacqueline Brostoski, GMAC 6 Box 6083a
Kenosky Sandra A RD 3 Box 3226
Klapatch Kathleen RD 1
Kopacz Jean Ann PO Box 494
Koziell Theresa RR 1 Box 1221
Lane Thomas W 4210 Bearbrook Rd
M & M Restaurant Supply RR 9
Mccormick Bonnie, Henry & Evelyn Hinz RR 2 Box 2125
Mclain Linda A RD 1
Morgan Shawn And Pamela RR 3 Box 3636
Murphy William J, Nancy A 912 Clearview Rd
Noll Michele RR 9 Box 9410
Ohler George I RR 9 Box 9506
Orlowski Richard, Angeline RR 7 Box 7180
Perih Maureen RR 4 Box 4278
Perrini Teresa RR 1 Box 1221
Puchalski Lawrence D Juble Rd
Puzycki Marian V, Jeremy, Walter c/o Marian V Puzycki PO Box 716
Puzycki Genevieve A c/o Walter Puzycki PO Box 716
Raguckas Ellen RR 6 Box 6574
Ridgeway Nettie 600 Neville Rd
Rinaldi Donato, Susan 840 Aberdeen Rd
Smacchi Adelaide, Louis A RR 3
Smith Judyann M Box 212 720 Church St
Stanat Irene RR 1 Box 1157
Stapleton Richelle, Gregory RR8 Box 8488
Temper Tantrums Invstmnt Club Attn Marie Alba RR 3 3387 A−2 Thomas Rd
Thompson Cody A, Renee RR 9 9257
Walsh William, Margaret RR 9 Box 9330
Yevitz Nicholas E, Mary c/o Francis Yevitz RR 3 Box 3146
Old Forge, Pa 18518
Bisbing Verna Est, Verna 124 North Main St
Blasi Vita F 5 Donny Dr
Casella Nellie, Vito 161 1st St
Chiodo Bernice 209 Charles St
Ciliberto Angeline Estate of 304 Kennedy St
Dale Harry 41 Connell Park
Dente Raymond J 714 Fallon St
Ferri Sarah 717 Moosic Rd
Genell Edward Estate of 308 W Grace St
Gladish Alexander, Mary 320 Charles St
Hartzog Mary 614 Lawrence St
Hodge Donald 246 South Main Stret
Keslosky Lillian 500 Short St
Kowalcik Stanley 135 Swartz
Lutz Lisa 301 W Mary St
Marrero Raphael J Jr 306 W Mary St
Mascioli Alba 218 Orchard St
Mattern Tina 111 N Main St Apt 5
Miller Freida 301 W Mary St
Palevac Elaine D 246 S Main St
Palilla Catherine Falon St
Penn Nancy N 43 Elm St
Skursky Leonard J 407 W Mary St
Soltysik Stella 1274 Bennett St
Trakemas Joseph 636 Oak St
Olyphant Pa 18447
Boyarsky Gerard M RD 1 Box 357
Calachino William J 133 West Line St
Deprimo Jeffrey L, Pamela J 214 Olyphant Ct
Doran Mary Claire, Francis 902 S Valley Ave
Dzwonczyk Joseph RD 2
Esposito Mildredbulat 306 Delaware Ave
Flower Basket The 215 Lackawanna Ave
Gouveia Rose 206 Gleenbush
Grimes Gertrude M 6 Kimberley Cir
Guman Michael 828 E Lackawanna Ave
Kirtack Mary 120 Swallow
Kostage Samantha H, Debbie 120 E Agnes St
Kristyniak Carol 211 Susquehanna Ave
Krushinski Charlotte Greengrove Rd
Matechak Mary 212 2nd St
Mccabe Joseph, Judy Ann 613 Elm St
Mcgowan Nancy, John 306 Delaware St
Nichols Mary 211 Susquehanna Ave Apt 314
Oakes Shirley RR 1
Overhead Door Co of Scranton Inc 715 Lincoln Ave
Pish Olga RD 1 Box 252
Polocer Mildred RD 1 Box 252
Rosipko Michael 340 Dolph St
Roskos Patricia 322 Birch St
Russin Michael 56 Ravinsky Rd
Sheridan Joseph 626 Sanderson Ave
Stuchlak Michael 115 Delaware Ave
Thompson Steven J RD 2 Box 42
Verbrugghe Alicia 203 Moosic St
Wallo Brandon, John 17 Hillcrest Dr
Warenzak Mary 322 Birch St
White Sarah 432 3rd St
Yurkavage Lori RR 2 Box 213 C Mundroro Rd
Peckville Pa 18452
Bestens Body Shop & Collision Cntr 724 Gino Merli Dr
Carey Michael, Carolyn 303 Virginia Ave
Chuhta Joseph 1130 Myers Ave
Coleman Herbert A 100 Railroad Ave Apt 104
Daffaro Viola 627 Pleasant Ave
Egreczky Anna 742 Gino Merli Dr
Esgro Ccynthia M 404 Keys Tone Ave
Fadden Edward 12 Flora Dr
Fuchs Melissa M 724 Gino Merli Dr
Giombetti Kara L 312 Keystone Ave
Jarrow Christopher 428 Delaware St
Kondraske Vincent, Helen 449 Delaware St
Lown Laurie 1001 Lincoln Ave
Malanczuk Mildred, Julia 207 Josephine St
Mid Valley Candy Co 900 Lillibridge St
Pecko Matt 1132 Main St Apt E
Rognoni Joan D 213 Keystone Ave
Russoniello Eleanor 627 Pleasant Ave
Speicher Thomas G 724 Gino Merli Dr
Villeneuve Thomas J Attn Thomas Villeneuve Chiropractic Ctr 1329 Main St
Wolter Robert M Jr 536 Main St
Roaring Bark Township Pa 18444
Roscioli Karen, Joseph 210 Wilcrest Rd
Wahl Ellen S 104 Townhouse Place
Scott Township Pa 18411
Anuszewski Ellen J 13 Brauer Dr
Scranton Pa 18501
Advocacy Alliance PO Box 1368
Parker Calvin C PO Box 642
Davis Eleanor G, Margaret 1019 Snyder Ave
Green Gloria PO Box 92
Heib George J PO Box 888
Hughes Robbins W PO Box 937
Larosa Patricia 303 Fmallacombe Dr
Pechin George H c/o MHA Clarks Smt State Hospital PO Box 1368
Robinson William C c/o MHA Clarks Smt State Hospital PO Box 1368
Roth Ruth M PO Box 888
Sandvik PO Box 1220
Sobol Gustave, Anna 2616 N Main Ave
Tucker Joseph c/o Mental Health Assoc PO Box 1368
Scranton Pa 18502
Pericoli Louis 237 Nay Aug Ave
Scranton, Pa 18503
Baker Terrance Author 520 Spruce St Ste 113
Besket Michael 326 Spruce St Apt 612
Blackwell Daisy 326 Spruce St Apt 510
Carlton Motors 321 Spruce St Bank Towers Bldg Ste #301
Cawley William F 499 Mulberry St Apt 515
Conway Mark J 321 Spruce St Bank Towers Bldg Ste #301
Crowley John 537−39 Linden Ave
Delvecchio Lenora 522 Spruce St
Fidelity Deposit 338 North Washington Ave
Gallucci Shirley 499 Mulberry St Apt 702
ID Group 101 Wyoming Ave
Keystone City Residence Inc 406 N Washington Ave
Klebon Richard Exec, Nicholas 527 Linden St
Mcgowan Nellie 229 Mulberry St
Mericle Hayley M 312 N Washington Ave Apt 2 Fl
Murray Financial Services 415 Spruce St
Needle Ida Spitz Est of 240 Penn Ave c/o Gene E Goldenziel
NT Bank 338 North Washington Ave
Optical NEI Inc 200 Mifflin Ave
Ottone Susan 122 Hennsy Ct
Penn East FCU 411 N 7th Ave
Pfeiffer Rose M 499 Mulberry St Apt 809
Primecare Pharmacy Services Inc 310 Adams Ave
Quandel Group 321 Spruce St Bank Towers − Suite 800
Rosar Jean Nevc 401 Penn Ave
Russell Robert c/o Blue Valentine Pennsylvania 700 Lackawanna Ave
Sukhnanan Seerojini 240 Penn Ave 2nd Floor
Talarico Fred J Jr 322 Adams Ave
Uniserve Insurance Agency Inc 538 Spruce St
Vitalec Walter, Sophie 325 Adams Ave
Walter John J 537 Linden St
Scranton Pa 18504
Acosta Jorge J 126 Meridian Ave
Amori Perina 1735 Dorothy St
Anticoli Michael, Jolene 2615 Price St
Badner George 2612 Frink St
Baum James 1500 N Keyser Ave
Beck Kevin D, Elaine 1733 Bulwer St
Bojnowski Edmund 1206 Watson St
Brunk Joseph D 215 N Fillmore Ave
Burke Thomas J Est of 1418 Lafayette St
Cadden Catherine, James M 813 N Main Ave
Calvert Paul 701 South Main Ave 1st Floor R
Care Cure Physical Therapy PC 224 N Broomley Ave
Cavanaugh Thomas A, Darus 1379 Watson St
Chmielewski Stanley, Kathryn 1171 W Elm St
Ciecinski Mary 156 S Fillmore Ave Apt 1
Coleman Marie E 1451 St Ann St
Delak Claire PO Box 52
Dennebaum Paul 1150 Cornell St
Derbin Edward 330 21st Ave
Dillon Elizabeth, Paul 320 N Sumner Ave
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Dougherty Darlene S 338 North Everettave
Dowling Robert 1215 Sloan St
Eavarone Joseph Estate of 302 1/2 N Bromley Ave
Edgar Francis R 218 N Main Ave
Esposito Kathy 308 N Bromley Ave
Estevez Daisy Almonte 442 South Main Ave Fl 1
Evans Alvin F 1205 1 2 Watson St
Farkaly Paul M 306 Crossin Ct
Forkal Kathryn 330 21st Ave
Fornaszewski David 441 19th Ave
Freda Lily Trust c/o Lily Freda 1524 Bulwer St
Garcia Rojas Mario, Astrid 106 Gerard St
Gardner Joseph 1439 Bryn Mawr Ave
Gilroy Frank Jr, Timothy, Mary A 1500 Farr St
Good Cents Const 1203 Schlager St
Grant Jacqueline 318 15th Ave 1
Hickey Margaret H, Eugene F 19 Forest Glenn Dr
Hodgson William Est, William 1652 Dickens St
Horton Annie P, Lennia 138 Meridian Ave
Hudak Perry Simone A 140 S Everett Ave
Jones William B Jr, William B 1131 W Locust St
Jones Tanya Zygmunt 329 N Sumner Ave
Jury Joshua 317 319 Christ Ct
Kelleher David M 204 N Hyde Park Ave
Keller Elizabeth 40 Little League Blvd
Kniolek Anthony P, Mary 1423 Sloan St
Kopack John 1213 Loomis Ave
Korwaski Edward, Joan 1119 Watson St
Kowalyk Richard P, Edward B 1521 Jackson St
Lesh Martin E 714 N Main Ave
Matthew Husted 1119 Rock St
Mcauliffe Paul, Ann Marie 1823 Luzerne St
Mchugh Mary C 301 Newton Rd
Mcnichols Edward J 1133 Swetland St
Meredick Maureen 1525 W Locust St
Miller Mary 515 Eynon St
Monumental Life Ins Co PO Box 97
Monumental Life Ins Co PO Box 155
Moran Leanne 724 Landis St
Murillo Mario 1832 Washburn St Apt A
Murphy Joann Estate of 1218 Washburn St
Murphy Thomas 1218 Washburn St
NCC Real Estate Division 120 N Keyser Ave
Nelson Carl A 1705 1/2 Price St
NFS 204 N Hyde Park Ave
North East Pa Auto 860 North Keyser Ave
Pearson Ronald P 515 Eynon St
Plishka Mary Ann 610 Landis St
Potochnick Eleanor, John 1602 Price St
Profera Inc 1136 Moosic St
Purnell Mary Ann 509 Luzerne St Fl 2
Ransom Lida R 1141 W Elm St
Reed William Jr 1319 Luzerne
Reilly Margaret M, John J Jr 805 Eynon St
Rocheshygelski Christine S 2016 Price St
Ruddy John N 1001 Jackson St Apt 209
Scanlon Winifred, Bernard 144 S Van Buren Ave
Shi Yong 1600 Jackson St Apt 11
Smith Olga 1814 Luzerne St
Straneva Mary 438 S 9th Ave
Taynoun Peter Joseph Jr 708 N Main Ave
Tayoun Joseph, Paul PO Box 46
Thomas Holly 708 N Main Ave
Tomczyk Ceil M 1158 Loomis Ave
Troupe Helen 1310 Oram St
Vacchiano Lorraine 1208 Pettibone St
Vancosky Walter E 21 Forest Glen Dr
Vandeusen Kathleen 127 S Sherman Ave
Vankuren Justin D 1324 Dartmouth St
Wall Robin 139 S Fillmore Ave
Weber Wilma 913 S 9th Ave
Whitman Roy 906 N Rebecca Ave
Woodburn Kenneth R 914 Eynon
Yarger Eric J 608 Landis St Front
Zaloga John J 7 Bald Mountain Rd
Scranton Pa 18505
Abdalla Maurice J 2 Scranton Pocono Hwy
Ace USA PO Box 5124
Affinity PO Box 4018
Airlines Compass Attn Emp Compass 001 PO Box 5888
Archiventure Inc 201 Lackawanna Ave Suite 2
Ariyani Fitri 120 S Irving Ave Apt 1
Bartley Mary B 402 Meadow Mnr
Battle Ann 403 Tall Trees Dr
Bauman Robert H 517 Willow St
Benitezortega Minerva 517 Pistton Ave
Bobbich George 1727 Pittston Ave
Bristley Anna 929 Cedar Ave
Brown Doris Estate of, Doris 5 Knox Rd Apt 224
Brown Mamie T 322 Prospect Ave
Burke Thomas M, Mary 630 Orchard St
Butchko Alexandra 3102 Grimes Ave
Buttitta Frank 122 Arnold Ave
Cab East LLC 2 Scranton Pocono Hwy
Care Improvement Plus PO Box 4347
Casciano Matthew R, Brenda M 620 South Webster Ave
Castanzo George Jr 835 Alder St
Clemens R T PO Box 3701
Cobb Pauline Ann 2010 S Webster Ave
Coss Ella J Valley View Tr 936 Pear St Apt 2−D
Costa Drugs Inc 609 Prospect Ave
Curtsinger William 155 Arbor Pl
Cwalinski Jennifer A, Frank 841 Hickory St
Damore Courtney 1608 Prospect Ave
Degilio Sally Estate of 2729 Pittston Ave
Delmar Learning PO Box 3419
Demorla Carmen 1427 Cedar Ave
Diaz Eileen 26 Genet St
Diesing Ronald E 614 Willow St Apt
Diskin Margaret M 2721 Cedar Ave
Donlin Charles E 822 Prospect Ave
Dougher Robert Estate of 333 Railroad Ave
Dubesky Steve 317 4th Ave
Dunkailo Kathyrn 626 Beech St
Dupre Sharon 2008 S Webster Ave
Eller Irene 944 Beech St
Elston Lucille D 929 Cedar Ave
Engleman Michael, Mary 15 C Valley View Terr
Esis Insurance PO Box 6566
Espinal Marleny L 635 Maple St Rear
Estrella Luis 26 Genet St
First General Services 620 South Webster Ave
First Liberty Bank & Trust Co 841 Hickory St
Francis Joseph 641 Pear St
Fueller Joseph P, Theresa 205 Donnelly Ct
Fueller Theresa 3000 Colliery Ave
Galicia Adriana 921 Hammct Apt 6
Gaughan Joseph 519 Brdway St
Gilmore David 44 Crown Cir 2d
Guerrucci Margaret A, John 103 Short Ln
Gupta Hitesh S 203 Lakewood Mnr Summit
Hales James F 1028 Prospect Ave
Harbay Richard 930 Willow St
Harris Joseph A 734 Brook St
Heller Jeffrey K, Andrew 810 Stafford Ave
Hernandez David 314 Willow St
Hernandez Sol Javier 921 Hamm Ct Apt 6
Hoover Chelsea 511 S Irving Ave
Jacobs Joel 544 Alder St
Janssen Barbara 913 S Irving Ave
Judge Delores c/o Pat Votaw 513 Alder St
Katz Bernard PO Box 5200
Kazmerski Beryl E Estate of Apt 26 26 Laurel Dr
Kemper Insurance PO Box 3057
Knorr Charlotte E, Paul 418 Cedar Ave
Kross Katherine 608 E Elm St1
Larose James A 1 Lake Scranton Rd Apt 217
Leoncini Louise M 2116 Pittston Ave
Lira Lindsey 1842 N Brookfield St
Lishok Genevieve 531 River St
Logan Joseph P Jr 732 River St
Loma James 101 Yesu Dr
Lombardi Joseph 512 Duncan St
Lomma James Michael c/o Anthony Loma 101 Yesu Dr
Lomma Nicholas c/o Lora Lomma 101 Yesu Dr
Lorusso Catherine 929 Cedar Ave
Maguire Elizabeth 944 Beech St
Makinski Salvatori, Peter 530 Maple St
Matoushek Marie 802 Prospect St
Mattei Achille Est, Grace 1924 Pittston
Matteucci Jacqueline 524 Emmett St
Mccrea Rosemary H R431 Pear St
Mcdonough James, Ann 936 Alder St
Mcdonough Dolores P 3220 Vipond Ave
Mcgraw Margaret Est 519 Brdway St
Melliand Catherine, Martin 1 Lake Scranton Rd Lutherwood Apt 306
Milberger Carol 730 Willow St
Morgan Isabella R, Rebecca 329 E Elm St
Murphy Marcella, Charles 805 Moosic St
Nicholoff Annette Est of 929 Cedar Ave
Oboyle Edward F 402 Meadow Mnr
Orzell Regina 1224 S Webster Ave
Papfrey Anna 1616 S Webster Ave
Parfrey Robert 1616 S Webster Ave
Powell Helen E 228 Seymour Ave
Prather Evrin 637 Alder St
Price Hilda Est, Hilda 321 Emmett
Price Audrey S 1228 Blucher Ave
Prinzivalli Maurice 713 Beech St
Quirico Mari 515 Ohara St
Ramalingam Senthil 303 Mountain Mnr
Ratchford Paul 121 S Irving Ave
Ratchford Paul Jr 121 S Irving Ave
Rencavage Margaret 641 Pear St
Reuther Alan 909 S Webster Ave
Ritter Gerard, Theresa 111 Florida Ave
Rogers Ernest, Rita 336 Rear East Elm St
Ross Ira S 614 Willow St Apt
Ross Jennifer 3009 Jones St
Russin Doris Est, Doris 923 River St
Schuler Robert P 1012 Cedar Ave
Secure Horizons Direct PO Box 4169 Refund Dept
Sesky Judith A PO Box 3323
Shevlin Patrick H 825 E Mt Rd
Shivock Ann T 222 Prospect Ave
Sidarovich John 423 Finn St
Singleton Marcy 528 Broadway St Apt 1
Slevenski Cherylann 634 Duncan St
Smartvalue PO Box 3897
Smith Solomon R 10a K Valley View Tr
Smulovitz Yetta 102 Yesu Dr
Sno Mountain 1000 Montage Mountain Rd
Snyder Marie F, Fred G 913 Skyview Dr
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Solan Savannah Janet, Richard S 524 Emmett St
Souffront Rosa 620 Breck St
Stevens Mary L 203 Tr Mnr
Sweeney Stella 2640 Pittston Ave
Tacchino Elaine 525 Ripple St
Tavares Venancio, Isabel c/o Cipriani Werner 409 Lackawanna Ave Suite 210
Tran Ngoc 1001 South Irving Ave
Trochinsky Christine 532 Cherry St
Unicare Pffs Claims Department PO Box 3897
Vasquez Daysi 912 Pear St 1b
Vullo Adeline R PO Box 3182
Wargo Mary 107 S Irving Ave
Wechsler Catherine 1102 Froude Ave
Whyte Alexander 828 Pittston Ave
Zalewski Chester S 614 Brook St
Zdanoski Leo J 2519 Birney Ave
Zheng Yong 510 Alder St 5
Zhou Ling Mei 2508 Colliery Ave
Scranton Pa 18507
Vetz Peter 35 Railroad St
Scranton Pa 18508
Allen Daniel L 1702 Wayne Ave
Antoniotti Mary A, Robert 911 Battle St
Armbrust Michael 2115 Belmont Ter
Avery Robyn 509 Mountain View Way
Babarsky Gerald T 2145 Durkin Ave
Barber Grace W 523 Delware Ave
Barcomb Georgianna E 2712 N Main Ave Apt 1
Bray Donald 3350 North Main Ave
Capitol One Auto Finance 509 Mountain View Way
Charles Margaret 1728 Wayne Ave
Chen Dun 2052 Margaret Ave
Chou Sing Lou 1758 Wayne Ave
Demas Peter 303 Smallacombe Dr
Eavarone Ann M Hopes Sup Fireprf Door R 1109 Jackson St
Gallagher William 411 Cayuga St
Gaughan Kevin, Kelly 1212 Ct St
Gervasi Melissa 1110 Albright Ave
Gomez Stephen, Jennifer 1201 Providence Rd
Gonzalez Enrique A 1206 Philo St
Gordon Florence 888 Scanlon Ave
GSA 5944401 1074 Barring Ave
Heinzman Dorothy, Thomas 310 Oak St
Hobbs Dolores 302 Spring St
Hudson Toyota 2209 Smt Pt Dr
Jablonski Janice 178 Charles St
Jimenez Fernando Feliciano 1505 Townhouse Blvd
Johnson Joshua Marc, Michelle J 308 Theodore St 2nd Fl
Jones Roger J 231 Hollester Ave
Langlois Laurent Patricia 816 Providence Rd
Laundry Solution 3 W Olive St
Mazzga Shirley A 1634 Ruane Ave
Mcnulty Patrick F, Patrick 337 Spring St
Meade Charles 232 Ferdinand St
Monster Enterprises LLC 818 Scranton Carbondale Hwy
Motorworld Collision 816 Providence Rd
Mulderig Mary 540 Mary St
Murray Joseph H 1807 Mcdonough Ave
Musclemag International 1779 N Keyser Ave Re K Moran
NE Rehabilitation Assoc PC 5 Morgan Hgway Ste 4
Noreika Albert 1041 Main St
Northeastern Rehabilitation Associates 5 Morgan Hwy Suite 4
Odonnell Edward 1207 Watson St
Oleary John Estate of 232 Ferdinand St
Orlando Carmella A, John 1249 Blair Ave
Osteen Thomas J, Nora A 1005 Smt Pointe
Pettinato Yolanda 1512 N Main Ave
Pica Theresa R 1063 Meade Ave
Ross Nicholas, Rose A 1651 Wayne Ave
Ruiz Omar 1904 Smt Point
Samad Soeratman, Sandra 1891 North Keyser Ave
Scarlata Helene M 720 Ct St
Schoen Mary J 515 Block St
Smyth Carolyn 100 Smallacombe Dr Unit 20
Sturgis Marion H 475 Morgan Hwy
Thomas Anne E 802 W Market St
Timothy Hewitt dba Brooke Insurance 3350 N Main Ave
Travis Alice 1205 Ct St
Valvano Margaret 925 Ferdinand St
Webster William L, Clara 813 Columbia 1st Fl
White Harry E, Mary J 334 Spring St
Wright Elouise S 1110 Diamond Ave
Zenker Thomas P 224 Oak St
Scranton Pa 18509
Anderson James 817 Dix Ct
Artprint Collection Warehouse 533 Oakford Ct
Awaj Corp Inc 915 Wyoming Ave
Baldoni Edward, Rosalie 606 Forest Ct
Barry William A, Joseph P 431 Phelps St
Betress Charles M Sr 1012 Richmont St
Borges Carlos T 919 N Washington
Bowser Harry R c/o David Bowser 1114 Green Ridge St
Brynarsky Victoria 1554 Sanderson Ave Lot 22
Buzdygon Stanley 530 Race St
Byrne June A 1023 Electric St
Cacciatore Carol 33a Brock Gdn
Calpin Winifred A 428 Dean St
Colarossi Felix Est 1630 N Washington Ave
Dillion Paul R 2506 Olyphant Ave
Doherty James A Jr 1709 N Washington Ave
Erlich Mabel 1520 Penn Ave
Evans Carl 1530 Sanderson Ave
Farry Edward J Jr 9 Park Gdns Apt D
Flannery Patrick J 1115 Richmont St
Flynn Irene 10b Park Gdns
Gordon Robert 1520 Penn Ave
Gorin Sylvan 1023 Electric St
Greater Valley Technology Alliance 201 Lackawanna Ave
Hartzell Christopher E, Lucille G 506 Deacon St Apt 1b
Hartzell Lucille G, Matthew K 506 Deacon St
Holmes Thomas M 901 Park St
Hutchins Douglas, Irene 1210 Sanderson Ave
Kapcs Rose 116 Green Pl
Koch Hallett Gladys, Frederick 427 Olive St
Kresge Linda M, Willard 613 Green Ridge St
Kresge Terry R, Willard 1432 Capsure Ave
Kromer Vera A 1530 Sanderson Ave
Leonard Edward Woodlawn St
Lloyd Russell H, Evelyn 631 E Market St
Mangan Frank X, Lois J 1744 Monroe Ave
Mann Jule 313 New St
Mattern Michael T, Lawrence 1009 Fisk St
Mccarter Barbara Ann 2121 Adams Ave
Mccormack Patricia A Scranton Primary Health Care 959 Wyoming Ave
Mullock Lawrence L 17 Park Gdns Apt B
Murphy Elizabeth, Nancy 1503 Jefferson Ave
Murphy Sophie M 511 Jadwin St
Murray Katharine 1003 Fisk St
Nolan Steven, Nolan Thomas 1303 Jefferson Av 2
Onepoint Inc 101 Poplar St
Ortiz Jose 106 Belvedere Dr
Penyak Raymond M Jr, Anna Rose 2121 Adams Ave
Pollock Elizabeth 410 Dean St
R J Burne Cadillac Pontiac 1205 Wyoming Ave
Raub Edward J 537 N Washington Ave Apt 425
Raymond Virginia Omalley 1021 Electric St
Reap Cara 914 Grandview St
Reap Jessica M 1743 Capouse Ave
RJ Burne Olds Cadillac Pontiac 1205 Wyoming Ave
Rodriguez Steven 620 Mineral Ave
Ruane Theresa L Park Gdns Apt 33d
Russell Alice E 1431 Electric St
Shirley John 1203 Sanderson Ave Apt 2r
Snopkowski Michael 2225 Shawnee Ave
Stanko Olivia 616 Mineral Ave
Steck Erna Estate of 2215 Riverside Dr
Suleiman Nasira 935 Madison Ave
Thompson Caroline E, George 2530 Blvd Ave
Vielhauer Marjorie 2225 Comegys Ave
Walker Carol A 1535 N Washington Ave
Wasko Nicholas S 1533 Meylert Ave
Waterman Robert, Ann 1702 Wyoming Ave
Weeks Ralph E II c/o Ralph E Week Co 710 Capouse Ave
Scranton Pa 18510
Bastian Wayne 613 Adams Ave
Benjamin Florence S 220 Erie St
Brown Victoria H 630 Adams Ave Apt 203
Butler Mary E Estate of 716 Ash St Butler Casket Co Inc
Cai Jianwei 421 Colfax Ave
Canterbury Helen S 819 Jefferson Ave
Carter Joseph 420 Colfax Ave Apt 6
Chvotkin Max C 913 Taylor Ave
Cruise Otis Golden Living Ctr 824 Adams Ave
Dempsey Mae W 1101 Clay Ave Apt 2a
Deodato Diane F 824 Adams Ave
Ellard Edward 636 Harrison Ave
Engleman Mary, M T 516 N Irving Ave Apt
Escobar Giulietta 337 Wheeler Av
Fortunato Margo Flexible Fi, Anthony 1101 John Ave
Fragin Gerald 341 Jefferson Ave
Frankowski Eric J 413 Prescott Ave
Gensey Andrew Est of c/o Advocacy Alliance 846 Jefferson Ave
Ginsberg Freedman Irene c/o E Liberman 925 N Webster Ave
Gownley John L 968 Wheeler Ave Apt 1
Hauffe Arthur Estate of 824 Adams Ave
Henneforth Clara 333 Wheeler Ave
Hobson Vionecia 810 Myrtle St
Howley Joan 630 Adams Ave Apt 203
Jones Seth Md 802 Jefferson Ave
Kelly Violet 1409 Vine St
Kopyar Ryan 420 Taylor Ave
Krause Marie M 5 Gordon Place
Laporta Guido 1121 Mulberry St
Laskowski Donald J 236 Colfax Ave
Lee Crystal 913 Monroe Ave
Libassio Phyllis 500 N Webster Ave Apt 507
Lyons Patrick F, Robert T 1518 Pine St
Magnot Rosemary, Mary 1221 Linden St
Manley Joseph E 540 Adams Ave
Maxey Helen K 812 Monroe Ave
Mazzarella Frank C 125 Sand St
Mchale Margaret P, Joseph F Apt 404 420 Adams Ave
Mcnulty Joseph H 816 Quincy Ave
Medina Nicole 1112 Prescott Ave
Moran Colleen 413 Quincy Ave
Morgan Dorothy H, Dawn 1519 Mulberry St
Morris Timothy O 1206 Vine St
Moses Taylor Apothecary 700 Quincy Ave
Murphy W Albert 1406 E Gibson St
Murphy William G 923 Taylor Ave
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Odierno Rose O GLC Scranton 824 Adams Ave
Ouslander Jerry 520 Clay Ave Apt 400
Parago Clifton A 716 Pine St
Patel Riddhi H 719 Prescott Ave #3
Philbin Francis D Estate of 824 Adams Ave Golden Living Ctr
Phillips Ida 414 Wheeler Ave
Pollack Jeannett 500 N Webster Ave Webster Towe
Pumilia Agnes A 330 Taylor Ave
Radocesky Michael 408 W Grove St
Rattiger George P Jr 1706 Ash St
Robinson Lois 820 Taylor Ave
Rojas Ramirez 929 Monroe Ave
Royce Denise M 904 Ash St
Sansone Rita Estate of 420 Adams Ave Apt 204
Sardy Virginia M 824 Adams Ave
Shean Constance 908 N Webster Ave
Sheppard David 439 Taylor Ave 1st Flr
Sheridan Deborah A 606 Harrison Ave
Skinner Stephen 609 E Gibson St 1
Smith Brian J 630 Clay Ave
Steckel Morris, Marian 816 Madison Ave
Stefin Sylvester 712 Harrison Ave
Telford Ann 824 Adams Ave
Vanvestraut Vita 525 Jefferson Ave Apt 302
Wahesh Edward 800 Linden St
Walker Margaret GLC Scranton 824 Adams Ave
Weisberger Lois 500 N Webster Ave Webster Tower
Womens Wellness Center 743 Jefferson Ave
Scranton Pa 18512
Harper Collins Publi c/o Lee Wontroski 1000 Keystone Industrial Pkwy
Runco Ralph, Rose 140 Dunmore St
Russo Dominick C 642 Simpson St
Scranton Pa 18519
Bruchko John 511 Johnson St
Scranton Pa 18577
Alanis Leticla, Jesus 1202 Regal Dr
Simpson Pa 18407
Brechner Josephine L 28 Crawford Ave
Hoyditch Anna 23 Railrd St
Marion Claire B, James J 25 Reservoir St
Minet Coury 526 Main St Apt 7
Petrilak Veronica, Nicholas 2 Ontario St
Petrilak Andrew P 12 Railroad St
South Abington Township Pa 18411
Agentowicz Sandra 24 Laurel Dr South
Catania Nancy M 203 Wells St S
Davis Lester c/o Judy Fluette 405 Venard Rd
Englemier Mary 1343 Morgan Hwy
Frieder Leonard P III 1214 West Grove
Leskauskas Anthony 1343 Morgan Hwy
Lewis Ann Marie 203 Wells St
Lucas Donna 203 Wells St
Reilly Michael 115 Edgewood Dr West
Peterson Deborah M, John K 522 Old Colony Rd
Schroeder Tyler Jay, Jay C 102 Jennifer Dr
Shepard Riley Baird 1214 West Grove
Truong Nguyen 118 Raquels Way
Sturges Pa 18447
Maslar Elmer David 140 Ontario St
Taylor Pa 18517
Arcaro Frank A 1306 N Main Ave
Arpia Ann 502 Rear Union
Boyle Ann Marie 207 Village Dr
Chofey Richard Jr 125 E Atherton St
David Delia, Robert J 101 Mackie Ln
Druckenbrod John J 105 Barbara Ln
Gaus Jeffery 90 Laurel Ln
Gaylets Sean 104 East High St
Guzior Joseph F 809 W Grove St
Hines Robert A II 117 S Main St
Jones John V, Diane PO Box 243
Kochan Joseph H 220 Tate St
Nageli Thomas D 510 Park St
Naida Jacqueline M Lot 1 Rockledge Tr
Obidinski James 126 Longview Dr
Powell Helen 215 Church St 2
Richardson Mary Ann 16 William St
Rinaldi Carol 1009 Baker St
Rusnak Andrew, Ann 130 S Ridge St
Santoro Benjamin, Vito 1128 S Main St
Soloman Anna 500 W Hospital St
Sweet Robert T 122 E High St
Telford James P 1007 Phillips St
Zaloga Adam 423 W Taylor St
Throop Pa 18512
Balcruis Elizabeth, Michael 38 Emerald Dr
Kalinoski Paula C 410 George St
Keystone Recovery Scranton Marshwood Rd
Mlaker Ronald J 508 Dunmore St
Mutsavage Kenny 533 North St
Nemetz John 132 Dunmore St
Panna Deborah 502 Oleckna St
Pesarchik Mary A 843 Goodman St
Plauga Stella 602 Edgar St
Runco Anna 439 Dunmore St
San Juan Domingo 309 Dunmore St Apt 8
Schank Richard 709 Sanderson St
Strawsky Edward J 122 Brick St
Wargo John Est, John 152 Brick St
Scranton Pa 18515
Penn Foster 925 Oaks St
Scranton Pa 18517
Pastelok Ruth 1100 Laurel Ln
Scranton Pa 18519
Mazur John J 969 Albert St
Mcguire James P, Paul 1010 Main St Apt
Waverly Pa 18471
Ballot James, Andrew, Barbara Box 42
Haudenschield Jeffrey PO Box 29
Jennifer Mullisky 520 Clinton St
Winton Pa 18403
Benjunas Rose M 1 1/2 River St
Lancaster County
Adamstown Pa 19501
Frankfort V PO Box 922 243 Willow St
Parker James PO Box 239
Wenrich William R, Tyler J PO Box 743
Elizabethtown Pa 17022
Ahlborn Hervey Dunlap 221 Hillcrest Ln
Behm Helen C Est 600 Freemason Dr
Bertolett Kathryn C 718 Radio Rd
Betz Joanne L 35 W Hummelstown St
Bode Frederick H 8118 Elizabethtown R
Boone Isabella 27 Truman Dr
Brinser Earl H Irrevocable Life Ins 119 Clover Ln
Brown Steven 3596 Valley Rd
Buela Mary E 35 Deer Ln
Carmax Auto Finance 95 N Handover St
Ciccarelli Joseph 1907 Ridge Rd
Cocker Vickie 346 Husky Rd
Corse Alan J 3366 Hill Rd
Covey Harriett R 27 Franklin Dr
Danneker Patrick 1327 Mill Rd
Dejesus Delgia 41 S Poplar St Apt
Dwyer Jonathan A 123 W High St
Elizabethtown Dental Asso Ltd 100 Continental Dr
Estrellita Chapter 512 600 Freemason Dr
Farmers Mut Ins Co 56 N Market St PO Box 228
Feller Verda M 8 Franklin Dr
Fields Gladys J 107 S Poplar St
Fissel Dorothy L, Adam 102 Florence Dr
Funck Elva R 59 Brown St
Funk Tony E 306 E High St Apt 1
Ganse David B Est 100 Freemason Dr Room 2502
Ginder Martin, Tekla 415 East Willow St
Ginder Mary J 313 E Cherry St
Greene Dwight 244 Conoy Ave
Hendricks Stephen E 1160 Tpke Rd
Hippens Chad W 41 Furnace Hill Rd
Hippensteel Tad W 41 Furnace Hill Rd
Hitz Cynthia 143 Clover Ln
Hutchinson Troy 161 Hereford Rd
Ill Andrew 187 Ridgegview Rd S
Jackson Betty B 1432 Mt Gretna Rd Apt 2
Johnston Virginia J 3221 James Buchanan Dr
Kamp John D 59 Brown St
Kieffer Catherine Est 4430 Woodcrest Dr
Lanni Joanne C, Lisa M 785 Radio Rd Apt 2
Lynagh Kathleen 155 S Poplar St Apt 113
Lyter Samuel 3646 Roundtop Rd
Mast Jacob F 522 Ridge Rd
Mckillips Goldie 114 Colebrook Rd
Mertz Glenn E 35 W Hummelstown St
Michael James W 95 N Handover St
Miller Keith W 840 S Mount Joy St
Minick Dean 135 1/2 Mechanic St
Minnick Dean Box 381e RD 1
Montville Lillian D 305 W Ridge Rd
Moore Paul C 24 Greenleaf Ln
Moran Deborah I 66 Cranfield Ct
Morrow Thomas O, Ann C 318 James Buchanan Dr
Mortgage Services Corp 24 Greenleaf Ln
Musser Michael, Fannie 360 Mount Gretna Rd
National Business Cards 90 S Wilson Ave
Neagley Daniel L 2874 Church Rd
Ness Michael Reid, Joan M 655 N Lime St
Ogle Brian S, Lori B 30 Kirby Dr
Opreska Mark P 82 Old English Ln
Parker Kathryn E 423 S Market St
Patterson William C, Lucille 1 Masonic Dr
Praff Stephen 512 1/2 S Market St
Rauser Mary 135 1/2 Mechanic St
Rauser Mary Box 381e RD 1
Sandoe Frances 581 Freemason Dr
Sanger Nancy G 100 Freemason Dr Apt 3591
Saunders Steven L, Emily J 740 N Hanover St
Smith Carolyn B, Kimber D 571 Freemason Dr
Snyder David A 4 Parkview Dr
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Spahr Nelson S, Amy E 594 E Hummelstown St
Stahl Beatrice 238 Cedar Manor
Stephens Sue F 363 Freemason Dr
Stewart Geoffrey A 11 S Market St Apt 114
Stoneroad Chad D 11 Cedar Mnr
Swauger Mary A 179 1/2 E High St
Taylor Gregory A 2907 Steinruck Rd
Uhrich Patti L 4265 Roundtop Rd
Van Ormer Kathleen B 344 S Market St
Via Chris, Ruth 1491 R Old Hershey Rd Box 738
Voss Beth A 236 Conoy Ave
Wagner Alberta S 581 Freemason Dr
Warfel Amos S, Dorothy E 555 Freemason Dr Apt 471
Warner Eugene 221 Rim Rd
Williams Sara M 355 N Hanover St
Wilson Tom 15 Fleet St
Wood Eleanor K Masonic Village 1 Masonic Dr
Zink Joanne B 22 Shybrook Crt
Akron Pa 17501
Adams Anna 102 N 9th St
Brendle Timothy G PO Box 44
Buonomo Louise 604 Oak St
Dailey Naomi 604 Oak St
Lonie William B 23 Springcrest Dr
Mondo Mona 679 G Brd St
Moyer Rodney 604 Oak St
Rhine Nita F 140 Dogwood Dr
Stoltzfus Sarah K 51 Fulton St
Bainbridge Pa 17502
Dunk Eugene S PO Box 437
Gerber Wesley S 1214 Amosite Rd
Gettle Cynthia 43 N Charles St
Kinsey Harvey, Clyde PO Box 92
Morgan Genevieve Topper 2379 River Rd Lot 26
Bausman Pa 17504
Quinn Daniel 12 Fairview Ave
Bowmansville Pa 17507
Dunston Dennis D 1249 Dry Tavern Rd PO Box 362
Krats Inc Sunoco Bo 1155 N Reading Rd PO Box 217
Brownstown Pa 17508
Douangsouri Phonethip 45 Charles Pl
Schmuck Verna E PO Box 73
Stoltzfus Abner S 54 Walnut Dr PO Box 129
William Beschel Est c/o Suzanne Mersky 51 Greenwood Cir Box 156
Christiana Pa 17509
Bear Douglas F, Kathryn 11 Bell Rd
Bevans Andrea G 1 Ross Fording Rd
Brown Scott A 60 Upper Valley Rd
Dague David, John 61 Saddler Dr
Diodato Maria 14 E Gay St Apt 1a PO Box 065
Guevara Steve 1475 Georgetown Rd
Hogg Timothy W Jr 308 Newport Rd
Hoopes Jonathan T 361 Creek Rd
LC Auto Body Inc 5921 White Oak Rd
Nellius E Roy Jr Est, Lenna M Adams 317 S Bridge St
Riehl Elizabeth B, Stephen S 1033 White Oak Rd E
Sterling Auto Body Center 1475 Georgetown Rd
Strehle Joseph D Jr 1428 Georgetown Rd
Wood Elmer, Elsie RTE 1 Box 50
Columbia Pa 17512
AL Manmiller & Son 4320 Fairview Rd
Abel Harold M, Evelyn M 603 Walnut St
Albert Mary L 3738 Kennel Ave
All Wood Cabinets 121 Walnut St
Andrews Jennifer 320 Perry St
Askey Lorraine, Robert 653 S 9th St
Aston Donald L, Viola E 151 S 8th St
Barnes Rose M 757 Walnut St
Bechtold Roy W 624 Sycamore Dr
Bennett Kathleen M 400 Union St Apt 505
Bennett Martin 211 S 2nd St
Brenner Iva D 2622a Ironville Pike PO Box 282
Bridsong Kimberly 622 Raintree Rd
Brubaker Barbara A, Barbie 271 S 5th St
Buchanan Brenda L, George 6th Walnut St
Buchanan Sharleen 523 North 2nd St
Byrne William Jr, William, Rose 224 South 3rd St
Chambers Daisy L 400 Union St Apt 1002
Chaney Sara 662 Pln St
Cooper Roseclaire S Est c/o Michael Grab 327 Locust St
Cowan Ken E 200 Luther Ln Apt 435
Crawford John 400 Mill St Apt 203
Eastridge Ronald 609 South 16th St
Edwards Marynell 133 S 3rd St #1
Etter Karen 622 Raintree Rd
Foy Alexia C 3948 Marietta Ave
Fuhrman Lucille L, Dale H 509 Union St
Fury William H, Clarice M 4395 Marietta Ave
Global Advancement for the Deaf Inc c/o Missy Ankrum 2419 Ironville Pike
Haldeman George F 571 Walnut St
Havice Walter J c/o J M Waughtel PO Box 31
Heistand Ruth I 133 S 3rd St #1
Herbert Carolyn T, William J 302 South 4th St
Hicks Patricia D 500 Chestnut St
Horst Jamie Lynn, Lynn R 311 Cherry St 2nd Flr
Howard Harry L Sr 177 S 5th St
Hurley Angela L 214 N 3rd St Apt 2
Jarrett Anthony Lee 1247 Loop Rd
Kaitlyn Blasick Trust 50 Lancaster Ave Apt 6
Kauffman C, R 3948 Marietta Ave
Knighton Cecelia C 108 Cedar St
Knittle Tim 1277 Kinderhook Rd
Lehman Lamar, Anna 109 S 2nd St Apt 5
Loraw Fred 2355 Ironville Pike
Lusk Margie H, Lusk Garland 1136 Manor St
Manley Joseph E 622 Raintree Rd
Markel Betty B 1200 Chestnut St
Martin Mattie G 2646 Ironville Pike
Montville Robert J Est c/o Michael Grab 327 Locust St
Moser Maryann 670 Hempfield Hill Rd Lot 23
Noll Kevin M 208 Poplar St
Pennington Hilda M 3725 Horizon Dr
RC Towing 2646 Hemlock Dr
Reisinger Richard 4025 Minure Dr
Richardson Charles, Joanne 175 S 5th St
Riehart Michael J 2419 Ironville Pike
Scantron Corp 3975 Continental Dr
Sears Mary V 3952 Columbia Ave
Shirk Michelle A 794 Hempfield Hill Rd
Shumaker Catherine, Benjamin 337 Union St
Smith Jeffrey PO Box 162
Smith Samuel W 400 Mill St Apt 612
Snelbaker Daniel E 292 S 5th St
Stoak Joann M 60 Cir Dr
Suess Sharon L 807 Old Chickies Hill Rd
Swatsworth William RR 3 Box 9a
Ulrich Richard W 200 Luther Ln
W Banes E 757 Walnut St
Walter Melvin Sr 3735 Kennel Ave
Walton Emma 3735 Kennel Ave
Watts Mary 915 Blunston St
Weader Edna M 745 Chickies Hill Rd
Wenig Paul L 301 Chestnut St Apt 2
Wescott Gerald 400 Union St Apt 703
Williams Lamont 29 N 6th St
Wise Crystal J 524 Pitney Rd
Young James E 616 S 15th St
Zimmerman David L 639 Hempfield Hill Rd
Zimmerman Neil 543 Blue Ln
Conestoga Pa 17516
Black David A, Susan 696 River Corner Rd
Byers Dolores V 32 Chestnut Grove Rd
Fritz Dorothy V c/o Ginny Anspach 110 Arrowhead Cir
Gearhart Fannie B 6914 River Rd
Herr Harold L 837 Stone Hill Rd
Laskowski Natalie M 536 River Hill Rd
Madonna Florence S, Frank J RR 2
Parrish Sherri Lynn 1 Lilac Dr
Pries Ashley M 242 Pequea Blvd
Providence Chrysler Dodge 696 River Corner Rd
Scarborough Margaret 74 Silver Mine Rd
Sweigart Mitchell L, Mark 1021 Letort Rd
Todd Margaret G, Coulson E 41 Run Valley Rd A
Webb Steven M Sr 15 Safe Harbor Village
Denver Pa 17517
Akers Stephanie, Brian 521 Locust St
Ashcroft William III, Valerie J PO Box 84
Collemacine Edward 529 S 4th St
Crossan Judith E 1 Garvin Rd
Disimone Philomena 319 Hill Rd
Frankford Lena I 185 W Maple Grove Rd
Gehman Dennis G 1571 Dry Tavern Rd
Goodall Mary 465 Hertzog Valley Rd
Goodall Oakley C 11 James Dr
Hehnly Gloria 15 Fausnacht Dr Apt 15
Hertzog Roy H Jr 67 Stony Run Village
Hornberger Richard 142 Main St #2
Kiehl Virginia W 79 Sunrise Cir
Landis Deborah 15 Fausnacht Dr Apt 15
Landis Jeffrey 382 Netzley Dr
Leed Paul S 440 Walnut St
Lombardo Alfred J 404 N 7th St
Long Harold R 6 Muddy Creek Church Rd
Marks Mary 2 James Cir Apt 3
Mensah Kent Staff Management 80 Denver Rd
Moon Tae Y 817 White Oak Rd
Rauser Dorothy 75 North King St
Reinhart Nicholas J 450 Hertzog Valley Rd
Rosado Alejandro 9 Barnhill Rd
Silk City Diner 25 Sandoe Rd
Silk City Diner 43 South Walnut St
Van Zant Allen C Est c/o Alex C Van Zant 100 N 6th St
Zerbe William 1613 Dry Tavern Rd
Drumore Pa 17518
Astheimer Sara 1405 Lakeview Dr
Barker Richard Glenn Jr 1134 Lancaster Pike Apt 2
Hash Robert J, Thelma RR 1
East Earl Pa 17519
Blank Alvin 1268 East Earl Rd
Dougherty Rita T 4913 Division Hwy
Graybill Edna N, Omar 741 Wide Hollow Rd
Jimenez Lianne c/o Alma Rodriguez 80 Grayson Ave
Legacy R V Center LLC 1352 Main St PO Box 325
Newswanger Wilmer 1785 Spring Hollow Rd
Rickert Anthony 1300 Martin St
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Swope Daniel L 81 Gentle Dr
Wipf Michael 583 Wentzel Rd
Zook Glenn PO Box 164
East Petersburg Pa 17520
Baker Darren 2532 Miller Rd
Bashaw Larry 6056 Hampton Ct
Erhard Barbara A, Cory J 5302 Lake Dr
Frey Kimberly A 6090 Lemon St
Lopez Orlando M 2674 Northfield Dr
Pardue Guyla M 5213 Brook Dr
Phelan Ida E 6090 Lemon St
Rineer Helen M 2056 Graystone Rd
Salapeh Cecilia, Eric W 6504 Hollow Dr
Seachrist Gary 6361 High St
Shadeck Nancy A 1950 State St
Shenk Virginia M 2512 Miller Rd
Shultz Richard F, Betty J PO Box 152
Szczepkowski Kristy 1951 Larch Ave
Tegtmeier Frank D 5818 Clarkson Dr
Unangst Romaine E, Robert B 2487 Valley Rd
Walton Emma E 2056 Graystone Rd
Williams P D Est 5203 Brook Dr
Wine Gerald C Jr, Elizabeth P 2558 Golden Dr
Yellow Transportation 5100 Main St
Young Sherri 2840 Graystone Rd
Ephrata Pa 17522
Amico Enterprises Inc dba Galens of Ephrata 389 North Reading Rd
Bank of Lancaster County 280 N Reading Rd
Bayside Auto Transport 2257 W Main St
Brunner H D 963 W Main St
Buck Ian M 117 W Conestoga St
Carole A U 231 Park Ave
DE Communications PO Box 458
Davis Donna 106 Lilly Dr
Demaddis Antonette T 509 Wabash Rd
Demmy Dana 152 Blk Horse Rd
Durian Jessica T, Conrad M 182 Eagle Dr
Eckman Caitlin 29 Horseshoe Dr
Edye James 2260 W Main St
Engel Bradley C 405 Stephen Cir
Falkenhagen Linda M 245 Duke St
Fields Kevin M, Cindy S 83 Gentleness Dr
Firestone Joyce, Harry 223 Railroad Ave
Fravel Janna PO Box 27
Garcia Rufino 60 Eagle Dr
Gettle Neal E 43 N Charles St
Giron Cesareo, Amalia 936 N State St
Good David 55 N Church St Apt 2
Granger Karen S 312 Frysville Rd
Great Barrier Fishing c/o Susan Ashcroft 400 W Main St
Greenly Avous 108 Queen Annes Way
Grewal AJ 130 Eagle Dr
Harnish Loretta 1312 Farmcrest Dr
Hershey James T 491 Church Ave Apt 7
Ingham Marietta F, Charles L 99 Bethany Rd Ephrata Manor
Ingham Marietta Mrs RTE 1
Lehr Ronald C 678 E Main St Apt A
MTS Travel 124 East Main St Fourth Floor
Marin Gabriel 1369 Apple St
Marti Motor Rentals 325 C South Reading Rd
Martin Asso of Ephrata 280 Pleasant Valley Rd
Martin Darryl Transamerica Life Insurance Co 229 Washington Ave
Martin Ruth 333 Wheat Ridge Dr Rm 5
Martins Ice 280 Pleasant Valley Rd
Mauzy Jean 75 Blackberry Ln
Mills Carol Lee J 2002 W Main St Trlr 50
Mull Mary E 222 Penn Ave
Mulvenna Edward J 113 Niss Ave
Murphy Family Trust c/o Dtd 12 2 1997 55 Clay School Rd
Needles Martha V, Edgar C 16 N Oak St
Neighbors James M Jr 75 E Mohler Church Rd
Ostrander Scott R 4 Hoover Dr Unit 106
Rane Bathing Systems 344 N Reading Rd
Reich Annie 1069 Ridge Ave
Ricca Daniel Jr 57 E Pine St
Rodgers Marty 237 N Reading Rd
Rutt Elam B 220 Rock Rd
Seibel Robert E 222 Penn Ave
Seifred Kathy S 29 Horseshoe Dr
Sheaffer Barry E 60 E Franklin St
Shiffler Florence I, Paul 23 N Market St
Smith Clarence Est 117 Ridge Ave RD 2
Soldner K 999 W Main St
Supernet 4139 Oregon Pike
Taft Jeffrey W 347 Hilltop Dr
Thompson Nicole R 166 Heatherwood Dr
Turner Angela D 154 Linda Tr
Twin Medical Co 344 N Reading Rd
Walukiewicz Dolores 203 W Main St
Wealand Eva R 108 S Market St
Wealand Shirley 1323 W Main St
Weidler Antoinette, George 403 Washington Ave
Weik Audrey A 103 W Main St
Whipple Ronald Dean 682 E Main St
Williams Patrick 14 Perseverance Ln
Witmer Corvin 8 Sunflower Dr
Yoder Ralph 280 N Reading Rd
Zaccagnini Ann 259 E Walnut St Apt 1
Gap Pa 17527
Bawell Marcus 742 Mount Vernon Rd
Beckenbaugh Anna M 406 Sunset Ln
Carlisle Jeffrey F 851 Pequea Ave
Coulter Brandon 831 Pequea Ave D
Coy Wallace PO Box 221
Godshall Jacob R 832 Longview Ln
Graham Virginia A 17 Mary Dr
Julius Ellen 5430 Strasburg Rd Apt 19
Kolasensky Cecelia, Thomas RD 1
Madanat Charlene 1134 Simmontown Rd
Miller Earl Est 10 Sadsbury Ln
Palmenta Sharon E, Frank D RR 2 Box 2180 Seese Hill Rd
Rice Michael, Kaye L 786 Lime Quarry Rd
Sheldon Riley H 5190 Lincoln Hwy
Slaymaker Christopher M 812 Pequea Ave
Warner Sharon 842 Timberline Dr
Goodville Pa 17528
Horst Dora PO Box 72
Sellers John M PO Box 651
Gordonville Pa 17529
Keylor Erma 21 Janis Rd
Parente Georgetta 51 Poplar St
Zook Amos S 3438b Harvest Dr
Holtwood Pa 17532
Cooper David B, Karen S, Jared M 1137 Holtwood Rd
Denlinger Tara 480 Clearfield Rd
Douglas Wallace G, Alice D 159 Bethesda Church Rd W
Good Robert L 17 Drytown Rd
Griest Ralph H 18 Martic Hts Dr
Hess Jennifer R 1247 Silver Spgs Rd
Martin Shannon E 57 Penny Rd
Ortman Maris 1163 Haltwood Rd
Stoltzfus Carol L 271 Pencroft Dr South
Hopeland Pa 17533
Brubaker Dwight L, Sarabeth S PO Box 103
Woffenden Pearl W PO Box 182
Intercourse Pa 17534
Covelens Ken PO Box 473
HGID Inc 3541 Old Philadelphia Pk
Reaver Flo A PO Box 231
Kinzers Pa 17535
AT Mgmt c/o Anthony Beltran 593 Rogers Corp
Bomberger Arthur L Trust 3948 Lincoln Hwy E
Esh Jonas 150 Spring Gdn Rd
Scarborough Caroli PO Box 166
Kirkwood Pa 17536
Bontz George R 21 Frederick Way
Borkowski Andrew 92 Phillip Dr
Brown Eurena 664 Danbury Dr
Carter John PO Box 16
Fisher Gideon D, Katie S 144 Springhill Rd
Garrett Dathan 664 Danbury Dr
Hoffman Ruthann M, David L 54 Academy Rd
Testerman Randall 668 Puseyville Rd
Zak Gerald 38 John Dr
Lancaster, Pa 17573
Burkhart Aaron, Gail 530 Fairview Ave
Phillips Mary A, Albert 310 W James St
Lancaster Pa 17601
Angermier Charles V, Marlene 1715 Swarr Run Rd Apt K7
Auker Michelle M 2211 William Penn Way
Bailey James 1750 Saffin Cir
Bashore Ralph B 502 Elizabeth Dr
Beck Julianne L 1717 Windsor Ave
Behavioral Healthcare Consultants 1755 Oregon Pike
Beitzel Dawn 571 Millcross Rd
Bell Frances Reichard, Edwin L II 1121 Oakmont Dr
Berdiner Joan, Paul 570 Lausch Ln Ste 100
Beutner Edward 1331 Deer Ln
Bewley Robert, Karen 1106 Olde Hickory Rd
Blevims Clayton 1282 Manheim Pike
Blyth Patricia c/o Mary Malan 2510 Old Orchard Rd
Bramlett G Est 3299 Randy Rd
Brubaker Charles E, Jane E 630 Fountain Ave
Brubaker Don 1284 Rohrerstown Rd
Bryner Jeffrey Scott 1131 Persimmon Dr
Bryson Richard L, Carolyn H 2001 Harrisburg Pike
Bull Rebecca 41 Tenby Wy B
Burke Shawn T 1348 Stillwater Rd
Burnett Elaine 162 Tanglewood Ln
Campbell Brad 1614 Glnn Rd
Campbells Food Service 208 Topland Dr
Carlisle Companies Inc 1919 Old Homestead Ln
Carter Patricia A, Clair A 2151 Thoroughbred Ln
Cass Mary Louise 32 Deerford Dr
Cdcentric Com 1702 Hempstead Rd
Chanandin Laila 910 New Holland Ave Apt A10
Chokshi Kiranchandra T, Hasumati K 685 Royal View Dr
Coleson Diane V, Diane 919 Imperial Dr
Conestoga Heating Plumbing Supply Inc d/ba 160 Contestoga Heating La 1223
Manheim Pike
Connolly Kathleen 3165 Thistle Ln
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Construction Mtg Acception Corp 805 Estelle Dr Suite 101
Courtyard Lancaster 1931 Hospitality Dr
Curtis Kevin 1018 Olde Hickory Rd
Deery Craig D 379 Carter Moir Dr
Dehlert Charles E 350 Valley Brook Dr
Dillingmusselman Julie 3313 Marietta Ave
Dinunzio Suzanne 610 Burlington Dr
Dolk Elizabet 434 Revere Rd
Donnelly Joseph A, Honora 620 Mcgrann Blvd
Driver Annette M 3 Mill Ridge Ct
Dudley Baiesha 8 Colonial Crest Dr
Duperval Marie M 140 Knollwood Dr
Dutch Apple Dinner Theatre 510 Ctrville Rd
Edelson Simon S 1268 Cobblestone Ln
Electronic Repairs 1833 Sturbridge Dr
Elemar Inc 111 Butler Ave
Eljak Isameldin 7 Colonial Crest Dr Apt Flr G
Ertel Carol A 124 Suncrest Rd
Family Eye Group 2110 Harrisburg Pike
Faranda Joseph R 210 White Oak Dr
Fedele Alexander E 1972 William Penn Wa
Fitzpatrick Frank L 1045 Chapel Forge Dr
Funland Inc 24c E Rosevl Rd
Gainer Edna 717 E Madison St
Gastaldo Robert 826 Willow Rd
Glatfelter Mary J 2518 Sahab
Golden Arthur S Est 1044 Oldie Hickory Rd
Guzmanmelgen Luis M 708 Skiline Dr
Hake Michael E 667 Golden Eagle Way
Hanner Deborah L 3119 Dale Dr
Heinley Donald E 2294 Albern Blvd
Heisey Jonas S 1520 Harrisburg Pike Apt 384
Hellmann Zachary 4030 O Henry Pl
Hermann Madeline A 2284 Albern Blvd
Herr Lloyd W III, Lloyd W 433 Longmeadow Rd
Herskowitz Systems Solutions 83a Valley Rd
Highland Realty Group LLC 601 Estelle Dr
Hilbert Grace C 353 Bracken Dr
Hoak Hazel H 309 Butler Ave
Hohman Nick A 856 Martha Ave
Holzinger Irene 1520 Harrisburg Pike
Hoover Alfred L 3111 Briarwood Blvd
Hoover Thomas Michael 1348 Stillwater Rd
Huffmyer Dennis K, Ilia I 1933 Geraldson Dr
Infectious Specialists of Lancaster 2106 Harrisburg Pk #301
Jayadevan Rajeev 1329 Jasmine Ln
Jones Jeffrey 560 Wallingford Rd
Jones Ward C c/o Gladys M Jones 227 Greenview Dr
Keares Melissa 205 Pulte Rd
Keating Lawrence L Jr 1509 Queen Ln
Kebede Emu 365 Colonial Crest
Keller Jane 2654 Stagecoach Ln
Kilgore Joseph E 358 Springton Way
Kitt William 1010 Mcgrann Blvd
Kline Mary Ellen 610 Springton Way
Kocher Gail 1056 Cobblestone Ln
Koehler Moira c/o Alice Cassidy 188 Valleybrook Dr
Kollabnet Inc 1910 Fruitville Pike Ste 4
Korina Mohamed 1521 Robert Rd
Krause Lawrence 309 Copley Dr
La John D 1718 Longview Dr
Lancaster Car Mart 1100 Harrisburg Pike
Lancaster Ice Rink 371 Carerra Dr
Landis Patricia Lynn 32 Deerford Dr
Le Kim Phuong 425 Springton Way
Lee Chull 2304 Middlegreen Ct
Levitan Mary 2187 Coventry Rd
Lewis Marion J, George 1028 Marshall Ave
Lewis Ben 1320 Deer Ln
Lewis Stanley 124 Welsh Dr Apt C
Lopez Gladys E 2785 Cobblestone Ln
Lorelli Colleen 930 Corvair Rd
Lyons Mason P, Jason C 232 E Roseville Rd
Maiese Laverne Est, Laverne 1048 N Pulum St
Malan Mary 2510 Old Orchard Rd
Mallik Donna X 10 Petersburg Rd 4
March Catherine S 622 Mcgrann Blvd Apt B3
Marin Nora B 854 Gail Place
Martin Naomi I 901 Stonebridge Dr
Mason Joel T 962 Olde Hickory Rd
Master Spas of Central Pa Inc 221 Pitney Rd
Maurer Charles 618 N Preyc
Mcelroy Harold T 81 Peach Ln
Mcguire Kendra 113 Pinnacle Point Dr
Michael Mckee Ttee Mppp Dtd 20 Granite Run Dr
Mid Atlantic Gastrointestinal 2104 Harrisburg Pk Ste 300
Miller Shirley J 3178 Thornapple Dr
Minnich Stacie 228 E Knoxville Rd
Mullen Andrew 852 Pleasure Rd
Mullican Frank R, Idah M 2171 Horseshoe Rd
Mulvaney Kathleen Patricia, William P III 2349 Butter Rd
Myers Dorothy H 1830 Santa Barbara Dr
Napmcp Inc c/o R E Baron Secretary 23 Valleybrook Dr
Neuber Pryor E 3001 Lititz Pike
Neuer Ronald C 2143 Brockton Rd
Nguyen James 2374 Lititz Pike
Nuber Pryor E 3001 Lititz Pike
Otoole John K 390 Blossom Hill Dr
Overlook Golf Course 2040 Lititz Pike
Pacelli James P Jr 501 Prince George Dr
Patterson Michael J 3337 Nolt Rd
Peacock Keith 114 Glenmoore Cir
Phillips Benjamin M, Kathy K 818 Cooper Ct
Phillips Morgan James 822 Sylvan Rd
Physicians Alliance Ltd 3045 Marietta Ave
Putt Lester W Jr, Jennifer L 875 Indian Spgs Dr
Rau Andrew Jr 959 Edgomoor Ct
Reeser Russell K 24 West Filbert St
Reich Marvin, Everett 932 Edinburgh Dr
Rhoads Ethel E 146 Maple Ln Apt 5
Rittenhouse Dorothy 1913 Oregon Pipe Apt D7
Rivera Luis 155 Colonial Crest Dr
Rogers John W 2142 Quail Dr
Ronson Transportation PO Box 7748
Russell Thomas R 2029 Bloomingdale Ave
Russs Towing 537 A Roseville Rd
Samii Douglas DDS 280 Granite Run Dr
Sanchez Damaris 1455 Fruitville Pike 7
Savage Christopher 1909 Oregon Pike Apt E2
Sawyer Barry L 47 Valleybrook Dr
Schafer Ruth E 809 Dorsea Rd
Schaffer Edgar Est 329 A Eden Rd
Schindewolf Valerie S, Robert P 2335 Woodwick Rd
Secunda John D 2040 Mallard Dr
Serls Swerls LLC 1937 Fruitville Pike
Shaffer Sandra K Travel Lodge 1492 Lititz Pike
Shannon Robin 1236 Cobblestone Ln
Sheckard Florence E 1026 Marshall Ave
Shenk Ira A Est 535 Friendship Ave
Sherdon Isabel B 392 Alden Dr
Silverthorn Agnes C 951 Woodridge Blvd
Simpson Eva Est 1042 Chapel Forge Ct
Singh B P 623 Patriot Dr
Sleep Disorder Asso 705 Skywall Ln
Smallwood Charles E 433 Valleybrook Dr
Sovereign Bank 1835 N Eden Rd
Splain Velma M 400 Glen Ridge Dr
Stanke Shirley A 2161 Harrisburg Pike
Stephens Mark 2278 Coventry Rd
Stramara Leonard 305h Eden Rd
Styles Eugene B, Blake 2109 Lyndell Dr
Suarez Christine E 2018 Wynfield Dr
Sweigart Geraldine 1137 Oakmont Dr
Tedeschi Tom 1416 Mission Rd
Terry Michael 735 Park City Ctr
Test Teddy Neal 1532 Biltmore Ave
The Balliol Corp 24a E Roseville Rd
Valu Bernadine E, Michael B 1003 Janet Ave
Vesotski Raymond T 37b Tenby Way
Volgan Eleanore B 392 Alden Dr
Warren Harry 1866 Colonial Village Ln Ste
Watson Sarah H 2829 Lititz Pike
Welkowitz Rochelle F 1075 Hunters Path
Wenger Janice G 1726 Santa Barbara Dr
Wenrich Robert L 1626 Ridgedale Dr
Wheeler Ellen 664 Juliette Ave
White Wolf Security 1052 New Holland Ave c/o Tim Rosenberg
Wilkinson Alice RD 5
Wittensoldner Eric L 1006 Marshall Ave
Wohlsen Construction Co 805 Estelle Dr Ste 104
Wolf Motors Chapman Ford 1485 Manheim Pike
Zahm George E 732 E Chestnut St
Zeising Evelyn H 2001 Harrisburg Pike 427
Zenebe Etayehu 365 Colonial Crest
Zhong Tao 1811 Rohrerstown Rd
Lancaster Pa 17602
Adam Carl B 1812 Conestoga Ave
Aguasvivas Tonya 528 S Lime St
Alicea Ronald 201 Holly Ln
Alonso Luis 344 North Lime St Apt 1
Alvarez Carlos 362 New Holland Ave
Ammay Robert E 634 E Madison St
AMQ Software 519 Church St
Anderson Beth L 16 Lepore Dr
Anderson Patricia 338 Stevens Ave
Anderson Robert 320 S Duke St
Annese Stella 47 Cottage Ave 1st Fl
Ashford Odell 23 Green St
Automotion Unlimited 2050 B Lincoln Hwy E
Automotive Collision 107 Harvey Ave
Avis Takeesha 23 N Brd Apt 2
Bahadur Rouit Est 21 E Walnut St
Ballentine Josephine M 117 Willow Valley Dr
Beck Cathy J 504a N Plum St
Benson Elsie M Est 751 S Plum St
Bingaman Shawn R 1136 Willow St Pike
Boehler Elwood L, Ruth P 1807 Willow St Pike
Breckbill Bertha 517 North Lime St
Brinton Gaynell, John T Apt A212 211 Willow Valley Sq
Bristol Carlos A 225 Lepore Dr
Brown Mary P 116 Woodcrest Dr
Burton James 510 Chester St
Butler Eula M 409 Chester St
Carson Darren D 328 Honey Locust Sq
Caruso Christia, Tracy 1115 E King St 1
Cascarella Robert A 106 Little Hl
Cataldi James J 917 N Lime St
Chamberland Adam D 145 Evine St
Ciccone Theresa 69 Ranck Ave
Comegys Eleanor, E P 211 Willow Valley Sq Apt B
Conrad Mary L 15 N Plum St
Cortes Hernandez Virginia 933 N Lime St
Cox Jason L 137 Foal Ct
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Cronk Thomas Edward 15 Trading Post Ln
Cross Gary c/o Res Trust Acct 425 North Duke St
DRJ Investment Group c/o Robert N Lepore 162 E King St
Dallas Catherine A 1542 N Jefferson Ct
Davis Grant L, Leah 48 Greenfield Rd
Delacruz Salvador 122 Nassau Rd
Dommel Jacqueline D 341 N Marshall St
Double D Service Ctr LLC 757 New Holland Ave
Duffy Clarence F, Andrew D 2100 Lincoln Hwy E
Duncan Lillian, Calvin 518 S Duke St
Eberly Tina 213 N Lime St
Edwards Lloyd c/o Res Trust Acct 425 North Duke St
Faranda Joseph R 149 E Clay St
Faulkner BMW Inc 26 E Walnut St Apt 3
Felton Gladys A 804 Bentley Ridge Blvd
Flosser Clara E 109 Hitching Post Ln
Frame Gregory W 2071 Old Philadelphia Pike Apt
Fulginiti Joseph c/o Res Trust Acct 425 North Duke St
Gabriel Grace 830 North Reservoir St
Garcia Diaz Maria M 240 E King St Apt 4
Gelin Amos 330 E Chestnut St Apt 2
Gibble Helen 433 N Cherry
Glover Monique 608 Beaver St
Gomezlopez Margarita I 642 E Frederick St
Groff Ann Marie 38 N Lime St
Groff Audrey J 213 Media Ave
Gross Adele B Conestoga View
Haus John C Jr 23 E Liberty St
Heart Specialists O 800 New Holland Ave
Hedges Antoinette 576 N Plum St
Hemperly Douglas A, Doreen A 829 North Shippen St
Hen Alvin, Devin, Kevin 726 N Franklin St
Heredia Marcelino 19 Locust St
Hernandez Carmen 424 S Duke St
Hernandez Carmen 760 S Lime St
Hernandez Celines H 510 Chester St
Hess Robert A, Miriam P 250 E Walnut St
Hess Kaye E c/o Gdn Spot Grooming 148 Crest Ave
Houser Jeffrey W 6 Plymouth Ave
Huertas Jose E 323 S Ann St
Husted Elizabeth Lf 131 E Clay St
Image First Healthcare 21 E Clay St
Inman Quantricia 126 N Franklin St
Irvin Earl E 115 Spring Ave
Iwaniec Kenton 508 Bentley Rdg Blvd
Jadhav Sunita 601 West Lemon St
Keperling Ray N 550 New Holland Ave
Kettering Patty 2285 Willow St Pike
Kim Jefferson K 1 York Ct
Kim Kyungsook 2176 Lincoln E
Kissinger Christiana H, Howard E 528 E Fulton St
Kline Ann M 38 N Lime St
Kunsky Janice L Conestga View
Kuzmiak Kathleen K 1819 Windsong Ln
Lara Luis E 527 Green St
Larrazana Caridad 344 North Lime St Apt 1
Lash Cynthia M 340 N Franklyn St
Lazarowitz Robert A 54 S Duke St
Lefever Anna M 1036 Clark St
Lefever Brenda dba City Wheels Auto Sales 123 N Franklin St
Leland Edward P 325 Woodcrest Dr
Leon Shirley A 224 N Franklin St
Lesse Reide M 225 Basswood Dr
Lindsay Williams 130 East Walnut St
Lininger Jennifer L 737 E Fulton St
Lizardi Oscar 37 Syemour St
Lloyd Emmanuel 127 South Marshall St
Londoner Lucy 92 Hitching Post Ln
Ly Hoa 312 Oak Thorne Ln
Manson Kimberly 239 Rock St
Martin Anna B, Frank 517 North Lime St
Martin Earl, Ivan, Raymond 517 North Lime St
Martin Joseph 502 S Line St
Mauzy Jean 351 E Ross St
Mcallister Rose M 687 New Holland Ave
Mcbride Helen J 426 Green St
Mccoy Robert M, Susan G 1047 E Orange St
Mccoy William 442 King St
Mccullough Jamie R 75 Wise Ave
Mckeon Albert J, James F 124 N Reservoir St
Mcmullen Julie 113 Strasburg Pike
Meadia Heights Golf Club of Lancaster c/o Doris Groff 402 Golf Rd
Menendez Francisco 226 E Ross St
Miller Stacy L 2f Foal Ct
Moats Betty 625 N Plum St Apt 2b
Monserrate Francogonzalez 211e Liberty St
Morales Eric J 755 N Franklin St
Morales Ramona c/o Res Trust Act 425 North Duke St
Morgan Jonathan H 18 Homestead Dr
Myers Arlyne, Esther B 425 N Duke St
Napier Glenna 3509 Cabin Creek Rd
Naranjo Eric 422 Locust St
Nelson Margaret, Carol L 590 Plum St
Ortiz Gabriel, Virgie 13 N Ann St
Ortiz Mary 1029 Clark St
Pabon Ana 814 E Chestnut St
Paul S Bertz & Co c/o Robert N Lepore 162 E King St
Pearson Kathy 917 N Lime St
Perez Felix A 518 New Dauphin St
Perez Maribelle 42 Cambridge Village
Pfeiffer William Tulip Dr
Pham My T 705 N Franklin St
Pietsch John J 128 S Queen St
Poulopoulos Peter G 227 Willow Valley Dr
Prange Douglas R & Doris A Tr Ua 08 16 2007 17 Rumford Ct
Pressage Lesley Jr 823 E Orange St
Priester Paul 109 N Lime St
Rai Guman 431 S Kristen St
Raymond Weagley P 117 Green St
Reiner Nicholas 513 Lampeter Rd
Ressel Clarence L Jr., Arlene L 119 S Duke St
Rhine Timothy 1147 Jamaica Rd
Richard Charles And 142 N Franklin St
Rineer Julian Terrence 737 E Fulton St
Rivera Nelson 76 Lamppost Ln
Rivera Valdez Bernardo 413 W Grant St
Robinson Angie Marie 830 North Reservoir St
Rodriguez Margarita 13 Howard Ave
Romero Lorenzo 334 S Queen St
Rosa Melissa L, Russell E 291 Tennyson Dr
Rosario Luis D 310 E Fulton St
Rosario Rafael Perez 459 Mifflin St
Rothmiller Z 127 Chester St
Ruiz Ortiz Marilyn 711 Almanac Ave
Russel 107 Harvey Ave
Santana Cruz Pablo Luis 715 S Lime St
Satteson Ashely A 26 E Walnut St Apt 3
Scheuchenzuber John R 341 N Reservoir St
Schick Caitlin A 112 E James St #2
Schutte Roberta Est 38 Cottage Ave
Scoma Michael 208 Southgate Dr
Shank Melvin R, Rose 505 Green St
Sheaffer Nancy L 750 New Holland Ave
Shertzer Daniel Sr 43 N Lime St
Shoffstall Connie 830 North Reservoir St
Short Hercules 36 N Lime St
Simply Urban 1830 S Run Dr
Singleton William M Jr 107 Harvey Ave
Smith Barbara A, Robert J 241 N Lime St
Smith Richard A 730 Hamilton St
Stachow Michael 517 Reynolds Ave
Strauss Kevin A, Ann L 104 Chelsea Loop
Strother Melvin 231 Basswood Dr
Suter Nora E 351 E Ross St
Torres Lyana Marie 535 S Christian St
Torres Noel 447 East End Ave Apt 2
Valdes Carmen 342 E New St
Varian William c/o Res Trust Acct 425 North Duke St
Vincent Marc 16 E Liberty St
Waltz Sara E Apt 3 33 Gdn Ct
Ward Anthony c/o Res Trust Acct 425 North Duke St
Wasilewski Jeff 19 Landis Ave
Watson Catherine c/o Res Trust Acct 425 North Duke St
Watson Charles J 20 Upper Green
Whedbee Olivia c/o Conestoga View 900 East King St
White Ruth 241 N Lime St
Williams Lindsay 130 East Walnut St
Wilson Evelyn J, Parke D 338 E Frederick St
Wilson Willie Pearl 415 E King St
Wise Jacob 142 N Franklin St
Woerner Caroline 638 S Plum
Wolf Gloria M 114 S Ann St
Young Margaret C 212 E Frederick St
Zabawa Evelyn 417 E Frederick St Apt 25
Zamor Hydler 48 Harvest Rd Apt 8
Zercher John E 117 Green St
Zook Cynthia A 222 Lampeter Rd
Lancaster Pa 17603
Abbandando Frank 105 Wildbriar Ct S
Abruzzese Megan E 540 Kensington Rd Apt 8
Allison Bryon 124 Weaver Rd
Alves Pauline 412 S Queen St Apt 1
Amin Tariq 438 S Queen St Apt 3
Anderson Lillian, Kirsten 514 W Lemon St
Ann Weaver F 141 Coral St
Aponte Esther M 830 Fourth St
Aranoff Daniel 1417 Valley Rd
Armstrong Kenneth A 755 Euclid Ave
Arroyo Israel D 450 Euclid Ave Apt J
Ayala Santana Manuel J 2864 Dell Ln
Bair Russell L 439 S Queen St
Banzhuf Grace E 130 S Queen St
Barreto Jose 347 North Mulberry St Apt 3
Bascone Richard T 837 Columbia Ave
Battice Jeremiah 849 Prangley Ave
Baxter Mary E, John 104 Manheim Ave
Beasley Laverne 541 High St
Beaussejour Moise Jr 139 School House Rd
Blind Anna M 1390 Columbia Ave Apt 136
Bolsius Harold E 722 One Half Union St
Bouder Dorothy 1702 Saint Paul Cir
Bowser Heather M, Scott D 2225 Marietta Ave
Brackbil D J 100 Bent Pine Ct S
Brazill Julia F, Julia 458 New Dorwart St
Brightbill Jamie 726 Union St
Brittain Eilena R 23 Mill Pond Dr
Brooks Charles, Ruth K Lititz RD 3
Brooks Curry Mary R 234 S Queen St
Brooks Diane 535 Saratoga Rd
Brown Cecilia F 333 N Prince St
Brown Grace E 258 W Strawberry St
Brown Louis 230 W Strawberry
Brown Wade H 130 S Queen St
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Bryant Jason 34 W New St
Buckwalter Katherine 1707 Marietta Ave Apt 2c
Bump Clayce G 352 College Ave
Burger Andrew 32 Laurel St
Burkhart Aaron, Gail 759 S Mary St
Bute Janice L, Mark A 1010 Davis Dr
Calderon Arisleyda J 612 South Prince St
Caltabiano Mary Est 105 Jemfiled Ct
Calvani Patricia L 429 State St
Campbell Tonya A 2229 Wood St
Cao Bien X 1019 Buchanan Ave
Collins Anna T, Edward P 6 Adams Ave
Coolidge Sonja E 21 Girard Ave
Cortez Amelia, Wilson 1927 Columbia Ave
Coyle Arthur, Ronald 412 S Queen St Apt 1
Creasy Robert, Sandra 10 Caroline St
Daley Nancy A 220 W President Ave #C2
Davenport P J, L L, C W 2005 Millersville Pike
Davridge David 80 Leaman Rd
Depaez Melida 215 East Fulton St
Disability Empowerment Center 313 W Liberty St
Dow Rose M 1621 Manor Blvd
Downie Raymond IV 424 N Mary St
Draper Lucretia A 500 Pheasant Ridge Cir
Dutch Valley Auto Works LLC 423b Old Blue Rock Rd
Edminston Sharon 100 N Queen St c/o B Cranney
Enck Sandra L 115 Westmore Way
Engroff Charles K 1436 Manor House Ln Apt B
Epstein Sylvia 334 N Charlotte St
Eshleman Doris E 536 Manor St Apt 1
Exxon Car Wash Shop 2171 Columbia Ave
Fair Janet M 742 Baumgardner Rd
Fallas Victor c/o Victor M Fallas Jr 306 N Cornell Ave
Fatta James V 1064 Monticello Ln
Faulknercollision Center 755 Euclid Ave
Filling Frank F Jr 303 Millersville Rd
Fitzpatrick Gladys 335 N Prince St Apt 708
Fritsch Robert C, Edna M 19 Travelo Dr
Fry Eleanor E Est 8 Keper Ave Apt 2
FSW Four Seasons 260 Ctrville Rd
Garber James F 737 Barrholly Dr
Garcel Blas W 730 N Queens St
Gardner Eugene Herr Jr 1501 Clayton Rd
Gast Douglas 2232 Marietta Ave
Gibson Jaye 435 N Pine St
Good Irwin 447 Lafayette St
Graham Dorothy W 101 Brdstone St
Granger Allan 103 Shannon Dr
Grimm Joseph M 1798 Colonial Manor Dr
Groves Mildred R, Robert S 1409 Spgside Dr
Gunselman Jeffrey M PO Box 2254
Haas Alma 630 South West End Ave
Haas Christopher Tyler 131 S Prince St
Hahn Elaine 125 Harvard Ave
Hall Richard M 546 W Chestnut St Apt 3
Harmes Catherine E, Monroe G 709 N Queen St
Harnish David J, Ruth 1242 Union St
Harnish David J, Ruth E 131 Crystal St
Harris David F 250 West King St Apt 312
Hartman Mildred E 220 Lincoln St
Hartman Vivian 42 Madge Dr
Hartz Larry 337 W Walnut St
Hazam Katherine L 3190 Columbia Ave 207
Heiselman Lisa M 654 1/2 Columbia Ave 2nd Floor
Henderson Marilyn Dr Millersville Ctr 882 Millersville Rd
Herdwig Billee J, Ross W 1520 Wheatland Ave
Herr Dorothy M, Edward 745 Saint Joseph St
Herr Dorothy J 333 Prospect St
Herr John B 831 Fremont St Apt 21
Herrold Blanche A, B M 733 College Ave
Hertzler Leann E 206 S School Ln
Hill Greg 1785 D Juniper Ln
Hoenninger David Est 487 New Dormant St
Hoffman Janet L 101 Charles Rd
Hollow Gary L Jr 1618 Chadwick Cr
Horst Patricia 1929 Blue Ridge Dr
Hostetter Donald B 1761 Wickersham Ln
Houghton Amanda 111 Pearl St
Huber Frederick S PO Box 1728
Hull William A Jr 115 W Lemon St
Hurst Doris M 1954 Temple Ave
Hurst Earl, Patricia 1929 Blue Ridge Dr
Imbrogno Jeanette, Kevin 617 Poplar St
Irvin Earl E, Michael E 532 Lafayette St
Isaacs Downtown LLC 25 North Queen St Suite 101
Jahn Catherine M 906 St Joseph St
Jamison Phyllis M 335 N Prince St Apt 117
John John 624 W Vine St
John Schreiner P 406 Ruby St
Johns Anna M 316 Mill St
Johns Dorothy E c/o Hamilton Arms Ctr 336 S West End Ave
Johnson Michael L 1841 Hidden Ln
Juarbe Laura 1707 Marietta Ave Apt 3k
Kauffman David A 338 Ruby St
Kautz Yvonne E 105 S Queen St
Kelly F Joseph, Helen M 923 Lafayette St
Kiel Catherine 200 NW End Ave
Kinsey Lewis 100 Abbeyville Rd
Klebsch Martha R 335 N Prince St Apt 1004
Kloppenburg Christian 622 Second St
Knappenberger Michele X 482 New Dorwart St
Knepp Keith 29 N Mulberry St
Knicely Patricia A 675 Windcroft Ln Apt 8
Koch William H, Mary A 38 Fairview Ave
Kreitzer Denise A 728 S West End Ave
Lancaster Health Alliance 555 N Duke St
Lancaster Office Equipment 1000 N Prince St
Lancaster Toyota Mazda 1010 Davis Dr
Lancaster Toyota Mazda Inc 754 Saint Joseph St
Lancaster Urological Group Inc 2110 Harrisburg Pike Lgh Campus
Landis Jeanette M The Long Home 200 N West End Ave
Le Nhu 1640 Judie Ln Apt K17
Lenhard Paul H 21 Girard Ave
Lentz Donald Hamilton Arms 336 South West E
Lipman Frances 2407 Helena Rd
Lipphart Jeanette M 532 Lafayette St
Long Joy E 113 Nursery Ln
Lopez Zenovia Parrilla 546 High St
Lovekin Shannon M 508 W Chestnut St Apt 2
Low Country Aviation Maintenance 1390 Columbia Ave Box 252
Luciano Leighann 107 Hoover Rd
Lugo Francisco 250 W King St
Maaco Auto Painting c/o Tariq Amin 438 S Queen St Apt 3
Madsen Wayne H 415 N Prince St Apt 406
Mahler Charles 535 N Mary St
Maksel Anna 2535 Mayfair Dr
Manning Carl 313 N Queen St Apt 7
Marple John E 909 Landis Ave
Mason Herbert, Ella 710 Wyncroft Ter Apt 1
Mcanany Bridget, Francis 917 Columbia Ave
Mcbride Grace A 506 Fairview Ave
Mcclarigan Charlotte J 337 W Walnut St
Mccomsey Martin F, James 222 W Vine St
Mcelwee Keith A 2754 Valley Dr
Mckinney Robert J 106 Old Dorwart St
Mclain John G Jr, Marion 60 Fresh Meadow Dr
Mclaughlin Laura P 24 Albright Ave
Mcnabb John 234 E Fulton St
Mcneil Tina 33 Pickford Dr
Mcneil William 331 N Pine St
Mcnerney Kathryn L 1802 Wheatland Ave
Medina Francisco F 746 Union St
Meekins Barry Est 230 South Prince St
Meikrantz Dorothy, Paul, John G 57 Baron Dr
Messina E 336 S West End Ave
Middleton Richard 206 N President Ave Apt D1
Miller Lauren 848 Fremont St
Miller Michael 1707 Marietta Ave Apt 2c
Minet Marnie A 1127 Spring Grove Ave
Montalvo Santiago 342 Susquehanna St Apt 1
Moore David 0 1563 Passey Ln
Mowery Laura M 1380 Elm Ave Apt 42
Murchison Gayle 732 Columbia Ave 2nd Floor
Neupane Chakra P 119 College Ave
Newcomer Stephen B 1791 Wickersham Ln
Nowakowski Stephen M 538 Lancaster Ave
Nuss Anna 2002 Wood St
Nutter Roy V Est 240 W Lemon St
Olde Melissa L 612 Wyncroft Ln 5
Owens James 1539 Ctr Rd
Parker Douglas G 21 S Prince St
Paul Marguerite R 1184 Elm Ave
Pease Alicia R 328 Winthrop Dr
Pena Gilberto 11 Brandon Ct
Phillips Verla R 28 Prospect St
Pignatelli Joseph 507 W Walnut St
Prange Gary L 104 Rider Ave
Pugliese Amanda L, Gregory 101 Pearl St
Pulido Armando Sanchez 1127 North Water St 1
Punj Rajesh 1000 Manor St
Purcell John M 1040 Union St
Quail Run Aptscall Credit 1424 Passey Ln
Quillen Michael 331 Lancaster Ave
Rabinowitz Mark S 1020 Marietta Ave
Reneker Raymond C 1051 Buchanan Ave
Reynolds Ellen J, Stanley 817 East Orange St
Reynolds Catherine 77 Quaker Hills Rd
Richard Snyder P RR 6
Richards Helen C 327 N Charlotte St
Richardson Jodie E 1533 Marietta Ave
Rider Corey 538 W Vine St
Rivera Maria H 129 Laurel St Apt 3
Robertson Sandy K 423b Old Blue Rock Rd
Rohloff Annette M 342 W King St
Rohrerstown Lawn Mower Service 2208 Wood St
Rojasg Jason 314 S Prince St
Roman Jason 324 Winthrop Dr
Rosado Madeline Rivera 15 Pearl St Apt 1
Rosser Doris R 821 5th St
Roten Sherrie 1954 Temple Ave
Ryan Thomas R, Marie E 1298 Wheatland Ave
Sandoval Carlos E 16 Brandon Ct
Santana Angel 624 S Queen St
Santiago Alexander 839 Rolridge Ave
Santiago Jose 641 Fremont St
Santiago Twila 230 Fairview Ave
Schmalhofer Annette 455 Fremont St
Schreck Thomas S, Barbara 532 Poplar St
Schreiner Pius W 406 Ruby St
Schutz Robert Est 712 Wyncroft Tr #2
Schwanger David M 930 Buchanan Ave
Serrano Abraham 754 Saint Joseph St
Shaffer Mary E 335 N Prince St
Shaub Betty Mae 303 S West End Av
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Sheaffer Gerald E 1510 Newton Rd
Shellenberger Donald M 620 Wyncroft Ln Apt 4
Sherbahn Roy R 2173 Embassy Dr
Shirk Marlene L, Sandra K 711 Baumgardner Rd
Shulman Anna 537 W Walnut St
Sirbak Ella 8 Keper Ave Apt 2
Skoloda George A 2006 Walnut Ln
Skroly Richard, Marian 508 Long Ln
Smith Robert J 12 Harvard Ave
Smoker Douglas T 1013 St Joseph St
Snavely & Dosch Inc 426 N Prince St
Soto Jose D 748 Marietta Ave
Stark Helen P c/o Long Home 353 W King St
Steckervetz Ruth M 326 Euclid Ave
Steenburgh Krysta M 122 N Mary St
Stengel Lawrence F, Theresa B 528 Race Ave
Stilwell Harvey N Colonial Hall 120 Rider Ave
Stoltzfus Stephen 506 Poplar St
Strosser Betty J 704 Union St
Sulyok Ron 621 Second St Apt 1
Summers Mary A 206 W Vine St
Swartz Theresa 1725 Wilderness Rd
Tabrizi Behrouz J 610 Wyncroft Ln Apt 6
Texter Christopher C, Marie 1550 Wheatland Ave
Thompson Helen T 744 Manor St
Tomlinson Gail E 216 W Lemon St
Trimble Thelma 1653 Wabank Rd
Trostle Dana R 157 Amsterdam Rd
Tucker Walter Jr 142 Stone Creek Rd
Umstead Todd M, Dawn L 1708 Wilderness Rd
Vazquez Miguel, Gail 22 Harvard Ave
Velez Francisco 441 S Queen St
Verdegen Jeff 239 Ruby St
Walters Skip 293 Whitechapel Rd
Walton Catherine, Lamon E 552 Abbeyville Rd
Waltz Nelson L Est 439 N Pine St
Wansley Jarvis A 515 Laurel St
Weaver Elwood 141 Coral St
Weaver Mary J 631 Barr Blvd
Webb Michael E 2212 Wood St
Weiss John 20 Eastman Ave
Wetzel Carl R 855 South Pearl St
White Gabriel 59 Michelle Dr Apt C−11
White Peter 908 N President Ave
Whitehead George D 336 College Ave Apt 2
Whittington Cameron D 250 W King St Apt 318
Wingenroth Dorothy L, William G 308 W Lemon St
Winnerling Maria, Christian 449 Fremont St
Wisniewski Susan 1021 Tom Paine Dr
Workman Mary E 25 W Filbert St
Wright James C Sr 207 Banyan Cir Dr
Yellets Matthew B 538 West Orange St
Ying Jessica PO Box 3220
Young Susan E 1520 Valley Rd
Lancaster Pa 17604
Albin Larry W, Marie A PO Box 8683
Armstrong Wood Products Inc PO Box 3001
Asencio Wilfredo PO Box 8647
Asencis Julia PO Box 8647
Atlantic Prof Svcs PO Box 7237
Banh Inc PO Box 7003
Boyer Kevin MD Pennisula Medical Asso 4110 Manatee Ave West
Crocker Henry T Jr PO Box 3227
Crystal & Sierra Springs PO Box 3229
Fama Sam J PO Box 7295
Greenfield Bret PO Box 7237
Hildebrant Learning Centers PO Box 2003
Hughes Janey PO Box 7237
Jones Body Shop 1340 Loop Rd
Kerr Samuel J MD PO Box 3077
Lightner Theda PO Box 3959
M&T Mortgage Corp 2270 Erin Ct
Marquez Keisha PO Box 4272
Mcdowell Christine PO Box 9004
Miller Tom PO Box 7064
MRI Group LLP PO Box 3088
Old Guard Insurance Co D Wintrode PO Box 3010
Richwine Grace PO Box 7295 c/o Brian Brooks− Pa Guardian
Rivera Yamaris S PO Box 9084
Robson Lapina Inc PO Box 4847
Samuel Lacapra PO Box 7207
Silvers Michael A, Lisa D PO Box 8711
Snellbaker Mary Ellen c/o Brian D Brooks PO Box 7295
Terziyan Denis PO Box 3220
Weader Edna M 117 South West End Ave
Westfield Group c/o Subrogation Dept PO Box 3010
Lancaster Pa 17605
Durian Conrad M PO Box 10591
Girten E c/o A, Wm PO Box 10094
Kofsky Stanton PO Box 10068
Lancaster Labs Inc PO Box 12425
Martin Ray M PO Box 10852
RR Donnelley Sons Co 1905 Horseshoe Rd PO Box 121
Lancaster Pa 17606
Bohlander Doris 3001 Lititz Pike Cottage 63
Crim Stanley R, Berha W 3001 Lititz Pike PO Box 5093
Fisher Hotels PO Box 5200
Hawman Jean L Box 5093
Reckart Kathleen Est 428 N Duke St 3
Shotzberger Russell W Fieldcrest Apartments 138 300
Tompkins Magdalene J, Charles E 3001 Lititz Pike
Ulrich Miriam R Apt 41 Gdn Spot Brethren Village
Lancaster Pa 17607
Faulkner Body Shop PO Box 6196
Walk Sylvia L PO Box 6371
Lancaster Pa 17608
Advanced Technology Sys Coresource 26 28 West King St
Barbee Javenetta Est PO Box 1593
Coover Dorothy Est PO Box 1593
Goba Stanley PO Box 1361
Jones Pontiac GMC Truck Co PO Box 322
Kirchner David A PO Box 1765
Lancaster Health Alliance T Coresource 26 28 West King St
Loose Joshua, Laura PO Box 322
Rauser Henry C Jr PO Box 713
Retallack Edith O PO Box 1593
Sheridan Press Coresource 26 28 West King St
Shirk Reist Po Box 1552
Sunrise Assisted Living T Coresource 26 28 West King St
Sutch Nancy J PO Box 1593
Troop Dorothy PO Box 1593
Wise Leroy PO Box 131
Landisville Pa 17538
Byrd Derek L 110 Silver Spgs Rd
Cunningham Jacob D Est, Jacob D PO Box 355
Degenhart Sonya 595 Norwood Pl
Devine Jeffrey E, Billie Jo 1341 Pennscott Dr
Garman Justin 320 Barbara St
Goldfarb David 26 W Main St
Hempfield Youth Asso 129 Park Pl Tim Peachey
Inslee Robin L 1531 Duff Land Dr
Kilgore Joseph Ronald, Joseph R 12 South Ave
Kovalsky Terre 1132 Snapper Dam Rd
Muehsam Jamie 315 Main St
Nathan David A Brandywine Emergency Physician PO Box 157
Pawling Robert C 1503 Lambley Rd
Rebstock Sarah 214 Meadow Creek Dr
Siglin Kristopher M 65 Silver Springs Rd
Tobia Matthew PO Box 1
Whittemore Jean H 76 Main St
Leola Pa 17540
Americredit 205 Spencer Ave
Benner Nancy 477 Brendon Dr
Connor Harold G Jr 175 Spencer Ave
Esbenshade Gary 103 Cheryl Dr
Fisichella Anthony 5 Hiawatha Dr
Hernandez Edwin 48 Apricot Ave
Horst Richard 28 Cir View Dr
Ironstone Mills Inc 334 Quarry Rd
Kline Gladys, Jay E 308 Rolling Ter
Kline Gladys E 308 Rolling Ter
Krabill Matthew 80 Hellers Church Rd
Martin Renee N 27 Dogwood Rd
Michaels Steven J, Jody A 11 Hobson Ct
Nafe Mary K 2618 Creek Hill Rd
Newns Joanna M 171 E Main St
Oneil Body Shop 27 Dogwood Rd
Pickel Tanya 247 W Main St
Sheaffer Dorothy, Samuel 45 Hickory Ln
Speitel Paul c/o Rutts Appliance 100 West Main St
Stoltzfus Samuel S 225 S Groffdale Rd
Tankesley Pamela S 205 Spencer Ave
Thomas Margaret O 73 Ridgeview Drp O Box 96
Torres Josefa Delgado 193 Spencer Ave
Unangst Jason 66 Rose Ave
Welsh John G 175 E Main St
Lititz Pa 17543
Adair Martha 435 E Main St
Allen Laurel S 134 S Brd St
Arters Matthew B 120 Noble St
Atmsi Automated Teller Machine Svc Inc 177 Green Acre Rd
Bealler George L, Betty V, Shireen 100 S Spruce
Bell Shirley S 425 S Cedar St
Bender Jean H 307 S Spruce St
Bingeman Rosalyn D, Richard 806 Sue Dr
Blazek Michelle L 203 Oxford Dr
Bolich David J 11 Church St
Brenner Kathryn L 157 Owl Hill Rd
Broomell Leslie P 102 Topland Dr
Buchter Elizabeth RR 1
Campbell Calvin L 300 W Lemon St
Caneal Jason 101 S Brd St
Carpenter Rachel M, Robert L 219 Noble St
Cartango 612 Rosewood Cir Manheim Pa 17543
Chen Jing Yi 212 E Main St
Denlinger G Jean 909 Hannah Dr
Dewalt Barbara J 7 Farm Ln
Dewitt Andrew M 502 Colonial Crescent Dr
Ditzler Wilbur S 65 Sleepy Hollow Rd
Dogwood Valley Homeowners 20 Red Oak Dr
Dreibelbis Jennifer H, Neil B 13 Woodland Ave
Dum Gregory P 1300 Front St
Ecenrode Dolores E 23 S Brd St Apt 7
Eckert Tameassa 144 Front St
English Ann T 3000 Weaver Rd
English Marianne 515 Arctic Tern
Eplus Technology Inc 2320 Rothsville Rd
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Fisher Sheila M 626 Snyder Hill Rd
Forney Dorothy L, J Arne 11 Skyview Ln
Frantz Gregory S 52 Buttonwood Dr
Friedland Rochelle 605 Goose Neck Dr
Friel Joseph 131 Church Rd
Gantz Sharon 335 Coventry Ln
Gastaldo John A 799 Bent Creek Dr
Gehman Janice L 44 Buttonwood Dr
Gellrich Kevin 370 North Farm Dr
Gerz Jessica Lyn, Thomas M 1029 Stillwood Cir
Gibbel J 422 Woodcrest Ave
Gibble Valera A 11 Pfautz Ave
Graybill Miriam K 1001 E Oregon Rd
Gruber Ronald L 309 South Spruce St
Haney Guy 518 Deer Run Rd
Harper Melissa S 115 E New St
Hilliker Merek N 616 Chatham Way
Horst Amos 727 Rettew Mill Rd
Horst Kenneth W 349 E Brubaker Valley Rd
Huff Isabella C 125 S Brd St
Inman Alexandra 227 S Brd St Apt 2
Jimmo Christina M 415 W Marion St
Kauffman Harriet 308 E Main St
Keller Ruth F 758 W Lexington Rd
Keppler William E 1012 Earls Ct
Kilburn Evelyn 2920 Tiffany Dr
Klas Katrina 212 E Main St
Kling Denyse 390 Squire Ln
Kolligian Lindsey M 787 Bent Creek Dr
Kopp Orpha W 224 New Haven Dr
Kraft Gertrude R 584 Wheatfield Dr
Landis Loretta S 12 E Market St
Lausch Isabel L, Gary D 9 A S Spruce St
Lawrence Maegan M 40a Zartman Mill Rd
Lawson Harriet R 226 S Brd St
Leister Suzzette 643 Owl Hill Rd
Listrak 701 South Brd St
Martin Rodney 1644 Brunnerville Rd
Mcginley James H 605 Wickshire Cir
Mcneil 400 West Lincoln Ave
Mershon Charles R c/o Cornerstone Family Health 6 W Newport Rd
Messenger Mildred H 300 W Lemon St Apt 241w
Mieszkalski Glenn B 905 Greenside Dr
Miller Ronald L Tr Ua 31−Jan−92 L c/o T Kifolo Rohrer S Quarry 70 Lititz Rd Apt 365
Murray Alice 200 Saint Luke Dr
Ober Brandon S 1300 Front St
Oberholtzer Wilmer S, Ruth E 19 S Willow St
Panos Hristos, Cheryl 134 Owl Hill Rd
Patches Beatrice O 47 E Ctr St
Pendleton James B 970 Fruitville Pike
Peraza Tina 308 Iris Glen Dr
Pfautz Sandra S 40 Karen Ct
Picard Michael 118 S Brd St
Quino Lyndsay 810 S Cedar St
Rean Esther R 578 Furnace Hills Pi
Repp James Co Alice Murray 200 Saint Luke Dr
Rivas Jahaira 13 Kleine Ln
Roberts Elizabeth 495 N Oak St
Roth Ronald 912 May Rd
SA Paint Repair 16 Tollgate Rd
Salada Rebecca H 307 N Oak St
Sauder Bonita H, John D 664 Gooseneck Dr
Sauder Evelyn 300 West Lemon St
Saxton Stavroula, Ernest 604 Northfield Rd
Scarozza Ernest J c/o Jennifer Scarozza 61 Pennwick Dr Apt C
Schmidt Gregory K 707−C Webster Hill Rd
Schott George 749 Woodfield Dr
Sener Loretta 5 E Orange St 2
Shank Brian 2024 Main St
Shannon Stephen S, Heidi R 49 Pebble Creek Dr
Shaub Shannan 331 E Main St
Shoenberger Ali 245 Acorn Ln
Sipe Doris K 226 S Brd St
Slaven Anneliese E, Matthew F 14 Sunrise Dr
Small Steven A 455 N Oak St
Smith Mary M 1001 E Oregon Rd
Snyder Leanore 226 S Brd St
Space Smith Darby, Todd 313 Wickshire Cr
Spahr J R, R N 192 Green Acre Rd
Stahl Brent M 58 Pinewood Ave
Stauffer Leora J, Leora 134 Maplefield Dr
Stoltzfus Amos 130 Elm Rd
Styer Ted 648 E Main St
Susquehanna Bank 26 N Cedar St c/o SBI Network
Testerman Dylan 485 Crosswinds Dr
Thomas Glenn B 3354 Lititz Pike
Thomas Joseph A 749 Farnum Rd
Thompson Margaret E 1295 Seglock Rd
Torrence Frederick 1257 East Newport Rd aka 16 East Newport Rd
Urban Charles 447 Crosswinds Dr
Weik Wilbert, Alice RD 1
Weiter Cindy L 227 N Cedar St
Williams Clara E 517 Owl Hill Rd
Wilson Donna M 10 Buttonwood Dr
Witmer Dorothy 49 Pinewood Ave
Wood Kayla 578 E Newport Rd
Wright Michael David Est 639 Lincoln Rd
Yung Chen Kuo 212 E Main St
Zink Franklin B 312 Squireln
Manheim Pa 17545
Andrews John 1221 Lake St
Andupler Shirley 31 Parkside Dr
Bair George 108 Eby St
Bellew Angela 1177 Lexington Rd
Bortzfield Richard K, Joan M 487 Wood Duck Dr
Burkholder Melvin S, G 181 W Sunhill Rd
Cahall Michelle L, Tanner B 120 Mill St
Camp Gayle 21 Parkside Dr
Caterbone Michael J 46 S Oak St
Dourte Wilma 1992 Wisgarver Rd
Dubble Anna c/o Darlene Fahnestock
Eckenrod Michael 108 Eby St
Edris Steven L 2470 Camp Rd
Edwards Sheri L, Tod R 1218 Cameron Dr
Elmire Ruth 30 N Main
Faus Earla 171 S Charlotte St
Favs Earla 1 S Main St Fl 156
Flory Danial S 23 Hillcrst Dr
Gatchell Craig R II 80 N Laurel St
Gergic Jeffrey M, Renee L 346 S Erisman Rd
Grim Robert E, Betty 2359 Spruce St
Hamilton Timothy PO Box 307
Herbert Kristen PO Box 554
Hill Natalia Michelle 155 S Main St
Hlavaty Bryant 775 W High St
Hollinger Benjamin S, Ruth M RD 2
Houser Judie L, Gary L 478 Meadowlark Ln
JEM Transport Inc 112 S Main St
Kilheffer Justin A 1229 Stevens St
Kroplesky James M Sr c/o Jay S Kroplesky 42 Morning Glory Ln
Lindley Gay 2328 Tower Sq N
Mactaggart Lillian 155n Hazel St
Manheim Dent Auto 246 S Main St
Manheim Diner 665 Lancaster Rd
Marsteller John H 310 Adele Ave
Martin Arlene 1 S Main St Fl 156
Martin Arlene V 171 S Charlotte St
Moyer Joshua J 1166 Lebanon Rd
Moyer Verna 3026 Mount Hope Rd
Myers Arthur 381 N Martin Ave
Nancarvis Thomas G 3468 Echo Valley Rd
Ober Katie 25 E High St Dnm
Palm Elsie 13 S Charlotte St
Potter Darek W, Keely 511 Oak Tree Rd
Rinier John R 118 S Colebrook Rd
Ruhl Anna May, John R RR 4
Shaw Mark D 109 N Main St
Shelly Scott W 316 S Charlottte St
Snavely Martin D 16 S Main St
Stoner Anna M 30 N Main
Taylor Duane M 231 Tr Gdns
Walker Joseph H 253 Grandview Dr
Wood Gertrude M 6 Central Pk Dr Ste 226
Zimmerman Nancy E, Allan H 2552 Sunnyside Rd
Marietta Pa 17547
Baker James R 55 W Fairview Ave
Cole George N, Doris A 31 Oldebbdw Paw
Cole Lowell 322 Rivermoor Dr
Dudley Nicole 121 W Market St Apt 3
Flick Steven 93 Ashley Dr
Galen Judith 26 Ashley Dr
Hinkle Esther R 565 E Market St
Neff Esther V, Laura 275 Rivermoor Dr
Neff Gerald 275 Rivermoor Dr
Paris Cheryl A 54 Village Sq Dr
Paz Nicole 82 Chelmsford Dr
Rettew Marion 219 Market St
Rios Melissa 26 Pajill Dr
Smith Yvonne M 1743 Old River Rd
Stelow Donald R 439 Alexandria Ct
Witmer John O 523 W Market St
Zink Pauline, Albert 310 Essex St
Martindale Pa 17549
Groff Justin PO Box 2332
Maytown Pa 17550
Palmer Pamela 2303 Ranch Rd 620 S Ste 135
Rodney Norma S Box 35 39 E High St
Smith Norman J, Anna H Box 35 39 E High St
Millersville Pa 17551
Adams Sara M 168 Ridge Rd
Amill Maribel M 84 West Frederick St Apt 1
Bailey Lisa 61 W Frederick St
Carrington Chapman 1111 Benfield Blvd 250
Caruthers Donald PO Box 94
Christopher Floyd E Charlotte St
Cochran Christian T 350 Bard Hall
Dasilva Joao 158 W Frederick St
Deitrich Kimberly M 1901 Lynne Ln
Diehl Cari L 423 N George St
Doiley Michael R 209 W Frederick St
Dye Jeffrey C 9 Sunrise Ter
Eck Livonia W 566 Buttonwood Farm Rd
Fangmeyer Brenda C 167 Oak Knoll Cir
Gaydos Timothy M 328 Knollwood Rd
Graham Lorie A 113 Pickwick Pl
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Holtz Alice M 156 W Frederick St
Industrial Services Inc PO Box 278
Irvin Earl Est, Mary 2101 Wabank Rd
Lilley Jeffrey 275 Walnut Hill Rd
Lindsley Sara C 607 Crestgate Pl
Maldonado Vanessa 318 Diehn Hall Millersville Univ
Margevich Danielle L 110 Cir Rd
Mateer Roy A C3 Lee Ave
Ober Linnaeus K c/o Roger Ober 37 W Cottage Ave
Ramirez Mary 133 Lee Ave
Rankin John 714 Timbergate Ct
Ribecca Michael F 158w Frederick St
Rios Gloria 301 W Charlotte St
Saurbaugh Mary 156 W Frederick St
Scheid Melanie B 320 Old Blue Rock Rd
Smith Livonia W 566 Buttonwood Farm Rd
Teale Scott 44 University Dr
Wright Jeffrey W 328 Knollwood Rd
Mount Joy Pa 17552
Angeline Johnathan 201 W Main St
Bradley Ralph H 556 Church St
De Ritis Danielle 254 Midland Cir
Garber Glenn 207 Harvestview N
Grady Betsy E 15 Jewel Dr
Hershey Miriam W 1437 Milton Grove Rd
Hibner Kathryn 607 Hearthstone Ln Apt 228
Hostetter Donald Apt 6
K Hovanian Bella Vista 715 Hawthorne Ln
Kelby Alicia 892 E Main St
Kopp Sean 1340 Pinkerton Rd
Lancaster Toyota Mazda c/o Glenn Garber 207 Harvestview N
Lanco Fcu 892 E Main St
Leffler Energy PO Box 302
Long Scott 426a Columbia Ave
Lowry Janelle M, Sandra L 4207 Green Park Dr
Madonna Clementine, Frank 236 Farmview Ln
Meeder John T 330 E Main St
Meleizen Joanne M, William 201 W Main St
Meshey Tracy 224 S Market St
Migues Kyle c/o Fast Rooter PO Box 573
Mount Joy Farmers Co Op Asso 1471 W Main St
Myers Lester L 4188 Jasmine Pl
Physician Support Systems 15 Eby Chiques Rd
Ralston Marie 546 School Ln
Redd Monica 1814 Crestwyck Cir
Rice Bobby G 4195 Nolt Rd
Roberts M L 47 E Main St
Rutls Appliance 100 West Main St
Satuh Shirley 2006 Crestwyck Cir
Scheffey Robert D 607 Hearthstone Ln #306
Shenk Timothy 1902 Mount Pleasant Rd
Thomas Margaret F 1255 Tumblestone Dr
Thome Shane T 327 S Market Ave
Wagner Laureen R 330 E Main St
Weiser Daphne 2077 Rhoda Ave
Wiley Ins Agency 321 West Main St PO Box 477
Witherspooon Randy L 255 Duke St
Witmer Todd M 84 East Main St
Zajac Brian 302 Merchant Ave
Zerphey Wallace D 716 Church St
Mountville Pa 17554
Bromley Kelly 24 W Main St
Bwanamoto Cecile 202 Acorn Ln
CLI Facilities 3750 Hempland Rd c/o A/P
Clipper Magazine PO Box 610
Deitrich Mary T 59 N Donerville Rd
Elias Gloria R 123 Hampden Dr Apt J
Graham Scott 18 Park Ave
Green Mitchell, Brenda 112 Farmhouse Ln
Highland Realty Group 350 Highland Dr 120
Irvin Teresa M 15 Beech Tree Ln
Kleman Eric J 315 N Donerville Rd
Miller Shirley 10 Carriage Dr
Mwembo Christian 202 Acorn Ln
Peticca Diane M 252 Huntington Dr
Potts Michael S 11 Spruce St Apt E
Regan Cathy L Box 73
Rutledge Gary R Jr 3828 Columbia Ave
Saylor Robin, Todd 345 Springvale Rd
Scott Lynn E 137 Timber Dr
Stewart Tyrone A 85 Lincoln West Dr
Swisher Paul C 130 Central Manor Rd
Narvon Pa 17555
AZ Hauling 6494 Division Hwy
Bolles Jean S, William H 338 Churchtown Rd
Conklin Sandra 145 E Maple Grove Rd
Dowdy Elsie 2499 Zerbe Rd
Fisher Rachel E 328 S Churchtown Rd
Heist Richard 461 Gault Rd
Karg Tina M c/o Raymond Watterson 686 Cloverfield Dr
Sanger 2499 Zerbe Rd
Stoltzfus Tyler 360 Red Hill Rd
Strausser Bob 473 Hammertown Rd
New Holland Pa 17557
Baker Pauline G School Ln Dr
Beachy Kervin 927 W Main
Berk Tek 132 White Oak Rd
Colon Alisdel 113 Brimmer Ave Apt 2
Diem Alice E 5415 Meadville Rd
Fizz Goldie 541 W Main St
Flood R Jeffrey 515 W Conestoga St Apt B2
Gradel Taylor Kathleen, Elizabeth 42 Ashlea Gdns
Green Mandi S 696 Overlys Grove Rd
Groff Claudia A, Eugene R 346 W Main St
Grow Donald 105 Earl Av
Hemphill Gene H 500 Diller Ave #306
Hoffner Richard 301 Don Dr
Hollenbaugh Barry A 150 Ashlea Gdns Apt 27
Horst Jessica 710 Pleasant Dr
Johnson Charles 502 W Conestoga St
Kauffman Arlene R 404 Red Well Dr
Klaassen Zachary 611 W Conestoga St
Kunkelman Jared A 58 1 Galpnson Ln
Lammey Marian E 60 Ashley Vlg
Lanz Lynn 219 Maple Dr Ste A
Lapp Gideon S, Barbara 149 Amishtown Rd
Malone Kevin 28 S Roberts Ave
Martin Edwin RR 1 Box 545
Martin Samuel 567 Springville Rd Rm 30
Messner Michael P 117 W Main St Apt 2
New Holland Motor Sales Inc 508 W Main St
Panichi Melanie H 139 Bradford St
Parmer Charles E III 16 E Main St
Peters Frank L 404 Redwell Dr
Reyes Hector N Jr 571 W Conestoga St
Richards Floor Covering Inc c/o Goods Furniture & Floor 181 Skyline Dr
Scarinci Nancy 515 S Kinzer Ave
Scheloske Ida Hepner 29 Magnolia Ct
Showalter John 501 W Cedar St
Skelly John Edward 710 Pleasant Dr
Stauffer Debra A 139 E Brd St
Stauffer Ella 324 New Haven
Summers Allen C, Sara F 34 Linden Dr
Summers Family Trust Dtd 4/10/97 34 Linden Dr
Wardell Richard D 22 Village Ln
Weidner Bobbi L 153 W Main St
Welch Rebecca C 232 Aspen St c/o Lowell D Parker Margaret Singer
Wentz Thomas H III 307 Reidenbach Rd
Wetherill Miriam B 320 East Jackson St Front St
Will Charles Est 9 Oak Ave
Zimmerman Glenn S 747 Hollander Rd PO Box 91
New Providence Pa 17560
Adsitt Cynthia J 28 Echo Valley Dr
Burkins Mildred M 319 Cinder Rd
Christ Richard W 620 Lancaster Pike
Cinder Road Greenhouse 153 Cinder Rd
Demilio Mark 118 Woodbine Cir
Findley Dorothy B, Donald RD 1 Truce Rd
Kracher Carolyn V, Harry W RR 2 and Good Rd
Mcmillan John Anders III, Kim R 2321 Beaver Valley Pike
Miller Connie 21 S Fork Place
Moore John H Jr 507 Cedar Ln
Sensenig Richard C 153 Aster Dr
Paradise Pa 17562
All In The Family 3079 Lincoln Hwy E
Appler Charles 3156 Lincoln Hwy E
Birch Robert Williams 3185 Lincoln Hwy E
Conover Margaret M 253 S Belmont Rd
Hukey Willis, Mary RTE 1
Mendenhall Robert L Jr 1081 Georgetown Rd
Smoker Parke B Tr Dtd 1/19/05 Box 65
Trout Janet L PO Box 96 Paradise Ln
Peach Bottom Pa 17563
Bradley Merna J 2295 Robert Fulton Hwy
Eckmam Michael 134 Stubbs Mill Rd
Fiocchi Richard James Est 864 Goshen Mill Rd
Greer Clint 140 Acradia Trace Rd
Pennington Jessica 762 Nottingham Rd
Pequea Pa 17565
Cedeno David, Dana 59 River Rd
Dube David Jr 336 Frogtown Rd
Hart Constance L 14 Hilldale Rd
Sandoe Paula S 268 Red Hill Rd
Shover Roly I 172 Fox Hollow Rd
Walton Sandra A 110 Frogtown Rd
Quarryville Pa 17566
Bays Brent A 763 Deaver Rd
Bolanos Jose F 28b W State St
Buhl Michael A, Penny 209 Greystone Ln
Campbell Milford L PO Box 26
Century 21 Lipka Group 434 W Fourth St
Deibler Sarah 10 Fairway Dr
Diaz Cruz Rogelio 112 West State St
Dube Rosario A 957 Buck Rd
Espinoza Luis Garcia 112 West State St
Express I Ambassador 308 Slate Ln
Ferguson Elizabeth 306 S Church St
Fox Anna E 12 Friendly Dr
Gales Richard Stephen II, Mary Jane 44 Ridgeview Dr
Gillispie Joshua A 42 Luke Rd
Griffith Warren E III, Kimberly K 415 S Hillcrest Ave
Joe Tracy A 483 Mount Pleasant Rd
Johnston Frederick P 4 Cliffwood Dr
Leed Roger L 17 East Third St
Liken Benjamin John, Faye F 527 Park Ave
Maule Robert E 125 E Groffdale Rd
Mccoy Everett G Est 485 Scott Rd
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Single William H, Marian C 314 S Church St
Todd Walter L Jr, Linda M PO Box 691
Weaver Dolly 1494 May Post Office Rd
Reamstown Pa 17567
Boyd Kimberly A 13 North Reamstown Rd Apt 2
Frey Jeneen PO Box 266
Le Fever Harry H Jr, Anetta J PO Box 45
Meraz Jr Edmundo 4192 Division Hwy
Reinholds Pa 17569
Basehore Earl M 75 Windy Mansion Rd
Brandt James A, Joan L RD 1
Burton Anthony S 45 N Windy Mansion Rd
Copenhaver Benjamin W 246 Blackhorse Rd
Gallagher James 8 Parkview Dr
Good Elizabeth, Ralph RD 1
Kellar Robert 21 Parkview Dr
Maxey Stephanie A 55 Pelham Rd
Newberry Theraputic 1590 Robinhood Dr
Nolt Rebecca A, Dean A 45 N Windy Mansion Rd
Testut Alfred E 350 Brunners Grove Rd
White Melissa 85 E Main St
Wingenroth Raymond G, Minnie A RD 1
Rheems Pa 17570
Hershey Kathy L, Ray S 131 School Ln PO Box 40
Rye Austin J 111 Greider Ave
Ronks Pa 17572
B & D Builders 14 North Ronks Rd
Golston Jimmy C Est 2477 Bluegrass Ln
Grandview Depot LLC 2622 Lincoln Hwy E
Guyer David E 67 Peach Ln
Jennies Diner PO Box 283
Lancaster Hospitality Group 21 Eastbrook Rd
Lapp Emanuel F 135 Iva Rd
Raines Robert T 2662 Lincoln Hwy E Box 146
Santamaria Villegas Kattia A 2856 Lincoln Hwy E Apt 2
Schaefer Rana L 376 Hartman Bridge Rd
Stoltzfus John S 39 Cherry Hill Rd
Sugarloaf Structures 119 North Ronks Rd
Vasquez Barquero Ronald J 2827 Lincoln Hwy East
Smoketown Pa 17576
Larkin Adam R 132a Eastbrook Rd
Schaefer Elizabeth M 2488 Old Philadelphia Pike
Witmer Kenneth PO Box 82
Stevens Pa 17578
Enck Ralph S RTE 2
Fournier Lorra L, Thomas 2206 Kramer Mill Rd
Garr David 135a West Queen St
Good Madalyn 500 A Mt Airy Rd
Harnish Donald Sr 316 Pfautz Hill Rd
Leininger Cathy L, Kelly L 31 Bunker Hill Rd
Maurizi Linda 42 Ream Rd
Peters Isadore Est 12 Marlin Dr
Richter Suzanna 5 E Queen St
Schmuck Jay A 63 N Reamstown Rd
Zimmerman Kyle 1370 Furnace Hill Rd
Strasburg Pa 17579
Adams Charlotte 1307 Village Rd
Bright John W Apt 6 244 N Decatur St
Conforti Peter M 275 Wilton Dr
Lutz Clyde J 2058 S Decatur St
Martin Thomas E 65 Beddington Ln
Miller Elizabeth K 805 Stively Rd
Morrissette Ronald H II 18b N Decatur St
Pickel Jeffrey G 118 S Fulton St
Rice Timothy James 48 Lancaster Ave
Rineer Emma M 906 Strasburg Pike
Schleh Debra 11 Oak View Dr
Weaver Joshua L, Cheryl R 114 N Decatur St
Zook Mattie R, Aaron S 620 White Oak Rd
Terre Hill Pa 17581
Brown Kathryn 1362 Union Grove Rd
Fasnacht A 201 W Main St
Gallant L E PO Box 21
Hartranft Gilbert Jr, Mildred E SR RD 1
Hynds Crystal Po Box 161
Saylor Brian 152 W Main St PO Box 694
Storb Lewis A, Michele 422 Maple St PO Box 730
Terre Hill Concrete Products 485 Weaverland Rd
Washington Boro Pa 17582
Birk Charles K 3005 Anchor Rd
Eshleman Jean H RR 1
Kane Bruce Diane 58 Charlestown Rd
Ortman Mary G 20 Front St
Pride Manor 89 Mill St
Smith Anna M c/o Craig Walker 2211 Gamber Rd
Smith Viola K 2211 Gamber Rd
Willow Street Pa 17584
Beard Louise 300 Willow Valley Lakes Dr
Cook Celeste M, Edwin W RR 1
Doane Tanya A 1246a Beaver Valley Pike
Fichtner Ruth L 11 Nolt Ave
Haar Robert 300 Willow Valley Lakes Dr
Hale Sally A 2210 Silver Ln
Hartman Marjorie M 300 Willow Lakes Dr Apt B4
Meluskey Hanora M 133 Sandstone Dr
ReMax Asso of Lancaster 2929 Willow St Pike N
Sanchez Luis Q 1317 Beaver Valley Pike
Schaum Suzi J RR 1
Schmutz Helen L 925 Willow Valley Lakes Apt 414
Sharpless Mary L 5 Barbara Ave
Wilson Jennie V H, James R 733 Willow Valley Lakes Dr
Lawrence County
Bessemer Pa 16112
Brooks Shelly 10 Metro Dr
Howells Amy R 204 Clyde Ave
Kropsky Est Helen L 203 Oak St
Laughlin Glenn H, Gail A 103 Clyde Ave
Liggett W David, Amy S 367 Trotter Rd
Puglia Pauline Est 306 W Poland Ave
Rucinski Barbara 209 12th St
Edinburg Pa 16116
A&K Electric & C 2169 Benjamin Franklin Pk
Blackburn Kelly L 573 Jackson St
Cossentino John PO Box 251
Dicken Hazel J RR 1 Box 422
Macri Anthony Est RD 3
Patton Stewart V RR 1 Box 280
Rigby Smith Felicia C, James G RD 1 Box 206
Ellwood City Pa 16117
Barone Mafalda 310 Sims St Apt B1
Beinhauer Aaron Conrad 937 Portersville Rd
Blair Anna N 103 John Ln
Boots Alicia, Brandon A 712 Rearpark Ave
Brant Herbert N, Edith M 303 Foch St
Clark Mary M 950 Rambler Dr
Copart PO Box 270
Crown American Hotel PO Box 836
Duke Zelda M 322 2nd Strett First Floor
El Port Junction #1 229 Portersville Rd
Ely Billy Joe, Linda L 300 Fountain Ave
Figurel Curtis D 314 Gregg St
Gardner Philene 1410 Glenwood Ave
Hazen Elwin G 109 Hazens Bnd
Honneffer Opal I 1317 Woodside Ave
Innkeepers Hospitality PO Box 980
Jaskolka Jean D 955 Rambler Dr
Jones John P 621 Morningstar Dr
Kaufman Edna E 105 Emily St
Kissick Charles Est 616 Meadowland Ave
Laritz Michelle 1122 Beaver Ave
Lubenski Catherine 66 Spring Ave Ext
Ludwig Joseph M, Ann C 155 Country Club Dr
Marinaccio Julius 10 Pittsburgh Cir Apt 1
Mehaffey Margaret L 918 Sunset Blvd
Meyers Sean 105 Spring Ave
Mickey Scott E 220 13th St
Mike Tim M 501 Morningstar Dr
Miskolcze Linda Darlene, Elaine RD 3 Box 7535
Murphy Gladys, Wetzel RD 2
Neeley Nancy J RD 2 Box 1200
Olzak Joseph N, Sylvia 405 6th St
Richards Pearl E 955 Border Ave
Richardson Paul H 732 Clover Ave
Roth Frederick 649 Crabapple Ln
Roth Mary Louise Est 649 Crabapple Ln
Sabatino Dennis P 509 Division Ave
Scripsky Mildred H 901 Massachusetts St
Shaffer Blanche F 2400 River Rd
Smith Audrey 917 Fire St
Stephenson Leonard, Clara 223 Franklin Ave
Streit William 950 Rambler Dr
Tritt Denis Box 218
Wallace James J Jr RD 2
Williams Dorothy, Howard 424 Bell Ave
Williams Paul 406 Grim Ave
Williams Robert T 201 Crescent Ave Apt 2
Enon Valley, Pa 16120
Mcbride Austin Michael, Amanda 1037 Mt Air Rd
New Bedford Pa 16140
Bertolasio Robert 227 SR 208
Cupan Robert M c/o Florence Bertlasio Box 335
Cupan Robert Michael Box 333
New Castle Pa 16101
Anzalone Judith 2 Elmwood St
Axe Richard, John RR 6
Ballard Kelly 8 Big Run St
Beers Anna, Robert Est 1029 E Washington St
Biddle Betty J 929 Hazel St
Black Eleanor L Est c/o David Acker 25 N Mercer St
Bobosky George 55 High St
Boyle Timothy H 508 Harmony Baptist Rd
Brightshue Jessie, Merle Rte 1
Buchanan John Est 1519 Highview Dr
Budai Bonnie S, Paul 242 Atlantic Ave
Butkowski Clara J 1001 Winslow Ave
Buyny Edward 412 Butz St
Caffro Richard Lee 736 Oak St
Capece Donna 211 North Scott St
Caputo William S 3102 Ellwood Rd
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Chase Manhattan Mortgage 3567 Frew Mill Rd
Chunn Roosevelt, Mable L 134 N Mercer St
Churchfield Vernon E, Laura E 637 Harmony Baptist Rd
Cialella Rich 1224 S Mill St
Cicconee Marguerite 1116 S Mercer St Apt 317
Cioffi Anthony Est 115 Pine Stet
Cioffi Frederick 410 Taylor St
Clayton Dawson Dajuan M 427 Galbreath St
Colecchi Gary A 1034 Maryland Ave
Court Sarah 219 N Beaver St Apt 907
Cratty Pauline, Helen c/o 303 Moyer Rd Lot 31
Craven Karen 3002 N Butler Rd
Crum Margaret E, Robert E 2301 Graham Ave
Cuffie Linda 134 North Mercer St Apt 506
Cummings Carol Maitland Ln
Cwynar Rita L 222 W Edison Ave
Davison Charlotte, Howard S 813 S Mercer St
Deep M A 1208 Cunningham Ave
Depalmo Thelma M 602 E Long Ave
Derosa David 914 Dewey Ave
Dicarlo Carl 210 E Lutton
Dimuccio J A 612 Lutton St
Disanti Gloria 320 N Cascade St
Dulak Joe 506 E Long Ave
Dulak Joe Est 506 E Long Ave
Ealy Barbara 125 W North St Apt 433
Emery James L 129 Brown Home Rd
Essa Wadade, Watfa 408 Martin St
Essa Reyad 408 Martin St
Fielding Clyde E Sr 1011 Mccleary Ave
Floyd George 1034 N Cedar St
Francis Earli H 219 E Lincoln Ave Apt 1
Francis Earlie H III 219 E Lincoln Ave Apt 1
Gales Wesley 826 Oak St
Gaston John S Jr, Sarah H 318 Rhodes Place Apt 114
Gibson Plummer D, R Elaine 1059 Adams St
Gibson Rosemarie 612 Taylor St
Goodman James C 226 Wick Ave
Granderson Kwame J 6310 San Vicente Blvd
Grimes Dorothy Est 1102 Dewey
Gwin Barry 2411 Old Pittsburgh Rd
Hackney Karen 325 Green St
Hadgkiss John Americare Managing Part 3410 W Pittsburg Rd
Harper Ethel P 518 Boston Ave
Harris Aarika Y 321 Bell Ave
Hazen Anna M 1704 E Washington St
Hazen Roy 540 Galbreath St
Hellstern F M 520 Friendship St
Hilton John F 3801 Hollow Rd
Holliday John M RR 4 Box 42
Holmes Julianne, James 613 Pearson St
Holmes James E 797 Ct St
Hosby Lora 1002 S Jefferson
Houk Dale 424 Rapson Ave
Hutchinson Myra J 929 Hazel St
Jordan Julia I, Raymond J 9 S Atlantic Ave
Joseph Samuel 813 Frank Ave
Keith Janice Est 219 N Beaver St Apt 907
Kelly Fred, Jora 1609 Gretchen Ave
Kildoo Bonnie J 5836 County Line Rd
King Ruth Est 611 Croton Ave
Kinter James C 646 1/2 John St
Kolodziej Helen D, Walter F 56 High St
Kozuch Kristie L 1706 Jackson Ave
Krause Goldie, Fred RD 10 Box 125
Langlands Kenneth Est 1042 Beckford St
Laskey Violet 925 Clarence Ave
Lipp Hazel 13 Idlewild Dr
Logan Lisa 700 S Scotland Ln
Lombardo Michael A, Kristin M 2202 W Washington St
Lucas T 1410 Croton Ave
Macri Sylvia N, John B 751 W Pittsburgh Rd
Malizia Dorothy M, Fred A 1406 Francis Pl
Malizia Dorothy M 624 Moffatt Rd
Marcella Paula 319 Shadyside St
Maxwell Larry E, Rose 2411 Old Pittsburgh Rd
Mccullough Jack R 109 1/2 N Mercer St
Mcevoy Ruth 1520 Young Rd
Mcgonigle V A 2619 Ridgewood Ct
Mciver John, Mary 709 Vine St
Mckissick Trevor L, Marjorie 906 Temple Ave
Mcknight Tony L 811 W Washington
Mclaughlin Robert 120 N Mill St
Mcwilliams Sarah E 508 Centennial St
Medure Frank R 917 Woodland Ave
Michael Gwendolyn, Craig A 1712 E Washington St
Mickey Justin R 723 Cunningham Ave
Morosky Duke 2880 Old Butler Rd
Morris Wilbur D, Eloise T Ed 7
Morrow Irene, Elno 420 E Reynolds St
Murphy Cleda B c/o Donald C Hogue 2901 Ellwood Rd
New Castle Shop N Save 2016 W State St
Nicks Auto Body Inc 613 Pearson St
Olinger Joanne 304 E Washington St E2f
Oneill Edna S aka Edna S Clark 1721 Atkinson St
Owoc Larry H 825 Schenley Ave
Padovano Elizabeth F 328 Highland Ave
Pape Gladys 219 N Beaver St Apt 505
Parchman Margaret 325 Green St
Parks Jason T 3943 Harlansburgh Rd
Pauline Michael 228 Fairmont Ave
Perkins Sylvia 802 Sankey St
Perrett Michael R, Mary P 3533 Ellwood Rd
Perrino Pasquali 708 Neal St
Perrotta Gloria M 911 Richview Dr
Plowey Timothy Micheal 2888 Shadyln Dr
Poalise Dominick B 214 Jefferson St
Protech Security Sys 641 Moffatt Rd
Pugliese Marilyn R 1428 Butler Ave
Quinn Ronnie J 26 Bluff St
Ramsey Alice 2039 Martha St
Read Margaret B, John C 4 W Glenmore
Reed Carol 2220 E Washington St
Rees Dennis 1401 Eastbrook Rd
Ross Frank 511 E Division St
Roth Charlene, Verne R RR 3 English Ave
Rough William E, Linda L 3530 Ellwood Rd
Sager Gene Mae RR 4 Box 2520
Scheidemantle Harold Est 1046 Beckford St
Settle Andrew Est, Lola 102 Dale Ave
Settle Lorie A, Andrew 20 Dale Ave
Shaffer Randal K, Ruth I 932 Temple Ave
Shanes Virginia 314 E Lincoln Ave Apt 2
Shuler Maggie, Leroy 112 Worthington Ave
Slippery Rock 214 Gardner Ave
Smith William H c/o Balph Nicolls Mitsos Flannery & Clark 300 Sky Bank Building
Socha Stefania H 55 High St
Spanis Katherine, Daniel, Matthew 1511 Pennsylvania Ave
Stimmel Megan 508 Smithfield St
Stofick Anna 1020 Pollock Ave
Stunkard Wesley I 1839 Eastbrook Rd
Sylvan Heights Realty 2801 Ellwood Rd
Tanner Alice I Est I 908 Hazen St
Taylor Thomas L 1411 Sunny Ave
Teasley Lavell A 505 Galbreath St
Thomas Cenntell 1002 S Jefferson
Trivilino Teresa Est 1025 Huey St
Turco Leonard J Jr c/o Lucille D Turco 1023 Huey St
Turco Lucille D 1023 Huey St
Valley Drug Co Inc 209 Green Ridge Dr
Voto Juliann 797 Ct St
Wagner Catherine 2794 Old Butler Rd
Walker Arnel V 802 Sankey St
Walters Terry 439 Marlboro
Warner Amy c/o David Acker 25 N Mercer St
Waters David & Sec of Va c/o Countrywide Homes 1035 Adams St
Watrobski J A Rhodes Estates Apt 120 318 Rhodes Place
Webster William, Clara 10 1/2 Front St
Webster William, Clara 107 Quest St 2nd Flr
Webster Jean Est c/o Edison Manor 222 W Edison Ave
Whitman Thelma, Jon E 323 N Cascade St
Y Zone Attn: Laurie Grimes 20 W Washington St
Young Josep 919 Pleasant View Dr
Younger Renay L 815 Chestnut St
Zambelli Teresa A 2470 Willowhurst Cir
Zarone Clara N 119 Ctr St
New Castle Pa 16102
Augostine Jennie 111 Hickoryview Dr Avalon Nursing Home
Brady Scott E 1285 Cleland Mill Rd
Esenwein Donald 118 Mojawk School Rd
Fortney Tracey 19 N Cedar St
Heagerty James 907 W Clayton St
Knakiewicz Daniel 1014 Mount Jackson Rd
Magnone John C, Teresa 658 Mount Jackson Rd
Magone Teresa 1337 Mt Jackson Rd
Morris Wilbur D, Eloise T RR 7
Myers Keith L 2004 S Beaver St
PF Environmental 1429 Butler Ave
Raskowski Matthew, Dorothy 1001 N Ashland Ave
Rosta Elizabeth A, Joseph C 112 Wilder St
Rosta Elizabeth A, Joseph C 1942 Morris St
Watkins Raymond 102 Wilder St
Wolfe Edith 125 Sunnyside Rd
New Castle Pa 16103
Anderson Derrick 319 Croton Ave PO Box 965
Grossman Cecelia, Edward, Matthew PO Box 94
Hamed Lynn A PO Box 149
Paden Helen M, Fred L Box 128 RD 7
Roberts David Michael Princeton Rd PO Box 370
S Vitale Pyrotechnic PO Box 149
New Castle Pa 16105
Aldan Dorothy 2506 Wilmington Rd Apt 44
Amina Cathlyne H, Suresh P 870 Chapin Rd
Antonelli Mary J 317 E Englewood Ave
Bales James J RR 5 Box 649
Beekswatches c/o Bryant Rummel 1702 Audley Ave
Black Eleanora L 144 Blackstone Dr
Bryant Barbara A 125 Antigua Dr
Burns K P 19 Lattavo Dr
Callaghan Daniel MD 3126 Wilmington Rd
Chisholm Michaelene D 3328 S Parkside Dr
Cole Andrew Omandi 4 Mocasin Tr
Cvetkovic Ernest 318 Windsor Ridge Rd Unit 12
Dombeck Nellie Marie, Stanley A 506 E Sheridan Ave
Eagan William 7 W Euclid Ave
Falls Harry 34 Meadowbrook Dr
Falls Pearl 207 Worthington Ave
Family Practice Associates 188 Enclave Dr
Fitzgerald Geri PO Box 5523
Fornataro Mary A 2573 Blossom Ln
Franklin Mary L RR 3 Box 546
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Frengel Lesley J, Mark A 204 Classic Ln
Ginsburg Henry 232 W Fairmont Ave
Harris Ed 1500 Wilmington Rd
Henderson John S 2100 Wilmington Rd
Ionta Gloria J Est 3586 Mitchell Rd
Jennifer Grimes Dance 201 E Clen Moore Blvd
Leathers Shirley J 204 E Meyer Av
Lizewski Robert 3343 Long Branch Dr
M&M Restaurant Supply 431 E Sheridan Ave
Maher Betty 300 Mckee Crossing
Mccathy Carol E 215 E Englewood Ave
Mcgonigle Kathleen R, Martin P 203 Tulagi Way
Medure Matthew, Darlene 804 E Fairmont Ave
Mezzanotte Thomas P 3328 Long Branch Dr
Moore Mary L 414 E Leasure Ave Apt 1
Nickum Angela, Landon 207 Mission Meade Dr
Patrick J Copple Services RR 3 Box 1a2
Peoples Ruth H, William H 40 Lattavo Dr
Peterson Kenneth D Jr 100 Mayberry Ln
Pfeiffer Joseph E, Gloria J 16 Club Dr
Plowey John D 2888 Shadyland Dr
Plowey Matthew David 2888 Shadyland Dr
Preston Motors Inc 1500 Wilmington Rd
Primavere Annie 102 E Hazelcroft Ave
Print Donald 430 E Leasure Ave
Progressive Diesel 451 Northgate Cir
Reese Edward R, Myrna L 36 Cochran Dr
Retort Robert 3932 Wilmington Rd
Reynolds Cynthia M, David W 507 E Fairfield Ave
Reynolds George 102 W Oakwood Way
Robison James A RR 3 272
Ronald Re Balderach Trust Dated 3 1 83 C/O Dr Balderach 2103 Wilmington Rd
Schreiner Janet 102 Ashberry Ln
Shira Viola M PO Box 5418
Stevens Gary E 114 Edgewood Ave
Stoffel Richard J 506 E Fairfield Ave
Thompson Lee E 617 E Hazelcroft Ave
Tuscany Square Ristorante 3470 Wilmington Rd
Veltre Janet A Est 2713 Old Plank Rd
Veri Elizabeth A 10 Bristol Ln
Walker Ted R Jr Valley Rd RR 5 Box 266
Wildauer Thomas J 151 Upland Dr
Zarilla Elizabeth S, James V 2809 N Mercer St
New Castle Pa 16107
Fed Assurance Servicing Inc 401k Pl PO Box 7028
Holt John D PO Box 7028
New Wilmington Pa 16142
Bonanni Violet M, Ascanio 735 Phillips School Rd
Challer Owen S East Brookneshannock Falls Rd
Cramer Ronald P DO 661 Orchard Tr Dr
Karstadt Robert 246 Edgebrook Ln
Kiminkinen Dorothea J 238 S Market St Rm 220
Kolodziej Raymond, Walter Box 523
Matthews Hazel Est 936 State Rte 18
Mcdaniel George 246 Edgebrook
Shaffer Benjamin D 60 Garrett Rd
Smith Angel M 208 Village Ln
Stewart Virginia L 233 High St
Uber Grace M 238 S Market St
Pulaski Pa 16143
James Scott 314 Heritage Cir
Wishart Doris J RR 2
Volant Pa 16156
Baker Tammy 345 Old Mercer Rd
Yeager Donna J RR 2
Wampum Pa 16157
Blake Homer Est 313 Blake Ln
Mattison Etta 599 Norwood Dr
Universal Refractories Inc PO Box 97
Wiley Charles W 328 Laura St
West Pittsburgh Pa 16160
Camerot Joseph 274 Roosevelt Ave
Reactive Metals & Alloys Corp PO Box 366 Rte 168
Lebanon County
Annville Pa 17003
Bly Melissa 245 Palm City Park
Boyd Marlene 4090 Shanamantown Rd
Byler Daniel J 146 West Main St
Dissinger Pierce E 426 W Main St
Dupkas Dorothy R 46 Kindred Pl
Dutchland Motor Co 1450 East Main St
Eisenhour Jane 176 Spruce Ct
Engle Charles H 117 W Queen St
Groff Brian 122 Palm City Park
Herr Irvin E 1680 Old Forge Rd
Hocker Ethel E 137 S Chestnut St
Hostetter Edwin N 620 Steelstown Rd
Huff Ellen L 2 Box 401d
John H Boger Son Inc PO Box 310
Keene Laurie A 146 W Main St
Mcglaughlin Derek T, Jamie M 1316 Louser Rd
Miller Patricia 450 Water St
Miller Stephanie M 111 North Cherry St
Petrino Shanni 144 Palm City Park
Poloney Vincent 303 S White Oak St
Reppert Jade 122 Palm City Park
Shellenberger Marguerite, Charles 227 W Lancaster St
Smith Esther E Cherry Water St
Steiner Franklin, Mildred 48 South Manheim St
Stob Hilda Est 1981 Brandt Rd
Tobias Pyles Tina 481 Mount Pleasant Rd
Weaber Helen, John 414 East Main
Weidman Davilla D 50 Stonehill Prk
White Charles J 4 Starview Dr
Wilehelm Robert L Jr 108 Woodside
Wolfe Beverly RD 2 Box 238
Ziegler David 1403 Cedar St
Campbelltown Pa 17010
Gillin M Gertrude 90 W Main St PO Box 137
Pyle Gary E 2808 Horseshoe Pike
Cornwall Pa 17016
Ellenberger Myrle Northhills No 207 PO Box 125
James Todd 301 Boyd St
Longenecker Brad PO Box 69
Nielsen Robert K, Carol L 150 Maple Ln PO Box 41
Fredericksburg Pa 17026
Hauer Ivy A PO Box 64
Lasianto Fnu 221 Sunset Dr
Lesher Katherine A 221 Sunset Dr
Mogel Michael, Earl 1016 Pine Grove Rd
Ninkovick Andrew 952 Pinegrove St
Sellers Tonya 119 Hemlock Dr
Jonestown Pa 17038
Aller Linda Lou, Gary A 17 Green Point School Rd
Aller Britta RR 2 Box 4340
Ashby Dewey D 195 Greble Rd Apt B
Boltz Clayton M, Maggie 438 Jonestown Rd #11
Donmoyer Ronald 458 N Lancaster St
Fecondo Fiore PO Box 192
Heisey Ronald 6 North Lancaster St
Heist Starlet M 8 Smokey Ln
Hopkins Elizabeth 84 Church Ln c/o Kathryn Otto
Johnson Brian PO Box 257
Kindt Thomas PO Box 459
MSC Industrial Supply 100 Msc Dr
Schaeffer Karen M 15 Old State Rd
Strong Jill 37 S Brd St
Winklebleck Earl PO Box 91
Zechman Clarence 72 Fisher Ave
Zimmerman John E, Grace 88 Fisher Ave
Lebanon Pa 17042
Allwein Kathryn, Ammon RR 2 Box 855
Altoona VAMC PO Box 3004
Andreozzi Laura S 820 Wheatfield Ln
Angelo Arlene S 1816 Ctr St
Arnold Raymon 4 Lights Rd
Ash Nam Chu 1205 Heritage Ln Apt 239
Baughman John K 134 Palm Ln
Becker Ken 565 Hemlock Ln
Birdwell Sharon 42 Cumberland St 1
Bishop Faye 1009 Horseshoe Cir
Bixler Raymond C Jr, Anne 442 Walnut St
Bixler Lisa 2080 Greystone Dr
Black Rhoderick D 1610 Plaza Apts
Bogertey Stanley 1700 S Lincoln Ave
Boltz Violet 418 N 15th Ave
Bomgardner Christine, Floyd D 590 S Fifth Ave
Bomgardner Dorothy M, Lloyd 6030 Grandview Cir PO Box 125
Bouchette Florence M 217 High St Rural
Bowman Thomas B 340 E Chestnut St
Brandt Enjali 150 South 22nd St
Brown Kathy L 502 Klein Ave 2nd Floor
Buffenmeyer Kale 705 Charles St
Cake Andrew A 535 Hemlock Ln
Cardiovascular Medic 229 S 4th St
Carney Donvan A 317 N 12th St
Carpenter Irvin Jr, Sue 22 E Walton St c/o Kathleen C Deitzler
Carpenter Irvin Jr 47 Chestnut St
Connell Elinor 860 Norman Dr
Curzi Jedio A 1217 Lehman St
Dabney Milton P 42 S 9th St
Daugherty Janet M 1601 Cornwall Rd
Deck Lester 122 Highland Glen St
Deleon Nino 112 Cumberland St 2nd Floor
Delio Anna 631 Chestnut St #2
Down Town Silk Screening 734 Cumberland St Rear
Drum Ronald 24 Hickory Blvd
Ebersole Andrew 604 Pondside Ln
Fisher Kathleen M, Miriam K 22 E Locust St
Foltz Donald 123 South Mill St Cleona Pa 17042
Forti Victor R 101 W Penn Ave
Gerber Doris C 1394 Horseshoe Pike
Gettle Chi Eugene T 900 Tuck St
Getz Paul E 2 Eve Ave
Golgowski Craig M, Bruce 1216 Greiner St
Greer John V 105 Greentree Village
Guardiola Bethsaida G 633 Mount Wilson Rd
Hain Michael 100 Maple Ln
Hedges Loretta F 621 S 6th St Apt 1
Heerdt Jacob D, David R 247 Weymouth Dr
Herr Eugene 433 Crest Rd
High Concrete Innovations 3050 State Dr
Hill Emma K 139 S 9th St
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Hoffman John B Living Trust, 612 Horseshoe Trail Dr
Holstein Sally Est 1505 Oak St
Horne Margaret 590 South 5th Ave c/o Cedar Haven
Horohov Nikolai 231 Walnut St
Jackard Richard A 614 Aspen Ln
John Mar Inc 155 Maple Ln
Jones John D 243 S 10th St Apt 3
Judovics Aleksandrs 2201 Cornwall Rd
Juppenlatz Ethel 316 E Chestnut St
Karazsia Gregory, Cynthia 20 Pine Ave
Kettering Paul H Hearthstone Manor 1125 Birch Rd
Kirk Peter 1506 Plaza Apartments
Kline Evelyn F Cedarway 590 S 5th Ave
Kline George 590 S 5th Ave
Kohr Paul J 1553 Oak St
Kuhle James J 983 Daffodil Dr
Lafferty Katie E 260 S Garfield St
Laicha Patricia 25 S 9th St American House
Lancaster Aluminum 24 Keystone Dr
Lasure Brianna L 2022 Kline St
Leffler John 42 Cumberland St
Leffler Sterling E 42 Cumberland St
Lerch Glenn 42 S 9th St Apt 4
Light Clifford, Dale 2120 Kline St
Lyter Chester E 801 S 6th St
M&S Towing 20 E Walton St
Maldonado Joselyn M 227 East Cumberland St
Margut Junior L 519 S Brd St
Matynka Raymond W 52 Clover Dr
Mccord Shawn 702 Green Tree Village
Moore Ralph Est RFD 2
Nardelli Mildred T 1125 Nowlen St
Neuman Richard 320 S 3rd St
Nye Shannon 1308 Mt Wilson Rd
Odell Douglas Joseph C, Genevieve Lane 316 S Lincoln Ave
Perez Joann PO Box 1303
Phillips Virginia 10 Stoneleigh Dr
Pizzone Nicholas, Gerlinda 651 Aspen Ln
Preston James Lebanon Va Medical Ctr 1700 S Lincoln Ave
Progin Michael P 409 Meadowview Dr
Pyles Dorothy M, Preston F 138 South 5th
Raymond James & Asso 340 E Locust St
Reber Jane L 1407 Oak St
Reicker William 954 Quentin Rd
Reppert Michael D 49 S 8th St Apt 5
Richards Elizabeth 321 S 23rd St
Roof James W 48 South Fifth Ave
Rothenbach Andrew 229 S 3rd Ave
Rotunda Francis 625 Progress Ave
Roush Eloise, Lloyd 738 S 4th Ave
Roush Isora, Lloyd 738 S 4th Ave
Roush Mackenzie Anastasia, Timothy Scott 1418 Warren Dr
Rudegeair Sandi L 5 Oak Knoll Cir
Ruffner James F, Carol E 712 Chestnut St
Ryland Daniel J 407 E Chestnut St
Schmoyer Lori B 877 Wilhelm Ave
Schneck Martin D Jr 1219 Elm St
Seibert Fern 114 Plaza Apts
Shaver Cassidy Dawson, Kristen Lape 101 Walden Rd
Shaver Hayley Thompson, Kristen Lape 101 Walden Rd
Shaver Scott 228 Cumberland St
Shirk Marian R, Allen Rt 20
Shirk Beverly J Elmcroft of Lebanon 860 Norman Dr Rm 127
Snody Dori A, Gary A 1394 Horseshoe Pike
Snyder George W Rexmont Rd
Soliday Amanda 811 South 3rd St
South Hills Park 1630 S Lincoln Ave
Spang Crest Nursing Home 945 Duke St
Spangler Janet J 224 S 10th St
Spangler Larry Cedar Crest Auto Sales 108 Old Ebenezer Rd
Springborn Barbara A 322 S 8th St
Stichler Grace 1208 E Lehman St
Sudbury Beatrice A 1407 Oak St
Sycamore Park Inc 925 Noble St
Tanawath Alexander 622 Hazel St
Tanno Joseph M 1601 Cornwall Rd
Thomas Vernon A 2633 Northfield Dr
TVC Comm 800 Airport Rd
Valetta Walter Est Theresa Cheresine 1030 Orchard Ave
Video Update 1715 Quentin Rd
Vision Imaging of Lebanon 805 Helen Dr
Walmer James F, Mary L 1201 W Crestview Dr
Waltermyer Alma 590 S Fifth Ave
Weiss Cecelia 340 E Locust St
Wildermuth Harold L 260 S Garfield St
Williams Harry D, Brenda 638 Oak St Apt 2
Wise Ruth 1522 Mount Wilson Rd
Witmer Jean M 1208 E Lehman St
Wolf Mashonna 114 N 10th St Apt 1
Womer Robert D 850 Cornwall Rd
Woodruff Angelina 40 E Pine St
Yang Kwang J 1205 Heritage Ln Apt 239
Young Andrew P 1804 Walnut St
Zerbe Joseph M, Herman 342 S 7th St
Zerby Olivia M 1612 Smt St
Lebanon Pa 17046
Abbey Helen R c/o Kathleen Haberkost 929 Willow Ln
American Legion Home Asso Post 158 1410 Lehman St
Arnold Sandra E 385 Narrows Dr
Bechtold Autumn 2309 Lehman St
Billingham John H 2309 Church St
Blouch Debra 108 E Maple St
Boyer Carl E 101 Northcrest Acres
Boyer Lloyd W 918 Meily St
Brewer June 705 N 3rd Ave
Brown Edward 42 N 9th St #2
Brown Richard P Jr 131 Mifflin St
Chadwick Eugene 24 Oak St
Choncua Heriberto 401 N 10th St Apt 3
Clay Suzanne Marie 1205 Lehman St
Computer Problems Resolved 20 N 9th St
Croce Joan M 2132 Cloverfield Dr
Crockett David 50 N 9th St
Cruz Julio A 613 Lehman St
D K Moyer & Sons Trucking 985 Mount Zion Rd 1
Dohner Gladys 442 North 7th St
Dotter Elsie 603 Canal St
Duprez Stephen 612 N Partridge St
Eivicarest William A 620 Miller St
Emswiler Douglas M 915 Church St
Fake Sharon C 514 N 11th St
Fitzkee David S 920 East Lehman St
Fredericks Chevy Body Shop 2309 Lehman St
Fritz Stella 1105 Lehman St
Fritz Marguerit Est 317 N 5th St
Fritz James H 545 Weidman St
Fritz Stella 1105 Lehman St
Getty Mart c/o Farhat B Seyda 1416 Sholly Ave
Givler Eric 361 N 8th St
Gross Mary Lee 2723 Tunnelhill Rd
Heck Loretta E, Ralph N Sr 1749 Garfield Ave
Heilman Samuel R 3102 Tunnelhill Rd
Helsel Eliza K RD 3
Herr Mildred Est, Paul 912 Maple Ln
Hipolito Sabdiel Seda Diaz 356 North 7th St Apt 1
Janesko Robert L 500 Canal St
Jonestown KOA 600 North 22nd St
Keisch Anna J 800 Willow St Apt 7d
Kleinfelter Lillie 17 Shellie St
Klopp Mary A 506 Jones St
Knoche Shari A 229 Mifflin St
Krug Benjamin D 190−B Pine Meadow Rd
Lane Jesse J 214 Maple St
Laudermilch Michael 525 N 8th St
Laureano Agueda B 19 1/2 6th
Lebanon United Jobbers Inc 1255 Bitner Blvd
Ledbetter Lori Ann 1106 Meily St
Light Sandra M 2173 Long Ln
Lopez Jaime 363 N 9th St
Lopez Valencia Jesus 1117 Chunr St
Maurer Barbara, Clair T 1111 Reinoehl St Apt 321
Mohn Clifford S 126 E Weidman St
Mumford Robert, Mary 306 Lehman St
Neal Sue Est 1910 1/2 Water St
Noggle Thomas 1012 Mifflin St
Pagan Floranda 361 N 11th St
Petak Mary 103 E Weidman St
Pichardo Orlando 438 Lehman St Apt 1
R Field & Stream Asso 1575 Weavertown Rd
Rivera Maria I Apt E4 368 N 8th St
Rodriguez Prudencia 426 N 9th St
Royer Eugene 1111 Reinoehl St Apt 213
Rutt Lynn 240 E Maple St
Santos Emilio 1128 Brandywine St
Schott Charles L, Evelyn L 6 Canal St
Seasholtz Robert F 355 N 8th St
Shepler Marlin R Est 430 N 13th St
Simpson Crystal 431 Willow St 1fl
Smith Kathy C 920 E Lehman St
Snowden Antonia 36 N 13th St
Spangler Pegianne, Janice 800 Willow St Apt 6
Spangler Grace 7 Mifflin St
Spangler Harold 221 E Guilford St
Sythong Soreeya S 10 Laurel Ln
Thomas Betty L 418 N 15th Ave
Tice Harold J 615 Prescott Dr
Tinnin Jessica L 1305 Sandhill Rd
Truntich Susan 33 N 10th St
Vazquez Olga 246 E Weidman St
Vernon Carol A 2132 Cloverfield Dr
Vicente Miguel 4 E Brookfield Dr
Volk Robert J 339 N 5th St
Waltz Janet L 1515 Sandhill Rd
Wandell Edward J 924 Water St
Willman Barbara 711 N 3rd Ave
Willman Stephen 730 N 3rd Ave
Womens Health Center of Lebanon 300 Willow St
Wright Rose F, Rose M 1411 Willow St
Wright David A 656 Guilford St
Yordy Pamela S 341 E Maple St
Zavala Rosio 428 N St 11
Zellers Elmer M 1761 Frances Ann Dr
Mount Gretna Pa 17064
Aungst Gregory S 33 Birch Ave
Dissinger Mary Box 67 3 Kauffman Ave
Horney Alanna Jo 33 Birch Ave
Jones Catherine L, Michael 120 Columbia Ave
Mason Warren Est 304 Pine Ave
Mayercik David J 219 Village Ln
Porter Lynee PO Box 69
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Reistad Arne 167 Timber Ln
Schmitt Dorothy M 206 Boehm Ave
Talmadge Fredrick L, Joan D Box 256
Myerstown Pa 17067
Autoland International 660 Lincoln Ave
Bare William C 17 S Cherry St
Barnard Thomas G 450 Stoneridge Village
Bartholomew Raymond 7 West Park Ave Rm 18 ECC Retirement Village
Case Harold D 641 S Ramona Rd
Debelius Brian 214 N Race St
Dubble Rose, H 619 S Railroad St
Dulabohn Robert S Sr 401 E Rosebud Rd
Dutch Valley Food Dist c/o Michael Longenecker PO Box 465 Rte 501 North
Elk Corporation of Texas 401 Weavertown Rd
Elton Mary RTE 4
Fiedler Patricia 45 Springhouse Dr
Fuller John 16 Wheatland Dr
Funck Elva R 26 W Main Ave
Grumbine Daniel E 1917 Prescott Rd
Heffner Irvin G 55 Camp Swatara Rd
Hentz Thomas R Jr 29 Firefly Dr
Houtz Paul E 414 Yeagley Rd
Jackson Township 31 Krall Rd
Kamp John D 26 W Main Ave
Klahr John R 338 Yeagley Rd
L&P Transport Inc 2395 Camp Swatara Rd
Lang William J III 604 S Railroad St
Leffler Ryan 93 Mill Rd
Leisey Edward 124 W Carpenter Ave 081
Light Karen L 650 Brown Rd Apt H
Lineweaver Warren F 1300 E Kercher Ave Lot 3
Moore Yvonne J 201 W Washington Ave Apt
Moyer Keri Lynne E 151 Frystown Rd
Orourke Frances L, James 480 Brown Rd
Richard I Hart Inc t/a NG Marks Ins A 332 King St
Salem Ronald 22 N Butterfly Dr
Sando George G, Matilda 118 South Cherry St
Shaak David L 31 Krall Rd
Smith Randy 617 N Railroad St
Spangler David W 111 N Ramona Rd Lot 19
Spangler George 10 W Main St
Steiner Verna RR 3
Tomco Michelle 500 Houtztown Rd Lot 48
Vo Doi V 663 W Lincoln Ave
Wenger Samuel K 222 Gibble Rd
Zechman Agnes F 440 E Lincoln Ave
Zerbe Mike 452 W Lincoln Ave
Zook Anna K 529 Woleber Rd
Zukowski Charles E 7 W Park Ave
Newmanstown Pa 17073
Brogan Kenneth F RR 1
Burgos Erica C 108 Treeline Dr
Bushong Margaret B 5 Beard Ln
Clauser Funeral Home PO Box 97
Double D Constuction Dylan Layser 1002 St Rt 501 South
Fabricius Michele G 124 W Park St
Firestone Verna E 203 N Sheridan Rd
Fox Shirley A 91 N Sheridan Rd
Horst Anthony 255 Millbach Rd
Mckelvey John R 4 W Main St Apt A PO Box 230
Ofray Erika L 903a State Rte 501 South
Riehl Roger S, Helen M 133 W Main St Box 235
Southworth Patricia A 19 Central Dr
Tracey Jane N PO Box 97
White Mary E RR 1
Ono Pa 17077
Adams Michael 1515 Wood Lodge Dr
Ono Truck Center US 22 Lincoln School Rd
Palmyra Pa 17078
Agile Evolution Inc 558 Royal Rd
Alger Daryl L 490 Campbelltown Rd
Andrews Matthew B 45 N College St
Arnold Logistics LLC PO Box 626
Atkinson Kathryn M 103 N Larkspur Dr
Auman Patricia RD 1 Box 500a
Barb Gilbert L RD 1
Battin Florence, Leslie 2046 S Forge Rd
Casantini Joseph 222 Kreider Rd
Cook Richard T Jr 1847 Wexford Rd
Corl R T 100 N Londonderry Sq
Dunn Barbara 718 Pajabon Dr
Eberly Karen L 329 S Lincoln St
Ehlers Ursula PO Box 301
Enid Liesey Est 341 N Railroad St
Evitts Ronald C 193 Tannenbaum Way
Fastrich Gregory 914 Cambridge Ct
Ferguson Rose L 175 E Market St Apt A
Gingrich Gladys L 25 W Pine St
Harris Carolyn G, Robert E 21 Hickory St
Hazard Danielle B 1823 Wexford Rd
Herr Electric Inc 232 W Main St Attn: Kirk
Hoerner Marie P 202 E Cherry
Hoerner Marie P 245 West Main St
Hull Helen E 107 N Forge Rd
Jet Enterprises Inc 320 Plaza Dr
Kalbach Robert W, Ellen 28 Holly Dr
Kinkley Michael J 529 Pine Rd
Kissinger Carol J 103 N Larkspur Dr #6
Lara Maria M 6 Truman St
Latsha Aaron 125 Highland Cir
Lesher Bethany 224 North Harrison St
Lewis Motor Co c/o Greg Lewis 599 Sweetwater Dr
Liddell Laura 379 W Spruce St
Lingle Carole L 202 E Cherry
Lingle Carole L 245 West Main St
Londonderry Limousines Ltd 320 Plaza Dr
Long John Robert Sr 1100 E Maple St
Longencker Elwood 357 W Cedar St
Longenecker Effie M 357 W Cedar St
Lucas Marion G Bell Rd Apt 377
Mcg Eunice O 537 S Forge Rd
Mease Stella H 985 E Maple St
Meyerhoffer Ruth E 600 W Pine St
Miller Hazel M 1200 E Main St
Miller Lisa A 510 N Railroad St
Nagle Susan R 235 E Cherry St
Nazzaro Carmela 1411 E Maple St
Norton Aaron 1335 South Prince St
Petrina Edward P 255 W North Ave
Rago Viorica Stella, Viorica Irene 406 Cambridge Ct
Rothermel Funeral Home 25 W Pine St
Rudy J Richard RR 1
Shelby William Jr 390 Springbrook Dr
Shori Bandna 1331 Park Dr
Slobozien Robert All 206 Royal Rd
Smith Carolene B, Keith R 2046 Wexford Rd
Smith Charles W 28 Carriage Rd
Staples c/o Leslie Wooley 417 Royal Rd
Suter Gwendoly D, Ward W 402 N Railroad St
Thomas Darlene 2157 Wexford Rd
West Coast Video 901 E Main St
Wildasin Elaine M 935 E Pine St
Woolever Bonnie 301 W Walnut St
Wright Walter 103 N Larkspur Dr #20
Zivkovich Mike 101 S Railroad St Apt 23
Rexmont Pa 17085
Carpenter Judith Anne Box 104 3 Water St
Fisher Business Forms 270 Rexmont Rd PO Box 26
Richland Pa 17087
Firesti Ruth 307 Poplar St
Hower John D 17 Ketterman Hill Rd Lot 22
Oswald Michael S, Kelly D 9 Norma Ln
West Side Auto Body 9 Norma Ln
Schaefferstown Pa 17088
Mcclellan Lisa A PO Box 35
Nuspahic Halid c/o The Franklin House 101 North Market St
Werner Timothy PO Box 35
Sheridan Pa 17073
Bennetch Maurice, Amy RD 1
Lehigh County
Alburtis Pa 18011
Binkley Jaime 12 Barbara Dr
Citizens Auto Finance Inc 231 Walnut St
Flower Fenis G PO Box 422
Flower Fenis S PO Box 422
Fluck Pierce C RD 1
Ground I DS 106 E 2nd St
Ian Zang 3871 Kulp Cir
Kish Michael E, Jo L 231 Walnut St
Mason Stanley E III 626 Franklin St
Meck Earl 1818 State St
Pathare Meera V 109 N Main St
Piatt Robert R, Faith A 50 Glen Rd
Rodriguez Ana 269 Maple Ct
Skyline Stables 10 Stone Ave
Solt Earl D 385 Dogwood Dr
Souders Evelyn M 107 Souders Ln
Southwell Michael 8123 Heritage Dr
Thomas Harvey J, Elsie M 121 W 3rd St
Vancott Pamela G 256 Maple Ct
Weida Donald J, Joy L 381 Treichler Rd
Allentown Pa 18019
Marsch Joseph 2218 E Woodlawn St
Allentown Pa 18101
Andreas Russell 103 N 7th St
Applied Separations Inc 930 Hamilton St
Auxiliary Amer Legion Unit 29 127 S 7th St
Benson Thomas W 36 S 5th St
Berghold John G Mountain Park Rd
Blank Helen 1406 1/2 Gordon
Bleier Anna 627 Hamilton St
Blum Frederick 1746 Chew St
Chandiramani Ramesh A 807 Hamilton St
Colon Angel L 35 N 10th St Apt 3b
Covert Barbara York RD 2
Custom Auto Body 123 W Hamilton St
Eplus Technology Inc 17 S 7th St
Fasching Frank R 1105 1/2 Liberty St
Fatzinger Aymond c/o 125 N Law St
Fehnel Jacob A 952 3rd
Fillis Dolores D, James 35 N 2nd
Fraser Leland 1101 W Hamilton St
Frey Anna M 3305 Hanover Acres
Fried Florence, George 131 N Bryan St
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Fritzinger Glenn A 1315 Pennsylvania
Gabriel Julius RD 63
Greensweig William Sr, Emma 129 W Linden St
Horton Randy 2 N 9th St Annex 9 2nd Fl
Jaffer Murtaza M, Kulsum 123 W Hamilton St
Jones Claudia 24 N 2nd St
Jones Lealon 829 Tilghman St
Kemmerer Beatrice c/o 125 N Law St
Krupa Frank, John 926 Hamilton St
Lerch Lottie c/o First Natl Bank & 7th Hamilton Mall
Lucena Elizabeth 35 N 10th St Apt 3b
Martin Marie M 138 Dauphin St
Martinez Nereida P 123 S 8th St
Montalvo Ayala L 1033 1/2 Ct St
Morris Michael, Cecil 123 S 8th Apt 1 Fr
Moser Lillian 129 N 7th St
Nolta Laura R 117 S Eighth St
Novak Filomena C 512 Hamilton St Ste 400
Paulino Luis 819 W Linden St
Peifer Joyce K, Marian W 520 1/2 Adar St
Penn Power Light Co 2 N 9th St
Peralta Florentina 960 W Hamilton St
Rodriguez Lisa M 823 Linden St
Sechler Betty 627 Hamilton St
Shappell Christine C 512 Hamilton St Ste 400
Sheets James A Irrev Trust c/o Steve C Ctright Merchants Bank 702 Hamilton Mall
Stewart Frederick F 724 W Walnut St
Wenner Miers J 83 N 2nd St
Williams Doris J, Gary 111 Focht Ave
Allentown Pa 18102
5th Street Lunchonette LLC 248 N 5th St
A Too Flex Mortgage Co 220 N 7th St
Abouaita Michel K 449 2nd St
Acevedo Molina B 349 Ridge Ave
Acosta Eligio 917 N 7th St
Acosta Juan 934 N 7th St
Agosto Malpica J 349 Ridge Ave
Aldinger Virginia 619 N 4th St
Allen Paul 1021 W Linden St Ap
Ardissoni Carlos 422 1/2 N 4th St
Arnold Elizabeth, Robert 1622 W Liberty St Apt 15a
Arrow Delivery Svc Inc 1444 Hamilton St 1 CC
ASC 631 N Law St
Banner Tire System 1 W Allen St9
Bartholomew Althea C, Albert 211 S West St
Baum Margaret M 423 Ridge Ave
Bechtel Karen 1052 Tilghman St
Beck Margaret c/o Est 1519 Walnut St #320
Benson Desire 946 W Tilghman Apt 1
Berger Alma 824 Jackson St Apt 7g
Berger Rebecca 34 S 13th St
Berger Robert C 941 1/2 N 5th St
Bernacet Omar X 645 N Jordan St Apt 401
Bernd Woodrow 1018 W Green St
Billig Robert G 809 Turner St Apt 4
Bilsak Edward N 435 Ridge Av
Binder Virginia 139 S Penn St
Bloomfieldhill Jared A 217 S 13th St
Bolden William H 421 1/2 N Fulton St
Brown Annmarie, Collin 27 S West St
Brown Christian 838 W Gordan St
Burian Donald, Anne 805 N 8th St
Burkhart Rose 19 S 4th St Apt 4
Campbell Bara D 113 N 4th St Apt H
Cancel Natasha 110 N 9th St Apt 1
Canela Jose 818 W Cedar St
Carls James W 1019 1/2 W Washington St
Castillo Wiclef 601 N 7th St
Cathcart Jessica 646 N 12th St
Chacon Ricardo 432 N Jordan St
Clements Raul 215 N 7th St
Coles Connie Irene F Minn 1631 W Lind
Colon Olga 245 Ridge Ave
Contreras Mario Alejandro G 142 Hill Rd
Cooper John 618 N Lumber St
Corvino Richard R, Richard J 706 N Jordan St
Cramsey William F 391/2 Gordon St
Cruz 1411 W Hamilton St Apt 6c
Cruz Maritza 511 Chew St Rear House
Csandl Joseph 1337 W Allen St Apt 101
Cuello Juan S 958 W Washington St
Cullin Ruth 1925 W Turner St Apt 309
Cykoski Jan 608 Hamilton St
Dalton Sharell L 345 5th St
Dawkins Hurtman 396 Allen St
Day Fay L 303 N 10th St
Deans William T 228 N Law St
Del Carmen Maria 417 W Washington St
Deleon Anthony 1402 Liberty St
Deleon Anthony M 135 S Poplar St
Deleon Robert, Rudolph 1402 Liberty St
Detres Ricardo 1520 1/2 W Liberty St
Diaz Alfredo J 617 W Washington St
Diaz Camacho E 417 W Washington St
Diaz Carlos M 1325 W Chew St Apt 5
Dieter Frederick C 824 Jackson St Apt 6e
Dreher Catherine 613 W Washington St
Dries Patricia 618 Lawrence Ct
Drueger Edward Est 502 Washington
Dudhwala Rohini R 929 W Allen St
Durtschy Francis J 391 2 Gordon St
Eichner Patricia M 423 North St
Elasmar Wajdi 801 N 6th St
Elias Pierre A 153 W Green St
Elias Sam Bassam 20 S 11th St
Elzbir Gafar M 302 S 15th St 105a
Erdman Adam R 630 Whitehall St
Fairley Richard R Jr 328 N Fulton St
Falu Christopher Luis 220 N Jefferson St
Fia Angelo 607 Grant St
Finck Linda 801 1/2 N 8th St
Ford Mary 413 N Church St
Foulke Mary M c/o Lanny Foulke 430 N 15th St
Franco Sandra 521 1/2 N Poplar St
Fuentes Dejesus Jose 520 N Penn St
Garcia Margarita, Juan 5 W Tilghman St
Garcia Adrian 110 S Madsion St Apt 1
Garcia & Powers Asso 451 Chew St Ste 306
Gayle Marvin 532 N Jordan St
Gehris Jeffrey C 139 S Penn St
Gery Lillian G Roth Roth 123 N 5th St
Geta Marlene 19 S 4th St Apt 4
Getter John 35 S Hall
Gimbel Anelia 521 N Fulton St
Gluck Ruth 238 S Levan St D
Gomez Angela 526 W Liberty St
Gonzalez Maria E 310 W Liberty St Ph
Gonzalez Molina C 755 W Cedar St
Gordon St Collision Center 229 W Gordon St
Graffius John F 130 N Penn St
Graver Chester A 1207 W Turner St
Greczy Leanne 246 N 10th St Fl 2
Gross Jennifer Lynn, Daniel J Jr 522 N 11th St Bldg 15 Apt B10
Gutierrez Sophie 1402 Liberty St
Hafer Donald J 331 N Fountain St
Harmony Anna 514 W Gordon St
Harry Meyers W 930 Jackson St
Hartzell Penrey A Jr, Edith 203 N 9th St
Hebron Thomas 118 N 5th St
Heffner Josephine, Joann 323 N 8th St Rear
Heil Elizabeth 29 N Madison St
Heimbach Charles, John 751 N 4th St
Heimberg Richard 1050 Iron Pig Way
Heiser Patricia 535 N 7th St
Henning Thomas J 1440 W Walnut St Apt 1504
Hertzog Frederick J, Rosella B 515 N 6th St
Hoffman Carl P, Ruth A 830 N 6th St
Hoffman Robert E 123 N 5th St
Hood Margaret 246 N 10th St Fl 2
Houghtaling Shara, Bruce 264 A S Levan St
Hummel Peggy A 446 N Jordan St
Isabel Carlos M 914 N 7th St
Jackson Alan A 29 N 13th St
Jackson Jesse 725 N 5th St
James Francis J 404 W Hamilton St 615
Jerant Catherine 514 W Gordon St
Johnson Bradley 123 N 5th St
Jones Daren 237 N 9th St Apt 3
Joyner Vincent 622 W Cedar St
Jurado Jose 94 14 46th Ave
Katra John 820 N 9th St
Kern Frank C 528 Lawrence St
Klunk Milan Advertising 1431 Chew St
Koehler Evelyn 726 N 9th St
Kromer Matthew A 1427 W Linden St Apt 3
Krueger Edward 502 Washington
Krufka Andrew J Sr, Andrew J Jr 1611 W Hamilton St
Krufka Alexandra Lee 1611 W Hamilton St
Kucharik Stephen C 538 N 7th St
Kunkle Charles, Janice, Geraldine 342 N 7th St 1st Fl
Laboy Ivette 941 W Gordon St Apt 2
Lancier Marie A, Marie 1528 W Tilghman St
Larriva Eduardo Est 318 N Church St
Laudenslager Mae H 137 N Poplar St
Laury R N 509 N 8th St
Leon Francisco 429 N 6th St
Leonard Robert L 389 W Cedar St
Lin Yi−Shin 217 S Fountain St Apt 12
Little Claire E, Ricky T 218 S Fulton St
Lohrman Robert 1925 Turner St
Long Anna 245 N Jordan St
Long Lillian 607 N 13th St
Long Pauline D 219 N 13 St
Lopez Naida E 432 N Jordan St
Lorenzo Evelyn 503 N 7th St 2−F A
Lucy John F, Anna L 29 S Franklin St
Maniatty George S Jr 607 N 12th St
Manley Beatrice S c/o Atty Robert Ritter 1600 Hamilton St
Mann Jesse 534 Chew St
Martinez Eligio 437 Gordon St
Martinez Josephine H 116 S 15th St 2nd Fl
Martinez Miguel A 223 S Madison St
Martucci Nicholas 720 N 0tt St
Mauser Doreen 139 S Penn St
Mcdowell Jarvis J 420 1/2 W Whitehall St
Mcginley Loretta, Tracy, Thomas P 431 W Washington St
Mckenzie Leandra Joy, Sydney A 717 N Fountain St
Melo Jason 327 N 9th St
Mercado Jessica C 211 Peach St
MFS Investment Mgmt 1052 Tilghman St
Michael B Mcdermott Auto Track Ins Svc 1321 W Chew St
Michael Rivera 732 N 10th St
Milkovits William, Larue 645 N 16 St
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Miller 237 Elliger St
Miller Patricia N 320 N Fulton St
Miller Tina 848 N 7th St
Miner Gerald I c/o Vivian Sharga 1429 W Pennsylvania St
Morales Victor 807 N 4th St
Morris Sonya 1024 W Green St
Moses Elinor C 435 Tilghanan St
Moyer William Est, Sadie 920 N 7th St
Muniz David Santos 1135 Tilghman St
Myers Ruby F 930 Jackson St
Nacci Anna Est, Anna 610 Ridge Ave
Nacci Salvatore J 610 Ridge Ave
Nagel Henry D 313 N Fountain St
Nak Chamroeun 635 N 7th St
Natal Irma I 311 Ridge Ave
Nauroth William 207 1/2 N 4th St
Netwell Verna E 438 N 4th St
Nguyen Dung A 211 S 4th St
Nguyen Hieu V 1402 W Linden St
Norman Antonio 139 S 15th St
Nunez Indhira 107 Ridge Ave Apt 2
Ockovic Mildred J 1440 W Walnut St Apt 1185
Olewine Dorothea L, Clayton C 625 N West St
Ortega Ivelisse B 1233 Walnut St
Ortiz Byron D 18 S 13th St
Ortiz Julia 310 W Liberty St Ph
Otonglo Conny A 713 N 9th St Apt 3
Ottenwalder Jorge 727 N New St
Parnell Nicholas 37 N 15th 2nd Fl
Partnership Health Plan c/o Kathleen Wolfe 421 Chew St
Peifer Joyce K, Marvin W 520 1/2 W Cedar St
Pena Elba 552 N 10th St
Peralta Santos 429 W Walnut St
Pfeiffer Patricia, Joseph 139 W Gordon St
Phillips Elizabeth J W 346 N 15th St
Pinela Roman F 539 W Gordon St
Power Dorothy C 1411 Hamilton St Apt 4f
Prieto Negron M 826 N Cedar St
Punch Michael D 311 S 15th St
Pychinka Ivy C 1414 W Fairview St
Quinones Octavio 818 Chew St
Quintanilla Salvador 205 N 4th St
Quiroz Zico Guzman 185 W Pine St
Ramirez Carlos Manuel 642 W Chew St 2nd Fl
Rawski Elizabeth, Edward J 1051 Ridge Ave
Reed Shirley, Gail 832 1/2 N 4th St
Reinert Shirley 1411 Hamilton St Apt 4f
Remaley Angeline, George 621 W Turner St
Renvin Glenis 730 N 11th St
Reyes Raul 727 Chestnut St
Richiez Eddy 727 W Tilghman St
Riegel Pauline E The Roth Law Firm 123 N 5th St
Rios Denise 951 Walnut St Apt 1
Rivas Blanca 954 Chew St
Rivera Efrain 20 W Liberty St
Rivera Franklin M 127 S 12th St
Rivera Jonathan 164 Gordan St
Rivera Luis F 447 Linden St
Rivera Matias J 625 One Half N Green St
Rivera Ramiro 337 N 15th St
Rivera Roman J 417 W Washington St
Rivera Teeon 944 W Pine St
Rivera Teresa 126 N Madison St
Rocco Bertha, Jury 215 S 5th St
Rockovits Stella S 745 N 6th St
Rodriguez Angel R 1526 W Allen St
Rodriguez Jose 915 Tilghman St 1
Romascavage Stanley Jr 424 W Allen St
Rooter of Mr Pittsburgh 337 N 15th St
Rosamilia Angelo 1238 W Chew St
Rosario Gedeon 126 N Madison St
Rose Controls Inc 123 S 3rd St
Rosenberger Melissa 427 N 10th St
Roth Angela 720 N 0tt St
Roth Elda M 848 N 7th St
Rubertelli Guido, Hilda 821 1/2 N Penn St
Sacred Heart OB/GYN Svcs 421 Chew St
Salas Halibe 611 N 8th St
Santana Paul 231 S Franklin St
Santiago Deverri 407 1/2 Washington St Rear
Santiago Lilliam R 941 W Gordon St Apt 2
Sarko John 131 N Penn St Fl 3
Saylor Samuel P, Star 1246 Gordon St
Schaff Anna Jane 544 N New St
Schlich Lillian 607 N 13th St
Schollenberger Leo c/o Elsie Yeager 1221 W Highland St
Scott Chevrolet Inc 328 N Fulton St
Scott Mark 411 W Gordon St
Severino Luisa M 123 N 5th St
Sherr Nettie 118 N 5th St
SHH Pediatric Alolescent Svc 450 Chew St
Silva Robert 115 N 12th St Apt 2
Silvestre Hernandez 113n 9th
Singleton Jumel Q 1110 Fullerton Ave
Smalley Anna 538 N 7th St
Smith Hamp R 229 S 15th St
Smith Robert R 139 S Jefferson St
Smith Tony 322 Franklin St
Snyder Elizabeth R, Leroy R 413 W Washington St
Sober Jill W 1036 Allen St
Sparr Ruth 535 N 7th St
Stefchak Alexandra 1519 Walnut St
Sterner Uriah W 1529 W Chew St
Sweeney Rosemary, Eugene 437 N 6th St
Sweigart Darlene M 321 N Franklin St
Swoyer Edward W, Mary A 405 N 6th St
Tavarez Perez Delvi A 323 S Franklin St
Then Yesenia Margarita 1526 W Allen St
Thorman Thora K Apt 108 Green Meadows 1545 W Greenleaf St
Tirado Marisol 738 N Jordon St Apt 3
Toro Nicholas 624 1/2 W Cedar St
Torres Francis 344 N Seventh St
Torres Jose 111 N Poplat St Apt 2
Torres Lisandra I 126 N Madison St
Torres Luis E 331 Grant St
Torres Rivera Jessica B 925 N 12th St Apt 2
Torres Tiara 503 North St Fl 2 Apt 2
True 2 Form Valley W 635 N 7th St
Trujillo Marvin E 818 W Cedar St
Usino Ruth S 435 N Church St
Velez Miguel 634 Allen St
Velez Notary Ins 209 N 6th St c/o Milta Velez
Villar Adeluis D 627 1/2 Cedar St
Vow Enterprises Victor 1249 W Walnut St
Wagner Ethel E, John F 716 N 5th St
Walter David 619 N 4th St
Ward Modestine 525 N 10th St
West Stanley R 220 N West St
Wetherhold Ashley R, Kurt J 134 N 11th St
Wetherhold Erin J 134 N 11th St
Wilsman Barbara, Sandra, John M 1440 W Walnut St #1704
Wisnoski Jeffrey 238 S Levan St Apt G
Yost Theresa c/o Michael Brunnabend POA 441 W Linden St
Young Heleno 123 N 5th St
Young Mark E 1338 W Chew St
Zavala German 534 W Gordon St
Zignowski George J 624 N Lumber St
Allentown Pa 18103
2919 Lehigh Food Corp 2919 Lehigh St
Abousaif Magda 1761 Lehigh N
Allentown 2102 28th St SW
Anthony Maynard Est 335 E Federal St
Arce Linda 207 Mountain Park Rd
Ayala Raquel A 324 Jasper St
Balbuena Jose M 132 W Emmaus Ave
Bartholomew Alice L 122 W Susquehanna
Bartman Lester 303 Priscilla St
Beller Lamar L 1136 S 10th St
Berkheiser Robert C 3003 Ithaca St
Bieber Lucille A, Charles 763 Mohawk
Boyer Michael C 1251 S Cedar Crest Blvd
Braadt Paul 1028 S Cedar Crest Blvd
Cardiovascular Asso Inc Dr Hugh Gallagher 1210 S Cedar Crest Blvd
Carpio Robert 803 N 8th St
Carrasquillo Marc E 26 Armour Ct
Cascante Mauricio B 696 W Montgomery St 1
Castillo Juan 2008 S Hall St
Cease Dorothy E 904 S Edward St
Cedar Crest Prof Par 1247 S Cedar Crest Blvd Ste
Cerciello Anna 2887 Edgemont Dr
Chang Nancy I 3554 Byrd Ave
Charles Bertha L 950 Hill Dr
Cheng Tze Chiang, Nancy L 3554 Byrd Ave
Cheng Nancy I 3554 Byrd Ave
Chico David 1710 S Race St
Colon Cathetine Lee 425 E Emmaus Ave
Colon Daniel L 2443 Allenbrook Dr Apt 7
Conrad Christine F 118 E Cumberland St
Cortez Valbuena Juan P 132 W Emmaus Ave
D Duncan Autos Inc 1324 Minesite Rd
Damar Transportation 1801 S 12th St
Debord Dawn O 626 Cleveland St
Defiore David 2806 E Texas Blvd
Dejesus Eva I 816 S 12th St Apt 10
Diehl Carol C 105 S 10th St
Diehl Carol C 1105 S 10th St
Domitrovitz Julia 931 S Hays St
Donnell John H 612 E Lynnwood St
Eckert Jurgen 2473 SW 30 St
Eismont Waclow 2854 Elm Ct
Fair Tex Pension Trust 2645 Mitchell Ave
Felix Yvonne 820 S 11th St
Feliz Reginardo 132 W Federal St
Fells Putma Rocco J, Krystee L, Michael J 1670 Ctr Pl
Ferrer Thomas 621 S Front St
Fischl Sandra A 2411 Shaler St
Fisher Regina, R 2882 W Emmaus Ave
Fisher William Visiting Nurses NE 1710 Union Blvd
Flores Edna G 1118 Devon Shire Rd
Foster Edward 1263 S Cedar Crest Blvd Apt 20
Frace Wanda J, Barry L 1209 S Gilmore St
Francis Dale 2904 Meadowbrook Cir S
Franzo Richard A, Elizabeth Apt 308 1207 E Marks St
Frasier Shakia 1772 S Idaho St
Gallagher Edward L, Monica K 916 S Front St
Garcia Mary Ann 600 Skyline Dr Apt 1
Ghoman Jasbir S 3008 Barrington Ln
Gimbel Lisa 436 E Paoli St
Gonzalez Annette 2849 Ithaca St
Gonzalez Ramon 1733 S Church St #4
Good Shepherd Rehab Hospital 543 St Johns St
Goodman Donald R, Lorrene 1590 Hardner Dr
Green James 106 S Bradford St
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Greenburg Joel 2903 Klein St
Greenhouse Dan Schantz 2031 29th St SW
Grym Alan 1024 S 8th St Apt 2
Haberle Bruce V 3524 Catherine Ave
Hampton Scott K 2443 S 4th St
Hariry Putma Talia Z, Ziad M 2117 Baker Dr
Harris Nancy 950 Hill Dr
Healthez 2166 S 12th St
Healthy Business 1251 S Cedar Crest Blvd
Heffner Dorothy R 2036 S Delaware St
Heller Catherin M, Louis C 921 S 10th St
Hendricks Robert L, Janice 809 S Jefferson St Apt 5
Hendricks Janice M 3021 Klein Apt 28c
Hilbert Charles J 1011 S 11th St
Hilton Sherry 3730 Devonshire Rd
Hinkle Cheryl 1225 S Gilmore St
Hoderman Loretta, John 619 Mohawk St
Jack Raymond 1642 Oxford Dr
Jacob Diane 2904 Arcadia Ave
Jacobs Larue 1600 Lehigh Pkwy East Apt 5 R
Jacobs Richard M 1600 Lehigh Pkwy East Apt 8 D
Jagarnauth Dino C 728 S 5th St
Jaigobin Budhun & Sterling Auto Body 2102 28th St SW
James Winburn Landscapers Plus 950 E Fairview St
Jarjous Iris M 720 E Montgomery St
JJE Food Corp 1587 Lehigh St
Jones Jojo 1813 SW 17th St
Juchnick John, Emily 910 S 10th
Jurasits John 731 E Hamilton St
Kageni Charles 1739 S Hall St Apt B4
Kaufman Christoph M, Lindsey M 1124 S 8th St
Keiper Judith E 948 Hawthorn Rd
Kelly Collision Center 939 S 12th St
Kensington Natl Land Svcs 1111 Washington Ave
Kern Frank C Jr 702 Cleveland St
Key Pontiac 24 E Susquehanna St
Key Pontiac 701 Harrison St Apt 413
Kidaj Andrzej 1333 S 9th St Apt 6
King Jay H Jr 315 S Cedar Crest Blvd
Kirschman Amy Jean 1023 W Emmaus Ave
Knauss Anna 451 Lehigh St
Kneller Gerald C 2644 Prospect Ave Apt 6
Krapf David A 1600 Lehigh Pkwy E Apt 2l
Lawrence Jay K 1020 Manor Dr
Lee Cynthia K 24 E Susquehanna St
Lehigh Valley Outptnt Rhab Svcs dba Affinity c/o Susan Heffelfinger 1243 S Cedar
Crest Blvd
Lehigh Valley Physician Hosp Org Inc 2166 S 12th St 401
Leon Juan 1323 S 10th St
Leonardo Linda A 1835 Lehigh Ave
Liberto Gerald, Evelyn Camelot Apt 2435 All
Lisa Mary Ann 1515 S 2nd St
Long Stanley R 742 S Woodward St
Lovelidge Alan John, Ralph S 1170 Tr Cir
Lovelidge Thomas Patrick, Ralph S 1170 Tr Cir
Loveras Enterprises 2011 S Delaware St
MIN Corp c/o David Schweizerhof 3141 Lehigh St
Maaco Allentown 502 Basin St
Maclellan Maria 2618 28th St SW
Mahr Emily B 1124 W Wyoming St
Malsberger Aaron C 1135 S Jefferson St Apt 2
Marjorie Mc Q 813 S 6th St
Markert Henry St Lot 6 1414 E Susquehanna
Marsh James O 754 Mohawk St
Martinez Gustavo A Apt 332 3440 Lehigh St
May Timothy 3044 S Pike Ave
Mccool Maria T 4419 Driftwood Ln
Mcmullen Jeffrey 601 St John St Room 413a
Mcquilken Ronald W 813 S 6th St
Mcwhinney Thomas A, Helen N 2336 S 12th St
Miles Grace A, William 703 S 10th St
Mirza Imran 4501 N Hedgerow Dr Apt 4
Moez Minud 801 Mhalstead St
Mokgethi Bianca 3440 Lehigh St
Moore Jason R 1113 S Lumber St
Moser Larry G 2870 W Emmaus Ave Apt 203
Mucka David A 4269 Rosewood Ln
Mudri Sandra A 701 Harrison St Apt 325
Murry George H 510 W Wyoming St
Mwangi Lucy N 2138 S 9th St Apt 7
Nace Adam 2843 Huron St
Nagle James R 1401 Lehigh Pkwy S
Nemeh Rami 826 E Paoli St
Ocasio Onika 26 Armour Ct
Opreska Kathryn 835 S Jefferson St
Ortho Asso Allentown PO Box 8500−6576
Parry Laurence D 3021 Klein Apt 28c
Pauta Jorge L 1118 Devon Shire Rd
Peffer Lisa E, Scot D 1232 Concord Ave
Portland Marietta 2800 Woodland Dr
Price Rico NW Human Svcs 1409 Union Blvd
Primo Bacio Inc 1259 S Cedar Crest Blvd
Rafner Wanda B 2952 Fairfield Dr N
Ramirez Herbert A 816 S 12th St Apt 10
Ramos Josephine E 1032 S 6th St
Ramos Matilde 1921 S 5th St
Rau Jeanette, Tina 2301 S 4th St
Regec Deborah 1703 S Albert St Apt 12
Rels Title 541 Cleveland St
Renninger Harold E Jr 2413 Mt Ln
Reph Melissa 930 W Wyoming St
Reyes Angel 1218 S 8th St
Reynoso Alicia 919 S 12th St
Ritz Scott 1116 S Lumber St
Rivera Carmen 2188 Lehigh St
Rodriguez Anthony 601 E Cumberland St Apt 1a
Rodriguez David R 1223 E Susquehanna St
Rodriguez Marjorie 1821 17th St SW
Rogers David E, Mayra 301 E Federal St
Roloson Michael T 107 E Susquehanna St
Romero Sylvia 531 Harrison St
Salloy Helen W 23 Imperial Dr
Sanchez Israliel 2027 Vine St
Saylor Linda, Terry 574 W Euclid
Schaeffer Arland, Linda 929 Virginia St
Schaeffer Geraldine M 2071 S 2nd St
Schuler Elizabeth A 331 E Union St
Schweibinz James 1225 S Gilmore St
Scott Chevrolet Inc 2443 Allenbrook Dr Apt 7
Scott Dealerships 3333 Lehigh St
Sell Alice, Earl 714 E Barner Ave
Sell Herron Funeral Home 1145 Lehigh St
Seng Dale A 2425 Allenbrook Dr Apt 8
Shaffer Peter L 1104 S Cedar Crest
Shepherd Good 850 S 5th St
Sherrod Bill 1021 S 6th St
Shiner David, Ethel 1511 Catalina Ave
Shonibare Abimbola 754 Mohawk St
Sicher Nancy J 413 Max St
Siegfried James A 2327 Hanover Ave
Simon Alex 1226 W Juniata St
Smith D P 1218 8th
Soard Steven 3730 Devonshire Rd
Spectrum Admn 647 2166 S 12th St
Spedaliere Christopher J, Olivia R 2525 Allenbrook Dr Apt 103
Srodes Janet M 803 S Front St
Stasak John 655 Genesee St
Stephens Alan R 115 E Susquehanna St
Stewart William J Jr 1003 Debbie Ln
Tanco Pedro 2026 Vines St Apt 3
Target Software 1245 S Cedar Crest
Thomas Brett E 235 E Susquehanna St
Tracy Crystal 841 S Poplar St
Trumbauer Richard D 2348 S 5th St
Turanica Kenneth Robert 647 S Woodward St
Uhl Courtney L 939 S 12th St
Veliz Erik E 1521 Liberator Ave
Victor Juana 4419 Driftwood Ln
Victory Irene G 223 E Union St
Vigil Cornejo Arturo 2433 Prospect Ave Apt 107
Vinart Body Shop 1232 Concord Ave
Vitale Angelo M 326 E Lexington St
Vsas Ortho 1250 S Cedar Crest Blvd Ste 110
Wallis Daniel 1965 S 5th St
Weinstein Renee 996 Barnside Ct
Werley Christopher D 1815 Keystone Rd
Werner Co CPAS PC Ste 102b 1251 S Cedar Crest Blvd
Westholder Joseph NW Human Svcs 1409 Union Blvd
Whetstone Thomas 2717 Hampstead Rd
Wohlfahrt Felix 2606 SW Arch St
Wolfe Joyce A 1600 Lehigh Pkwy East
Work In The Future Inc 819 S 10th St
Wrater Irma 23 Imperial Dr
Wright Amanda 2918 Fernor St Apt A11
Young Grace A 201 E Federal St
Ziegenfuss D c/o D Dedinsky 2512 S 10th St
Zlotkowski Angella R 2647 30th St SW Apt 90c
Allentown Pa 18104
Albrecht Jeffrey 3346 Edinburgh Rd
Allen Michelle, Maria 425 Tamarack Dr
Almadovar Lopez Y 2112 W Green St
Amaya Carlos 1492 Cedarwood Rd
Anderson Anne Constance UA 09 24 85 800 Hausman Rd Apt 482
Babaria Namrata G, Gaurang 352 Tamarack Dr
Baom William J 2021 1/2 W Washington St
Baycar Stephen 4192 Cartier Dr
Bechtel June P 4228 Briarcliff Rd
Beitler Jennifer L, Matthew T, Renee G 1613 Wethersfield Dr
Berkowitz Mildred 911 N 32st
Bishop Sherlane 830 N 17th St
Bonaskiewich S M 3599 Broadway
Bowers Lester S, Helen I 1802 Chew St
Boyle Rose C 2021 1/2 W Washington St
Brown George, Anna 808 Lawrence
Brumbach Aaron L, Paul D 1925 Turner
Burchill Robert 2120 Latta St
Caba Leidy M 2216 W Tilgham St
Carnal Greg 3140b W Tilghman St 209
Clatch James c/o Linda Luther−Vero LLC 1611 Pond Rd Ste 203
Cobb Elizabeth 2122 Reading Rd
Colocino Donna M 1939 W Woodlawn St 7
Concepcion Saturnino 301 S 18th St
Conrad Doris B 38 S 17th St
Cooke Roberta 2339 W Tilghman St
Correll Samuel Debra 2557 Covered Bridge Ln
Demelva Catray 2114 W Highland St
Dieruff Robert C, Anita 1940 W Tremont St
Donchez Martha 6004 Pennsfield Ct
Dougherty Faye F 2041 W Walnut St
Drozdowicz Rachel Anna, Bronek 119 Spring Wood Dr
Falkin Carah Anne, Stuart 3609 Evening Star Tr
Fedak Violet M 1142 N Ott St
Fehl Frederick C, Doris RD 1
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Figlin Anna 914 N 29 St
Flood William J 25 S 19th St Rear
Flowers Nancy G 2349 W Fairview St
Forsythe Christopher Robert 2001 W Whitehall St Apt C1
Frankenfield Matthew J, Emily 1704 Sequoia Ct
Fruhwirth Edward F 907−1 2 N 20 St
Fuerth Sally 3181 W Cedar St
Gaffney Ronald B Jr 311 Cressman Dr
Gall Dolores D 2545 W Tilghman St
Gangwer Richard C, Loretta 2367 Minnich Rd
Ganta Anjineyulu 100 Ramapo Trl Apt G1
Garber Todd R MD 1034 Lowell St
Gawlik Alexandra K 1919 W Green St
Gehris Timothy M, Arline G, Clinton D 1713 W Highland St
Gehris Arline G 320 S 24th St
Geiger Juliet A 6004 Pennsfield Ct
Gilchrist James F. 845 N Glenwood St
Ginkinger Charles Jr 306 S 18th St
Goldschmidt Anna Est 4230 Dorney Park Rd Apt 319
Greater Lehigh Valley Grp Finl c/o Susan Keener The Trust Co 1611 Pond Rd Ste 403
Haas Paul A 1962 Molinaro Dr
Haines Joseph 3736 Brdway
Haines Sara RR 3
Hamilton Aliyah K 613 Springhouse Rd Apt 1
Hamilton Laquaye 526 N 19th St
Hammel Nathan B 1523 Hampton Rd
Hammer Karen L 220 S 18th St
Hammond Dontae 222 S St Cloud St
Hanna Ronald 3933 Turner St
Hartman Kenneth 44 Cottonwood St
Haspson Beatrice 309 S Main
Haus Elizabeth J 2530 W Elm St
Hawkins Robert 1962 Molinaro Dr
Heintzelman David Pds 925 Main St
Heist Maribeth 3756 Huckleberry Rd
Helman Florence F 1044 N 30th St
Helt Peter 2213 Liberty St
Hendrickson Charlene C c/o Nancy Godowsky 6458 Tupelo Rd
Hess Raymond 215 S 18th St
Holiday Hair Inc 2020 W Hamilton St
Houghton Horace C 800 Hausman Rd Apt 344
Howard Jennifer F 5846 Royal Fern
Hubler Douglas G, Duane I 634 Benner Rd Apt 101
Hughes Andre A 31 N 19th St Apt D
Hummel Heather, Peggy Ann 379 Tamarack Dr
Hunt Eleanor B 102 N 31 St
Hunter Martha A 629 Primrose Ln 25
Huskey Elijah M 916 Nth 21st
Ingersoll Joan E 1816 W Woodlawn St
Jarecke Jeremiah 1216 N 19th St
Jones Olive E 1022 N 18th St
Kahn James H 2125 Gordon Sta Ave
Kappes Frances G, Leo, Frances S RR 1
Kelly Myrtleg E, George L 31 N 17th St
Kenneth Schuck Trking Inc 1030 Blue Barn Rd
Kercimer Bruce F 2835 W Highland St
Kern Robert G 308 S Saint Cloud St
Kerrick Stephanie L 382 Natalie Dr
Knbt Securities 1620 Pond Rd 3rd Fl
Krause Jeffrey H 2642 W South St
Krause Kermit 2039 W Liberty St
Krepelka James 2440 W Fairview St
Krupa Frank 1500 Cedar Crest Plaza
Layton Daniel D, Jean L 1014 N Saint Elmo St
Lehigh Center for Clinical Research 401 N 17th St
Lehigh Valley Family Health Center 1730 Chew St
Lewis Glen C 432 S Leh St
Liberty Mutual Ins Co as Subr 5050 W Tilghman St Ste 200
Logan Sabrina J 181 Wyndham Dr
Long Erma 350 S Cedarbrook Rd
Lowe Rodwin 2314 W Walnut St
Lynch Christopher B 4825 W Tilghman St Ste 300
Lynott Victoria E 3669 Huckleberry Rd
Madain Ayed 1045 N St Lucas St B
Mainkar Neeraj A 3135 Oxford Cir S
Makovsky Melissa 2020 W Woodlawn St Apt 8
Manzella John Victor 2530 W Allen St
Marks Douglas S 4364 Crackersport Rd
Marler Curtis 1805 Union Ave
Mascali Herman J, Elsie 825 N 20th St
Mazziotta Michael 2001 W Whitehall St Apt A2
Mccarthy Dorothy L 442 S 18th St
Mccarthy Kelly E 1147 N 19th St
Mckinley Robin Dee 2001 W Whitehall St Apt C1
Mease Jane P 1925 W Turner St
Medical Asso of Lehigh Valley PC 101 N 17th St Ste 105 Use A00389800
Medley Frances 2020 Woodlawn St Apt 7
Messics John E Jr 4759 Grammes Rd
Miller Pauline B, Louis W RR 1
MIT Club Lehigh Valley c/o Patsy A Henry 829 N 24th St
Mittelmeier Kim 5316a Oakview Dr
Modern Body Works 2314 W Walnut St
Morgan Helen A Est 4455 Parkland Dr
Mowery Rita J Est c/o Danielle Mowery Exet 1016 Bryant St
Moyer Frank W, Ruth K 1952 W Allen St
Mueller Fritz 2317 W Allen St
Mutual Liberty 550 W Tilghman St Ste 200
Neulinger Jacqueline 957 Hollow Ct
Neurological Serv 3420 Walbert Ave
Niles Barbette, Brian 1032 Bryant St
Olesh Travis 1933 Pennsylvania St
Olga Prinz RR 22
Ortho Asso of Allentown 250 Cetronia Rd Ste 303
Ott Jason 15 N 38th St
Oursler Barbara F, Laura J 110 Maple St
Oursler James 110 Maple St
Palladino Madaline 2325 W Greenleaf St
Peck Gregory A 1203 N Cedar Crest Blvd
Peipher Laura 1009 St Lucas St
Peralta Jose A 1843 W Allen St
Perez Elvira 145 Susquehanna Trl
Pierce Michael 3552 Sturbridge Pl
Poretta Cheryl 810 N 17th St
Posocco Frank P 1448 N 22nd St
Powell Jean Est 447 S Saint Cloud Ter
Powers Robert A, Catherine 332 Cressman Dr
Prinz Alvin RR 22
Propawich Mary 350 S Cedarbrook Rd
Rampertab Gregory 2949 W Allen St
Rankins Arthur 33 N 19th St Apt D
Ratican Anna M 2212 W Union St
Reimert Kenneth D, Richard 1925 W Turner St
Reisman Mark 3178 W Cedar St
Richmond Ruth 800 Hausman Rd Apt 404
Roberts Walter 711 N 17th St
Rocha Manuel G, Cecilia 4194 Orefield Rd
Romig Naomi H 3756 Huckleberry Rd
Rosenberg Mary 2204 Walnut St
Ross Earl F 1131 N 21st St
Ruth Mildred E 1816 W Woodlawn St
Rutz Natalie K 3209 Oxford Cir S
Santandrea William, Sol 362 Tupelo Ct
Scharfenberg Elizabeth 1940 W Turner St Apt 220
Schmoyer Bernice L 38 S 17th St
Schoedler Elsie 1925 W Turner St
Scholl Junior E 2048 Greenleaf St
Schondorfer Maria Est 2705 W Gordon St
Schwartz Donna G, Andrew 329t Springhouse Rd
Shah Sumera S 512 Benner Rd Apt 102
Shepherd George, Myrtle 1212 N Cedar Crest Blvd
Short Richard J 162 N 24th St
Smart Document Solutions 1726 Hamilton St
Smith Marian 1740 Brown St
Smith Scott C 539 Wild Mint Ln
Solomom Saleem Kristel 24 Bastian Ln
Stammerjohn Lambert W 4734 Lynnfield Ln
Steele Leigh E Jr 1028 N 19th St
Stein Roger C 1831 W Fairmont St Apt 7
Strouse Mary Lou 800 Hausman Rd Apt 479
Stull Carol 367 Tamarack Dr
Swavely Paul J 1948 Tilghman St
Sweigert Steven, Lauren 2020 W Woodlawn St Apt 8
Taylor Marie Est 1020 N 38th St
Tobacco Cigars Con 4260 Tilghman St
Todd Jeffrey L 3059 W Whitehall St
Trexler Carl M 1512 Hausman Rd
Tsou David C, Jenny A 145 Windermere Ave
Valley Sports & Arthritix Surgeons 798 Hausman Rd Ste 350
Wagner Robert J 2113 W Highland St
Wahhab Samina 842 N 19th St
Wang Jinhong 200 Westley Pl
Weidner Lindsay 3001 W Liberty St
Wentz Roy 832 N 30th St
Werley Helen C 316 S 23 St
Whalen Connie 4004 W Tilghman St
Wieser Brandy 1162 GS Cedar Crest Blvd
Williams Thomas L, Mary A 525 Parkside Ct
Zaharchuk Annalee C 606 Pkwy Dr
Zehner Iola M 1936 Focht Ave
Allentown Pa 18105
A Cup Such Gourmet Coffees Inc PO Box 8835
Andino Marilyn PO Box 1548 c/o Child Support Div
Charles Nigel PO Box 702
Daniels Cadillac 1327 Tilghmt St
Derenzis Philip PO Box 354
Holiday Hair PO Box 268
Jones John PO Box 1881
Krause Thomas PO Box 9327
Lehigh Valley Physicians PO Box 4120
Lvpg Surgical Spec PO Box 1754
Oberbeck Abby 17914 Deer Run Rd
Pearson Dennis G PO Box 4646
Penn Rental Group Inc c/o Fadi Younes PO Box 4271
Simitz Frank Jr, Marian PO Box 541
Weeks Rose 1214 W Highland
York & Co c/o WW York & Co Inc 931 Hamilton Mall PO Box 56
Allentown Pa 18106
Alcazar Networks Inc 5621 Hamilton Blvd Rear 2fl Et
Berg Verna A Revocable Trust UA 2 11 97 7333 Portland Ct
Cattilini Eugene J 420 N Krocks Rd Unit 207
Cedar Crest Professional Park 937 Oplinger Rd
Cobalt Computers Inc 7462 Penn Dr
Connective Tissue Gene Tests 6580 Snowdrift Rd Ste 300
Coyle M J 1013 Brookside Rd
Dagostino Jean 7613 W Tilghman St
Flexlink Systems Inc 6580 Snowdrift Rd Ste 200
Flower Fenis G 450 N Krocks Rd Unit 371
Focht Mae 5455 Doris Dr
Friend Kristin M, Brianna J 5425 Andrea Dr
Harris Charles Scott MD 7337 Lochhaven Ct
Imirage Inc 6330 Farm Bureau Rd 100
Jaffer Hasnain, Sabera PO Box 3309
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Jarrett Kenneth 450 Krock Rd Box 375b
Kush Jennifer L 1608 Bogie Ave
Lygia Bellis 4951 Marantha Way
Mbia Muniservices Co 601 Walnut St Ste 507
Mccartney Kimberly Robyn 1112 Timberidge Ln
Pang Lanie Y 5597 Greens Dr Lower
Peters Euna L 420 N Krocks Rd Unit 207
Priority Dog 1173 Eagle St
R&R Opr Partnersh Cherrydale Farms 1035 Mill Rd
Rau Marshall L, Virginia G 5363 Covenant Ct
Ray Jason D 1013 Brookside Rd
Salus Charlene Grace, Ryan Thomas 6107 Palomino Dr
Sharp Corp 7451 Keebler Way
Shastri Anjali 1599 Fieldstone St
Thomas Marlea 450 Krocks Rd 370
Williams Sharon E, Rowland 4937 Hemlock Ct
Wood Company 6081 Hamilton Blvd
Allentown Pa 18109
5th Street Market 969 E Walnut
Acts Inc 1320 N Sherman St
Allentown Collision Center H & R Motors 77 N Bradford St
Amador Elizabeth 1504 E Tilghman St
Arroyo Rosina 1034 E Hamilton St
Azar Bassam 1909 Hanover Ave
B E F Corp 1670 E Race St
Beil Donald G 141 Lloyd St
Bickford Olga J 801 N Wahneta St Apt 302
Bogert Clara 767 E Washington
Busser David C 1142 Vanburen St
Chuah Mooi C 1716 K Sherwood Ct
Coles Michael P 725 Nelson St
Creveling Donald 1154 N Van Buren St
Dannibale Louis J 1905 1/2 E Greenleaf St
Desai Rupal A 1117 N Irving St
Displayground LLC dba Rileighs Exhibits 1801 Union Blvd
Donaldson Ashiah 509 E Mosser St Apt 18
Dravuschak Vera C 1046 E Turner St
Echeverria Franklin, Mercedes 1336 Wahneta
Espinal Carmen 226 E Fairview St
Fassman Jolan, Raymond J 30 Colonial Dr R 4
Faulkner Olds−Cadillac GMC 1117 N Irving St
Gabel Reynold Jr, Viola J 735 Lloyd St
Glazik Renee 843 N Plymouth St
Hale Joan 1133 Ct St
Hanna Samira, Elie 410 N Irving St
Heating Oil Partners LP 1801 Union Blvd 104
Henius Albert M, Erntina F Jr 877 N Kiowa St
Hess Larry, Ann 250 E Elm St
Ho Chiu W KS St Apt 206
Howrey John G PO Box 90207
Infant Jennifer Ann c/o Linda Marie Reed Cardali 2279 Irma Dr
Kastoun Roula 1300 Union Blvd
Keelers Autobody 1804 Union Blvd Rear
Kent Karl K 138 E Elm St
Klaiber Karl 1874 Catasauqua Rd 374
Kunkle Sadie A 2048 Troxell St
Louis E Dieruff Hs c/o James E Moniz II 815 N Irving St
Marek Dominick A, Anna 131 N Ellsworth St
Mcclemens Elizabeth 1154 N Van Buren St
Mcconnell Margaret M, Dolores M 842 Sherman St
Meckes David A 1630 E Cambridge St
Middleton Shaun 2116 E Cedar St
Miller Darryl D 3350 Airport Rd
Molina Richard 183 E Chew St
Ortiz Javier 271 E Union St
Ortiz Ruth 712 Cedar Hill Dr
Pail Matthew J 1117 N Irving St
Pederson Tonya M, Ryan D 2054 E Highland St
Pineda Maria 329 S Bradford St
Quiles Miguel 1600 Hanover Ave
Rader Palmer D 1058 E Gordon St
Rayco Eurospec Motorcars 560 Union Blvd
Reed Linda Marie Cardali 2279 Irma Dr
Reimer Gail V 1837 Sherwood St
Rivera Daniel 301 N Halstead St
Rivera Oswaldo Jr 879 N Jasper St
Rivera Yanira 77 N Bradford St
Rodriguez Efrain 1306 E Gordon St #6
Rodriguez Victor 409 E Hamilton St
Saffell Suzanne B 3350 Airport Rd Lot 71
Sanchez Yesenia, Jaun 2772 Mary Ann Way
Santos Nilsa M 1924 E Greenleaf St
Sawyer Yvonne M 374 Green St
Smith C May 1018 E Chew St
Taylor Gloria 1221 Hanover Ave
Torres Cleaning Service 1221 B E Marks St
Ulrich James R, Robin J 622 E Hamilton St
Wassil Thomas B 2010 Pinehurst Ct
Weaver Thomas L Pmb 137 1231 Airport Rd
Weinberg Bryan 213 N Jane St Apt 2
Wilkinson Ralph E Jr 610 Cedar Hill Dr
Young Dorothy G c/o Dorothy H Haas 1151 E Cedar St
Zartler Geraldine, William 407 N Oswego St
Zsilavecz Amy 2120 E Cedar St
Allentown Pa 18195
Aetna 3541 Winchester Rd
Air Produce & Chemicals Attn Ricardo Garcia 7201 Hamilton Blvd
Suzuki Shunsuke c/o Pure Air 7540 Windsor Dr
Taminco Higher Amines 7540 Windsor Dr
Bethlehem Pa 18017
Buddock Stephanie, George 2650 Lafayette
Breinigsville Pa 18031
Aramark Refreshment Services 155 Nestle Way Ste 102
Faryniak Lynn M 1063 Mosser Rd Apt C201
Fluck Franklin R Green Acres Apt 13−8
Garcia Stacy M PO Box 38
Homes Ryan 7844 Red Hawk Ct
Miller Daniel A 1026 Cherry Tree Xing
Ortiz Valerie 8726 Pathfinder Rd
Pritsker Ilya 1063 Mosser Rd
Riche Michelina, Leroy I 774 Bayberry Dr
Roberts Shawana M 10208 Camp Grove Ln
Silvestri John 1063 Mosser Rd Apt T 206
Snyder Deborah C 8069 Cross Creek Cir
Walp Gregory K 7847 Cross Creek Cir
Catasauqua Pa 18032
Allen Mary 1326 4th St
Bell Michael 334 Limestone St
Bowles Ormond 1342r 3rd St
Boyle Marjorie R 633 Walnut St
Brown Jean M 1213 3rd St
Burke John C, Mary 1216 5th St
Burke Joseph P 1216 5th St
Busser Colette V 1242 3rd St
Cruz Auriluz 705 2nd St
Day Dana 117 Canal St
Dean Christopher 134 Front St Apt 2
Dewalt Cynthia 1078 6th St
Dillon Douglas R 801 Race St
Dobies Florence A 309 High St
Donchez Patrick F 470 Race St
Essor Sandra 534 3rd St Apt 301
George Joseph R Jr 411 Walnut St
Hertz Helen Est 540 Penn St Apt
Holmes Walter H 1400 Main St Apt 411 N
Horner Marian, Luke 126 1st Ave West
Kelly Michael 101 Front St
Kingcaid Lydia R 112 Main St N
Kroope Jessica S M, Brian PO Box 53
Lamonte Charles Emory, Frances V 895 Walnut St Apt B3
Landasher Pauline 1064 7th St
Leone Hazel 534 3rd St Apt 301
Leslie Brandon C, Amy K 272 Edward Ln
Lukas Paul L 132 Wood St
Marhefka Naomi C 430 Buttonwood St
Nevins John S 1053 6th St N
Petersen Shonna 1001 4th St Fl 2
Pitts Scott R 733 Front St Fl 1
Redash Walter 1064 7th St
Rehm Earl S Jr 14th & Walnut St Whitter Place F8
Silifies Myrtel, Harold 748 Front St
Smith Adam J 311 Bridge St
Suranofsky Michelle 947 Bridge Ct
Szupper Rose 548 Pine St
Wagner Cynthia L 408 Walnut St
Center Valley Pa 18034
America Olympus 3500 Corporate Pkwy
Bauer Beatrice, Gerald RR 1
Cadwell Michae 5290 Northwood Dr
Connelly Michael 5400 Aberdene St
Dugan Mary S c/o Patricia D Mullin 2650 Ballybunion Rd
Egge Rodger S 3477 Laurel Ln
Fidelity Investments 5237 Northwood Dr
Freeh John G 5997 Vera Cruz Rd
Greisamer Mary June 4212 Chelten Ln
Grossman Karolsu 5067 W Saucon Ave
Heitz Anna 401 Old Woods Rd Greenlane Pa 18034
Hennessy Scott J 5185 Curlyhorse Dr
Jacobs William J, Liam 4485 Devonshire Dr
Lubsen Henry 2150 Spyglass Hill
Meinhold Annette R 5237 Northwood Dr
Miller Richard C, Arthur H Laurel Ln
Mullin Patricia D 2650 Ballybunion Rd
Pearland Lifestyle Center LP 2845 Ctr Valy Pkwy Ste 43
Scaringi Paul G 5900 Old Bethlehem Pike
Snyder James 75 Valley Park
Van Christine 4238 Waterford Dr
Vanin Charles 5512 Spring Dr
White Gerald A 3714 Laurel Ln
Coopersburg, Pa 18036
AJB Internet Marketing Solutions 6683 Glen Rd
Bartholomew Frederick J, Alice L RR 2
Beck Estella 5302 W State St
Detwiler Mathew 313 S 3rd St
Effrig Jodi J 1696 Beverly Hills Rd
Fields Laura 1922 Flint Hill Rd
Fritchman Victoria J 3806 Hampton St
Gaddam Vinomani 1736a Rte 309
Gehris Jeffrey C 5286 Limeport Pike
Gomez Edgar 3915 Sunset Dr
Huber Heather J, Harry 6318 Fox Ct
Huhn Mabel, Verla P RR 1
Jill Dhara Donuts Inc 5755 Mountain Laurel Dr
Kelly Irene E 306 Springfield St
Kim Jahyun 4088 Yorktown Rd
Leidy Chester D, Colleen 1042 State Rd
Mertz Kenneth E 5381 Limeport Pike
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Mooney Catherine, Daniel F 1561 Highpoint Rd
Ott Glenn 1370 Windy Hill Rd
Pahl Gary 1496 Crested Rd
QIS Inc 42 S Main St
Rhoads Yvonne E, Paul W 5901 Limeport Pike
Rice Kenneth 1075 Ebert Rd
Rohrbach Albert C 20 S 9th St
Rousis B 7766 Lone Ln
Santee Corinne, Thomas 41 N Main
Sarkozy Julius R c/o Margarett Sarkozy 785 Passer Rd
Shaffer Marion A 140 E Landis St
Simkins Steven R 112 Young Ave
Stohl David M 5535 Susan Rd
Stoudt Rachel 2232 Pine Tree Rd
Vawter Lisa 1075 Ebert Rd
Wechthler Bruce DDS Afinity Dental 21 N Main St Ste 8
Coplay Pa 18037
Blankowitsch Margaret C, Leo F 143 N 9th St
Delorimier Thomas J 4065 Hemlock Dr
Dowd Mary Ann 1000 Chestnut St Apt C1
Frantz Warren, Jean F Rte 1
Fredericks Susan 1424 Oakcrest Ln
Karner Mary 1022 Chestnut St
Kohn Mark G Dc 3315 Mauch Chunk Rd
Kramer Stephen R, Tanya S 2355 Black Forest Dr
Ling Peng 5040 Donna Dr
Oplinger Russell 870 Oak St
Sacks Rosina Box 208
Schur Helen PO Box 28
Stanley Access Tech LLC 2191 Black Forest Dr
Stephenson Margaret L, John R 2558 Spring St
Tomb Forrest R 2211 Black Forest Dr
Werner Nancy A 2819 Willow St
Wertman Franklin 2774 Levans Rd
East Texas Pa 18046
Day Timer One Willow Ln
Lane Patricia PO Box 64
Emmaus Pa 18049
A Alberta Council 156 D of Daughters c/o Dorothy Butler 129 Main St
Abraham Joseph I, Linda C 4467 Linda Ln
Advanced Innovative Marketing 860 Brd St Ste 110
Anthony David 5069 S 5th St
Antrim Stanley C 1206 S 10th St
Batholomew Paul R 629 Furnace St
Berndt Albert C 659 Brd St
Bloss Robert 3050 S Cedar Crest Blvd
Boehm Mary Jane 427 Chestnut St
Chambers Sandra A c/o Benef of Robert L Chambers 642 Brd St
Charron Albert E, Lamae E 3771 John St
Charron Family Trust U/A Dtd 5/22/2000 3771 John St
Chase Sawyer T, Diana 1009 Little Lehigh
Connor Business Form PO Box 53
Costelloe Cara F 325 Cherokee St
David Viola E, Luther 35 N 2nd St
Digiacomo Greg T, Lynn 28 N 4th St
Dunstan Albert E 184 North St
Elston Christopher, Jennifer 446 N 3rd St
Excelcare P Management PO Box 271
Fink Jeanette M 3342 Main Rd E
Fisher Harvey 105 N 2nd St
Five Star Chevrolet 4475 Rose Dr
Frey Deborah PO Box 407
Frick Jeffry M 35 S Moyer
Gearhart David 995 Donald Dr
Gedeon Maxime G MD PO Box 271
Giering Willard 653 Walnut St
Gilbert Richard L Jr, Madison N 657 Walnut St
Goldman Anthony J, Alfreda M 547 Franklin St
Griffin Melissa M 6176 Acorn Dr
Harper Gary 1325 Chestnut St
Jack James M Est 424 Chestnut St Rm 3
Kauffman Stephanie V, Linda S 1240 W Brd St
King Linda A 2531 Hawthorne Cir
Kistler Charles A 104 Pine St
Kline Mary Ruth 4 Pine St
Kline Elsie V 608 Brd St
Koch Earl 665 Chestnut St
Koch James G 662 Chestnut St
Kratzer Willard H, Maude M 33 N 3rd St
Kunkle Sandra 233 Pine St
Labanz Mary 618 Eagle Dr
Layton Clrence J, June M 1216 Eagle Dr
London Jordan William, Colleen 3282 Overlook Dr
Manero Linda L E Main St RD 1
Mariano Theresa A 24 Jennie St
Mata Trina 1214 Eagle Dr
Mcmanamon Michael J 152 Seem St
Mcneely Robin J 136 Colonial Ct
Miller Dorothy I, Nevin L 114 Seem St
Mizdail Barbara E, John B 716 Greenleaf St
Moore Charles H, Eleanor 624 Chestnut St
Murray Patricia C 301 S 12th St
Noordam Adrian J 317 Adrian St
Paano Esther, Samuel 647 Furnance
Paul Scott 43 S 2nd St
Pawr 4991 Shimerville Rd
Peters Donald G, Phyllis 3709 Orchid Pl
Rau Layman F Sr 270 Powder Mill Ln
Raudenbush Beatrice 184 North St
Rodale Press Inc 400 S 10th St
Roncace Francis R, Doris E 120 N 3rd St Apt 601
Schmidt Joseph P 1325 Chestnut St
Schoenly Arlene 4118 Robert Rd
Seidel Ryan R 88 Chestnut Hill Rd
Stauffer Rholand A 123 N 4th St
Stezin Victor 314 Eagle Dr
Tosetvin Keith 421 Brd St Apt 6
Vanderslice George F Ttee Dtd 2−9−93, Doris M 764 Spruce St
White Todd 1225 W Minor St
Wilson C Richard 5876 Parkview Cir
Xanthopoulos Constance 1050 Cold Stream Cir L
Zajac Patricia M, Joseph M 4396 Lexington Cir
Zellers Carl 450 E Harrison St
Fogelsville Pa 18051
Carpenter Co 57A Olin Way
Edsall Debra M 7739 Hill St
Irish Kent 2259 Seipstown Rd
J & S Millwork Specialties Pmb 152−7720 Main St
Kurcz Maryann A 1979 Timberline Ct
Riscavage John, Anna 8742 Smt Cir
Scanlan Vincent Est 7737 Hill St
Sherbotie Joseph, Mary E, Mary G 827 Church St
Smith Dannielle N PO Box 234
Stock Mary Keister 7922 Blossom Hts
Sukal Mark PO Box 352
Winberry Elizabeth, Paul S 7941 Trails End
Germansville Pa 18053
George Victor I, Elsie K PO Box 296
Makuta Sophie 5776 Pfieffer Cir
Laurys Station Pa 18059
Felix Frank Est Jr 1022 Birch St
Glose Warren H Sr 1062 Aspen St
Liedke Carl F 1030 Neffs Laurys Rd
Riverside Dermatology LLC 5649 Wynnewood Dr Ste 202
Szapacs John E RD 1
Szapacs Margaret PO Box 271
Taylor Jeanne M 1014 Birch St
White Patricia M 1014 Birch St
Limeport Pa 18060
Marserv Inc PO Box 191
Macungie Pa 18062
Anderson Kip W 6826 Radcliffe Ct
Angel A Trucking Inc 1421 Kennington Ln
Barthold Debra 1660 Beech Ln
Beisser Robert 154 Lindfield Cir
Butler Margaret, James W 89 Walnut Ln
Cheng William C, Vera W 5013 Briarwood Dr
Colligas Suzanne 123 S Fairview St
Davie Martha 2927 Whitemarsh Pl
Derr James H 188 Five Points Rd
Fitzgibbons Patricia M 7630 Sweetwood Dr
Greer James W, Mary Stupp 6567 Hickory Rd
Grim Mildred, Charles RR 2
Heffner Richard P RD 1
Herb Lillian, James 2628 State St
Hess Richard RD 1
Hinkel Larue Est c/o Robin Pennell 2117 Aster Rd
Hinnerschietz Lillian M, John S RD 1
Honda Lease Trust 1868 Aster Rd
Hughes Dwight D, Gail 2255 Woodbarn Rd
Hurdle Eula P 3491 Chester Dr
Joseph Candace, Roger 2525 River Rock Dr
Kachelries Robert 2387 Madiera Dr
Kale Linda 2123 Rolling Meadow Dr
Karas Dorothy 123 S Fairview St
Kee David 2299 Bordeaux Dr
Kotch Joseph F 7617 Catalpa Dr
Last Jeffrey M 422 Race St
Macdonald Winifred 8000 Salem Bible Rd
Mccann Thomas 6668 Mine Dr
Mccarroll William R 2123 Rolling Meadow Dr
Metterhauser William 5540 Lower Macungie Rd
Mohr Linda A 154 Lindfield Cir
Morgan Elwood, Jean 119 E Main St
Muhr Wendy J, David B 1868 Aster Rd
Musto Dana 2299 Bordeaux Dr
Nelson Liebig Catherine L 1680 Spring Creek Rd 226
Odonnell Rick 14 W Chestnut St
Ott Ashley N 40b Saint Peters Rd
Patterson Tamra 5275 Brighton Ct
Perez Luis R 7160 Hearth Ln
Persiponko Gloria D, Joseph 1371 Sydney Ln
Plana Jean H 2575 River Rock Rd
Powl Margaret L 7295b Sauerkraut Ln B
Puente Maria 7367 Hillcrest Dr Lower
Reichl Verna Y 2869 Whitemarsh Pl
Reinhard Scott R 2670 State St
Roy Royalty Inc 2537 Hughton Lean
Sellers Denise 1580 Spring Creek Cir
Shah Surendra, Parul 5655 Picket Cir
Small Seth 2827 Sequoia Dr
Smykal Keith 1 E Main St Apt 4
Stelz George Est, H D 7327 J Sauerkraut Ln
Stettler Dennis, Douglas 115 Maple St PO Box 305
Stocker Kenneth K Jr 63 Butternut Ln
Stokes Jennifer c/o Janice A Stokes 8510 S Ridge Dr
Thelusmond000 Lucile 6593 Arbordeau Ln
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Topiarz Margaret 7081 Heather Rd
Tricounty Appraisal Svc 2420 Danfield Way
Trump Jeremiah R 2690 Rolling Green Pl
Vanhorne Robert J 152 Ridings Cir
Wangel Scott 211 Village Walk Dr
Weaver Dorothy W, Mae M 301 E Brown St 4
Wells Fargo Auto Finance Inc 2575 River Rock Rd
Wilmer Bernard E RR 2191 Box 16
New Tripoli Pa 18066
Bast Corinne 7609 Zeisloff Rd
Benner Richard L 7793 Gun Club Rd
Borgman Roberta D 5384 Blue Bird Dr
Brown Gregory A 6587 Central Rd
Consumer Electronics Svc 6521 Hunters Hill Rd
Delp Donna D 7159 Herber Rd
Edgeworth Inc 20120 Rt 19 Bldg 105 Ste 191
Gutgold Emily A 7355 Behler Rd
Kline Troy 7276 Lincoln Ct
Parnell Jessica L, Mark 7017 Herber Rd
Ressler George T 7741 Sechler Rd
Old Zionsville Pa 18068
Nalesnik Nadia Ruth, Hannelore PO Box 403
Orefield Pa 18069
Allen Michael, Maria 1426 Valy View Cir
Bougher Genevieve RR 1
Brandecker Alexander 6225 Vista Tr
Davis William, Rita c/o Schoffstall Focht 2909 Rte 100 Ste 210
Fiore Dominic 1121 Grove Dr
Flamm Michael C 6410 Overlook Rd
Henry Richard L Jr 1851 Majestic Dr
Ion Group LLC 2987 Corporate Ct Ste 300
Kressly Mae L RR 1
Kurtz Elaine L, James L 5387 Chapman Rd
Lane Sally 2836 Rte 309
Latsch Doris F 4227 Shankweiler Rd
Matte Aaron Est c/o Sally L Schoffstall Esq 2987 Corporate Ct Ste 200
Mccann Stacey S. 4225 Panther Ct #102
Mesabi Academy Nonclinic 3438 Rte 309
Oschman Ruth Est c/o Schoffstall Focht 2909 Rte 100 Ste 210
Rader Patricia A 2311 Pa Rte 309
Reed Joy 4848 Huckleberry Rd
Schmoyer Russell G, Mary 2276 Jordan Rd
Speck Stanley F 1650 Woodlea Rd
Stonier Wayne 123 Lilwolf Village
Strom Richard 4673 York Dr
Tonkay Gregory L, Pamela T 7447 Skytop Ct
Tonkay Pamela J 7447 Skytop Ct
Walz Christopher John 4201 Silver Fox Ct
Waris Shahid 1839 Majestic Dr
Wotring Clittord V, Arlene J RD 1
Schnecksville Pa 18078
Beckel Tim 5115 Elmhurst Dr
Behler Michelle J, Lee W 5424 Rte 309
Bell Brian G 4731 Mill Rd
Buss Thomas A RR 1 Box 190
Edwards Robert R II 5503 Sunset Dr
Gorens Roger E 30 Horn Ave
Hart Brad E 4440 William Penn Dr
Horvath Stephen W c/o Joan Mcneal PO Box 395 4315 Washington St 5
Kostolanci Lester 4996 Washington St
Krimmel Catherine S, Matthew G 19 Estate Dr RD 2
Makovsky David 4713 Ml Rd
Maset Catherine T 4015 Providence Ct
Masetti Alexander W 4015 Providence Ct
Meckes Jessica Leigh 5421 Hoffman Dr S
Newton Lindsay L, Cheryl, Jason H 4916 Orchard Rd
Nichols Gary 4675 Washington St
Ruggles Adam R 4822 Hilton Rd
Tiaa Cref c/o Pamela C Witkowitz
Slatedale Pa 18079
Capital One Auto 4027 Main St
Kralik William 8209 Morgan St
Petko Terrilynn 4027 Main St
Slatington Pa 18080
Baublitz Samuel A 43 S Walnut St
Bryfogle Joanne PO Box 102
Camps Joyce A 5822 Monroe Ct
Davies Elinor H 1210 Main St Fl 1
Delong Elma J Est, Carl D 6354 Pa Rte 873
Frederick Fay 3410 Franklin St
German Shirley M 251 Main St
Hankee Virginia F 7108 Pa Rte 873 Apt 3
Horwith Jeanne R, Louis Rt 1
Love William J 1141 Arbor Ln
Masonheimer Alice Rd 2
Millhouse William S 406 W Ctr Ave
Moyer Marie L 4563 Lovers Ln
Muthard Ruth E 6265 Venture Ct
Nichols Thomas 104 N 2nd St
Phillips Betty A, Melvin 305 4th St Apt 1
Phillips Melvin, Wendy 658 W Washington St
Porobenski Margaret T Est PO Box 184
Rader Albert H 101 Main St
Rader Albert H 310 Railrd
Rex Kermit W PO Box 263
Roberts Annie 406 W Ctr Ave
Schoener Emily L R 1
Scott Wanamaker Inc 8754 Brown St
Vannorman Don H 51 Willow Ave
Walters Esther 39 E Franklin St
Trexlertown Pa 18087
222 Car Central 7450 Hamilton Blvd
Lenig Arlene M RR 1
Lorenzo Sam Jr Box 343
Munson John P, Paul L 7548 Railrd St
Pied Piper Restaurant Rte 222
Tubbs Robert 6714 Lower Macungie Rd Apt B5
Vazquez Arnaldo 6714 Lower Macungie Rd Apt H8
Winkler Grace R Mayo Trailer Park #347
Winklier Gus Mayo Trailer Park #347
Wescosville Pa 18106
Carter Ira Rosalean S 839−33 Broan St
Hubble Jacob A 1308 S Krocks Rd
Isett Elda 991 Village Round
Larson Elisabeth A, Kurt A 5241 Hanover Dr
Mondovich Shannon M 998 8 S Krocks Rd
Oswald Nancy 4900 Pine Grove Cir
Shannon M M 998 8 S Krocks Rd
Speicher Alverda A, Charles I 5816 35 S Krivcks Rd
Stephens Geraldine 1190 Grange Rd Lot E7
TCS Consulting LLC 1088 Drr Place
Smith Edward 5612 Greens Dr
Stein Kenneth Jr 1216 Eagle St
United Omaha 839−33 Broan St
Wanamaker Donald K RD 2
Wotring Jeffrey Peter, Jane Ann 5025 Rainbow Ct
Whitehall Pa 18052
Adames Maria 5270 Suncrest Cir
Al Khal Sam F 1413 Andrew Dr
Alexander Michael A 1710 Macarthur Rd Ste 2
Ali Abby 550 Mickely Run
Ambrosetti Sebastien 1000 Mickley Run Apt D
Bedell Mary E 1916 Valy Ct
Black Michael L 652 Mickley Rd
Bryan Kenrick 1249 Olympic Cir Apt 7
Buckwalter Katherine 74 6th St
Bundro Debra L 5350 Russell Ct Apt 4
Butt Amjad Kamal, Saleha 1880 Georgia Dr
Casper Frank E 5184 Stone Tr Dr
Daddona Victor A 1110 6th St
Duddy Thomas 1281 Echo Dr
Dunay Joseph L Spring Ridge Apts M 16
Ebert Stanley L 1634 Macarthur Rd
Evans Anthony 1 Maryland Cir Apt Ii94
Figueroa Noel 1044 Fernhill Apt No Ph
Financial Adjusters Inc PO Box 266
First Natl Land Transfer Inc Op Acct 2573 Somerset Rd
Fronheiser Thomas J 438 Virginia Ave
Gadek Lois 211 Ohio Ave
Golf Usa 1051 Grape St
Grabarits Jessica N 3207 Brynwood Dr
Groner Tillie 211 Ohio Ave
Haas Robert F, Harry F 955 Catasauqua Rd
Heffelfinger Beatrice, B E 1029 6th St
Henry Stephane J 311 Summer Ave
Hobel Charles A, Tami Ann 2509 Somerset Rd
Hsieh Wu Mei−O C O Sue Hung 326 Mickley Rd
Hudock Sally J 4435 Thebes Turn
Hunt Pedro D Jr 1500 Macarthur Rd (Ramada Hotel)
Jordan Donald P 3146 Tr Cir
Kern Walter F 2008 N Lehigh Ave
Kioalicas Mary Est, George 122 5th St
Knayniche Susan 3335 S 3rd St
Knk Investors LLC 1710 Macauthur Rd Ste 30
Kollock Precious 2 Maryland Cir
Krivenko Rosemary 1 Maryland Cir Apt 215
Kropf Helen E, Joseph 3415 Thomas St
Kubiatt Lisa 3335 S 3rd St
Kumar Nilesh 2 Maryland Cir 100
Kutzura Richard L 5215 Main St
Laubach Anna L 1202 Ellsworth Dr
Lawrence Robyn 311 Summer Ave
Lelko Bethany Jo Spring Ridge Apts M 16
Loy Kristen J 1929 Sunset Dr
Macgillivray Brian 3444 Quarry St
Mammana Constanc J, Kathleen 3420 Ctr St
Marrero Rafael A Parkview Grdn Apts 11
Martin Kenneth W, Gregory 1 Maryland Cir Apt 215
Meltsch Teresa 3335 S 3rd St
Merkel Craig N Sr 730 7th St
Metzger Wilbur F, Isabell 616 W Union St
Miller Edward E Est 1028 Riverview St
Miller Michael 74 6th St
Moore Joan S, Jay H 1213 Zorba Dr Apt 9
Moyer Anita C 2018 N Lehigh Ave
Nigro Michael 513 Alpine St
Noll Arlene M 3431 Linestone Dr
Novak Joseph B 1214 Kanossos Dr Apt 4
Olal Peninah A 150 Mickley Run Apt F
Ortiz Torres E 1216 Catasaqua Rd
Oslinker Reece 180 Shiloh Ct
Oswald Walter T 1110 Catasauqua Rd
Palmore Christopher M 1346 N 14th St Apt R10
Patterson Cherise D 229 7th St
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Pelion LLC 1710 Macarthur Rd 143
Pupsters Inc dba Pupsters Pub & Grub Inc 2114 N 1st Ave
Rada Keith 5025 Foxdale Dr
Radio Margaret, Myron 928 6th St
Rajasekha Balachanda 900 Mickley Rd Apt Y1 1
Rape Putma Jessica E, Eileen D, Eric J 340 Calvert St
Reichard Nancy J 1760 Peachtree Cir
Roman Beitler Phyllis A 5147 2nd St
Rowe Gary L 710 Woodbury Ln
Salomoni Sophia M, Maria V 1285 Forest Rd
Salvatore Ashley N 1 Maryland Cir Apt 121
Sassaman Patricia 3849 Mechanicsville Rd
Saunders Alan 1225 Pericles Place Apt 3
Schaeffer Arland R Jr 2018 N Lehigh Ave
Segatti Alexandra A 124 Cornerstone Pl
Shelly Beatrice B 1301 Mickley Rd
Smith Margaret E 1504 Jordan Park Apts
Snyder Jihan Y 3284 W Columbia St
Snyder Solomon R 3614 Lehigh St
Solt Wiliam D 1149 Congress St
Spence Erik S 1122 Clearview Rd
Stanley F Peters Inc 1357 Hemlock Dr
Stubits Robert 1319 N 14st
Subbarao Italo 900 Mickley Rd Apt M2 3
Suriel Odalis 1346 North St
Sutliff Stanley O Jr 408 Grape St
Szymanosky David A 4627 Spruce St
Taucci Marie 1177 6th St Apt B7a Whitehall Manor
Tran Nam H 1038 6th St
Trocki James R 1213 Zorba Dr Apt 5
Ubilla Diana 125 Pershing Blvd
Vallejos Victor 140 Oakwood Dr
Vanderbeck Lisa R, Brad W 3280 W Columbia St
Vitoroulis Kaliopi 626 Pennsylvania St
Walters William E Jr 1st Main St
Wango Teresa 3335 S 3rd St
Wasko Rose J c/o Buss & Long 3517 Municipal Dr
Watkins Kyle 1580 Alta Dr Apt C6
Wetzel Clair A Irrev Trust 1568 Creekside Rd
Williams Dwayne, Donna 5022 Fox Run Ln
Wolle Patricia A 4121 Lehigh St
Wright Michael J 1756 Peachtree Cir
Wright Rohan 450b Mickley Run
Youwakim Patrick 724 Park St
Zionsville Pa 18092
Becker Russell Est 5780 Palm Rd
Bornn Jeanne W, John S RD 1
Brong Arthur H 5455 Walnut Ln
Donmoyer Zachary 6291 Chestnut St
Fratz Sandra S PO Box 112
Hoffer Sean F 7474 Carls Hill Rd
Russiano Wendi A 4881 Wendi Dr E
Wallitsch Anna 8283 Orchard Rd
Luzerne County
Ashley Pa 18706
Boback Joseph A 19 Ashley St
Casey Kieran M 19 Church Ln 2nd Fl
Cray William 26 Cork
Dvorsky Mary 9 Green St
Evans Loretta H 106 S Main St
Flanley Francis, Ruth A 736 Hazel St
Gusditis Josephine 29 1/2 Fall St
Jones Ralph PO Box 5
Lester Michelle L 25 Timpson St
Pomicter Leonard J 29 1 2 Fall St
Samson John F 60 Charles St
Savitski Agnes 88 N Main St
Trudnak Anna 143 W Cemetery St
Avoca Pa 18641
Bonk Estelle A 1115 Spring St
Cieless Anna M 751 Main St
Craf Trustees of Rex RR 315
Doran William X 606 Valy St
Ferack Joseph J 1132 Spring St
Francis William, Helen 510 Packer St
Furdin Stanley RR2 Box 105F
Galvin John 912 South St
Hart Helen M 215 Grove St
Magistro Diane 324 Mcalpine St
Rabiega Donna 510 Packer St
Samsel Loretta 1518 Dawson St
Test Provider 123 Main St
Willahan Kathryn 602 Grove St
Bear Creek Pa 18602
Johns Gary PO Box 161
Bear Creek Twp Pa 18702
Chell Jonathan 888 Meadow Run Rd
Malia Gregory M 4 Fairfield Dr
Radzwilla Rita D, John J 6501 Bear Creek Blvd
Stefko George Weltz Pch 3500 Meadow Run Rd
Whynott Lori 42 Mason Ct
Conyngham Pa 18219
Makuta Sarah E Cunningham Tr 13 Grant St
Reilly Mervyn 13 Grant St
Courtdale Pa 18704
Borino Glendora 37 White Rock Ter
Ford Glenn Warren Jr 33 Academy St
Ford Ryan James 33 Academy St
Rothenbecker John J, Nancy 169 Ctdale Ave
Dallas Pa 18612
Allan Donna 1 Dakota Dr
Baubles Jewelry 201 Memorial Hwy
Bonita Lewis B Aka Louis B Bonita 36 Hemlock St
Bonita Suzanne W Aka Suzanne T Bonita 36 Hemlock St
Brace Virginia G 14 Colonial Rd High Point Acre
Cannon Gene M Haddon Field Hills 20 Idlewood Dr
Case Thelma RR2 Box 337b
Cheskiewicz Charles 6 Foxhollow Dr
Chin Siew 11 Windsor Dr
Ciencinski John W Est of 25 Country Pine Estate
Cimochowski George E 48 42nd St
Coates Reprographics Inc Country Club Rd
Cuscela Frank P Professional Bldg Rte 309
Davies Harleth W 256 Huntsville Rd
Desilva Eder J 1a Oval Dr
Edwards Jean Morgan, Edward Hall 372 Overbrook Rd
Edwards Catherine E 1003 Overbrook Rd
Ferlenda Jessica M 228 Pennbrook Ln
Fink Valerie, Billie Box 7 Washington St
Gallagher Andrew F, Helen RD1
Gaza Mary Chell, Dennis J Newberry Ests 6201 Meadows Dr
Gryziec Sharon A 36 Glenview Ave
Gutowski Marie RR1 Box 90
Hodakowski Wanda RR3
Huddy Richard, Karen RD5 Box 119d
Hughes Evelyn M 90 Church St
Johnson Margaret W College Manor 364 Lake St
Kester Stephen RD3 Box 294 Lake Louise Rd
Kowaleski Joseph R, Joseph RD1
Lamoreaux Deborah PO Box 241
Leo Victoria 36 Glenview Ave
Long Duane D 107 Parrish St
Maculis Solange 21 Medland Dr
Mccauley Christopher 38 Country Pine Estates
Mclaughlin William Est of 22 Mcauley Dr
Mihalick Gerard 4 Yeager Ave
Mikielski Andrew K 486 Lehman Outlet Rd
Mikolaichik Mary 465 Ransom Rd
Miller David RR1 Box 277
Mills Florence 503 Hilltop Dr
Neiman Philip J Sr 32 Old Mill Rd
Noon Thomas 5 Memorial Hwy Apt 155
Oravic Donald P 16 Goodman Rd
Orris Carl PO Box 21
Riedlinger Mildred Est, Mildred 17 Kingswood Dr
Rihan John 33 Sunset Dr
Rinehimer Robert C PO Box 206
Roberts Elizabeth RR2
Scott Paula 54 Huntville Rd
Sherwood George Est of 545 Irem Rd
Sisters of Mercy Urgent Care PO Box 369
Somerville Charlotte P 8 Forest Dr
Stasko George 1075 Memorial Hwy Apt 112
Stasko Peter 1075 Memorial Hwy Apt 112
Swift Barnard G 84 Jackson St
Tierney Ceil 620 Meadows
Tsai Yahui RR1 Box 349
Tuck Alice L PO Box 181
Waldvogel Naomi A 362 Lake St
Weaver Gary D Jr 28 Idlewood Dr
Weber Ellen 425 Orchard W
Yeung Chi Ngai, Stephen 11 Windsor Dr
Yeung Stephanie, Chi Ngai 11 Windsor Dr
Drifton Pa 18221
Ruppel William E PO Box 95
Santana Rosario Y 117 1 Chapel Apt 1
Drums Pa 18222
Above The Poconos Skydivers 118 Old Airport Rd
Adelman John 207 Shinglemill Dr
Campellone Anthony F 484 Suger Loaf Hts Rd
Citifinancial 58 North Hunter Hwy
Council Howard Sr, Council Howard RR3 Box 612
Dibernardino Dominic 298 Buck Saw Dr
Dibernardino Donald Irrev Tr 10 1 90 c/o Eileen Mcelhone 298 Buck Saw Dr
Dibernardino John 298 Buck Saw Dr
Digon John M 112 Grouse Ridge
Doud Jeannette M c/o Fritzinger Old Tpke Rd
Geib Mckenna Helen Susan 9 Scotia Dr
Gorski Eugene D MD 111 East County Rd
Hunsinger Billie J 58 North Hunter Hwy
Integrarx Lisa Stevens Po Box 459
Klein Dorothy J RR 3 Box 4h
Laputka George M, Barbara 145 Knorr Rd
Laputka Elizabeth A 145 Knorr Rd
Lutz Eugene G 878 Saint Johns Rd
Mcelhone Eileen 298 Buck Saw Dr
Mckenna Caitlin Anne 9 Scotia Dr
Moore Patti 129 Debbie Dr
Mundie Elverna 149 S Hunter Hwy Apt 216
Nicholls Florence E, Thomas R RR1
Schaeffer Conrad Estate of RD 2 Box 1050
Sinclair Lisa 129 Debbie Dr
Sitoski Theresa P 363 Sugarloaf Hts Rd
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Venturino Irene G Estate 308 Shingle Mill Dr
Waldron Geraldine, Adam c/o Donald Waldron 130 Freedom Rd
Young Marion 383 W Butler Dr
Dupont Pa 18641
Bednash Victor 257 Main St
Berrettini Nello J 10 Wood St
Creel Renee 111 Ctr St
Fliss John 210 Ziegler St
Hantz Shirley M 400 Wyoming Ave
Kotula Margaret 227 Harding St
Kotula Michael A 227 Harding St
Kowalski Stanley 229 Lackawanna Ave
Kuna Robert E 439 Hillside Ave
Legezdh George, Helen 138 Simpson St
Lolli Albert Est of 606 Main St
Morris Mildred, Charles 242 Main St
Nolan Sarah C 242 Everhart St
Post Priscill, Charles 309 E Ctr
Ramos Clarita P, Jerome P 30 Ivy Ln
Redicka Alphonse M, Eleanor 286 Main St
Rindos Bradlee Scott 228 Lackawanna Ave
Sabatelli Elsie L 406 Main St
Webb Mark 109 Gill St
Duryea Pa 18642
Bealonis Helen 239 New St
Brogna Ida 28 Hale St
Carroll Charles 500 Brown St
Ciliberto Jennie 835 Main St
Degillio Richard Est of, Mildred 500 Donelly St
Grabowski Daniel J 256 Main St
Luder Theresa 603 Watt St
Melone Katherine 224 Kimberly Dr
Mislan Cindy A 246 Main St
Orazzi Vera 119 Hillcrest Dr
Palumbo Clara 315 Mitchell St
Palumbo Clara C 128 Lackawanna Ave
Petras Carol 237 Main St
Powerrail Distribution Inc 205 Clark Rd
Shimley Antonette 531 Foote Ave
Strucko Jess 110 Stephenson
TP Corp PO Box 2097
Vanyo Rudolph A 610 Hallstead St
Weinland Robert B 151 Cherry St
Wesenyak Norman, Anna 37 Main St
Edwardsville Pa 18704
Brown Judy 8 Beech St Apt J14
Cherpak George 507 Roosevelt St Apt 8
Cimakasky Sandra 615 Cherry St
Deweese Maureen J 8 Beech St Apt J14
East End 512 Northampton St
Flynn Mary H, Henry R 15 Atlantic Ave
Grywalski Eleanor 59 Zerby Ave
Happy Buffet 21a Gateway Shopping Ctr
Henderson Alice 330 Gateway Ct Apt C
Hoblak Joseph 89 Hillside Ave
Ingram Juba 56 Church St
Kalinosky Rose 5 Beverly Dr Apt D8
Kowalewski Joseph Est of 139 Zerby Ave
Lane James L 47 Bellas St
Mcgree Ronald J 100 Smt St
Mosteller Wayne D 245 Manor Rd Apt A
Nogee Minnie 60 Heisz St
Oboyle Thelma 725a Deberly Dr
Richards John 60 Franklin St
Teal Nancy A K 18 Edwardsville Apts 7 Beech St
Zamgulis Joseph Jr, Claudine D 742 Main St
Zuk Martha Est of 589 Main St Apt 1
Exeter Pa 18643
Bartleson William 750 Schooley Ave
Bonson Mike 46 Boston Ave
Broda Tami A 112 Jackson St
Curley Jacqueline 284 Birchwood Est
Dombrosk Josephine 205 Schooley Ave
Erfman Heidi A 222 Birchwood Vill Est
Gagliardi Rose 1215 W Youning Ave
Gormley Viola F 251 Birchwood Est
Hughes Mary 238 Susquehanna Ave
Kelly Josephine, Thomas 1122 Wyoming Ave
Lloyd Michael W 75 Penn Ave
Loiacono Marion c/o Highland Manor 750 Schooley Ave
Rollings Eleanor 1946 Wyoming Ave
Rollins Alfred 1946 Wyoming Ave
Smith S Sally 1140 Exeter Ave
Tomashunas Dolores Frances 65 Penn Ave
Wood Frank C c/o Deborah L Wood 121 Aster Ct
Wruble Edward, Daniel 1139 Exeter Ave
Ziemke Amanda N 1107 Wyoming Ave
Forty Fort Pa 18704
Barr Olive B 34 Myers St
Barteck Dorothy C 1028 Rutter Ave
Biscontini Gregory 1405 1/2 Wyoming Ave
Dolan Patricia E 27 Ctr St
Gardner Donald K 40 Yeager Ave
Gardner Lori M 40 Yeager Ave
Giadosh Ent 1644 Murray St
Goham Joseph 64 Sullivan St
Goyne Eric 49 Shoemaker Ave
H W Price & Sons Inc 90 Dilley St
Menta Anna L 72 Hughes St
Mosca Nettie F Est of 1497 Wyoming Ave
Natiello Tony 66 Bidlack St
Reilly Rita T 1836 Murray St Apt 1
Sailus Chris 45 Virginia Tr
Shields Joseph J 89 Yeager Ave
Soranno Matthew J 48 Bidlack St
Sweeney William 62 Sullivan St
Taylor Alberta, George RR76 Oak St
White Gilbert F Est of 55 Bidlack St
Winton Maureen A 54 Filbert St
Zalkin Ray c/o Sally Lee Sagenhahn
Freeland Pa 18224
Beese Peter 921 Burton St
Biggan Paul East South St Box 1780
Bitetti Lucy F 936 Centre St
David Donald C, Lucy A 714 Front St
Denoia Louis J 636 Ridge St
Gabuzda Margaret F 941 Centre St
Hinkle Samuel 132 Main St
Janet Sabo L 925 Ridge St
Krawizky Emma 132 Main St
MacDougall Pauline 13 Maple Ln Lot 36
Marchetti Mary Lou, Evelyn RD 1 Box 345
Melton Nathaneal L 823 Main St
Pecora Dorothy A 605 Main St
Ragan James 1112 Walnut St
Ragan James 559 Washington St
Salko Joseph B, Theresa PO Box 406
Socha Agnes 605 Cedar St
Tancin Anne Marie RR 1
Velasco Meta A PO Box 417
Wilkinson Margaret, A Apt 3 Freeland Village
Zmiejko Jeffrey John 518 Cedar St
Glen Lyon Pa 18617
Baker Edward J 12 Rock St
Beleski Albyn G, Naomi E 425 Newport
Hanna Carrie 84 Orchard St
Kling Jacqueline 45 Coal St
Lelakowski Diane 109 Railrd St
Passetti Robert P, Marie 43 Coal St
Staskiel Henry, Alex R 5 E Main St
Swicklik Shawn R 305 W Newport St
Vosheski Florence 23 Railrd St
Wendol Dennis J 24 Line St
Hanover Twp Pa 18706
Brislin Joan G 140 Lee Park Ave Apt 210
Bronsberg & Hughes Pontiac Dba Wyoming Valley Moto 70 Graham Ave
Browne David 690 Main Rd
Campbell David N 70 Graham Ave
Gallagher David A 100 E Newport St Unit 4
Keller Arden J 37 Knox St
Konrad Chester J, Grace A 24 Frank St
Mccarthy Christopher, Marie M 36 Knox St
Mccarthy Madeline, Arthur 466 Wyoming St Lee Prk
Mcdermott Richard W 25 Scureman St
Perno Peter M 55 Knox St
Pugh Rachel 30 Keith St
Rash Sarah Ann, Jack 15 Adams St
Saturn of Wyoming Valley 2140 Sans Souci Pkwy
Harding Pa 18643
Avery Benjamin RR1 Box 166
Tarity Kevin G 305 Taft Ave
Harleigh Pa 18225
Gianduso Joseph PO Box 165
Smith Nellie S 37 Main St
Harveys Lake Pa 18618
Agati Santo A RD3 Box 139
Chollak Claire RR3 Box 3050a Pole 283
Crispell Margaret, Ronald Box 464 RD2
Dilts Linda 22 Carpenter Rd
Eck Earl Derr, Earl D RD2 Box 162
Evans James S RR1 Box 27
Gypsy Queen Inc 3445 Lakeside Dr
Johnson Bonnie RR1 Box 142
Norfolk Mobility Benefits 940 6th Ave Sw Ste 1100
Our Lady of Victory Church Attn Pastor RR1 Box 309
Riker Judith RR1 Box 420
Sholes Elizabeth, Mark A RR1 Box 183
Simms Kimberly 32 Carpenter Rd
Ver Huel Nora RR1 Box 142
Zatorski Richard T 4 Marina Dr
Hazleton Pa 18201
Accuscript 218 N Wyoming St
Aime Joseph M 617 W Diamond Ave
Alberto Jose O 112 N Cedar St
Atherholt Mary 320 E Muir Ave
Babon Stanley 999 N Laurel St
Baez Aimek 38 North James St
Balch Leo John 520 Muir Ave
Balch Maria E 520 Muir Ave
Batista Hilario R 570 W Maple St Apt 2e
Baver Alfred A, Joan F 115 Coxe St
Baver Joan F 115 Coxe St
Beal Bank SSB 105 New Cranberry St
Bellezza Nicholas 322 E Samules Ave
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Berta Anna 906 Peace St
Biacco Philip John P6 5th
Billet Raffael, David RR 2 P2−6
Burgess Thomas H 150 S Laural St
Cain Heather 28 W Aspen St
Campanell Kathryn C, Elaine 602 Carson St
Caso James G 1028 Alter St
Castillo Rafael R 6 West Brd St, 2nd Fl
Cespedes Carlos, Gladys 775 North Vine St
Ciculya David 109 S Wine St
Cieniawa Leonard, Anna 426 E Diamond Ave
Coffin Lisa Maria 141 S Cedar St
Coll Daniel J Jr 696 Perry Ct
Colon Matos J 430 E Brd St
Conflitti Donald J 824 Seybert St 1
Corazza Leo J 520 Muir Ave
Corrigan John J 716 N James St
Crowley Donald, Viola 28 Alter St Apt
Cruse Marvin 86 S Cedar St
Curtis Insurance LLC c/o Anthony Gambacorta 1 S Church St Ste 401
Deis Gladys 538 E Brd
Dejesus Beatriz M 638 West Diamond Ave
Dejesus Kevin D 841 West 1st Apt 3
Delgado Yanira 408 W Brd St
Dewar Marilyn E 417 W Diamond Ave Apt 1w
Diaz Manuel 411 W Spruce St
Dido Theresa c/o Linda Malloy 760 Alter St
Dorta Bertilia Reyes D 581 N Wyoming St
Ducar Irene M 219 S Pine St
Duram Enterprises LLC 12 W 1st St
Dushanko Frank, Mary 1040 N Church St
Ecker Stacie 52 S Poplar St
Edwards Ann 70 S Pine St Apt 608
Esther Beauty Supply c/o Esther D Joseph 120 W Brd St
Evancho Joseph T 423 W Maple St
Falcinel Margaret 1082 Emerald Ct
Falcinelli Rudy A 1082 Emerald Ct
Ferreira Fulbio A, Olga 16 E Diamond Ave
Ferry John F Jr 563 N Vine St
Fierro Funeral Service Inc Trt 720 E Diamond Ave
Fierro Furniture c/o Joseph Fierro 77 N Wyoming St 79
First Federal Bank 12 E Brd St
Fisher Leigh 129 East Green St
Forte Agnes 762 N Laurel St
Fox Jr William 109 E Diamond Ave
Franz Catherine, Michael RR 1 Box 225
Gombeda Flora M 575 Hayes St
Gonzalez Janicia 337 E Beech St
Greco Philip J Jr 1020 Peace St
Grief Bros Sonoco Plastic Drum Plant 95 Jaycee Dr
Heights Terrace Family Market 447 South Poplar St
Heriberto Vrito 106 N Lee Ct
Hess Brenda 569 N Laurel St Apt 25
Hoch Myrtle M 324 E Chestnut St
Holan Joseph 703 Hayes St
Howells Esther 214 E Mine
Hudock Eugene T 358 E Berner Ave
Hudock Helen D Hazle Village 1283 S Church St
Hylan Elizabeth 914 Clinton Ct
Irving Helen, John 725 E 7th St
Janiga Louise 339 E Diamond Ave Apt 3
Jemo Mary Beth 319 Diamond Ave
Johnson Ira L 833 W 6th St
Joseph Timothy M 632 Monges St
Kearney Eddie 406 E Brd St
Kennedy Mary W 80 Taft St
Keuch William J 214 E Mine
Klapper Samuel J Tr UA 07 30 87 125 W Third St
Kline Michael J, Bernard H 125 W Third St
Kosko Edward 342 W Spruce St
Kulpon Aileen 974 W 4th St
Lock Sherri 827 N Lee Ct
Loveras Alonzo Pedro A 560 Peace
Madera Arelis 166 S Pine St
Mainenti Ernest, Marie 888 Lincoln St
Makuta Stephen, Cara PO Box 130
Maldonado Cruzado J 819 W Diamond Ave Apt 2
Maraville Jose 51 N Cedar St
Marte Evelin K 208 South Cedar St
Martin Marie D, John A 430 Carleton Ave
Martinez Carmen C 90 N Church St
Martinez Maria 819 W Diamond Ave Apt 4
Martinez Rodriguez Carlos 305 E Mine St
Master Animal Care 1 Maplewood Dr
Mato Robinson D 760 Carson St
Matulevich Elizabeth A, Joseph E 219 E Dia Ave
Medina Rosa 211 E Green St
Minnick Sandra A 649 N Wyoming St
Mlynek Danielle 37 1/2 E Brd St
Moran Anna Marie, Joseph Sr 344 Mill St
Munyan John 141 S Cedar St
Nika Angelko 325 E Diamond Ave
Oberto Anthony J 720 E Diamond Ave
Paisley Shane 115 North Pine St
Papada Albert 529 Forest Hills Dr
Perez Santiago Rafael 799 Carson St
Petrill Margaret T 642 N James St
Provost John 732 North St W
Pugliese Thomas G, Irene 139 S Wyoming St
Pujols Rafael A 306 East Juniper St
Quiles Segarra R 634 No Vine St
Rehal Anna 219 S Pine St
Rish Cheryl L 649 Alter St Apt 2
Rolland Gregory 534 Arthur St
Roman David Leader Store
Rovito Donna 115 Coxe St
Rubio Rudy B 693695 695 R Grant St
Ruggiero Gerald M 626 Harrison St
Ruiz Daniel Feliz 693695 695 R Grant St
Saras Harry P, Kathi L 36 W Walnut St
Sarno Philip Jr 696 N Locust St
Saullo Neil 149 Berner Ave
Schaller Florence, James A 600 W Maple St
Schoenagle Paul 75 N Wilson St
Schott Joseph A 1090 N Church St 2nd Floor
Seratch Anna 14 Main St
Simpson Frank 688 Peace St
Soltis Heather 1101 Hazle Brook Rd
Spear Ruth A 70 S Pine St Apt 215
Sporea Alma F 333 West Brd St
Steco Sally 825 N Vine St
Steco Sally 897 N Vine St
Stenson Donald 575 N James St
Sterenchock Mary E 180 Muir Ave
Stetz Robert G, Gabriel 603 Berner Ave
Suero Bernardo 138 Seybert St
Szlivka Mary 70 Juniper St
Tokash Louis 552 N Church St
Tolentino Jose D 526−528 Seybert St
Velez Cathy 20 East 1st St
Ventura Ramon M 933 W 15th St
Williams Generation 10 Maplewood Dr
Wilson Jeane 224 E Green St
Witmer Daniel P, Elaine 1003 Alter St
Woronekin Amanda 595 Hanover Ct
Hazleton Pa 18202
Affordable Dentures 1201 N Church St Bldg 1 Ste 110
Alcantara Luis 701 W 24th St Apt 1509
Cartagena William 185 S Wyoming St
Cherenyock Nathan B RR 2 P10−9
Chervino Mary S RR 2 P
Cicula George 516 Putnam St
Coreano Marquez D 107 E Green St
De La Rosa F 514 N Brd St
Font Billie L 39 Wayne St
Gasper Stephen 42 Old St
Heitman Horace 1087 Forest Rd
Howey Peter J Jr 22 Faith Dr Box 3997
Jacobs Fran 1154 Valley of Lks
James Robert T RR 1
Kapish Dorothy M RR 1 Box 549
Kassick Alfred 157 Hollars Hl
Leib Bruce L 209 S Butler Tr Dr
Marinez Wanda A 812 Hazleton Apts
Markham Colleen 55 Ridge Ct S
Matteo Benjamin J, Josephine c/o Palmer & Co 704 Hazleton Apts
Monroe Virginia Graham 208 E Brd St
Moralee Alicia L 573 Lattimer Rd
Nursing Mountain City Rear 401 Hazle Township
Papada Jessica Lynn, Albert J RD2 PO Box 529 Forest Hill Dr
Pen Mart RR 2 Box 30
Perez Nohemy 32 Hillside Dr
Portnoff Law Associa 147 Airport Rd
Robinson Ronald RR 1 Box 186
Ruiz Jonathan L 328 W Green St
Rupp Estella 205 E Brd St
Sambora Jennie T 25 S Hollywood Blvd
Sando Vernice F RR 2 Box X10
Shelley John M, Nancy 55 Ridge Ct 5
Shumaker Harry Est 23 Faith Dr Apt 326
Steibler Jessie 4194 Hollywood Blvd
Stone Troy K Jr 1040 Valley of Lakes
Symonds Dana F P C 3 Box 10
Tamea Margaret, Joe 651 N Brd St
Thomas Elizabeth J 5 Deer Path Rd
Veglia Anthony 1525 N Church St
Velcko Lawrence A Sr Est RR 4 Box 4123
Yesildnis Helen 556 Forest Hill Dr RD 2
Yesilonis Albion 556 Forest Hill Dr RD 2
Yesvetz Madeline Est 905 Liberty St
Hilldale Pa 18705
Willerand Ruth 1 William St
Hudson Pa 18705
Angeli Arlene 106 Union St
Brosius Helen 33 Martin St
Kumitis Simon W, Teresa 23 Martin St
Willerand Ruth 1 William St
Hughestown Pa 18640
Leighton Joyce Est of 5 Reynolds St
Michaels John L 5 Oliveri Dr
Renfer George 10 Rock St
Hunlock Creek Pa 18612
Davis Patricia 160 Cornell Rd
Birt Allison 5 Deer Ln
Fathel K 27 Boland Ln
Harleman Anne 1796 State Rte 29 Hwy
Hartman Cami Est of 68 Gdn Dr
Kerri Drobish 70 Oakdale Dr
Mundry Annamary 375 Sorbertown Hill
Phares Charlotte M 5758 Main Rd
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Price Gilbert 899 Swamp Rd
Rataj Jan c/o Unilever Thamova 166/18
Shilanskis Esther R, Thomas 1451 State Rte 29 Hwy
Stone John Box 298 Sunset Lake Rd
Stroyen Nina 8 Fairview Dr
Weaver Robert E RD2 Box 152
Kingston Pa 18704
Agati Angela 26 James St
Agati Maria 30 Gershom Place
Amini Javid R Ekg Assocs 610 Wyoming Ave
Andres Maureen K Park Bldg Ste 118
Barr Sarah S Est of 34 Myers St
Becker Jean 67 Division St
Beckhorn Katherine 1 Beverly Dr Apt E6
Beirne Teresa F 152 E Walnut St
Benedetti Martha 615 Wyoming Ave
Bennick Bernice L 11 Eno St
Berkant C II 95 Russell St
Bishop Oreilly High School AP 316 N Maple Ave
Blessing Michael J, Elaine M 632 Tioga Ave
Bojarcheck Michael J 638 Wyoming Ave
Borden Julian Est of 137 Page Ave
Brandt Fred 615 Wyoming Ave Kingston Cmns
Brennan Lisa 366 Market St
Butler Michael, Irene 403 N Maple Ave Apt 1
Carter Anna 35 E Bennett St
Connolly Patricia 137 1/2 Page Ave
Country Club Mens Shop United Penn Plaza
Crisano Patricia, John A 43 Pierce St Apt 1
Darte Lorna 1801 Market St
Davis Dorothy L Est of, Davis Michael L c/o Hopkin T Rowlands Jr 400 3rd Ave Ste
308
Demuro Joseph D 24 N Atherton Ave
Desantis Anthony J 31 S Loveland Ave
Diagnostic Breast Center 190 Welles St
Diamond Auto Glass Works 220 Division St
Diamond Glass Dba PO Box 1647
Diorio Norina 998 Wyoming Ave
Dollar General Store 600 3rd Ave
Dorish Eleanor R 68 Eley St
Drevenak Hazel J 640 Warren Ave
Earl Carmela Ann, Catherine 764 Mercer Ave
Family Care Consortium Inc 183 Market Ste 102
Fisher Mary M Manor Care 2nd Ave
Flock Nadine P 437 Rutter Ave
Foley Darlene N 14 Page St
Fu Henry 201 N Sprague Ave
Garner James 34 Holiday Dr Apt 180
Grzech Ann B Est of 143 Page Ave
Hassard Howard 84 S Atherton Ave
Healey Anna M 230 Wyoming Ave
Healthcare A Professional 250 Pierce St Ste 317
Hinchey Michael Patrick 16 Hedge Place
Hogan Dominic D 92 N Landon Ave
Hollander Debra, Sara 137 James St
Hometchko Joseph 184 Owen St Apt K
Huey Leo PO Box 1901
Jenkins Leona M 140 W Dorrance St
Jensen Elizabeth R 230 Wyoming Ave Apt 2n
Jiffy Lube 1197 157 S Wyoming Ave
King Medical Care PO Box 1388
Klimovitz Janet 137 Washington St
Koiro Robert A J Kopicki Home 263 Zerby Ave
Kosmala David Kingston Commons 615 Wyoming Ave
Kranson Doris 629 Gibson Ave
Kranson Geraldine 20 N Loveland Ave
Kuzemka Wilma 70 Welles St
Landon Toby 88 W Union St
Lane Elizabeth B, Frank M c/o Michael Patrick Hinchey 16 Hedge Place
Lane Frank M 16 Hedge Place
Lehman Jeanne M 21 E Hall St
Lemmon Bernice J 140 W Dorrance St
Lewis Jason Robert 83 N Landon Ave
Lewis Abram 73 South Goodwin Ave
Lucy Adrian 216 Wyoming Ave Apt 10
Machinski Shavon 83 Eley St
Maguschak Kevin R 42 S Dawes Ave
Malcolm Richard R 230 Chestnut St
Martin Leonard R, Patricia 381 Elm Ave
Meier Lori 136 West Union St
Michalek Jeneive 47 S Dawes Ave
Minsavage John W 92 W Pettebone St
Miscavage Adam 329 Kossack St
Miscavage Joseph 329 Kossack St
Moore John M 395 Wyoming Ave
Moore John M Jr 395 Wyoming Ave
Moran Brett Adam PO Box 1901
Moran Loretta M 230 Wyoming Av 7J
Muluerje Arpita 121 Butler St Apt 2a
Myerski Robert D 134 Division St
Nelson Caroline 570 Mdwland Ave
Orchard Ridge Rental Penrose Props LLC 230 Wyoming Ave
Ortiz Michael 279 Frederick St
Papp Anna L 6 Bowman Ave
Pompey Dodge Body Shop 31 S Loveland Ave
Price Sandra Lee, Janet 137 Washington St
Quality Collision I 350 Brook Ave Ste 300
Rickard Richard 72 S Welles Ave
Rita A H 551 Rutter Ave
Roberts Margaret, Anne 387 Warren Ave
Roberts Florence M Est of c/o Lorna Darte 1801 Market St
Roland Thomas 17 Green St
Rosboschil Joseph G 303 Lawrence St
Sambo Florence 9 Pulaski St
Saracino Dominick 391 Joseph Dr
Schmidt Edith R 230 Wyoming Ave Apt 5k
Schneider Marion 71 Division St
Shakti Inc 311 Market St
Shoener Melanie A, Jan 7 W Turner St Apt 3
Simmons Alphonse 216 Wyoming Ave
Starzinski Stanley E Jr R543 Northampton St
Stellar Machine Inc 416 Elm Ave
Stone Charles Manor Care 200 Second Ave
Tillman Nora 199 Butler St
Tripi Charles P 628 Warren Ave
Tvorak Theodore T 116 1st Ave
Usc Screen Inc 350 Brook St
Van Loon Ruth J 925 W Market St
Vanauken Kathleen Est of 91 First Ave
Vanscoy Elizabeth J 360 Joseph Dr
Vohra Pranav 676 Wyoming Ave
Von Schmeling Juliane 595 Market St
Walsh Joseph J 158 Page Ave
Watkins David L 158 Sharpe St
Wekarski Thomas 129 Church St
Whitby Ferne, John 1 Greshom Pl
Williams Carol D 116 John St
Williams William 403 Chestnut
Witkowski Sandra A, Marie 47 Price St
Witkowski Marie B Est of 47 Price St
Wolfe Jennifer 56 Rear Chruch St
Wood Clifford, Bertha 685 Goodwin
Wood Dorothy J 118 N Loveland Ave
Yatsko Madeline 338 River St
Yelen Barry A 34 N Dawes Ave
Zagrapan Anastasia 715 Deberly Dr Apt C
Zalepa Patricia Ann 83 Shoemaker St
Zekus Praxeda 30 Holiday Dr Apt 187
Laflin Pa 18705
Gubitose Janet Mae 129 Cedarwood Dr Hilltop Manor
Larksville Pa 18651
Andrick Edward, John 15 Marcy St
Camasse Frank, Nancy 604 Vine St
Katchko Joseph, Linda 96 E 1st St
Makowski Stanley A 339 E State St
Rost Frederick 1 Division St
Thomas Food Mart 550 Washington Ave
Larksville Pa 18704
Carr Joyce 283 Church St
Davis Mark R 27 W Luzerne Ave
Greene Daniel A 3 Wilson St
Kravitz Emily 62 Pace St
Krzwicki Anna Est of 285 Brdway St
Lutson Helen 283 Church St
Luzerne County Chorus PO Box 38
Perkins Linda 340 E State St
Thompson Ryan P 99 Wilson St Apt 5
Lattimer Mines Pa
Benyo Ida Est 64 Main St
Fierro John Main St PO Box 207
Lehman Pa 18627
Luzerne County Chorus PO Box 38
Luzerne Pa 18709
Ashton Glenn S 367 Charles St
Black Margaret, Charles 27 Solomon
Carey Betsy Lowe 466 Bennett St
Glaush Michael 253 Walnut St
Goham Elizabeth 267 Miller St
Good Guys Automotive Inc 811 Bennett St
Hall Bernerdeen A 154 Main St
Heuer Sandra L 134 Fly St Apt 1
Kachinosky Robert J 250 Kelly St
Kolesa David J 290 Miller St
Lanczak John 286 Main St
Lanczak Regina 286 Main St
Lohman Arlene L 811 Bennett St
Longo Susan A 750 Bennett St
Lupinski Michael D 576 Miller St
Luzerne Foundation 140 Main St Ste 200
Morriken Mary T 222 Union St
Novis Joseph, Mary 761 Willard St
Olenik Josephine M 290 Miller St
Schappert Sandra 750 Bennett St
Shemo Marlane J 750 Bennett St
Tarreto Sam 29 Hughes St
White David R 200 Academy St
Williams William H, Anne 346 Main St
Wvw Class of 1984 750 Bennett St
Miners Hil Pa 18705
Murphy Edward, Mary 5 N Hudson Ave
Milnesville Pa 18239
Angelo Dominic M RD 7 126 House
Miners Hill Pa 18705
Murphy Edward, Mary 5 N Hudson Ave
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Mocanaqua Pa 18655
Caporaletti Anne E 173 Main St
Monroe Twp Pa 18618
Cook Sarah 322 Hoyt Rd
Race Philip L, Marilyn 322 Hoyt Rd
Moosic Pa 18507
Martz Edward G 3305 Greenwood Ave
Mountain Top Pa 18707
Bader Mamoun M 24 Elm St
Barton Helen E 12 Evergreen Lake Dr
Battison William R 381 S Mountain Blvd
Berulis Helen A 10 Wilderness Dr
Bozek Christopher 5182 Nuangola Rd
Collotty Kim T 14 Colonial Dr
Dean Beulah Marie 23 Anne St
Do Gerald Mondlak 140 N Mountain Blvd
Drake Robert F 299 Patterson Rd
Eastwood Jennifer, Deborah 83 Blvthe Born Rd
Flickinger Cordelia, George 74 Deerpath Dr
Funke Paul 11 Red Rock Rd
Georgievsky Sergey 4 Orchard View Ln
Glenn Alfonso 61 Grace Dale Ave
Hargreaves Dorothy, John 21 Colonels Ridge Rd
Hassay Celia M 6 Apple Tree Ln
Herrington Richard A 119 Foothill Dr
Home of Their Own Inc Blake Schomas 100 Coplay Place
Jarvie Michael 155 Kestrel Rd
Jones Mary A 12 Evergreen Lake Dr
Karshneski Dorothy Smith Healthcare Ltd 453 S Main Rd
Kiewlak Joyce 6 Apple Tree Ln
Kochanski Eleanor 23 Oak Dr
Kraft Renee 205 Foothill Dr
Lorance Lionel M Est of 3 Anne St
Martin Cynthia L, Mathew H 11 Mountainwood Dr
Matusick Barbara J 120 Valy Stream Park
Mcclure Sophia c/o Smiths Nursing Home 453 S Main Rd
Mieczkowski Marybeth, Mark J 400 Heslop Rd
Motorworld Collision 24 Elm St
Northeast Grounds Maint 352 South Main Rd
Paulick Richard K 672 Nuangola Rd
Pedley George R Jr 309b S Mountain Blvd
Petrus Anthony C 229 Saint Marys Rd
Philips Advance Transformer Co 1 Moran Dr
Pissott Irene V RR8
Przywara Lynn Marie, Leonard B 375 Fairwood Blvd
Quigley Joseph Est, Quigley Joseph 185 S Mountain Blvd
Sakowski Peter, Gwen 3150 Alberdeen Rd
Sammon Rebecca A 213 Twins Ln
Schiel Heather M 3776 Church Rd
Schwartz Sadie Jean 3152 Church Rd
Slamon Dorothy 802 Aspen Dr Rd Apt 4
Smith Company 195 Ice Lake Dr
SSB Electronic Usa 124 Cherrywood Dr
Stevens Mary E 168 Prospect Rd
Thomas George Tr, George 185 S Mountain Blvd
Tob Thomas Est 124 Forest Rd
Unison Engine Components Inc 701 Crestwood Dr
Viverios Jill A 127 Brookhollow Rd
Wartonick Daniel 7 Park Ln N
Wartonick Helen P 7 Park Ln N
Westcott Barbara 124 Forest Rd
Wynn Douglas Rd 8 Box 432
Yeager Loren, Ada L PO Box 275
Zappettini Mary A 78 Congress Rd
Zawoiski Michelle A 21 Smt St
Zbegner Carl J 71 Deerpath Dr
Nanticoke Pa 18634
Acker Francis 220 W South St
Argento Genevieve 301 Old Newport St
Baker Wanda 328 E Ridge St
Birchwood Nursing Center 395 Middle Rd
Bobbin Est of 115 W Union St
Brice Josephine 1 E Green St
Buckley John F 260 E Union St
Caruso William 518 S Walnut St
Citifinancial Auto 220 E Ridge St
Coffee Dolores, Edith 41 W Grand St
Collacchi Eleanor 159 E Church St
Davis Stella R 273 E Union St
Dillon Debra D 149 E Brd St Rear
Dixon Richard C 117 Loomis St
Drabek Anna 118 Welles St
Eipper Ralph 50 N Walnut St
Forney Kimberly A 21 Rear Apt #3 E Popular St
Grala Josephine 18 W Union St
Gripp Martha, James 132 Montgomery St
Hassay Celia M, David 407 E Union St
Holloway Genevieve 126 E Grand St
Howells Anna 52 Enterprise St
Humanik Barbara A 281 E Church St
Humanik Lynn A 281 E Church St
Jones Benjamin R, Ruth 1038 S Market St
Kammerer Anna 364 E Main St
Keyco PO Box 125
Kolesar Geraldne 52 Enterprise St
Kolmansperger Pamela J 702 E Main St
Krieger John J 131 Park St
Lacey Lillain M, Matthew J 5 Lawrence St
Lacey Matthew J Jr, Lillian M 5 Lawrence St
Ludorf Richard Birchwood Nursing Home 395 Middle Rd
Lukasavage Hannah 208 W Ridge St
Mccurry Kenneth R 314 Rear Prospect St
Miklaszewicz Edward 226 E Noble St
Miller Barry D 251 W South St
Miller Eli 174 E Green St
Mitkowski Mary E 288 E Noble St
Novak Barbara, Robert 220 E Ridge St
Pascoe Blanche B Park Towers Apt 412 1 East Creen St
Rand Nicholas L 1216 S Hanover St
Richards Gladys E 209 W Green St
Rogowski Theophilus J 151 Orchard St
Ruduski Sophie S 110 1 2 Chestnut St Alden
Sarday Lydia 213 W Main St
Sauers Joseph 23 Hill St
Snarski Celia 15r E Union St
Sobolewski Eleanor A 1204 New Grant St
Stanley Faye 50 N Walnut St
Stashak Mark 26 Overlook Rd
Storosko Theodore J, Theodore W 148 Ctr St
Sujdak Edward 185 Union St
Team Nanticoke 124 Garfield St
Trusa Bronisla, John Jr 507 E Grove St
Trusa Bronisla, Michael 507 E Grove St
Williams Sara K 53 Newport St Sheatown
Wishkowski Mary 14 W Green St
Wozniak Deborah A c/o Helen Antonik 244 Honey Pot St
Wytrykowski Lillian 270 E Main St Apt 630
Yoemans Peter 270 E Main St Apt 101
Youells Melvin 39 Loomis St
Young Clyde U 81 E Poplar St
Zdziarski Chester, Carol 213 W Main St
Zdziarski Carol 213 W Main St
Nescopeck Pa 18635
Casella Leonard R Jr, Patsy A 1077 Oak St
Flesher Bethel R 920 E 2nd St
Furmanchin Kimberly A 944 Ber Haz Hwy
Harper Martha F 920 E 2nd St
Hayse Mary 715 1st St
Heckman Danny Ray 177 Ow Bwk Hwy
Mowery Charles B 844 Switze Rd
Rider Gregory J RR2 Box 2621
Smith Mark A, Lisa E 622 4th St
Young Donald B, Donald PO Box 249
Pittston Pa 18640
Abate Carmell Est, Charles 78 Church St
Aben Rhonda L 363 Heather Highlands
Allardyce Florence D, Thomas A 28 Ambrose St
Ardoline Katherine, Bert R 192 Brd St
Bernoski Elizabeth Est of 26 Hill Park Ave
Bernouski Victoria 92 River St
Bilder Charles F 27 George St
Brown William R 193 Market St
Buganesi Nino PO Box 814
Cadden Joseph Jr 63 Union St
Carnaban William 463 N Franklin
Chajko Michael 10 Main St Apt 10
Chaump Rosemary Pittston Heavenly Manor 51 N Main St
Cochran Audrey 226 Mill St Apt 1
Dejulio Evangeline, Joseph 20 Stewart Ave
Dellamalva Joan 214 N Highland Dr
Dorula Nan C Acsc Manor 100 Overlook Dr
Eastern Agency 9 N Main St
Falcone Carmella F, Carmen C 142 Vine St
Frederick Norman J, Mary K 17 Grandview Dr Stauffer Hts
Gallo Bernard R 815 1/2 N Main St
Gaydos Norina M 95 Butler St
Giarratano Helen Main St The Apollo Apts Apt 22
Godlewski William J 506 Charles Cirle
Harding Leonard 51 N Main St Apt 201
Hockins Scott 36 Mill St
Jankowski Jillian 14 Union St
Johnson Linda L, Amanda 194 S Main St Apt B
Jones William H 146 Carroll St
Karpauich Helen M 15 Hospital St
Keller Ethel M Myers Manor Apt 201 211 Roberts Rd
Kerns Charlotte J 9 Wood St
Kolb Kimberly Ann 1307 Main St
Kolb Ronald B 1307 Main St
Kovaleski Ann Marie c/o Pittston Manor 51 North Main St
Leone Philip J 92 River St
Lockman Arnold 102 Lambert St
Maxwell Sharon 15 East Coal St
May Kathleen Riverview Pch 100 Overlook Dr
Mcardle Carolyn 186−B Parsonage St
Mcgovern Robert F 75 E Oak St
Menichini William 72 Poole St
Mighty Donuts Inc 2001 Hwy 315
Mugford Wesley G, Ruth 3 Drummond St
Mulcahey Edward J 501 Brd St
New Life Home Care Inc 48 S Main St Ste 402
Noone James 16 Lagrange St
Ohaire John A 1163 Main St
Pa Slovak Catholic Womens Society c/o Rita Simalchik 91 Cliff St
Paglianite Gerald Dba Gerald Paglianite Masonry PO Box 356
Percoski Donald B 45 S Main St
Popielarz Gertrude 601 Chapel Rd
Popovich Joseph Est of 506 Charles Cirle
Pothering Generators 1145 Oak St
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Prokop John 88 Norman St
Ratchford Theresa H 878 Suscon Rd
Reed Donna 1140 Main St
Renfer Margaret 878 Suscon Rd
Rossi Nicholas 86 Frothingham St
Scheller Rita 215 Roberts Rd
Schmidt Dale 36 Mill St
Schuman Jamie L 140 Butler Aly Apt 2b
Sharek Amanda M 7 Glen Rock Rd
Simms Evelyn A 100 Overlook Dr
Simonitis Frank 163 1/2 Elizabeth St
Simons Sterling E 209 Roberts Rd 302
Smeden Thomas P c/o Barbara Stefanoski 16 N View Rd
Studders Kathryn T 1513 River Rd
Swift James W 57 Fulton St
Talaska William A 304 Division St
Tomaskovic William Est of 34 Welsh St
Trl Inc The Smt Partnership 130 Armstrong Rd
Turner Dorothy 234 Pollock Dr
Valley National Bank 1140 Main St
Venturino Irene G PO Box 908
Welter Michael 1258 Suscon Rd
World Trade Group Inc 302 S Kennedy Blvd
Zorgo Printing Service Inc 131 N Main St
Pittston Pa 18641
Post Priscill, Charles 309 E Ctr
Ramos Clarita P, Jerome P 30 Ivy Ln
Pittston Pa 18643
Ambrosino Nancy 129 Ann St
Cranford Johanna S 503 Luzerne Ave Fl 2
Evans Penny RR1 Box 303a
Fine Russell 237 Philadelphia Ave
Jarski Mary 318 Roosevelt St
Kelin Richard A Jr 109 Trayor St
Matthews Fred R III, Anna 216 Bennett St
Saltz Sherrin A RR4 520
Smaltz Herman F c/o Anthony RD1
Smith Leo J 205 Trayor St
Plains Pa 18705
Adamchick Paul R 46 Chamberlain St
Bell Mark 11 Gallagher Dr
Cedrone Tiffany 76 1/2 S Main St
Cross Creek Point Rte 315
Delbianco Helen J 315 N Main St
Hontz Richard 17 Chamberlain St
Kesten Jean 30 Jay St Keystone Human Svc
Krawetz Mary R 22 Mack St
Kwasnick Charlotte 21 Crow St
Lawler Ira Linda A 95 Maffett St
NFCS Fmtc 95 Maffett St
Oconnor Brigid M, Kevin M 45 S Beech Rd
Oconnor Brigid M, Marty 45 S Beech Rd
Ortolani Dominick PO Box 1684
Pipech Edward Yeosock Home 40 S Main St
Rahill Marie 49 Hancock St
Rampola Bernard 49 Bank St
Rozanski Bennie B 10 Gdn Dr
Scatena Thomas 9 N St Hudson
Tarreto Joseph A 43 W Charles St
Waslin Theresa 43 E Carey St
W−B Hotel Group LLC 1073 Hwy 315
Westawski David PO Box 1831
Woehrle Ruth A 30 N Main St
Yeosock Funeral Home 40 S Main St
Zmyeski Anna Est of 85 Rose Ave
Plymouth Pa 18651
Adelugba Jumoke 101 Pleasant Rd
Barnes Patrick 79 E Shawnee Ave Rear
Blackwell Cora A 1100 W Main St
Burgos Jose 61 Pierce St
Carey Anna Est of 111 Washington Ave
Ceppa John J 145 Reynolds St
Charles Reese 24 Smith Row
Christman Todd 67 Nottingham St
Cunningham Margaret 199 Rowe Ln
Edwards Clarence R 245 Davis St
Feeney Joseph 257 W Shawnee Ave
Garrahan Paul C 151 Willow St
Gerlitski Frank A 1247 High Rd
Geurin Frank 485 Washington Ave
Harrison Carol, David 61 Chrtch St 2
Harrison David J 155 Smith Row
Home Joseph W 70 E Main St
Inderlin Marion, Joan M 152 Davenport St
Jones Mary 217 Duffy Ln
Lee Robert, Dale 104 W Main St Apt J
Lehr Edward R, Rita 123 Orchard St
Lukasavage Elizabeth 1247 High Rd
M Young Darlene 747 Mill St
Maple Hill Manor Personal Care Ctr 39 Morris St
Mazur Margaret, John 150 E Main St Apt 105b
Millard Abner 116 Willow St
Moran Jason 601 W Main St
Murray Thomas J, Jane I 14 Bradley St
Oldenski Edmund, Julia 92 Mras St
Puterbaugh Theresa 217 Duffy Ln
Reese Charles 67 Green
Rydsewicz Peter 254 Buttonwood St
Sanders Susan C 352 Salsburg Ln
Simon John J 410 W Mountain Rd
Sims Margaret, Paul 30 E Shawnee Ave
Smith Cheryl Est of 560 New St 44
Stasyszyn Chester 197 Nesbitt St
Stull David W 220 Hill Ln
Szwaja Steven R 403 E Main St
Thomas Robert 127 Smith Row Rear
Velgus Andrew Est 108 Cherry St
Vivian Gordon W 2101 Mountain Rd
Welles Shawn T 101 Ctr Ave
Wengyn Walter, Mary 66 Coal St
Wolfe Karen 203 Gould St
Yanchick Andrew 52 Mcdonald St
Young George 202 Reynolds St
Zimmerman Leona 747 Mill St
Zlotek Carl J 20 E Railrd St
Zuzel Anna 1471 W Main St
Pringle Pa 18704
Haughwout Guy C 23 Cooper St
Shavertown Pa 18708
Baird Emma 191 Weavertown Rd
Benoit Fred 221 Blueberry Hill Rd
Biggs Larry D 200 Harris Hill
Black Tie Luxury Limousine 505 Pine Tree Rd
Bohr Richard 121 N Main St Rear
Boyd Marietta 170 Harris Hill Rd
Brown William Tr Dr
Crosby James A 565 Jackson Rd
Delamater John K 210 Fieldridge Dr
Dixon Stacey 384 Crane Rd
Gagliardi Nicholas, Madeline 222 Gates Rd
Garris Clifford L 95 E Overbrook Rd
Kiluk John Jr 37 Sutton Rd
Kiluk Nancy A 37 Sutton Rd
Landmesser Karl 10 Bulford Rd
Lazovich Richard A 459 Smith Pond Rd
Malcolm Matt 3200 Chase Rd
Moore John N, Norma 30 Hayfield Rd
Oral Surgery Asc of Wyom 121 S Memorial Hwy
Panuccio Charlene, Frank 60 E Franklin St
Priebe Jill M 360 Blueberry Hill Rd
Sola Gerald J 987 Chase Rd
Solorzano Oscar 101 Ondish Rd
Todd Henry W 254 Ferguson Ave
Valenti Stephen J Jr, Stephen J Sr 19 Barrington Hills Ln Apt I
Warneka David 118 N Pioneer Ave
Zibuck Arlene 565 Jackson Rd
Shickshinny Pa 18655
Belles Kevin T 137 Sunshine Rd
Diltz Marian L 1034 Bethel Hill Rd
Ellinger William B, Dorothy 33 N Main St
Heller Grover G 1642 Shickshinny Valy Rd
Henkels & Mccoy Inc PO Box 125
Hook Clarence, Kenneth 44 Glen Ave
Kolb Richard A Pine Ridge RD1
Northwest Area League L RR2 Mckendree Rd PO Box 91
Pembelton David Jr 36 Main Rd
Ryman Walter Jr 10 Nicely St
Thomas Edith 31 Furnace St
Uy Joshua 9 S Main St
Vito Irene M 19 W Vine St
Sugar Notch Pa 18706
Churnetski Trans 146 Hillside St
Conroy Margaret 748 Main St Apt 5
Jarzembowicz Louise 220 Freed St
Padden Frances, Joseph 378 Grove St
Rakowski Lu Ann 228 Freed St
Rossi Mike c/o Ge Healthcare 1067 Hanover St
Seiger George J 665 Main St
Seiger Jeffrey J 665 Main St
Seiger Patricia A 665 Main St
St Johns Pa 18247
Uy Joshua PO Box 504304
Sugar Notch Pa 18706
Churnetski Trans 146 Hillside St
Conroy Margaret 748 Main St Apt 5
Jarzembowicz Louise 220 Freed St
Padden Frances, Joseph 378 Grove St
Rakowski Lu Ann 228 Freed St
Rossi Mike c/o GE Healthcare 1067 Hanover St
Seiger George J 665 Main St
Seiger Jeffrey J 665 Main St
Seiger Patricia A 665 Main St
Sugarloaf Pa 18249
Berta John W 46 Turkey Path Rd
Boehmer Melissa 1115 Rock Glen Rd
Creveling Julie A 8−6 Brookhill Sq W
Defrain Elizabeth RR1
Drasher Tire Brake 203448 276 23 Main St 451 Lockheed Way
Garrison Judy M RR1 Box 922
Kulick Thomas 52 Sidehill Trl
Milloway Michele 8−6 Brookhill Sq W
Palermonatt Tara L 281 Turkey Path
Podlesny Peter PO Box 594
Schnorr Larry L RR2 Box 301b
Thomas Richard Hb, Richard W RR2 Box 612
Weeks William 783 Cedar Head Rd
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Sweet Valley Pa 18656
Burnett Ileen 1729 State Rte 118
Hess Home Improvement 190 Bethel Hill Rd
Kondrad Chester RR1 Box 1063
Koss Rebecca J PO Box 313
Martin Daniel S, Joshua RR1 Box 1149
Pearson Denise L RR1 Box 1211a
Swoyersville Pa 18704
Butchko Victoria 1011 Main St
Confair Mildred E 34 Sycamore Dr
Coslett Jesse A Jr 1257 Main St
E M Auto Body Svc 304 Shoemaker St
Gavazzi Margaret Est of 70 Grandville Dr
Hoeppner Gouverneur 24 Bohac St
Holena Charles P 113 Noyes Ave
Hometchko Helen 184 Owen St
Landmesser Megan 198 Dana St
Loftus Theresa 42 Filbert St
Orlandini Leo 129 Simpson St
Palmentera Raymond 48 Broderick St
Perdikis Jared, Carla 104 Lackawanna Ave
Perdikis Daniel 104 Lackawanna Ave
Romanowski Mark 70 Lackawanna Ave
Sharock Loretta 10 Sullivan St
Stover Sara 70 Grandville Dr
Voitek Mark J 74 Oliver St
Zabiegalski Thomas 109 Maltby Ave
Trucksville Pa 18708
Buckys Autobody & Frame 254 Clfside Ave
Gialanella James Sr, Jean 235 Terrance Ave
Glidden Randall L 125 Frangorma Dr
Harvey Sherri L 69 Staub Rd
Wapwallopen Pa 18660
Andreas Carl E RR1
Cragle Ruth Est, George RR3 Box 3258
Cragle Donna M PO Box 61a
Evancho Joseph RR1
Faux Paul E RR3 Box 3542
Glova Stasia 361 Cemetery Rd
Good Lenna M Box RD2
Hoch Monroe P RR1
Jaworskyj Wayne 419 S Main St
Levandoski Audrey J, Alan RR3
Peters Harry W 1882 Stairville Rd
Peters Harry W RR1 Box 282
Readler Edward 773 Birch Rd
Rinehimer Jeffrey E, Carolyn M RR1 Box 274D
Rinehimer Catherine 272 Powder Glen Rd
Sasso Anne 1723 Stairville Rd
Stair Harry 464 Moyers Grove Rd
Walchak Rita H 897 Hobbie Rd
Warrior Run Pa 18706
Basar Linda M 347 Brislin St
Daylida Robert T 313 Hanover St
Zbieg Ann 315 Beaumont St
West Hazleton Pa 18202
Arias Ramon P 207 Winters Ave
Bell Jonathan 18 W Clay Ave
Brozoski Stanley 401 Allen St
Contreras Deulis A 238 Winters Ave
Correa Jonathan O 542 Winters Ave
Delarosa Estervina 111 W Branch St
Delvalle Josefa 543 Ridge Ave
Duffy Frances 211 Ridge Ave
Fairway Motores 128 E Clay Ave
Ference James J 128 E Clay Ave
Furedi Stella 729 Ridge Ave
Honsinger Thomas 73 Horn St
Hunsinger Mark J 14 E Green St
Laskoskie Joseph 18 W Brd St
Lombardo Rose M 226 W Green St
Novas Jose H 600 Boundary St
Pazdon Helen 124 W 22nd St
Peralta Mariano 201 E Brd St 203
Perry Mary 118 Deer Run Rd
West Pittston Pa 18643
Alling William C, June RR4 Box 402
Angeletta Angella 320 Pacific Ave
Beaver Edward H 204 Philadelphia Av
Berulis Helen 325 Damon St
Bidwell Ann Marie 204 Philadelphia Av
Blank Jolene A 316 Fourth St 2nd Fl
Blessing Claire E 221 Fremont St Apt 1008
Carmody Anne 21 Washington St
Delaney Evelyn Est of 14 River Shores Ct
Dymond Ernest C 421 Montgomery Ave
Gardner Evelyn M 30 Montgomery Ave
Gardner John P 30 Montgomery Ave
Gomezvicchitto Vaidra D 6 Luzerne Ave
Gripp Martha, James 132 Montgomery St
Hromek Leonard Jr 607 Montgomery Ave
Hutton Curtis 225 Wyoming Ave
Jones Delphine R 524 Wyoming Ave
Lockburner Francis 601 Tunkhannock Ave
Lombardo Elizabeth, John 827 Exeter Ave
Lomma Nicholas Mail To Marie Calisto 126 Philadelphia Ave
Mccracken James 322 Pacific Ave
Megni Helen L 810 Luzerne Ave
Minichello Albert J 608 Susquehanna Ave
Overman Brian K 118 North St
Romanowski Christine A 5 Maple St
Sam Ferrara Dba Sam Ferrara Constr 236 Boston Ave
Sammon Margaret 334 Washington St
Serino Joseph J 3 Berry St
Serniak Judith 221 Fremont St
SSBT 221 Fremont St Apt 1008
Stasiak Helen 412 York Ave
Telford James P 824 Luzerne Ave
Tucker Joseph 310 Liberty St
Vincavage Eugene A, Tammy L 298 Baltimore Ave
Werbin Jessica 9 Maple St
Yochem Bernardine Yourelonis 7 Luzerne Ave
Yost Ruth 324 Spring St
Yuravich Michael 329 Fremont St
West Wyoming Pa 18644
Bonito Ruth 314 W 8th St
Dennis Thomas F, Frances 407 Washington Ave
Gabel William J 203 Washington Ave Fl 1
Motichko Josephi Est, Francis 123 Butler St
Ostroski Cathya A 76 Ave A
Prekuraski Dorothy 203 Washington Ave Fl 1
Sardo Thomas 700 Schooley Ave
Thomas Carol L 226 Hilltop Dr
Weston Pa 18256
Smith Dorothy, Norman PO Box 33
White Haven Pa 18661
Bowers John T, Marie 39 Glenn Oaks Ln
Carnevale Concetta F 40 Shade Tree Rd
Evans Lillian, Eugene 133 Peat Moss Rd
Herrero Raul, Olga HC1 Box 23z46
Hoellering Hubert F, Geneva 14 E William
Komrowski Bobby Lee 73 Autumn Dr
Moura George V, Debra 601 Berwick St
Slovak Melissa Ann RD1
Stachowiak Theresa M, Edward J 320 Ash Ln
Stoneck John 214 Susquehanna St Apt A
Varklet William Jr 329 River St
Wanser Karen PO Box 184
Waskiewicz Peter P 9517 Bear Creek Blvd
White Haven Tire Inc Rt 534 & I80 Ext 274
Zmiejko Marlene 532 Lakeview Rd
(Editor’s Note: This document continues with Wilkes-
Barre Pa 18701 in Part III at 45 Pa.B. 5207 (August 22,
2015).)
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NOTICES
(Editor’s Note: This document continues from Part II
which begins at 45 Pa.B. 5015 (August 22, 2015).)
Wilkes−Barre Pa 18701
Allen Mary K Est of c/oHelen Lewis Exec 163 S Washington St
Antenucci Debra J c/o Rosenn Jenkins & Greenwald 15 S Franklin St Ste 1000
Ash Sylvia c/o Stephen Menn 253 S Franklin St
Barnes Vernell 107 Sambourne St
Baur John Est of 78 W Union St
Baur Mary 78 W Union St
Brown Bessie F 307 E Crestline
Cochran Paul C 73 Graham Ave
Contorsi Catherine 61 E Northampton St
Curry Lynette 785 South Sheridan
Donald J Wolfe 260 S Meade St
Edwards Dorothy 163 S Washington Ave Apt 814
Erchak Sonja c/o Merrill 600 Baltimore Dr Attn Kathleen Buck
General Lamp Corp 200 S Main St
Gerstein Sylvia 61 E Northampton St
Glc Minnie K Glc Smt 50 N Pennsylvania Ave
Helenic Michael F, Mary RR1 East End Blvd
Host Ralph C 80 E Northampton St Apt 305
KBJ Holdings LLC Webfinance Inc 7 S Main St Ste 301
Kivler Anna P Attn Responsible Party Svc Inc 152 S Franklin St
Knapp Louis R 152 S Franklin St
Larson Jennie Resident Trust Fund Golden Lc 50 N Pennsylvania Ave
Lipinski Kathryn R Resident Trust Fund Golden Lc 50 N Pennsylvania Ave
Lipschitz Angelina 61 E Northampton St
Llewellyn Jay M 304 S Franklin St
Llewellyn Helen 304 S Franklin St
Lopatto Jessica 26 W Ross St 2nd Fl
Matranzie Raymond 152 S Franklin St
Mcelwee Austin, Helen 95 Birch
Mcgroarty Grace c/o Grace Donnelly Apt 127 180 S Washington St
Mcgroarty Mary K Grace Donnelly Apt 127 180 S Washington St
Menkovitch Tony 80 E Northampton St
Milbauer Caroline E Est of c/o Rosenn Jenkins & Greenwald 15 S Franklin St Ste
1000
Mulligan Patricia Ann Bnai Brith Apts 61 E Northampton St
Mulroy Catherine M c/o AJ Gillespie S Maria St School
Mulroy James AJ Gillespie S Maria St School
Noll Mark L 61 E Northampton St Apt 707
Oconnell James B 10 E South St Apt 730
Oneill Mary Resident Trust Fund Golden Lc 50 N Pennsylvania Ave
Pelak Lucille 34 S Main St Apt 507
Petruski Mary 142 S Washington St
Podczasy Michael c/o Bernard A Podcasy Esq 16 W Northampton St
Ramada Inn 20 Public Sq
Rasmussen Gavin c/o Merrill 600 Baltimore Dr Attn Kathleen Buck
Rasmussen Henry c/o Merrill 600 Baltimore Dr Attn Kathleen Buck
Rasmussen Luke c/o Merrill 600 Baltimore Dr Attn Kathleen Buck
Reh Dorothy, Donna 204 Johnson St
Responsible Party Se 152 S Franklin St
Schwar Charles R 22 E Market
Sheplock Jennie Resident Trust Fund Golden Lc 50 N Pennsylvania Ave
Smith David 70 W Union St
Smith Eva c/o Merrill 600 Baltimore Dr Attn Kathleen Buck
Sordoni Andrew J IV 15 Public Sq Ste 201
Sott Joseph M 152 S Franklin St
Stanislaw Pauline 34 S Main St Apt 407
Stano Anna 50 N Pennsylvania Ave
Stelmack Helen C 163 S Washington St 712
Sutter Corp 69 Public Sq 1100
Turchen Joseph A 369 S Main St
Tworek Jule 369 S Main St
Vaskorlis Judith 163 S Washington St 712
Ward Frederick 203 S Main St Apt 7
Wheeler Leon R Sr 31 W Market St
Wilgus Anna Bear Creek Township
Wolfe Mary G 260 S Meade St
Wilkes−Barre Pa 18702
Amos Gwillym, Lucille 24 S Meade St
Andreeko Sophie M 165 N Wilkes−Barre Blvd
Andrzejewski Joseph 294 Coal St Apt B6
Anthony Leo Est of 485 S Franklin St
Babula Walter, Mary 37 Schoolhouse Ln
Baker Justina 304 N Empire Ct Apt 519
Balliet Alice 70 S Grant St
Barbano Anita C 42 Cummiskey St
Barr Elizabeth 175 Hanover St
Bateson Harvey W Jr 171 N Wilkes−Barre Bl
Batista Ffbilha Linhare 16 Magnolia St
Bonawits Dorothy 121 Oak St Fl 2
Bono James 7 Orchard St
Booknight Julia H 113 Hickory St
Bradley Mary R 229 Brown St
Brisoin Drew 15 Sterling Ave
Broddy John Est of 18 Glen St
Brown Richard, Thomas 308 N Empire Ct
Brown Leon 287 Coal St
Brown William H 111 Hickory St
Bugno Walter 7 Walnutwood Dr
Calderon Monica 30 Waller St
Callahan Frank J 7 Lan Creek Rd
Casey James J, Mary 103 Barney St
Chiverella M A 500 Hazle St
Ciavarella Michael, Bertha 502 Hazle St
Cicon Michael Laflin 28 Old Mill Rd
Clemente Patrick M, Angeline 28 S Welles St
Coffee Michael 613 Hazle St
Conway Kelly A 146 W River St
Cote Pamela J 17 W Hollenback Ave
Csala Lea M 356 S River St
Daubert William 50 Marcy St
Davenport Robert D 302 Hazle St Apt 2
Davis Rose K 33 Smith St
Deacon James 22 Wildflower Dr
Decker Emma 20 Brown St
Defina Florence 166 Wood St
Delbalso Michael South Main Plaza Bldg
Don Wilkinson Agency 300a Laird St
Donohue Jean 16 Riverside Dr
Drozda Michael, Gerald 110 1 2 S Walnut St
Dunfee Zack 208 Plymouth Ave
Eastman Angela 112 N Empire St
English Anthony 331 Park Ave
Experian Settlement Svcs 270 N Sherman St
Fedor Robert T 26 Lehigh Ct
Fell Donald R Jr 25 Sheldon St
Foderaro Barbara M 5 N Sherman St
Foster John 336 Blackman St
Fox George, Martha 4 Charles St
Foxs Pizza Den 815 Kidder St
Frederick Donald Valy View Ter Apts 101
Froncek John M 85 Cist St
Gardner Amelia 296 Carey Ave
Gargi Israel 505 Indian Creek Dr
Gatling James 308 N Empire Ct
Gdovin Willard F 38 Cummiskey St
Glcrtf Co S Glc East Mountain 101 E Mountain Blvd
Gobellan Alejandro 61 Wyoming St
Gonos Robert 69 Sylvanus St
Gonzalez Bartolo 16 Ridgewood Rd
Graf Molly B 369 New Grant St
Griffith Bessie M 5 N Sherman St
Grimes Elizabeth, James 48 Logan St
Halicki Julia 300 Park Ave Towers
Halloran Robert W 171 N Wilkes−Barre Blvd
Hanahan Regina C, Gale M 387 Scott St Apt 5
Hankins Yolanda 308 North Empire Ct
Hannon Mary 179 Lehigh St
Harris Robert W 111 Parrish St
Hays James,Jo L 79 Beech St
Henninger Brian R 88 Regent St
Herold Lena 140 Lee Park Ave Apt 520
Hill Bonnie 366 E Northampton St
Holloway Elizabeth J 464 S Franklin St Apt 205
Homitz Helen V 300 Ctright Ave
Horbus Anna A 379 E Northampton St
Horvath Kathryn M 111 N Sherman St
Hunter Patricia 30 Woodbury St
Hurley Sharon 60 Bradford St
Hustey David A 300 Park Ave Apt 217
Jagust Maureen R, Frank 609 E Main St
James Antony L Jr 482 S Franklin St
Jamiolowski Barbara, John 69 Wilkes Ln
Januszewski Mary C, John 61 Wyoming St
Jastremski Theresa 226 Parrish St
Jean Frances A 300 Parkview Cir Apt 7111
Johns Elizabeth 132 Spring St
Johnson Darwin R Inc Dba Northeastern Trane Parts 421 N Pennsylvania Ave
Jones Bertha W 34 Kulp Ave
Kane Robert,Regina 147 Mclean St
Karazia Jacqueline 166 Holland St
Kaufmans Wyoming Valy Mall
Keister Kimberly A 31 Oak St
Kelly Patricia 389 Hazle St
Kenzakowski Allen F Box 239 RD2 Bald Mt
Kenzakowski Chester Box 239 RD2 Bald Mt
Kilgallon Edward J 32 Frederick St
King Betty M, George 130 Carlisle St
Kinney Lori 122 Barney St
Kinney Sondra Park Ave Tower 300 Park Ave Apt 220
Knight Joanne 138 Spring St
Knoble Craig 65 S Sherman St
Kogoy Al 348 Park Ave
Kotch Susan 93 Poplar St
Kresge Margaret E 68 Roosevelt Te Apt 1
Kresge Voyle 68 Roosevelt Tr
Kvashnowski Anna Mae Valy View Ter 215 High St Apt 603
Lanks Dorothy E 58 W Maple St Apt 1
Lelack Amelia Resident Trust Fund Golden Lc 101 East Mountain Blvd
Letner Joseph J III, Letner Helen 24 John St
Liranzo Jennifer 73 Hutson St
Lock William E, Stephanie 26 Hutson St
Love Lorenzo 48 Academy St
Mack Dean J 11 West Union St
Make A Wish of Ne Pa 216 N River St
Malkemes Dorothy E, Vernon J 844 S Main St
Marstell Cynthia 346 N Washington St
Martincavage Leonard 273 Andover St
Mcdermott Isabel 316 Kidder St
Mcelwee Austin, Helen 95 Birch St
Melovitz Judith 15 Westminster St
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Meyers Field Hockey 138 Carey Ave
Miller Doris L 215 High Blvd Apt 306
Milon Ruth E 143 S Wells
Moore Emma, John 19 Briar Creek Rd
Motyo Michael 477 N River St
Murphy Sophie, James 68 Spruce St
Nelson Loraine c/o N Caron Nelson 852 S Franklin St 3rd Fl
Nesbitt Arthur R, Alfred H 510 Washington
Obed Calderon 30 Waller St
Olex Stacy 88 Old River Rd
Padden Jane 329 Andover St
Parkin Elsie D 87 West Ross St
Pavlick Jean 227 Brown St
Pearson Anna 24 S Rice St
Peeler Maryann T Est of 73 Logan St
Peifer Marvin W, Joyce K Ns St
Penn Software & Techn 613 Baltimore Dr
Perrins David, Joan 131 S Welles St
Pilch Gary 359 Dana St
Plastic & Reconstructive Surgeons 1130 Hwy 315
Polanco Fernando A 127 Hanover St
Polemitis Yuannis G 140 Holland St
Poli Hilda M 118 Oak St
Popko Dorothy A, George 119 Reno Ln
Price Jerry 539 N Franklin St
Pyzia Stanley J Est of 176 Lehigh St
Radovic Theresa A 140 Lee Park Ave Apt 212
Radzville Bernard 388 E Northampton St Apt 1w
Ramsay Janice C 60 Wyoming St
Rau Donald 332 Academy St
Reeve Ann E 19 Lockhart St
Regula Sharilyn, Collen 112 Prospect St
Reid Michael L Jr 5 7 Oliver St
Ritter Robert Jr 63 Birch St
Rivas Laticia 30 Woodbury St
Rosenberg Funeral Ch 348 S River St
Roth Dorothy 101 Edison St
Rudnesky Mary A 143 S Empire St
Rush Theodore 348 N Washington St
Rusnok George, Arline 374 S Meade St
Rykoff Sexton Inc Us Food Svc East Mountain Corp Ctr 613 Baltimore Dr
Ryman John O 58 S Meade St
Santos Mateo De 288 E Northampton St 90
Scepanski Anna 260 S Meade St
Schell Robert Sr Apt 817
Senghaas Helen 30 Buttonwood Ave
Serafin John RR1 Box 600c
Sheridan Mary V 88 N Meade St
Shinko Dolores, Paul S 151 Bradford St
Sikora Lottie 61 Laflin Rd
Sims Dashaun Darling St
Sindy Invesment c/o Nissim Levi Wyoming Vally Mall
Smith Harold, Ruth 18 Brown St
Smith Durwood G 110 Elmwood Dr
Smith James E Valy View Ter Apts No 101
Snyder Stanley Est of 25 Lehigh Ct
Sobecky Mary Ellen Laflin 28 Old Mill Rd
Sokala Theresa 33 President Rd Apt 1
Sokolas Helen Est 641 Sheridan Mnr Apt I1
Sorokey Geraldine A 119 Park Ave
Stapleton R Joseph 40 Alexander St
Stead Kelly 65 Hanover St 3rd Fl
Stefanski Martin, Mary A 28 S Regent St
Stevens Geraldine A c/o Charlie Stevens 410 Wildflower Dr
Stewart Melvin H 713b Indian Creek Dr
Sudo John S Marion Tr 27 Myrtle Ave
Svintozelskiy Vicktor S 807 E North Hampton St
Swiatek Helen J 47 Steele St
Taber Elsie 247 E Northampton St
Tafil Lottie 309 S Sheridan St
Taluba Susan M 215 High St Apt 414
Tarutis Stanley P III 88 Old River Rd
Tessa Mantione 76 Mercedes Dr
Thomas Susan 370 South Franklin St 3
Tjang Sylvia 17577 Madison St
Tlantenchi Candido M Sr 218 Jones St
Tovay Marilyn L 242 S Sherman St
Trailways Martz 239 Old River Rd
Trowbridge Living Trust Diana F 5 N Sherman St
Umlah Marie 24 S Rice St
Underwood Frank N 161 Parrish St
Uni Mart 1091 Wilkes−Barre Twp Blvd
United One Resources Inc 270 N Sherman St
Uren Irene C 667 Hazel Ave
Vanhorn Henry 13 Elder St
Voigt Madeleine 2 Lexington Ct
Ward Eileen 16 Riverside Dr
Wargo Viola V 300 Park Ave Towns H325
Weiss Johathan Weiss 103 S Main St
Welch Maria 61 Market St
Wielgosz Alice M 366 E Northampton St
Wilkesbarre Twp 738 E Northampton St
Williams Anna M 315 E South St
Williams Anthony 904 Lincoln Plaza
Williamson Beatrice Burial Funds Escrow River St M 450 N River St
Willis Karen 118 Oak St
Wolfe Dennis 423 Scott St
Wolfe Judith Est of 423 Scott St
Wruble Ruth Karp 359 S River St
Yachera Brian 99 Water St
Yelland Edward 641 Sheridan Mnr Apt I1
Yeung Stephanie 695 Kidder St
Yeung Stephen 695 Kidder St
Zarosly Sophie H 37 Reno Ln
Zionkoski Frank 65 Ctright Ave
Zupen John Est of 101 E Mountain Dr
Wilkes−Barre Pa 18705
Balla Margaret L 891 Scott St
Benczkowski Lillian 14 Skidmore St
Brennan Kathryn, Jerold 13 Forve Place
Cheesic Sidney A 237 Mill St
Chiodo Andy S 245 Burke St
Chissler Frances, John 17 Espy St
Davis Josephine J 241 Madison St
Day Christine 90 Burt St
Derr Ellen 238 Austin Ave
Devine Lisa 694 N Main St
Foy William 130 Matson Ave
Frey Ernest, Elva 95 E Main St
Gomelko Marie M 594 N Main St
Harowicz John J 19 Sycamore St
Hartzell Jeremy L 44 E Main St Apt 9
Heston Mary 29 Oliver St
Heuer Helen T 107 Mill St
Intermetro Ind Corp 651 N Washington St
Kanasky Suzanne E 9 Harriet St
Karns Tenneth 699 N Main St
Knapko John E 33 Hurley St
Kreger Evelyn R 161 Maiden Ln
Mikula Rudolph 28 Mack St
Olenick Mary 1407 N Washington St
Ostopick Jennie Hilldale 34 Harriet St
Pericci Nicholas R 36 Espy St
Roberts Ralph T 153 Matson Ave
Sapp Theresa M, Anna M 93 W Chestnut St
Shockey John L 308 E Main St
Simon S Russin Fnl Home Inc 136 Maffett St
Snarski Irene C 832 Scott St
Stachurski Johanna 15 W Bergh St
Taramelli Robert 80 E Main St
Thomas Allan D 153 Gouge St
Tomczak Jane 39 Dillon St
Wolowski Anna M 387 Madison St
Zima Catherine 256 George Ave
Wilkes−Barre Pa 18706
Alper Max 850 Sans Souci Pkwy Unit 382
Cruiz Larry 13 E Chestnut St
Desiderio Michael 35 Old Ashley Rd
Eckrote Marjorie A 11 Haefele St Askam
Homick Helen, Frank 2698 S Main St
Markosky Irene 1567 Sans Souci Pkwy
Mcguiness Thomas 75 Luzerne St
Radovic Theresa 140 Lee Park Ave Apt 212
Receivable Strategies LLC 335−365 New Commerce Blvd
Schlosser Theresa 219 W End Rd
Setta Gino Raymond 14 Flaherty Dr
Sokolovich Emily 319 Lyndwood Ave
Vacca Alice M 140 Laurel Run Ests
Watlack Hubert T, Ida M 140 Lee Pk Ave Apt 211
Yuhas Julia 35 Pulaski St Buttonwood
Wilkes−Barre Pa 18706
Alper Max 850 Sans Souci Pkwy Unit 382
Ashton Glenn S 367 Charles St
Cruiz Larry 13 E Chestnut St
Desiderio Michael 35 Old Ashley Rd
Eckrote Marjorie A 11 Haefele St Askam
Homick Helen, Frank 2698 S Main St
Markosky Irene 1567 Sans Souci Pkwy
Mcguiness Thomas 75 Luzerne St
Oral Surgery Asc of Wyom 121 S Memorial Hwy
Radovic Theresa 140 Lee Park Ave Apt 212
Receivable Strategies LLC 335−365 New Commerce Blvd
Schlosser Theresa 219 W End Rd
Setta Gino Raymond 14 Flaherty Dr
Sokolovich Emily 319 Lyndwood Ave
Vacca Alice M 140 Laurel Run Ests
Watlack Hubert T, Ida M 140 Lee Pk Ave Apt 211
Yuhas Julia 35 Pulaski St Buttonwood Hanover Twp
Wilkes−Barre Pa 18711
Agent Cashier 1111 East End Blvd
Chatla V Reddy Md 1000 E Mountain Dr
Claflin Leandra A Valy Crest Nursing Home 1551 E End Blvd
Southern Union Company One Pei Ctr Attn Michael Mclaughlin
Wyoming Pa 18644
Brady Dorothy M 178 E 7th St
Carver William D 296 Wyoming Ave
Cherkes Lori 18 Tamanini Dr
Countrywide Home Loans 499 Beverly Dr
Dixon Elaine, Dixon Paul 451 W 4th St
Farrell James R, Emily E 25 Tamanini Dr
Farrell James R, Liam J 25 Tamanini Dr
Gordon Deborah 415 Wyoming Ave A4
Homeco 499 Beverly Dr
Mackiewicz Patricia M Rear 45 Breese St
Markert Raymond, Markert Kim 499 Beverly Dr
Mattina Elizabeth D, Angelo R 15 Gregory Ave
Miller Coray H 408 Wyoming Ave
Morris Kenneth B 531 Carverton Rd
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RRI Mgmt Corp 296 Wyoming Ave
Sherrill Raymond 165 Bunker Hill Rd
Switzer Glen 1017 W 8th St
Ziemba Eugene P Jr, Jennifer G 34 Somerfields Dr
Yatesville Pa 18640
Folweiker David 10 Stout St
Lycoming County
Antes Fort Pa 17720
Sakiadis Glenn B 46 Second St PO Box 83
Buttonwood Pa 17771
Mitchell Carl 552 Lake Rd
Cogan Station Pa 17728
Fink Patrick E 1464 Mill Hill Rd
Frank H Hiscock Ii Irrev Tr Ua 09−Aug−95 RR1 Box 754
Hiscock Clark Barnes RR1 Box 754
Kiessling Marie T 4893 Pleasant Valy Rd
Lepley Leslie D 1858 Fairview Ave
Miller Philip 2228 Eckard Rd
Person Cynthia R 141 Hemlock Hollow Dr
Zeigler Daniel 144 Klump Rd
Cummings Pa 17776
Reading Romayne G 4 Bierly Dr
Duboistown PA 17702
Reidy Aaron C 2873 Cochran Ave
Hughesville Pa 17737
Brown Robert O 55 Wistar Rd
Craig Jack B 12046 Rt 220 Hwy
Koch Donald RD2 Box 264
Lewis Frederick E, Betty R 314 Dewald Ln
Lundy Beth A 44 S 2nd St
Lundy Wanda S PO Box 65
Lyons Thurman, Connie 15 S Main St
Mcgraw Shawn M 881 Rte 118 Hwy
Ryder David A 2498 Pine Tree Rd
Toohey James F, John W 213 S Second St
Treese Mark D 408 E Water St
Jersey Shore Pa 17740
Allen Alice M 219 Shady Ln
Beiler Abram L, Sadie M RR5 Box 671
Benner Donald RR1 Box 478
Berfield Fred E 306 Oak St
Bilby Susie Est 1 Rd
Bixler Rebecca L 1473 Allegheny St
Bresaz Nina 344 Washington Ave 1
Broughton Esther K, David K 219 High St
Brown Leroy E, Brown Paul E 234 Smith St
Butters John 1952 Rt 287
Elion Wayne Greico Carlucci Shipman & Irwin Pc 1952 Rt 287
Johnson Norma W, Carl E 1008 Locust St
Maffett Florence RR4 Ox 42
Moffett James RR4 Ox 42
National Sporting Goods 1241 Allegheny St
Ross Jason 3633 Rte 287 Hwy
Saabatino Betty M 303 Allegheny St
Shortsleeve Darlene 1409 Walnut St 2
Steinbacher Ben 543 Main St
Stocum Sigrid Est 315 Elm St
Tice Lewis D 344 Oliver St
Troy A Kim Musser DBA Musser Constructi 311 N Main St
Linden Pa 17744
Dunkleberger Daryl 76 Harvest Moon Park
Martin Jason A 255 Smith Ct
Old Lycoming Little League 346 Huling Rd
Stroehmann Jeff PO Box 98
Volkman Anna L 246 Dome Ln
Montgomery Pa 17752
Thomas James 720 Smith Dr
Llord Gerald, Rosa F 310 Elimsport Rd
Lynch Frank 23 Penn St
Miller Clark, Annie RR1 Box 670
Miville Jeff E 6706 Us Hwy 15
Shively David M 138 Strouse Rd
Welliver Richard J 3688 Elimsport Rd
Young William C, Annabel F PO Box 93
Young James E 113 Birdie Path Rd
Montoursville Pa 17754
Ariens Gravley 356 Laurens Rd
Bodle Richard A Jr 1941 Inverness Rd
Brennan Charles F 2725 Four Mile Dr
Brennan Victoria M, Charles 2725 Four Mile Dr
D Robert 817 Chestnut St
Frey Sara E 407 Tule St
GWA Advertising John Deere PO Box 328
Harman Orville 1008 Arthur Rd
John Deere PO Box 328
Landon Eleanor C 2160 Warrensville Rd
Leblanc Wayne, Nancy 161 Warren St
Ludwig Meredith F 2140 Warrensville Rd 203
Mac Tool Distributor 329 N Montour
Miller Kimberly 223 Brd St
Musheno Trent 2001 Heim Hill Rd
Pandolfi Jean 421 N Arch St
Parsons Sharon A 2140 Warrensville Rd
Peck Hazel Cherry St
Phillips Blair 1511 Fairview Dr
Reutlinger Josephine M 330 Mulberry St
Schmalz Frederick E 2160 Warrensville Rd
Shimko John J 227 Woodland Ct
Sones Sholtis Frances, Harvey 419 Chestnut St
Sones Mary Helen 419 Chestnut St
Ulrich Raymond N 2140 Warrensville Rd
Weigle Charles M 359 Cherry St
White Valerie 117 N Washington St
Muncy Pa 17756
Bailey William L, Denise 227 Pepper St
Barnes Brian C 111 W Lincoln St
Blessing Lulu G 415 Sterling Dr
De Andrea Ralph 679 E Penn St
Eshleman David M RR2
Friel George, Doris 391 Gearhart Rd
Gordner Diana L 156 Delker Rd
Hall Michael E 25 S Market St Apt 5
Houseknecht Margaret RR4
Huffman Donald L 405 Huffman Ln
Huffman Leona M 405 Huffman Ln
Hulls Landing Restaurant 27 Rt442 Hwy
Keiser Sherry RR2 Box 329a
Kepler Kenneth S RR2 PO Box 279
Leavey Marion E Timberend Est Inc RD2 Lot H61
Leavy Elwood H Timberend Est Inc RD2 Lot H61
Long Ronald E, Sara RR3 Carpenter St
Lyons Auto Body Inc 218 Carpenter St
Michael Daniel F 750 Michael Hollow Rd
Mussina Mark 737 White Church Rd
Newman Max 209 S Washington St
Purewal Lillian M 314 Rocky Hill Rd
Shultz Donovan, Vernon RD1
Snyder Albert Est, Mildred 807 Stahlnecker Rd
Wells Fargo Auto Finance 156 Delker Rd
Wertz Carl L, Ruth 1227 State Rt 442
Pennsdale Pa 17756
Burkhart Joseph 73 Worthington Ln
Huffmans Office Equipment Co 349 Village Rd
South Williamsport Pa 17702
Asby Ann M 127 Elm St
Emick Perry 1209 West Central Ave
Henry William, Ann M 226 W Second Ave
Kozen Wallace G III 1038 W 8th Ave
Leutze Theresa A 305 E 7th Ave
Neal Helene W, James L 355 Beech St
Plont Charles 2088 W Southern Ave
Plont Robert D 1328 W Southern Ave
Rankinen Eric W 2356 Riverside Dr
Sanchez Jasmine 350 East 7th Ave
Shaner A Earl 110 W Central Ave
Snyder Nicole, Mark 212 Elm St
Slate Run Pa 17769
Lorsen Reba PO Box 26
Sweigert George PO Box 26
Trout Run Pa 17771
Harding Stephen P 161 Taylor Rd
Lane Richard L 199 Ln Rd
Musto Joseph R 2768 Wallis Run Rd
Sauers Michael C 4044 Wallace Glenn Rd
Williams James 1956 Frenchtown Rd
Unityville Pa 17774
Fenstermaker Anna, Leon RD1
Hilner Roy A 934 N Woods Rd
Wommer Lewis W, Lula G PO Box 32
Waterville Pa 17776
Killinger Malcolm R Sr PO Box 86
Williamsport Pa 17701
Alexander Edward W 335 Adams St
Allen Hattie 73 Washington Blvd
Aloisio Trudy 831 Funston Ave
Aluminum Coastal 2475 Trenton Ave
Andrus Bryan 1007 Calvert Ave
Bahneman Jamie 1169 Isabella St
Bailey Jane M 2600 Grand St
Barker Shawnee J 1127 Dewey Ave
Barto Robert E Jr 2100 Mosser Ave
Bates Kacey 1918 Newberry St
Berger Myron R, James 1626 High St
Bogert Leona E 900 Grampian Blvd
Bohannon Patricia J 717 Second Ave
Boonpongmanee Thaveesak 4 Valy Hts Dr
Boughton Thomas A, Karen L 1308 Louisa St
Boyd Robert 316 Campbell St Apt3
Brady Dorothy I, Donald J 119 Arca St
Brennan Victoria M 2097 Misner Rd
Brown Ella M 738 Grace St
Burns Dixie L 685 7th Ave
Burzynski Elizabeth Ann, Charles 455 Harvey Rd
Burzynski Elyse Noel 455 Harvey Rd
Burzynski Kathleen L 455 Harvey Rd
Bushell Gordon J MD 518 Belmont Ave
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Cancer Care of Central Pa 449 River Ave
Caravaggio Steven 600 Grampian Blvd
Carbaugh Timothy I 416 River Ave
Carter Tamara R, Craig 1206 Park Ave
Carvaggio Anna 600 Grampian Blvd
Chaya Stanley Est of 409 Germania St
Clabaugh Helen Est of C 821 Diamond St
Cooley Betty Est of L 2245 Wheatland Ave
Cooper Tony J 317 Depot St
Craven Joseph W 335 Adams St
Dabback John 812 Lafayette Pkwy
Dao Chuong 101 Academy St Apt 105
Day Phyllis J 1140 Grove St
Derr Mcclellan 1511 Catherine St
Dershem Angie 714 Third Ave
Dimassimo Sylvia 1325 Dewey Ave
Dinchers Auto Body 1169 Isabella St
Dirk Florence RR1
Disalvo Vincent I 121 E Fourth St
Douglass Robert J 4 Dubois St
Dunn Latoya Michelle 970 1/2 1st St
Egli Neena M 210 Park Ave
Engel Betty M 1330 Warren Ave
Ertel Clarissa 73 Washington Blvd
Evans Sara J 1600 Lafayette Pkwy
Ferm Virginia 1251 Rural Ave 332
Folmar Sheridan, Lenore 290 W 3rd St
Fowler Motors Inc Saab Bui 333 E Third St
Fredericks Hugh S 73 Round Hill Rd
Freynik Barbara E 1421 Sherman St
Gaffney Dale 916 W 3rd St
Gillespie Mary L 36 W 4th St
Giovanni Franchise Inc 101 Grampian Blvd
Glodek Elisabeth 1234 Hillsdale Dr
Gray Lisa 344 Adams St
Green Carmela 505 Park Ave Apt 2
Hartzel Cynthia 810 Northway Rd
Heckart Eleanor M 1111 W 4th St
Herman John B Jr 2341 Wheatland Ave
Holtham Margaret Est of 1018 Bonair Dr
Horne Russell 171 Country Manor Ln
Houser Patricia 913 Almond St
Hunter Rachel, Scott 1738 E 3rd St
James Joanne B 1314 High St
Johnson Margaret J, Ernest 1140 West 3rd St
Kaplan Jeffrey L 1302 Cherry St
Keister Beatrice 335 Rose St
Kieser Leatha A, Rena B 831 Diamond St
Knapik Sylvia M 1118 Washington Blvd
Kocher Susanna 829 Louisa St
Komarnicki Anthony M 323 Grammer Rd
Korhonen Keith 217 East St
Koskey Ralph E 1145 Chester St Apt 305
Lantz Randy 2010 Hays Ln
Laudenslager Gary E 270 Randall Cir
Lowmiller Sharon PO Box 755
Maggs Jeffrey M 367 Woodland Av
Majestic Mirror Glass PO Box 3036
Marceau Michael 35 Hillcrest Ln
Mcdonalds 1259 Crestfield Dr
Mcelroy Joseph 712 First Ave
Mendler Lawrence A 145 Pine St
Miller Rhoda 531 E Seventh
Milton Linda R 219 Jerome Ave
Morrison Margaret S 2340 Roosevelt Ave
Murphy Brian W 1607 Nicola Crossway Rd
Nance John P 347 Academy St Apt 3
Newkirk Pauline DCO Etta L Wood 2961 Northway Rd Ext
Nguyen Kim G 101 Academy St Apt 105
Ohnmeiss Elizabeth CO Sharon Ohnmeiss 1210 Shiffler Ave
Ott Gertrude J 1212 Isabella St
Owens John W 1653 Graham Rd
Palmer Herman 511 5th Ave
Parker William G 371 Lyons Ave
Paugh Margaret R 1522 Elwood Rd
Paul G Enterprises Inc 100 Pine St
Pauling Apt 6 1032 We
Pauling William S, Viola E 1900 Ravine Rd Apt 1010
Perkins Isan 331 Ctr St
Peters Frederick, Alice 139 E Willow St
Petrozzo Patrick 2760 Lycoming Creek
Picard Charles H 1904 Blair St
Pittneger Harold 1900 Ravine Rd
Plants Kenneth, Donna 157 Randall Cir
Pralow Willie 1546 W 4th St
Puffs Discount 937 Arch St
Ragnars Racquetball Fitness Club Inc 1205 River Ave
Ramage Ellen 1521 State
Ranck Cynthia E 4695 Bloomingrove Rd
Randall Shatto L 74 Maple Ave
Reed Vivian C, Allen E 2523 Dove St
Reid John I 1036 West 4th St
Rich Kaycie J 7607 S Rt 44 Hwy
Rightmire Charles N 597 Miller Hill Rd
Rill Paul R 94 Valy Hts Dr
Robinson Darien 724 Grace St
Russell Michael D 1203 Park Ave
Sanders Mortuary 821 Diamond St
Scarborough Mamie E, John 1201 Rural Ave
Schultz Patricia J, Michael A 1319 Walnut St
Shat Lewis Rolland 74 Maple Ave
Shatto Lewis R CO Kathleen Shatto 74 Maple Ave
Shatto Margaret M 74 Maple Ave
Sholder Robert RR2 Box 275
Shop Vac PO Box 3307
Simmons Janet 10155 Park Ave
Slattery Irene 511 Lycoming St
Smith Helen M 1522 Elwood Rd
Spencer Mechanical Inc 3007 Lycoming Creek Rd
Spino Barbara J 200 W 4th St Rm 236
Spofford Johnathon 1836 E Third St
Spreen William 1054 Memorial Ave
Stebner George J 1604 Elmwood Rd
Stetler Eva CO Fullmers Personal Care Hom 333 Ertel Rd
Stewart James A CO Virginia Tyler 798 W Edwin St Box 31
Suscon Inc 600 Railway St Unit 2
Swan Marqueit M 2030 Hays Ln Rd 2
T And H Custom Veneers Inc 2030 Strouse Rd
Taylor Kathryn 4037 Northway Rd
Thomas Genevieve 2141 Royal Ave
Thomas Gertrude R 1036 West 4th St
Thompson Phoebe B 916 Diamond St
Trick Robert 639 Ames Place
Trudeau Miriam I 2348 Linn St
Vail Jennifer 9 Casey Dr
Valchar Zachary A 1808 Hazal Dr
Vanemon James Jr 641 Campbell St
Wade Franklin G, Glen 1305 Campbell St
Waldman Eleanor M RD3 Box 271
Watkins George Est of 428 Oakland
Wettlaufer Raymond T 685 7th Ave
Whaley Clay M 1200 Louisa St
White Carl 868 Park Ave 1st Fl
Winters Vivian 1368 Elliott St
Wolf Matthew J II 115 Ctrline Ave
Yeagle Carl A 506 Grier St
Zimmerman Millard RR1
Zitello Dorothy L Est of 2700 W 4th St
Williamsport Pa 17702
Akers Cora M 445 Hastings St
Briel Charles 386 Rear East 5th Ave
Hofer Jemima E 448 Bayard St
Kistner Heidi R 2506 Rte 654 Hwy
Lotts Mary F 327 S Howard St
Maclam Cindy M 1145 Old Pike Rd
Mitchley Tracey E 327 W 2nd Ave
Neal James L 355 Beech St
Oates William R Jr 217 Bertin Hts
Rich Kaycie J 7607 S Rt 44 Hwy
Shultz Kent R 1817 W Southern Ave
Stradley Charles Est of 532 Fairmont Ave
Sylvan Dell Water Assn Inc CO Carmen M Wray 377 Sylvan Dell Park Rd
Walborn Ethel 3058 Rte 654 Hwy
Walborn Ethel Childrn of 3058 Rte 654 Hwy
Williamsport Pa 17703
Hayes Sharon K PO Box 187
Yost Melvin S, Rita A CO Elder Solutions PO Box 755
Young Craig S 4037 Northway Rd
Zimnick Elaine N PO Box 2061
Williamsport Pa 17728
Golder Kathryn, Alan 844 Rural Ave
Williamsport Pa 17754
Mitsdarfer James, Rose 505 Anthony St
McKean County
Bradford Pa 16701
Abasso at the Downbeat Restaurant 27 Main St
Ali Syed D, Sheema 59 Stone Ave
Beere Leona J 245 E Main St
Bell Hilder 118 Chestnut St
Bennett David C 388 South Ave
Borro Mary L 20 Prendergast Ave
Bowen Ruth 818 W Washington St
Boyle Ruby 50 Oakwood Ave
Bradford Millionaires Club c/o W Edgar 22 Jackson Ave
Burns & Burns Asso PO Box 359
Campbell Walter E, Doris M 39 North St
Conklin Rachel M 129 Totten Ho
Covert Isabel L, James 139 Minard Run Rd 3
Covert Isabel L, James 283 Jackson Ave
Curcio Rose A 59 Pearl St
Dixon Laurie R, Dixon Jerry L 880 E Main St
Edmond Chevrolet Inc 880 E Main St
Fair Michael M 19 Congress St
Fink Harold B 625 S Kendall Ave
Forker Mildred Est c/o Sandra Hudak 163 Jackson Ave
Gordon Dorothy E 68 Amm St
Graf Blanche 20 Main St
Gray Esther E 660 E Main St
Hayes Charles 43 Holley Ave
Heintz Betsy 818 W Washington St
Huntoon Lloyd F 49 Leonard Ave
Jacobs Martin 125 Main St Suite 205
Johnson Elizabeth A Est 28 Berva Dr
Kelly Catherine 35 Pleasant St
Kenyon Hal F, Karen A 435 1/2 W Washington St
Krieg Jeffrey L 83 Rutherford Run
Leake Deborah A 292 Congress St Apt 1
Lombardo Vincent 438 Langmaid Ln
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Longo Parma J 45 Rochester St
Mathews Terry A 1 Nelson Ave
Matrozza Frank, Helen 1306 Orchard St
Matthews Robert J 203 Seaward Ave
Mcadams Robert W 159 W Washington St
Mcclain Billie J 101 #4 Nelson Ave
Mccool Michele 11 Jefferson St Apt 1
Mccoy Maxine C 173 Looker Mountain Trl
Mccracken James L 2 S Ave Apt 417
Mcfadden Wilbur J 545 Minard Run Rd
Mcmillan Malcolm W, Marion F 566 S Kendall Ave
Mcnerney Alice H 246 Constitution Ave
Medicine Shop 0769 161 Main St
Miller Sarah Beacon Light Behavioral System 800 E Main St
Moore Selma E 14 Interstate Pkwy
Nagel Raymond 129 Seaward Ave
Oconnell Bernice M 97 Fairview Hts
Palumbo John R PO Box 1014
Pasinski James M PO Box 1256
Pearman Helen L 144 High St
Pearson Edward 144 High St
Pediatric Associates of Bradford 116 Interstate Pkwy Ste 42
Pedine Jon J 2 Bushnell St Apt 226
Powell Myron A 151 Gates Hollow
Ray Bernard J, Mildred 81 State St
Reed Ronald, David 311 South Ave
Reed Jeremy L 91 Congress St Apt A
Sherman Stefanie 141 E Main St
Silvis Mellany L 509 Bolivar Dr
Sirline Richard K c/o Doug Butler 2615 W Washington St
Soderberg Stephen 169 South Ave
Spilak Michael 110 Campus Dr
Stives Richard E, Tammy J 9 E Washington St
Stone Robert Eugene 22 Brookline Ct
Stull Tina L 31 Sullivan Rd
Thomas Richard F Est 25 Applewood Ln
Vinciquera Mary J 274 W Washington St
Walter Jo Ann 34 Harding Ave
Walter Shirley A 79 Arlia Rd
Watt Sandra 34 South Ave
Wells Amy E 25 Vista Cir
Whelan Kathryn M Est, Peter 578 W Washington St
Williams Goldie I 49 Oxford St
Wilton Allison Nicole 625 S Kendall Ave
Wright Clarence M 484 Seaward Ave
Zippo Manufacturing Co PO Box 364
Zmuda Richard 26 Pike St
Custer City Pa 16725
Difonzo Martin J c/o Brian S Auto Service PO Box 91
NBS Group Inc 1 Susquehanna Rd PO Box 39
Cyclone Pa 16726
Eddy Lucille A PO Box 105
Derrick City Pa 16727
Persichini Kaitlin 473 Derrick Rd
Duke Center Pa 16729
Ashcraft Catherine PO Box 182
Mueller Henry F PO Box 182
Eldred Pa 16731
Bradt Fred W RR 1
Otto Eldred Sd PO Box 335
Pelham Reuben, Mary M PO Box 204
Taylor Norman 49 Taylor Dr
Kane Pa 16735
Ackley Irene B, Larry 213 Bayard St
Anderson Joann M , Peter J 5 Easton St
Bush Annabel W 38 Pine Ave
Cummings Funeral Home c/o Edward Swanson 1023 Jo Jo Rd
Francis Alfhilo 335 Haines
Gentilman John J 536 Park Ave
Johnson Clarence Jr 19 Fraley St
Johnson Mabel R Jo Jo Rd
Launtz Jack 194 Covert Rd PO Box 359
Nelson Floyd L 130 Greeves St Apt 303
Pooley Kathryn 335 Bayard St
Schreiber Jean B 117 Hemlock Ave
Soderberg Leonard A 130 Greeves St Apt 402
Southern Tier Car PO Box 605
Stevens Wesley 112 S Elk Ave East
Yale Margaret 19 Fraley St
Lewis Run Pa 16738
Austin Clarence, Mary A 1491 South Ave
Eakin John A 1129 Big Shanty Rd
Ludlow Pa 16333
Kalin Collins Barbara, Eugene PO Box 235
Walters Terry D 33 Water St
Mount Jewett Pa 16740
Korbar Stanley Est PO Box 291
Reinard Christine P, Vernon 1 Kushequa NE
Port Allegany Pa 16743
Crumrine Linda 29 Portage Rd
Dehaven Karen S 116 East Mill St
Herger Marjorie E 428 Arnold Ave
Hughes Anthony, Dawn 404 North Main St
Kinney Hester M RR 1
Lamont Thomas, Mary A RR 1
Lewis Dian V 208 Maple
Sewell Kelly 218 Harrison St
Wehman Geraldin J Est 205 E Benton Ave
Wilder Daniel B PO Box 217
Rixford Pa 16745
Barrett Marilyn L Est c/o Susan Snyder PO Box 57
Black Merle J PO Box 57
Smethport Pa 16749
Calhoun David A 4950 Rte 46
Dinch Heather M 110 E Main St
Hanson Sigfred, Anna RD 4 Box 55
Hull Waverly 907 W Water St
Hulls Restaurant & Lounge 103 East Main St
Larson Viola B 35 Rosehill Ave
Olson Nettie L c/o Mary Lou Burlingame PO Box 3365
Weaver Dean E RD 2
Wood Jonathan L 45 Rt 446
Mercer County
Carlton Pa 16311
Downie Sales 18 Downie Ln
Kane Estate Inc 909 New Lebanon Rd
Clark Pa 16113
Shaffer Rudy W 82 Nora St PO Box 294
Shaffer Sara H PO Box 294
Thomas Jeanne 2810 Winner Rd
Farrell Pa 16121
Amico Anna M 1327 Roemer Blvd
Baker James 923 Park Ave
Balluch Rose 508 Fruit Ave
Banks Earl Est of 922 Darr Ave #304
Bralich Matthew Est of 1901 Farrell Ter
Costes Harry James 1229 Roemer Blvd
Duferco Us Holding Corp Etal 51 Roemer Blvd
Ellerbe Laverne 640 Emerson Ave
Gagich Joseph Jr 250 Emerson Ave
Gasparich Dorothy J, Joseph J 2015 Mary St
Gilliam Sylvester, Odie 706 Lee Av
Goodrich Sheila 921 Market St
Hickman Ossie Est of 1110 Maryland Ave
Hilton Brian Jr 1601 Farrell Ter
Hilton Kobe 1601 Farrell Ter
Hlinsky Billy S 641 Mercer Av
Jackson Toby 931 Julia Blvd
Jones Arkeisha 1051 Wallis Ave
Jones David L 411 Spearman Ave
Kellar Ellen 651 Park Ave
Kelly Kathleen M 2015 Mary St
Kopen Paul L, Regina 639 Sharon New Castle Rd
Lauren Bell Est of 1511 Farrell Tr
Leyshock Raymond W, Betty M 1909 Farrell Tce
Machuga Gabriel PO Box 324
McCrae Leroy 719 Lee Ave
McKelvey Harry G 1612 Farrell Tr
McMillan Eula G 311 Hoon Ave
McMillan George D 311 Hoon Ave
Molton Thomas 116 1/2 French
Morgan Edward J, 1202 Negley St
Namey Lorena C C/O John T Namey Jr 1405 Roemer Blvd
Norman Lucretia 1107 Emerson Ave
Pisegna Aaron 2 Shenango Blvd
Richards Martha, Alfred, Landon J 400 Darr Ave
Sanders Catherine 1110 Negley St
Starcher Sarah J, Lewis 1022 Federal St
Starcher Ernest 409 Roemer Blvd
Takash Delores T Est of 1511 Farrell Tr
Tarcy Mary Est of 1030 Fruit Ave
Walker Anna 719 Lee Ave
Williams Neil C 1125 Washington St
Zajac Thomas, Jacob 1156 Hamilton Ave
Fredonia Pa 16124
Hunt James 5971 Us Hwy 6
Greenville Pa 16125
Alexander Daniel 19 Liberty St
Beh Walter P 81 W Main St
Black Miles T 101 Fredonia Rd
Bodnar Michael R, Michael W 114 12th St
Born2run Sports Inc Attn Dick Miller Keystone Res
Brown Jane Est of 4 East Stewart Ave
Brown Joseph 6 Mud College Rd
Carkin Richard A, Patricia 455 Kennard Atlantic Rd
Collins Emma 14 Louisa Ave
Conover Bryon 1 Hemlock Dr
Cook Thomas, Donna 65 S Mercer St
Creative Benefits Inc Jane Hoban Newton Square
Fogal Arthur M, Mary 32 Wilbur St
Fogal Lawrence 32 Wilbur St
Fogal Ralph J 32 Wilbur St
Gruver Donald E, Patty L 496 Cherry Hill Rd
Guerrini Josephine, Donald J 9 Hittle Ave
Handley Mitchell 125 S Mercer St
Harrington Ruth A Est of 40 Eagle St
Hile Mary 115 11th St
James Alice Est of 227 Leech Rd
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John W Kerpan Fnrl Home CO John W Kerpan 1 Donation Rd
Judd Corissa 1407 Arlington Dr
Leonard Bernice, John 8 Elizabeth St
Leskovac Anna M 143 W Main St
Meeker Thomas O 56 Calvin Rd
Moate Lola R 115 11th St
Mohney Mark W II 25 Maple Rd
Mongiello John 802 Tidball Ave
Moore Brittany 14 Clarksville St
Mowry Robert J 1 Columbia Park
Myers Arthur C Est of 26 Miller Rd
Pencheff Shirley M 517 Moss Ln
Pham Ky H 65 W Methodist Rd
Porter Margaret, William RR1
Porter Jauna M 101 Fredonia Rd
Rapone Nicholas G 7500 College Ave
Ray Ronald L 69 S Smt Rd Lot 304
Reis E J 611 Methodist Rd
Shafer Patricia A 143 W Main St
Shellaway Lillian L, Tolly 202 East Ave
Soehnlen Susan I 19 N Mercer Apt 301
Steffy Thomas E, Marian K 105 Kremis Rd
Surano Jeannette E 105 N 3rd St
Swartout Pachette 18 Rosedale Ave
Tenkewich Edward 14 E Stewart Ave
Tobash Louise V 410 E Jamestown Rd
Turk Harry E 92 Clarksville St
Utlak Victor E, Angel L 117 West Main St
Wheaton Kenneth, Sarah J 339 E Jamestown Rd
White Michael 326 Vernon Rd
Whitecliff Nursing Home 110 Fredonia Rd
Wilson Anna E 116 12th St
Wilson Floyd R 116 12th St Apt RR6
Wilson William L 78 Second St
Wolf Ernest Est of 10 Garfield Ave 1
Grove City Pa 16127
Barron Alice J 50 Patterson School Rd
Black Ricky L 615 Barmore Ave
Blair Robert G, Adam S 600 Ivan Dr Apt 6
Castor Albert 1535 Lee Ln
Covert George W 306 Bessemer Ave
Crayne Teresa M, J R 505 Greenwood Dr
Crill Norman S, Irene M 129 E Pine St 308
Espositio Auto Group Dba Grove City Buick Ge 1687 West Main St Ext
Faivre Lynn Hillcrest Nursing Ctr 400 Hillcrest
Fitzgerald Elizabeth F, Joseph Jr 309 Blaine St
Fulaytar James 221 Grace St
HG Cunningham And Son 306 Bessemer Ave
Hilliard Barbara J 419 Smt St
Karwowski Bernard 149 Park St
Krepps Dana Sue 100 Campus Dr 2829
Leight Leadem Joanne Anna 421 E Washington Blvd
Loebrich Dan 127 Poplur St
Lucas August J Ua 10 03 03 Irrevocable Trust 10 Woodland Ctr Dr
Mccurdy Marion M, Byron RR1 Box 5320
Mcknight William F 10 Woodland Ctr Dr
Mihalko Stephen C 84 Daugherty Rd
Miller Linda S 312 College Ave
Millham Cheryl 621 Forest Dr
Oconnor Walter 142 E Pine St Gover City Pa 16127
Oconnor Edith 142 E Pine St
Pennsylvania American Coed CO Amy Bosko 243 W Pine St
Puntureri Vincent 508 W Main St
Reed Lorraine M 1687 West Main St Ext
Schettler Dorothy Est of 610 Barmore Ave Apt B
Stewart Raymond C Sr 434 S Brd St
Trepasso Consetta 111 College Ave
Uber Irene L, Perry D RD1
Williams Gertrude J RD5 Box 5093 Sandy Lake Rd
Williams Nikkole 1609 S Ctr St Ext
Hadley Pa 16130
Bailey James 559 Flick Rd
Dieteman Clara B RD2
Johnny All 3413 Hadlen Rd
Wells Dalton M 123 Perrine Rd Apt 2
Hermitage Pa 16148
Alexander Dorothy J 2400 Gdn Way Apt 107
Alford Robert W 1270 Maple Dr
Allen Constance Sue 4785 Pine Cone Dr
Amos Richard J 23 Baker Ave
Artman H Hermitage Rd
Bartlett James Everett Jr 2799 Highland Rd
Blair Virginia 3025 S Keel Ridge Rd
Bour Andrew 2393 Lynnwood Dr
Bud Millers Kitchen & Bath Distributors CO Clarence Miller 3005 E State St
Byler David A 2055 Parkdale Ave
Cain Vernice 2997 Spangler Rd
Chisholm Thomas C, Joyce L 5755 Daniel Dr
Dagres Chad W 99 Todd Ave Apt D12
Davison Justin R 2469 Romar Dr
Fascewsky Francis J Est of 2250 Shenango Valy Fwy R3
George Aaron M 3435 Lamor Rd
George Donald 222 Todd Ave
Harpster Kathryn 275 Ellis Ave
Hawkins Edwin K 745 Dutch Ln Lot 68
Heim Jack 3726 E State St
Henwood Alexandra L 1114 Rodeo Pl
Hoon Mary L 87 Maple Dr #8
Hudson Investment Properties A Partnership CO John M Hudson 2500 Highland Rd
Ste 201
Jones Barbara A 3449 Mount Hickory Blvd
Kaletka Janine E 680 Tanglewood Rd
Kapottos Katherine E, Peter N 645 N Keel Ridge Rd
Kellar Dennis 536 Westinghouse Blvd
Kollar J Dr 675 Woodlawn Dr
Latiyak Joseph P 1395 Bolde Dr Apt 2
Lattyak Dorothy 1395 Bolde Dr Apt 2
Lic I Canot PO Box 1762
Liguori Matthew 535 Dutch Ln Apt 1
Lucich Joseph 2295 Rombold Rd
Manwell Jason E 270 Boyd Dr
Mason Harold J 3025 S Keel Ridge Rd
Mirizio Frances A 115 Dutch Ln
Mirizio Thomas M 115 Dutch Ln
Murchie Edward J 1 Elston Way Rm 505
Orange Village Apts 200 Orange Dr
Parker Patricia 745 Dutch Ln Lot 68
Piepul Agnes M, Jo Ann Piepul 370 Rexford Dr Apt 56
Planchak Patricia, John R 4820 Anne Ln
Rademacher Energy Systems Inc 2165 Oak Haven Ct
Rapson Darlene R 799 Maple Dr
Rhodanz Melvin C 886 Donna Dr
Rice Pool And Spa 3604 East State St
Robich Robin 1465 N Water Ave
Saxe Paul W 42 Hermitage Hls Blvd
Scanlon James E, Sara B 4000 Hermitage Blvd Apt 6
Scoccia Frank 310 Rexford Dr Apt 8 Heritage Pa 16148
Sikora Frances R, Janet 1 Elston Way
Taylor Raymond, Ernest 2236 Homewood Dr
Thomas James, Doris 2927 Spangler Rd
Toth Anne 260 S Buhl Farm Dr Apt 340
Turner Robert C 1533 Lynnwood Dr
Vo Anh 500 Anderwood Dr
Walsh Margaret Frances Hickory Arms Apts 100 N Buhl Farm Dr
Walter Michael L, Lori A 600 Twitmeyer Ave
Wilson Edward 2100 E State St
Womer Scott 3726 E State St
Yurcich Anna M 370 S Crescent Dr
Zavinski John M 279 Wick Ave
Jackson Center Pa 16133
Hart Eugene B, Sherry L 2239 Sandy Lake Grove City Rd
Kraynak Dennis J Est of 1773 Sandy Lake Grove City Rd
Lewis Charles 106 Bestwick Rd
Jamestown Pa 16134
Axtell Richard A 4744 Hwy 322
Balaski Jay B 1442 Billy Q Rd
Byler Nickolas 1226 W Countyline Rd
Floch Dennis E, Floch Ruth E RR2
Hebenthal Harry S 1714 Williamsfield Rd
Kormos John J 310 North St
Smith Mary K PO Box 242
Witzorreck Kathy 1759 Burns Rd
Mercer Pa 16137
Abernathy William G 97 Zahniser Rd
Arnco Inc PO Box 528
Babinka Lucy K 751 N Cottage Rd
Bair Marilyn, William 375 Spruce Dr
Beinhardt Katharina Est of 1593 Lake Rd
Bell James J RR6
Bentley Glenn A 88 Holmes Rd
Burns & Burns Associates Inc 114 West South St
Dean Annie, Anne 745 Greenville Rd
Donston April D 2403 Leesbg Grove City Rd
Ferringer Ruth A 380 Old Ash Rd
Filer Alberta Pearson 224 E North St
Fitzgerald Sarah J 340 W North St
Friede Douglas A 15 Bestwick Rd
Fuge Stephanie 1858 Mercer Grove City Rd
Glessner Velma M RR5 Box 83
Green Edward 801 Butler Pike
Hoskins Eileen C 228 1/2 W Venango St
Hughes Maud 25 Hughes Ln
Integrated Imaging And Medical Technolog 8484 B Sharon Mercer Rd
Intl Order CO Beth Young 231 N Otter St
Karas Margaret W PO Box 325
Kelly David 25 Hughes Ln
Kennedy David L, Clara E RD5 Box 5292
Magdalinski Deborah J, David H 44a Crill School Rd
Mccleary Pamela J 214 S Shenango St
Mcgill Margaret H 142 Symons Rd
Mcnutt Elwin R417 Old Ash Rd
Michael Craig A 8161 Sharon Mercer Rd
Moore Minnie PO Box 22
Moore Tawnya R 355 Vogan Dr
Orsillo Mary Suzanne Attn Suzanne Mcgovern Hague 1008 Butler Pike
Smith Evelyn M 211 Cunningham St
Stevenson James E c/o Countryside Nursing Home 8221 Lamor Rd
Thompson Merle 1108 Palmer Rd
Walkowski Richard PO Box 171
Wood Jennifer J 318 Hall Rd
Sandy Lake Pa 16145
Argentina Nicholas, Sareno S 1655 S Masson St
Bowman Edward 112 Brd St
Ebbert Catherine L 58 Mill St
Foster Frances Est of 4282 Mercer St
Jewell Nancy B PO Box 26
New Lebanon Cemetery Assoc 221 Tent Hill Rd
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Sharon Pa 16146
Abernathy George W 421 Logan Ave
Ackerman Cheryl L 87 S Irvine Ave
Akins James E 123 White Ave
American Industries Midwest Stuck 1 American Way
Amos William I Jr 355 Sterling Ave
Angott William R 818 New Castle Ave
Arts In The Park 1315 Yahres Rd
Bartholomew Adam D 331 Logan Ave
Baxter Sarah J PO Box 673
Beber Carol A 1261 Stanton St
Bobbie Mary A 418 Russell St
Bortner Marsha C/O Orval Thomas 532 Fisher Hill St
Buggs James 300 Russell St Apt 10
Caldwell Thomas W, Ann 406 Watson St
Coates Patricia, James E III 189 Case Ave
Conner William, Richard 401 Harrison St
Cozart George 515 Davis St
Davis Hazel B 325 Columbia St
Dinardo Gary 325 Columbia Apt 416
Dollman Freda 138 2nd Ave
Dominos Pizza 4759 797 E State St Ste 300
Downing Mary 55 W Connelly Blvd Apt 608
Dyer Matilda, John M 347 Malleable St
Fitzpatrick John Est of 8 Lucy St
Flaugher Randall S 1116 Sharpsville Ave
Fowler Ronald L 363 Prospect St Apt #2
Franko Mary V 1330 Kimbevly Rd Apt 207
Friedrich Lauren K 1479 Mcdowell St
Friedrich William L 389 Service Ave
Garth Barbara E 368 Sherman Ave
Gregg Beth Ann 477 Tamplin St
Hagan Nancy 138 2nd Ave
Hale Anne B 1060 Bechtol Ave
Hall Lawanda D, Norman 348 Jefferson Ave
Hamilton Alice E, Paul E 653 S Stateline Rd
Healthcare Solutions At Home PO Box 696
Hephner Michael B 272 Euclid Ave
Hutley Paul L 298 Logan Ave
Jones Clayton B Jr 359 Fourth St
Jones George R 328 Lorain
Juranovich William B 162 Forker Blvd
Kaletka Janine E Est of 630 Tanolowood Rd
Keck Roy P Sr Est of 359 North St
Kloss Frank R 591 Meek St
Lambert April L 148 W State St
Larimer Gregory C, Julie Z 1020 E State St
Liquidators Sharon Pa CO Mike Bayless 1216 Hall Ave
Majors Michelle 159 Alcoma
Martin Jill 62 S Myers Ave
Mel Grata Chevrolet 284 Service Ave
Michalochick Donna 515 Wilson St
Miller Dorothy 470 Ormond Ave Apt 3
Miller Susan B 55 W Connelly Blvd Apt 608
Multari Mark 122 E State St
Orametrix 115 N Irvine Ave
Patterson Anna 55 W Connelly Blvd Apt 608
Patterson Richard 55 W Connelly Blvd Apt 608
Perry Joseph C Jr, Helen 1195 French St
Pierre Marx Sr 335 E Budd St
Powers Patricia K Est of 300 N Myers Ave
Ranelli Terressa E, Dominick 522 Ohio St
Rankin Dolores, Harry 345 Lincoln St
Rebecca Forsythe 470 Ormond Ave Apt 5
Reeher James W III PO Box 427
Richardson Dennis W 35 Woodrow Ct
Robertson Robert Jr, Kat 1330 Kimberly Rd # 120
Robinson Niquaia 768 Baldwin Ave
Rose Charlotte P, John C 66 E State St
Rossetti Eugene, Marian 1006 Cherry Way
Rukenbrod Sandra K 368 Sherman Ave
Sabo Rebecca 548 Baldwin Ave
Salandria Harry Est of Salandria Louise 465 Fisher Hill St
Scott Carrie 367 E Connelly Blvd
Scrimenti Stephen 87 Stambaugh Ave
Sewall Donald B 587 Baldwin Ave
Sframeli Josephine Perry, J Frances 185 Buhl Blvd
Sharon Country Club 1030 Forker Blvd
Shirley Todd A 219 Elm Ave
Sinkovich Mildred PO Box 230
Skrypski Victor J 325 Columbia St Apt 214
Smeyers Jeannette L Apt 706 15 W Connelly Blvd
Smith Margaret 257 Malleable St
Straussberger Janis 456 Nimick St
Summer Mary E 336 Russell St
Szabo Shirley A 979 Cedar Ave
Thomas Joan C/O Orval Thomas 532 Fisher Hill St
Thompson Eunice 15 W Connelly Blvd
Walters Sonia E 138 Strawbridge Ave
Wanker Michael 284 Service Ave
Wilder Michelle 281 Mesabi St
Zukas Eleanor R 470 Ormond Ave Apt 5
Sharon Pa 16148
Argeniano Carmen P, Frank 754 Lillian Dr
Buymak Mary 2255 Rombold Rd
Johnston James R 3699 Panin Rd
Keen Deloss Est of RD2
Panin Teresa 3699 Panin Rd
Mohr Ralph H 422 4th St
Sharpsville Pa 16150
BD Express PO Box 118
Bennett Mary K 17 Seventh St
Bianco Pite 52 S Mercer Ave Apt 207
Campman Angel L 2822 Winner Rd
Davis Paul G 2936 Saranac Dr
Dout Dorthea, Lee W 95 Ball Park Rd
Durso Mary C 321 Pierce Ave
Emerson Wilbur 26 Mercer St
Fischer Dana E 740 Hazen Rd
Foster Louis C/O Linda C Sabol 545 S Mercer Ave
Gibson Samuel 320 Mccullough Rd
Graham Barbara 2290 Downing Ln
Houk Boyd F Est of 2381 Lake Rd
Kovach Michael S 1887 Buckeye Dr
Hermann Mary 2140 Trout Island Rd
Hinkson Thomas 3110 Valy View Rd
Lenzi Eric V 2822 Winner Rd
Mahaney James J 194 S Mercer Ave
Mcallen James Est of 1785 Powers Ave
Mccullough Amanda 124 S 7th St
Mclallen Charlene 1785 Powers Ave
ORourke James S Sr 488 Charles St
Parkany George 2290 Downing Ln
Parkany Tammy Dee 2290 Downing Ln
Pew Martha L 3610 Valy View Rd
Radasevich Pauline L 602 Millikin Ave
Rapp Delores M, Robert L 2604 Shadow Dr
Sciarrone Joseph 3914 Saranac Dr Apt 1
Seelow Jack PO Box 372
Tangeman Dick 579 Fairbrook Way
Taylor Elmer 527 Milliken Ave
Ted Niemis Auto Body Inc 2822 Winner Rd
Thomas Eric J 3638 Orangeville Rd
Vavrek Edward PO Box 3
Wood Charles F, June L 150 Laurel Dr
Wood Charles Estate of 150 Laurel Dr
Zipay Martha J 4411 Ivanhoe Rd
Zipay Viola J Mertz Towers 314 52 S Mercer Ave
Sheakleyville PA 16151
Kaylor Mary J Backop St
Shenango Pa 16125
Post Priscill, Charles 104 S Grant
Stoneboro Pa 16153
Allied Nutraceuticals PO Box 156
Bindas Sara E 61 Bindas Ln
Hochstetler Clara J, John H 455 Slater Rd
Kline Evelyn L 250 Lake St Apts
Rose Shauanna T, Robert A 86 Linden
Slater Ford Mercury Inc CO PO Box 398 Rte 358 And 84
Sullivan Linda 250 Lake St Apts
Transfer Pa 16154
Bowman Nicholas, Trudy 14 Wall St
Chavara Steven RR1
Dalo Ronald J 119 S Maysville Rd
Extra Mile Auto Sales LLC 473 Crestview Dr
Johnston Jay C 1327 Saranac Dr
Kelly Edsel RR2 Box 308
Townsend Nelson C Est of 27 Pebble Ln
West Middlesex Pa 16159
Bestdiskaidnet CO Marian J Harris 51 New Castle Rd
Brown Shannon 322 Mitchell Rd Apt 207
Cathcart Elizabeth 3571 Sharon Rd
Hanks Michael R, Ray W PO Box 293 W
Lil Billys Auto Svc 2308 W Middlesex Rd
Mitcheltree Lucy 78 Haywood St
Nehls Gerald Est of PO Box 144
Pope Daniel C 536 A Mitchell Rd
Reed Richard RR 1
Ruby George, Joy 317 South St
Rush Billie−Jo 2308 W Middlesex Rd
Simon Patricia Ann, Margaret 113 Club House Cir
Sochor Benjamin T PO Box 11
Vangelos Moshoula 2770 Mercer West Middlesex Rd
Walczak Alex C Mitchell Sr 18 Box 360
Yarabenets Michael, Id 118 Sharon Bedford Rd
Wheatland Pa 16161
B Line Enterprises Inc 10 Mill St
Baker Leroy H 73 Mercer Ave
Boring Leverda H 73 Mercer Ave
Costar Mary E 171 Grandview Dr
Oberander Paul PO Box 524
Saul Veronica 57 Canal St
Belleville Pa 17004
Certain Revocable Life Ins Trust 4702 E Main St
Dukeman Mary F c/o Nicole Yoder
Hartzler Laura D 2693 State Rte 655
Henline Robert L 65 Cayuga Rd
King Lavern 1177 SR 655
Manbeck Robert 4501 E Main St
Metz Adam L RR 2 Box 71a
Paez Jesus R Handrey St Apt D
Walker Wayne 4702 E Main St
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Burnham Pa 17009
Deihls Flowers Inc Parkview Tr
Eby Scott L, Dorothy 617 E Freedom Ave
Hampton William A 315 Eighth Ave
Harpster Genevie L, Arthur PO Box 231
Kensinger Andrew 301 N Logan Blvd
Lake Chev Olds Inc c/o Andrew Kensinger 301 N Logan Blvd
Mckalips Anna L 503 Freedom Ave
Rhodes Todd W 520 East Freedom Ave
Santucci Matthew P 104 Fourth St Apt 2
Shouey Heather, Dana L 500 N Logan Blvd
Specht John & Shreffler Roy dba SS Trash Service PO Box 374
Lewistown Pa 17044
Armitage Kathleen 116 North Brown St
Barr Funeral Home 120 Logan St
Blessing Betty J, Tom SR 332 S Main St
Blumenfeld David 241 Logan St Apt 3
Booher Elder 139 West Mark St
Booher Joshua B 23 Ridge Rd
Brehm Zenas L 610 Dry Valley Rd
Britt Thomas J 198 Smt Dr
Brugger Clyde E RR 2 Box 323
Buckell Plastics Buckell 411 S Main St PO Box 272
Daddario Jennifer R 489 W 4th St Apt 2
Dalton James A Tr 44 Oak Ridge Rd
DG Power Systems Inc 600 Roundhouse Rd Unit 4
Dumpman Jennie M, John 120 Academy Hill
Earnest Virginia P 416 Cornell St
Everhart Charles M c/o Charles W Everhart Jr 310 Electric Ave Ste 100
Farley John Hall, William H 26 W Charles St
Ferentz Donald L Sr PO Box 1261
Fleishman Martin 35 Fairway Pl
Fogleman Doran L Skills Admin 31 Industrial Park Rd
Furner Patricia 40 W Spanogle Ave Apt 308
Gomez Juan 18 Wildberry Rd
Green Catherine, James D 210 Montgomery Ave
Gross Thelma 329 S Main St
Grubb Randal E 516 W 4th St Apt 2
Grubb Randal E 943 PO Box 943
Gutelius Irene 611 Highland Ave
Harpster Eugene 44 Feeder Ave
Harvey Lorena 522 West 4th St c/o Jaylene Norton
Heikes Raymond 20 Lilac Ln
Henry Donald Eugene c/o William E Henry 816 Electric Ave
Hesketh Pamela 217 1/2 Logan St
Hoar John I 214 Electric Ave
Hoenstine Funeral Home 75 Logan St
Hummel Mildred, Hilda D 205 Kishacoquillas St
Immel Nancy G 416 Cornell St
Impink Mildred R 132 Chestnut St
Johns Ivy 12 Tr Blvd
Jones Frances Rear 483 W 4st
Kauffman Helen B 134 Chestnut St
Kepler Willella B PO Box 66
Kinsiow Terry W 1939 US Hwy 522 N
Knepp Millard A, Dean, Pearl 29 Forsythe St
Knepp Millard, Pearl 317 N Grand St
Krick James 1 Ridge Rd
Krick Mildred 36 Shaw Ave
Kuhn A Yvonne 929 Lockport Rd
Kutchner Michael J Jr 717 Roosevelt Ave
Lott Robert M, Lott Dorothy 109 Blue Ridge Dr
Margaret Braunstein 110 Electric Ave
Marks Tara M 452 S Grand St
Mccalips Cathy Ann PO Box 973
Mcginnis Donald P, Sara E 449 W 4th St Apt 4
Medley Hazel PO Box 863
Meinnert Perry 9 S Main St
Migut Marcia 125 Pannebaker Ave
Murphy Herman H, Ruth 185 W 4th St
Nelson Marie A 120 Logan St
Norton Olga S 29 Pennebaker Ave
Olszowska Agata K 237 Cornfield Cir
Otoole Sean 604 West 6th St
Paige Helen, John 136 N 5th
Parker Andrew J 110 Woodside Ln
Pecht Marian F 196 S Main St Apt 418
Phillips Dorothy 120 Logan St
Picketts Dorothy M 4 Delaware Ave
Price Gregory 128 Shaw Ave
Ranck Rebecca 110 Electric Ave
Reinhart Body Shop 128 Shaw Ave
Rocco Arretta J 22 Susquehanna Ave
Royer Robert E 12 Bailor Dr
Samuelson Kimberly, Roger 624 S Wayne St
Smarty Naomi J, Pete M 13 E Chestnut
Snook Mildred, Robert RD 2 Box 63
Snook Steven 636 Highland Ave
Spankeys Auto Sales 23 Ridge Rd
Speece George A 242 Shaw Ave
Spickler Charles 75 Logan St
Stoicheff Mark E 302 Logan St
Stoner James RD 6 Box 413
Storm Thomas L 1392 Loop Rd
Thompson James R 4324 US Hwy 522 N
Thompson Robert B 405 Spring St
Trout Marion F 47 Logan St
Turner Margaret, Alfred R 409 W 5th St
Walters Gerald A 163 Smt Dr
Weikel Cody J 3750 SR 103 N
Weyant Charles W 329 S Main St
Whitehill Marian W White Oaks Rd 2 Box 78
Whiteman Ellen C Rear 483 W 4st
Wise Kevin 125 Tr Blvd
Wolfgang Anna 39 Loop Rd
Yohn Clayton Sr, Shirley M c/o Schmidts Trailer Ct Rr 2
Zgleszewski Edward J 237 Cornfield Cir
McClure Pa 17841
Haines Marlin L RR 3 Box 34
Neerenberg Esther 5751 US Hwy 522 N
Seoc Inc 104 Ertley Rd
Sprenkel Ruth A 127 Romig Ln
McVeytown Pa 17051
Crozier Andrew J 157 Ridge Rd
Deavor Stanley A 2698 Ferguson Valley Rd
Duvall Glen T 90 Hilltop Ln
Lessig Clifford, Harriet Box 25
Rickert Sara L 7822 US Hwy 522 S
Sollers Sean M 29 Mcdowell St
Milroy Pa 17063
Aumiller Joyce E PO Box 184
Gearhart James L RR 1 Box 191
Henry Karen R PO Box 409
Mellott George 47 Oak St
Rhodes Donna L 111 Creek Dr
Simmons Yamoni M PO Box 386
Reedsville Pa 17084
Alford Nicohl S 312 Coopers Gap Rd
Bobs Lock & Key Shop 46 Prince St
Bohn Grace E PO Box 445
Collison Ellen S c/o Dorothy Collison 229 Betty Cir
Graham Robert P 49 Prince St
Hartung George W II 228 Betty Cir
Mcbride Florence RD 1
Nancarrow Hope L 36 Honey Creek Ln
Smith Marie F c/o Greta A Olson 179 King St
Snyder Jan C 49 Hillside Dr
Zook Mary E, Levi RD 1
Yeagertown Pa 17099
Collins Eugene A Jr PO Box 182
Mctavish Pamula J, Martha 201 N Locke Ave Ext
Ostrander Sara J 304 S Main St
Ridens Restaurant c/o Jack Riden 1 N Derry Ave
Monroe County
Analomink Pa 18320
Rogowicz Pamela, Frank PO Box 220
Bartonsville Pa 18321
Canning Edward Wayne HC 1 Box 210
Cashman Siobhan 55 Hearth Stone Cir
Eoin Mcateer 69 Hearthstone Cir
Gallardo Joseph PO Box 188 23 Nuttingham Way
Gerdes Helen Estate of PO Box 334
Henkels Mccoy HC1 Box 70
Jedlowski Eleanor B E6 Antler Rd
Marcus Geraldine A E−3 Fawn Acres
Mcdonnell Catherine PO Box 234
Merwin Scudieri Theresa Mary HCI Box 210 Learn Rd
Miller Warren R PO Box 198
Murdaugh Kadias 109 Charles Folly Rd
Rau Jeffrey 84 Hearthstone Cir
Blakeslee Pa 18610
Agugliaro Christine 2125 Elk Ln
Batty Jim R PO Box 42
Chatman Kenneth 2218 Yellowstone Dr
Collins Toni A PO Box 296
Coyne Martin J PO Box 102
Fray Edward 2236 Cheyenne Dr
Gibbs Michael 522 Oakridge Rd
Green Carol 6 George Dr
Kalinock Marcia L 51 Scenic Dr
Lattanzi Karen M 2866 Yellowstone Dr
Limper Joseph HC1 Box 1571
Mullings Rosemarie O 1842 Aspen Dr
Salib Karam S 2095 Salina Dr B
Sarder Shahidul 44 Mtn Tr Dr PO Box 549
Schaefer Herbert G PO Box 57
Stoelker William F, Diane E PO Box 890
Sullivan Birute 251 Briar Crest Rd
Tackett Jane M PO Box 215
Ulisse John P PO Box 876
Verdes Gary HC1 Box 520
Brodheadsville Pa 18322
Aldridge Darryl 23 Idlewood Dr
Bognay Domanas P Rt 115 And Switzgable PO Box 6
Bush Carla D 8 Bush Ln
Christopher Janet L PO Box 21
Deserio James R Jr PO Box 239
Gonzalez Pedro J PO Box 4
Gould Matthew A PO Box 152
Hazen Donna, Jack PO Box 687
Hornberger Bruzaud Melissa HCR1 Box 225 Apt 20
Lalic Husein PO Box 891
Mcgibbon Lillian L 21 Highview Dr
Mcgoldrick Cathy PO Box 838
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Motts Randy R HC1 Box 601
Palmer Felicia 3 Shadow Ridge Dr
Siglin Jannette, Ronald PO Box 13
Buck Hill Falls Pa 18323
Baumann Robert PO Box 366
Burke Doris F Cottage 705 Oak Hill Dr PO Box 103
Grindle Anita PO Box 439
Martin Michael A PO Box 13
Myles Karen PO Box 74
Rogers William T 791 Golf Dr
Rowe Alice M PO Box 439
Tracey Margaret A PO Box 276
Zalebuck Suzanne PO Box 77
Canadensis Pa 18325
Abuiso John PO Box 113
Bender Hilda L RR1 Box 691
Brennan Donald J PO Box 546 Apt 2
Coleman Gwendolyn Odette PO Box 652
Dusenbury Patricia J RR2 Box 2843
Fowler Edward, Evelyn PO Box 680
Olsommer John H RR1 Box 505
Osborne Theodore L RR2 Box 2342
Williams Matthew E PO Box 596
Cresco Pa 18326
Baldwin Walter C RR3 Box 3224
Bolock Sylvia M 29 Wyndham Hls
Brown Gerald 502 Little Billy La
Butler Lisa R 13 Sunset Mobile Home Park
Check Robert E RR1 Box 1758
Chessari Anna M 3692 B Acorn Dr
Connolly Seann 1353a Lower Swiftwater Rd
Crespo Luz N 3470 Devils Hole Rd
Gaita Joseph PO Box 5
Harrisbatzel Joshua 2925 Britt Ct
Leon Y PO Box 16
Linkhorn Jean E 13 Sunset Mobile Home Park
Mastracchio Eric S 2214 Mill Creek Dr
Moyer Beatrice RR1 Box 360g
Ortiz Yolimar RR1 Box 1067
Overland Cynthia G 3638 Blackberry Ln
Timofeev Barbara J 209 Maple Dr
Venezia Joseph RR1 Box 1730
Will Edward J, Paula D 2 Wyndham Hills
Zervas Christopher 3254 Clarks Rd
Delaware Water Gap Pa 18327
Aquino Leonel PO Box 70
Artim David 158 Main St
Conway Wendy T PO Box 376
Daniel Charles F PO Box 285
Friedman Steven PO Box 398
Gong Jeanie K PO Box 667
Kaiser Clora J PO Box 245
Smalfus Raymond H Jr PO Box 181
East Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Adams Carrie 46 Grandview St
Anderson Rodney B 631 Penn Estates
Assaad Moustafa M Est of C/O Aziza Moustafa 50 Brown St
Balaguer Mariangelle 51 Lenox Ave
Balmoos Bobby P 512 Wooddale Rd
Bampier Daniel A PO Box 987 RD5 Box 5349 Rt 20
Beech E Riley 19 Elm St
Benton Carolyn 118 Marjorie Ct
Bentzley Michael 433 Schoolhouse Rd
Bigness Randy 108 Fawn Rd
Blake Nicole 219 Blue Mountain Lk
Bonilla Kristen 439 Penn Estates
Borici Stevenie D 316 Ginger Ln
Bovell Brandey Q 48 Penn Est
Brandon David L 407 White Blossom Ln
Breining John H Jr 78 S Ctland St
Brooks Marion 135 E Brown St
Brown Monica F PO Box Ab
Butler Gregory 369 Penn Estates
Cain Linda 84 Stones Throw
Campbell Bryan D 544 Analomink Rd
Carbone Hope R 346 Odem Ln
Castillo Maria N 1477 Frutchey Dr
Catalano Theodora RR 4 Box 4213
Cavataio Nicholas, Rosanne 185 Cherry Ln Rd
Chopek Rebecca Rd 3 Cardinal Dr
Clavijo Giovanni 12 Spring Ln
Cobham Benita 866 Penn Estates
Cooney Celia A 130 Alwen Ave
Cotes Omar E 402 Blue Mountain Lake
Cotto Raymond L RR7 Box7556d
Coveney Eugene F 496 Stokes Ave
Davis Tammy 638 Blue Mountain Lk
Deer Joyce 72 Big Ridge
Diaz Janeane 35 Parrish Park
Ducharme James Jr 41 Timothy Lk Rd
Duddy Thomas 115 Penn Estates
Durkin Ellen 414 Shirley Futch Plaza
Durkin John 414 Shirley Futch Plaza
Durkin Mary 414 Shirley Futch Plaza
Durkin Michael 414 Shirley Futch Plaza
Durkin Thomas 414 Shirley Futch Plaza
Dwyer Thomas 135 E Brown St
Edwards Appaland J 68 Centurydr North Park
Edwards Norman 73 Sycamore Dr
Eilenberger Willard E RR5 5221
Elizabeth Urban Edith 128 Berwick Hgts Rd
Eller Walter J Eller Theresa 432 Cottontail Ln
England Corey 600 Chestnut St
Escobedo Victor S, Sabrina 705 Commons Ct
Eubank Rachel 263 Blue Mountain Lk
Fagan Christine 42 Lake Monroe
Feliciano Jose A 330 Winona Lakes
Ferro Lainie S 24 Sunset Dr 1
Fisher Gladys M, Thomas C 24 King St
Flaherty Francis A, Pauline A S 34 Pocono Mobile Home Estates
Flynn Brian T 47 Glenoak Forest
Garcia Ruby 683 Blue Mt Lake
Gilliland Albert 51 Gold St
Gilmore Christian 96 Bluebell Dr
Gilmore Hunter 96 Blue Bell Dr
Gilmore Toni−Ann 96 Blue Bell Dr
Gluck Nicholas A 54 Leisure Lands
Gompers Ryan 335 Monroe St
Gray Margie A 414 Shirley Futch Plaza
Hagelauer Shannon R, George H 712 Restmount Rd
Hall Cleo 81 Sycamore
Haney John Jr 105 Dennis Ct
Hardy Mary J Apt F8 333 Greentree Dr
Hay Kevin R 61 S Green St
Hayden Dionne, Leroy 68 C Ridgeview Cir
Heeter Anna E RR3
Henry Gairre E 510 Hallet Rd
Hernandez Kenny 79 Symphony Cir
Herr Fred D 15 Emerson Rd
Hill Barbara J 99 Hallowood Acres
Hodges Kyron PO Box 474
Jones Penny L 109 Chariton Dr
Kane Richard 24 Penn Estates
Karanja Moses W 267 Blue Mountain Lake
Kathleen A S 13 Fawn Rd
Katz Howard V 206 East Brown St
Kim Sookhee 894 Penn Estates
Kinney Derek D 17 Shawnee Valy Dr
Kipouropoulos Yanni 3139 Penn Est
Kipouropoulos Cathy 3139 Penn Est
Klein Robert 1044 Penn Ests
Koerner Brian P, Robyn L 193 Streamside Ave
Krawciw Orest 202 Ctr Rd
Kuck Kathleen E 47 Whispering Hill Est
Lama RR Pierre A 221 Rhapsody Run
Langdon David E, Arlene 31 Hickory Dr
Lee Frank Lee Vera 110 Ridgeview Cir
Lorincz Michael J 33 Gabriel Ests
Marciante Tyla M 615 Main St
Marvin Beverly A 464 Youngwood Dr
Mccoy Dale Grier Mccoy Gregory L 58 Whispering Hills Dr
Mcgoff Jean 291 S Ctland St E Stroudsburg Pa 18301
Mcgovern William 536 Resica Falls Rd
Mcguire John 222 Wilderness Acres
Meaney Claire R 4 Papillion C
Mehta Ankur M RR5 Box 5040
Metzgar Constance 118 Lenox Ave
Meyer Henrietta RR2 Box 2053
Miller George A RR3 3296
Miller Norris 65 Lackawanna Ave
Morales Michael 328 Lake of The Pines
Mucha Alan D 403 Woodland Trl
Mueller Catherine 12 Skyhawk Tr 1 Forst Lnd
Murella Archer 203 Penn Estate
Nase Lue R Jr RD2 Box 45b
Neffue Catherine F 790 Milford Rd
Norris John E, Sally RR2 Box 2170
Oatman James PO Box 90 Leisure Lands
Obrien Marianne H, Curtis P 26 Candlewood Dr Penn Estates
Obrien William L 267 East Brd St
Olear Georgianne, Michael G 498 Craigs Meadow Rd
Ortiz Charles E 26 Faratol Rd RR1
Ott Anne 968 Penn Estates
Pabon Richard 106 Winona Lakes
Pantinople Hernani N, Bernan A 482 Blue Mountain Crossing
Park Song H, Hyo S 31 Blue Bird Way
Parola Joyce Marie 337 Lake Dr
Patrick Michael Paul Jr, Michael P Sr 31 Parish Park
Perez Octavio 141 Big Ridge Dr
Pfeifer Marion J 66 Learn Ln
Phoebus Byron 142 Blue Mountain Lakes
Plaskota Mike 34 Hilltop Cr
Puchnowski Kamil PO Box 1013
Pugliese Louise 201 Canterbury Ct
Pysher Mark R 92 Mount Nebo Rd
Raesly Jessie M RR 3
Rainey Joseph Lakeside Manor 115 E 5th St Apt C2
Ratti Ronald J 511 Mac Ln
Reeves David J 208 Haven Lake
Rice Frank P Jr 628 Creek Dr
Ricketts Dwayne 12 Flagstone Ln
Rigby Sandra L 903 Daffodil Dr
Rimpel Dimitri G 98 Sunrise Dr
Rivera Pablo 548 Penn Est
Rivers Errol 17 Chariton Dr
Robertson David 208 Eagle Valy Mall Apt 274
Robinson Andre 261 Blue Mountain Lk
Ruperto Luis A RR5
Sanks Victor, Marcia 25 Penn Estates
Santiago David 97 Leisure Land
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Schmon Allyson L RR 3 Box 3789
Scott Robert D 218 Haven Lk
Shuler Catherine 8 Oak Ln Blk Lt F4
Sinker Paul W 853 Penn Ests
Skagen Laura 10 Cherry Ln Church Rd
Smith Robert L Jr, Robert L 179 N Ctland St Apt 3
Smith John A 3113 Coolbaugh Rd
Snyder Rachel 37 Gabriel Est
Sparrow Gutchiston 1008 Mt Tom Rd
Sparrow Ray 1008 Mt Tom Rd
Sperling Daniel 402 Blue Mountain Lake
Stampley Darron M 467 Penn Estates
Stonbely Joseph N 3225 N 5th St
Sullivan Daniel 72 Penn St
Tagliareni Sharyn P PO Box 739
Tahoun Lara 18 Brahms Ct
Tempro Edward C 1011 Penn Estates
Tillstrom Carl R, Ruth E 2200 Milford Rd 11
Toloczko Annmarie 500 Mulberry Ct
Torres George Rocky 274 Blue Mountain Lk
Touray Amanda 39 Oak Ln
Trytek Carl 53 Chariton Dr
Turcios Jairo E, Lizette 212 Starview Dr
Urban Edith E 496 Stokes Ave
Vanhouten Richard H 52 Shawnee Valy Dr
Vasquez Miguel A 852 Penn Est
Vaughn Darin 3276 Penn Estates Ph
Vega Joseph L 317 Blue Mountain Lk
Venturini Donna M 346 Odem Ln
Villandre John Joseph 99 Hallowood Acres
Visconti Lawrence A Jr 223 Ctr Rd Crestfield Acres
Waxman Matthew 652 Penn Estates
White Frieda M Rd1 Box 620
Williams Gary Rd4 Box 4202
Williams Nancy J 245 Willow St
Withers Poon Mor Tyleasha 3356 Penn Estates
Wong Lisa 100 Park Ln
Woodman Victor 201 Pond Dr
Young Jane A 415 King St No 4
East Stroudsburg Pa 18302
Austin Sharon 226 Schoolhouse Rd
Berry Jay 906 Tamaqua Rd
Bishop David J Jr 59 Castle Rock Crest
Brian S Eng RR1 Box 1433
Butler Jodie M 180 Big Ridge Estates
Campbell Ian William 28 Oakridge Est
Carey George E 262 Schoolhouse Rd
Costa Cindy 4 Lynwood Acres 24
Cox Everett A 255 Winona Lakes
Garrett Aniela N 9170 Woodland Trl
Gerasimov Denis RR6 Box 6421
Grant Leshay, Cleon 2015 S Ridge Dr S
Hallett Richard R 652 Resica Falls
Harris Benhanan 548 Winona Lks Ph
Harris Cora 249 Lake of The Pines
Johnson David 2773 Sellersville Dr
Krug Robert 298 Winona Lakes
Kurland Bertram 104 Ctr Ct Great Bear Estates
Lamothe Joe 873 Resica Falls Rd
Lassell Michael C RR21 Box 6300
Mcmanus Thomas P 763 Wilderness Acres
Mersing Raymond S 65 Sidorick Ln
Pierre James 241 Lake of The Pines
Rios Kathryn RR6 Box 6906
Santiago Angel, Lorny 62 Pocono Hts
Sarao Mary 343 Winona Lks
Scerbo Frank RR20 Box 1615
Sinatra Eugene J 343 Winona Lakes
Slowik Malgorzata 79 Winona Lakes
Stamps Elijah 13 Mountain Manor
Sturevant Robert H 10 White Heron Lake
Sueiras Abel 248 Big Ridge Ests
Tettemer Jodi E RR 21 Box 6213
Tyler Christel 69 Lake of The Pnes
Vega Richard 34 Oakridge Est
Von Gleich Ryan David 32 Pocono Forested Lands
Warner Joy 869 Resica Falls Rd
Welhousgonzalez Janette 353 Lake of The Pines
Wesolowski Jacqueline A 18 Birch Rd Monroe Lake 16 Monroe Lake Shores
Whitcomb Steven M 324 Big Ridge Ests
Whitehead Raymond G RR4 Box 770
Wil Harold Estate of 74 Sellersville Dr
Winterberg Joan 795 Wilderness Acres
Zigmund Donald A 28 Oakridge Est
Effort Pa 18330
Andrews Joe L 1231 Shogun Dr
Bloomfield Stephen D 2274 Hill Rd
Butz Sherwood 1111 Pine Rd
Cosgrove Dean S 6−19 Rocky Mt Dr
Cruz Benjamin 68 Apache Dr
Dobson Adam Sugar Hollow Rd
Everett Brian Rd1 Box 27a
Faber George 27 Overlook Ter
Farmer Edith PO Box 388
Gayle Phillip I 158 Deer Trail Dr PO Box 612
Gravell David 1440 Starry Ln
Green Ricky PO Box 22
Greene Jamilah 38 Comanche Pines Rd
Hahn Christopher 8 Blueberry Ln
Harpel Edward F Jr 211 Laurel Ln
Keller Patrick John 1105 Lakeside Dr
Kozar Laurie J 49 Birch Hollow Dr
Lambert Arturo 26 Orchard View Dr
Lavin Cynthia RR 7 Box 47a
Lazart Elva V 153 Blue Ridge Dr
Leonard Diana Y 235 Poplar Creek Ln
Loffio Vincent E 2265 Mt Laurel Dr
Lovecchio Frank Rd 1 Box 351b
Lugo Eduardo 1704 Johns Rd
Lyonsaurand Leeann Lots 801 To 808a Pine Rd
Mccargo Annie 1231 Shogun Dr
Mcnamee Michael 167 Watercrest Ave
Murisan Joshua 1−68 Rocky Mountain North
Musico Kenneth 116 Briarwood Dr
Rivera Zoraida E 4−27 Rocky Mountain Dr N
Robinson Sylvester E 1643 Hill Rd
Ryan Steven F 113 Blue Ridge Dr P
Schaudeck Herbert 36 Mt Efft Dr
Swink Douglas E RR1 Box 342
Tambasco Sam PO Box 167
Treible Michael 2011 Treible Dr
Victor Christopher PO Box 20
Waldman Alfred J, Joan PO Box 1015
Waters Brian Lots 801 To 808a Pine Rd
Gilbert Pa 18331
Griggs Dale Rd1 Weir Mt Rd
Khan Zeshan Lot 25 Dublier Trailer Park
Kiernan Michel Rte 209 PO Box 130
Rehrig Luther, Grace HC1 Box 27
Rutkowski Andrew A HC1 Box 38
Santangelo Maryann Long Mountain Rd Lot 20B
Henryville Pa 18332
Barrella Frank L, Brenda 4242 Alpine Lake Rd
Desouza Camille M, Peter C RR1 Box 414a SS Dr
Emanuel David M 1 E RR Box 421
Freeman Alfred J Jr PO Box 191
Law James D RD2 Box 4066
Oros Koren 172 Bromley Rd
Peterson Elizabeth A RD2 Box 4066
Sanderson Nancy H RR1 Box 1533
Simmons Don RR1 Box 1764
Smith Ivan Sylvan Cascade Rd RR1 Box 537w
St Clair Terell 2603 Snowmass Rd
Stock Dale M RR1 Box 534
Treffinger Daniel J RR1 Box 42t
Weiss Carol R 7c Timber Hill Rd
Wick Penelope L RR Box 421
Kresgeville PA 18333
Ackerman William PO Box 253
Desanto Angelina M PO Box 104
Eckman Lorraine H PO Box 155
Russo Ronald 10510 Interchange Rd
Sabo Joseph PO Box 212
Scheer Kathleen C, Warren H RR2 Box 133e 5a Getz Dawl Rd
Smale Jane PO Box 371
Strachn T PO Box 355
Kunkletown Pa 18058
Atkachunas Marie 1 Kunkletown Rd
Berger Donna 7 Blue Mountain Mhp
Bozkurt Abdullah 15 Maple Spring Dr
Callahan Tammy RR 4 Box 4718
Carlson Eric S Carlson Lori L 20 Valy Rd East
Carlson Cynthia 12 Panorama Cir
Depaul Adam RR5 Box 5205
Drake Cheryl 28 Chestnut St
Farrell Eileen 1075 Golf Dr
Faukler Collision 7 Blue Mountain Mhp
Fisher Judith A 80 Twin Flower Cir
Graver Sharon L 5595 Little Gap Rd
Habegger Ronald RR3 Box 638h
Hirt Grace S, Ronald 1621 Sugar Ln
Kalnas Stephen J RR4 4246
Kincade Stephanie 22 James Ln
Kopchak Timothy 49 Hillside Place
Mcgookin William J, Yvonne RR1 Box 1726
Moreno Priscilla RR4 Box 4491
Nemeth John F 425 Hammlock St
Reuda Kathleen 4948 Queensway
Rolle D 18 Murphy Ln
Shafer Tammy L 8785 Lake Dr
Shea Bernard M 22 High Point Dr
Shiffert Arline RR1 Box 132a
Slanina John M RR5 Box 5652
Whitman Gloria P RR1 Box 1482
Williams Melissa A 4 Matthew Ln
Long Pond Pa 18334
Albury Judith 5618 Clearview Rd
Canales Alicia 4914 Clearview Rd
Castro Rigoberto 3286 Emerald Blvd
Cradle Louise 7515 Saw Mill Rd
Delacuadra Sylvia, July 7072 Glade Dr
Figueroa Oscar 371 Glade Dr
Flower Jennifer, Richard 3028 Emerald Blvd
Harvey Mary Margaret, Joseph K 187 Glade Dr
Heard Nicole, Paul 3114 Emerald Blvd
Hempekohout Katherine 2031 Crow Trl
Huber Deborah A, Peter A 1625 Tunkhannock Trl
John Fredrick, Jerome HC62 Box 138
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Kapostas Gary S Sr 3319 Emerald Blvd
Lambert Elwood H 3189 Emerald Blvd
Mattioli J R PO Box 378
Menzel Judith 137 Glade Dr
Noel Kenneth 3224 Emerald Blvd
Pollock Ronald A 3193 Emerald Blvd
Robles Helen 3199 Emerald Blvd
Rosol Eric HCR62 Box 92
Valentine Sterling W 110 Glade Dr
Marshalls Creek Pa 18335
Abbott Michael PO Box 393
Brooks Michael, Ellen 1023 Big Ridge Dr
Cummings Andrea L PO Box 936
Donhauser Doris PO Box 1105
Fodi John, Emma Rosewood Dr Monroe Lake S
Gamble Walter C PO Box 1061
Grasselino Catherine C/O PO Box 470
Grasselino Patricia PO Box 470
Harper Edna PO Box 57
Mroz Ben III PO Box 583
Seecharan Patricia 112 Ridgeview Cir
Sickles Michael W PO Box 766
Tasca Geraldine PO Box 1105
Tellefsen Donald T PO Box 326
Vega Roseann PO Box 470
Minisink Hills Pa 18341
Holland Christopher, Mary B PO Box 363
Laubach Dorothy, Julie PO Box 19
Laubach Linda PO Box 19
Schmidling Inez Z Hillside Dr Box 93
Mountainhome Pa 18342
Cassidy Kelly PO Box 138
Leguel Guzman Maria P PO Box 184
Price Valerie J PO Box 454
Mount Pocono Pa 18344
Abusio Joseph 75 Mountain Dr
Bell Margot 150 Sterling Rd Apt 129
Binet Jackson 633 Pocono Blvd
Bonawits Malcolm, Sharon 1005 Rte 940
Boodoo Bertram A PO Box 522
Bricca Margaret 112 Church Ave
Brown Robert F, Miranda 150 Sterling Rd Apt 147g
C Jacqueline, Kenneth PO Box 304
Cannizzaro Nicholas A HC1 Box 6b Grange Rd
Carbo Joan Box 757
Clifford Joseph 112 Church Ave
Day Howard D, Ruth Rock Rd 54 Laurel Spgs
Desai Rohen HC1 Box 115 Rte 611
Fratarcangeli Frank 40 Pocono Blvd
Guzman Rose PO Box 579
Hodgson Mary J 92 Megargel Ln
Ibrahim Nashaat 150 Sterling Rd Unit 35
Kolb Clement Est of 32 Cobblewood Dr
Lam Andy N 106 Maple Ave
Mendoza Maureen 3 Knob Rd
Merwine Connie J Esq 118 Pocono Blvd
Nanton Irene L 37 Heath Ln L7
Noonan Dennis 10 Old Timber Rd
Pollicino Bernadette St H 1 Knob Rd Apt 1a
Rivera Jose 20 Stonegate Dr
Schurman Kenneth PO Box 7
Shepherd Aaron 150 Sterling Rd Apt 109
Somerville Robert PO Box 18344
Ward Michael 161 Fairview Ave
Weeks Terrance L 35 Mountain Dr Apt 1
Pocono Summit Pa 18346
Broughton Anthony L PO Box 2367
Brown Chakeila PO Box 848
Cramer Jean W PO Box 175
Crane Annette F PO Box 243
Danzo Patricia PO Box 2185
Howard Kristie M PO Box 17
Leon Robert 5723 Clover Rd N
Mars Robert F III PO Box 73
Moody Reginald F HC89 Box 220
Payano Elizabeth 711 Ridge Rd
Reynolds Melinda R PO Box #501
Rule Darryl S HC 89 Box 5508
Sanabria Siul 126 Beach Dr
Soltis Karen A 619 Leisure Ln
Woodard William HC89 Box 48 2c
Wright Barrington PO Box 122k
Pocono Lake Pa 18347
Belger Neal, Jane 802 Selig Rd
Brennan Dolores F, Kevin J 1 Safron Ct
Curran Barbara 1204 Beech Ln
Dowling Robert 1215 Sloan St Scranton Pa 18347
Flagler Francis J, Sarah HC88 Box 692
Frawley Sandra HC88 Box 1637
Gooding Michelle, James HC88 Box 432
Harris Philip G Sr, Elizabeth 1927 7 Totem Trail
Hutchins Lisa A 42 Quaker Ct
Kennedy Maureen C/O M Mullen HC 610 Box
Keppley Mildred Liberty Plaza PO Box 449
Knox Karin St Johns Cp
Lamia John V PO Box 520
Lehman Joseph E 210 Doe Ln W
Mccauley Joan HC88 Box 1739
Need Mildred K Rt 940 Liberty Plaza PO Box 449
Padilla Roberta PO Box 137
Punyansky Alexander 5657 Maxatawny Dr
Quiros Alison HC88 Box 519
Russell Sara 9 Pomo Path
Sacharow Walter V HC88 Box 509
Selig Robert C Jr HC88 Box 185
Pocono Pines Pa 18350
Culin Russell, Donna PO Box 1016
Feinberg Sherry J, Harry F 101 Redwood Ter
Griffin William PO Box 914
Serfass Burritt, Dorothy PO Box 472
Staley Margaret PO Box 295
Reeders Pa 18352
Harrington Rex C 16 Oak Ct
Kearns Kevin A PO Box 295
More Helen J Mountain Spring Dr
Toroni Michael P 52 Tree Top Tr PO Box 541
Saylorsburg Pa 18353
Beech E Riley RR7 Box 7443a
Bond Lee D RR2 Box 2432
Church Zabriskle Susan, Glen RR6 Box 6786
Clark Linda RR5 Box 5949
Colon Ocasio Elizabeth 29 High Point Dr
Conrad Phoebe E RR4 Box 4164
Corso Michelle 204 Corine Way
Daignault Barry J RR3 Box 3347
David Mariana 421 Rocky Mtn Dr
Dixon Dewayne J RR4 Box 4571
Gannon Mark PO Box 696
Hanley Maura RD4 Box 12le
Hend Brian K PO Box 596
Hoffner Doris M PO Box 4346
Horvath Michael G RR5 Box 5579
Keesge Susan L PO Box 952
Kiliszek Adam RR8 Box 4015
Kraeutler Bruce G RR6 Box 6486a
Kraft Karen A PO Box 596
Lugo Alberto B 36 Pine Ct
Maddox Mabel M Rte 1 Box 116
Martz Patricia A RR5 Box 5641Russell Dr
Mount Charles E RR5 Box 5554
Ognibene Sharon 232 Tr Dr
Pasquale Joe RR3 Box 3310
Puzio Lewis PO Box 941
Reborchick Linda F PO Box 503
Shannon Victoria K 101 D Maple Terr
Sinatra Eugene 20 Mountainview Terr
Smith Jean 3548 RR3 Box 3548 N
Toledo Alberto 9 Oakview Ct
Waxter Kevin 25 Whipporwill Dr
Weiss Mollie, Max RR6 Box 6487c
Williams Robert D Jr, Bonnie L RR1 Box 1787a Spruce Rd
Sciota Pa 18354
Clark Leon Box 598
Lynch Virginia HCR1 Box 230 Kohler Rd
Paugh Steven HCR 1 Box 173
Robinson Deborah F Box 598
Tag Bertha E HCR1 Box 230 Kohler Rd
Scotrun Pa 18355
Campbell Edwin, Frances 1289 Scotrun Dr
Goitia Melvin E PO Box 1
Mackowiak Aldona Stamper PO Box 83
Rubi Jose F RR1 Box 569a
Yuhas Dennis A RR1 Box 119
Zellerjohns Brenda 595 Scott Run Ave
Shawnee On Delaware Pa 18356
Carney Timothy M PO Box 451
Correa Erik PO Box 405
Cregar Gary C PO Box 539
Soehngen John PO Box 384
Wyckoff Pamela PO Box 335
Stroudsburg Pa 18360
Ahmad Sairah 1220 W Main St
Axworthy Julian 808 Wedgewood Lake Dr
Badner Murray 1170 W Main St
Baldwin Peter J 1086 Dreher Ave Rear
Bang Sok Ho PO Box 1830
Banks Florence 201 Greenwood Xing
Barnes Mildred RR3 Box 3298a
Barrett White Shai 5401 Shelbrooke Dr
Bond William C, Dorothy J 1030 Mountain Rd
Boyd Keith 910 Scott St
Brown Jimmie L 608 Harvest Dr
Burke Donald E, Tammi L 608 Sierra Trails Dr
Bush Calvin C III, Helen D RR1 Box 4002
Carr Madlyn 1128 Gdn St Apt 1
Cates Marsha 733 Bryant St
Cefarello Lisa Est of 26 Bridge St Apt 202
Chhabria Shradhasonia, Bhavna 66 Wildflower Cir
Claffey John 1012 Main St Apt 2
Coman Charles A RR5 Box 5214
Conflitti Donald J PO Box 1277
Cramer Anna F 523 Pleasant Ave
Cullen Paul R 16 Helen St
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Davis Claretta G 100 Ed Christine Dr Creekview Apts Apt 4−E
Davis Sarah S RD5 Box 5107
Davis Viola L C/O Lucinda Jackson Executrix 801 Pin Oak Rd
Deamara Anthony 306 Oakwood Ave
Diolosa Nunzio 2 Overlook Dr
Dolan Kathleen, Gerard 24 Cir Dr
Eilenberger Beverly 737 Ann St
Fenner Ernice R 2 Rd
Ferreras Edward 206 Freda Dr
Filipkowski Kimberly S 580 Oak St
Fiske Judith C RD7 Box 7529
Flanery Amelia M 5303 N Easton Belmont Pike
Flannery Thomas 5303 N Easton Belmont Pike
Gamache Paul PO Box 902
Garbarino Ginger 17 Franklin Hill Rd
Giacobbe Patricia A Estate of Marianne Hinrichs 513 Sarah St
Glancy Trust RR5 Box 5156
Guelho Tony 8603 Marjorie Ln
Hagerty Mae E RR15 Box 6433
Haynes Kenneth 5832 Wind
Heller Gordon C 1080 RR W Main St
Hodgson Mary J 11 Linden St
Hoffner Edward RD5 Box 5107
Hurd Joanne 710 Yoke Tr
Ibrahim M 631 Rosemond Ave
Jones Zak A RR1 Box 1377
Jordan Donald, Linda 47 Manor Dr
Joyce Mary J RR1 Box 4003
Kareva Valentina 33 Hickory Ln
Keim Philip 309 Colbert St Apt 143f
Kent Morgan 304 Willow Run
King James 827 Scott St
Knox Kathryn S 422 Stokes Mill Rd
Kopp Kristin A Box 63764
Kowalyshyn Mary A Trust 714 Sarah St
Krueger Wayne J 57 Tree Top Tr
Kunkle Nevin A 1187 W Main St
Laakso Margaret 105 Geneva Dr
Lannon Thomas Jr 6 Box 6383a
Leap Gary D RD5 Box 5181
Lee David O 720 Ave C
Lee Gilliland 201 Fox Creek Rd
Lewis Diane 118 Broad St
Lozier Scott RR7 Box 7778
Lubanski Audrey RR7 Box 7726a
Lucci Dominick 914 Acker Rd
Lutjens Grace 4520 Lower Cherry Valy Rd
Makulski Adam D 60 Storm St
Mastrobuoni Todd D 45 Pine Park Rd
Mccloskey Rosezelle 417 Oakwood Ave
Mcconnell Beulah S RD1 Box 1373
Mclaughlin Thomas D PO Box 191
Mcney Ernest, Jean 733 Main St
Mellon Barbara Estate of C/O Atty Sean Mcgraw 41 N Main St Ste 415
Miller Harold L Jr 1130 Sweetfern Rd
Mischeshin Jennifer L 204 Akiba Rd
Molk Lydia M 1600 S Eado St
Mondel Margaret 1810 Laurel St
Murray Charles A 534 Main St
Nam Sung B 940 N 9th St
Narciso Mary A 5507 Shelbrooke Dr
Nicholson Margaret P O Box 407
Olivares Roxana 909 White St
Oliver Nannette J 1310 Village Dr
Olwyler Jay Peter C/O Atty Richard Deetz 1222 N 5th St
Olzinski Brian 1172a W Main St
Ore Ninette R 2 Rd
Pehr Maurice 728 Clermont Ave
Pierce Michael RR5 Box 5134
Piriczky Eric J 40 Woodcrest Blvd
Poppers Kelle Ann C/O Atty Richard Deetz 1222 N 5th St
Portz Bruce RR6 Box 6380a
Reish Claire V RD Box 5105D
Repsher Dolores 5509 Concord Dr
Riehm George Walters Motel 22 RR2 Box 2076
Rosemond Doris B PO Box 1144
Rote Neal S Jr, Kevin V 2011 Laurel St
Rusinski Anthony J C/O Virginia R Rusinski 6000 Running Valy Rd
Russo Frank PO Box 528 Trailer Park
Schiaffino Lauren L 1303 Seneca Trail
Schroeder Lorraine E, Robert F 1454b Rte 191 South
Schwechtje Nicholas C/O Pleasant Valy Manor 4227 Manor Dr
Seiple Evelyn D RR2 Box 267a
Seiple Steven J 418 Main St
Simpson Craig R RR7 Box 7753
Sinatra Eugene J PO Box 1107
Sluke Edna R RR3 Box 76b
Smith Elizabeth 1055 W Main St Apt 404
Smith Ethel RD5 Box 273
Srivastava Gauri S 64 Waverly Dr
Staples Elsie 20 N 9th St
Staples Maureen 1713 W Main St Apt 2
Stiles Daniel 33 Woodcrest Blvd
Stonbely Violet Estate of 104 Village Dr
Stout Scott W RR3 Box 3225e
Strausser Mary 38 Fawn Valy Park
Stumpp Clarence L 867 White St
Tamulis Catherine B RR7 Box 7500
Taylor Chris 67 Colonial Ct
Thompson Jacqueline B PO Box 1144
Titilayo Kolawale, Falana 341 Beaver Valy Rd
Transue Cynthia A 618 Sarah St
Trembly Deibler Christine 819 Ann St
Uzoukwu Agnes O 305 Paula Dr
Vargas Sarah Apt 601 26 Bridge St
Wallen Ann Z 18 Spruce Park
Weismeth Joseph 919 Main St Ste 1
West Dolores A RR2 Box 230
Wickham Thomas D 1201 Mazetti Rd
Willie Bradford E 104 N 2nd St
Yeisley Mary C 339 E Martin
Yost William R, Donald RR1 Box 9
Yost William R, James RR1 Box 9
Yost William R, Raymond RR 1 Box 9
Yost William R, Richard RR1 Box 9
Yost William R, Robert RR1 Box 9
Yost Ethel 609 Robeson St Apt 4
Zou Jinlong 505 Bryant St
Swiftwater Pa 18370
Crane Ian D Box 215
Dealmeida Yahmecha, Jose V HCR1 Box G6
Dombrowski Alexander HCR1 Box 51 Lake Dr
Hamblin Margaret D Box 215
Herbert Clifford PO Box 414
Mann John Edward PO Box 202
Tomasewski Christopher J PO Box 706
Weir Daniel 5 Starlight Ct
Tannersville Pa 18372
Belles Cecelia PO Box 273
Ciglar Suzanne M, Ronald M 6 Mcintosh Rd
Edwards Thomas F 906 Chestnut Oak Dr
First Choice Real Estate PO Box 345
Gibbins Jennifer R, Donald R C/O Linda Verwey RR1 Box 201
Goncalves Cecilia RR1 Box 1022
Goosay Sam RR1 Rt611
Grantham Donnell 33 Bon Sher Dr
Griffith David D RR1 234
Haney James A PO Box 864
Kresge Marilyn K RR7 Box 7674
Maitin S HC1 Box 698
Martin Clinton RR2 Box 4160a
Nachtigall Susan RR1 Box 186
Pomeroy Steven, Denise 367 Jennifer Ln
Spencer Joan E 21 Marcell Tr
Trapasso Vincent 41 Mountainview Dr
Villegas Laura 14 Birch Hill Dr Pa
Walck Bert 22 Cobble Creek Dr
Warner Richard L PO Box 569
Tobyhanna Pa 18466
Allen Kim T 521 Runnymeade Ln
Anaya Juana 1048 Knollwood Dr
Aracena Yolanda 7198 Parkview Dr
Beras Jonathan W 11 Ryan Rd
Bianco Cynthia E 7672 Diane Ct
Bratchie Harry W 305 Renaissance Ln
Braxton Howard, Dawn PO Box 7
Brosnahan Barbara M 6103 Apache Trail
Campbell Dorothy A 9722 Acorn Ln
Candelaria Candida 2610 Dorset Rd
Castillo Gabriel D 4754 Brentwood Dr
Castro Cheryl Ann 1776 Rolling Hills Dr
Caulkner Roland, Brenda 8684 Country Place Dr Lot 377
Champion Geraldine 3652 Rosewood Ln
Cheslow Miriam R 248 Lakeview Dr
Chever Minerva 6127 Cherokee Trail
Comaianni Accursio 9837 Deerwood Ter
Daniels Christophe 3118 Cotswald Rd
Decastro William J 6030 Boardwalk Dr
Decker Peter S 324 Little Billy Ln
Evans Mike 2709 Starlight Terr
Feeney Paul 485 K Aka 1822 Fairhaven Dr
Fennell George R Jr, Nancy H 626 Lakeside Dr
Fiouris Nicholas 109l Knollwood Dr
Francois Helge G 6373 Baltic Ter
Frey Elizabeth 4591 Briar Cliff Tr
Gadsden Eric Benjamin PO Box 873
George Edmund 9562 Millwood Dr
Gerrity Florence Y Maureen E PO Box 266
Gooden James 9171 Brandywine Ter
Greaves Lloyd, Aisha 6453 Mrvn Gdns F178
Inglese Lawrence D 2318 Hamlet Dr Pocono Farms East
Kolbinskie Larry PO Box 363 3312 Cotswald Rd
Kulikowski Slawomir, Iwona A 5527 Sioux Crescent
Leak Reginald 94 37 Juniper Dr
Lemley Elaine N 6563 Locust Ln
Maloney Bradley P, Peggy 9288 Bluebird Ct
Mapp Brian N 74 Overlook Dr
Mccain Millicent 9344 Fairmont Dr
Mccoy Andrew Lee 6103 Apache Trail
Mindez Camille 1026 Knollwood Dr
Mulcachy Gertrude M 5021 Country Club Dr
Mulcachy Paul Jr Trust 5021 Country Club Dr
Mullen Lorraine C/O Doyle 5406 Ridgefield Dr
North Sondra 2860 Doe Ln
Ortiz Edwin 9366 Fairmount Terr
Ortiz Houser Shirley 213 Glen Ridge Rd
Paul Charles H 7370 Ventnor Dr
Perkins Lee 7419 Ventnor Dr
Potts Alyson 8603 Country Place Dr
Pryor Loretta Pocono Farms 5976 Iroquois St
Reyes Leida 3083 Briarwood Dr
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Rieara Leopold, Malvina 1817 Fairhaven Dr
Rivera Myrna 7908 Sleepy Hollow Dr
Robinson Herman L 9634 Stony Hollow Dr
Rodriguez Caridad F 1668 Marina Dr
Sattler Henry Box 218
Scales Roberta M 1706 Rolling Hill Dr
Schlegel Dennis W 160 Pocono Hts Rd
Schlieman Virginia Est of 7810 Country Place Dr
Sombers Richard, Joan 2706 Echo Lake Rd
Tapp Jacqueline A, Everett A 1709 Rolling Hills Dr
Thatcher Nicholas 5430 Ridgefield Dr
Thomas Cynthia 129 Prospect St
Tirado Francisco 1527 Black Birch Way
Vazquez Alberto 1990 Cristy Ct
Venedam Robert PO Box 241
Vergara Tomas 4518 Briarcliff Tr
Walsh Marie 324 Little Billy Ln
Warren David J 28b Buck Run
Washington Elijah W C 9589 Millwood Dr
Weinhardt Ivan N PO Box 593
Williams Ronald A 216 Laurel Dr
Wing Chester A, Bryce M 5458 Jennifer Ln
Montgomery County
Abington Pa 19001
Angotti Donna M 1584 Old York Rd
Austin Alicia 1704 Ferndale Ave
Barts William N 1720 Webster Ave
Beer World 1409 Easton Rd
Benedict Diane 1552 Osbourne Ave
Betz Monica 1527 Ferndale Ave
Bondarik Mary 1928 Susquehanna Rd
Born Eleanor H, Edward K 1915 Acorn Ln
Brinkheide William H 1343 Fitzwatertown Rd
Campolei Joseph 1717 Tucker Ave
Cheng Wei Chun 1823 Old Orchard Rd Apt 2
Conway Eleanor, Joseph 2026 E Sergeant St
Cooper John 1815 Horace Av
Cosandier Susanne 2061 Susquehanna Rd
Custer Roger 2123 Ridgeview Ave
Dallas Josh Dallas Landscaping PO Box 166
Dcr Environmental Svcs Inc 1574 Old York Rd
Debernardo Silvana 2474 Lafayette Ave
Dimaria Carl 2474 Lafayette Ave
Douwes Francoise W Sunrise 1801 Susquehanna Rd
Douwes Karel 1888 Edge Hill Rd
Dunn Rita 1585 Rockwell Rd
Entine Diane 1865 Ambler Rd
Escudero Sharon A 1116 Old York Rd Apt 1b Apt 405
Fisher Eileen P 2309 Woodland Rd
Fitzpatrick Patric 1500 York Rd
Foik George, Nan 2751 Jenkintown Rd
Giordano Carla D 1047 Huntingdon Rd
Griffis Steven 2323 Heston St
Griffith Thomas 1100 Tyson Ave Apt 810
Grosscup Ruth B 1617 Huntingdon Rd
Hazard Stacie L 2059 Old Welsh Rd
Holloway Richard, Nona 2123 Maplewood Ave
Hunnicutt Lisa G 2314 Patton Rd
Jones J Est, Joseph 2425 Avondale Ave
Jones Walter 1543 Lukens Ave
Kane Daniel M 1408 Highland Ave
Karle Kim 2816 Miriam Ave
Kehan Kathleen D 3 Township Line R
Leicht Frances Joseph Foley 1915 Guernsey Ave
Linker Alan 2113 Rubicam Ave
Lukas Richardson Mary Linda, Karol 1825 Clayton Rd
Mackus Jane C 1062 Hollytree Rd
Mayers Nancyann 1086 Tyson Ave
Mcdaniel Doris M 1854 Woodland Rd
Mcintyre John 1236 Highland Ave
Meketon Norman T 1801 Susquehanna Rd 233 Sunrise of Abington
Mudy Karol 2323 Heston St Apt A6
Najib Soufiane Administrator 960 Old York Rd Ste 201
Newton Brian D 1711 Edgehill Rd
Nolan Louise 1928 Susquehanna Rd
Nutkowitz Marni 1427 Shoemaker Rd
Overbrook Food Center Inc 2742 Norman Rd
Santiago Miguel 1211 Edgehill Rd
Sauveur Carl 1124 Wilson Ave
Sciarrino Andrew 1323 Wunderland Rd
Sefiane Hafida Est 960 Old York Rd Suite 201
Seponl c/o Tammy Hoffman 1933 Lower State Rd
Spause Mitchell S, Maureen 1656 Old York Rd Fl 2
Spoge Liga 1549 Edgewood Ave
Staniszewski Danuta 2426 Avondale Ave
Steele Donald R 1831 Guernsey Ave
Step By Step Daycare 2450 Hamilton Ave
Stern Sylvia Pinkser 1801 Susquehanna Rd Apt 311h
Thomas John P 1251 Rosemont La
Zoslaw Bertram J 1593 Williams Rd
Ambler Pa 19002
Abberton Vincent P 964 Whitney Ln
Adams Richard C, J Luther 202 Stout Rd
Adams Violet M, Walter J Tennis Ave
Alio Alberta E 210 Trinity Av A4
Alpha Omega Social Services Inc PO Box 194
Ambers Robert G 1 Douglas St
Anand Ajay 340 Franklin Ct
Ash Joan 440 Dogwood Dr
Axelrod Andrew L C/O Robert B Axelrod 4 Russell Pl
Axelrod Robert B 4 Russell Pl
Barbour Carleton J 37 Greystone Rd
Barclay Group Inc 323 Norristown Rd
Baur Phillip J Jr 1114 Ashbridge Ct
Bautista Ernestino 4 Race St
Beahan Christopher J 2705 Navajo Path
Behrle Beatrice A 1249 Heather Rd
Billings Sumner G, Helen 1858 Ft Washington Ave
Bincarousky Michael 529 Cedar Hill Rd
Blcok Celeste The Meadows of Lower Gwynedd 6a
Bloss Rosemarie 514 S Bethlehem Pike
Boettcher Axel K 300 Brookside Ave
Boyd Lauren 1638 Ludwell Dr
Braccia Vito N 184 Fairway Rd
Brady Alyce L 174 S Bethlehem Pike Apt B2
Bromley Evelyn Eyre Box 248
Brown Darnetta L 221 Morris Rd
Brunner Joseph 2110 Lincoln Dr East
Budd Virginia P, Peter C 1600 Clair Martin Pl
Cain Michelle E, Susan E 109 Bridle Ln
Carey Kenneth E, Ella A 1101 E Butler Pike
Castro Erotildes D 390 Rail Rd Ave
Celeste Perla Csr Montco Reporting Svc 1000 Gypsy Hill Rd
Chakmakian Ann M 206 E Mt Pleasant Ave
Charles P Carmody Associates Po Box 525 809 Polplar Ct
Chioda Michael H C/O Donna Hennessey 422 Hayward Rd
Chiriano George W, Mary 418 Renfrew Ave
Chung Hack R Md 273 Woodcock Ln
Cooper Devin 109a Locust St
Cooper Elena R, Devin 109a Locust St
Cover Margaret H 1576 Blair Ln
Crean Mary M 150 N Bethlehem Pike Apt B102
Creed Linda 1425 Schirra Dr
Cross Edgar 7247 Beech Rd
Crowley Paul 810 Bell Ln
Cullen Raymond T 1103 Ashridge Ct
Cutilli Ben 803 Nesbitt Rd
Dawson Edward 625 Montgomery Rd
Del Popolo Josephine D 319 Rosemary Ave
Dellaquardia Gary 1413 Lincoln Dr W
Depaul John M 417 Ellerslie Ave
Derro Fred 54 Church St
Diaz Pedro C 414 Reilrd Av
Doan Hanh Nhon 405 Highgate Rd
Drossner Eric 41 Cadwalader Ct
Duerr Harry W Po Box 263
Eisenha Milton E Meadowbrook Ave
Ellerson Keith 612 Cedar Hill Rd
Episcopal Hospital Laboratory Front St & Lehigh Ave
Epstein Stephen L 1425 Schirra Dr
Feliciani Joan L 139 Mattison Ave
Fields James I 1803 Monroe Ln
Fisher Christopher 208 Bolton Ct
Fisher Dorothy E 301 Norristown Rd Apt G205
Gerhardt James 41 N Spring Gdn St
Glemser Eric 209 Fairway Rd
Glenn John G Jr, Miriam R 206 Tupelo Grove
Glick Ronald E 1625 Dillon Rd
Goldkamp Thomas G 186 S Main St
Gund Company Retirement PO Box 179 2121 Walton Rd
Hamilton John W 728 Norristown Rd 17−D
Hanh Nhon Doan 405 Highgate Rd
Harris George T 1630 Dillon Rd
Hennessey Donna 422 Hayward Rd
Hesch Mary Louise 1000 W Welsh Rd
Hibbs Rhea H 1228 W Welsh Rd
Hill Charles T Jr 31 Detweiler Ln
Hill Elizabeth K 352 Valy Brook Rd
Hunter Timothy 308 W Maple Ave
Jablokov Stephanie V PO Box 120
James Carlton B 1531 Aidenn Lair Rd
James Evelyn 1531 Aidenn Lair Rd
Johnson Evelyn C 324 W Maple St
Johnson Stephanie 837 W Butler Pike
Jup Inc 1211 S Bethlehem Pike
Kalender Sharlene S 5 Sweetwater Cir
Kennedy Miles Thomas 19 Detweiler Ln
Kerper Timothy 417 Knight Rd
Kim Kyoung S 1701 Smedley Ct
Kituskie Michael J, Kristen 14 Schiavone Dr
Klevecz Patricia 1231 Carnigan Ct
Koch Brian M 425 Ellerslie Ave
Koenig Mary K 728 Norristown Rd Apt F201
Kramer Rosalie M Est of 504 Loch Alsh Ave
Krause Hunt Verna 501 N Bethlehem Pike Apt 4c
Kustra Diana 9 Windsor Cir
Laessig Public Adjusters Inc Mark Laessig 1158 Wedge Way
Lasalle Univ Nursing Alumni 14 Sweetwater Cir
Lee Young Kwon 304 Tyler Ct
Lenihan Thomas J Jr 250 N Ridge Ave
Lewis Deborah Lynn 438 Marion Ave
Lewis Timothy M 513 Montgomery Rd
Licht Philip M 214 Wooded Ln
Lipsius Jacqueline, Martin S 1405 Sumneytown Pike
Lukens Dorothy C B208 Spring House Estates PO Box 901
Luskin Brianna M 281 E Butler Ave
Lynam John B, Sue A 174 S Bethlehem Pike Apt A8
Mackell Grace Elizabeth, Virginia Z 1861 Dillon Rd
Madden Charles L 21 Conwell Dr
Maiter Elizabeth 308 Mattison Ave
Maiter Elizabeth S, Alan E 308 Mattison Ave
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Marcovitz Jennifer 210 Clover La
Mcalary Phyllis 112 Stout Rd
Mcaleer Katherine Est of 1103 Ashridge Ct
Mcaleer Katherine, Michael 1561 Campus Dr
Mccarthy Susannah C 560 Argyle Ave
Mcdaniels Tracy B 23 N Spring Gdn St
Mcdonald James 332 Casals Pl
Mcginley Michael 612 Argyle Av
Mcginn John J 54 Cavendish Dr
Mclaughlin Gregory 201 S Main St
Mcnulty Theresa 615 Loch Alsh Ave
Metzler Rose D 751 Wright Dr
Michie David 333 Sun Valy Dr
Mignone Sylvia 108 E Mount Pleasant Ave
Mitsch Joseph D 1537 Dillon Rd
Moneglia Deborah A 405 Bannockburn Ave
Moon Tavern 1101 Horsham Pike
Moran James J 1437 Dublin Rd
Morton Myra 291 W Mount Pleasant Ave
Moya Hector A 111 Church St
Murray Jane 139 Reiffs Mill Rd
Napoli Americo 103 Locust St
Nguyen Thi Thu Thuy C/O Yuanming Guan 1405 Joel Dr
Nicolet International Ltd Wissahickon Ave
Norton Dennis 713 Cedar Hill Rd
Notoris Rose M 139 Mattison Ave
Oberst Frederick C/O Blumberg Financial Svc 714 N Bethlehem Pike Ste 200
Opella Ellen J 1218 W Welsh Rd
Otoolestewart Meghan M 125 Forest Ave Apt 6b
Owen Dorothy L 301 Norristown Rd Apt O106
Pagnotto A 728 Norristown Rd
Palmer Dorothy K 727 Lawrence Ln
Parker Gwendolyn 1259 Appalachin Rd
Peyton Barbara Ann 728 Norristown Rd Apt D105
Pfeifer Jane H Springhouse Estates 728 Norristown Rd Apt F 203
Pollard John B 347 Woodland Ave
Portney Kevan Brooks, Nancy Stuart 1612 Kings Cir
Purnell Chris 907 Llanfair Rd
Quillinan Elizabet Po Box 6408w Butler
Rama Michael 1619 Ludwell Dr
Renninger Kendall S Spring House Estates 728 Norristown Rd B111
Rickert Anna C/O Cathy Wagner 250 N Bethlehem Pike
Rickmeyer Phyllis 27 Cadwalader Ct
Ritchey Susan L 501 N Bethlehem Pike Apt 13f
Rizzuto George 1809 Carmel Pl
Roberto Salvatore 189 Water St
Robinson John 704 Kyle Ln
Rossmeisl Ronald J Jr 329 Fairview Av
Scheibner Ruth M 1654 E Butler Pike
Schenot Malcolm R 1401 Rose Valy Wa
Schreiber Helen 728 Norristown Rd
Sclarow Stuart Luminosity 1430 Jonathan Way
Scott Ronald H, Craig H 745 Hemingway Dr
Sensenig Carl J, Paul 229 N Main St
Shultz Thomas 1703 Hilliard Ct
Small Richard J 1416 Ft Washington
Smith Jane R, Mary J 170 Greenwood Ave
Smith Joseph E 28 S Springgdn St
Solo Mildred D Att Richard D Solo 321 Harner Dr
Stewart James M Jr 10 Morris Rd
Stitzinger Glenn L Springhouse Est Apt D112 728 Norristown Rd
Stover Sensor Controls Inc 608 N Bethlehem Pike
Strainick Louise S 1776 Ft Washington Ave
Sullivan Marion L 1437 Dublin Rd
SW Sports Inc 1211 Bethlehem Pi
Sweeney Anna V, Con 19 Beth Dr
Thompson Elizebeth A Butler Pike M R
Thompson John J Butler Pike M R 3
Thompson Joyce P 301 Norristown Rd Apt G205
Thompson Stanton Jr 1525 Temple Dr
Thompson Vanessa 428 Railrd Ave
Tropiano Nicolette M, Anna May 1036 Woods Ln
Vacante Frank 2203 Navajo Path
Wagner Earle Keller 1225 Hoffman Rd
Wallace Joseph W 3 Baron Ln
Watson George M 218 N Spring Gdn St
Weierbach Richard H 1015 Stonebridge Rd
Wilkinson Skippack Co Midatlantic Mgmt 25 W Skippack Pike Ste 105
William J Bryers Trust 735 Bell Ln
Williams Dougla Jr 1201 Hunt Seat Dr
Winter Henry W, Ruth B PO Box 3034
Wood Jerry 514 Loch Alsh Ave
Zankman Henrietta 1001 Quinard Ct
Zeigler Earl F 117 Bridle Ln
Zornick Michael J, Marian C 311 Beechmont Rd
Audubon Pa 19403
An Sang H Sang Hee An 2820 Audubon Village Dr #143
Anderson Kiersten 15 Lark Ln
Assoc of Chinese Bioinformaticians 2415 Harrier Dr
Bell Margaret S 11 Featherbed Ln
Candello Alfred B 3017 Peacock Dr
Cooper Todd Lot 12 1505 Pintail Dr
Cubbin Jody 2909 Pheasant Run Rd
Dubay Amit 2828 Egypt Rd Apt E101
Elite Rehab Solutions 2820 Audubon Village Dr Ste 330
Fox Arthur J 19 Lee Rd
Geltz Charles G 1025 Shearwater Dr
Higgins Camilla Vance 1910 Black Hawk Ci
Landon Enterprises Inc 166 William Penn Dr
Liebert Peter S Jr, Peter S 2807 Apple Valy Ln
Malguth Mark 9 Knottywood Knls
Meddaugh Ilmi A Est 11204 Shannon Dell Blvd
Moore Anastasia 716 Mockingbird Ln
Nase Aloysius J Jr, Sarah A, Tyler A 2801 Egypt Rd
Pennsylvania Resources 2865 Eagleville Rd
Proclinical Inc c/o Janet A Righter 1000 Madison Ave 1st Floor
Reiff George C 616 Meadowlark Rd
Ryan C P 2816 Audubon Village Dr
Sontingco Sarah M 522 Mill Rd
Spillane Cynthia N 4023 Redwing Ln
Blue Bell Pa 19422
1527 Yt LLC PO Box 1567
Abbate Ronald R 711 Amberley Dr Apt 711
Angela Allenatonna Allen 326 St Andrews Place
Apter Carl PO Box 606
Ar Resources 1777 Sentry Pkwy West Towne Building
Balban Larry Tr Ua 13−Nov−63 59 Highgate Ln
Baldassano Marisa C/O Baldassano Dermatopatholog 828 Creekview Dr
Barsanti Amy 589 Skippack Pike Ste 300
Behr Celeste 583 Village Cir
Belser Paul 1660 Chadwyck Pl
Berkowitz Marvin B 1400 Union Meetonmng Rd Ste 20
Bincarousky Michael 589 Skippack Pike Ste 300
Block Behr Celeste 583 Village Cir
Brittany Square Ltd Ste 200 585 Skippack Pike
Brown Jessie R 1673 Daws Rd
Bruckstein Shirley 111 Bay Hill Dr
Builder Software Tools PO Box 1022
Burgoyne Michael J, Mary L 589 Fawnview Cir
Burgoyne Mary L 589 Fawnview Cir
C&D Charter Power Systems 1400 Union Meeting Rd
Career Concepts Inc Accounts Receivable Department
Carr Patrick, Megan A 1295 Perri Place
Carr Shane Franis, Megan 1295 Perri Place
Case Katherine L 484 Norristown Rd Ste 100
Casey John J 1400 Union Meeting Rd Ste 202
Caso Michael A 107 Spyglass Drrve
Charles Schwab 845 Cathcart Rd
Chen Ying PO Box 1567
Cherry Robert 176 Canterbury La
Cheung Kin Chan PO Box 1567
China Kitchen Equip PO Box 1567
Cohen Paula 136 Birkdale Dr
Connell James Patrick 126 Evergreen Ct
Cook Peter H Sr, Joan E 1477 Sullivan Dr
Cook And Young Industries PO Box 743
Cook Susanne P 1201 Butler Pike
Corporate Call Center 1400 Union Mtg Rd Ste 202
Corporate Call Center Inc 1400 Union Meeting Rd Ste 20
Cox Cynthia A PO Box 125
Cullihan Jennifer D, Todd D 830 Hoover Rd
Davis Karen M 409 Whitpain Hills
Deegan Bernadette M 1112 Whitpain Hills
Deming Andrew 549 Skippack Pike
Diamond Medical Svcs Inc 906 Deerpath Rd
Dillon Eleanor 1639 Larchwood Dr
Dion Alan H 1400 Union Meeting Rd
Donnelly Kenneth 163 Canterbury Ln
Dorman James D 1400 Union Meeting Rd
Dresnin Jill 1907 Cherrie Cir
Esposito Anthony F Jr, Ellen 973 Hickory Dr
Esposito Sally 123 Macklenburg Dr
Essick Barr LLC 460 Norristown Rd
Excel Fuel Service Inc PO Box 100
Federal Settlement Group Inc 107 Inverrary Dr
Frechette Jesse 213 Crystal Ct
Freedom Calls Foundation 2104 1 Whitpain Hills
Fulmer Anna C/O John Blanch 512 Township L
Gaskins Annie, Otis 1039 Wissichakon Av
Giamo Frances M 886 Crestview Dr
Gibbons Seamus P 589 Fawnview Cir
Gillard Beulah 2 Devonshires Ct
Goshen Terrace Condos PO Box 1036
Graff Bernard S 1077 Wagon Rd
Gunn Deborah 1062 Trewellyn Ave
Haddad Catherine L 1400 Union Meeting Rd Ste 202
Han Kwang Y 5b Sentry Pw
Harman Leonard P, Brett 130 Doral Dr
Harris Thomas R Box 444
Hashemian Firoozeh 1780 Concord Ct
Hassan Jay 1900 Yorkshire Dr
Henkels & Mccoy Inc Academy 985 Jolly Rd
Henkels Mccoy Inc 985 Jolly Rd Sherry Scandone
Hirsh Lola W Normandy Farms Apt A 205 Box 1108
Holiday Connections Limited 1560 Wick Ln 1707
Humphries Walter W Jr 921 Penllyn Blue Bell Pike
Hunter John 1037 West Ave
Ilyas Asif 104 Bay Hill Dr
Independence Blue Cross PO Box 1125
Jarrell Randy M Deck Motel 602 Dekalb Pike Rm 18
John S Posen Inc 1214 Skippack Pike
Jonas Wendy M 81 Windermere Dr
Jorchet Sa\C C/O Richard J Levinson Cpa 205 Canterbury Ct
Julian Therese 1875 Meredith Ln
Jun Soo C 165 Brochant Cir
Keller Audrey 30 Norristown Rd
Kelly Diane F 482 Norristown Rd Ste 200
Kranjec Michael M 116 Amberley Dr
Larrea Phyllis A 1515 Dekalb Pike Ste 100
Lee Robert E 1270 Holstein Ct
Lenz Harry E 581 Skippack Pike
Lilley Joseph 112 Cheshire Dr
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Lin Ching Y 1225 Horseshoe Dr
Ling Chiang Liang H PO Box 1567
Liotta Patricia Ann, Philip Louis 1202 Mcdivitt Dr
Lma Architects LLC 921 Penllyn−Bluebell Pike
Ludman Lillie 62 Norristown Rd
Ludwig Turnoff Life Ins Trust 653 Skippack Pike Ste 320
Luxton Arthur Gwyneed Ave
M&T Bank 694 Dekalb Pike
Mach Mining 512 Township Line Rd Two Valy Sq Ste 110
Maiale Michael A, Jeanne 845 Cathcart Rd
Maiale John A 971 Netherwood Dr
Maiale Michael 845 Cathcart Rd
Marcus Scott 109 Birkdale Dr
Markovitz Michael 415 Walmere Way
Mcclendon Gavalick Settlement Fund 1 Valy Sq Ste 250
Mccurry Dennis C/O Johns Eastern Co PO Box 38
Mcdevitt John J 589 Fawnview Cir
Mcdonalds PO Box 309
Mckeever Kristine 12 Bridle Ln
Mckelvey Elizabeth S 1061 Dekalb Pike
Merlo Daniel P 1280 Holstein Ct
Millan Moore Keith James 105 Glen Eagles Dr
Miller Megan 240 Megan Cir
Miller Rosanne 326 Saint Andrews Pl
Mitchell Gladys M 564 Skippack Pk
Mormando Joey IV, Joe III 1937 Lasalle Rd
Muhammad Yusuf F 503 Wick Ln
Neal Christina B, Traci D 1665 Thayer Dr
Of S Harlem Storage Partners 1787 Sentry Pkwy W
Ohanlon Vera C 921 Greenbriar Dr
Oreilly Suzy 350 Skippack Pike
Oshea Popp Patricia Est of 18 Sentry Pkwy W Ste 300
Pace John 1880 Ferguson Ln
Partners Specialty Group PO Box 1810
Paul Alvin 1205 Twin Silo Dr
Pennington Carolyn E 1787 Sentry Pkwy W Bdg 16 Ste 400
Quigley Frank Morris Rd
Quigley Girtrude Morris Rd
Rafetto Susan 1396 Cernan Ln
Randolph Dorothy C/O Peggy Baraldi Intervention Assocs 1777 Sentry Pkwy W Ste
210
Remfore Patricia C/O Johns Eastern Co PO Box 38
Riley Jean 2120 Twin Silo Dr
RMC Corporate Plan 814 Skippack Pike
Rosenfeld Stuart Michael, Lester 3 Pastern Ln
Santos Henrietta 10 Springhouse Ln
Seponara Fred C, Rose F 1630 Governors Way
Serhan Samir Selas Fluid Porcesing Corp 5 Sentry Pkwy E #204
Silver Brett 204 Hazeltine Cir
Simon Fern 960 Hedgerow Ct
Simon Terry I 653 Skippack Pike Ste 320
Simons John C Est of, Ann B C/O Law Offices of Edmund P Bu 910 Harvest Dr Ste
110
Sinar Kencana Incorp 504 Foxcroft Dr
Slanina Patricia 141 Doral Dr
Steele Jason 583 Village Cir
Storage Investors LLC 1787 Sentry Pkwy W Bldg 16 Ste 400
Streeter Anthony J 490 Mallard Cir
Suburban Army Navy 1617 Thayer Dr
Super Fresh Rte 202 73 Ctr Sq Plz
Taglianetti John 1521 Narcissa Rd
Talley Josephine, Edward 1032 West Ave
Talley Robert 1032 West Ave
Tico Ste 3100 475 Sentry Pkwy E
Triple Threat Communications Attn Timothy C Frank C/O Fresnak & Assoc LLP Box
66
Trobaugh Benson L 1405 Meadow Dr
United Stor All Centers 1787 Sentry Pkwy West
Unitek Usa 1777 Sentry Pkwy West 302
Unitek Usa Attn: Joshua Jones 1777 Sentry Pkwy W Ste 302
Unitek Usa LLC 1777 Sentry Pkwy West Gwynedd
Villa Serena Financial Diana Morrison 1425 Union Meeting Rd
Viola Construction 1533 Skippack Pike
Viola Donna M 1533 Skippack Pike
Wachovia Dealer Service 1400 Union Meeting Rd
Wantman Stuart 230 Winged Foot Dr
Watkins Marjorie C 1086 Trewellyn Ave
Watson James D, Carrie 1690 Pulaski Dr
Weychert Dorothy L Normandy Farms Es
Whitpain Hills Shut Off Whitpain Hills Shut Off 114 Whitpain Hills
Wiesler Nancy Y 1777 Sentry Pkwy W Dublin Hall Ste 210
Wiesler Nancy Y 1777 Sentry Pkwy W Ste 210
Wilbur Christopher, Karla 1787 Sentry Pkwy Bldg 16
Wilfong Norma 1382 Spruce St
William Sell & Assoc 653 Skippack Pike Bluebell West Ste 20
Williams Emily W 640 Sentry Pkwy
Williams Helen C 1302 Union Mtg Rd
Williamson Hospitality 6198 Butler Pike
Williamson Owen W Md PO Box 383
Wismer Richard E 602 Dekalb Pike
Woldow Sonia B C/O John E Link Ea 790 Penllyn Blue Bell Pike Ste
Yearby Vickie L 1002 Elmway Cir
Zhi Song Ng PO Box 1567
Bridgeport Pa 19405
Adams Erin N 512 Dekalb St
Bearoff Mae E PO Box 37
Bell Mary Ellen PO Box 224
Carfagno John C, Rose 318 Grove St
Carmichael Rosalie, John 8 Apt 710 Green
Carter E B 311 E 4th St
Chendorain Mary J 33 2nd St
Coleman Glenn 723 Dekalb St
Cushman Mary B 332 Myers Rd
Daddario Veronica M 118 W Front St
Derry William 816 Dekalb St
Farag Aziz M 26 E Fth St Apt 3
Files Elizabeth 201 E 9th St Apt 4
Franzones Inc 501 Dekalb St
Freeman Kathleen 109 W 5th St
Goldstein Taverno Kristi 110 8th St
Green Claudia, William 529 Prospect Ave
Imperial Louis M 223 E 4th St
John Pizza 3rd St & Green St Sec 4
Jordan William, Penny 645 Grove St
Kehoe Associates Inc 57 E 4th St
Kidd William D Po Box 21
Lappin Rachel M 608 Dekalb St
Lattanze Theresa 543 Prospect Ave
Maertzig Amy 712 Beech Ct
Metropolitan Boiler & Heating PO Box 58
Peay Dennis A 21 W 6th St C
Peninsula Excess Insurance Brokers Inc 408 E 4th St Ste 304
Petticone Vincent, Jennie Union & Bush
Pizza Geraldine V 932 Ford St
Praskay Enis 649 Bush St
Reed Keith 330 W 3rd St
Reimer Jean Pierre 935 Ford St
Roberto Margaret C 231 Holstein St
Rogiano Anna 332 Grove St
Royle Christoph J 521 Hurst St
Ruggiano Carolyn 332 Grove St
Ruggiano Michele 1008a Dekalb St
Santucci Mary R 36 7th St
Shaffer Joseph P 518 Mill St
Snyder Kenneth 201 Mill St
Stouth Gary 710 Green St Apt 14
Szczepanski Walter Sr, Stanley, Walter 402 E Rambo St
Taverno Madelena 110 8th St
Trinsey Nathaniel 92 Dekalb St
United Heritage Mutual Life PO Box 224
Wendig Robert Daniel 525 Coates St
Zentz Adam 652 Bush St
Collegeville Pa 19425
Ackroyd Kevin J 52 Overlook Cir
Acom Marketing 352 E Main St
Almeida Daniel 3752 Ridge Pike
Andes Patricia M c/o Patricia Andes PO Box 71
Anwar Mahmood 315 Avon Ave
Archer Lindsay J, Donna J 3810 Township Line Rd
Aspen Technology 29 East Fourth Ave
Bayode Olalekan 500 Arcola Rd
Below Mark 207 Brandywine Rd
Berbako Louis 631 Boro Line Rd
Bernadin George S 647 Clayhor Ave
Bernadin John B c/o George S Bernadin 647 Clayhor Ave
Blatchford Lynne A 611 Buyers Rd
Blw Inc Corporate Headquarters 100 Springhouse Dr Suite 2
Bock Tracie 125 Iron Bark Ct
Boyd Eric 395 Bridge St
Bressi Anthony 245 Cider Mill Rd
Buff Carolyn N 7 Leatherwood Dr
Capuzzi Joyce 3 Forest Glenn Dr
Carnard Yvonne 130 Iron Bark Ct
Carr Andrew J Jr, Andrew I Sr 310 Countryside Ct
Castura Marialena 40 Sheffield Ct
Cohen Ruth F 1754 Morgan Ln
Collegeville Self Storage Inc 99 Second Ave
Cory Joseph W, Linda P 184 Lodle St
Crosley William 21 W 5th Ave
Cunningham Gavin M, Susan M 419 Melchior Place
Davis Clara M 901 E Main St 38
Deitcher Jan PO Box 26656
Didonato Vincent J Jr 320r Glad Way
Digiovanni Thomas 4174 Wingate Dr
Dobson Glenn L 568 Tawnyberry Ln Apt 44
Draper Teresa B, Mark 1412 Meadow View Ln
Du Haihua 3801 Vincent Dr
Farley William, Juel U 327 Sonnet Ln
Faulkner William S Inc 16 Moyer Rd
Ferdinand Anthony 745 Evansburg Rd
Ferdinand Anthony John 23 Ironwood Dr
Fontroy Derrick Dale I, Quilton J, Takiya S PO Box 244 Ay 7513
Gandhi Deepika, Nikhil 7002 Pleasant View Cir
Gerhold Carolyn M, Ethel H RD 1
Gibbons Eva M c/o Patricia Andes PO Box 71
Giffin Marietta L 696 Gravel Pike
Gill Betty P 113 Shetland Way
Glaxo Smith Kline c/o Rose Dickens 1250 S Collegeville Rd Up4405
Gopher Baroque Enterpris 80 Pechins Mill Rd Attn: Jon Costanza Ownr
Gotwals Ruth Wood 136 Mennonite Rd
Granoff Robert L, Helyn E 225 Evansburg Rd
Grant Scott 925 Mesa Ln
Griffin Milton 696 Gravel Pike
Grindle David B Jr, Tara P 454 Sorrel Ct
Group Brokerage Assoc 409 2nd Ave
Gunnett Ralph W Jr, Diane H PO Box 105 3531 Arcola Rd
Guyer Denise 120 Honey Locust
Hansen Gerald J III 214 Brandywine Rd
Heacock Anna A 950 Chestnut St
Hearthside Realtors 78 Second Ave
Heyl Robert L, Lynne M 814 Karlyn Ln
Hirose Nozomu Ursinus College PO Box 8000 Msc 1376
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Hontz Doris C 808 Hidden Forest Dr
Jezsik Louis 200 Campus Dr Cd2 4373
Jones James G 330 W 1st Ave
Kelly Sean Patrick 505 Andover Ln
Kilmartin S 128 Hawthorne Ct
Kovelski Kevin 111 Meadowland Dr
Kozlowski Patricia A 82 Longleaf Ct
Krajcirovic Thomas P II 35 Greystone Ct
Landmesser Inez 111 Honeylocust Ct
Lasorda William F 391 Wartman Rd
Life Tree Phcy Svcs Inc 3801 Germantown Pike Ste 107
Littleton Thomas R 119 Greenwood Ave
Loos Grace J, C W 22 Level Rd
Maris Stephen H, Susan M 127 Evansburg Rd
Mascaro James 339 Woodlyn Dr
Mccauley Jeffrey M 803 Dilworth Ln Pro Vw Con
Mcdermott Kathryn E, John W 207 Knox Dr
Mckenney Peter 646 Hamilton Ct
Mcmenamin Vicki Lynn, Joseph F 3956 Nancy Ln
Mcmillan Kimberly E 4224 Elm Ct
Med Path PO Box 5001
Mile Hill Seafood Inc 3846 Ridge Pike
Miller Keyser 8 East Main St
Moll Suzanne Lot 20 2 Brentft Ct
Monsell Michael J, Gage M 105 Adams Ln
Moser S 114 Sycamoect
Motsavage Phillip J, Karen H 497 Adrian Rd
Moyer Catherine, Howard Jr Meyer Rd
Muhsen Lubna I 638 Longwood Rd
Mulvany Katherine H, Katherine 901 E Main St 17
Murray Douglas D 211 Brandywine Rd
Peffer Clifford 631 Boro Line Rd
Phillips Frances E Columbia Ctg 34 901 E Main St
Phillips Wilbur R & Frances E Rev Trst Ua 01 22 92 Columbia Ctg 34 901 E Main St
Pincus Lemont 40 Sheffield Ct
Plus Health Savings Inc 555 2nd Ave Ste H 100
Porrecca John F 453 Franklin Ct
Proximity Technologies 1950 Butler Pike Pmb 101
Purcell John 3266 Mill Rd
Quest Diagnostics Inc 1201 S Collegeville Rd
Quest Diagnostics Inc PO Box 5001
Rakowski Lawrence J 3226 Stump Hall Rd Lot 9
Raphael Edward PO Box 26134
Rogers James 200 Paperbirch Dr
Russell Eugene F 293 Oaks School Dr
Salansky Steven 240 Hopwood Rd
Saleh Ziyad 638 Longwood Rd
Scheer Margaret H 3737 Kratz Rd
Shoemaker Eleanor, Barry 405 Bridge St
Skelly Shawn T 213 Bentley Dr
Small Elwood Am−9183 PO Box 244
Smith Lawrence 4215 Kriebel Mill Rd
Sobel Matthew M 332 Countryside Ct
T Williams Consulting 555 2nd Av D800 St1
T Williams Consulting 555 2nd Av D800 St3
Tarquinio Karen S 93 Trappe Rd
Taverna Danielle M, Diane M, Nicole M 4418 Meadowridge Cir
Thompson William Mcduffie 217 Forest Ln
Troilo Cheryl A 4173 Wingate Dr
Us Clearing Corp Ira 4210 Anita Dr
Varughese Thomas 811 Mount Airy Rd
Wackernagel Donald C, Joan S 1004 Brassington Dr
Walsh Frank S 500 Arcola Rd c/o Wyeth Research
Washington Mutual Home Loans Client 207 Brandywine Rd
Willow Creek Orchards 3220 Heebner Rd
Ye Lin 304 Speaker Pl
Zebrowski Carl A 4210 Anita Dr
Zhang Guojun 5010 Tomahawk Dr
Zheng Li 45 Hunt Club Dr
Zhou Xixi 321 Constitution Dr
Zhu Jialin 304 Speaker Pl
Zivie Ann 156 Royer Dr
Collegeville Pa 19426
Ackroyd Kevin J 52 Overlook Cir
Acom Marketing 352 E Main St
Almeida Daniel 3752 Ridge Pike
Andes Patricia M C/O Patricia Andes PO Box 71
Anwar Mahmood 315 Avon Ave
Archer Lindsay J, Donna J 3810 Township Line Rd
Aspen Technology 29 East 4th Ave
Bayode Olalekan 500 Arcola Rd
Below Mark 207 Brandywine Rd
Berbako Louis 631 Boro Line Rd
Bernadin George S 647 Clayhor Ave
Bernadin John B C/O George S Bernadin 647 Clayhor Ave
Blatchford Lynne A 611 Buyers Rd
Blw Inc Corporate Headquarters 100 Springhouse Dr Ste 2
Bock Tracie 125 Iron Bark Ct
Boyd Eric 395 Bridge St
Bressi Anthony 245 Cider Mill Rd
Brown Allison L 159 Harvard Dr
Buff Carolyn N 7 Leatherwood Dr
Callow Sarah J 24 W Main St
Capuzzi Joyce 3 Forest Glenn Dr
Carnard Yvonne 130 Iron Bark Ct
Carr Andrew J Jr, Andrew I Sr 310 Countryside Ct
Castura Marialena 40 Sheffield Ct
Cohen Ruth F 1754 Morgan Ln
Collegeville Self Storage Inc 99 2nd Ave
Cory Joseph W, Linda P 184 Lodle St
Crosley William 21 W 5th Ave
Cunningham Gavin M, Susan M 419 Melchior Place
Dave S Delaware Towing 6143 W Passyunk
Davis Clara M 901 E Main St 38
Deitcher Jan PO Box 26656
Didonato Vincent J Jr 320r Glad Way
Digiovanni Thomas 4174 Wingate Dr
Dobson Glenn L 568 Tawnyberry Ln Apt 44
Draper Teresa B, Mark 1412 Meadow View Ln
Du Haihua 3801 Vincent Dr
Farley William, Juel U 327 Sonnet Ln
Faulkner William S Inc 16 Moyer Rd
Ferdinand Anthony 745 Evansburg Rd
Ferdinand Anthony John 23 Ironwood Dr
Floyd Dorothy M, Glenn M 111 Royer Dr
Floyd Dorothy 111 Royer Dr
Fontroy Derrick Dale I, Quilton J, Takiya S PO Box 244 Ay 7513
Gandhi Deepika, Nikhil 7002 Pleasant View Cir
Gerhold Carolyn M, Ethel H Rd 1
Gibbons Eva M C/O Patricia Andes PO Box 71
Gibbons Sharron C/O Patricia Andes PO Box
Giffin Marietta L 696 Gravel Pike
Gill Betty P 113 Shetland Way
Glaxo Smith Kline C/O Attn: Rose Dickens 1250 S Collegeville Rd Up4405
Gopher Baroque Enterpris 80 Pechins Mill Rd Attn Jon Costanza Ownr
Gotwals Ruth Wood 136 Mennonite Rd
Granoff Robert L, Helyn E 225 Evansburg Rd
Grant Scott 925 Mesa Ln
Griffin Milton 696 Gravel Pike
Grindle David B Jr, Tara P 454 Sorrel Ct
Group Brokerage Associ 409 2nd Ave
Gunnett Ralph W Jr, Diane H PO Box 105 3531 Arcola Rd
Guyer Denise 120 Honey Locust
Hamlet Matthew 310 Speaker Place
Hansen Gerald J Iii 214 Brandywine Rd
Heacock Anna A 950 Chestnut St
Hearthside Realtors 78 2nd Ave
Heyl Robert L, Lynne M 814 Karlyn Ln
Hirose Nozomu Ursinus College Po Box 8000 Msc 1376
Hontz Doris C 808 Hidden Forest Dr
Jezsik Louis 200 Campus Dr Cd2 4373
Jones James G 330 W 1st Ave
Kelly Sean Patrick 505 Andover Ln
Kilmartin S 128 Hawthorne Ct
Kovelski Kevin 111 Meadowland Dr
Kozlowski Patricia A 82 Longleaf Ct
Krajcirovic Thomas P II 35 Greystone Ct
Landmesser Inez 111 Honeylocust Ct
Lasorda William F 391 Wartman Rd
Levin Isadore Richard Levin 806 W Main St Apt 6
Life Tree Phcy Svcs Inc 3801 Germantown Pike Ste 107
Littleton Thomas R 119 Greenwood Ave
Loos Grace J 22 Level Rd
Loss C W 22 Level Rd
Maris Stephen H, Susan M 127 Evansburg Rd
Mascaro James 339 Woodlyn Dr
Mccauley Jeffrey M 803 Dilworth Ln Pro Vw Con
Mcdermott Kathryn E, John W 207 Knox Dr
Mckenney Peter 646 Hamilton Ct
Mcmenamin Vicki Lynn, Joseph F 3956 Nancy Ln
Mcmillan Kimberly E 4224 Elm Ct
Med Path PO Box 5001
Mile Hill Seafood Inc 3846 Ridge Pike
Miller Keyser 8 E Main St
Moll Suzanne Lot 20 2 Brentft Ct
Monsell Michael J, Gage M 105 Adams Ln
Moser S 114 Sycamoect
Motsavage Karen 497 Adrian Rd
Motsavage Phillip J 497 Adrian Rd
Moyer Catherine, Howard Jr Meyer Rd
Muhsen Lubna I 638 Longwood Rd
Mulvany Katherine H, Katherine 901 E Main St 17
Murray Douglas D 211 Brandywine Rd
Peffer Clifford 631 Boro Line Rd
Phillips Frances E Columbia Ctg 34 901 E Main St
Phillips Wilbur R & Frances E Rev Trst Ua 01 22 92 Columbia Ctg 34 901 E Main St
Pincus Lemont 40 Sheffield Ct
Plus Health Savings Inc 555 2nd Ave Ste H 100
Porrecca John F 453 Franklin Ct
Proximity Technologies 1950 Butler Pike Pmb 101
Purcell John 3266 Mill Rd
Quest Diagnostics Inc PO Box 5001
Quest Diagnostics Inc 1201 S Collegeville Rd
Quest Disgnostics C/O Accts Payable PO Box 5001
Rakowski Lawrence J 3226 Stump Hall Rd Lot 9
Raphael Edward PO Box 26134
Rogers James 200 Paperbirch Dr
Russell Eugene F 293 Oaks School Dr
Salansky Steven 240 Hopwood Rd
Saleh Ziyad 638 Longwood Rd
Sawhney Ajay 35 Oak Rd
Schaffer Mark A 415 Melchior Place
Scheer Margaret H 3737 Kratz Rd
Shepherdson Brandon M 303 Speaker Pl
Shoemaker Eleanor, Barry 405 Bridge St
Skelly Shawn T 213 Bentley Dr
Small Elwood Am−9183 PO Box 244
Smith Lawrence 4215 Kriebel Mill Rd
Sobel Matthew M 332 Countryside Ct
Sturrock Iain 845 Dewes Place
T Williams Consulting 555 2nd Av D800 St1
Tarquinio Karen S 93 Trappe Rd
Taverna Danielle M, Diane M 4418 Meadowridge Cir
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Taverna Nicole M, Diane M 4418 Meadowridge Cir
Thompson William Mcduffie 217 Forest Ln
Troilo Cheryl A 4173 Wingate Dr
Us Clearing Corp Ira 4210 Anita Dr
Varughese Thomas 811 Mount Airy Rd
Wackernagel Donald C, Joan S 1004 Brassington Dr
Walsh Frank S 500 Arcola Rd C/O Wyeth Research
Washington Mutual Home Loans Client 207 Brandywine Rd
Willow Creek Orchards 3220 Heebner Rd
Ye Lin 304 Speaker Pl
Zebrowski Carl A 4210 Anita Dr
Zhang Guojun 5010 Tomahawk Dr
Zheng Li 45 Hunt Club Dr
Zhou Xixi 321 Constitution Dr
Zhu Jialin 304 Speaker Pl
Zivie Ann 156 Royer Dr
Colmar Pa 18915
Capital Manufacturing Rt 309 & Brd St 66 Bethlehe
David S Bernhauser 01 12 00 2525 Anthony Dr
Dreyfus Investments Srvcs 2525 Anthony Dr
Edward G Murphy Inc Emp Prof Shr Pl PO Box 627
Erdman Ellen M Box 225
Forest Manor Apts Co Sentry Prop Mgt 2312 N Brd St
Gillmer Linda 451 Bethlehem Pike 1st Fl
Grand Eagleinc 151 Discovery Dr Unit 108
Grand View Sunrooms C/O Rich 2950 Advance Ln
Mattson Jennifer 2638 General Forst Dr
Metha Chotalal K PO Box 91
Murphy Edward G III PO Box 627
Nen Asso Ste 3 2303 N Brd St
Pierce Alan 847 Bethlehem Pike Apt C
Stahl William 175 Smt Dr
Warner Constance 155 Jenkins Ave
Yacono Carl PO Box 592
Conshohocken Pa 19428
Aberdeen Asset Mngt Inc 300 Barr Harbor Dr 5 Tower Bri Attn Accting Dept
Abney Fred L 247 E 6th Ave
Advanced Medicine Assocs Pc 612 Fayette St Ste 202
Alis Construction Svcs 730 E Elm St
Allegiance Capital Customized Investment 300 Conshohocken State Rd Ste 680
Allen Marie J 431 E 9th Ave
Allen Valerie C 1329 Midland Rd
Anderson Scott E 1950 Butler Pike #103
Artley Dennis W Pmb 181 1950 Butler Pike
ASTM International 100 Barr Harbor Dr
Avington Matthew 451 E 12th Ave
Axis Construction Services 100 W Elem St Ste 101
Axis Construction Scvs 730 E Elm St Ste 300
Beatty James T 629 Spring Mill Av
Black Kathleen D, Joseph E PO Box 674
Blas Gonzalez & Epmar One Quaker Park 901 Hector St
Blue Grass Plaza Co Fameco Mgmt Srvcs 15 E Ridge Pike Ste 100
Boehm Uwe G 240 Hillcrest Ave
Boenning & Scattergood 100 4 Falls Corporate Ctr Ste
Bovell Herbert III 316 Roberts Ave
Bovell Leslie F 310 E Hector St
Bowen Barbara Perioperative Consulting 21 Red Bird Ln
Brennan Frances M 621 Hector
Brennan Mildred H Est of 203 N 3rd Ave
Brown Evelyn M 50 E Ridge Pike
Brown James 50 E Ridge Pike
Buck Jennifer 248 E 5th Ave
Burpee Lisa K 234 Cardinal Dr
C And B Partner 161 Washington St Ste 156
Card Sample 555 North Ln Ste 5040
Cardionet Inc 227 Washington St
Catherine Cusak 448 Old Elm St
Ceniza Emily R 214 Fayette St 1300
Cherry Robert G 406 Hallman Av
Cicutti Mary 230 E 13th Ave
Citibank N A 555 North Ln
Clarion Group Inc PO Box 746
Coles Gayle 1801 Butler Pk Apt 85
Connelly Arrivello Tracy 369 W 12th Ave
Connelly Arrivello Tracy C/O P C Tracy Pasqllo 369 W 12th Ave
Conshohocken Fire Co 101 E 9th Av
Conshohocken Fire Co 424 E Elm St
Cook Dawn Rosaria, Agatha A 1209 Rebel Hill Rd
Czarnecki Walter A 4 Karrs Ln
Danyliuk Jeffrey 9025 95th Ave
Davis Elsie L 918 Maple St
Defusco Lisa R 323 Smt Ave
Dehan Monique 209 Crawford Ave
Delaware Valley Financial Group LLC 125 E Elm St Ste 300
Denind Frances T 121 W 6th Ave
Depallo Pauline 243 W 6th Ave
Depaul Renee G 131 Archbishop Dr
Destefano Catherine L Estate of 104 Josephine Ave
Destefano Joseph 104 Josephine Ave
Dewitt Ethel M C/O Wells Fargo Advisors 1 Fayette St 200
Diener Helen J Apt 204 1801 Butler Pike
Dileo Damien J 108 Campbell Dr
Dipiano Erin 100 W Elm St Ste 101
Dolores A Scarpello 1 W 3rd Ave Apt 209
Dominick Dominick Inc We−Enroll Inc 21 E 5th Ave Ste 205
Don Rosen Imports 1312 Ridge Pike
Donlon James W 219 Fayette St
Dost George T 61 Fayette St
Eagle Roofing P O Box 406
Ecbm Lp 300 Conshohocken State Rd 405
Ecbm Lp Four Falls Corporate Ctr
Eisen Bruce H Po Box 406
Eisman Larry 309 Washington St Apt 3409
Emcare/Rti 1000 River Rd Ste 100
Energy Unlimited Inc 100 Four Falls Co Ctr Ste 215
Erwin Jenaya L 443 W Elm St
Esposito Daniel 201 Front St
Esposito Daniel P 310 E Elm St
Esposto Yolanda M 105 W Elm St
Evans Thomas H 1013 Conshohocken Rd
Farrelly Patrick 127 E 9th Ave
Ferst Linda 527 Mar Kel Rd
Fields Richard A, Carl C 1411 Sandwood Rd
Finnaren & Haley Inc 901 Washington St
Foley Mcguire Marianne 113 Scarlet Dr
Foley Thomas J 216 Barren Hill Rd
Fondots Joseph Sr 121 W 8th Ave
Fondots Josephine 121 W 8th Ave
Freas Gordon H 15 Ave & Fayette St
Fuhs Ashley, Paul 309 Washington St #4213
Garson Dale S 424 E Elm St
Gartmore Global Investments Inc 300 Barr Harbor Dr
Gca Services Group Inc 300 Conshohohocken State Rd Ste 650
Gilmore Christopher J 712 Wells St
Giordano Ella M 121 W 8th Ave
Gleason Lesta 918 Maple St Ste 102
Goldsmith Diane Lee Est of 101 W Elm St
Grobaker Mary Catherine 312 W 5th Ave
Hahamski Cyril 1964 West Ave
Hamilton David 384 Dehaven St
Hammerschmidt Marlene A, Alvah E 1341 Midland Rd
Hanover Fire Casualty Insurance Co 100 W Elm St Ste 100
Harple Patricia A 131 Barren Hill Rd
Havanki Brian 116 Ford St
Havener Alice J, Grace 606 Ford St
Havener Grace 13 Cedar Ln
Health Executives 161 Washington St Ste 1100
Hedglin Frances 309 Washington St
Himes Helen, Merle 345 Roberts Ave
Ho Eva Yee 1956 West Ave
Holding Inc 1013 Conshohocken Rd
Home Cash Direct LLC 601 Conshohocken Rd
Howlett Stephanie, William 318 W 10 Th Ave
Institute For Dermpath 20 Ash St Ste 310
International Teleconference 100 Four Falls Corporate Cente Ste 102
Ja Miller Roofing Inc Pob 187
Jacquinto Jason 109 Keys St
James David 334 W 11th Ave
Janosz Alexander, Karolina 321 Roberts Ave
John J Zlobinski Dba Zlobinski Landscapi 473 Evansburg Rd
Johnson Beverly 230 Moir Ave
Johnson Walter T Sr 421 Spring Mill Ave
Jones Brothers Cont 342 W 4th Ave
Kai Brian Chan 1956 West Ave
Kaller Richard Pob 187
Kattelman Fein Family Practice 500 Fayette St Ste 101
Kazmierczak Lauren 715 Hallowell St
Kdp Castor Lp 300 Conshohocken State Rd Ste
Kenefic Bronwyn 1950 West Ave
Keystone Mack Sales Co 1003 W Ridge Pike
Kia Murray 1604 Butler Pk
Knaecke Agnes 620 East Hector St
Kontra Joseph Estate of 1 W 3rd Ave Apt 603
Kosinski Robert 440 E North Ln Apt E2
Kotlarz Zbigniew 422 Spring Mill Rd Apt 4
Ktr Capital Partners Lp 300 Barr Harbor Dr Ste 150
Lake Krista 309 Washington St Apt 2108
Lapera Dominic A 2 Garnet Cir
Lenfest Group LLC 300 Barr Hbr Dr Ste 705
Lincoln Mortgage Company Isaoa Atima 15 E Ridge Pike Ste 101
Lourdes Imaging Assocs Pa 501 White Horse Pike
Lucas Matthew A 239 E 9th Ave
Macolly Crystal 250 Ridge Pike Apt 342 B
Madonna Samuel P 804 Fayette St
Maksymowych Andrew 1210 Rebel Hill Rd
Mark C West Associates PO Box 593
Maslanka Jozef 226 W 5th Ave
Mathis Leola 333 W 6th Ave
Mcconlogue Robert L 1340 Midland Rd
Mcgoldrick Mark 712 Wells St
Mckenna John 19 E 9th Av
Mckernan Norman S 555 North Ln Ste 6 60 Spring Mill Corporate Ctr
Mckernan Norman S 555 North Ln Ste 6060
Menditto Allison B 104 W North Ln Apt B7
Mercy Health St Francis Hospital 1 W Elm St C/O Mercy Health S
Mercy Health System 1 W Elm St
Milazzo Alana 104 Cedar Ave
Miller Mason Dick 1 1st Ave PO Box 867
Miller Mason Dickenson 11st Aly
Mondo Usa Inc 1100 E Hector St Ste 160
Monument Group Inc 1000 Conshohocken Rd Ste 263
Moore Jacqueline L 328 E Hector St
Morgan Patrick J 1700 Butler Pike 11e
Murphy Lula M 918 Maple St
Nationwide Conshohocken 1001 E Hector St Ste 300 Attn Claims Dept
Nationwide Fund Services 1200 River Rd Ste 1000
Ne Trammell Crow 101 W Elm St
New Plan Excel 1 Fayette St
Nw Gvit Strategic Value Gartmore Global Investments 1200 River Rd Ste 1000
Olson Niclole, Robroy 45720 Kipp Ave
One First Avenue Lp 100 W Elm St Ste 102
Oneill Richard 209 E 5th Ave
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Osprey Emergency Physicians Provider Services Refund Accou PO Box 67
P Dimarco Co Inc 1000 Conshohocken Rd
Palombo Anthony J 25 Taylor Rd
Patrick C Mcmahon Pc Pension Plan 305 Arden Rd
Pertuch Philip W, Helen 523 Fulton St
Pets Plus 200 W Ridge Pike
Pettine Mae 239 E 8th Ave
Pfiester David J Jr Trust C/O Gerald M Hatfield Esq Ste 400 200 4 Falls Corp Ct Po
Box 800
Phila Washington G C 200 W Ridge Pike Ste 117
Plasko Anna M 214 Bullock St
Plummer Eric James 138 W 8th Ave
Pmg Capital Corp Four Falls Corporate Ctr
Pmg Securities Four Falls Corp Ctr A6th Flo
Preferred Real Estate Investments I 1001 E Hector St Ste 100
Premier Office Solution 1100 E Hector St Ste 102
Provider Services PO Box 67
Provider Services Refund Account PO Box 67
Provider Services Refund Acct Russell Emergency Physicians PO Box 67
Pulcinella Concetta 1308 Hillcrest Rd
Pultorak Irene C 230 Moir Ave
Quaker Chemical Corp 901 Hector St
Questell Zuleika L 108 Campbell Dr
R M Shoemaker Co Po Box 888
Raftery Christopher 244 East Hector St
Ratkowski Jean H 1 W 3rd Av 712
Razor Technologies 300 Barr Harbor Dr Ste 280
Rollins David W 1013 Fayette St
Roop Francis J, Mary 201 E 11th Ave
Rossi Anita 136 4th W
Rudnick Michael Md 276 Diana Ct
Ruhl William 147 Sutcliffe Ln
Ryan Scott W 920 Matsonford Rd
Safeway Inc Co Fameco 15 E Ridge Pike Ste 100
Schlichting Ladan 200 Alan Wood Rd
Schneider Robert 100 4 Falls Corporate Ctr Ste
Schwartz Bess 918 Fayette St
Schweiss Mary A 511 Ford St
Shepard Rhonda B 106 W 3rd Ave
Simpson Stephen D 110 Merion Ave
Singleton William 1801 Butler Pike Apt 33
Snow Carmella M 311 W 12th Ave
Snyder Pete 331 Elm St
Sorzano Troy A 555 E North Ln Ste 6040
Spencer Evrard 118 E 8th Ave
Stevens Karen H Ennett 514 Conshohocken Rd
Storeroom Solutions Inc 441 E Hector St
Tadeo Joseph A 307 W 5th Ave
Tappata Andrew, Rene 202 Butler Pk Apt 202
Then Polly 700 E Hector St
Tollin Solis 401 Marion Hill Ln
Toner Christopher J 1700 Butler Pike
Trammell Crow Ne Inc Ste 400 101 W Elm St
Travaline Dominic F Est of New De Haven St
Travel Resources Ltd C/O Ikea Indirect Materia 420 Alan Wood Rd
Tuw A Hass Residuary 100 Four Falls Business Ctr Ste 300
Typemasters Inc 701 E Elm St Rear
Ubiquitel Leasing Company 1 W Elm St Ste 400
Unreal Marketing 101 E 8th St
Unreal Marketing 101 E 8th Ave Ste 302
Vandegrift John 825 E Hector St
Velazquez Caridad Po Box 67
W W Lee Son Ltd 1024 Fayette St
Ware Katie A 110 Forrest St
Warwick Ryan M 1700 Butler Pike
Weenroll Inc 21 E 5th Ave Ste 205
Weiss Anne 121 W 8th Ave
Whatley Kyle 106 Fayette St Fl 2
Whvpw Real Estate Ltd 101 W Elm St
Whvpw Real Estate Ltd 101 W Elm St Ste 400
Wichert Cathy Co The Pennsylvania Merchant G Attn Four Falls Corporate
Wiler Lawrence 223 Spring Mill Ave
Williams Susanne Zalinski 401 W 11th Ave Conshonocken
Withrow Dana Stephen 1700 Butler Pike Apt 17−D
Wlodarska Rozalia P O Box 102
Wolf Schatz Ann Marie 1009 Fayette St
Dresher Pa 19025
Allied Concreteapex Equi 1752 Limekin Pike
Anderson Jim D 2101 Welsh Rd
Aronow Andrew 774 Signal Hill Rd
Ball Roland 532 Cardinal Dr
Brown Janet c/o Natl Financial Advisor 715 Twining Rd Ste 202
Coleman William 3214 E Bruce Dr
Costello Mary 3130 Alpin Dr
Dubin Neil H 249 Westwind Way
Faulkner Otis K 814 Dresher Woods Dr
FC Employee Pension Pl Fbo Becky A Wilson 200 Dryden Rd
Friedman Julie E 403 Dresher Woods Dr
Golden Marilyn 1243 Dundee Dr
Hickman William B Jr 3329 Jeffrey Dr
Kaplan Andrew 774 Signal Hill Rd
Leonard Cynthia H 1951 Audubon Dr
Lerman Bonnie M, David 3224 Ayr Ln
Lowes Co Inc 2101 Welsh Rd
Maple Florence 1323 Harris Rd
Mcintyre Daniel 1417 Dreshertown Rd
Meketon Norman, Irene 3230 Bridle Path Ln
Minority Interchange Inc Po Box 434
Moore & Schley 705 E Wind Cir
Oh Kook Lot 4 1005 Windsor Ave
P J Robb Varaible Corp 200 Dryden Rd E
Packman Alice M 3223 Lenape Dr
Piqua Emery Foundry Inc Bisys Retirment Srvs 200 Dryden Rd
Skolnik Neil 705 E Wind Cir
Spear Randy S, P K 932 Windsor Ave
Sunrise Senior Living 1650 Susquehanna Rd
Texas Facilities c/o Scott Godshall 200 Dryden Dr E Ste 2000
Wilson Peter 1940 S Limekiln Pk
Zhao Xiangyi 241 Westwind Way
Zumpino Michael 715 Twining Rd Ste 215
Eagleville Pa 19403
American Infrastucture 1805 Berks Rd
Amick Thelma E, Wayne H 3219 Marilyn Av
Bonamico Kimberly 1 Pinetown Rd
Cashman Tina M 9313 Sentinel Rdg
Christy Richard 1302 Colonial Ct
Courtney Lauren S Bldg 5 5305 Sentinel Rdg
Culp Bettie 3143 Providence Rd
Franceschino Joseph P 104 Valy Ln
Guarino Asher Benjamin, Eileen Marie 182 Barley Sheaf Ct
Hempsey Cadence Rose 182 Barley Sheaf Ct
Madern Ashley 1106 Colonial Ct
Major Frances P 5001 Defford Place
Mcbride Aileen P 113 Barley Sheaf Dr
Mccrea Hilda S c/o Anthony Caruso 2027 Mill Rd
Mcgill Heather A, Brian D 1109 E Chestnut Ave
Seaman Maria 105 Brandon Rd
Stuls Inc 3300 Ridge Pike
Weber Gary 4026 Killington Ct
Wilde Richard T 164 Liberty Ave
East Greenville Pa 18041
Bakers Dozen Inc 644 Gravel Pike
Bieler Katie 110 Cherry St
Butterweck Gerald F, Janet A 8899 Kings Hwy
Drobnick Joshua 304 Main St Apt1
Gerhard Lars Owen 132 3rd St
Great Guns Inc 239 Main St
Hannon Anna C 1658 State St
Hettrick Sirena J 113 Cherry St
Kulp Traymond C 628 3rd St
Martella Louis 740 Morris Rd
Meade Dorothy 319 Forge Rd B
Powers Henrietta Scotti, Timothy M Box 1158238m Berry Ln
Rosenberger Marguerite, Arthur R 209 Cherry St
Weber Sherri T H Property Rentals PO Box 1
Winsch Maria E 132 3rd St
East Norriton Pa 19401
Crawford C G 53 Stuart Dr
Fiedler John F Est Jr 3017 Swede Rd
Fleming Robert W 221 Woodlawn Rd
Healthaxis Com 2500 Dekalb Pike
Prato Thomas D 219 Connor St
Schneider Helen V 2101 New Hope St
Sisco Christine 3017 Swede Rd
Strohl Systems Group c/o Victoria Wheaton 2114 Carol Ln
Wesley Robert 920 Pierce Rd East
East Norriton Pa 19403
Chubb B Co Va 1000 Madison Ave Valy Forge
Demaio Nicholas A 700 W Germantown Pike
Donovan Terence L 605 Donna Dr
Lehrmanwalker Mandy A 406 Deer Run
Plummer Richard 712 Deer Run
Rainer Alyson 907 Independence Rd
Elkins Park Pa 19027
Ackerman Phyliss Executrix 7929 Park Ave
Albert Einstein Ortho Dept 60 East Township Line Rd Groun
Altmans Contracting Inc 1333w Cheltenham Ave
Axelroth Joseph 292 Forrest Ave
Bembery Lula 2133 Brookview Pl
Berger Philip 8115 Brookside Rd
Billere Sylvain 8215 Brookside Rd
Black James J III 7311 Oak Ln Rd
Bo Yingjian 2020 Mather Way Apartment B
Booker Maquia R 7308 Keenan St
Bortnick Julie M Fay Malissa Trust 8340 High School Rd
Boxman Shavon 8121 Hawthorne Rd
Bradford Maggie, Sammie 2068 Mather Way Apt B
Bry Ry Rand Inc 411 Township Line Rd
Burgess Frances F, Roy 336 Cadwalader Ave
Bustamante Victor 1308 Willow Ave
Callender Jeffrey M 2030 S John Russell Cir
Cardozo Lodge Fcu 7610 Woodlawn Ave
Carson John Harry 807 Township Line Rd
Carter Charles D 892 Douglas Ave
Chelbourne Units Pa 46 Township Line Rd
Cheltenham Foot Ankle Inc 1801 W Cheltenham Ave
Choates Michael 7802 Penrose Ave Apt A
Chung Ho J 145 Serrill Rd
Clark Kerry K 1005 Stratford Ave
Cohen Raymond 7611 Williams Way
Cole William, Sara 7811 Montgomery Ave
Coleman Kimberly 440 Valy Rd
Colten Aaron 7900 Old York Rd Apt 813a
Coughlin Raymond F 307 Waring Rd
Cutler Sylvia 407 Lodges Ln
Dalonzo Carmella, Albert, Henry 515 Spring Av
Deboise Michael 7305 Keenan St
Deutsch Daniel 3112 Brookview Pl
Edwards Novella 7413 Overhill Rd
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Einstein At Elkins 60 E Township Line Rd
Ekpendu Okezie 2029a W Cheltenham Ave
Emerson Reta S 7900 Old York Rd Elkins Park House Apt 215b
Enright Jerome J, Amelia 8233 Manor Rd
Eros Einstein Pract Ortho Dept Ground Flr 60 E Township Line Rd
Esochaghi Chituru 2029a West Cheltenham Ave
Evans Katherine 265 Township Line Rd
Feller Miriam Sue 1604 Valy Glen Rd
Findeisen Sheila M 945 Roanoke Ave
Fox Irvin 1725 Ashbourne Rd
Fox Kenneth L, Helen F 8304 Fairview Rd
Gaffney Mary A 7876 Spring Ave Apt 2b
Garfinkel Alfred E PO Box 8865
Gerstemeier Charles F 7707 Union Ave
Gibbs Jerome 942 Charter Cr
Gierstorfer Bernice 8130 Jenkintown Rd
Gmss Inc 7405 Richards Rd
Gold Frances G, Matthew D 7916 Rodgers Rd
Goldstein Morris 7900 Old York Rd Apt 207a
Goodhart Marcia 100 Breyer Dr Apt 4−M
Goodman Carl 231 Linden Dr
Goodman Melanie C 7900 Glen Oak Rd
Gr Gordie G 307 Waring Rd
Granoff S Jay Dr 8004 Ivy La
Greenberg Eric B 103 Surrey Rd
Handy Steven 22 Township Line Rd Apt 23
Hans Dynasty Health Club Inc 613 W Cheltenham Ave Ste 104
Hanson William Isaiah 7900 Old York Rd Apt 206b
Hart Hadi 2045 S John Russell Cir
Heath Mary Lou 7753 Washington Ln Apt A
Henvis John M 1921 Humphrey Merry Way
Hoffmanhealey Connie 605 Elkins Ave
Hunt Cynthia 337 Mulberry Ln
Johnson Juanita 7403 Penrose Ave
Johnson Rupert 7715 Washington Ln
Johnson Warren T 779 Township Line Rd
Jones Alice W 7311 Keenan St
Jp Morgan Invest LLC 820 Hilton Ln
Katz Bennett Levin Neurology Assoc 50 E Township Line Rd Ste 101
Keller Eric 8331 Thomson Rd
Kellum Maurina L 8215 Brookside Rd
Kim Chiropractic R 1400 Willow Ave Suite B 1
Kin Zhong Wan 2017r W Cheltenham Ave
Kitagawa Devin Simone, Dean J 8350 Cadawalder Ave
Kletman Jeffrey 8130 Jenkintown Rd
Knies Erwin B 8213 Manor Rd
Kolman Samuel 347 Gerard Ave
Kupper Daniel, Louis J 7428 Oak Ln Rd
Kutner Ali 8336 Twitchell Rd
Lazzari Cynthia G 7903 Rodgers Rd
Leitner Benita 633 Stetson Rd
Lener Jenifer 1121 Brookview Pl
Lewis Brian C 615 Valy Glen Rd
Lizerbram Judith 228 Glen Pl
Lloyd Preston C 8215 Forrest Ave
Lugano Eugene M 8121 Cedar Rd
Lynch Mary F Apt 221 990 Ashbourne Rd
Mahoney Francis 336 Cedar Rd
Maida Sarah 1806 Beech Ave
Malissa Carl A Tr Ua 5 26 93 c/o Robert Scott, Fay Trust 8340 High School Rd
Markevitch Alexei 200 Holme Ave
Mayer Vivian 3112 Brookview Pl
Mazurek Edward S 1005 Valy Rd
Mccray Sterling III 2081 South John Russell Cir
Milbert Wanda, Emil 7900 Old York Rd Apt 509b
Monaghan & Gold Pc 7837 Old York Rd
Morris Julie 529 Elkins Ave
Mutschler W W 222 Cadwalader Ave
Myers Nathan, Libby 7902 Ivy Ln
Ostreicher Merwin 308 Loventry House
Phillips Daymeon 2130 S John Russell Cir
Podrovitz Ryan J 8232 Cadwalader Ave
Polavarapu Harsha 2090 S John Russell Cir Apt B
Purtell John R Jr 123 Haines Ave
Ragin Rochelle Merry Way Merry Way
Rawley Diana 437 Osceola Ave
Ray Tarun K 7900 Old York Rd Apt 908a
Resnick Debra 813 Elkins Ave
Robinson Limmie PO Box 29781
Rosen Lynn D 1100 Melrose Ave
Sanavi Farshid Dmd 7814 Old York Rd
Seth Rajendra N 820 Hillton Ln
Shepard J Leonard, Mary V 7911 Heather Rd
Shim Byung I 15 Breyer Ct
Shirokova Yulia 200 Holme Ave
Sierra Luis F 7857 Spring Ave
Silber Jeffrey, Ilana 515 Spring Ave
Silber Mason 515 Spring Ave
Spears Margaret M 7737 Lucretia Mott Way Apt A
Staton Rodman S 7927 Park Ave
Steinberg Ellarose 700 Elkins Ave Apt E1
Stoloff Irwin 628 Chelten Hills Dr
Stup Richard B 660 Green Briar Rd
Thompson Olivia 2098a N John Russell Cir
Tolbert Carlton E 1103 Prospect Av
Tolbert Douglas 405 Osceola Ave
Trellis Financial Group LLC 1100 Prospect Ave
Truncer Charles R, Grace 7709 Washington Ln A
Turpin Celista, Sarah 7325 Keenan St
Ubs Financial Services 633 Stetson Rd
Vigderman Ruth 7924 Hidden Ln
Wachsmuth Robert H 250 Harrison Ave
Wagner Mary 7809 Spring Ave
Wallerstein Morton L 100 Breyer Dr Apt 1m
Walthour Sandra R 7320 Sycamore Ave
Watts Arlene Jones c/o 7311 Keenan St
Weinstein Sylvia S 8339 High School Rd
White Carl D Jr 2030b Mather Way
Wisner David R 7703 Mill Rd
Woodruff Elizabeth E, John R 221 Oswald St
Yost Henrietta 200 Forrest Ave
Flourtown Pa 19031
Bittner Robert 47 College Ave
Casey Angelica, Thomas 6312 E Valy Green Rd
Chestnut Hill Health Care Med Assoc PO Box 25
Cramer Susan H 45 Bysher Ave
Day Kelly M 2101 Church Rd
Fairfax Chamber Directory c/o Atlantic Comm Grp 18 E Mill Rd
Farquharson Jeffrey P 1800 Bethlehem Pike Rm 6
Greaser Ruth 6003 Cricket Rd
Haig Charles 2277 Arnot Rd PO Box 543
Hale Marie 18 Mccloskey Rd
Hilimire Wilford E 509 E Mill Rd
Horvath Donald S 309 Preston Rd
Jablokov Stephanie V PO Box 337
K Mart Flourtown 1874 Bethlehem Pike
Lansdowne Eye Associates Pc PO Box 26
Lawless Michael 227 W Wissahickon Ave
Mcquillan Dorothy 110 W Wissahickon Ave
Mcveagh Melanie M 47 College Ave
Mitra Pradip K 1108 Bethlehem Pike
Naspghan PO Box 6
Palmer Anna Estelle 509 Poplar Rd
Snapir Maurice c/o Harston Hall 350 Haws Ln
Taylor Rex E Harston Hall 350 Haws Ln, Ste 1
Tri Square Camp Association 39 College Ave
Whitemarsh L P 7028 Redcoat Dr
Fort Washington Pa 19034
444 N York Rd Assoc 275 Commerce Dr
Albert Camille PO Box 388
Albert John F PO Box 38
Amtech Corrugated Services Inc 515 Pennsylvania Ave Ste 100
Baust Carl H 1109 Hawthorne Ln
Black Henry J III 491 S Bethlehem Pk Apt F14
Boxes of Baghdad 1100 Virginia Dr
Brass Frank 1430 Highland Ave
Bullitt Logan M Iii 6009 Cannon Hill Rd
Burgess Mary C Ft Washington Estates B−16
Care United H 601 Office Ctr Dr
Cdnow Inc 1005 Virginia Dr
Ciarlante Kathleen 435 Dreshertown Rd
Colonial Penn Inc Company 500 Virginia Dr
Corson Jane Webb 228 Madison Ave
Coventry 7111 Valy Green Rd
Cox Allan 223 Madison Ave Apt D
Crown Castle International 550 Pinetown Rd
Diamond Margery D 708 Prospect Ave
Dorothy Bullitt Trust 6009 Cannon Hill Rd
Drake Carol, John 1100 Virginia Dr Mc 190 F
Durkin Thomas J Jr, Regina T 310 Washington Ln
Edelman Leslie 467 Leah Dr
Electron Microscopy Sciences 321 Morris Rd PO Box 251
Empire Towing Transportation c/o IRS 500 Virginia Dr
Ensdorff Evelyn S PO Box 2069
Farrell Goettner Karen 423 Smt Ave
Fast Track Systems Inc 500 Office Ctr Dr Ste 200
Fein Barbara Ste 100 425 Commerce Dr
Ford Richard George, Marianne 345 Wenner Way
Genactis Inc 500 Office Ctr Dr
Glatter Aaron T, Aliza F 1115 Donna Dr
Globe Transmission Corp 550 Virginia Dr
Goss John F 260 Dreshertown Rd
Griffin Carolyn 455 Maryland Dr
Gross Realty & Construction Pob 7602 Co Miles S Gross
H Brass E 1430 Highland Ave
Heron Joseph J 207 Madison Ave
Hinz Alina I, Alina J, Jerzy 575 Virginia Dr Ste D
Holt George A 122 Smt Ave
Home Garden Ft Washington Conv Ctr 1100 Virginia Dr
Homecomings Fidelity 1100 Virginia Dr
Independence Admini 602 Office Ctr Dr Ste 350
J P Morgan Chase Bank 1100 Virginia Dr PO Box 8300
Jane Barr Pino Asso 1231 Highland Ave
Johnston David H Est PO Box 7544
Jones Kristen S, Derek Y 1427 Barton Dr
Khatri Farzaad, Rosario 355 Skippack Pike
Klaiss Dorothy E, June L, Leonard R 285 Camp Hill Rd
Knobler Institute of Ne 467 Pennsylvania Av Ste 108
Leatherwood Donald F III 7029 Lafayette Ave
Ledwith Miriam 221 N Bethleham Pike
Lightship Telecom c/o Elizabeth Downey 1301 Virginia Dr
Lynch James J Trust c/o 350 Camp Hill Rd
May Laureth Marie X 1204 Nash Dr
Mccormick Sharon E 518 Applewood Dr
Mellor Frank 1220 Camp Hill Rd
Murphy Kathleen R 6006 Old Eagle Rd
National Comprehensive Cancer Network c/o Vendor Accts Pay 275 Commerce Dr Ste
300
National Title Network 4033 Tampa Rd Ste 103
Novielli Michael 442 Bethlehem Pike
Odonnell Jennifer C 425 S Bethlehem Pike
Oviedo Christine M, Henry F Jr 206 N Bethlehem Pike
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Paltin Marian B 230 Wenner Way
Pardoe E Devon PO Box 171
Partmaker Inc 540 Pennsylvania Ave
Patel Jassumatti B, Alpesh B PO Box 33
Premier Auto Insurance PO Box 7652
Robertson Bonnie T, Jeremy, Matthew 1264 Ft Washington Ave Apt F
Sacks John c/o Philadelphia Life PO Box 147
Salinger Ivan 6031 Cannon Hill Rd
Sallam Abdelwahhab M, Al S 6034 Sheaff Ln
Seabury & Smith 602 W Office Ctr Dr
Selman Tara 1204 Nash Dr
Seneca Medical Lab Inc 401 Commerce Dr Ste 200
Shi Vivian W 7050 Camp Hill Rd Mcneil Cons
Silver Buyer Inc 351 E Armstrong Dr
Smith Judith A, Bruce Rt 313
Smith Nicholas P 122 Smt Ave
Solutions Through 426 Pennsylvania Ave
Stotsenburgh Meghan 1301 Virginia Dr Ste 301
Tomkins Carrie D 735 Susquehanna Rd Apt D−1
Torsney Durkin R 310 Washington Ln
US Bank National Asso As Trust 1100 Virginia Dr
Union Fidelity Life Ins Co PO Box 8121
Union One Ins Group LLC 370 Commerce Dr Ste 103
Wits Auto Repair Inc C/O IRS 500 Virginia Dr
Gilbertsville Pa 19525
Aau Fund Midatlantic Asso C/O Terry Schadler President 311 County Line Rd
Bailey Ronald F 455 Kleman Rd
Belles Pearl, John PO Box 237
Brauner Evelyn 1627 Swamp Pike
Brennan Renee A, Brian R 208 Star Dr
Chimel Anthony R 1025 Ruby Cir
Comport Jeffrey E 2756 Gail Dr
Erb Robert W, Carol A 1080 Oak Hill View Dr
Garrett Michael L 2084 Big Rd
Giacherio Amber, Troy 110 Walter Dr
Heffentrager Jennifer A 2460 Jessica Dr
Hilgner Tara L 2419 Rosenberry Rd
Hoover Polard Margaret 393 Windy Hill Rd
Howe Barbara Ann 1702 Village Green Dr
Interstate Battery 1742 Swamp Pike
Johnson Dan D 950 Ruby Cir
Mcnally Mathew, Sean PO Box 524
Moyer Mildred D, Leroy B Main St
Nelson Hugh 2329 Bromley Dr
Pressure Positive Co 128 Oberholtzer Rd
Roberts Ronald C 2504 Swamp Pike Apt 1
Rose Raymond M 301 Hampton Cir
Sautter William F, Lucille J 2792 Leidy Rd
Schaeffer Howard E 3064 New Hanover Sq Rd
Staib Benjamin, Penelope 1543 E Philadelphia Ave
Straus Peggy 2141 Reindeer Ct
Surman Irene S 2500 Rhoads Rd
Township Douglas 76 Merkel Rd
Treat Edna R c/o Pam Brady 1546 County Line Rd
Villano Brenda 1076 E Philadelphia Ave
Walsh Michael 145 Golf Rd
Williams Stacey, Kevin 121 Garnet Dr
Witman Cynthia A, Damian P 2305 Angel Dr
Glenside Pa 19038
Abington Contracting Co 401 Bolton Rd Fl 2
American Honda Finance 8400 Cobden Rd
Axtell Myrtle D 423 W Waverly Rd
Baldridge Herbert C 101 Hamel Ave
Barba Claire E 2536 Edgecomb Ave
Barbone Armand 640 Cricket Ave
Bardliving Clifford 8907 Cheltenham Ave
Baroski Margaret A 423 Roslyn Ave Apt B
Bauer Catherine, Joseph 521 Tennis Ave
Bauer Joseph 521 Tennis Ave
Bennett Barbara V Est 356 Cliveden Ave
Blarsky Alfred, Mary 440 Penn Ave
Boyle Kathleen 318 E Glenside Ave
Brendlinger Margar, Linda 751 Penn Ave
Brennan James 369 Sylvania Ave
Brown Lisa PO Box 185
Brown Lois R Hillbrook Apts C−35 651 Brooke Rd
Buonocore Barbara 114 Erdenheim Rd
Burkey John 3031 Mt Carmel Ave
Caligiure Elizabeth 2220 Fairhill Ave
Campbell John T III 531 Lindley Rd
Catapult Web 717 Bethlehem Pike
Cericola Mary E 241 Berkley Rd
Chapman William 368 Keswick Ave
Chavalaporn Chart T 510 E Mermaid Ln
Chilutti Lucille M, Ernest 620 Penn Ave
Crimmins Gerald G 153 Roberts Ave
Cuddihy Ivan 226 Bickley Rd Apt 1
Curry Mary Ellen 351 Tennis Ave
Deal Anna 238 Girard Ave
Devlin Francis 118 Roslyn Ave
Dimon Joseph S 673 Brooke Rd
Donnelly Johanne 322 Cricket Ave
Doroshowlipschu 2220 Mt Carmel Ave PO Box 146
Drayton Adalia Box 934
Dubose Theresa 8807 Hawthorne Ln
Dunn Duane A 117 Elm Av 3
Edgehill Nursing & Rehab Center 146 Edgehill Rd
Ellis Thelma Box 934
Felischer Alfred P Jr 430 Roslyn Ave
Financial Health Ser 717 Bethlehem Pike
Fisher Edward J 846 Cricket Ave
Fleischer Bertha C 430 Roslyn Ave
Fling Edith T 2122 Kenmore Ave
Fonville Donald P PO Box 1205
Forsythe Cheryl 914 Edge Hill Rd
Fripps O 1530 Limekiln Pike
Galente Grace M 654 Roberts Ave
Gampa Erminia M 2230 Cross Rd
Gardiner Canute J 1606 Hillcrest Rd
Gardner Ellenora 396 N Keswick Av
Gibbons James Est 885 N Easton Rd
Goldston Nancy 2601 Jenkintown Rd
Goodsett Matilda 915 Harston Ln
Goudy William C 2107 Jenkintown Rd
Gould Maureen 333 Oak Rd
Graupner Gladys M 2070 Parkdale Ave
Greenscape Landscape Contrac 733 Willow Grove Ave
Grelis Edward J 651 Brooke Rd Hillbrook Apt C
Griffin Stephen J 20 W Waverly Rd
Griggs Elaine 141 Carroll Ave
Gurney David H 416 North Hills Ave
Haig David 304 Atwood Rd
Haley Anne 318 Glenside Ave
Hawkins Jane 516 Custis Rd
Healy Alfred J 811 Bethlehem Pk
Henderson Angela L 132 Wilson Ave
Herman Klenk 2646 Hazel Ave
Hirsch Constance A 114 Harrison Ave
Hitner Daniel 628 Tennis Ave
Hobson Mabel E 423 W Waverly Rd
Hoyer Catherine S 2024 Jenkintown Rd
Insurance Innovators Inc PO Box 969
Inter County Agency Inc 346 Monroe Ave
Johnson Ann 134 Edgerton Ave
Jones Meika P 448 Harrison Ave
Kash Judy A 313 Abington Ave
Kerry Dudley A 210 Woodlyn Ave
Kingsley Theodore 709 Argyle Rd
Kirkland Margaret J 656 Lindley Rd
Koch Charles H, Charles H Jr, Margaret 507 Beaver Rd
Koeper Edward 222 S Easton Rd Ste 209
Kolar Gabrielle S 222 S Eaton Rd
Krause Naomi F 316 Cherry Ln
Lahr Daniel E 2717 Hawthorne Rd
Landis Rachel M 7812 Cobden Rd
Leblang Merle Est 310 S Easton Rd Apt B 314
Liebsch Cathy 521 Tennis Ave
Love Ruth 15 Chelfield Rd
Luff Martin J 650 Brooke Rd B14
Malak Edmund J 732 Crescent Ave
Manning Ludmila 8509 Widener Rd
Mannister Valerie 8807 Hawthorne Ln
Mccafferty Mary E 324 Oak Rd
Mckale Karen 404 N Hills Ave
Mooney Joseph P Jr, Maria E 2230 Oakdale Ave
Morsby Michael Anthony 129 Erdemine Rd
Morvant Elise K 374 N Keswick Ave
Nathan Marder 1113 Clark Rd
National Pharmaceutical 219 S Easton Rd Lwr Lvel
Naumann Joseph 7809 Knox Rd
Nunn Steven E 8620 Montgomery Ave
Odonnell Kimberly A 416 N Hills Ave
Oltman Morton S Fairview Care Ctr 850 Paper Mill Rd Rm 209b
Omalley Kevin M 2004 Ftune Rd
Orman Morton 222 S Eaton Rd
Pacchione Massimo A 8517 Widener Rd
Park Margaret L 2107 Kenmore Ave
Patterson Anthony L c/o Alva Blackson 221 Ruscombe Ave
Pawlowski Winifred Ap Tj−24 2318 Rosemore Ave
Pennington Nicole 272 N Keswick 2nd Floor Rear
Perry Joice C 501 E Mermaid Ln
Pierre Rose A 224 N Hills Ave
Piston John 412 Keswick Ave
Pleyn Cooper, Jack E, Jennifer 56 Chelfield Rd
Plummer Linda 2067 Wharton Rd
Poplow Stanley M 8005 Cheltenham Av
Rawlings John F 614 N Easton Rd
Recruitech Inc PO Box 694
Regan Siobhain 2444 Ardsley Ave
Research Center For Health Care Decision 8200 Flourtown Ave
Rookwood Paul 464 Abington Ave
Santilli Fernando A 647 Maple Ave
Saunders Patrick 2204 Menlo Ave
Saunders Von E 8400 Cobden Rd
Schaffner Angeline 2220 Fairhill Ave
Scheibner Harry 2147 Woodlawn Ave
Scott John 238 Girard Ave
Seader James H Sr, James H Jr 2019 Jenkintown Rd
Seeger Carol 507 Laverock Rd
Seeger Carol 804 Abington Ave
Sensa Corporation PO Box 882
Shanahan Brian 336 Montier Rd
Sheets Diane 375 Locust Rd
Shire Joseph 800 N Easton Rd
Simonin Virginia 8520 Ardmore Ave
Smith Toni PO Box 341
Spayd Ruth E 1201 W Mount Carmel
Steinberg Janice 153 Bickley Rd
Stelacio Edward M, Patrick, Elizabeth, Joseph 713 Brooke Rd
Stewart Alexander Jr 143 New St
Stewart Nathaniel Est, Nathaniel 2917 Jenkintown Rd
Strelacio Edward M 713 Brooke Rd
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Supka Kevin 108 N Keswick Av
Thorell Richard E 278 N Keswick Ave
Trasser Matthew 851 Tennis Ave
Trunk Roseann 108 Limekiln Pike
Twaron Robert W, Frances 769 Jackson Ave
Urbanski Kathleen 143 Stanley Ave
Varthelmeh Albert 710 Edghill Rd
Viola James 700 Fitzwatertown Rd
Volker Angela B Oak Smt Apts Apt C 212 310 S Easton Rd
Walker Amanda 2171 Oakdale Ave
Wallach Elayne 310 S Easton Rd Apt B304
Wells Sandra A 104 N Hills Ave
West Thomas A, Mamie E 208 Chelsea Ave
Whelan Joseph E Sr 502 Maple Ave
Yanovski A V MD PO Box 915
Yanovski Alexander MD 2637 W Church Rd
Zaiko Cindy 227 Brookdale Ave
Green Lane Pa 18054
Argue John H 1925 Old Woods Rd
Atkinson David R 2025 Old Woods Rd
Blythewood Kennels 6531 Upper Ridge Rd
Bolden Ermine RD 2 Box 30 29 Rte 29
Borowski Michael A 46 King Rd
Finkbeiner Douglas 1810 Upper Ridge Rd
Fogel Anna E 1071 Magazine Rd RR 2 Box 401a
Fulmer Jane Ann 770 Lumber St
Hackett Winnie PO Box 479
Hamilton Nancy H Est 2390 Finland Rd
Knepp Dakota Ugft 4540 Geryville Pike
Knoll Grace E PO Box 778
Lovera Sandra Kay 1003 Penny Rd
Marshall Martin 5017 Hiffletrayer Rd
Old Nave 5763 5000 Commerce Dr
Sherrard Rosemary 2040 Upper Ridge Rd
Trout Christopher D 1060 Bean Ln
Harleysville Pa 19438
Ame Abstract of Pa LLC 425 Main St
Bilbrough Edward R 434 Quarry Rd
Boardman Peter 2325 Old Fty Foot Rd
Borger Margaret M, Dennis 121 Fairway Dr
Bossert Steven T 286 Florence Dr
Brennan Margaret Anne, John F 380 Ctland Ave
Brockmann Hal 815 Maplewood Dr Apt 111
Bunyan John P 393 Hamilton Dr
Byrd Mingo 1739 Quarry Rd
Callender Patricia D C/I Tameria J Callender 607 Continental Dr
Campbell Richard S, Marilyn L, David S Pricewood G 90
Clemens John Joseph, John Scott 620 Quarry Rd
Commercial Credit Plan Cdc 105 Dorchester Way
Coppola Gregory D Sr, Eleanor M 1901 Parkside Ln
Custom Landscaping Co 483 Main St
Davis Kary A 422 Main St Apt 122
Demito Anthony G 858 Store Rd
Difederico Gino 150 Main St Apt 120d
Dinh Steven 415 Candlewood Wy
Erb Dennis M, Ian R 1010 Shady Ln
Erwin Jeanne M Est, Jeanne M 419 Ruth Ct
Fasti Michael 218 Candlewood Way
Favorin Thomas 890 Indian Creek Rd
Furlong Sandra L PO Box 195
Gee Sue 429 Oak Dr
Gehman Paul R 2054 Old Fty Foot Rd
Gillespie Eugene J 156 E Woods Dr
Graff Bernard S Jr 19 Woodbine Ct W
Grassi Vincent 2069 Store Rd
Gravelin Rutheda 455 Ruth Ct
H G I c/o Susan A Erney 355 Maple Ave No D2
Harley Co Harvey Acct # 3497 PO Box 195
Haycock Christine 170 East Woods Dr
Hayes Charles 916 Cressman Rd
Hoff Donald S III, Donald S Iv 185 Morwood Rd
Hoff Donald S III, Jenna L, Kevin R 185 Morwood Rd
Hoffmeister John C III 579 Main St Apt 5
Honicker Solon Jr 228 Jan Dr
Jackson Dylan 335 Huckleberry Ln
Jenkins James S 350 Pondview Dr
Jeronis Jeremy M 136 Main St
Jon William Limited Co 483 Main St
Kataria Kamlesh R PO Box 195
Kelly Caroline R, Jennifer D, William J IV 928 Putting Green Cr
Keystone Machine & Tool Co 255 Yoder Rd
Kohler Marguerite K 2031 Ft Bevon Rd
Korson Peter 781 Sharon Ln
Kratz Jonathan F, Breanna B 270 Danny Ln
Kuchaski Margaret M, Leonard 871 Juniper Cir
Lin Li 104 Winchester Way
Lowry Victorina M, Bradley J 1675 Bustard Rd
Lynn William F 363 Morris Rd
Mahl Christine Maxwell Miss 394 Windsor Dr
Marrone Augustino 679 Northfield Ln
Martinez Robert PO Box 987
Maurer Christa A, Keith R 402 Calverton Ct
Mccauley Bernice P 15 Juniper Ct W
Medcomp 1499 Delp Dr
Miller Korey K PO Box 486
Morales Jeremias 2361 Hedrick Rd
Moser June 169 Ruth Rd
Mosheim Daniel, Sybel G 429 Oak Dr
Murphy Vera 431 Windsor Dr
Nguyen Sayphon 530 Main St Apt 103
Odonnell Thomas A III 877 Main St
Park Ok N PO Box 195
Patel Naranbhai G PO Box 195
Patterson Rich PO Box 408
Pennock Dorothy E Hwy 113 930
Petfooddirect Com 189 Main St
Petrovich Cecelia 2769 Thompson Rd
Phyllis Forss Comnty Outreach 483 Main St
Pierce Robert Fred, Barbara A 815 Maplewood Dr #114
Plasti Tech Inc Co Martech Mdi 1500 Delp Dr
Post Robert Scott 733 Bellingham Ln
Ramos Mercy PO Box 987
Real Solutions 212 Manor Rd
Reinhardt David 106 Manchester Ct
Rep Tech Usa Inc 483 Main St
Rice Philip 991 Store Rd
Roach Christine 323 Hamilton Dr
Ryung No So 23 Saratoga Ln
Schnabel F Carl PO Box 368
Schwartz George, Bess 902 Continental Dr
Simmons Thelma 562 Greenwood Ct
Smith Donna 292 Main St 249
Smith Gregory 332 Park Ave
Smith Irvin W Jr 644 Store Rd
Suntrust Bank PO Box 486
Timmons Stephen E Jr, Drew M 345 Hamilton Dr
Tinz Patricia A, Arthur I 441 Groff S Mill Rd
Todd Jaime J 883 Main St Apt 1
Trust Dated 781 Sharon Ln
Tung Younghan 521 Championship Dr
Walker Russell W 472 Wilshyre Way
Waynemore Asso PO Box 195
Wolf Horace G 36 Crescent Cir
Woltman John E PO Box 195
Wr Harris & M Harris Inc PO Box 242
Wyher Paul 265 Kathleen Cir
Yoder Steven L 249 Shirley Dr
Young Marian L PO Box 195
Hatboro Pa 19040
Alan Kirsch Dds Pc 444 N York Rd
Anderon David R II 515 Preston Ln
Anderson Charles L 231 Oak Hill Dr
Anderson David R III 515 Preston Ln
Anderson David R, Sarah E 515 Preston Ln
Baker Bradley D, David B 138 Manor Rd
Ball Thomas R 428 Mallard
Barsel George S, Joan A 345 E County Line Rd Apt C2
Bates Bruce 211 Byberry Rd
Bauer Kay 50 S Penn St
Beentjes Mark 2607 Horsham Rd
Bell Hicks Gregory 12 Village Place
Bowman Albert E York Rd
Braun Rita A 2565 Karen Ln
Britt Nicholas 2715 Miltin Rd
Brody Harris Dr 655 W County Line Rd
Brooks Shirley J 2815 Byberry Rd 126
Brothers of Yang LLC PO Box 117
Buluro Omolola O 2529 Horsham Rd Apt N5
Campos Brandon E 3855 Blair Mill Rd Apt 2140
Carosi Dominick 278 Newtown Rd
Castle William E 73 Byberry Rd
Cepp Mary 13 Flamingo Rd
Chesney Assoc 2935 Byberry Rd
Chiguchi Miki 503 S Warminster Rd T
Clark Lillian D Est 76 Byberry Rd
Conklin Lisa Anne 216 E County Line Rd
Contract Pharmacy Services 122 N York Rd Suite 4
Coyle Joan A 326 Surrey Ln
Cressman Sarah 27 Byberry Rd
Crookham Dorothy J 8 Latchstring Ln
Crow Thomas V Jr, Candice 112 Butternut Dr
Crudo Elaine F, Kelli J 141 W Lehman Ave
Dalton Edward 108 Meadowbrook Ave
Dancha Dolores 29 Shirley Rd
Daodu Opemipo 2529 Horsham Rd Apt N5
Delvin Frances 23 Norwar N Rd
Deveney Rosina, David 107 Moonflower Rd
Devoe Derita Denise 121 Beech Dr
Donahue Dennis 77 Bennett Ln
Dougherty Barbara 2548 Damian Dr
Downs Stephen John 55 Harding Ave
Eisenhard Milton E 404 N Warminster Rd
Eretzian Alberta D Est 76 Byberry Rd
Fairbanks Capital PO Box 1900
Fbcs 2200 Byberry Rd Ste 120
Ferguson Eleanor 229 N York Rd
Fessenden Emma I 609 Winding Rd
Frantz G W Jr 3445 Davisville Rd Apt 114b
Fuchs Renee 87 Williams Ln
Garita Luciano 2529 Horsham Rd
Gerlach Kristy 46 Bright Rd
Getz Susan A 39 Rorer Ave
Golden Holly A 240 E Countyline Rd Apt A3
Golf For Hope Inc PO Box 430 210 Bonair Ave
Good Catherine J Est 76 Byberry Rd
Good Connor D PO Box 698 76 Byberry Ave
Gordes Silviu 605 W County Line Rd
Gorman Michael 101 Loller Rd
Graeff Lynsey 116 East Moreland Ave
Graupner William E, Gladys M 2815 Byberry Rd Maple Village Apt 309
Gunagan Dana L 29 Belmar Rd
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Heller Stuart Est 3485 Davisville Rd
Hentschel Aurelia A Est 76 Byberry Rd PO Box 698
Howald Landis P 118 E Moreland Ave #24
Howat Betty Jane, James 540 Windover Rd
Hpso 159 E County Line Rd
Hvizda Paul J 3485 Davisville Rd Genesis Health Care Willo
Iturbe Igor J 156 Yorkshire Way
Johnson Juanita L 759 East County Line Rd
Korch Florence 300 Horsham Rd
Krop Dorothy, Walter 7 N New St Apt 2
Kruske Joan 5455 Davisville Rd
Lally Martin Est c/o Judith Stellatto 130 Brady Rd
Lang Josephine M Gloria Dei Farms 3445 Davisville Rd Apt 116b
Law John K 3901 Blair Mill Rd
Lawrence Rae D PO Box 698 76 Byberry Ave
Lenhart Colleen A 355 Warren Rd A
Lyani Jammie M, Yossi 3145 Davisville Rd
Madl Ella 121 Manor Rd
Marshall Katherine 221 Oak Hill Dr
Mckeon Shawn 32 Brd St
Mcmakin Matilda 2405 Parkside Ave
Mcvaugh Stanley 61 Smt Av
Meakim Charles W c/o Est Charles Walter M 419 Exton Rd
Merkin Gerald Box 693
Metroka David C 411 N York Rd
Meulenberg Russell, Marie E 406 Exton Rd
Mnm Group 3245 Sunset Ln
Moore Lee S 1701 Willow Ave
Mora Greta 3855 Blair Mill Rd Apt 2140
Moran Paul 406 Tanner Rd
Muelenburg Marie 406 Exton Rd
Mueller Marie E Est 76 Byberry Rd
Murphy Patricia L 2015 Bayberry Rd Rm 207 Orange Home Apt
Mxr Baldwin PO Box 489
Newman Robert 218 Fitch Rd
Niedzwiecki Sara 500 S Warminster Rd L3
Nix Douglas A Jr 469 Oakdale Av
Nollenberger Otto L 76 Byberry Ave
Nollenberger Otto L PO Box 698
Nurses Serv Org 159 East County Line Rd
Nurses Service Organization PO Box 1200
Odonnell Tammy 413 Conshohocken State Rd
Oliver Rena 500 S Warminster Rd
Phan Tinh 412 S York Rd
Piazza Vincent 643 W County Line Rd
Preiss Isabelle D c/o Robert M John PO Box 698
Refinery Inc 101 East County Line Rd Ste 200
Regina Frank A Est 76 Byberry Rd
Romarino Alfred, Joyce PO Box 326
Rosselli Sarah V 13 E Moreland Ave
Routledge Janet S, Janet 300 Horsham Rd Apt A3
Schaeffler Paul E 603 Topsfield Rd
Schlemmer Anna G 340 Lancaster Ave
Schmidt Est 76 Byberry Rd
Schwinn Margaret D c/o Robert M John PO Box 698
Scott Frances, James 814 Pennypack Cir
Seatronics Co Inc 3235 Sunset La Sec 1
Shapiro Rona F Willow Ridge Ctr 3485 Dav
Shinn Jacqueline Destout 27 Butternut Dr Woods Edge
Shive Caroline Est 36 E Moreland Ave 81
Sismore Muriel V 2548 Damian Dr
Sismore Virginia M 2548 Damian Dr
Smarr Desiree 478 Jacksonville Rd
Stampler Irene Mary 205 Abbott Rd Fern Vlg
Storey Laura Sypherd PO Box 698
Supreme Parts PO Box 359
Szymanski Stanley A 105 N Warminster Rd
Thompson Cynthia 51 N York Rd
Throne Mary 36 Maurice Ln
Tomlinson Joseph W, Mary F 17 Barbara Rd
Universal Service Agency PO Box 789
Vickery Elsie M 2815 Byberry Rd Apt 301 Maple Village
Wahlen Dorothy 29 Shirley Rd
Walker Amy 4175 Hoffman Rd
Ware Florence A Est 76 Byberry Rd
Weidle Joseph A 420 Continental Rd
Weinman Margaret, Joseph L 300 Horsham Rd Apt Box 4
Williams Ann R 3650 W Mill Rd
Wilson Esther 300 Horsham Rd
Wunder William 76 Byberry Rd
Zheng Qing 47 S York Rd
Zwickert Eleanor 503 S Warminster Rd
Hatfield Pa 19440
Bowers Bradley T, Dana M 307 Maron Rd
Abell Kathleen P 2002 Joshua Rd
Abrams Janet Estate of Detweiler Deborah 1319 Schwab Rd
Accu Sort System Inc 2800 Crystal Dr
Alburger Michael D 824 Church Rd
Alexander Stephen J 452 S Main St
Alston Derrick 321 Logan Dr
Amolsch Jason A 108 150 Ridge Pike
Antelo G 829 Pine Tree Rd
Atlantic Homes Inc 4147 Twynnwood Rd
Basnett Dorothy H 4115 Barberry Dr
Black Martin Dr Andorra Glen Ct Apt 305
Bolotin Gary S, Jill K 600 Evergreen Ln
Bottrs Marian 30 Garfield Ave Apt A9
Boyer Lindley C 800 Andorra Rd
Bray Robert 2701 Elroy Rd
Bregler Sarm Tami L 2651 Towamencin Ave
Bridges Albert C/O 2058 Maple Ave Apt F3−8
Bridges William C/O 2058 Maple Ave Apt F3−8
Burns George, Carol 4135 Christie Cir
Campellone Alfred E 2215 Manor Rd
Caravella Marion 2402 Bloom Rd
Caskie Mildred C 9b S Girard Ter
Chavda Raghuvishinh 1049 Stoneham Cir
Clark George 4021 Fairway Rd
Cruz Migdalis, Angel M 102 W Brd St Apt 4
Cruz Christopher G 102 W Brd St Apt 4
Dalton Darren Lee Est of 102 Willow Dr
David & David Furniture 1522 Rte 309
Detweiler Deborah 1319 Schwab Rd
Dill Donald L, Alice M 567 Fty Foot Rd
Dumoff Lenard 532 Evergreen Ln
Elker Lorraine E, Carl H 209 W Brd St
Ernst & Ernst Bldg Cont 2367 N Penn Rd Ste 100
Fabian Diego Enriquez 2058 Maple Ave Apt L2 9
Fernstrom Vilma R Attn J F Delacato 9801 Germantown Pike Apt 1014
Fernstrom Vilma R PO Box 454
Fidelis Properties LLC 1250 Bethlehem Pike Unit S Bo
Fien Barry 237 Birch Dr
Fien Rose Est of 237 Birch Dr
Finn Mccools C/O Joseph Canazaro 3120 Penn Ave
Finuoli Construction Inc 501 Andora Glen Ct
Fisher Catherine C, Raymond 1306 W Orvilla Rd
Fisher Raymond 1306 W Orvilla Rd
Fox Stephen C, Fox Kusy J PO Box 192
Frank Nicholas 335 Hilltime Pike
Gardiner Ryan B 405 Andorra Glen Ct
Gdowik Stephanie, Gdowik Steve 354 Miles Rd
Gerulis Marie J 17 Bent Rd
Gerulis Marie J 911 Bent Rd
Goldich Debra Kaner, Mitchell 2059 Wisteria Ln
Goldman Mitchell A 1928 Koffel Rd
Gollan Galeet 41 B N Maple Ave
Graham Agnes M 2058 Maple Ave Apt X2−7
Greco Joan P 4021 Indian Guide Rd
Green Anne H, Edith 1863 Cindy Ln
Guido Shawn 202 Chesnut St
Gulgulr Jacqueline J, Jitendra V 4028 Lafrance
Haimes Jeannette D, Betty J Rfd
Hansberry Marie Theresa 3014 Church Rd
Hare Dorothy R, Hare John W 4073 Hillside Rd
Heintzelman Jill A 2058 Maple Ave
Hendricks Rose M 2566 Jean Dr
Henson Helen F, Fred G 2161 Rebecca Dr
Herold Dawn Kristopher 2058 Maple Ave Apt K1−4
Hirsh Jared David 3067 Mitchell Ct
Hoffman William J 2 Robin Ln
Hontz Doris B, George 350 Miles Rd
Hontz George E 350 Miles Rd
Hunsicker Vera 3258 Unionville Pike
Hyland Rebecca M 638 Ridge Pike Apt 2nd Fl
Jane F E 330 Stevenson Cir
Jet Plastica Industries Inc CO Joseph Campisi 100 Schwab Rd PO B 905
Jo Hanna 1864 Cindy Ln
Jones Anna M 6 Gina Cir
Jordan Catherine C 201 Marble Ln
Jordan Joseph P 201 Marble Ln
Kaler Robert L IV, Donna E 41 E Brd St
Kane Judson S 210 Jade Dr
Kantner Sally A Care of Sally A Smith 600 Schwab Rd
Kathrins Zelda E 801 Ridge Pike
Katz Mira 814 Lincoln Woods
Kirk Barbara 150 Ridge Pike Apt B219
Ko Kwang M 1307 Park Ave
Kotoji Kayoko 609 Lincoln Woods
Kriebel Harvey K, Carol J 230 Cowpath Rd
Larson Deanne 2701 Elroy Rd Apt I 5
Lavino Linda F 750 Andorra Rd
Leof Rosalind B 408 Fox Hound Dr
Loux Donnalee 1822 School Rd
Magnolia Court Assoc LLC 7 Golf View Dr
Majewski Frederick E 153 Wyndham Woods Way
Marandola Ed 1910 N Penn Rd
Marshall Charles N 801 Ridge Pike
Matta Raja 533 Musket Ct
Mcgann Thomas P 2841 S Ford Dr
Mdci Attn: Warren Johnson 2398 N Penn Rd
Medina Sonia 2058 Maple Ave
Melle Anthony Valerie L Melle 9801 Germantown Pike
Messing Michael J 421 Germantown Pike
Michael French Dry Cleaning 4123 Fountain Green Rd
Mikell Alma H 2058 Maple Ave Apt Ae1−1
Miller Mable B, Helen 612 Germantown Pk
Miller Ted I, Amy B 4070 Sourwood Ln
Nemchek Stephen 472 S Apple Tree Ln
Noby Md 2603 Elroy Rd Apt C 8
Ohara Rosemary, Sean 779 Germantown Pike
Olszewski Benjamin A 250 Ridge Pike Apt 45
Omole Lawrence A 150 Ridge Pike Apt B115
Patel Kamleshkumar R, Shushma K 2058 Maple Ave Apt Ac3h
Patel Prabodh R 2058 Maple Ave Apt Ag1−7
Patel Priti P 649 Wimbledon Ln
Philadelphia Insurance PO Box 95
Plymouth Valley Contractors LLC PO Box 415
Presto 606 Evergreen Ln
Provost Justin M 2058 Maple Ave Apt Ae1−5
Public Housing Develop Corp 5 Golf View Dr
Purcell Kathryn 2320 Cambridge Cir
Qazi Tahir 210 Andora Glen Ct
Quirple Carol A 2235 E Orvilla Rd
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Rao Saphyanarayan Apt 124c 150 Ridge Pike
Rebstock Mary 2696 Towamencin Ave
Reilley Patrick W 2705 Supplee Cir
Reilly Michael 2705 Supplee Cir
Reo Daniel F 765 Alexander Dr
Richards Rita G 2815 E Orvilla Rd
Rogoff Roberta M, Martin 4118 Hellman Rd
Rosales Samuel 2058 Maple Ave 01 12
Rosenberger Dairies Inc 847 Fty Foot Rd
Sarm Daniel C 2651 Towamencin Ave
Schafsteller Kirk 27 Park Rd
Schantz Michael W 1 Honey Locust Ct
Schwartz Gloria 1527 Leon Dr
Seligson Jodie C 4129 Fieds Dr
Sell Jessie K 199 W Vine St Apt 15
Simons Walter J 2058 Maple Ave Hatfield Vlg Apts H2−12
Steele Aileen E 2058 Maple Ave Apt A 6 2 8
Stein Gertrude, Josep 4028 Macniff Dr
Stevenson Ellen 4123 Fountain Green Rd
Stone Jamie Sarah 15 Creekview Tr
Stryjak Elouise Estate of 17 Harpel Ave
Superpetz 2880 Bergy Rd Attn Rick Mills
Touchstone Wireless Lp 2705 Clemens Rd Bldg 105 B
Ufberg Marcy D 29 Copper Beech Dr
Valerio Anthony Tr Ua 20−Aug, Anthony 2600 Richmond Rd
Valerio William Jr Tr Ua 02−Feb, Anthony Tr Ua 02−Feb 2600 Richmond Rd
Valerio William Jr 2600 Richmond Rd
Valerio William Sr Tr Ua 02−Feb 2600 Richmond Rd
Valero Food Mart 2401 Bethlehem Pike
Visco Christina J, Darby C 9330 Eagleview Dr
Visco Christina J, Molly R 9330 Eagleview Dr
Visco William Tanner, Christina J 9330 Eagleview Dr
Waldrop Jonathan B 2058 Maple Ave Apt Ad211 Hatfield Village Apts
Watley Carole A 114 Willow Dr
Whiteman Walter 31 Columbia Ave
Whiteman Walter Est of 31 Columbia Ave
Whitesell Carol G 909 Dogwood La
Williams John J Assoc Inc Po Box 447
Wise Marilyn S 1308 Fairgrounds Rd Apt 11
Wise Marilyn S 1380 Fairgrounds Rd Apt 11
Woldow Robert D 440 Foxhound Dr
Wolfson Melanie S 7 Almond Ct
Worthington John 408 S Main St
Yates Brian 61 Roosevelt Ave
Yocum Mildred 2002 Joshua Rd
Zaldivar Manuel R 1502 West Ln
Horsham Pa 19044
221 Assocs LLC dba The Wentworth At S Temple Gov Natl Mort Corp PO Box 1687
A J Davenport Irrev Tst 952 Herman Rd
Able Energy 1250 Easton Rd
Acker Michael F 116 Horseshoe Ln
Advanta Mortgage Corp c/o Maureen Petrucelli 300 Welsh Rd Bldg 5
Americhealth Administrators 720 Blair Mill Rd
Amerihealth PO Box 1002
Asamoa Theresa 213 Maple Ave Unit K166
Automation Aids Inc. 420 Babylon Rd Ste B
Badveeti Sreenivasa 101 Alison Rd Apt B6
Bagienski Frank W 3855 Blair Mill Rd Apt 24
Beiter Jeffrey 585 Colonial Dr
Binder Frank J 1091 Horsham Rd
Brown Gloria A 19 Forrester Rd
Brown Matthew B 937 Langdon Ave
Brown Robert Md 507 Prudential Rd
Business Insurance PO Box 2226
Cafe Inc 801 County Line Rd #17
Cambridge Integrated Srvcs Group PO Box 972
Capmark Bank Attn Tom Reynolds 116 Welsh Rd
Capmark Financial Group 116 Welsh Rd
Carr And Duff 607 Mann Rd
Centocor Ortho Biotech Se 800 Ridgeview Dr
Chan Stuart C 228 New Rd
Charters Robert III 116 Horseshoe Ln
Chrysler Financial Corp PO Box 600
Claypool Dennis W 507 Prudential Rd
Cline Jason Apt B 235 Gdn Ave
Coactive Capital Par 655 Business Ctr Dr Accts Payable
Connelly Mary 205 Hatboro Pike
Conti Mortgage 149 Witmer Rd
Corcoran Kathleen 9 Brandywine Dr
Coyle Timothy 155 Doyle St
Crow Candice, Thomas 52 Palamino Ct
Crs 507 Prudential Rd
Cunningham Lindy Claims 110 Gibraltor Rd
Cutler Camera 537 Easton Rd
Darrah Mary A 86 Ember Ln
Davenport Kristin 952 Herman Rd
Dc Fin Svcs Amer LLC PO Box 600
Delaware Valley Underwriters 2 Walnut Grove Dr Ste 210
Dementri Carol 23 Geldine Ln
Deutsche Bank National Trust Co 500 Enterprise Rd #150
Devine Floor Covering Maxpro Corp 418 5 Caredean Dr
Dorigo Catherine T 29 Fieldstone Ln
Eminence Organic Skin Care 507 Prudential Rd
Englebreth Brett 12 Log Pond Dr
Epsilon Data Management LLC 220 Gibraltar Rd Ste 150
Execustay 433 Caredean Dr Ste D
Finney Kathleen A, Charles A 216 Jefferson Ave
Francke Ellen 324 Olive Ave
Friedman R Thomas 561 Horsham Rd
Gasdik Colmenares, Theresa 213 Maple Ave Apt A12
Great West Life PO Box 1000
Han Peter D 3 Sweetgum Ln
Haque Syed 6 Tree Bark Cir
Hawaiian Wireless c/o Nco Financial Systems
Heffernan Joseph E 903 Sheehy Dr Ste D1
Herzstein Evelyn E 102 Brownstone Ln
Hilburn Caitlin E 300 Blair Mill Rd C12
Hiltebeitel Ralph 342 Witmer Rd
Home Connects Lending Serv 200 Lakeside Dr Ste 248
Honor Townsend & Kent Inc 600 Dresher Rd Ste C1c
Honrado Cordell MD 507 Prudential Rd
Hornor Townsend Kent Inc 600 Dresher Rd Ste C2c
Horsham Hall of Fame Inc PO Box 350
Htk Insurance Agency of Texas Inc 600 Dresher Rd Ste C2c
Intergrated Electrical 193 Horsham Rd Garage
Jain Ankur c/o Schwartz Lasson Harri PO Box 1567
Jones Meleisa A PO Box 600
Jones Pearl 3855 Blair Mill Rd Apt 208 P
Kaderi Mohsina 6 Tree Bark Cir
Kaye Two Advertising Dresher Rd Ste #100
Kelly Waldron And Co 255 Business Ctr Dr Ste 224
Knowles Patricia E c/o Patricia E Knowles 600 Dresher Rd
Koch Jessica 213 Maple Ave Apt I142
Kosich Dara P 731 Inverness Dr
Kress Noel 319 Olive Ave
Kulkarni Amar 296 Blair Mill Rd Apt A4
La Weight Loss Franchlato Greenzzz 747 Dresher Rd Ste 150
Language Service Asso 455 Business Dr
Lemast Tommy R Est PO Box 600
Liberty Property LP 5 Walnut Grove Dr Ste 200
Licko Stephen 143 Roberts Ave
Lockwood Ira D 7 Wexford Cir
Logan Auto Body 155 Doyle St
M T Bank 601 Dresher Rd
Macneal Linda 450 Central Ave
Manoogian Diane 43 Windsor Pass
Marlin 507 Prudential Rd
Marsh Mary H 436 Norristown Rd
Mckeon Doreen M 301 Willowbrook Rd
Messina Marie E 10 Cavalry Dr
Michaelis Loring 39 Green Woods Dr
Michel Frank 244 Fair Oaks Ave
Milovsky Daniel 819 Horsham Rd
Mito Cheryl 213 Maple #I 137
Moscardelli Raymond R 6 Mountain Ash Ln
Music Choice 401k Plan 300 Welsh Rd Bldg 1
Musso Salvatore 310 Saw Mill Ln Apt 12e
Nco Customer Management Inc 507 Prudential Rd
Nco Financial Systems Inc Corp Corp Tax Dept 507 Prudential Rd
Nco Ivomed, Medclear 507 Prudential Rd
Ncopcf LLC 507 Prudential Rd Ste 100
Nelson Nursing Home 655 Business Ctr Dr Ste 250
New Millennium Computer 328 Maple Av Annex N
Norris Gayle PO Box 1002
Novastar Mortgage 200 Gibraltar Rd Ste 101
Osi Collection 507 Prudential Rd
Oxendine Kevin 213 Maple #I 137
Pacaar Financial 655 Business Ctr Dr
Palo Jeremy 11 Loggers Mill Rd
Patel Baldevbhai M 213 Maple Ave Apt H116
Paul Smith Ltd 507 Prudential Rd
Penn Insurance & Annuity 600 Dresher Rd
Penn Mutual Life Ins C 600 Dresher Rd
Pennsylvania Rehab Inc 731 Dresher Rd Bldg 2
Peterson Elizabeth 150 Upland Av
Philadelphia Force LLC PO Box 1925
Play On LLC 747 Dresher Rd Ste 150
Pure Weight Loss c/o Karen Siegel 747 Dresher Rd Ste 100
Quest Diagnostics Inc c/o Cynthia Pendergrass 800 Business Ctr Dr
Remp Carolyn E 213 Maple Ave Apt L−188
Revak Blairanne, David J PO Box 1717 1837 E Monarch Bay Dr
Reynolds Tabitha 4 Saw Buck Cir Aptb
Rma Nco 507 Prudential Rd
Ross Advertising 201 Gibraltar Rd
Roth Theodore H Jr 303 Pearl Ave
Rua Homeowners Program 2 Walnut Grove Dr Ste 210
Russell Daniel PO Box 585
Salera Christa L 161 Upland Ave
Saltzman Tony 3 Whitebirch Ln
Schaufler Edward A 500 Maple Ave
Selby Dawn R 507 Woodland Ave
Servants Subro PO Box 647
Shurtz Timothy J 37 Ember Ln
Sioux City Truck & Trailer 507 Prudential Rd
Smigo Children Kathryn 216 Jefferson Ave
Snyder Patrick M Apt 240 O
Souders John L 110 Sarahs Ln
Sreehari Kannekanti c/o Schwartz Lasson PO Box 1567
Srs Marketing Co Inc 300 Welsh Rd Bl2off3
Subramanian Jayashree c/o Telerx 723 Dresher Rd
Tbi Mortgage Co 250 Gibraltar Rd
Texas Facilities Mr Scott Godshall 120 Gibraltar Rd 3rd Floor
Therapy Care Inc 120 Gibraltar Rd
Thompson Francis X 567 Coach Rd
Tll Auto Sales Inc 700 Easton Rd
Toll Brothers Inc 250 Gibraltar Rd 3rd Fl
Toth Dorothy A 328 Laurel Ave
Vchrysler Financial 400 Horsham Rd
Vert Markets Inc 5 Walnut Grove Dr
Videtsky Rebecca L, Jacob 14 Brandywine Dr
Walton Norman E, Myra S 31 Green Woods Dr
Washington County Co 655 Business Ctr Dr
Weiss Guys Car Wash Az Region 240 Gibraltar Rd Ste 220
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Weissman Roth Meryl 16 Greenwoods Dr
Wenzel Nellie Est c/o Kraus 12 Derby Cir
Wenzel Raymond J, Nellie G 12 Derby Cir
Zqm Inc 986 Easton Rd Shop
Huntingdon Valley Pa 19006
Ab Abstract Ltd 2655 Philmont Ave Ste 206
Agnew John 226 Brae Bourn Rd
Allebach Regina L 3367 Paper Mill Rd
Alminde Meghan, Mark 283 Lamplighter Ln
Americas Source Consulting Agency 55 Buck Rd Ste 11
Anderson Metals PO Box 493
Andreyeva Tatyana 657 Allison Rd
Antoni Valerie K 2705 Lundy Ln
Argosy Health 1800 Byberry Rd Ste 701
Arkans Barbara, Matthew 1027 Anna Rd
Arthur Scena E 3338 Pine Rd
Aschendorf Lynn 42 Lee Lynn Ln
Audi of Hunting Valley 3041 Philmont Ave
Batkaieva Natalia 3357 Pine Rd
Bauer Jessie 607 Hoyt Rd
Baumer Jenny L 1771 Old Welsh Rd
Beggin John F 1797 Old Welsh Rd
Belousov Aleksandr V 3848 Pine Rd
Berkowitz Melissa F 887 Barnswallow Ln
Bidini Theresa C/O Margaret Muller
Bodomov Gayrat R 45 Buck Rd
Bornstein Victoria 974 Meadowbrook Dr
Bowen Gregory J St205gas 2727 Philmont Ave
Brennan Kathleen J 16 Simons Way
Broytman Nikonor 1695 Huntingdon Rd
Bruno Leonard MD Pc 727 Welsh Rd
Budd Thelma 759 Welsh Rd Apt 17
Cahan Pearl 1609 Pennypack Rd
Casey Randi Beth, Dennis A 2714 Barry Ln
Cassalia Amy 2820 Edge Hill Rd
Castor Joseph A 2240 Pine Rd
Century Design Inc c/o Fred Beach/Beach Asso PO Box 512
Ciabattoni Josephine, Guido A 540 Redlion Rd
Clapps George 2030 County Line Rd Swt 298
Coffin Dianne A 2 N St Pike
Connell Jeanne M 1122 Old Welsh Rd
Dangelo David W 2741 Philmont Ave
Dannemann Linda Rae 192 Ely Ave
Demaria Christine J 3414 Brae Bourn Dr
Dependable Abstract Ltd 2655 Philmont Ave Ste 206
Diagnostic Imaging PO Box 281
Diane Sheeler Pagliei Pfa State Far 609 County Line Rd
Dicicco Liliana 37 Summer Place
Dnet Systems Inc Off 105 1840 County Line Rd
Dougherty Willia 2056 Jason Dr B
Dreyer Douglas P 160 Clearview Ave
East Shore Development Co LLC 1427 Byberry Rd
Ellsworth Grace M, Francis 1920 Cathedral Rd
Esancy Lindsey E 1207 County Line Rd
Ethan Glenn Trust c/o Cairnwood Co−Op Masons Mill Bus Park II 1800 Byberry Rd
Ste 1405
F J Cooper Inc 2535 Huntingdon Pike
Fast Page Radio Inc 2344 Philmont Ave
Fleming Elsie E c/o Walter D Fleming 1740 Old Welsh Rd
Foll John J Esq 1235 Meinel Rd
Frazer Meghan 640 Woodward Pl
Friedman Aryeh 1154 Willard Rd
Gabriel Sandra 7 Elfreth Rd
Gaspero Michael 90 Beechwood Rd
Gaur Radha 2400 Terwood Rd
Gaynor Helen G c/o James Francis Gannon Esq 927 Huntingdon Pike
Gerling Evelyn W 759 Welsh Rd Apt 17
Gerrard Clare M Est 1235 Meinel Rd
Glatfelter Elizabeth 1800 Byberry Rd
Goldstein Alfred E 1438 Huntingdon Pike
Goshy Peter C 103 Woodland Rd
Grasso Michael A, Dawn E 205 Shady Ln
Guth Jeffrey 1st Fl 2525 Huntingdon Pike
Haaz Stephanie M, William 311 Stokes Cir
Harbison Robert J 2185 Papermill Rd
Harbour Marco 1005 Hemlock Pl
Hardiman Mary E 840 Meadowbrook Dr
Haus James L Jr 79 Elfreth Rd
Hill Linda 238 Propert Dr
Hines Ruth J 951 Robin Ln
Howland Mary E 915 Old Ford Rd
Huntingdon Valley Surgery Center 1800 Byberry Rd Ste 1010
Imperatore Richard 800 By Berry Rd Ste 1404
Institute For Safe Medication 1800 Byberry Rd Ste 810
Iosilevich Vladimir 3328 Paper Mill
Jacobsen Nancy 984 Hunters Turn
Jefferies Alice I, Gladys 571 Chestnut St
Johnson William E 937 Old Ford Rd
Jones John T Jr, Lois T 3908 Jeffrey Rd
Kang Jake, Me K 3338 Woodland Cir
Kapp Frieda 352 Meadowbrook Dr
Karlova Victoria 3975 Brookdale Ave
Katzen Suzanne 1317 Glenbrook Rd
Keating Erin 402 Meadowbrook Dr
Keystone Financial 27 Tomlinson Rd
Kholyavka Liliya 17 Sunflower Dr
Kim Daniel Hee 1511 Hilltop Ter
Kleinert Elizabeth A 369 Cinnamon Dr
Kleinfield Alice c/o Jane Fink 55 Lee Lyn Ln
Kunowski Mark 2076 County Line Rd Box 288
L D Davis Ind Inc Mason Mill Rd 401 Masons Mill Bus Park
L Stewart Barbera Md Ret Fund Case Pa 300106 160 Red Lion Rd
Laidlaw Alan W 272 Brae Bourn Rd
Leister Donna 445 Veit Rd Ste C
Leland Everett 1317 Glenbrook Rd
Leporace Joseph 338 Van Roden Cr
Levin I Howard MD 3836 Ridgeview Rd
Lewis Shirley A, Jack 770 Welsh Rd Apt 805
Lichtenstein Bernice 3914 Somers Dr
Lieberman Jenna A 1413 Dogwood Lance
Lighthouse Mortgage Services Isaoa 2600 Philmont Ave
Lobanova Alicia S, Mikhail 22 Anna Maria Ter
Maher Catherine, Emmett 770 Welsh Rd Apt 50
Maier Edward Sr, Edward Jr 2465 Dale Rd
Malamud Mikhail 10 Anna Maria Ter
Mall Ball Lp 2655 Philmont Ave
Massiaguine Alexel 3212 Manor Rd
Matthews Dorothy H 82 Maple Dr
Mauro Ralph Joseph, Linda Torpey 503 Woodcrest Rd
Mchugh Christopher M Apt 209 925 Huntingdon Pike
Mcpeak Vincent P 1165 Laurel Ln
Meister Mary E Hcr Manor Care 3430 Huntingdon Pike
Menaged Neal 366 Meadowbrook Dr
Mental Health Asso Inc 1880 August Dr
Mgm Roofing And Siding Inc 3334 Huntingdon Pike
Mickle Samuel C Est 99 Elfreth Rd
Mignatti Co 2310 Terwood Dr PO Box 249
Mikolosky Edward P 1157 Mettler Rd
Miller Gale M 3188 Oak Dr
Miller John G, Eric c/o John J Miller 625 Pinney Rd
Mixmonsta LLC 3738 Ridgeview Rd
Moreland Business Park Inc 850 Welsh Rd
Multiflow 1434 County Line Rd
Nachsin Chad J 145 Tomlinson Rd
Nadav Yoni 3900 Buck Rd
Nardi Francis J 445 Veit Rd Ste C
Negron Delis 1070 Warfield Ln
North American Abstract Gp Inc 2655 Philmont Ave Ste 206
Novin Gert, Bud 3511 Billger Dr
Oemus Louise 770 Welsh Rd Apt 720
Oh Joowon 1042 Henrietta Av
Olson Jerry 506 Meadowbrook Dr
Oriental Pearl Store 3 2160 County Line Rd
P R V Medical Asso Pc 2741 Philmont Ave
Padilla Hilda M 636 Killdeer Ln
Palman Electric Inc 1957 Pioneer Rd Bl4
Panico Pasquale & Helen A Irrev Trs Ua 4 4 95 c/o Pastor Bolden & Co 3993
Huntingdon Pike
Patel Girish 1970 County Line Rd
Peltzman David J, Susanne 3651 Heaton Rd
Penner Regina, Peter PO Box 725
Petersen George R 981 Old Huntingdon
Phila Angiography Interventional Radiology Society 287 Wyndmoor Cir
Pianpalazzo Inc 271 Casey Cir
Piening Helen L 1111 Welsh Rd
Pitcairn Cameron C Tr Ua 4 24 92 Et Al c/o Cairnwood Co−Op Masons Mill Bus Park
II 1800
Pitcairn M Kate c/o Cairnwood Co−Op Masons Mill Bus Park II 1800 Byberry Rd Ste
1405
Ponomareva Tatyana Marc Ln 182
Pontarelli Anthony R 300 Rockledge Ave
Pronin Tatyana, Igor 509 Long Ln
Regional Foot Ankle Special 2741 Philmont Ave
Rhee Sung 1st Fr 2815 Philmont Ave
Richard Dirosa Falcon Ba Bl C 1 1957 Pioneer Rd
Riddle Richard 1051 County Line Rd #107
Rosenblum Eric 184 Kirk Dr
Rumpf Jonathan A 420 Welsh Rd
Salvitti Anthony 2427 Huntingdon Pike
Samanda Prop of Delaware LLC 1840 County Line Rd Ste 100
Shectman Philip, Max 145 Roy Ln
Shevchenko Nataliia c/o Trio Consulting Inc 3357 Pine Rd
Shore Thing The Attn Frank Godshalk 3898 Bradford Rd
Shuster Jacob S, Sally, Lynn S 42 Lee Lynn Ln
Simone III Ronald S, Kathleen 3439 Manor Rd
Simpson Kevin G, Andrea 188 Beechwood Dr
Sneberger Daniel 2374 Fairway Rd
Snyder Esther Irrev Trus Moreland Prof Bldg Ste 200 2510 Huntingdon Pike
Spak Abraham 35 Chapel Hill Rd
Spectrum Food Brokers Inc 445 Veit Rd Ste C
Steve Bolden 3993 Huntingdon Pike 210
Superfresh 2100 E County Line
Talacki Carol Ann, Jennie 2322 Deer Path Rd
Thoma Elizabeth W, Alfred H 310 Heathcliffe Rd
Toll Brothers Inc 3103 Philmont Ave
Top Quality Pizza Inc 861 Warfield Ln
Trickey Clara 1027 Sorrel Horse Rd
Triple A I PO Box 229
Uptight Suburbanite Inc 67 Buck Rd 38
Varich Diana 2515 High Rd
Vogel Pamela J 3864 Somers Dr
Walker Alan C 915 Old Ford Rd
Weiss Matthew 3505 Orchard Rd
West William L 1680 Huntingdon Pike Unit 121
Winderman Benjamin L, Shirley S 1158 Somers Rd
Wireless Xcessories Group Inc 1840 County Line Rd−Ste 301
Wittkamp Thomas F 2015 Willow Brook Dr
Wolf Alfred D 120 Woodland Rd
Wunderlich Frank E 80 Fettersmill Sq
Yi Sung H 557 Meadowbrook Dr
Zackey Justin W 3380 Baldwin Rd
Zinas Settlement Svcs Ltd 2655 Philmont Ave Ste 206
Ziv David 3541 Oriole Dr
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Jeffersonville Pa 19403
Amram Electrical Svcs Inc 645 Brandon Rd
Bove Luciana 65 Egypt Rd
Enterprise Rent A Car 2431 W Main St
Erac 2431 W Main St
Ewing Louise D 145 Brandon Rd
Hassis Michele L 106 Chancellor Ct
Huey Diane P Apt 2 182 Deacon Dr
Independence Marble c/o Jose Cruz 2068 W Ridge Pkwy
Jones Robert 233 Stone Ridge Dr
Lazzaro Robert S 1941 Yorktown S
Maffei Kathryn E, John G 210 Stone Ridge Dr
Mesenko Lisa L 101 Koegel Ln
Oboler Regina S, Leon, Ellana 25 Centre Ave
Smith Revocable Living Trust 25 Centre Ave
Jenkintown Pa 19046
Abrams Marc T 309 Montgomery Ave
Alexander Alice H 429 Vernon Rd
Alexander William 145 Cedar St
Algonquin Avenue Corp 501 Washington Ln Ste 201
Allard Sarah M 39 Jarrett Ave
Alpuche Dorothy 317 Cottman St
American Financial R c/o Jones Lang Lasalle PO Box 2439
Ami Kol 1358 Robin Hood Rd
Anodes Nc Inc 165 Township Line Rd
Berenbaum Samuel Pavilion Ste 309 261 Old York Rd
Biase Bianca M 809 Greenwood Ave Apt 3a
Blank Grace R 1461 Pepper Rd
Bloch Danielle 1341 Carol Rd
Brandows Fairway Chry Ply Jeep 900 Old York Rd
Breast Cancer 3 Day 165 Township Line Rd Ste 150
Bricklin Benjamin 1250 Greenwood Ave Apt 305
Brunette Bertha F c/o Robert Lipschutz Ste 160 Jenkintown Plaza 101 Greenwood Ave
Burns Judy A 1066 Sparrow Rd
Bustard James 212 Walnut St
Butler Henrietta P 416 Division St
Cardiology Consultants 1650 Huntington Pk #256
Carmosin Marjorie R 801 Old York Rd Ste 1
Carter Karen Ann 236 Fillmore St
Cauchi Mercedes C, Paul L 133 Walnut St
Chang Karl c/o Dora Dee Chang Pitcari 1 Pitcarin Place
Chatary Catherine 121 Robbins Ave
Cirigliano Sam c/o 203 Park Ave
Citizens Bank of Pa 323 Old York Rd
Concord Limo Inc 333 Jenkintown Commons
Continental Materials Jenkintown Plaza
Cooper Leonard J 429 Vernon Rd
Cox Catherine 425 Hillside Ave
Croney Charles H, Alice 236 Smt Ave
Crusader Lien Services 179 Washington Ave
Cuce Marlene Beaver Hill South E 1 100 W
Dean Witter Reynolds c/o Richard Iavecchia PO Box 109
Destefani Dianne Beaver Hill South E 1 100 W
Diamond Helene M, Samuel 1839 Hilltop Rd
Dinette & Sleep Shop 224 Old York Rd
Directmass 1838 Harte Rd
Dugas Thomas V 220 Hillside Ave
Einstein Pratice Plan Inc Pm R 201 Old York Rd
Elliott Peter 101 Washington Ln M 220
Emergency Physicians of Ema PO Box 1070
Englewood Medical Asso Inc dba Em PO Box 1070
Ettingoff Bernice c/o The Plaza
Fairway Automotive 1750 The Fairway
Fairway Automotive G 830 Old York Rd
First States Group 1725 The Fairway
First States Investors 680 Old York Rd Ste 200
Fischer Adelbert F Jr, Mary 309 Florence Ave Apt 307
Fisher Gloria, Robert Beaver Hill South E 1 100 W
Fisher John E 609 Harper Ave
Freilick Theodore H 710 Old York Rd
Friel Eduard, Ida 41 Park Ave
Garner John C Jr 426 Vernon Rd
Garrido Louisa 410 Vernon Rd
Gertrude Regenspurger Mem Char Tr Uw 1836 Lambert Rd
Get A Way Travel Inc 111 Township Line Rd
Gillespie Violet H 119 Mayfield Ave
Glickman Stephen Ross 820 Meetinghouse Rd
Goldberg Beverly 405 Newbold Rd
Goldrick Philip J 309 Florence Ave Apt 403n
Good Josephine 1653 The Fairway St
Goudy William C 710 Baeder Rd
Graffman Gary 101 West Ave 458
Greer Stop Nut Inc 301 Highland Ave
Grimes Francis X 804 West Ave
Hans W Christoph Inc 810 Old York Rd Ste 315
Heller Jay L 261 Old York Rd
Hopkins Ford Lincoln Mercury 1650 The Fairway Box 2009
Horn Carolyn H 429 Vernon Rd
Houlihans Restaurant 817 Old York Rd
Ignatowski Albert J 765 Wooded Rd
Jaffe Arthur M 716 Crosswicks Rd
Jenkintown Electric 220 York Rd
Johnson Saniah 93 Old York Rd
Jones Davis Ira Barbara F c/o Richard Iavecchia PO Box 109
Kanefsky Dean J 1 Abington Ave
Khalil Mohammad G, Khalil Amelia 514 Greenwood Ave
Kim Sun C 101 Washington Ln
Kleeman Minnie J, Max 645 Forrest Ave
Krebs Antoinette A 1889 Lambert Rd
Lam Sofia Dr One Abington Plaza #100
Lappe Robert G, Edna M 118 Church Rd
Law Offices of Stern Stercho 261 Old York Rd 410
Lbm Family LP 1061 Beverly Rd
Leon L Levy & Asso Inc 604 Harper Ave
Leon Soliscohen Jr Trust Dtd 11 13 1031 Meetinghouse Rd
Levitt William J III 1027 Pheasant Rd
Lim Kwan M Apt M124 101 Washington Ln
Mann Sheva S 100 Old York Rd
Martin Sheryl P 93 York Rd Ste 1 #176
Mason Suzanne 566 Gibson Ave
Mccann Eileen 224 Fisher Rd
Mcfadden Ray J PO Box 140
Mckeon Catherine M 312 Hillside Ave
Mckeon Rose M 1616 Huntingdon Pike Rm No 460 St Josephs Manor
Mcnally Amelia Maired, Gail Miller 216 Smt Ave
Meketon Irene 1250 Greenwood Ave Apt 820
Meli Cynthia 1234 Gordon Rd
Molter Harold E, Jane G 702 Seminole Ave
Molter Trust Ua 7 7 95 c/o Jane G Molter 702 Seminole Ave
Mosaic Health 604 Washington Ln
National Philanthropric Trust 165 Township Line Rd
National Wireless Inc 100 Old York Rd Ste 1108
Nikiforuk James 128 Cardinal Rd
Npt Breast Cancer 3 Day 165 Township Line Rd Ste 150
Oak Tree Capital Mgmt 1725 The Fairway 28th Fl
Oshea Robert 130 Smt Ave
Oswald Pharmacy Inc 401 Old York Rd
Pasternak Howard 115 W Ave Ste 204
Pavuk Karen, John 115 N Central Ave
Pearce Keith 1610 Fairway Unit 407
Pla Josephine 815 Greenwood Ave Ste 22
Pnc Bank Na 429 Vernon Rd
Prudential Securities Inc 610 Old York Rd
Raiguel William M Jr c/o Josephine C Raiguel 1515 The Fairway
Raina Shiban 100 Old York Rd Apt E3145
Ralston Margaret A, Robert J 1836 Lambert Rd
Ramirez Justin D, Sarah A 500 W Ave Apt B5
Ramirez Sara 200 Ross Rd D15
Rawley Nancy F PO Box 2381
Reibstein Ira David 610 Old York Rd
Roberts Jeanne De 589 Baeder Rd
Ross Allen 246 Smt Ave Apt A 1
Rubin Patricia Lee 829 Rydal Rd
Rush W 261 Old York Rd Ste 505
Saffren Kenneth S 815 Greenwood Ave Ste 22
Saffren Weinberg Robert Ellis Admin 815 Grnwood Ave
Salmon Edward F III, Arlene 813 Greenwood Ave
San Tangelo Samuel C PO Box 2097
Santee Marie Louise 429 Vernon Rd
Savings Abstract Co Inc 501 Washington Ln Ste 201
Sawyer Paul F 120 Robbins Ave
Schorsch Nicholas S Sr, Shelley D 1725 The Fairway
Seltz Martha 317 Cottman St
Seltzer David J 1250 Greenwood Ave Apt 210
Skolnick Neil 500 Old York Rd Ste 108
Soley Carolyn L 422 Leedom St
Solis Cohen Leon 1031 Meetinghouse Rd
Sps Technologies 301 Highland Ave
Stec Sala Irena 100 West Ave C16 S
Steinmetz Edward 11 N Sylvania Ave
Stephan Paul 1340 Meetinghouse Rd
Sung Sin M, Ki B 100 Old York Rd
Tapper Joseph 1234 Gordon Rd
Taylor Louise 1061 Township Line Rd
Thomas Karen G 206 Holmecrest Rd
Tower Roofing Co Inc c/o Orist G Wells PO Box 437
Tr c/o Mr Tmomas O Diamond Pres Ste 600 101 Greenwood Ave
Triplett William III 309 Walnut St Apt 203
Trull Alan B 416 West Ave
United Delivery & Logistics Group 1657 The Fairway
Varallo Geraldine M 312 Hillside Ave
Waldor Agency Inc Premier Brokerage Svcs Inc 604 Harper Ave
Weil Leslie M, Edward 811 Homestead Rd
Weiss Betty E 1570 The Fairway Ste 505e
Williard Inc 375 Highland Ave
Willow Grove Abstract 501 Washington Ln
Wolfies Deli Restaurant 323 York Rd #323
Wright John M Attn Erwin 535 Baeder Rd
Yellow Cab Co Metro Care Inc 333 Jenkintown Commons
King of Prussia Pa 19406
Adams Edward, June 717 Springdell Rd
Albone Earl 3400 Horizon Dr
American Express Travel 160 N Golph Rd
American International 650 Park Ave #10
Americas Choice Po Box 60432
Anderson Mathew 1000 1st Ave Ste 200
Annexus Storage & Cartag 1150 1st Ave Ste 390
Ant Dru Inc 3000 Valy Forge Cir Ste 118b
Apogee Inc Jane Stanton 1018 W 9th Ave
Arader Havalyn L 1000 Boxwood Ct
Arthur Jack D 812 Monroe Blvd
Asaner Yasemin 665 S Gulph Rd
ATT C/O Local Services 630 Freedom Business
Audio Crafters Inc Dba Stone Glidden 628 East B St
Aument Marian E 611 Hollow Rd
Bankers Life & Casualty Co 901 E 8th Ave Ste 111
Bankers Life Casualty 14 U 901 East 8th Ave Ste 111
Barbone Julia 214 Ross Rd
Barron Antonio V 251 De Kalb Pike D 208
Barthold Kenneth, John 563 Smt St
Bath 3602 Horizon Dr
Baxley William G Jr, Idell 135 E Valy Forge Rd
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Bean Elinor E, Robert 376 Radar Dr
Belisario Beatriz C 640 American Ave Apt
Berry Betty 170 S Warner Rd
Berry David 621 B St
Bnp P Brokerage 55 Croton Rd 4th Fl
Bnp Paribas Brokerage 555 Croton Rd
Bnp Paribas Brokerage Svcs Inc 555 Croton Rd Fl 4
Brechbiel Robert E 348 Hillside Rd
Brody Stanford 21133 Valy Forge Cir
Brookline Bank Re: Charles Castrovinci PO Box 61787
Brookline Bank Re: Guy Sholds PO Box 61787
Brown Richard PO Box 62227
Burhans Glass Co Inc 110 E Beidler Rd
CW Handsaker Inc 160 Hughes Rd
Caban Herminia Gomez 620 American Ave Apt 8
Caldwell Theodore J, Gladys W 640 Pancoast Rd
Camden Urities Holding Co 105 Town Ctr Rd No 10
Capinski Martha A 555 Keebler Rd
CCA Central Bucks 2200 Renaissance Bl 4 Fl Attn Sharon A Kelly
CCA Chester County Ob 2200 Renaissance Bl 4 Fl Attn Sharon A Kelly
CCA Pediatrics Med 2200 Renaissance Bl 4 Fl Attn Sharon A Kelly
Cerexagri Inc 630 Freedom Business Ctr Dr
Cerexagri Inc 630 Freedom Business Ctr Ste 4
Chae Yu K 283−1403 Hyundai Sungwoo 3cha
Chalmette Emergency Room 367 S Gulph Rd
Charles Vinocur Irr Life Ins Trust 2540 Renaissance Blvd
Chi Alexander 620 American Ave Apt D508
Chiang Chunlan 126 Shaffer Rd
Chiropractor And Hol 625 Clark Ave Ste 17a
Cic Cic C/O Cic Co PO Box 6222
Citizens Bank of Pa 160 N Gulph Rd
Clapp Research Associates Pc C/O Attn Df White 620 Freedom Bus Ctr 300
College Directory Publishing 620 Allendale Rd 100a
Colucci David 528 Coats Ln
Community Service Society 1045 1st Ave Ste 120
Component Technology U S C/O Valy Forge Towers No 3000 Valy Forge Cir Ste 3350
Confab Holding Corp Ms Leslie Stickney 601 Allendale Rd
Corecomm Atx Inc 2100 Renaisssance Blvd
Coventry Wc Services Po Box 61504
Cregan John 579 General Learned Rd
Daniels Alicia A 267 Lawndale Ave
Delval Equipment Corp Attn Bethiany Iovane 431 Feheley Dr
Detwiler Sandra M Est of 433 E Church Rd
Devon Hc Dh Evans 1100 First Ave Ste 100
Differ Anthony J 325 Rees Dr
Diliberto Robert C 435 Powderhorn Rd
Doctors Hospital of Shrevep 367 S Gulph Rd
Douglas Avery Assoc Novacare Outpatient 1018 W 9th Ave
Eagle Health Care In 112 Ivy Ln
Equity League Health Po Box 61593
Erosarts Inc 401 Monroe Blvd
Fager Jason A 600 American Ave Apt C305
Fao Inc 2520 Renaissance Blvd K
Fasciano John 750 Lynn Ln
Ferguson King of Prussia 302 Hansen Access Rd
Fertal Frances 600 W Valeey Forge Rd
Fissinger Thomas 251 W Dekalb Pike—Apt B815
Floors Wargo 138 Hansen Access Rd
Forthright Agency of Pa 900 E 8th Ave Ste 300
Fox Megan C 224 Prince Frederick St
Frederick Basilo 16 Meadow Brooke Rd
Gallagher Excavating Inc 462 Glennie Cir
Gambone John A 601 Nantucket Cir
Genuardi Dominic S III 824 Rosehill Dr
Geosits Adelbert, Elsie 535 Stenwyck Cir
Gerberding Patricia A 10202 Valy Forge Cir
Gibbs Andrew S 600 Hidden Valy Rd
Glaxo Smithkline Eas 709 Swedeland Rd
Gottlieb Margaret V Valy Forge Towers 1315 11315 Valy Forge Cir
Greene Carol A 631 Keebler Rd
Groshon Bruce 211 S Henderson Apt 5
Gsi Commerce 935 1st Ave
Gsi Commerce Solutions Inc 935 1st Ave
Gupta Raj K Munisha Gupta 3000 W Vly Forge Cir Apt 1355
Haas Heike 251 W Dekalb Pike
Haines David A 400 American Dr
Hall Lyle W Jr 800 Pine Hill Rd
Han Jing 251 W Dekalb Pike Apt D102
Heavner Sheila 16 Meadow Brooke Rd
Hellman Benjamin P 965 Penn Cir
Henkel Actives The Henkel Corp 2200 Renaissance Bl
Henkel Corporation The Henkel Corp 2200 Renaissance Bl
High Quality Bus Centers King of Prussia 630 Freedom Business Ctr Ste 300
Highpoint Solutions LLC 1150 1st Ave Ste 450
Hinkle Christa A 620 Keebler Rd
Holm Hooks V 1005 W 9th Ave Ste A
Hong Ning 413 Ashton Dr
Hooks Van Homes 1005 W 9th Ave Ste A
Hoplamazian Rose 250 Hughes Rd Gulph Mls
Horrocks Donald R CO Brian Horrocks 234 White Ave
Horrocks Joseph W 135 Crooked Ln
ICG Commerce 2520 Renaissance Blvd Ste 100
Inamdar Sampada 500 Wayne Dr Apt 320
Ingber Milton 580 American Ave Apt B311
Ingram Oglatha S D 308 251 W Dekalb Pike
Integrity Pharmacy Services LLC 489 Shoemaker Rd Ste 106
JA Properties LLC 610 S Henderson Rd
K M Marketing 651 Allendale Rd
Katzman Jeffrey I 491 Allendale Rd Ste 102
Kavulich Reger, Rizzo Parkview Tower Ste 250 1150 1st Ave
Keehn Catherine 658 B St
King John P Jr 585 Keebler Rd
King of Prussia Pharmacy 580 Shoemaker Rd
Kitchen Reico 3602 Horizon Dr
Knippenberg Eric L 512 Dartsmouth Dr
Kolbman Ryan 250 Tangle Wood Ln Apt F−4
Kraus Cynthia A 971 Longview Rd
Ku Cheng C 586 Dartmouth Dr
Ku Lijun 334 Winding Way
Kuk Dong Y 286 Lawndale Ave
Kulkarni Rajeev 251 West Dekalb Pike Apt A910
Kuppuswamy Gopinath 251 W Dekalb Pike Apt No A−2
Lakeland Medical Center LLC 367 S Gulph Rd
Leavesley Susan J Po Box 61501
Lee Jun Won 427 Lynn Rose Ct
Levy Lois C 10301 Valy Forge Cir
Liberty Personnel Se 410 Feheley Dr
M Kamenstein Inc CO Ms Dawn Taratuski 1021 W 8th Ave
Maenpaa Garath Clinical Care Associates Attn: Finance Dept; Ste 320
Maguire Margaret A 537 Keebler Rd
Manley Tim 1304 Bismark Way
Marakowski Laura 1218 Bill Smith Blvd
Marchiafava David M 201 Candlebrook Rd
Marsh Mclennan Agency LLC 2300 Renaissance Blvd
Martin Field Family Trust Field Hotel Assocs 251 W Dekalb Pike
Mccarthy James V, Rita T 146 Cinnamo Hill Rd
Mclane Michelle 364 Hillside Rd
Mclaughlin Casey 424 Jean Dr
Mcmanus Barbara A 250 Tanglewood Ln Ste 1
Meadows Charles P, Karen U 304 Woodmere Way
Medrisk 2701 Renaissance Blvd
Medrisk Inc 2701 Renaissance Blvd Ste 200 PO Box 61570
Mehr Jeanne V C/O Arthur S Klein Esq 570 W Dekalb Pike Ste 113
Methodist Occ Ind Med Cl 367 S Gulph Rd
Metropolitan Property Casualty 1101 West Dekalb Pike
Metzger Ronald C PO Box 61124
Mgjg Inc. 10104 Valy Forge Cir
Miller Lloyd 468 S Gulph Rd
Miraglia Bettyjane 360 Brownlie Rd
Monaghan Joseph D 609 Noble St
Monroe Court PO Box 6226
Moser Alberta C 568 N Henderson Rd
Moussa Kelly 420 Feheley Dr
Mueller Charles 644 Keebler Rd
Mueller Geraldine C 644 Keebler Rd
Murphy John C 316 Signal Hill Rd
Nair Sunil 251 W Dekalb Pike
Nasielski Mary 214 Charles St
Nayeem Jaffer S 412 Gulph Ridge Dr
Nelson Anthony 2701 Renaissance Blvd PO Box 61570
Neoware Inc 3200 Horizon Dr
New Continental Plaza Co Pasquale Properties 1004 W 9th Av
Ninan Mathew 1051 Penn Cir Apt G214
Ninan Mathew 251 W Dekalb Pike Apt E601
Omnicare 630 Allendale Rd
Oneill Foundation Attn The O’Neill Group 700 S Henderson Rd Ste 202
Ottinger Chris 935 1st Ave
Perate Michael, Anna F 519 Charles Dr
Performax PO Box 61505
Perry Wendy J 410 Walnut
Petal Eric 326 Overlook Ln
Philadelphia Hand Ctr Pc The 700 S Henderson Rd
Piccadilly Cafeteria 314 S Henderson Rd
Pinnacle Club LLC C/O Kevin Cravens 1060 1st Ave Ste 400
Pitts Robert Stanley, Mary Ann 557 General Steuben Rd
Powell Joseph L 417 Ashton Dr
PPL Gas Utilities Corporation 460 N Gulph Rd
Prometheus Informati 1006 W 9th Ave
Promotions D Svcs Corp CO Promotions Distributor Svc Attn Cfo 935 1st Ave
Promotions Distributor Se 935 1st Ave
Public Service Mutual 700 American Ave Ste 201
Radell Selma 2000 Valy Forge Cir 425
Rao Raghavendhra, Shubha 600 American Ave C208
Rea Florante Jr 402 Jean Dr
Realtime Media 1060 1st Ave Ste 201
Reddy Ajay K 753 Champlain Dr
Redlasso Inc 620 Allendale Rd
Reilly Joseph C 306 251 W Dekalb Pike
Renta Main Line Main Line Party Rentals 298 Hansen Access Rd
Resolve Funding Group Ll 630 Freedom Business Ctr
Right Start 2520 Renaissance Blvd
Robotti Richard R 658 Crossfield Rd
Rolland Wayne M Jr 756 Flint Hill Rd
Rose Charles, Sandra 268 White Ave
Rosenberger Margaret 352 Bordline Ross Rd
Rosidivito Marjorie E, Pasquale 460 W Valy Forge Rd
Rossi David T 272 Larkspur Ln
Russell Kathleen J 410 Brandywine Ln
Sabatino Francis 445 Keebler Rd
Santoso Harry 1005 Monroe Blvd
Saunter Grace D 368 Country Ln
Schoelkopf Stella M 139 Beidler Rd
Seco O&G Inc PO Box 900
Sedgwick Claims PO Box 61537
Seiler Nathalie 170 Clubhouse Rd Apt 206
Semon Addrew J 616 Brentwood Ct
Seol In S 219 Swedeland Rd
Service Pubilic C/O Concentra 700 American Ave Ste 201
Shapiro Suzanne H, Louis 2000 Valy Forge Cir 334
Sheraton Park Ridge Hotel 480n Gulph Rd
Shewchuk Barbara J 681 Smt St
Shotwell Jason M 649 S Henderson Rd Apt 605
Simmons Velma 506 Bending Ln
Skelly Loretta M 433 E Church Rd
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Smith Zenaida A, Stephen 133 Cinnamon Hill Rd
Smith Jessica A 251 W Dekalb Pk
Smith Stephen 219 Hillside Ave
Smith Todd R 20932 Valy Forge Cir
Somers Cliff 580 Lewis Rd Kings Woods Apt Bldg 600 Apt 324
Sopp Erich 115 Brownlie Rd C/O Erica Sopp
Sopp Erich George 115 Brownlie Rd
Spa To Go King of Prussia Mall/160 North Box 319
Spac 1996 C/O Victoria C Rubbo 340 Anthony Rd
Speciality Risk Serv Po Box 61513
Spencer James S 219 Hearthstone Rd
Sprint Solutions 555 Croton Rd
Steier E 251 W Dekalb Pike
Sti Computer Serv In 1150 1st Ave Ste 620
Stone Ethel 600 W Valy Forge Rd
Sunrise of Exton 200 Sunrise Blvd
T Baird Mcilvain Co 601 S Henderson Rd
Tabas Lauren R 3600 Horizon Dr
Taylor Ochroch Inc 132 Ivy Ln Po Box 62407
Tcg Delaware Valley Inc 630 Freedom Bus Ctr Ste 200
Telespectrum Worldwide 443 S Gulph Rd
Test America 1008 W 9th Ave
Thyssenkrupp Elevator Co 250 King Manor Dr
Tiffany Edgar W, Emily 365 Heritage Ln
Tokosch Lindsey M 1709 Ellsworth St
Torrente Joseph F 145 Nancy Ln
Trion Group Inc 2300 Renaissance Blvd
Tunuguntla Ravi K 251w Dekalb Pike Aptc801
Tweeter Home Entertainment 320 S Henderson Rd
U S Liability PO Box 1551 1030 Continental Dr
U S S C Group Inc 780 3rd Ave
Underwriting Concept 2002 Renaissance Blvd Ste 250
Union Labor Life Ins Co Box 61594
Union Labor Life Ins Co PO Box 61593
Union Labor Life Ins Patient Refunds PO Box 61593
Union Labor Life PO Box 61593
Universal Health Svcs 367 S Gulph Rd
Universal Health Svcs Inc 367 S Gulph Rd
University Grocer Holdings LLC 521 Williams Rd B9
Upper Merion Dental Assoc 357 S Gulph Rd Ste 100
Vandegrift Patricia M, H Gilmore 947 Parkview Dr Apt E106
Varalli Vienna 410 Lori Ln
Varian Medical Systems Cobra 2300 Renaissance Blvd
Voiedosilva Jaime R 125 Hamlet Dr
Votta Karen 132 Ross Rd
Warren Financial Group 660 American Ave Ste 101
Watson Dorothy 1028 Cherry St
Wilber Janette, Robert 142 Cambridge Rd
Willner Charles 2000 Valy Forge Cir Apt 1427
Willow Financial Bank 170 S Warner Rd
Wirth Fredrick 753 Whitetail Cir
Wright Kate 242 Fox Run Rd
Wu Thomas 570 W Dekalb Pike Apt 302
Wysocki Lance 251 West Dekalb Pike A304
Yan Hua 580 American Ave Apt B 409
Yellow Book Usa 2560 Renaissance Blvd
Yoo Han K 219 Swedeland Rd
Yun Tao 580 American Ave Apt B 409
Yves Wach Jean 709 Swedeland Rd
Lansdale Pa 19446
Abbott Edwin W C O Edwin W Abbott 208 Holly House
Advent Computer Consultants Inc 2279 Warner Rd
Allen Brian 261 Twining Rd
Amador Angela Y 1151 Scobee Dr
Anders Emma L 660 N Brd St Apt A422
Anderson Thomas 639 S Brd St Apt H
Appel Robert 106 Weymouth Cr
Arnott Thomas III 630 W Main St c/o Neil Conver
Arroyo Katie 1816 Valy Forge Rd
At of Clyde S Walton Inc 400 S Brd St Profit Sharing Plan
Atchison Antoinette C c/o A C Sinnott 1103 Byron Ct
Bahn Jacob J, John 706 W 3rd St
Barlas Suna 129 Susquehanna Ave
Baronowski Helen A, Janice 639 S Brd St
Basiura R J III c/o Russell J Basiura 2570 Muirfield Way
Basiura Russell J 2570 Muirfield Way
Begum Amena 38 Jenkins Ave Apt 307
Beideman Marion E Elm Tr Gdns Apt B 408 602 N Brd St
Bell Dennis 102 Weymouth Cir
Bergey Alan 359 Whites Rd Apt D
Bickel Margaret C, Robert C Elm Tr Gdns 602 North Brd St Apt B−203
Black John 322 W 6 St #1
Blakely Alice Estate 900 N Brd St
Bond Carolanne L, Clifford A 1963 Ryans Run
Boudwin Daniel A 102 Sunset Dr
Bowman Harry M Valy Stream Apts 2100 N Line St Apt V 101
Branson Romeo Trust 30 Newbury Way
Brease Barbara 2226 Brittany Pt
Broderick Edward 1929 Supplee Rd
Brooks Lena P 138 Shady Ln
Budweg Linda 145 Knapp Rd c/o Richard J Budweg
Byrnes Marjorie G RR 1
Carangi Jennifer M, Anthony 233 Polo Dr
Carroll Margaret 788 Keith Ln
Caskie Eugene 804 Lennox Ct
Cavanaugh Sandra 114 Summer Ridge Dr
Cerbus John R, Joanne 135 Oxford Rd
Chaplin Michelle M 285 Bradford Ln
Chapman Deborah F 108 Barrington Pl
Charbonneau Ronald J L 2126 Bustard Rd
Chenevert Dana R 749 Aldrin Ave
Ciliberto Philomena, Laura 226 W 7th St
Citifinancial Services Inc. 100 W Main St Ste 3
Citimortgage Inc 100 W Main St Ste 310
Clymer Wellington H, Mary A 820 W 4th St
Cohen Brian 525 Poplar St
Cole Irene 222 Pinecrest Ln
Colorfile Visual Comm Spec 418 Pierce St
Cook Lenore 27 Crestwood Ct
Cosgrove Edward T 502 Lennox Ct
Cunnane Brian K 1936 Eva Dr
Cusack Thomas F Jr Est 1027 Hillside Ave
Cyhan George 340 E 7th St
Dan Oleski Photography 2020 Stony Creek Rd
Darcy Jane 701 Lansdale Ave
Delcid Jose Amodeo 409 W Main St
Delp L 1100 Lansdale Ave
Delvecchio Diane 1141 Snyder Rd Apt E2−16
Demetrus Robbins 409 Acorn St
Depaul Joseph G, Janet I 16 Elbow Ln
Dinicola Elsie c/o Thomas A Landis Esq 425 W Main St
Dischell Jacqueline L 117 Country Club Dr
Donnelly S Plumbing Heating Cooling 37 West 2nd St
Dordick Michael S 201 Carol Ct
Dwyer Daniel E 757 E Main St
Dyckman Bernice 1831 Supplee Rd
Edward T Cosgrove Iolta 502 Lennox Ct
Egan Joseph, Eugene 233 E Main St
Eirich Stephanie 712 Walnut St Apt 2
Ekvall Suzanne W, Donald N 507 W Lawn Ave
Emc Mortgage Corp 100 W Main St Suite 310
Entenman Laura A 400 W Mount Vernon St
Evans Alia 725 S Brd St
Evans Martin 332 Sta Sq Blvd
Executive Legal Process Service 366 W Mount Vernon St
Faccenda Anthony P 611 Piedmont Ct
Faccenda Anthony P, Lisa, Jenna Lee 611 Piedmont Ct
Faikish Jeffrey D 1109 York Ave
Faustine Angela G, Gail P, Regina C 1813 Mifflin Dr
Faustine Valerie A, Gail P 1813 Mifflin Dr
Feeney Patricia 622 Rosemont Ave
Fingeroth Murry M Trust Ua 02 22 1994, Richard J 3412 Brittany Pointe
Fioravanti Lorraine 163 Oberlin Tr
Flint Carolyn A 112 County Line Rd
Foe Lalo 1129 W Main St 303
Francisco John N Jr 760 Newport Ln
Fredd Ilene 3412 Brittany Pointe
Freece Robert David C/O Robert A Freece 2592 Cold Spring Rd
Fretz Robert W 320 W Mount Vernon St
Friedma Robert T 310 Abbey Ln
Frost John S 2009 Berks Rd
Funch Emma 1211 Brittney Point Estates
Furr Jacqueline M 607 Knoll Dr
Gehman Paul R Jr PO Box 387
Gerner George 1441 Mark Dr
Gibbons Robert H 24 E Main St
Gock George J 622 Rosemont Ave
Godshall Shirley L, Stacey 1629 Clearbrook Rd
Goodyear Audrey 188 Eric Ln
Green Ida Mae 400 Shipwrighter Way
Gregory John J Jr 1017 Emerald Ave
Guenst James H 117 Country Club Dr
Gunder Jeffrey F, Mary 112 Oxford Rd
Haenn Ann C 2025 Hollis Rd
Haenn Matthew J 2025 Hollis Rd
Halper Richard 609 East Main St
Haug Mary K 1320 Sunny Ayre Way
Hay Laverne M 1221 Jarvis Ln
Hedrick John 1141 Snyder Rd Apt E15
Hence William J 129 Ardwick Ter
Hettinger Electrical Manufacturing Co 1223 S Brd St
Hilton K 161 Addison Ln
Hinkle Lilian M 726 Walnut St
Hoagland Mary T 1913 Nashmont Ct
Hoffa Matthew 152 Ardwick Tr
Home Loan Svcs 100 W Main St Ste 310
Hopkins Raymond A PO Box 1277
Howe Mildred, Roy 418 W 8th St
Huntsinger Reid C 129 Susquehanna Ave
Hurlock Rebecca, H P 639 S Brd St L17
Hutchinson Lisa 25 Crestwood Ct
Huttinger Frank X 124 Laurel House
Ibrahim Tarig M 108 Finch Run
Ikaiddi Margaret Mary 531 Bookbinder Wy
Jeanphilippe Grunderson, Gammaniel 639 S Brd St Apt E1
Jennifer Johns 639 S Brd St Apt F10
Jl Freed & Sons Inc 1963 Ryans Run
Johnson Elliott B 430 W 8th St Apt 3
Johnson Martha N 4112 Brittany Pt
Johnston Kathleen P 131 Oberlin Ter
Jones Helen T 2100 N Line St Apt G301
Kalidas Chitkala 328 Silo Mill Ln
Kanter Daniel A 308 Silo Mill Ln
Kelly Jean 660 N Brd St Apt A104
Khan Viquarunisa 526 Green St Apt B
Kim Chil K 757 E Main St
Kim Kuem H 701 Weikel Rd Apt209
Kim Sung Nam 2590 Hillcrest Dr
Kim Victoria M, Matthew B 115 August Ln
Kinsey Sandra 102 Cedar Ln
Knight Sandra, John 122 Pinecrest Ln
Kozloski Rose Ann 1938 Lafayette Rd
Kriebel Daniel L 1808 Beth Ln
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Kummer Warren Henry 411 Militia Dr
Kunz Marcel E 32 Elbow Ln
Kunze Lothar E 926 Andover Rd
Kysiak Sophia 1935 Deerfield Dr
Ladow Stewart, Irene 850 Sycamore Dr
Lamon Diane 640 Troxel Rd
Lamon June H 111 Community Dr
Landis Mary Elizabeth, John E 900 Columbia Ave
Lansdale Dental Pc 233 S Brd St
Lansdale Fd Mt Deli 291 N Brd St
Lansdale Office Supply 213 W Main St
Lansdale Warehouse Co Inc 1330 N Brd St
Lapella Verna 56 Pine Croft Meadowood
Lauterbach Loretta, Edwin W 309 Founders Vlg Meadowood At Worcester
Lee Annette 2525 Wendell Ave
Lee Chin Moon 806 W Main St
Lee Janice S 2120 Bustard Rd
Lemmon Kelly E, Jean M 1913 Nashmont Ct
Lessig Reese 1220b Crosshill Ct
Lewis Bruce H PO Box 728
Lewis Richard 3345 Fisher Rd
Liebich Richard E, Margaret 613 N Broad St Apt 9
Linberg George Douglas 3003 Stuart Way
Linder Mark 117 Pinecrest Ln
Lohse Rudolf H 107 Field Ter
Longosr James 1611 Windsor Ct
Mackey Nina 705 Willow St
Malloy Tom 216 Cricklewood Cr
Maloney Jonathan P 1165 Reiff Rd
Manser Shane P 125 Andrew Ln
Marchese Benjamin J 1507 Ivywood Way
Mathew Jins 804 Walnut St
Mccallum Carrollin 205 A Cricklewood Cir
Mccarthy Andrew 188 Eric Ln
Mccloskey Angela 2100 N Line St Apt H302
Mcedray Verna 138 Shady Ln
Mcphal Marquita 111 Ardwick Tr
Meigs Robert 709 Willow St Apt 2b
Merck 1180 Church Rd PO Box X2617812
Mercur Constance D 241 Susquehanna Ave
Miller Donald B, Helen L 275 Dock Ter 9
Mininger Mary, Earl 27 S Chestnut St
Moavec Sharon 813 Concord Pl
Molin Adolph T 2100 Line St Apt J303
Morris Zara 538 Cherry St
Morrone Frank 115 Walnut St
Mower John E 639 S Brd St Apt R8
Moyer Carol Lynne 1616 Clearview Rd
Mull John C 97 Church Rd
Murugesan Kumaresan L 2100 N Line St Apt N204
Nassir Mary Jean 127 Meadow Ln 67
Nath Rita 713 Columbia Ave
Naudasher Harold J, Ayleen 641 Pennbrook Ave
New World Mortgage 100 W Main St Ste 405
North Pole Photo Ltd 1044 Pecan Dr
Nova Records LLC PO Box 300
Oh Mi Ok 628 Green St
Oschmann Margaret 35 E 4th St
Oser Crista C 542 N Brd St
Pace Supply Corp 821 West Fifth St
Pappas Vincent J, Diane R 115 Manor Dr
Paramore Helen R 1 Knapp Rd
Park Dong 183 Eric Ln
Park Harry 2100 N Line St I 101
Parkside Inn 195 Community Dr
Parra Maria 613 N Brd St Apt 8
Partlow Joshua 285 Bradford Ln
Patel Naishadh K, Alaka 882 Flintlock Dr
Patel Subhash 549 Doylestown Rd
Pearson Kara M 503 W Lawn Ave
Peca Robert 1805 Theresa Way
Peck Amanda 127 Oberlin Terr
Penyak Raymond M, Anna Rose 122 Manor Dr
Perez Gustavo 1158 Wmain St Apt F 225
Perkins Barbara J 1102 Marlbrook Ln
Perry Carol A 425 W Main St
Powell Debra 169 Forest Trail Dr
Pravs Maris, Mara 210 E Seventh St
Prichard Ron 1425 Taylor
Rains Betty 116 County Line Rd
Rankin Elsie A Est 502 E 6th St
Rapp Mary M Apt T101 Valy Stream Apts
Rc Van Meter 430 Orvilla Rd
Reckner Monica C 2040 Park View Dr
Rees Evans Joan, Evans F D 2601 Wister Ct
Reinert Dolores, Allen 1290 Sumneytown Pike
Renshaw Nicole T 1013 Dogwood Ct
Reynolds Robert Ma 722 Derstine Ave
Ricci Jeremy 14 E Main St
Riley Haskell 1290 Allentown Rd Apt W109
Robbins Demetrus 409 Acorn St
Roman Peter 16 E Main St
Rose Dana 1403 Upper State Rd
Ross Tech LLC 881 Summeytown Pike
Rowland Deborah 101 E Main St
Ruane William J PO Box 1655
Ruff Elizabeth A, Robert W 117 E Fairmount Ave
Russell Edward F, Elsie J 1017 Birch St
Russell Graham Inc 400 Reece St
Russell Marlina A 105 Braeburn Tr
Russell Sindy T 9 Brookside Dr Apt 9a
Samtmann Robert L Jr 104 Rosewood Dr
Sarzynski Kathleen 1456 Bronte Ct
Schantz Janice L 2120 Bustard Rd
Schorpp Walter Est c/o Thomas A Landis Esq 1816 W Point Pike Ste 124
Schury Margaret E 3027 Skippack Pike #5
Seagrist Heidi 15 N Brd St 2nd Rr
Seeger Scott C 1407 Braeburn Tr
Sevy Leo H 144 Pinecrest Ln
Sewell William S, Anna M Apt A4 1201 Columbia Ave
Shajahan Mohmmed 626 Walnut St
Shertz Jennifer 400 W Mount Vernon St
Simons Ellen 1009 Spgside Way
Sinnott James J 1940 S Brd St
Smith Blanche S 824 Forrest St
Smith Joseph Es 440 Walnut St Apt C
Smith Ryan 540 Edgmont Ave
Snedecker Emma J 316 Perkiomen Ave
Sokolowski Matthew 813 Fulton Av Lot 38
Souder Cynthia F 501 Cherry St
Spriegel Andrew R 327 Richardson Rd
Stafford Denise A 843 West Main St
Stanley Kerry 1116 Columbia Ave
Steckiel Irene c/o Richard Steckiel 2298 Weigner Rd
Stitzinger Robert, James 962 Weikel Rd
Stone Margaret M Mdw Wood 124 Bluebird Crossing
Stratton Julie L 4204 Merchant Sq Pl
Strauss Ellyn J 1007a Lansdale Ave
Su Gang 1200 Pennbrook Pkwy
Suk Ki Hyun, Ruth J 701 Weikel Rd Apt 608
Swiger Paulette M 1203 Braeburn Terr
Taylor Charles K 817 Jackson St
Taylor Marion B 214 N Brd St
Thanjavuru Sujan 1181 Cobblestone Cir
Therrien Julie 406 York Ave
Thomas F Lynch Fd Funeral 24 E Main St
Toncic Pauline F 5a Whitemarsh Ln
Unthank Florence E Est 502 Lennox Ct
Vagyi Noii James 110 Canterbury Ln
Valore Carla 17 Brookside Dr Apt A
Van Parys Sara A 610 North Cannon Ave
Vandegrift Helen C 1075 Allentown Rd
Vicario Michael, Michael III 174 E Main St
Viser Charles, Grace 135 W Fifth St
Walker Helen A 1403 Upper State Rd
Walsh Simona M 7006 Encampment Rd
Weil Liza 609 Derstine Ave
Welsh Leslie Ann Est 1162 Wayne Ave
Wengert Sutawnee 324 Columbia Ave
Whitehead Mary 1611 Windsor Ct
Wiener Aaron 324 Columbia Ave
Williams Jesse J III 280 Orvilla Rd
Winebrenner Mary R 1628 Kriebel Rd
Wirth Gray C 1469 Morris Rd
Wister Michael 117 E 5th St
Wohler Ernest L 46 Green St
Wright Stephanye Y 18 E 3rd St Rear
You Yujian 1142 Kipling Ct
Zhao Yue 1200 Pennbrook Pkwy
Limerick Pa 19468
Allen Joshua M, Kelly A 702 Walden Ct
Barnford Homes Inc 646 W Ridge Pike
Bj Homes Inc 204 Troon Ct
Brown Lemuel A 313 Bassett Ct
Campbell Crystal W 37 Gleneagles Rd
Clarke Lori P 201 Heffner Rd
Corropolese Veronica 26 King Way
Dradransky Loretta M E1 5201 Drawbridge Ct
Fennelly Ron 36 Souder Rd
IF March Sons Co Dba March Company 200 Limerick Ctr Rd
Kaliser Randi 325 Laurel Dr
Patel Yogesh A 410 Deer Run Ct
Pinciotti Anthony 1210 Four Maples Ct
Reed Richard 760 Doe Ct
Sadler Baldwin 654 Enterprise Dr
Schatz Paul B 82 W Ridge Pike
Taylor Colleen C 21 St Andrew Blvd
Then Michelle R 114 Bayberry Dr
Then Tyler c/o Michelle R Then 114 Bayberry Dr
Tiffan Gerald 133 Buckwalter Rd
Tunis Sherri 1112 Four Maples Ct
Ullom Jason 325 Laurel Dr
Linfield Pa 19468
FC Lpc 1063 Main St
Leidenberger Violet Schott 36 Longview Rd
Masiulis Annie Linfield Rd
Lower Gwynedd Pa 19002
Cain Michelle E, Susan E 109 Bridle Ln
Celeste Perla Csr Montco Reporting Svc 1000 Gypsy Hill Rd
Drossner Eric 41 Cadwalader Ct
Kalender Sharlene S 5 Sweetwater Cir
Klevecz Patricia 1231 Carnigan Ct
Koenig Mary K 728 Norristown Rd Apt F201
Kustra Diana 9 Windsor Cir
Lasalle Univ Nursing Alumni 14 Sweetwater Cir
Oberst Frederick c/o Blumberg Financial Svc 714 N Bethlehem Pike Ste 200
Pagnotto A 728 Norristown Rd
Renninger Kendall S Spring House Estates 728 Norristown Rd B111
Rickmeyer Phyllis 27 Cadwalader Ct
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Schreiber Helen 728 Norristown Rd
Stitzinger Glenn L Springhouse Est Apt D112 728 Norristown Rd
Weierbach Richard H 1015 Stonebridge Rd
Zeigler Earl F 117 Bridle Ln
Mont Clare Pa 19453
Andreoni William J 123 Walnut St
Duncan Gilbert R 421 Bridge St
Duncan Jerry PO Box 25
Kaminski Catherine, John 164 Walnut St
Watson Edwin P 327 Meadowview Ln
Montgomeryville Pa 18936
Appliance Wholesale Rt 63 Box 249
Bailey Barry K PO Box 1002
Bevitz Harvey PO Box 522
Espinoza Henry 808 S Clinton Ave
Lansdale Manufacturing In 120 Domorah Dr
Levay Jane c/o Leonard L Shober Pc 593 4 Bethlehem Pike
Liberty Mutual PO Box 1051
Moyco Tech 200 Commerce Dr
Moyco Tech PO Box 505
Ramachandran Dinendra PO Box 542
Rohach Arthur PO Box 236
Roska Direct 211 B Progress Dr
Todays Man 794 Bethlehem Pike
Norristown Pa 19401
1000 E Main St Properties c/o Gerry Higgins 1000 E Main St
2701 Rehab Services LP 2701 Dekalb Pike Ste 107 723 Coliseum Dr
Aamodt Espen 311 W Marshall St
Abney Irma B Est, Tiffany 402 E Marshall St
Abney Luther L 413 East Marshall St
Aclamo 512 W Marshall St
Ahmed Khan 450 Forest Ave H307
Allerton Florence S, John G Jr 808 W Main St
Amc Phila Gear 1 Montgomery Plaza Ste 700
Amc Westech 1 Montgomery Plaza Se 700
Anders Arthur S, Mildred Hillcrest Ln RD 3
Angamuthu Vigneshwaran 2920 Hannah Ave Apt D239
Angel Mayra 1102 Green St
Ashcroft Joseph S 1821 N Hills Dr
Atc Group Services 1850 N Gravers Rd 1st Fl
Atilana Pablo 200 Haws Av
Atomic Discount Tires Unit 300 W Johnson Hwy
Baird Josephine 334 E Moore St
Baker Jerry 216 E Wood St
Barber Christopher 3126 Sycamore Ln
Barber Elizabeth 1700 Pine St
Barren Rickie 919 Green St
Barrita Victor 25 W Elm St
Bechtel Mary E 8 Hanover Ln
Beecher George F 48 E Chestnut St
Beechnox Robert J, Mary A 726 Haws Ave
Bentancourt Brayan 1046 Cherry St
Berardelli William 756 Haws Ave
Beverly Hills Cosmet 170 N Henderson Rd Ste 306
Biddy Jared A 632 E Roberts St
Blackstock Susan 246 Roberts Cir
Bonesteel Wayne A 601 Linnet Rd
Bouknight Jefferson, Orabell 236 Minor St
Boyd James Willie 622 Green St
Boyle Edward c/o Regina Nursing Ctr 550 E Fornance St
Breeden Alice E 408 Arch St
Brown Harry 621 Astor St Apt 2
Brown James I 546 Green St
Brumbaugh Kathleen 150 Pine Ct
Brunlaugh Laura 150 Pine Ct
Bryan Winston H 1763 N Hills Dr
C A Property Svcs 601 Cherry St
Calby Michael 1700 Pine St
Calderon Juan Manuel 723 W Marshall St Off
Capaci Charles S 1338 Pine St
Car Vision 303 W Elm St
Carbo Joseph Est 724 Sandy St
Carey Helen M Apt K203 450 Forest Ave
Carlen Catherine A 2101 New Hope St
Carmona Amos 202 Jacoby St
Carr Joseph 1830 Pine St
Carter Stephanie 910 W Washington St
Cassidy Susan 1502 Harding Blvd
Castro Felipa 714 Astor St
Castro Fernando 107 W Penn St
Castro Jose Luiz 208 Chain St
Centrella Domenic 603 Swede St
Chavez Francisco G 605 Willow St
Chiletz Daniel, Anna 630 Cherry St
Clair Odell Ins Agency LLC 2 West Lafayette St Ste 400
Clemens Richard c/o Rittenhouse Pine Ctr 1700 Pine St
Cole Shawn M 801 Laura Ln Apt A22
Coleman Veronica, Angeline 232 Bryans Rd
Collins Robert Jr 225 Buttonwood St
Commerce Bank 438 E Main St
Communication Connection 101 West Airy St
Conicelli Body Shop 104 Mill Rd
Connelly Donald 821 Haws Ave Apt 2
Connors Thomas M Jr 808 Sandra Ln
Crisci Carol A 3106 Greenhill Ln
Culbreath Etoy D 408 Arch St
Cuono Louis, Mary 628 East Moore St
Dabeni Leonard 1537 Markley St
Danella Carmen G 2955 Felton Rd
Darlene White T A Tax & Fin Svc 615 W Marshall St
Davis Roy 1700 Pine St
Dd Search Solutions Ste 313 102c West St
De Los Santos Luis 2024 Main St−10250178
Decarlo Mary B 523 Buttonwood St
Decoster Michael 201 Nassau Pl
Demko Dave Ofc 700 Sterigere St
Denby Donal 10 Hartranft Av
Denner Mary L 541 Kohn St
Dennis Elizabeth A 450 Forest Ave Apt J 201
Dent Dorothy G 1115 Swede St
Desantis Rita 2921 Walton Rd
Diagnostic Quest c/o Enwhc 2705 W Decalb Pike Ste 308
Dinofrio Theresa Kellys Ln
Dixon Barbara, Paul W 330 Walnut St
Dixon Paul 43 Jacoby St Rear
Donley George B Jr 2100 Swede Rd
Dozier David W 450 Forrest Ave Apt D100
Drummond Jeane W 2240 Dekalb Pike
Dugan Mary M 557 Hamilton St
Dunkin Donuts c/o Vipul Patel 21 E Germantown Pike
Ehrenberg Rita M 1518 Pine St
English Amelia P 735 E Oak St
Entertaining Ideas 125 Noble St
Entrekin Theresa A 1724 Powell St
Epps Darrell 916 Swede St
Eugenio Victorino 761 Chain St
Feeley Zita M 611 Gary Ln
Feliciani Anthony M 2102 3rd St
First Investors 511 Selma St Apt C
Fishbein Jason S 510 Noble St
Fisher Sheila 522 E Moore St
Fittipaldigray Mary 1 Montgomery Plz Ste 902
Flores Roberto 450 Fores Ave Apt K200
Freas Susan E 1536 Powell St
Friday Jennie M 13 Hartranft Ave
Friday Potollaman 221 E Main St
Ganime Peter D MD 363 W Johnson Hwy
Garcia Rodriguez Juan C 125 E Lafayette St 3b
Garza Maria 541 Corson St
Gates Steven 928 W Washington St
Genova Theresa A, Mario 806 Belvoir Rd
Genuardi Super Markets Bentwood Campus 301 E Germantown Pike
Genuardi Supermarkets Inc Jim Mc Crudden 805 E Germantown Pike
Giamo Leslie 304 E Township Line Rd
Gillette Joan 1209 W Oak St
Glanding Florence 633 W Lafayette St
Glaze Richard 3129 Regatta Cir
Gomez Pedro 25 E Chestnut
Graham Wayne 1114 Willow St
Gray Charles 1 Montgomery Plz Ste 902
Grayson Rasheem 237 E Oak St 1st Floor
Grieve Suzanne S c/o Suzanne S Richardson 537 Applegate Dr
Griffin Melissa Fiosse 211 Haws Ave 3
Grisdale Perry 205 E Johnson Hwy
Groff William W, Mary M 113 Pearl St
Gross Dorothy 1700 Pine St
Gulotta Theresa C 637 E Airy St
Haney John D 135 W Elm St
Harco Enter 621 E Germantown Pike Suite 200
Harold Ronald c/o orristown State 1001 Sterigere St
Hartman Elizabeth T, John 1401 Pine St
Harvey Ernest A 333 W Logan St
Hernandez Garcia Raymundo 115 W Marshall St
Hernandez Jesus Galina 870 Cherry St
Hernandez Lopez Victor 203 E Marshall St
Hernandez Lucio 746 Chain St
Hine Roseanne 519 Kohn St
His 320 E Brown St
Holcomb David C 450 Forrest Ave Apt J202
Hollohan Kevin 200 E Airy St
Holloway Aaron 311 W Marshall St Apt 210
Holtz Elwood 545 Stanbridge St
House of Beans Cafe 1422 Markley St
Hudson Angela 200 Cherry St
Hwathorne Nelson 512 Astor St Room 5
Hydock Elizabeth 36 W Wood St
Hylan Margaret 527 George St
Ianella Giovanni 632 E Main St
Ibima 34 Germantown Pike #327
Ice Concepts Inc 2202 Swede Rd
Independence Financial Group 801 E Germantown Pike Suite B7
Intl Medical Systems 1430 Dekalb St
Ira Lori F 511 Selma St Apt C
Jackson Jimmie E 300 E Wood St
Jacobs Margaret C 108 Selma St
Jacquot Michael J 610 Natalie Ln
Jain Neeraj 2617 Dekalb Pike Apt 618
Jimenez Maria 408 E Marshall St
Jimenez Orlando 336 Buttonwood St Apt 2
Johnson Brenda 712 Kelly Dr
Johnson Elizabeth S 20 W Marshall St
Jones George T 645 E Marshall St
Jones Marguerite F 125 W Elm St
Jones Viola 1433 Arch St A 3
Jordan Kristalyn 1231 W Marshall St 2nd Fl
Katz Susan G 205 W Roberts St
Keller Stephen M 624 E Roberts St
Kelly Dorothy L 905 Selma St
Keough Mary 708 W Marshall St 1st
Kerlin Jakob 1200 W Main St
Kilpatrick Dennis Lane, Mildred 1020 Cherry St
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King Leola 531 Green St
Kitchen Asia 2820 Dekalb Pike
Koller Michael J 3016 Kimberly Dr
Korman Communities Marshall Wood Leasing 450 Forrest Av
Kreshesky Elizabeth 1011 New Hope St Apt #40b
Law Janet S 214 Hancock Ave
Law John Andrews 214 Hancock Ave
Lee Solomon 1215 Tremont Ave
Leister James K 2920 Hannah Ave Apt B218
Logrip Catherine 6 Valy View Cir
Lopez Arcadio Fuentes 1040 Dekalb St #6
Macbean Jean 808 W Main St
Major League Events 1798 Markley St
Malone Tennille 28 Hartranft Ave PO Box 504
Mancini Rose A 907 Haws Ave
Manejwala A MD 4 West Wood St
Marquez Hugo 450 Forrest Ave Apt A201
Martinez Javier 621 W Marshall St 3rd Fl
Martinez Osvaldo 654 E Moore St
Mashett Anthony C 363 E Main St
Matteo Joseph J Jr, Jennie M 249 E Chestnut St
Mazza Antoinette 1700 Pine St 1700 Pine St
Mcalpine Abdul 826 Green St
Mcavoy James E 636 Camoune Dr
Mcbride Mary 806 Lafayettest 1st
Mccaughey Alice 2803 Stanbridge St Apt B608
Mccoy Eugene 205 E Johnson Hwy Town Manor West
Mcgowan Michaela 449 Hamilton St Apt 308
Mcguinness John 149 W Airy St
Mchugh William A 36 W Wood St
Mcintyre Jean 149 W Airy St
Melecio Octavio 1206 Dekalb St Apt 2
Michener William 756 Haws Ave
Miller Beth J 628 Caroline Dr
Miller Daniel 231 Francis Ave
Miller Jennifer 1011 New Hope St Apt 4813
Miller Tasha L 210 Pearl St
Mitchell Elbertha 12 Shamokin Ave
Mole Charles L 207 Dekalb St
Molock Alma L 1623 Pine St
Momme Albert E 704 Chain St
Monaghan Lena 609 Noble St
Monastero Frances T 201 E Marshall St
Montgomery Citizen Advocacy PO Box 736
Montgomery Orthopaedic Asso 1401 Dekalb St
Montgomery Pharmacies Inc 2909 Swede Rd Swede Sq Shopping Ctr
Montgomery Radiology PC 1651 Markley St
Moralescampos Efrain 655 Astor St
Moriniere Marcus A 320 E Brown St
Morris Alexis 721 Sandy St
Morris Fitzroy 42 E Oak St Fl 1
Moser Alvin C 639 Noble St
Muller John P 2622 Swede Rd Apt H13
Newmeyer Donald R 43 Traverse Dr
Norristown Glass Company Inc 409 West Main St
Oakley Gladys E 9 Buttonwood St
Odwyer Samantha 208 Rose Ln
Olvera Guerrero Bulmaro 1226 Markley St
Ortega Pedro 450 Forest Ave
Osorio Martin 252 Penn St
Osornio Martin 216 Nassau Pl
Pace Carolyne 10 Township Lne Rd
Pacheco David 205 W Johnson Hwy
Paciello Timothy A 13 Chestnut St
Palatucci Dennis R 325 Manor Ave
Park Dong Soon 330 Walnut St Apt 800
Parker Elias V 430 E Basin St
Parks Rosetta V 228 E Spruce St
Parrish Ethel 1200 Swede St
Partners Group Fin 2108 Dekalb Pike
Partners Specialty Group LLC 301 E Germantown Pike Ste 402
Perkins Charles 900 W Main St
Perna Antonetta 657 Forrest Ave
Pessano William J Jr 1011 New Hope St 48 B
Pham Hugh Van 130 E Main St 1st Fl
Philanthropic Ml Equity Co David Doroski 170 W Germantown Pike
Phillips Walter C 1236 Tyler St
Pinnacle Business So 827 W Marshall
Pirelli Congetta 917 Stanbridge St
Piskai Carol Ann 1566 Lafayette Way
Poole Dorothe E 450 Forest Ave Apt M 202
Post Schell P C 510 Swede St
Printz Gertrude 101 Mill Rd Apt 204
Procura Management Inc. 2435 Blvd of The Generals
Puleo Samuel 1314 Dekalb St
Punchur Joy L 311 W Brown St
Purdy Jerome 528 Kohn St
Raimondi Pauline Est, William 502 1/2 W Main St
Raybold Daniel P Norristown Hospital St
Raymond Pauline 502 1/2 W Main St
Reid H K 228 Jacoby St
Resendizhernandez Victor 749 E Sandy St
Reyes Geraldo 708 Kohn St
Rhodes Viloa, Rhodes Alvin 909 W Washington St
Rittenhouse Pine Center 1700 Pine St
Rivera Heriberto 42 E Chestnut St
Rivera Juan 522 West Lafayette
Roberts Rosemarie 104 Selma St
Robertson Stephanie 327 W Warren St
Robles Leobardo 123 E Marshall St
Rodriguez Raymond Vidal 1330 West Main St Apt A
Rogers Louis 1329 Willow St
Rohs Frank 20 Zummo Way
Rojas Rigoberto 607 Caroline Dr
Rosas Ricardo P 618 Kohn St
Roth James 503 Natalie Ln
Ruffin Trinkle L Jr 1515 Arch St
Sadler Hope C 410 West Johnson Hwy Apt B123
Saladino Charles 557 Kohn St
Salavdor Eleazar P 638 W Lafayette St Apt 2
Salkowski Joseph J 637 E Airy St
Sanchez Elliott Morales 202 E Jacoby St
Santos Domingo 626 Linda Ln
Schantz Carl 1430 Dekalb St
Schiele Charles H Jr, Beatrice E 520 Green St
Schneider Linda 1215 W Oak St
Scott Elizabeth A 207 Swede St 204
Sebele Mamo T 3002 Meredith La
Severson Geraldine 806 Lafayettest 1st
Shah Hemal K, Zil H 2617 Dekalb Pike Apt 417
Shearrin Gregory 558 Chain St Apt 3
Shields Mary T 1019 Stanbridge St
Shimer George, Hoper 224 Chain St
Shockley Patience 1543 Arch St
Short Ingeborg 2600 Dekalk Pike
Simms Alice M 1049 Cherry St
Smart Imogene 203 Smt St
Smit Catherien V c/o Dolores Smith 1811 New Hope St
Smith Catherine M 1811 New Hope St
Smith Clarence E Jr 2111 Coles Blvd
Smith Francis 19 E Chestnut St
Smith Steve 603 Swede St
Snyder Anastasia 1700 Pine St
Source One Staffing Inc 140 W Main St
Spruill Cassandra L 611 Swede St Apt 202
Stahl Carol A 125 Knox St
Steinberg Irene 1430 Dekalb St
Stephens Darlita 1011 New Hope St Apt 55a
Stoler Jessica R 2615 Dekalb Pike Apt 412
Stop One 34 W Main St
Stouth Charles, Sarah J 1011 New Hope St Apt 77c
Suddith Valerie 662 E Marshall St Apt 2 Rear
Sutton Genotra J 715 W Lafayette St
Taylor Aubrey C 628 E Basin St
Thegeniste Marie 670 E Moore St
Thornton Marcus 1326 Dekalb St 202
Todd Preston RR 3 Sunset Ave
Tornetta Thomas 501 Astor St
Townsend Mary L Kellys Ln
Tsipras Speros D, Olga S 5 E Brown St
Undercuffler Thelma V 1114 W James
Vazq Luis Rivera 38 E Spruce St 1st Rr
Vega Beatriz, Jesus 500 W Main St
Vega Moreno Guillermo 913 La Fayette
Vereen Andrea Michelle 208 E Brown St
Verruni Nancy L 2622 Swede Rd F11
Virden Barbara C 1700 Pine St
Vuotto Dolores A 708 Carmen Dr Apt A
Waits Reynold Jr 551 Glen Volly
Walker Martin 1219 W Airy St
Wallace C Short Jr Trust The 2600 Dekalk Pike
Wallace Linton, Muriel 1545 Willow St
Wang Puleih 1125 Markley St
Warin Ada RR 3 N Wales Rd
Washington Calvin, Gail 244 East Oak St
Washington Street 125 Noble St Whrs
Weaver George N 1511 Astor St
Wedderburn Joy 1317 W Airy St Apt 5a
Wellspring Medical C 2759 Mt Zion Pkwy Ste 3
White Mariaelena L 1516 Powell St
Whitemarsh Collision 1516 Powell St
Wilkins Margaret V 108 Selma St
Williams Thomas 1001sterigerest
Wilson Ameerah L 449 Hamilton St Apt 309
Wilson Victoria 2004 Old Arch Rd
Wojakowski John 504 Chain St
Yakscoe John Jr, Marie 809 Sterigere St
Yannul Joseph A 514 Stanbridge St
Yatsek LLC 300 E Marshall St Ste 100
Young Gloria 1219 Markley St
Zavala Antonio Jr 400 W Poplar St Apt 1
Zummo Rosemary 200 W Brown St
Norristown Pa 19403
Aasha Corporation 2808 Egypt Rd
Agarwal Nitin 106 Mill Grove Dr
Allred Brie 48 Overlook Dr
Arena Jamie L 315 S Trooper Rd
Automate Auto Rental #23 1400 W Main St
Aytha Sreedhar 763 Mill Grove Dr
B M Flavor Ice Inc 706 Northridge Dr
Barnett Mary A, James 2013 Ardin Dr
Bean C Frank 639 Brandon Rd
Berardelli Concetta L 3007 Marna Ct
Berardelli Gina L, Lisa M 3007 Carma Dr
Berman Building Contractors c/o Tim Sloan 901 S Trooper Rd
Bondi Ethel 102 Middleton Pl
Bosler Jamie 545 Canterbury Rd
Bradley Francis 2731 Lantern Ln
Burguiere Steven 1003 Kinglet Dr
Cannon Tara A 1942 Brandon Rd
Car Vision 2626 W Rdg Pike
Cassel Marjorie I 415 S Park Ave
Chou Paiyen 1703 Harrison Ct
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Clark Ethel M 2011 Virginia Ln
Claxton Catherine 1004 N Montgomery Ave
Colletti Wayne 3217 W Germantown Pike
Collins Robert 2911 Reiner Rd
Collins Robert J 1514 W Marshall St Apt 216
Corvel Corp Medcheck Dept 100 Madison Ave
Crilly Lindsay T 2102 Libert Ct
Cunicelli Steven Enley 2005 Archer Ct
Dannunzio Robin E 301 Conestoga Way Apt A3
Davis Doralene, James 1680 Beaver Hollow Rd
Demara Pizza 1455 W Main St
Depietro Michael V 715 Sandalwood Ln
Destefano Leonard 173 N White Hall Rd
Diaz Maria 650 E Marshall St
Dotts Edward D 24 Oakdale Av
Eagan Kathleen M 10 Colonial Ave
Eagleville Auto Body 2865 1st Ave
Einhorn Stephen F 1419 Powell St
Farmers Home Mut Ins c/o Cambridge 2570 Blvd of the Generals Ste
Fazio Gladys 901 Deer Run
Feist Helen B 5 Colonial Ave
Ferdinand Angelina Maria 116 Wendover Dr
Fiberstok National 2051 Potshop La
Flint Deborah D 723 Wheatland St
Foreign Service Home 1400 W Main St Club
Fraser Robert W 1860 W Marshall St
Fritch Diane H 26 Oxford Cr
Garga Amulya 2303 Liberty Ct
Geyer John 2965 W Germantown Pike
Granger John A 2820 Audubon Village Dr 339
Greaves Linda 168 N Whitehall Rd
Hare Mary 2492 Hillside Ln
Harper Francis B, Vera B 16 Church Rd
Harris Kahlais 1741 Pheasant Ln
Hartenstein Joseph B 1014 Thrush Ln
Heim Kathryn A 969 Riverview Rd
Henry Dorothy E Est c/o Ernest Henry Jr 964 Wayfield Dr
Henry Rose M 2082 Holloway Rd
Hertzler Ethel M 102 Middleton Pl
Heyser Landscaping Inc 400 N Park Av Frt Off
Horizon Aerospace LLC 2560 General Armistead Ave
Hr Logic Inc Diana Cinciripino 2621 Van Buren Ave
Hub Tire Co Inc 1435 W Main St
Hylenski Margaret, Frank 1516 Sterigere St
Independence Comm Inc Valy Forge Corp Ctr 960 Rittenhouse Rd
Infinia Builders 1920 W Marshall St Ste 38
Jacks Mable 28 Essex Ct
Jackson Gloria 1104 Middleton Pl
Jacobs David T 229 Liberty Ave
Jaime Anna 2972 2nd St
Johnson Susan M, Evan W 201 Mill Grove Dr
Kelly James III 604 Truman Ct
Kiefer John 1204 Reagan Ct
Kimco Corp 3200 W Ridge Pike
Kirk George L, Margaret 14 Westover Club Dr
Kist Cristin T 607 Middleton Pl
Kleine Charles L 2476 Stinson Ln
Koons Joseph T 34 Wayne Ave
Kwik Kerb of Pa c/o Peter Marion 1211 Windmill
Lal Maheswar 615 Mill Grove Dr
Lam Shui K 2646 Egypt Rd
Lamacchia Nicholas R 2915 Toll Gate Dr
Lamachia Nicholas R 2915 Toll Gate Dr
Lendo Dan 2810 Foster Ave
Leyshon Kenneth W Dr 8 Woodstream Dr
Lindeman Margaret , Lindeman Donald 308 Egypt Rd
Longhi Giuseppe 2123 W Main St
Lopez Brenda 62 Arbour Ct
Lopez Carlos Aka Luna Enrique 609 Main St
Lopez Scott 3057 Cardin Pl
Maneos Peter J 15107 Shannondell Dr
Mcknight Crystal G 3008 Potshop Rd
Michener Meredith 2865 1st Ave
Mitchell William Rd 1
Muhly Kathleen 438 South Trooper Rd
Nagel Shirley A 2612 Audubon Rd
Nathan Jaqueline 204 Middleton Place
Negler Jane B c/o Alice Tillger 2960 W Germantown Pike
Obrien Michael 532 Basset Ln
Oliver Louise 224 N Trooper Rd
Paoli Realty Asso Lp Co Pineville Properties 7 N Park Ave
Perez Erika 3125 Methacton Ave
Petrillo Bruno 2nd Fl 2938 W Ridge Pike
Pjm Interconnection LLC 955 Jefferson Ave
Preston John F Jr 320 Egypt Rd
Prough Kaleigh E, Wendy L 532 Long Meadow Rd
Pumilia Elizabeth, Stephen 27 South Schuylkill Ave
Putera William J 913 Woodland Ave
Qawasmy Hassan M 1715 N Waynes Rd
Rafferty John C Jr 4 Culp Rd
Raghavan Subhadra 702 Mill Grove Dr
Reyes Elmer 45 S Park Ave
Riverview Montgomery Realty Co 1776 Patriots Ln
Roberto James Jr, James M 76 Colonial Ave
Roser Michael 116 E 7th Ave
Ruckel Edna E 2121 Chestnut Ave
Schott Elizabeth I 1601 Sheridan Ln
Shelikoff Dan 1969 Hemlock Rd
Shoeman Michael 799 Sandra Ln
Siaski Stephanie 2606 Mann Rd
Skubick Elaine 207 Auburn Dr
Smith George 1628 W James St
Stackel Mabel 143 Lincoln Ter
Stehman Ethan A, Scott T 2976 5th St
Stojanovich George J 56 W Indian Ln
Sweeney Susan 2492 Hillside Ln
Tavern Direnzos 1100 Stanbridge
Taylor Christina L 1906 Yorktown N
Taylor Heather 3007 Marna Ct
Timbario John S 620 E Marshall St
Tiwary Abhishek 2828 Egypt Rd #J203
Usa Environmental 8600 W Chesteer Pike
Ushansky Martin 1106 Middleton Pl
Vo Hung 106 Flannery Dr
Vogt Mary Jane 2710 E Crossing Cir
Walker Barbara M 103 Woodstream Dr 3
Walker Michael 299 Stone Ridge Dr Bldg 34
Wang Tzicha J 430 S Trooper Rd
Weltykile Mariah 628 South Park Ave
Wilford Barry Stephen 1011 Rafter Rd
Wistar C Cresson, Alisa F 527 Stenton Ave
Yates Lynne 1741 Pheasant Ln
Zaleskas Anna H 737 Meadowlark Rd
North Wales Pa 19454
Addison Darral R, Morris S 272
Adelman Michael, Nancy 118 Barberry Rd
Ahm Tom 243 Hawthorne Cir
Anderson David D 320 S 5th St
Armstead Andrew M, Thelma 317 6th St
Bache Matthew W 111 Hemlock Dr
Baik Sarah 85 Woodview Ln
Bardeskar Madhavi 109 Eaton Dr
Barrett John M 513 S Main St
Bianco Vito Jr Dc 1218 Welch Rd
BMI Inc 1090 Horsham Rd
Bochey Joseph M Jr, Fredricka 2703 Adams Ct
Bolton Joseph W, Sue A 221 Jonathan Dr
Boston Bryan A 700 Lower State Rd
Bottorf Robert 214a S Main St
Bryn Hodge Strange Bryn 166 Montgomery Mall
CL Weber Co Inc 1103 Bethlehem Pk
Cammarota Emanuel 1315 Lower State Rd
Cardinal Camera 201 Hemlock Cr
Carroll Gregory D 119 Thames Dr
Chepuri Sudhakar 131 Church Rd Apt 11k
Childers Michelle L, Dennis H 127 Tennyson Ln
Choi Christopher S 121 Hanover Ave
Clymer Karen L 772 Stream View Dr
Comstock Janet Bazis 921 E Walnut St
Cressman Thomas W Sr 223 Becker Rd
Cuff Janice 651 Norwood Cir
Curves of Motgomeryvill 981 N Wales Rd St 14
Dimperio Daniel J Jr 254 Maplewood Dr
Dinkins Sharon 135 Robertson Ct
Direct Web B2000 Net C/O Tom Beckett 433 Industrial Dr
Doo Yong Co Inc 219 Steeplechase Dr
Dougherty Cynthia V, Joseph A 234 Hawthorne Cir
Dreisbach M Jean 346 Stream View Dr
Eckhart Margaret M 6 Wexford Dr
Eltz Beatrice P, Walter E 10 Woodsbluff Run
Enge Mark 402 Lower State Rd
Fassl Joseph Jr 266 Winding Brook Run
Frances Chadwick Ira 840 Clover Dr
Frazier Casey Nicole, John Watkins 121 Tudor Dr
Fries James 101 Aaron Way
Gallagher Est Charles J , Charles J Box 202
Garrett Linda H 726 W Prospect Ave
Gen X Computers Inc 3403 Elizabeths Ct
Gibbons Robert 119 Jonathan Dr
Gilfillon Ruth 318 N Wales Rd
Gill Vance E 334 S 9th St
Gillen Raymond 1034 Dickerson Rd
Goodridge Gregory V 330 W Montgomery Ave
Gorenflo Janice M 805 Church St
Graff G William 190 Upland Ct
Graff William G 190 Upland Ct
Greenberg Minnie 1425 Horsham Rd 214
Gudonis Mary T 921 E Walnut St
Haddad Ghia 4006 Quaker Ct
Hafner Paul R 314 S Pennsylvania Av
Haney Violet A 284 Winding Brook Run
Hibbert Albert W, Sally F 388 Meadowbrook Rd
Hill Christopher 180 Filly Dr
Himmelstein Lena 522 Ramblewood Ln
Hixon Victoria E, Beth 1201 Lower State Rd
Hjort Hans H 126 Red Haven Dr
Hossain Mohammad 111 Hancock Rd
Howard 106 Hanover Ave
Howard Edward J 106 Hanover Ave
Huesken Cheryl A 105 Thoroughbred Ct
Iannucci Daniel 241 Mallard Dr E
J&B Gasoline Inc Bethlehem Pi Se Cor & Welsh Rd
John Thomas 112 Church Rd Apt 20 P
Johnston James J, Lori 1385 Landis Dr
Jones David M, Susan R 123 Clover Leaf Ln
K Mart Airport Sq Store #7443
Kamdar Hiren J 112 Church Rd
Khoo Jeremy 140 Davis Dr
Kim Mira J, Jacob 200 Filly Dr
Kim In Ho 126 Gwynedd Lea Dr
King Anne Est of C/O Shirley Hespell 205 Hopkins Ct
King Raymond 667 Lower State Rd
Ko Myung S 9 Kerwick Ct
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Korn David H 262 Mallard Dr E
Kowta Srinivas 204 Devon Ct N Wales
Ku S 910 Porters Dr
Kye Man 74 Schreiner Dr
Lee Hga Ja 125 Arbour Ct
Lieberman Judith 1333 County Line Rd
Liu Xin Qi, Yi 405 W Walnut St
Liu Bixian 1421 N Wales Rd
Lombardo James 305 Franklin Ct
Lpl Financial Svcs 840 Clover Dr
Lynne Toni 121 Preston Dr
Macauley Megan 180 Filly Dr
Mao Shi Shan 100 Cross Country Ct
Martin Esther 223 Oakland Pl
Martin Esther Mrs 223 Oakland Pl
Marziani Roberta 219 S 10th St Apt
Matilumos Peter A Welsh Rd
Mccarthy Donna R 190 Upland Ct
Mcdaniel Doris M 228 S Main St
Mcdermott Jennifer Lynn 119 Woodview Ln
Mcdevitt Neil Jr, Sarah 111 Damson Ln
Mcdonalds Diane 128 Sunrise Dr
Mcmahon William 38 Fox Chase Dr Apt A
Meehan Eileen 119 Aspen Pl
Merkle Avery Charles, Timothy G 112 Savory Ln
Mohanta Safalya 700 Lower State Rd Apt 19c7
Montgomeryville Pc Inc 163 Party City
Moore Thador Shelby, Dallas R, Thomas V 105 Colettes Ct
Morrison Kelly A 3808 Elizabeths Ct
Morrow Clifford A 326 Haines Dr
Moxie Annette, Andre 100 Churchill Cir
Moxie Dwight 100 Churchill Cir
Murphy Shereen 4306 Avenel Blvd
Nam Sung W 123 Castle Dr
Nason Theodore C 113 Damson Ln
Nguyen Thienan T 1705 Naomis Ct
Novotny Yetta E R D
Oberholtzer Elizabeth F, Harold W 203 Highland Ct
Oberholtzer E 203 Highland Ct
Obert Thorn Jeffrey S 2507 Adams Ct
Pak Jung 1253 Meetinghouse Rd
Pearle Vision Express 26 Airport Sq
Peppermint Abstract LLC 311 N Sumneytown Pike
Phila Food Brokers C/O Martin Deluca 206 Filly Dr
Physiotherapy Associates Po Box 1158
Pileggi And Sons Inc Po Box 1577
Prasad Rajiv N, Poonam 104 Stevers Mill Rd
Prasad Rajiv N, Poonam 104 Steversmill Rd
Prasher Tek C 52 Saddlebrook Dr
Rajan Jaffie, Reni 131 Church Rd Apt 10c
Robb James H 202 Stockton Ct
Robb John G 105 Schreiner Dr
Rosenbaum James J, Susan 107 Macintosh Ln
Rubin Mindi 25 Fox Chase Dr
Salanta Calin 106 Weber Rd
Sands Nicole 231 S 10th St
Scher Vicki A 114 N Main St
School District Ins Consortium PO Box 1249
Scott Caroline 308 Meadow Ct
Screnci Builders 1712 Winding Dr
Senthivel Palani K 131 Church Rd Apt 3f
Settergren Victor R 405 Georges Ct
Shepard William Bowers PO Box 1393
Shifflet Betty J, Bobby J 52 Shannon Dr Unit 22
Sitarchuk Marion 711 Lower State Rd
Smith Charles, Kent 402 S 9th St
Smith Mildred Rd 1 Allentown Rd
Solomon Howard N 56 Wexford Dr
Solomon Risa 56 Wexford Dr
Speranza Joseph M 105 Darter Ln
Speranza Karen M 105 Darter Ln
Sridharan Pradeepkumer 112 Church Rd Apt 19i
Steckley Lillian S 2103 Avenel Blvd
Striano John 700 Lower State Rd Apt 21b6
Tanner David 213 Oakland Place
Taylor Parris O 100 General Hancock Blvd
Thomas James 1466 W Lamplighter Ln
Vas Joseph K 248 Orchard Dr
Vfw District 16 Pa C/O Gordon Bowe 1700 Gwynedd View Rd
Viola Stephanie 300 Stump Rd
Wireless Central 230 Montgomery Mall
Wolfrom Edward J, Joy 113 Parkside Ct
Xerox Federal Credit Union 320 South 5th St
Yang Guo J 1421 North Wales Rd
Yeo Jung S 5102 Avenel Blvd
Oreland Pa 19075
Avakian Miriam 26 Briar Rd
Barich Louis L 90 Pennsylvania Ave
Bonnors Matilda M 906 Church Rd
Brooks Suzanne 611 Orlando Ave
Brunke Donna H 634 Chester Pike Apt Do
Buchert Anna M Box 115
Casey Kathlee 403 Lorraine Ave
Cgm 1100 Country Club Dr
Cox Pauline K, George 504 Bradford Rd
Dijenno John E 127 Lorraine Ave #A
Draham Jonathan J 1515 Lucon Rd
Eppler Laverne E, Debra 1813 Scott Rd
Gralnick Irene D 508 Toll Rd
Griffis Elizabeth C 220 Lyster Rd
Guicheteau Michael 414 Oreland Mill Rd
Holderer Jay 42 Lynn Ave
Hopkins Electric 211 Plymouth Ave
Hwang Yong Joo 218 Paper Mill Rd
Juan Martinez 1009 Pheasant Ln
Kim Ul S 1111 Gypsy Ln
Klinger Dennis Earl, Lillian A 412 Lorraine Ave
Long Katherine A, Lloyd E III, Tr Ua 12 26 87 A PO Box 223
Long Katherine A, Lloyd E III, Timothy J PO Box 223
Lundy Nora Est 502 Scott Rd
Martin Judith L 901 Church Rd
Masters Barbara 1303 Bradford Rd
Mcclintock Amanda A 205 Plymouth Av 2nd Fl
Mccusker Margaret C Michael F Mccusker Exec Est 105 Paper Mill Rd
Mchugh Service 1440 Ulmer Av
Meadowcrof Frances Estate 503 Toll Rd
Menko Adam D 126 Mill Rd
Narkum Frances M, John H 1211 Bruce Rd
Newsome Dolores P 208 Ulmer Ave
Ocallaghan D 209 Allison Rd
Omni Sales Inc 220 Pennsylvania Ave
Otto Gwendolyn G 112 Gdn Rd
Penn Clara E 332 Lyster Rd
Phelps Grace O 304 Oreland Mill Rd
Quinn Sean 104 Lyster Rd
Quinn Vickie P, Sean P 104 Lyster Rd
Ronkainen Edward 118 Redford Rd
Roserios Pizza 318 Pennnsylvania Ave
Schwartz Julius c/o Mary Schwartz 312 Oreland Mill Rd
Stace Wood Ann, Stephen 90 Pennsylvania Ave
Stclair Anne L 529 Marks Rd
Ward Arthur C 600 Haws Ln
Wick Hazel L 406 Crest Rd
Pennsburg Pa 18073
Alderfer Dolores 3054 Finland Rd
An So H 200 Seminary Ave
Boss Jennifer 2239 Hendricks Rd
Bradley Sheldon P 1171 Rosemont Tr
Buehrle Sean M 2341 Otts Rd
Carter Thomas 2660 Kutztown Rd
Clevenstine Donna Lyn 4271 Upper Ridge Rd
Conway Arlene M Rd Brinckman Rd
Copart Auto Auctions 2704 Geryville Pike
Coy Daniel E 3079 Wild Run Rd
Foreman Robert 1236 Red Hill Rd
Greeley William V 68 Main St
Lippincott Joseph 339 W 6th St
Loren D Young Carpenter Contractor 1755 Fels Rd
Mayers S Stanley, Minerva E 68 Main St
Mensch John B 591 Dotto
Morsillo Nicholas W, Leon 1583 Swamp Creek
Norman Westphal 1489 Hendricks Rd
Precision Filtration Products Po Box 218
Rucker David J 882 Main St
Schmitt Donald R 568 Dotts St
Scidurlo Nicholas 1094 Main St
Seeley Eric W 348 Dotts St Apt C
Sharkey Erin 860 Montgomery Ave
Snyder Vanessa 217 Main St
Stahlnecker Richard 369 Main St Apt 7
Weber Alexander c/o Clifforo F Weber 3250 Fennel Rd
Perkiomenville Pa 18074
Almeida Daniel P 903 Faust Rd
Armstrong Kim M 2172 Colflesh Rd
Campbells Service Po Box 208
Contino Fred S 305 Clover Ln
Dooley Albert 3106 Hauck Rd
Freeman Alfred J 3505 Little Rd
Green Valley Terrace LLC 4 Ivybrook Blvd
Gross Jerry 2181 Hill Rd
Hagarman Elizabeth, keith 2306 Hill Rd
Heller Ellen M 570 Schubelish Rd
Holden Ethel P 635 Schultz Rd
Krupp Clarence E Little Rd
Landis Robert Box 14 Rte 29
Landis Ruth W RR 1
Maloney Sean 1407 Kratz Rd
Moore Maxine 446 Layfield Rd
Oherrick Rebekah 1730 Perkiomenville Rd
Original Cup Inc 122 Clover La
Romberger Jamie 1123 Meadowbrook Ln
Schwengler Joseph 1 Colonial Dr
Young Rosalie Sims, Charles E, Robert 1151 Faust Rd
Plymouth Meeting Pa 19462
Allegretti Denise 3031 Walton Rd
Allstate Benefits 600 W Germantown Pike Ste 171
American Equity Fund Ted Snyder Savell Katz & Co 140 W Germantown Pike Ste 25
American Equity Fund C/O Savell Katz & Co 140 W Germantown Pike S 25
American Independence Insurance Po Box 3002
Andrasi Vera H 137 Plymouth Rd
Aristacare At Meadow Springs C/O Attn Dawn Welsh 845 W Germantown Pike
Bethel Villa 92 Associates Lp 919 E Germantown Pk 5
Biofiniti LLC 5120 Butler Pike
Biomol International Biofiniti LLC 5120 Butler Pike
Botta Stephen C, Agnes M 666 W Germantown Pike Apt 2805
Breedom Fred C/O Ken Crest Services 1 Plymouth Meeting Mall
Byrne John J 814 Erlen Rd
Byrnes Coreena 1004 Arch Rd
Caputo Louis 1331 E Ridge Pk
Centro Watts 580 W Germantown Pike
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Clair Ins Agency Inc 120 W Germantown Pike
Collins Edward 816 Germantown Pike
Collins William H 224 777 Germantown Pi
Commerce360 Inc 4060 Butler Pike
Conway Kathryn 777 W Germantown Pike Apt 719
Courtyard By Marriott Plymouth Meeting 651 Fountain Rd
David Cooper 737 Clover Ln
Dean Karen C 2300 B Hickory Rd
Decker Margaret E 2098 Butler Pike Apt N19
Docktor Ethel P Kennedy House Apt 1221 107 Pinetree Ln
Durkin Regina T Plymouth Greene Office Campus 1000 Germantown Pike Ste A3
Ecc Management 1 Plymouth Meeting Mall #950
Economides Jennifer 129 Ashley Way
Eurofins Scientific Inc 531 Plymouth Rd Ste 508 6555 Quince Rd Ste 202
Field Manning R, Amy T 105 Ashley Way
Fineran Hannah K 2098 Butler Pike Apt 9e
Fingerod Michael 777w Germantown Pike Apt 106
Fleming Thomas 4006 School House Ln
Foster Stephanie C, Deborah 515 Plymouth Rd Apt K3
Frentzen Ann P 2098 Butler Pike Apt 9e
Gale Lillian 821 Belvoir Rd
Gettes Andrew 606 Apache Ln
Glodek Walter S 3189 Mayflower Rd
Goparaju Geetha 777 W Germantown Pike
Greene Ann M 36 E Church Rd
Gresson Scott Po Box 645
Guarini Jerry J 350 Weymouth Rd
Harmonville Fire Co 2100 Butler Pike
Haub Fay J 4046 Butler Pike
Hewitt Sondra A 1428 Sandy Hill Rd
I M S Health 660 W Germantown Pk Attn Amy Rohrman
Ikea 496 W Germantown Pike Accounts Receivable
Jager Richard H 3188 Mayflower Rd
Jordahl Helen 8 Harvard Rd
Kadel Paula 502 West Germantown Pike
King Robert 251 Stenton Ave
Kramont Reality Trust 580 W Germantown Pike
Krapf Allen 12 Everturn Cir
Krasuski Tracy L, Marc R 777 W Germantown Pk Apt
Krish Mildred R 102 Chancery Place
Krt Property Holdings Ste 200 580 W Germantown Pike
Lawler Edward D Jr 2750 Narcissa Rd
Lawler Eleanor 27 Jody Dr
Lee S Modern Touch Inc 502 W Germantown Pike 2135
Lo Jenny Jimin 303 Bellamy Ln
Longo Jaime B 666 W Germantown Pike Apt S605
Lugo Jose Amado 1213 Germantown Pike
Marketing Promotions Inc 315 Oxford Rd
Mccall Karen A 112 Ava Ct
Mccarey Thomas E 605 Lancalot Rd
Mcneil Henry S For Hpf Maccapital Attn R Barnes Ste 400
Mcneil Henry S For James Maccapital Attn R Barnes Ste 400
Miller Andrew M 2098 Butler Pike Apt N19
Morales Jason 3031walton Rd
Morris Darnell 3031 Walton Rd
Mossner Mary 104 Millcreek Rd Norristown
Mueller Matthew 210 Eaton Sq
Mva Progressive Insurance 5163 Campus Dr
Nakushian Janet M 640 W Germantown Pike Ste 300
Nathan Karen S 105 Chancery Pl
National Recreation Foundation 425 Plymouth Meeting
Nursing of Children 3005 Azalea Ter
Obrien Charles A 201 N Plymouth Hill 666 W Germantown Ave
Obrien Charles A 201 Plymouth Hill 666 W Germantown Pk
Paris Jackie Dean 1740 Gallegher Rd
Parks Leonard Robert 1919 Sandy Hill Rd #C4
Party Land Inc 5215 Militia Hill Rd
Peco Energy Co 680 Ridge Pk
Penllyn Home Builders Assn Inc 666 W Germantown Pike Apt 216
Philomeno And Salamone 450 Gravers Rd
Platinum Settlements 527 Plymouth Rd Ste 409
Plymouth House 845 Germantown Pike
Plymouth Pa Township 700 Belvoir Rd
Point Pub LLC Apt S402 666 W Germantown Pike
Polak Marlene 202 Rolling Hill Dr
Progressive Auto 5165 Campus Dr Ste 100
Propoco Inc 220 W Germantown Pike Ste 25
Propoco Inc C O Ms Diane Schrader 220 W Germantown Pike #250
Recovercare LLC 5185 Campus Dr Ste 300
Sacks David 777 W Germantown Pike Apt 416
Sacks Honie 20 Red Rowan Ln
Sawyer Susan M, Owen J 12 Colton Dr
Sealy Barbara A C/O Robert Yarnall 5 Allandale Rd
Slowik Mary Estate of 718 Clover Ln
Smartsource Computer And Audio Visual 4110 Butler Pike Ste 100
Snyder Kenneth 201 Millcreek Rd
Sowden Matthew 525 Plymouth Rd Ste 315
Spivak Joshua 221 W Germantown Pike Ste 13
Squires Stanley I 777 W Germantown Pike Apt
St Paul Fire And Marine Ins 2250 Hickory Rd Box 832 Attn: Todd Olyer
Stone Harry E Charitable Trust 1250 Germantown Pike Ste 30
Sturm Quentin 122 Black Hill Rd
Sudman Darren 706 Tatum Ln
Tacconelli Rudolph E P O Box 732
Taunton Homer Est of C/O David Taunton 617 Apache Ln
Tc Hellertown Invest Lp C/O Carla Tomassioni 525 Plymouth Meeting Rd Ste 31
Thelwell Monifa 515 Plymouth Rd Apt D3
Tobin Martin 777 West Germantown Pk Apt 710
Toth Margaret J, Eugene C 805 Erlen Rd
Trimboli Carrie Anne 777 Germantown Pike
Vanderzille Susan L 722 E Twnshp Line Rd
Vector Security 5125 Campus Dr
Venezia Beatrice A 2920 Walton Rd
Wellington Assocs LLC C/O Cohen Seltzer Inc Matt Friedman 631 WGermantown Pike
White Brian Ste 200 580 W Germantown Pike
White Mark 306 Julian Ct
Wilmington Saving Fund Ste 350 2260 Butler Pike
Woods James Joseph 666 W Germantown Pike Apt 420
Yakscoe Marie 513 Park Dr
Younger Rouse C 2250 Hickory Rd
Yousin Betty 20 Red Rowan Ln
Pottstown Pa 19464
1 W Mall Assocs 426 King St Hse Mtr
Adamski Virginia Est of, Daniel 560 King St
Adamski Daniel 121 E 3rd St Fl 2nd
Albright J H 40 W 6th St
Barna John III, Barna John Sr 268 High St
Basca Joshua 392 N Charlotte St
Beasley Alice 547 Grant St
Becker William A 569 Mock Rd
Bertolini Beniamino 900 N Hanover St
Bethel Ame Church 401 N Franklin St
Betts Mattie 767 Beech St
Bildner Morton D 1127 Brooke Rd
Blair Janet G 311 South St
Bledsoe Richard Po Box 1181
Body Inc 262 King St Apt 307
Boettger Hildegard H 173 N York St
Bowers Lee Anne 354 W Chestnut St
Boyer Merrill E 111 Berks St
Boyer Shirley 121 Maple Leaf Ln
Bradley Anna Hanover & Diamond St
Breidegam Brenda 114 King St
Brennan Thomas 834 East Vine St
Brensinger Paul F 1111 Grove St
Brookes Julian L 129 E High St G
Burgess Nathanel, Helen H 929 Queen St Apt A
Burns Joseph R 40 Blackberry Dr
Carpenter Mary J 504 Elm St
Casselberry Alma I Leader Home 172 N Charlotte St
Charles Margaret, Howard 2 W High St
Christman Franklin C/O 501 E High St Apt 809
Clements Betty Jane 330 East Vine St
Craig Herman, Mary 530 Chestnut St
Crowes Halfway House 1495 Farmington Ave
Cruz Jorge C 514 Colling
Daiello David D Est of, Anthony L PO Box 1037
Dataceutics Inc 161 Medical Dr Ste 3
Davidheiser Alissa J 243 N Price St
Davis Ronnell B 30 1/2 Chestnut St
Day Cornell M 346 Oak St Fl 2
Deangelis A 1895 Irene Ct
Degroff Claire 227 Evergreen Rd
Delay Imanye A, Zachery 222 S Hanoverst
Delta Equipment Leasing Inc 105 Airport Rd
Deluca Joseph 121 Julie Rd
Design Silk Inc 1361−B Farmington Ave
Division Parish 1040 Ctr Ave #1
Dopwell Bree 400 W Walnut St
Douglas Julia 45 Hemlock Row
Douglasville Auto Body PO Box 1181
Driscoll John M 797 Buchert Rd
Dudanowicz Albert J Sr 1937 Yarnall Rd
Dudonowicz Albert 770 Logan St Apt B104
Dunn Luther M 523 King St
Durdin Mildred 794 Lincoln Ave
Eidell Marie 359 New St
Elliott Henrietta 35 W 8th St
Ellis Catherine E, William M 24 W 3rd St
Elvin John R 331 N Hanover St Apt 40
Endy Ruth G 307 Walnut St
Erb William S 911 South St
Fagan Barbara I, Patrick 1631 Briarwood Ln
Farra Robert S 2058 Mimosa Ln
Farrington Irene 20 W 3rd St Rear
Feight Hazel 803 W High St
Fichter Jeanetta E, Carl 403 South St
Fisher Kathleen F, Robert III PO Box 2509
Fisher Steven S Po Box 2509
Force John R 262 King St Apt 307
Foster Edward 131 Walnut St
Fox Theater Rt 724
Frech Robert 10 W Eight St Read
Fred Bean Ford Auto 262 King St Apt 307
Gentas Enterprises Pi Box 1212
Gibbs Alicia 57 Walnut St
Gilmore Mary Est, Mary 695 Dow Ln
Glbertsville Auto Body 839 N Franklin St
Goguizza Donald 2199 Buchert Rd
Gordon Brandon 11796 Kellough Rd
Graham June M 228 Jay St
Gray Thomas Lee 54 Beech St
Green Cowlishaw Matthew A 839 N Franklin St
Greenberg Morton 55 W 4th St
Grimm Peter 1127 Industrial Ave
Haas Ernest L RR3
Haas Louise 26 W 6th St
Hall Christine 334 Summer Grove Ln
Hall Jason 243 N Price St
Halteman Estedwin S Jr, Edwin S Jr 822 South St
Hardcase Inc 90 Stone Hill Dr
Haring Pearl Hanover & Diamond St
Harvey Lillian M 671 N Keim St
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Hausman John Henry 392 N Charlotte St
Hawthorne William 1436 Kauffman Rd Rear
Heartland Abstract Inc 740 E High St
Heffner Robert S 1005 High St
Held Blanche G Po Box 654
Heller Daniel A 2597 Donald Dr
Heller Joanne C/O Daniel A Heller 2597 Donald Dr
Hernandez Michael A 512 Lincoln Ave
Herr Catherine G, Robert 49 Schoolhouse Rd
Hickman Candace M 915 Levengood Rd Apt 4
Homan Jean M 404 E Vine St
Hopkins Brad 362 West Beech
Horner Micheal 418 West St
Horton Heather 700 Farmington Ave C16
Hughes Albert 981 N Hills Blvd
Hughes John C 528 Willow St
Husarenko Steven 86 Stone Hill Dr
Hyman Donald A 114 S Roland St
Iczkowski Betsy 1139 Grove St
Ingram Donald Jr 430 Elm St Apt A103
Jackson Esther May, Irving P 1969 Gross Rd
Jaffe Rose R 1210 Queen St
Jeffers Dennis M 1267 Randy Dr
Jjn LLC 54 Reynolds Ave
Johnson Emeline Est of, Emeline J 411 N Middletown Rd Apt A334
Johnson Dallas 846 High St
Johnson Linda 1208 Randy Dr
Johnson Steven 301 W Chestnut St
Jones Nellie 828 South St
Jones Thomas J 628 Chestnut St
Jordan Kelly 1223 Nking St Apt 11
Jungwoo Lee A 64 N Hanover St Apt 3c
Kaas Ferne H, George 641 Spruce St
Kalis Marian 450 E High St Apt 712
Keefer Jessica A 1078 S St
Keene Editha M 947 Warren St
Keystone Industrial Corp 861 Cross St PO Box 695
Kiem Loretta H 501 E High St Apt 601
Klink Alice F 22 S Hanover St
Kokemezey John 571 Kenneth St
Kolybob John, Anna 2917 E High St
Kolybob Anna M 2917 E High St
Konabroski Anna Layfield Rd Rt 18
Koren Mary A 1224 Maple St
Koubitsis Maria 2240 Brdmoor Rd
Kramer J Albert 1258 Queen St
Kumitis Simion W 1117 1/2 Ctr Ave
Kumitis Teresa M 1117 1 2 Ctr Ave
L Home Walker Troutman F 726 Hight St
Ladjanski Jeramie P 389 Potts Ct
Lambda Medical Dba Rjr Me 34 High St
Ledford Kenneth 828 South St
Lefevre Laura 603 Walnut Ridge Est
Lenhart Est Ellwood, Ellwood 1015 Park Dr
Lessig Elmira 383 Walnut St
Levengood Alan 900 N Hanover St Apt D2
Levengood Mary Crestwood Dr
Levengood Ruth H Grosstown Rd
Lightfoot John J 2461 E High St Apt F11
Limerick Inn 3347 W Ridge Pike
Locke Dezmar E, Luella A 325 King St
Long Harry 227 Evergreen Rd 250
Lucas Angeline 726 Hight St
Ludy John Jr 196 Pine Ford Rd
Mace Richard 109 Maple Leaf Ln
Mae Doris Est of 1062 Hale St
Maguire Sandra 1940 Laura Ln
Mannion Winifred 981 N Hills Blvd
Manwiller Katherine 2 Walnut St
March Jacob B 3rd, Carrie L Box 330 RD 3
Marino Gregory Po Box 512
Mathias Todd 825 Spruce St
Mayo Richard 80 Maugers Mill Rd
Mcknight Williams J 22 S Hanover St
Meckstroth Marian L 227 Evergreen Rd 204
Meeker Christopher D 2384 E High St
Merkel Howard M Gilbertsville Rd & Moyer Roa
Meszaros Joseph J 846 N Hanover St
Mimmick Charles 2248 Sanatoga Sta Rd
Missimer Iva C Valy View Apt
Mobil Mart 1501 High St
Monroe Judith 388 N Charlotte St Rear
Moyer Earl E, Betty Apt 74 331 N H
Moyer Cathy Apt 74 331 N H
Moyer Georgette 426 W High St
Murphy Deneen Apt 212
Nativity Commandery 71 70 Moser Rd
Nguyen Hoa B 2190 E High St Store E
Nj E Zpass 319 Commerce Ct Ste 18
Orthopedic Specialists 1200 E High St
Ortiz Love 2420 Anneto Dr
Ost Tobin R 418 Burdan Dr
Paat Michael Dmd Pc 600 Creekside Dr Ste 619
Parks Robert G, Antonia 578 Wilson St
Peace Carrie L Est of 934 High St PO Box 696
Peace Moses A 2129 Deer Ridge Dr
Penn Title Ins Co 642 High St
Peopleshare Inc 95 S Hanover St
Petrillo Patrick Dds 176 Hanover St
Pinkerton William 115 High St
Pottstown Memorial Medical Center 1600 E High St
Printing Images Corp 125 N York St
R And M Equipment Co 319 Commerce Ct Ste 110
Raman Ramesh 3298 Sanatoga Rd
Rangan Kumar 1667 Potter Dr Lot 45
Razmyslowski Andrea C 114 Berks St
Reeser Margaret A 966 High St Apt 3
Reid Douglass S 121 S Keim St
Rineharts Sanitation Svcs 3115 Sanatoga Rd
Rohrbach Harold W Jr, Ann M 203 Berks St
Rosenberry Rachel E 1073 South St
Roshon Robert, Helen RD 3
Roth Debra L 827 Little Vine St
Rusinski Jeannette Rd 3
Sassaman Leon 453 Clearview St
Schearer Jeanette M 701 N Keim St
Schlegel Elizabeth 603 Jays Ln
Schlichter Stephanie L 118 Sunrise Dr
Schlupp Jason L 1078 S St
Schnovel Kevin 129 W 6th St
Schultz Joseph 413 Glasgow St
Schwartz Erich W, Leon 2461 E High St Apt G−6
Schwartz Karin A, Leon 2461 E High St Apt G−6
Schwartz Marissa I, Leon 2461 E High St Apt G−6
Shaeffer Douglas 890 Logan St
Simms James 666 N Keim St
Sin Ventures North End 1300 N Charlotte St
Slatchouski John 232 King St Apt 2
Smith Jesse V, Leon PO Box 1477
Smith Matthew D 2580 Willow Brook Ln
Sosa David A 1073 South St
Souder Kenneth Jr C/O Dec 950 High St
Sovia Bobbye L, William 7 Riverside
Sraples Bill 59 W 8th St Day Care
St Pius X Class of 1973 23 E 6th St
Strein Patricia 3104 Walnut Ridge
Strouse Richard H 550 Willow St
Strunack Eileen 648 Walnut St
Sugartown Worldwide I 1470 E High St
Swartz Matthew L 4 Smt Mews
Tascione Tina M 1047 Mitch Rd
Tierney Shawn Estate of 882 Oakdale Dr
Timer John 948 Queen St Rear
Tristan George 354 W Chestnut St
Turner James B 720 Isabella St
Uceta Maximo 168 N Charlotte St
Vanlowe Charlene 794 Lincoln Ave
Vecchione Susan 450 E High St Apt 204
Vees Catering 1267 Ringing Rocks Park
Venezia Michael 409 Beech St
Wadsworth Daniel 1341 N Keim St
Ward Douglas 241 W King St
Weiler Marion J Star Rt
Wesley Roy 230 Mentzer St
Wetty Mary 1208 Beech St
Whiteman Bernice E, Keith H RR 3
Wiebel Mathilda D10 2461 E High St
Wilhelm Peter 645 Walnut St
Wilkinson Matthew 804 N Hanover St
Yancey Sue 767 Beech St
Ziegler Faye 123 King St
Zurga Nick 857 N Franklin St
Pottstown Pa 19465
A W Golden 71 7 Holly Dr
Abramovich Aliaksandor 211 Coral Ln
Adelman Joel, Josh 57 Hearthstone Dr
Alvarez Lercy D 1940 Ridge Rd
American Funds 2154 Queens Ct
Antonuzzi Sonya A, Dean L 126 Pine Ford Rd
Antosy Mary 503 N 25th St
Bajkowski Robin 225 Farway Dr
Barr Eva G RR 1
Barto Jena 776 S Keim St
Baum Elizabet 1499 Laurelwood Rd
Behm Frederick F 3310 Stoner Ave
Berks Gi 99 Linree Ave
Blimline Grant A 621 Carsonia Ave
Bolger Cornelius J 1005 Laurelwood Rd
Bossle Louis N 537 Kline Ave
Boyer Thomas 2725 Perkiomen Ave
Bradlees Coventry Mall Rts 100 & 724
Broadwater Elizabeth B8 Alpine Ct
Canyon Ramone N 424 S 16th St
Cassidy Chris R 912 Nottingham Rd
Chobot Joseph P 211 Lincoln Dr
Clardy Darius Vicent 544 S 18th St
Cloak Phyllis A 4501 Perkiomen Ave
Commonwealth Ortho Inc 11 Fairln Rd
Corado Mark L 390 Constitution Ave
Costanzo Crystal 602 West Schuylkill Rd Apt 1
Coventry Podiatry PC 8 Glocker Way
Cupp Morris S 1201 Ridge Rd
Curley Dennis 19 Pickwick Pl
Daigle Rene J 1704 Cotton St
Davis Felicia 601 S 19th St B301
Davis Michele 53−5 Holly Dr
Debolt Michael Po Box 4351
Degele George O 2851 Coventryville Rd
Delong Christina M 36 6 Mount Pine Tr
Devine John 4827 Mays Ave
Devinez Frederick J 1933 Fairview Ave
Didyoung Frederick J 328 High St A
Dietrich Agnes R 116 Mayer St
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Digital Xtreme LLC 1373 S Keim St
Dippolito Mary G 101 Law Ln E Vincent Twp
Doan Hai V 4477 Delmar Dr
Douglas John 46 Hemlock Row
Drive Financial 544 S 18th St
Duma Mary E 3250 Coventryville Rd
Durdin Mildred 794 Lincoln Ave
Ebbert Bertha 558 50th
Eggert Walter M, Susan 840 Cadmus Rd
Emery Jennifer 90 Winchester Ct
English Beverly, Frank 900 Guilford Ct
Epps Thomas L 794 Lincoln Ave
Essigs Transmissions Inc 2900 Perkiomen Ave
Evans Jack W, Kayla 1003 Strawberry Run
Fejes Edith 1871 E Cedarville Rd
Fiorini Mary Est 21 Fairln Rd
Fisher Bradley W 17 Pennwyn Tr
Focht Katelyn 2080 Pottstown Pike
Galligan Ehle Nicole M 1434 Timberline Dr
Grabarek Juel D c/o J Shestok 501 N 25th St Pennside
Gray Tamara 108 Holby Ln
Grote Regis R 2707 Prospect St
Hansen Sally S 8 Estates Dr
Hardaugh Lora 2154 Queens Ct
Hassler Elizabeth Catherine, Herman A RR 4 Box 221 C
Herb Kristina 151 Saylors Mill Rd
Herman John M, Rita E 3701 Perkiomen Ave
Hoff Doris R Apt 320 Elmcroft Reading 9 Colin Ct
Houston Martha C Rd 4 645 Kulp Rd
Hunt Michael V 1445 S Keim St
Hunter Charles 1480 Matthew Ln
Hydroscapes 241 Foxgate Ln
Isleib Kathleen 514 Crest Ln
Jefferson Leonard PO Box 4081
K Dellinger R MD 3 Ctney Rea Cir
Kalausky William, Alice 1024 Hickory Ln
Karpinski John D, Mary A 1142 Wendler Cir
Keegan John F PO Box 4224
Keenan Adrienne M, Bernard R RR 4 Box 157t
Kehr Michael W 104 Oak Ln
Keppel Maureen F Est 444 Chalfont Pl
Kissling Thomas 516 Brighton Ave
Kline Jeffrey R 205 Lowell Dr
Klingerman David J, Rita RR 1
Knight Patricia A Rr4
Koehler Christopher 514 Crest Ln
Kondracki Danielle 2132 Fairview Ave
Kondrath Andrew Est 5340 Oley Tpke Rd
Krause Gerald 789 Vaughn Rd
Lapotsky White Sheila A 877 Temple Rd
Lavelle John Lynch 116 Trinley St
Le Jo Ent Inc Chester Spgs Rd
Lello Daniel A 331 Bishop Rd
Levengood Paul W Jr, Barbara M 76 Glen Oley Dr
Levy Md Paul 6 Hearthstone Ct
Liver Dis 99 Linree Ave
Macdonnell Kathleen 1450 Temple Rd
Madara Tiffany I, Gary S PO Box 3682
Manmiller Clarence, Dorothy RR 4
Marconi Beulah 1933 Fairview Ave
Martin Judith 558 50th
Martin Vivian V 600 George St
Maynard Tommie L 235 W 49th St
Mazzone Carmen V 601 S 19th St Apt B110
Mccarthy Pauline B RR 4
Mcveigh Johanna L, Jerome RD 1 90 Dojan Dr
Mercado Aurora Building E Apt 307
Metzger Juliana 2616 Perkiomen Ave
Miller Bonita 1225 Hollywood Dr
Milner Edith M Est, Garvin 1222 Hollywood Dr
Morris Clare D 1105 Dogwood Ct
Morrissey Nicholas R, J M 4718 Ryan Ct
Moser Calvin L 1568 Cotton St
Motkowski Lawrence F 3608 Patton St
Mower John A c/o Lois Lis Apt B6 2900 Oley
Moyer Fuchs Tina 235 Constitution Ave
Moyer Valerie 502 Angora Rd
Mullarkey George D 1755 Cotton St
Murray Anghaus J 438 W Cedarville Rd
Narayan Barbara, Raghu 6 Sheffield Ln
Narducci Paul R 4325 Sylvan Dr
Neiman Esther S 413 Halteman Rd
Oconnor Sarah G 2000 St Peters Rd
On Point Properties LLC 1014 Rill Rd
Owen J Roberts Music Parents 901 Ridge Rd
Paone Pauline E 2 Keystone Rd
Parisan Jonathan 781 S Hanover St
Pastor Reinhardt 140 N Savanna Dr
Patterson William C, Naomi 450 S 18th St
Patterson William C, Naomi 570 S 18 1/2 St
Pauley Kenneth, Krista 533 S 16th St
Pendleton Family dba 2091 Pottstown Pike
Penn Pride Reading c/o Loss Prevention 3107 Perkiomen Ave
Peterson Danielle 306 Laurelwood Dr
Phillips Michelle R 710 Brighton Ave
Pizano Orozco Maria 515 S 15 1/2 St
Preston Alexandra Elizabeth, Vitoria Altemus 50 Gunpowder Ln
Preston Vitoria, Samuel De 50 Gunpowder Ln
Putt Richard Est, Betty Est PO Box 4473
Reading Pa 19606
Reifs Mary V 542 S 18th St
Reimert Mildred R 3620 Ease Ave
Richardson Debbie 721 Carsonia Ave
Ridge Market 1990 Ridge Rd
Rivera Joellie Building E Apt 307
Roberts Owen J Class of 1983 877 Temple Rd
Roshong Matthieu C 1620 Harmonyville Rd
Ross Stephen J Jr 1032 E Schuylkill Rd
Roth Agnes H, Adam J 3 Nancy Cir
Rothermel Bridgette 71 7 Holly Dr
Russell Lesher J 850 Carsonia Ave Apt D 105
Sabatino Cathleen A 43 Rinehart Rd
Sanon Elsie 400 N 25th St
Scheidt Lisa 220 E Schuylkill Rd Apt #
Schlesinger Kimberly A, Jamie H 20 Mulligan Dr
Seibert Rubie C 150 Christine Dr
Short Annette 1484 Unionville Rd
Shull David 10 5 Cranberry Rdg
Smith Jason F 8 Windsor Ct
Staab Kathryn E, George E 222 Melrose Ave Stony Creek Mills
Stauffer Eleanor, Howard 1664 Chestnut Hill Rd
Steinberg Vicki 1107 Heathrow Ct
Strutynski George D 230 Saylors Mill Rd
Swanson Arthur 203 Wanner Rd
Swartley Wilma c/o Joseph R Lutz Poa 331 S Hanover St
Sweeney Edw J 172 Victoria Chase Ste 103
Swoyer Nancy Lincolnwood 503 Caravelle Ln
Symanowicz Bernard, Anna 5485 Perkiomen Ave #206
Szilagyi Ildiko 1871 E Cedarville Rd
Tascione Nicholas J Jr 1402 E Schuylkill Rd
Taylor Brian D 2112 Summer Ln
Taylor Frank E, Donna 1007 Pepper Ridge Dr
Thomas Brad 838 Scholl Rd
Tobias Manfred B, Maude R 1184 Miller Rd
Tomcavage Edward RR 3 Box 3006
Tracy Margaret 3250 Coventryville Rd
Trout Betty J, George 910 N 26th St Pennside
Tyler Pennypacker Fund 544 Ellis Woods Rd
Updegrove Judith 314 Laurelwood Rd
Valeriano Philip c/o David G Campbell PO Box 4158
Vaughan Maggie, James 1704 Cotton St
Venkler Norma 850 Carsonia Ave Apt B105
Wachovia Dealer Services Inc 776 S Keim St
Wade Jeanette 1528 Temple Rd
Walk Cheryl RR 3 Box 3006
Waring Karen L PO Box 3644
Warner Jeremy J Apt 361 616 W Schuylkill Rd
Weidner Shirly 1 Alpine Ct Apt C−1
Weitzel Elizabeth A, John R 1826 Cotton St
Wharry Bessie 1830 Perkiomer
White Eugene E 1603 Butter Ln
Wilder Lisa A 6 Taylor Dr
Wilkinson Edna H Est 100 Dise Rd
Wilson Cynthia L 3915 Penns Dr
Yarmush Anna M 759 S Hanover St
Zelinsky Congetta Est c/o A Cohen 140 Woodmont Dr
Zimmerman Dorothy, Cbom M 9 Colin Ct
Zubert Helen R 759 Union Ave
Red Hill Pa 18076
Buck Michaela 331 Jefferson St
Fiioc 331 Jefferson St
George Joanne G 330 Wexford Rd
Gray Anna c/o Joanne George 330 Wexford Rd
Herman Leonard 350 E 6th St
Johnson Linda G 330 Wexford Rd
Loggia Nereida 214 E 6th St Apt A
Nayduch Richard D 76 Gravel Pike
Nowark Ryan Mason 20 E 8th St
Peterson Gary Est 241 Main St
Stauffer Manufacturing Co PO Box 45
Royersford Pa 19468
Adair Ann Apt 302 827 N Lewis Rd
Alvarez Ivan 1035 Colin Dr
Apex Physical Therapy 318 N Lewis Rd
Astheimer 218 Benner Rd
Barabas Courtney L, Mark C 215 Brooke Dr
Bryn Mawr Trust Co 402 Horseshoe Dr
Caputo Joseph 802 Maple Ave
Chuck Tracy Ann 102 2nd Ave Apt 2
Cooney M J 505 Gay St
Daley Plastering LLC 500 Fruit Farm Rd
Dillman Helen c/o Debbie Arters Parkhouse Providence Pointe 1600 Black Rock Rd
Dollar Bonanza Inc 301 N Lewis Rd 6b 6d
Gibson Richard E Sr, Amanda L 447 Pine St Apt Unit K2
Gieda Irene T 400 Walnut St Apt 310
Glodek John C 1214 Morgan Dr
Grosser Anna M 1600 Black Rock Rd Apt
Haines John F 713 Church St
Hallman Dorothy E 367 Walnut St Apt 1−W
Heck Elwood L, Lynda T 32 Oak Ln
Hill Katherine 671 N Lewis Rd
Holland Stella A 409 Foxcroft Cir
Holloway John C 509 Church St
Huzar Anna 426 Fruit Farm Rd
Irons Effie B c/o Gloria Lobaugh 82 Roboda Blvd
Janavich Tillie M 70 Pebble Beach Dr
K & S Foods 70 Buckwalter Rd B9/St323
Kessler Lewis, Ruth 603 S 4th Ave
Klyver Elizabeth 48 Walters Ln
Kryder Loretta V, Loretta 549 Washington St
Kulp Ralph Est 339 Summer St
Lantz Melissa 301 Patrick Way
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Lukens Jim 810 Brooke Dr
Mcginley J C 231 Green St
Mcgonigle John P 406 N Lewis Rd
Mckenna Patrick F 760 Chestnut St
Merroth David T 1113 Foxmeadow Dr
Miller Ernest 54 W Linfield Rd
Miller John Paul 15 Neiffer Rd
Miller Mary A 39 Walters Ln
Mint Pixels LLC 508 N 6th Ave
Mowrer E Lorraine 672 King Rd
Naylor George E 524 Second Ave
Nunes Rhonda K 927 Main St
Parrish William 815 Foxmeadow Dr
Perrone & Perrone 501 Main St
Piccirilli Dennis 1503 Brooke Dr
Pressede Martha J 112 Dyer Ct
Roberts Simpson Jennifer 827 N Lewis Rd Apt 327n
Rogers Sipp Susan 12 Carriage Cir
Sadler Baldwin PO Box 939 Ste 201
Sawyer Constance D 102 Roboda Blvd
Sheppard Ian R 545 Oak St Apt C6
Smith Robert, Harry 16 Second Ave
Stanley Denise J 700 S 4th Ave
Stierly Herbert Jr RR 1
Stone John 1002 Dickinson Ct
Synergy Environment PO Box 617
Tee Time Golf Center 70 Buckwalter Rd
Tyson Gayle 430 S 2nd St
Ulsh Michael 358 Main St
Vizcaino Claudia 1035 Colin Dr
Wallace Patrick T 2207 Foxmeadow Dr
Widjer Thomas 337 Walnut St
Wildauer Frederick G, Kathryn W 601 Wexford Ct
William F M Jr 420 Deer Run Dr
Williams Terry C 320 Walnut St
Wright D 12 Fords Edge
Schwenksville Pa 19473
Bachmayer Anne 544 Gerloff Rd
Berry Mary A 83 Steinmetz Rd
Bevilacqua Michael D 94 Woodland Ave
Carpico Drew Angelo, Christian L 4102 Tranquility St
Fad Richard M J, Cynthia C 851 Cross Rd
Geist Darren I 737 Blvd Ave
Gerstemeier Court Reporting 4100 Tranquility St
Gordon Lisa M c/o Rosemarie S Porte 11 Grimley Rd
Gordon Tamika 305 Village Dr
Grady Eden 290 Township Line Rd
Greger William, E L Main St
Hancock Thelma B 176 Main St
Hancock Thelma O, Frank O 176 Main St
Judyski Charlotte M Est 1005 Main St
Judyski Lawrence 1005 Main St
Kern Wilbur E, Patricia 2 Highland Manor Dr Apt A16
Koeck Paul 05 Equestrian Ln
Lynch Paul Andrew 650 Bergeyvill Rd
Madhuan Inc 696 Main St
Manuel Richard 401 Abbey Ln
Mizell Raine C 3013 Serenity St
Molnar Kaitlyn G, Amy 220 Horseshoe Rd
Moore Matthew 208 Main St
Overall Kathleen A 44 Salem Rd
Peavler Edward 252 Lexington Rd
Perkiomen Vly Econ Dev 130 Main St
Pilgrims Pals Inc 868 Brandon Ln
Porte Rosemarie S 11 Grimley Rd
Portillo Norma 149 Zieglerville Rd
Powell David P 52 Wensel Cir
Pv Express Car Wash 809 Gravel Pk
Razzi Richard Guy 1716 Schwenksville Rd
Reigle Amy 207 Pony Ln
Scott John R 714 Martingale Rd
Shoukri Maryann K 746 Martingale Rd
Smerecki Joseph 821 Schwenksville Rd
Stolarski Lyn 1048 Scenic View Dr
Webster Eugene D 2080 Squirrel Hill Rd
Williams Etta G 3331 Forest Ln
Womack Marguarite Est 131 3rd St
Youngblood Dashaun E 90 Aspen Way
Souderton Pa 18964
Albright Palmer Univest Bank Trust Dept PO Box 64197
Barndt Margueri, Harry 41 W Chestnut St
Bartle Anne J 58 N 4th St # 1
Burgess Hazel L 256 E Smt St
Burgess Joseph J 256 E Smt St
Campion Doris M, Doris 170 Taplow Sq
Cassel Kathleen A, Linda K 49 Adams Ave
Clark Iris J 103 East Reliance Rd Apt 12
Colonial American Life Ins Co Att: Kathy Dowhan 673 Cherry Ln PO Box 64477
Drake Freeda S CO Caroline Powell 280 Westminster Ln
Dufresne Fred 230 Chatam Ct
Ellis Kathryn Cbom, Kathryn 60 S County Rd
Ervin Rose Indian Vly
Fox Lamar S 264 S County Line Rd
Franconia 675 Forman Rd
Fretz W Bruce 315 Sunnyhill Dr
Hart Alfred D, Jo P 253 Parkview Dr
Heller Morris N, Ruth F 111 Central Ave Apt D
Ho Chan 1071 Grayson Dr
Horcher Brett 218 N Main St
Hungate William M PO Box 49
Huntgate Joseph III PO Box 49
Johnson Richard Keith 264 County Line Rd
Kampmeyer Louisabella L 412 E Brd St
Kerr Elsie E 34 N 4th St
Kling Paul J 541 Delp Rd
Koff Williams B Irrevocable Funeral Account 42 S 4th St
Lapworth Tracey 634 Newmarket Dr
Lent Mark S 152 Washington Ave
Lent Mark Stephen 152 Washington Ave
Lobley William 146 Deerfield Dr
Louisbella Wellness Escape 412 E Brd St
Ly Quang 718 Souderton Pike St 5
Mccall Deborah J 44 W Brd St
Mcdonald Bonnie M Irrevocable Funeral Account 42 S 4th St
Mcgovern Brian 218 N Main St
Mendez Jose 36 N Main St Apt 208
Mignogna Stephen O 40 Penn Ave
Milam Rebeca L, Allan R 511 Lower Rd
Moyer Stacey, Ryan 21 Central Ave
Pelcheck Cathy J 624 New Market Dr
Potere Michael 634 Newmarket Dr
Pulli Shannon Ulrich 10 Hillside Ave Fl 2
Retha Lent N 152 Washington Ave
Rittenhouse Jewelers 114 Main St
Rodden John M 103 E Reliance Rd #4
Rodriguez Edgar 3283 Township Line Rd
Schimpf Mary Indian Vly
Stamps Mickey D 302 Sherwood Crt North
Staneruck Elizabeth M 568 Colonial Ave
Staneruck Percy W 568 Colonial Ave
Steiner Deborah L 122 Cotswolsd Ct
Ward Christine A, Gregory 307 W Brd St
Williams David 68 S County Line Rd
Willover Patricia 276 Lindsay Ln
Wolcott Foundations Inc C O M Warren Bolton Box 499
Youngs 55 Cherry Ln
Ziegler Regina L 450 N 4th St
Telford Pa 18969
Bartle Eva P 117 W Brd St
Battistoni Pamela A 97 Green Meadow Ln
Bergeys Auto Body Po Box 69
Beta Star Corp Rockhill Ind Park 16 Revenue Dr
Bishop Thomas 522 Heather Dr
Braie Andrea E 2035 Cathill Rd
Chrisman Rosemary 251 S Washington Apt 211
Conver Brian R 111 Catherine St
Courtney Mary 1013 Branch Mill Rd c/o Grunewald
Cristea Frank 211 Hamlin Ave
Darrahs Enterprises Inc 579 N 4th
Davidson Virginia C, Robert F 931 Ashland Ave A205
Detweiler Darlene, Steven 152 Hopewell Ln
Dirocco Donovan 837 Rising Sun Rd
Doan Trung C 326 W Brd St
Fossile Deborah 621 N Fourth St
Freed Kevin N 423 Morwood Rd
Freese Lois 235 N Washington St
Frick Mary P 239 Washington Pl Bld 42
Fritz James F 164 Telford Pk Apt 2
Fritz James Jr 165 Telford Pike
Galo Nelis O 267 Washington Pl
Godshall Troy A 637 Morwood Rd
Greenwood Ronald L 231 Village Green Ln
Hange John 112 Thomas Dr
Hangey Luella M 6 Indian Valy Ln
Harman Kenneth P 5 N Main St
Hemway Barbara Ann c/o Robert A Lechowicz Esq 301 N Main St
Honer Mark A 233 Washington Pl
Ittensohn Evelyn C 530 Melvins Rd
Johnson Doris 181 Seckel Ct
Jones Philip 109 Abbey Ln
Kellogg Christoper T 711 Wexford Way
Keyser Scott 358 Conestoga Way
Kratz Cliff 105 Indian Ridge La
Montgomery Mildred 126 Klingerman Rd
Muller Eleanor N c/o Robert A Lechowicz Esq 301 N Main St
Nguyen Phuong 10 Hillcrest Ave
Page David C 444 Rdg Rd
Pasquale Clelia E 209 Souderton Mennonite
Pfleiger Dolores M, Claude 1 Melvins Rd
Pineda Jose 21 Melvin Rd
Rittenhouse Naomi 115 Quince Dr
Sellers John J Estate 239 Washington Pl Bld 42
Smiley James J 279 Washington St
Stephen Martin P, Bernice 817 Evergreen Cir
Strain Timothy 2511 Wellington Way
Tagland Thomas 2533 Wellington Way
Virgilio Steven M 551 Ridge Rd
Wolf A N Apt 112 235 N Washington St
Trooper Pa 19403
4261 Corportation 2605 Egypt Rd Ste 202
Travelers Casualty & Ins 255 Eisenhower Ave
USI 1000 Adams Ave Ste 200
Valley Run Asso 2605 Egypt Rd Ste 202
Warren Welsh T 1000 Adams Ave Ste 200
West Norriton Pa 19403
Gonzalez Robyn 3302 Saratoga Ln
Scholl Jeanne D 2024 Ardin Dr
Seidell Stella G 77 Bittersweet Ct W
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Willow Grove Pa 19090
Aacia Pc 2300 Computer Rd M70
Afawubo Anita A 3100 Terwood Rd Apt J104
Allen Andrea D 2910 Elliott Ave
Anderson Cole R 254 Ellis Rd
Answer America LLC 2325 Maryland Rd Ste 210 dba Answernet Network
Balsam Irma c/o Anne B Davidson 1624 Jill Rd
Baranowski Judith 525 School House Ln
Beaver Edgar H 107 Maple Ave
Beissel Daniel 23 Cherry St
Bennigans 2402 Easton Rd
Borders Express Willow Grove Park Mall 2500 Moreland Rd
Bostock Edward C Jr 543 School House Ln
Boules Ferial 19 Church St
Breslin Anne Ellen 1702 Twining Rd
Brodzik Francis G, Henry C 2222 Welsh Rd
Cahill Mary L 2 Pike Ln
Central Locating Service Lt PO Box 520
Conroy Caitlin A 214 Inman Ter
Dahmen Juanita 913th Sfs 2018 Itami St Bldg 219
Dalfonso Fannie 5000 Frazier Ave Apt B1
Dalfonso Fannie Cbom c/o Linda Wink 52 N York Rd
Dames C/O Urs 2325 Maryland Rd
Delia Frank Dr 208 Easton Rd
Dinkins Laura 1459 Rothley Ave
Doughty Neil Sr 425 Krewson Ter
Early Sarah K 213a Fairhill St
Ellis T 8 Cherry St
Elmar Window Fashions 601 Davisville Rd
Enama Dorothy B 526 Andrea Dr
English Gladys 1543 Robinson Ave
Ezequiel Mattos 1639 Reservoir Ave
Falkler Joan 2323 Park View Ave
Famly Trst Under Hl Whitaker 197 Greyhorse Rd
Farmer Edith 1558 Fairview Ave 1st Fl
Faulkner Cadillac 2727 Old Welsh Rd
Fine Michael L Apt P1 2501 Maryland Rd
Fluck Marie 347 Forest Ave
Flynn Gregory 521 Manorhouse Ln
Fortmann Nicholas 2901 Blair Ml Rd
Francis Edward L 316 Krewson Ter
Francis Georgette 1543 Fairview Ave
Franz Bertell G 1513 Jill Rd
Gaines Ellsworth 2716 Phipps Ave
Gannon Marilyn M, James E 204 Red Barn Rd
Gavaghan James M Jr Willow Run Apt 324i
Gemmill Lorie W 16 S York Rd Apt 1
George G 1543 Fairview Ave
Gil Alan Nasjrb Beq 6 Rm 233 609 Intr D
Gilmore Anna E Welsh Rd
Glenside Community Womens Club 3100 Terwood Rd Apt E51
Goldfarb Jeffrey, Rae 1001 Easton Rd 4
Gormley Margaret B 4 York Rd
Grasty Charles L, Gladys 1620 Franklin Ave
Graupner William E 2045 Richard Rd
Gregg Eric M 1816 Jill Rd
Haag Robert C 254 Ellis Rd
Hammond Jonathan J 9 Forest Ave
Harmon Kelly L 2727 Old Welsh Rd
Henderson Betty M 420 Vincent Rd
Hendricks Wilson 303 Madison Rd
Holland Meta 402 Krewson Ter
Hooke Brandon 1723 Ridgeway Ave
Horvath Kelly M 804 Easton Rd Apt 8
Hunsberger Raymond F, Barbara M 2300 Computer Rd Ste A8
Innovative It Concepts Inc 222 Cowbell Rd
Ivalo Lighting Inc 2300 Computer Rd Ste 12
Jedraszak John 1113 N Easton Rd
Keiber M L 2045 Richard Rd
King Smith Paula 209 Smt Ave Upper Apt
Kirkland John 1865 Lukens Ave
Kudikala Nitin K 2501 Maryland Rd I10
Lane Mildred E Atp A 23 2601 Blair Mill Rd
Langenberg Christoph R 1006 York Rd Apt 21
Lawson Nina 116 Ellis Rd
Lewis Bruce H 210 Forest Ave
Lightcap Caroline F 72 York Rd
Lynch Emily, John 313 F Willow Run
Mangin Derrin R 1744 Fitzwatertown Rd
Martin Sonja Vp 64 Hangar 175
Matkovic Matthew 1006 York Rd
Matthews Charles R 156 Deer Run Rd
Mazzocca Christina 1114 Easton Rd
Mccoach George E Jr 515 N York Rd #E−8
Mccoach Susan J Unit #8e 515 N York Rd
Mcdonald Ellis Michaelson 2729 Blair Mill Rd Ste A
Mclaughlin Margaret K 186 Sleighride Rd
Midlantech Sales Inc 607 Easton Rd E 2
Mihalchick Florence R 1003 Easton Rd 816c
Mlodzinski John J 321 Krewson Ter
Montgomery County Ste 1 2701 Blair Mill Rd
Moser Bernard 1003 Easton Rd Apt 305 C
Mps Techline of Pa Inc 668 Davisville Rd
Neff Eyvonne 528 Davisville Rd
Nutritional Mgmt Inc c/o 3930 B Commerce Ave
Oconnor Frank A, Sarah J 3006 Elliott Ave
Open Systems Solutions c/o Carmen J Marchionni 2325 Maryland Rd, Ste 100
Outterbridge Margret, Cora 1644 Fairview Ave
Park Kwi Yeon 3505 W Moreland Rd Apt H424
Parry Yong 1827 Coolidge Ave
Payne Ophniel R 2501 Maryland Rd Apt C1
Peltzman Susanne, David 910 York Rd
Pest Detectives Inc 2745 Terwood Rd
Petty Julia 1459 Rothley Ave
Pfaff David 2597 Vessee Ln
Preston Darlene E 206 Krewson Ter
Prince Binnie 1725 Fairview Ave
Readiness Acompany Bldg 176 Nas Willow Grove
Reilly Jodi C 305 Greenhill Rd
Richards Mary F 337 Forest Ave
Robinowitz Cons Frieda Vp 64 Hangar 175
Robles Mary Ann T 3100 Terwood Rd
Rocks Mary T 2738 Mt Vernon Ave
Rymer Betty Est c/o Sam Rymer 1602 Crestview Ave
Scent Sations 64 Old York Rd
Shaffer Linda Spring Gdn Ctr 1113 East
Sickel Virginia 511 Evans Ave
Sitasz Fenerty Helen J 2830 Elliot Ave
Smith Gary L 33 Woodhill Rd
Stadulis Julia M 225 Dallas Rd
Steinmetz Edward 1120 York Rd
Summit Dental Studio 1st Fl 359 York Rd
Tax Ruth 1001 Easton Rd M817
Thompson Crystal 2598 Vesser Ln
Thompson Wayne W Jr 144 Greyhorse Rd
Townsend Chase 3625 Welsh Rd Apt L25
Vernik Victoria H 240 Fitzwatertown Rd Rm 261
Versek William, Craig 101 New St
Wallace Brian 609 Intruder Dr #407
Western Temporary Service 2500 Maryland Rd
Wilson Marie 13 Fitzwater Town Rd
Worthington John J 1000 York Rd
Wray Patricia M 1742 High Ave
Zimmerman Mary 4 York Rd
Wyncote Pa 19095
Albert Arthur A 8480 Limekiln Pike Apt 114−3
Augustine Phillip 226 Barker Rd
Barry S Schwartz S G S Paper Co 1 Rices Mill Rd
Becker Frank Est 322 Old Farm Rd
Berger Joan Marcus 1453 Ashbourne Rd
Blank Irvin, Olga 411 Old Farm Rd
Blevins Victoria 8470 Limekiln Pike
Byrd Rasheed L, Raymond L 7759 Clements Rd
Camitta Hilda, Karl 300 Lorimer Dr
Carter Iris B 1500 Thornberry Rd
Charles Smith dba Final Touch Svcs 8460 Limekiln Pike Apt 12
Chung Jessica 8460 Limekiln Pike
Cohen Arie 309 Bent Rd
Cooper G Edward 152 Heacock Ln
Curry Mattie L 1600 Church Rd Unit D206
Cutler David 1110 Rock Creek Dr
Devins Lillian, Joseph 752 25 Washington La House
Dimon Joseph 1600 Church Rd Apt B300
Dixon Ruby 155 Greenwood Ave
Edelstein Joel 434 Crescent Rd
Einhorn Alan B 208 Gribbel Rd
Fischer Jolany 1600 Church Rd
Fleming Scarborough Rhonda 1000 Church Rd
Foner Rhoda 208 Fernbrook Ave
Ford Lillian 1509 Redwood Ln
Furniture Unlimited Inc 1000 Easton Rd Ste 109a
Gallagher Mary E 174 Fernbrook Av
Goldfield Florence P 213 Stonehouse Ln
Goldsmith Edwin M Jr 104 Waverly Rd
Hollin Mark S Po Box 333
Home Wyncote C 208 Fernbrook Ave
Jacobsen Eugene C 25 Hewett Rd
Johnson David S 25 Evergreen St
Johnson Leon B 116 Greenwood Ave
Jones Bernice L 25 Washington Ln Apt 910
Kline Evelyn B 25 Washington Ln Wyncote House 517
Lee Ji Hyun 8460 Limekiln Pike Apt 904−1
Leibowitz Susan Z 522 Carlton Ave
Levitt Elaine C 25 Washington Ln Apt 621
Levitt Elaine C Wyncote House Apt 621 25 Washington Ln
Look East 2 Deaver Pl
Lord Abbett Invest Co Janny Montg Scott 8101 Washington Lake
Markovitz Nathan, Isabel 8470 Limekiln Pike
Miller Harvey C 435 Greenwood Ave
Myrick Donna 304 Lorimer Dr
Orenstein Shirley 25 Washington Ln Apt 321
Over Nancy N 146 Glenview Ave
Perlman Beatrice R 909a 8460 Limekiln Pike
Portnoy Florence 8460 Limekiln Pike 607
Randall Dorothy 155 Greenwood Ave
Ray Tarun Kumar 8460 Limekiln Pike
Retle Tonya 815 Pardee Ln
Ross Sandra M, Sidney C 8470 Limelkin Pike Apt 520
Scarborough Claude C 1000 Church Rd
Schmerling Audrey 25 Washington Ln 306
Sloane Appraisal Svc 8470 Limekiln Pk Ste B415
Sterritt David C Jr 8100 Washington Ln
Trustees Warren Loose & Richard H Mey 8100 Washington Ln
Tucker Edith 25 Washington Ln
Weiss Rebecca, Larry 108 Glenside Ave
Wilhelmina Reynolds, Amey V 208 Fernbrook Stud 206
Williford Mary 155 Greenwood Ave
Wolford Mary 208 Fernbrook Ave
Wyncote Corp 404 Randall Rd
Zatkow Harvey, Ethel Cedarbrook Hills Apts Bldg 2 Apt B621
Zeeky Corp 8470 Limekiln Pike
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Zieglerville Pa 19492
Boyer Heather 10 Little Rd PO Box 55
Fulmer Ann S 211 Schwenk Rd PO Box 147
Northampton County
Bangor Pa 18013
Albanese Kirk 39 Mount Pleasant Rd
Beatty Cynthia M 3940 Joy Dr
Catino Grace F, Mary 350 N 8th St
Counterman Charlott C RD 1
Digiacomo Anthony J 315 S Main St
Dyer Wilbur A 352 Blue Valy Dr
Falcone Carmel c/o Rose Margeson 138 S 9th St
Feeney Megan Colleen, Michael, William Timothy RD 1 Box 1200
Frazier Darrel Jr 259 S Main St
Genevieva Gizara Co August Milazza Ave J Outc 338 Pennsylvania Ave c/o Ronald
David Milazzo
Germano Joseph J 386 Bangor Jct Rd
Gomes Nuno R 11 Christine Ln
Harvat Renate Giselia 1355 Five Points/Richmond Rd
Hill Richard A 4870 Ostrander Rd
Hotchkin Susan, Katie 4952 Cedar Grove Rd
Jerold 807 Market St
Kachline Robert P, Rose RD 3 Box 381
Kachline Robert P, Rose RR 1
Lattig Krystal A 301 S Main St
Magic Media Inc 420−A First St
Majestic Athletic Ltd Attn: Accts Payable 100 Majestic Wy
Margeson Rose 138 S 9th St
Mccarty Russell D 339 Blaine St East
Morgan Joan PO Box 4
Murray John 415 Market St
Oreth George T 24 Summerfield Dr Blk Lt 22
Ott Brian 185 Flicksville Rd
Passaro Annemarie 20 Country Ln
Patrick Connie 636 Market St
Payne Richard P 317 N Main St
Reinhold Bertha 636 1 2 Pennsylvania Ave
Ritas of Bangor 559 Division St
Short Michael 672 S Main St
Simke Ingrid M 276 Lonely Ln
Stocker Alfred W 411 S 2nd St
Thompson Alfred J Jr 144 Shoup St
Vogel Beatrice RD 1
Vough Sons Inc c/o Earl Vough 6 Flicksville Rd
Williamson Moses 119 1/2 S Main St
Yeagle David L 542−20 6th St
Bath Pa 18014
Arthofer Albert 2740 Buss Rd
Asso Fasteners Inc 6854 Chrisphalt Dr PO Box C
Blose Oliver, Maria 885 Lilly Hill Rd
Brock David 2984 Valy View Dr
Cromer Mildred Est, Mildred 2811 Kuter Rd
Deemer James D 2488 Chestnut St
Delong Loleta S Box 104 RD 2
Eberts Margared R, Willard 2832 Dogwood Ln
Eberts Sandra 275 Brd St
Fasnacht Gerald E 273 Park Tr Ct
Fehnel Carl RR 1
First Natl Bank Bath c/o Marie E Dorney Cashier PO Box 38
Fodera Frances E 1 Cedar Ct
Goleboski John 135 Greentree Ct
Hahn Scott J, Kay L 2215 Yost Rd
Hanner Grace 275 Brd St
Henning Robert 132 Greentree Ct
Herman Evelyn c/o Barbara Wagnor 10 Hickory Hills Dr
Joswick Cheryl 696 Point Phillips Rd
Kozak Jayne M 2745 Mountain View Dr
Leaym Clay G 226 W Main St
Leigh Joyce 121 E Northampton St
Luckenbach Daisy 210 Goldenrod Xing
Makos Jeffrey W 6374 Willow St
Naekel Yvonne D 963 Birch St
Nemeth Jacqueline A 620 Kocher Ln
Nostrand Michael V 2533 Williams Rd
Oplinger Arlene 135 Hirst St
Richter Irene D c/o Kenneth Remaly 2812 Valy View Dr
Rickline Edward H 2565 Williams Rd
Silfies Doris M 121 E Northampton St
Simon Carlye 5747 Snowy Orchid Ln
Sinics Nellie, John 139 Northampton St
Smith Sandra 275 Brd St
Temos Carmel J 526 E Main St
Thomas Richard, Evelyn 529 E Northampton St
Troxell George E 1092 Smith Gap Rd
Tumpey John J 2718 E Beersville Rd
Washer Michael 589 Carol Ln
Yankowy Julia 2506 Dove Ln
Ziabari Alex 7 Allen St
Zuck Diane PO Box 83
Bethlehem Pa 18015
Adams David 2583 Black River Rd
Anewalt Richard W 2824 Honey Suckle Rd
Anthony Sandra L, David J 606 Saucon View Dr
Aqua Net Environmental Inc 1950 Peach Tree Ln
Ayala Andre 129 N Bradford St
Barry Nicole 2654 Quincy Ave
Beschorner Rudolph 444 Carlton Ave
Bethlehem Infectious Disease Asso 240 Union Sta Plaza
Bickel Robert 1148 E 4th St
Bodek Betty L 943 Long St Apt 305
Brancato Sam Est 815 Public Rd
Breisch William, Mary 1161 E 3rd St
Bringenberg Jean 618 S Bishopthorpe St
Brogle Patrick J, Ann M 1765 Red Hawk Way
Buckley Edna F RR 3
Calo Miguel 711 Wyandotte St
Carrasquillo Grace 615 Wyandotte St
Castro Cecilia 4 E 4th St Apt 205
Castro Marcio De 1125 Mechanic St Fl 2
Catherine Mary 1212 Graham St
Chan I M 323 W Packer Ave Apt C
Chuday Anastasia H 1123 Elar St
Clark Galdys c/o Alfred Dettmann 338 Wyandotte St Apt 1d
Collister Kimberly 1177 Friedensville Rd
Cosme Maria 1029 Mechanic Apt 2
Craig Christopher S, Robert 1476 E 5th St
Cruz Delissa 1306 E 5th St
Cruzado Hipolito 1771 Shimer Ave
Dakus Auto Body 1003 Jeter Ave
Dasilva Fernando I, Maria D 1322 E 6th St
Davis Viola 511 Alaska St
Dettmann Alfred 338 Wyandotte St Apt 1d
Diaz Reynaldo 1783 Lynfield Ct
Dimenichi Adam 717 Itaska St
Divyakant Amin 39 University Dr Box A055
Domenech Shakespeare 1013 Tolstoy St
Domiter Charles S 1003 E 4th St
Dority Alexandria 518 Brdway St
Echevarria Ann Marie 728 E 6th St
Elliott Thelma M 303 Crest Ave
Entler Coleen 1003 Jeter Ave
Evans Kenneth J Jr 2544 Cherry Ln
Evans William H 425 Brighton St
Feilbach Weston H Jr 225 E 4th St Apt 311
Filler Robert J 1839 Skibo Rd
Fontanez Digna 1622 E 6th St
Fowler Clara A 2583 Black River Rd
Gaither Pearl L 1279 Spring Valy Rd
Galante Richard A, Janet D 332 Vine St
Gaugler Lorraine R 620 Montclair Ave
Giraldo Rodrigo 1450 E 5th St
Gitschier Pauline 12 Finady Ave
Gonzalez Mozo Carlos 1433 E 4th St
Gonzalez Samuel M 535 Wyandotte St Apt 2
Gonzalez Sonia J 454 Carlton Ave
Greeg Christopher T 1514 Ravena St 5w
Gress Veronica M, George J 2338 Black River Rd
Griffin Peter K, Karl L 3446 Honeysuckle Rd
Gross Karl H 3540 Old Phila Pike
Hartigan Margaret T, Thomas M 430 Pawnee St
Hazen Joseph T 424 Pawnee St
Hercik Dennis M 1315 Brdway 2
Hill David 1627 Jill St
Hockman Debra L 1419 Colesville Rd
Hrusovsky Robert, Aurora 965 Delaware Ave
Hurta David S 1212 Graham St
Jake Sweeney Chrysl 85 W Kemper Rd
Jamiolkowski Franciszek 1011 E4th St
Jenkins Deborah, Bruce E 2063 Pheasant Ct
Jorge Rivera 1041 E 3rd St
Karloff Adam 1351 Seidersville Rd
Kaufmann Frances R 3479 Bingen Rd
Kedulic Michael 1314 E 4th St
Kielman Rolf 811 Meade St
King Katherine 2410 Cherry Ln
Kipp Bruce R Pine Top Trail
Koch Frank M 619 Fiot Ave
Koehler Charles, Mary C 1134 Wiley St
Kovach Joseph J 817 S Lynn St
Krueger William F 1910 Quarter Mile Rd
Laboy Carmen 931 Mechanic St
Lehigh Valley Nephrology Asso 701 Ostrum St Suite 304
Lewis Lopez Zabawa Susan F 625 Brdway
Lorah Gregory A 1687 Pleasant View Rd
Ma Yu Ching 9 Duh Dr Apt 233
Maldonado Jose D Jr 615 Ridge St
Martin Merle G 611 Sioux St
Mason Lauren Nicole, Joann 2310 Easton Rd
Maynard Ian M 252 Uncas St
Mclaughlin Lisa DCO Vaclavik 101 W 4th St
Merwine Beatrice I, Beatrice 769 Public Rd
Meyer Jessica 1325 Brdway
MFS Inc RR 5 Box 5151 Easton Rd
Miller Betty J 922 Brdway
Mitch Joseph, Yolan 822 E 5th St Fl 2
Morales Vicente Soto 1516 E 5th St 2nd Fl
Moretti Francesco 2270 Monolacy Creek Rd
Morrison Karen Y 252 Uncas St
Mriss Michael 2824 Honey Suckle Rd
Nemeth Jean J 700 N Clewell St 1floor
Nemtyshkina Olga 27 Memorial Dr W Room 203
Newman William J 932 Sullivan St
Odonnell Helen C 1438 Philip St
Oncology Hematology of LV Ste 403 701 Ostrum St
Onufer Edward J 3251 Church Rd
Ortiz Juan A 615 William St
Pachon Stanley 520 E 5th St
Pagan Daisy M 1619 E 8th St
Paschall David J 3754 Old Philadelphia Pike
Patrick Constance S 1503 Creek Rd
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Pearyer Russell L 700 Williams St
Pellett Nadia, Guy 2029 Quarter Mile Rd
Petko David 1346 Stonesthrow Rd RD 3
Pickett Louise 1148 E 4th St
Pontician Stella M, John 940 Sullivan St
Psathas Nick 1022 Seneca St
Pum Geraldine R, Richard 823 Brdway 2nd Fl
Pyatt Warren H 1419 E University Ave
Pyda Venkata S 454 Carlton Ave
Quintana John 1315 Delaware Ave
Raczenbek Frank A 3 Old Phila Hgwy Rd
Rayner Rudolph L, Helen Z 5318 Old Bethlehem Pike
Reilly Margaret Archer 1560 Merryweather Dr
Reyes Jose Correa 458 Ostrum St
Richards Clair J, Susan 1526 E 7th St
Riley Michelle 622 Pawnee St
Rivera Javier Andino 733 E 5th St
Rivera Wanda L 516 Fiot Ave
Rodriguez Florencio 1957 Lynfield Dr
Rodriguez Valentin 1418 E 5th St
Rodriques Maria 3 Carlton Ave
Ronca Alfred, Anna 1303 Delaware Ave
Rosado Mrs 523 Fiot Ave
Sbam Special Growth 424 Pawnee St
Schantz Jill Louise 3583 North Dr
Schuler Josephine 841 Kieffer St
Seifert William E 339 W 4th St
Sharkazy Anna E c/o Elizabeth Williams 724 Delaware Ave
Shihab Jeremy 728 E 7th St
Shosh Laura 2173 Mixsell Ave
Signorella Michael 20 W 4th St
Sipple Paul A, Paul RR 3
Smoyer Joan L c/o Joan Flok 1411 Fox Ln
Southampton Fish Chips 15 E 4th St 1st Flr
Spencer William T Jr, Rebecca Ann 1765 Arden Ln
Spillman Farmer Architect 1720 Spillman Dr
Strawn Harry L, Edna M 927 Itaska St
Sweterlitsch Louis H III, Jennifer 1833 Apple Tree Ln
Szayko Helen M 811 E 5th St
Tabernaculo De La Fe Mundial 413 Wyandotte St
Talian Frank A 618 Hayes St
Thomas Rebekah A 2027 Riverside Dr
Thurlow Donald R 4 Apple Tree Ln
Toth John 734 E 6th St
Trexler George W 1432 Philip St
Valentin Maria L 1783 Lynfield Ct
Varshneya Vaibhav 456 Birkel Ave
Vasquez Edelmira 726 E Morton St
Vazquez Marin Romel 1218 Mechanic St
Wexler Christopher John 523 S Bishopthorpe St
Willey Albert 100 W Gorgas
Williams Irwin 536 Wyandotte St
Wishing Well Gift Shop 801 Ostrum St
Wu Sean Box K136 E 39 University Av
Zimmerman John 201 Mechanic St
Zongora Rachael M 740 Wright St
Zwick Mark 1351 Seidersville Rd
Bethlehem Pa 18016
Anthony W T Jr PO Box 1894
Becker Charles Est PO Box 1414
Bethlehem Steel c/o Thomas Mountain 1170 8th Ave
Burlington Coat Factory 1830 Rte 130 N
Davidson Barbara A, Douglas A Box 159 RR 1
Dramska Luba PO Box 211
Intl Steel Group Martin Tower Room 1435 Patrick Clarke
Krasznavolgyi Beatrice PO Box 1279
Raub William H III PO Box 269
Rivera Luis PO Box 1222
Ronca Anne L Box 1426
Wagner Wayne M c/o Lucille Mcnellis Esq PO Box 1649
Whitener Forrest E 117 Hillcrest Dr
Bethlehem Pa 18017
AWW 2178 Industrial Dr Ste 100
Agentis Harold 1754 Levering Pl
Aitcheson Pauline Y 1549 Fleming St
Anthony Austin B 2720 Linden St 8
Arguin Denis 3347 Marchant Dr
Asoh Constance 22 25 Easton Ave
Audio Visual Creations Inc 3635 Stephen Crane Ln
Austin Mariette 4416 Farmview Ct
Barrientos Steven M 3433 Park Pl
Bauer Theresa Est, John 2021 Westgate Dr
Bellhorn Wanda S 365 Carver Dr
Berg Maurice M 1921 Hopewell Rd
Best Western Lehigh Vall Hotel Conf 300 Gateway Dr
Book John A 2737 Bridle Path Pl
Brown Daub Auto Sales Inc dba Brown Daub Kia 7066 Dusseldorf Sq
Buckno Raymond M 2005 Montgomery St
Buonassi Michael C, Eleanor 1771 Callone Ave
Butch Edmund R, Mildred D 3053 Powder Mill Cir
Butch Mildred D 3053 Powder Mill Cir
Calhoun Phyllis 203 N Oak St
Calmar James 45 Market St
Cart Patricia M 5324 Glory Way
Cawley John 830 Rockland St
Chaffee Unif Arthur C, Jane W 2290 Monocacy Creek Rd
Chase Auto Finance 3433 Park Pl
Christy T W 2015 Quail Creek Rd
Cisek Lawrence J, Barbara J 180 Wharton Ln
Cless Renee 4667 Maryann Ln
Cognizant Technology Solutions 1605 Valy Cntr Pkwy 350
Colon Ramonita 2029 Westgate Dr Rm 101
Compass Energy 95 Highland Ave Ste 260
Conley Michael D Madison Apts 7
Cope Stephen 1305 Apt 2a Livingston St
Cort Brian C 128 Pine Top Trl
Courtney Sonia 1751 Chester Rd Apt 1
Cruz Evarista 1160 D Garfield St
Cruz Tony 1404 Woodbine St
Darla Burke dba Paris Salon Spa 3400 Bath Pike Ste 105
Davis Anna 1901 Linden St
Davis Lolita 2025 Stefko Blvd Apt C
Defernandez Elizabeth M 1941 Easton Ave
Defulvio Douglas J 1846 Snyder St
Demilio David J 425 Oxford Dr
Diaz Antonio 1160 D Garfield St
Diefenderfer W S 1821 Carlisle St
Dodge Ashley R 3015 Easton Ave Apt 13
Dugan Robert J 2032 Worthington Ave
Dunn Robert 4740 Kathi Dr
Dynasty Meat Market LLC 1360 Pembroke Rd
East Coast Oxygen 1011 E Market St
Eby Palmer 1729 Markham Dr
Edwards Scott A 1455 Holland Ave
Esterly David P 1305 D Livingston St
Evergreen Foundry Co Inc Simp 401k 1590 Winthrop Ave
Faulkner Collision 1095 Brentwood Ave
Faulkner Henry F III, Margaret c/o Faulkner Inc 298 Stoke Park Rd
Fay Patricia A 2018 Westfield Tr
Fenstermacher Dorothy A 1735 Markham Dr
Fernandez Juan L Jr 1941 Easton Ave
Fisher Daniel 1715 Linden St
Fisher Seymour 2105 Kirkland Village Cir
Fl Smidth Airtech Inc 3231 Schoenersville Rd
Forsythe Peter M 1590 Winthrop Ave
Fowkes Royce B 1221 Kirkland Village Cir No C
Frey Leavitt F, Zoe H 2021 Westgate Dr Rm 350
Fritz Wallace J, Wallace 209 E Lincoln St
Gangji Riyaz K Dds 2431 Easton Ave
Gergar Stephen J 1223 Butztown Rd
Gettings Matthew 1824 Jennings St
Gibula Rose L 1745 W Macada Rd #202
Gorman Brian J 5413 Nala Dr
Gratz Nancy M 1098 Laurel Dr
Greene William F Ex 190 Brodhead Rd Suite 210
Hamill Susan 2410 Main St Apt 0
Hanover Engineering Asso 3897 Adler Place Ste 350
Hanover Enterprise 310 Stokes Park Rd Coldwell Banker Rlty
Hansen Bruce 808 Overlook Dr
Harvey Anna 1551 Irene St
Hayes Annette M 190 Brodhead Rd Suite 210
Head Thomas 2649 Lafayette Ave
Heimbach Catherine B, Mark J 7066 Dusseldorf Sq
Herster Earl F 2085 Westgate Dr Apt 1119
Hoffman Connie J 3491 Linden St
Hogan Mary B 5428 Nala Dr
Home Pearson Funeral 1901 Linden St
Horwath Vernae L, Brad F 3379 Green Meadow Dr
Hudak Thomas J Industrial Dr
Hukadk Thomas J Jr Industrial Dr
Hursh William B 4326 Kathi Dr
Jacoby Donald R 5221 Harriet Ln
Jenkins Jennifer R 2092 Hopewell Rd
John Faulkner Childrens Irrevoc Trust c/o Faulkner Inc 298 Stoke Park Rd
Johnson Otis 2944 Westminster Rd
Just Born Inc 1300 Stefko Blvd
Kavcak Andrew J, Marian 1311 North Blvd
Keenan Edward J 1745 W Macada Rd #332
Kethari Sadat J 404 Socem Car St
Klopack Catherine, John 3061 Westminster Rd
Knipe James, Karen 4268 Hilltop Place
Koshar Iris 4328 Cheryl Dr
Krawczyk Frances 830 Rockland St
Kuehn Beth 295 Flagstone Dr
Kulik John Tyler 2303 Montgomery St
Kunkle Russell 5411 Hale Ave
Lally Robert J 1434 Colgate Dr
Lamb Helen RD 4
Lawrence John Sr 6th & Leibert St
Lee Young Kook 1151 North Blvd
Lehigh Crossing Asso LP 1416 Livingston St
Leisey Shirley, Charles 6100 Hanoverville Rd
Leisey Shirley 6100 Hanoverville Rd Apt 6
Lifepath Inc 3500 High Point Blvd
Lindgren Amy M, Marc 1834 Watkins St
Lu Qin 4429 Lenox Dr
Maaco Auto Pain 1580 Luzerne St
Marcos Romulo L 2412 Blake Ct
Mathew Julie T, Thomas 5375 Greenbriar Dr
Mauro Joseph 1280 Oakwood Dr
Mccarty Francis P 5324 Glory Way
Mcentee Barbara J 1350 Cherry Ave
Mchs 2021 Westgate Dr
Merluzzi Katie E 1820 Sycamore St
Messinger Matthew C 529 Dewberry Ave
Mest Anna PO Box 3008
Miesegaes David, Mary 2830 Linden St 1d
Mika Dorothy 1633 Callone Ave
Miller Stacy L, Drew A 2662 West Blvd
Miller Harvey J Apt 315 2085 Westgate Dr
Miller Margaret Mcdermott 1840 Main St
Miller Russell B Jr 154 W Langhorne Ave
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Minardi Anna A 675 Edge Barrow Blvd
Muniz Lucy 1580 Luzerne St
Natl Asso of 62 Highland Ave
Natl Future Mortgage c/o James Bourdeau 95 Highland Ave Ste 160
NCR 2156 Cityline Rd
Nieves Felicita 1404 Woodbine St
Northeastern Rehab Asso 3400 Bath Pike 4th Flr St
Norwood Rebecca A 1576 Livingston St
Omeara Maureen A 4326 Kathi Dr
Oravec Andrew, Helen 2304 East Blvd
Oselinski John Father 3630 Browning Ln
Palisades Collection 87 S Commerce Way Ste 70
Patel Trushar M, Dimple 2509 N Ct St
Perelli Audrey 4740 Kathi Dr
Petrilla Ann A 2032 Davis St
Philips Mildred L, Harry K 224 Buckingham Dr
Phillips Robert, James 1415 Stefko Blvd
Pratka Michael S 953 E Macada Rd
Presidents Margaret 1305 Apt 2a Livingston St
Raab Benjamin J, Michael F 770 Pine Top
Radiology & MRI 5325 Northgate Dr Ste 100
Reeser Lester 1633 Callone Ave
Riccio Edmund G 1590 Winthrop Ave
Rice Mary 1435 Orchard Ln
Roberts Allixandra 1611 Hastings Rd
Robilotto Susan 1025 Liberty Ct
Rommens James 4634 Smith Dr
Ronca Michael F, Fred 179 Mikron Rd
Ruggiero Bros Inc 930 E Market St
Russell Brandon S 1737 Hastings Rd
Santana Janeth L 1815 Chester Rd
Schissler Dorothy, Carmen 1151 Fritz Dr
Schlicher Joseph C 1564 Livingston St
Schlicher Lori A c/o Lori Schlicher Siegfried 4312 Cheryl Dr
Seifert Earl W, Gloria 1751 Lord Byron Dr
Shangold Marshall 1155 Tyler Way
Shelton Darren A 2755 Covington Ave
Shore Wen 2508 Schoenersville Rd
Silva Shikari, Carlos 5625 Falcon Dr
Snyder Hinkle Spatig Funeral Home Inc 4619 Kathi Dr
Snyder Keith Lord 506 Melrose Ave
Spare Margaret 1825 Ctr St Apt B108
Spevak Kristofer J 2720 Linden St
Stasak Michael W, Audrey 875 Wafford Ln
Stewart Jo A 5300 Northgate Dr Apt 323
TIG Ins Co 1550 Valy Ctr Pkwy
Transvantage 352 Stoke Park Rd
Venkatraman Gnanavel 2040 Ave C Msc 2 17
Vess Timothy 304 Washington St
Vingoe Linda M, Leroy D 1592 Luzerne St
Voight Jennifer L 1095 Brentwood Ave
Walthausen Ruth Butler 1231 Kirkland Village Ci
Warning Fred W Jr, Helen M 2085 Westgate Dr Apt 103
Wiedman Betty J 5927 Dogwood Rd
Wilkinson Todd M 1640 Cloverleaf St
Williams Christoph 2855 Schoenersville Rd
Wingo Edward B 1901 Linden St
Wolff Cecile W 1 Kirkland Village Cir
Woodring Betty J 1514−1 Catasauqua Rd
Wruble Derrick E, Heidi 5880 Alexander Rd
Young Guy c/o Radiology & MRI of Bethlehem 5325 Northgate Dr
Zajac Piotr, Beata 5585 Montauk Ln
Zavacky Walter, Anna 2146 Lexington St
Ziegler Judy 37 Kirkland Village Circ
Bethlehem Pa 18018
Alexander Violet, James 522 Long St
Andys Champion Auto Body Inc 832 Hawthorne Rd
Ardon Werner H 941 7th Ave
B Braun Medical Basement 824 12th Ave
B Braun Medical Inc c/o Juan Carrasquillo PO Box 4027
Bacci Michael 65 W Garrison St
Bearn Cary B 503 W Brd St Frnt
Belisaire Reuben N 737 Main St Apt 1312
Bell Natalie 24 W Union Blvd
Benko Blaine, Betty 1110 Monocacy St
Bethlehem Fields Land I LP 559 Main St
Bevan Minerva 415 W North St
Black Jonathan E 412 2nd Ave
Bognar Ernest W 52 E Brd St
Briody Linda 2020 Glendale Ave Unit 9
Brower Mark 526 Wood St Apt 413
Brown Evelyn G, George E 427 W Brd St
Brown Daub Inc 1672 Lois Ln
Brown Robert C 618 High St
Bryant Elizabeth A 207 E Washington Ave
Callings Geraldine T 452 N New St
Carvajal Bridget A 1963 Rockingham Dr
Charles Melania 18 W Brd St #C
Christoff Kevin J 2019 Woodmont Dr
Cowherd Phyllis 61 W Market St
Cowherd Phyllis Estate c/o Justin Mc Carthy 528 N New St Ste 100
Cramer Thomas 1672 Lois Ln
Crispin Jose Gomez 1743 W Market St Apt 16
Daniele Arcangela, Colomba c/oThomas J Fischer 1021 W Brd St
Debellis Nancy A 516 Ctr St
Diehl Ruth K 457 Main St
Domyan John c/o Harriet Domyan 135 E North St
Domyan Joseph c/o Harriet Domyan 135 E North St
Donatelli Mary 514 Main St
Dorney Anne E 912 Geissinger St
Dugan David 535 Main St Apt 4
Elliott Thelma Attn Gail Weiner Shearer 10 E Brd St
Fahr Brian 519 W Union Blvd
Faulkner Collision Center 410 W Union Blvd
Finnen James 334 E Goepp
Flewellen Catherine 161 Luna St
Freed Marianne T 316 E Market St
Freer Charles Est, Lorraine 1915 Eastman Ave
Glemser Technologies Corp 60 W Brd St Ste 300
Goldberg Sara 527 1st Ave Apt 2
Gracia Evelisse 410 W Lehigh St
Greater Lehigh Valley Youth c/o Ruth Willis 634 8th Ave
Hart Robert J 1533 Valy Rd
Hartman Claire L 438 E Goepp St
Harvilla Elizabeth Ann 713 Wood St
Heck William A 1024 Linden St
Heft William C 542 North Cir
Hollowell Victor 645 Leibert St Apt
Horace C Houghton Ts 65 Elizabeth Ave
Howland Damian T 330 E Garrison St
Hrp Mgmt Attn Miri 100 Martin Tower
Hunter Michael P, Rose E 1417 Stehr St
Iampietro Michele S, Rachel A 425 E Garrison St
James David R, Ruth S 1253 Raymond Ave
Jani Lawrence J 2133 Catasauqua Rd
Jose A Zayas Cac 1750 W Union Blvd
Joyce Robert D 2304 Fleur Ln
Kalbermatten Nelly 609 Main St
Kennedy Elizabeth Engle, Carol Benedict 1629 W Brd St 2nd Fl
Kern Herbert E, Joan C 1426 Calypso Ave Apt A
Kichline Nancy R, John G 1211 Lorain Ave
Kish Kimberly A 308 9th Ave
Kolb Margaret 813 Dellwood St
Kotze Lori Bryant 207 E Washington Ave
Kozicky Peter 462 Main St
Krupp Roland L, Helen RD 3
Kucey Stephen F 1335 Madison Ave
Kurinovich Alan 2014 Pinehurst Rd
Lapp Fillmore D 259 E Garrison St
Lede Robert H 1706 W North St
Leder Lawrence 1706 W North St
Lee David K 1973 Allwood Dr
Lehigh Valley Magazine 910 13th Ave
Lenel Louise 61 W Market St
Lerch Susan A 719 W Brd St
Liberty Belles Investment Club 415 N New St 2
Linsenbigl Leroy M 526 Wood St Apt 439
Linsenbigler Helen C 2068 Glendale Ave
Lobo Wolfgarr M 56 W Ettwein St
Ludwick William E 518 Maple St
Lushinsky Michael 729 W Brd St
Matos Miledis A PO Box 4170
Matteo Donato, Rose 232 West St
Matteo Jeanine C D 1324 W Brd St
Mcintyre Mary R 1710 W North St
Mclaughlin Joanne E, James T 524 2nd Ave
Meek Susan J 717 Maple St
Mercado Raul R 811 Spring St
Merette Victor D 737 Main St Apt 712
Miller Alma C 464 N New St
Miller Doris M c/o Deborah Miller 321 Parkview Ct
Miller Irene D 250 E Goepp St
Miller Judith A 627 5th Ave
Mitchell Janice H 1453 Bonnie Dr
Moravian King S 61 W Market St
Mosebach Ferdinand 140 W Fairview St
Mosser Keith A 245 E Church St Apt 3
Neet Maura E 1104 Maple St
Nemeth Rose M, Alex 802 Linden St
Nitowski Doris K 1928 Stonington Rd
Nowicki Elizabeth B 1340 High St
Onofrio James 340 Franklin St
Orchestra Symphony c/o Ruth Willis 634 8th Ave
Palik Grace K, Joseph 807 Dellwood St
Perun John R 1933 C Allwood Dr
Peters John 832 Hawthorne Rd
Post Charles J 737 Maple St
Re Joyce D, Beth E 1409 Pensylvania Ave #3
Reiss Elizabeth 244 10th Ave
Rice Grace E 1586 Kadel St
Rivera Luis 410 W Lehigh St
Rodriguez Juan 722 4th Ave
Rodriguez Yessenia c/o Elizabeth Jimenez 1933 W Brd St #2
Roldan William 726 E 4th St Apt 1
Rosario William 811 Spring St
Rush Jeffrey R, Robert E 11 W North St
Russo Ruthann Suite 1010
Samlal Ruth 1529 Spring St
Sante Richard E Jr 44 E Brd St
Sarmento Emilia 2014 Ridgelawn Ave
Schaneberger Joan PO Box 4295
Scoblionko David 41 E Wall St
Sigma Sigma Sigma 1206 Main St
Silhanek David K 737 Main St 1201
Singh Sapna 2030 Dogwood Ln
Starrett William H, Ann U 1401 W North St
Stefanik Shirley D 438 E Goepp St
Stephenson Norris 410 W Union Blvd
Stone Mary A 1872 Homestead Ave
Straub Chrysler Jeep 1130 W Brd St
Struemper Herbert K 40 E North St
Teichmann Peter 131 E Church St
Terry Jennifer S 728 8th Ave
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Tinga Virginia G 56 W Ettwein St
Tingle Carrie 231 E Market St
Trago Clarence R 627 5th Ave
Trautlein Donald H 452 N New St
Travel & Transport Inc 824 12th Ave B Braun Medical Basement
Unic Auto Sales 1840 W Brd St
Varklett George, John, Anna 728 Ctr St
Walbert Bryan 937 Highland Ave
Walker Sandra V 902 Linden St Apt 3
Wayne Timothy R 426 W North St Apt 1
Wells Elizabeth 283 Valy Park S
White Arthur dba Alf 126−128 E Brd St
White David 708 8th Ave
Wittreich Warren J 1581 Ralston Rd
Wright William J 637 7th Ave
Yasso Rosemarie 316 E Market St
Yohe Betty 728 High St
Zatko Mary E 2282 B Aster Rd
Zboyovsky Catherine A 619−15th Ave
Bethlehem Pa 18020
Albergo James 3325 Gloucester Dr
American Womens Society CPAS c/o Margaret Lick Scholl 3844 W Greenwood Dr
Askerneese Joselyn, Martin 1723 10th St
Averill Joan R, James 4875 Rye Ct
Barbosa Manual 3820 Freemansburg Ave
Barrett James J 1551 5th St
Barry Patricia A 3116 Chester Ave
Bast David, Bast Kim 3947 Kennrick Dr
Beachy Harvey S Est c/o Prass 4533 Pheasant Run Ct
Beruta Helen 3505 Oakland Rd
Bethlehem Christian School 3100 Hecktown Rd
Brigido Stephen Anthony 4146 Walter Rd
Brown Evelyn G, George E 1225 Moravian
Buller Wayne A 3231 Highfield Dr
Burcombe Tracey Jayne 5040 Chelsea Dr
Campanaro Dorothy 4007 Green Pond Rd Apt 231
Carroll Lloyd E 3654 Easton Ave
Charboneau Christine L 1551 Quarry Dr
Cobb Darren 4865 County Top Ct
Corallo Nancy 4011 Green Pond Rd
Cuevas Timothy, Natalie 4683 Stafford Av
Deely Susan J 4090 Oliver Ave
Dellalba Gary A 2432 Emrick Blvd
Destefanis Scott Anthony 3536 Easton Ave
Doherty Roseanna 227 Georgetown Rd
Dooling Charles T 3030 Santee Rd
Edgell Paul James 5040 Chelsea Dr
English Audrey L 117 Founders Ct
Espinosa Victor 2150 Joseph Dr
Fantasia Marjorie 3436 Park Rd
Farber Katie Elizabeth, H Roger 3257 Regency Ct
Flandorffer Frank A, Mary D 3068 Ridon Ct
Fox Viola R 1921 13th St
Frantz Cythia 4101 Birch Dr
Gurunathan Sanjay 263 Cobblestone Ln
Heil Russell K, May Y 4009 Greenpond Rd Room 120
Herman Carrol 4240 Alder Rd
Hernandez Humberto 2218 Aster Rd
Hochstadt Jessica 4037 Hecktown Rd
Horvath Margaret E 4007 Green Pond Rd Bldg 3 Apt 235
Iyer Manny S MD 201 Drift Ct
James Jesse 3540 Manor Rd
Jones Kenneth, Evelyn 3157 Santee Rd
JRF Family LP 4383 Hecktown Rd Suite J
Kane Irene D 3301 Brodhead Rd
Karcher Jody I 4410 Cir Dr
Keany Sadlowski S, William 2 Hemlock Dr
Kelly Philip R, Sarah M 4007 Green Pond Rd
Kemmerer Peter 2510 4th St
Kemp Eleanor V 1824 7th St
Kielczewski Mariusz 2427 Ivan St
Kincaid Joseph C 2111 Ritter Ave Unit C
Krock Shirley A, Samuel H 412 Whitebriar Dr
Kurtz Michele E 3532 Margate Rd
Laeyt Rocco A 1643 3rd St
Lewis Michael L 209 Hidden Woods Ct
Lopez Ramona Mendez, Julian R 4223 Bedford Dr
LVAM Lehigh Valley Aquarium Maint 216 Nazareth Pike Unit C−1
Marchese Giovanni C 3123 Clifton Ave
Matteson Ira Jerry D 4955 Chelsea Dr UA 01/04/02
Mesits Keith 1931 8th St
Miller Stephanie 312 Hillcrest Ave
Montalvo Francisco c/o Annette Zito 4035 Oliver Ave
Nguyen Billy T 2014 8th St
Ochani Sume 4218 Rexford Dr
Ousley J Clifford 3371 Lewis Av
Paizs Magdalene 3935 Linden St
Quinlan Theresa 2706 Bachman Dr
Ramsey Arlene M Bldg 3 Room 230 4007 Green Pond Rd
Rossnagle Wendy A 1931 8th St
Rubin Elaine 4386 Hilltop Cir
Rush Renkert Barbara 2851 Baglyos Cir Suite 200
Schmidt Gloria L 3900 Freemansburg Ave
Semonich Yolanda M 3353 Eston Ave Apt 3
Skrine Mary 4179 Rexford Dr
Smith Barney 4955 Chelsea Dr
Smith Erin M 4283 Bedford Dr
Sn Travel 201 Drift Ct
Snyder Elizabeth, William 2170 Johnston Dr Apt 8
Solito Joy 1625 Lindberg St
Tuite Thomas Frank 4367 Hilltop Cir
Vanauken Martha 2851 Baglyos Cur Ste 200
Villano Joseph 4137 Walter Rd
Wagner James D 4275 Hilltop Pl
Wang Eugene E 4175 Rexford Dr
Weiss Laura A, Paul F 4608 Fairway Rd
Williamson Barbara 4236 Greenwood Ct #2
Wolantejus Livia M 4100 Scherman Blvd
Cherryville Pa 18035
Harris Robert, Janice 628 Blue Mountain
Paules Dale dba Blue Ridge Auto Center PO Box 769
Swingers Helping Hand c/o William Swinger PO Box 784
Danielsville Pa 18038
Augustine Hermina, Martin 3933 Mountain View Dr
Bender Herbert W, Miriam 2646 Williams Rd
Danner Katie P, Katie 1332 Walnut Dr #96
David Cheryl 1353 N Cottonwood Rd
Deppe Marcelleleigh 2842 Delps Rd
Fritzinger Dillon 3891 Jenny Dr
Geisinger Stanley 3712 Mountainview Dr
Grow Lea C 3330 W Scenic Dr
Kornafel Michael J 1126 Line Rd
Laur Alexander A 3014 Scenic Dr
Leve Samantha 1311 N Cottonwood Rd
Mckeever John H 1112 Walnut Dr
Person Donald K, Elsie M RR 1
State St Bank Cust Ira 1112 Walnut Dr
Stoudt Mary Lou 3211 W Scenic Dr
Young Alyssa 3950 Mountain View Dr
Zayaitz Michael, Jean RD 1 Stateside Dr
Easton Pa 18040
Adams Laura M RD 4
Adams Robert D 4700 S Delaware Dr
American Home Mort Svcing 2500 Chestnut Ln
Anes Asso of Easton PO Box 18764
Babinski Stephanie 2656 Penns Ridge Blvd
Barlics Kathleen 2744 Lenape Way
Barns Carolyn 1401 Farragut St
Borst Richard 2505 Hickory Dr
Bright Joan M 1011 George St
Brown Willie M 1011 George St Apt 3g
Bullivant James T 1011 George St 6a
Caffrey James A, Lisa J 1755 Blossom Hill Rd
Caplette Lorenna, Patricia E 517 Frost Hollow Rd
Corrado Diane 1341 Green Trl
Cotturo Anthony N Est Chad Williams Admin 75 Thomas Dr
Croson Richard 3 Creek Ct
Deegan John P, Riley N 900 Gdn Ct
Derridinge Catherine 117 E Wilkes−Barre
Deubler Robert 5140 Driftwood Dr
Feeney Mary C 112 Forks Ave
Fetty Patricia L 8 Lexington Ct
Fyfe Susan Durland, Ruth D 2720 Chestnut Ln
Hartman Jane L, Ian 2595 Old River Rd
Hellebrand Tobias G 724 Arndt Rd
Hendricks Mildred 3001 Bushkill Dr
Hlatsky Frederick 3506 Kesslersville Rd
Hunsicker Morgan Celeste, Scott T 2635 Clark Pl
Jill 2725 Appian Way
Jinks Matthew D 325 Paxinosa Rd W
Kennedy Carole B 1011 George St Apt 3b
Kiser Sarah Mattie, Vernon K III 2365 Sheriff Dr
Laczo Sharon 2417 Old River Rd
Landeros Trejo Oscar 1011 George St Apt 2l
Liberati Anthony, Rose M 200 Applewood Dr E
Lindor Patrick 105 Vista Dr
Loidl William 520 Lincoln
Maddock Elenora 2002 Richmond Rd
Mcclafferty Patrice 12 Corn Crib Ct
Mcgarvey Mafalda 120 Nelson Ave
Miller Alverta M 1410 Richmond Rd
Milliron Richard E 400 Peachtree Trail
Myers Patricia 11 Sara Toga Ct
Nazar Christina 1917 Maple Ave
Nehoda Steve R PMB 303 1700 Sullivan Trl
Okwoyo Alfred 2500 Chestnut Ln
Oliver James H 2308 Silo Dr
Peters William F, Anna M 2145 Hay St
Price Barbara A 288 Park Ridge Dr
Pugliese Timothy M 1317 Lieb Rd
Rusche Carol P 517 Old Mill Rd
Secero Deborah A 287 Park Ridge Dr
Shugrue Tattersfield Leslie 900 Gdn Ct
Sullivan Frances 2417 Old River Rd
TJ Ran Transport LLC PMB 163 1700 Trail
Trzcinski Stanley 1280 Silo Dr
Uhler Esther 1423 Derhammer St
Upshaw Scott 2565 Jeannette Ln
Vanandruel Louis E 937 Sullivan Trl
Vaughn John 724 Arndt Rd
Vescovi Arlene M 200 Elizabeth Ave
Violante Michelle, Peter C 607 Adams St
Walstad Sandra, Peter 1265 Chipmonk Ln
Easton Pa 18042
Abel William Jr 910 Butlrt St
Adrell Gibson 1301 Washington St
Alboro V C, P A 220 Northampton St Apt 4
Allen Elliott 614 Centre St
Amato Concetta, Joseph 1220 Terry St
Americredit Financial Services 1548 Spring Gdn St Apt A
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Amey William RR 4
Andrew Dennis J 810 W Lincoln St
Appleman Lillian 124 10th St
Aumick Mabel M 270 Rock St #A
Avalon Gloria J 41 S 6th St Fl 2 2nd Fl
Bachman Anna 360 S Delaware Dr
Bader Patricia A 433 S Warren St
Balaban Ira J 2632 Eldridge Ave
Ballanti James 2301 4th St
Baptiste Lillie 227 Vista Dr
Bass Rahim A 700 Wolf St
Bass Ryan PO Box 818
Bean Thomas L 910 Spring Gdn St
Bechtel Allen R Praxis Alzheimer S Facility c/o Ilana Fallon 500 Washington St
Benitez Angel Est 394 W Nesquehoning St
Berisha Danielle, Afrim 703 Eden Ter
Berman Frances J 2007 Ferry St
Best Dolia 1390 Morgan Hill Rd
Bianco Sal 2000 Saint John St
Bogusky Charles 501 East St
Bondonese Mary 1110 Butler St
Boyer June E, Walter 937 Ferry St
Boylan Anna Est, Anna 223 Thomas Bright Ave Apt 110
Brower David 225 Rock Rd
Brown Jessica L 404 Cattell St
Bruno Michelle L 1944 Fairview Ave
Brunstetter Jodi Ann, Ronald A 1506 Lehigh St
Budd Elizabeth RR 4
Bulmer Jennifer 228 N 14th St Apt 2
Buono Mary M 118 Northampton St
Burak Lyubov 321 N 11th St
Bush John J 801 W Berwick St Apt B
Buskirk Rodney 636 Walnut St Apt 6
Callahan Denise 237 Ferry St Apt 2
Campf Richard 1135 Jackson St
Canseco German 1043 W Wilkes−Barre
Carlson Daryl H 2241 Freemansburg Ave
Carr Jeffrey H 665 Spring Gdn St
Celia Ryan N 911 Jackson St
Champion Travel 91 Larry Holmes Dr
Chen Pei H 2033 Northampton St
Churchman Violet E 1515 Sullivan Tr
Clark Denise 528 David St
Clause Francis 1049 W Berwick St
Coffin William P 100 N 4th St
Comstock Donna L 1548 Spring Gdn St Apt A
Conlon John F 1401 Washington St Apt 2
Consentino Vicky, Harry 127 N 4th St
Contreras Lazaro R, Vidal M 660 Corliss Ave Apt 3d
Cosover Paul L 220 S 7th St
Couturier Angela T 934 Butler St
Coyle Heather 2130 Butler St
Craig Clarice Est, Clarice R 208 Palmer St
Culberson Stephen 627 Ferry St
Debiasi Anthony Est, Anna 734 W Berwick St
Delarosa Diane 2 S 11th St
Depuy Thomas H 923 Washington St
Dietrich Kathy M, Mark 2453 Birch St
Disalvo Susanna 1017 Ferry St
Drake James Sr, Thelma 709 W Wilkes−Barre St
Dudley Franklin D 222 N 10th St
Dudzak Matthew John 1790 S Delaware Dr
Eakin George 1233 Bushkill St
Easton Auto Body 2213 Forest St
Easton Video c/o Apresh Patel 2250 Butler St
Eck Jeffrey D 633 Walnut St
Eldridge Arthur S 2266 Freemansburg Ave
Elementis Pigments Inc 1525 Wood Ave
Elphick Christopher J 825 S 24th St
Espinoza Gilberto, Vera N 311 S 14th St Apt B
Estevez Julio E 126 N 7th St
Everitt Lorraine, Randy 707 W Wilkes−Barre St
Fabulos Faces 332 Porter St
Falzarano Brian RD 1 Box 772
Farber Robert J 1817a Ferry St
Faulstick Galen Sr, Sharon 726 Walnut St
Ferloin Elva 7 S 5th St
Fitzgerald Ramone A 130 W Lincoln St
Fleming Marquis A 807 Woodave
Foreman Eloise C 2040 Lehigh St Apt 205
Fortun Ercelia 1142 Washington St Apt 2
Fowler Chicq Canal Park Apt 104
Frankenfield Mark K 1695 Morgan Hill Rd
Fretz Herbert 124 W Grant St
Fritz Wallace J, Wallace 902 Philadelphia Rd
Fritz Wallace T 209 E Lincoln St
Fucci Ryan 1054 Washington St
Fuhs Linda 122 N Warren St
Fuller Dorothy M 432 W Berwick St
Gambino Salvatore C 101 Waterford Ter
Garcia Bulnes J 120 S 18th St
Gargone Matthew D 932 W Wilkes−Barre St
Garren Renton D 1142 Ferry St
Gary Debroah, Dorothy 1108 W Berwick St
Gast Seymour S, Fay K 2040 Lehigh St Apt 603
Getz Randy L 520 Morvale Rd
Giovanni Serafina 728 Berwick
Gohil Hitan 1216 Spruce St
Grabowski Thomas J 66 N Locust St Apt 509
Greater Easton Dev Partnership Inc 158 Namptom St
Greener Jeff C 403 Vista Dr
Griffin Pearl L 223 Thomas Bright Ave Shallow Manor Apt 307
Griffith Maria E 1904 Ferry St
Groller Laura B 124 10th St
Gulbrandsen Fredrika 223 W Kleinhanf Rd
Guzzo Helen I 32 S 12th St
H&K & Sons LLC 1944 Fairview Ave
Handlovic Carole 609 Ferry St
Hanuszak Peter 1129 1 2 Spruce St
Harris Barbara L, Lee A 307 S West St
Harris David 223c Kleinhans St
Harrison Ann F 535 Avona Ave Apt 103
Hauser Ethel A 2468 Birch
Heddy Jenny 465−8 Royal Manor Rd
Heil Mary 1848 Freemansburg Ave
Heller Natalie 56 N Sitgreaves St
Hendricks Stella M 1050 W Wilkes−Barre St
Henry Shirlene, Cary 66 N Locust St Apt 501
Henry Jonathan P 15 North Second St Apt A−1
Hill2themill 2 Nevin Ter
Hixon Angelina, Dayton 306 5th St W
Hockman Dawn 32 S 12th St
Hockman Ronald H 111 10th St W
Holmes Charles 1235 Spring Gdn St
Hungerford Archie R, Beverly 44 S 11th St
Hunter Charles W Jr 255 Berger Rd
Hunter Pauline 139 Northampton St Apt 2 2nd F
Ike Jacob R RR 6 197 Padula Rd
Ike Russell Mable E Tr UA Dtd 12 30 7 RR 6 197 Padula Rd
J Nicholas 2333 Second St
Jakubczak Huntley Marle J 229 E Lafayette St
Jankowski Krzysztof 2349 4th St W
Jimenez Francisco 137 S 17th St
Jones Sandra A 66 N Locust St Apt 501
Kaziunas Dwight D 334 N 12th St
Keller Bruce D 137 S 13th St
Kinney Elizabeth J 1538 Washington St
Klein Loretta Est, Loretta 117 E Wilkes−Barre St
Klinger Alison R 825 S 24th St
Kluscarits Agnes 675 Walnut St
Koller Dorothy C Praxis Alzheimer S Facility c/o Ilana Fallon 500 Washington St
Koplin Matthew T, Leon R 1215 County Line Rd E
Kopp Allen W 1568 Driftwood Dr
Krantz Donald, Irene 1951 Fairview Ave
Krieger Matthew M 26 N 6th St
Labarre Jesse Z 159 Main St
Lamas Shane 141 Spring Gdn St
Lebec John Est 100 N 4th St
Litsinger Naomi F 1537 Lehigh St
Logan Joseph E c/o Mt Vernon Hotel 6th Northampton
Lopez Nicole D 1105 Old Course Ln
Lost Jay 217 Auburn Dr
Lou Reda Furniture PO Box 625
Magee Lydia S 1055 Washington St
Magilton Dolores, Donald 135 S 137th St
Maguina Alan J 1347 Liberty St
Magzen Gary 109 Bethpage Ter
Manigo Sherry 722 Washington Ct
Mattis Tom 394 S Delaware Dr
Mcbride George W, Nancy V 919e George St
Meireles George 64 66 Ctr Sq
Mejia Gervasio 1302 Lehigh St 2fl
Mellick Nancy B 1608 Spring Gdn St
Meredith Arthur 2344 3rd St
Miller Lois F 500 Charles St
Mills Ardelle, Richard 42 N Delaware Dr
Mockus Stanley 221 S 4th St
Molchan Francis B, Margaret 726 Walnut St
Molden Michael J 360 Taylor Ave Apt 14a
Mosloskie Esther M 1093 W Berwick St
Mudget John 2101 Birch St
Norman Denise 811 W Grant St
Nunez Isela 473 Williams St
Oconnell Adam P 901 F George St
Oconnell Catherine J 426 Fox Cir
Oneill Timothy 1120 S 25th St
Onukogu John 946 Butler St
Orlemann Sherri A 112 N 13th St
Palmer Susan 70 Gaffney Hill Rd
Pearce Mary C 860 Cattell St
Pedersen Allen R 536 Bushkill Dr
Peluso Stacey F 111 Old Course Ln
Penn Eleanor May 1441 Butler St Apt C−15
Pharmaceutical Prescription 40 Adamson St
Phillips Devona M 240 3rd St Apt 1b West
Pierfedeici Marie 1142 Washington St Apt 2
Pinkerton Tiffany 618 William St
Pintande Gennaro 711 Jackson St
Pool June 403 Packer St
Pursell Catherine M 1326 Lehigh St 1st Flr
Pysher Linda, Allen 677 Sassafras St
Quigley Joanne 7 S 5th St
Quinn Danielle, Daniel 3700 Kildoon Dr
Quinones Jorge L 2213 Forest St
Radcliffe Josephine M 125 S 4th St A2
Raisner Kathryn L 633 Walnut St
Ramos Jorge, Juana 139 W Berwick St
Rampulla Joseph R 3006 Freemansburg Ave
Redington Lorraine 801 Balata St
Reed Shdyna M, Sandy D 703 Seitz St
Rehemtulla Rajabali K Est 221 S 4th St Apt 304
Ribando Josephine E 183 E Nesquehoning St
Richards Sadie E 129 S 4th St Apt C7
Roberts Kerry 238 Eagles Creek Ct
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Rodgers Harry E 542 Belmont St
Romeo Joseph A 235 Buttermilk Rd
Ruch Hollister M Estate Apt 308 2040 Lehigh St
Ruggerio Beverly 1401 Washington St Apt 2
Salazar Mario 203 E St Joseph St
Salazarsilva Jorge 216 W Madison St
Santos Iraday 130 N 13th St 1fl
Santos Juan 145 W St Joseph St
Scalzo Amedeo 1350 Lehigh St
Scartoli William T Apt 1
Schneider Jill E 615 Moyers Ln
Scott Chevrolet Inc 404 Cattell St
Search for Appropriate Gifted Edu c/o Carol Francis 301 E Lafayette St
Seip Thomas A Jr, Thomas A 324 Lehigh Dr W
Seo Seungduk 111 Quad Dr
Severino Norberto 2013 Butler St
Seymore Natalia 33 N Warren St
Shahzad Faisal 761 Mauch Chunk St
Shaw Gareth M 32 S 13th St
Short J Est 465 3 Royal Manor Rd
Shoy Oscar 917 W Lincoln St
Siefried Luther 716 Washington St
Simpkins Leroy 344 Bushkill St
Skinner Craig J, Julie A 35 Stonecroft
Smith Eugene H 422 Mccartney St
Smooth on Corporation 2000 St John St
Snyder Douglas PO Box 419 RD 4
Spagnola Mary 256 W Saint Joseph St
Spagnola Mary 138 10th St
Spencer Robert N 2266 Freemansburg Ave
Staples Blodwen M 440 W Saint Joseph St
Stefancin Richard C 4 Saylors Ln
Steuer Lois Est 639 Northampton St
Stoudt Heather 1221 Spg Gdn St
Strain Timothy S, Deborah L 1950 Lehigh St
Strawn Muriel Ruth 621 Walnut St
Suter Andrew 1540 Raubsville Rd
Taylor Richard D, Linda M 121 Porter St
Theadford Andrew B Jr 134 E Milton St
Thomas Floyd J Sr, Shirley 760 Line St
Tiger May Est 418 E Kleinhans St
Timberman Stephanie J 1447 Lehigh St
Timian Elizabeth 118 Northampton St
Transue Joanne A, Reade 12 S 17th St
Tucker T ,Tucker 2041 Hillcrest
Tyro William 24 Main St
Valentine Charles 59 N 5th St
Vernon Jeremy 815 W Milton St
Villamorales Vielka 245 N 7th St Apt 245
Voce Orlando 439 Iron St
Walker R 134 Vista Dr
Wallace Shannon E 147 S 4th St11
Walters Evelyn 317 W Lafayette St
Watts Tasha 2250 Butler St Apt 2
Weaver Lorraine 2039 Ealer Ave Rear
Weirsky Augusta, John A 227 S 10th St
West Wlev PO Box 81
White Dorothy L c/o Troy Price 1915 Ha
Wilson Dan 542 Belmont St
Worsham Elizabeth L 336 N 10th St Apt 1
Zacharias Harley C 1839 Hay Tr 2nd Fl
Zappe Mark 2485 Morgan Hill Rd
Easton Pa 18043
Autenrieth Susan PO Box 3094
Ceraolo Joseph J PO Box 3453
Elder Yvonne, E G PO Box 3400
First Source Properties Inc PO Box 3748
Kocher Virginia R PO Box 3555
Murphy Rita F PO Box 3406
New Valley Rehab PO Box 3340
Wagner Christopher R, Amy S PO Box 3748
Easton Pa 18044
Avila Jennifer PO Box 1774
Burnett Melanie PO Box 444
Gamboa David L PO Box 1319
Lou Reda Furniture PO Box 625
Rourke Douglas M PO Box 1929
Easton Pa 18045
Albarell Citak Francine M, Deniz Michael 4 York Pl
Albus Myrtle M, Susan E 2424 Edgemones Av
American Homecare Supply Mida 3320 Nazareth Rd
Baily Shirley M 61 N Greenwood Ave
Baldanza Joseph 1957 Cabernet Pl Apt 2
Baran Leonard C 3000 Fischer Rd
Bassinger Kathleen A 56 Country Side Ct
Becker Susan J 701 Ludlow St
Black Rodriguez L, Cassandra 33 Morningside Dr
Boerstler John H 2242 Edgewood Ave
Brackley James II 17 Olde Penn Dr
Briel Jason 2722 Tamlynn Ln
Briody Frances c/o Quigney 3115 Oregon St
Browne Josephine M 508 S Greenwood Ave
Bryfogle Shirley R 3301 Audubon St
Casciole Susan A 58 Jonathan Dr
Chamberlain Margaret M 16 Cobblestone Dr
Chamberlain Margaret M 6 Cobblestone Dr
Chepolis Paul 2836 King Ave
Cleffi Kristin L 506 S Greenwood Ave
Constantine Thomas H 2101 Dakota Dr
Cooper Sean 3054 Hecktown Rd
Cornish William 3960 Mountain View Ave
Daneels Lillian S 734 Hickory Ln
Dayan Martin 2343 Lawnherst Ave
Dennis Cindy 1219 Pine Grove Dr
Derohn Verna V c/o Margaret Hutnik 605 Mine Ln Rd
Dixie Food Service 2410 Northampton St
Donati John 4070 Nicole Pl
Donnell Robert A 4295 Crosswinds Dr
Duffy Tricia A 71 Clairmont Ave
Duvier Steven W 3660 Southwood Dr
Fisher Michael 3731 Knollcroft Ave
Fluck Shirley W 2661 Liberty St
French Hilliard, Julia 112 N Green St
Freund David W 1406 Merion Ave
Frey Nancy C 1421 Merion Ave
Frinzi Dominick M 30 Freedom Ter
Gandolfo Landon J 3141 Highland Dr
Gentzle Debra L 2516 Swanson St
Gibbons Joyce L 100 Grandview Dr Apt 317a
Gilroy Sherry 533 Oakwood St
Green Marion R, William 2710 Spring Gdn St
Guffy Alexander Jr, Elizabeth A 2707 Cresmont Ave
Helm Dorothy F, Helm Kenneth RR 4
Hendricks Pedro A 214 Stephanie Dr
Hochhauser Aron J 69 Morningside Dr
Hoffman Christopher J 15 Saddle Ln Wentworth Gate
Hughes Thomas 19 Russet Dr
Karp Beth 3527 Nicholas St
Kitchen Elwood F 3301 Audubon St
Kourkounakis Beau M 49 Stonecroft Dr
Kuklentz Richard 5141 William Penn Hwy
La Young 4402 Kirkland Pl Ste 3
Laraia Frank 16 Aberdeen Dr
Larosa Elizabeth 1378 Howard Ln
Lasota Barbara E 502 Kingwood St
Laurie Maddock Tupperware Consultant 215 Shelley St
Ledakowicz Helen A 3620 New Hampshire Ave
Lee Bill 175 Johnatan Dr
Leidner Grace E 2615 Liberty St
Loprete Grace 16 Walter Ave
Luancing David A 2701 Chain Dam Rd
LV Nephrology Asso 30 Community Dr
Macchia Basilio 4410 Bayrad St
Madera Louise A 324 Shore Dr Unit A9
Mahwinney William 2914 Agnes St
Mayers Styles Paula 33 Upper Way Rd
Mcgrath Dorothy O 7 Kendon Dr
MCS Industries 2280 Newlins Mill Rd
Miller Ruth 514 Oakwood St
Moore Arthur G 29 Stonecroft Dr
Moore Thomas R 3820 Southwood Dr
Mosher Kathy 514 Oakwood St
Moyer Lisa 3304 Highland Dr
Mulligan Deborah Gail 520 Brd St
Mulligan Francis J 109 Forest Line Rd
Neimiller Neal A 4321 Embur Ter
Obyrne Mary Jane 1807 Riesling Dr
Orsato Frederick 423 S Nulton Ave
Orthopedic Asso of Greater LV 3735 Easton Nazareth Hwy Suite 101
Owens Thomas J 7 Saddle Ln
Patel Chitu 74 Clairmont Ave
Physical Therapy 3735 Easton−Nazareth Hwy S
Piperata Josephine 100 Grandview Dr Apt 305a
Plesko Marie c/o Manor Care Health Svcs 2600 Northampton St
Presto Carmel 2656 Stephens St
Raines Adam R 58 Jonathan Dr
Reddy Bhoompally MD Ste 102 3735 Nazareth Rd
Richards Margaret 4234 Bayard St
Roberta Francine Irrv Burial Acct 699 S Greenwood Ave
Robles Ernesto 2717 Liberty St
Rowlin Raymond R 610 Oakwood St A
Ruch Ruth K 3310 Nicholas Ct
Schade Carol J 267 7th St Tatamy
Scotts Auto Body 2914 Agnes St
Sherwin Williams M Ab Paints 3783 Nicholas Cir St
Shoenberger Maureen, Barry 2520 Northwood Ave
Skelton Stephanie L 50 Main St
Smith Alicia M, Amy L 2 Hawthorne Ct
Smith Edward 4021 Farmersville Rd
Smith Francis M, Jordan R 2 Hawthorne Ct
Soto Migdalia 2632 Nazareth Rd
Sou Bunnarith 108 Ridge Line Ln
Swick Ruth H 920 Greenhill Ave Apartment A
Taylor Wesley R 2601 Eldridge Ave
Teel Harold F 2361 Newlins Mill Rd
Tilstra Gene M Jr 4416 Farmersville Rd
Triandafilou Angelo 4777 Concord Cir
Trott Lance 4774 Concard Cr
Vanemburgh Doris 61 N Greenwood Ave
Varley H Leslie 719 Stones Crossing Rd
Wasilewski Stephanie 200 Melissa Dr
Weslock Metro RD 2
Williams Rebecca 3304 Highland Dr
Wilson Products Compressed 3411 Northwood Ave
Worthy Edith S 73 Freedom Ter
Yandolino Vincent J 2731 Victoria Ln
Zabloski Ada 2669 Hermitage Ave
Flicksville Pa 18050
Tolona Elizabeth PO Box 15
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Freemansburg Pa 18017
Ajayi Olasumbo 331 S Oak St
Colville James D 603 Ramblewood Ln B
Commodore Elizabeth 234 Main St
Danilovicz James 119 Green St
Express Financial 129 Clearfield St
Gergar Grace H, William 9 Market St
Selch Daniela R, Daniel P 712 Bach Ct
Hellertown Pa 18055
Altif Susan 1059 East Rd
Antonios Pizzeria 1631 Main St Fl 2
Arn Mary R 1031 Wilhelm Dr
Ballek Marcia 2080 Springtown Hill Rd
Capital One Auto Finance 1967 Delancey St
College Loan 130 Northhampton St
Cook Austin N 650 Northampton St 201
Davis Robert B, Ruth E 2603 Wassergass Rd
Dooley Desiree A 1853 Gregory Place
Dugan Brian P 1967 Delancey St
Faas Keith R 2034 Scenic View Ln Apt 4−B
Figura Amy M 1707 Mount Pleasant Rd
Fillman Gregory M 134 New St
Flood Sophia J 802 Poplar Rd
Gerhard Oscar 1702 Clauser St
Heintzelman Nancy L, Abby E 1882 Mill Run Ct
Heintzelman Laura E, Sara C 1882 Mill Run Ct
Jones Scott 2555 Wassergass Rd
Laudenslager Gustave E, M Agnes 533 Saucon St
Lazar Michael A 1619 Gail Ln
Marth Patricia Ex 2189 Springtown Hill Rd
Messina Alison, Dana M 1923 Pine Ct
Millward Ruth A 931 Main St
Morales Maryann, Jose 1932 Pine Ct
Morrison Marion H 470 Linden Ave
Nanda Rakesh 1908 Pine Ct
Nastasee Joyce 1050 Main St Apt C61
Nuss Andrew 2447 Applebutter Rd
Olah Theresa, Regina RR 1
Patriarca Angela M 4319 Lower Saucon Rd
Pavelich Helen RD 1 Box 292d Wassergass Rd
Petrovich Mary 1630 Burkhardt St
Rafferty Audrey 2545 Martin Ln
Ringler Roberta E 2603 Applebutter Rd
Sandberg Scott D 1952 Pine Ct
Sands Samantha Faye, Janet T 1990 Foley Ave
Schlichter Francisca D 3323 Lower Saucon Rd
Stuber Margaret M 1227 1st Ave
Tankha Abhishek 1874 Millrun Ct
Timko Rose C 1050 Main St
Vonplonski Rosemary L 433 Locust Rd
Williams Lucille 1395 Jefferson St
Wolstjohn F 2189 Springtown Hill Rd
Martins Creek Pa 18063
Cook Sandy PO Box 459
Seydl Erhard 6427a Alpha Ave
The Palmeri Motorcoach Corp PO Box 45
Lehigh Valley Pa 18002
Air Products PO Box 25708
BOFA HRA PO Box 25165
Broadspire Insurance PO Box 25104
Churchs Chicken PO Box 25107
Citi PO Box 25120
Fireman S Fund Ins PO Box 25251
Fretzo Miriam L c/o Smt Bank c/o Jo Anne Buckfeller Avp PO Box 25500
Guardian Life Ins Co PO Box 26080
IG Insurance Co PO Box 25475
Keller Teresa PO Box 25249 c/o The PMA Group
Keystone Savings Bank PO Box 25012
Lehigh Valley Convention & Vis PO Box 20785
Marsh Usa Inc PO Box 25253
Penn Fuel Gas Inc PO Box 25240 55 S 3rd St
PMA Ins Group Corporate Processing Ctr PO Box 25250
Progressive Physician Ass PO Box 20647
Rios Miguel A Pedro Antonio De Alarcon 52 Ap
Sound Health & Wellness Trust c/o Bank of Am Benefit Solutions PO Box 25165
Spencer Ray 4368 Peer Dr
Stone Melonie A, David L PO Box 20085
Mount Bethel Pa 18343
Fenn Carol M 810 Turkey Ridge Rd
Garren Valentine W Jr PO Box 175
Genon 5027 River Rd
Hummel Robert 968 Boulder Dr
Mccarone Peter, Susan 42 Red Fox Ln
Mercado Antonio 625 Turkey Ridge Rd
Omtron USA LLC 1560 S Delaware Dr
Shoemaker Wallace A, Shirley H RD 1
Sillett James A 19 Ahearn Dr
Speer Kevin C PO Box 329
Trovato Maureen M, Carl 564 Ctrville Rd
Wohnsiadler Roberto Manuel 2783 N Delaware Dr
Nazareth Pa 18064
Andersen Joseph 409 Jacob Ct
Banny Anna R Est 716 Heckman Ave
Barks George T 7 S New St
Bonn James D, Dorothy Box 159 Evans Ct RD 3
Bowers Dorothy S Est 34 N New St
Bowers Robert R 31 Park St
Broderick John 342 Robin Dr
Brown Daub Auto Body 128 S Brd St
Bucks County Realty LLC PO Box 211
Burnard Martin 49 Easton Rd Apt 2
Caffrey Colleen 15 Wood St Apt 405
Cartazzo Paulene Gracedale Nursing Home Gracedale Ave
Crawford Trista 200 W Clark Trl Apt 4
Cunningham Nancy 135 N Cedar St
Dem Hart M 227 S New St
Diamico Christian 529 Roberts Rd
Donne Kevin L 511 Round Table Dr
Draganiuk Alex 312 Shauna Way
Ernst Franklin F RFD 43
Essroc Accounting Svcs PO Box 391 Vdr119264−01
Fink Emma E 15 Wood St Apt 322
Frantz Ellen S Main
Freyman Joseph, Pamela 113 Clovershire Dr
Getz Suzanne E PO Box 287
Glickman Braid Mount Farm
Gonzalez Abel 352 Hemlock Ln
Good Mary 542 Round Table Dr
Gotterup Richard 2144fieldview Dr
Grippo Joel 5886 Shady Ln
Grube Willard H, Harvey N RR 1
Hahn Christine L, Kyra Anne 155 N Brd St
Hank Joan M 3207 Silver Crest Rd
Herrin Joe Dan Est c/o Bonita Ryan 4388 High View Dr
Hicks Billy 553 Fehr Rd
Holmes James B 2 Gracedale Ave
Horton William E c/o Stephanie Babinski 3009 Blossom Hill Rd
Humphrey Grace M 1307 Bangor Rd
Hunter Deborah, Sean P 168 W Highland Ter
Huth Randall 128 S Brd St
Jones Willard R, Hannah E 206 N Main St
Kaminski Robert L 5886 Shady Ln
Kern William P RR 3 Box 175
Kids at Work 4629 Oakwood Ln
Knecht Marstella, George P 482 Jacobsburg Rd
Kohistani Feriba 4533 Briarwood Dr
Krasenics Lawrence, Roberta 146 Seigfried Ave
Lafayette Ambassador Bank 347 Mauch Chuck St 2nd Fl
Lyshan Florence Est, Florence 320 Mauch Chunk St
Mafillin Madison A c/o Roger K Mcfillin 4516 Graystone Dr
Manning Joan 531 Norman St
Marlatt Richard J 23 E Lawn Rd
Mccabe Sarah 1 Gracedale Ave
Mcclusky Anna 2836 Christian Spgs Rd
Moncavage Charles D 386 Nolf Rd
Mundy Deborah J 15 El Reno Ave
Napoli Michael S 326 Laureln Rd
Newman Gregory Wayne 4364 Vista Dr
Newman Theresa 4364 Vista Dr
Osmun Nancy 3527 Penfield Way
Paulus Anna G 133 Prospect
Prendes Manuel, Elida S 4736 Oakwood Ln
Presti Salvatore C 347 Mauch Chuck St 2nd Fl
Quivey Marie Trust UA Feb 05 93 175 W North St Apt 1210
Ramin Amin 4533 Briarwood Dr
Rohn Mary A 306 S Main St
Sapienza Betty J 520 Stonybrook Rd
Scalvini Philip D Jr, Keith J 1267 Saddle Dr
Schaefer Charles R 747 Bushkill Ctr Rd
Seigle Clyde S Gracedale NW Ave 1
Shaw Joseph 3527 Penfield Way
Smith William G Jr, Shirley 1170 Clearfield Rd
Speck Wendy L c/o Speck Plastics Inc PO Box 421
Spengler Helen RD 3
Stier Brian A, Kathy 53 Willdwdale Ave
Stokes Kay 135 N Cedar St
Stubits John L, Noelle 541 Mountain View Rd
Sullivan Eugene M, Francis 33 New
Taylor Charles S Jr 162 Wood St
Theodoropoulos Dimitro 570 S Main St
Thomas Linda 135 N Cedar St
Tona Timothy M 307 Mauch Chunk St
Trach Mazie V RD 3
Trautlein Mary R 175 W North St Apt 421a
Trinkley Mildred 49 Easton Rd Apt 2
Velius Troy 108 Chase Hollow Dr
Vopelius William A 691 Concord Rd
Walsh Corinne A 565 Bushkill Ctr R
Weinhofer Joseph 2836 Christian Spgs Rd
Welsh Gertrud 7 S New St
Werkheiser Rhonda M 127 South St
Wunderly Chester 135 N Cedar St
Wunderly Kathryn A 335 S Brd St
Zerfass Linda 312 S Main St
Northampton Pa 18067
A Basket Built For You 2218 Main St Unit 4
Agnew Lauren E 237 W 30th St
Almassi Katherine 602 E 19th St
Antwerp Daniel J V 209 Mcnair Cir
Barta William L 1620 Lincoln Ave
Bartholomew Carl E 1702 Main St
Bartoni Peter A 602 E 21st St Apt 527
Bauer Ulrich, Rose 416 E 2nd St
Benetsky Helen, Mark, Ellen 1001 Washington Ave
Betz Nicole D 3723 Baubert Rd
Billig Robert George RR 1 Box 319A
Blaschak Theodore, Margaret RFD 2
Cermak Todd 179 Allen Dr
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Curtis Eliz S 1020 S 10th St
Daumer Robert E 185 Mud Ln
David Rose 125 W 17th
David Rose 1530 Rear Main
Degen Stanley c/o Kim E Zadworny Esq 182 Main St 2nd Floor
Delucia Jodi L 843 Main St Apt 3
Dimmick Daryn Q 1436 Poplar St
Dinh Hoa Quang, Mary Ann 1429 Canal St
Eachus Julie 4413 Cherryville Rd
Eagle James 133 Mud Ln
Fehr Robert L Frantz Bros Pension Pln PO Box 69
Feig Alex I DDS 1828 Main St
Funke Martha E 1706 Washington Ave
Gabryluk Stanley A, Elizabeth 1350 Vienna St
Gassler Edward J 1692 Newport Ave
Grober Holdings Ltd 143 Rinker Rd
Guardiani Chris 3881 Lehigh Dr
Haydt Reuben, E Box 23 RD 1
Heffner Bryne L 2255 Main St
Heist Jovita F, Jerome F 1294 Granger Rd
Heller Judy A 1702 Main St, Apt G2
Hendricks Joseph Jr 643 Walnut Dr
Horvath Mary 1067 Main St
Hutchinson Ellsworth A 122 Lilac Ct
Ifkovits Margaret G, Louis F 805 Washington Ave
Jade Mgmt Inc 314 E 21st St
Keefer Bertine HCO Sacred Heart Assisted Living 602 E 21st St
Kenley Kenneth R 821 Spring Hill Rd
Keschel Mary 125 W 17th St
Keschel Mary 1530 Rear Main
Keschl Rose Est, Rose 345 E 9th St
Koehler Bros Collision 3723 Baubert Rd
Kresley Daniel Richard Jr 446 E 4th St
Lambert Elmer 103 Restful Rd
Laughlin James W 707 Dewey Ave
Laury Carol S 2326 Main
Legath Leslie G, Anton 2324 Main St
Lewis Peter D PO Box 119
Marek August Est 602 E 21st St
Mead John P 1260 Laubach Ave
Mientus Alexander, Ruth A 260 W 26 Box 44
Morgan Lasta B 223 Main St
Musser Jessica 1366 Stewart St
Niedospial Aniela 1791 Canal St
Odom Ruth 1267 Old Gate Rd
Pauline Fyler RD 2
Paynter Christine A, Scott R 2009 Washington Ave
QSM LLC 2019 Main St
Remmel Meghan R 711 E 18th St
Reshhel George 125 W 17th
Rice Earl W Sr 41 W 4th St
Richards Kirby 503 E 9th St
Roth Robert 1778 2b Main St
Schneider Marie 127 Stark St
Schuk Dennis M, Mary 1335 Newport Ave
Senft William A, Muriel J 4803 Douglas Ln
Serfass Todd 2255 Main St
Sisterhood FHL of Assumption 1301 Newport Ave
Smith Mary T 3153 Pheasant Dr
Smith Thomas R 612 Banks St
Spitzer Anton Est, Pauline 256 W 30th St
Trinkle Joe 1381 Canal St
Vandegrift Danielle M 732 Main St
Vreede Mildred D V 602 E 21st St Apt 234
Wagner Pamela L 618 E 10th St
Walters Mark W 8 Kensington Cir
Weismiller Andrea C 1722 Main St
Werner Lillian L, Mildred E 2166 Main St
Wescoe Eric S, Maria 79 W 26th St
White Johanna 1067 Main St
Wuchter Kenneth S 3342 Cherryville Rd
Yambor Steve, Helen 848 Lincoln Ave
Yanik Walter, Mary 1532 Newport Ave
Yarsevich Helen 1810 Northampton Ave
Ziegenfuss Betty J 3304 W Beersville Rd
Zink Annie B, Edward 2331 Main St Lot D24
Pen Argyl Pa 18072
Abruzzese Deborah K 1128 Candlewood Dr
Berringer Kristina A PO Box 3
Emery Dilys S 220 1 2 W Main St
Fisher Bonnie K 217 W Pennsylvania Ave
Gautier Stacey E 507 E Main St Apt 1
Goffredo Peter A 210 N Robinson Ave
Kerrs Custom Pest Control 411 Brd St
Knitter Donald 783 Knitter Hill Rd
Marshall Raymond 1075 Constitution Dr
Miller James A 1499 2nd St
Parsons Dorothy A 11 E Mountain Ave
Romano Nicholas M 671 Batts Switch Rd
Snyder Minnie Est 204 S Schanck Ave
Squires Jeffrey 106 A St
Summerfield Craig 520 W Pennsylvania Ave
Thompson Mary F, Donald PO Box 74
True 2 Form 1016 Penn Ave
Vennel Rodney Lee 212 Elm St
Weber Richard E 1128 Candlewood Dr
Portland Pa 18351
Cooper Christine, Ronald PO Box 187
Malinowski Marek 706 Hlcrst Dr
Roseto Pa 18013
Defranco Terrence M Cust, Lucian 710 Penna Ave
Kitts Nancy 99 Garibaldi Ave
Palmer Shelby Grace, Majorie A 517 Penna Ave
Tayler Lynne 131 Garibaldi Ave
VF Imagewear 100 Majestic Way
Stockertown Pa 18083
Brown Craig S PO Box 16
Kendy Mary 309 Crown View Ave
Tatamy Pa 18085
Martin Robert P III PO Box 293
Muroski Matthew J, Laura A 238 Shelley St
Tatamy Market & Deli LLC 13 Bushkill St
Walnutport Pa 18088
Danner Mildred, Raymond RFD 2
Eckhart William RR 2
Evans Daniel R Jr 521 Washington St
Gerencher Grace G 424 S Lincoln Ave
Greene Lynne L, Jason F 429 Washington
Heffelfinger Helen M, F 992 Woodland Dr
Jeremy L W 4351 Wood Dr
Klingman Randall J 572 Overlook Cir
Kneas Robert, Joan 4596 Lehigh Dr Apt 2
Lambert Brent A 4884 Alder Dr
Leckhart Christie 484 Blue Mountain Dr
Martin Jason M 3401 Crestview Ln
Mcgurrin Sandra H 455 Woodland Rd
Merkle Larry N 445 Main St
Miklas Alexander, Larry E 171 Windsor St
Miklas Lula 171 Windsor St
Miller Sandra Est 135 W Zimmer Dr
Pensak M M 121−B N Best Ave Rte 145
Pollock James D 210 Third St
Ravert Charles, Miriam 3971 Wood Dr
Rooney Michael K 16 Beech St
Shimkanin Thomas 4590 Maple Dr
Stetler Diane M 3925 Wood Dr
Warke Granvill, Ruby M Cherry
Wells Robert L Walnutport Mobile Ct I Lot H66
Williams Grace G 424 S Lincoln Ave
Williams Lana 484 Blue Mountain Dr
Wind Gap Pa 18091
A&R Flag Car Inc 1580 Clearfield Rd
Buskirk Virginia 106 Bady Ln
Cam Orhan 274 E Ctr St
Chen Yu Lian 37 E 4th St
Davison Joann R 308 W 6th St
Day Jonathan C 253 Taft St
Dickinson Michael 370 Old Grace Rd
Edwards William F 175a E Moorestown Rd
Engler Charles 1223 Keller Rd
Ferrizzi Ralph PO Box 81
Gags Investment Club 203 E 3rd St
Gass Harold, Karen 701 Turner St
Guth Kelly 6386 Sullivan Trl
Harding Irene 45 E 3rd St
Heberling Raymond, Linda 176 Lehigh Ave
Hill Steven PO Box 214
Leon Eleazar PO Box 60
Meyerhoffer Ethel M 6 Oakwood Dr
Nicholas Andrew PO Box 543
Nicholas William 23 Water St
Primecom Technologies 274 Ctr St
Savakus Arlene, Adam 6697 Sullivan Trl
Schisler Rodney RR 1
Schultz Shannon 523 S Brdway
Shagner Margaret M 1132a Miller Rd
Shook Anna, Paul 134 Washington St
Smith Francis M 29 8th St
Visentin Elizabeth 45 E 3rd St
Northumberland/Snyder/Union Counties
Allenwood Pa 17810
Elchook Helen J 427 Grant St
Ranck Forrest, Betty RD 1
Tallarito Roger P II 1247 Alvira Rd
Beaver Springs Pa 17812
Myers Robert D RR 1 Box 373
Yakamook Julia 4463 Ridge Rd
Beavertown Pa 17813
Andrew Bart 248 Walnut & Union St
Inter Manufacturing Inc 248 Walnut & Union St
Thomas Kenneth F 127 S Center St Box 211
Coal Township Pa 17866
Bates William Lewis 1 Kelley Dr
Bower Miranda E, Shane A 1455 W Walnut St
Camping Center Inc 1015 W Chestnut St
Chakrabarty Alkananda 239 W Commerce St
Cupp Earl F Sr 923 Ctr St
Farnsworth 1015 W Chestnut St
Gallagher Cynthia 1616 West Walnut St
Houtz Wendy 862 W Holly St
Humes Robert 920 W Spruce St
Jones Harry, Paul 1400 Mulberry St
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Madara Louise 906 W Montgomery St
Madara Samuel 906 W Montgomery St
Mershon David P 1018 W Lynn St
Miller Frank Anthony, Luke Oliver 101 N Ash St Apt 1109
Moyer Jeffery Est, Erma 918 W Wood St
Paczkoskie Eugene E 1645 Tioga St
Paczoskie Martha 1645 Tioga St
Reinhardt Leon Est 1446 W Walnut St
Reinhart Foodservice 100 Industrial Park Rd
Rodarmel Matthew X 1015 W Chestnut St
Shicora Rose M 1710 Maple Ave
Showver Allison L 1710 Maple Ave
Straud Henrietta 1428 W Walnut St
Varano Samuel, Mary 920 W Walnut St
Verbanas Robert R 1221 W Pine St
Yost Betty G 2050 Trevorton Rd
Young Marie B 101 N Ash St Apt 1109
Dalmatia Pa 17017
Keppenheffer Robert Dale RR1
Messersmith Christine E, Gary W RR1 Box 66d
Dornsife Pa 17823
Ferster Larry D Sr 209 Kauffman Rd
Troutman Joyce PO Box 64
Elysburg Pa 17824
Ackerson Kenneth 3 Ctr St Box 247
Balsis John 52 W Valley Ave
Barlow Alberta G 427 A Bear Gap Rd
Chakrabarty Alakananda 1 Jeremiah Ave
Foxcraftbiz 66 North Market St
Henderson Calvin H Jr RD1 Box 244
Horn Marguerite 128 Pocahontas Ln 15
Ivans Betty 9 Butternut Ln
Murdock Victor B 3 Penn Av
Pinamonti Martha Est c/o H M Romanoski Box 207
Roberts James W 9 Hemlock Ln
Seedor Genevieve S 10 Madison Ave
Williams Marcia M 128 Pocahontas Ln 15
Freeburg Pa 17827
Harris John PO Box 252
Northumberland National Bank PO Box 252
Stolzer Bobbi R 206 E Market St
Herndon Pa 17830
Klinger Nancy C Box 55
Spade Jean D Box 55
Hummels Wharf Pa 17831
Funk Russell L, Russell PO Box 186
SRS Electric PO Box 95
Zeisloft Selinsgrove Nissan Inc 410 S Rte 11 & 15
Kulpmont Pa 17834
Alexeyko Clara, Mary 917 Spruce St
Basalego John 135 Vermont Dr
Bender Kathleen 928 Scott St
Clews Charles 301 N 6th St Apt 212
Fedock Pearl 3 Arizona Dr
Gappa Anna 860 Pine St
Halkowicz Anna 3 Arizona Dr
Hallas Rosalie T, Clement 1320 Scott St
Howanec Nicholas 1445 Poplar St
Johns Leon Estate 1222 Chestnut St
Litwin Joseph T 12th Scott St
Millard Ida 1100 Scott St
Miller Jeanette 216 North 10th St
Oleary Michael J, Anna D 122 Poplar Dr
Procopio Mary 1161 Chestnut St
Sacavage Elizabeth G, Charles A 359 Chestnut St
Savitski Irene M 141 Chestnut St
Schmoltze Ellen, Scott 756 Spruce St
Shahada−Aga Zuhria H 5 Arizona Dr
Sheptock Joseph, Olga 860 Pine St
Sikorski Isabelle 928 Scott St
Wasarhely William, Joseph 1247 Scott St
Laurelton Pa 17835
Flinn Kathryn A, John D PO Box 105
Flinn John C PO Box 105
Leck Hill Pa 17836
Blair Victoria Leigh, G David PO Box 21
Mahantongo Valley Day Care Ctr c/o Molly Masser Box 48
Lewisburg Pa 17837
Ax Charles RR 5 Box 113
BZ Motors 2015 Market St
Carl Herbert H Beagle Rd RR2 Box 523
Catherman Danielle N c/o Brenda L Schmidt 2000 1/2 W Market St
Cohen Andrew 42 Edgemont Dr
Dauberman Arthur 10 S 20 St
ECH Pharmacy & Homecare Prod 1 Hospital Dr
Era Classic Realty Inc c/o Connie May 1100 W Market St
Ernst Catherine V, Paul R 490 Pheasant Ridge Rd
Eze Lawrence C Est 121 Harrison Ave
Faden Phoebe 23 Market St
Fiester Vera I 53 & 55 Riverview Mnr
Foss James S, Susan K 629 Maclay Ave
Gingrich Donna 413 N Tenth St
Grey Walter RR 5 Box 113
Hagensick Jean P 213 N Front St
Hudak Susan 285 Hawthorne Dr c/o J Hudak
Jeffcoat James T 1413 Market St
Kottmeyer Jack B Est PO Box 553
Krott Evelyn RR 5 Box 113
Larson Mark Warren, Elizabeth A 1402 Jefferson Ave
Leist Judith A c/o Victoria Leist 88 Shelly Cir
Long Mary L Est c/o Daniel Kline 1651 Buffalo Rd
Lyon Marsha 1706 Washington Ave Apt 201
Mcmichael Sara K 416 N Fourth St
Miller Martin C 945 Fairground Rd Apt 404
Monkelis Jonathan W 416 N Fourth St
Moore Wallace 208 1601 Industrial Blvd
Murphy David 671 Judy Rd
Murray Helen L 504 N 4th St
Murray Helen R 504 N 4th St
Prendergast James 769 Pheasant Ridge Rd
Reeser Forde D 712 Buffalo Rd
Reiderer Janene 161 Poplar Rd
Rickoles Myrtle 40 Brown St
Robert T Gronlund Brooks Deonne R Trustee 1105 Abbey Ln
Rozyckie Elizabeth Kelly Apt G5 RR 5
Schramm Marilyn 671 Judy Rd
Sleight Ellen I 889 Fairground Rd
Smith Letha B RD2 Box 487
Snyder William F 72 E Jupiter Ln
Sterry Maude 99 Linden Rd
Sumcd c/o Donna Walter 205 Hospital Dr
Sun Orthopaedic Group Inc 900 Buffalo Rd
Sunkara Adhira 701 Moore Av
Tartaglia Dorothy E 352 N 3rd St
Torretti Dennis 2432 Smoketown Rd
Truckenmille Clarence W, Theresa RR 2
Turpack Denise K dba Plum Tree The 226 Market St
Ulrich Richard D 100 N 3rd St Apt 3
Van Horn Rebecca J 2621 Smoketown Rd
Williamson Jeanne 116 Willowbrook Blvd
Wise Mary E Est E 340 JPM Rd Apt 101
Zechman Ruth RD2 Box 487
Locust Gap Pa 17840
Dormer David Paul 88 Main St
Kennedy John T Jr, Mary H Francis Woods
Taylor Robert 85 Springside
Marion Heights Pa 17832
Bondy Anna 432 Melrose St
Denunzio Stella C, Ralph 110 E North St
Fesniak Henry R 252 Melrose St
Paskanik Helen 538 North St
Politza Dora 347 Melrose St
Politza John S 347 Melrose St
Sova Jeannette M PO Box 32
McEwensville Pa 17749
Long Raymond PO Box 104
Rovenolt E Orlando PO Box 54
Middleburg Pa 17842
Folk Ricky E 1946 Kissimmee Rd
Hirschy Shawn D 2156 Zion Rd
Kenney Geraldine A 988 New Berlin Hwy
Kirby Michael N, Terrie L 419 Shuman St
Kreamer Dennis L 601 Winey Ave
Middleswarth David B, Bret I 500 Meadow Ln
Minium Richard E 455 Middle Rd
Robinson Elizabeth 17 E Market St c/o A Gray
Schweitzer Arthur 2208 Middle Rd
Stahl Ricky 393 West Hollow Rd
Zimmerman Carolyn, Karl I Box 19 RD2
Mifflinburg Pa 17844
Bair Doris Est 269 Chestnut St
Bucher Andrea V 338 Walnut St
Cormell Ruth S RD1
Frederick Chad M 100 Chestnut St
Gemberling Robert M 106 Market St
Guffey Merlin, Hazel 269 Chestnut St
Hoover Allen H, Mary M RR1 Box 226
Huntington Hannah 106 Market St
Kline Joseph C 353 Shively Rd
Lons Auto Body 338 Walnut St
Luchene Anthony 153 W Martin Ln
Murphy Danielle E 89 Vista Dr
Phillips Jimmy Lee 400 Thompson St
Rishel John W RR4 Box 192
Snook Susan M RR1
Vanatta George H, Edna W RR3 Box 223
Weaver Vernon P 28 Weaver Ln
Wilt Michael H Est Jr, Cindy L 269 Chestnut St
Zimmerman Lovina R, Allen W RR5 Box 341
Millmont Pa 17845
Troxell Orie Est RR1
Milton Pa 17847
Acor Grace A PO Box 516
Brouse Ruth 324 Boiardi Ln
Buck Elwood G 312 Upper Market St
Divers Rebekah Ann 1880 Jefferson St Rd 3
Eisele George 1880 Jefferson St Rd 3
Ellis Richard R, Lilly RD1
Eversole Veronica L, Leslie L 408 Stamm Rd
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Flynn Margaret 243 S Front St
Fordyce Zetta I 303 Hepburn St
Fritz Clarissa Box 45 RD3
Galvan Everardo Jr 48 Filbert St
Gregoire Bernice B RR4 6200
Hamilton Christopher 511 Shakespeare Ave
Higgins Margaret E 258 Park Ave
Hileman Myrtle H 576 Mahoning St
Hoover Aaron M RR2 Box 305
Johnson Mary K 134 Vine St
Keiser Dorothy M 342 Park Ave
Kramm Jeffrey 743 Mahoning St
Kramm Randall 541 Broadway St
Kratzer Troutman Jennifer L 26 Old Orchard Rd
Larue Helen 50 Mahoning St Apt 204
Leiby Russell L, Alice 715 Broadway St
Livingston William A, Rae Ona RR3 Box 1336
Malcolm Albert 50 Mahoning St Apt 204
Minnich Nancy J 710 North Front St
Nevel Homer E Columbia Ave
Norman Matthew 167 Ivy St
Page James E 342 Park Ave
Parket Ida Mae 368 Park Ave
Phillips Scott 415 Columbia Ave
Reichard Helen F, John A Rockwell Ctr Ste 232 32 S Turbot Ave
Seagrist William D, Colton D 121 Ctr St 2nd Fl
Shipe Helen M 1090 Sodom Rd
Showers Linda Ctr Town Apts B104
Showers Scott 60 Walnut St
Snyder Bernice F RR1
Swisher Charles J 346 N Arch St
Troutman Harry L Est, Harry 32 S Turbot Ave Apt 118
Troutman William N, John W RR 1
Troutman Chloe 26 Old Orchard Rd
Walker Joanie B 751 Mahoning St Apt 57
Montandon Pa 17850
Beck Denise E 39 Wolfe Rd
Kizis Sharon Kay PO Box 413
Mertz Irrevocable Grantor Trust 39 Wolfe Rd
Mertz Wayne L 39 Wolfe Rd
Mount Carmel Pa 17851
Bianchi Victor Est, Mary 184 2nd St
Bodewes Susan L 105 W Girard St Fl 3d
Borkowski Frances 210 Columbia Ave
Brocious Olga M 133 S Chestnut St
Buraczeski Francis S 315 North Tpke St
Buraczeski Richard P 436 N Locust St
Cleary Betty Est 119 S Plum St
Cleary James F Jr, Anna 119 S Plum St
Daya Catherine, Francis 518 West Ave
Defrancesco Daniel A 336 W Saylor St
Derr George E 312 N Tpke St
Donohue Hugh 119 S Locust St
Etzweiler Megan R 2616 W 3rd St
Fishburn Harry 526 East Second St
Fisher Adeline L, David 120 S Hickory St
Frisby Julia M 336 S Chestnut St
Galitski Roberta 228 East Ctr St
Garland Carla L 134 Front St
Gubich Stephen Jr 325 S Plum St
Hoffman Barbara, Robert D 14 S Oak St
Juskiewicz Laura D 433 East Ave
Kobilis Theresa M 315 S Hickory St
Lessr Alberta J 315 S Hickory St Apt 506
Marchetti Marie A 134 Front St
Martin Joseph 336 S Chestnut St
Matelevich Alex 321 N Vine St
Matsko Charlotte 415 East Ave
Mcginley Anthony P 50 N Maple St Apt 7
Mrofka Lawrence Sr, Lawrence Jr 342 W 32rd St
Nark Virginia 222 S Orange St
Novroski Albert 39 N Locust St
Owens Corning 2000 Locust Gap Hwy
Peters Nathan W 311 S Vine St
Pizzoli Mildred 700 W 3rd St
Reed Russell, Ciara 336 E 7th St
Revak Floranne & Thomas Cbom R 240 East Ave
Rich Joseph, Lucy M 139 N Oak St
Russell Sheila P 2616 W 3rd St
Smith Catherine, Merlin 105 South Market
Stecker Elizabeth L, Edward W 114 S Market St
Steinhart David R 127 N Chestnut St
Stolfi Helen 34 S Locust St
Thul Jospehine, John 143 W 3rd St
Vytovich Theodore, Eleanor 5 Beaverdale St
Wydra Chester 302 W 3rd St
Mount Pleasant Mills Pa 17853
Kaga Shizu 10194 Rte 35
Mengel Ann Kathleen 10097 Rte 35
Minium Kay 725 Covered Bridge Rd
Portzline Beverly L 3984 Dressler Ridge Rd
Powell Phyllis, Ted PO Box 21
Weaver Donald P, Ruth C RR1
Wolfe Tischelle M, Timothy L RR2 Box 278b
New Berlin Pa 17855
Linke Robert C Rev PO Box 198
New Columbia Pa 17856
Buck Robin 2394 Number 10 Rd
Dershem Lynn M RR2 Box 186
Shaffer John B Jr RR1 Box 1037
Sharr Robert D RD1 Box 137
Socola Sharon H 2751 Miller Bottom Rd
West Todd H, John I RD1 Box 308
Northumberland Pa 17857
Adams Kenneth J 1202 Strawbridge Rd
Auntie Annes 265 Point Township Dr
Brogan Charles F 135 Charlie Dr
Geiswite Geraldine 152 12th St
Gross William J, Gloria J 530 Water St
Hare Rebecca S 1371 Queen St
Hendrichs Joseph A 224 Front St Apt 203
Houghton Ruth G 1000 Stawbridge Rd
Kreider Eldora, Max RD1
Mcpherson Mike 103 Ridge Rd
Metzger Pamela L 395 Front St
Miller Luke Andrew 177 Chris Ron Ln
Mountain Ridge Wood Products 1017 Hookies Grove Rd
Neidert Theodore 171 15th St
Sanders Donald, Lola 284 Priestley Ave
Semmaterials L P PO Box 191
Shirk Michael W 333 6th St Apt 2
Stoudt Doyle c/o Nottingham Village
Young Nichole, Shelby 355 8th St
Paxinos Pa 17860
Erdman Kirk B, Karl V 233 Tulip Rd
Quick Creek Company 5517 Snydertown Rd
Swartz Lucille A Estate 372 Badmans Hill
Port Trevorton Pa 17864
Cerklefskie Tiffany M 8404 S Susquehanna Trl
Ferry Carl RR1 35
Kunkel Allen Dexter RR1 Box 24
Watts Dennis 1420 Main St
Rebuck Pa 17867
Attinger Wayne B X 5a Star Rt
Ranshaw Pa 17866
Ficek Walter 203 Water St
Fry Paul Est, Paul 126 Clay
Saladonis Gloria J, Stella Est 517 Main St
Toter Mary 432 Webster St
Zarkowski Katherine 432 Webster St
Riverside Pa 17868
Arlington Mortuary 9645 Magnolia Ave
Cook Donald M 305 Line St
Dick Frank 302 Ave D Box 119
Sease Melvin 9645 Magnolia Ave
Selinsgrove Pa 17870
Askari Farhat, Hasan 113 N Market St Ste 2
Brittany Gill 3117 Flint Valley Rd
Bubb Amber E 212 State School Rd
Butler W Scott 309 S Market St
Castillo Manuel Jesus 713 N Market St
Chucks Sports Bar Inc 537 S Market St
Clark Charles, Harold 308 S Market St
Clark Allyson 59 Salem Rd
Clark Harold C 308 South Market St
Cook Dottie J Est 29 North Market St
Cunningham Craig 116 10th Ave
Diazgeno Jennifer 118th St Apt 3a
Engle Marcella M, Maynard O 405 9th St
Fosselman Briana 788 Fair Oak Rd
Gods Enterprises Inc 48 Greenbrier Ave
Goundie Cathy A 312 N Market St
Hepner John J 12 Main
Kozlowski Richard 514 University Ave
Malinowski Michael T, Malinowski Kaylee M 193 George Ln
Malinowski Michael T, Malinowski Sara Ca 193 George Ln
Martin Carson Z 1860 Aqueduct Rd
Martin Louise A RR3 Box 181
Morris Kathleen M 119 Rte 204 Apt 3a
Pacaar Financial & Sunbury Motors 363 Dennis Dr
Packer Thomas c/o Zales Jewelers 01761 Susquehanna Valley Mall Rtes 11 & 15
Romig Adam E RR1 Box 326r
Sampsell George R Jr 729 Old 11 & 15 Rd
Savidge Michael D, Brandy RR1 Box 220b
Schlieder Sally 706 Bogar Dr
Selinsgrove Dialysis 503a South Rtes 11 & 15
Sherwood Charles V 363 Dennis Dr
Stettler Anna M 115 8th Ave
Torromeo Shirley J 23 Fairway Dr
Wells Elsie c/o Arlene Powers
Wolfe Andrew C 721 Fair Oak Rd
Shamokin Pa 17872
Adams Elizabeth RR2 Box 326
Albertini Richard S, Louise J 1024 E Dewart St
Almeida Helen, Matthew 618 W Boyd St
Anderson Clara Est, Edward 925 E Webster St
Behney Dorothy 214 E Sunbury St
Bixler Margaret C 1011 N Shamokin St
Brown Stella 905 W Spruce
Burns Ida M 684 Bear Valley Ave
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Chivaroli Catherine, Conn 412 E Independence St
Chivaroli Albert J 714 N Franklin St
Chivarolo Anthony 714 N Franklin St
Dormer David 816 E Dewart St
Forbes James A, Edward RR 2
Haas Frederick Jr c/o Frederick Haas Sr 312 N Rock St
Hack George Daniel III 1 E Chestnut St
Johns Amie 22 S Rock St
Kaseman Jacqueline 214 E Sunbury St
Kinsey Barry L 50 S Coal St
Kinseysr Russel F 50 S Coal St
Knarr Beverly M, Noble 52 N Franklin St
Knetski Madeline Est 602 N 3rd St
Kokoles David J 42 N 7th St
Konetski Madeline 602 N 3rd St
Krushinski Helen RR1 Box 534
Kunkel Joseph C, Anna 1500 Pulaski Ave
Lauer Donald, Fern 1742 W Holly St
LTL Electrical Contractors Inc 135 E Commerce St
Mirolli Leo RD 1 Box 602
Muir Alice B 24 E Chestnut St
Oleary Michael J, Anna D 223 N Rock St
Oleary Michael, Timothy, Ann D 351 Harrison St
Patrick Veronica A 108 S 5th St
Phillips James 8 N Diamond St
Polzella Kathlee 518 N Shamokin St
Porto Mario 8 S 2nd St
Pryzekop Anthony J, Marion 1752 W Wood
Renn Eva RD2
Schultz Paul R 6 East Ave
Scott Elizabeth RR 2 Box 326
Snyder Clarence 5448 Upper Rd
Stanley Margel Jr 1020 E Webster
Svoboda Carolyn M 124 Elm St
Taresvage Elsie 149 E Sunbury St
Tarr Margaret E 610 W State St
Wargo Cecelia E 104 S Market St
Weikel Agnes 35 S Franklin St
Wolfgang Derek E 5542 Upper Rd
Shamokin Dam Pa 17876
Munir Samad M D S 99 Baldwin Rd
Piper Inez H 120 11th Ave
Sunbury Pa 17801
Ambelas Eleanor G, Mary 219 Arch St
Associate Oral Surgeons 317 North 11th St
Attinger Horace 151 Spruce St
Bartholomew Helen I, Leroy O 725 Edison Ave
Betz William H, Harriet E 370 Market St
Bickel Harry E 400 Market St
Bill Moffatt Inc 218 Chestnut St
Boyer Martha M, Gary F 223 Lenker Ave
Boyer Francis G 223 Lenker Ave
Brumbach Tammie L 605 Edison Ave
Bruner Evelyn, Walter RR3
Cervantes Jody 523 N 5th St
Conrad Emily, Richard A 503 Comft Rd
Costa Sherino J Est RR2 Box 84
Delone Ruth 28 N 3rd St
Derk Dorothy E 134 N Fifth St
Dimassimo Karen A 1257 Highland Ave
Dobson Sarah 851 N 4th St
Donavan Joshua A 401 Market St
Dunkelberger R 705 Market St Apt 211 Scott Towers
First National Trust Bank 400 Market St
Fitzgerald Eric S 222 Randall Dr
Forry Robert C 22 Memorial Acres
Fry Ken 1795 Mile Hill Rd
Gelnett David A 523 Mile Run Rd
Gogolinski Chester 456 State Rte 1
Grafx Wax 142 Spruce St
Hackenber John 885 S 2nd St
Hoffman Grace L 706 Chestnut St
Hollenbach Florence 706 Chestnut St
Hower Clarice, Ross L 750 N 8th St Apt 18
Hunt Mary C 221 Race St
Joseph Ruth M 879 Syndertown Rd
Keener George K Box 297 D Wolverton Rd
Kline Florence, Robert 704 Chestnut Towers
Kline Florence M Rt 3
Krehel Steve 130 S Front St Apt 1103
Krouch Mary 130 S Front St Apt 1103
Leach Vicki K 223 Corcyra Rd
Leitzel Neil 1021 Reagan St
Lisa Castle 209 North Second St
Manley Katie L 58 S 7th St
Martin Cheryl 312 Fraser Dr
Mccracken Susan J 1000 Spruce St
Miller Pauline 28 N 3rd St
Morgan Hugo A 235 Pine St
O’brian Patricia 907 Purdy St
Pardee Danielle M, Michael J RR 4 Box 185
Pascolini Enrick 705 Market St Apt 211 Scott Towers
Paul Karen J 44 Memorial Acres
Paul Melvin Lee RR4 Box 146
Perez Evaliz Marie, Miriam 446 N Front St
Pietruszkiewic Richard H RR1 340
Reardon William Jr 1132 Market St
Renn Jean M 402 N 9th St
Renninger Carl 246 Spruce St
Rhoads Craig A, Jodi L 527 Catawissa Ave
Roush Steven 1005 Walnut St
Scully Bobbi RR 1 Box 312b
Shirk Michael W, Nicole L 616 S Front St
Smith Elwood Est RD3
Smith James A 2114 State Rte 61
Stutzman Susanne 416 N 2nd St
Three Brothers Pizza 901 S Second St
Tischler Jonathan W, Warren F RR1 Box 336
Trustee for Central Credit Inc PO Box 73 100 North Third St
Weis Markets PO Box 471
Weller Carl 28 N 3rd St
Yaglowksi Daniel R Jr, Daniel 116 S 4th St
Yasinski Paul H, Sara RR1
Trevorton Pa 17881
Bostwick Florence M 505 Susquehanna St
Bramhall Raymond W, Dorothy 101 N 8th St
Brubaker C Myron 802 W Coal St
Klechinski Hilda M 511 Shamokin St
Turbotville Pa 17772
Colonial Square Assocs 5960 Susquehanna Trl
Hans Megan 38 Stiles Rd
Hendricks Scott M 224 King St
Hetrick Russell N 100 Walburn Rd
Hurne Crystal 5150 Susquehanna Trl Apt 2
Quality Care Collision Center 38 Stiles Rd
Warrior Run Development 5960 Susquehanna Trl
Watsontown Pa 17777
Avery George M, Vivian RR Box 127a
Diehl Heather M 215 Spring Lake Crest
Hagenbuch R Larue RR2 Box 49
Hallam Mildred Est 3 Kirkland Est
Hampton Robin L Box 182−H RR1
Leech Celesta E, Kenneth R RD2
Matjasic Crystal K 124 Main St Rear Apt 1
Messer Matthew W 124 Main St Rear Apt 1
Painter William J 245 E 8th St
Ranck Robert W 881 8th St Dr
Sellers Raymond Jr 4755 Musser Ln
Voneida Margaret M c/o Kramm Nursing Home 245 E 8th St
Welch Randy D Jr, Welch Jo A 9 W 5th St PO Box 44
Wrecks Inc dba Budman Auto Body 9 W 5th St PO Box 44
Winfield Pa 17889
Bower Earl R RR1 Box 411
Caryl Robert C, Susan E 12 Margaret Ter
Mather Robert E RD1
Still Christopher 108 Westwood Dr
Perry/Juniata Counties
Blain Pa 17006
Hockenberry Kathleen RR 1 Box 259b
Duncannon Pa 17020
Amico Janel 102 B Sky View Ln
Davison Francis RR 3
Dean James F RR 4 Box 4463
Deaven Terry L RD 4 Box 4878
Farance Becky 25 Bears Ave
Gieseler Ellen M Irrevocable Trust c/o Joel Hopkins Trustee 312 N Barley Dr
Goudy Bonnie 1736 Newport Rd
Grove Harold W 4 Benvenue Rd
Hass Anna 684 Mahanoy Valley Rd
Hildt Lauretta K 620 Dellville Rd
Hollen Harold A, Harry E RD 3 Box 295
Jacobs Ronald C 9 Princeton St
Kroh Louis O Ex 15 Schoolhouse Rd
Kumbler Elverta RR 2
Kumbler Pierce RR 2
Kumler Glenn RR 2
Kumler Glenn I 2 Kumler Ln
Louden Clyde A Sr RR 4 Box 4710
Miller Alfred L, Cherie L 25 Shermanta Dr
Rhoads Patti 1019 State Rd
Strayer Jean D RR 3
Stuck Philip A 57 Mahanoy Valley Rd
Szabo James 7 N Market St
Wolfe Inez M 15 Schoolhouse Rd
Elliottsburg Pa 17024
Bruce Earl W Sr, Lois 381 Briner Rd
Tienter Shannon 2314 Shermans Valley Rd
Ickesburg Pa 17037
Keller Andrew R, Debra L RR 1 Box 91
Landisburg Pa 17040
Duff Marlene E RR 2 Box 199b
Kuhn Doug 301 Faculty Ave
Mae Comp 481 Ernest Rd
Maize Margaret A 797 Polecat Rd
Monn Erin 282 Montour Rd
Liverpool Pa 17045
Bucks Valley Cycles 998 Susquehanna Trail
Goodling M Annette PO Box 244
Neidig Robert 101 Rubendall Dr Unit 2
Robison Katie 207 Riverview Rd
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Shumaker Catherine 7 Deer Trail Cir
William D Dietz Special Needs 95 Lovers Ln
Woods Jeffrey 45 Cambridge Cir
Loysville Pa 17048
Fisher Sam 705 Iron Bridge Rd
S&K Fabrication 36 Industrial Rd
Williams Babette E 3223 Shermans Valley Rd
Marysville Pa 17053
Altomonte Jason L 109 Greenbriar Dr
Benfer David V 131 Ridgeview Dr
Big Bee Boats Ltd Box 100
Clarks Auto Body 635 Mountain Rd
Culhane William W, Kathy E 218 Lincoln St
EJB Motors Inc dba Brenner Collision West 109 Greenbriar Dr
Fisher Thelma M PO Box 86
Geiger Joyce 200 Leonard St Apt 116
Henninger Donald, Helen 114 Valley St
Hutchinson Matthew John 3564 Valley Rd
Marosky Elizabeth A 107 Brook Ln
Moss Ronald, Wendy 106 Kings Hwy
Moss Wendy S 106 Kings Hwy
Quigley Alice C 2 Bellview Rd
Rodgers William Main St
Sabornie Shannon A 109 Greenbriar Dr
Zeigler Leann R 635 Mountain Rd
McAlisterville Pa 17049
Hause Vondella K RR 1 Box 730
Henry Richard J RR 2 1770
Kurtz Helen I 300 Church St #109
Mifflin Pa 17058
Banks Jeffrey L RR 4 Box 64
Eichelberger Tammy J 32 Hillcrest Ave
Flores Rosa E HCR 67 Box Oh25c
Renninger Ryan K HC 67 Box 195a
Sheaffer Mildred G 69 Cottage Rd
Spruce Hill Auto Body 32 Hillcrest Ave
Stoltzfus Elvin 55 Sunny Ln
Zook Gail 69 Cottage Rd
Mifflintown Pa 17059
Benner Joe E dba Benner Automotive 28 S Main St
Berry William J Jr Cedar Spgs Rd
Bomgardner Clyde R, Sarah E RR 2 Box 1475
Deavor David L c/o Berry S Personal Care Ctr Ins RR 1 Box 462
Fogleman Kathryn L c/o Berry Personal Care Ctr RR 1 Box 462
Glen A Spickler Cameo Kitchens Inc PO Box 191
Goshorn Wanda E 6648 Licking Creek Rd
Hohol Marie RR 1 Box 1165
Kulp Nancy c/o Nancy Jane Kulp Estate 8 South Main St
Lauver Ralph W 106 N Fourth St
Lohman Marilyn L, Paul A 15 N 4th St
Lopez Rivera Jose 102 N Main St
Mosier Elizabeth M 719 Washington Ave
Paden Lois A 325 Washington Ave
Peck Myrtle I RR 4 Box 120−5
Shirk Betty L 2471 William Penn Hwy
Snouffer Marian Brl Fnds Esrw Gardan Ofcer Bry RR 10 Box 62
Stence William 5334 RT 333
Switzer Robert C Sr RR 4 Box 232
Ulsh Marion, Harry RD 2 Box 47
Walsh Construction RR 1 Box 133
Waugh James SR Box 56
Yoder Mary Pearl 116 N 3rd St
Zimmerman Truck Lines Inc 8 E Industrial Dr PO Box 130
Millerstown Pa 17062
Cox Leroy Jr 2786 Buckwheat Rd
Diehl Pauline A RR 2 Box 241
Gingrich Bradley D PO Box 404
Grand Lucian 26 N Shippen St
Nolt Richard 29 Lyons Rd
Reisinger Matthew W 258 Barnes Dr
Shotsberger Jody Elaine RR 1 Box 186
Smyers Joseph F III 391 Kerr Ln
New Bloomfield Pa 17068
Guinn Robert 75 Watson Ln
Huffman Kevin J 113 Tapeworm Rd
Jayne Richard E RR 1 Box 477 Apt 520
Kitner Earl Leroy RR 1
Mcguinn Marie E 75 Watson Ln
Mills Pamala 830 Clouser Hollow Rd
Myers Bonnie RR 1
Perry Pediatrics PC PO Box 356
Quigley William P, Tara N PO Box 285
Reisinger Robert C 74 Metz Ln
Ruehr Pauline M, Irving E PO Box 428
Snyder Troy R 143 W Mcclure St
Spealman Sylvia c/o Perry Vlg Nursing Hm 213 E Main St
Weyandt John PO Box 475
Wilson Thomas Jr, Kenneth RR 1
New Buffalo Pa 17069
Krovic Robert J Jr PO Box 69
Smith Ronald L 12 Front St
New Germantown Pa 17071
Gower Robert 202 Hernsler
Newport Pa 17074
Americredit Financial Services 161 N Front St
Arnold Lee E 632 Campbell Dr
Bankert Amy B 154 Juniata Pkwy East
Blaszak Cynthia L, Edward RR 4 Box 598A
Cramer William RR 3 Box 191
Donaghy Isabelle D 30 Juniata E Pk
Dorman Betty J, Carl F 138 Juniata Pkwy E
Evans Earl 65 N 3rd St
Exclusive Network Independents PO Box 355
Fitzpatrick Karen J 465 North 4th St
Fleagle Robert M 329 Hickory Ridge Rd
Gettel Lee H III 677 Front St
Miley Charles 724 N 4th St
Myers Lenus D 1379 Bucks Valle Rd
Newtown John 1819 Lower Bailey Rd
Noel Emma R c/o Rutheunn Noel Mcguire POA 575 Fairground Rd
Rothy David 1025 Martin Dr
Stoneroad Mabel A, Mary RD 1
Strohecker David L 161 N Front St
Stump Nikki L 37 N 5th St Apt D
Wilson James C 83 Ravine Ln
Wilt Pamela R RR 2 Box 255n
Zeiders David Est Walz & Walz 341 Market St
Port Royal Pa 17082
Barton Tammy Charlene, Raymond James RR 2 Box 2130
Barton Donna J RR 2 Box 2121
Esh Ronald, Karen RD 1
Immel Donald C, Ruth M PO Box 90
Moore Sylvia J RR 2 Box 960
Towsey Fred A RR 3 Box 2055
Weaver Darren R PO Box 824
Richfield Pa 17086
Kerstetter Lori RR 2 Box 443
Shermans Dale Pa 17090
Bitner Darryl E PO Box 28
Burd Adrian 145 Landisburg Rd
Greeger Victoria E 501 Windy Hill Rd Lot 82
Miller Randall J 954 Fox Hollow Rd
Reel Deborah A 4000 Spring Rd
Rohrer Gerald 501 Windy Hill Rd Lot 88
Smith Michael 141 Mill Rd
Snyder Paul H 104 Village Sq Dr
Stoak Sharon C PO Box 28
Trego Kenneth 35 Kenmar Dr
Woodward Walter R 4975 Spring Rd
Thompsontown Pa 17094
Champion Lloyd Emerson, Martha Weir RD 1 Box 161 A
Gayman Kathryn E Attn Kathryn Gayman Clark Box 104
Hile Jason L 33 Nipple Rd
Miller Vicki J PO Box 187
Searer Katie J 20 Tuscarora St
Philadelphia County
Philadelphia Pa 19019
Adams Joseph, Helen 2355 Dunlan St
Albert Einstein Med Ctr Attn Accts Receivable 5501 Old York Rd
Almost Angels Christian Child Care LLC Rasha Heath
Andrews Elizabeth 4427 Oakland
Arch Street Hotel Partners LLC Dba Le Meridien Phi 1421 Arch St
Ashley Enterprises Inc 919 N 5th St
Benificial Savings 3200 Red Lion Inn
Berger Carl K 33 Erringer Pl
Blundi Betty Pelly Realty Co
Bookbinders c/o Denise Doran 125 Walnut St
Bradly Thomas 2525 W York St
Broadbent Pauline H 2209 Niott
Brown James A 114 Greene Logan St
Burlington Anesthesia Assoc PO Box 9500−2130
Cars of North East C 3247 Frankford Ave
Casner Bertha 22 Loccust
Charles Supreme 5160 Whitaker Ave
Commerce Capital Marktes 1 Commerce Sq 2005 Market St Ste 200
Cunningham Nicholas F, Jane R 330 Elwood St
Daniel Brodoff Md PO Box 7247 6840
Day Zimmerman 1500 Spring Gdn St
Dillon Jennifer A 3473 Helen St
Dotzman Raymond A 3473 Helen St
Dyffy Leo 8123 F St
Edmunds Theodore 5303 Haverford Ave
Falck Roseann, Ronald 449 Fitsgerald
Farnsworth Jaime 4769 Worth St
Feliciano Carlos 516 W Butler St
Ferry Cornelius J 242 Leralda St
Fitzpatrick Jeanne L 8527 N 7th St
Fliegel Helen E RR 1
Floyd Joseph 1558 E Pastorius St
FNMA 1900 Market St
Giuffrida Mario, S 2964 N 23rd St
Gorelick Morton S 818 Widner Building
Gould Claire A 5726 Virginian Rd
Graduate Hospital Attn Medical Records 1800 Lombard St
Green Frank 10406 A Shore Ln
Grg Management LLC 2659 Braddock St
Guest E S Jr 22 Loccust
Hall Deva 99 Fomalhaut Ave
Harbor Hill Center Gene Healthcare
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Harry Hunter J 1316 Ellsworth St
Healy Shirley L Est of, Joseph H 31453 Us Rte 11
Herman Andrew 808 Lombard St
Hinchey Pauline A, Edward 3127 W Vincent St
Hodge W Preston, William 7038 N 20th St
Ihlenfeld Charles 2469 Frankford Ave
Illene S & Rona S Schnall Tr 11/20/68 818 Widner Building
Ios LLC PO Box 41564
Jackson Joseph L, Sarah 313 Lehigh Ave
Januszka John 129 Markle St
Jenny Fran 255 S Van Polt St
Jensen William C/O Anna Jensen 5617 Conventy
Johnson Harry Est, Harry 1308 Willow Ave
Jones Helen C 2084 E Lippincott St
Khalil Raghid, Amine 2037 Federal St
Kniazer Samual 817 Pohear
Kolli Bindu 1420 Locust St 22p Papab48007
Krause Erika B 2432 Duncan St
Lawson Richard T Jr, Richard T 8011 Frankford Ave
Lukac Augustine Not Known
Lynde Frank, May 662 Conestoga St
Macintosh James W 2000 One Logasn Sq
Mandel Steven 1015 Chestnut St
Mann And Co 510 Walnut St
Mansfield Allie T Est of 5303 Haverford Ave
Marciano Vincent 2644 Bucknell St
Marian Bank 401 Fairmount Ave
Martin Charles 1509 Walnut Ln
Martirone Kathleen M, Fred L 1655 S Hobson
Martirone Kathleen, Fred L 2615 S Pershing
Mcbreen Joseph F 2942 N 26th St
Mccann Harry 3144 Caul
Mee Kathleen 168 Dimarco Dr
Meehan Martha E, Eugene 9243 Annapolis Rd
Michalowicz Michael 3501 Market St
Milburn Jacquelyn, Milburn John 4615 N Tampa St
Miller Lavon 5715 Cambridge St
Mogck Anna 3813 Etta St
Mt Kisko Med Group Pc PO Box 7247−6822
Muglie Charlotte, Arthur 7219 Theodore St
Nazareth Hospital Medical Records Dept 2601 Holme Ave
Nelson Francis J, Jane V 4251 Leverior
New Life Batteries Inc 7926 State Rd
Ohala Stanley 3341 Tyson Ave
Palermo Marion 2644 Bucknell St
Paolino Frances 4060 K St
Peca Joseph E, R J Euler 2424 Psfs Bldg
Pietnych James Foster Ave
PNC Bank 1600 Market St Lobby 4 Kathy Keperling
Powers Catherine, Susan J 250 E 2nd St
Powers Richard W, Dorothy 3351 N 15
Reid Jean 1509 Walnut Ln
Rice Clea 3136 S Garnet St
Royal Bank of Pa 1500 Spruce St
Salamon Stanley, Helen 2538 W Moreland St
Schwartz Agnes 2469 Frankford Ave
Sei Private Tr Co Acct No 1579029 Carl Tsang PO Box 0500776
Shaffer Bryon 441 E Erie Ave
Shilling Frank D 2nd St Pk Fishers Ln Plank
Sims Henery 3204 S 16th St
Slade Jacqueline A 3473 Helen St
Slater Chester 2009 Westmoreland
Smith Richard L, Ida M 2450 Huntington
Spear John 7902 Laycock Ave
Tabello Joseph J, Mary 1152 S 12th St
Tenderytz Michael, Martin 1822 Noble St Fl 1 Apt 1
Tenuto Alphonso Pelly Realty Co
Thompson Unellar 6035 Locust St Philadelphia Pa 18139
Wal Eleanor 2442 E Hazzard St
Zabor Eugene, Mary 3247 Loney St
Philadephia Pa 19092
Bongiorno Salvatore, Julia 610 Morris St
Hall Richard J, Hall Doris J 4314 Oakmont St
Philadelphia Pa 19099
Rouse Arthur, Betty 3333 N 16th St
Philadelphia Pa 19101
AAA Mid Atlantic I PO Box 41490
ACS Support PO Box 8208
Allegheny Nco PO Box 41466
American Bankers Insurance Flood Ins Pro Ctr PO Box 8437
American Electric Power PO Box 8529
Amerihealth Administrators PO Box 41574
Amerihealth Patient Refunds PO Box 41574
Amerihealth PO Box 41574
ASI PO Box 13046
Assessment Systems Inc Box 13046
Assessment Systems Inc PO Box 8588
Atlantic City Electric PO Box 13610
Atlantic Refining Co PO Box 7258
Baltimore Gas Electric Co PO Box 13070
Baydock Emergency Physicians PO Box 13953
BGE Acct No 03214 23009 P O Box 13070
BGE PO Box 13070
Bossert Luther K 15th & Chestnut St 2nd Fl
Brand Energy PO Box 42997
Brogdon Daphne PO Box 7800
Brown Cornelius, Juanita PO Box 42784
Buck Charlotte A, S Wylie Jr, Stuart W PO Box 8068−1252
Buck Stuart W Uw First Pennsylvania Bank Na PO Box 8068−1252
Buck Stuart Wylie Jr First Pennsylvania Bank Na PO Box 8068−1252
Buckleybraffmanstern Pa Hospital Accts Pay PO Box 7357
Bynum Michael J PO Box 34811
California Em One Me PO Box 8350
California Em One Me PO Box 8429
Calusa Emergency Physicians PO Box 42520
Cananwill Inc PO Box 8470
Canon Financial Serv PO Box 42937
Canton Emergency Physicians PO Box 7937
Carter Emergency PO Box 8110
Center Emergency Physicians PO Box 13909
Central Kansas Emergency Physicians PO Box 13783
Certified Home Care Princeton Healthcare Syst
Champion Ann K De PO Box 13159
Charles Emergency Physicians Pa PO Box 42934
Coastline Emergency Physicians PO Box 41694
Colangelo Edward M, Edward PO Box 7527
CSC PO Box 13397
Currie Inpatient Physicia PO Box 41708
Darling Emergency Physicians PO Box 36714
Dickerson Martin PO Box 34399
Dillard Malcolm PO Box 13386
Dtx Emerg Physicians Em Care PO Box 41797
Emcare Dtx Emergency Physicians PO Box 41797
Emcare PO Box 13197
Emcare Rsn Emerg Physicians PO Box 8158
Emcarepnx Emerg Phys PO Box 41768
Emsl Analytical Inc PO Box 41686
Energc Peco PO Box 37629
Eric V Schulz Md PO Box 42030
Finger Lakes Emer Phys P O Box 13766
First Flight Emergency PO Box 37766
Flamingo Emergency Physicians PO Box 13901
Flowing Waters Emer Physicians PO Box 13196
Forsythe Cheryl PO Box 8435
Gills Nancy B Wachovia Bank Y1379062 Vrm
Glaxo Smithkline 1 Franklin Plaza PO Box 13681
Glaxo Smithkline PO Box 13681
Glenn John PO Box 8687
Golden Grove Emergency Phys PO Box 41628
Grace Emergency Physicians PO Box 13915
Graham Curtis PO Box 13075
Grandiflora Emerg Physicians PO Box 13470
Greater Atlantic Hlth Svs PO Box 8139
Gregory Emergency Physicians PO Box 7428
GSK One Franklin Plaza
Gulf Stream Emergency Physicians PO Box 37714
Hague Delores PO Box 34368
Hammer J R Wells Fargo Y1372 062 Kud
Hasbrouck Frederick W Wachovia Na Pa1308/Arb
HillCrest Emergency Svcs I PO Box 13139
Hillenburg Carmelita, Lester PO Box 42329
Hillman Roy Md Lmc Physician Srvs P PO Box 8218
Hillmoor Er Svcs Partnership PO Box 41585
Hillside Emergency Physicians PO Box 8210
Hollins Dennis L PO Box 42281
Holman Evelyn PO Box 34095
Honda Financial Svcs PO Box 7829
Hoosier Emergency PO Box 13621
Houston Emergency Physicians PO Box 13734
Independence Communications Muzak I PO Box 7519
Individually & As Husband Wife PO Box 42329
Innovative Emergency Medicine PO Box 8317
Inpatient Services of Virginia Pc PO Box 41787
Johns Catherine R PO Box 42355
Johns Kathleen R PO Box 42355
Katella Emergency Ph PO Box 41909
Katz Florence PCO Pnc Bank Ann Brecker PO Box 42933
Keystone 65 PO Box 41574
Khs Lindenwold PO Box 13704
Kinder Referral Physicians PO Box 13720
KMC Emergency Phys PO Box 41572
Laennec Inpatient Svcs PO Box 13922
Leeland Er Svcs Partnership PO Box 8697
Lockheed Martin Logistics Rm U4632 PO Box 8048 Bldg 100
Lombard St Comm Frp PO Box 7498
Loop 101 Emergency Physicians PO Box 7427
Maritime Emergency Svcs Partnership PO Box 8677
Martenz James L PO Box 42214
Massachusetts Mutual Life Ins Co PO Box 41848
Mccants Mary J Attn Mellon Psfs PO Box 7918
MCI Worldcom International Inc PO Box 42925
Med Arts Press PO Box 37647
Med Hawaii Inc PO Box 8488
Mid State Logansport PO Box 37620
Mida PO Box 7618
Midwest Medical Mgmt PO Box 42329
Miller Elizabeth S, Harry G Wachovia Bank Na Pa 1308 Jp
Mohrmann Herta A Trust Tax PO Box Fc 1−3−9−20
Moraine Er Phy PO Box 8759
MSC Health Center of Friendswood PO Box 41764
Muldrow Randall Erica T Er Phys PO Box 13130
N W C T Emergency Medicine P O Box 42097
NCO Financial Systems Inc PO Box 41706
NCO PO Box 13584
Northeast Missouri Emerg Phys PO Box 41878
Nunnally Merilyn Wells Fargo Bank Y1372 06
Peco Energy Co 2301 Market St
Peco Energy PO Box 37629
Penna Co Bank & Trust PO Box 8068−1252
Personal Choice PO Box 41574
Petite Roche Emergency PO Box 41534
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Philadelphia Parking Authority PO Box 41819
Phipps Md Lowell PO Box 8338
Physicians Contee E PO Box 13094
Physicians Pointe E PO Box 7448
Pinkerton Security PO Box 7247 Dept 8256
Pinsky Mamie PO Box 755a Pa 1300 St
Plumbers Local 74 PO Box 7558
Pocono Emergency Physicians PO Box 8510
Point of Care Er Physicians PO Box 13664
Polk Emerg Physcians PO Box 7666
Pompa Paul H Md PO Box 13837
Poor Richards Walking Tours PO Box 8193
Pr Orlando Fashion Square LLC Fo115 PO Box 7607
Princeton Healthcare System PO Box 13766
Quest Diagnostics Atlanta PO Box 41691
Radiology Assoc of Child Health PO Box 8749
Raytheon Anthony Scarpino 30 South 17th St
Reliance Standard Life Ins Co Claims Dept PO Box 8330
Roosevelt PO Box 42481
Roper William A Jr P O Box 42078
Sciarrillo Robert 317 S Church St
Security of Los Angeles PO Box 13604
Sedgwick Claims Mgmt. Serv PO Box 8006
Sei Private Trust Co One Freedom Valy Dr
Shadow Emergency Physicians PO Box 13917
Shahn Bernarda B Wachovia Bank Na Pa1308/Tls
Silverlake Foods Inc PO Box 7786
Skyline Emergency Phys LLC PO Box 13636
Snyder Shirley A Wachovia Bank Na Pa1308/Jh
Sparkling Sea Emerg Physicians PO Box 42944
Stethers Margaret S First Union Natl Bx PO Box 733
Sytex Inc Rm U4632 PO Box 8048
Tchefuncta Emergency Physicians PO Box 41531
Texas Emi Medical Svcs PO Box 7300
Thigpen Lillian PO Box 34074
Thomas Ethel PO Box 13155
Thomas Nicole S PO Box 34350
Tidal Emerg Physicians PO Box 41433
Touey Charles V Sr PO Box 13018
Usc Endocrine Lab PO Box 7840
Vanguard S&P 500 PO Box 7800
Vcrmc Emergency Physicians PO Box 42917
Vera Schwinn Trust No 20280 C/O 1st Pa Bk Tr D L Worley
Voorhees Richard J, Diane S Wachovia Bank Na Pa1308jh
Wade Harold P Wells Fargo Na Y1372 062 Vrm
Washington Gas PO Box 37747
Waste Management of NJ Inc PO Box 13648
Waterway Emergency Physicians PO Box 37735
West Bluff Emerg Phy PO Box 98615
West Leslie Er Physicians PO Box 13128
Wheatland Inpatient Svc PO Box 37609
Windy City Emergency Phys PO Box 7209
Yardmore Emergency Physicians PO Box 41701
Yellow Book Usa PO Box 41967
Philadelphia Pa 19102
1500 Locust 1500 Locust St Ste 1400
1510 Latimer St Inc C/O Seitchik Land Title Bldg Ste 1310
1805 Walnut Investors Lp 1521 Locust St Fl 4
1811 Spring Garden Assoc Us Realty Asso Inc 1500 Sansom St Ste 300
804 Sansom Lp 150 N Brd St
Aecom Usa Inc 260 S Brd St Ste 1500
AFC Holdings Investment Inc 1401 Walnut St 12th Fl
Agrawal Renuka 1500 Locust St Apt 2014
Angara Radhika 271 S 15th St Apt 903
Asher Abraham 2 Penn Ctr
Assoc In Psych & Human 245 S 16th St
Baldwin Robert 1512 Spruce St #807
Bamba Mahammed 230 S Brd St
Becker Simon 2 Penn Ctr
Bernhardt Rotherme 1515 Market St Ste 1540
Bittar Derek 1500 Locust St
Blai Bertha P213 1500 Locust St Apt P213
Bofa Patrick 1530 Locust St 9b
Boma 1515 Market St Ste 1305
Bosem Inc 1200 Cenpre Sq E 1500 Market St
Branson Richard W Independent Partners 1500 Market St 12th Fl E Twr
Brinker Jane E 1500 Walnut St
Brown Brothers Harr C/O Greenberg A T 1531 Walnut St
Brown William D 1137 Shackamayow Ave
Bruce Zappan Dpm 1601 Walnut St 505
Bullen Alessandra G 1523 Pine St
Byrnes Albert 206 Stonehurst Apt
Carnelli Alessandro 1500 Locust St Apt 3414
Caserio Christopher B O Brien Belland Bushinsky 500 506 N 6th St
Chapman Marnasia 230 S Brd St Ste 800
Cherniack Emily 1500 Walnut St
Childrens Surg Assoc Research Fd I 1601 Walnut St
Chin Gam F Apt 602 1520 Spruce St
Chin Ng Gam F Apt 602 1520 Spruce St
Citicorp Vendor Finance Inc C/O Richard M Beck Esq 260 S Brd St
Clair Mitchell S Esq 1515 Market St
Clement Leslie 1500 Walnut St Ste930
Clifton Catherine R Joseph Di Trolio Comcast Corp 1500 Market St
Clinical Neuropsychology 520 Waltnut St Ste 17
Cockley Laura M 14 Chesney Ln
Collazo Luz C c/o Troy Pernell 1 Penn Sq W 7th Fl
Consulting Engineers & Scientists Inc 1515 Market St 12th Fl
Convest Developmen Corp 3 Pkwy 11Fl
Cooper Leonard Schaffer LLC 1525 Locust St 13th Fl
Crampton Mary H 5641 W Yalusing Ave
Crosby Gos Finance Group 1500 Market St
Dallas Joseph Attn Harry Aaron Rubin 42 S 15th St
Dawson William Jr 217 Krams Ave
Day Pier Development Lp 1420 Walnut St Ste 200
Delmonte Lucy 7344 Meredith
Demitrios Tsatsanis The Irrev Trust 1500 Jfk Blvd Ste 1000
Devoren Lillian Academy House Apt 8−M 1420 Locust St
Dmjm And Harris 260 S Brd St Ste 1500 Attn
Dmjm Harris 260 S Brd St Ste 1500
Domas Inc Interim House W Act Dept
Donato Mistie 1419 Spruce St Apt# 4
Dreher Michael Ms 501 245 N 15th St
Drexel Conlts 245 N 15th St Rm 3108 3rd Fl
Dumpson Donald 1427 Spruce St
Duney Eleanore M 3334 Lancaster Ave
Edelstein Martin Nelson Esq 230 S Brd St Ste 800
Esposito Rita L Est 1500 John F Kennedy Blvd Ste 1
Excellerx 1601 Cherry St
Excellerx Inc c/o Accounts Payable 1601 Cherry St Ste 1700
Fairmount Geriatric Center 12th Fl Packard Bldg
Family Planning Council 260 S Brd St
Felchen 15 Lp 1401 Walnut St
Ferron Amanda 1500 Market St
Fischer Miriam Est C/O Robert L Franklin Esq 1500 Jfk Blvd Ste 1032
Fleishman Nettilyne 1500 Locust St Apt 2801
Foley Cognetti 2 Liberty Place
Fonseca Rafae 1500 Locust St
Foster Towers P Gos Finance Group 1500 Market St
Freeman Rd 1520 Spruce St Apt 700
Fresh Express Catering 127 131 N 15th St
Fu Yajia 1500 Locust St Apt 2407
Gallagher Richard N 169 Osborn St
Gamma Elec Rad Oncology Assoc 2 Penn Ctr Ste 1820
Garofalo Michael A 1500 Walnut St Ste 930
Gelber Alexander 1500 Chestnut St
George Tigi 140 South Brd St
German Gallagher Murtagh The Bellevue 5th Fl 200 S Brd St
Giddings Christopher 3000 Market St Ste 201
Golan Ovadiah 19th Walnut St Fl 1500
Gold Randi B 204 Augusta Cir
Goldman Jerry S 1500 Jfk Blvd Ste 1411
Gordon John E Phd 520 Waltnut St Ste 17
Graca Joao 1606 Spruce St Apt 2r
Greene Ronald B Dr 1525 Locust St
Group Benefits On Line Inc 4th Fl 200 S Brd St
Haesler Marie 4342 N 18th St
Hansen Verna G 1524 Chestnut St
Harris Emily 328 S16th St
Heim Robert C 3400 Centre Sq W 1500 Market St
Henderson Erline 5428 Havesford St
Henderson Mary H 5641 W Yalusing Ave
Herman Nicole 1512 Spruce St Apt 702
Hess Elizabeth Hersey 1530 Locust St
Hrh Development LLC 1500 John F Kennedy Blvd #200
I Brodsky Assocs 230 N Brd St
I&S Associates LLC 260 S Brd St 5th Fl
Ilana Inc C/O Wm Frank Stanley 1420 Locust St
Interpublic Grp Inc Wahlstrom Group 200 S Brd St Fl 9
Irwin Darryl A 1425 Spruce St 1st Fl
Ivf & Embryo Genetics Center Pa 216 N Brd St Fl 4
Ivy Ridge Investment 200 S Board St #600
K & J Restaurant 1435 Arch St
Kang Sooah Apt 1503a 325 N 15th St
Kaplan Arthur 200 S Broad St #600
Kelly Margaret 4222 Cottman Gt
Kelly Partners Inc 1500 Market St
Khactu Adrian 108 N Mole St
Kimmel Center Inc 260 S Brd St Ste 901
Kittle Marian E 944 Huhlmson St
Kolansky Tuttle & Rocco Pc 1518 Walnut St Ste 1300
Krantz Alvin Esq Ste 1807
Krawitz 2 Penn Ctr Plz
Kyung Sook Enterp Inc 15 Store
Lane John M Jr William Macdermott 1422 Chestnut St Rm 909
Lebowitz Daniel 1500 Locust St 3620
Lesh Peter 42 S 15th St
Liberty Land Transfer Inc Clearing Escrow Acct 2 Penn Ctr Plaza Ste 1910
Lincoln National Corp Attn: Mike Taggart 1500 Market St
Lr Inc Dba Rosenbluth Vacations C/O Alisa Natalone 1515 Walnut St
Lucas Charles R 1935 Arch St
Lynagh Michael J 1420 Locust St Apt 260
Lynn Family Trust Dtd 7 1 1999 C/O Robert D Lynn Assocs 1500 Walnut St Ste 1800
Magna Legal Svcs 2 Penn Ctr Ste 910
Marcel Homer Twayna 230 S Brd St Ste 800
Mason Rayna, John PO Box 58727
Mazhar Ahmad 1510 Chestnut St
Mc Guffie Gladys PO Box 58941
Meehan Edward C Jr Esq 1420 Walnut St Ste 911
Meitrott Harry 2225 W Huntingdon
Members Mutual Investment Co 200 N 16th St
Mettrott Elizabeth Helen 2225 West Huntingdon
Meyers Jay 1420 Chestnut St Ste
Mgjad Assocs Ste 300 1500 Sansom St
Mielnik Mary V 1500 Chestnut St Apt 7f
Miller Joseph 271 S 15th St Apt 1605
Miller Lindsay 1420 Locust St
Mintzer 1528 Walnut St 22nd Fl
Molthan Marian PO Box 60245
Mon Antonia B 3 Pkwy 11flr
Mooney John J Greenwich
Moore Judith 251 S 16th St
Morgenstern Andrew L 111 S 15th St Apt 2301
Morgenstern N 1530 Locust St
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Morris Shekeira 3000 Market St Ste 201
Moysidou Maria 254 S 16th St Apt 2a
Muldoon Cecelia H 721 N Delhalb
Munz Elwood 344 Fanshaw St
Neff Cary 1516 Sansom St
Newhart David, Debra 2 Liberty Place
Ng Gam Fong 1520 Spruce St Apt 602
Ng Kam Tong 1520 Spruce St Apt 602
Nwj Management Inc 1420 Walnut St Ste 650
Ozark Mahoning Co Oil Division 3 Pkwy
Pa Iolta Board 1420 Walnut St Ste 911
Park Advantage Inc 142 No Brd St
Parkway Corp 150 N Brd St
Pasion 211 S 15th St
Paz Valbuena J 1530 Locust St Apt 6E
Pccys 1520 Locust St Fl 7
Pennsylvania Business Ste 400 1401 Walnut St
Pennsylvania Health Access Network 112 N Brd St
Perkins Group Ltd 2 Penn Ctr Ste 200
Perry James P Est of, Bagley Linda W C/O Idee C Fox Esq 1420 Walnut St Ste 1107
Petrone Jane 1601 Cherry St Ste 1700
Pharmdata Acquisition Sub Inc 1500 Market St W Towers #3500
Phelan Hallinan & Schmieg Llp 1 Penn Ctr @ Suburban Sta 1917 Jfk Blvd Ste 1400
Phelan Hallinan & Schmieg Pc PO Box 58400
Philadelphia Aids Consortium Inc 260 S Brd St
Philadelphia Gas Works Retirement Muni Svcs Bldg 1401 Jfk Blvd Ste 640
Philadelphia Health Mgmt Corp 260 S Brd St
Philadelphia New Observer Inc 1520 Locust St Ste 700
Philly Ice Cream Inc 1511 Spruce St
Pittman Nancy C 1429 Spruce St Apt 2f
Platt Margaret F 2 Penn Ctr Plz Ste 2000
Pomeranz Michael A 1527 Spruce St
PPFA Nurse Practitioner Prorgram 260 So Braod St Ste 1000
Prettyman Thomas C 1521 Spruce St 102
Pro Life Und Svc Inc Independent Partners 1500 Market St 12th Fl E Twr
R3 Food Services 1528 Walnut St
Rainsa Anthony 1520 Lewis Tower Bldg 131 A Gaither Dr
Rappaport Joseph Tr Ua 11 14 84 19th Walnut St Fl 1500
Recupero Gennavive R 4815 Pine St
Rehabilitation Magee 1513 Race St
Reto Jennie 323 W Babbit Ave
Rettew Iona R C/O John J Sherry Exec 1526 Chestnut St
Rice Thomas 1518 Walnut St Ste 1010
Riddick Kinsey Tisha 4828 Hazel Ave
Roberson Joanne C/O Chester T Cyzio Esq 1500 Walnut St Ste 2000
Robert A Sloan Esq 1528 Walnut St Ste 1500
Rosenay Eileen 1420 Walnut St Ste 818
Rosenbaum Charles 2 Penn Ctr Plaza
Rosenberg Lauren S 1500 Locust St 1908
Rudin Abraham L 1515 Market St Apt No
Sabe Ltd Belview 6th Fl Brd & Walnut Sts
Sanchez Martin 1500 Locust St Apt 3217
Sanders Judith Ste 1513 1500 Locust St
Savage Jean D Attn Harry Aaron Rubin 42 S 15th St
Scafidi Jean 231 Richmond
Scelza Elizabeth, Dominic 25 S 9th
Schluth Michael 1401 Walnut St Fl 8
Schwartz Anna J 2109 Ivedro Ave
Seilus Matthew 1223 E Majanensery Ave
Selke Mary D Est, Sallee Joan c/o C Peterson Esq 20th Fl 1500 Walnut St
Sheen Ralph Rd 1
Sheridan Michael T 1528 Walnut St Ste 1220
Silverman Bernheim & Vogel 2 Penn Ctr Plaza Ste 910
Silverman Krawitz 2 Penn Ctr Plaza Ste 910
Silverman Two Penn Ctr Plz
Sloberman Frances 1315 2 Penn Ctr Plz
Small Business Support Center Inc 1441 Sansom St Ste 300
Smith Emma Est c/o Chester T Cyzio Esq 1500 Walnut St Ste 2000
Smith Joan 7802 Fairfield St
Smith Waldorf PO Box 58427
Specter Kline & 1525 Locust St 19th Fl
Stagliano Emily A 271 S 15th St 2004
Starkman Harry 1500 Jfk Blvd Ste 1000
Stevens Austin Kamal Irrev Trust 02/26/1997 1515 Market St Ste 2000
Stevens Wade Jr 1515 Market St Ste 2000
Stroud Nicholas B 1500 Locust St Apt 4109
Suflas Allison N 1420 Locust St 162
Sutton Thelma F 4573 Penway St
Swartz Campbell LLC 2 Liberty Pl 50 S 16th St 28th Fl
Swerdlow Stephen L 1420 Chestnut St Bsmt
Szeliga Stephania 4326 Stiles
Tavani Joseph A 1500 JFK Blvd Ste 1
Teplick Mollie M 3 Benjamin Franklin Pkwy
Therapeutic Mnagement 1500 Market St
Thompson Edith C/O Exec Dennis Pomo Apt 11 Fl
Toll Samuel 2555 Welsh Rd
Towers Watson Pennsylvania Inc Attn: Karyn Koller−Lincavage 1500 Market St
Ctr Sq E
Tps II of LLC Brd & Vine St
Tucker Abraham 3632 W Arizona
Uma D Italia Inc 218 S 16th St
Urquhart Memorial Foundation The Bellevue Brd And Walnut Sts 6th Fl
Usa Capital Inc 1535 Locust St
W H Newbold S 1500 Walnut St
Ward John 4142 Pennrose Ave
Washington Gas Light Co PO Box 37747
Weinstock Nancy 200 Ten Ctr Health 2001
Wells Lizzie 3847 Olive St
Wga Wharton Crew 1512 Spruce St Apt 1512
Whalstrom Philadelphia 200 S Brd St
Wiener Moss Ida 859 Morefield Rd
Wilkinson Paul 9170 Newtown Rd
William Goldman Foundation 42 S 15th St Ste 111
Wilson William, Gloria 105 S Webster
Winkelspecht Ethel 2237 Bainbridge St
Winston Derrick 5853 Market 2nd Fl
Wise Andrew J 506 Waring Rd Elkins Park
Womens Care Center Hahnemann 1427 Vine St Ms 204
Wright Amy 1530 Locust St
Wrzesniewski Chester J 42 S 15th St Ste 1000
Wynnefield Private Equity Ptnrs I L P 1530 Chestnut St Ste 307
Yasun Trading Corp 1528 Walnut St Ste 600
Yi Chun Cha 2 Penn Ctr
Yum In S 1500 JFK Blvd 2 Penn Ctr Concourse
Zabielski William 2885 E Ann St
Philadelphia Pa 19103
1845 Walnut Assocs 1845 Walnut St
332 S 17th Partners LLC 332 S 17th St
Aberdeen Asset Mgmt Inc A/C Core Intermediate Bond 1735 Market St Fl 32
Ablo Emmanuel Y C/O Ms Selim Ablo 2121 Market St Apt 421
Abram Jordan 2300 Walnut St 331
Abrams Irwin 1620 Spruce St
Ace Holding Co LLC 1628 John F Kennedy Blvd St
Adams Patricia 5247 C St
Adler Hella 2 Franklin Town Blvd Apt 13
Adler Max 1650 Arch St 22nd Fl
Aisner David 1806 Spruce St Apt 2f
Albertelli Joseph 2000 Market St Ste 2904
Alex Anu 1700 Market St 25th Fl
Altzman Evelyn Est of 2 Franklin Town Blvd 601
Amerihealth 1901 Market St
Ames George 1724 Arch St
Anacor Search & Abstract Search 1 Penn Ctr
Anderson Julianna C 1616 Walnut St Ste 812
Angelo Joseph C O Stanley Schiff 1620 Locust St
Arden Group 7 Penn Ctr 1635 Market St 17th Fl
Armstead Edith 158 N 23rd St
Ars Inc of Pennsylvania 1650 Market St
Asmot Sargsyan Sts Survey
Associated Library Svcs 1800 Jfk Blvd
Atene Robert A Sr 1814 Spruce St Apt 5
Atlantic Bakery ExPO Refund PO Box 15794
Authority Philadelphia H C/O Attn Stacey Thomas 2133 Arch St
Avery Colleen E 222 S Bonsall St Apt C
Awra American Water Resources Assoc 1818 Market St Ste 3400
B&A Eisenstein Fl 9 1831 Chestnut St
Bader Irving One Commerce Sq 2005 Market St Ste 1200
Bainbridge Group Behavior Health System 1735 Market St A475
Baker Jeffrey A 1835 Arch St Apt 202
Baldyga Dwyer And Co Pc 2021 Arch St Fl 3
Ballard Spahr Andrews Ingersoll Llp 1735 Market St 51st Fl
Bamford Laura 2038 Latimer St
Bank Trust Co Tax Assoc 1600 Market St Fl 4
Barbieri Alan 2100 Walnut St
Barkley Janey, James 268 Fountain
Barness Lynda 1701 Locust St Unit 1609
Barol Edward N Esq 1735 Market St
Barron Alexis 2000 Market St Fl 10
Bast Robert L Att C L Ftenbaugh & W R Gagn 2005 Market St 22 Fl
Batra Neha 1815 Jfk Blvd
Bauman David William 2005 Market St 12th Fl One Commerce Sq
Bazil Edouard 2136 Locust St
BCBS Independence 1901 Market St
Bch Securities Inc 2006 Market St Ste 1200 One Commerce Sq #33998521
Bd of Pensions Presby 2000 Market St
Bdo Seidman Attn: Ap 1700 Market St
Beaver Roderick William C/O Leonard Barrack Esq Ba 2001 Market St 3300 Two
Commerce Sq
Bebop Props Lp 1821 Sansom St
Beck Jody J 2227 Locust
Bednar John M Md Strachan & Hatzell Attn Mike Hill 1700 Market St Ste 1620
Berg Matthew I 1900 John F Kennedy Blvd Apt 1
Bernal Marilyn 2006 Market St Ste 1200 One Commerce Sq #33998521
Bernstein Leonard J C/O Edward M Glickman Esq 1650
Bertley Frederic 2200 Arch St Unit 305
Bethel Charles W 1932 Word
Bethune Lane 1346 Chestnut St #1505
Bf Rich Co Inc 2005 Market St Ste 3510 One Commerce
Bhc 2005 Market St Ste 1200 One Commerce Sq Mf Dpt
BHC Securities 2005 Market St Ste 1200 One Commerce Sq
Bhc Securities Inc Trade House 100 N 20th St One Commerce Sq
Bialous Todd 1921 Spruce St
Bishop Dorfman 1617 Jfk Blvd
Blacks Dorothy Est c/o Gerald M Hatfield Esq 2000 Market St Fl 10
Bland Elizabeth J 158 N 23rd St Apt 209
Blank Rome Comisky Mccauley 1 Logan Sq
Bloom Arcelia 224 W Rittenhouse Sq Apt No 11
Boales Elizabeth, Richard 262 Wilder
Bold Carl Est 1 Franklin Town Blvd Apt # 402
Boles H Uad Feb 28 1997 1735 Market St
Bondi John Buscemi 226 W Rittenhouse Sq Apt 2703
Bornze Arnold Penn Ctr House Apt 1611 19th & Jfk Blvd
Borow Isabel Logan Sq E Apt 613 2 Franklin Town Blvd
Bourse Mall Assoc Lp 201 S 18th St Ofc 300
Bove Richard C/O Richard Bove 1828 Spruce St Ste 400
Bradley Eleanor H 2310 Delancey Pl Apt 1r
Brainard Murlene M 2005 Market St Ste 1200 One Commerce Sq
Brandow Kelly M Apt 3f 325 S 17th St
Brecht Peggy 2301 Cherry St Apt 12e
Brennan Elizabeth B Att C L Ftenbaugh & W R Gagn 2005 Market St 22 Fl
Briggs Beverly 324 S 21st St
Britt Jack 2006 Ranstead St Apt B
Brown Marjorie W 2403 Delancey St
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Browser Nyemah 8 Penn Ctr Ste 2200
Brunschwig Marvin 2101 Walnut St 1419
Buhariwala Anahita P Room 907 325 N 15th St
Bun Z Music LLC 1 Liberty Place—1650 Market St 56th Fl
Bunzik Delta H, Louis E 2205 Walnut St
Buono Josephine Ritten House 2405 18th & Walnut St
Burns Christopher J 1900 Jfk Blvd Apt 1207
Busch Emily 1815 Jfk Blvd
Busillo Thomas G 2000 Spruce St Apt 3f
Butler Abie 22 S 22nd St Apt 1608
Bvi Enterprises 1835 Arch St Apt 1604
Cardwell Thom 507 S 4th St
Caroline Buck Foundation 1600 Market St Ste 3600
Carter James 2200 Walnut St
Casella Nicholett, Joseph 6340 Paschall Ave
Casner Margie 2320 Spruce St
Cassedy David 2101 Spruce St
Catano Lois M 2005 Market St Ste 1200 One Commerce Sq Mf Dpt
Cdi Marine Co 1717 Arch St Fl 35
Cellinijudgment Edward 2301 Market St—Legal N3−1
Center City Hotel Part 1811 Chestnut St
Chen John 2101 Chestnut St Apt 1807
Chillemi Barbara R, Ronald 1916 Spruce St Apt 2
Chin Valerie 1801 Jfk Blvd 2109
Ching Carol, John 100 N 20th St
Choate Arthur Jr Benjamin Neilson Esq 1735 Market St Fl 51
Choi Sun 301 S 19th St Apt 11c
Chokshi Sonal 1 Commerce Sq Fl 12
Chong Uook Hee 2131 Pine St
Choukroun Jeremie 1933 Spruce St Apt 4c
Christian Caye Ritten House 2405 18th & Walnut St
Churchman Leidy M 1600 Market St Ste 3600
Cicotelli Donna C/O Anne Snyder 1600 Jfk Blvd Ste 1800
Citizens Bank Attn Payment Returns 2001 Market St
City Homes Naudain Assoc 1628 Jfk Blvd Ste 950
Claridad Katrina 1 Franklin Town Blvd
Cleveland Dirk 2200 Arch St Unit 803
Cobble Inc 1735 Market St #A−537
Cohen Phyllis L 2005 Market St Ste 1200
Cohen Shirlye 2 Franklin Town Blvd Apt 1314
College of Physicians of Phil 19 S 22nd St
Collins Russell 1600 Market St
Comstock Williamb H, Elmo F 1624 Spruce St
Concorde Inc 1835 Market St 12th Fl
Condo Assoc 1821 Spruce St 1821 Spruce St
Cong Liling 2007 Chestnut St Apt C1a
Conrad Kristine M 2005 Market St Ste 1200
Cooney Daniel 1929 Sansom St Apt 308
Coppins Krista K 1700 Ben Franklin Pk
Corcell Inc Attn: Antonia Lafferty 1717 Arch St Ste 1410
Correctionconnected 1735 Market St Ste A535
Cosmos Group Corp 2 Logan Sq Ste 525
Cover Laura 1600 Arch St Apt 1415
Cozen Herbert G 2301 Cherry St Apt 12g
Cruz Adam 1600 Market St
Cunha Laura 2020 Walnut St
Cupersmith Neal 2002 Ludlow St
Currie Richard D C/O Frank B Tracy Esq 1617 JFK Blvd Ste 1
Cushman & Wakefield 1717 Arch St 30th Fl
Cystic Fibrosis Foun 1601 Market St
Danilyuk K 2101 Market St
Daroff Design Inc 2121 Market St
Dart Alice B 2026 Race St
Day Zimmermann Group Inc 1818 Market St Fl 22
Day Zimmermann Group Inc Daissian 1818 Market St Fl 22
Dc Cruisers 1600 Market
De Bernard 2 Liberty Pl 1601 Chestnut St
Dean Brian T 1650 Market St On Liberty
Deasey Mahoney Valentini Ltd 1601 Market St Ste 3400
Deauville Partners 1600 Market St
Dechert Llp 4000 Bell Atlantic Tower 1717 Arch St
Deginestel Ghislain 201 S 25th St
Delaware Enhanced Global Dividend A 1818 Market St
Delaware Funds 1818 Market St 17th Fl
Delaware Group Foundation Funds Inc 2005 Market St Fl 30
Delaware Group Global & Internationa 1818 Market St Lbby 7
Delaware Macquarie Inv 1818 Market St 13th Fl
Delaware Management Co 2005 Market St
Delaware Management Trust Co 2005 Market St
Dellomo Virginia 1 Franklin Town Blvd No 1607
Deprinzio Dolores 22 S 22nd St Apt 1516
Desai Jaykumar 2005 Market St Ste 1200
Deutsche Asset Mgmt C/O Scot Gedraitis 1735 Market St 32nd Fl
Devonshire Park Apts 1821 Sansom St Ste 200
Diamond Betty Apt 812 1901 JFK Blvd
Dickmann Dylan J 32 S 22nd St Unit A
Dinubile Bernice Apt 510 2 Franklin Town Blvd
Disandro & Malloy Pc 1315 Walnut St Ste 1201
Disbursement Account Attn Vera Susiak 1818 Market St Fl 16
Doran Elizabeth M 150 N 20th St Apt 424
Dorfman Bishop 1617 Jfk Blvd Ste 1290
Dorizio Esq Ramond T 1818 Jfk Blvd Ste 400
Dorsainvil Jonathan 1800 JFK Blvd Fl 14
Douglas Briana 1801 JFK Blvd 732
Dover Volkswagen 1600 Market
Drinker Biddle Reath Llp One Logan Sq 18th & Cherry Sts
Drorbaugh Eleanor M Trust Ua 04 23 81 Trust Vault Dept 1632 Chestnut St
Dst Land Transfer Inc 1835 Market St Ste 2700
Dubois V 1600 Market St 4th Fl
Dumrongmongcolgul Asama 1815 JFK Blvd Apt 1410
Dynamic Digital Svcs Engineers 327 N 17th St
E Reporting Stenographic Affilates Inc United Plaza Ste 1520 30 S 17th St
E Research 30 S 17th St Frnt A N A
Eckman Kurt 2323 Race St Apt 705
Eis Maria 1 Franklintown Blvd 1208
Elcoro Mirari 2300 Walnut St Apt 515
Eley Mary N 1901 J F Kennedy Blvd Apt 1211
Elger Sarah 2135 Walnut St Apt 203
Elias Buena 2101 Walnut St Apt 423
Elkerdi Ali 3684 Calumet St
Elkman Cynthia 2002 Ludlow St
Elkman Richard Irrev Utd 9 25 80 2002 Ludlow St
Elkton Home Inc 1600 Market
Ellenberg Susan 319 S 17th St
Epuron LLC 1650 Market St Fl 36
Erb Joshua 2038 Latimer St
Ersa Court Reporters 30 S 17th St Ste 1520
Escolar Group Corp 2 Logan Sq Ste 525
Esquire Deposition Svcs LLC A Hobart West Co 1600 JFK Blvd 1210
Estrada Sergio D 2005 Market St Ste 1200
Evangelia Manos 225 S 18th St Unit 817
Evrard Manon 1922 Spruce St
Execustay Marriott 1700 Benjamin Franklin
Exelon Energy Ohio Inc 2301 Market St 21st Fl
Falk Anita S 225 S 18th St Unit 922 Co Block
Fang Benjamin X 2020 Walnut St Apt 8k
Farmer Marjorie N 150 N 20th St 323
Faunus Group International 2000 Market St Ste 2904
Fayer Joseph 2219 Locust St
Feeks Investments LLC 2 104 Woodstock St
Feeney Robert A 2005 Market St Fl 12 1 Commerce Sq
Ferguson Isobel C/O Prudential Securities 30 S 17th St
Fineman Krekstein P C 1735 Mktst Mellon Bank Ctr Ste 600
First Book C/O Greenberg Taurig 2001 Market St Ste 2700
First Services Ltd 1601 Market St
Fiserv 2005 Market St Ste 1200
Fiserv Correspondent Svcs 2005 Market St Fl 12 One Commerce Sq
Fiserv Securities Inc 2005 Market St
Fishman Andrew L 1 Franklintown Blvd Apt 920
Fmc Corp c/o Michael C Zucker 1735 Market St Rm 2254
Foulke Management Corp 2005 Market St Ste 310
Four Seasons Hotel 1 Logan Sq
Fox Martin Est Attn Richard Fox Sq 1805
Fragale Dolores D 118 S 21st St Apt 304
Frances Blacks & Mark Nachmias Grdns C/O Gerald M Hatfield Esq 2000 Market St
Fl 10
Francis Cauffman Foley 2120 Arch St
Frank Lillian 2 Franklin Town Blvd Apt 911
Franklin Institute Science Museum 222 N 20th St
Free Library of Philade 1901 Vine St
Freedman Lorry P C 1601 Market St 2nd Fl
Freeman Bernard 2217 Saint James St
Fried Abe Apt 2514 1901 Kennedy Blvd
Gabriel Henrietta 2005 Market St Ste 1200
Gagne William Roderick Ua 07 22 76 Att CL Ftenbaugh & WR Gagn 2005 Market St
22 Fl
Gaines Lynn D 2301 Cherry St
Galaxy Cable Inc c/o Drinker Biddle & Reath Lp Attn: Michael Kochkodin Esq 1 Logan
Sq
Galinsky Beatrice 1919 Chestnut St
Galleria 1903 1903 Walnut St
Garcia Vincente 1815 Jfk Blvd Apt 2315
Garner Chedaya C/O Steven M Lipschultz 1800 JFK Blvd Ste 5
Gateway Newstands 1701 JFK Blvd
Gaynor Irene 1929 Sansom St Apt 302
Gfmo2 Management Inc 1628 JFK Blvd
Gift of Life Donor Program 401 N 3rd St
Gilliland Gretchen 1728 Pine St
Gilmore Jean Ferguson 1919 Chestnut St Box 708
Glass Ronald 2131 Locust St
Glenmede Investment Mgmt Lp Ste 1200 One Liberty Place 1650 Market St
Glenmede Trust Co The One Liberty Place 1650 Market St Ste 1200
Glover Julie H 1728 Spruce St
Golden Rosalind 1617 Jfk Blvd Ste 1290
Goldman Caroline Miss C/O Carolyn Goldman 1901 JFK Blvd 2626
Goldstein Cheryl C/O Marcia Myers 1919 Chestnut St 1418
Goldstein Milton S Est of C/O Dolchin Slotkin & Todd P Attn Wendy Fein Cooper 24th
Fl
Gordon Nancy M 2 Franklin Town Blvd Apt 1216
Gottlieb Sidney B Apt 2208 1919 Chestnut St
Gourley Charles Lynden 242 S 21st St Apt 2r
Green Ellen Est of 1315 Walnut St Ste 1201
Green Milton M 304 S 23rd St Apt 12
Greenberg Renee L C/O R Friedman Wbs&S−C 1650 A
Greenman Melanie 1815 Jfk Blvd Apt 2511
Greenspun Bertram Apt 9a
Grice S 1600 Market St Ste 3600
Gross Deborah 226 W Rittenhouse Sq
Gunning Jeffrey Intl Human Resources 2 Liberty Pl 1601 Chestnut St
Gupta Shashi A, Jai N 1700 Market St
Hafetz Joshua E 1619 Spruce St Unit 1
Hale Colby L 1628 Jfk Blvd Ste 2
Haley Briana C/O John J Gallagher 1760 Market St Ste 1100
Hamell Helen, John 12671 Cayne Dr
Han Jae J 1930 Chestnut Apt 13f
Hanamirian Firm P C 1608 Walnut St
Harmonic Investment Group LLC 1900 Market St
Harris Rich 2015 S 66th St
Harrison Sadie S Uw 1901 JFK Blvd Apt 1
Haskell Associates Inc 2205 Panama St
Hasson Robert 2015 S 66th St
Hatch James Attn: Tory Dawson 2 Logan Sq
Heinold Mark 225 S 18th St
Hejtmanek Milan G 1 Franklin Town Blvd Apt 12
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Henschel Babette 1901 JFK Blvd Apt 1
Heo Heather Hye Lim 225 S 18th St
Herchick Roslyn S 220 W Rittenhouse Sq 11−D
Herman Andrew T 2121 Market St Apt 606
Hermidaesquitino Leticia 1700 Walnut St Apt 8a
Herrold Emily 2321 Maddison Sq
Hickey Thomas Fiserv Securities One Commerce Sq 2005 Market St 11th Fl
Hicks Martha M 2005 Market St Ste 1200
Holiday Inn Select St Louis 1628 John F Kennedy Blvd
Holland Kim 1735 Market St 51st Fl
Holloway Stephanie 1700 Ben Franklin Pkwy Ph
Hollstein Keating Cattell 1608 Walnut St Ste 1602
Holm Niels 1733 Pine St
Holmes Bernard Jr 136 S Bonsall St
Homelife Corp CO Dechert Rhoads & Price 4000 Bell Atlantic Tower 1717 Arch St
Horror Entertainment 2000 Market St 19th Fl
Horvitz Pc Ste 201 & Ste 1601
Horvitz Selwyn 1800 Jfk Blvd Ste 1601
Hou Wen Ping 2115a Arch St
Houng Boram Apt 2f 159 N 21st St
Huang Shih Wei 201 S 18th St Apt 1609
Hugues Mary P 230 S 2nd St
Hui Ting Fong 2101 Chestnut St Apt 1626
Huizenga Denise A, C N 1817 Spruce St Apt 1f
Hyman Richard L C/O David Wice Alexander Pelli Llp
Hyman Stanley R & Marcia J Irrev Trust C/O Alexander Pelli Llp 1800 Jfk Blvd Ste
1812
I.A.M. District 15 Helth F 1601 Market St
Ibc Attn Jonathan Menta 1901 Market St 43rd Fl
Industrial Supply Assoc 100 N 20th 4th Fl
Innelli Molder Iolta Constitution Pl Ste 903 325 Chestnut St
Insurance Comp of North A 1601 Chestnut St
Interwest Capital Spv Lp 1628 John F Kennedy Blvd
Ipc United Plaza 30 S 17th St Ste 215
Irrevoc Buriel Reserve 125 W Schoolhouse Ln
Isreal Emergency Fund CO Jewish Federation 2100 Arch St 6th Fl
J C Bennett Residuary Tr 1 Logan Sq 24th Fl
Jachnicki Paul L 1715 Moravian St
Jackson Jaimi 2026 Chestnut St 3d Fl
Jackson Warren W 2121 Market St Apt 809
Jaffe Paul L 1735 Market St 38th Fl
Jaffe R Uad Feb28 1997 1735 Market St
Jain Anurakt 2031 Locust St 201
Jang Won S 2020 Walnut St Apt 21a
Janney Montgomery Scott Attn Ira Dept 1801 Market St
Jennings Joseph 1900 Market St
Jessup Robert B 2 Logan Sq
Jms 1801 Market St
Jordan Richard M, Brown 1 Liberty Place 1650 Market
K Consultants Inc 2005 Market St
Kahn Shirley K William Penn House 1919 Chestnut St Apt 2406
Kane James 11 Penn Ctr 10th Fl
Kane Jared M 521 S 21st St Fl 2
Kang Jungwoo 2200 Arch St 509
Karsch Lillian, Samuel 1616 Walnut St Ste 2400
Katherine Barto The C/O Richard Bove 1828 Spruce St Ste 400
Kauffman Howard P 1919 Chestnut St Apt 1720
Kauffman Howard P 2 Franklin Town Blvd Apt 713
Kean Leroy Ste 200 1821 Sansom St
Ketkar Neel 1826 Spruce St
Khalid Najma 201 S 18th St #1419
Kim Jung W 301 S 19th St Apt 12c
Kim Min J 225 S 18th St Unit 902
Kimbrell Hillary 2429 Locust St Apt 209
Klauder Deborah B 2218 Panama St
Kleindorfer Paul 2425 Manning St
Knight Clifford Jr 1735 Market St A289
Kofsky Charles 1815 JFK Blvd Apt 2
Kofsky Gaber 1617 JFK Blvd Ste 355
Kojima Etsuko 2008 Chestnut St 2nd Fr
Kolker Jerome D 3458 Midvale Ave Apartment 2a
Korman Co 2101 Chestnut
Korn Michael C Trust 2000 Market St Fl 10
Kossman Miriam R Penn Ctr House Apt 802 1900 JFK Blvd
Koval David B 2005 Market St Ste 1200
Krause Edward M Apt 5345 S 18th St
Krauss Krauss Katz 1880 JFK Blvd Fl 15
Krome Charles N 1805 Chestnut St
Krych Gabriele C 2005 Market St Ste 1200 One Commerce Sq
Kulkarni Jahan 1930 Chestnut St Apt 14f
Kulkarno Anjali N 1930 Chestnut St Apt 14f
Kuper Rockman Cynthia A 1901 Walnut St 10f
Kurtz John E 1901 JFKennedy Blvd Apt 2904
Kurtz Stuart 226 W Rittenhouse Sq
La Brum & Doak Carol Reitz 1818 Market St Ste 2900
Laddaga Reinaldo 2205 St James St Apt C1
Lambda Alpha Interna Sara Hernandez C/O Metro Development Co 232 N 22nd St
Landau Claire, Jon 2120 Race St
Landservices Usa Inc 2 Logan Sq #1101
Lanza Patrick M 0106 Locust St 419
Larkin Michael K 2000 Market St 10th Fl
Larramendy David P 2411 Spruce St Apt 3
Larry Myhre Ira 1200 Commerce Sq 2005 Market St
Law Firm David Oh Pc The Escrow Acct 1700 Race St Fl 1
Law Lundy 1635 Market St 19th Fl
Lawless James J Jr C/O Dechert Price & Rhoads 4000 Bell Atlantic Tower 1717 Arch
St
Lawyers Alliance For World Security Inc 1760 Market St Ste 602
Lee Carolyn 2027 Arch St Apt 301
Lee John 2319 Delancey Place 3rd Fl
Lee Wan Ju 2101 Chestnut St Apt 1812
Leeds Robert L Jr 1900 JFK Blvd #1506
Leib Adele 2222 Kennedy House 1901 JFK Blvd
Leonard Brett E 1820 Rittenhouse Sq
Leonard Jerry 1820 Rittenhouse Sq Apt 602
Leonard Karen B 1820 Rittenhouse Sq
Leonard Susan J, Barry 1820 Rittenhouse Sq
Lerner Jeffrey 2220 Delancey Pl
Levick Stephen 1813 Delancey St
Levin Barbara 1901 JFK # 1626
Levy Rochelle, Angela B 2 Logan Sq Ste 2525
Liang Yun Hsin 2003 Chestnut St Apt 101
Life & Health Ins Co of Americas 2200 Walnut St
Lincoln Financial Commerce 1 2005 Market St
Lincoln Financial Distributors 2001 Market St 4th Fl
Lincoln National Convertible 2005 Market St Fl 30
Lincoln National Income Fund Inc 2005 Market St Fl 30
Lipshutz William 2101 Delancey St
Lloyd Mary Mae 125 W Schoolhouse Ln
Lobach Tim 1701 Locust St
Lombardo Michelle M 1815 JFK Blvd Apt 713
Lombardo Properties LLC Two Logan Sq 18th & Arch St Ste 1101
Lor Sales Inc 1728 Chestnut St
Love Derrick 1285 Fountain Ln Apt F
Lucier Valerie A Est 1641 Race St
Luke Marlene M 22 S 22nd St Apt 1011
Luong Kieu 1604 Sansom St
Luria Herbert B Est 1650 Arch St 22nd Fl
Luterman Rachel S 201 S 25th St 514
Lutzo Michael A 1706 Locust St
Lykins Lynn T 2005 Market St Ste 1200
Lyons Andrea D 2116 Walnut St
Lyons Dorothy P 1632 Pine
Ma Linjiang 2101 Chestnut St 1625
Maier Michelle 1900 JFK #1804
Malik Johari A 125 N 21st St 3r
Mango Bartholomew 2005 Market St
Margolies Herbert, Mildred 1901 JFK Blvd Apt 1421
Margolies Mildred H, Herbert E 1901 JFK Blvd Apt 1
Maritalt/W Archie H R Friedman Wbs&S−C Arch St 22n
Mark Fink Developers Apt A 251 S 24th St
Marks Oneill Obrien Courtney Pc 1800 JFK Blvd Ste 1900
Martin Rubel 1 Rittenhouse Sq #13
Martin William B 30 S 17th St
Marvel Holdings Inc C/O James Oneil Esq 1 Commerce Sq
Marzluf Eric S 250 S 17th St Apt 1101
Master Trust Div Fund Fund A C O 1818 Market St 7th Fl Attn Carolyn Brown
Mattei Louise Apt 510 2 Franklin Town Blvd
Mccaffery Beth A 226 W Rittenhouse Sq Apt 2513
Mccargo Audrey Attn Diane Malloy Ac #434 1600 Market St Fl 29
Mccarty Debra Water
Mccaughan Ellen R, Thomas 2418 Delancey St
Mcdevitt LLC 1617 JFK Blvd Ste 750
Mcfarland Peter 2000 Delancey St
Mcgee Patrick 2602 Pine St
Mckay Catherine, James 9240 Vandyke St
Mcnally Kendall S Box 2077
Mcpherson Heather E 2200 Arch St Unit 305
Mcquay International Pob 15787
Mcs 1601 Market St
Mcvickers Andrew 2054 Appletree St
Means Dexter Co Helmick & Co LLC 1717 Arch St Ste 3940
Mechanical Piping Inc 2005 Market St Fl 12
Medical Broadcasting Co LLC C/O Anne Altomare 229 S 18th St
Medical Copy Service 1601 Market St Ste 800
Melvin Jackqueline, James T 1900 JFK Blvd #1619
Merritt Meghan 2045 Spruce St
Merusi Sarah 2124 Pine St
Metrocorp 1818 Market St 36th Fl
Mill R P Est 1835 Market St Ste 500
Miller David S 1901 Walnut St 3a
Mills Steven 129 N 20th St
Modrick Denise 22 S 22nd St Apt 1415
Montgomery Janney 1717 Arch St
Moran Rose 5247 C St
Morgan Frieda C/O Pnc Advisors Tax Dept 1600
Morgan Lewis Bockius 1701 Mktst
Morgan Randall B 1735 Market St 51st Fl
Morrison David K 1 Logan Sq Co Blank Rome Comisky Mccaul Attn Justina L
Pederson
Mulligan Michael 1800 Jfk Blvd Ste 300
Musick Francis 1926 Arch St
Myers Bernard 226 W Rittenhouse Sq Apt 606
Myers Harry S Est Apt 1420 118 S 21st St
Myers Marcia 1919 Chestnut St 1418
Mzougui Anis M 1800 Jfk Blvd 14th Fl
N D Meyer And Co Inc 1617 JFK Blvd Ste 480
N D Meyer Co Inc C/O Amy Swanson 1617 JFK Blvd Ste 1830 Trading Acct
Nachmias Mark D 2000 Market St Fl 10
Nakabayashi Hisako 2121 Market St Apt 315
Narra Sumanya 2400 Chestnut St Apt 209
National Medical Imaging PO Box 30537
National Medical Testing Svcs LLC 1919 Walnut St
National Purchasing Network 1811 Chestnut St Ste 400
National Renal Administrators Assoc 100 N 20th St 4th Fl
Naulty Scaricamazza 1617 JFK Blvd Ste 750
Nelnet Inc c/o John R Lauber 100 N 17th St Fl 10
Nelson Timothy 158 N 23rd St Apt 816
Nemeth Alexander 201 S 25th St #627
Nemeth Julie 201 So 25th St
Nf Clearing Inc 2005 Market St Attn: Greg Golabek
Ni−Argadain Sinead Una 11th Fl 1760 Market St
Oberkotter Mildred L 1600 Market St Ste 3600
Oconnor Cozen 1900 Market St
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Oconnor Joseph A 1836 Pine St Apt 2r
Odada Daniel Md 230 E 24th St
Omagari Tsuguhito 1815 JFK Blvd Apt 1
Oncor Electric 1926 Arch St Ste 4f
Orchid Shop Inc PO Box 2314
Order Sons Italy 1701 Locust St Unit 1920
Oriowitz George A Esq 1604 Locust St
Overby Robert 2039 N 21st St
Padula Nicole L 2101 Chestnut St 722 River West Condos
Pagnani Christine L 2215 Arch St Apt 309
Palarco Inc Alliance/Kim Torriero 2005 Market St
Pandita Anirudh 1823 Pine St
Papafragou Anna 1617 Spruce St Apt 400
Park Sanghoon 2323 Race St Unit 1018 Sanghoon Park
Patel Jasuben Jh 1735 Market St 35th Fl
Payne Erin 1801 Jfk Blvd 1816
Pearl Dorothy L Apt 1406 2 Franklin Town Blvd
Penn Rose Properties 1650 Market St
Pennrose 1 Liberty Pl Ste 3810
Pennrose Pennrose Prop Mgmt 1 Liberty Pl Ste 3810
Pennsylvania Lumbermens Mutual Ins 2005 Market St Ste 1200
Penrose Properties 1650 Market St
Pepper Hamilton Llp 3000 Two Logan Sq
Perry Todd M, Mc C C/O Sardinsky Braunstein & Co
Pertzsch Matthew 2048 Pine St
Petcove Robert E 1608 Walnut St Ste 700
Peter Mcmahon And 3 Angels Inc 201 S 18th St Apt 801
Pfiester Judith C/O Gerald Hatfield 2000 Market St Fl 10
Phelan Hallian Llp 1 Penn Ctr 1617 JFK Blvd Ste 1400
Phelan Hallinan Llp 1 Penn Ctr @ Suburban Sta 1617 Jfk Blvd Ste 1400
Phelan Schmieg 1 Penn Ctr Ste 1400 1 1617 JFK Blvd
Phila Stock Exchange Attn Joseph Jennings 1900 Market St
Philadelphia Freight Handling 1616 Walnut St Ste 2300
Philadelphia Interna 1200 One Liberty Pl 1650 Mar
Philadelphia Soul 1635 Market St 17th Floor: John Concordia
Philadelphia Traffic 1835 Market St 9th Flr
Philadep & Co 1900 Market St 2nd Fl
Philadep & Co 9th Fl Stock Exchange Bldg 17th & Stock Exchange Place
Pierce Lydia 1760 Market St Ste 600
Platts Kevin Estate C/O Ina Trust Guardian 1601 Chestnut St 2 Liberty Pl Tl05e
Please Touch Museum 210 N 21st St
Pollack Neil 100 N 20th St
Post Schell Pc 1600 JFK Blvd Four Penn Cente
Premier Travel Services Inc 217 S 20th St
Pressel Dorothy Mary E Rev Trust 2005 Market St 12th Fl One Commerce Sq
Price Donald A 1760 Market St Ste 600
Prince Telecom Holdings Inc Open Lot 4266 Aramingo Ave
Quick Pick Newsstands LLC 1628 JFK Blvd
Quick Pick Newstand LLC C/O Vishnu Patel 1700 JFK Blvd
Quinn Christopher 137a N 22nd St
Quinn Francis 252 S 21st St
Quinn Francis X, Mary 252 S 21st St
Quinn Mary V 252 S 21st St
Radisson Hotel 1701 Locust St
Rambo Mary 1 Franklin Town Ste 1607
Ranck J Richard 2031 Locust St Apt 1405
Randles Schubert G 1835 Market St
Rangarajan Priya R 1815 JFK Blvd Apt 2
Rare Center 1616 Walnut St Ste 911
Raspanti Alexis 1810 S Rittenhouse Sq
Raviv Leigh S 201 S 18th St Apt 713
Reaves C. Lukens Co 1626 Spruce St
Regan Shirley 1810 Rittenhouse Sq #302
Reich Hilary L 201 S 18th St 2117
Reid Debora 1911 Panama St
Reign Enterprises LLC 1900 Rittenhouse Sq
Repecker Jean Est c/o Hepburn Willcox Hamilton & 1100 1 Penn Center
Richards Eleanor M Est 1901 Walnut St
Right Management Consultants 1818 Market St 33rd Fl
Rippy Linda L 2005 Market St Ste 1200
Rittenhouse Development Co Dba Rittenhouse 210 West Rittenhouse Sq
Rittenhouse Hotel 210 W Rittenhouse Sq Apt 3
Rittenhouse Management Corp 301 S 19th St
River Bank Entertainmt 2301 Market St S23 1
Roach John W 22 S 22nd St Apt 1705
Roane H M C/O Riverside Presy Towers 158 N 23rd St 206n
Rocca Associates Inc 1880 Jfk Blvd Ste 1400
Rocker Joseph S 1801 Market St
Rockman Steven 1901 Walnut St 10f
Rockwell Heather 1920 Chestnut St 6th fl
Rodriguez Roberto C/O Steven Lipschultz Esq 1800 JFK Blvd Ste 5
Rogers Eugenia C/O Gerald Hatfield 2000 Market St Fl 10
Rohlfing Ellen 301 S 19th St Apt 12f
Roldan Valeria 2020 Spruce St Apt 2f
Roleke Herbert Jr 100 N 20th St Ste 401
Romig Deyoung Mary R Apt 2903 Rittenhouse 210 W Rittenhouse Sq
Rorer Edward C 5150 Liberty Place
Rosenberg Scott 2323 Race St #818
Rosenbluth International 2401 Walnut St
Rosenfeld Joseph B Atten Isaac Djerassi 2034 Delancy Pl
Rosenthal Julie 2400 Chestnut St #308
Rotary Club of Philadelphia 1617 JFK Blvd
Rraser Jessica 2011 Spruce St
Rth Global Investors 1900 Market St
Rubenstein Co Lp 2005 Market St Ste 4100
Rui Yuehua 1601 Sansom St Apt 8a
Ruiz Sami 259 S 24th St
Rusher Gerald H 1 Franklin Town Blvd Apt 1607
Rusher Nathaniel Est, Gerald H Apt 1607 1 Franklin Town Blvd
Russell Patricia Ann 1 Commerce Sq Fl 12
Ryan Joseph 3031 Holme Dr
Rybicki Jane 1600 JFK Blvd Ste 910
Sachs Matthew 2101 Market St #1508
Safeguard Systems 1735 Market St Ste A−459
Saltz Mongeluzzi Barrett Ben 1 Liberty Pl 52nd Fl
Savage Keith Jr C/O Bernadette Keith Savage 30 S 17th St 20th Fl
Sax Joanna K 2101 Chestnut #1011
Saxon & Co 1632 Chestnut St
Scaricamazza Naulty 1617 JFK Blvd Ste 7
Scarpello Jeffrey P 2000 Market St 10th Fl
Scarpitta Ther 2 Liberty Pl 1601 Chestnut St
Scgweitzer Nadine R 100 N 20th St Ste 401
Schechter Shirley 118 S 21st St
Schmeig Daniel George 1617 JFK Blvd Ste 1400
Schmieg Daniel Esq 1 Penn Ctr Ste 144
Schufreider Anthony 1 Commerce Sq 2005 Market St 35th Fl
Schulman Harriet 1919 Chestnut St #12
Schuman Walter 1662 E Pike St
Schwartz Herman C/O Hepburn Willcox Hamilton & Putnam Attorneys At Law 1100
One Penn Ctr
Schwartz Ilene S 1810 Rittenhouse Sq Apt 213
Schwartz Sarah 1626 Pine St
Schwarzman Bill 200 Market St Mid America Group One Commerce Sq 7th Fl
Scott Janney M c/o Attn Chris Thurston 1801 Market St
Scott John D 136 S Bonsall St
Searle Celia c/o Teeters Harvey Gilboy 1835 Market St
Seerby Jonathan 70 S Main
Select Growth Fund 1818 Market St Ste 16
Sfgt Inc 2252 Walnut St
Sfren & Weinburg Attorneys 1845 Walnut St 16th Fl
Shah Nina P 1719 Spruce St Apt 3f
Shakespeare Thelma 249 S Van Pelt St
Sheppard Williams Tselane c/o Pepper Hamilton 3002 Logan Sq 18th & Arch St 24th
Fl
Sherman David B 8 Penn Ctr 1628 JFK Blvd Ste 2200
Sherman Gabay Solomon 8 Penn Ctr 1628 JFK Blvd Ste 2200
Shih Diane 22 S 22nd St Apt 1718
Shih Joan 2014 Walnut St Apt 205
Shilling Stephen R 1650 Arch St
Shimizu Akio 135 S 18th St Ste 1101
Sholevar Darius 100 N 22nd St Apt 105
Shops At Neshaminy 1800 Jfk Blvd Fl 10
Shore Anna L 135 S 19th St Apt 1606
Shusterman Tamlyn 2101 Chestnut St #1016
Silva Thomas 1700 Pine St
Silver Daniel 1616 Walnut St Ste 1100
Simeone Lauren N 2031 Arch St Apt 305
Simmons Charles O Jr 2005 Market St Fl 12
Simon David, Jean 1600 Market St Ste 501
Simone Robert F 1 Franklin Town Blvd 1604
Simpson Joshua 714 S 3rd St
Sims Anne P Uw Jr 2031 Locust St Apt 1405
Sims Joseph P Jr 2031 Locust St Apt 1405
Sims Kelly 2323 Race St Unit 704
Sindler Owen 118 S 21st St
Singleton Eula Bernice, Paulette 118 S 21st St Apt 601
Sirott George 1820 Rittenhouse Sq
Skinner Kaman 2215 Arch St Apt 207
Skoog Rachel M 2050 Pine St
Slater Lance E 2 Logan Sq 7th Fl 18th Arch Sts
Small World Educational Center 1717 Arch St Fl 46
Smallwood Rosalind 1845 Walnut St 16th Fl
Smith Grace D 150 N 20th St Apt 424
Smith Jane D 2 Franklin Town Blvd
Soewatdy Hendrik J 1600 Arch St Apt 1602
Sofitel Philadelphia 120 S 17th St
Sohn Jiwohn 201 S 18th St Apt 2209
Solomon Sherman Gabay 1628 JFK Blvd Ste 2200
Spahr Boyd L Jr Co Benjamin Neilson
Spangler Paul F 1735 Market St
Spiegel Louis 2101 Walnut St
Spitzer Craig Rittenhouse Plaza 1901 Market
Sposato Virginia M, Arthur 2867 Stillman
Springfield Assocs Larry Shontz 18th & Walnut Ste 300
Stein Eric H Innovative Underwriters 1700 Market St Ste 3232
Steinman Gertrude K 1901 JFK Blvd Apt 1806
Stenton Place Assoc C/O Robert J Shusterman Esq 1608 Walnut St 18th Fl
Stewart Rebecca 2100 Walnut St Apt−13c
Stuart Robert 2005 Market St Ste 1200
Sullivan Cromwell M T Diversified Fund 1818 Market St 7th Fl Attn Carolyn Brown
Sullivan Jane A 136 S Bonsall St
Suri Anirudh 201 S 18th St
Sutton Claire 1930 Chestnut St Apt 12f
Swinburn Isabel 1 Franklintown Blvd
Szumski John J 1919 Chestnut St Apt 2216
T F S Ins Agency Inc Co Helmick & Co LLC 1717 Arch St #3940
Tabas Esq Lauren R. 1617 JFK Blvd Ste 1400
Taberna Capital 1818 Market St
Tanigawa Hiroyuki 2400 Chestnut St Apt 2102
Tantillo Christoph M 1708 Pine St Apt 2r
Taylor Carol A 2101 Chestnut St Apt 910
Taylor Mary F C/O R Ross 1600 Market St St
Td Wealth Management 2005 Market St
Ten Penn Center 1801 Market St Ste #180
Tessieri Jennifer 323 N 19th St
Tessler Brett Esq Brett Tessler Assoc 1207 Chestnut S
The Kettering Fund Co Pr Bk 1650 Market St 47th Fl Attn Dorothy Luntey
Thompson Cynthia A One Commerce Sq 12 Fl 2005 Market St
Thompson Sarah M Iolta 1710 Spruce St
Tims Byron G 1 Commerce Sq Ste 1200 2005 Market St
Tombar International Inc 1628 Jfk Blvd
Toys For Tots 2005 Market St
Travelers 3 Pkwy Ste 1310
Travelink 1818 Market St
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Tse Tabita K 2300 Walnut St Apt 608
Ttee Raven R Uad Feb28 1997 1735 Market St
Tucker Juliette 120 S 17th St Ret Undeliverable By PO 01/18/
Tyler Alberta 22 S 22nd St Apt 1515
Tyler Regina, John 619 E Tiago St
Ubs Financial Svcs 1735 Market St 35th Fl
Underwriters Securities Corp C/O John Eichman III ste 1680 1617 JFK Blvd
Unifund Ccr Partners 21 S 21st St
United General Title Ins 1818 Market St Ste 2530
United Healthcare Ins Co 1717 Arch St
United Way Cades 1709 Benjamin Franklin Pkwy
United Way of Southe 7 Benjamin Franklin Pkwy
Valentine Martha 100 N 18th St Ste 1110
Vandijk Gysbertha Viezee 1801 Market St
Vanlimburg Stirum Fiona 226 W Rittenhouse Sq
Varallo Inc 1835 Market St Ste 600
Vedder Helen Est of C/O James Hickey Ste 1100 1760 Market St
Veeraraghavan Senthil 266 S 23rd St 5a
Venable Rebecca L One Commerce Sq 2005 Market St
Veritext 1845 Walnut St
Veritext Pennsylvania Reporting Co 1801 Market St Ste 1800
Visconto William J 1835 Arch St Apt 1604
Von Moschzisker B C/O B Castor Esq 1735 Market
Waldner Claudine Apt 107 2003 Chestnut St
Walsh Andrew J Est 1617 JFK Blvd Ste 340
Walsh R L 2 Granklin Town Blvd
Walsh Robert P Co Norman Bey
Walsh Rose M 1617 JFK Blvd Ste 340
Wang D 1901 JFK Blvd
Wang Wei C 2400 Chestnut St Apt 1909
Wardlaw Myrus I 1800 Elston St
Washington Abstract LLC 1617 JFK Blvd Ste 510
Watanabe Miho Apt 2503a 1815 JFK
Watson Ruth H 158 N 23rd St Apt 209
Weinberg Bruce, Sharon 1735 Market St 38th Fl
Weinberg Susan O Irrev Trust 1735 Market St 38th Fl
Weiner Paul C 1 Commerce Sq 2005 Market St 1
Weiss Neil E Trust Dtd 12/31/1993 1735 Market St
Weiss Sari B 1919 Chestnut St Apt 1904
Wellington Housing 1 Liberty Pl Ste 3810
Wertheimer Spencer M 1735 Market St Ste 3000
West Carolyn 2017 Spruce St Apt 1mf
West Theresa L 4f2301 Cherry St
West Walter H III 30 S 17th St
Wharton Charles II 2005 Market Plaza Pl Ste 1200 One Commerce Plaza
Wharton Health Care Business C 201 S 18th St Apt 808
White Robin 2034 Chestnut St Apt 3
Wiegand Laura C 2100 Delancey St Unit 8
Wilbraham Lawler & Buba 1818 Market St
Williams Mattie 22 S 22nd St Apt 1515
Wirth Katherine 22 S 22nd St Apt 1017
Wolgin Muriel Sterling Glen#308 150 N 20th S
Woloshin Killino P 1800 JFK Blvd 11th Fl
Wong Michael S 2429 Locust St #605
Woodcock Washbrn Llp 1 Liberty Pl
Woodcock Washburn Kurtz Mackiewicz & Norris Llp 1 Liberty Place 46th Fl
Wrightstone Wayne J 1760 Market St
Yao Zhengye 2020 Walnut St Apt 23g
Yolo Insurance Inc Co Helmick & Co LLC 1717 Arch St Ste 3940
Zaretsky Caroline 1900 JFK Blvd Apt 1
Zaroff Sylvia K 2528 Pine St
Zebrowitz Joseph 2220 Pine St
Zelmanoff Seymour, Marci 118 S 21st St
Ziyadeh Fuad N 2029 Rittenhouse Sq
Philadelphia Pa 19104
12th Street Catering 3312 Spring Gdn St
231 Beige Assoc 231 S 41st St
3440 University City Science Assoc 3701 Market St Fl 3
5312 18 Ridge Avenue Ptrshp 3001 Market St
Abashiya Iliya 3600 Spring Gdn St
Abike James 3400 Spruce St
Abramson Cancer Center Daniel Haller 3400 Spruce St 16th Fl Penn Tower
Adelman David J, Sage J 4043 Walnut St
Ahern David A Box 1015 A 1 3300 Race St
Akter Sama 254 S 44 St
Ali Gabriel 3322 N Swodley St
Ali Sean 4047 Locust St Apt 2
Allen Billy R 4417 Spruce St Apt 1 D
Alnaemi Rashid 3175 JFK Blvd Apt 1109
Alpine Farms 3131 Walnut St Ste 647
Amarasekera Soha Chestnut Hall 409 3900 Chestn
American Picture Framing Inc 3821 Powelton Ave
Amin Darshil D 4039 Chestnut St 407
Anastasi Andrea 101 S 39th St Apt 301
Anderson Clarisa M 310 N 41st St
Api Inc 3601 Powelton Ave
Awma 917 Arch St
Baang Ji 3514 Lancaster Ave Apartmen
Baker Matilda 4339 Reno St
Bakshi Sanam 3919 Pine St 2f
Balsamo Dominick 3500 Powelton Av B 107
Banks Zakarya 1142 Union St
Banner Genevieve PO Box 30799
Barkley Anna R 634 N 38th St
Barksdale Edna 4008 Wyalusing Ave
Barnard Mary 4230 Westminster Ave
Bastian Rosemary 213 N 35th St Apt 2a
Battles Timothy 1027 Belmont Ave
Baylor Jerry 4311 Wyalusing Ave
Beauchamps Geneva, John 4245 Lancaster Ave
Begum Shamima 4084 Lancaster Av St 82057
Belli Alexandra 3937 Pine St
Bellomee Brenda 4061 Powelton Ave 3rd Fl
Belmont Parkside H 4400 Girard Ave W
Benson Julia 625 N 42nd
Berger Greg B 420 S 42nd St
Berkowitz Robert Dr 3440 Market St Ste 410
Berlepsch Dennis V 4122 Parrish St
Bernard Rachel Rm 0114 Franklin Fh
Bernstein Justin 3412 Spring Gdn St
Bey Lucretia 3866 Mount Vernon St
Bi Wei 3600 Chestnut St Apt 991
Bilger Sabrine 313 S 41st St
Bioethics Education Network Attn Jon Kwon 3401 Market St Ste 320
Black Lee F 4039 Walnut St
Blair Marvin D 750 N 40th St
Boatwright Johnie, Eva 4321 Pennsgrove St
Bokreta M Hamed 3465 Sansom St
Bond M 1214 N 42nd St
Bonneville Naomi 4043 Girard Ave
Booker Joel M 804 N 38th St
Bookert Mildred 669 42nd St Apartment D
Borofsky Nicole 3937 Pine St
Bottoms Tasha, Tyrek 400 W Busti St Apt 1606
Bourjaily Mark 4247 Locust St #904
Bowlsby Jayson D 3900 Spruce St
Boykin Malcolm 614 Hollymall Ave Apt A
Braddock Alex 3175 JFK Blvd
Bradway Helen L 827 N Hutton St
Bravo Plus Pizza 4222 Lancaster Av
Bridges Sidney R 945 N 40th St
Bright Damien 4404 Walnut St Apt 1f
Briner Sarah 3945 Chestnut St Apt 811
Brockington Jasmone 4321 Pine St Apt 1f
Brokenborough Craig 535 N 33rd St
Bronstein Steven 4056 Chestnut St
Brown Cathleen, Tyrone 4126 Leidy Ave
Brown Gloria 316 N 32nd St U8276
Brown Helen 55 N 40th St Apt H23
Brown Ruth Est 4129 Pennsgrove St Apt 1f
Brown Ruth F 887 N 41st St
Brown Thomas 4445 Holden 1807
Brownstein Herbert, Rose 3960 Reno St
Brustin Derek 436 N 34th St
Budget Homes Inc 1100 N 41st St
Buford Joseph 747 N 36th St
Burger Anne M 4409 Pine St
Burgess Oreander 673 Hollymall Ave Apt A
Burton Kristen 128 S 39th St
Butler Charles T Jr 650 N 37th St
Butler Charles T Jr, James 650 N 37th St
Byrem William 3400 Spruce St
Campbell Aaron 3700 Spruce St
Campbell Bridget 4051 Locust St
Campus Manor Apts Attn Teneshia 4043 Walnut St
Cao Lele 4041 Ludlow St
Carlton Arnold Sr 3204 Mantua Ave
Carmichael Alice 658 N 41st St Apt A
Carmy Carine 3920 Delancey St
Cartagena Anna K 511 S 44th St
Carter Beulah Mae 959 N 45th St
Celik Murat Sansom East Rm 1906
Chai Elwin M 3818 Chestnut St Apt A402
Chalam Sandeep 3650 Spruce St
Chan Barry 120 S 41st St
Chang Kai Tang 3701 Chestnut St Apt B5
Chang Theresa 3910 Irving St
Charlton Dorothy, John 3529 Fairmount Ave
Childrens Health Care Assocs 34th St Civic Ctr Blvd Rm 2446
Chiu Yuanli 3900 Chestnut St 221
Choi Jiyoung 3900 Chestnut St 1019
Chop 3440 Market St
Chop Primary Care Ctr 39th 3550 Market St 4th Fl
Christopher John 225 North 32nd St
Chu Xiaofei 3700 Walnut St
Ciardi Olivia A 6340 Jmhh/G95
Colbert Stacy M 4046 Ogden St C
Cole Michael 634 N 32nd St
Coleman Troy 3616 Melon St
Colna Jennifer N 419 S 45th St 7 Stonehurst Apts
Connolly Joseph J 429 N Budd St
Conquest Jarrell 4251 Sansom St
Cooley Mikel L 4300 Chestnut St Apt 301r
Cooney Alfred 3115 Haverford Ave
Cooper Mary E 3845 W Pearl Strret
Cope Bartell 4112 Spruce St 3
Coste Suzanne 506 S 41st Stapt 2k
Costigan Matthew 4040 Market St Fl 2
Cotton Marcella 921 Belmont Ave
Council For Relationships 4025 Chestnut St Fl 1
Courts Apts LLC The 3500 Powelton Ave
Cronk Jason 209 N 36th St
Cummings Leroy 1030 Belmont Ave Apt 702
Damm Christopher 3411 Chestnut St Apt 846
Dancy Kenneth, Bessie 930 Belmont Ave
Das Marianne, Milan C/O 323 S 44th St
Dashield Ruby 802 N 41st St
Davis Detoine D 4081 Spring Gdn St Apt 1
Davis Malley J 4154 Poplar St
Davis Michael 4006 Reno St
Davlton Dorthy 617 N 42nd St Apt A
Dawson Jesse 4130 Parkside Ave
Dawson Saundra 1023 N 45th
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De La Guardia Michelle 130−32 So 39th St
De Leon Hipolito 804 N 38th St
Degiovani Marissa 3925 Pine St
Delta Lambda Chapter of Phi Gamma Nu 3720 Spruce St PO Box 451
Demisse Belchaye T 3500 Powelton Ave Apt B206
Dennis Harold T 4210 Powelton Ave
Dennis Nellie 1116 N 39th St
Dereszowski Krystyna A 208 S 42nd St
Deter Christopher A Apt W401b 3200 Race St
Dillard Allan 779 N Preston St 2nd Fl
Dimetan Rene 3921 Pine St
Dmd Patricia G 34th Civic Ctr Blvd Wood Bldg
Doany Michael 4015 Baltimore Ave
Dobbins May B 316 N 41st St
Donovan Mariko O 4224 Osage Ave Apt 203
Drabu Sukriti 4043 Baltimore Ave Apt E3
Du Congzhou 4032 Spring Gdn St
Duckett Donald C 4225 Parrish St
Dupuis Anis 3820 Locust Walk 370
Durham Hakeim 640 N Brooklyn St
Durham Khadijah B 3306 Haverford Ave
Dwarakanath Anirudh 320n 32nd St
Dworkin Lili 317 S 41st St
Dyer Dewitt 783 N 44th St
Ecfmg 3624 Market St
Echavarria Antonio 310 36th St #89
Edel Abraham 104 N Shedwick St
Elbegdorj Erdene 3301 Arch St # 426
Emmons Louis P 4213 Parrish St
Endoed Chca 34th & Civic Ctr Blvd Attn: Maria Lopez−Prout
Eskries Winkler Jonathan 318 S 42nd St
Estevez Marcel A 519 S 41st St 3
Evans Dwight 305 Blockley Hall 423 Guaridan Dr
Everett Shontay S 4217 Wyalusing Ave
Fash Harry J, Anna M 3329 Arch St
Fb Capital Partners Lp 2929 Arch St Ste 675
Feffes Helen 702 N 45th St
Ferree Joseph 531 N 35th St
Ferrigno Anthony J 3226 Powelton Av
Financial Securities Mgmt 2929 Arch St Ste 1703
Finkelstein Zachary T 3539 Locust Walk
Ford Lillian H 4217 W Girard Ave Apt 1
Forshey Neil L 3601 Powelton Ave Apt A4
Francis Jack C 600 S 43rd St
Franks Maranetta 4214 W Girard Ave
Franz Helmut Rolf, Andrea 3900 Chestnut St Apt 630
Furey Mark, Anne 4015 Wyalusing Ave
Gada Dhaval K 3175 JFK Blvd Apt 1006
Gadia Vinay 3314 Arch St Apt 3
Gaines Franklin 3849 Aspen
Gaines Gwendolyn 953 N 43rd St
Galloway Mayella 508 N 32nd St
Gambro Healthcare Lombard 51 N 39th St
Gardner John F 4317 Brown St
George Mamie 4317 Reno St
Gibbs James 3901 Market St Apt 324 University Sq Apts
Gilliard Rodney A, Anna R 4064 Spring Gdn St
Glackin Isabella C 4401 Haverford Ave
Goldensohn Emma 4044 Walnut St
Goodell Jeremey B 115 N 32nd St 518 C
Gore Dennis P Centennial Village 4400 W Girard Ave
Gorham Lela 662 N 41st St Apt C
Gottlieb Lev 4049 Sansom St
Goyal Munish Md 3400 Spruce St
Graham Edna M, Walter 605 N 32nd St
Grant Anna 3335 Spg Gdn St
Green Margaret 524 N 33rd St
Gross Stefanie 834 Chestnut St Apt 921
Guttentag Jack 3451 Walnut St
Guttman Mitchell 4037 Sansom St
Haider Mohammed 3901 Locust Walk
Hajoca Corp Alt Payer 3025 Walnut St
Halasz Jourdan Theres 3175 JFK Blvd
Hall James 4102 Warren St Apt A
Hall Moses 3609 Chestnut St
Han Jian 4420 Locust St
Hanger Prosthetics 108 S 40th St
Hardy Ronnie L 4150 Leidy Ave
Hargrove Walter C III Md 51 N 39th St Ste 2d
Harrell Howard Jr 3804 Poplar St
Harris John W 3809 Cambridge St
Harris Matthew A Md 34th Civic Ctr Blvd
Harrison James M 3901 Market St 1807
Hill Lucile 3936 Reno St
Hiller Conell 4226 Pennsgrove St
Hite Ada Est 700 N 43rd St
Hm Mrcfl Svur F Crppld Chldn C/O Anne P Wilmerding 400 Baltimore Ave
Hoffman George L Jr, Maria R 133 S 36th St
Hohnack Jennie 4044 Spruce St
Hohneck David 4044 Spruce St
Hon Choo K 4000 Ludlow St 3rd Fl
Honay Marian D 685 N 34th St
Horen Sadie 4429 Baltimore Ave
Hu Karl 312 S 40th St
Huang Darien W 3411 Chestnut St Apt 804
Huang Yu S 3200 Race St Rm 313b
Hudden William 3729 Lancaster Ave
Hughes Arthur 3901 Market St Apt 1214
Hughes Evelyn H, Alfred G 673 N Brooklyn St
Humphrey Ella 832 N Brooklyn St
Hunter Sabrina 4173 Mantua Ave
Huntoon Paige Assocs Ltd 665 N 33rd St
Hydie Mason W 3611 Warren St
Ibragimk Ibrakhim 3717 Chestnut St
Il Hedge Investment Cira Ctr
Intech Construction 3001 Market St
Interiano Eddy 4435 Chestnut St
Ip Laura 524 S 45th St
Ishii Michael 324 S 42nd St
Isi Caring Center 3501 Filbert St
Ivapm C/O Catalina Montealegre 3800 Spruce St
Izak Jonathan 2043 Walnut St Apt 1
Jackson Chauncey 3834 Pennsgrove St
Jackson Corne 3928 Wallace St
Jackson Mary 3901 Market St Apt 1022
Jackson Sarah 659 Hollymall Ave Apt A
Jackson Teiquisha N 4417 Spruce St Apt 1e
Jain Rashad 3910 Irving St # 571
James Alexander D 4044 Walnut St
James Eleanor H 883 Belmont Ave
Jangdhari Donna Marie 3536 N 19th St
Jean Philippe Fabiel 3820 Locust Walk
Jefferson Dashie 618 N 41st St Apt C
Jessup Jamie Commerce Bk Ttee Ira Fbo Jessu Attn Barb Cook 1901 Market St
Jin Ping 5910 Weymouth St
John Morgan Bldg Pharmacology 3620 Hamilton Walk 135
Johnson Charlie 4147 W Girard Ave
Johnson Edward 4222 Girard Ave
Johnson Leroy 1030 Belmont Ave Apt 903
Jones Ulysses 621 Hollymall Ave Apartment A
Jordan Andrew 4125 Leidy Ave
Jordan Marie 314 N 32nd St
Juyu Eun 3223 Powelton Ave Apt D
Kabcon LLC 912 N 43rd St
Kalilou Dionmande 4333 Baltimore Ave
Kapadia Mubbasir 4247 Locust St
Ke Dan 4005 Pine St
Kearney Catherine 420 S 42nd St
Keenan At Lumpkin Au 4436 Market St
Kellapatha Anushka M 3416 Race St
Kennedy Patrick 3313 Hamilton St
Khandelwal Nitin 302 3330 Walnut St
Kiah Lambert Sr 4142 Parkside Ave Apt 301
Kidd Mandi 4306 Walnut St
Kim Jeongeun 3650 Chestnut St
Kim Seo J 3732 Locust Walk
Kim Yeeyoung 3701 Chestnut St Apt A 36
Kim Youngin 3925 Walnut St Apt 1008
King Andre 3864 Haverford Ave
King James T, King Beulah 3601 Lancaster Ave
Knight Elizabeth 3818 Chestnut St Apt A202
Knowles William H III Apt 415 3175 JFK Blvd
Kotula Natasha M Apt 1b 3430 POwelton Ave
Krishnankutty Ranjith K 4311 Spruce St Apt D5
Kurz Michael 3500 Powelton Ave
Lampkin Jesse P 4146 Poplar St
Lee Bernard 4056 Chestnut St Apt 6
Lee Joon M 3650 Chestnut St Apt 571
Lee Ruth 4400 W Girard Ave
Lee Seong 415 S 42nd Stapt 6
Lehner Richard E 827 N Preston St
Lemaire Ashley 3948 Delancey St
Lenox Ella 616 Hollymall Ave Apt F
Leonard Dempsey Est, Dempsey 3807 Melon St
Letant Olivier 256 S 37th St
Lewis Alvin 4338 Pine St
Lewis Krista L 3609 Hamilton St
Lewis Vincent 4033 Baltimore Ave
Li Nan 3600 Chestnut St Mail Box 1081
Lindsay Dorothy I 3210 Pearl St
Lindsay Katelyn 3609 Hamilton St
Litan Ari 3918 Sansom St
Lofgren Greta 3175 JFK Blvd
Longo Marybeth 212 S 42nd
Looney Andrea 434 N 38th St
Lourie Roger 4282 Viola St
Lu Hao 229 S 44th St Apt 1
Lu Lu 4103 Walnut St #2r
Luna Luis G Jr 3702 Spring Gdn St Apt 2r
Luo Wangshu 4101 Chester Ave
Mackey James 677 N 42nd St Apt F
Macon Baxter III 8 N Preston St
Madaan Saurabh 4049 Sansom St
Madavan Mahesh V 3901 Lotus Walk Ct
Malenka Wilbert T, Sally D 3405 Baring St 3rd Fl
Maloney Kevin 3175 JFK Blvd Apt 1115
Mankame Nilesh D 4035 Chestnut St Branden Apt 504
Mansbach Shana 3946 Delancey Place
Marathon Grill 200 S 40th St 2nd Fl
Marell Kamal 225 N 32nd St
Margolis Amanda E 130 S 39th St
Marselas Landman M D P A 3512 Barington St 3b
Massaro Connie 4000 Wyalusing Ave
Mathew Conn C 211 S 42nd St
Mcardle Kyle B 329 N 34th St
Mccann Joseph A, Mary 505 S 45th St
Mccarthy James J Jr 221 Buckingham Pl
Mccauley Jamil College of Evening Prof 3001 Market St
Mcclain Vincent 3412 Wallace St
Mccord Robert J 3949 Mount Vernon St
Mccorkle Donald 709 N 43rd St
Mccrea Jake 3930 Pine St
Mccusker Matt J 3202 Powelton Ave
Mcdaniels Margaret, Thomas 1249 W Haggard St
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Mcdonald Craig 235 S 41st St
Mckinsey Mary 3219 Wallace St
Middleton Edward 620 N 41st St Apt E
Middleton Lindsey 4311 Otter St
Miller Jennifer C 4132 Ludlow St
Miller Robert J 1218 N 41st St
Minor Paul 617 N 42nd St Apt D
Mintz Franklin 671 Hollymall Ave Apartment C
Mitchell Neville 3915 Baltimore Av
Modi Bhakti 215 Morgan Ware College House 3650 Spruce St
Mohanani Gahana G 3945 Chestnut St Apt 515
Monford Joe 4417 Pine St Apt 102
Monrose Pascal 1212 Belmont St
Montague Viola E 621 N Shedwick St
Montealegr John 3131 Walnut St Apt 403
Moraes Ornella 104 S 40th St
Morris Evelyn 4282 Viola St
Morse Mary Est 3900 Market St Apt 301
Mortensen Martin Jr, Mildred 2231 Manor Rd
Mr Diagnostics 3820 Powelton Ave
Mu Rongrong 3411 Chestnut St
Muhammad Abdul Est 4255 Lancaster Ave
Mui Kenneth K Apt B1 3300 Spring Gdn St
Munir Danish 3702 Spruce St Stoufer College House Rm259e B
Murphy Daniel Ryan 3221 Summer St
Murphy Kelly 405 S 40th St
Museum Catering Co 3260 South St
Myles Herbert, Isabel 3608 Brandywine St
Nakamura Shimpei 3301 Race St Apt 214b
Namic Philadelphia I 614 N 32nd St
Naniche Nichole 3131 Walnut St Apt 401
Nanjappa Aparna Apt 2e 3510 Hamilton St
National Railroad Passeng Director Project Initiation&De 30th St Sta Mail Box
Nelson Christie P 3310 Race St
Nelson Harvey 4429 Brown St
Neuman Mark D 3400 Civic Ctr Blvd
Neville Rebecca 4311 Spruce St Apt B14
New Realm International LLC 219 S 41st Apt c
Newman Elizabeth A 4235 Osage Ave
Newton Joseph 4216 Market St
Ng Lawrence W 4056 Chestnut St Apt 6
Ng Teeyong 3650 Chestnut St Rm 1618
Nguyen David, Peter 3175 JFK Blvd
Nguyen Vuhai 520 N Natrona St
Nicholson Charles 4423 Larchwood Ave
Niles Alexander S 3413 Race St
Nobuhiko Higuchi 3701 Chestnut St Apt G33
Nonaka Ayaka 3909 Spruce St
Nye Benjamin D 3621 Hamilton St
Oberle Mary Penn Ctr For Rehab 3609 Chestnut St
Ohl Bjorn 3600 Chestnut St Spe 772
Okereke Enyi C/O Dept of Ortho Surgery 3400 Spruce St Two Silverstein
Okubo Minoru 3701 Chestnut St
Onoda Yumiko 3701 Chestnut St Apt D39
Operating Acct 4020 Market St Ste 300
Outen Dorothy # 2 601 N 32nd St
Owens Lawrence 648 N 33rd St
Paek Dennis 218 Buckingham Place
Pahlow Kyle B 225 N 32nd St
Palinet & Union Library Catalogue 3000 Market St
Park Hae 3923 Pine St
Park Julie Christine 219 S 45th St
Park Jung Mee 4247 Locust St Apt 515
Parker James 1727 Memorial Ave
Parker Melea 3907 Poplar St
Parks Carolyn 3400 Spruce St 2 Silverstein Pavillion
Parson Shawn M 700 N 40th Apt B
Patel Alok A 3233 Powelton Ave Apt 2
Patel Luv Rm 2314 Harnwell
Patel Sashant 3175 Jfk Blvd
Patterson Alma 4103 Haverford Ave Apt C
Pavon Brooke 3131 Walnut St 643
Peoples Spencer D 3131 W Walnut St
Perilman Catherine 3925 Pine St
Peterson Demetruis R 3737 Fairmount Ave
Phi Sigma Kappa 4039 Walnut St
Philadelphia Boys Choir 225 North 32nd St
Philadelphia Zoo Accts Rec 3400 W Girard Ave
Pi Lambda Phi Frat 4037 Baltimore Av
Pickens Carol 4160 Leidy Ave
Poindexter Dana M 3215 Hamilton St
Pollock Jason A Apt 203 203 N 34th St
Ponomarenko Kyrylo O 3650 Spruce St Apt 929
Pope Minnie 901 Belmont Ave
Posner Robert 4102 Walnut St
Post Buckley Et Al 3331Sprng Grdn 1st fl
Pottruck Craig Rm 1813 Sanseast
Poulson Lorraine 4318 Wyalusing Ave
Powe Laney V 3901 Market St Apt 1620
Powers Maureen V 507 S 44th St
Price John M 615 N 43rd St
Prostic Laura 3925 Pine St
Proud Edward 3451 Walnut St Ste 312
Pryor Earl 3901 Market St
Pryor Melissa Est 3723 Wallace St
Randa Daniel 214 N 34th St
Rao Samhita 4035 Chestnut St
Rappaport Eric 914 South Ave #H−43
Raskofsky Mariana 3925 Pine St
Ratanawong Pitcha 20 S 36th St
Rauch Thomas 3212 Powelton Ave
Ravindran Ramya 311 N 33rd St Apt B3
Reaves Robert 627 N 41st St
Reynaga Galeas J 3820 Locust Walk Mb 119
Richard Jones Burial Elwyn Institute 4040 Market St
Richardson Aquilla 524 N 33rd St
Richardson Margaret 620 N 4st St Apt B
Riotgear Heretik 3627 Locust Walk
Robakiewicz Katelyn N 4209 Chester Ave C17
Roberson Colie 311 W 37th St
Robinson Elizabeth 240 S 40th St
Robinson John 17 S 43rd St
Robinson Mary 627 Hollymall Ave Apt E
Rodriguez Herbert C 676 N 34th St
Roriz Jaqueline 3514 Lancaster Ave #204
Rose Sharolene 4282 Viola St
Rouse Edith Marie 3901 Market St Apt 1620
Rylander Alice 3901 Market St Apt 705
Rytel Kelly 4034 Walnut St Apt
Saafir Ibrahim 677 42nd St Apartment A
Salma Umme 254 S 44th St
Salman Ahmet 3131 Walnut St Left Bank Apt 6
Salvatore Nicholas 101 S 39th St
Sanders Beatrice 887 N 41st St
Sangmo Sonma 3635 Lancaster Ave
Sarah Allen Community 4035 Parrish St
Saunders Arthur 3411 Chestnut
Savercool Zachary 4034 Baring St
Sca Packaging Na C/O Sca Americas In 2929 Arch St Ste 2600
Sca Personal Care Circa Centre Ste 2600 2929 Arch St
Schaeffer Scott 2929 Arch St
Schaffer Robert E 3721 Spring Gdn
Schapiro Evan M 4038 Sansom St
Schirano Matt E 3831 Pearl St
Scott Odell P 645 N 34th St
Seagraves Alo 912 N 42nd St
Searles Phyllis 728 N Dekalb St
Seawright Ollie Cloister 1 Apt 112 3823 Spring Gdn St
Seemuth Joshua 101 S 39th St Apt F102
Seib Lauretta D 600 N 32nd St
Service Works Co The 4020 Market St Ste 300
Seshamani Shreyas 4213 Baltimore Ave
Sewell Eli 4326 Brown St
Shafer Rebecca 4102 Spruce St Apt 302
Shah Paras 3175 JFK Blvd Apt 1205
Shankar Prashant 3922 Sansom St
Shea Kathleen M 447 S 43rd St Apt 3r
Shearman Marie 3923 Pine St
Shelton Mary 3936 Reno St
Shields Metha 4132 Westminster Ave
Shih Shen−Yu D 3600 Chestnut St Apt 1011
Shin Christina 3900 Chestnut St
Shin Jaeho B4 Int L House Philadelphia 3701 Chestnut St
Shrum Glenn Rm 0211 Engl Hse
Siaw Stephanie W 3650 Spruce St #1167
Sicimoglu Sinan 101 N 34th St Apt 1007
Silver Alex J Rm 1102a 2 3300 Race St
Silver Steven 225 N 32nd St
Simpson Rupert 4150 52 Parkside Av Apt 303
Slappy Hattie 3529 Aspen St
Slaughter Fred M 771 N Preston St
Sledge Venida Stephen Smith Towers 1030 Belmont Ave Apt 513
Smalls Luther J Jr, Kurt 4408 Chestnut St
Smith Bertha 805 N 41st
Smith Caley 4324 Larchwood Ave
Smith Eva B 883 Belmont Ave
Smith Stacy Joseph PO Box 41992
Song Dawei 3916 Pine St
Spanks Herman 4126 Cambridge St
Spelman Andrew 315 S 41st St
Srinivasan Devi 407 S 45th St
St Ignatius Nursing Home 4401 Haverford Ave
Stackhouse Robert 429 N Holly St
Staley Harrison 225 N 32nd St
Stapleton Hannah 4235 Regent Sq
Steingo Gavin 4425 Spruce St Apt 3
Stephens Atheem 3614 Olive St
Stidem Clara 1718 N 42nd St 2nd Fl Front
Stout Amanda 4107 Chester Ave #K02
Stratton Loretta 3219 Wallace St
Stubblefield Geraldine 4126 Cambridge St
Sugimoto Akio 3650 Chestnut St Apt 1121
Sultanova Karlygash 3131 Walnut St Apt 312
Susan Walker T A Council 3606 A Chestnut St
Sutton Isabelle 1030 Belmont Ave
Sutton Marsheila Apt 2 601 N 32nd St
Swansen Chloe 3175 JFK Blvd Appt : 1118
Swieton Richard 220 S 40th St Ste 240
Taipei Cheng 4101 Spruce St
Takahashi Mami 4247 Locust St Apt 721
Tan Dexter K 3701 Market St Ste 324
Tan Kendrew M 101 S 39th St Apt B202
Tang Li 4012 Pine St
Taylor John 4317 Reno St
Taylor Robert W 425 N Preston
Taylor Tarance 1119 N 41st St
Tekle Mulu 4209 Chester Ave Apt A−11
Teranishi Robert T 3440 Market St 500
Terry Funeral Home Inc 4203 05 Haverford Ave
Thomas Aaron 3841 Hamilton St
Thomas Brian 303 S 40th St
Thomas Matthew 225 N 32nd St
Thomas Rina R 3465 Sansom St 313
Thompson Institute 3010 Market St
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Thomson Healthcare Inc Attn: Valerie Kupferman 3501 Market St
Thornton Hilda E 4154 Poplar St
Tian Li P 3735 Walnut St
Tippins Iran 642 N 32nd St
Tollette Jais Alexis Kappa Alpha Theta
Triantafyllou Kimon Rm 0261 Stouffer
Trinchieri Giorgio 36th & Spruce Sts Wistar Inst Human Immunology L
Trofh Florindo M 4103 Walnut St
Tsai Yi C 3200 Race St Apt E212a2
Tsai Yichieh 3200 Race St Rm E212a
Tucker Wilbur 615 42nd St Apt E
Turner Construction 126 S 30th St Attn Mr Hurt
Turner Jessica 3900 Chestnut St 305
Tutunov Rasul 4104 Spruce St
Twiggs Annabelle, Howard 3852 Parrish St
Tyksinski Sylwia 504 N 32nd St
Tysnman 4001 Pine St
Unger Kevin M 420 S 42nd St
University City 3819 Chestnut St St Leonards Ct Ste 300
University City Assc Inc 3819 33 Chestnut St Ste 300 Co Uca Realty Group
University Plaza Assoc 3901 Market St
US Vascular Access Center 4220 Market St
Usher Lauren E 3900 Walnut St # 266
Vance Bartram C 1030belmont Ave #606
Viola Phyllis M Apt 716a2 3300 Race St
Violante Erik 317 S 41st St
Viquez Dana 123 S 39th St
Visontai Mirko 209 S 33rd St
Vondeak Michele Mba Program Krall Ctr
Vorobeychik Vitaly 225 S 41st St
Wagle Rohan Apt B 3 311n 33rd St
Wagman Shane 3601 Locust Walk
Walker Hattie 832 N Hutton St
Walker Lisa 619 N 39th St
Walker Mary A 897 Belmont Ave
Wallace Antonio G, Sarah 3331 Walnut St Apt 1r
Wallace Florence 4209 Chester Ave Apt A9
Wallace Jeanette 4225 Lancaster Ave
Walsh Jonathan Rm 0516 Harrison
Walston Charles 4251 Leidy Ave
Wang Catherine 3700 Spruce St
Wang Sharon 3925 Walnut St
Wansawang Reathong Ta 3630 Lancaster Av
Ward Henry 225 N 32nd St
Warmflash Jolene 1 E Hall Drexel Uni Rm 717 C1
Warthen Donald 4107 Haverford Ave Apt B
Watanabe Myrna 317 S JFK Blvd
Watson Amanda L, Paul 4238 Pine St
Waxman Rebecca 4101 Spruce St
Way Frances S 4037 Spring Gdn St
Wayne Miriam 3512 Lancaster Ave # 1w
Webergize LLC 3225 Arch St
Weiner Hermanno 3314 Mt Vernon St
Wells Craig, Paula 4054 Chestnut St
Wells Walsteen 3958 Sp Gdn
West Philadelphia Realty Board 4007 Chestnut St
Wheelings Steven T 618 N Budd St Apt B
Whitaker Michael 3206 Powelton Ave
Whitfield Pauline 3923 Fairmount Av
Wicks Louise 310 N 41st St
Wilkinson Shawn 523 N 35th St
Williams Albert Est, Albert 3424 Wallace St
Williams Bernice 2134 Mantua Ave
Williams Florence, John 3933 Folsom St
Williams Ida 1030 Belmont Ave
Williams Merion 732 N 40th St
Williams Ransom Ctr Post Village Apts 55 N 40th St D34
Willis Katie C 4035 Green St
Willison Robert 329 43rd St
Wilson Robert A 3847 Olive St
Wimberly Capus Jr 3602 Fairmount Ave
Wimbish Roberta D 4330 Wallace St
Wimbro Joanne 4221 Ogden St
Windsor Russell J 3700 Spruce St 212 Brooks
Wong Andrea M 413 S 44th St
Woo Jang Hwan 4009 Market St Unit 1
Wood Walter M 4007 Chestnut St
Woreta Solomon G 5011 Cedar Ave
Xia Lingwen 3910 Irving St 820
Yaw Nicholas 3511 Baring St
Yen Yi Fu 3600 Chestnut St Apt 1168
Ying Li Box 539 3650 Chestnut St
Young Mary 1400 S 22nd St Apt 1
Young Michael J Greiser Home Inc 3209 11 Baringe St
Yu Feihong 3823 Melon St
Zaleska Renata 4009 Pine St
Zaman Nafia 1400 Spruce St
Zaratzian Brian 3411 Chestnut St Apt 429
Zaremba Jeff D 324 S 42nd St
Zhan Jimmy 3650 Chestnut St
Zheng Shan R 3940 Lancaster Ave
Zhou Yu 4417 Pine St Apt 302
Zhu Julia 309 N 34th St
Zhu Min 3717 Chestnut St Apt 103
Zimmerman Gilbert 3901 Market St Apt 1224
Zurich Ins Co PO Box 13761
Philadelphia Pa 19105
Adamczyk Catherine PO Box 43 Main St
Brown Florimel R PO Box 1264
Butcher & Singer Inc PO Box 957
Catalyst Phystherapy Cc 325 Chestnut St Ste 330
Chen Kevin C/O Woh Mei Fine Jewelry PO Box 1196
Farrell Thomas PO Box 1452
Fertile Saitil C 918 S 12th St 2nd Frnt
General Accident Insurance Controllers Dept 436 Walnut St
Johnson Margare PO Box 926
Lacey Bernadette PO Box 17053
Mackey Victoria A, Jihan J PO Box 194
Martin Vivian PO Box 53864
Mcqueen Steven 1314 Mockingbird Ln
Modine Heat Transfer PO Box 1290
Oliver Laura PO Box 54284
Otreba Lawrence J PO Box 53373
Pa Medicaid Health Partners PO Box 1192
Sims Henrietta F PO Box 54284
Smith Gloria PO Box 17205 Philadelphia Pa 19105
Steinbach Grace H C/O First Union PO Box 755s
Wilson Roxanne V PO Box 53915
Philadelphia Pa 19106
218 Victor Inc 218 Market St
222 Old City Inc 10 S Front St
915 S 60th St LLC 3 N 2nd St
Afd Investors LLC 2326 Fernon St
American Assoc Cancer Research 150 S Independent Mall W
American Assoc for C 615 Chestnut St 17th Fl
American Board of In 510 Walnut St
Anani Claude 100 N Independence Mall W
Anderson Carl D 129 President Ave
Aramark Smg 701 Market St 4th Fl
Assent LLC 170 S Independence Mall W 1010
Bacher Andreas 50−52 N Front St
Bailey Robert J 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Baker Cecilie G 304 Delancey St
Baker Cecilie Goodrich, Peter C 304 Delancey St
Baker Jason, Baker Katie 209 Cutbert Apt 306
Baron Samantha H, Scott 233 S 6th St Apt 1911
Belkowitz Steve Photographer Inc 229 Vine St
Belkowitz Steve Photographer Inc 230 N 2nd St
Benedict Mary Jane 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Benefical Savings Bank Penn Mutual Bldg Attn: Patricia Hart 530 Walnut St 1st Fl
Benthack Cattle Co 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Berkman Michael 231 N 3rd St Apt 422
Berman Tara 237 N Bread St
Bernstein Marie C PO Box 43628
Bianco Margaret, Antonio 213 Church St
Biele Edith 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Billig Alfred 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Bilmanis Timothy M 212 Race St Apt 4c
Bing Hsueh Young Tr 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Biotechnology Industry 400 Market St Ste 1250
Blake Caroline H 313 Arch St Apt 609
Block Judy 219 Delancey St
Bonitt Michael 104 Market St 401
Bowman Elizabeth M 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Branch Alvia 216 Pine St
Brann Electric Co 132 N 3rd St
Braswell Mokus 107 Arch St Apt 2g
Brown David A 51 N 3rd St Apt 23
Brown Nicholas Robert 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Bulthaup Studio Inc 132 N 3rd St
Burger Alois 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Burtle Sally A 200 W Washington Sq 220
Burton Marjorie B 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Bushmell Mary S 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Bushnell R Wayne 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Cahill Paul 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Cannon Martha 200 Locust St Apt 22−A
Carpenter Sandra M Est of 7 N Columbus Blvd Apt 143
Case Neil A 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Catalyst Phystherapy Cc 325 Chestnut St Ste 710
Cavalier Darlene F 306 Delancey St
Cbre Cares 850 S Independence Hall W
Chakov Rose 184 S 7th St
Chan Anthony 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Charles Annalily 14 N 3rd St #3
Chatlani Assudomal K Trust 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Chatlani Dayal A 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Chatterjee Minakshi 220 Locust St
Cheung Hunag Wong Tr 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Childrens Scholarship Fund 718 Arch St Ste 402n
Clubb Andrew 148 N 3rd St 4th Fl
Cohen Lewis Sidney 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Cohen Michael A 231 N 3rd St Apt No
Cohen Richard 106 S 7th St
Comed Communications c/o The Institute 210 W Washington Sq Lisa Tamborello
Conner Jesse W 732 Manning St
Cooper Jennifer M 210 W Washington Sq
Coughenour Jonathan H 11 N 2nd St Apt 302
Creedon Denise 50 N 6th St
Daly Edward 437 Chestnut St Ste 500
Dansingani K L Trust 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Dansingani Lalchang T 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Davis Raymond W 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Dayoub Hayan 729 Spruce St Apt 3r
Decker Tommy H 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Defender Assoc of Phila 601 Walnut St Ste 540w
Demarse Richard P, Helen F 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Depew Candace 118 N 3rd St 4th Fl
Dermish Amna I 711 Pine St Apt 4
Dieschbourg Lucie 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Dieterle Joseph & Mary Irrevocable 510 Walnut St Ste 999
Ditthardt Werner 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
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Diversified Consulting Inc 107 Arch St Ste 5b
Dottke Berta 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Dougherty David 261 S 13th St
Drexel John R Iv C/O Drexel Family Office LLC 620 Chestnut St Ste 668
Dueshop Catharina 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Dugan Roth 238 S Third St
Elliott Marcia A 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Ellis Gertrude S, Hyman N 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
EM Malley Charitable Trust 101 N Independence Mall E
Entezami Asgar 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Ernst Gerd 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Esslinger George 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Etchells Arthur 315 S 6th St
Excellerx Phl 530 Walnut St Ste 550
Fagan John 210 Locust St Apt 11g
Feldzman Elizaveta 510 Walnut St Ste 400
Fischer Meinrad 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Fiserv 701 Market St 3rd Fl
Fiserv Attn R5537 Ntwrk Bllng 701 Market St
Fisher Diane T, Gary W 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Fisher Margaret B, Earl L 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Fishman Eric C 200 Locust St 25a
Flacomoto Llp 233 Market St
Fle Sylvia Est of 602 Washington Sq Hopkins House Spruce St
Fleischman Sylvia, Harry 604 S Washington Sq Apt 2803
Florence J Wass 7 Bells Ct
Flynn John 238 S 3rd St
Ford Emily A, Brian J 133 N Bread St Unit C
Foster Richard 201 N 8th St #408
Francisco Barbara H, Alfredo 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Franconeri Isabel M 210 Locust St 8aw
Frank Sussman Co Rise Division 28 N 3rd St
Franklin Doug 210 Church St
Frenkel Miriam 420 Walnut St
Fun Kids 401 Market St
Fusco Gene C, Susan 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Gastic Billie 537 Delancey St
Gaughan Thomas 113 Cuthbert St
Gawthrop Robert S III 601 Market St Room 7613
Ginsburg Michael Joseph, Joseph H 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Giuliani Giuseppe, Mary 267 S 4th St
Globalreplica 51 N 3rd St 108
Go Fitness Us LLC 11 N 2nd St Apt 204
Goldbeck Joseph A Jr Mellon Independence Ctr Ste 5000
Green Henrietta Taul 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Gregory Shana 473 Pine St Apt B4
Greit Public Ledger LLC 150 S Independence Mall W
Grenfell Outhisane 714 Market St
Grussgott Miriam F 213 Vine St
Hager Glen F 700 Locust St
Hamburg Sud 601 Walnut St Curtis Ctr Ste 1075w
Hamburg Sud Na 601 Walnut St
Hamilton Warren R 107 Arch St Apt 2g
Harilela Hari N 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Harilela Padma H Trust 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Hart Charles L 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Hart Future Co 236 S 3rd St
Harvin Patrick 200 W Washington Sq Apt 3403
Hass Rohm 100 Independence Mall W
Haston Leonard H, Agnes K 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Health Tank LLC 200 W Washington Sq 1504
Healthfit 640 Spruce St
Heath Jefrey 214 New St Apt 2s
Heiser Maria 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Henckmann Wolfhart, Gisela 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Hennig Gertraude, Richard 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Herskovitz Frieda S 1 Independence Pl 1905 6th & Locust Walk
Herz Else 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Historic Philadelphi 116 S 3rd St
Hruska Edward J, Jennie G 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Hsu Jih 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Hudson George 530 Pine St Apt 3r
Huguet Serge 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Huxen Kathleen P Ste 200 325 Chestnut St
Inamar Insurance Underwriting Agency Inc 436 Walnut St Wa11b Attn Tom Lebo
Irrev Life Ins Tr Dtd 12 4 92 C/O Leonard Ciccotello Ttee 111 S Independence Mall E
Jack Kellmer Co Empl Pro Sharing Tr Ua 04 26 71 717 Chestnut St
Jagtiani Gul J 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
James Evan 190 N Independence Mall W
Jermyn Elaine J 102 122 Church St Unit 206
Jones M Louise 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Joseph Teresa A 311 N Lawrence St
Kaplan Leaman & Wolfe Court Reporters 325 Chestnut St Ste 909
Kasmaei Faridah 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
KB Food Market Inc 161−163 N 3rd St
Keim Julia D 222 Race St Apt 415
Kellmer William, Jack 717 Chestnut St
Klopfer Ingrid, Klaus 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Knauff Dustin 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Knox Ruby L 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Kutheius Heinz, Maria 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
La Cigale Inc 725 Walnut St
Labohne Percy T 25 N 4th St 401
Lane Martin 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Langenbach Werner 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Langer Fritz Alfred 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Leahy Beth 210 Locust St 15 F
Leege Grosse 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Leigh Elizabeth Trust 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Levin Fred 437 Chestnut St
Levin Howard 227 S 6th St Apt 3
Levin Minnie 134 Elfreths Aly
Levin Rachel C, Johanna 241 S 6th St Apt 501
Lien Peter 301 Cherry St
Lipp Franz 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Magid Barbara F 210 W Washington Sw Apt 5e
Magnus Graf Schack Von Wittena Paul 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Malki Jisham Izzat Al 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Malloy Terrence Dr 299 S 8th St
Mansukani Sharad Md 200 Locust St
Marx Else Est Ste 1154 Public Ledger Bldg
Marx Else Ste 1154 Public Ledger Bldg
Masi Vincent A, Anna 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Mason Thomas 100 N 3rd St Apt 4a
Mather Co 630 Public Ledger Bldg
Mather Mary Mac c/o Mather & Co 150 S Independence Mall West
Mbia Muniservices Co 601 Walnut St Ste 507e
Mcfarland Richard C International Maritime Ship Co 128 Chestnut St
Mcintyre Kathleen M 259 N 3rd St
Mckinley Mary 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Mckinney Michael 315 New St #126
Mcnamee P 436 Walnut St
Mcrory Karen C 31 E Benezet St
Mercury Marketing Tech 20 N 3rd St 2nd Fl
Messinger Heiko 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Mewes Klaus 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Miller Henry 238 Locust St
Miller Ronald 315 Market St
Miller Willaim C Attn Chapter 13 Standing Trust PO Box 40119
Ming Poon Yee 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Mitchell Rita M 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Moda 110 Chestnut St
Moraczewski Adam D A J 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Moses Bloom Nancy Attn Collaborations Inc 606 Pine St
Mueller Nikolaus, Angelika 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Mueller Robert F, Linda 323 N Randolph St
Napoli Nicholas W 230 Pine St
National Kidney Foundation 325 Chestnut St Ste 725
Nbd Bank 236 S 3rd St
Neuhaus Walter 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
New Street Development Co 247 N 2nd St
Niedermayer Algie E 711 Spruce St
Norkun Daniel G Jr 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Obrien Frances C 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Oestereicher Nicolas 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Orlow James Ste 1154 Public Ledger Bldg
Otium 110 Chestnut St
Pa Lumbermans Mutual Ins Co C/O Curley Adjustment Bureau 306 Walnut St
Pang Ming Y C/O Rohm & Haas 100 Independence Mall W 7th
Pang Mingyan 100 Independance Mall W
Paris Carl 3416 N 5th St
Parkinson Erin 51 N 3rd St 308
Paul Hertel And Co Inc Att: T Colson 243 Chestnut St
Pennsylvania Lumberm The Curtis Ctr 170 S Independence Sq Wst
Pereira Fernando 210 Delancy
Perez Conchita C, Eliza C 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Perot Christine H 53 N Mascher St 2nd Fl
Peter Nelz 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Philadelphia Historic Inc First Bank of The United State 116 S 3rd St
Pickard Macon R Apt 220 233 S 6th St
Play Fair Pa 604 S Washington Sq Apt 1218
Pod 325 Chestnut St Constitution Place Ste 620
Pomorski Jane R PO Box 43738
Potamkin Jeanne C 301 S Third St
Powell Barbara Kay 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Purrucker Walter 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Quaker Strategic Growth First Union Ban 530 Walnut St
Rabsahl Ingo 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Reinvestment Fund 718 Arch St Ste 300n
Rhodes George Richard, Dolly Pearl 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Rimer Sara E 200 Locust St 20g
Roanoke Inc c/o Beneficial Bank 530 Walnut St
Robert Carr William C 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Roberts Agnes 238 S 3rd St
Roberts Jonathan C, Lynette G 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Rohm & Haas PO Box 1580
Rosenberg Melvyn 231 S 6th St
Rothman Marsha Apt 220 233 S 6th St
Ruest Sylvia L 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Ruser Peter 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Rutherford Francis PO Box 40305
Sacks Weston Smolinsky Albert 510 Walnut St Ste 400
Saferstein Richard C/O The Curtis Ctr Ste 1130 East
Sage Media 128 Chesnut St Ste 203
Sailor Jerry 304 Walnut St
Saligman Carolyn Dee 210 W Washington Sq Apt 3se
Salmanca Antonio S 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Salzberg Lili 321 Spruce St
Salzman Matthew S, Brooke E 738 Pine St Apt E
Samtani Kishinchand T, J T 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Schultz Lauran 200 W Washington Sq Apt 25
Schumann Karl Heinz 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Schunck Horst Oa 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Scott Monique 636 Spruce St
Seiden Melanie A 209 N 4th St Apt C3
ShahlaPOur Zahra 301 Race St Apt 320
Shane Barry 110 Market St
Sheridan Timothy 116 S 7th St 605
Sherk Lea 624 Spruce St
Shiroma Dorothy T, Shigeru 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Shu Ming Liang 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Silberstein Stephen D Md 417 Spruce St
Silverstein Jules 717 Chestnut St
Simmons Eleanor G 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
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Sivoo Inc 239 Chestnut St 2 Attn Chris Myers
Skuza Wolfgang 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Smith Michael Lawrence, Dorothy Ellen 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Snug Harbor Estates LLC 3 N 2nd St Ste 200
Soho Pizza 218 Market St
Space Design Inc 601 Walnut St
Spaulding William J 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Spiegel David 4 St James Ct
Stammen Bejamin 28 N 3rd St
Starr Stephen 702 Pine St
Stengel Bradley H 51 N 3rd St 138
Strasse Andre Duchscher 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Strasse Goethe 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Strasse Viktoria 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Streets of Philadelph 229 Race St
Stroffolino Kenneth G Jr 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Subway At Market St Inc 714 Market St
Sultanic Jeffrey Ted, Evan Andrew 113 N Bread St Unit 5b
Sungard Trading 601 Walnut St Ste 1010
Swift James M C/O Margolis Edelstein Curtis Ctr 4th Fl Independence Sq West
Taeger Hartwig 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Tai Po Tao 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Tapper Patrick 119 N 3rd St Ste 3
Taraschewski Werner 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Tate Thelma M, Harry F 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Taylor Francis Journal Dept 325 Chestnut St 8th Fl
Taylor Larry C Est 1 Independence Mall
Temnycky Sophie 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Tenhula John D 715 Pine St
Teske Christel 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Thompson Jeff M 51 N 3rd St
Tolliver Mary F 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Tomlin Christa C 238 Delancey St C
Tow Kieth M 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Trendler Michael 51 N 3rd St 308
Turz Sophie 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
United Management Co 400 Market St
Utley Chase C 210 W Washington Sq
Valdez Dorothy 305 N Front St
Vallo Maria 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Vandusen Emery T Trust 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Vanstone Dorothy PO Box 43628
Vox Medica Independence Sq W The Curtis Ctr Ste 250
Waddell Michael J 24 S Bank St Apt 705
Wai Kam Siu 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Wakeham Patrick Apt 2805 200 W Washington Sq
Waldron Mark A Tr, Waldron Miles B, Mary J 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody
Pa4942
Wallace J F Est 1 Independence Mall
Ward Nellie G 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Warner Andrew 126 N 3rd St
Wayne Chiurazzi Attorney C/O Margolis Edelstein Curtis Ctr 4th Fl
Independence Sq W
Wilbert Valuts Inc of Houston C/O 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Williams Harold R 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Wireworks Condominium 301 Race St
Wirz Fritz 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Wolf Hans Dieter 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Wolman David 7 North Columbus Blvd Ap
Women of Hope 251 N Lawrence St
Wong Alexander 233 Spruce St
Wong Yim Yue 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Wortmann Walter 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Wright Richard W, Joan M 325 Chestnut St
Wright Robert C 530 Walnut St Mutual Fund Custody Pa4942
Xavier LLC 48 S 2nd St
Xlibris Xlibris 436 Walnut St 11th Fl
Yamada Tadataka Rev Trust, L D Tr 236 S 3rd St
Youngs Meats & Poultry 122 Market St
Philadelphia Pa 19107
A&H Clothing Inc 110 N 10th St Apt D 1
Abfs 2003−2 Inc The Wannamaker Building 100 Penn Sq E 7th Fl
Abramson Emily 950 Walnut St Apt 505
Aiardo Bethany S 201 S 11th St Fl 1
Allen Paul S 1221 Panama St
Allied Medical Group 1200 Walnut St
Americhoice of Pa Inc 100 Penn Sq E Ste 900
Anderton Edward, Lori 1011 Chestnut St 604w
Ankgor LLC 1300 Walnut St
Aramark 1101 Market St 16th Fl Attn
Aramark 1101 Market St 22d Fl
Aramark 13th Race Sts
Aramark Commissary 1101 Market St 18th Fl
Aramark Refreshment Svcs 1101 Market St 12 Fl
Aramark Sfs 1101 Arch St
Aramark Sports & Entertainment Svcs LLC PO Box 7548
Aramark Tower 1101 Market St
Aramark Travel 100 Penn Sq E C/O The Wanamaker Building
Arch Street Plastics 1211 Vine St 1st Fl
Arechavala Anthony Esquire 802 Sansom St Ste 3 A
Arhensfiled Debra 834 Chestnut St #1726
Ashbridge Corp One S Brd St 23rd Fl
Atlantic Realty Abstract Corp 211 N 13th St Ste 6
Banegas Paul G 321 S 12th St
Bantivoglio John L III 1108 Spruce St Apt 3f
Bates Larry A Sr 1221 Race St
Bauder Raymond, Marie 1947 72nd Ave
Ben Franklin Hotel Assoc 834 Chestnut St Apt 502
Benefit Services 917 1601 Market St 1575
Benise Joy 1 Penn Sq E Ste 612
Benoliel Leslie 1334 Walnut St
Bentwood Rocker Factory 1010 Race St Apt 5j
Bermudez Lisa M 801 Locust St Apt 413
Bertolet Robert K Fri 2068 B Mether Way
Big Brother Big Sisters of America 230 N 13th St
Blattner Amanda 215 S Quince St
Blewett Leah 206 S 13th St Apt 706
Boon Maurits 925 Chestnut St Fl 6
Borders Inc 1 S Brd St Ste 100
Boykins John 261 S 13th St
Bozzelli Mary 1322 Pine St
Braverman Jo Ann 21 S 12th St
Brugger Jeannette 905 Manning St
Burt Elizabeth 9 N 9th St Apt 514
Calhoun Agnes, Edwin 2867 E Kingston St
Cananwill Ste 340 1234 Market St
Canawill Inc 12134 Market St Ste 340
Cardiology Assocs 818 Pine St
Cardiovascular Med Asso 1128 Walnut St
Carpel Alan 1129 Spruce St
Cash Moo Lin Kou 316 N 10th St
Catterall Nancy 925 Chestnut St 6th Fl
Cavalieri Christina 1020 Walnut St 630
Cedillos Theo 222 10th St
Center City Reporting 1315 Walnut St
Chan Peter C 237 N 10th St
Charrette Corp 1311 Sansom St
Chawla Ashok 834 Chestnut St Apt 1412
Chawla Rashmi 834 Walnut St Ste 650
Chesney Shara 1324 Locust St
Chi Phi 1025 Spruce St
Chun Liu Meng 1011 Arch St Apt 300a
Chung Doris Hom 219 N 11th St
Ckr Aviation LLC 227 N Brd St Ste 300
Clark Sphar Eichman & Yardley 1346 Chestnut St
Clark V F 1221 Race St
Clouser Isabelle L 834 Chestnut St Apt 818
Coates Matthew 221 S 12th St # 3145
Cole Katherine Mckee 950 Walnut St Apt 212
Collective Equity Roll & Ros Brd of Cty Tr Att C Walters 21 S 12th St
Community Behavioral Health 801 Market St 7th Floor
Conway William, Olga 3719 Stanton St
Corp For Natl Serv C/O Ste 103 Attn Collection Officer 801 Arch St
Cr Independence B 1901 Market St
Craig James 269 S 9th St Apt 801
Cronin Connolly Jessica 340 N 12th St
Crowe Nancy A, Erin L 1009 Clinton St Apt 3r
Cunningham Sarah C/O Richard Costigan Esq 1315 Walnut St Ste 902
Cutler Sunny 910 Pine St Apt 8
Damato Gabriel Ctr City One 1326 Spruce St Apt 805
Daniel Building Assoc Smith Mack Prop Mgmt 100 Penn Sq E Ste 525
Debarrena Sarobe Christopher 205 S Sartain St
Dechnick Jill Apt 4 1203 Spruce St
Delete K C Construction Svcs Inc 129 N 11th St 4th Fl
Denenberg David H Pain 1200 Walnut St 6th F
Dexter Jason P 153 N 9th St 2nd Fl
Dienno Samuel Lincoln Hwy
District Health Center 4 1101 Market St 9th Fl
Dmipartners 121 S Brd St 2nd Fl
Donniacuo Maria 1109 Spruce St
Druding Irene P 206 S 13th St Apt 1202
Ds Holdings II Inc 1150 Filbert St
Duffy Mary Alice 1 Penn Sq E
Eastern Nursing Research Society Enrs Conference Office 1211 Locust St
Eichman John A III Esq 1346 Chestnut St
Elizondo Santiago Wachovia Corp C/O Intl Div Y A Davitt Pa48 1 S Brd St
Est of B 1 S Brd St
Fang Shi Apt 322 801 Locust St
Fedullo Rochelle C/O Rochelle Fedullo 241 S Hutchinson St
Feeser Andrea A, Paul T 121 S Brd St
Ferguson David 1010 Arch St Unit 711
Ferraro Samuel 1213 Vine St Ste 207
Five Stars Seafood Corp C/O Leon Li 234 N 9th St
Foner Philip S Dr 250 S 13th St
Gamesa Corp 1 S Brd St Fl 20
Gamesa Technology Corp Inc 1 S Brd St 20th Fl
Gao Guo Zhong 143 N 9th St Apt 1d
Gartzman Sidney Est of 1135 Spruce St
Gauer William H, Lillian 2068 B Mether Way
Gaughan Lillian, Thomas 1020 Clinton St
Gerber Evelyn C/O Keelin S Barry Esq 1325 Spruce St Ste G
Gerolamo Mcnulty Divis & Lewbart P The North American Building 121 S Brd St
Ste 140
Getson Gerald, Anne 1324 Spruce St
Gilmore Kimberly M Apt 1h 310 S 10th St
Girard Ave Procare Pharmacy Inc 1117 Walnut St
Glendinning Elizabeth 207 S 13th St
Glenn James 306 S 13th St Apt 6
Gnn Comp LLC 1104 Market St
Goh Mooi Choy 102 N 10th St 2nd Fl
Golderer William A 221 S 12th St Apt 604n
Goldstein Lori 833 Chestnut St Ste 703
Golin Cecelia 1130 Chestnut St
Good Luck Cafe 220 N 10th St Store
Gordon Chad R 914 Spruce St #15
Gorelick Morton S 818 Widner Bldg
Grace Elisabeth W, Charles B 1 S Brd St #23
Grace Stacy C/O Mental Health Assoc 1211 Chestnut St Ste 900
Greenberg Andrew Tr Ua 25−Feb−94 247 S Hutchinson St
Halpin Robert E 529 Sylvania St Brd P Locust Av
Handyes Construction LLC 1222 Spruce St
Hankerson Monique E 1346 Chestnut St Apt 603
Harari Nimrod 1006 Spruce St Fl 4
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Hayet Bill 211 S 9th St Ste
Hermany Paul L 37 S 13th St Apt 9
Hildenbrand Shannon 322 S 10th St
Histand Deborah 55 N Brd St
Hogarth Emergency Physicians PO Box 13039
Holden Dawn 1315 Walnut St
Holder Brian 834 Chestnut St Apt 809
Homeamerican Credit Inc. 100 Penn Sq E
Hospital Wills E 900 Walnut St
Houck Laura 833 Chestnut St Ste 740
How Margaret Mei Yoog 102 N 10th St 2nd Fl
Hua Da Real Estate Investment 929 Arch St
Huang Chuny Ing 105 N 10th St
Huber Sandi Donald Manchel Esq 121 S Brd St Ste 1400
Hunter Cecil H 1027 Arch St Apt 709
I S & R S Schnall Udt 11/20/68 818 Widner Building
Iatse 1320 Race St
Iscimenler Sinan 1010 Arch St
Islam Farzana 1229 Chestnut St #524
Jaecklein Frederick John Orlowitz Building 1000 Walnut St Apt 1506
Jbm Industrial Prop Fnd 1101 Market St Ste 105 Co/ Kennedy Wilson
Jiambilis Aspacia 249 S 10th St
Jiang Yi 1041 Race
Johnson Rebecca G 1120 Spruce St Apt 4f
Kalfus Robert 206 S 13th St Apt 710
Kalil Assaas Hdifeh 255 S 10th St Store
Kaluza Karen 322 S10th St
Kelsh Nick L 9th Fl 211 N 13th St
Kim Soon A 1324 Chestnut St
Kim Steven 1031 Spruce St
Klotz Arthur 224 S Quince St
Koridze Dznanetta D 1324 Locust St Apt 805 806
Krohner Marcus Phila Bldg Ste 1003 1315 Walnut St
Kronzer Mark A 833 Chestnut St Ste 1220
Kumar Monisha Jhn 900 Walnut Ste 200
L And J Fashion Fl 4 1023 Race St
Lau Yi J 915 Arch St
Lc Food 2 Corp Dba Asian Supermarket 143 N 11th St
Leviton Tamara 206 S 13th St Apt 207
Liang Hai C Apt 57 219 N 10th St
Lin Tong 1009 Arch St Apt 4d
Litvin Blumberg Matusow Young Attn S Demaio Widener Bldg 1339 Chestnut St
Liu Guiyun 1219 Race St
Liu Jennifer Box 38 5c 210 N 10th St
Lo Chan H 929 Arch St Wanbao Plaza
Lo Kam Hung House 148 N 10th St
Lodge Christopher 221 S 12th St Unit 116n
Loews Hotel Philadelphia 1200 Market St
Loh Fook Hing 910 Arch St Apt 2r
Loney Walter P 1229 Chestnut St Apt 307
Long Choy Kiang 124 N 10th St Apt 5
Louie Xue Ai Fl 5 1029 Race St
Luciana Betty C/O Derrick How Esq 62 S 12th St 3rd Fl
Lucky Garden Dev’l LLC 936 Arch St
Lucky Strike 1336 Chestnut St
Mackell Virginia Madeleine, Virginia Zwart 1027 Spruce St Apt 6
Madden Therese J 1029 Cherry St
Marazita Lester P 1229 Chestnut St No A1222
Marik Paul E Md 834 Walnut St Ste 650
Markert Jennifer 320 South 12th St
Martha Knox A 1315 Walnut St
Mask & Wig Club University Pennsylvania 310 S Quince St
Massachusetts Co The 123 Market St Fl 1
Mckinney Vermont R 4000 Presidential Blvd
Mcmahon Andrew 1200 Walnut St Fl 3
Mcnett William G Dr Nemours 833 Chestnut St East Ste 300
Mcnulty Kevin R 121 S Brd St Ste 1400
Meinu Construction Co 1003 Wood St
Mercado Samuel Neurology & Neurophysiology 1015 Chestnut St
Miazzo Pietro Md PO Box 40723
Michaels Timothy J Md 125 S 9th St Ste 1003
Mimpark Sung 1300 Spruce St
Mizukoshi Yu 201 S 13th St Apt 506
Model Leo C/O Model Entities 310 S Juniper St
Moffitt Andrea D Apt 408 1229 Chestnut St
Mountain Raymond J III Thomas J Feerick 1015 Chestnut St
Mulholland Grant S 1025 Walnut St Rm 1112
Muller Franca 248 S 11th St A
Mullkoff Stephen 834 Chestnut St
Mutchnick Scott 1231 Chestnut St 112
Neiman Michael G 914 Spruce St Apt 16
New Century Travel Inc 55 57 N 11th St
New Century Trust 1307 Locust St
Ngo Hai 359 City Hall 15th Market
Nichols Bryce 834 Chestnut St Apt 703
Nix Michael L Esq 1315 Walnut St Ste 1624
Ohare John P 1111 Walnut St 9
Olivier Ros 1321 Spruce St
Orthopaedics 3b PO Box 828079
Ostroff Florence 1130 Chestnut St
Ouellette Timothy 928 Clinton St Apt 3
Pac A Deli 1200 Walnut St
Palace of the Ben 834 Chestnut St
Pan Am Building Inspect 1100 Vine St Unit P2 21
Pang Eliane, Helen 137−39 N 11th St
Papir Emily 1326 Spruce St 2402
Park Jun S 1324 Locust St Apt 1519
Park Mi S 1100 Vine St Apt 515
Patel Arti 1019 Pine St Apt 2f
Pearce Matthew 1219 Panama St
Pentzell Margaret 1200 Chestnut St
Perez Yolanda 1035 Spruce St 201
Permacel 121 N Brd St 4th Fl
Pernell Rebecca I 748 S 9th St Apt I
Petraglia Daria G 324 S 11th St Apt Ph
Philadelphia Marriot 1201 Market St
Pio Lawrence E Ste 1700 121 S Brd St
Porter Robert E 801 Locust St Apt 215
Pressman Richard B 1135 Spruce St
PWR 1015 Chestnut St Ste 1010
Ragonesi Susan B 10th Fl 1101 Market St
Randall David Philip 219 S Jessup St
Rawlings Associates C/O Rochelle Fedullo 241 S Hutchinson St
Reconstructive Ortho Assoc II Pc Dba Rothman Insti 925 Chestnut St 5th Fl
Reilly Janiczek & Mcdevill Pc Widener Bldg Ste 410 1 S Penn Sq
Reilly Janiczek Mcdev 1 S Penn Sq #210
Reilly Janiczek Mcdevitt PC 1 S Penn Sq Ste 410
Ri Cantor W A Biermann Assoc Ste 4100 111 S 11th St
Rimer Sara E 254 S Quince St
Ringtail Emergency Physician PO Box 13775
Roller William 1010 Arch St Apt 713
Rose Brodovsky Laucius Mds 1015 Chestnut St
Rougas Samuel 701 Sansom St
Rtm Electrical Contractors 801 Arch St
Same Philadelphia Post 2007 Co PO Box 40721
Scheufele Margery D 529 Sylvania St Brd P Locust Av
Schnall Illene S 818 Widner Bldg
Schulman Edward S 911 Bonaparte Ct
Scippio Thomas III 1221 Race St
Shaw Omar Michael A Shore Esq Trustee 1015 Chestnut St Ste 702
Shrimp Boat Trading Co 330 N 9th St
Sigler Leroy D 121 S Brd St
Smiths Transfer Corp Retirementbe 1101 Market St 30th Fl Ara Tower
Society For Medical Design Making 1211 Locust St
Spalis Janis 1213 Spruce St
Sparacino Anthony115 S 13th St
Spruce Street Dvd Video Inc 252 S 12th St
St Nicholas Serbian Eastern 1314 Chestnut St Paul Matzko 10th Fl
Starr Joseph F 250 S 13th St Apt 6g
Stern Eric 252 S Quince St
Stewart Ralph 221 S Delhi St
Strawbridge & Clothier Hilary Belanger Bnfts Mngr 801 Market St
Suen Lai Kuen 1017 Cherry St 1st Fl
Sunflower Inc 247 N Juniper St
T S Health Mart II Inc 1100 Chestnut St
Tabor Properties Athenian Props LLC 833 Chestnut St 8th Fl
Teena San 925 Spruce St Apt 3
Thomas Jemi 220 S 8th St
Ting Wong Restaurant Inc 138 N 10th St
Tmz Import Export 316 N 10 St
Tofu Work Inc 224 N 13th St
Torres Gaspar, Adela 801 Locust St Apt 1214
Towne Park 21 S 12th St
Transport Intl Pool Inc c/o Jennifer L Maleski Esq Dilworth Paxson 1375 Market St
Ste 3200
Travel Buyer Consolidate 100 Penn Sq East
Ups Store 1229 Chestnut St
Valet Interpark 925 Chestnut St
Vannaarden Joshua R 301 S 11st Apt 301
Vessel William Hollander Jon & Levin 1233 Locust St Ste 400
Vetri Marc 1312 Spruce St
Vetri Restaurant Corp 1312 Spruce St
W M Fashion Inc 913 Arch St
Wachovia Aramark 1101 Market St 20th Fl
Wagman Shane D 1324 Locust St Apt 1532
Wagner Russell H 224 S Quince St
Waite Thomas W, Ella PO Box 40823
Wallace Aislinn 322 S 12th St
Water Treatment Renovate Statin Bldgs 211 N 13th St, Fl 1 C/O Svc Point
Watkins Theresa A Dba Thomas Anthonys Hair Studio 234 S 11th St 1st Fl
Welch Robert 240 S 8th St
Wen Qiu You 122 N 10th St
Whittman Hart 121 N Brd St 6th Fl
Wolf Craig G 928 Spruce St Apt 3r
Wong Sze Nga 1229 Chestnut St Apt 1327
Wu Qianghua 1015 Walnut St Ste 501e Cur
Xu Young H 931 Arch St Ste 202
Yi Jean K 304 South Quinn St
Young Womens Leadership Chart 1203 Locust St Apt 2f
Yu Tien L, Wong E 319 S 10th Apt 235
Zhang Qui Shenz 50 N 10th St
Philadelphia Pa 19108
Buckley William 401 N Brd St
Burckley Mary 401 N Brd St
Razzano Patricia A 2652 Wood Dr
Sungard 401 N Brd St
Philadelphia Pa 19109
American Ireland Fun 123 S Brd St Ste 2035
Butler Thomas 123 S Broa
Cdg Research Corp 759 Roble Rd
Center City Legal Reproductions 123 S Brd St
Center City Reporting 123 S Brd St
Currie Mary T, John F C/O Frank B Tracy Esq 123 S Brd St 2230
Edwards Martina 123 S Brd St 1308
Flores Victor 451 Westwood Apt C5
Foil Inc Brd Walnut Sts
Gaye Anthony K C/O Foreclosure Unt Pa1331 123 S Brd St Pd
House Theresa A C/O Foreclosure Kh Pa1331 123 S Brd St
Leikus Lawrence C/O Foreclosure Am Pa1331 123 S Brd St
Levin Gabdel 123 S Brd St 1200
Mazzucco Thomas E C/O Foreclosure Unt Pa1331 123 S Brd St Mt
Mccabe Weisberg & Conway 123 S Brd St Ste 2080
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Mims John D 123 S Brd St
Newcomb Mark A 123 S Brd St No Pa130
Nicastro James A 123 S Brd St Y1379−064
Opl Stock Account & Deferred Comp 123 S Broa
Pbhg Core Growth Fund Ginny Davis 123 S Brd St
Pbhg Ins Lrg Cap Gr Prt Wachovia Bank N A 123 S Brd St
Pbhg Ins Tech & Comm Port Wachovia Bank N A 123 S Brd St
Pbhg Lrg Cap Growth Fund Wachovia Bank N A 123 S Brd St
Pbhg Tech & Comm Fund Wachovia Bank N A 123 S Brd St
Porterra LLC 128 S Brd St 24th Fl
Reilly John C 123 S Brd St No 1308
Shahin Mohammed U C/O Foreclosure Unt Pa1331 123 S Brd St Jw
Siit Larg Cap Fd Franklin Wachovia Bank N A 123 S Brd St
Simt Lrg Cap Val/Franklin Wachovia Bank N A 123 S Brd St
William Tracey Est 123 S Brd St Ste 181
Wilson Elizabeth H Est 123 S Brd St
Philadelphia Pa 19110
Action Alliance of Senior Citizens PO Box 22693
Baldwin Henry PO Box 22678
Emerson Esther, Emerson Jackie 7 W Sharpnack St
Land Holding Corp of Pa 100 S Brd St
Mcconville Catherine 100 S Brd St Ste 1304
Meyers Cecelia, Isadore 100 S Brd St
Out of Time Comics Inc PO Box 22423 C O Jose Tavarez
Rcs Searchers 100 S Brd St
Watlington Cooper Inc Land Title Bldg 100 S Brd St 16th Fl
West Insurance Agy I 100 S Brd St Ste 1600
Wilentz Goldman Spitzer As Attys C/O Tierney Law Office/Karen D 1125 Land Title
Bldg
Philadelphia Pa 19111
5 Brothers Construction Inc 1914 Rhawn St
Abbott Douglas K 1304 Faunce St
Abrams Jaden Leigh 7957 Burholme Ave 1st Fl
Abreu Jesus 2478 Brill
AcamPOra Eleanor 1915 Griffith St
Adams Denise 340 Magee Ave
Afl 700 Robbins St Local Afge 1698
Aguilera Israel L 1208 Shelmire Ave
All Saints Rhawnhurst 1811 Loney St
Alves Ralliffh 1219 Glenview St
Amons Kathleen M 8406 Strahle Ter
Anderson Nichole 1227 Passmore St 2
Andrusko Elaine, John 8049 Pine Rd
Anne Lewis M 1238 Fuller St
Apische Diane K 6162 Newtown Ave
Appel Freda 6606 Claridge St
Arriaga Jessica 517 Gilham St Apt d1 W26
Arriaran John A 1715 Lansing St Apt 4
Atlantic Development Co 1200 Princeton Ave
Aubry August P 1731 Lansing St
Bamba Moussa 1203 Kerper St
Barbosa Uederson 1405 Langton St
Barreto Samuel 7905 Fox Run Ln
Barrett Bridget G 619 Hoffnagle St fl 2
Barrish Beverly 716 Rhawn St
Baur Robert D 740 Disston St
Bavis Frank E 1111 Tabor Ln
Beasley Carol S 401 Tyson Ave
Beaty Alma B 8580 Verree Rd Apt 321a
Becker Nancy C 1438 Knorr St
Beinstein Lena 1320 Magee Ave
Bender Sarah H, Sarah E 6019 Bingham St
Benites Jose E 1400 Fanshawe St
Berardi Carmella, Carmine 1401 Princeton Ave
Berman Cecile S 6209 Trotter St
Blagrave Richard A 6519 Oxford Ave
Blanco Patricia 900 Emerson St Apt W301
Bluthardt Anna F 7422 Rockwell Ave
Bonaventure Katy 1418 Napfle Ave
Bowman Mary Anne 8118 Verree Rd Apt E107
Braun Donna M 1205 Shelmire Ave
Braxton Donald L 1106 Knorr St
Bren Yevheniy 1724 Loney St Apt 8
Brenner Leon 1220 Glenview St
Brown Kathryn 403 Benson St #A
Browne Milargro Richardson 1003 Levick St
Bucko Matthew I, Irene 408 Walter St
Burke Eugene F 7422 Rising Sun Ave
Burns William R, John J 6810 Martins Mill Rd Apt B9
Buzinskas Jonas 7614 Summerdale Ave
Calabrese Richard 1411 Shelmire Ave
Campbell Wilfred 1013 Fanshawe St
Campellone Rose 824 Solly Ave
Caraballo Madeline 1021 Cottman Ave
Caraballo Madeline 1221 Cottman Ave
Carpets Knable R 1120 Cottman Ave
Cassidy Mary C 7618 Dorcas St
Cassidy William J 544 Penny Ln
Catlett Karen 546 Mckinley St
Chan Joseph 1421 Unruh Ave
Chen Yong Qui 1208 Brighton St
Chiang Chi Man 828 Knorr St
Chomenko Helen 1430 Saint Vincent St
Chomenko Nicholas 1430 Saint Vincent St
Cisyk Tatiana M 521 Emerson St
Clark Donald Jr 537 Gilham St
Clark Dorothy J 401 Strahle St
Clark Ebony Q 1420 Greevy St 1st Fl
Clark William J 1225 Rhawn St 1st Fl
Clayton James E 7731 Dungan Rd
Coates Wilma 8332 Jeanes St
Cobb John 8324 Jeanes St
Cohen Rose 1218 Robbins St
Coleman Darlene E 6141 Reach St
Corbett Marie 7410 Bingham St
Cortes Elisa M 1137 Kerper St
Cortes Ezequiel, Emeli E, Lisa A 1137 Kerper St
Cortes Katelyn F 1137 Kerper St
Costello Mary Noreen 8412 Strahle Ter
Costin Linda S 8580 Verree Rd Apt 411
Craighead Mellisa 1100 Mckinley St
Culbreath Tony 1231 Gilham St
Culver Mildred D 6850 Oxford Ave 2nd Fl
Cutaiar Catherine 8131 Jeanes St
Dalagelis George 918 Saint Vincent St
Dale & Korolishin 6445 Rising Sun Av 1st Fl
Dalin Property Mgmt LLC 1332 Gilham St
Dang Myhanh T 1108 Cottman Ave
Dantoni Tracey 7244 Rising Sun Ave
Danzeisen William E 1720 Guilford St
Darragh Kevin 1348 Gillham St Apt 1
Dary Joseph S 1239 Magee Ave
Dasilva Jonatas 6451 Oxford Ave Apt D221
Dasilva Wilha 201 Elbridge
Davis Kate L 1241 Greeby St
Davis Robert 7210 Oxford Ave Apt1l
Davis Robert E 8580 Verree Rd Apt 123
Deborba Luis C 1307 Elbridge St
Dedios Rony 6230 Algon
Defranca Hildo 1201 Fanshawe St
Delczyk Wojciech 1210 Ripley St
Digiacomo Gerald 8242 Rockwell Ave
Diogio Olatundji Claude 6228 Lawndale Ave
Disandro Vincenzo, Adelina 549 Hellerman St
Dobak Roman 7901 Dungan Rd Apt 3b
Donnelly Mary 1912 Chandler St
Doolan Lucy H 471 Unruh St
Duff Jason B 7146 Oakley St Apt 2 fl
Dungan Trust Agreement Dated 06221981 8580 Verree Rd Apt 449
Dungan William A 8580 Verree Rd Apt 499
Dunleavy Michael P 6203 Shelbourne St
Ehrmann Jewel 7422 Rising Sun Ave
Eisenberg Anne P 1425 Vista St
Ekezie Donatus A 6523 Newtown Ave
Elliott Jeremy J 818 Loney St
Elnour Esmat E 6046 Newtown Ave
Eubanks Kisha B 6025 Lawndale St
Eum Chang S, Jae H 835 Longshore Ave
Evergreen Youngs Market 7500 Verree Rd
Express Transmission 1415 Oakmont St
Fairburn Francis T 997 Lardner Ter
Fashion Hair Salon LLC 832 Disston St
Fasy Margaret 329 Stevens St
Fasy Margaret Pph Room 2310 6500 Tabor Rd
Feldman Kathleen 1300 Mckinley St
Ferrante Felix N 6419 Argyle St
Ferrante Julianne Marie, Mary 6419 Argyle St
Ferrara Vincenza C/O Est 11030 Tabor Tr
Ferreira Paulo 8010 Tabor Rd 1st Fl
Ferreira Paulo 927 Faunce St
Fielder Kathrn M Est 201 Lardner St
Fierstein Beatrice 916 Tyson Ave
Finnegan Ruth D 828 Kendrick St
Fitzgibbo Margaret M 7654 Burholme Ave
Fleisch Joseph 1154 Devereaux Ave
Flood James P 7028 Shelbourne St
Foster Joan 1201 Passmore St 1st Fl
Fox Chase Cancer Center 333 Cottman Ave
Franco Carlines 2341 E Ann St
Freitag Johanne 6500 Tabor Ave #2411
Fresses Charlene 6313 Bingham St
Friend Frances A 7024 Rising Sun Av B24
Ftough Abderrazz 1301 Cottman Ave Apt 2r
Ganz Rifka F 1632 Griffith St
Garcia Noel 2741 Front St
Garrido Ricardo 6032 Palmetto St
Gatter Matthew 207 Higbee St
Geiger Margaret 8015 Lawndale St
George Ancy 1221 Saint Vincent St
Gerstemeier Veroni 535 Arthur St
Gluck Dolores, Henry 7358 Ryers Ave
Golden Joseph G 6144 Reach St
Griffth Thomas 8119 Halstead
Grimes Vincent 1310 Englewood St
Grosso Donna 8014 Lawndale St
Gupton Matthew 7103 Rising Sun Ave Apt 1
Hamlin Andrea 1st Fl 904 Magee Ave
Harkins Ellen M 544 Gilham St
Harmony Lodge No 52 F & A M Permanent Ch C/O Leonard Juliani 6168 Newtown
Ave
Hause Jessie C/O Nancy Rakickas 1008 Farrell Rd
Haynes Sharlene Est C/O Stewart Berger 7207 Rising Sun Ave
Hecker Martin, Robert 1304 Rhawn St Apt 204
Hecker Minnie 1304 Rhawn St Apt 204
Heckrote Margaret A 1140 Devereaux Ave
Hein William 6019 Rising Sun Ave
Helverson Elizabeth 1004 Griffith St
Henfey John, Emma 7917 Dungan Rd
Heyward Carol 7604 Central Ave
Hl Industries PO Box 57039
Ho Anh 1928 Cottman Av 1st Fl
Hodges Brittany 1108 Loney St
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Hoelk Norman III 7406 Algon Ave
Hoffmann Dorothy 1029 Stanwood St
Hogan Melissa 7617 Rising Sun Ave
Holler Raymond 556 Gilham St
Hsing Lin And Cindy Pharmacy Inc 7255 Rising Sun Ave
Hunt John 6417 Rising Sun Av
Hutchinson Kenneth W 7115 Oxford Ave Apt 2
Inslicht Otto 1600 Afton St
Irizarry Bernice 7801 Langdon St Apt 302
Jakimec John 917 Magee Ave
James Deepthy R 1137 Englewood St
Jamieson Douglas 1911 Faunce St
Jean Franshell, Frantz 844 Longshore Ave
Jean Joyce 844 Longshore Ave
Jefferson Charles 1201 Wellinton St
Jefferson Lisa 1201 Wellington St
Jermyn Elaine, Violet 7415 Rockwell Ave
Johnston Candida Corotto 1028 Unruh Ave
Kane James, Rita 7528 Bingham St
Kane Mary A 8580 Verree Rd Apt 125
Kaplan Reba 917 Brighton St
Kaplan Rebecca 1109 Fanshawe St
Kappler Bernnard 7946 Oxford Ave 1st Fl
Karbach Helen M 1107 Devereaux Ave
Katziner Margaret M 6846 Oxford Ave
Keehn Herbert A 8580 Verree Rd Apt 476
Kelley Sean P 6013 Palmetto St
Kendall Charlotte, Stanley 6419 Bingham St
Kenney Frank L 822 Stanwood St
Kerrigan Joseph 1218 Englewood St
Khan Shahbaz 926 Friendship St
Kim Nam 7427 Belden St
Klein William C PO Box 57010
Knapp Melissa Amottershe 8328 Alicia St
Koff Linda J 7853 Lorna Dr
Kohler Mary 7410 Bingham St
Koukaras Byron 1202 Levick St
Kramer George 7433 Rockwell Ave
Kranz Rivkah Sima 1728 Lansing St
Kressen Norman 1307 Unruh Ave
Krestel Kurt 729 Levick St
Krimm Helen 1350 Fanshawe St
Krimm Helen Est 1350 Fanshawe St
Kroesser Clare E 1413 Bleigh Ave
Laflamme Elizabeth 7963 Langdon St 2nd Floor
Landesman Burton, Sherry 8215 Pine Rd Apt C4
Leasoff Burton 1230 Hale St
Lee Hae Sook 1108 Kerper St
Lentz Elmer S 8113 Jeanes St
Leung Chun Wai 1434 Englewood St
Lewis Milton R 340 Magee Ave
Liu Danlin 1812 Borbeck Ave
Liu Rong 1710 Cottman Ave
Lodder Garry 1222 Cottman Ave
Lopez Omar 1109 Levick St
Lopez Roy 7203 Claridge St
Lu Sen A 7964 Fonnenac St
Luis Pena 1204 Mckinley St
Luna Ariel 6223 Shelbourne St
Macdonald Joan 935 Oakmint St
Mack Mary C 1304 Rhawn St 251
Macomber Frances M 7414 Montour St, 1st Fl
Magee Henry J 1804 Lansing St
Mager David J 1719 Loney St1
Magnoon Wholesale Inc 1115 Kerper St
Mahoney Charles V Jr 7526 Tabor Ave
Malone Margaert M 115 N Sylvania Ave
Mar Vick Bren Inc 511 Unruh Ave
Marrero Peter J 515 Robbins St
Marshall William G Jr 7342 Shelbourne St
Martorano Joseph E, Anita 1248 Stanwood St POb24626
Matweychuk Walter 701 Kerper St
Maysonet Leopold 911 Glenview St
Maystrych Valentyn 800 Hoffnagle St
Mcadams William H Jr 7222 Oakley St
Mcadms Lillian 8580 Verree Rd Apt 258
Mcallister Catherine Est 7253 Claridge St
Mccauley J R 8049 Pine Rd Apt A4
Mccloskey John R 704 Brighton St
Mccoach Russel, Mary 6000 Hasbrook Ave
Mccrane James 1012 Unruh St No 2
Mccrystal Mary M 517 Bergen St 1st Fl
Mcdonough Angela 7208 Montour St
Mcgee John J 6154 Newtown Ave
Mcguckin Elizabeth 1108 Chandler St
Mcguire Elizabeth J 401 Tyson Ave
Mclaughlin Drew P 6126 Hasbrook Ave
Mee Daniel B 7656 Burholme Ave
Megali Rose A 6730 Tabor Ave
Mentusky Jennie D 1404 Brighton St
Michopoulos D 7832 Whitaker Ave
Miller Novlette B, Ravon C 541 Unruh Ave
Minor Matthew E 1433 Kerper St
Miranda Alessandro Juni M 6451 Oxford Av Apt C116
Mitchell Gerald F 8420 Bridle Rd
Molina Sandra 6511 Dorcas St
Moore Gail Est 7617 Rising Sun Ave B4
Morais Huanderson 1602 Loney St
Moser Gloria 8580 Veree Rd Apt 648
Moses William H 7205 Tabor Rd
Moyer Samantha Lynn c/o Max Kaplan 7324 C Algon Ave
Muller Gary W MD Pc 7604 Central Ave Ste 100
Munday Horace L 1156 Devereaux Ave
Murphy Marianne 7412 Bingham St
Murphy Mary E 253 Devereaux Ave
Murphy Regina R 1603 Griffith St 2nd
My Five Stars Deli 7255 Rising Sun Ave
Nauman Walter C/O William J Mac Dermott PO Box 5007
Nazelrod David 7258 Rising Son Ave Apt 5
Nelson Frances 309 Gilham St
Nelson Francis C 6000 Reach St
Nerenberg Arlene I 1105 Unruh Ave
Newton Doris J 6057 Lawndale Ave
Nguyen Duong 7714 Rockwell Ave
Nunes Agnes A 1104 Saint Vincent St
Odonnell Joseph 6316 Langdon St
Okon Aloysius 7207 Bingham St
Omalley Michael J 6206 Hasbrook Ave
Oneill Francis J, Robert 349 Shady Ln
Oneill Pamela 1101 Shelmire Ave
Opanel Mary Kay 937 Disston St Apt B
Oquendo Antonio 1240 Kerper St
Ortiz Lopez Christian Orti 1023 Magee St
Ostroff Ruth L 8580 Veree Rd Apt 648
Ovington George 800 Strahle St
Oxford Beverages 7517 Oxford Ave
Pappas Fotine A 1351 Devereaux Ave
Park Do Soon 8508 Ridgeway St
Parra Aquiles F 1413 Gilham St
Paul T Gilmore DDS P C 7525 Loretto Ave
Pauleus Franky 1206 Greeby St
Pautentis Pauline, Albert 719 Tyson St
Pawlowski Irene 1308 Brighton St
Penzone Steven 717 Rhawn St
Pereira Ferman Hilda 513 Fanshower St
Perez Willis 7210 Oxford Ave
Peters Francis J 7422 Shisler St
Petrahl Mary M 6500 Tabor Rd #2403
Petrovich Diane R 1243 Fuller St
Pfautsch Gertrud B Philadelphia Protestant Home 6555 Tabor Rd Apt 1708
Pfefferle Clair F 916 Magee Ave
Pfeiffer Edna M 1529 Hartel Ave
Phillips Jessica E 7940 Ridgeway St
Pierce Alma Ruth 522 Kendrick St 1st Fl
Pinckney Michael Est 7626 Langdon St
Plaza Antonio Leal 8048 Oxford Ave Apt B1
Pownall Patricia A 1921 Griffith St
Prefferle Clair F 916 Magee Ave
Przygocki Elaine 739 Magee Ave
Pulariani George 8044 Tador Ave
Quach Mai 1125 Hellerman St
Quarles Damien 7165 Loretto Ave
Quinton Alma 6451 Oxford Ave Apt D−24
Rachuba Alice 1332 Tyson Ave
Rachuba William 1332 Tyson Ave
Rainford Benton R 1011 Kerper St
Ramos Angelic 7333 Montour St
Raskauskas Daniel 7327 Claridge St
Raskauskas John 7327 Claridge St
Reba Harold Est C/O David Sherman 740 Susquehanna Rd
Reichart Bernard 6800 Hasbrook Ave
Reilly Helen F C Est 600 Devereaux Ave
Remolde Daniel C 831 Hoffnagle St
Rhee Soo K 1417 Friendship St
Ricketts Daphne 6201 Oxford Ave
Ricketts Glenn Vinroy 812 Unruh Ave
Rising Sun Family Practice Ctr Inc 6239 Rising Sun Ave
Ritchie Todd 6443 Rising Sun Ave
Rivera Anthony 533 Tyson Ave
Robinson Khalid R 933 Bleigh Ave
Rokon Mohammad A 811 Glenview St
Roman Genevieve 400 Saint Vincent St
Romella Josephine H, Armand 1517 Hartel St
Romello Armand 1517 Hartel Ave
Rosario Raul 6815 Martins Mill Rd
Rosenberg Daniel 811 Solly Ave
Rosoff Audrey 1102 Hellerman St
Ross Mercena, Joseph 7121 Tabor Rd
Rossin Claire E 7725 Dorcas St
Ruppert Albert 821 Loney
Ryan Joseph S, Mary 1304 Rhawin St Apt 112
Sagusti Elizabeth A 1312 Stirling St
Santiago Geraldo 6923 Oakley St
Santiago Rafael 7613 Whitaker Ave Apt 2a
Schlesman Joyce 501 Shelmire Ave
Schlupp Francis N Jr 7106 Oxford Ave Apt 37
Schoener David F 6422 Oakley St
Scholl David 1829 Glendale Ave
Scott Edna E N A Baptist Home 33 7023 Rising Sun Ave
Scott George 7316 Loretto Av
Scullin Joseph J, Ruth M 7615 Verree Rd
Seipp June 6727 Martins Mill Rd
Sentinel Collection Agency Inc 7790 Rockwell Ave
Shmuckler Michael 7320 Algon Ave
Short Ann 6614 Oxford Ave
Siddall Anne M 1723 Guilford St
Sides Kimberly 1415 Shelmire St
Sidorick Karen J 1416 Princeton Ave
Silverman Bernice, Louis 7728 Dorcas St
Siwinski Robert L 7700 Summerdale Av 2nd Fl
Skabuk Julia 6162 Newtown Ave
Sklar Jeanne 1211 Glenview St
Small Mitzi M, Albert 8580 Verree Rd Apt 531
Smith Florence S C/O Robert Smith Apt 1 7615 Algon Ave
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Smith Steven R 8119 Burholme Ave
Smyth Lawrence 700 Levick St
Son Linh Q 6221 Oakley St
Soto Juan Ofc 6319 Rising Sun Ave
Spinner Joseph 7601 Dorcas St
Sprintz Robert M 1028 Magee Ave
Stabler Kathy 7722 Dungan Rd Attn John Olczak Avery D Philadelphia
Steinman Michael 1105 Unruh Ave
Steinme Florence 1531 Hartel Ave
Stern Aaron 1523 Ripley St
Stock Apollis P 6730 Tabor Ave
Stoerrie Janine 7348 Montour St
Storbrauck Kristen N, Stefan W 640 Fanshawe St
String Urie 7315 Lawndale Ave
Suarez Richard 717 Rawn St Apt B1
Sullivan Thomas V 923 Princton Ave
Swallow Joseph P 832 Hoffnagle St
Sweeney Kenneth R 7731 Whitaker Ave
Syllion Elyo Apt D1 6000 E Tabor Ave
Szieleit G Carl 7203 Claridge St
Tepper Thersea 641 Unruh Ave
Terrance Jarrao R 1931 Blendale Ave Apt 83
Textbooksweb Net 6011 Colgate St
Thomas Wood Denise 7036 N Shelborne St
Thrasher Robert S, Carol B 7735 Loretto Ave
To Kien 7714 Rockwell Ave
Togan Andrew 521 Emerson St
Torrence Julius A 6300 Tabor Ave Fl 1
Tottser Tool Die S 6800 Hasbrook Ave
Turner Gertrude 6118 Newtown Ave
Umara Christian 6112 Hasbrook
Url Pharma United Research Lab 7722 Dungan Rd
Vafiadis Katina 1118 Magee Ave
Valove Bernice 1523 Ripley St
Vansworth Eva 8406 Jeanes St Apt 2
Vasconcelos Julio C 1026 Longshore Ave Fl 2
Velez Eric 323 Lardner St
Vermilion Kathleen M 7340 Hasbrook Ave
Villaronte Karene 6701 Oxford Ave
Vyzaniaris Konstantinos 1301 Mckinley St
Wahrhaftig Ephraim, Clara 1409 Englewood St
Walker Tiffany 923 Shelmire Ave Apt 1
Walters Herbert 1356 Englewood St
Wasylak Mae B 8521 Ferndale St
Webb Charlotte 7136 Montour St
Webster James, Rita 403 Kerper St
Weinle Norma E, Norma 7727 Hasbrook Ave
Weinstein Ernest J 8580 Verree Rd Apt 411
Weiss Harriet Dunn Lafayette−Redeemer Apt 526 8580 Verree Rd
Weldon Christine M 1936 Cottman Ave 1st Fl
Wheeler Jeffery 7106 Tabor Ave #B
Whitehill Walter Est, Walter M 1107 Devereaux Ave
Wickham Russell 1725 Bleigh Ave
William Glatz Jewelry Inc 6435 Rising Sun Ave
Williams A 6523 Montour St
Winns Tamika J 6055 Lawndale St
Wisinski Kevin P 912 Tyson Av
Wolk Frederick D PO Box 24709
Wolowec Stefan, Victor 605 Tyson Ave
Wong Lai Hung 6508 Algon Ave
Woodruff Donna L 7928 Oxford Ave
Wright Alfonso 1006 Afton St Apt 17
Zabczynski Joseph L 1439 Napfle St
Zador Gregory J, Margaret 1012 Disston St
Philadelphia Pa 19112
Barthco 5101 S Brd St
Carroll Patricia 1300 Cecil B Moore
Catherine V K Est C/O Steven L Gershman Pc 4609 S Brd St
Do Tuan 6721 Chester Ave 9
Free People 5000 S Brd St
Kvaerner Inc C/O Dorothea Gorko 2100 Kitty Hawk Ave
Resource Capital Manager Inc 1 Crescent Dr Ste 203
Seahorse Carrier Svcs Inc 5101 S Brd St
Tasty Baking Co 3 Crescent Dr Ste 200
Towers Michael A 5 Crescent Dtr Ny 0200
Urban Outfitters 5000 S Brd St
Weinstein Ralph 317 Peach Tree Dr
Philadelphia Pa 19114
Abbott Joanna 3209 Brookdale Rd
Abdel Hamid Sahr Apt D37 3100 Grant Ave
Academy Dental Assocs LLC 10101 Academy Rd
Alivest Llp 9603 Lavender St
Allen Robert J Jr 9231 Ditman St
Alt John W 9246 Edmund St
Anderson Arthur W 9309 Frankford Ave
Anderson Margaret 9951 Academy Rd Apt G3
Ask Plastics 9450 Ashton Rd
Assenza Michele A 3298 Red Lion Rd
Aviation Institute of Maint 3001 Grant Ave
Batista Carmen 2801 Saxton Rd Apt A
Bay Ronald, Janet 9426 Fairgreen Ln
Benjamin Charlene, Sydney 5004 N Convent Ln Apt C
Bird Lawrence III 2555 Welsh Rd Apt 323
Blevins Andrielle B 3100 Grant Ave B25
Bolognone James J 3333 Kayford Circ
Borbor Lee Fayon 9452 Wood Bridge Rd
Borromeo Homer 9228 Blue Grass Rd
Boyce Marc 3726 Clarendon Ave
Bradley Joan 5012 J N Convent
Bradley John 4503 Arendell Ave
Brascetta Nicholas J 3654 N Hereford Ln
Brook Gilbert T, Mary E 3813 Etta St
Brown Elizabeth A 7636 Montague St
Buchter Karen, Jack 3100 Grant Ave
Butler Michael T 9912 Canterbury Rd
Chen Jin 9230 Wissinoming St
Cintron Evelyn 12103 Delaire Landing Rd
Clayton Augustus E 5100 S Convent Ln Un407
Cornett William 3308 Glenbrook St
Coyne Anne Est 12102 Delaire Landing Rd
Crone Joseph J 3600 Red Lion Rd Apt 59c
Crone Marybeth R 10214 Kilburn Rd
Crown PO Box 63290
Dalton Irene E 9231 Hegerman St
Dang Vinh Hien 4909 Grant Ave
Darwish Randa 9414 A Fairgreen La
Deb Shops Inc 9401 Blue Grass Rd
Del Prato Albert J, Leah 9183 Ryerson Rd
Dellarocca Christoph 3100 Grant Ave 34e
Delrocco Dawn 9201 Hegerman St
Domenico Vincent 71306 Delaire Landing Rd
Donahue Margaret E 3997 Constance Rd 1st Fl
Donohue Janet L 10216 Kilburn Rd
Dooley Barbara 3505 Morrell Ave
Dubow Brian A 3701 Linden Ave Apt B106
Dufulio Louis A 4720 Hegerman Ter
Eady Laura 9574 State Rd 1st Fl
Edelstein Ilene 6212 Delaire Landing Rd No 6
Falcone Christopher J 3315 Filter St
Farling Flora 9226 Horatio Rd
Female Janette P 3666 Glenn St
Ferrara Helena C 4809 Arendell Ave
Fowler Fiona 3996 Carteret Dr
Frankford Dental Care Pc 9523 Frankford Ave
Franklin Mills Promo 1455 Franklin Mills Cir PO Box 6039
Fugger Norma 35202 Delaire Landing Rd
Fulton Barbara A Est 9238 Convent Ave
Gabler Sylvia 5100 Convent Ln Apt 110
Gallagher Bobby 36204 Delaire Landing Rd
Gallagher James F 4612 Aubrey Ave
Gillard Dante A 9601 Ashton Rd Apt B13
Glassman Shirley, Leon 51302 Delaire Landing
Gordon David Karl 3589 Nottingham Ln
Graber Francis R 3515 Primrose Rd
Graziano Angelina A, Peter P 9239 Annapolis Rd
Greenberg Ruth 5005 S Convent Ln Apt E
Grimes Zachary Thomas 70102 Delaire Landing Rd
Gring David J PO Box 6092
Grumbrecht Patrick J 3515 Churchill Ln
Grunder Jean 9457 Woodbridge Rd
Haines Robert 2858 Angus Rd
Hannan Katherine M 9451 Outlook Ave
Harris Shaheim 2607 Welsh Rd Apt F 301
Hart Albert 3827 Pearson Ave
Hasty Robert A 3315 Ashfield Ln
Haywood Ashely 2481 Grant Ave
Helverson Stephen 3947 Constance Rd
Hill Francis D 3336 Kayford Ci
Hudec Helen 3430 Eden St
Huebner Lillian R 3424 Primrose Rd
Hurley Martin 3955 Carteret Dr
Iglesias Wende W 3128 Grant Ave Apt B
Inglese Joseph 9323 Edmund St
J And K Automatics 9246 Edmund St
Jabs Edward A 9402 Kirkwood Rd C/O Matthew Peebles
Jardine Maureen, Robert 2823a Norcorss Ln
Jasinski Frank J, Dorothy 9871 Frankford Ave Apt
JD Glass 9220 Marsden St
Jedwabny Edward J 3432 Filter St
Johnson Sarah 9433 Woodbridge Rd Apt B
Keeley Nancy 3308 Glenbrook St
Kennedy Jeffrey 9627 Torresdale Ave
King Kathleen M 9252 Angus Pl
King Lisa M 9317 Melrose St
Kinniburgh Helen 9323 Ditman St
Ko Yi W 3600 E Crown Ave
Kurz John J 3342 Fordham Rd
Lang Arthur A Sr 3524 Nottingham Ln
Langara Hans A 3400 Red Lion Rd Apt 15d
Lange Kathryn C 5124 Grant Ave
Larkin Richard W 3368 Red Lion Rd
Lazan Lawrence D 10204 Delaire Landing Rd
Leidy Kenneth J, Sandra L 9272 Angus Pl
Lerro T A Joseph 3350 Grant Ave
Lewis Linda 3501 Sussex Ln
Lincoln William 3336 Ashfield Ln
Link Robert C 9521 State Rd Apt F
Link Timothy George 10203 Calera Rd
Liu Fei Yun 3713 Barner Dr
Lubin Thomas A 5100 Convent Ln Apt 214
Lyons Patrick 3545 Nottingham Ln
Ma Rui J 4211 Lyman Dr
Mac Neal Catherine 232 W Gorgas Ln
Marko Tia N 3722 Vale Ln
Martin Willis 9501 State Rd
Maurizio Barbara 10015 S Canterbury Rd
Mccabe Christopher T 3600 Red Lion Rd Apt 58b
Mccabe Mildred 3600 Red Lion Rd Apt 58b
Mcdonagh Mary 10234 West Keswick Rd
Mcdonough Elizabeth 3600 Red Lion Rd Apt 55−D
Mcfadden Christopher Edward, Timothy 9317 Milnor St
Mcfadden Michael A 3699 Morrell Ave Unitd
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Mcginley Enterprises 33 03 S Keswick Crescent 2nd Fl
Mckenna Daniel 9431 Fairgreen Ln Apt A
Mcmanus Kathleen 9951 Academy Rd Apt G3
Mellor Joseph 3579 Wessex Ln
Menoken Arron D 2555 Welsh Rd Apt 333
Meshkov Stanley 5100 S Convent Ln Apt 505 East
Milliot Fidele A 3563 Wessex Ln
Mills Marcella B 1320 Somerville Ave
Mininni Theodore 12301 Delaire Landing Rd
Monahan Robert 3400 Red Lion Rd 16 A
Morrison James 10038 Hegerman St 2nd Fl
Mullen Catherine 5109 Fitler St
Murray Joseph 10209 W Keswick Rd
Odonnell Meghan, Teah, Rachael 3201 Kilburn Rd
Olkowski Olga 4636 Grant Ave
Oshaughnessy Joyce L 9951 Academy Rd Apt C 8
Paravicini Pual 9459 Lansford St
Partyka Janice, Andrew 3405 Primrose Rd
Paul Richard 3825 Janice St
Peck Bernard J, Elizabeth 10214 Leilburn Rd
Peskan Joan C 9328 Campus Ln
Pierce Lydia 06210 Delaire Landing Rd
Powlen Bernice 9503 State Rd Apt 230 Harbor View Towers
Professional Home Health Svcs PO Box 16198
Pue Jane M 3537 Primrose Rd
Ramirez Octaviano J 3600 Red Lion Rd Apt 65a
Regional Psychotherapy 9140 Academy Rd Ste K
Reilly Helen 4636 Grant Ave
Reinhardt Hazel B 4511 Linden Ave
Rementer Gerard F 9865 Garvey Dr
Reyes Raymond 9313 Frankford Ave
Roach Elizabeth 9431 Academy Rd
Rutter Marie 9503 State Rd Apt 126
Rutter Marie L Harbor View Apts Apt 219 9503 State Rd
Ryan Joseph 2213 Macon St
Safford Madeline M 4602 Eden St
Sandler Gertrude 5011k S Convent Ln
Santiago Anthony D 9212 Annapolis Rd
Scharf Robert 9501 Roosevelt Blvd Ste 206
Schoolcraft Linda E 9457 Woodbridge Rd
Schwartz Robert W 2607 Welsh Rd Apt C103
Sheahan Colleen 2831 Angus Rd
Sherman Alan P 10101 Academy Rd 2nd Fl
Shokrollah Michael 3317 Elliston Cir
Siegel Bernard 22204 Delaire Landing Rd
Silverman Scott Academy Dental Assocs LLC Ste 204 10101 Academy Rd 2nd Fl
Sirajudeen Divya, Lucy 960 Ashton Rd Apt
Smith Barbara 21 N Frazier St
Smith Ruth M 3627 Morrell Cir
Springer Edna 3625 N Hereford Ln
Staats Cecilia 4513 Linden Ave
Stark Brian, April 9441 B Fairgreen Ln
Stukes Keith 2751 Willits Rd
Sugar Lois 2555 Welsh Rd Apt 319
Sutter Erin 9213 Blue Grass Rd Apt 3
Tarpehbrapoh Precious P 9453 Ashton Rd Apt B
Tees Michelle 2607 Welsh Rd L 209
Tessie Bonilla 2555 Welsh Rd Apt 435
Thomas Eleanor, Elaine 9601 Ashton Rd Apt D2
Toner Joseph T 3993 Carteret Dr
Torjilar Saybah S 2802 Saxton Rd
Treachy Laura 9420 Fairgreen Ln Apt B
Trojecki Theresa A 3509 Wessex Ave
Turner James R, Linda 3600 Red Lion Rd Apt 70b
Vanegas Mirian 2607 Welsh Rd Apt I 204
Vantran Chuong 9237 Frankford Ave
Vasquez Rosie 2831 Woodbridge Rd
Vazquez Veronica 301 Welsh Rd Apt D 301
Vendetti Robert J 3504 W Crown Ave
Wallace Christine 3726 Clarendon Ave
Walter Grace E 9310 Ditman St
Weber Mary 3322 Glenbrook Pl # 1st−Fl
Weinraub Morris 2661 Willits Rd Apt S124
Willis Robert 2751 Willits Rd
Wishnow Isadore, Pearl 9219 Blue Grass Rd 191
Ye Li Hong 2417 Welsh Rd St 6
Yurchanka Vitali 3308 Primrose Rd
Zakrzewski Phyllis, Louis 9503 State Rd
Philadelphia Pa 19115
69th St Pennsylvania Irish Volunteers PO Box 14598
9042 Roosevelt Blvd Philadelphia LLC 9042 Roosevelt Blvd
Abraham Mathew C 8712 Autumn Rd
Abstract Liberties 211 Fairmount Ave
Abuteya Layla 8496 Rising Sun Ave
Aceto Florence M, Amber N 717 Charette Rd
Agres Alexander 1519 Stoney Ln Unit B
Andrews Joseph 1711 Grant Av
Bankes David 2445 Tremont St Apt A
Belair Medical Mgmt Co 1916 Welsh Rd St 9
Bell Latonia 9243 Jamison Ave
Berg Herman, Ray 9122 Old Newtown Rd
Birko Yaroslav Apt B83 9926 Haldeman Ave
Bogak Mykhaylo 2101 Winchester Ave Apt S6
Bonocore Josephine, John 9605 Hoff St
Boyle Anthony F 9754 Glenhope Rd
Brook Sidney 2301 Tremont St Apt G304
Brooks Martin 8921 Alton St
Burstein Medical Assocs PO Box 52654
Campano Sue 2131 Welsh Rd Apt 103
Cassidy John G Est 719 Charette Rd
Cavanaugh Carol 2107 Welsh Rd Apt B101
Champva PO Box 51318
Chaves Marcivany 2001 Nester St
Chekhovyeh Denys 2089 Welsh Rd
Chemplayil Sibichan 627 Colebrook Rd
Chien Donald 1519 Grant Ave Apt B
Cipriani Ardella 1129 Chesworth Rd
Citizens Alliance For Westwood PO Box 52123
Cobo Mariola 9921 Bustleton Ave A11
Cohen Beatrice Est 2301 Tremont St Apt G202
Conn Sylvia M 9222 Darlington Rd
Dandv 9998 Global Rd Ste 37
Davis Donovan L 9974 Bridle Rd
Depaola Clara 2109 Red Lion Rd
Devereux Froney, John 9960 Alicia St
Divor Charles, Esther 9731 Wynmill Rd
Dombrowsk Mary L 9896 Bustleton Ave
Dominello Penny 1115 Bingham St
Dougherty Alfred 9501 State Rd Rivers Edge
Elias Eric A 9521 Cowden
Epstein Milton B, Nancy C 9302 Laramie Rd
Ernwood Associates Fernwood Assocs PO Box 51292
European Connection 9410 Clark St Bldg I
Eyler Susan 2100 Murray St
Farrell Joseph C 9548 Northeast Ave
Fiandra Daniel 51 Country Ln Dr
Financial Mgmt Svc Philadelphia Financial Ctr
Financial Mnmt Service PO Box 51318
Fingerman Maya 1751 Welsh Rd B 8
Firsov Alexandre 2100 Tremont St C 13
Flood Edward PO Box 51318
Fogarasi Thomas R 717 Charette Rd
Folgosa Gwendolyn 1831 Beyer Ave Fl 1
Francis Cheryl Reed 852 Medway Rd
Friedman Jack, Ann 2301 Tremont St Apt 202
Frishman Michelle 1131 Layton Rd
Fuks Vladimir 9926 Haldeman Ave
Gallagher Trevor Joseph 709 Stratford Dr
Ganssloser Herbert, Martha 1022 Surrey Rd
Gemmi Charles Dr Ste 1b 2137 Welsh Rd
General Asphalt Paving Corp 9301 Krewstown Rd
Gitman Igor 1524 Marcy Place Apt A
Gleason Francis 720 Millwood Rd
Goldberg Rifka 8940 Krewstown Rd
Goldberg Taya Apt 522
Goldstein Janet 2 Moredun Place
Gottlieb Milton 9896 Bustleton Ave Apt B117
Hadad Michael Executor 9960 Bridle Rd
Hall Margaret F Apt B−332 9896 Bustleton Ave
Harris Eric Sr 9239a Jamison Ave
Hart Mary E PO Box 51113
Heinig Marvin 851 Red Lion Rd C2
Heisler Robert 9844 Cowden St
Holt Ann 9945 Haldeman Ave
Hussein Ali 2301 Woodward St Apt B 4
International Tours 9965 Bustleton Av
Jagwani Kashin 2301 Woodward St Apt B
Jankowski Maryanna, Steven 9810 Redd Rumbler Dr
John Daison 9918 Wingtip Rd
Johnson James J 1124 Kent Ln
Johnston Frances K Vernon Hill Apts Vernon Crittenden
Joseph Tity 627 Colebrook Rd
Kaplan Murray 8906 Turton Dr
Kaufman Donita 8909 Alton St
Kaytes Abraham 9826 Bridle Rd
Kelly Marguerite 402 Bucannan Ave
Kempel Pavel 127 Pocasset Rd
Klepesky Louise P, Peter 9976 Gdnia Ln
Knoch Delores M, Alice H 9649 Beirwood St
Knowledge Key Assocs 2137 Welsh Rd Ste 3c
Koan Sin Young 1801 Winchester Ave
Kops Sarah 2375 Woodward St Apt 515
Kotlyarenko Alex 1516 Stoney Ln B
Kowalewski Adam PO Box 52284
Kozel Patricia A 9960 Bridle Rd
Kozhukh Rozalia 9200 Old Bustleton Av D 303
Kraus Stephanie 51 Country Ln Dr
Krezhnerman Mark 9906 Bustleton Av C 27
Krovets Denys 9349 Banes St
Kruger Jerald 622 Artwood Dr
Kryss Medical Inc 724 Red Lion Rd
Kunin Gary 9200 Bustleton Ave
Kurian Matew 1141 Alton Pl
Laessig Andrew 9728 Waly Ave
Lanzetta Marguerit M 8912 Rising Sun Ave
Lawler Mildred Pauls Run Apt 441
Lee Michael Patrick, Michael 9973 Hardy Rd
Lee Ryan Thomas, Michael 9973 Hardy Rd
Lee Sade 9813 Haldeman Ave Apt C202
Lentini Donovan D, Jaclyn 9974 Bridle Rd
Lentini Jaclyn M Jr 9974 Bridle Rd
Levin Robert 1031 Camas Dr
Levy Rebecca D 1801 Winchester Ave Apt F18
Lewis Henrietta 2275 Winchester Ave Apt 211
Li Rong Chen Dba V Nails 89 17 Krewstown Rd
Lichtenfeld F 801 Timber Ln
Lo Hsiu C 9321 Alton St
London Michael S Apt A 9347 Jamison Ave
Maaf Ihsanullah PO Box 52647
Makar Mariya Apt 71b 9926 Haldeman Ave
Mantai Joanne L 9779 Chapelcroft St
Marcus Sylvia Bernice 9723 Beacon Rd
Mccollaum Ethel A Apt B211 Pauls Run 9896 Bustleton Ave
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Mccutchen Vivian, Haran 1712 Grant Ave
Mcgurk Francis 1930 President St
Millan Torres Francisco 1940 Nester Pl
Millmond Nettie 9926 Haldeman Ave Apt A29
Mocarsky Michael J 8628 Ferndale St
Morgan Alexandra A 1029 Camas Dr
Mri P Asso 9432 Roosevelt Blvd
Mundy Helen 2050 Nester St
Myers Robert L 139 Greyct Rd
Natale Elvera Rita 2003 Fulmer St
Nero Toni Nancy M Mcpoyle 2209 Murray St
Newkirk Beatrice 723 Dunmore Rd
Newman Phyllis 2375 Woodward St Apt 707
News Gleaner 9999 Gantry Rd
Northeast Phila Vascular Surge 2137 Welsh Rd Ste 1c
Nowaczyk Catherine 2109 Red Lion Rd
Oneill Timothy C, Phyllis 9416 Hilspach St
Orourke Jennifer 9618 Hoff St 1st Fl
Pacitti Angelina, Anthony 3827 N Marshall St
Panich Mark 1912 Reilly Rd
Parks Dennis 600 Red Lion Rd Aptv 3
Patel Kumudben 2301 Woodward St Apt H 4
Patel Parth 2301 Woodward St Apt H1
Patel Vikrambhai, Sejal V 1915 Reilly Rd
Patrici Rodemer 8900 Roosevelt Bvd
Pertzovitch Yocheved 2375 Woodward St Apt 515
Petschi Magdalena C/O Kathy Wagner Pauls Run 9896 Bustleton Ave
Philip Fiji 1942 Nester St
Pistilli Valentine A, Josephine 2122 Conwell Ave
Polsky Eugene 9896 Bustleton Ave
Pomerance Marcia G, Richard 9896 Bustleton Ave Apt B247
Popkin May 8880 Alton St
Preusch David C 8718 Verree Rd
Price Andrew 9501a Northeast Ave
Pullman I 103 Almatt Dr
Radu Natalie 1013 Susan Rd
Rafferty Henry M Chapel Manor 1104 Welsh Rd
Reba Rothman 2201 Tremont St Apt C322
Reider Pauline B 9209 Jamison Ave #B
Reilly James 621 Artwood Dr
Rembert Lawrence 2301 Woodward St Apt B1
Rogers Christop 9400 Roosevelt Blvd
Roi Carpet Cleaninig Roi Rafael 9841 Northeast Ave
Roman Gary 8910 Springview Rd
Roytberg Raisa 9042 Old Bustleton Ave
Ryan Andrew D PO Box 52116
Ryspayev Bolat 1920 Nester Pl Apt 4
Sam Zilman Clothier 9987 Bustleton Av
Saul Margaret M 9896 Bustleton Ave Apt B420
Savaiana Cody 9504 Northeast Ave
Savaiano Jennifer 9504 Northeast Ave
Schantzer Brandon P 1525a Grant Ave
Schenot Almede 9896 Bustleton Ave B 347
Schultze Elsie C 1101 Bloomdale Rd
Schwar Patricia A 9101 Old Bustleton Ave
Segal Lillian 2375 Woodward St Apt 707
Seidenberg Benjamin F 2375 Woodward St Apt 704
Shakeel Sundus 1003 Redlion Rd
Shaw Denise, Scott 9720 Chapel Rd
Sheip Katie A Pauls Run Apt 441
Shrivastavai Abhishek 9200 Bustleton Ave
Siegel Max Est 2350 Tremont St Apt 314
Smolkina Riva 1865 Welsh Rd J 5
Snyder Robert B 8875 Krewstown Rd A 9
Sobel Adele 112 Kingfield Rd
Stacy William C 9803 Haldeman Ave Apt B201
Stark April Miss 2668 Winchester Ave
Stark Brian c/oEdward R Summers 9019 Cargill Ln
Steinback Frances Red Lion Decatur St
Steinberg Shirley B 828 Red Lion Rd Apt D25
Sunshine Scientific 1810 Grant Av Power
Taylor Angela C Norwalk Sq Unit A−12 1209 Norwalk Rd
Tees David E 9972 Sandy Rd
Tenaglia Nicholas A 9757 Krewstown Rd
Terrell David W 2229 Fulmer St
Thaiparambil Johnson D, Shainy 2301 Woodward St Apt
Timofeyev Inna 9926 Haldeman Ave 28
Tindall Darrell 1029 Camas Dr
Torres Edwin 9702 Chapel Rd
Tucker Shelli W 1716 N Edgewood St
Turzanski Richard 1014 Creswood Rd
Vanguard 720 Millwood Rd
Varghese Cherian V 8714 Autumn Rd
Vigil David 9210 Old Bustleton Ave
Villaceran C 1849 Beyer Ave
Vip Marketing Concepts 270 Geiger Rd Bl F
Volk Hannchen 9992a Woodfern Rd
Walters Dorothy 4343 Devereaux Ave
Waters Marguerite G 746 Millwood Rd
Watson Pamela 9200 Bostleton Ave Apt 180
Weisselberger Joan G 9896 Bustleton Ave Apt 246a
Whitfield Henry L 9115 Verree Rd
Whitfield Henry L, Harry 1113 Bingham St
Wilusz Christine M 9101 Old Bustleton Ave Apt A 14
Wolf Frank 9770 Hilspach St
Wolfenden Fran 2107 Welsh Rd Apt B101
Wongs Gourmet 1699 Grant Ave
Yakush Vassiliy 9128 Old Newtown Rd
Yang Kyung O 9200 Bustleton Ave Apt 2102
Youngdahl Kristin A 9553 Waly Ave
Zayvelev Leonid, Marina 1188 Bartlett St
Zeitz Harry 9906 Bustleton Ave Apt F1
Zelmanoff Ellis 600 Red Lion Rd K−7
Zhu Jun Ge 9916 Roosevelt Blvd B 3 Blvd
Zobel Thomas W 9826 Hardy Rd
Philadelphia Pa 19116
1713 Scotchbrook Dr Condo 11685 Bustleton Ave
Aaron Leon Public Adjusters 10871 Bustleton Ave Ste 126
Afridi Sara 553 Avon St
Ahlers William B 315 Smithfield Ave
Alferoua Olga 523 Lawler St
Ameriheart Ambulance 13440 Damar Dr Unit G
Apsitis Andis 10032 Jeanes St Fl 1
Ashley Christopher N 1977 Merlin Rd
Atamian Sevan 10111 Alexandria Ln
Atkinson Jonathan T, Angela 615 Maple Ave
Barber Dorothy I, James 10900 Bustleton Ave
Barylo Alex 11114 Greiner Rd
Battel Audrey 13018 Trina Dr
Bayeva Anna 10831 Rennard St 2nd Fl
Begey Christopher R 13058 Blakeslee Dr 2nd Fl
Belik Semjon 110 W Byberry Rd Apt K4
Bernard Joseph, Mary 13555 Philmont Ave Apt 36
Berry David 2009 Sanford St
Blue Cross River Rink 121 N Columbus Blvd
Blythe Anna M Est 15105 Ina Dr
Brady Daniel F 11988 Audubon Pl
Brickman Laura, Louis 452 Wooohaven Plaza
Brophy Joseph J 518 Buxmont St
Brown Howard C/O 560 Larkspur St
Brown Richard M 12036 Stevens Rd
Bukar Alexander 205 Lockart Ln Apartment B
Cacorin Anatolie 10618 Lockart Rd
Campbell Albert, Emma 507 Pinewood Rd
Campbell Patricia J 621 Maple Ave
Chaban Joel 10101 Northeast Ave Apt K
Chazak Dorothy L 755 Kentwood St Apt 209
Cho Gin Hee 11989 Dumont Rd
Choi Benjamin 1208 Freil Place
Chou Paulina H 642 Lawler St
Chung Bobby 15137 Kallaste Dr
Coleman David 2607 Welsh Rd
Connor John D Est 11520 Bustleton Ave
Cook Michael T 634 Edison Ave
Coppola Anthony 10828 Rennard St
Costigan Arthur J 525 Simms St
Cura Lucian 255 Ridgeway St
Currency One 10050 Roosevelt Blvd
Curtis Robert J 226 Erica St
Cutler Irene 414 Regina St
Czajkowski Wendy L, Paul 685 Rennard St
Davies Edward, Lois L Apt 2 111 Lockart Plz
Devlin Anthony 601 Edison Ave Unit I
Diprinzio Gina 218 Erica St
Donald Edward C/O Joan G Donald 1206 Southampton Rd
Donald Joan 1206 Southampton Rd
Ds Electric Inc. 810 Byberry Rd
Dubeski Lila 139 Gardner St
Dvir Edi 10180 Verre Rd
Eastland Apparel 13440 Damar Dr
Ecker Polly 11601 Depue Ave
Edwards Jesse 2600 Southampton Rd
Erlich Sylvia C 406 Audubon Ter
Fedeli Mary D 265 Nandina Ter Fl 2
Figueroa Raquel 13512 Bustleton Ave Apt 8 301
Finnegan Richard J 15116 Milford St
Fitch Veronica J 10808 Gifford Ave
Flores Anthony 450 Byberry Rd G 75
Fomina Oksana 10101 Northeast Ave Apt D−12
Forward Move Corp 10050 Roosevelt Bl St 8
Fose Joseph A C/O Raymond Fose 11612 Gifford
Gaul Mary A 13411 Kelvin Ave
Geevarughese Varkey 10712 Gifford St Fl 2
Gereaghty Mich 370 Tomlinson Pl
Gereaghty Michael 370 Tomlinson Pl
Gill Bros PO Box 11689
Gingeles Sofia 209 Robina St 2nd Fl
Gofman Eduard 11040 Greiner Rd
Goldberg Channa 442 Tomlinson Rd
Goldberg Stuart M 486 Parlin St #1
Gomes Welington 605 B Maple Ave
Gonax Yaroslav 11253 Jeanes Pl
Gordon Karen 10871 Bustleton Ave Ste 126
Greco Timothy 486 Depue Pl
Griffin Kevin T 5648 Blakemore St
Grodon Karen 10871 Bustleton Ave Ste 126
Harrington Michael, Mary 1108 Napier St
Helverson Louis G 1337 Herschel Place
Herbert Joan 10233 Selmer Plz
Hicks Doris 10229 Murty Ln
Higgins Catherine 10900 Bustleton Ave Apt B52
Hillenbrand Ernest 412 Larkspur St
Holland Mildred 10900 Bustleton Ave
Hong Kong Super Buffet Inc 11801 Bustleton Ave
Hopkins Emma B 11623 Barlow St
Imperial Financial Group Inc 11028 Rennard St
Iwi 2191 Hornig Rd Unit A
Jako Enterprises 2030 E Byberry Rd
Johnson Matthew 135 Terry Lee Ct
Joshi Pratik 305 Ridgeway St Fl 1
Kenworthy Jo Ann Est 1012 Byberry Rd
Kerner Edward J 14029 Napier St
Kerr Thomas 11040 Ferndale St
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Kopp Rosemary 1245 Poquessing Creek Dr
Kricheli Eka T 12006 Ferndale St
Kryss Boris 11054 Rennard St
Kudin Vlas 247 Robina Pl
Kutovoy Svetlana, Igor 10213 Rubin Ln
Kwiatkowski Ronald M 251 Robina Pl
Lackey Raymond A 11058 Proctor Rd
Lapeika Virginijus 236 Erica St
Larionov Pavel 10913 Nandina Ln
Lauska Inta 13451 Philmont Ave Apt A7
Laycock George E, Dorothy 413 Maple Ave
Leasoff Burton PO Box 11615 Somerton
Lehrman Doris A 37 Brookshire Tr
Lescas Audrey, Louis 501 Larkspur St
Levin Michael 332 Avon St
Levin Michael 450 W Byberry Rd J−95
Lewis Barbara A 13038 Depue Ave
Liberty One Financial Inc 13050 Bustleton Ave Ste A
Libkin Yelena 263 Ridgeway Ter
Liyew Befkadu 441 Tomlinson Rd Apt C 16
Lopez Ignacio 10204 Bustleton Ave Apt B
Lyons Isaiah 10900 Bustleton Ave
Madden Michael S 829 Selmer Rd
Marrone Almerinda 1900 Greymont St
Martin Peter R 202 Lockart Ter
Mastrocco Nick 701 Sanford St
Mathew Bindu 636 Avon Rd
Mathew Mariyamma 514 Parlin St
Mccartney Clinton 10871 Bustleton Ave Ste 109
Mccauley William M 11005 Greiner Rd
Mccrossin John 507 Pinewood Rd
Mccrossin Margherita 507 Pinewood Rd
Mcfarland George 2631 Sheridan St
Mcintyre Joseph, Alma 50 Pinewood Av
Mcknight Arthur R Jr 414 Dorest Hills Ave
Mclaughlin Margaret A 11986 Lockart Rd
Melomed Margarita 104 County Line Rd
Meringo Leearndra, Lewis R 11727 Jeanes St
Meringo Lewis 11727 Jeanes St
Merker Adelaida Do 10752 Bustleton Ave
Mikhaylova Elza 10013 Bridle Rd 2nd Fl
Montagino Christopher 13512 Bustleton Ave 8314
Morein Darlene 441 Tomlinson Rd F 12
Morgan Kelly 507 Pinewood Rd
Morris Russell 336 Gardner Ave
Mullin Colleen, Kelly 810 St Christopher Ln
Murphy Michael J 560 Burgess St
Murphy Paul, Nana 10848 Nandina La
Murro Salvatore M 73 Brookshire Ct
Murt Mary T 1206 Michelle Dr
Nagelberg Sydney 490 Avon St
Negus William A, Cora L 731 Byberry Rd
Nemeroff Jack N 12033 Audubon Ave
Northeast Medical & Rehabilit 14200 Bustleton Ave Ste 4
Odea Nicara 811 Densmore Rd
Odil S T 10620 Lockart Rd Fl 1
Paglia Giovanni 558 Larkspur St
Patel Amruta N 651 Lawler St
Patel Anil M 10612 St Thomas Dr
Patel Rita A 10612 St Thomas Dr
Perrin Mitchell Michelle J 13661 Philmont Ave 20
Perry Martha 10918 Nandina Ct
Philip Joggy 705 Gorman St
Pro Class Auto Body 10203 Murty Ln
Quigley John M 301 Byberry Rd Unit A22
Raaen Ole Kristian 220 Lockart Ter Fl 2
Rakhimov Sanatillo 508 Foster St Fl 2
Ramos Rinda S 128 Brookshire Dr
Real Estate Management Ll 324 Avon St
Reuben Marc 1115 Stewart Pl
Rim Thomas H 359 Avon St
Rivera Rose 10101 N East Ave Apt/Flr B12
Roderig William C 10900 Bustleton Ave Apt 97
Rodriguez Catalino 671 Rennard St
Romaniuta Vadym 223 Lockart Ter Fl 1
Rooney David S 830 Larkspur St
Rosenzweig Fred 13034 Depue Ave
Rossiter Marie 15147 Kallaste Dr
Rupp Deborah A, Joseph 11611 Bustleton Ave
Rutizer Shirley M, Est Ned 11888 Jeanes St
Saludez Lourdes T 128 Brookshire Dr
Sampson Octavin 730 Sanford St Apt 201
Santiago Jennifer 307 Ridgeway St 2nd Fl
Schnipper Mel 382 Woodhaven Rd
Schultz Antoinette 15016 London Rd
Shamsotinov Alexander 833 Barlow St
Shoshina Alena 226 Robina St No A
Shteyn Igor 10020 Ferndale St
Siegelman Jordan W 11718 Audubon Ave
Sirott Martha 11620 Stevens Rd
Smith Phyllis 15016 Liberty Ln
Sobov Gary 10900 Bustleton Ave
Sokolov Sergii 206 Lockkart Ln 1st Fl
South 10th Street LLC 1890 Woodhaven Rd
SPOnyin Marie 10900 Bustleton Ave
Stephens Gregory A 558 Selma St
Sutter Christine M 808 Piermont St
Sveatnenko Oleg 427 Regina St
Tang Jian Xi 642 Lawler St
Tatevosian Gabriel 119 Lockart Plaza Apt B
Tchiokadze Mevlud 13047 Blakeslee Ct
Telemaque Crichlow Daphnee 619 Avon Rd
Tetruashvily Abram 10217 Dedaker St
Thomas Annie 11005 Greiner Rd
Tolstonog Family Revoc Tr Ua 5 7 02 C/O Audrey Battel 13018 Trina Dr
Tracey Charles J 730 Byberry Rd
Tribecca Coffee Ent 1928 Kentwood St
Trovarello Josephine 2018 Gorman St
Trumbower Nancy 10918 Nandina Ct
Upadhyay Nita A 10827 Proctor Rd
Uturgaury Maia 105 Gardner St
Uwanawich Steve 12029 Bustleton Ave
Vadim Likhonos 13048 Blakeslee Dr A
Valdes Lucy 3214 Wilbur
Varughese Thomas 10105 Jeanes St
Vazquez Oscar 2609 Southampton Rd
Vogelman James T 408 Hendrix St
Wade Mary 10400 Roosevelt Blvd
Wasserman Geraldine, Robert A 10913 Lockart Rd
Weiler Arthur 12052 Bustleton Av
Williams Dawayne 2600 Southampton Rd
Williams Rodger J 554 Larkspur St
Yankelevich Maksim 220 Erica St
Youngwirth Michelle 2173 Bennett Rd
Yun Tae Sun 11989 Dumont Rd
Ziemer Erika C 2016 Gorman St
Philadelphia Pa 19118
Africaribe Microenterprise Network PO Box 27337
Alliance Imaging 8835 Germantown Ave
Bacon Clotilde C/O James J Bacon Jr PO Box 27588
Barnes Ronald A 107 E Bells Mill Rd
Berwind Jessica Murray 9130 Green Tree Rd
Besetty Ramashesai 7720 C Stenton Ave Apt 108
Bessa Jose O 201 W Evergreen Ave Apt 401
Biscotti Gildas 8419 Germantown Ave
Blair Peggy S 8111 St Martins Ln
Bolinger Steve 202 E Highland Ave
Bond David E 37 W Willow Grove Ave
Bradford Clotilde E C/O James J Bacon Jr PO Box 27588
Britton Management 28 E Willow Grove Ave
Brown Scott 9280 Ridge Ave
Bruno Lori 1 Sunset Ave W
Bryant Willie 200 E Mermaid Ln Unit 118
Brzoska Stephen 7720 Stenton Ave
Carr Deshell M PO Box 27243
Cespuglio Marie C 8143 Ardleigh St
CH Pathology Asc PO Box 27189
Chen Grace 124 Rex Ave
Citizens Bank of Pa 7780 Crittenden St
Conger Seymour B Jr 8105 Roanoke St
Connerty Thomas 7700 B Stenton Ave 13 207
Conti Emma M L 107 E Moreland Ave
Croxton Cheryl H 716 Davidson Rd
D’amico Amy 209 W Chestnut Hill Ave
Denny Ivan R 220 E Mermaid Ln T 168
Dickey Russell 8407 Germantown Av 2nd
Dunbar Youngshil 7600 Stenton Ave
Fairman Fred Jr W Est 9502 Wheelpump Land
Fairview Care Center of Bethleham Pike 184 Bethlehem Pike
Falcone David T 511 West Grayers Ln
Felt Mary A 7807 Ardleigh St
Fleitas Mary R, Mary T 8212 St Martins Ln
Flying Fish Restaurant 8142 Germantown Ave
Folsom Virginia 145 Springfield Ave Belmont Hills
Gallagher Robin F 2 E Chestnut Hill Ave
Gardner Jeanette Jr 8308 Stenton Ave
Gibbons Claire B 102 W Gravers Ln
Goudy Nelson 208 E Meade St
Gpsc Charters Ltd 600 St Andrew Rd
Hauptli Doug 350 E Willow Grove Ave # 202
Hayne Richard 715 W Gravers Ln
Holden Elisa 7900 Stenton Ave
Holliday E W 235 E Highland Ave
Hosay Craig T 222 E Ever Green Ave
Howell Reid I 7824 Ardleigh St
Ingersoll Patricia 117 E Moreland St
Jaramillo Alfonso, Diego 8204 Seminole St
Jaramillo Carmenza 8204 Seminole St
Jaramillo Jaime 8204 Seminole St
Jarlett Franklin Est 6 Oak Rd
Johnson Mary Lou M 9192 Germantown Ave
Kiely Terrence M, Frank R 708 Avondale Rd
Klein Lillian, Arnold 7740 C Stenton Ave Apt 311
Kozubal John 7720 B Stenton Ave 11 209
Kramer Elizabeth E 7726 Ardleigh St
Little Lewis 101 W Hampton Rd
Lutheran Child Care Centre 8300 Germantown Ave
Macdonald Mary L, Joseph 7942 Germantown Ave C
Malley Mary L 21 W Springfield Ave
Mapes Erika L 7911b Ardliegh St
Marcolina Mary J, Emily 118 E Moreland Ave
Marquez Julie M 712 Wolcott Dr Apt A
Mathers Linda M 8109 Devon St
Mcandrews James 302 W Springfield Ave
Mccabe James J 9425 1 2 Mdwbrk Ave
Mccabe Rosemarie 9425 1/2 Mdwbrk Ave
Mccall Anna F C/O Joanna Marie Mccarthy 150 W Evergreen Ave # B4
Mccloskey Tara 18 East Abington Rd
Mills Barbieri Andrea Fnd Tr 501 W Mermaid Ln
Mohammad Iqbal 151 S Brod St
Moore Charles R Jr PO Box 27683
Mueller Robert W 114 Hilltop Rd
Mullen Robert W 1302 Stotesburg Ave
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Olsman Alexandra, Robert C 124 W Chesnut Hill Ave
Olsman Cindi 124 W Chestnut Hill Av Res
Oneill Jane Jordan 8703 Seminole Ave
Orthwein David T 8864 Towanda St
Ounsoworth James A Trust 7721 St Martins Ln
Ousworth Mary E 7721 St Martins Ln
Ousworth Mary E Tr Ua 5 22 96 7721 St Martins Ln
Perry Beverly R PO Box 27335
Pinckney Rickey L 7900 A Stenton Ave
Piotrowski Daniel 7835 Devon St
Poses Steve 8038 Crittenden St
Potchak Dave 7720 B Stenton Ave 11 101
Powell James R 7600 Stenton Av/Chestnut Apt 103/White Marsh Bldg
Quinn John H III 220 E Mermaid Ln Townhouse 146
Rayborn Maureen, George 8512 Stenton Ave
Redpath Peter 100 W Mermaid Ln
Riddell Saml K Highland Park
Roxy Auto Body 7729 Winston Rd
Rubenstein Brooke 8 Rex Ct Unit 12
Ruddick Margie 8122 Shawnee St
Sarasti Productions Inc 210 E Gravers Ln
Schoettle Carole S 8610 Millman Pl
Schultz Timothy J Apt 902 201 W Evergreen Ave
Schwartz Rosina Ms 7516 Mccallum St
Shepperd Richard 205 Lynnebrook Ln
Simeone Family Partnership Lp 8700 Seminole St
Simpson E Fairview Care Ctr Bethlehem Pk 184 Bethlehem Pike
Sineone Family Partnership Lp 8700 Seminole St
Steiner Marian C/O S Barbara Winnals 9701 Germantown Ave
Steinfield Richard M, Renee 406 Arden Ln
Stolp Lauren 14 Laughlin Ln
Stout Joseph Anthony 8923 Crefeld St
Sullivan Walter J 212 E Highland Ave Apt B1
Swanson Edward N PO Box 27267
Swope Elaine 219 E Willow Grove Ave Apt M3
Tan Anthony 145 Springfield Ave Belmont Hills
Tan Felix 145 Springfield Ave Belmont Hills
Termini Petra 8121 Ardleigh St
Thompson Laura R Est 212 E Highland Ave Apt B−1
Waddall Nancy Tr Ua 5 22 96 7721 St Martins Ln
Weinberg B Est 125 W Evergreen Ave
Williams Edward D 500 Willowgrove
Winebrake Maxwell 123 W Springfield Ave
Wood Theodore PO Box 27157
Wright James Jr 7740c Stenton Ave Apt 103
ZapPOne Louis 31 Brookside Rd
Philadelphia Pa 19119
300 West Mt Pleasant Partners 300 W Mt Pleasant
Addison James 312 W Park Rd
Adebote Fehintolu 8400 Green St
Alexander Louis Jr, Louis 337 E Upsal St
Anatasi Joseph S 300 E Mt Airy Ave
Andy Emma L 347 Roumft Rd
Averette Andrew J 18 Carpenter Ln
Axa Equitable 619 W Cliveden St
Bantum Morris E 246 E Mt Plesant Ave
Barnes Delores 223 E Cliveden St
Barnes Marion C 530 E Gorgas Ln
Bass Marcia A 91 E Hortter St
Bauer Leigh 643 W Westview St
Baxley Gladys L 221 W Mount Pleasant Ave
Bayliffe Andrew 507 Wellesley Rd
Bernstein Susan N 246 W Upsal St #G303
Bowens Evelyn Est, Evelyn 7032 Greene St
Boyd Winona P 434 W Carpenter Ln
Brack Boy Records 321 Carpenter La
Branch Lawrence 221 W Mt Pleasant Ave #3
Branch Selena J 221 W Mt Pleasant Ave #3
Brown Ben 703 Sharpnack St
Brown Edith 6950 Germantown Ave
Brown Nettie 168 E Meehan Ave
Brown Otis J 6640 Crowson St
Buchanan Winston C, Grace A 368 East Sharpnack St
Burris Rochell D 600 Burnham Rd
Butler Kathleen Z 20 E Montana St
Byrnes Helen B, John J 408 E Allens Ln
Caldwell Gary 153 E Pleasant St
Campbell Rashaan 7 W Sharpnack St
Cannon Alice 6447 Chew Ave
Carson Hattie P 417 Wellesley Rd
Carter Betty 6733 Emlen St
Casey Daniel 155 E Meehan Ave
Cerino Helen T 504 W Mount Pleasant Ave
Chandler Geneva P 446 W Durham St
Chase Auto Finance 125 E Upsal St
Chatts LLC 219 W Hortter St
Chavarria Kevin 245 E Phil Ellena St
Chin Hubert N 151 W Sharpnack St
City of Philadelphia C/O Vinson Flowers 62 E Slocum St
Clarefeld Carol J 606 W Arbitus St
Clark Anthony 125 E Upsal St
Cleo Mack 1339 N Randolph St
Cliveden Convalescent Center 6400 Green St
Cliveden Convalescent Center 8400 Green St
Clough Anne G 232 E Sedgwick St
Connerton Connerton A, Michael J 6618 Greene St
Connor Patricia A, Richard 6620 Sprague St
Costello Francis P 706 S Mt Pleasant Rd
Cotton Jerome W 606 E Wadsworth Ave
Covenant Academy 78 E Montana St
Coyle Joseph, Mary 415 Wellesley Rd
Craighead Lynn S 212 W Mt Pleasant Ave
Crenshaw Josephine 268 E Montana St
Crimmins Alice E 7019 Cresheim Rd
Cross David 619 W Cliveden St
Cuff Shelton 246 W Upsal St B−106
Daly Gerald 618 W Upsal St
Davidson John Y 426 Glen Echo Rd
Daviels Newton B 811 East Vernon Rd Apt J4
Dawson Richard E 6605 Sprague St
Deignan Ruth A 6733 Pleasant Pl
Denucci Michael C, Michael 321 W Sedgwick St
Dickerson Neil 24 W Sharpnack St
Dickinson Alice L, Joseph 56 E Pleasant St
Difranco Lawrence P, Eileen 6830 Anderson St
Dillman Albert J A 307 Upsal St
Domon Leerma 603 W Cliveden St
Donner Marda 614 E Sedgwick St
Dorsey Elizabeth 16 E Meehan Ave
Dotts Walter Jr, Isabella 7137 Bryan St
Doumbia Issoufou 6623 Mccallum St
Drain Randall T 1015 W Cliveden St
Driver Helen L 329 E Gorgas Ln
Dugger Kim A 240 E Durham St
Dymszo Dennis M 216 E Durham St Fl 1
Dyson Joyce M 617 E Duhram St
E Patterson/J Patterson 502 E Roumft Rd
Easton Edith 6461 Matthews St
Echewa T Obinkaram, Cynthia P 6703 Anderson St
Ellis Lillian M 6950 Germantown Ave The Germantown Home
Eman Group Home Properties 120 E Gorgas St
Emerson Esther 7 W Sharpnack St
Epps Rodney 138 W Mt Pleasant St
Farmer Mary 6920 Cresheim Rd
Fletcher Janet B, Lee Jr 535 W Hortter St
Fortune Lynnette G 169 W Weaver St
Foster Sandra 6486 Lensen St
Frank Ruth F 221 W Mt Airy Ave
Frankel Ellen 6670 Lincoln Dr
Gamble Ella M 6454 Ardleigh St
Gamble Mary 16 E Meehan Ave
Gardner Carla N 6640 Sprague St Apt A401
Garrett Harley Vanessa K 1007 W Allens Ln
Gaskins James 6841 Sprague St
Gastkins Ronald 325 Carpenter St
Geiger Mark A 327 E Allens Ln
Gerstein Leslie 6813 Mccallum St
Gibson Michael 1240 E Cardeza St
Gist Reginald 6772 Chew Ave
Gleaton Eleanora P 6511 Germantown Ave
Gold Albert 6814 Mccallum St
Goldner Daniel 7204 Lincoln Dr
Goodwin Pearl 6950 Germantown Ave
Graves Theresa 6950 Germantown Ave
Gregory Melvin 616 E Gorgas Ln
Grierson Pauline 730 East Upsal St
Grierson Pauline P 730 East Upsal St
Griffin Maurice Jr 31 Westview St
Griffin Samuel 521 W Ellet St
Guy Stephen R 221 W Mt Airy Ave
Hagarty John Michael 6769 Germantown Ave
Haigler Mary 445 Evernon Rd
Hall James D 7 W Sharpnack St
Harris Mary 9 Jarrel Ave
Harry Renault W 519 E Vernon Rd
Hart Pamula 602 E Durham St
Hayes Phillip M 143 E Gorgas Ln
Heck Stephanie A 623 W Upsal St
Henry Elfreda 6449 Clearview St
Hidouri Abdelwahe 09 Chew Ave
Higginbotham Stephen Lee 44 W Upsal St
Higgins Velma 6623 Wayne Ave
Highsmith Brian 6905 Chew
Highsmith Brian A 6905 Chew Ave
Hill Branden 505 S Pleasant Pl 2nd Fl
Hiner Lezlie A 7116 Cresheim Rd
Hines Gary 68 E Springer St
Hollman Sandra 822 E Phil Ellena St
Hollomon Walter 168 E Meehan Ave
Hollomon Whallon 822 E Phil Ellena St
Homan Ann G 514 E Murdoch Rd
Horsey Elvira E PO Box 4970
Hudson Robert 1116 E Barringer St
Hunter Joseph G 6612 Germantown Ave
Jackman George R 6733 Emlen St Apt 709
Jackson Donna 523 E Mt Airy Ave
Jackson Lester W 34 W Hortter St
Jackson Victoria 97 Weaver St
Jasy Inc PO Box 12357
Jmaddox Celestine 7057 Creisheim Rd 3
Johnson Adams 308 E Gorgas Ln
Johnson Charles B 6814 Chew Ave
Johnson Elijah Burial Reserve 132 E Meehan Ave
Johnston Frieda 103 E Cliveden St
Jones Darlene 2000 S Brd St 2 Flr
Jones Elmer 6770 Blakemore St
Jones Peter 7420 Sprague St
Jordan Bessie G 609 E Phil Ellena St
Josey Jonathan D 265 W Mt Pleasant Ave Apt B10
Joyner Ella P 265 W Mt Pleasant Av
Kantor Matthew 612 Wadsworth Av
Kelly Walter, Anna 7110 Devon St
Key John E Est 7151 Bryan St
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Kilpatrick Kathy 389 East Cliveden St Apt 2a
King Harry E, Alvenia 344 Glen Echo Rd
King Thomas 6432 Clearview St
Kirby Maxine 723 E Dorset St
Kolos Joseph 214 E Sydney St
Kuriloff Peter 612 W Upsal St
Labohne Dianne E 6482 Ross St
Lane Cynthia 6950 Germantown Ave
Latimer Gwendolyn, Vida 537 W Ellet St
Laws Paris C 243 E Montana St
Leach Jeanette 15 E Hortter St
Leach Jeanette Hurt 15 E Hortter St
Leon Amanda 6655 Mccallum St #314
Lindenheim Marion Dtd 9 1 83 647 Westview
Lindenheim Marion W, Diane E 647 Westview
Little Patrick J 207 W Mt Pleasant Ave
Logan Roxanne 425 E Slocum St
Lucas Lucy E, Lucy 501 E Vernon Rd
Lutheran Home At Germantown 6950 Germantown Ave
Lynch Harold V 6926 Germantown Ave 24
Madden Catherine, Daniel 7143 Boyer St
Maddox Vangy A, Vangy 6601 Emlen St
Magowan Katherine 627 E Allen Ln
Mahoney Robert 319 E Phil Ellena St
Marsella Nicole 129 E Cliveden St
Maschler Rina V 435 Glen Echo Rd
Mason Ailey Victoria L 7011 Ardleigh St
Mays Shirley 6453 Belfield Ave
Mcconnell Hugh 539 Pelham Rd
Mcdaniel Syreeta V 7124 Germantown Ave
Mcgonigle Lois I, John J 535 W Mt Pleasant Av
Mclaughlin Annie 6832 Gorsten St
Meadows Joanne 6657 Sprague St
Mellon Certified Restoration 6655 Mccallum St Num 314
Meloff Gertrude D 428 Wellet St
Meloff Gertrude D Est 428 W Ellet St Apt B
Michael Zella M, Tanji L 426 W Ellet St
Miller Louise 342 E Gorgas Ln
Minkoff Max 7045 Mccallum St
Monk Lavinia A, Melanie 845 N Mt Pleasant Rd
Morrison Adrienne V PO Box 25292
Mt Airy Medical Assocs 7056 Germantown Ave
Muhammad Ahmon 6733 Emlen St Apt 709
Muoio Nicholas A, Pasqual V 1245 Mercer St
Nelson James D MD 737 W Allens Ln
Newby Abdu C/O 221 W Mt Pleasant Ave #3
Noreika Elfa PO Box 4963
Norris Eric 212 E Mt Pleasant Ave
Northwest Center Inc Co Real Props 246 W Upsal St
Odonoghue M J 6905 Wayne Ave
Owens Otis 1302 E Cardeza St
Pace Monica 144 W Allens Ln Apt C 35
Patterson Ruth R 502 E Roumft Rd
Paul & Mary Enterprises Inc 6555 Greene St
Paul Kervain 215 E Sedgwick St
Pellettieri Ruth R 612 W Upsal St
Perry Deborah B 219 E Slocum St
Person Wesley 6432 Clearview St
Peterson Edna 618 W Upsal St
Peurifoy Tracie M 136 W Allen Ln Apt B1d
Phelan Kevin 6425 Wayne Av
Popeegan Virginia 6823 Sherman St
Pride Mary B 439 Glen Echo Rd
Rains David 6909 Boyer St
Rains Rose M 6909 Boyer St
Rainsford A 144 W Allens Ln
Rainsford Ann V 144 W Allens Ln C 28
Ramsey Ephraim A PO Box 18985
Rankin Margaret, John 45 E Pleasant St
Rawkin Martha 15 E Hortter St
Rawlins Daphney E 305 Glen Echo Rd
Ray Riling Arms Books 6844 Gorsten St
Reed Jimmie 630 W Sedgwick St Apt 12
Reekie Marisa 512 Wadsworth Ave
Reese Harvey O 230 E Upsal St
Ribner Judge Paul 434 W Allens Ln
Rice Marjorie 6127 Bryant
Riddle Hazel 325 Glen Echo Rd
Robinson Evelyn 825 East Upsal St
Robinson Rosetta C PO Box 25262
Rodrickschnaath Heidi 7301 Germantown Ave
Rogers Yaasmiyn N 265 W Pleasant Ave Apt C12
Roth Murray L 447 B W Ellet St
Rymer Samuel A 8512 Temple Rd
Salazar Carlos B 26 E Mt Pleasant Ave
Saltzman Lazuer, Jacob 823 E Hortter St
Savage Omoigiade Tara 229 W Upsal St #203
Schmal Alberta F Est 606 W Arbitus St
Schnaath Matthew 7301 Germantown Ave
Schork Edward J 139 W Durham St
Seller Jan 347 E Meehan Ave Ste
Sepac Ngna Weiss Cottage 6950 Germantown Ave
Shapiro Frances 1920 Chestnut St Ste 200
Sharpe Evalina S 356 E Meehan Ave
Sheppard Eleanor 228 W Mt Airy Av
Sims Kelly R 523 E Mt Airy Ave
Smith Brooke C 334 Wellesley Rd
Smith Kevin 301 Vernon Rd
Smith Mary E 319 Crest Park Rd
Smith Twyla R Apt L4 33 E Roumft R
Smithey Hertis 7410 Crittenden St
Smithey Sarah B 7410 Crittenden St
Spear Michael D 627 Glen Echo Rd
Stalvey Bennett O, Bennett 821 Westview St
Stapf Thomas 9896 Bustleton Ave Apt B339
Stark Joel 618 E Phil Ellena St
Steward Beatrice E 409 E Slocum St
Stout Calista B 6453 Clearview St
Styers Daniel PO Box 4963
Sullivan Brendan James 7019 Cresheim Rd
Sullivan Matthew Thomas 7019 Cresheim Rd
Suparkana Agnes 319 E Phil Ellena St
Taylor Willie 6950 Germantown Ave
Thomas Charles 327 Upsal St
Thomas Marshall K 812 E Sharpnack St
Thomas Shirley C 729 E Dorset St
Thompson George 811−A Vernon Rd Apt H−4
Thorton Anna Mae 6950 Germantown Ave
Tidwell Dickerson Sheree 24 W Sharpnack St
Tolbert Carlton E 45 W Durham St
Torrence Jesse 48 E Pleasant St
Townsend Lorraine M PO Box 4938
Treece Thurselle 1020 Livezey Ln
Tropschuh Susanne 412 W Durham St
Turneringram Andrena 7301 Germantown Ave
Tyson Dan A Jr 389 E Cliveden St Apt 2a
U/R Choice Inc PO Box 4970
Unti Oreste V 600 E Phil Ellena St
Valentine Adrienne 440 W Durham
Valentine Irad A Jr C/O Adrienne V Morrison 440 W Durham St
Vangy Maddox 6601 Emlen St
Vaughan Lucy L 6431 Clearview St
Vega Dejoseph Juanita 322 Wadsworth Ave
Verstappen Amy 550 W Ellet St
Via Travel Design Inc 7458 Devon St
W I S E Insurance Group 6555 Greene St Pelham Plaz
W&R Contractor 7123 Boyer St
Waltman William C, Hazel 432 E Allens Ln
Washington Bettie 1325 E Cliveden St
Washington Melanie 6707 Wissahicon Ave
Watson Cleo 158 W Sharpnack
Webb Spencer W 35 E Sharpnack St
Weber Linton 115 E Roumft Rd Apt 3
Weld David T 227 E Durham St
Weller Charles 627 E Allen Ln
West Phillip D, Willie 113 E Durham St
Weston Mabel V, Evelyn 280 E Montana St
Weston Spencer 316 E Hortter St
Whitfield Cha 6803 Emlem St
Wieczorek Walter W, Louise A 203 W Mt Pleasant Ave
Williams Charley 272 E Montana St
Williams Mary 6432 Clearview St
Williams Stanley 429 E Sharpnack St
Williamson Scott A 601 W Cliveden St
Wilson Charles T 6641 Boyer St
Wilson Tolbert Robin 45 W Durham St
Wood Raymond W 303 E Cliveden St
Woods Alison 625 W Phil Ellena St
Wright Dorothea M 439 E Slocum St
Yancey Marie 79 E Phill Ellena St
Yoo Claire Jung 425 Wadsworth Ave
Young Ahmeenah W 350 W Hortter St
Young Dianne 6524 Chew Ave
Young John B 700 E Phil−Ellena St
Zell Ruth M 502 E Vernon Rd
Zhu Yuan Qing 7134 Germantown Ave
Philadelphia Pa 19120
Abreu Margarita 452 Torredel Av
Adams Yvonne, Alvin 5253 N Howard St
Afum Victoria 6306 Foxhill Rd
Ahenkora Odessa 4824 N Palethorp St
Akins Ouida 5948 Ella St
Aleman Wendy G 146 W Ashdale St
Ali Annette H 524 E Olney Ave
Almanza Alvaro 524 Ansberry St
Almodovar Hector 320 Olne Ave
Alvarez Agustin 4946 N 5th St
American Realty Assoc 5700 N 5th St
Andino Victor 319 W Fisher Ave
Anthony William 190 E Fariston Dr
Ares Santos 4641 Tampa St
Arnold Johanna Estate 4618 N Boudinot St
Ashton Pilar 5527 N Lawrence St
Atra Mohammad 138 E Wyoming Ave Bsm Floor
Baldwin Sampson 179 Fern St
Ball Waters Marian N 629 Garland St
Barnes Roscoe G 520 Geneva Ave
Barton Angela M 5914 Crystal St
Battista Beactrice K 586 E Geneva Ave
Beaver Laverne, George 648 E Alcott St
Belvey Ruby J 310 E Claremont Rd
Benson Kathryn M, George L 630 Van Kirk St
Berriez Frank 265 Fisher Ave
Berry Sade 5006 B St
Blackshear Stacy 4804 Bingham St
Bonner Evangeline 5925 B St
Boons Mercy G 5155 C St
Boris And Son Auto Body Inc 4800 N 6th St
Bowers Johanna 4618 N Boudinot St
Bowers Johanne A Est 4618 Boudinot
Bowers Johanne Est, Johanne A 4618 Boudinot
Boyle Daniel C 200 W Olney Ave 2
Brooks Nellie Senior Svc Financial Group 314 E Ashdale St
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Brown Darryl 6212 N 5th St
Brown Edna 133 N Fisher Ave
Brown Hall Charmaine 179 Fern St
Brown Michael 5240 N Front St
Brownspencer Angela L 5234 D St
Buffet Golden Glory 655 Garland St
Bui Tam T 5137 Westford Rd
Bulik Sergey 248 Rosemar St Fl 1
Burns John J 636 Allengrove St
Callahan Agnes F 320 E Olney Ave
Calzadilla Mitchell 615 E Ctland St
Campbell Steven J 4913 Boudinot St
Cantero Patric 5549 B St
Cao My Y 4722 Whitaker Ave
Cardona Neida Y 5946 N Leithgow St
Carl Joseph P, Mary 5140 Arbor St
Carroll Ruth 5840 N 7th St
Carter John H 401 E Wyoming St
Carter Violet P 5908 N Franklin St
Carterharper Darlene R 5957 Bingham St
Casurra Margo L 5926 N 7th St
Cha Duck Weon 313 W Champiost St
Chappell Anita T 583 Allengrove St 1
Charles Rony 4741 D St
Chatary Janet 230 E Chatary
Cheng Yung 5006 N 5th St
Cherry Richard Y 6115 N Franklin St
Chew Beer Dist 5757 N Fairhill St
Choe Chun S 5541 N 5th St St 2
Clark Kenneth 218 Tabor Rd
Clarke Paul D 319 Clarkson
Clarke Reginald R 6060 Crescentville Rd Apt Nb8
Coates Vernal M 127 E Colonial St
Collazo Raymond 4325 N 5th St
Collins Family C/O Attn Bill Collins 101 E Olney Ave
Colon Francisco 4648 G St 1st Fl
Connolly Sarah P 315 Lindley Ave
Cora Emilio L 157 E Albanus St
Cortijo Edita 1523 Haunting Park Ave Apt
Coughlin Michael C 5957 Reach St
Crawford Rosalind 5841 Hope St
Crespo Luis, Anna 4575 G St
Cruz Abraham 315 E Gale St
Cruz Ignacio 4915 A St
D L Business Serv 5220 N Mascher St
Dam Hoa 691 Garland St
Dang Thu 318 W Chew Ave
Daroff Mark 5035 Rising Sun Ave
Davenport Jamaal J 326 E Gale St
Davis Kamara Myra D 403 E Rockland St 1−Fl
Davis Robert B Md Attn Crystal Murdock 101 E Olney Ave Ste 400
Deab Theary 126 E Eleanor St
Delissaint John D 5330 Tabor Av 2nd Fl
Depue Wilbur, Jeanne 556 Alcott St
Diaz Norberto 4616 Weymouth St Apt 1
Dillon Janet 4414 Hurley St
Dinvil Yves 146 W Nedro Ave
Doan Brittney, Thi T 315 E Louden St
Doan Hanh Nhon 5900 Reach St
Doleman Charles E Jr 514 E Roosevelt Blvd
Dollar Day Inc 5627 N 5th St
Douglas Helen R 113 W Albanus St
Douyon Myriam 341 E Roosevelt Blvd
Driscoll Mary A 430 E Cheltenham Ave
Duckworth Keith 148 Fern St
Duffy Mary Jane 626 E Anchor St
Easley Philip E 5534 Westford Rd
Eble Walter R 653 Allengrove St
Eckelmeyer Mildred M 5423 N Fairhill St
Edwards Angela 5747 N Howard St
Edwards Thelma L 4554 Hurley St
Eibel Raymond J 5923 Lawndale St
Eigner Ellwood L 5726 N Front St
Einsein Practice Plan Inc 101 E Olney Ave Ste
Einstein Cardiology 101 E Olney Ave
Einstein Practic Plan Inc 101 E Olney Ave Ste 400
Engle Dorothy D 5608 N 5th St
Engle Joseph E 301 W Olney Ave
Erhardt George A 531 W Louden St
Estinville Jeanne M 340 E Albanus St
Evan Dean 221 W Lindley Ave
Evans Joyce 233 W Fisher Ave
Farrell Maryann 180 W Roselyn St
Feltonville Tabor Rams Youth C/O Laura Rosario 436 E Louden St
Feribee Helen D 131 W Albanus St
Fernandez Abraham Portilla 658 Adams Ave
Ferreira Glenny 320 Lindley Av
Fey Matthew 5131 N 6th St
Flexible Staffing Svcs Inc PO Box 24382
Flynn Mary C 200 W Olney Ave 2
Fontanez Edna 4629 Weymouth St
Fornwalt Walter D, Ethel E 5926 Palmetto St
Forrester Violet 5504 N 3rd St
Fox William A, Jean 4745 N Mascher St
Foy Josephin 5131 N 6th St
Fries Theodore W Jr 5629 N Palethorp St
Fulton Gerald 319 E Albanus St
Fuzaylov Aron 5949 Lawndale St
Gaines Garrett 4732 N Mascher St
Galdames Ludwin 5164 Westford Ro
Gana Eleanor 5503 W Ford Rd
Gates Margaret 5805 N American St
Geehan Elizabeth D, Martin 401 Godfrey
Geehan Elizabeth D, William 401 Godfrey
Genao Alex 330 E Ashdale St
Godfrey Group Inc 201 W Godfrey Ave
Golden Lena 5425 Westford Rd
Gonzales Jose 324 W St
Goodman Thomas, Faith 226 W Sulis St
Gore Eric M 5204 N Front St
Gorman Richard T 5709 N 3rd St
Gourdet Gerard 222 W Olney Ave
Grahl Colleen, Daniel 625 E Raymond St
Grantham Majeeda 610 E Tabor Rd 2nd Fl
Greene Darnell Allen 728 W Fisher Ave
Greene Sonya Y 424 W Ashdale St
Greenland Landscaping Svc 4747 D St
Greth Paul B 6051 N 3rd St
Griffiths Marnis 877 Bridge St
Grondski Helen 315 W Albanus St
Grondski Walter Felix, Helen 315 W Albanus St
Guerry Nancy 607 E Abbsbury St
Gutierrez Carmen 5619 Rosehill St
Hagan Walter, Mary 5914 N Lawrence St
Hall Frederick 5720 N 2nd St
Hall Grace 212 E Ashdale St
Hansen Bertha, Elmer 5136 N 5th St
Haqq Lisa 430 E Cheltenham Ave
Harris Judith N 5834 No Marshall St
Harris Patti 5255 N American St
Harriston Gwendolyn 149 Covington Rd
Hartz Dorothy R 233 W Fisher Ave
Henking Margaret 5928 Newtown Ave
Herb Bette M, Bette 6261 N 3rd St
Herold Margaret M 5824 N Hope St
Hilgen Anna 6332 Crescentville Rd
Hill Rhonda D 259 Comly St
Hirst Herman 731 W Fisher Ave
Ho Anh 5863 N Lawrence St
Hoeckel Elfreda, Jane T 138 W Gale St
Hoser Matthew B 644 Alcott St
Houghton Josephine C 5729 N 3rd St
Howard Mary 155 E Godfrey Ave Apt K403
Hudson Bernetta L 520 W Rockland St
Hunsperger Russell 123 W Tabor Rd
Hunter Amy K 5914 B St
Hunter Marquise Justice 5594 S Hill Creek Dr
Huston Thomas 4748 Ella St
Huynh Nga 5011 C St
Ingham Dorothy 529 N American St
Ingham Dorothy, Edward 5219 N American St
Inlander John 4748 Ella St
Integrity Ins Agency Inc 410 E Wyoming Ave
International Big City Corp Dba 655 Garland St
Ipina Cesar Leon 425 E Wyoming Ave
Ipina Leon 425 E Wyoming Ave
Irvine Raymond J, Vera M 179 Roselyn St
Irwin Hilgen D 6332 Crescentville Rd
Jaffe Barry 626 Adams Ave
Jaffe Sheldon H, Marcia B 139 W Walnut Park Dr
Jean Baptiste Delcame 4939 N 5th St
Jeanty James 4831 Gransback St
Joel Michael 4546 Whitaker St
Jones Calvin Y 5142 N D St
Jones Michael L 6023 N 3rd St
Juan I E Dmd 324 W Roosevelt Blvd
Kasumu Jamiu 5243 N Marshall St
Kelly Anna 6525 Walnut Pk Dr
Kelly William, Mary 348 E Rockland St
Keo Samatha Bo, Kenny Chon 6051 N Front St
Khamba Jaime 4933 N 5th St Apt 2F
Khan Jannie E 6132 N 7th St
Kim Bong Kil 2nd Fl 413 W Chew Ave
Kim Sun Chae, Kyong Ja 5921 N Front St
Kim Yong S 5625 N 5th St
Kim Young Mi 5734 N Old 2nd St
Kindregan Marguerite 5925 Bingham St
Knott Ursula 6017 N Water St
Knox Stephon 116 Linton St
Koam S Chheth 5202 N 6th St
Komara Vafumba 221 W Mentor St
Kootz Gertrude 435 Geneva Ave
Korean Community Developm 6100 N 5th St
Kostiuk Stephanie, Sergio 432 E Rockland St
Krouse Suzanne 5923 Lawndale St
Kubacke Josephine, Leonard 602 E Ctland St
Kunchick Rose A 6024 Phillip
Lane Barbara N 19 Scotia Way
Laporte Dolores V, Robert D 5163 Arbor St
Lawrence Jeanette 4855 B St
Layne Marjorie 5038 Gransback St
Lee Christine M 6259 N 4th St
Leung Wing Kwong 5006 N 5th St
Levy Shelby, Ted M 4831 N Lawrence St
Lienhard Cay 5809 Newtown Ave
Lim Chang K Urban Gear 5617 19 N 5th St
Lin Ai Y 640 Allengrove St
Lockett William 237 W Sheldon St
Lopez Alberto 244 W Grange Ave
Lopez Jorge 1368 Roosevelt Blvd
Low Doris E 616 Mayfair St
Lu Jia X 5766 Colgate St
Luangrath Khamsone, Alina 6023 N Front St
Luke Walker Curleen 420 E Sanger St
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Luong Brittney 315 E Louden St
Luu Xanhnha 95 W Spencer St
Ly Dung N 410 E Wyoming Ave 2nd Fl
Ly Nguyen 5829 Wwaymouth St
Ly Quy Xo 261 Calvert St
Macauley Daniel 5151 Montour St
Macmillan William J 104 E Winghocking St
Mallin Marion J 314 Clarkson Ave
Mam Saman 548 W Chew Ave
Manjarres Ruben A 437 E Wyoming Ave
Manzano Julia M 5922 N 3rd St
Marin Eduardo 5201 N 2nd St
Martinez Victor 5728 N 5th St 2nd Fl
Martino James 593 E Godfrey Ave
Mason Helen 453 Whitaker Av
Massey Magdalene Mentor 601 E Sanger St
Mathew Varghese 5506 N Marshall St
Matuto Armando H 531 E Cheltanham Ave
Mcfarland Peter 186 W Roslyn St
Mcfarland Peter 5929 N Front St
Mcginn Leonard F 405 W Godfrey Ave
Mclaughlin Francis W Jr 5716 Reach St
Mclaughlin Gerald J, Francis 5716 Reach St
Mclees Mary A, Andrew 4713 N Lawrence St
Mcmullin Ruth M 262 W Wellens Ave
Mcpeak Stacey A 5823 Reach St
Mcquaid William B, Ann B 4941 N Franklin St
Meas Khourn 5036 N Fairhill St
Meas Sam 115 Wentz St
Meeh Blanche H, John W 137 W Roosevelt Blvd
Mejia R 5215 Westford
Mejias Jose 446 Wellens St
Mendoza Jeffrey 4526 N Whitaker Ave
Mercado Miguel Angel 5001 Gransback St
Mercier Gerald 169 Fern St
Michel Mariejean 407 E Godfrey
Midtown Medical Center 425 W Tabor Rd
Milan Angie 110 E Roosevelt Blvd
Miller Katherine, George 4831 N 7th St
Milton Darlene 520 Wyoming Ave
Misek Mary F 532 Alcott St
Monroe Michael C 5946 N Leithgow St
Montalvo Russell 5410 Bingham St
Montana Antonio 521 W Eleanor St
Moody Harry, Rita 5900 Weymouth St
Morales Francisco 5749 N 7th St
Morgan Felix 306 E Champlost Ave
Morgan John A 613 Rosalie St
Morrison F 421 W Tabor Rd
Moss Ann 518 Geneva Ave
Mount of Olive Church 310 E Roosevelt Bl
Mundey Kevin M 506 E Sanger St
Murphy Matthew P Jr, Florence C 5202 N Mascher St
Murray Marquise 407 W Wellens Ave
Nelson Aneesa Ugft No W/D Until 18 Cto On File 617 E Sanger St
Nguyen Eric L 414 E Roosevelt Blvd
Nguyen Linda T 114 E Mentor St
Nhu Hung 4736 Rosehill St
Nietoalvarado Jose F 4643 Tampa St
Novick Sylvia Est 5012 Rober St
Nurse Angela 5731 N 17th St
Odea William J, Mary R 588 E Sanger St
Oliver Dayana S 424 W Ashdale St
Olmedo Victor 5038 D St
Oquendo Judith 1205 W Butler St
Ortiz Alex 5934 Bennington St
Pagan Elba 5426 North 2nd St Apt 2
Palmer Matthew Q 155 E Godfrey Ave Apt B403
Parker Walter 6572 Walnut Park Dr
Pate Kirti 4439 Francesca Ln
Patterson Mshell 243 W Champlost
Payne Beverly A 5253 N Marshall St
Peli Neil 4828 N 8th St
Peralta Mercedes 178 Widener St
Persad Seecharan 447 Alcott St
Peters Sarah 6047 N Water St
Pham Phai V 4933 D St
Phan Can 4847 Gransback St
Phillips John Est 5572 Hillcreek Mall Apt 157
Phillips Stella J 6262 N 3rd St
Piazzola Rita 5263 N 2nd St
Piazzola Rosemary 5263 N 2nd St
Pierre Ronald 6012 N 2nd St
Pindle Rita 134 W Ruscomb St
Pitts Lawrence 5412 N Fairhill St
Pokorny Stephen J 252 Linton St
Polo Antoinetta 106 Linton St
Potter David A 5429 Westford Rd
Poultney Rosemary 185 Fern St
Powell Nancy E 629 Allengrove St
Powell Stephanie 237 W Clarkson Av
Presley Michael 6574 Walnut Park Dr
Pritchett Clarence J 226 N Nedro Ave
Queenan John 5101 N Fairhill St
Radiology Assocs 101 E Olney Ave Ste 400
Raju Sosamma 5223 N D St
Ramirez Anna 4535 Hurley St
Ramos Ramon 216 Furley St
Ramos Ursinette 5936 N 3rd St
Raynor Michael W 851 Brill St
Re Henrique 553 E Tabor Rd
Recchiuti Mildred D 6256 N 4th St
Redguard Adrienne L 6219 N Palethorp St
Reese Tyrone 638 Anchor St
Reid Clinton, Madonna 125 E Fariston Dr
Reynolds Mildred M, Mildred 247 W Fishers Ave
Ritting June M 5716 N Front St
Rivera Edeltrudis 6060 Cresentville Rd
Rivera Jose 316 W Ashdale St
Rivera Jose 4904 N 4th St
Rivera Jose 5002 N 2nd St Apt 1
Rivera Juan 4459 Hurley St
Rivera Norma 5212 N 6th St Apt 2
Rivera Vivian 4736 Rising Sun Ave
Rodriguez Angel L 626 E Wyoming Ave
Rodriguez Brenda 4812 N Marshall St
Rodriguez Jose E 322 W Ruscomb St
Rodriguez Luis 405 Ruscomb St
Rodriguez Luz Y 305 W Ruscomb St
Rodriguez Maria 321 W Wyoming Ave
Roman Pedro 153 Widener St
Romero Franklin 4754 N Mascher St
Romero Marcelo 5549 B St
Rosell Carl 6017 N Water St
Roubert Heriberto 616 E Thelma St
Roye Debra 4961 N Franklin St
Rubio Romeo 508 E Roosevelt Blvd
Rudolph Dorothy 608 E Van Kirk St
Ruff Danielle 407 W Wellens Ave
Rush Heather 252b Howell St
Sanchez Crystal L 229 Rubicam St
Santiago Gilberto 206 W Roosevelt Blvd
Santiago Gilberto 908 E Tioga St 1st Fl
Santiago Nilda 4928 N 5th St
Sao Yon 134 E Wyoming Ave
Schaffer Margaret M 6101 N 8th St
Schaller Joan 5531 N American St
Schoeller Doris E 5508 N 7th St
Schrader Dorothy, Henry 4603 Rosehill St
Schulz Josephin A, Albert 408 E Alcott St
Schulz Josephine A 408 E Alcott St
Scott Evonia 727 W Wellens Ave
Sears Kenneth 5154 Bingham St
Sewell Peg G 5729 N 3rd St
Sice Margaret 607 E Annsbury St
Sierra Luis 4917 D St
Sin Somalay 5513 N 7th St
Sipos Loretta 5831 N Lawrence St
Skinker Lillie M 128 W Louden St
Slater Mary 5406 N Lawrence St
Slick Ellen L 161 Roselyn St
Smith Arabella, James V 145 E 64th Ave
Smith Loouethel 414 Sanaer St
Smith Mae R 5437 N Front St
Smolensky Bessie 4943 N Franklin St
Solero Maria 450 W Roosevelt Blvd
Son Ky Thi 5755 N Fairhill St
Song Jin S Ste 308 5110 N 6th St
Soto Madeline 311 W Rockland
Spadel Richard R, Sarah M 5603 N 2nd St
Spause Francis, Thomas 155 E Roosevelt Blvd
Spaziano Michael 211 E Duncannon Ave
Spurlock Victoria 133 W Fisher Ave
Stafford Aquil 4528 Walnut
Staiger Carl F 5222 N American St
Steffan Margaret, William 5706 N 5th Run
Stofey John J 536 Alcott St
Stoll Alan Walter 6291 N 4th St
Sudan Sakiyna R 446 Roselyn St 1st Fl
Supco Automotive Parts 114 E Luray St #136
T House Inc 5040 N 5th St
Tamagne Eric 155 E Godfrey Ave Apt
Tang Tri M 4599 G St
Taylor William E 5613 Arbor St
Teixeira & Sons Inc Ta Liss Bakery Ac 9386a 636 Rockland St
Teufel Theresa 321 E Godfrey Ave
Texter Kathleen A 198 W Roselyn St
Thach Xena Phai 148 W Olney Ave
Thanh Phong 236 Rosemar St
Thompson Cameron 5909 Crystal Ave
Thompson Marvin 643 Anchor St
Timco 231 W Roosevelt Blvd
Tlamintzi Martha 4959 N 7th St
To Chantha 242 Rubincam St
Toe Iris P 408 W Olney Ave
Tyree Swindle 5700 N 3rd St 2nd Fl
Urquilla Guillermo 4918 B St
Valentin Iraida 4809 A St
Vallen Florence 608 E Van Kirk St
Valones Joseph G 4701 Rising Sun Ave
Varrato Edythe 531 E Sanger St
Vega Martin 420 W Ruscomb St
Velasquez Ligia 209 W Sparks St
Villa Carmen 646 Carver St
Vincent Luis Sr 4725 Rising Sun Ave
Voices 143 E Wyoming Av
Vu Heather H 5950 Bingham St
Wagner Shirley M 5726 N Front St
Walther Louise A 6103 N Marshall St
Walton Willie 580 E Godfrey Ave
Walz Lawrence A 121 W Tabor Rd
Warren Francis L 6224 N Hope St
Waters C Edwin 629 Garland St
Waters Charles Edwin 629 Garland St
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Waters Marian B, C Edwin 629 Garland Dr
Weitzmann Henry P, Anna H 5939 Reach St
Whealton James, Mary 421 W Roosevelt Blvd
Wickliffe Edward 5213 C St
Wilkerson Shawne Dba A & S Insurance A 6135 N 4th St
Wilkins Jane E, Scott 5743 N Lawrence St
Williams Cutrena 6033 N Mascher St
Williams Mallinda 5518 N Fairhill St
Wilson James 132 W Grange Ave
Wilson John Henry 1817 Bruner St
Winward Helen M 204 Linton St
Wisniewski Fred 328 E Cheltenham Ave
Wolf Yetta M 5829 N Front St
Wootten Diana 4855 B St
Wu Zhen Z 5241 C St
Wurst Regina 4544 N Lee St
Xiong Samson 5714 Hasbrook Ave
Yanks Jeanette 5004 Boudinot St
Zahrich Adbaba Aby 5627 N 5th St
Zenzer Peter 110 E Roosevelt Blvd
Zheng Jing Guang 655 Garland St
Zheng Ke 613 E Tabor Rd
Zygnierski Lillian, Eugene 4731 A St
Philadelphia Pa 19121
1716 N Gratz LLC 1716 N Gratz St
2125 Checker Club Inc 2100 W Oxford St
3000 3016 W Sedgley Assoc 3000 W Sedgley Ave
99 Q And C Inc 2201 Ridge Ave
Adams Habiyba 1441 N Newkirk St
Adams James, Pearl D 2728 W Montgomery Ave
Allen Debra C 3036 Clifford St
Alvarez Mireya Miguel Alvarez Missions 1734 Diamond St #A
Anderson Phillip M 1514 N 15th St
Anderson Roosevelt 1253 N Dover St
Armstead Charles A 3133 N Clifford St
Armstead Paul 1728 N 28th St
Arrington Frank 1826 N Ringgold St
Arstead Annie B 1728 N 28th St
Ashford Katie C/O 2414 Cecil B Moore Ave
Askins Tyrae 2029 N Judson St
Ayonl Mary 1554 N Marston St
Baker Johnnie J 1800 N 21st St
Baker Mary E 2826 W Stiles St
Barksdale Terrance 1913 N 33rd St
Beckectt Edu Endowment 16th Jefferson Sts
Best Mary 6419 Dicks St
Bethea Lakisha 1910 W Ingersoll St
Black Elizabeth 1617 N 29th St
Bolding Thomas 1703 N 18th St
Bowser Charles W 2530 Nicholas St
Boyer Marcia R 1434 N Hollywood St
Branch Helen 1880 N 27th St Apt L
Brock Katie 1904 N Croskey St
Brown Evangeline 1421 W Susquehanna Ave Apt 304
Brown Katrina 3027 N Diamond St
Brown Lilia 2114 N Gratz St
Brown Merteen B 2334 W Seyvert St
Burton Herbert 3120 W Diamond St
Butler Freddie 1317 N Hollywood St
Butler Margaret 2214 W Berks St
Byrd Eloise 2148 Stanley St
Calhoun Esther 1827 Columbia Ave
Calhoun Roberta 2101 S College Ave
Campbell Ruth 1554 N Marston St
Carter Alice B 1241 N 19th St
Carter Reatha M 1237 N 28th St
Ceaser Delores 1405 N 18th St U3924 2ndrr
Chance William 2402 Ridge Ave
Chaney Serrice B 1885 N 27th Apt D
Chasen Marion G, Chauncey 1614 N 29th St
Chew Briscoe W, Sarah E 2337 W Berks St
Clark Joyce 1612 N 30th St
Clark Lillian 1742 N 25th St
Clark Maurice 2921 W Cecil B Moore Ave Apt 2 Nd
Claudette Thompson 1928 Stanley St
Cliff House Assisted 1301 N 31th St/1 Brewery
Clyatt Dewey M 1850 N Van Pelt St
Cole Rose V 2022 N 16th St
Coleman Eric L 2425 W Diamond St
Coles Ernest 1315 N Marston St
Collins Lamar 1712 W Seybert St
Colquitt Leroy Sr 1414 N 19th St
Columbia Deli 1634 Cecil B Moore Ave
Combs Jocelyn 1913 Fontain St
Cooks Johnnie Est 1523 N 20th St
Coombs Bertha L 1622 N 30th St
Copeland Clara 1301 N Newkirk St
Cottrell Thomas 2540 W Montgomery Ave
Coulter Darrell 1903 N Etting St
Covington Princetta 1915 W Columbia Ave
Cox Bertha 1745 Bailey St
Crawford Kenneth Sr, Kenneth Jr 2926 Thompson
Crosby Hattie 1803 W Master St
Culbreath Lydia 1527 W Thompson St
Cummings William 2935 Turner St
Cureton Jeanett 1710 N Croskey St 515
Cuthbert Helen 1521 N Dover St
Daley Carolyn 1829 N Newkirk St
Darby Deidra 2101 N College Av H 5
Davis Anna 1740 N Uber St
Davis Bessie O Bentley Hall 1710 N Croskey St Apt 416
Davis Latell Est 2723 W Berks St
Davis Ralph C 1926 N 24th St
Davis Ronald L 1515 Hemberger Way Apt 504
Davis Terrance C 3122 W Master St
Deownes Mary 2022 N 16th St
Diacogiannis Drew 1745 N 16th St
Dickerson Wendell 22320 Stewart St
Dirkson Beverly, Grace N 3126 W Montgomery Ave
Dixon Emma E, John 1819 N 26th St
Dobson Rupert O 2340 W Montgomery Ave
Drake Albert 1507 N 27th St
Duran Carlos 1900 N Ringgold St
Edwards Charles 1838 W Thompson St
Enam Sahnila 1706 N 16th St 3rd RR
Enogwe Victoria O 2222 Ridge Ave
Evans Mary 3142 Clifford St
Felder Lowell 2130 N 32nd St
Finley Irving L Jr 2122 N 18th St
Foster Nick 2132 N Uber St
Fox Maggie M, William 2725 W Stiles St
Frazier Sheila 1401 N 16th St E 15e
Fundira Emmanuel 1915 Morse St
Gale Johnnie M 1325 N Dover St
Gallon Percy 2429 N College Ave
Gambrell Benjamin F Est Psfs Bldg W Stiles St No 3050
Garner Priscilla 2725 W Montgomery Ave Apt 209
Garrett Glenn, Mary 1414 N Corlies St
Garrett Morgan Gwendolyn L 2141 N Corlies St
Gayle Humphery E 2101 W Susquehanna Ave #3
Gaymon Tyreese 1311 N 15th St
Gennett Preston 2405 Ridge St
Ghatak Ropendar 1801 N 10th St
Gibbs Rubin 2002 Brd St Apt 2f
Giles James 1915 E N 27th St
Gillespie Dewey H 1919 N 19th St
Glenn Nirelee 2344 W Glenwood Ave Apt R
Gloss Jeffrey Psfs Bldg W Stiles St No 3050
Goodwine Geraldine, Mary 1311 N Newkirk St
Greco Eric J 1621 W Diamond St
Green Harold 1212 N Taney St
Green Michael, Mikal 2811 W Sedley
Greene Sam 2116 N Marston St
Grose Ardah 1842 N 27th St
Guess Isaac C/O Reba Roberts 1723 N 27th St
Hall Julia 1760 N Taney St
Hance Victoria E 2116 N Woodstock St
Hans Cheryl 2419 Nicholas St
Hardy Kurtia 1946 N Judson St
Harper Delma 1445 N 17th St U24811st
Harris Garland 2001 W Diamond St
Harris Timothy 1529 N 17th 2nd Fl Front
Harrison Angela 1820 Berks St
Hatchell Constance O 2710 W Master St
Hemacki Scott J 1201 N 26th 3rd Fl
Herron Harry J III 1220 N Brd St Apt 521
Highsmith Carrie, Walter 1607 N 26th St
Ho Soo Yank T A 2906 Ridge Av
Holden Percy Jr 2527 Nicholas St
Holley Jessica C, Jessica 2127 N Gratz St Apt B
Homero Reyes Ramos Rafael 1700 N 28th St
Horace Willie Jr 1509 W Thompson St
Houston Elizabeth C 2432 W Columbia Ave
Houston Samuel E 2432 W Columbia Ave
Howard Genevieve 1712 N 25th St
Howell Geneva 1711 Arlington St
Humphrey Kevin 1400 N 16th St D 5
Jackson Nannie 2535 Ingarsol St
Jackson Thelma 2012 N 21st St
James Howard M 3226 Clifford St Apt 306
Jasper Mae 3217 Montgomery Ave
Jasper Phoebe 1904 N Croskey St
Jenkins Jasper E 2140 N 18th St
Johns Beatrice 2040 N Lambert St
Johnson Anderson 2916 W Susquehanna Ave
Johnson Bernice 1253 N Dover St
Johnson Elaine 2013 W Montgomery Ave
Johnson Howard 2527 W Seybert St
Johnson Leamar U 1841 N Taylor St
Johnson Mary L 2530 W Seybert St
Johnson Naomi 2642 W Cabot St
Johnson Ollie 1865 N Judson St
Johnsondrennon Kenneth 1826 N 18th St
Jones Alberta E/O, Avant E/O 1626 B W Diamond St
Jones Curtis Sr C/O 3219 Fontain St
Jones Ethel 1639 Diamond St
Jones Hannah 1745 N 20th St
Jones Kenneth A 1713 Momument St
Jones Lena B 1311 N Marston St
Jones Timothy, Ethel 1707 Arlington St
Jones Vivian 1507 N 27th St
Jones Wallace 1411 W Thompson St
Jones Wallace Jr 1411 W Thompson St
Kamara Mamdou 1515 Hamburger Way Apt 907
Keels Frances 1857 N 21st St
Kelly Larry 1728 N Stillman St
Kelly Lynnette 1880 N 27th St Apt L
Kemp Betsy Lee 2011 N Cleveland St
Kent Sheryl 1542 N 26th St
Kershaw Reba 1554 N Marston St
Kim Moo Woong 2449 Ridge Ave
Knight James 3017 Bambrey St
Konica Gjergji 1543 N Bouvier St
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Lakeisha Gaymon 1311 N 15th St 3rd Fl
Lamar Gertrude D 1527 W Thompson St
Lamar Gertrude D, Linda 1527 W Thompson St
Lau Yung K 1524 N Brd St 1st Fr
Lilliston George 2013 W Montgomery Ave
Lindsay Bernard 1848 N 27th St
Lloyd Ernestine, Steven 2012 Cecil B Moore Ave
Long Leatha 2436 Arlington St
Lu Vac A 2801 W Oxford St
Lynn Irvin S 2001 N Marston St
Marable Linda D 1515 Hemberger Way Apt 801
Martin Theodore 1710 N Croskey St Apt 214
Mason Ronda 2344 W Glenwood Ave Apt R
Mcclain Duwane L 3211 Page St
Mccloud Betty J 3120 W Diamond St
Mccray Alice 2427 W Thompson St
Mcfadden Shirley 1923 N Ringgold St U0815
Mcgill Louella 1835 N Taylor St
Mckinney Yvonne 1516 Judson Way
Mclean Valerie 1520 N 17th St
Mcleod Twain 1802 N 22nd St
Mcmillan William 1252 N 19th St
Mcneil Romain 1609 W Stiles St U4801
Medley Berneather 1955 N Croskey St
Mention Toreen 2927 Diamond St
Merritt Henry Jr 2447 Nicholas St
Merriweather Alaska L 1900 N 25th St
Merriweather Gwen 1825 N Judson St
Meyers Margaret F, Ralph G Jr 1209 N Etting St
Milburn Frances V 2123 N 21st St
Miles Benjami 2438 Bolton St
Miller Janis 1838 N 27th St
Miller Justo D 2212 D Stewart St
Miller Minnie 1825 N Fairy St
Mills Walter 1825 W Cabot St
Miro Dance Theatre 2101 South College Ave #308
Moore Annie 3207 W Turner St
Moore Elton 1914 W Fountain St
Morrison Darryl J 3025 Euclid Ave
Moultrie David B 1706 N 25th St
Mt Sinai Church of God 1221 N 16th St
Muor Onn 1640 W Susquehanna Av 2nd Fl
Murray Pauline 2150 N Lambert St
Murry Constance 1212 N Taney St
Myers Stephanie D 1403 N 22nd St Apt B
Namons Jerushia 1838 N Bouvier St
Noble Odelia 1836 N Marston St
Obryant Ronald 1928 Stanley St
Otto Lisa J 1302 N Newkirk St
Overton Richard A 1222 N 29th St
Patten Barbara Lynne Est C/O 1747 N Stillman St #4
Perez Dario M 1501 N 17th St
Perry Rickey Sr 1300 N 28th St
Pettyjohn Doris Eunice 2915 French St
Pickett April 2105 N 33rd St F
Pinkney Ruth M 2426 Turner St
Pittman Esther 2217 W Seybert St
Pittman Michael 1845 N 27th St
Prosseringram Wendy T 1952 N Myrtlewood St
Prunty Broaddus Joyce 2327 W Thompson St
Quality Community Health Center Inc 2300 Master St
Quander Maurice B 3019 W Redmer St
Queen Hattie 1400 N 18th St C/O Hattie Queen
Quinones Maria 1157 Hellerman St
Rackley Louise 1711 W Montgomery Ave
Rainboww Pizza Inc 2220 Cecil B Moore Ave
Rainer Tonya 1401 N 16th St Apt E11
Rainey Aaron 1619 N 27th St
Reuteman Julius 2032 N Brd St
Riccio Sadie 3219 W Norris St
Riddick William 2019 W Oxford St
Rivers Cora Guess C/O Reba Roberts 1723 N 27th St
Rodriguez Grocery 2454 Turner St
Rodriguez Nicolas 1646 N 29th St
Rogers Thomas, Alice 1621 N 18
Russell Elaine V 1321 N 23rd St
Sales Robert L 1933 N 20th St
Sampson Marvin 1516 Judson Way Apt 509
Sanford Linwood 1730 N 29th St
Saunders Anthony 1622 N 30th St
Savey Elizabeth 1728 N Bouvier St
Savoy Tongeni 1728 N Bouvier St
Schenck Sharmika Y 1805 West Montgomery Ave
School District Philadelphia 2118 W Norris St
Scott Sara 2915 French St
Shapiro Danielle 1922 N Brd St Apt
Shaw Margie Jr 1826 N Ringgold St
Shields Casey 1710 N Croskey St 515
Sligh Alicia C 2159 N Marston St
Smith Beatrice, Smith Wesley 1611 N 17th St
Smith Joseph 1625 French St
Smith Julia 1760 N Taney St
Smith Phillip 2130 N 31st St
Smith S 1745 N 21st St
Soto Francisco 1811 N Van Pelt St
Spence Linda 3037 W Norris St
Stanford Juretta L 2436 Arlington St
Stanton Elizabeth Q 1420 N Willington St
Stevenson Kayvone 2146 N Stanley St
Steward Helen L 1925 N Van Pelt St
Stiff Calvin 2047 Turner St
Strother Frances 1761 N Dover St
Strother Philip 1761 N Dover St
Sunders Lillian 1729 N 24th St
Sutton Stanley K 1848 N 21st St
Syc Inc 1634 Cecil B Moore Ave
Tate Mary L 1943 N Patton St
Taylor Latonya M 1846 N Natrona St
Thompson Flora K 1617 N 29th St
Thompson Henry R 2001 N Marston St
Thompson Patricia 2600 Ridge Av 1st Fr
Tilghman Syheem 1734 N 26st
Trim Nadine 1602 N 16th St Apt 2
Trusty Purnell 1745 N 20th St
Tweedy Caroline 2001 N Marston St
Twilley Margaret 2146 W Master St
Twine Judie 2640 Glenwood Dr
Vercher Kevin 2135 N 19th St
Waiters Mary Lou U5974 1738 N Gratz St
Walker Jeannette 2318 Sharswood St
Walker Lloyd A 2404 Ridge Ave
Walker Ruby 1762 N Dover St
Walls Latonya 1807 W Master St
Wang Xing Long 1237 N 16th St 1st Fl
Ward Ernest 1556 N 29th St
Washington Reginald 1960 N Patton St
Watson Gladys 1401 N 16th St
Watson James 2138 N 32nd St
Weeks Mary 2034 N 20th St U34651st
Weir John R 1846 N Willington St
Weiss Janet 1220 N Brd St
Wels Peter 2007 W Jefferson St
West Arthur 2660 Glenwood Dr Apt E
Whidbee Maggie 1927 Sharswood St U2303
White Eugenia Diaz 1311 N 19th St
Wildes Darryl 3048 W Oxford St
Williams Anna 1823 W Diamond St
Williams Mattie 1999 Ridge Ave Apt 204
Williams Regina 1305 N 19th
Williams Ruth 2032 N 22nd St
Willoughby Geraldine 2713 Jefferson St
Winfield Lillie 1308 N Hollywood St
Winfield Robert L 1308 N Hollywood St
Wingfield Brian 1810 N 17th St
Witcher Patricia 1249 N 27th St Apt A
Woods Mayo 2143 N Woodstock St
Woolford Leon D 1729 N 33rd St Apt 2
Wright Andre 1311 N 19th St
Wright Mary 1516 Judson Way
Wright Roosevelt 1602 N 16th St
Wright Yolanda 1602 N 16th St
Xie Xiu Rong 1237 N 16th St
Zheng Guo 1533 Cecil B Moore Ave
Zozo Corp 2239 Cecil B Moore Ave
Philadelphia Pa 19122
Abello Edna 1812 N Mascher St
Adkins Yolanda B, La Tia 1920 N Franklin St
Alvarado Paula 1341 N 7th St
Alverez Angel R 1515 N Lawrence St Apt 2
Anaya Emma 1818 Germantown Ave
Angelica Luisa 217 W Oxford St
Ascencio Esteban 2139 N 6th St
Azubuike Leyon U 1300 Cecil B Moore Ave Room 503n
Ballard Margaret 1766 N Front St
Bautista Rafael 2148 N Randolph St
Beandy Letesha 1947 North St
Beckham Dwight 2023 N 8th St
Best Mary 1604 3rd Ave
Brooks Frederick W 1952 N 4th St
Brown George T 2037 N 11th St Apt C28
Burke John 1719 N Howard St
Burnett Mary 1226 W Oxford St
Carranca Jorge 1250 N 3rd St Apt 511
Castro Elizabeth 335 W Thimpson St
Cedres Manolin 2026 N Orianah
Chesson Karen D 1134 Custis Pl
Chesson Susie 1134 Custis Pl
Chung Vicki 1701 N 10th St
Clanton Maxine 2057 N Franklin St
Cohen David William 1801 N 10th St
Coleman Mary E 2052 N Hancock St
Collins James 2020 N 8th St
Concepcion Edward 1439 Germantown Ave
Cyhan Wasyl, Sofia 1316 N Franklin St
Davis Arnell PO Box 37014
Delisi Bertha 143 W Jefferson St
Denny Regina, Ida 2062 N Phillip St
Dixon Michael R 1207 W Master St
Dorsey Cathy 2107 N Howard St
Duhart Junie Est 1600 N 8th St 2g
Dujory Ricci L 2051 N 8th St
Eastman Brendan 1342 N Mascher St
Eisenstein Martin, Peggy 1935 N 7th St
Ellis Mary 1446 N Marshall St U2134
Elverson Military Academy 2118 N 13th St
Epps Paula 5750 N 16th St
Evans Jones Willie Mae Est C/O 1121 W Jefferson St
Evergreen Brothers C/O Sam Muglia 1811 N Howard St
Flecha Efrain 639 W Oxford St
Fox Sierra 1326 N 7th St Apt
Galvez Rodolfo 1250 N 3rd St Apt 809
Garcia Carmen 1553 N Orknet St
Garcia Isabel 1516 N 12th St
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Glancey John T, Mary T 1204 N 5th St
Gonzalez Remiro 1238 N Hancock St
Goodrich H L Jr 2129 N American
Greene Henrietta 1609 N 11th St
Guttilla Lauren A 411 W Jefferson St
Haines Milton, Glenn 1811 N Mutter St
Hamel Walter 1731 N Mascher St
Harris Edward G 1210n 4th St
Harvey Christopher 1700 N 5th St
Hazel Lucinda Est 1133 Custis Place
Henry Margaret, George 1921 N Waterloo St
Hickey Cameron 1325 N 5th St 406
Hilton Michelle M 2029 N Brd St Hardwick H
Holden Salina 1425 N 8th St
Hollywood Stock Exchange LLC 1220 N Lawrence St 4th Fl
Holmes Wilber, Gracie 2134 N Franklin St
Horizon LLC 104 Schuylkill Ave
Horvath Anna Est, Anna 1513 Germantown Ave
Hoshorian Robert 2014 N 4th St
Hoyle Alan 1043 W Thompson St
Hubbard Dorothea S 1320 N 6th St
Hubert Elizabeth 143 W Jefferson St
Humphries Blossie A 1314 N 12th St
Hundley Hattie H 1225 W Master St
Jackson Anthony 2149 N 2nd St
Jaklik Eva 1713 N 3rd St
Jimenez Joel Soto 804 W Susquehanna Av 1st Fl
Johnson Alma 1605 N Franklin St
Johnson E R 1519 N Jefferson Ln
Johnson Luther 1113 W Thompson St
Johnson Seymore H 1508 N 13th St
Jones Dorothy G 508 W Master St
Karol Elliot 118 W Montgomery Ave
Kassa Lena M 502 W Thompson St
Kim Sarith 1309 N Lawrence St
Kithcart Shawn 1232 N Randolph St
Lafferty William, Archie 1422 N Hope St
Lasdon Real Est 1730 N 5th St St 107
Leadership Learning Partners Charter Sch 1425 N 2nd St
Long Elizabeth 1600 N 8th St Apt 8q
Lopez Emilio Sr 1414 N 7th St
Lopez Maribel 215 Cecil B Moore Ave
Martin Frederick H 1537 N 11th St Apt D
Martinez Jose 317 W Diamond St
Mason Mary 1712 N Marshall St
Mcclam Cora 1402 N Marshall St Lot 2
Mclendon Michael Devance 732 Jefferson St
Mcneill Robert L 1025 W Norris St
Menendez Laudelina, Angel 1936 N Mascher St
Mike Moreira Autobody Inc 1837 N 2nd St
Mills Torres Maria E 1402 N 7th St
Minnick Constance 1426 N 10th St 52 Jefferson Manor
Monroe Marc T 1840 N 6th St 1840
Moore Frederick 1926 N Mutter St
Moris Cheryl 1605 N Franklin St
Morris Cheryl 1419 N 13th St
Morris Cheryl PO Box 14003
Moss William H Est 1117 W Thompson St
Myers Harold 2157 N Leithgow St
Natal Maria 1916 N Mascher St
National Society of Collegiate 1755 N 13th St
Norris Square Civic Assoc 124 Diamond St
Oberle Anna 1341 N Mascher St
Olde Kensington Co 1313 N 4th St
Ortiz Felix H 1936 N Howard St
Ortiz Rivera N 1783 N 5 St
Osmeyer John 1715 N Oriama
Pabon Gloria 1747 N 7th St U1520
Page Tracy 2156 N Franklin St
Parekh Dhaval Tasb 083 54 1852 N 10th St
Pate Audrey 2027 N 33rd St
Patricio Tiago 1818 N Mutter St
Payne Thomas J 503 E Pleasant Pl
Popeyes 20p04 1501 N Brd St
Prado Angel PO Box 3513
Ramlakhan Neavita 728 W Jefferson St
Reggie Bryant Investment Conservator 2116 N Camac St
Reline Centers of PO Box 14088
Risch Harold 1358 N Palethorp St
Rivera Carmen T 2132 N Hancock St 2nd Fl
Rivera Jose 1450 N Lawrence St
Rivera Juan D 122 Diamond St
Rivera Vanessa 1946 N Palethorpe St
Roberts Andrew 1701 N 10th St
Rose Ferrell 1227 N 13th St
Rossiter John 1937 N Howard St
Santiago Domingo Rodrigz 400 Diamond St Store
Santiago Miguel 2047 Germantown Ave Apt 1st Fl
Schmohl Dorothy, Raymond 1506 N 5th St
Serrano Asuncion S 2108 N 4th St
Serrano Judith 1940 N Hancock St
Sewell Raymond B, Eun K 547 Jefferson Ave Apt 2
Shaver Sarah C 1243 N 2nd St
Skill Sherry J 182 W Master St
Smith Mildred Est 1250 N 3rd St Apt 404
Soto Clemente 2148 N Randolph St
Soto Francisco 2142 N Oriana St
Soto William P 2016 N Howard St
Stanton William 1203 Master St
Stojansul Joseph 2018 N 3 St
Subhani Ghulam 1332 N 9th St
Sumakeris Julie 1916 N Palethorp St
Technical Assistance Center For 1415 N Brd St Ste 229
Tews Sartholemew, Timothy 1731 N Howard St
Thomas Nannie Est 1508 N 13th St
Thompson Tanya 1124 W Stiles St
Thottungal Jacob P 1232 N 5th St
Tobar Francisca 1250 N 3rd St Apt 812 Box 101
Toombs Renee L 2164 N Franklin St
Toti Maria, Peter 143 Jefferson St West
Tr−Philadelphia LP PO Box 3513
Tunstall Eleanor 1025 W Norris St
Vega Norma I 137 W Susquehanna Ave
Vidro Elizabeth 1605 Cadwallader St
Villas De Hace Lp 1426 N 6th St Bldg A
Wallace Corlece 1034 Oxford St
Waller James 1226 Valy Forge Pl
Waters Keith 2140 N 8th St
Watkins Curtis Est 1525 N 13th St
Watson Thelma 1914 N Darian St
Weber Robert P, Helen 2144 N Bodine St
Wells Roosevelt 1201 W Master St
Whichard Gary T 1333 N 8th St
Williams Claudia E 1435 N 12th St
Williams Ruby 1320 N 6th St
Willis Elizabeth E 1720 N 5th St T104
Winston Judiann, Phyllis 1540 Queens Pl
Woody Tara 1801 N 10th St Apt 712
Wuensche Dora M 1940 N 3rd St
Yossouf Gouled 1701 N 10th St Apt 135
Young Cora L 1609 N 10 St
Younger James PO Box 37014
Youssouf Gouled M 1701 N 10th St Apt 135
Yuyanyan Zhang 1200 Cecil B Moore Ave
Zaklad Nathaniel B 1520 N Lawrence St
Philadelphia Pa 19123
Abel John J 549 N 10th St
Advance Theory 1021 N Hancock St Ste 13
Aguilar Alfredo 1031 Nth Leithgow St
Aikin Bennett L 637 Willow St
Alvarez Monica 911 N Franklin St Apt 107 Asce
Amble LLC C/O Amble Gallery & Books 1001 N 2nd St Ste 27
American Commercial Lending Inc 1220 Hamilton St
American Red Cross C/O Attn Rozena Kirby 700 Spring Gdn St
Aqua Lounge 323 W Girard Ave
Avenue A 417 N 8th St 2nd Fl
Awasty Holding LLC 1200 Callowhill St Ste 102
Ball Willa Mae 1316 Parrish St
Batchelor Danielle 428 N 13th St Apt 6h Papab49419
Bausch Gretchen 951 N Randolph St
Becerra Garcia Silvana 1001 N 2nd St Apt 321
Bell Willa Mae 1316 Parrish St
Belmont Chalres 408 Fairmount Ave #1
Berry Cordelia 808 A Warnock St
Bevans Leon 615 N 7th St Apt G3
Binkowski Todd J 800 N Lawrence St Apt F
Birkenbach David 908 N American St
Bleeker Venetian Blind Co Inc C/O Attn Fred Herring 916 Green St
Boylan Aanika 1021 N Randolph St
Bracy Ella N 970 N 7th St
Brunson Edward 430 W George St
Bryant Bertha 926 Mt Vernon
Burke Betty C/O Mercy Douglas Steven Smith 440 W Girard Ave
Carmui Productions Attn Benefits 417 N 8th St
Caserio Christopher B O Brien Belland Bushinsky 500 506 N 6th St
Chen Hua Wo 430 N 12th St Store E
Chun Chun 1222 Ridge Ave
Cison Laura, John 1234 Hamilton St 206
Colon David 1230 W Buttonwood St
Corporate Facility Con In 919 N 5th St
Crawford Jonathan K M 1238 Callowhill St #708
Cromwell Sharif 901 N Penn St Apt
D Becker & Sons 1151 N 3rd St
D Becker & Sons PO Box 37004
Davies William Est 1103 Green St
Davilla Justina Soto 631 N Perth Place
Decky Michael 1010 N Hancock St
Devereux Michael 545 Wendle Ct Apt D
Dopson Etta 38 Chestnut St 1st Fl
Doyle Peter J 910 N 2nd St Fl 1
Driven People Inc 901 N Penn St P1003
Edward Jones 1238 Callowhill St 506
Ellis David 2223 Redner Way
Evans Mary 401k Savings Attn Marge Giedemann 456 N 5th St
F Dollar Warehouse 531 W Girard Av
Felder Eva 1017 Parrish St
Fichera Bruce T 155 Fairmount Ave
Freed Allen 172 W Laurel St
Freund Kenneth C/O Guardian Office 520 N Columbus Blvd Ste 4
Gee Shawn 417 N 8th St 503
George L Wells Meat Co 982 N Delaware Ave
George L Wells Meat Co PO Box 37011
Gillespie Marvin L 1101 W Girard Ave Apt 216a
Gillespie Robert 1101 W Girard Ave Apt 216a
Gim Chung R2701 901 N Penn St
Goldberg Irving 510 Willow St
Goldberg Irving Est 510 Willow St
Gonzalez Sandra 1108 B Myrtle Pl
Gordon Jacqueline 1103 Green St
Govan Thaddeus D Jr 617 N 4th St 2
Granstrand Brendan S 1222 Ridge Ave
Hall Delores 948 N 11th St #A3c
Hilinski Todd C 1220 Buttonwood St
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Hill William S 733 Melon Terrrace
Hoey George Jr 1652 N 2nd St
Hughes Jennifer M Apt 2 927 Spring Gdn St
Irvin Carlos 710 N Franklin St
Jackson Swannie 814 N 5th St
Jacoby William P 720 N 5th St Apt 401
Johnson Priscilla 969 N 5th St
Johnson Torrence 673 N 11th St
Kaminski Franciszka, Josephine 1111 N Bodine St
Katzmann Melanie S 1700n B Franklin St No 2308
Keller Nicholas J 1001 N 2nd St Apt 341
Keyes Anthony T 225 A Green St
Ko Jae Y 901 N Penn St R2303
Lai William 6 Bristo Pl
Lewis Danielle 814 Park Ave Apt 2
Liberties Self Storage 1 Brown St
Liss Gussie 1330 W Girard Ave
Lukens S Vandever, Loretta 901 N Penn St Unit P2201
Ma Jong Won 801 N 3rd St
Macleod Sidney 1119 N Hancock St
Macneish Katherine L 445 POplar St
Martin Gregory 945 New Market St
Matsa Tomer 901 N Penn St Unit P1
Mayhue Jamie 609 Franklin Pl
Mcbride Anthony 810 N 7th St
Mccauley Susan T 154 Fairmount Ave
Mcneil Noal 833 B Alder Pl
Meads Rudolph L 970 N 7th St
Meenam Eugene D 618 Greene St
Meenan Eileen H 618 Greene St
Mendoza Carlos 901 N 9th St
Miles & Generalis 1234 Hamilton St
Mlkit Inc 1211 Ridge Ave
Moore Dorris 614 Brown St
Moore Lucille 614 Brown St
Moore Odell Herbert 614 Brown St
Moore Ronald D 614 Brown St
Moreno Milagros 526 N 5th St
Mothers Work Inc Attn Marge Giedemann 456 N 5th St
Murphy Frank 533 W Girard Ave
Navicp 700 Robbins Ave
Nesbit Arthur Est 612 N Perth
Nichols Benjamin 225 A Green St
Olson Charles N, Alice E C/O Tucker Nursing Home E St 1001 Wallace St
Ortiz Angel L 844 N 4th St
Oyloe Peter Ira 1238 Callowhill St 506
Paper Converters Loc 401k Fund 410 N 8th St
Park Advantage Inc 421 N 7th St Ste 700
Passyunk Productions C/O Insd: Ahmir K Thompson 417 N 8th St
Patrick Joseph H 1134 E Dunton St
Patterson Danielle 537 N 11th St
Pd Plumbing 706 N 2nd St
Pearl Pressman Liberty Printers 5th & POpulas Sts
Peguero Milagros A 939 Spring Gdn St # 2f
Philadelphia Chocolate Fountain 987 N 5th St
Philadelphia City Sail 475 N 5th St
Philly Online 417 N 8 St
Porter Adam 221 Poplar St
Potok Amalia 1005 N 6th St 2
Powell Darren 1401 N 16th St Apt G2
Powell Jacquelyn M 948 N10 St Apt 7d
Qadar Khan Md & Assocs 702 W Girard Ave
Radenhausen George 564 N 2nd St
Rafael Justin 401 N Front St
Reilly Antonia 111 Fairmount Ave
Rinker Robeirt 1221 Parrish St
Roberson Tammy 675 42nd 13th St
Rodenhausen Margaret 564 N 2nd St
Roman Genevieve I 1113 Mt Vernon St
Romero Hector 1029 Buttonwood St
Saponaro Stephen 606 N 2nd St 3rd Fl
Schuler Maggie B 817 N 5th St Unit 203
Scott Lissa M 448 Brown St
Sefg LLC 417 N 8th St Ste 503
Shoukri Maryanne 1040 N 2nd St Apt 203
Sim Tower Nam 1011 Poplar St Apt 1035
Slavin Style 429 N 13th St 5f
Spellman Iolar Est 745 N 7th St
Stageromano Zappacosta R, Kevin A 428 N 13th St
Stanley Betty J 1325 Poplar St
Staten Samuel Jr 1310 Wallace St
Stires Shannon 978 N 5th St
Suffolk Beachfront LLC 600 N 3rd St Ste 200
Sun Produce Co 922 Callowhill St
Swan Norman 1360 Ridge Ave
Tabas Enterprises 915 N Delaware Ave
Takahashi Goji 1238 Callowhill St Ste 206
Thomas John P 801 N 3rd St
Tinnell Braiden 1027 N 4th St Unit L
Tobman Alan 630 N 3rd St #59
Toomer Lance L 1101 W Girard Ave Apt 308d
Twardowski Geraldine 936 N Lawrence St
Vidro Evelyn 911 N Franklin St Apt 508
Waddell Bertha 711 Spring Gdn St Apt 211
Washisnky Tracy M 338 Brown St
Weiner Samuel 2224 Fairmount Ave
West Kanye 417 N 8th St Ste 503
Whiddon William 1027 N 4th St
Wilson Robert M 428 N 13th St Unit 6−G
Windom Georgia, Regina 802 N Warnock Pl
Wong Jamesscott 428 N 13th St 3cd
Wright Ossie 943 N 5th St 2nd F
Wyatt Tyaisha 703 Warnock St
Yamaha City Motorsports 704 N Beach St
Zavetsky Andrew, Mary 970 N Randolph St
Zito Violeto 1028 Brandywine St
Philadelphia Pa 19124
Abramov Ilgar 1210 Harrison St
Alexander Willie Mae 4686 Hawthorne St
Ali Khadijah Y 4209 Griscom St
Alicia Racquel 5250 Pennway St
Allen Joseph 1525 Adams Ave
Amicis Bar Lounge 1142 52 E Erie
Anderson Damon 4317 O St
Artur M Celeste 5448 Harbison Ave
Arvelo Robert 5444 Charles St
Arway Linen Rental PO Box 23035
Assis Idalma 1234 Adams Ave
Attilio Rose D 4524 Penn St
Bailey Andre E 1336 N 54th St
Bailey Devon 2028 E Glenwood Ave
Bandura John 2136 Haworth St
Barbon Nikolay 1109 E Lycoming St
Barnett Stephen 917 E Godfrey Ave
Barr Lorraine C 4255 Elsinore St 1st Fl
Barunas Gerard 5051 Oxford Ave Axford Ct Apt
Battis Kelly 1663 Pratt St
Bauer Donald H, Joyce C 934 Carver St
Baughman Rosemary C 5419 Rutland St
Beaver Margaret A 896 Carver St
Beers Verna E 1368 Anchor St
Bell Rose 1812 Margaret St
Bell Sheena 2137 Kennedy St
Bellamy Tyrone D 4840 Oxford Ave Apt 318
Berrios Luis 4901 Oxford Ave Apt 4b
Bhuiyan Nazrul 1327 Dyre St
Bickley William 1122 Harrison St
Bk Barrit Furniture Co Castor & Sedgley Av
Blackwell Mildred 1749 Foulkrod St
Bobb William 4048 Landondale St
Bolletino Joseph 5068 Whitaker Ave
Booth Ellen M 4041 Neilson St
Brady Maryann N 5023 Miriam Rd
Bridjpar Inc 5233 Torresdale Ave
Bromley Francis A 4123 Glendale St
Brooks Mary 1813 Wilmot St
Brown Andrew 1411 Unity St
Brown Smith Linda 5018 Griscom St Apt C
Brown Tarel 4115 N Maywood St
Brucker Loretta A 5243 Roosevelt Blvd
Brukaker Escobar Jacob L, Katarina 5005 Worth St
Bryant Leland L 1633 Wakeling St Apt 3
Buchholz Susan 4043 Maywood St
Bui Vu 4218 K St
Burgoon Annie E 2008 Pratt St
Burke Ethel M 1708 Kinsey St
Burkhardt Willard 712 Marley Rd
Burkins Jean 3902 Coral St
Burns Frank 5328 Lesher St
Bush John J 1372 Anchor St
Byard Marcus 2135 Anchor St
Caballero Marc 4827 Roosevelt Blvd
Caldwell Sharon 1201 Pratt St Store
Callahan Mary 1813 Wilmot St
Cancel Jordan 4712 Leiper St E 4
Capati Daniel 1356 Unity St
Carson Julia M, Robert 890 Granite St
Cartagena Joseph 1701 Church St
Case Arthur, Ruby 1167 E Sanger St
Castner Diane M 4666 Duffield St
Chaykowski Dennis J, David 4423 H St
Chen James 2032 Orthodox St
Chester Robert, Mabel 1626 Wakeling St
Cheung Jing 5205 Montour St
Chhour Meng 3905 Kensington Av Unit 1
Christian Lucinda 4686 Hawthorne St
Christopher John F 4649 Edmund St
Chupailo F M 2112 Pratt St
Cino Bridgett, Antonio 4214 Griscom St
Clark H Lawrence, Marie R 4303 Howland St
Clayton Jamal 5320 Duffield St
Clymer Edward L 5118 Leiper St
Collins Claudette L 1910 Kinsey St
Colon Jose 1116 E Luzerne St
Connelly Christina 4208 M St 3 Fl
Cooney Kathleen V 852 E Sanger St
Cooper Johnny J 4334 Penn St
Covington Darryl 6072 Girard Ave
Cowdery Davin 1203 Allengrove St
Cox Alberta 4047 M St
Crawford Betty 1669 Wakeling St
Crawford Mangum Edith 4023 Roosevelt Blvd
CresPO Christian 1615 E Hunting Park Ave
Cronin William J 1416 Sellers St Apt 1st Fl
Crosley Daniel 2128 Kennedy St
Cruz Abraham 4713 Oakland St
Cruz Diana 1922 E Pike St
Cruz Gregory 4970 Whitaker Av
Cruz Tiffany 1205 Haworth St
Cuevas Windirose 3986 E Pike St Apt 2
Czuczman Julia 4203 Palmetto St
Dabo Mamadou 5217 Cottage St
Dalton 4324 Penn St
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Davies Juliana 4844 Summerdale Ave
Davine John P 5210 Castor Ave
Dawson Reginald 4605 Leiper St B 1
De Caro Marc 5262 Silverts St
Dees Leon 1915 Ruan St
Dees Leon Est 1915 Ruan St
Defay Katherine M, Edwin 4126 L St
Deluna Deborah R 4215 M St
Demuro Josephine 1516 Harrison St
Depaola Clara 1226 E Luzerne St
Desimone Suzuki 4302 Potter St
Devan Joyce D 1401 E Bristol St C 110
Dias Mendes Weles 5443 Montague St
Diaz Eliana Y, Felix A 116 S 27th St
Dixon Catherine R 1143 Harrison St
Dolan James S 4328 M St
Dolby Ryan 5311 Saul St
Domestic Linen Supply Co 4100 Frankford Ave
Donahue Peggy A, Mary L 2128 Larue St
Donahue Charles 4305 Glendale St
Donahue Robert 2128 Larue St
Dooley Kimberly M PO Box 23215
Dornevil David 96 Beretta Blvd
Dougan Ellen L 5229 Burton St
Dougherty John 934 Granite St
Dougherty William J 1919 Berkshire St
Doyle Deborah L 4641 Roosevelt Blvd
Drapczynski Florence M 4047 M St
Duff Curtis 1779 Brill St
Duran Theodore 4220 Frankford Ave 1nd Fl R
E And I Medical Center PO Box 19627
Eckert Rose 5413 Horrocks St
Ed S Auto Glass Inc 1201 Bridge St
Edwards Gerald R 1625 Wakeling St
Edwards Larry 1810 Harrison St
Edwards Rupert 4507 Mulberry St
Elliott Bruce E, Lisa 2022 Pratt St
Elliott James H 1655 Harrison St 5a
Elliott Sarah 3902 Coral St
Ellis Sherri 1318 Steinber St
Espinal Luciano, Ana R 5401 Oakland St
Esteves Luis 5101 Erdrick St
Everage Lydia M 1666 Church St
Exley Flora Alice 5000 Akron St Apt Q
Exley Gordon 1334 Foulkrod St
Fadalla Osama 414 E Windhocking St
Farrell Barbara H 1668 E Cheltenham Ave
Felix Maria 5313 Jackson St
Feng Shu Ming 5301 Castor Ave
Fenkner Julia G 4646 Ditman St
Fenton Group 3850 Coral St
Fernandez Fredy F 2119 Sanger St
Fernando 4642 Shelbourne St
Ferrizzi Ann M 3942 I St
Fetters George Jr, Lucy 4612 Worth St
Figueroa Maria 2902 Kip St
Folks Marchelle 4620 Griscom St
Ford Margaret M 956 Anchor St
Ford Mary 2018 Plum St
Foster Phillip 5308 Oakland St
Franco Celeste 3829 J St
Frankford Valley Foundation For Literacy 4300 Tacony St
Friedman William 5305 Glenloch St
Fuentes Miray Carmen A 4255 Ormond St
Furniture Unlimited Outlet Inc 776 Adams Ave
Gabriel Beaulah 1633 Harrison St
Gallagher Theresa 4353 Milnor St
Gaona Fanny 5148 Pennway St
Garcia Pedro 4302 Potter St
Garlick Kathleen 1368 Anchor St
Garofalo Lillian 1652 Orthodox St
General Farmers Market 4401 Castor Av Rear
George Anil 2060 Orthodox St
George John J 2170 Salem St
Gifoli Linda 1231 E Luzerne St
Giorgio Janice 879 Bridge St
Glover Dexter 4610 Oakland St
Gonzalez Marisol 1609 Worrell St
Gonzalez Tamara 4236 Markland St
Gottschall Margaret 996 E Godfrey Ave
Grimsley Emily 1917 Fillmore Pl
Guerra Constantine, Elsie 1319 Sellers St
Guillen Mckenzie 1716 Brill St
Hadco Aluminum 4001 G St
Haggerty Mary 4545 Stiles St
Hang Vi 5150 F St
Hannah Darrell 5045 Tulip St
Hardin Bryant 4145 Paul St Apt 4
Harrington James III 4344 Malta St
Harris Timothy 908 Carver St
Harrison Catherine 1633 Harrison St
Harrity Tamara J 4663 Adams Ave
Harrod Sherrell A 4332 Elizabeth St
Harrysingh Mitra 2009 E Chltenham Ave
Harte Dennis W 4309 Howland St
Harvey Taven V 4728 Griscom St 1st RR
Hays Helen, John 5235 Oxford Ave
Healey Thayer Lincoln III 1012 E Chelten Av
Hernandez Silverio 2193 Pratt St
Herring Sharon I 1300 Foulkrod St
Hicks Carlton J 5014 Cottage St
Hicks Michele 4892 Frankford Ave
Hill Alice C 1631 Chelton Ham
Hill Gordon L 4208 M St 3 Flr
Hofferica William D, Dolores 4329 H St
Holmes Lois 1208 Dyre St
Holmes Lois Est 1208 Dyre St
Holmes Lois L 1208 Dyre St
Hooks Tamara 886 Sanger St
Hopkins Sharon 1536 Ruan St
Horton Sheila A 4248 Ormond St
Hoser Mathew 913 Granite St
Howe Robert F 5114 Hawthorne St
Howells Dorothy 4724 Worth St
Hoy Joseph Jr 1209 Herbert St
Hoy William 1209 Herbert St
Hueber Francis 1367 E Carey St
Hunt Leon 623 N Franklin Pl
Iannuzzi Irene E 5204 Torresdale Ave
Ibrahim Mohamed 4065 Torresdale Ave
Ilyas Farm Inc 5201 Harbison Av
Irvin Shamika, Allen 1226 E Cheltenham Ave
Jason Lu 1331 E Wyoming Ave
Jiang Dian Y 1220 E Erie Av Store 5
Johnson Robert E 5398 Charles St
Jones Sowoe 1678 Cheltenham Ave
Kasperowicz Geraldine B 4233 Lawndale St
Kaszupski Helen 2366 Duncan St
Keiser Alice 1631 Chelton Ham
Kelley Joseph 4924 Duffield St
Kettelie Pierre 4693 Castor Ave
Khan Ann Marie 1207 Arrott St
Klaalid Howard 1504 W Firth St
Kleback John H, Mary 5106 Darrah St
Kochhar Seema 4641 Roosevelt Blvd
Kosinski Geneviev, Ronald 4018 Maywood St
Kotarba Gabriela 2036 Anchor St
Kramer Emily E Greenway Ct Apts 131 M & Bristol Sts
Kueneke Kathryn 4904 Penn St
Kurceba Auto Sales 5331 Frankford Av
Lacorte Eleanor B 1529 Foulkrod St
Lane John 3843 Lawndale St
Lange Walter 839 Granite St
Latrall Irvy 5213 Marlowe St
Lavecchio A 4700 Mulberry St
Lawrence Donna 4520 Paul St
Leaver Robert W 1925 E Pike St
Lekpeyee Jerry 4713 Large St
Lindsay Howard 1716 Brill St
Littlejohn Nyera 1961 Fillmore Place
Livingston Jerome 1403 Church St
Lombardi Alice 5420 Valy St
Lopez Nydia E, Alfredo 4209 Claridge St
Lopez Israel 870 Sanger St
Lopez Marco 4656 H St
Lopez Miguel A 4901 Oxford Ave Apt 1a
Lora Nelson 2024 N 4 St
Luna Lynda 3901 Palmetto Ave
Lvi Env Svcs 2250 Adams Ave
Lyons John 1341 E Carey St
Mackiewicz Louis J 4300 Potter St
Maier Francis A 1653 E Hunting Park Ave
Majczuk Joseph 2169 Pratt St
Malclonado Carlos 4932 Penn St
MapPOne Delores 1646 Allengrove St
Maritre Louinet 893 Brill St
Marquez Anthony D 4214 K St
Marshall Frances, Walter 4151 Markland St
Martin Bruce 5107 Walker St
Martinez Castillo J 1639 Bright St Apt 2fl
Martinez Felix A 4036 J St 2nd fl
Martino Philomena 1708 Kinsey St
Massey Jennifer 1231 Wakeling St
Mauger Mary F 1350 Orthodox St
Mayer Kathleen, Ronald 1st Fl Rear 4332 Josephine St
Mccallister Michael J 5150 Penn St
Mccarthy John W, John 2074 Bridge St
Mccullough Gladys 4717 Northwood St
Mceachin Donald 5129 Valy St
Mcgarry Lillian D 3943 Dungan St
Mcgarvey John B 4119 Glendale St
Mcglone John, Ruth 5652 Miriam Rd
Mcgrath Margaret L 1219 Fillmore St
Mckinnon Theresa C 1663 Pratt St
Mclaughlin Michael J 5023 Akron St
Mcmahan Patrick, Teresa 1618 E Lycoming St
Mcmahon Barbara 939 Brill St
Mears Marlene R 5001 Oxford Ave #A
Mera Marierose 1108 Kenwyn St
Mercado Rafael A Medina 4530 Griscom St
Mervin Harry 4320 M St
Metz Michael 955 Marcella St
Middleman Donald, Earl 1773 Bridge St #535−4315
Miginty Shawn 2086 Scattergood St
Migliore Mildred, Lou 4057 Comly St Apt A
Miller Eleanor J 953 Dyre St
Miller Medical Res 401 E Hunting Park Ave
Minh Tran Tuan 4218 K St
Minnows 1966 Bridge St
Montgomery Ann 2020 Anchor St
Moore Timothy W, Michele M 4221 H St
Moore Jewetta 834 E Sanger St
Mora Fior D 1249 Adams Ave Apt 1st R
Moreno Damaris 1615 E Hunting Park Ave
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Moreno Juan J 1639 Bright St Apt 1fl
Moreno Rachel 1548 E Lycoming St
Morris Berenice 1631 Brill St
Morris Jonathan 2037 Granite St
Morris Rebecca M 1959 Pratt St
Morris Shykeyaa B 1659 Foulkrod St
Mucerino Richard D, Sharon A 4313 Glendale St
Myers Ruby 1701 Meadow St
Nationwide Insurance 1208 E Huntingpark Ave
Nelson Stevenson 1238 Pratt St
New Era Construction 1005 Wakeling St
Newman Mildred, Joseph 4739 Mulberry St
Nguyen Danny V 1100 Haworth St
Norman Pokcha 5322 Oakland St
Nunez Eusebio R 1216 E Hunting Park Ave
Ochal Edward J 5241 Jackson St
Oconnor Ford Truck 4140 H St
Oliveira Zelia P 5245 Roosevelt Blvd
Ordo Louise, Leo 4552 E Stiles St
Ortiz Johnny 4121 Orchard St
Ortiz Luz E 4588 Castor Ave
Ortiz Orlando 873 E Sanger St
Osario Raguel 1206 Unity St
Ostertag Robyn 922 Bridge St
Palombo Albert Orchard St
Parncutt Elizabeth M, Robert L 5202 F St
Partridge Comp Health Svc 1717 Meadow St
Pascuzzo Irene Ruth 1100 Haworth St
Pascuzzo Judy C 5410 Montague St
Paul Senkungu T A Padu LLC 1831 33 Harrison St
Perez Angelita 4112 L St
Perez Carlos 1202 E Hunting Park Av 2nd Rr
Perez Daniel 1224 Luzerne
Perez Marilda 5045 N Whittaker Ave
Perez Victor 1230 E Pike St
Perry Robert, Mary 1136 Overington
Persaud Samuel 5029 Akron St
Phillips Sakinah 2104 Orthodox St
Porter Renee 4211 Griscom St
Potero John C 5405 Walker St
Pozesky Joseph John 724 American St
Price Christopher 4143 Paul St
Pronin Igor 1201 E Erie Av
Radmonski Alison 4050 Claridge St
Radwanski Ernest 3902 Coral St
Ramsdell Carol 4618 Leiper St Apt 1b
Razakh Gueye Abdou 5337 Large St
Reid David T 4832 Frankford Ave
Reyes Israel 4606 Horrocks
Reznik Leon J DPM 5000 Frankford Ave Ste 2
Righter Steven 1925 E Pike St
Riley Felecia 931 Bridge St
Rivera Emaly 4215 Roosevelt Blvd
Rivers Evone, James 2015 Orthodox St
Roberts Jose Antonio 7108 Kindred St
Robinson Nicole 4668 Griscom St 1st Rr
Robles Jose 4236 Ormond St
Robles Richard 4116 Markland St
Rodriguez Javier 5503 Miriam Rd
Rodriguez Rosemarie 2065 Wilmot St
Rodriguez Vicenta P 1446 E Luzerne St
Roman Alice D 5119 Roosevelt Blvd
Romero Victor 714 Landis St
Rosenberger Joseph 2011 Buckius St
Rosenberger Louise 3849 Palmetto St
S And B Shoes Inc 1216 Allengrove St
S K Imports Inc 1610 E Bristol St 1632
Sabour Asmaa, Nezha 3967 Kensington Ave #81
Saez Jose 1790 Brill St
Saller Millward 712 Marley Rd
Sanchez Jose A 4651 Paul St
Sanchez Sonia V 4045 Claridge St
Santiago Ricardo J 4901 Oxford Ave Apt 3b
Saunders Natasha, Andrew 1318 Filmore St
Schlosser Eric 1825 Fillmore St
Schmidt Josephine 5102 Walker St
Schultz Dawn 1107 Foulkrod St 2nd Fl
Schwartz Helen 863 Carver St
Schwartz Helen Est, William 863 Carver St
Schwarz Mary 4811 Mulberry
Scott Pearl A 4700 Hawthorne St
Seaver Michael, Theresa 1362 Gilliam
Sepuzveda Estrella 4025 M St
Shaird Regina 2037 Haworth St
Shepherd Kathleen S 4738 Frankford Ave Fl 2
Shoemaker Elinor R 927 E Sanger St
Sierra Luciano 1720 Kinsey St
Sierra Rosario Erick N 3852 Elsinore St
Silidker Mark S 1331 E Wyoming Ave
Silva Antonio Da 5216 Dittman St
Silva Ernando 1236 Adams Ave Apt 3rd Fl
Silver Sandra, Max 4418 Tacony St
Silvidio Doretta 4231 K St
Sima Florence, Barbara 1650 Granite St
Simmons Theresa E 4817 Leiper St
Simon Edward 927 E Sanger St
Simon Stanley R 4621 Naples St
Sincavage Richard 1133 Dyre St
Slater Lucy 3904 Coral St
Sledge Jean 1800 Kinsey St
Smith Bernice, Earl 4054 Roosevelt Blvd 2
Smith Robert A, Julia T 5023 Miriam Rd
Smith Cora W 1702 Unity St
Smith Ed 1963 Haworth St
Smith Glen 910 Scattergood St
Smith Margaret 1533 E Hunting Park Ave
Smith Susan PO Box 21943
Soares Viviane 1236 Adams Ave Apt 3rd Fl
Sok Kamsoth 5028 Whitaker Ave
Spotts Joseph Sr, Joseph 1921 Kinsey St
Stever Helen 890 Scattergood St
Stock Christopher D 4224 Bennington St
Strohll Pauline 5153 Montour St
Strong Roneisha 2125 E Sanger St
Stuver Matthew R 5424 Akron St
Subatowicz Irene 2089 Carver St
Sullivan Thomas V 4839 Griscom St
Swartz Charles J 4217 Maywood
Swisher Pearl 1669 Granite St
Swisher Pearl H PO Box 9569
Szelangowski Emily Ugft 4561 Bermuda St
Tate Donald U 933 Carver St
Taylor James C 1020 Kenwyn St
Thach Beng Poli PO Box 45296
Thomas Michelle 3904 M St
Thomas Quiana 1025 Bridge St
Thompson Aziah F, Isaiah 5018 Ditman St
Thompson Homer 1401 E Bristol St
Thompson Ruthe 942 Scattergood St
Tindal Alphonso 1630 Foulkrod St
Tipan Anna 2020 Anchor St
Tipan Robert 2020 Anchor St
Torpey Veronica 4904 Penn St
Torres Carmelo Jr 1701 Church St
Torres Ramon E 3810 Elsinore St
Tosun Nurullan 1932 Briggs Ct
Towns Barrett Audrey 1649 Margaret St
Trengove Mildred A 4839 Mulberry St
Trevisi Evelyn 2407 Duncan St
Tsiouris Efthimos 5235 Frankford Av
Valdez Maxima 5408 Rutland St
Valentin Jose D 4763 Worth St
Valentin Zaida 3918 Pike St Apt 2
Vancan Shoes of New Je 4602 Frankford Av
Vaquez Ramon 4238 Tackawanna St
Vazquez Roberto III 4112 L St
Velazquez Gilberto L 1230 E Pike St
Velazquez Jose 4267 Tackawanna St
Velez Luis A 3924 L St
Veneziani Mary S 4215 M St
Veras Elena 5226 Glenloch St
Walker Charles 4646 Ditman St
Wearshing Claire 5101 Torresdale Av 1st Fl
Weeb Shafronda 1744 Harrison St Group Home/Jeves
Weisenberger Joseph A 1441 E Cheltenham Ave
Wentzell Lorraine J 888 E Sanger St
White Robert A, Samenda 5229 Glenloch St
White Dorthea 4634 Tackawanna St
Williams David C, Rosa 4823 Hawthorne St
Williams Doreen 5165 Pennway St
Wilson Patricia, Theodore 4056 Howland St
Wimbush Mary E 5018 Pennway St
Wood Lorraine M 753 Jericho Rd
Wright Charles A 4811 Mulberry
Wright Claxton 2050 Wilmont St
Wright Kyeeshah 2018 Margaret St
Yacovetti Gregory 5512 Torresdale Ave
Yang Jun 5301 Castor Ave
Zakarian Mary 1227 Pratt St
Philadelphia Pa 19125
2531 North Trenton Av Par 2531 Trenton Ave
Aberdeen Racing Stables LLC 827 Belgrade St
Adair John D Jr 3 E Oxford St
Adams Carol A 2526 E Lehigh Ave
Adelco Sales & Ser 2152−58 E Dauphin St
Alexis Custom 1108 Shackamaxon St
Ashton Mary 2213 Coral St
Barbary 951 Frankford Ave
Baron Serina 446 E Girard Ave
Barry Alma 180 E Huntingdon St
Battaglia Peter 2220 E Lehigh Ave
Becker Thomas 2627 Jasper St
Bell Dennis 1027 E Columbia Ave
Berger Robert 1847 Frankford Ave
Bigley Regina Jr, Regina R, Francis 2118 E Huntingdon St
Bradley Helen E 2517 Tulip St
Bradley James W 2638 Livingston St
Brennesholtz Rachel 1523 Earl St
Bricker John D Jr 1103 E Hewson St
Brown Robert Est 2135 E Sergeant St
Buckley Lillian 7030 Ditman St
Cahill George J 1412 E Hewson St
Camiel Edwin 2604 E Lehigh Ave
Canvas Coffee Co Inc 400 E Girard Ave
Carr Sara, John 2631 Thompson St
Cascia Bobbie 2510 Gaul St
Chrostowski Jill 2526 Cedar St
Clark Bertha 2067 E Sergeant St
Clark Michael 2507 N Water St
Clarke Robin L 2408 E Gordon St
Clemente Rosa 2167 E Hagert St
Coleman Emily, James 2468 Memphis St
Coleman Tracy 2129 E Tucker St
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Colon Hector 2212 Almond St
Convill Walter F, Regina 2331 E Susquehanna Ave
Cooper Richard W, Gary 2525 Coral St
Corkery John 2412 E Hazzard St
Coulson Peter 2603 E Norris St
Cox Marietta 2302 Cedar St
Damian Madeline F 1514 E Susquehanna Ave
Dao Duc 1834 E Cumberland St
Davis Adam 431 E Flora
Davis Joseph 627 E Flora St
Defeo Jean 1843 Cedar St 1st Fl
Demarko Jason 1238 E Montgomery Ave
Devlin William 1858 Tulip St
Digiacomo Anthony 2546 Frankford Ave
Dinh Giang 176 E Huntingdon St
Donaghy Robert, Joseph 1818 E Lehigh Ave
Donaghy Bertha 1818 E Lehigh Ave
Donahue Ryan 1354 Berks St
Doris Iacovine M 2069 Martha St
Dudek Walter 2225 Gaul St
Dugan Donna Marie 13 E Columbia Ave
Evans Joseph 2309 Memphis St
Ewing James 2136 E Cumberland St
Fairless Blaine 1324 E Susquehanna St
Feldman Larry H PO Box 3698
Flood Theresa 2643 Belgrade St
Flores Cirillo 307 Diamond St
Ford Robert E, Joan D 1349 E Marlborough
Frank Clint C 1413 E Columbia Ave
Friend Tahtianna 1337 E Hewson St
Garcia Carlos 2678 Braddock St
Gault Thomas J, Helen P 527 E Thompson St
Gerome Fred W Jr 2408 Frankford Ave 3rd Floor Front
Gilpin Sarah M 2440 E Hazzard St
Ginieczki Evelyn M, Chester 2656 E Thompson St
Girau Magadalen 2536 N Water St
Gordon Bernard G 309 Lehigh Ave
Gruenbaum Louis Jr, Steven 2448 Tulip St
Gundaker Harrison P 424 E Wildey St
Haas Jacqueline, Robert 2633 E Huntington St
Haas Shannon M 2527 Sepviva St
Hallacker Nicholas E 1027 E Columbia Ave
Hand Caroline 2230 Ritter St
Harrison Consultants Bank 2314 E York St
Haubert Robert D 2236 Cedar St
Hedwig Russell 2545 Collins St
Heston Madeline, Gerard 1514 E Susquehanna
Higgins Stephen 1040 E Palmer St
Hindson David 2105 E Dauphin St Apt 3
Hinman Jessica 2011 Tulip St
Hogan Beatrice, William 2122 E Susquehanna Ave
Hogan Beatrice, William 2303 E Thompson St
Ila Local 1242 PO Box 40036
Irwin Brian C 2216 E Cumberland St
J F Trading Inc 2069 E York St
Jc Construction At 1357 N Delaware Ave
Jeter Linda 2339 E Huntingdon St
Jl Laundromat LLC 2455 Aramingo Ave
Jones Shawn 2608 Frankford Ave
Kee John J 1438 E Columbia Ave
Keeler Deborah A 1515 E Earl St
Keenan Edward 2460 Memphis St 1st Fl
Kelleher Neil P 2219 Almond St
Kelsall Anne M 2205 Ritter St
Kenney Denise 2444 Jasper St
Kirby Lillian M 1349 E Eyre St
Kitchen Marguerita Est 2522 E Sergeant St
Klowas Julia 2107 E Dauphin St
Kress James 1571 E Montgomery Ave
Kulb Eunice 2206 Amber St U5677
Kumbat Anthony 2648 E Thompson St
Kunzig Marietta 2302 Cedar St
La Plante Robert 2573 Tulip St 1st Fl
La Sophia B 1917 E Huntingdon St
Lai Chi Hung 1931 E Dauphin St
Langley Lester 3549 N Smedley St
Larcenese Debra 2401 E Gordon St 2nd f
Larcinese Orlando 2401 E Gordon St 2nd fl
Lemma Frances, Hugh 440 E Miller St
Lind Frank 331 East Lehigh Ave
Lock Ida 2119 E Susquehanna Av
Lombardo Merissa E 2656 Tilton St
Lonergan Jason 2420 E Boston St
Lopez Benjamin 1304 E Columbia Ave
Lowery Matthew, James 1016 Crease St
Luu Yen H 2522 Kensington Ave
Maisenhelder Catherine 1519 E Berks St
Manavendra Bakhshi 100 E Lehigh Ave Ste 110
Margaret Becker M 2627 Jasper St
Marrero Lydia 1201 E Susquehanna Ave
Mason Daniel 453 Moyer St
Mason Daniel W Est 453 Moyer St
Massey James 2626 Frankford Ave
Massimo Frank 2550 A St
Matherson Hedwig 2545 Collins St
Mccloskey Patricia 526 E Cabot St
Mccormick Mary 1238 Miller St
Mccue Catherine 2069 Martha St
Mcdermott Mary A, John 1128 E Oxford St
Mcdonnell Francis, Raymond 2137 E Huntington
Mcgee Hugh PO Box 3782
Mcmahon Francis 1209 Marlborough St
Medd George, Grace 1916 E Cumberland St
Medicare Crossover 1741 Frankford Ave
Mellon Francis 2408 E Cumberland St
Menzel Sandra A, Karl 2715 E Huntingdon
Mertz Gerald, Anna 2652 Emerald St
Messer Robert J 449 E Miller St
Metro Six LLC 1815 Frankford Ave
Milner William D Jr 1920 E Dauphin St
Moell Julius J 1137 E Palmer St
Moore William Jr, Ruth 1343 E Berks St
Morgan Henry Eugene 2040 Blair St
Morris Teresa M 2637 E Almond St
Mostow Alan E 2532 Emery St
Mulder Vivian 431 E Flora
Mundorf Hazel F 2212 Coral St
Murray Roderick A 2355 E Seargent St
Ncc Neumann Senior Housing 1601 E Palmer St
Neumann Medical Center 1741 Frankford Ave
Nguyen Thanh Quang 2552 Kensington Av
Nhan Ngu 2522 Kensington Ave
Nolan Mary E, Mary 2511 Cedar St
Omara John 2314 E Lehigh Ave
Oneill Boyle Funeral Home Inc 309 Lehigh Ave
Owen W Williamson MD Pc 121 E Lehigh Ave
Pauler Anna P 1203 Columbia
Pawluczyk Mary A 2718 E Lehigh Ave
Perez Carmen 413 E Girard Ave
Phan Lich 2470 Jasper St
Phila Property Re Develop 2460 Emerald St
Philadelphia Chapter Society of Alumni 2316 E Norris St
Philadelphia Telco Credit 826 E Almond St
Phillips Mildred 1224 E Oxford St
Piechoski Martha G 826 E Almond St
Pizzica Health Systems 100 East Leigh Ave
POmroy Marie 2303 E Letterly St
Pross Ruth I 1931 E Letterly St
Prounchick Andrew 527 E Thompson St
Quiros Carolina 2527 N Water St
Reyes Luis 319 E Lehigh Ave
Rice James 2617 Braddock St
Rieser Robert S 2711 E Lehigh Ave
Ritchie Edward J, Marie T 1521 E Susquehanna Ave
Riverside Rehab Inc 200 E Girard Ave
Roberts Paul M 1246 E Montgomery Ave Apt 4
Roman Marta 445 E Girard Ave
Rosenthal David C 624 E Girard Ave
Salsa On The Square 2126 E Lehigh Ave
Sampson Lucille 3549 N Smedley St
Santiago Gilbert R 2229 Frankford Av
Seabridge Christoph 813 Livingston Stre
Silva Enrique 2037 E Huntingdon St
Simmons Gerald 1401 E Susquehanna Ave
Smith Annie M, Joseph 2513 Cedar St
Smith Colleen R, Thomas F 600 E Girard Ave
Smith Brian 1359 E Montgomery Ave
Smith Joseph C 831 Mercer St
Smith Joshua 423 Moyer St
Som Kealey 2148 E York St
Stanley John J 2614 E York St
Stealth Towing Theresa Haley 2030−32 E Sargeant St
Stickel Wiiliam T Jr 2427 Jasper St
Stinger Joseph A, Mary 2624 E Cumberland St
Stockyard Inc 1100 Shackamaxon St Warehse
Strocen Alexander 2507 Sepviva St
Sturges Kimberly, Steven 2323 Mercer St
Suess Christine H 2666 E Thompson St
Sullivan Helen M 2032 E Cumberland St
Swartz John 2212 Memphis St
Swope Martha, Robert 2069 E Dauphin St
Taintor William R Sr 2651 E Thompson St
Tamasko Anna 2107 E Dauphin St
Teague Woodrow W, Julia 2106 E Arizona St
Thomas Luke 1112 E Palmer St
Thompson Edward Sr 2066 E Fletcher St
Thompson Ronald L 1359 E Palmer St
Tirado Perez Jose A 2241 Tulip St
Tri Cnty Physician Group PO Box 3608
Turner Victor L 1925 E Albert St
Vincent Anna 2628 Coral St
Walker Eileen M 1219 E Palmer St
Walker Emily 626 Miller St
Webber Mark 2322 Tulip St
Weney Jean M 2550 Memphis St
Wessner Marie J 2055 E Susquehanna Ave
Whitlock Calvin T 2074 E Dauphin St
Wilkerson James M 2508 E Norris St
Williams Miller 1225 Leopard St
Winczuk Susan 859 E Mercer St
Wister Lindsay 2607 Memphis St
Wurtenberg Colleen 2071 Martha St
Wyland Lester B C/O Clint C Frank 1413 E Columbia Ave
Yost Joseph A 2622 Frankford Ave
Zepp Ronald J 2064 E Arizona St
Philadelphia Pa 19126
Ackridge Florence 6713 Gratz St
Adams Stacy 6609 N 7th St
Adams Victor 1605 68th Ave
Aliu Oladotun 6613 N 7th St
Allen Marion 6922 N Brd St
Allen Susie 7237 Pittville Ave
Banks Delores 6500 N Gratz St
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Barge Tyrone P III, Tyrone P Jr 1302 66th Ave
Bell Elizabeth 6808 N 11th St
Bennett Monique 6509 N Park Ave
Blake George, Mary E 7101 Old York Rd
Bolden Leonard D 6751 N 13th St
Brooks Beatrice 7101 Old York Rd
Brown George A 6815 N Bouvier St
Brown Joseph 1805 67th Ave
Brown Junine D 1710 W 65th Ave
Buck Dean P 6820 N 10th St
Burrell Robert E 6548 N 16th St
Caffee Ethelyn I, Edward C/O 1423 69th Ave
Carter Barbara Jones 5964 Champlost Ave
Casey Virginia A 1214 65th Ave 2
Chapman Gladys 1782 Plymouth St
Clark Eddie L III 1342 66th Ave
Coar Eunice 6559 N Bouvier St
Cofield Melissa 7332 N Bouvier St
Collins Michael 700 14 W Chelten Ave
Cox Selene, Harry 6723 N Carlisle St
Cuff Alvin Dr 6500 Ogontz Av Residenc
Curry Charles 1416 W 68th St
Daniels Alice 6718 N 17th St
Davis Andrew C 6626 N 16th St
Dikon Virginia N 1838 Ashley St
Dixon Carolyn 1648 W Cheltenham Ave
Dougherty 1600 Market St Ste 3600
Edwards Deborah L 1363 W 72nd St
Eells William 6808 N 10th St
Fielding Calvin 7178 North 19th St
Fields Frederick R Jr 6411 N 11th St
Fletcher Margertha, Joyce 6803 N 11th St
Fletcher Margertha 6803 N 11th St
Fox Samuel Wayne Jr Est 6613 N 2nd St
Gallagher Grace & Mcgee Fune Est 6613 N 6th St
Gerard Gladys 7132 N Brd St
Goslant Doris M 6809 N 10th St
Gray Eurika L 6552 N 18th St
Green Marian V, John D 1605 68th Ave
Green Beatrice 6733 N Carlisle St
Haigler Roosevelt 1536 Kinsdale St
Harris Leo C 6631 N Bouvier St
Henry Johnson 6930 N Brd St
Hill James E 604 W Chelten Ave
Hill Leonard F 1607 W Chelten Ave
Howard Delores 5229 Larchwood
Huang Kai Shou 6779 N 5th St
Hughes Johnnie Mae 6405 N Camac St
Hwan Chung Eun 6620 N 5th St Apt B 20
Jackson Elizabeth 515 W 67th Ave
Jacobs Cherrye A 7202 N Brd St
Jenkins Jessie 1823 72nd Ave
Jones Alice W 7311 Keenan St
Kelley Magdeline 7245 N 18th St
Kelly Walter 7245 N 18th St
Larose Jason, Jessica 30 W Cheltenham Ave
Lawndale Equities 6615 N 17th St
Le Kiem 6322 N 5th St
Leonard Kevin Eugene II 6725 N 16th St
Lindsay Patricia 6816 N Carlisle St
Lipscomb Ronald K 6540 N Gratz St
Lovell Maria 913 Scotia Rd
Lowery Yannick 6709 N 6th St
Macallister Willia 7319 N 18th St
Manton Towing & Truck Svc 6201 Old York Rd
Marlin Robert A 1816 Dallas Rd
Mcanespey William J, Helen A 6625 N 2nd St
Mcneil Wilbert 1433 67th Ave
Mcneill Wilbert Est 1433 67th Ave
Mcquay Jesse 6724 N 8th St
Medicare Crossover 1020 Oak Ln Ave
Melley Brian Dpm 3424 N 5th St
Moody Helena 822 W 66th Ave
Morton Bernard 7025 Old York Rd
Moss Sidney Bromley House Apt C−403 6901 Old York Rd
Moss Sidney Trust Ua 09 23 92 Bromley House Apt C−403 6901 Old York Rd
Nice Florence, Nathan 6700 N 7th St
Nisky Steffanna K 1716 Beech Ave
Nixon Jessie 7237 Pittville Ave
Ouattara Diarrah 7050 N Brd St
Parker Gloria P 1805 67th Ave
Parker Stacey L 1016 Oak Ln Ave
Partlowe Luther B 6526 N 18th St
Patterson Winona 6721 N 16th St
Perry Robbin S 1330 W 71st Ave
Peterson Derrick 6751 N 13th St Apt 3l
Phileo Dist 6641 Ogontz Ave
Philogene Fontenelle 6541 N Smedley St
Pierre Pascale 1310 68th Ave
Pollard Ollie 1429 68th Ave W29
Primus Michael R, Rosalyn 6718 N 16th St
Rambo Richard C/O Cheltenham Nursing 600 W Cheltenham Ave
Reichert Charles 6317 N Fairhill St
Robinson Alice 7333 N Bouvier St
Romney T B 6715 Lawnton Ave
Rossi Rose 6524 N Bouvier St
Russo Frank 7508 Woodlawn Ave
Sanders Stacey D 2724 N 13th St
Scherf Frank 6647 N Lawrence St
Schmitt Amanda 1319 72nd Ave
Schoopmire Margare 6832 N 7th St
Shaw Mary 6901 Old York Rd Apt 103a
Shaw Rebecca 1802 72nd Ave
Shin Byune K 1001 70th Ave
Silvan David E 708 64th Ave
Sistrunk Aaron C 1034 66th Ave
Spann Mildred 6521 N 17th St
Stasak Anna, John 1828 Elston St
Stidham Munir D 6516 N Camac St
Stokley Max W 7101 Old York Rd
Stromgren Mary D 6809 N 10th St
Thompson Sonya 6536 N 16th St
Torres Edgar 822 66th Ave
Trinity Youth Svcs Inc 1810 73rd Ave
Turner Edward 734 Chellenhaur Ave
Turner Sandra 6626 Gratz St
Virendra Singh 615 66th Ave
Ward Rebecca R 6533 Cutler St
Washington Alfred A 1613 67th Ave
Wayne Fox S 6613 N 2nd St
Weaver Raymond 6512 N 5th St
Wheeler Dorothy P 1700 Chelsea Rd
Wheeler Gary 6856 N 19th St
Whitted Henry 6515 N 7th St
Whitted Henry Thomas 6515 N 7th St
Whitted Jenell 6515 N 7th St
Williams Lester, Joan 1821 68th Ave
Williams Christopher 508 67th Ave
Williams Dolores E 6901 Old York Rd Apt C302
Williams Mary 7101 Old York Rd
Wilson Jones Donna K 6404 N 11th St
Wormley Curtis 705 Chelten Ave
Worsham Corena 7021 N 15th St Apt A3
Young Margaret G 6725 N 16th St
Zakrocki Patricia A, Edmund L 6500 N Fairhill St
Zirkler Alfred, Anna 6608 M 12th St
Philadelphia Pa 19127
Bates Meredyth 134 Mallory St
Bolt Clifford Wayne 112 Ripka St
Brennan Steve 135 Kingsley St
Cabuco Janey 135 Pensdale St
Callahan Keith J 4712 Alden Ave
Casselli Helene J 170 Levering St
Cherry Anthony F Jr PO Box 41076
Ciccolone Louis, Ida 4684 Wilde St
Cleary Kathleen S 241 Ripka St
Concors Philip 4559 High St
Davis James Jr, James C 3021 W Fountain
Dawson William Jr, Susanna R 217 Krams Ave
Deloach Mark J 140 Gay St
Doroba Rose C 4163 Apple St
Duckett Eloise 4654 Canton St
Fertig Meredith P 4727 Umbria St
Gibraltar Packaging Group 5000 Flt Rock Rd
Gowan Peter 148 Roxborough Ave
Griffith Theresa 159 Levering St
Guiniter Jamie 209 Krams Ave
Harrell Kevin J Jr, Janet 137 Levering St
Hayes Billy J 4331 Cresson St
Heileman Nicole D 4231 Main St
Helene J Casselli Md 170 Levering St
Herman Corey 4349 Main St
Hixenbaugh Gregory A 4221 Main St 2nd Fl
Hoffman Earl L 4688 Umbria St
Holden Mark 134 Sevarsel
House Patricia, Howard 4126 Apple St
Hubbert Jessica D 135 Leverington Ave
Iacovelli Michael 4504 Baker St
Impact LLC 3739 Sharp St 2nd Fl
International Database Tech 161 Lexington Ave Ste 1003
Jackson Jeanette Walton 1305 Dail Ln
Jakobowski Rose 127 Gay St
Jamie Rice 4053 Boone St
Jefferson Smurfit Corp PO Box 55947
Johnston Jason 4601 Flat Rock Rd #4
Jones Griffin T 230 Hermitage St
Kanner Robin E 280b Greenough St
Kates Cynthia V 160 Carson St
Kaufmann Carol 200 Baldwin St
Klekotka Florence 4111 Cresson St
Lee Edmund 3807 R Sharp St
Leiby Benjamin 216 Baldwin St
Leonard Jennifer L 163 Carson St
Lopopolo Clementina 152 Levering St
Luczejko Irene 202 Baldwin St
Macdonald Daniel W 213 Hermitage St
Main Street Restaurants Bakery PO Box 4699
Malley Michael 205 Green Ln
Mandel Howard 10 Shurs Ln
Matusow Tara B 4254 Main St Gatehouse 9
Mccoy James 4465 Silverwood St
Mchale Megan 182 Gay St
Metzinger Gerald 4650 Sheldon St
Michael Orivivo I C/O The Mills Studio 123 Leverington Ave
Nigro Russell M 3750 Main St Ste 605
Paperworks Industries Inc 5000 Flat Rock Rd
Polkowski A 188 Conarroe St
Polkowski Anna G 188 Conarroe St
Reedy Mary D 3866 Tr St
Ritchie Matt 4859 Umbria St
Rolek Matthew 127 Gay St
Scerbo Kellyanne 4528 Ritchie St
Schenck Robert C 4849 Umbria St
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Scrimger Analisa 266 Ripka St
Sears Mark 100 Ripka St
Shapiro Bruce 130 Hermit St
Shaw Theresa 4684 Wilde St
Smith Florence, Edward 4320 1/2 Cresson St
Spittler Adam P 4851 Ogle St
Stanley Caitlin 4821 Umbria St
Stein Nancy 4361 Main St 1st Fl
Swana John E 163 Markle St
Sylk Thomas M 4323 Cresson St
Syntec World Solutions Inc 4320 Main St Ste 3
Tareila Joseph S 137 Levering St
Tarhavisky Michael J 121 W Salaignac St
Thomas John A 151 Conarroe St
Tobin Dana A 138 Gay St
Twardowski Chester 114 Seville St
Worley Matthew 164 Roxborough Ave
Wynne Nancy Jo 199 Green Ln
Philadelphia Pa 19128
Adams Helen 4011 Mitchell St
Adamski Michael A, Elsie C A105 Manayunk Ave
Adrian Timothy 3730 Manayunk Ave
Allard Ruth I 642 Jamestown St
Allen Eric 5414 Hermit Terr
American Honda Finance Corp 132 Sumac St Apt 3f
Amoco Eric Dimperio 7731 Ridge Av Gas St
Andros Marie I, Irene 447 Roxborough Ave
Associated Heating & Air Conditioning 4024 Mitchell St
Aveellan Andrew 7841 Ridge Ave 254b
Baca Veronica 476 Roxborough Ave
Baldwin Barbara B H−401 Cathedral Vlg
Barton Dan 339 Lemonte St
Bass Frank, Joan 5603 Ridge Ave
Beaumont Doris, Harry 714 Livezey Ln
Bell Linda M 58 Kingsley St
Benincasa Helen 6448 Henry Ave
Berman Frederick 6641 Ridge Ave
Bernstein Rachel 350 Green Ln Apt 2f
Bevan Dorothy H 339 Rector St
Bielski Robert C 8724 Sagamore Rd
Blackburn Ruth M 580 Livezey St
Bowers Richard 748 Hill Rd
Brayer Louis 5446 Quentin St
Brichhouse Dara 299 G Shawmont Ave
Brinkman David 100 Parker Ave
Brown Robert 496 Smt Ave
Brown William 9280 Ridge Pike
Buchanan Mary A Est 8436 Chippewa Rd
Budroni Evelyn 840 Caledonia St
Cahill Consulting Co Attnh Levinson 3506 Parkwood Ln
Campbell Eric 226 Rector St
Cardona Anthony, Carmela 8875 Ridge Ave Apt 12
Caresita Brett 3812 Tr St
Carrion Eugene 549 1 2 Gorgas Ln
Carter Amy J 344 Dawson St
Caruso Vera 536 Hermit St
Caviness Theodore 8200 Henry Ave
Cheng Andrew 4001 Pechin St
Claxon Dennis 410 Delmar St
Cleary John M 4130 Pechin St
Collins Gavin 927 Manatawna Ave
Collins W F 437 Seville St
Conmy James F, Joan M 965 Clyde Ln
Corcoran Martin F 526 Domino Ln
Corsaro Richard C 244 Lemonte St
Corsino Benjamin S 633 Wises Mill Rd
Costello Regina 4415 Dexter St
Crescenz Joseph 459 Markle St
Crosby Frederick Z, Gertha 84 E Spring St
Cruel Benjamin 376 DuPOnt St
Cunning Nellie E 614 Wendover St
Cwikla Joseph M 9209 Ridge Pike
Dachowski Frank B 787 Cinnaminson St
Dales East Food Inc Henry Ave & Wendover St
Daly Joan 4162 Tr St
Davis Eugenia M 4360 Fleming St
Davis James Isaac 616 Walnut Ln Apt 210
Dawson Abdwul 299 G Shawmont Ave
Debona Annmarie M 628 Roxborough Ave
Dick Eleanor S Cathederal Village Apt D309
Dicriscio Catherine 5404 Hermit Ter
Digeorge Angelo M 635 Crestview Rd
Dion Sebastien 4420 Dexter St
Donner Barbara W, Robert A 303 Green Ln
Dougherty Coleen C/O McGill & McGill 6064 Ridge Ave
Dowhill Celma Henry On The Park 7901 Henry Ave B202
Duff Kylie 904 Autumn River Run
Duffield Doris 567 Martin St
Earle Lorna Young, Adrienne 448 Roxborough Ave 2
Ebersole Charles R, Mary T 277 Lemonte St
Engel Jennifer M 636 Green Ln 1st Flr
Engleson Keli S 324 Kingsley St
Fagnani Nicole M 7712 Lawnton St
Fair Freda 169 Osborne St
Falasca Michael 4425 Fleming St
Farley Marianne 793 Hill Rd
Farrell Amanda 117 Sumac St
Fellman Joseph 4562 Fleming St
Feola Sylvio R 7031 Crease La
Ferrara Frances 327 Lodge Rd
Fifer Louis E III 600 E Cathedral Rd Apt G−311
Finnegan Geraldine M, Thomas F 574 Paoli Ave
Fish Mae G 6901 Valy Ave 5d
Fitzgerald Bertha 9209 Ridge Park
Fitzpatrick Ruthann 500 Spring Ln
Flachbarth Virginia, Charles 672 Roxborough Ave
Fleischer Linda 575 Green Ln
Flynn Daniel W 8201 Henry Ave I 20
Forester Phillip 532 Leverington Ave
Forster Sylvia S 253 Lemonte St
Foster Mary C 600 E Cathedral Rd Apt G301
Fox Paul 764 Hill Rd
Francis J Bilardo Cp A KPOs 756 Claire Rd
Friel Edward 4325 Pechin St
Fries Maureen 4330 Lauriston St
Frymoyer Alayne 7901 Henry Ave Apt A501
Galinus Jana 531 Dupont St
Gallagher John P 205 Rochelle Ave
Gallagher Richard N, Robert 169 Osborn St
Gamble Claude C Jr 470 Lyceum Ave
Georgiades Andreas T 464 Seville St
Gery Rebecca L 451 Green Ln
Gilbert Tara 488 Green Ln 2nd Fl
Glifort Barbara J 525 Overlook Rd
Gramlich Amanda 119 Kalos St
Grand Lodge of Pa 620 E Rector St
Green Lane Flower Shoppe LLC 446 Green Ln
Griggs Ryan 3836 B Tr St
Groom Charles, Doris 100 Rector St
Guerra Helen B 9105 Ayrdale Cres A
Gus Auto & Truck Repair 440 Monastery Av
Guy Daniel 7013 Voight Rd
Hagan Regina 701 Smt Ave
Hall Michelle 5489 Vicaris St
Hall William J 5604 Henry Ave
Halpern Christina S 5210 Ridge Ave #2
Handwerk Renee J 4310 Pechin St
Hanlon Loretta 5401 Houghton Pl
Hansen David G 753 Manatauna Ave
Harris Tanya M 4401 Manayunk Ave 1st Fl
Hart David A 600 E Cathedral Rd Apt G314
Hart James J 5441 Houghton Pl
Heend Lauren B 8200 Henry Ave G 4
Heinzenknecht Forest G 251 Lyceum Ave
Helmke Matthew J 620 Wendover St
Henry Wilford J III 718 Livezey Ln
Heramn Keith L, Laura A 482 Green Ln
Hickey Kathi J, Alex W 587 Fairway Terr
Hillianbrand Lois Apt 19128 546 Roxboro Ave
Hinkle Cadance 4336 Boone St
Holz Thomas L 3871 Tr St Apt 1
Howard David 4410 Manayunk Ave
Hua Peter 8201 Henry Ave Apt G27
Hugues William J, Dorothy 6962 Pawling St
Humm Raymond W 385 Conarroe St
Hunter Anne Bergen 7914 Cadillac Ln
Image Guided Surgery Assocs 5735 Ridge Ave Ste 16
James Mary C Cathedral Village Apt A321 600 East Cathedral Rd
Jordan Steven E 4228 Pechin St
Judge Jerome P 6956 Pawling St
Katkin Nicole D 5209 Ridge Ave
Keenan Jean 724 Shawmont Ave
Keily Thomas J, Betty E 7901 Henry Ave Apt C503
Kevitt Rayymond 371 Conarroe St
Kletzel Helen M, John T 4345 Freeland Ave
Klotz Florence G, Samuel 7901 Henry Ave Apt C502
Knox Roy 329 Gates St
Konzelman Kenneth 158 Lauriston St
Kreamer Amy E 230 Parker Ave
Kuo James J 890 Wises Mill Rd
Larkin Joseph J PO Box 35150
Lasher Elizabeth F Cathedral Village H311 600 E Cathedral Rd
Lecki Dorothy 474 Leverington Ave
Leifker R 7901 Henry Ave
Lekic Nemanja 119 Vassar St
Leland Elizabeth Bishop White Lodge Apt 200 600 E Cathedral Rd
Lenchner Md Gregory 5800 Ridge Ave
Levy Millicent M 5271 Ridge Ave
Lewis Gwendolyn C Est of 7901 Henry Ave Apt D105
Liu Qinsong 326 Dawson St
Lodise Constance R Apt D5 7949 Ridge Ave
Logan Melissa 422 Monastery Ave
Lovell Edmond J 913 Scotia Rd
Lucuta Gabriela 8200 Henry Ave Apt E15
Lukosius Anthony 427 Spring Ln
Lyon Blair M 7306 Ridge Ave
Macintosh Rita 600 E Cathedral Rd
Marco Anna M 3983 Tr St
Massa Steven F 7856 Nixon St
Masters Patrick O, Linda B 7901 Henry Ave Apt E503
Matus Marc 4536 Mitchell St Back Apt
Mawhinney Robert 9001 Ridge Ave 44
Mazer Sylvia C A321 E Cathedral Rd
Mcallister Thomas J 5914 Henry Ave
Mcalonan Laura 471 Lyceum Ave
Mccafferty Sandwiches Inc 6125 Ridge Ave
Mcconomy Michael R 264 Lauriston St
Mcdevitt Shawn C 3804 Manayunk Ave
Mcgarity Olga A 4436 Dexter St
Mcguiness Joseph T, Joan E 4576 Fleming St
Mckee Garey A 300 Parker Ave #111
Mcnutt Horace 6511 Shalkop St
Mcquade Mildred M 7949 Ridge Ave Cheswick Sq Apts Apt B 23
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Mdriscoll Maquita S 600 E Cathedral Rd Apt D213
Mealy Cheryl 206 Rock St
Mehmood Asad 8200 Henry Ave Apt C5
Mehta Aarti H 182 Gay St Apt1204
Melady Ann 575 Green Ln
Metkowski Leonard 475 Shurs Ln
Michael Devin 348 Foutain St
Miller Edith B 449 Wigard Ave
Minnick John C 7926 Cadillac Ln
Missimer Ralph 332 Roxborough Ave
Monzo Angela 779 Livezey Ln
Morace Greg 7273 Valy Ave
Mothers Work Inc Attn: Ingrid Shih 7925 Ridge Ave Unite 21
Mullen Rose V 5842 Magdalena St
Munro Helen R 600 E Cathedral Rd Apt G416
Murphy Edward 269 Rochelle Ave
Musgreave Robert T 609 Green Ln
Neligan Edward 547 Gerhard St
Nelson Harvey 7901 Henry Ave Apt A305
Newkirk Daniel T 25 Osborn St
Nightlinger George 383 Parker Ave
Nissan Motor Acceptance Corp 158 Lauriston St
Nyzio Stephen M 546 Parker Ave
O Donnell Megan 4740 Silverwood St
Odonnell James J 4740 Silverwood St
Olsen Deborah 4646 Silverwood St
On Site Medical LLC 300 Domino Ln
Oneill Anne E 3970 Tr St #1
Oneill Joseph J 719 Caledonia St
Paciello Philomena, Helen 7301 Hill Rd
Padis Kively 600 E Cathedral Rd
Palumbo John J 705 Hagner St
Peters Jennifer 845 Nittany Ln
Pgw Ref 7110 Ridge Ave
Philadelphia Orchestra Members Committee 4587 Manayunk Ave
Pierce G 126 Osborn St
Pinto John 426 Roxborough Ave
Plick Antonia C 705 Hagner St
Pmi of Hackensack PO Box 785962
Popowicz Paul 502504 Monestary Ave
Putong Paul 402 Livezey St
Quigley Patricia 470 Minerva St
Ratliff Charles P 333 Carson St
Requarth Jessica 4318 Dexter St
Resources For Human Devel 599 Paoli Ave
Riebel Francis W 459 Lexington Ave
Riley Kevin S 132 Sumac St Apt 3f
Rippert Linda S 4382 Dexter St
Roberts Mae K 605 Seville St
Robinson Frank G, Robert 6815 Ridge Ave
Robison Gerald M 218 Delmar St
Roblyer Kristine R 333 Carson St
Rocks John 7319 Valy Ave
Ross Molly 3716 Manayunk Av
Rote Caroline B, Norman E 7209 Valy Ave
Rowe T Trust 6100 Henry Ave Apt 3c
Roxborough Memorial Pharmacy Bessie Howard Walters 5800 Ridge Ave
Roxborough Park Civic 437 Paoli Ave
Roxpiz Partners LLC 5909 Ridge Ave
Roxy S Sandwich Grille 7145 Ridge Ave
Russel Philip S 796 Cinnaminson St
Ruzann Amanda J 4310 Pechin St
Sabaroff Beatrice G, Albert R 600 E Cathedral Rd Apt H508
Safer Julia 373 Delmar St
Sammons Madeline 8875 Ridge Ave Apt 12
Sandler Carol, Faye 259 Shawmont Ave
Sathar Inc 8965 Ridge Ave
Saunter John G 7015 Ridge Ave Apt 18
Savage Maryann, Mark 220 Delmar St
Scavone Louis 554 Vestry Cir
Scharff Joseph J 7023 Valy Ave
Schiro Thomas 424 Monastery Ave
Schofiel Constance 126 Osborn St
Schonewise Craig A 3881 Manayunk Ave
Scott David J, Mark S 463 Green Ln
Scott Rowland U, Ervin N 463 Green Ln
Scully George J, Joann C 4338 Manayunk Ave
Seewagen Dorothy, Walter 6310 Lawnton St
Selepak Julia 356 Conarroe St
Selvin Emily 4420 Dexter St
Shambourger Summer 721 Spring La
Sheppard Rose M, Allan 4025 Manayunk Ave
Sichel David J 302 Carson St
Sienkiewicz Julia 356 Conarroe St
Sienkiewicz Katherine, Julia 356 Conarroe St
Singer Ethel 15 River Rd
Siorek Helen, John 954 Clyde Ln
Smith Frank Dba Smith Candles 556 Gates St
Smith Helen T 6725 Ridge Ave Apt 202
Smith Royce 8201 Henry Ave Apt I12
Snell Sean 425 Dupont St
Sobotka Christophe 425 Shurs Ln
Sorrentino Damian, Joseph 4825 Tibben St
Sowsidral Leon F Jr 474 Krams Ave
Standen Corrine D 4013 Pechin St
Staneruck Joan 605 Dupont St
Stankiewicz Stanley, Helen 174 Leverington St
Stearns Mary L 600 E Cathedral Rd Apt A310
Steinberg Jonathan 123 Rochelle Ave
Storey Joyce B 3836 Manayunk Ave
Superfresh 7163 Ridge Ave
Swarm John J c/o Benjamin Belcher Andorra Woods 9209 Ridge Pike
Tallarico Theresa, Mario 7043 Valy Ave
Tariq F 535 Gerhard St
Taylor Assocs Inc 550 Roxborough Ave
Terry Brian R 443 Domino Ln Apt 5
Terry Paul S Jr 600 E Cathedral Rd No C305
Tickner George H 4317 Pechin St
Tier Claire C 6100 Henry Ave Apt 3c
Tonelli Domenic, Amelia 228 Sumac St
Toner Frank A 384 Martin St
Tran Mary 8200 Henry Ave G17
Trignani Lucy 7261 Shalkop St
Truecare Renal Groupinc 504 Hermit St
Tschoepe Mary L 465 Krams Ave
Unreal Marketing 101 E 8th Ave
Van Niekerk Gary W 312 Ripka St
Veigel Dorothy M 5955 Houghton St
Village Cathedral 600 E Cathedral Rd Apt A310
Vito Blythe 425 Hermitage St
Wallace Scott L 3927 Tr St
Walsh Rosemary 4152 Manayunk Ave
Wanamaker Caroline M 531 Domino Ln
Ward Fifer Nathaniel 600 E Cathedral Rd Apt G−311
Watts Mathew K 227 Delmar St
Welsh Frances E 337 B Hermitage St
Welsh Stephen 337 B Hermitage
Williams Louis Tyrone 100 Parker Ave Unit 29
Wilson Margaret S 4382 Dexter St
Winters Mark 439 Lemonte St
Wood Mary 600 E Cathedral Rd, Apt G416
Woodhull Fifer Samuel 600 E Cathedral Rd Apt G−311
Woods Margaret M, Patrick J 454 Hermit St
Wright Donald S 5943 Janette St
Wright James 7406 Hill Rd
Wright Marilyn Catheral Vlg G 306 600
Wynn Vollswagon 4646 Silverwood St
Yarnall Jill M 631 Leverington Ave Apt 305
Yochim Agnes B Est 6222 Ridge Ave
Yun Seong Wan 8919 Ridge Ave
Zebrowski Theodora N, Carl 6956 Manti St
Zuinn Dorothy 6995 Pechin St
Zysk Patricia M 4204 Houghton St
Philadelphia Pa 19129
Aaron Anderson 3569 Indian Queen Ln
Abbottsford Health C 3205 Defense Ter
Abney Eugene, Alice 3238 N Newkirk St
Anderson Henrietta, Rosemary 3224 N Marston St
Baker Eleanor P 3210 N Spangler St
Baker Victor J 3210 N Spangler St
Baron Henry 3503 Indian Queen Ln
Bennett Earl 3213 N 27th St
Betru Aron 3414 W Coulter St
Bigelow Daniel L 3406 Warden Dr
Blood Jaime 3640 Haywood St
Bruno Justina, Guy 3240 W Penn St
Brzycki Michael P 3677 Eveline St
Carriker Scott 3303 Krail St
Carter Tyler, Mark 3440 W Queen Ln
Caruso Raymond 3441 Sunnyside Ave
Cawley Josephine, John 3713 Winona St
Chenault Renee 3939 Netherfield Rd
Chicchi Janet, Louis 3354 Tilden St
Chucks Garage Inc 3515 Midvale Ave
Coen Cecelia V, Gerald 3618 Heywood St
Coll James J 2809 W Queen Ln
Continental Lockwood 4012 Ridge Ave
Coppa Anthony V 3503 Ainslie St 2r
Croston Eula 3244 N Bambrey St
Crozier Alice A 3606 Weightman St
Davis Honor 2629 Roberts Ave
Davis Molly 3709 Midvale
Dawkins Rodney Gene 3204 Authority Terr
Dennison Mary Anne 3613 Weightman St
Denton Jeffrey C/O Pour House Tavern 4213 Ridge Ave
Devore Bernice 3222 Stillman St
Diener Minnie W 3452 W Penn St
DifilipPO Dennis 3612 Weightman St
Digeorge Angelo M Md 3025 W Queen Ln
Dobson Kenneth 3331 W Penn St
Dougherty Elizabeth, Alfred 3429 Westmoreland St
Dunn Kathleen L 3226 Midvale Ave
Dupree Rosetta 3244 N Bambrey St
Elonai Maisha 4000 Gypsy Ln Unit 300
Empire Bagel Ralphs Corner Store No 204 3732 Midvale Ave
Ferguson Richard L 3312 Bowman St
Ferrian Karen M 3360 Wiehle St
Fields Kenneth 4259 Ridge Ave 2nd Fl
Flanagan Kathryn Mae, John J 3515 Sunnyside Ave
Fletcher Carl C/O Mainstay Voy Program 3500 Scotts Ln Mezzainine Fl Bldg D
Fussell Anthony R 3024 W Queen Ln
Garcia Alejandro 3516 Bowman St
Gasket Melrath 2901 W Hunting Park Av
Godlewski Carolyn B, Edward F 3696 Stanton St
Goldman Warren Neurosurgery 3300 Henry Ave Heritage Bldg 8th Fl
Goldwyn Mara Kate, Ronald J 3452 W Penn St
Goodrich Caitlin 4225 Ridge Ave 4 Papab48732
Group The Mi 3217−21 W Queen Ln
Guido Anna 3690 Stanton St
Haynes Robert G 3437 W Westmoreland St
Heenan John 2515 W Willard St
Hennessey Gabrielle M 4239 Ridge Ave
Hinkle Michael P 3318 Creswell St
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Hinz Leonard 3314 Creswell St
Holody Elizabeth 2815 W Queen Ln Apt 1f
Holub Cynthia B 3229 W Penn St
Hughes Anne 2809 W Queen Ln
Jensen Rebecca 4861 Ridge Ave
Johnson Earline C 4000 Gypsy Ln Apt 317
Kelly Barbara, Eric 3423 Allegheny Ave
Kelly Brian P 3536 New Queen St
Korupp Alexandra 3590 Indian Queen Ln
Linde Mary 3314 Creswell St
Lipschultz Marc, Alan 3610 W Earlham St
Love Catherine A 3551 New Queen St
Lyles Elizabeth, James 3210 Mcmichael St
Magarity Christopher 3502 Vaux St
Malone Molly 3727 Calumet St
Markey Steven 3343 Conrad St
Martin Thomas 3315 W Queen Ln
Mason Eddie 3245 N 27th St
Mcgeogh Regina 3405 Midvale Ave
Mears Dawn 3360 Bowman St
Meri Anthony A 35 Indian Queen Ln
Moon Hui Son 4500 Ridge Av 1st Fl
Moore William, Marion 3416 Henry Ave
Moore Mathew 3416 Henry Ave
Nixon Marjorie A 2629 Roberts Ave
Noll Mildred R 4171 Ridge Ave
Ortega Louie 3694 Eveline Str
Patterson Lillie 4062 Ridge Av 3 flr
Pellicciaro Julia R 3534 Ainslie St
Peszko Ida G 3546 New Queen St
Phillips Geo 3204b Mcmichael St
Pickersgill Gerald D 3475 Bowman St
Quinn Thomas M, Ruth 3603 Haywood St
Ramsbottom William F 3374 Vaux St
Randolph Terry L 3343 Conrad St
Richardson Emmons T 4445 Driftwood Dr
Rodgers Helen P 3464 W Queen Ln
Ross Miriam 3255 N New Kirk St
Ruch Thomas 3566 Indian Queen Ln
Sheehy Jacqueline M 3684 Calumet St
Sinha Raina 3528 Henry Ave
Smyth Maureen 3601 Haywood St
Snyder Alan 3502 Scotts
St Lukes Church 3601 Henry Av
Stewart Walter Sr 4349 Ridge Ave Apt 312
Sullivan Erin K 2809 W Queen Ln Apt 209
Taggart Yolanda D 3241 N Bambrey St
Tasty Baking Co 2801 Hunting Park Ave
Teevan Brooks M 3117 West Penn St
Thornton Lewis Ramona 4445 Driftwood Dr
Torres Benigno 4000 Gypsy Ln Unit 619
Tripodi Jean M 3413 W Queen Ln
Ventresca Teresita 3699 Calumet St
Visone Irene Clare, John 2333 E York
Waters Geraldine 2438 W Hilton St
Weiss Albert F 3321 Bowman St
West Rose 4055 Ridge Ave Apt 6301
Weyant Helen M 3437 W Westmoreland St
Wilkerson Gerald 3525 Indian Queen Ln
Williams Monique 322 S Bambrey St
Williamson Geraldine 3217 N 29th St
Wilson Lillian 3415 Conrad St
Wiseley Joseph 3503 Indian Queen Ln
Withers Michael 2900 Midvale Aveapt B
Woody Christina D, George E 4110 Timber Ln
Zhang Yi 3366 Frederick St
Zimmerman Michael 3303 Krail St
Philadelphia Pa 19130
1714 Wallace St LLC 2048a Fairmount Ave
Acorn Institute 846 N Brd St 2nd Fl
Adm Phila Corp For Aging Itf 642 N Brd St
Allen Charlotte, Daniel 4130 Ogden St
Allen Mark T Md PO Box 3220
Allen Shanice 1010 Brown St
Amoroso Christin 881 N 27th St
Ansari Ikhlaq 2401 Pennsylvania Ave Ste
Armour Barbara 2808 Poplar St
Asghar Jahangir 640 N Brd St Apt 700
ATA 1814 Callowhill St
Austin Case 1666 Callowhill St
Bailey Renee C/O 2019 Ogden St
Bain Freda D 1801 Buttonwood St 211
Baldwin Julian 829 N Woodstock St
Balfe John J 2201 Pennsylvania Ave Apt B1
Barker Kimberly 2930 W Girard Ave
Barmac Realty Group 1416 W Girard Ave
Bauer Ann H 1818 Spring Gdn St Apt 11m
Beecham Jocelyn 2009 Spring Gdn St 5
Bell Isaac PO Box 15162
Bells Israel PO Box 15162
Berry Lewis Apt A2 2213 Green St
Bhattacharya Kaustuv 2200 Benjamin Franklin Pkwy Apt 1802
Biernat Josephine, Peter R 2312 Poplar St
Bilesimo Patrice 640 N Brd St
Bindus Desiree 1823 Ginnodo St
Bithoney William 727 N 26th St
Blake Beatrice V, Cammille 709 N 19th St
Bodack Rachel A 838 N Woodstock St 2
Bograd Alana 2620 Brown St Apt 2
Booth Mary B 1623 Brown St
Booth Thomas 1623 Brown St
Boscia Nicole 629 N 16th St
Bowie Dijion 1911 W Cambridge St
Branton John 2200 Ben Franklin Pky Safe Harbor Financial
Brown Megan L 2700 Poplar St Apt A
Brown Smith Erika 2025 Poplar St
Bryant Joel 536 N 19th St Ste 1f
Burke Meghan 1501 Green St Apt 6
Bushnell Karen 2121 Green St
Butler Vielda 1625 Ogden St
Campbell Mary A 2100 W Girard Ave
Cao Peilei 1502 Mount Vernon At #C
Capuano Anna 2325 Perot St
Carr Carolynn Anne 2644 Brown St 2644 Brown St
Carr Kathleen C 2644 Brown St
Carson Robert H 1911 Parrish St
Carter Harry Phila Nursing Home 2100 W Girard Ave
Case Alice Marks 823 N 21 St
Cassidy George F 809 N 21st St
Cendon Manuel 2200 Ben Franklin Pkwy #E403
Charles Singer & William Singer Irr Trus 2619 Brown St
Charton Michael W 2601 Pennsylvania Ave Apt 448
Chimicles Christopher 629 N 16th St
Christian L Quintero Arias M 1412−22 Fairmount Ave
Ciullo Melissa 2022 Wallace St
Clark Brian Francis 606 N 23rd St
Cohen Susan E 1914 Mt Vernon St PO Box 504
Colletti Robert Dr 2225 Spring Gdn St
Community Prop Management Inc P O Box 56260
Conway Eugenia M, Grace 564 N 23rd St
Cottman John W, Nadine 847 N Ringgold St
Council of United Missions 2619 Brown St
Crawford Reginald M 1516 North St
Cruzguzman Edwin A 1819 North St
Daley Teresa A 810 N Taylor St
Dallolmo Federico 2810 Cambridge St
Davis Rosetta 5618 Parrish St
Dawson Cleveland 1416 West Gerard Ave
Day & Zimmermann LLC 1500 Spring Gdn St 10th Fl
Delgado Rose Marie 638 N 17th St
Dennis Christopher 2001 Hamilton St City View Condo II Unit 1609
Depue Zachary 877 N 23rd St
Desai Amita Kishore 743 Corinthian Ave
Diaz Anna 662 N 15th St
Dominguez Leslie 638 E Thayer St
Donovan Paul M 1530 Parrish St
Dorman Jeffry A 640 N Brd St Apt 421
Dougherty John Business Mngr Ibew Local 98 1701 Spring Gdn St
Doyle Deborah C 2200 Benjamin Franklin Pkwy
Duane Burke 2027 Parrish St
Dubois Wynn PO Box 56170
Dunson Dorothy A 3022 W Girard Ave
Edward I Siegal Private Corp Park Towne Place S−911 22 & B Franklin Pkwy
Elliott Diamond 2429 Brown St
Eneanya Dennis 2100 W Girard Ave
Epstein Mary 2401 Pennsylvania Ave Apt 5 B32
Esmail Aliya 2122 Mr Vernon St
Estilow Brooke S 2001 Hamilton St Apt 615
Everett Patricia 2932 W Girard Ave
Fairmount Med Inc 2126 Fairmount Ave
Fairmount Medical Assocs 2126 Fairmount Ave
Feinstein Larry 1800 Callowhill St
Feliciano Jose 1634 Mt Vernon St Apt 6
Fernandez Gwendoline 2401 Pennsylvania Ave #2b−24
Ferro Ann M 1601 Spring Gdn S
Feucht Elizabeth 2313 Fairmount Ave Apt 2
Feucht Elizabeth S 1799 Wylie St
Fishman B 2601 Pennsylvania Ave
Flammia Anthony J 6 S 46th St
Fleetwood Leasing PO Box 56170
Fleming William P 805 N 26th St Flr 3
Fluellen Jerry 929 N 19th St
Foley Bernadette 1515 Fairmount Ave
Fosselman Julie 881 N 23rd St
Fox Hilary Lee, James W 1r 2109 Green St
Fritz John 1507 Poplar St
Gattinella Loretta 2325 Perot St
Gee Rebekah E 849 N Ringgold St
Genovese Anthony R 2200 Benjamin Franklin Pkwy No
Gertzog Sonya S 2601 Pennsylvania Ave Apt 906
GHB Rittenhouse Sq Flower Mkt c/o Joan WA Hubschman 2401 Pennsylvania Ave Apt
21b2
Girard Yvette Aimee 1214 Chapel St
Giuffre Kristen E 2134 Green St
Glath Mary E 2232 Brandywine St
Gods Holy Temple LLC 1527 Ridge Av
Gomez Leslie 835 N Newkirk St
Gonzalez Jose 615 N 18th St
Goodwin Roger 16th & Girard Ave
Grace Joshua C 917 N 29th St
Graham Robert W 770 N Taney St
Graub Matthew 2020 Spring Gdn St Apt 2f
Green Springs Co c/o Billing Admin PO Box 3290
Green Tyree 2632 N Hollywood St
Greene Frank 875 N 20th St
Guo Ming 2449 Olive St
H L Yoh Co LLC c/o Accts Payable 1500 Spring Gdn St
Hahn Koenig Monica 2416 Poplar St
Haigler Christopher 1515 Fairmount Ave
Haik Claire M 4200 Ben Franklin Pkwy Apt E061d
Haines Clifford 2520 Aspen St
Han Kyu W 1801 Buttonwood St Apt 1217
Harrington Milly K 2201 Penna Ave Apt 416
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Harris Marshall W 791 N Taney St
Hart Marie F 1709 North St
Hartman Lois R 788 N 25th St
Hatch Stephen L 876 North Beechwood St
Hatimi Adnan 2001 Hamilton St 2106
Henry Kathryn M 857 N 29th St
Higgs Austin 807 N 15th St
Hoffman Mary Louise Est 642 N Brd St
Hostutler Robert S 2945 Poplar St
Hudson Margret V 2206 Brandywine St
Hunter B Wessells Tr Hunter Buchannon Wessells Irre 2943 Pennsylvania Ave
Iaramova Biliana 2200 Ben Frank Pky E0507
Iesaka Yukari 866 N Bailey St
Jackson James W 914 N 19th St
Jackson Willie J 816 N Woodstock St
Jacobson Tal 1711 Green St Apt 5f
Jarrard Leslie A 871 N Stillman St
John & Scott LLC 1917 Spring Gdn St
Johnson Daniel 1730 Girard Ave
Johnson Kathryn E 1707 A Green St
Johnson Mary V 861 Corinthian Ave
Johnson Ralph W 1525 Fairmount Ave
Johnson Vernon L, Simon V 815 S 16th St
Jones Sheila, Greg 1635 Francis St
Kane & Silverman Pc 2401 Pennsylvania Ave
Kane Jean 1501 Wallace St
Kass Morton, Edward 2454 Perot St
Kautz Francis J 886 N 23rd St
Kenney James E, Mary R 886 N 25th St
Kim See Pyong 640 N Brd St Apt 816
King Forest H 802 N Brd St
Kleininger Frank J 524 N 19th St
Kleinman Mark H 2401 Pennsylvania Ave
Knuppel Robert, Kyle 2937 W Harper St
Kocher Donald R 2025 Brandywine St
Koelah Bertha M, Harry 1511 Parrish St
Konyk Virginia M 2431 Olive St
Koumenis Constantino 1801 Buttonwood Rd 409
Krader Jeffrey A 557 N 16th St
Kramer Kimberly Jane Apt 3f 2009 Mt Vernon St
L Christopher Ba 2801 Parrish St
Lacey Thomas 1523 Mt Vernon St
Lakkis Maha 2200 Ben Franklin Pkwy Apt E−1407
Lamont Helen 2001 Hamilton St 1617
Laster Mary C 1515 Fairmont Ave Apt 204
Lea Abdalla Enterp LLC 2001 Hamilton St Apt 819
Lee Mi Young 2200 Benjamin Franklin Pkwy
Leonhard Caren 839 N Taylor St
Lerner Marion W, Nathan 305 N Park Towne
Levine Bruno 850 N 27th St
Levitan Harvey H, Joan R 2401 Pennsylvania Ave Apt 14a5
Levymack Hollie J 870 N Pennock St Unit B
Lind Richard 2013 W Girard Ave
Lipscomb Edith M 1525 Spring Gdn St No 1a
Lundquist Anne 640 N Brd St Apt 709
Lutheran Elderly Assocs 1818 Spring Gdn St
Lynch Mildred 843 N Stillman St
Madden John Apt E 1709 Spring Gdn St
Mashington Stephen 2309 Green St
Matthews Bettle 916 N 9th St
Maturi Paradise 873 N Taylor St
Mayberry J 822 N 20th St
Mc Ginley Joseph G 1943 Callowhill St
Mccarthy−Brown Nyama 809 N 16th St
Mcdougal Stanley Carriage House 637 N 18th St Apt 211
Mcgrath Therese D 1715 Green St #4
Mclaughlin Thomas 1820 Spring Gdn Apt 6d
Mclaughlin Thomas, Helena 2816 Cambridge St
Mclellan Thomas C/O Delta Metrics One Commerce Sq 2005 Market St Ste 1120
Mcnamara Ryan 2201 Pennsylvania Ave
Meiers Robert F 875 N 23rd St
Meletti Michael 543 N 23rd St
Melnyk Anna 804 N 20th St
Meskin Sheila Est 2200 Benjamin Franklin Pkwy
Milanese Assocs Inc Dba Video Visions Inc 2344 Perot St
Miller Matthew 872 N Stillman St
Minnite Diane 816 N Woodstock St
Mizak Paul 856 N 22nd St
Moffa David M 1817 Fairmount Ave 4f
Mohr Tara 811 N Taylor St
Monahan Thomas Md 16th & Girard Ave
Moore Allan F 849 N Ringgold St
Moreno Rudy 2201 Pennsylvania Ave Apt 1111
Morris Dorothy Office of Claims Mgmt 440 N Brd St 3rd Fl
Morrison Elizabeth A 2810 Cambridge St
Myers Dessie 1531 W Girard Ave
Nathan Freed Do 16th St & Girard Ave
National Philanthropic Trust 400 N Brd St
Navarroberrios Gladys 670 N 15th St
Nealy Grace L 1609 Swain St
Nichols Rich Law Offices of Brad A Rubens 1904 Spring Gdn St 2nd Fl
Nicholson Edna 1718 W Girard Ave
Nielson Melissa A, Steven C 2001 Hamilton St Apt 427
Ning Autumn 640 N Brd St Apt 700
North Star Operating Corp 2637 Poplar St
Nugent Helen M 2538 Swain St
Odonnell Theresa B 843 N 27th St
Ortiz Yolanda Phila Nursing Home 2100 W Girard Ave
Pa United For Affordable Healthcare Inc 2636 Brown St
Paneghello Florence, Vincent 2316 Aspen St
Patterson Anthonee 2401 Pennsylvania Ave Unit 21
Patterson Josephine Apt 503 909 Corinthian Ave
Pattersonmcelwain Margaret 1719 Wallace St 202
Perlman Jessica 1806 Fairmount Ave
Pettit Theresa M 872 N 25th St
Pike Maria A 812 N Bambrey St
Pilek Josephine C 2509 Meredith St
Polinski John 2204 Brown St
Pope Brian PO Box 56183
Preisig Arlene 1929 North Vernon St
Qian Yi 1509 Fairmount Ave Fl 3
Quintero Arias M Christian L 1412−22 Fairmount Ave
Rafferty James 2826 Poplar St Apt 1
Reddy Juanita, Sherman 1806 Wylie St
Redling Kevin 2401 Pennsylvania Unit 5b22
Reed Mary W 810 N Taylor St
Reinheimer Bella K 2401 Penna Apt 16 B30
Riece Anna 1507 Poplar St
Ritter Erin C 1711 Green St Apt D
Roach Kenneth 1614 Brown St
Roback Ronald E 2001 Hamilton St 603
Robinson Susan V 1820 Spring Gdn St Apt 11h
Royal Charles, Carl, Wilma 2100 W Girard Ave
Royster Michael 1537 W Swain St
Sahin Agri 220 Benjamin Franklin Pky
Salwinski Piotr 2034 Spring Gdn St
Sapp Mary 712 N 16th St
Saunders Kenyatta Law Offices of Brad A Rubens 1904 Spring Gdn St 2nd Fl
Scally William 1548 W Girard Ave Bldg B
Schirano Matthew 2200 Ben Franklin Pkwy E1012
Schlingmann Nathan 823 N Pennock St
Scott William 1818 Spring Gdn St Apt 15 K
Seafood Cameron 906 N Brd St
Seltzer Mark D Esquire 2403 Fairmount Ave
Shatara Hannadi J 910 N 29th St
Sheldon Cheryl 1929 N Vernon St
Sheridan Scott 1902 Green St
Shraim Ramy 2001 Hamilton St
Silverman Kane 2401 Pennsylvania Ave Ste
Simpson Ella 642 N Brd St
Singer Charles, William 2619 Brown St
Singer Family Trust Dtd 9/23/85 2619 Brown St
Siwozat Genevieve A 816 N 23rd St Apt 1f
Siwozat Ted 816 N 23rd St 1f
Smirnov Hennady 2021 Poplar St
Smith David R 2011 Mt Vernonmont Rd
Smith Eleanor 1818 Spring Gdn St Apt 15 K
Smith Elizabeth C/O Joanne Glanzmann Phila Nursing Home Girard & Corinthian
Ave
Smith Elizabeth, Joan M 1818 Spring Gdn St Apt 11n
Smith Jack 825 N 16th St
Smith James 1508b Brown St
Smith Mary V 869 N 24th St
Smyth John J, Mary Korman Stes Apt P202
Stenzler Henry C/O Carl M Winegard 2200 Ben Franklin Pk
Strawberry Chestnut Co Stondenge Advisors I Nc 642 N Brd St
Sulit Armando M Md 1600 W Girard Ave
Sweedler Stephanie 2824 Poplar St Papab49392
Sweeney Catherine 838 N 28th St
Takavarasha Bernard T 846 Corinthian Ave Apt 1
Taylor Katheryn 1609 Swain St
Thomas Anthony PO Box 56230
Thomas Oleta 2200 Ben Frank Pky W0204
Thornley Blair 1508 Green St Apt 3r
Timberlake Brady Monnique J 1601 Spring Gdn St M104
Toledo Maribel 1623 Mt Vernon St
Toolin Catherine 2631 Aspen St
Trego Matthew A 641 N 16th St
Tri City Training 1901 W Girard Ave
Troillo Janice 900 N Stuart St Apt318
Troy Leon T 2933 W Girard Ave
Uribarri Luis A 870 N 28th St
Uriyo Thecla 2416 Brown St Apt 1
Uscis 1600 Callowhill St
Wagner Natalie C 827 North 28th St
Walkenstein Noi 1717 Spring Gdn St
Wallace Laurie A 751 Corinthian Av
Walsh Regina R 2102 Green St
Weiser Ariel J 2905 W Girard Ave 2
West Jonathan 519 N 19th St
White C Stephen Rev 889 N Pennock St
Wilkinson William P 2329 Parrish St
Williams Clyde 918 N Brd St
Williams Harriet 2401 Pennsylvania Ave 6c41
Williams Helen 2614 Poplar St
Williams Rodney D 642 N Brd St
Willis Michele T 2000 Hamilton St 622
Wilson Stephanie 2101 Spring Gdn St Unit
Young Gloria R, Freida 2623 Folsom St
Zeper Mia Mail to William V Riviello 1801 Buttonwood St
Zielanska Jolanta 718 Shirley St
Zimmerman M 2401 Pennsylvania Ave #8a7
Zimmerman Rosalyn N Park Towne Pl Apt S407 2200 Benjamin Franklin Pkwy
Philadelphia Pa 19131
54th Street Medical 2447 N 54th St
Abrams Regina 1218 N 57th St
Ackerman John R Riverpark House 1605 3600 Conshohocken Ave
Adams Iona M 5622 Woodbine Ave
Adams Priscilla 4942 Westminster Ave
Adams Sony D 5106 Gainor Rd
Adams Teliza 1236 N 55th St Apt 1st
Adcon Consultants Inc 2465 N 50th St
Addison Violet W 3900 Ford Rd Apt 12h
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Albino Gueve 5332 W Sites St 1st Fl
Albord Nicole Saint 5461 Diamond St
Ali H Amatullah 922 N 49th St
Alieva Janeta 3901 Conshohocken A
Allen Elaine M 527 N Wanamaker St
American Cities Foun 2401 N 54th St
Anderson Louise 2101 Belmont Ave
Aquilar Carlos M 1240 10 St
Aron Shoshana 3900 Ford Rd Apt 8g
Ashley Nettie 902 N Fallon St
Ashuq Inc 4160 Monument Rd
Atkins Silas Jr 5031 Ganior Rd Apt B
Attaway Gail 5318 Kershaw St
Auras Grocery C/O Aura Martinez 4998 Master St
Baker Edwina Antonia 3900 Ford Rd Apt 18c
Baker John H 5418 Woodcrest Ave
Balletto Jeannine M 4804 Conshohocken Ave
Banister Karen 5400 Lancaster Ave
Bantom Walter E III 5615 W Girard St
Barby Wilhelmina 1434 N Ithan St
Barnett Belinda V 5716 Lansdowne Ave
Barr Tawana C/O Bernita Rinkney PO Box 28087
Bass Catherine M 3900 City Line Ave 1018 B301
Battle George E 5511 Oxford St
Beatrice Delores 5222 Arlington St Fl 2
Beckham Raynard 1st Fl 5845 Master St
Bell Samuel D PO Box 15509
Benefield Anniebel 5541 Poplar St
Beta 2 Power of Ten Club c/o Leroy Richardson 3728 Conshohocken Ave
Bey Thompson Angel 5405 W Girard Ave
Binker Eric H 1230 N 52nd St
Binker Olive C 1230 N 52nd St
Black Vivianna S 1644 N 55th St
Blease June 5330 Master St
Bloom Alicia 4700 City Ave Apt 7203
Bonaparte Norman R 4940 N Parkside Apt 1st Fl
Borisoff Joseph Duffield House Apt 205 3701 Conshohocken Ave
Boyle Mary 5788 Stewart St
Bray M 3600 Conshohocken Ave
Brogan Edmund 3901 City Ave Apt 618
Brown Alburn 3901 Conshohocken Ave Apt L15
Brown Benjamin, Laurine 1061 N 46th St
Brown Bristow, Helen 1305 N 51st St
Brown Dawn 6534 Arlington St
Brown Gabriel 5100 Lebanon Ave
Brown Haamir 1221 N 53rd St
Brown Robert L 2201 Bryn Mawr Av 605
Brown Ronald 3900 Ford Rd Apt 11g
Brown Shamier 4920 City Ave Apt 206−A
Brown Thomas A 2221 N Wanamakeer St
Brown William 5735 Woodcrest Ave
Bryant Georgette C 5649 Haddington St
Bryant Hugean, Willie 5526 Master St
Bundy Kimberly 1533 N Frazier St
Burnett Charlie S 5950 Overbrook Ave
Burrell Brenda 5426 Westminster Ave Apt B
Burton Ida B 513 N Vodges St
Butler Dawn Antoinette 5657 Lebanon Ave
Butler Denise 669 N Creighton St
Byars Michelle 5380 W Montgomery Ave
Byrd Sean 1856 Georges Ln
Cadena Christina 3601 Conshohocken Ave 221
Caesar Julius 5350 Morse St
Campbell David 5736 Haddington St
Campbell Leo 3714 Mimi Cir
Campbell Nicole 1765 Georges Ln
Carswell Dorothy L 1238 N 55th St
Carter Jean 1550 N Alden St
Centers Ruby D 5443 Arlington St
Chamberlain Rita 654 N 55th St
Chamounix Mansion Youth Hostel 3250 Chamounix Dr
Chandler Kristen A 4038 Ford Rd
Chang Shuyou 3901 City Ave Apt B1110
Chin Frank 5453 Lebanon
Clark Edward 5435 Upland Way
Claxton John Est 624 N 57th St
Clayton Constance 3900 Ford Rd Apt 12h
Cleary Regina T 4008 Balwynne Park Rd
Cohen Daniel 2744 W Country Club Rd
Coleman Malik 1221 Conestoga
Collom Harry C 5623 Stewart St
Coons James F, Rita 5321 Girard Ave
Cooper Joshua F, Joel B 3937 Ellington Rd
Core Valerie 561 N Paxon St
Cornelius Anna 1514 N Peach St
Cox Vivian Davis Est, Edward S 2285 N 52 St
Crown Plaza 4100 Presidential Blvd
Crump Lillie 5606 Wynnefield Ave
Cryor Alta 1758 N Aberdeen St
Cupit Sarah 4001 Conshohocken Ave Apt 914
Curtis Edna 5306 Lebanon Ave
Daniels Rolland Sheila 5609 Gainor Rd
Dargan Jerome 5318 W Berks St
Davis Willa B, Jay Jr 5745 Wyalusing Ave
Decurtis Priscilla 1406 N 52nd St
Denoble Thomas G 1221 N 53rd St
Diomande Raissa F 3903 City Ave
Dobbins Emma F, John PO Box 4551
Don Shirley 5447 Master St
Dontireddy Nareshreddy 6210 3901 Conshohocken Ave
Duckett Eudora 5413 W Girard Ave
Dunn Lorna Est 2101 Belmont Ave
Dyson Malcom Oliver 5206 Gainor Rd
Early Elizabeth, James 5100 Lebanon
East James H 5837 Haverford Ave
Easter Seals of Sout 3975 Conshohocken Ave Liz Montagna Asst To Cfo
Eidelman Edward 5468 Berks St
Ellis James D 4000 Presidential Blvd 909
Ellis James O 4000 Presidential Blvd Apt 909
Evans Annie L 5786 W Jefferson St
Fairfax Theodore M 3935 Ellington Rd 1st Fl
Fernandez Supermarket 544 N 52nd St
Fischer Diane L 5110 Parkside Ave
Fitzgerald Robert 5324 Lebanon Ave
Fleming Woodrew 2109 N 59th St
Fletcher Monica C 4401 Conshohocken Ave Apt D13
Floyd Jameisha 5200 W Montgomery Av
Floyd Stacy 4415 Sherwood Rd
Flynn Margaret A 952 N Saint Bernard St
Foster Martha C/O Bala Nursing Ctr 2 East 4001 Ford Rd
Foundation Inc 3900 Ford Rd Apt 18c
Francis Ella D 5134 Parkside Ave
Frank Diane 4428 Overbrook Ave
Frank Doris 5777 Nassau Rd
Franklin Nelson, Ellen 5875 Woodcrest Ave
Frazer Lorraine J 653 N 54th St
Gaabedian Charles 5319 W Girard Ave
Gallagher Joseph 1412 N 52nd St
Ganz Tova 6003 Woodcrest Ave
Garton John 1489 N 53rd St
Gary Viola M 1322 N 56th St
Gentles Karen 5727 Malvern Ave
Gibbs Thomas H Jr, Dorothy C 2101 Belmont Ave M 209
Gibson Lionel D PO Box 4551
Gilliam Leonard A 1721 N 57th St
Girard Avenue Amoco Inc 4708 W Girard Av
Godhani Charmy 3901 City Ave
Goins Ada Mae 5736 Nassau Rd
Goldstein Andrew S, Ida M 2607 W Mimi Cir
Gomez Dario Store 4984 W Thompson St
Gonzales Edgardo 4000 Presidential Blvd Apt 31
Goodson William T 5630 Wyalusing Ave Apt 202
Grant Mary Est, Mary 5331 W Girard Ave
Gray Carolyn 5506 W Girard Ave
Gray Toncille 5600 Woodcrest Ave
Grayer Sakim 1219 N 54th St
Green Esther M 1422 N 57th St
Greenberg Sara 3939 Conshohocken Ave
Griffin Viola 4001 Monument Rd #703
Guilford Darril 948 N Fallon St
Gurganious William T 1481 N 53rd St
Hall Charles N 1249 N 53rd St
Hampton Luise E 2100 N 49th St Apt 502
Harp Charles E, Jean 2131 Melvin St
Harris Estella Est 5967 Woodcrest Ave Apt B
Harris Estella, Rachel 5967 Woodcrest Ave Apt B
Harrison Al−Jaleel S, Mark E 1537 N Alden St
Harvey Anna 1507 N Alden St
Hatcher John R 1718 N 55th St
Hayes Brenda 4001 Conshohocken Ave
Haynes Jayme 510 Walnut St 2nd Fl
Height Laron 5439 Montgomery
Heller Frances S 3900 Ford Rd
Henderson Dorothy M 5400 Lancaster Ave
Hines Darron 5209 Euclid St
Hines Diane Jenkins Est 5424w W Montgomery
Hodges Jauancida 1809 N 52nd St Fl
Holland Ernestine 3901 Conshohocken Ave
Holloway Marc 5365 W Berks St
Holmes Martha 5951 W Jefferson St
Holmes Morgan F 5774 Nassau Rd
Howard Stephanie 1227 N Frazier St
Howard Tyrone S 2025 N Wanamaker St
Howell Georgia 4949 Parkside Ave N
Hughes Paris D Do 2447 N 54th St
Ingram James 5118 Woodbine Ave
Irving Cydney 2414 N 53rd St
Jackson Floyd James Jr Est 5430 Morse St
James Huvonne A 3787 Lankenau Rd
James Richard, Sophie 5630 Stewart St
James Thomas 5718 Stewart St
Jeffers Wallace T 645 N 54th St
Jefferson Harry 2805 N 47th St Apt 1005
Jenkins Anthony 5658 Lebanon Ave
Jenkins Helen T 5727 Nassau Rd
Jenkins Willie Sr 1041 N 46th St
Jevs One Winding Way Ste 100
Johns Bernard 5313 Wyalusing Ave
Johns Theresa 2216 Bryn Mawr Ave
Johnson Edward H 5780 W Jefferson St
Johnson Myra 3944 Conshohocken Ave
Johnson Rufus C 925 N 48th St Lakewood Hills
Johnson William A 1452 N Cavestoga St
Jones Bernie 546 N 56th St
Jones Dorothy 5452 Merion Ave
Jones Faye I 3900 City Line Ave 1018 B 301
Jones Julia M, Mark 4881 Merion Ave
Jones Lillie D 5353 Master St Apt 30
Jones Whitley Antoinette 5334 Arlington St
Jonson Marion W 3900 Ford Rd Apt 17a
Jordan Alma 4503 Merion Ave
Jung Sukhyunn 3901 City Ave Apt 617 A
Kakaza Menzie V 5950 Overbrook Ave
Katzman Lillian 3901 Conshohocken Ave Apt G14
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Keith Adriane 5712 Lansdowne Ave
Kensill Winifred L 2101 Belmont Ave
Kent Edith D 613 N 55th St
Kim Allen 3901 Conshocken Ave
King John W Est 3900 Ford Rd Unit 6a
King Rosetta C 1st Fl 3721 Mimi Cir
Kirby Barbara E 1254 N Alden St
Lambert Dorothy 4001 Monument Rd Apt 512
Lane Wilford 1316 N 56th St
Lange Linda L 5503 Lansdowne Ave
Lanier Michael Orrin 616 N 56th St
Lawser Emma 2101 Belmont Ave B6
Lazorko Pamela 5980 Woodbine Ave
Leary Randy L 1547 N 55th St
Lee Gary 561 N Paxon St
Levitsky Michael, Mabel 1674 N 56th St
Lewis Melissa 1329 N 55th St
Little H 5222 Arlington St Fl 2
Long Elizabeth A 5545 Poplar St
Love Annette 1810 N 52nd St
Ly Eng 5809 Lansdowne Av
Mack Gwendolyn 5110 Diamond St
Mahnfeldt Martin U 4000 Presidential Blvd Apt 211
Malet Frances, Sidney 2100 N 50th St
Marchese Theodore 1439 N Wanamaker St
Martiny Dorothy 636 N Frazier
Massaquoi Amina 5941 Woodbine Ave
Mccall Jean 5600 Wyndale Ave
Mcclelland Helen 5433 Merion Ave
Mccready Fay 4047 Balwynne Park Rd Apt 2nd
Mcdermott Gertrude M, Hugh 5173 Heston St
Mcdougald Edith P 1213 N 57th St
Mcfadden Freeman 1614 N 54th St 1st Fl Fr
Mcglowan William 5303 W Berks St
Mcglowan William, Mary 5303 W Berks St
Mcmillan Mable PO Box 28079
Mcnally Lena 545 N 52nd St
Meachum James H 5340 Columbia Ave
Merkins John Jr 4101 Edgely Rd Unit 306
Mesquita Derrick 5320 Kershaw St
Meyers Cecelia, Isadore 3801 Conshohocken Ave Apt 314
Michel Robert 5860 Woodbine Ave
Miller Bryan 616 N 56th St
Miller Constance Bala Nursing Home 4001 Ford Rd
Miller Mary 5525 Poplar St
Mintze Kimberly D 5438 W Berks St
Mitchell Lovell 5653 Diamond St
Mitchell Marcus 2405 N 50th St
Montani Bernard W, Edith 1215 N 50th St
Montgomery Kim D 1456 N Wanamaker St
Montgomery Rosalind 4101 Edgely Rd Unit 214
Moore Vivian 5439 Euclid St
Morgan Charles W 5000 Parkside Ave
Morman Leonard H 4046 Balwynne Park Rd
Morris Frank E 5723 Drexel Rd
Moyo Jabulani 2216 Georges Ln
Murphy Charles 628 N 55th St
Murphy Norman J 5214 Master St C/O Mary J Hutton
Neal John H 4867 Merion Ave
Nealous Alberta A 1423 N Alden St
Nealous Alberta E 1423 N Alden St
Nealous Alberta Est, James Est 1423 N Alden St
Nelson Samson 5158 Westminster St
Nelson Yacol 5451 Arlington St
Newberry Elizabeth, Lester 1668 N 56th St
Norflett John Est 1468 N Wilton
Norman Curtis L 5787 Nassau Rd
Oh Kyungseok 5414 Overbrook Ave Bldg Els
Page Annie R 1734 Georges Ln
Palmer Luther A Sr 5730 Stewart St
Pantaleone Frances M, Alfred N 5120 Merion Ave
Parker Charlie 4613 Conshohocken Ave
Parker Irene 1448 N 54th St
Parker John Jr 1546 N 55th St
Parks Lester 902 N Fallon St
Patel Jasmin R 3902 City Ave Apt 715b
Paul M Jean 5365 Diamond St
Payne Shurland 5006 Master St
Peck Kenneth M, Sandra O 5445 Hunter St
Pedrini David M 3902 City Ave Apt B719
Perkins Roth D 3900 Ford Rd Apt 17r
Perry Lorraine 3901 Conshohocken Ave A 32
Pesko Helen 3901 Conshohocken Ave
Pettway Phillip 1723 N Linderwood St
Phan PO Hoang 2437 Golf Rd
Phillips Drakeford Ronsheen S 5255 W Berks St
Potash George 4000 Presidential Blvd Unit 13
Powell Gene 2218 Bryn Mawr Ave
Powell Ghandi 4829 W Thompson St
Presidential City Apartments 3900 City Ave #120
Price Berit K 4040 Presidential Blvd Apt 2304
Price Larnell 2423 N 56th St
Pugh Lawrence 541 N 56
Ragland Nellie 5649 Haddington St
Ranalli James, Emma 5344 Master St
Randolph Ethel R 3901 Conshohocken Ave Apt M−19
Randolph Ida R 1210 N Wilton St
Rao Prashant 4700 City Ave 7307
Ravin Susan 5735 Woodcrest Ave
Rayford Umphrethes, Annie 930 N St Bernard
Rcp Albuquerque Manager Inc 1 Crescent Pl Ste 203
Rcp Fountains Gp Inc 1 Crescent Pl Ste 203
Reaves Laurence 2412 N 50th St
Rector Justine 4429 Sherwood Rd
Reynolds Arthurlee 1251 N 56th St
Rhd Nova 3902 City Line Ave Apt 203b
Richardson Earnestine C, Herbert 5618 Woodbine Ave
Ricks E 5901 Upland Way
Roberts Olivia 2437 N 50th St
Robertson Christopher 2744 N 46th St
Robinson Lawrence 1523 N 56th St
Robinson Verdie M 5784 Dunlap St
Roded Yorai 2710 Cranston Rd
Rodgers Travel Inc 4518 City Ave 3rd Fl
Roho Maarifa 2703 E Country Club
Roho Maarifa 3900 City Ave
Romans Aneesa P 1248 N 53rd St
Rondini Theresa 5138 Master St
Rush Yvonne D 2201 Bryn Mawr Ave
Sammons Juanita 4001 Monument Rd Apt 406
Sanders Germain 5555 W Thompson St
Sanders Richard E 5425 W Girard Ave
Sanders Willie 947 N 48th St
Searles Donnel L 5326 Lebanon Ave
Selby Frances 1215 N 51st St
Semeke Aminath 4820 Wyomissing Ave
Shane Cherise L 3601 Conshohocken Ave #225
Sharif Jamellah 3610 Westminster St Apt A
Sharp Lillian L 5808 Woodcrest Ave
Shedrick Lizzie 1518 N Conestoga St
Shen Pei Yi 3801 Conshohocken Ave Apt 418
Shields Edward L 5724 Woodcrest Ave
Sillah Kadiatu L 5211 Church Rd
Silverman Coleman 5201 Gainor Rd
Simpkins Leonard Jr 2235 Georges Ln
Singleton Theresa 5727 Nassau Rd
Sloan Lillie M 1821a N 52nd St
Smith Hurtt Joy R 1250 N 57th St
Smith Juanita 2727 Cranston Rd 1st Fl
Smith Karen 1423 N Alden St
Smith Luella, Melvin 2704 E Country Club Rd
Smith Ralph William 5000 Parkside Ave
Smith Tyrone 4401 Conshoocken Ave
Smith Virginia, Herbert 3701 Conshohocken Ave
Snead Cornelius 5508 Master St
Sneed William 529 N 56th St
Sonkler Carol 5100 Lebanon
Sozucetin Eren 4000 Presidential Bl Bl5 509
Spence Floria F 1331 N 49 St
Spence Orville 1865 N 52nd St
Stein Paul, Rose 3801 Conshohocken Ave
Steward Carnethia O 928 N 50th St
Stith Alexander 5340 Gainor Rd
Stokes Debbie 4987 W Girard Ave
Sturz Harry 3901 Conshohocken Ave Apt J18
Tatum John 5603 Woodcrest Ave
Taylor Beatrice 2746 Belmont Ave Apt 527
Teagle Anna 5516 Wyalusing Ave
Terrell Elizabeth 640 N 53rd St
Thomas Albert 1221 N 54th St
Thompson Alice Ivy Apartments 4051 Ford Rd Apt 313
Thompson Rudolph 3600 Conshohocken Ave 201
Tibakweitira Jovin 4060 Balwynne Park Rd
Toczylowski Joseph Front & Queen Sts
Townes Adam 1501 N 54th St Apt B
Trotter Michelle S 6027 Lansdowne Ave
Turner Carrie 1505 N 57th St
Turner Nichole 5413 W Girard Ave
Tursunova Mamlakat 3901 Conshohocken Ave Apt E17
Twyman Ethel M 5405 Westminster Ave
Tzinis Cleopatra 4620 Lancaster Ave
Ujima Womens Investment Club C/O Dalilah Glenn 2639 Cranston Rd Fl 2
Vanga Shilpa 6210 3901 Conshohocken Ave
Vaughan Kendrick, Lillian PO Box 4570
Vermont Properties 4000 Presidential Blvd Apt 161
Walker Andrew 5642 Overbrook Ave
Walker Jeffrey L 559 N Paxon St
Walker Larcena 2407 N Golf Rd
Waller Mark Jr 1710 N 55th St
Waller Robert E 1452 N 56th St
Waltz Lauren H 4433 Sherwood Rd
Washington Mildred E C/O Rosa Robinson 5706 W Oxford St
Watford William Daniel, Beatrice C 3600 Conshohocken Ave
Weaver Katherine 5246 Arlington St
Weaver Willamae 1448 N 54th St
West Virginia 1508 N 57th St
White David D 5800 Woodcrest Ave
White David V 3701 Conshohocken Ave Apt 616
Whitley Adrian 5333 Arlington St
Williams Chester 2287 N 51st St
Williams Daniel 5711 Drexel Rd
Williams Elizabeth 1652 N 55th St
Williams Helen 5730 W Girard Ave
Williams Herbert D, Marc 2445 N 56th St
Williams Myrtice 4055 Balwynne Park Rd
Williams Robert W 3701 Conshohocken Ave Apt 226
Williams Thelma I 942 N 48th St
Williams Thomas W 3900 Ford Rd Unit 35
Willis Ronald P 5434 Gainor Rd
Willliams Thelma I 942 N 48th St
Wilson Helen V 2210 Belmont Ave Hayes Manor Room 315
Wilson Joel C 5333 W Girard Ave
Wilson Paul D, Madge 5515 Media St
Witts Esther V 1422 N 57th St
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Witts Venyckies A 1422 N 57th St
Womble Mamie 5711 Malvern Ave
Wood Edsel 5344 Turner St
Wright Francis 1507 N 57th St
Wright Rose J 5649 Haddington St
Wyche Katrina 5414 Woodbine Ave
Yang Ming H 6100 City Ave Apt 818
Yates Herman, Pansy 1725 N Lindenwood St
Young Helen 640 N 53rd St
Youngblood Edward L Jr 3701 Conshohocken Ave Apt 718
Philadelphia Pa 19132
Abc Automotive Corp 2815 N 17th St
Abdullah Gresna K 1326 W Allegheny Ave
Abner Laura 3045 N 15th St
Alexander James 2838 N 23rd St
Alexander Jerry 2558 N Bouvier St
Anderson Eloise 2205 N Chadwick St
Anderson Rena 2315 N 27th St
Anderson Willie 3037 N 15th St
Andrews James 1639 Dauphin St
Arcangel Dominador 2435 N Bancroft St
Arline Tiny 2331 N 26th St
Armstrong Alexandra 2426 W Hagert St
Arrak Aimen A 2224 N 15th St
Arrington Ella B 2927 N 27th
Arrington Sally 2238 N Cleveland St
Arthur Mae L 2306 Colorado St
Austin Jarmaine 2236 N Natrona St 2nd Fl
Bagley Richard 2946 N 25th St
Banks Donna 2511 W Seltzer St
Barnes Mack Rental 1321 W Rush St
Barnum Shirley 3222 W Alleghany Ave
Baskerville Dale M 2526 W Cumberland St
Basley Bernadine Re Sallie Washington 2429 N Myrtlewood St
Beamon Lamont 2848 N Taney St
Beckham Stephen 2902 N Stillman St
Beckwith Bernice C/O Re: Aarp Refund 2910 N Taney St
Belgrove Charles 2213 N Bouvier St
Bellinger Joseph 2441 N 28th St
Benson Sonya 3127 N 32nd St
Berger Christine 2714 N Bonsall St
Berry Ruth 3335 W Sergeant St
Best Kevin 2601 N Brd St
Bethune Michael 2333 W Lehigh Ave
Big Brother Big Sister of Sepa Pby 3111 West Alleghany Ave
Blair Carol 2460 N Douglas St
Blake Caroline Z, George 2908 W Nevada St
Blakeney Winyard 2812 N 24th St
Bonanni Anthony P, Dorothy 3041 N 22nd St
Bond Mildred 3114 N Chadwick St U5982
Booker Mary Est 2560 N Dover St
Booker Nathan J 2560 N Dover St
Boston Essie 2812 N 24th St
Bowens Theresa 2528 N 15th St U8284
Branciforte Vincent J Jr 2212 Lehigh Ave
Breathwaite Alvin R 2614 N 23rd St
Brewer Lillie 2849 N 25th St
Brezeal Barbara 2551 N Marston St
Bridges Romaine J, Larry 2528 N 31st St
Bridges Carlton, H Jr 2528 N 31st St
Briggs Martha 2744 N Croskey St
Brown Delores C 2334 N 31st St
Brown H Marvin 2317 N 33rd St
Brown Mattie 2904 N Taney St
Brown Samuel 2551 N Marston St
Bryant Delores V 2500 N Marston St
Bryant Maleeca 2433 N Carlisle St
Buckner Denise 2539 N Myrtlewood St U4906
Burman Sharon 2844 N Garnet St
Burney Lawrence S 2618 N 30th St
Burrell John 3010 N 26th St
Burton Keyshawn 2530 W Dakota St
Bush Quinton 1825 Huntingdon St
C & S Properties 1638 Glenwood Ave W
Carlin James E 1330 W Rush St
Carpenter Cora 2425 Newkirk St
Chambers Clarence, Willetta 3026 N 23rd St
Chambers Lena 3034 N 15th
Chambers Pinkney 3034 N 15th St
Chestnut Sedina 2709 W Oakdale St
Christian Margaret 2364 N Bouvier St
Clayton Clifford, Lavern 2737 N Judson St
Clinkscale Lemlee, Veta 2832 N 22nd St
Coates Delores 2232 N 16th St
Coffey Vicky 2727 N Opal St
Coln Hattie, Oliver 3002 W Nevada St
Colston Deborah 3035 N Bambrey St
Commarty Ferguson 2515 N Garnet St
Cook Dorothy, Eileen 2000 W Boston St
Cooper Gladys 2452 N 16th St
Cotton Jowanda 2924 N 25th St
Craddock Mitchell 2452 N 16th St
Crawford Kenneth 2316 N Smedley St
Critzer Mary W 2223 W Somerset St
Crothers James J 2964 N Sydenham St
Cummings Richard J 2307 N Cleveland Ave
Daiutolo Joseph 2325 W Clearfield St
Dandridge Mabel 2506 W Cumberland St
Daniels Geraldine 2601 N Brd St Ste 1
Davis Clarence 2217 Hollywood St
Davis Mary L 2447 N 30th St
Dean Alverta M 2614 N 23rd St
Deas James 1515 W Allegheny Ave Apt G2
Decola Vincent, Dorothy 3158 N Marston St
Dennis Maurice 2459 N 28th St
Devault Wilbert Est 2420 N Bancroft
Devine Ruth 3122 N 35th St
Diaz Hector 1340 Clearfield St
Diggs Darrolyn 3511 S Allegheny Ave
Dixon Anthony J 1309 W Somerset St
Dixon Donnie 3013 N Ringgold St
Doltry Dorothy C 2508 W Huntingdon St
Donahue Mary E 2838 N Ringgold St
Dong Zheng 3019 N 22nd St
Dorothy Lovell Gardens 2214 N 20th St
Douglas William 3328 West Allegheny Ave
Drayton Sadie 3027 N Bailey St
Dukes Lorraine, David 2650 N 33rd St
Dukes David 2650 N 33rd St
Eason Kiesha T 2850 N 23rd St
Edwards Dawn 3124 N 25th St
Edwards Inez 3034 N 15th
Edwards Oranna L 2846 N 24th St
Edwards Robin 2220 N Bouvier St Unit 103
Ellis Alexander 2550 N 29th St
Ellis Mary E 2550 N 29th St
Felton Steven 3101 N Croskey St
Fife Demeetris 3214 Gordon St
Flowers Walter 2754 N Taylor St
Floyd Trina L 2421 N Opal St
Ford Louise 2847 N Taney St
Ford Robert 2729 N 20th St
Fortune Juanita 2803 N 26th St
Fox Pharmacy Inc 3000 N 22nd St
Gadson Albert, Helen 3004 N 26th St
Gadson Helen, Odis 3004 N 26th St
Gamble Ronald 2331 N Brd St
Gardner Clora Est, Clora 2443 N Park Ave
Gardner Dan C/O 2443 N Park Ave
Gardner Eurene 1550 W Oakdale St
Gaunenzia Women & Children 3025 N Brd St
Giffear Charles T 2640 N 26th St
Gilchrist John M 2601 N Brd St Apt 318
Glover Kennth E Sr 2355 Colorado St
Goins Annie Est 2617 W Gordon Sst
Govan Sherylya 2715 Judson St
Graham Lester Est 3002 N 21st St
Green Marether 2615 N 33rd St
Grier Turner 2601 N 24th St
Griffin Danielle 2856 N Judson St
Griffin Marjorie 2814 N Bambrey St
Habitat For Humanity PO Box 6860
Haggerty Elizabeth C 3913 Ridge Ave
Hagy Eleanor, Robert 2253 N Sydenham St
Haines Anthony 2458 Cleveland St
Halisistevens Njeri 2417 N 33rd St
Hammond Joel D 2814 N 28th St
Harling William 2446 N 18th St
Harper Clinton 1341 W Seltzer St
Harris Helen J 2714 W Albert St
Harris Jerri 2842 N 25th St
Harrison Yeomanry A 3124 N Bambrey St
Hart Frank 3129 W Dauphin St
Hartsfield Lillian, Edward 2011 W York St
Harvey Ernest 2521 N Opal St
Hastings Sheila 2526 N 28th St
Hawkins Martha 2521 N Patton St
Hayman Jonathon 4016 Pine St Apt 1
Hemighaus Steven 2426 W Lehigh Ave
Henderson Ruth L, Rosie 2552 N 18th St
Hicks Brandon 2719 N Hicks St
Hill Plassie, Rev Rev 2215 N Chadwick St
Hill Stephen C 2818 N Lambert St Apt A
Hill Teresa 2616 N Forlies St
Hines Glenn 3022 N Hemberger St
Hogan John J Jr 2662 N 31st
Holloway Jacqueline 2425 N 32nd St
Holmes Blanche c/o Rhea 2433 N Firth St
Holmes Esther 1425 W Rush St
Holmes John W 2521 N Chadwick St
Hopkins Daisy E 2639 W Arizona St
Hopkins Eva 2254 N Bouvier St
Hops Food Market Inc 2254 N Bouvier St
Humphrey Gwendolyn 2422 N 17st
Ingram Tamara PO Box 18637
Irby Eugene W 2865 N Bambrey St
Irizarri Miguel 1534 W York St
Jackson Leonard, Jackson Ralph 2223 N Bouvier St
Jackson Alfonzo 1554 W Oakdale St
Jackson Austin 3308 W Harold St
Jackson Carrie B 1534 W York St
Jackson Deloris 3137 N 17th St
Jeffries A C, U G 2817 N Brd St
Jenkins James 2460 N 18th St
Jenkins Ursula 2531 N 29th St
Johnson Freeman Mae 2204 N 17th St
Johnson Joanne A 3342 W Harold St
Johnson Leslie D 2437 N Myrtlewood St
Johnson Morris 2347 N 28th
Johnson Naeemah C 3124 N 25th St
Johnson Steven 2835 N 25th St
Johnson Steven 2935 N 25th St
Johnson Vernessa D 2861 N Bailey St
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Johnson William 2424 W Allegheny Ave
Jones Wardell, Gloria 2216 N Bouvier St
Jones Wardell, Rosalie 2216 N Bouvier St
Jones Bernice 3045 N 15th St
Jones Elizabeth 1518 W Boston Ave
Jones Jerome Est 2536 N Myrtlewood St
Jones Tamika N 2811 N 25th St
Jones Violet 2450 N Opal St
Jones Wardell 2216 N Bouvier St
Josephine Miller 2603 N 30th St
Joynes Martha Est 2740 N Newkirk St
Kearse Arthur A 3012 N Bailey St
Kelly Joseph Jr 1800 W Glenwood Av Store
Kennedy Grady Leon 3024 N Taney St
Kenner Darryl 2728 N 19th St
Kimmell Sara 2425 Newkirk St
King Sylvester 2427 N 33rd St
Knight Consuela 3123 N Stillman St
Kosh Annette D 2523 N Patton St
Kosh Tanya R 2331 N 19th St
Krone William, Rose B Parktowne Pl S Bldg 612 2200 Pkwy
Lamar Sharon 3059 N 24th St
Lawhorn Robert S 2320 W Oakdale St
Leak Jean 2337 N 21st St
Lewis Thomas W, Pele H, Ruth 2605b N Myrtlewood St
Linton Grant 2957 Stillman St
Lloyd Jason A 2844 N Bailey St
Lofton Hilary 2940 N 24th St
Lomax James 3123 W Gordon St
Loving Cassie Est 2660 N 33rd
Loving Harry 2660 N 33rd
Lyles James 2800 N 24th St
Mack Bruce 2601 N Brd St
Mackey Arlene 3310 W Cumberland St
Manigo Christine 2332 N Park Av 1st 2nd
Martin Lester C 2514 N 31th St
Martin Margaret 2919 N Ringgold St
Matthews Mary Francis 3054 N 23rd St
Mayorga Juan 2307 N Park Ave
Mccarthy Joseph 2941 N Sydenham St
Mcclain L 2566 N Myrtlewood St
Mcclane Lindsay M 2351 N Park Ave 1st Fl
Mcclellan Robert E Sr PO Box 18608
Mccurry Amelia F 2223 N 16th St
Mcghee Laura B 2428 N 16th St
Mcnelis Dorothy 3118 N 33rd St
Mcqueen Jeannette 2239 N 17th St
Melendez Willie 2816 Patton St
Meyers Jeanine 2542 W Gordon St
Meyers Lynette R 2515 W Arizona St
Mickins Laura M 1425 W Rush St
Miller Mary Ellen 2416 N Corlies St U5491
Mobley Robert 2650 N 25th St
Mohamed Lemdani 3025 N 22nd St Store
Moore Todd 2648 N 25th St
Morales Jose 2718 A St
Moran Anna M 2342 W Oakdale St
Morgan Phoebe 2600 N 23rd St
Morris James Jr, Leula 2415 N 29th St
Morris Ruby L 2508 N 17th St
Morton Mack 2609 N 18th St
Moten Damikka 3114 N Chadwick St
Moylan Richard S 2958 N Taylor St
Murphy Ronald, Mary 3136 N 24th St
Murray Adelle 2811 W Somerset St
Murray Vernon 1952 E Allegheny
Murrell Annie 2237 N Bouvier St
Murrill Caroline, Therme 2738 N Garnet St
Na 3212 W Allegheny Ave
Newsome Eli 2243 N Lambert St
Nicholson Relia 2439 W Gordon St
Nicodemus Kory 316 W Smith Valy Rd
Novia Benjamin F 2956 N 22nd St
Nuble Janet 2717 N Bonsall St
Oconnor Michael D 2235 N 19th St
Orr Minnie 2431 N 33rd St
Paddy Estelle 2813 N Bailey St
Panebianco Anthony, Amelia 3031 N Bonsall St
Parker Fayette, G 1409 W Allegheny Ave Apt 3
Parks Clara Mae 2532 N Bouvier St
Paschal Edward H 2406 N 16th St
Paul Mildred L 3339 W Sergeant St
Payne Harold M 1508 W Allegheny Ave Apt 208
Pep Boys Automotive 3111 W Allegheny Ave
Perri Anthony 2820 N Brd St
Perry Douglas A 2001 W Mayfield St
Peterson Edward, Mary 2741 N Hicks St
Pettaway Deirdre 2601 W Sterner St
Phila Land Bldg LLC 2235 N 19th St
Phillips Solomon 2719 Sternner St
Pierce Jesse 2119 W Toronto St
Pinckney Kenneth 1510 W Hazzard St
Pleasant Leroy S 2319 N 21st St
Purnel Christopher E 3105 N Spangler St
Purnell Jina 3105 N Spangler St
Quarles Mary 2434 N Marston St
R R Contracting 3029 N 23rd St
Raymond Aron Nd 2425 N Bouvier St
Reed Verlie, Lamont PO Box 50674
Reed Yvonne 3120 N Carlisle St
Rhenhart George J 2221 N 33rd St
Richardson James H, Carrie 2429 N 17th St
Richardson Milton Jr, Milton 1306 W Allegheny Ave 2nd Fl Fr
Riggins Erica 2347 16th St
Robert H Woodson 2811−13 N 22nd St
Robert Lester 2306 Colorado St
Roberts Jack 2255 N Park Ave
Robinson Ira B 2101 W Somerset St
Robinson Lewis 2508 N 17th St
Robinson Robert 2508 N 17th St
Ross Steyvon 3029 N 23rd St
Roy Clifton 1516 W Lehigh Ave
Rucker Albert Calvin 1914 W Dauphin St
Rucker Fred C/O Nursing Ctr 2843 N Ringgold St
Rush Robert 3142 N 24th St
Ryons Ernest G 2526 N 28th St
Schmalz Frederick, Fredrick 3029 N Sydenham St
Searles Janiese 2606 N 23rd St
Shamisd Deen Zakiyya 2844 N Van Peit St
Shao Lian 2738 N Croskey St
Sheppard Robert H 2338 N Brd St
Sherard Janie 3310 W Cumberland St
Sherman Fran 2139 W Somerset St
Shields Beatrice 2406 N 16th St
Simmons Alla Mae 2506 W Cumberland St
Simmons Youth Development 2400 W Lehigh Ave
Simms Alice 1632 W Clearfield St
Sloan Patricia 2214 N Uber St
Sloan Patricia 2313 N Park Ave
Smith George F, Mary 2512 N 30th St
Smith Richard L, Ida M 2450 W Hungtingdon St
Smith Alma 2556 N Newkirk St
Smith Georgia 1122 W Nevada
Smith Kenyatta 2423 W Sergeant St
Smith Kevin 2758 N 23rd St
Smith Robert 2216 N Bouvier St
Smith William 2350 N 22nd St
Solomon Sarah F 2828 N 20th St
Somerville Darcella I PO Box 18710
Speights Theldora, Cecil 2940 W Dauphin St
Starkman Eva 2568 N Hollywood St
Staten James T 2541 N Colorado St
Stevens Willie D 2432 N Hollywood St
Stewart Frederick A 2508 W Gordon St
Stewart Terrance 3151 N Bancroft Ct B
Stout Josephine 3120 N Carlisle St
Stroman Michael A 2237 N 15th St
Sullivan Jazmin L, Robert N 3124 N Stillman St
Sullivan Marion 2342 W Oakdale St
Sumpter Josh 2218 W Indiana Ave
Sutor Edith M, Frank J 1412 W Rush St
Swan Henley Tiffany 2849 N 25th St
Talford Jesse Est C/O Gladys Cooper 2341 W Harold St
Tatehughes Qaadir J 2507 N 33rd St
Taylor Josephine, Dan 2255 N 16th St
Teresa Arcangel 2435 N Bancroft St
Terrell Burke 2015 W Indiana Ave
Terry Parker, Renee 2608 N Bouvier St
Terry James 2522 N Newkirk St
Terry Marcia 2608 N Bouvier St
Thomas Virginia, Willie M 3337 W Sergeant St
Thomas Desire L 1508 W Allegheny Ave Apt 208
Thomas Retha B 3309 W Huntingdon St
Thompson Barbara 2262 N 15th St
Thorne Barbara, Mary 2555 N 17th St
Thornton George Jr 2359 N Lambert St
Thorpe James 3129 N Natrona St
Toland Betty 2410 N 32nd St
Toland Deidre 2260 N Bouvier St
Tolson William 2818 N Lambert St
Top Sneaker Inc 2528 W Lehigh Ave
Trachenberg Samuel 2529 N 30th St
Tripp Eric V 2829 Judson St
Trustees of Demarco Forms Inc Savings 3747 Ridge Ave
Tsanaktsian Est, Anna 2549 N 31st St
Tucker Henrietta 2421 N Hollywood St
Tull Kenneth P 2610 N Napa St
Ung Ke K 2349 N 26th St
United Co Lending Corp 2226 N 21st St
United Evangelistic 1344 W Somerset St
Vanzel Inc 2900 N 18th St
Vessells Thomas 3058 N 25th St
Walcott Alfonso 3165 A Bancroft
Walker Ethelene G 2651 N Hollywood St
Walker Michael S 2841 N 28th St
Wallace Shirley 2364 N Bouvier St
Walston Ana 2843 W Cumberland St
Warfield Erwin M 2400 W Lehigh Av
Washington Leanna 2410 N 32nd St
Washington Pearl 2832 N Stillman St
Waters Lawrence 1331 W Silver St
Welker Myrtle 3115 N Stillman St
Wells James 3110 Marston St
Wharton Eric 2432 N Myrtlewood St
White Clifton, Martha 2508 N 32nd St
Wiggins Sarah 3010 N 26th St
Williams Johnnie, Silvie 2924 W Gordon St
Williams Virginia Est, Juanita 3126 N 15th St
Williams Willie, Bessie 2254 N 18th St
Williams Carl 3106 N Croskey St
Williams Francis 2821 W Albert St U0998
Williams James O Jr Est 2219 W 1st St
Williams Jean 3054 N 23rd St
Williams Mary 2419 N Bouvier St
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Williams Ruth 2329 N Carlisle St
Williams Wylie 2744 N Croskey St
Wilson Fatimah 2858 Taylor St
Wilson Helma 2847 W Clementine St
Wilson William W 1313 Silver St
Woodbury Melvina 2805 N Woodstock St
Woods Jennings 2844 N Stillman St
Woodson Robert H 2811−13 N 22nd St
Wright Bashford G 2217 N 33rd St
Wright Jason 1307 W Allegheny Ave
Young Mabel 2639 N Chadwick St
Young Carl D 2952 N 25th St
Philadelphia Pa 19133
Acosta Vega Luis 3451 F St
Action Work Inc 2602 N Marshall St
Adams Gloria 2559 N Leithgow St
Algarin Joshua 2948 Mascher St
Alicea Jose 3120 Hancock St
Alvarado Daniel 3137 N S St
Ambrose Stanley 1006 W Dakota St
Aspira 2700 N 6th St
Austin Annette M 2418 N 5th St
Ayala Edwin 3045 N 4th St
Badillo Frances 810 West Birch St
Baez Lourdes 318 W Cambria St
Baez Roberto 3111 North 7 Th St
Baez Wilfred 249 W Birch St
Begum Frardoushi 2610 Germantown Ave
Beltran Wilbert 2911 N 7th St
Benitez Jacinto 2419 N Fairhill St
Bermudez Benjamin Montalvo 238 W Birch St 3a
Berrios Maria 622 W Huntingdon St U5646
Beruf Nicholas, Joseph 3021 N Lawerence St
Bj Produce Inc 2343 N Front St
Blythers Robert 2530 N Warnock St
Bonilla Abel 2405 N 5th St 1st Fl
Boos Elmer F Trust Dated, Elmer F 214 W Wishart St
Breslin Paul A 3020 N 7th St
Brioni Mariangely 2458 N Orkney St
Brown Carol A 2224 N Hancock St
Bryant Beatrice, Leanna 2347 N Howard St
Bryant Yvonne 2927 N 12th St
Burgos Ivania 2858 N Fairhill St
Burgos Jonathan 3040 N Front St
Burgos Maribel 2865 N 2nd St
Burk Dorothy 2544 N 5th St U8109
Byrne Frances, Francis 2522 N 6th St
Calderon Carmen 2240 N Hancock St
Calderonperez Aquilino 2753 Howard St
Carlos De Shawn 1121 W Colona St
Carlos James, Wanda 1121 W Colona St
Carrasquillo Maria 2728 N Howard St
Cintron Justo 2533 N Franklin St
Coleman Rosemarie 1104 W Glenwood Ave
Colon Ernesto 2241 N Hancock St
Colon Jose 2842 N 3rd St
Colon Miguel 3031 N 7th St
Condon Madeleine, Henrietta 2618 N Mascher St
Cooper Arnetha 2825 N 12th St
Cooper Vivian 2318 N 3rd St U2962
Cotto Pablo 2201 N 5th St
Cromartie Dorothy 1223 W Tucker St
Cruz Jose 2828 N Hancock St
Cruz Leoncio 643 W Cambria St
Cunningham Madeline V 3014 N 9th St
Custalow Dallas, Clara 2921 N Howard St
Davis Darlene L 1242 W Allegheny Av 2nd Fr
Davis Major L 2933 N Camac St
Davis Richard 3032 N 9th St
De Consuelo 1236 N Franfork
Delgado Erasema 189 W Dauphin St
Delgado Ernesto 248 W Indiana Ave
Delrosario Alejandro 2337 N 9th St
Diaz Cruz Reinaldo 2864 N Marshall St
Diaz Damaris 3042 N Franklin St
Dillard John 1512 Lawrence St
Dittmar Stella 2649 N 2nd St
Donnelly Kathryn C 2534 N Alder St
Dorado Village 2642 N Marshall St
Echevaria Morales Eliezer 433 Somerset St
Eckles William J 2619 N Jessup St
El Callejon Bar 2956 N 2nd St
Engelman George F 2846 N Marshall St
Ervin Leroy 654 W Mayfield St
Espada Marta 3034 N 4th St
Espinal Maximiliano 2966 N Hancock St
Ettore Ruth M 2900 N 8th St
Falcon Daniel 3933 N Darier St
Fantuzzi Victor 2734 N 5th St
Ferrer Saustino 138 W Allegheny Ave
Flanagan Angel Sanchez 2815 N 5th St
Flores Julio 3125 N 9th St
Fontanez Genaro 2414 N Reese St
Freeling Harry 1129 W Oakdale
Freeman Hubert 3054 N 5th St
Furlow Sara E, Furlow Evans 2216 W 5th St
Gallon John Est Jr C/O Felicia Elliot 2803 N 9th St
Ganzos Lounge 400 W Cumberland St
Gasparon John 2859 N 7th St
Godfrey David 2510 N Warnock St
Gonzalez Elba 2311 N 54th St
Gonzalez Gladys 2904 N Howard St
Gonzalez Jose 3133 N Franklin St 1st Fl
Gonzalez Lionel 2600 N Lawrence St
Gonzalez Louis 3024 N 4th St
Gordon Gregory 3034 N Percy St
Gordon Sophia 2550 N 7th St
Grayer Daisy 2838 N 12th St
Green Juanita B Guardian, F A Est 2823 N Mascher St
Gregory Genevieve 1223 W Tucker St
Gutierez Segunde 3006 N Franklin Ave
Haggerty Brian 2519 N Mascher St
Haile Eric 3152 Camac St
Harrigan Vance 2622 N 8th St
Harris John 2935 N Hancock St
Harris Thomas L, Delia 2967 N 12th St
Heron John J 2534 N Alder St
Hill Renata, Beulah 722 W Allegheney Ave
Holland Ebony 916 W Arizona St
Hopkins Norman L 930 W Somerset St
Hubbard Helen G 2316 N 13th St
Hull Ethel 620 W Harold St
Hull Rosa M 2226 N 6th St
Hyde Odella, Leon 2838 N Lawrence St
Irizarry Roberto 2340 N Hancock St
Jamgochian Herbert, Hrbert 2309 N 10th
Jones Earl 3125 Sheridan St
Jones Mabel J 2353 N Fawn St
Kang Jin 2457 N 5th St
Kaplan Ethel Bellevue & Brd & Walnut St 6th fl
Keashon Jaclyn 321 W Somerset St
Keller Margaret S 2318 N Camac St
Kensington Hosp Prim Cre 2858 N 5th St
Keutter Flo 2427 N 2nd St
King Sadiqua 1238 W Hazzard St
Larrys 604 Bar Inc 604 W York St
Leaf Robert 2953 N 8th St
Ledbetter Wesley 1221 W Huntingdon St
Leis Kenneth, Louis L 106 W Clearfield St
Levine Rebecca 2933 N Camac St
Lewis Wilbert N 3148 N Camac St
Lin Yun 2743 N Reese St
Liu Yong Huo 2500 N 5th St
Lockhart Beatrice 902 W Huntingdon St
Lopes Jacinta, Carmen 2441 N Hancock St
Lopez Dorka Rosario 424 W Huntington St
Lopez Sergio 2753 Howard St
Lopez William Colon 2429 N Reese St
Loyola Miguel 2511 N Franklin St
Mace John 2649 N 2nd St
Madera Elvira 2633 Hutchinson St
Maldanado Gladys 2430 Mascher St
Manela Barbara, Alfred 2915 N Lawrence St
Marshall Raymond 2833 N Orkney St
Marti Jose A 502 W York St
Martinez Alberto 3014 N Franklin St
Mayoros Leslie 2931 Waterloo
Mcbrien James V, Grace 1212 W Lehigh Ave
Mcdonald Ned Jr 2237 N 10th St
Mcgill Diana, Pearl 1133 W Indiana Ave
Mcgrier Diane 313 N Percy St
Mercado Lopez Pierre 147 W Dauphin St Apt 3
Messing Arthur 2842 N Fairhill St
Miller Harry B 2608 N 12th St
Monroe Gilber 2966 N Hancock St
Monroe Terry Cora L 1115 W Dauphin St
Moran Anna E, Lucia 3119 W Peroy St
Morris Herman 2600 N Lawrence St
Myers George 910 W York St
Myers Maude 2348 N 12th St
Navarro Caez Ismael 2967 N Orkney St
Navarro Emilliano 2939 N Orkney
Navarro Jose 2956 N Franklin St
Nickerson Fred Jr 2537 N Hutchinson St
Nixon Regina 2754 N 11th St
Nunez Pedro 817 W Firth St
Ortiz Evelyn 3156 N Franklin St
Ortiz Fransciso 3116 Wendell St
Ortiz Luz D, Dario 2433 N Reese St
Osuch Naranjo Tiffany 646 W Mayfield St
Oyola Olga 2227 N 4th St
Pagan Aurea Torres 238 W Birch St 3a
Palmer Lydia 190 W Indiana Ave
Parrilla Victoria N 2451 N Fairhill St
Pastrana Reinaldo 2753 N 5th St
Perez Beronica 2639 N Mascher St
Perez Elizabeth 2930 N 2nd St
Perez Juan 412 W York St
Perez Octavio Miguel 3133 N 8th St
Perez Reynaldo 3858 N 6th St
Peterson Len 2560 N Jessup St
Pettiway Naomi 1121 W Colona St
Pirrung Geo 543 W Lehigh Ave
Pirrung George 543 W Lehigh Ave
Polanco Jose 3349 More St
Pomero Jennifer 1235 W Lehigh Ave
Predazza George 2522 W Hope St
Pullen Paul 2405 N Lawrence St
Quendo Jose 2965 Nth 5th St
Ramos Ben 2826 N Waterloo St
Reed Charles R 2931 N 7th St
Regan Francis 2735 N 2nd St
Reichert Elsbeth 2249 N Orkney St
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Reid Arthur 1113 W Colona St
Reilly Catherine, Lawrence 2538 N 3rd St
Restituyo Juana 187 W Huntingdon St Apt 1s
Revera Marian L 2850 N Front St 1st Fl
Ribot Miguel C/O Hipolito Ribot 2311 Lawren
Rifot Hipolito C/O Hipolito Ribot 2311 Lawren
Rios Machicote L 2718 N Front St Apt 1b
Rivera Bermudez A 2718 N Front St Apt 1a
Rivera Carlos 2801 N Howard St
Rivera Eva 2644 N Marshall St Bldg 7
Rivera Hector 246 W Indiana Ave
Rivera Jorge 3059 N Hutchinson St
Rivera Julia 3067 N Orkney St
Rivera Luis 2927 N 3rd St
Rivera Nicholas 2203 Germantown Av Apt 201
Robinson James, Roy 1236 W Seltzer St
Rod Natividad N 2521 N 7th St
Rodrigues Damaris Enid 2803 N Howard St Apt 2nd Fl
Rodriguez Angel 2829 N 6th St
Rodriguez Edied 3100 N E St
Rodriguez Leonida 2968 N Mutter St
Rodriguez Louis 2719 N Howard St
Rodriguez Natividad 2521 N 7th St
Rodriquez David 3140 N 7th St
Romero Bartolo 3122 N 9th St
Rosado Marisela 3155 N Franklin St
Rosario Aida 2801 N 6th St
Rosario David 825 W Cambria St
Rosario Juan A 2624 N Fairhill St
Roth Frederick, Lillian 2420 N Delhi St
Roulhae Lateefa 645 Cumberland St
Salgado Ariel 917 W Somerset St
Sanchez Nereida 3063 N Front St
Sanchez Rosalina 2833 N 2nd St
Santiago Juanita 2515 N Marshall St U0675
Santiago William 153 W Lehigh Ave
Schaffer Dorothy K 2842 N Fairhill St
Schuler Charles, Agnes 2307 N 2nd St
Scott Blair A 916 W Arizona
Scott Patricia, Valrez 2529 N 12th St
Serrano Eulogio 522 W Cambria St
Sherril Robert 2416 N Orkney St
Shipping Co Inc 2727 N American St 25
Shp Inc 525 W Clearfield St
Siler Ethel 2329 N Fawn St
Skinker Lillie 2825 N 12th St
Skinker Norman S 2825 N 12th St
Smalls Christopher 2552 N 7th St
Smart Callie 421 W Dauphin St
Smith Florence 2925 N Mutter St
Solorin Ramon 3015 N 8th St
Soto Luis 216 W Allegheny Ave
Spangler David 2647 N Reese St
Sweeney Ruth 2249 N Orkney St
Taller Puertoriqueno Inc 2721 N 5th St
Tan Guo Rui 175 W Lehigh Av 1st Fl
Taylor Lulu 2212 N Camac St
Tenner Rufus Jr 2326 N 3rd St
Thomas Naudia 2625 N Sartain St
Tompkins Zinaida 2939 N Hancock St
Torres Cindhy 3050 N 5th St
Torres Maria 2870 N 8th St
Torres Ninochka 810 West Birch St
Torres Rosa 3038 N Percy St
Torres Shelma 448 W Dauphin St
Turpin Jeanette 2203 Germanton Ave Apt 103
Unidos Congreso De Latinos 216 W Somerset St
Vandyke Walter 2821 N Lawrence St
Vargas Carlos 3018 N 6th St
Vazquez Gregoria 2934 N 3rd St
Vega Rivera Jose 2864 N Palethorp St
Venegas Michael 2731 N 6th St
Versalle Tess D 2845 Palethorp St
Villafane Jose Luis 235 W Birch St
W Nelson 115 W Lehigh Ave
Waters Chanel 2443 N 1st St Apt 1403
Watson Genevieve, James 2324 N Mutter St
Wazquez Isabel G 2409 N 4th St
Williams Darryll E 2250 N 10th St
Williams Eddie 1245 W Huntingdon St
Woods Scoteisha 2645 N 8th St
Wright Valeria, Alice 2600 N Lawrence St
Zayas Jose Jr 2818 N Fairhill St
Zhang Jun Yu 2946 N 5th St
Philadelphia Pa 19134
2764 Kessington Inc 2764 Kensington Ave
Akabirov Bakhtiyor 2983 Cedar St
Albreu Elvin 204 E Stella St
Albuher Eran 2812 Memphis St
Alexander Biedrzycki 2525 E Madison St
Alfano Joseph M Jr 3582 Belgrade St
All Seasons Escrow 2855 Ruth St
Allen Harriet 1010 S 60th St
Allied Building Products 2430 East Tioga St
Aloi Elsa 813 E Ontario St
Alvarado Juan 707 E Allegheny Ave
Alvarez Elizabeth 761 E Madison St
Alvarez Guerrer Isidoro 817 E Westmoreland St
Amey Dorothy M 2951 Rosehill St
Anderson Lillian J 1855 E Wishart St
Anderson Margaret E 1855 E Wishart St Apt B
Anderson William 1218 E Sedgley Ave
Andrews Ryan 2635 E Somerset St
Andrews Vincent P 3010 Memphis St
Annunzio Kathryn E 2031 E Tioga St
Arntz John J, Anna M 3633 Miller St
Babik Marek 3182 Livingston St
Balent Mary F 223 E Tioga St
Bastkowski Catherine 3527 Kensington Ave
Bayer Roy 2834 N 6th St
Becker Raymond R, Alberta 3242 F St
Bednarski Cory Richard 2254 E Monmouth St
Bell Ervin T 1919 E Clearfield St
Bendig Eileen F 3444 Hartville St
Bennett Richard S 3488 Weikel St
Berardocco David 127 N Madison St
Berg Alan S E Ontario Bath Sts
Bergdolt Marie E 3062 Boudinot St
Berger Caroline Est 2045 Albright St
Berkman Michael R 15 N 62nd St
Bernard John M 3400 Emerald St
Berstler Frances 2059 Albright St
Biedrzycki Ceil 2525 E Madison St
Bilger Williams A Jr 3009 Richmond St
Black Darryl 437 E Auburn St
Blake Kawana 3025 F St
Bleiman Jack 852 E Hilton St
Bogner Margaret H 3047 Gransback St
Bogucki Richard A 3049 E Thompson St
Bones Rosa D 1837 E Tioga St
Bongard Grace, James 3218 Potter St
Bongard John 3418 Salmon St
Bonk Hedwig D, Walter J 3048 Richmond St
Booth Edward Jr, Edward III 736 E Ontario St
Borowski Mary Lou 3620 Edgemont St
Bowen George 3423 E St
Bowman Raashidah 2933 A St
Bridesburg Cu 1909 E Clementine St
Brown Selma 1756 N 28th St
Bru Don LLC 3336 N Lee St
Bruce Thomas 2119 Bellmore Ave
Bucia Edward H 2545 E Clearfield St
Burns Catherine 3360 A St
Campbell James Jr 2952 Kensington Ave
Cannucci Rozanne T 825 E Hilton St
Cantwell Elizabeth, Eugene 3018 Rorer St
Cara Frank J Jr 2009 E Allegheny Ave
Carabello Jose 3330 N A St
Cardono Cesilio 3326 H St
Carmen Rondon Luz Del 441 E Indiana Ave
Carmona Pedro 217 E Willard St
Carr Thomas 538 E Cambria St
Carraballo Yanitza 2981 Frankford Ave
Carraccio Andrew S 3473 Frankford Ave 2nd Fl Fr
Carroll John 3174 Belgrande St
Carter Carmelita 3559 Emerald St
Carter Edward 3407 Kensington Ave
Casson John F Jr 3244 E St
Castaing Cubill 2931 Rosehill St
Castro Maria 835 E Russell St
Caterino Thomas J 2730 E Clearfield St
Chalmers Margaret 3088 Cedar St
Chapin Chester 2059 E Cambria St
Chaplin Montrell 2131 E Cambria St
Chapman Douglas B 612 E Wensley St
Chelius Frank 3158 Reach St
Cherfi Abdelatif K 3514 A St
Chieffo Rose 3329 Frankford Ave
Chun Craig K 3142 Frankford Ave
Clark Catherine R, Labern A 863 E Westmoreland St
Clark Gray Katharine 2822 Cedar St
Clark Lillian 3437 Helen St
Clelius Kathryn 3158 Reach St
Coates Catherine, Clarence 2066 E Clementine St
Cole Donte 4223 6th St
Colon Christie 2958 Frankford Av 2nd Rr
Colon Saez Juan 3213 Hurley St 1
Conard Mary M Patricia Sowinski Exec 3177 Gaul St
Conrad Michael F 819 E Madison St
Cordero Eddy P 1817 Cornwall St
Correa Ines 3313 B St
Creane Louise 216 E Allegheny Ave
Creswell Mary Elizabeth Fl 1 Front 835 E Ontario St
Cross Toya 3573 Stouton St
Crouse Christine A 3158 Mercer St
Cruz Maria 3253 Potter St
Cruz Miguel A 459 E Ontario St
Cruz Natasha M 607 E Westmoreland St
Cuevas Domingo 2936 D St
Culp Judith, Oliver 317 E Allegveny Ave
Currans Christine 3124 Richmond St
Curry John 3122 Reach St
Cutter Francis J PO Box 14763
D Martin Le Roy 3018 Belgrade St 2nd Fl
Dan Kelly Inc 2617 E Venango St
Dao Tien V 1915 Lycoming
Daulerio Angeline 2940 Belgrade St
Davis Joe 3317 Thompson St
Davis Theodore L 3027 Frankford Av 2nd Fl R
Defibaugh Johathan 2838 Mercer St
Derkotch Anthony 3441 Mercer St
Derodi Marie 3242 Aramingo Ave
Diaz Jose 2084 Monmouth St
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Diaz Rafeal A 2922 A St
Diaz Rosa 200 E Somerset St Apt 303
Dillon Thomas W 3127 Salmon St # 2
Dochod Stella P 3041 Hartville St
Dombrowski Delores 2548 E Indiana Ave
Dudley Nicie 1944 E Birch St
Dugan Cornelius 2062 E Clarence St
Dunn Mildred M, James T 3511 Joyce St
Dutill Francis, Martha 906 E Westmoreland St
Dziedzic Jennie 3428 Tilton St
Echavarria Lenin 3561 Emerald
Edwards Rakia 2163 E Moumonth St
Egan Joseph 2958 Belgrade St
Eleanor Smergel PO Box 14777
Espana Marvin 3059 Hartville St
Espejo Fernandez Wilson 3334 N E St
Evearts Joseph 3334 Belgrade St
Farbman Svetlana 3065 Coral St
Favorin Ellen 2060 E Orleans St
Feliciano Chrissy 151 E Westmoreland St
Fernandez Carmen 1849 E Lippincott St
Ferretti Raymond 2720 E Cambria St
Ferretti Raymond, Ruth M 2828 Memphis St
Fifty Five O One Co Inc 3400 Aramingo Ave
Figueroa Herminio 2928 Boudinot St
Filipone Vincent 2821 Salmon St
Fish Mary 1931 E Wensley St
Flanagan Joanne, John 3110 Ruth St
Fleaming James 3445 Reach St
Fleming Virginia 3445 Reach St
Flores Aurea 3205 Rorer St
Fordyce Frederick E, Anna Rita 2557 E Clearfield St
Fox Matthew 3565 Joyce St
Franklin Barbara E 2817 Kensington Ave
Franklin William Jr, William J 2817 Kensington Ave
Frankunas Julia 3146 Mercer St
French Allen H 3591 Miller St
Froley Walter 3612 Sepviva St
Furniture Direct 620 E Erie Av Bldg 6 Rr
Furtek Bronislawa 2619 Eallegheny Ave
Fusco Ashley 3118 Memphis St
G And J Auto 3133 Thompson St
Gambrez Sophie 2835 Frankft Ave
Gamerdinger Louisa 3428 E St
Gapsis James M 3334 Kip St
Geller Melinda A 2722 E Somerset St 1st Fl Rr
Georgann Sharp 3121 Almond St
Gessler Frank, Helen 2154 Cambria St
Gibbs Shauntay 1913 E Orleans St
Gilbert Lawrence V 2812 E Venango St
Gill Joseph V Sr, Helen M 3149 Richmond Ist Fr St
Girau Fernandez Jessie 3245 Hartville St
Glasser Ada R 618 E Allegheny Ave
Glenn Est Gilbert 3448 A St
Glessner Edward F 3462 Keim St
Glowacki Lisa S 2934 Tulip St
Glowacki Wieslaw 3216 Mercer St
Gneiwek Regina 2710 E Allegheny Ave
Goldsmith Laura 2103 Bellmore Ave
Gonzalez Edwin 3136 Boudinot St
Gonzalez Hector 3027 Boudinnot St
Gonzalez Jose 639 E Tioga St
Gonzalez Lillian 3144 Arbor St
Gonzalez Santo 3616 B St
Gordon Lawrence 1933 E Allwgheny Ave
Gramlich Richard F Est, Mary V 3058 Chatham St
Gray Noni 663 E Clearfield St
Gray Robin 9512 Ironwood Dr
Greentree Asset Mgmt Inc 3555 Stouton St
Grillo Anthony J 2702 E Allegheny Ave
Grillo Anthony P 2702 E Allegheny Ave
Grosso Joseph 3521 G St
Grow Mildred 3483 Amber St
Guard Dorothy M 213 E Wishart St
Gunning Joseph J 1941 E Allegheny Ave Fl 2
Haas Katherine 3467 Joyce St
Hales Lee M 3111 N Frankford Ave
Harrowgate Cleaners Inc 1853 E Tioga St
Haubrick Henry J 2076 Bellmore Ave
Hazlett Yolanda 4020 Neilson St
Heckers 2620 E Venango St
Hernandez Eileen, Hector 3341 A St
Hesson William F, Aldona 2844 Memphis St
Hightower Harriet 1010 S 60th St
Hofmann Healthcare Pc 2301 E Allegheny Ave
Hofmann William A DO 2317 E Westmoreland St
Holton Catherine, Dora 3113 Memphis St
Home Harold B 2034 E Allegheny Ave
Hopper Sarah A 1901 Hart Ln 119
Horst Clara M 3462 N Lee St
Huang Quing Lin 530 E Allegheny Av
Hughes Josephine 216 E Allegheny Ave
Huston Kim 1808 E Schiller St
Hutt Frances 3416 Salmon St
Huyhh Linda 2003 E Birch St
Huynh Nick 813 E Allegheny Ave
Irizarry Francisco 322 E Sterner St
Jacobs James 1937 E Allegheny Ave
Jaggers Donald Sr 3316 Argyle St
Janits Frank 3438 Salmon St
Jaworski Frank, Mary 2967 Mercer St
Jayne Jacqueline E 2861 Aramingo Ave
Jehanian Gregory M 518 E Cambria St
Jermy Bridgette 2850 Miller St
Jiles Deborah N 1858 E Madison St
Johnson Christine 2351 E Allegheny Ave
Johnson Marcus 531 W Olney
Johnson Terrance 3014 Weikel St
Jones Malinda 3031 Aramingo Ave
Joyner Ernest N 3029 N Agate St
Jurak Gabriela 3042 Chatham St
Kaminski Thomas 3107 Chatham St
Kayagba Obola 2094 Pickwick St
Kazlauskas Fred B 2624 E Allegheny Ave
Kazlauskas Helen Est 2624 E Allegheny Ave
Kaznica Mary 3575 Almond St
Keenan Caroline, James 3353 Arglye St
Keenan Sharon A 830 E Thayer St
Kelly Anna 2903 Chatham St
Kelly Joseph M 127 E Wishart St
Kelly Michael J 3122 Gaul St
Kelly Victoria 3357 Salmon St
Kersis Helen M 3030 Memphis St
Kielbowicz Mariusz Z 2965 Edgemont St
Kim Kyung Nam And Suk Soon 3095 Kensington Ave
King William H, Evelyn J 1933 E Cambria St
Kings Highway Phase II 3114 Frankford Ave
Kinloch George 3150 Arbor St
Kinney Edward B, Rita M 21 E Silver St
Kirchner Ronald 3062 Richmond St
Krasinski Catherine, Marion 2853 Livingston St
Krzywicki Eric 3167 Cedar St
Kubichek Elizabeth, Mary 3251 Miller St
Kuestner Francis F 3174 Belgrande St
Kurowski Piotr J 2565 E Clearfield St
Lajara Luis 2060 Stella St
Lamar Janice 1345 E Sedgley Ave
Lambrose Rachel H 3234 Mercer St
Lambur Antonio 814 E Tioga St
Lanier Shavita 3657 Frankford Ave 2fl
Leach Dorothy 2074 E Cambria
Leal Jose 3146 Frankford Ave Fl 2
Leathem Harvey R Jr 2058 E Birch St
Lee Young Mi 1827 E Ontario St Ltg
Lemkecher Mohamed Amine 1845 E Tioga St
Lengyel Jerry 540 E Allegheny Ave
Leone Mia 3010 Salmon St
Levine Samson 2258 E Monmouth St
Lewis Rose F 1931 E Monmouth St
Lindner Marion P 1859 E Westmorelan St
Lipski Jeffrey S 2401 E Tioga St
Litchendorf A Dba Anthony Lynch Con 290 Edgemont St
Lopez Eric 3223 Boudinot St
Lorenzo Wendy 754 E Westmoreland St
Lorino Jacqueline R 2853 Livingston St
Lostracco Albert M, Heidi S 3517 Jasper St
Luciano Franqui 3130 F St
Luis Crespo 1920 E Tioga St
Ly Javier 122 W Allegheny Ave
Mack Marie L 2831 E Venango St
Mahnke Patricia 2908 Rosehill St
Mahoney Joan 2559 E Elkhart St
Mangan Nicolas 3009 Edgemont St
Mankowski Leon A 2624 E Allegheny Ave
Manning Colleen 2818 Miller St
Maroney Edward 1827 E Wishart St
Maroney Edward C, Gina 1827 E Wishart St
Marsden Catherine, Gloria 3057 Janney St
Marsden Gloria, Edwin 3057 Janney St
Martin Catherine 3556 Miller St
Martin Josefa Garcia 2947 Rorer St
Martinez Jose 608 E Wensley St
Martinez Ramone 820 E Madison St
Martuzas Charles A 3095 Witte St
Marv Love Inc 3239 Kensington Av Bar
Mason Archie 3148 N Aramingo Ave
Massaro Anthony D 1146 E Sedgley Ave
Massey Michael 1939 E Stella St
Matthews Jonathan 3112 Gaul St
Mazzarella Mary 3234 Potter St
Mccallum Gail Pnb Bldg Rm 1704
Mccusker Delores, Michael 239 E Cambria St
Mcdonough John 608 E Wishart St
Mcgovern James 2526 E Clearfield St
Mcgovern Madeline, Mcgovern Rose 259 E Westmoreland St
Mclaughlin Ida 213 E Wishart St
Mcnamee Dolores L 1803 E Tusculum St
Mcwilliams George E 1828 E Madison St
Mears Javon 1908 E Cambria St
Medina Eyleen 237 E Stella St
Mendez Elisabell 9 E Seltzer St
Metro Wood Products 3621 B St
Michael Foschini J 3066 Almond St
Micucci Jennie 2828 Miller St
Mikoda Astrid 1915 E Allegheny Ave
Mikolajewska Stella 3044 Memphis St
Miller Mary 3334 Potter St
Milnes Thomas F 1919 Hart Ln
Molina Jose 2053 E Cambria St
Monachelli Concetta 533 E Westmoreland St
Montanez Oquendo Reynaldo 3655 Frankford Ave
Montgomery Eloise 2829 B St
Moore Denise M 2075 E Allegheny Ave
Morales Higo E 2001 Elkhart St
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Mori Jennifer M 238 E Allegheny St
Motowylak Kathleen, Michael 424 E Cambria St
Movers Etc 3407 Kensington Ave
Mullodzhanov David C/O Realty World 825 E Allegheny Ave
Mulvena Joseph 2449 E Ann St
Munger Albert 3111 Memphis St
Murphy Grace M 2535 E Ann St
Mykola Volochiy 2431 Somerset St
Nagy Bela 2743 Frankford Ave
National Insurance Agency 3224 Tilton St
Neely Eugene J 2916 E St
Neely Robert 241 E Tioga St
Neri Jennie 3107 Memphis St Front St
Nguyen Thong 2935 Ruth St
Nixon Nicholas 942 Ontario St
Nolan Edward 1912 E Clearfield St
Norman Lisa 1944 Hart Ln
Northeast Med Practice 2301 E Allegheny Ave Ste 1
Nunez Enrique 2819 C St
Nunez Jose Jr 2913 N Ella St
Oconnor Susan J, Ruth 503 E Hilton St
Oleshak Elizabeth 2855 Frankford Ave
Olmo Alicia 2066 E Somerset St
Omoyi Sheree 3545 Jasper St
Oneil Kevin 3521 G St
Oneil Rita, John 3176 Almond St
Oquendo Jose 2015 E Castor Ave
Ortiz Agustin 905 E Tioga St
Ortiz Susan 2034 E Madison St
Osullivan Dennis 2850 Miller St
Our Turn LLC 2607 E Allegheny Ave
Outterbridge Sophrnia 1756 N 28th St
Pa Oncology Hematology Assoc 230 W Washington Sq 2nd Fl
Pagan Eddie 3458 Hurley St
Patric Betancourt C 3035 Almond St
Paul Rita 413 E Allegheny Av
Peck Monica 3143 Salmon St
Pedarza Carmen 2024 N Lawrence St
Pell Richard F 2980 Salmon St
Pellot Aiesha 455 E Elkhart St
Pelullo Pete 2512 E Ontario St
Perkins Robert A 3231 Tampa St
Petaccio Joseph F, Rose E 2950 Richmond St
Peterson Nasih 7529 Calvert
Pfeil Robert B 3625 E Thompson St
Philmore Karen A 1813 E Wishart St
Piccone Charles James 3307 Livingston St
Pino Katherine R 3548 Jasper St
Plath John 3223 Salmon St
Plattenberger Andrew Est 645 E Cornwall St
Plattenberger Andrew Sr, Harry W, Lenora 3409 B St
Plitt Jenny 3534 N Lee St
Pontani Louis 3049 Rorer St
Porowicz Mark S 3233 Chatham St
Port Richmond Savings 2522 E Allegheny Ave
Porter Anthony 1814 E Wensley St PO Box 26713
Powaseys John G 2541 E Ontario St
Powell R 1854 Clarence St
Pratt Gordon 3618 N 3rd St
Price Daniel E 1907 E Wishart St
Priest David 3209 Rorer St
Quendo Jose 2820 Ormes St
Ramos Jesus 3433 E St
Ravagnan Diana 2848 Boudinot St
Ray Cecelia A, Alfred 2074 E Orleans St
Rein Edward J, Helen 2089 E Somerset St
Remieniewski Laura 3124 Aramingo Ave
Renda Evelyn K 3358 A St
Renda Evelyn K, Diana, Janice K 3358 A St
Reviewing Reports 3428 Braddock St
Reyes Carmen A 1823 E Madison St
Ricci James J III 3646 Frankford Ave
Ricci James J Jr, Ryan R 3646 Frankford Ave
Richardson Andre 3443 Crystal St
Richmond Recycling 2304 50 E Somerset St
Rivera Hector L 3529 E Joyce St
Rivera Jorge 2127 E Monmouth St
Rivera Lysette 2816 A St
Rivera Maritza 412 E Cambria St
Robinson Gregory 4237 Neilson St
Rock La Familia 3033 Kensington Ave
Rocks Charlotte 2546 E Ann St
Rodriguez Angelina 607 E Westmoreland St
Rodriguez Carmen 3117 Boudinot St
Rodriguez Carolyn 1020 N 33rd St
Rodriguez Elia 504 E Westmoreland St
Rodriguez Epifanco Sanchez 3400 Reach St 2nd Fl
Rodriguez Hermes 225 E Ontario St
Rodriguez Jose 3340 Argyle St
Rodriguez Juan 1939 Clarence St
Rodriguez Victor 3504 N Water St
Rome Peter 3291 Aramingo Ave
Rondon Felix 3463 Crystal St
Rontas Rene 2927 Frankford Ave
Rosa Richard 1861 Clarence St
Rosales Jaime 701 E Clearfeild St
Rosenberg Helen 3249 Salmon St
Rosenberg Helen B 3249 Salmon St
Rossiter Richard, Mary 3622 Richmond St
Ryan Bernard, Rita M 3288 Aramingo Ave
Ryan Dorothy 2917 Tulip St
Salamon Stanley, Helen 3273 Belgrade St
Sales Richard H 2009 E Allegheny Ave
Salomon Gottleib 2931 D St
Salomon Olive 2931 D St
Sanborn John 2628 E Birch St
Sanchez Juanita 707 E Allegheny Ave
Sanderlin Joseph Jr 3175 Weikel St
Santana Gualdermar 2928 N Ella St
Santo Miriam N 852 E Shiller St
Santos Evelio Valentin 1806 E Wishart St
Santos Ismael 3522 Water St
Santos Rodrigo 965 E Ontario St
Sautter Harry 2931 D St
Savings Abstract Co 2607 E Allegheny Ave
Schaffer Robert 3358 A St
Schaffer Ryan 3164 Richmond St
Schc Pediatric Erie Ave & Front St
Schmutzler Helen A 3058 Martha St
Schoettle Margaret 2070 E Monmouth St
Schubert Joseph G 2418 E Clearfield St
Scott Elizabeth 1014 S 58th St
Serrano Manuela 3205 Rorer St
Serrano Ruth 224 E Stella St
Sgrignvoli Florence T 1866 Clarence St
Sharp Margaret A, Theresa 2922 N B St
Sherwin Williams Co 2301 E Venango St
Shiffler Lawrence 1909 E Clementine St
Short Anna M 3418 Salmon St
Sinclair Phillip M 45 E Hilton St
Sinn Michael, Walter 3349 Hartville St
Siville Mary 3329 Frankford Ave
Skalski Theodore 3253 Jasper St 2nd Fl
Skarbek Genevieve 3565 Miller St
Skoczylas Krzysztof 3149 Edgemont St
Slater Lucy M 2947 E St
Slinka John R 2976 Salmon St
Smart Kathryn, James 3332 N Water
Smilowski Stanislav 3114 Belgrade St
Smith Catherine T 2817 B St
Smith Charles F, Charles E 3062 Amber St
Smith Joseph 2816 Almond St
Smith Lamar 4046 Allegheny Ave
Smith Terrance 636 E Cornwall St
Sokolowski Stanley 3257 Salmon St
Solivan Edel G 2083 Clarence St
Soto William 2110 E Birch St
Sousa Carmen 3533 Kip St
Spare Elizabeth 3334 Potter St
Stainer Michelle 3279 Livingston St
Stewart Edward 3038 H Collins
Stewart Edward 3501 Pennhurst St
Stopyra Aaron D Sr 2111 E Stella St
Stott William J, Dorothy 2058 E Lippincott St
Stowe Maria 912 E Westmoreland St
Susaywich Jeanette, John 2503 E Allegheny Ave
Swartz Lester 2906 N Rosehill St
Szymanski Eugene, Dianne 3362 E Thompson St
Tang Yan Ping 3214 Kensington Ave
Tarvin Rosemary 813 E Ontario St
Taylor Leonard, May 1941 E Cambria St
Thomas Sony M 1921 E Lippincott St
Thorougood Anastasia 2146 E Cambria St
Tillger Margaret 3427 Hurley St
Tinney John P 2778 Martha St
Toro William 3447 N B St
Torres Ana 2969 Emerald St
Torres Bar Inc 3066 E St Bar
Torres Julio 3442 D St
Townsend William J 3165 Aramingo Ave
Trevison Evelyn, Wayne 3334 Potter St
Trinidad Jose Juan 1950 Hart Ln
Tufts Beverly, Larry J 3522 Stouton St
Turner Bessie 3086 Ruth St
Turner Gray Dominique T 663 E Clearfield St
Turzanski Wieslawa 2546 E Clearfield St
Turzanski Wieslawa 2548 Clearfield St
Twyman Edmond J 1862 E Allegheny Av Bar
Vang Phong Ba 1040 E Tioga St
Vargas Daniel 653 E Tioga St
Vargas Luis D 426 E Clearfield St
Vargas Rafael A 3266 Kensington Ave 3rd Floor
Vega Vanessa L, Luis M 1849 E Cambria St
Velez Anna D 1844 E Lippincott St
Vilsmeier Frank J 1230 E Sedgley Ave
Wagner Frank 3400 Richmond St
Wallace Rosemarie, John 2032 E Wishart St
Wallash Christin, Joseph 1844 W Thayor
Walls J R Family 2067 E Tioga St
Walton Michael J 2657 E Birch St
Watson James 3176 Belgrade St 2nd Fl
Watts Quintay 616 E Cornwall St
Weyhmuller Harry 627 E Tioga St
Wharton Joseph 2105 E Tioga St
White Tiffany C 511 E Hilton St
Whittle George T, Julia B 3023 B St
Whittle Julia B 3023 B St
Wiawaka Holiday House 3109 Chatham St
Wilamowski Constantine 3182 Emery St
Wildonger John J, Anna E 3443 Arbor St
Willams Michael 603 E Westmorland
Williams Jay Lawrence 726 E Willard St
Willits Joseph 736 Kingston St
Willits Lawrence C 2051 E Birch St
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Wilsey Charles W, Kelly A 3246 Chatham St
Wilson Andrea 2935 Jasper St
Wilson Frances V 3329 Frankford Ave
Wilson Mary 3036 N Water St
Witalec Rita 2539 E Ann St
Wolk Samuel F 2722 E Ontario St
Wood James 3411 Keim St
Zawisza Helen J 3655 Belgrade St
Zayas Trina 3239 N Kip St
Zeszut Stanley 3160 E Thompson St
Zobel William 825 E Ontario St
Zuber Bertha C 1809 E Ontario St
Philadelphia Pa 19135
Abc Public Adjusters 6425 Torresdale Ave
Acton Margaret C, Margaret 6705 Tulip St
Acuna Wilmer J 6645 Tackawanna St
Adams John W 6134 Gillespie St
Advena Louise 6143 Vandike St
Aguero Ramon 4234 Hellerman St
Alzeslima Joceani 6338 Gillespie St
Ambrose Adam 7010 Hegerman St
Ashnfelder Keth 7028 Vandike St
Babe Catherine E 6308 Glenloch St
Birnie Susan 6550 Ditman St
Boyce Thomas A 6503 Edmund St
Boyles Margaret M 7201 Erdrick St 2
Bradley Carol A 6610 Gillespie St
Brady Michael J, Dolores 4049 Cresent St
Breen Edna C 7140 Montague St
Brennan Vargas Jennifer 7144 Frankford Ave
Breslin Edward C 4425 Tyson Ave
Brock Grace M 6159 Vandike St
Brock Henry 6159 Vandike Str
Brogdem Glenn 6600 Walker St
Bucur Vasile S 6110 Torresdale Ave
Burholme Autobody 7208 Walker St
Burkhardt Jacob 4027 Creston St
Campagna Dominic 6402 Charles St 1st Fl
Campellone Helen 7208 Walker St
Carey Marie M 6137 Vandike St
Carrion Jeremy 6030 Montague St
Carroll Thomas 6636 Tulip St
Cecchini Mildred, Freda 6600 Tackawanna St
Ciccimaro Catherine 4318 Tyson Ave
Connerton Michael J, C A 4047 Higbee St
Connors Raymond P, Mary E 4113 Greeby St
Correll Kenneth 5728 Keystone St
Coyle Leo 4108 Greeby St
Craig Rose 7239 Gillespie St
Creutzinger Edward 6742 Keystone St
Curry Irene A 6547 Tulip St
Czerniak Mary 6222 Torresdale Ave Apt 2
Demarco Arthur 7033 Van Dike St
Desimone Frank 7250 Frankford Ave
Dick Jose J 735 E Alleglleny
Dickerson George M 7034 Jackson St
Dimperio Mary 5754 Erdrick St
Dorsey Katherine E Est 6925 Frankford Ave
Echevarria Hector Jr 6313 Cottage St
Edgett Barbara 4313 Higbee St
Egan Joseph A 4304 Cottman Ave
Ellison William G, Ann Y 2242 18th
Esquilin Gregorio, Edna 6613 Gillespie St
Fane Djenabou 6145 Hawthorne St
Ferber Nancy 5725 Torresdale Ave
Fidura Thaddeus M, Frances 6250 Algard St
Finley Leo J 4011 Stirling St
Fiorino Guido 6618 Montague St
Firoud Abdelouahed 4113 Robbins Ave
Fischer Gertrude M, Maria 4315 E Howell St
Foster William R 4225 Benner St
French Rita M 5923 Hegerman St 1a
Gabor Frank 6120 Algard St
Gall John 4041 Comly St
Garland Omar 5536 Rand
Gaviotas Floors Corp 6116 Torressdl Ln
Geiss Alice 4202 Greeby St
Gerstenbache Martin 4916 Princeton Ave
Gerstenbacher Regina 4916 Princeton Ave
Gibas John P Est 6236 Mulberry St Apt A
Giorno Stephen 4324 Benner St
Giulian Brandon 5801 Ditman St
Glassey Marie Helena, Eryn Nicole 6032 Montague St
Godio Michele, Paul 6625 Charles St Apt 44
Goodwin John 6901 Frankford Ave
Gormley Sean 7101 Keystone St
Graham Doreen M 4744 Benner St
Graham John L 6800 Tulip St
Green Frank, Lucy 10404 A Shore Ln
Greenwood William G, Dianne 4109 Unruh Ave
Grey Richard Jr 7015 Gillespie St
Grolsko Theresa 6216 Algard St
Haddock Anna E 7212 Frankford Ave
Hagen Walter E, Edna K 5714 Charles St
Haines Warren Jr, Kathleen V 4538 Hale St
Hall James 6312 Tulip St 2
Hamilton Danielle H 6625 Walker St
Hanger Albert C/O Reno Ciccotta 6720 Frankford Ave
Hanratty Katherine 6747 Glenloch St
Harbison George 6530 Hegerman St
Hellings James Jr 4518 Magee Ave
Henry Donald E, Rita M 6530 Tulip St
Herman Nallvia 4225 Elbridge St
Holt Clifford 4225 Tyson Ave 2nd Fl
Howard Lisa 7366 Downey Dr
Howard Patricia 6109 N Torresdale Ave
Hughes Christina 6425 Torresdale Ave
Ignasiak Anna M Est C/O Martin & Martin 7250 Frankford Ave
Innaurato Lisa A 4704 Longshore Ave Apt A
Jackson Wayne 7105 Keystone St
Jesse Builders Inc 6020 Walker St
Johnson Dawn M 6517 Ditman St
Johnston Eric 6721 Ditman St
Joniec Raymond, Amelia 6507 Cottale St
Jordan William 7224 Charles St
K Alpohoritis Alpohoritis PO Box 8967
Kaiser Jessica 6550 Ditman St
Kampf Frank J 4315 E Howell St
Keepers Frances D 6341 Glenloch St
Kenkelen Dolores, George C/O Rosemarie Kenkelen 4137 Barnett St
Kennedy Agness 4112 Gilham St
Kennedy Martha M 4607 Devereaux St
Kenney Harry 6350 Jackson St
Kiger Francis, Edith 6126 Algard St
Kilpatrick Thomas H 4138 Longshore Ave
Kleinenger Richard Jr 7027 Montague St
Knopf William F 6720 Frankford Ave
Knox James 5709 Erdrick
Kopec Joseph E, Theodore 6608 Keystone St
Kozole Edward F 4153 Gilham St
Lapp Mary 6132 Erdick St
Laragione Joseph V 6121 Jackson St
Lauch Gerard W 6128 Glenloch St
Lin Zhi R 6721 Cottage St
Loginow Serge 7113 Glenloch St
Lombardo Ernest 5817 Charles St
Loncki Adele M 6000 Torresdale Ave
Lorenzo Dionigio 2419 Howard St
Lorimer Charles R 4517 Knorr St
Lowry Eugene 5725 Torresdale Ave
Ly Qienfeng 6145 Hawthorne St
Lyster Evelyn 7155 Erdrick St
Madigan Edna G 4500 Unruh Ave
Maher Elizabeth, Wm 740 Van Dyke St
Mahoney Robert F, Marie 7187 Montague St
Malone John G Esq Their Attorney 6613 Gillespie St
Mangum Jackie V 6812 Ditman St A 3
Mansour Rosemarie 4802 Rosalie St
Martini Thelma E, Charles 4026 Robbins Ave
Mckenna Joseph 7041 Algard St
Mcnulty Michael J Jr, Adeline 6104 Erdrick St
Mcpeak John, Mary 6822 Edmund St
Meintel Richard J 6038 Keystone St
Menk Helen 4012 Higbee St
Michels Geraldine T 4208 Hellerman St
Miller Ryan 4803 Princeton Ave
Mitchell Tyron P 6632 Cottage St
Moffo Michelle 6374 Torresdale Ave
Mogel Theresa 7116 Erdrick St
Monica Louis, Joan 6130 Charles St
Morton Patrick J, Robert J 6501 Walker St
Myers Edward 4119 Princeton Ave
Nash Nicole 6026 Duffield St
Nc Time Plus 6646 Frankford Ave
Negron Miguel 4409 Benner St
Night Michael 7161 State Rd 3rd Fl
Pain Care Institute 6200 Frankford Ave
Paparo Joan 4407 Unruh Ave
Paparo Margaret J, Felix A 4407 Unruh St
Parent Michael 6702 Ditman St
Pascuzzo Irene R 7202 Dittman St
Peek Anthony Jr 4704 Longshore Ave Apt A
Penrose Nicole 6806 Ditman St Apt 4
Perfidio Kimberly A 4513 Hale St
Petrilli Moacylda 4100 Longshore Ave Apt D3
Petrone Angelo 6227 Cottage St
Philadelphia RE Conversions Lp 6234 Frankford Ave
Picciano Catherine Est 7250 Frankford Ave
Pinkhasov Rostislav 6547 Vandike St
Pj Mac Corp Dba Stevensons Place 4300 Comly St
Pmr Limited Partnership 6650 Tulip St
Policino Robert 7210 Hegerman St
Poole Robert L 6503 Vandike St
Quadir Mohammad 4117 Tyson Ave
Quiles Manuel 6753 Cottage St
Quittle Howard J, Helen C 7134 Cottage St
Rago Frank 4221 Cottman Ave
Ramano Christie C 6040 Tulip St
Rauta Profira 6205 Frankford Ave
Reserve Fund Williamson Corinthia Lodge 5928 Hegerman St
Revitup Motorsports 7130 Wissinoming St
Roberts Paul M 7229 Ditman St
Robinson Shawn 7161 Marsden St
Rosato Mabel 7041 Tulip St
Rosner Evelyn S 4242 Cottman Ave
Ross John B PO Box 8999
Rutter Daniel J, Debra M 6252 Jackson St
Sadorf Joseph J 7238 Marsden St
Santasiera Rocco A II 5744 Tackawanna St
Santos Artur 4154 Elbridge St
Schmidt Michael C, Sharyn PO Box 8952
Schreiber Catherine, Adolph 7212 Frankford Ave
Seuffert Charles, Fred 7014 Erdrick St
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Sharp Mary Evelyn 7124 Keystone St
Shell Andrew S 4506 Comly St
Sheppard Charles F 4309 Benner St
Shields Madeleine 6220 Gillespie St
Sinclair Delores 5719 Cottage St B3
Soberal Tomas R 7030 Jackson St
Sobon Mary Anne M 7202 Algard St
Soriano Roofing 737 Keystone St
Soto Pedro Jr 6143 Charles St
Spilkia David 7052−56 Frankford Ave
Stam Mary 6132 Erdick St
Starson John 6309 Marsden St
Steffon Michael 5026 Homestead St
Strand Raheem 3435 N Warnock St
Strunk Susan 6041 Hegerman St
StumPO Eugene 7047 State Rd
Swick Nicole C 5024 Homestead St
Szymanik Eugenia 4120 A Knorr St
Szymanski Eleanor S 5014 Homestead St
Tan Xiao L 4145 Robbins Ave
Tansey Michael E 6932 Keystone S Apt308
Taylor Marian 4020 Unruh Ave
Tierney Christine 7150 Montague St
Tighe Margaret 5709 Erdrick
Tomaselli Quinn Francis 6256 Charles St
Tomaselli Regina, Leo Sr 4124 Hellerman St
Townsley Margaret 6171 Hegerman St
Urbanski Stanislaw, Edward 4214 Longshore St
Veneziale Patti A 6540 Vandike St
Vong Quyen 4337 Devereaux St
Walsh Mary 5923 Hegerman St 1a
Watson Wendell 6340 Torresdale Ave
West Bernicecaroline 6615 Charles St 11
West George Jr 4703 Disston St
Wicker Donna E 7015 Gillespie St
Wickline Margaret J 4014 Princeton Ave
Williams Dwight 6333 Glenloch St
Wright Dorothy 6615 Edmund St
Zaks Alexander, Gelena 4536 Hale St
Zampirri Valeria A 6149 Torresdale Ave
Philadelphia Pa 19136
7048 Castor Ave LLC 7370 Rowland Ave
Akey Christine R 8448 Jackson St
Albano Michael G, Michael J 4624 Hartel Ave
Albano Dana M, Michael 4624 Hartel Ave
Albertson John 8023 Leon St
Alexander Bacharia 4613 Lansing St
American Pioneer Fcu 7346 Frankford Ave
Andracki Helen Est 4606 Ashville St
Arcangel Dominador 2435 N Bancroft St
Austin Bernadine 4230 Tudor St
Bakeoven Jeffery 3402 Bleigh Ave
Baker Leonor A 8008 E Crispin St Apt E
Bale Winfield S, Dolores 4010 Bleigh Ave
Bangura Osman 7336 Torresdale Ave
Banton Viola L 8765 Marsden St
Beck Kuno R 2753 Tremont St
Benson Mesha 4609 Megargee St Apt B
Bentley Edwin 4765 Bleigh St
Bermingham Kathleen 4305 Bleigh Ave
Berry Paul J 3302 Hartel Ave
Binder Neil A Jr 4225 Bleigh Ave
Black Beady 7979 State Rd
Boback Edward F 4556 Loring St
Bodner Timothy J 4511 Vista St
Boerner Sandra M 8301 Torresdale Ave Ste 19a
Bongard Robert 4530 Loring St
Borie Mark W 4600 Wilbrock St
Bowes Kaitlyn M, Michael A 4029 Benson St
Boyd Dorothy M, Clinton Apt 1 4603 Blakiston St
Boyd Gail A, Sarah 8015 Montague St
Boyd Gail 8015 Montague St
Boyd Leon F Apt 1 4603 Blakiston St
Bradley James F 8461 Walker St
Bretz Leonard R 9025 Cloverly Rd
Brisendine Gail 4329 Loring St
Broadbent Lucille M, Wm S 4228 Oakmont St
Brooke Shane 4511 Vista St
Brown Catherine 7979 State Rd
Brown Eric 1722 Marlton St
Brown Family Markets Inc 7436 Torresdale Ave
Calimlim Maria V 4338 Loring St
Calviello Ann 4518 Bleigh Av
Cameron Joan 4602 Meridian St
Campbell Edna M 3304 Bleigh Ave
Campbell James 3335 Oakmont St Apt 2
Capper Margaret, Thomas 3328 Ashville St
Carey Marie M, Kevin 4408 Sheffield St
Carneiro Marcio A 4716 Strahle St
Carr Daniel F, Mabel E 4013 Loring St
Cassidy Joseph Est 8445 Torresdale Ave Apt 8
Castan Lunise 8731 Jackson St
Centola Catherine 3011 Welsh Rd
Chambers Earl D 8037 Craig St
Checchia Patricia A 3405 Sheffield St
Chepiga Melissa 7904 Frankford Ave
Chesnea Sandra 6 Letchworth Ln
Choi Chelsik 8745 Frankford Av
Clarke Anna 4765 Bleigh St
Coccoli Brenda 7979 State Rd
Coleman Amelica F 3336 Chippendale St
Columbia National 3447 Aldine St
Connell James J 3413 Sheffied Ave
Connor Marlyn, James 3818 Oak Dr
Conroy Tania 3447 Aldine St
Costello Lynda A 3238 Guilford St No 2
Costello Mathew R 3749 Pennypack St
Costilla Martin 8748 Ditman St
Coyle Francis J 4225 Mill St
Crankshaw Allen R, Janice 8624 Crispin Dr
Cruice Robert Riverview Home 7979 State Rd
Cubbage Elwood T 3160 Stamford Rd
Cuthbert Andrew 3324 Willits Rd 3b
Czechura Frances 4208 Welsh Ct Apt A
Dalton Almyrtie H 4203 Stanwood Ct Apt C
Damore Mary E 4434 Tolbut St
Dantonio Italo Est 3440 Bleigh Ave
Dantonio Josephine 2790 Willits Rd Apt B
Darashenka Natallia 8789 Ashton Rd
Deangelis Brandino A Jr 3725 Poppy Dr
Deangelis Nancy 3725 Poppy Dr
Delahee Frank 6911 Dicks Ave
Devicentis Jeanne M 7402 Torresdale Ave
Dicicco Auto Sales Attn Emelio Dicicco 7701 Frankford Ave
Direct Staffing Inc PO Box 22079
Ditro Rose 7353 Melrose St
Downing Kevin 10 Longford St
Doyle Francis 3537 Ryan Ave 1
Drain William H 4528 Bleigh Ave
Drea Margaret E 8632 Crispin Dr
Drumm Minnie 4320 Vista St
Dugon Ana N 4411 Oakmont St
Duong Hong V 4335 Loring St
Eisenhart Leonard 7340 Torresdale Ave
Eisenhart Leonard Jr 7340 Torresdale Ave
Escorcia Michael 4043 Aldine St
Euker John L 4217 Chippendale
Evans Monica Lynn 1625 Hoffnagle St Apt 101
Executive Transporta 8125 Frankford Ave
Fahy Casey 3424 Sheffield St
Farries David 8030 Ditman St Apt 13c St
Father Judge 3301 Solly Ave
Fehrle Garry W 4532 Teesdale St
Fells Leslie 8629 Gillespie Stapt 106
Fernandes Stacey 4225 Bleigh Ave
Fescina Mary E 4611 Shelmire Ave
Finfrock Glenn, Helen 4301 Loring St
Flannery Daniel 3434 Bleigh Ave
Flores Crystal M 4720 Oakmont St
Fls Co Inc PO Box 39539
Frances Czechura 4208 Welsh Ct Apt A
Friel Catherine M 4032 Hartel Ave
Friess Theodore, Nellie 4208 Shelmire Ave
Funks Auto Svc 4709 Wingate St
Fusco Anna M 7928 Erdrick St
Gallagher Daniel, Helena 8746 Glenloch St
Gelety John 8426 Hegerman St
Godfrey Susan 3342 Ashville St
Godfrey Susan Est 3342 Ashville St
Goldenberg Steven 4004 Ashburner St
Gore Howard 7979 State Rd
Gunsenhouser Adam R 3515 Chippendale St
Haeberle Clare 4202 Hartel Ave
Hafner Barbara J 4724 Vista St
Haigh Michael 4610 Strahle St
Harris Judith A 3059 Winchester Av
Hartman Albert A 4715 Ashville St
Hass Ann 3811 Oak Dr
Hawthorne Raymond L 9009 Convent Ave
Hayes Robert 4029 Benson St
Herninko Kelly 3342 Ashville St
Higgins Catherine 4230 Tudor St
Higgins Charles 4230 Tudor St
Holzerman Carol A, John W 4602 Marple St
Honnen Edith, Paul 4029 Loring St
Honnen George, Paul 4029 Loring St
Honnen Terrence, Edith A 4029 Loring St
Hornberger Josephi 4508 Strahle St
Hornung Vincent 8439 Craig St
Hugh Roslyn 4203 Stanwood Ct Apt C
Hughes Susie 8777 Glenlock Pl Apt P
Hummel Troy 8450 Frankford Ave
Jackson Joseph A 4229 Loring
Jacobs Joseph 3153 Stanwood St
Jans Robert W 3041 Holme Ave
Jenkins John 4634 Hartel Ave Apt A
Jps Express 7501 State Rd Ste 1
Kaden Carmella 8612 Glenlock St
Keenan Elizabeth 3525 Tudor St
Khan Bahadar A 4646 Strahle St
Kilgus Charles D 4007 Kendrick St
King David S 8907 Frankford Ave Apt 1
Kivlen Barbara 4230 Shelmire Ave
Knight Susan 4527 Enfield Ave Apt 5
Kozak Eugene 3401 Lansing St
Kozlowski Marie Est 4727 Oakmont St
Krupa Dorothy 3402 Bleigh Ave
Kuestner Francis, Rita 8217 Narvon St
Kukowski Barbara 4029 Sheffield Ave
Labold Gertrude S, Gertrude 3316 Shelmire Ave
Lafty Jennifer 2761 Maxwell St
Lamartine Elizabeth 3523 Tudor St
Lance Ruth 4049 Teesdale St
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Lawler Marguerite T 3317 Bleigh Ave
Lecompte John 2924 Joey Dr
Lewis Annabell 8056 Erdrick St
Liberty Lube & Service 7601 Frankford Ave Ste 9
Lichtenberg Donald Riverview 7979 State Rd
Likes Raymond E 3547 Aldine St
Lleshi Hider 4542 Shelmire Ave
Lynch Deborah 4531 Enfield Ave Apt 3
M And J Automotive Repair Inc 7350 Wissingoming St
Macdonald James 4613 Wilbrock St
Mace Angela J 443 Shelmire Ave
Madison Margaret 8025 Colfax St
Maginnis Elizabeth P 3318 Bleigh Ave
Malachoski Edward 3423 Ashville St
Martin Harry G 7327 State Rd
Martins Metal Specialities Inc Attn Harry G Martin 7327 State Rd
Mastropietro Mary, Will 4610 Hartel Ave
Mcclain William 2002 Rosalie St
Mccormick Karen 8834 Cottage St
Mcerlane Elaine C 2847 Tremont St
Mcfadden Marianne E 3520 Tudor St
Mcfarland Josephine 2990 Holme Ave
Mcginley Mildred 7979 State Rd
Mckee William J 8736 Stardust Ln
Mclaughlin William J 4419 Bleigh Ave
Mclaurin Ronald B 4601 Blakiston St Apt 4
Mclollick Brian 7329 Crispen St
Mcmonigle James T 4726 Marple St
Mcmullen Theresa 9081 Convent Ave
Mcsheerin Landscape 4206 Dakmont St
Mealey Margaret 8141 Leon St
Miltenberger Grace E, Karl 7325 Edmund St
Moan Francis 7979 State Rd
Mohan Vincent 4523 Tudor St
Montgomery Nina 8056 Erdrick St
Moore Joseph 7979 State Rd
Morena Rita 8647 Jackson St
Morgan Dorothy 7716 Torresdale Ave
Morgan Joseph Peter 9115 Academy St Apt D2
Morris Edward 8629 Gillespie St
Mullelly Stephen 7979 State Rd
Mullin Joan 4445 Kendrick St Apt 103
Murray Wm 3328 Fuller St
Nagle Nancy 7911 Walker St
Oconnor Susan J, Ruth 8102 Moro St
Oliver Titus 7979 State Rd
Omalley Dorothy 8705 Yale Pl
Oshaughnessy Matthew 3536 Vista St
Oshell Wayne 7979 State Rd
Oulahyane Karim 2066 Bridgepoint Dr
Ozuna Ricardo, Dulce R 4622 Blackiston St
Palmer Elaine 4601 Lansing St
Paravicini Grace 4015 Blakiston St
Passarella Anthony 7979 State Rd
Patrone Rio Anthony 8027 Walker St Apt 10
Pauta Wilson 8239 Frankford Ave Apt 405
Payne Deborah A 8040 Rowland Ave Apt A 14
Pearson Gloria 4341 Josephine St
Philadelphia Spirit 8746 Stardust Ln
Phillips Flora 4445 Kendrick St Apt 103
Pintimalli Vincent 2759 Maxwell St
Pops Cucina LLC 8107 Frankfork Ave
Poynter Thomas J 8627 Frankford Ave
Pro Class Auto Body 8301 Torresdl Ave
Provident Natl Bk Harry T Martin Trustee 7327 State Rd C/O Harry G Martin Trust
U A 4
Reese Lily C 8142 Leon St
Regan Dolores, John J 3921 Pennypack St
Reif Robin J 3558 Chippendale St
Remax Eastern 7908 Frankford Ave
Richardson Michael 4510 Aberdale Rd
Ritchie Gerard, Clare 4521 Tolbut St
Rock Edward 3261 Teesdale St
Romero Violet 7979 State Rd
Rosania David 8030 Moro St
Rothstein Frances C, George A 3418 Stanwood St
Runions Zackary 7922b Cottage St 2nd Fl
Russo Nicolas C, Yolanda R 2831 Maxwell St
Ruta Joseph M 3430 Aldine St
Ryan Kathleen M 3425 Vista St
Ryan Sean J 8762 Jackson St
Rynkiewicz Carol, John 8518 Torresdale Ave
Salandra Connie 8000 Moro St
Salandra Joseph Anthony 8000 Moro St
Salardi Roberto 3422 Hartel Ave
Sampson Austin 8750 Marsden St
Sanchez Denny D Decastro 4539 Bleigh St
Sander Delinda E 4400 Vista St
Sandford Julie A 3431 Tudor St
Sandford Michael T 3431 Tudor St
Sawka Julia 2990 Holme Ave
Scarboro Nicholas 4038 Shelmire Ave
Schaffer Edwin 8126 Rowland Ave
Scott Larkin, Anne Ashton Rd
See More & Do Little Window Cleaning 4216 Lansing St
Senavitis Stephen 8030 Ditman St Apt 43
Shaw Anna 7979 State Rd
Shellys Pharmacy 8850 Frankford Ave
Shepherd Margaret, Robert D 4202 Lansing St
Shleykher Sergey 4235 Chippendale St
Sinclair Margaret G 7833 Craig St
Slawter Alan V 3533 Sheffield Ave
Smith Lucille 7979 State Rd
Smylie Margaret M 3013 Winchester Ave
Soto Arelis M 4545 Tolbut St
Sparling Jack 4622 Hartel Ave
Spencer James 6911 Dicks Ave
Starr Mary G 3318 Bleigh Ave
Steele Rita 4518 Shelmire Ave
Steen Geraldine L 3332 Welsh Rd
Stephens Amanda L 4025 Lansing St
Stevens Harry E 4764 Marple St
Stevenson Sandra M 8214 Frankford Ave Apt 19
Stinson Edward F 3600 Decatur St
Stokley John 4632 Ashville St
Stumpo Stacey 4624 Hartel Ave
Taggart Harry A 4501 Teesdale St
Thompson Betty 7979 State Rd
Torresdale Discount 7448 Torresdale Ave
Tracey James C 4015 Blakiston St 2
Tracey James C Est 4015 Blakiston St
Travers Kimberly A 3105 Fairfield St
Traverse Virginia 3326 Deactur St
Tschirch Leopoldine, Robert 4767 Meridian St
Ulary Ronald T Sr 4028 Loring St
Ulery Wesley K 4033 Lansing St
United Sportswear In 4542 Tolbut St
Viana Gilberto 3554 Ryan Ave 1st Fl
Wakshul Gary L 3517 Vista St
Walker Richard J 4049 Teesdale St
Weber Agnes 3322 Rhawn St
Wedgeworth Ronnie 4716 Sheffield St
Weinhardt Raymond J 4615 Kraydor St
Williams Mary E 8040 Rowland Ave Apt A 210
Wilson Warren 17430 Ventura Blvd
Wolbert Stella M 4541 Oakmont St
Wolfenden Dawn L 4513 Tolbut St
Young Emma 8040 Rowland St Park Tr Apt C−360
Young Alice F 4502 Carwithan St
Zeitz Pamela 4043 Teesdale St
Philadelphia Pa 19137
Bevan Brian 4481 Edgemont St
Blazczyk Lisa 2717 Ash St
Braubitz Thomas A 2821 Pratt St
Bridesburg Civic Assoc Inc PO Box 5974
Burski Theresa 4507 Salmon St
Cavanaugh Edward L 4733 Belgrade St
Coyne Charles M, Joanna 2728 Bridge St
Durrante Marjorie 5486 W Berks St
Dyke Kathleen 2621 Ash St
Ervin Margaret Z, William 2736 Pratt St
Fearnside Walter W 4362 Richmond St
Foley William F, Estelle 4478 Gdn St
Gauntt Linda M 4600 Richmond St
General Systems 5301 Tacony St
Goral Daniella 4438 E Thompson St
Gorski Wallace, Jean 2711 Berkshire
Gregg Jas P 2255 Simon St
Gross Dolores H 4764 Richmond St
Harry Devlin 2628 Haworth St
Hughes Charles Laroy 7656 Melrose St
Hughes Francis X 2870 Gillingham St
I Do Eyes 3853 Aramingo Ave
Jones Richard, Aluus 2758 Aflresford St
Jurewicz Joseph 4247 Cottman Ave
Kasprzak Carmella, Adam 4251 Richmond St
Kasprzak Richard 4729 Belgrade St
Kinslow Victoria T 4487 Almond St
Klavas John W, Helen 2248 Kennedy St
Knight Lardner 4742 Taconey St
Kobylinski Tammy Jane 2648 Ash St
Kolajtowicz Richar C/O Christina Kolajtowicz 4510 Belgrade St
Landolf Marie E 4620 Richmond St
Lisowski Edward 4461 Edgemont St
Liz TransPOrt Inc 2712 Orthodox St
Maj Bozena 4472 Almond St
Mathews Catherine 2711 Orthodox St
Mcgovern Brian 2621 Ash St
Mckinsie John A 4639 Melrose St
Miller Dorothy Est, Lisa PO Box 11330
Monczewski Elizabeth 2738 Haworth St
Morgan Michael K, Gloria 8109 Hull Dr
Muszynski Theodore J 2654 Buckius St
Pekala Joann 2831 Hedley St
Perkowski Mariusz 4455 Livingston St
Pinkerton Michael 4653 James St
Platt Stella T Est, Peter S 2629 Eddington St
Post Mary E 4648 Melrose St
Povlow Lorraine 4412 Gdn St
Prg Real Estate Mgmt Inc 2701 E Luzerne St
Quinn Timothy, Dana 2723 Orthodox St
Rodriquez John 4610 Melrose St
Scarpiello Lisa Marie 5129 James St
Serrano Santa 2946 N Mutter St
Smith Mary E 5543 Chancellor St
Strimel Michael 4425 E Thompson St
Tinney Joseph A Jr 5107 Worth St
Urzendowski Helen 4640 Melrose St
Vip Wireless C/O Gabriel Santosusso 3847 Aramingo Ave
Watkins Marie E 2851 Gillingham St
Wiecki Jacek 2714 Orthodox St
Wilhelmson Kazmiera 4600 E Thompson St
Williams Stephen C 2731 Kirkbride St
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Wostowski Walte 4532 Edgemont St
Zane Michelle 4528 Miller St
Ziolkowski Henry J 4723 E Thompson St
Zulmary Pagan 2240 Pratt St
Philadelphia Pa 19138
6100 Wister Enterprises Inc 6100 Wister St
Ahns Gallery Food St 6040 Wister St
Albert Antoine 6323 Ardleigh St
Alease Irby 7334 N 20th St
Allen Catherine, Lois G 6153 N Lambert St
Alston Anita L 1954 Plymouth St
Alston Annett 1115 E Rittenhouse St
Altman David, Michael, William 1139 Stafford St
Anderson Cleveland 906 Chelten Ave − East
Annan Monique 6620 N Opal St
Arnone Madeline 6922 Wister St
Arthur Valind 2034 Medary Ave
Asad Adel 1907 E Washington La St
Bahar Malik R 6039 Norwood St
Barnes Leo 5973 Kemble Ave
Bartol Nicholas B 6957 Stenton Ave
Bassett Mcnab Co 1406 E Mermaid Ln
Battle Ronnie 6717 Wyncote Ave
Baylor Sidney, Alice 6427 N Woodstock St
Becker Beatrice 2439 75th Ave
Beckford Ricardo 6918 Wister St
Beerley Stephen R, Isabelle 5662 Boyer St
Bell Lucy Mae, Horace 1533 E Tulpehocken St
Blue Willie Est 1919 W Colonial St
Boggs Kenneth O 5555 Boyer St
Bohannon Addie, Hilda 1975 73rd Ave
Borham Robert B 7000 Forrest Ave
Boyd Detrical C 944 E Johnson St A206
Bracey Lawrence 5959 Kemble Ave
Brister James P 6312 N Norwood St
Britt John W 1914 E Haines St
Brooks Leander 948 E Woodlawn Ave
Brown Leonard Sr, Lillie 1606 Mohican St
Brown Dalious 5544 Bloyd St
Brown Diane 6846 Woolston Ave
Brown Eva 5521 Ardleigh St
Brown James B 2127 W Chew Ave
Brown Jesse 7331 Sommers Rd
Brown Kwame 5804 N 20th St
Brown Mabel 2041 Church Ln
Browne Odessa B 1935 Penfield St
Bryant John 6982 Wister St
Bunyan James 2017 Medary Ave
Bynum Darryl 618 E Brinton St
Byrd Eloise 7531 Walnut Ln
Byrd Glendora 944 E Johnson St Apt C202
Cain Anne Estate of By Ruth Belton 7466 Simmers Rd
Callands Fannie 6714 Limekiln Pike
Carter Ellen 2033 68th Ave
Cheatom Noah Jr 6320 Wister St
Childrey Aaron J 6604 N Uber St
Childrey Syiedah 7425 Wool Ston Ave
Christopher Fannie A 1913 73rd Ave
Clark Elizabeth, Joseph 2122 E Chelten Ave
Clark Carlton 1818 E Mohiran St
Clark Eva 1612 E Tulpehocken St
Clark Quintina 6530 Beechwood N St
Clary John Jr 1959 72nd Ave
Cohen Judith B 7000 Forrest Ave
Comrie Stephaney 2039 Conlyn St
Conyers Robert 1610 E Mayland St
Cooley Joshua 1337 E Price St Apt 1
Cox John Dba Cox Collision 6113 Wister St
Crumby Hunter L 5828 N Lambert St
Cunningham Barbara 6212 Clearview St
Curley Richard 1920 73rd Ave
Dalfo Rosemarie 6810 Limekiln Pike
Daly Mary M 7537 Briar Rd
Davenport Calvin 860 E Chelten Ave
Davenport Carolyne P 5652 Blakemore St
Davenport Desiree 5652 Blakemore St
David Stinson A 1983 Ashley St
Davis Fallant 2029 W Chelten Ave
Davis Latell 6332 Limekiln Pk
Davis Michael A Jr 6951 Ogontz Ave
Davis William H 1533 East Walnut Ln
Dawson Richard E Jr Buthasgus Ct 6200 Ardleigh St
Dean Isiah 1228 W Chelten Ave
Diallo Mamadou S 1980 Penfield St
Dick Catherine 6012 N Woodstock St
Dillard Maxine Y 5601b Boyer St 1 Fl Rear
Diprosteros Migdalia 1925 Elston St
Dixon Dorothy 2138 W Cheltenham Ave
Dooley Teresa C 2091 65th Ave
Downing Geraldine Bethesda Ct 6200 Ardlei
Dozier Marjorie C 1337 E Price St Apt 1
Durkin Barbara 6612 Gerry St
Early Beginnings Investment Club PO Box 20564
Edward Flynn 5604 Boyer
Elders Council Inc C/O Bernice Walls 5645 Matthews St
Elgunidy Abdelrahm 7464 Briar Rd
Ervin Clarance 2066 Haines St
Evans Linda 6608 Cornelius St
Faison Kenneth 6428 N 21st St
Fallows William H, Mae G 7525 N 21st St
Feldman Jeanne S, Jonas 1730 E Tulpehocken St
Fenner Barry G 1973 Georgian Rd
Fields Betty 6240 N 20th St
Filmore Shelly N 7028 Forrest Ave
Finnagan Richard 943 E Chelten Ave
Fishburn Myra 7437 Tulpehocken St
Flynn Anne 5604 Boyer
Fordham Victor 7393 Woodston Ave
Fork Syreeta, Esther 6139 N Woodstock St
Foster Danyelle 7448 Andrews Ave
Freeman Gregory D 1012 E Haines St
Friedman Martin 2101 W Godfrey Ave
Fuller Pearl 7217 Mansfield Ave
Gailliard Joyce 1656 Mohican St
Gant Geraldine 5961 Wister St
Gardner Katherine 1500 E Washington Ln
Gardner Stephen H 5922 Chew Ave
Garner Dorothy L 6819 N 20th St
Garnett Roger N 1124 E Woodlawn St
Gibson Arthur 5921 N Norwood St
Gist James S 2160 Conlyn St
Glenn Joann Y 2083 Independence St
Goddard Jimmy B 1825 Nolan St
Goldsmith Brandi K 6340 Chew Ave Apt 29a
Gorham Naeemah 918 E Stafford St
Green Michael 827 E Stafford St
Gumby Hesia R 7525 E Tulpehocken St
Hardimon Francis A, Marie 818 E Rittenhouse St
Hardman Nancy M PO Box 20570
Harmon Harold O Est 5545 Chew Ave
Harris Julia Etta 1205 E Johnson St
Harris Robert 1610 E Mayland St
Harris Tanya L 1242 E Stafford St
Hart Andre 5514 W Godfrey Av
Hawkins Cynthia 1737 Mayland St
Hayward Bernard, Hattie 1989 74th Ave
Hayward Geraldine, Thomas S 5809 Crittenden St
Hayward Geraldine 5809 Crittenden St
Hearst Tracy 1863 E Tulpehocken St
Hemmons Edward 6340 Chew Ave Apt 25c
Hicks Mark A 5735 Chew Ave
Hightower Tanisha 6971 Cedar Park Ave 2nd Flo
Hill Paulette 5810 Chew Ave
Holland Michelle 7471 N 20th St B 1st Fl
Hollis Lawrence 6028 N Lambert St
Holloway William 2154 W Chelten Ham Ave
Hord Preston F 1935 Plymouth
Htm Bookstore 2005 E Tulpehocken St
Hughes Christine 1612 Wynsam St
Jackson Harold A PO Box 20595
Jackson Marie H 5735 Chew Ave
James Mary 1966 Elston Str
Jefferson Karen J, Andra J 6712 Cornclius St
Jefferson Andrew 6425 N Norwood St
Jenkins John L 6518 Wyncote Ave
Johns Melvin 7343 Limekiln Pk
Johnson Vincent L, Martha E 7232 Briar Rd
Johnson Arnetta A 6238 N Beechwood St
Johnson Shirley 7033 Stenton Ave
Jones Mary B, John 1852 Nolan St
Jones Harry D 7458 Beverly Rd
Jones John 1852 Nolan St
Jones Lugenure M 7227 Walnut Ln
Jones Morris L 5541 Matthews St
Jordan Samuel B 902 E Rittenhouse St
Kellam Virginia 6224 N Beechwood St
Kendrick Bianca 1929 Colonial St
Kessler Howard M 6356 Ardleigh St
Kheang Vung 5641 Blakemore St
Kitc Ruth C 1549 E Pastorius St
Kittell James 5862 Stockton Rd
Knight Mildren 5804 Brush Ln
Larose Chenet 5822 Chew Ave
Larose Jason, Jessica 6230 Lambert St
Leon Sherley 7415 Fayette St
Lewis William 862 E Rittenhouse
Lherisson Jean H 5845 Anderson St
Lightfoot Gerald 7449 Sommers Rd
Lindmeier John D 7354 N 20th St
Loach Pollard Desiree K 1943 72nd Ave
Luck Elijah 2103 W Godfrey Ave Apt 21
Mack Austin J Est 1542 E Tulpehocken St
Mack Dorothy 1542 E Tulpehocken St
Macon Gunsalla 7523 E Walnut Ln
Mallory Robert C/O Charlotte E Mallory 1509 E Mayland St
Martell John 5977 N Beechwood St
Martell Mary J 5628 Bloyd St
Martin Nicolette 1743 E Tulpehocken St C24
Mcallister Otis Sr 2154 W Chelten Ham Ave
Mcgill Gilbert 5502 Matthews St
Mchugh Diane 6608 N Opal St
Mclean David A 1919 W Colonial St
Mcmillian Glenn, Eula 5617 Sprague St
Melton Ronald 2044 Church Ln
Mercer Diane Jackson 6940 Forest Avl
Messina Mary 6937 Ogontz Ave
Miller Margaret J 7101 Cedar Park Ave Apt B 2nd Fl
Miller William D 7151 Georgian Rd
Mills Patricia, Donald 6017 N Woodstock St
Mitchell Wallace D Jr, Helen 2117 W 74th Ave
Mitchell Michael 1610 E Mayland
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Morris Celestine 1913 Plymouth St
Morris Tanya 1913 Plymouth St
Moton Ronald L 6550 Limekiln Pike
Murdoch Andeulazia C, Jason A 958 E Woodlawn Ave
Nam Min LLC 1940 E Washington Ln
National Panhellenic Council of Phila PO Box 20774
Neal Bryant D 875 E Price St
Newlin Russell W 5657 Boyer St
Nubianz Inc 6445 N Beechwood St
Oak Line Chiro Rehab Dba Delaware Valley 7165 Ogontz Ave
Owen Reginald J 6329 Milton St
Ox Collision Center 5615 Chew Ave
Parker Dorothy, Gregory 1980 Penfield St
Parker Alberta 6923 Cedar Park Ave
Parker Donna A 1905 73rd Ave
Partlow Michael Sr 5955 Wister St
Payne Kimbia 6552 N Uber St
Pearson Henry 830 E Rittenhouse St
Penn Marjorie E, Sherman 6056 N Beechwood St
Perry Vernola 1963 Penfield St
Phillips Fred K, Rose A 6533 N Uber St
Pierre Damascene 822 E Haines St
Pinzka Grace M 7152 N 20th St
Poole Lillian 1648 E Washington Ln
Porter Michael E 2200 W Cheltenham Ave
Powell Mercedes R, Morris F 7248 Limekiln Pike
Rainbow Family Daycare 5926 Arch St
Ratliff Maxine 5615 Chew Ave
Reeves Harold 7452 Briar Rd
Reid Lucille 1928 Colonial St
Rice Herbert III 2145 Stenton Ave
Richard Christian 6821 N 20th St
Richardson Robert 1968 Renoro St
Rivers Yasin J 6928 Rodney St
Robinson Marty 6621 N 20th St
Robinson Robbie J 6658 N Uber St
Rockemore Carolyn J 1348 E Haines St
Rogers Louise H 7237 N 20th St
Salaam Rasul A Est 6625 Hollis St
Sanford Dorothy 6224 N Beechwood St
Savage Raymond 5931 Wister St
Seiler Sarah A 7345 Sommers Rd
Sessoms Raleigh G 1750 E Tulpehocken St
Settles Victoria E C/O Juanita Major 7325 N 21st St
Sharrock Dolly 5941 20th St
Shines Jeanette 7335 Ogontz Av U6187
Sims Steven 5538 Sprague St
Singhal Ajay 920 E Woodlawn Ave
Skinner Conrad B, Mabel 7407 Rugby St
Smith Claudia L Est 6343 Chew Ave
Smith George E C/O Flora Smith 2008 Stenton Ave
Smith Howard Franklin 2163 66th Ave
Smith Lillie 7427 N 20th St
Smith Lois E 2246 E Washington Ln
Snyder Albert Ray, Barbara 5900 Devon Pl
Speed Violet 1139 Stafford St
Spratley Willie 5975 Kemble Ave
Staley Alexander 1116 E Rittenhouse St
Stanford Darryl Legal Cust A C 1549 E Pastorius St
Staten Kevin L 2026 66th Ave
Stephens Freeman Jr 7151 Andrews Av
Stinson Lillian 1983 Ashley St
Stringer Robert 6740 Woolston Ave
Sullivan Dolores 6238 N Beechwood St
Sweet Water Investments 2152 W Grange Ave
Taylor Robert B 2016 Church Ln
Taylor Tasha 6905 Rodney St
Thomas Jackqueline N 1927 Elston St
Thomas Janet M 2109 Medary Ave
Thomas Tashana 6504 E Wister St
Thompson Cleo B 5973 Kemble Ave
Thompson John G 6711 Cornelius St
Thornton Andrea R 857 E Woodlawn Ave
Tinsley Camila Rivera 1 Awbury Rd Fl 3
Truesdale Leonard I 5967 Wister St
Trusty Emma M 7405 Andrews Ave
Valles Carlos 6427 N Woodstock St
Vaughn Leonard B Jr, Lynnette J 1994 Elston St
Ventresca Arcangelo, Elisia 1216 E Washington Ln
Vogler Charles J 5827 Brush Rd
Wakefield Martin 5518 Bloyd St
Walker Calvin E 1547 Beverly Rd
Walker Donald F 5708 Boyer St
Walker Elsie 6232 N Norwood St
Wallace Rasheed 1952 W 71st Ave
Wallace Sterling L 5537 Devon St
Walton Annie C 7503 Mayland Rd
Walton Willie 5540 Boyer St
Wang Wen L 6510 N 21st S
Washington Traci 6310 N Lambert S Apt 12
Waters Estella A 875 E Price St
White Joanne M 1210 E Price St
Whitfield Lorine 5727 Crittended St
Whitfield Marguita 1344 E Rittenhouse St
Wiley Charles, Wiley Nancy B 2143 Stenton Ave
Williams Cynthia, Roger 1433 E Duvall St
Williams Millicent, Johnnie 5803 N Woodstock St
Williams Edna 6640 Hollis St
Williams Lyle C 7003 Forrest Ave
Williams Mack Dorothy E 1542 E Tulpehocken St
Williams Melissa S 7250 Mansfield Ave
Wilson Darlene 2029 Champlost Ave
Wimberly Darnell, Agnes 6915 Cedar Park Ave
Wingate Ruth 1329 Narragansett St
Wister Enterprises Inc 6100 Wister St
Philadelphia Pa 19139
Aaa Services LLC 4601 Market St
Adams Annie L 5127 Parrish St
Adams Edna S 463 N 50th St
Alexander L B 5447 Spruce St
Alexander Valerie 5147 Ranstead
Allen Ranulfo 342 N Redfield St
Ambrose Patricia M 29 S Redfield St
Anastasiou Mary 151 S 61st St
Anderson Dolores, Paige 4527 Sansom St
Armistead Anne M 5136 Ludlow St
Assiduous Investment 346 Wilton St
Austin Annie R 19 N Yewdall St
Austin Geraldine 4815 Locust St
Bailey Thomas 5504 Race St M
Bainey Leroy, Esther 128 N Felton St
Banks Willie 4911 Reno St
Barnwell Helen Irene 5020 Irving St
Baxter Edythe D 5938 Summer St
Baylor Doris A 44 N 53rd St
Baynes Mamie Est, Mamie 5249 Walnut St
Bell Smith Emmojean, Virginia 887 N 46th St
Berkman Michael R 118 N 59th St
Berkman Michael R 50 N Millick St
Betterson William 4931 Reno St
Big Ds Playhouse 5600 Walnut St
Blackwell Jannie L 235 S Melville St
Blackwell Lucian 4627 Haverford Ave
Blackwell Lucien E 235 S Melville St
Blalock Louis 5729 Market St
Blocker Tyerick 5412 Walnut St
Blount Joseph H 4818 Aspen St
Bolger Margaret H, Joseph W 217 So 50 St
Bolton Louise E, James 5218 Arch St
Booe Gwendolyn Y 120 S 56th St Apt 4
Boss James W 134 N 54th St
Bowens Antoinette 5442 Walnut St Apt A1
Boyd Alonzo, Ada 5928 Arch St
Boynes Frances 842 N Markoe St U1733
Bradley Russell M 35 N 53rd St
Branham Stephen 16 N 57th St
Braxton Adelaide 6132 Vine St
Brewington Edward 6151 W Vine St
Brown David, Ruth 27 N Yewdall St
Brown Brian 5512 Hunter St
Brown Paul W 831 N 49th St
Brown Robert L 229 Couth 53rd St
Bruton Mark A 5516 Haverford Ave Apt B8
Buckman Naomi 5444 Irving St
Budd Donald 5427 Sansom St Apt B
Burkart Mary J 5548 Walnut St
Burton Shelton K 108 S 53rd St
Byrd Juanita J 415 N 53rd St
Caldwell Birdie 880 N 50th St
Carey Lorraine S 5929 Summer St
Carmichael Lottie Est 42 N Yewdall St
Carroll Charlene 234 S 60th St
Carter Julius 251 S 51st St
Carvente Benedicto 154 N Yewdall St
Chambers Carl 153 N Robinson St
Chancley Greg 5031 Walnut St
Chappell Elrie 56 N Dewey St
Charamella Mary M 230 N 65th St
Cheng Michael 40 S 51st St
Chitwood Joseph, Ethel 6222 Ludlow St
Choi Jeff H 6015 Market St
Chop Primary Chcc Cobbs Creek 225 Cobbs Creek Pkwy
Clark Christine 6142 Locust St
Clay Nancy L 5138 Haverford Ave
Coard Christine 334 N Wilton St
Coker Isaiah B Jr 232 S Melville St
Collins Alice V 125 N Lindenwood St
Collins Delores L 136 N 58th St
Collins Jacqueline A 5700 Race St
Collins Mervene 6015 Summer St
Conde Amed S 229a S Farragut St
Copeland Christopher E 58 N Robinson St
Corbett Thelma N 317 N Horton St
Corbin Joyce, Emma 890 N 50th St
Cornelius Lisa 5037 Ogden St
Cornish Marianne 41 S Fallon St
Crafton Marcus 6201 Spruce St
Crawf0rd Pauline 36 S 33rd St
Crawley Davis Jacqueline Y 200 N 61st St
Cross Sarah 27 N 58th St
Curtis Richard H Jr, Clarine F, Troy 323 N 63rd St
Dabney Mayme L 4935 Chancellor St
Daly Michael 226 S 49th St
Daniels Gregory 4844 Walnut St C 4
Daniels Patricia 6008 Sansom St
Davis Johnnye 5931 Arch St
Davis Ruth N 328 N 61st St
Desio John Jr, Arial, Kirsten 130 N Wilton St
Doherty Margaret, Harry G 267 S 56 St
Donatto Ashton J, Thai A 5346 Locust St
Dorsey Gussie Est 24 N 51st St
Double Connect Inc 5130 Market St
Dowell Michael 5038 Reno St
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Drelles William G Jr 4629 Spruce St
Eckert Bessie M 4730 Market St
Education Advancement Alliance 4601 Market St Ste 310
Edwards Morris, Edwards Otha M 278 S 60th St
Edwards Rosie M 149 N Yewdall St
Elwir Osama 225 S 51st St
Evans Shirley C 5119 Locust St
Ezekiel Baptist Church 5101 Locust St
Farmer Nancy B 6105 Spruce St
Feaster Ronald 148 N 53rd St
Fernandez Sasha 4530 Walnut St
Finn William D, Mary 60 N 62nd St
Florez Omar 4629 Sansom St 1
Forcey Patricia, Mable 236 N Ramsey St
Foreman Kenneth 5436 Chestnut St
Foxx Nancy 125 S 61st St
Foy Joshua 6050 Ludlow St
Francis John 751 N June Ct
Francis Lillian 19 S 54th St
Franklin Monique N 38 N Ithan St
Freeman Tyrone W, Tyrone 5420 Spring St
Fries Mary Norma 36 S 53rd St
Fulcher Zachary H 5328 Walnut St
Ganley Kristie L 753 N 46th St
Gaonkar Bilwaj 4515 Spruce St Apt 2
Garcia George J, Derry 54 N 56th St
Gardner Allison 5139 Walnut St
Genao Narciso J 315 N 52nd St
Gerald Cora 415 N 54th St
Giles Nora E 126 N Wannomaker St
Golden Jessie, Ella 116 S 49th St Apt 2
Gooden Mary L 5109 Locust St
Grant Anna L, Edward 5421 Vine St
Grazier Ricardo D 6118 Chancellor St
Greah Theresa M 423 N Sickles St
Green Doris 4930 Hoopes St U0693
Green Edward P 130 N Wilton St
Green Philip Jr 130 N Wilton St
Greenberg Andy 4531 Locust St
Gregory Albert Jr 4521 Locust St
Grice Azizah 262 S 54th St
Grimes Eartha L 5347 Irving St
Guo Chang B 4653 Walnut St
Gutierrez Narr Maria 332 N 65th
Haines Eloise 6211 Chestnut St
Hall Angela M 6104 Spruce St
Hall Laura M 836 N June St
Hall Robert 257 S 63rd St
Hammond Grady J 5630 Haddington St
Hampson Dolores B 149 N 57th St
Harmon Mabel L 224 N 52nd St
Harris Edward J, Eula E 5340 Locust St
Harris Carol 6118 Market St
Harris Joyce 5747 Walnut St
Harris Louis C 6118 Market St
Harris Neverra 5229 Locust St
Harvey Jeanette 161 N Robinson St
Hayes Anita 5340 Chancellor St
Henderson Wilma 425 N 53rd St
Henrick Chris 212 S 49th St
Hickman Emma 230 N 57th St
Hill Sarah O, A W 109 N 58th St
Hill Marie O 137 N Millick St
Hilton Emma L 6116 Chancellor St
Holmes Harry 135 S 63rd St
Holmes Keith 151 N Lindenwood St
Hope Rising Child 229 S 52nd St
Houston Wilbur Maurice, Wilbur M 5441 Race St
Houston Wilbur M 5441 Race St
Houston Wilbur Maurice 5441 Race St
Howard Rosalyn, Mary 4600 Fairmount Ave Apt D17
Humphries Edward, Lex P 100 N Yewdall St
Humphries Francis, Lex P 100 N Yewdall St
Humphries Lex III, Lex P 100 N Yewdall St
Hunt Joseph 6414 Marsdon St
Hunt Rose 6056 Walnut St
Hunter Blair D 248 S 46th St
Ibrahim Ibrahim 22 S 53rd St
Ingleton Tamika 227 S 46th St
Innovative Pharmacy 5601 Chestnut St
Insight Property Group Ll 5503 Chancellor St
Irvin Catherine 11 S Conestoga St
Jackson Chevon 5932 Chestnut St 1st Floor
Jackson Mavis 5932 Spruce St
Jacobs Roberta 4920 Reno St
James Tawana N 217 N Felton St
Jennings Rudine, James 132 N Wanamaker St
Jennings Deborah 64 N Robinson St
Johnson Addie 4815 Locust St Apt 201
Johnson Agnes 5619 Spruce St
Johnson Copell S 144 N 55th St
Johnson Denese I 123 N 61st St
Johnson Dorothy J 5321 Parrish St
Johnson Lena 5142 Funston St
Johnson M 210 N Paxon St
Johnson Marilyn 5328 Race St
Johnson Minnie 249 N Horton St
Johnson Rodney 4530 Walnut St
Johnson Stephen L 818 N 46th St
Johnson Thelma 55 N 51st St
Johnson Viola 5618 Sansom St
Johnson Walter 6211 Chestnut St
Jones Anwar 451 N Dearborn St
Jones Darrelle R 5639 Spruce St
Jones Dolores 5615 Arch St
Jones Fatimah R 5414 Sansom St
Jones Jeffrey 5044 Market St Fl 15
Jones Kendall 6122 Sansom St
Jones Mabel J 19 N 51st St
Kapur Avantika 801 N 48th St
Knight Clarissa 5217 Chancellor St
Koljonen Sarah 604 S Washington Sq
Kra Corp 5548 Chestnut St
Kulp Elizabeth, Joseph 5531 Ludlow St
Lafarae Warring Fennelle 5911 Summer St
Lamb Antoinette 24 S 59th St
Lane Inez 116 N Wilton St
Langford Gloria 4649 Locust St
Larrys Auto Repair Inc 5501 Walnut St
Lavender Horace Est 50 N Paxton St
Lee Charles 6201 Race St
Lewis Jessica M 126 N 63rd St
Liang Mo 250 S 46th St
Lodge Dwane 236 S 48th St
Lorraine Dallas 5935 Race St
Lowe Carl C/O 146 N Lindenwood St
Luckey Anita 4935 Spruce St E1
Lullo Aida 254 N 64th St
Lynch Anthony 18 N Lindenwood
Macon Mary 153 N 55 St
Maiorana Genevieve 336 N Simpson St
Malcolm Dwayne 5712 Filbert St
Manigrasso Marie Est 222 N 65th St
Mann Sheila C, Edna C 5519 Summer Pl
Manners Evelyn 225 S 46th St
Marino Myra E 235 N 60th St
Marrero Nydia 4530 Spruce St Apt 2b
Mason Rory 126 N 53rd St 2nd Fl
Mason Ryan 120 N 49th St
Mathis Stanley 6052 Market St
Matthews Levi R 127 N 61st St
Mcbride Anthony J Apt 207 4901 Spruce St
Mcbride Jane C 5634 Walnut St
Mccall Delton 452 N 52nd St
Mccants Hemphill Y 5655 Appletree St
Mcclendon Delores 885 N Farson St
Mccrantz Vincent 5501 Pearl St
Mccullough Doric 6008 Sansom St
Mcmahon Marie T 5634 Walnut St
Mcneal Jeannette 43 N 53rd St
Mcneil Thelma, Leroy 6112 Irving St
Mecklenburg Anne 4500 Chestnut
Medicare Crossover 6212 Walnut St
Michael Robert, Mary 856 N Markoe St
Milbourne Josephine 5329 Irving St
Miller Mary E, Ruben 5432 Market St
Miller Venessa, Anna P 894 N Farson St
Miller Anna L 5237 Locust St
Miller Leedora 53 N Ruby St
Miller Thomas 5219 Sansom St
Mills Bertha 208 S 60th St
Milstein Helen 149 N Robinson St
Minor Robert L, Macey L 4731 Walnut St
Mitchell Frederick, Ethel L 5140 Irving St
Mitchell Robert 122 S 57th St
Molock Charles H, Morris 4905 Haverford Ave
Montier Beatrice, Andre 407 N Wilton St
Moore Etta 5139 Market St
Moore Wilburtha A 38 S Ruby St
Morgan Roselean 5932 Chestnut St 1st Fl
Morris Gary A C 9 4600 Fairmont Ave
Morrison Evonne B 6139 Locust St
Morrison Felicia 5720 Vine St
Moses Addie 6116 Chancellor St
Mosley James E, Osie 5010 Ogden St
Moss Jesse W III 469 N Farson St
Moss Jesse W III 4931 Hoopes St
Mosser Bernadette 6107 Walnut St
Mugo Shuntece, Andrew 36 S 62nd St
Mullins Helen 5750 Commerce St
Murphy Treena 5117 Parrish St
Myers Alberta 6212 Chestnut St Apt 1−1
Naremore James L 4524 Spruce St
Nelson Emma 6042 Sansom St
Neugent Antionette E 207 S 58th St
New Supermarket Inc 5945 Market St
Newmuis Marilyn 122 S Peach St
Newsuan Miguel P Jr 6039 Chestnut St
Nickens Theodore R 53 N 57th St
Northwest Center Inc 101 N 63rd St Apt C
Odom Charlene 122 N 58th St
Odom Charles 256 S Ithan St
Offutt Alice P 6132 Vine St
Owens Henrietta 5116 Folsom St
Owens Lawrence 5136 Ludlow St
Owens Vertna 19 N Yewdall St
Palmer Marie E 105 N Yewdall St
Pediatric Preventive Medicine 4601 Market St 3rd Fl
Pembrooke Health & Rehab Ste 120 5601 Chestnut St
Penn State Phila Cnty Outreach 111 N 49th St Fl 3 Ste Kn3−100
Perkins Robert 256 S 61st St
Person Catherine 6043 Spruce St
Peterson Aquilla 4640 Samson St
Pfefferkorn Barbara L 256 S Farragut St
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Piazza Honda American Honda Finance 5518 Irving St
Pickens Mattie 5020 Irving St
Pinehurst Apartments Inc 4601 Spruce St
Poole Gloria 6042 Sansom St
Porter Doris 127 N 62nd St
Porter Katherine 4511 Walnut St Apt 302
Porter Laura E 5738 Spruce St
Postell Wilton 5141 Spruce St Apt 2
Powell Eugene D 877 N 50th St
Prasad Sandhya K 4800 Walnut St Apt 301
Price Thomas J 4600 Fairmount Ave Apt A9
Quarles Richard 213 N Alden St
Ramos Marilyn 124 N 52nd St
Ramsay Dorothy 138 S 48th St Apt 2
Ransom Carl 6121 Sansom St
Rawls Robert 5130 Brown St
Ray Tina 5453 Spruce St
Reed Mattie, Marlyn 5940 Market St
Reed Sandra 220 50th St
Reedy Florence L 6244 Sansom St
Reid Anita 4928 Sansom St
Reid Jamal R 5538 Locust St
Revell Lillian 224 N 52nd St
Rezende Glenn 123 N Peach St
Rhoden Joseph 5600 Race St Apt 6v
Richardson Beryl L 5734 Arch St
Richardson Shawn 5927 Locust St
Riddick Velma, James 5508 Locust St
Roberts Colleen 5730 Commerce St
Roberts Dorothy L 222 N Edgewood St
Roberts Esther 5619 Spruce St
Roberts Thelma L 5721 Race St Fl 1st
Robinson Dennis Sr 5639 Market St Fl 1
Robinson John H 880 N 50th St
Robinson Laura D 5734 Arch St
Robinson Najeeya 59 N Yewdall St
Rogers Khary 4935 Spruce St Apt
Rose Playground Activitie C/O Robert Mignogna 6420 Carlton St
Ross Charles J 5338 Haverford Ave
Ross Lawrence 239 S Frazier St
Royals Thomas B 5744 Arch St
Ruffin Rochelle 5035 Irving St
Ruffin Vernon M PO Box 24106
Ryker Jason 4826 Walnut St
Saffren & Weinberg Her Attorn 136 N Redfeild St
Sagiv Yosifon 236 S 48th St Apt C101
Saulsbury Geneva Est 37 N Frazier St
Schaefer Karl, Mary 5452 Chestnut St
Schullere Cyril Y 809 N Markoe St
Scott Alma 5332 Race St
Scruggs Shonna 135 N 58th St
Scruggs Walter 247 N Ruby
Semore Stacey 131 S 50th St
Sermon Elsie A C/O Mercy Douglass Human Svc 4508 Chestnut St
Sermon Elsie A C/O Stephen Smith Home For The 4508 Chestnut St
Shackleford Florine 6250 Walnut St Apt 818
Sheppard Katherine 120 S 49th St
Silverstein Betty 15 S 60th St
Simmons Kharee 319 N 56th St
Simpson Rosalyn 5838 Race St
Simpson Walter 251 S 56th St
Siravo Madeleine 318 N 65th St
Sledge Richard 214 N 60th St
Small Bertha Est 11 S Conestoga St
Smalls Autry Jr PO Box 16695
Smith Anna 25 N 58th St
Smith Eric 5509 Haverford Ave
Smith Frances E 44 N 61st St
Smith Gloria 76 N 46th St
Smith James S 346 N 62nd St
Sok Ly Hour 100 N Edgewood St
Southerland Edwina 5949 Vine St
Squire Lillian 29 S Fallon St
Steward Jeanette 4923 Hoopes St
Stewart Peter 6495 Wyncote Ave
Stokes Gaston Ernestine 27 N 58th St
Stone William 604 N Moss St
Stones Marcus 229 N 64th St
Sullivan Mary 230 S 60th St
Taylor Bettye A Apt 4 E Brighton Ct 6212 Chestnut St
Taylor Jacqueline 5445 Race Streer
Taylor Junius L 5006 Walnut St
Terrell Robert L 832 S 57th St
Theus Lillian G 229 North 54th St
Thompson Amelia 44 N 53rd St
Thompson Quinton 3949 Melon St
Thompson Richard 13 N 53rd St
Thorpe Ethel 4707 Parrish St
Tirburton Sara 36 S 55th St
Tucker Tricia 60 North Peach St
Tuff Amanda L 47 N Conestoga St
Tyler Ann 133 N 59th St
Tyree Pattie 5427 Sansom St Apt B
Vandross William E 20 N Hirst St
Verona Apartments 4723 Walnut St Hse Mtr
Waddy Eric A 153 N 55th St
Walker Lolita 230 N 65th St
Walker Phillip 6104 Spruce St
Waples Charles H 5801 Spruce St
Warring Latasha L 4926 Chancellor St
Waters Esther K, Jacob 5313 Locust St
Wesley Sanford C 5818 Filbert St
White Easton 146 S 62nd St
Whitfield Samuel, Odessa 875 N 47th St
Wiggins Geneva 5102 Funston St
Williams Charlie, Amy 461 N 51st St
Williams Lillian, Jesse T 140 N 50th St
Williams A 5412 Walnut St
Williams Cora 872 N Farson St
Williams Dorothy E 604 N Moss St
Williams Dorothy Elliot 218 N Cecil St
Williams Floyd M 121 N 59th St
Williams Helen G 224 N Ruby St
Williams Kenneth 5935 Race St
Williams Richard 5834 Vine St 1st Fl
Williams Willie M 14 S 46th St
Wilmore Walter L, Thelma 5524 Pearl St
Wilson Angelica 136 N Redfeild St
Wilson George H Apt 222 4715 Walnut St
Wilson Harvey 106 S 55th St
Wilson Marie 5615 Arch St
Witherspoon Herbert L C/O Est 37 N Redfield St
Witherspoon Shirley 37 N Redfield St
Woodard Chris 2543 Arch St
Woodson Wayne 5015 Walnut St
Wright Carrie B 5935r Chestnut St
Wright Joseph N 49 N 57 St
Yancey Troy F 121 N Gross St
Yearling Brittany 337 N Wilton St
Yeung Yuet Chun 5245 Market St
Yongs Place Inc 5937 Market St
Young Wilbert 5831 Race St
Zall Harry Md 111 N 49th St
Philadelphia Pa 19140
Javier A 3811 N 7th St
Abrams Beatrice 2104 W Venango St Apt 311
Abreu Ramon 3428 Palethorpe
Acevedo Angel 3335 N Reese St
Acosta Charlene 1205 W Butler St
Acosta Luis 3538 W Luzerne
Adams Bertha 2325 W Atlantic St
Adams Margaret 1214 W Butler St
Albright Margaret A, William 4113 N Darien St
Alexander Maggie A 1809 W Juniata St
Allen Earmond 2220 W Venango St
Allen Ronald 4606 N 11th St
Alosi Peter L Est 3838 N Reese St Sw
Anchor Auto Svc 3951 N Brd St
Anderson Jealma 1618 Saint Paul St
Arana Angel A 3716 N 9th St
Arroyo Chelsie 4503 N 9th St
Aurelio Torres Inc 3311 N 6th St
Baez Myriam 3923 N Fairhl St
Baker Bertha S 2100 W Ontario St
Barber Delonjo 3837 N 15th St #4
Barr Virginia F, Ruth E 3504 No 6th St
Barrios Luis 4313 N 8 St
Batcho Helen J 1717 W Hunting Park
Batts Earl 3229 N 13th St
Baxter Lillian D, Lillian 4153 N Reese St
Beander Richard 3908 N Marshall St
Beideman Herbert P Jr 3623 N Randolph St
Bell Elizabeth 3714 N 10th St
Ben Hamissa Sofiane A 3437 N Smedley St
Bernard Joseph, Mary 735 W Ontarion St
Beta 2 Power of Ten Club C/O Darryl Richardson 4632 N 12th St
Bhito Amaury 1540 W Butler St
Billa Robert 3643 N Darien St
Blassingame Travis 4422 N 16th St
Bolbecker Katherine 170 W Wyoming Ave
Borum Ruben 4529 N 19th St
Boston Carolyn 3753 N Bouvier St
Bradley Helen 3804 N 6th St
Brandon Allen 3853 N Brd St
Brito Francisco 1627 W Erie Ave
Brittingham Earlene, S 3103 W Columbia Ave
Brooks David 4551 N 19th St
Brown Alethea 4703 N Sydenham St
Brown Basheemah A 1325 W Wingohocking St 1st Fl
Brown Charles 4562 N Hicks St
Brown Mozelle 1522 W Wingohocking St
Brown Norman 4003 N 10th St
Burgos Jose 3557 Mascher St
Burgos Katherine 4108 N 5th St
Burrell Terrance 4650 N Palethorp St
Butler Elizabeth C/O 2106 W Tioga St
Butler Elizabeth M 2104 W Tioga St
CCL Co Inc 4600 N Fairhill St Bsmt
Campbell Russell Jr, Harriet L 700 W Raymond St
Carter James 2117 W Westmoreland St
Cattolico Rose, Leo 3927 N 7th St
Chandler Frances D 3760 N 18th St
Chen Hui 4000 N Reese St
Chhoeun Pa 1231 W Wyoming Av
Children of Marta L 4216 N 6th St
Childs John, Anna 3236 N Hope St
Ciatron Juan 709 Russell St
Clark Dewayne 3612 Old York Rd
Clark Mamie Helen 1302 W Hunting Park Ave
Clinkscales Alexis 4037 N Darien St
Clinkscales Frank 4053 N Darien St
Coady William E, Janet 4337 Fairhill St
Collins Grace A 4241 N Sydenham St
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Collyer Adelaide 1632 Blavis St
Colon Antonia 3307 N 6th St
Colon Felix 310 W Ontario St
Colon Georgina 264 W Erie Ave
Colon Jose 4136 N 8th St
Colon Orlando R 4317 N 8th St
Colon Ramon Jr 635 W Bristol St
Colon Ulysses 4035 N 7th St
Compton Kareem 3539 N 19th St
Connors Thomas J Est 635 W Erie Ave
Conover Kevin, Naomi 701 W Atlantic St
Cook Anthony 3637 N 13th St
Cook William G 3760 N 18th St
Correa Jairo 3213 N Howard St
Cothran Bernard S 1817 W Butler St
Cothran Louvenia 1529 W Bristol St
Covington Gary 3914 N Park Ave
Cowart Richard A Jr C/O Gwendolyn Phillips 3422 N 11th St
Crockett Cheryl L 4245 N 16th St
Cruz Juan A 130 W Luray St
Dandrige Lloyd 1447 Kerbaugh St
Daniel Phillip W 1915 Dalkeith St
Davila Carlos L 1810 W Ontario St 4
Davis James 4539 N 20th St
Davis Mary E 4452 N 19th St
Davis Paul C 3836 N 9th St
Dawejko Edmund D, Edmund 3445 N Orianna St
Dayton Theresa 4524 Bodine St
Deborah Grand Chapter Order of Eastern S 4301 Nbrd St
Dejesus Dawn E 4200 N 5th St
Delgado Luis 3858 N 5th St
Delker Paul J 3553 N 5th St
Discher John J 4322 N Marshall St
Dixon Juli II, Julian 1922 Brunner St
Dougherty Alva M 623 W Luray St
Earley James 2947 N 17th St
Edeline Fred 3804 N 6th St
Edison Laundry & Dry Cleaning Inc Fl 1433 W Erie Ave
Edwards Alberta 3823 N 19th St
Edwards Fedger Jr 3942 N 16th St
Edwards Thomas 1236 W Butler St
Ellis Earl 3312 N 20th St
English Jeresia 2120 W Pacific St
Everage Brian 1641 W Wyoming Ave
Everage James L 1641 Wyoming Ave
Extreme Auto Body 4200 N 5th St
Febres Alberto Torres 3822 N Marshall St
Ferrante Jesse A 139 W Ctland St
First Redemption Endowment Fund 4400 N Brd St
Fitzgerald Helen A 2022 W Venango St
Ford Yourlonda, Jermaine 4448 N 6th St
Forde Anderson PO Box 25464
Frankenfield George D, Donna 4153 N Reese St
Frantz Ellen C 3308 N Fairhill St
Fred K Wallace Son Inc 3520 N Front St
Frederick Hayden 1446 W Lycoming St
Frize Michelle 3328 N Howard St
Fuller Robert M, Rosa 3614 N 19th St
Gamble George 3310 N 17th St Apt 3
Gamma Daniel, Wanda 2043 Dennie St
Garcia Miriam 4042 N 8th St
Garner Willis 3623 N 18th St
Geigel Maria 3529 N 8th St
Gindraw Jermaine 1917 Brunner St
Gintowt Dolores E 4425 N Franklin St
Gomez Ricardo Est 4232 N American St
Gonzalez Edith, Nivia 4418 N 8th St
Gonzalez Ruben 3410 A St
Gordon Terrance 4614 Old York Rd
Graham Lenette 1504 W Venango St
Graves Muriel 4430 N 15th St
Gray John 3207 N 6th St
Graziano Joseph, Irene 4501 N 20th St
Green Claude, Ethel 3440 N 23rd St
Green Gregory K 3727 N 15th St
Green Kevin 1913 W Pacific St
Griffin George 1716 Saint Pauls St
Griffin William 3722 N 18th St
Gulati Rakesh 3401 N Brd St Fl 5
Gur Victor 1107 W Erie Av Lighting
Hall James S 3965 N 17th St
Hall John 1625 W Butler St
Hamad Hany 1418 Kerbaugh St
Han Xiaoying 3510 N Sydenham St
Handline Beatrice 405 W Ctland St
Hargrave Marlene, Anton 3614 N Marvine St
Harper Georgia R C/O Leonard 4319 N 17th St
Harper Perry 4453 N Uber St
Harris Bernice B 4237 N Darien St
Harris Celia 3408 N Judson St
Harris Darryl 3648 Old York Rd
Hartopp Anna R 3316 N 17th St
Hayden Kathleen V 3729 N 7th St
Hayes Doretha 4652 N Marvine St
Hedgpeth Mclloyd 3715 N 15th St
Heller Josephine J 3635 N 3rd St
Henderson Ethel Est 1738 W Erie Ave
Henderson Rasheem 150 W Wyoming Ave
Hendricks Lisa 4229 Reese St
Hernandez Jose L 3339 N Waterloo St
Hernandez Martin 440 N Carey St
Herrera Candida 444 Blavis St
Herrera Trina 722 W Russell St
Hertlein John A 234 W Erie Ave
Hightower Maurice J C/O Gwendolyn Phillips 3422 N 11th St
Hodo Marie 1919 W Willard St
Hoenigmann Wanda E 1964 W Hunting Park Ave
Hogan Ethel 3827 N Delhi St
Hourigan James E 3339 N Mutter St
Howard Sheila 4412 Old York Rd
Huddleston Hector 3305−3307 N Front St
Hughes Kim 1758 Juanita St
Humphreys Lonnie 2206 W Tioga St
Idelfonso Leonidas 634 W Tusculum St
Iglesias Napoleon A 4109 N Brd St
Ingram Karen 3523 N 15th St
Jackson Thomas 3748 N 18th St
Jackson Timothy 3238 N 17th St
Jacobs Arlene M 260 W Thayer St
Jacobs Charles L C/O Hattie Jacobs 3820 N 13th St
Jacobson Irwin 4000 N 9th St
Jakimec John R, Mary 1926 Cayuga St
James Hartopp A 3316 N 17th St
Jenkins Timothy R, Lonnie 4363 Wayne Ave
Johnson Ernita A 1503 W Erie Ave 3rd Fl
Johnson Ken 4237 N Darien St
Johnson Mark 1610 W Erie Ave
Johnson Maureen Gay 4236 N Carlisle St
Johnson Michael 4535 N 18th St
Johnson Rose 3522 N 11th St
Johnson Shakima 3100 Wharton St
Johnson Shannon 1313 W Jerome St
Jones Frank, Edna 4509 N Colorado St
Jones Kevin R, Robert 3323 N Gratz St
Jones Mable 3401 N Brd St
Jones Rosemary 1414 Butler St
Jones Tracey B 1934 Bonitz St
Jonnalagadda Padmaja 3401 N Brd St
Jordan Johnnie 4454 N 19th St
Julius Silvert Inc 163 W Wyoming Ave
Kappa Psi 3340 N Brd St Rm 2
Kelly William, Mary 4030 Franklin St
Kelly Yolanda, Richard 3235 N Park Ave
Kemp Kathrine 1834 W Atlantic St
Kienast Richard C 1302 Kerbaugh St
Kim Hyun S Peters Seafood 3514 Germantown Ave
King Elizabeth, Robert G 1329 Jerome St
King Rose PO Box 25460
Klemm Leona T 632 W Venango St
Korman Brothers Inc 3310 N 9th St
Kosyla Anna 3871 Archer St
Kusayev Roman 708 W Amnsbury St
Lajara Luis 4228 N 6th St
Laracuente Sonia 3328 N Phillip St
Laskiewicz Bronisla 3622 N Marshall St
Lau Chu Ying 4626 Rising Sun Av 1st Fl
Leaphart Shawn 4166 N Reese St
Lee Ethel 2117 W Westmoreland St
Lee Jieun 3330 Park Ave
Lee Mildred Evelyn 4527 N Mole St
Lee Spencer E 3629 N 11th St
Leigh Charles V, Anne J 4244 N American St
Levitt Virginia M 3318 N Hope St
Lindo Andre 4537 N Marvine St
Lofley Lenard 3212 N 17th St
Lopez Inocencia, Antonio 4102 N Darien St
Lopez Jesus 3362 N 2nd St
Lugo Hector 329 W Wingohocking St
Macaluso Yolanda 2222 W Venango St
Mackenzie Kathryn A 4528 N Uber St
Magobet Jesus 3577 N Marshall St
Mangler Edith 3529 N 8th St
Marcolina Marguerite M, Marguerite 4535 N Uber St
Marrero Ernest J 4192 Wayne Ave
Marrero Juan 252 Stella St
Marshall Earline 1717 W Hunting Park Ave Apt 810
Martin Lester C PO Box 38186
Martinez Alberto 3014 N Franklin St
Martinez Nelson 4314 N Fairhill St
Mary Wexler 3447 N Orianna St
Mayari Nelly 1366 Wells St
Mcailey Janill 1319 W Jerome St
Mcbride Mary E 712 W Venango St
Mccauley James P 3723 N 10th St
Mccloskey John II, John 1625 W Erie Ave
Mccullough William J Jr 4109 N Brd St No 3
Mcguigan John 4204 N 6th St
Mckinney Julius Jr 4161 Newhall St
Mcneil Belinda 1931 N 31st St
Mcnichol Louise, Philip 3523 N Marshall
Medina Kendy A 724 W Venango St
Medina Rachel 636 W Tioga St
Melendez Carlos 3421 N Reese St
Mella Maryury 4653 N 5th St
Melton Robert 5869 Saul St
Mendez Pedro L 3219 N 8th St
Miller Thomas 3520 N 7th St
Mitchell Melton 4507 N 17th St
Mitchell Michelle 4152 N 7th St
Mitchum Clifford F 4263 N Reese St
Montenegro Alfonso 3448 Dillman St Apt 361
Morales John 3345 N Reese St #2
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Morales Reyes Flor 3363 N Front St
Morman Leilia, Sean 3242 N Bambrey St
Moses Robert Jr 1671 W Dounton St
Mouzon Dolores E 3746 N Bouvier St
Muldrow Audrey L 3441 N 15th St
Mulero Juan 3223 N America St
Muniz Katiliana 4108 N 5th St
Muravsky Margaret 4510 N 17th St
Murray Vincent 1600 Rowan St
Murrell Antonio, Azalee 3816 N 15th St
Myers Wilford 3737 N Delni St
Nagle Mabel V 1913 W Hunting Park
Neives Raul 555 W Luray St
Nelson Mary K 1700 Staub St
Newman Thelma 1203 W Airdrie St
Nicholson Rhoda D 4192 Wayne Ave
Nix Annie 1527 W Wingohocking St Apt 413
Niznik Robert J 1740 St Paul St
Norris Joseph 3214 N Brd St 2nd Fr
Nunez Cristino O 716 W Ctland St
Ogburn Mary 3728 N 18th St
Olivencia Norma Rodriguez 542 Rissing Sun Ave
Ortiz Jose 4260 N Fairhill St
Ortiz Marta L 4216 N 6th St
Osei Francis 1431 W Tioga St
Osorio Carrasquillo Iris 3257 N 6th St
Osorio Esteban Daniel 4361 N 7th St
Osteve K 3429 Germantown Ave
Other Bar 4265 N 8th St
Pabon Torres Betsy 3452 N 3rd St
Padilla Carmen 3634 N Darien St
Padolina Angela 3223 N Brd St Apt
Paez Caren 3322 N Hope St
Pagan Luz Sadie 4313 N 8 St
Parker Tyrone C 4531 N Camac St
Patton Angela 3632 N 15 St
Payton Pearlie W, Joe W 1510 Westmoreland St
Pedraza Jimmy 3831 N Darien
Pedroso Juan L 3323 N Reese St
Penanert Angel 3445 N Phillip St
Perez Luz 4225 Reese St Apt 2
Perez Sophia 3247 N Philip St
Perkins Mary F 2105 W Tioga St
Perri Antoinette C 1635 W Wyoming Ave
Peterkin Victoria 1613 West Butler St
Peterson Amanda 4026 Old York Rd
Phila Land Bldg LLC 3427 N 2nd St
Phillips Gregory L 3858 N 19th St
Plummer Elease, Elise 2220 W Venango St
Plummer Tanya 2301 Medary Ave
Polche Archibald 1440 Blavis St
Powell Evelyn M 3739 N Park Ave
Powers Richard W, Dorothy 3853 Germantown Ave
Pryor Alma L 1626 W Erie Ave
Puccella James 3430 N 18th St
Pulido Jorge 414 W Glenwood Ave
Puntel Marianne C 2045 Rowan St
Putro Charles 1728 Saint Pauls St
Quick Kathryn 3925 N 7th St
Quinones Marta 102 W Madison St Apt 2
R63 Boos Lounge Inc 3630 N 17th St Store
Ramirez Rugelio L 3230 N Reese St
Ramnarine Sesnarine 4412 N Gratz St
Ramos Bernandino R 530 W Westmoreland
Ramos Rigoberto 811 W Erie Ave
Ramos Tiffany 1926 W Westmoreland St
Ramos Victor 100 W Corland St
Redraza Victor R 4129 N Darien St
Reed Ikeida 1928 W Dalkeith St
Reid Joseph 1942 W Airdrie St
Reyes Rosa 265 W Westmoreland St
Reynolds William 3639 N 21st St
Rhema Deliverance Center 3527−29 N Smedley St
Richardson Dorothy PO Box 38316
Ries Joseph, Abb 3811 N 19th St
Riley Irene 1445 W Venango St
Rios Teresa 4213 N Front St Apt 1
Rising Sun Plumbing Supply 4450 Rising Sun Ave
Rivera Armanda 2921 Mascher St
Rivera Harold 3350 N Lawrence St
Rivera Iran A 3231 N 2nd St Apt 203
Rivera Jonathan 644 W Tusculom St
Rivera Jose 701 Butler St
Rivera Pedro 3621 N 5th St
Rivera Wanda I 3735 N Delhi St
Rivers Terry 1909 W Hunting Park Ave
Roberts William, Carol 3356 N Philip St
Roberts Leonard 1822 Brunner St
Robertson Dwayne 4406 N Marshall St
Robinson Tyrone 3830 N 13th St
Rodgers Christine 1009 W Sedgley Ave
Rodriguez Angel A 4457 N 4th St
Rodriguez Felix 4038 N 6th St
Rodriguez Jose 801 W Bristol St
Rodriguez Juan J 3954 N Darien St
Rodriguez Samuel 4435 N 5th St
Rogers Elvoid 1009 W Sedgley Ave
Rogers Herbert Jr 3723 N 18th St
Rosario Carmen 3924 N Darien St
Rosario Joseph 4159 N 6th St
Rosario Rene 4045 N Marshall St
Ruffo Lorraine 3354 N Howard St
Salas Feryg H 1303 W Roosevelt Blvd
Sanchez Juan 3819 N 9th St
Sanford Joseph F 1942 W Airdrie St
Santiago Angel 3250 N Leithgow
Santiago Wilfredo 235 W Ontario St
Santini Jose G Jr 7117 Horrocks St
Santos Manuel 4249 N 8th St
Sass Shonda 1936 W Erie Ave
Sasse Margaret, Anna 2219 A Nake Rd
Savior Nicole J 3820 N Smedley St
Schulz Helen C 3911 N Delhi St
Seda Miguel 3354 N Phillip St
Selim Mohamed 2206 W Hunting Park Av 1st Fl
Senior Henrietta R, William R 4152 N 7th St
Sepulveda Jeffrey 5041 Gransbeck St
Settle George 1527 W Wingohocking St Apt 413
Sewell Virginia 3912 Darien St
Shamsid Deen Zakiyya 3321 N 22nd St
Shellman Matthew E 4641 N 16th St
Shivers Lloyd L 3403 N 17th St
Simmons Ronald A 3828 N 18th St
Simmons Sharice 3720 N 15th St
Sistrunk Frank 1511 W Pike St
Smith John H, John 1319 W Lycoming St
Smith Dariscina 3238 N Sydenham St
Smith Ernest L 1727 W Hunting Park Ave Ap 622
Smith Herbert, Florence 3354 N Howard St
Smith Joel 1713 W Butler St
Smith Lillian 133 Long Ln Apt
Smith Marlean 3650 Marvine N St
Smith Mattie 2104 W Venango St Apt 406
Solivan Ramon 3736 N 10th St
Stanard Robert 3718 N Carlisle St
Statham Thomas, Emma 1231 W Hilton St
Stevenson Beatrice 1203 W Airdrie St
Stineman Ward 3627 Germantown Ave
Sylvester Eleanor M 3944 N Fairhill St
Tardy Ernest Sr, Angie K10 Roosevelt Village
Taylor Annie 3912 N Park Ave
Temple Dental Clinic 3223 N Brd St
Thomas Cooper Hakeim D 4310 North Marshall St
Thomas James A Jr 1137 W Wyoming Ave
Thomas Lewis F III 3631 N 11th St
Thomas Robert D 1300 W Butler St
Thompson F E 1531 W Venango St
Thompson Ira Sandrean V A/C 89099r38 4218 N 7th St
Thompson Milagros 3950 N Delixi St
Thompson Paul E 4536 N 13th St
Tioga Quaker City Golf 3437 Old York Rd
Torres Lucy 414 W Venango St
Torres Norma 176 W Westmoreland St
Torres Robert 3436 N 7th St
Torriman Rafael 3442 N 2nd St
Townsend Anna B 3447 N Orianna St
Turner Willie M, Wendell 3723 N Bouvier St
Tyndale Mark Mikal 3339 N 16th St
Tyson Mary E 1333 W Hunting Park Ave
Ulmer Noah 3439 N 18th H
Uminski William 4111 N Darien St
United Collision Inc 3725 Old York Rd
Valarie Barry 1300 W Butler St
Valentin Ramon 3245 N Howard St
Valle Misael 3317 N Fairhill St
Vanhouten Theresa C 139 W Ctland St
Vasquez Elizabeth 4027 N 8th St
Velasquez Louisa 702 W Butler St 1st Fl
Vincent Elizabeth A 4269 N Fairhill St
Walker Robert 1207 W Wingohocking St
Wallace Louise 3702 N 16th St
Wallace Susie 4703 N Sydenham St
Walls Richard Jr 3753 Pulaski Ave
Walz Janet 4056 N Marshall St
Washington Bernard 1735 W Ontario St
Washington Joe N 3827 N Delhi St
Waters Nathaniel J 1819 W Juniata St
Watkins Dolores 1219 W Wingohocking St
Watson Lawrence III 1711 W Erie Ave
Watson Nichole, Theresa 3238 N Sydenham St
Wells Marion S 4036 N 12th St
Wharton Marsha E 4036 N 12th St
Wheeler Margaret 1527 W Wingohocking St Apt 413
White Chavon 1718 West Ontario St
Whitfield Hasan 4020 N Reese St
Williams Robert, Gladys 3216 N Carlisle St
Williams C B 606 W Wingohocking St
Williams Clyde 2104 W Venango St Apt 309
Williams Dana 907 Butler St
Williams Gina M 9874 PO Box
Williams Grocery 280 W Wingohocking St
Williams Harvey E 4200 N Bodine St
Williams Regina 3946 N Marshall St
Willis A H 4400 N Brd St
Willis Forrest 3710 N Carlisle St
Wilson Paul A 2030 W Tioga St
Wilson Valerie R 1746 W Erie Ave
Wingate Bessie 1302 W Hunting Park Ave
Wood Louis R 3748 N Bouvier St
Woolston Lawrence 3531 N 11th St
Yang Zhong R 1001 W Erie Av 1fr Bsmt
Yi Soon Cha 3338 N Front St
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Young Florence, John 3207 N 6th St
Young Florence 3207 N 6th St
Youssef Sooud 2206 W Hunting Park Av 1st Fl
Zamichieli Lamont 3906 E Delhi St
Zeno Luis 3326 N Front St
Philadelphia Pa 19141
Aemc Teen Health Center 5501 Old York Rd
Aguilar Stacy 1900 W Olney Ave
Albert Einstein Health Network 5501 Old York Rd
Alexander Charles 1801 Grange St
Allen Lawrence 6319 N 18th St
Al−Quaid Faaizah 5805 N 15th St
Anderson Odessa Est, Robert 4908 N Hutchinson St
Anderson Judy PO Box 20943
Anthony Whitehead 4909 Hutchison St
Bailey Brittany C 5444 N 11th St
Ball Charles D 5906 Old York Rd #B
Barrow Plummer 6247 N Brd St
Bates Rhonda 4223 N 6th St
Bayle Gloria S 5601 N 12th St
Becker Amelia Mae 5301 Old York Rd
Beers Herbert Jr, Marie A 1802 W Albanus St
Bellamy Nathaniel PO Box 21308
Benitez Damian 2014 New Kirk St
Bennett Stanley, Ellen M 5026 N 12th
Berger Christine C/O Dianne B Tucker 1609 W Grange Ave
Berry Hudson M 5122 N Brd St Apt 3
Bonel Medical Equipment Inc 4817 N Brd St
Boyd Margaret 5219 N 16th St
Boyer Kim Bonel Medical Equipment Inc 4817 N Brd St
Bradley Manuel 6239 N 17th St
Bridges Rosie L 1714 Belfield Ave
Brooks Anna 1201 Somerville Ave
Brooks Clarence M 2nd Fl 1423 Nedro Ave
Brooks Kimberly M 4906 N 12th St
Brooks Valencia 6210 Limekiln Pike
Brown Claude, Claude T 5704 Marvine St
Brown Jermaine 262 W Nedro Ave
Brown William N III 1511 Nedro Av 2
Burns James A 6147b Old York Rd
Burrell Richmond 1824 W Champlost St
Butler Beverly 1012 Lindley Ave
Byrd Maude Eloise 1416 Clearview St Apt 612
Caldwell Calvin 6329 Ogontz Ave
Caldwell Kenneth I 6329 Ogontz Ave
Calhoun Evelyn 5946 N 19th St
Callahan Carl 1008 Wagner Ave
Cameron Ron 4734 N Carlisle St
Canady Tyrell 6201 N 10th St
Cange P 1725 Belfield Ave
Carraway Henry 4745 N 11th St
Carter Reginald 1220 W Lindley Ave Apt 211
Carwell Keith 5031 N Sydenham St
Cbb Management 4801 N 10th St
Chaddwicks Collision 6000 Old York Rd
Chambers E A 6320 Lawnton Ave
Chandy Annakutty 1100 W Godfrey Ave Apt 109
Charles Sheldon 1717 Nedro Ave
Chea Hang K 4901 Old York Rd 2nd Fl
Chessler Lori Beth 6007 N 13th St
Chessler Reba Tr 6007 N 13th St
Cho Kwang Soo 4923 N Brd St
Claiborne Arresh 6033 N Camac St
Cleveland Sieglinde, Thomas A 4809 N 18th St
Clifton Marie 5205 N 9th St
Collington Elizabeth Est 6300 Old York Rd
Coombs Maxine 5600 Ogontz Ave Apt C23
Coombs Maxine R 5600 Ogantz Ave C23
Cooper Gary 1501 Widener Pl
Crawford Florenc 4838 N Camac St
Cureton Lovella 1752 Church Ln
Daivd Sean 845 E Chelten Ave
Davis James, Eula 6153 N 17th St
Dawes Sarah Allen 6255 N Bouvier St
Deal Elsie E 4907 N Uber St
Derry Helen B 5950 Ogontz Ave Fl 2
Desaussure Michael 1702 Stenton Ave
Dickey Diana 936 W Olney Av
Dinh Thang V 5119 N Brd St
Dixon Cynetta L, Douglas 1944 Medary Ave
Dorsey Charise 5324 N Sydenham St
Dr Warren E Smith Community Mh 1315 Windrim Ave
Dukes Mable F 1823 Belfield Ave
El Michele, Keith 5331 N 13th St
Ellison Samual 1418 Conlyn St Apt A110
Estevez Indra J, Jose M 4751 N Camac St
Ferry Virginia M 1629 W Sparks St
Fisher Robert 1242 N 55th St PO Box 21415
Ford Barbara E 6326 Ogontz Ave
Fuller Yvette 1814 Salis W St
Fuller Yvette 1814 W Salis St
Furst Claudette 4718 N Marvine St
Gaymon Samuel 6236 N Smedley St
Giles Curtis, Ethel 5603 N 11th St
Goodwin Theresa L 6314 N Gratz St
Gordon Eleanor L 1178 Wagner Ave
Grazier Beverly 1515 W Lindley Ave
Hallman Shelly L 1930 Medary Ave
Hamlett Albert L III, Zaire J 1220 Lindley Ave Apt 701
Hardin Otis L 4943 N 11th St
Hardy Latifa 5600 Ogontz Av Apt B32
Harris Fred D 802 W Fisher Ave
Harris Nathaniel H 6219 N 18th St
Harrison Betty J C/O Est 4851 N Bouvier St
Hart Eugene D 4629 N 12th St
Hart Patrisia 1118 Somerville Ave
Hatchell Donal L, Bertha, Jeffrey R, Michael 1436 Nedro Ave
Hawk Barbara Y 1338 W Ruscomb St
Hawkins James E 1525 W Duncannon Ave
Hickson Grandison 5244 N Sydenham St
Hill Bertha L 5816 N Camac St
Hill Lucille 4826 N Sydenham St
Hill Willie L 923 W Fisher Ave
Hillsman Laval 4924 N 19th St
Hopkins Ulysses Est C/O Linda Washington 5130 N Camac St
Howard Johnson, Emma W 5820 N 12th St
Howard Wilmer J, Eddie L 1724 Nedro Ave
Humphrey Naoma 5761 Kemble Ave
Humphrirs Eugenia 5734 Kemble Ave
Huynh Tho 1127 W Duncannon Av 2nd Fl
Jackson Meloney 6251 N Brd St Apt 1
Jackson Mildred Est 1807 W Olney Ave
Jackson Renee 4943 N 11th St
Jacobs Everett O, Ida L 5726 Kemble Ave
James Mattie 1436 Louden St
Jeffries Regina 1827 W Eleanor St
Johnson Samuel E III, Carolyn E 1100 W Godfrey Ave
Johnson Albert 1852 Conlyn St
Johnson Bernice 2310 Gerrett St
Johnson Queen 5027 N 13th St Apt B 110
Johnson Rhonda 1116 W Rockland St
Johnson Syreatha 5933 N Brd St
Jones Shanta, Jones Ida 5942 N Opal St
Jones Lonel 2310 Gerrett St
Katz Bennett Levin Neurology 5401 Old York Rd 405
Kitchen Deanna 6213 Ogontz Ave
Klim Joseph 5622 N Marvine
Klim Joseph Sr 5622 N Marvine
Lederer Sophie, John C 5002 N 12th St
Lee Elizabeth H 5044 N 16th St
Lewis Laura B 1723 W Champlost St 1st Fl
Logue Tisha 4809 N 10th St
Lokey Ella 6201 N 15th St Apt 301
Lovemoore Ronald 5413 N 11th St
Mack Nan 6157 N 17th St
Major Tyrone 505 N Marvine St
Malcome Racheal E PO Box 20968
Markind Simon 4821 N 11th St
Marrow Jesse 1823 Widner Place
Marshall Tanya 6316 N 10th St
Martin Rosaly, Tony 1802 Sulis St
Martin John L 1451 Sparks St
Master Cutting Inc 4918 N Carlisle St Fl 1
Mcbeth Ronald 1306 W Ruscomb St
Mccann William Jr 5341 N 15th St
Mccatty Meredith 1950 Nedro Ave
Mcclary Raymond 4809 N 12th St
Mcconnell Veronica 5104 N 15th St
Mccray Kayto 4707 N 9th St
Mccrea Keith 6013 N 11th St
Mciver Kinte 1086 Wagner Ave
Mcnamee Alice G 5307 N 12th St
Miller Ruby L 5501 N 11th St Apt 502
Mitchell Franklin A 4801 N 10th St
Montgomery Ronald 5325 Old York Rd Apt 919
Morris Joseph F, Doris 4830 N Sydenham St
Morton Cynthia L 1634 Widener Pl
Moses John 5216 N Carlisle St
Mroz L A Md 5501 Old York Rd Paley
Murray Kenneth 6201 N 15th St Apt 301
Mustafa Thomas 5355 N 13th St
Nina’s Furniture Gallery 6348 Ogontz Av
Northcutt David Leon 1716 Wagner Ave
Oakman Thernell 5212 N Carlisle St
Papageorge Andy 6000 N Brd St
Parel Rachel T 962 Wagner Ave
Parker Letitia 6000 N 9th St Apt 312
Pate Curtis Jr 5725 Ogontz Ave
Payne David 1960 Medary Ave
Pearson Christi Est 1414 W Rockland St
Personal Touch 4828 N Brd St
Peters Frank C, Marie 1312 Wagner Ave
Pho Hoa Restaurant Inc 4829 N Brd St
Pinkett L 1414 W Rockland St
Plaza Roche Ariana O 1900 W Olney St La Salle Uni
Pugh Bernice 1420 Clearview St Bldg H Apt 214
Rafferty William 5139 N Sydenham St
Ray Charles O, Rose M 6234 N 15th St
Reukauf Rhoda 1451 Sparks St
Riley Barbara 1834 W Eleanor St
Riverson Stephanie 22 N 48th St
Roach Elaine 4707 N 9th St
Robbins Algia L 1416 Clearview St Apt H513
Robertson Ebony 5346 N Camac St
Robinson Courtney 6313 N 13 St
Rodgers Herbert A 6203 Limekiln Pike
Rosario Secundino 1706 W Ruscomb St
Ross Julian 6041 N Marvine St
Rouse Angie 6157 N 17th St
Rubin Betty F Philadelphia Geriatric Ctr 5301 Old York Rd Room 254
Rxd Medication Svcs 716 1335 W Tabor Rd
Ryder Merle W Est 4564 N Gratz St
Sample Nyisha D 6301 N 10th St Apt 402
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Sarnowski Lillian M, Andrew J 5601 N Warwick St
Schoolfield Guy M 1825 W Ashdale St
Scott George W 1489 Parks Ave
Sicalides Demetrius 1436 Grange Dnm
Silverman Sarah 6300 Old York Rd Apt 404 6300 Old York Rd
Slivak Carl A, L 1178 Wagner Ave
Slivak Laurine 1178 Wagner Ave
Small Tyrone 4934 N Hutchinson St
Smith Barbara 923 W Fisher Ave
Smith C K 5707 N 12th St
Smith Charm 1651 W Grange Ave
Smith Donna 6261 Old York Rd
Smith Elizabeth A 4911 N 15th St
Smith Haskell 5113 N Marvine St
Smith John 5825 N 12th St
Snowden Terence K 1750 Church Ln
Spencer Ernest 1644 Nedro Ave
Squires Marvin 1945 W Sparks St
Stanford Toussaint 5744 Park Ave
Staples Tyrone R 6271 Old York Rd
Stephan Margaret M Apt 1 Fl 1 950 Wagner Ave
Stephens Patricia 6134 Old York Rd
Stone Raynell 1229 Windrim St
Strouse Charles 6035 N Brd St
Swan Steven 1100 W Godfrey Ave Apt 403
Tabor Emergency Physicians/Einstein Prac 5501 Old York Rd
Tate Joseph 4934 N Camac St
Tate Mary 1418 Clearview St Building G Apt 315
Terry Frances E, Henry 5734 Kemble Ave
Terry Frances E 5734 Kemble Ave
Thomas Kameron A, Jinks III 5917 N 11th St 3rd Fl
Thomas Mustafa 5355 N 13th St
Thomas William John 5910 N Marvine St
Thompson Dorothea 4807 N 9th St
Tolden James A, Lucille 1517 Widener Pl
Torian Thomas O Est, Annie M 5927 N Warnock St
Vance Charles 4916 N Camac St
Verdieu George 1963 W Sparks St
Waller Troy 1214 Windrim Ave
Washington George 5736 North 17th St
Washington Mark 1861 W Champlost St
Washington Thomasina 5037 N Warnock St
Weems Alhinde 4942 N 16th St
Welch Jan Est 4913 N 12th St 2nd Fl
White Harry J Jr, Margaret A 1839 Albanus St
White Keith 6335 N Garnet St
Widener Day Fund C/O Linda Heard 5700 N Brd St
Widhson Albert C 4830 N Carlisle St
Wiggins Rachel 4801 N Warnock St
Wilkerson Vikki L, Mary I 5939 N Warnock St
Wilkerson Vikki L 5939 N Warnock St
Williams Howard C, Iona C 6213 Limekiln Pike
Williams Valerie, James 1825 Nedro Ave
Williams Delores 1325 Lindley Ave 2nd Fl
Williams Doria 1427 W Fisher Ave
Williams Garth 4900 N 13th St Apt 2d
Williams Jeannette A 4927 N 11th St
Williams Lilly B 4900 N 19th St
Williams Marylean 5623 N 19th St
Williams Natasha S 1722 Godfrey Ave
Williams Nicole Apt 2d 5200 N 11th St
Williams Veronica 1007 Tabor W Rd
Williams Willis 4927 N 12th St
Williamson Atiya 4719 N 15th St
Wilson Kasaundra 4300 N Brd St
Wilson M 1319 W Louden St
Wilson Marilyn 1319 W Louden St
Wright Jean 1827 W Eleanor St
Wyatt Dawn M 1931 Chew Ave
Yearling Brittany 1932 W Ruscomb St
Young Dellareese 1708 W Ruscomb St
Philadelphia Pa 19142
Adams Marcque 6169 Yocum St
Adams Roseanne R 6024 Greenway Ave
Ansink John 6647 Dorel St
Ar International Inc 6928 Elmwood Ave
Archer Margaret H 6837 Chester Ave
Arguedas German 2116 S Shields St
Armstrong Andrea 7133 Theodore St
Armstrong Erick 1728 S 65th St
Aungst William, Marie 2560 S Millick St
Austin Beverley A 6578 Cobbs Creek Pkwy
Ayana Getachew 2405 S Millick St
Barnes Marian C 2061 S 60th St
Barnes Mary 6619 Yocum St
Barron Barbara A 6538 Belmar St
Basciano Celeste, John A PO Box 33151
Beard Jamie L 1806 S 68th St 1
Bell Clara D 6420 Buist Ave
Bell Margaret 7254 Saybrook Ave
Benyard Shynauna 7053 Buist Ave
Best Dolores 6828 Grebe Pl
Bey Marie A 6701 Linmore Ave
Bianciello Anthony PO Box 33078
Biruk Ermias 6437 Woodland Ave
Bissonette Hele, Leo 2609 S 63rd St
Blidi Joseph B 6518 Paschall Ave
Boyd John 26445 Massey St
Boyer James E 6939 Ibis Place
Brant Steven 2616 S Dewey St
Brenes Esteban 2510 S 66th
Bui Dat 6736 Grovers Ave
Burke Katrina 6507 Dorel St
C&D Apt Management Inc 2560 S Carroll St
Calvo Rosalia 6937 Lindbergh Blvd
Camp Patricia 6529 Guyer Ave
Casey Edward C/O John P Casey 6553 Belmar St
Casey Theresa M C/O John Casey 6553 Belmar St
Cassidy John 6813 Woodland Ave
Catlett William 7152 Upland St
Cavalieri Margaret J 6510 Dorel St
Celio Stephen A 6013 Kingsessing Ave
Chung Dan Quyen 2600 S Massey St
Coney Gwendolyn R 6656 Yocum St
Conley Glen M Sr, Linda J PO Box 1685
Coppola Peter 2840 S 64th St
Coulibaly Mody 2516 S Massey St
Council Dorothy 7217 Saybrook Ave
Crawley Joan F 6521 Elmwood Ave
Darby Medical Assocs Inc 530 Wheeler St
David Charleen 6902 Paschall Ave
Davis Jennie 2119 S Shields St
Davis Sheila 2908 S 62nd St
Dearros Kelly Ann 2236 S Felton
Dearros Theresa, Neil 2236 S Felton
Deely Patrick, Mary 2545 S Hobson St
Delany Frances M, Joseph A 2651 Bonaffon St
Dellavecchia Frances, John A 2442 S 67 St
Devlin Ellen F 6132 Grays Ave
Devon Self Storageppa 2240 Island Ave
Diallo Alpha 7034 Reedland St T/A AD Trucking
Diane Mohamed L 2044 S 61st St
Dicomillo Daniel 2607 S 70th St
Diehl Charles E, Laurae 2554 S 67th St
Diggins Annie 6900 Cobbs Creek Pkwy
Diggins Annie 6900 Cobbs Creek Pkwy
Dinino Peter R 6519 Grays Ave
Diperri Carmela D 6209 Buist Av 2nd
Dirito Thomas Jr, Joan 6315 Kingsessing Ave
Divine Evangeline V 2920 S Robinson St
Dixon Albert E 2524 S 62nd St
Donovan Catherine A 6521 Kingsessing Ave
Doyle Keith 6718 Egret St
Dozier Angela C 6522 Dorel St
Duarte Bernardo 1310 E Airerie
Dunleavy Lawrence J 6071 Chester Ave
Eddies Cafe 6500 02 Dicks Aven
Egan Lois, John 2022 S 61st St
Elgak Emad H 2235 S 70 Th
Farria Tralena 2910 S 62nd St
Faunt Rose M 2535 S Millick St
Faye Khady 6437 Woodland Ave
Fernandez Gia J 2240 S 69th St
Fields Leonard 6233 Elmwood Ave
Fields Viola Sample, Bennie 1738 S Edgewood St
Fisahaye Segeroman 1921 S 69th St
Flores Julia 4445 N 7th
Florio Donna 1st Fl 2561 S Massey St
Fontanez Naileen 2228 S Hobson St
Ford Brenda 5719 Hadfield St
Fowlkes Rhonda L 2617 Hobson St
Friel Marie C 6522 Chester Ave
Furqan Ahmad A 2917 S Robinson St
Gable Joseph W, Carol 2114 S 63rd St Fl 2
Gallo Carmela, Emile 6523 Buist Ave
Gallo Lydia D 6334 Theodore St
Gaudiello Marie M 6135 Grays Ave
Gaye Paul 530 Wheeler St
Gbapaywhea Vormar 6139 Harley Ave
Gillis Avery PO Box 33419
Gormley Joseph M 6959 Theodore St Store
Goyal Kavita 2644 S Muhfeld St
Grinevich Mary 2558 S Holbrook St
Guong Alexander 7022 Elmwood Av
H Palmer F Irrevocable Burial Acct 7103 Woodland Ave
Hampson Patrick, John 6057 Chester Ave
Harrell Florence 2126 S 70th St
Harrison Christine 2560 S Carroll St
Hartage Cecil 6014 Kingsessing
Haurylenko Michael 2214 S 69th St
Hedges Dorothy G 7030 Reedland St
Heim Virginia, Karl E 6840 Dicki St
Henning Albert W 2412 S Edgewood St
Hetherington Eunice M, John 2322 S 70th St
Higgins Grace H 2808 S 65th St
Ho Ky 1325 Sassafras Ln
Hooper Bernice 6544 Grays Ave
Howard Gerald 2108 S Edgewood St
Hughes Thomas C 6813 Regent St
Hulsinger Mildred 2090 Cobbs Creek Pkwy
Inverso Sara M 2412 S Edgewood St
J And J Cigarettes & Lottery Inc 6509 Elmwood Ave
Jackson Joyce 6016 Yocum St
Jacobo Jimmy 6314 Regent St
Jean Bonhomme 2434 S 72nd St
Jendrus Lillian Frances 6724 Chester Ave
Ji And Jda Inc 6721 Elmwood Av
Johnson Lisa 2535 S 67th St
Johnson Malik 2612 S 61 St
Johnston Ethel 2919 S Dewey St
Jones Barbara, Keith 5044 W Nevada St
Jones Beverly 2046 Carpenter St
Kane Shelby T 2614 S 60th St
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Kathy Levin Ins 2501 S 68th St
Kelly Agnes 1758 S Avondale St
Kelsall Charles R 2607 S Daggett St
Kershaw Sean R 2101 Cemetery Ave
Kettor James 6602 Dicks Ave
Kilkenny Frank Co Anna Lewis 6337 Buist Av
Kirkland Marion 6025 Regent St
Koisha Alfred 7056 Reedland St
Kromph Anthony 6415 Dicks Ave
Laughlin James B 2214 S 69th St
Levin Kathleen L Dba Levin Ins−2 2501 S 68th St
Ley Chan Thy 6000 Reinhard St
Li Ming Ling 6727 Elmwood Av 1rr 2nd
Losak Mary 6521 Paschall Ave
Lyle John 6173 Upland St
Mancini Elizabeth 2053 S 68th St
Marchetti Maryfrances 6935 Lindbergh Blvd
Marigliano Santa 2826 S 65th St
Martin Leroy 7013 Upland St
Martin Margt 6026 Greenway Ave
Martin Marian L 7013 Upland St
Mbezi Arthur 2551 Millick St
Mcbride Thomas Lynn 7024 Grays Ave
Mccrea Julian 2527 S 69th St Apt
Mcdevitt Maragret, William 6444 Buist Ave
Mcdonnell John P 7141 Theodore
Mcdonnell Robert 2518 S 62nd St
Mcfarland Steven W 6015 S Regent St
Mcginley Nancy R 6404 Guyer Ave
Mckelvey John R 6332 Saybrook Ave
Mcshane Loretta 6714 Dorel St
Meany Charles H Jr 6246 Lindbergh Blvd
Meissner Chevrolet 70th St & Essington Ave
Melidosian Craig 1911 S 68th St
Metro Self Storage 2240 Island Ave
Miller Albert 6028 Greenway Ave
Miller Raymond 6583 Belmar St
Milligan Catherin 6759 Linmore Ave
Millward William F 6949 Saybrook Ave
Mitchell William M 6429 Guyer Ave
Mohamed Yayah 1224 S 52nd St
Mohat Joseph 6745 Dorel St
Monge Roberto 6701 Lindbergh Blvd Apt 2111
Moore George 1829 S 65th St
Moya Domingo 7009 Upland St
Murphy Nora 6522 Windsor St
Musumeci Emma 2240 S 66th St
Musumeci Salvatore A, Sara F 2547s Carroll St
Neenhold Rita 1814 S 68th St
Newell Kimberley L, Stewart P 4531 Pine St
Ngo Diem 6526 Woodland Ave
Nguyen Dong V 6229 Woodland Ave
Nguyen Tai V 6760 Paschall Ave
Nhieu Kent Cuong 6421 Woodland Av
Oduwole Cynthia 9405 Buist Ave
Oduwole John 6405 Buist Ave
Oeun Tony 2115 S 68th St
Okpeseyi Omorodion 2635 S Dewey St
Omalley Charles M 6514 Cobbs Creek Pkwy
Orlichowski Dorothy 2506 S 61st St
Orrico Joseph 2136 S Gould St
Pander Anthony D 6303 Saybrook Ave
Parker Matthew 2505 S Robinson St
Patel Bhupendra 6602 Buist Av
Patterson Robert, Ella 2526 S Edgewood St
Paynter Oliver 7121 Grays Ave
Percell Willie 6818 Paschall Ave
Perry Sarah 5749 Linmore St
Petrone Mary Mae 6744 Grovers Ave
Pham Anh 6356 Kingsessing Ave
Phan Tien V 6231 Buist Ave
Portillo Francisco 6440 Saybrook Ave
Pour Esau B 6311 Reedland St
Price Lavaina J 2086 Lloyd Ct
Rafter Anna 2564 S Holbrook St
Ramirez Jose 2354 N 20th St
Ratteria Michele 1904 S 65th St
Reed Harvey 6335 Dicks Ave
Rice Serlina 6929 Ibis Pl
Richard Hill Ins 6046 Lindbergh Blvd
Richardson Judy 6583 Belmar St
Riley Barbara 6713 Lindbergh Blvd
Ritter Listervelt 2101 S 70th St
Robey Lawrence 6811 Woodland Ave Apt 1fl
Robinson Monterray 2538 S 67th St
Rodgers Alice 2143 S Daggert St
Rosier Gary C 7038 Saybrook Ave
Russell James R 2019 So 66th St
Schuermann Kirsten 128 Manton St
Schultz Sandra L Sandra L Scheidly 2534 S Robinson St
Sciarrillo Frank J 6552 Regent St
Sciarrillo Karen 6552 Regent St
Seib Lauretaa M, Lauretta D 2637 So Hobson St
Senat Gavrielle 2005 S Simpson St
Senior Joseph 6645 Guyer Ave
Simms Aaron 6324 Wheeler St
Smith Andrea 6718 Egret St
Smith Jermaine 6244 Harley Ave
Smith Malik 2646 S Dewey St
Smith Melvin C 6111 Harley Ave
Smith Shanda 6706 Woodland Ave Apt 5
Spence Lenora, James 6010 Chester Ave
Steacker James A 6509 Buist Ave
Stein Harlaw, Hazel 7032 Woodland Ave
Stryker Paul, Anna 6327 Greenway Ave
Sutton Jeffrey 6306 Guyer Ave
Talbert Frances 2555 S Shields St
Tannton Wilson 2021 S 66th St
Tardey Patience 2128 S 65th St
Tesema Getachew 7024 Elmwood Ave
Tessema Bethleham PO Box 33419
Tietjen William D, Viola 6340 Kingsessing Ave
Tilson Mazie 6828 Grebe Pl
Torres Alberto 1772 S 65th St
Torrieri Theresa 7043 Buist Ave
Townsend Jamir 6401 Paschall Av 1st Fl
Tran Alan M 6340 Grays Ave
Tran Tien V 2834 Bittern Pl
Turley Raymond J 6904 Chelwynde Ave
Vasquez Leisha R 2628−S Muhlfeld St
Vo Lua S 6539 Kingsessing Ave
Voker Moses 1820 S 65th St
Vu Dung 6834 Regent St
Wake Merkebe L 6330 Dicks Av 1
Walden Andrew 6904 Saybrook Ave
Warthen Verdel, George 7215 Yocum St
Waspi Dominick 2135 S 65th St
Wasson Hamilton 6202 Greenway Ave
Watts Wiliam 6412 Cobbs Creek Pkwy
Wesley Robert L 6549 Allman St
White Jeffrey C, Shirley 6510 Theodore St
White Makeecha 5450 S 54th St
Wilkes Helen 6439 Paschall Ave 2−Fl
Willams Palmer Fh Irrevocable Burial Acct 7103 Woodland Ave
Wilson Dawn M 7418 Brous Ave
Winslow Jean 6611 Guyer Ave
Wright Eric 6857 Upland St
Wynes William H, Donna L 6936 Ibis Pl
Wynn Catherine C/O Gambro Health Care 1700 S 60th St
Yarborough Thomas 6832 Guyer
Yemeru Welela Y 6930 Chaster Ave
Young Monica C 2646 S Dewey St
Zeon Felix F 2136 S 67th St
Zhang Qiu H 6217 Woodland Ave
Zoegar Garmonyou 6840 Finch Pl
Philadelphia Pa 19143
5300 Block Greenway Ave A C/O Sharlene M Roberson 5350 Greenway Ave
Abad Samuel 742 8th St
Abdullah Thomas Est 1404 S 51st St
Abdur Rahim Hassan 5415 Windsor Ave
Abebe Woinshet 4619 Chester Ave Apt A3
Abreha Asyia L 4723 Baltimore Ave Apt 2r
Accooe Alvena 544 S 49 St
Adams Janice 4932 Cedar Ave
Adams Tyreeka R 6214 Carpenter St
Agnew Jerry 5829 Montrose St
Ahmad Umar 722 S 56th St
Ait 32 N 52nd St
Alford Leroy A 748 S Aldan St
Allen Cornelia A 5854 Cedar Ave
Allen Cornelia A, Winthrop 5854 Cedar Ave
Allen James E 5445 Angora Ter
Alston Alexander 6146 Catharine St
Altufayli Mohsin 5016 Hazel Ave
Amin Mohammed N 1727 S 58th St
Anderson Eric 540 B S 48th St
Andrews Elizabeth 5029 Walton Ave
Anlo Assocs Inc 6017 Washington Ave
Armstrong Emma 4803 Linmore St
Atwood Mary 6029 Osage Ave
Baban Devy 5421 Hadfield St
Badger Jacqueline 5925 Spring
Bailey Ronold C/O Bell PO Box 19813
Baker Wayne E 5359 Thomas Ave
Balk Nam 5508 Chester Ave
Balon Jennifer L 1051 S 50th St
Barnes Katherine M 1649 Cobbs Creeks Pkwy
Beawin Natley 2004 S Redfield St
Beener Ida L 2012 S Redfield St
Bell Dana 5712 Malcolm St
Bell William C/O Bell PO Box 19813
Bennett S D 5327 Angora Ter
Benson Herbert E 4944 Pine St
Bentley Walter 5719 Beaumont Ave
Berman Judith E 923 S 48th St
Bernard Rosemary 4804 Chester Ave Apt 308
Bernard Sharon 613 S 61st St
Berry Jerel K 5233 Rodman St
Bertram Florian 506 S 46th St
Best Cleveland 5646 Baltimore Ave
Bethel Lela 418 S 49th St
Betton Lonnie L 5419 Catherine St
Billings Ethel L, Cora 5127 Webster St
Billingslea Robert E 6040 Webster St
Bines William F, Janice 5920 Catharine St
Black Emogene 5604 Harley Dr Apt 3a
Black Ralston Jr 5934 Pine St
Blackson Mary E 4643 Pine St Apt C 505
Bloodworth Dean 5420 Belmar Tr
Boeve Jack B Jr 5233 Pine St
Bolds Angel 5844 Windsor Ave
Bond Deshawn C/O Aarp Refund 1636 S 54th St
Booker Sidney 1649 Cobbs Creeks Pkwy
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Boozer Darryl 5644 Elliott St
Boyd Carrie 6002 Cedarhurst St
Boyd Jacquelyn 544 S 49 St
Boyd Kevin 1026 S 57th St
Boyd Solomon Jr 5718 Warrington Ave
Boyd William P Jr 5534 Delancey St
Bragton Kinte 4720 Pine St Apt C 7
Branham Russell D 5722 Addison St
Brewer Keith, C 2033 S Frazier St
Brightman Karneil T 5603 Whitby Ave
Brockenborough Cornelius 6037 Cedar Ave
Brown Arthur Delia 6207 Webster St
Brown Edwin 5626 Whitby Ave
Brown Felicia R 5809 Cedar Ave
Brown Flodia 5606 Pine St
Brown Helen G 5515 Whitby Ave
Brown Hilton Est Jr 916 S 51st St
Brown Irma M 5413 Cedar Ave
Brown James 6032 Cedar Ave
Brown Lakishia 1942 S Redfield St
Brown Margaret R 5626 Montrose St
Brown Michael 1236 S 53rd St
Brown Theresa 5906 B Carpenter St
Browner William, Alfreda 6132 Christian St
Brunson Maylon D PO Box 19101
Bryant Crystal 1332 S 56th St
Burckhalter Teresa L 1016 S 46th St
Burns Tiesha 5237 Florence Ave
Burrell Jerri 6127 Webster St
Bushkoff D Greg, Doris 731 S Frazier St
Byrd Rashida 510 S Yewdall St
Cabble Johnnie 2100 S 58th St Apt 654
Calhoun Joseph 1616a S 56th St
Cambell Tyrisha V 2020 S Frazier St
Campanella Penelope, May 829 S 49th St Apt 2
Camplor Tanya F 4911 Saybrook St
Cannon Theodore B 515 S 57th St
Carraway Henry 4941 Florence Ave
Carrington Kevin 6013 Catharine St
Carroll Mary Est 5301 Chester Ave
Carson Dolores 822 S Allison St
Carter Julius 5112 Springfield Ave
Carter Lewis 1109 S Wilton St
Carter Malik T 5112 Catharine St
Carter Panola 5020 Hazel Ave
Casey Margaret 6242 Cedar Ave
Cash William W, Sadie B 900 S 60th St
Cayman Charles 5340 Kingsessing Ave
Cenon Marie 1926 S Ithan St
Chavis Bryan 5433 Norfolk St
Chea Sherry 5740 Baltimore Ave
Chea Ty 1500 S 58th St Str Pl
Chen Shi Kai 5342 Pine St
Citifinancial Fka Commercial Credit 1829 S Yewdall St
Citifinancial Svcs Inc 5628 Mcmahon St
Claude Est 5035 Catherine St
Clebdebub Cynthia 503 S Melville St
Clemson Margaret 5964 Springfield Ave
Cleveland Barbara T 1219 S Melville St
Clifford Anna 5209 Webster St
Coble Henry L 635 S 6k0th St
Cole Willie Mae 848 S 58th St
Coleman Dorothy L 6060 Delancey St Fl 1 Rear
Coleman Myrtle 1504 S Hanson
Coleman Sterling 5933 Addison St
Coll Helen 1017 S 60th St
Coll James 5635 W Windsor
Coney Jenethel 1302 S Divinity St
Connor Maxwell 5013 Springfield Ave
Cook Helen L 5415 Cedar Ave
Cooper Charles 4607 Regent Place
Cooper Elaine 4607 Regent Pl
Copeland Eden A, Brad 4826 Larchwood Ave
Copeland Nelson 5841 Warrington St
Corneh Nika 1007 S 49th St Apt 1st Fl
Courtney Xn 5243 Webster St
Cousins James 5511 Upland
Cowan Mikeil G 4924 Walton Ave Apt B
Crawford Koneea M 5552 Pemberton St
Cropps J Habeeb L III 5336 Kingsessing Ave
Cumins Grocery LLC 531 543 S 52nd St
Curry Mary G 771 S 52nd St
Curtis Dollie 5828 Hadfield St
Darrah Mary E 5300 Chester Ave
Daudier Marie J 5854 Webster St
Davenport Robin 2503 S Alden St
David Kimberly 5013 Willows Ave
Davis Barbara R 6012 Catharine St Apt B
Davis Benjamin 5505 Warrington Ave
Davis Cheryl 5615 Springfield Ave
Davis Mary E 5754 Pine St
Davison Rosa 616 S 59th St
Degrazia John J 5346 Grays Ave
Delancey Market 5356 Delancey St
Delgado Maria L 314 S Saint Bernard St
Deloatch Theolia 6164 Delancey St Apt Aot1
Deming Andrew 4818 Warrington Ave
Desai Nehal 4601 Chester Ave B303
Diciurcio Catherine 5533 Beaumont Ave
Dickerson Frederic D 4911 Saybrook St
Dickerson George 5530 Cedar St
Dickerson Gwendolyn 6207 Webster St
Dickerson William 6207 Webster St
Diggs Joanne 1648 S Conestoga St
Diggs Lindsey W 630 S 48th Apt 3f
Dilling Caitlin 4705 Cedar Ave Apt 1
Dong Yu G 4905 Catharine St
Dube Dimitri 5632 Pine St
Duell Theodore Sr, Gly 1634 S Lindenwood St
Duffey Donald P 2308 S Ithan St
Duffy K J 538 S 48th St
Dunbar Bruce 5830 Pentridge St
Dupree Rodney 5629 Litchfield St
Dureu Anna 5633 Rodman St
Durham Catherine W 6227 Ellsworth St
Dyer Demetria D 5328 Greenway Ave
Earl Elmora E 5813 Catharine St
Echols Evelyn T 1511 S 47th St
Ellis Emma 5610 Elmwood Ave
Ellison Anita 4705 Reinhard St
Elmore Dorothy, Willie 925 S Alden St
Evans Darryl 5636 Montrose St
Evans Jaunita 1214 S 49th St
Fairfax Edward C 1536 S 58th St
Fairweather Wollard 846 S 54th St
Falco Sam 4801 Pine St
Feggans Leroy 4624 Linmore Ave
Fenelon Andrew T 4514 Pine St #400
Fenton Kathleen 4610 Baltimore Ave Apt 2
Ferguson Mattie L 408 S 54th St
Ferguson Michael T 5714 Wheeler St
Feudale George 5849 Ealton Ave
Fields Alvora 5637 Belmar Ter
Fields Julie 607 S 55th St
Finkelshteyn Alexander 5714 Chester Ave
Finley Walter 5315 Malcolm St
Finnegan Bridget 5009 Baltimore Ave 3
Fisher Victoria 904 S 49th St
Flatley Dorothy R 5530 Litchfield St
Fleming Florence 5843 Chester Ave
Ford Tasha 5141 Webster St
Forde Michael M, Leandre A 5928 Webster St
Foreman Rodney G 517 S 56th St
Foster Charles M 1223 S 56th St
Foster Ryan 4940 Cedar Ave
Fowler John Sr, John 2039 S Salford St
Fowlkes Arthur T 928 S 55th St
Fowlkes Joyce G 928 S 55th St
Fox Elizabeth M, Robert J 5846 Hadfield St
Francis Cynthia K 4652 Hazel Ave
Franklin Kenyatta 756 S 53rd St
Freeman Joan 1310 S 50 Th St Fl 1
Freeman William H 1310 S 50th St Fl1
Frye Paul 5527 Whitby
Gaines Evelyn 5632 Pine St
Gaines John 2012 S Redfield St
Gaines Joseph Apt 401 6000 Baltimore Ave
Gallagher Mary 5009 Beaumont Ave
Gard Isaiah Jr 1113 S Peach St
Gardella Dolores L C/O Margaret Edmunds Bordg Hme 5104 Chester Ave
Garrett Gloria 1533 S Wilton St
Gavin Charles 403 S 63rd St
Genet Araya 5004 Cedar Ave
Gettys Ida 1127 S Wilton St
Gettys Ida B 1127 S Wilton St
Gibson Robert J 1202 S 57th St
Gibson Shakia 5547 Linmore Ave
Gillette Fredrick 4818 Florence Ave
Gilliard James I 5404 Pine St
Gillis Lillian 1239 S Markoe H
Girelli Yolanda 5300 Chester Ave Holy Family Home
Glaspie Eric 1710 S Frazier
Goh Jennifer 801 S 47th St Apt 404
Gold Rose 914 South 46th St
Goldsmith Irmgard M 415 S 46th St Apt 2
Goodyear Mary J 5925 Cedar Ave
Gordon Oletha G, Ronald H 5544 Willows Ave
Grant Barbara 921 S Conestoga St
Grant Charles 5757 Cedar Ave
Grant Johnathan 5923 Springfield Ave
Graves Lewin W 4949 Catharine St Apt 3
Green Jasmine Harrington School 779 S 52 St
Green Marion C/O Park Pleasnt Nursing Home 4712 Chester Ave
Greene Michael G 524 S 45th St
Gunns Priscilla L 5739 Catherine St
Gunns Theresa 6015 Ellsworth St 2nd Fl
Guth Margaret M 5710 Hazel Ave
Gwin Jenny 4921 Cedar Ave
Hagans Stephanie A 5225 Warrington Ave
Hague Jennie 1302 S 50th St
Haldeman Gene N 544 B S 48th St
Hall Brenda 1221 S 61st St
Hamilton Harry A III 5548 Catharine St
Hammock Alretha R 5548 Osage Ave
Hammond Leonard 4816 Pine St
Hanagen Anthony 5550 Adison St
Haney Burnetta 5234 Upland St
Hannan Anna M 1828 S 58th St
Hannibal Sheldon L 5526 Walton Ave
Harding S Lorraine 6102 Christian St
Harris Jeffrey 5243 Webster St
Harris Kenneth 5915 Cobbs Creek Pkwy
Harris Wayne M 4615 Osage Ave
Harrison Catherine D 601 S 48th St
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Harvey Forrest A 1013 S 60th St
Harvey Frances 1818 S Alden St
Hawco Rosemary 4936 Cedar Ave
Hawkins Margaret 5330 Upland St
Hayashi Joseph A, Joseph 1145 S Ruby St
Hayes Jackson 5029 Baltimore Ave
Hays Rose 1347 S 54th St
Headen Helen R Est 5825 Webster St
Healy Mary 5029 Walton Ave
Heitzenroder Sharon R 1108 S 46th St Apt 202
Henry Dorothy S 2050 S 58th St
Henwood Jane E 5631 Hadfield St
Herbert Bernice 5300 Chester Ave Holy Family Home
Hernandez Carl Williams 4915 Osage Ave
Hightower Gail 638 Conestogo St
Hoggard Chopper 4935 Spruce St Apt B9
Holland Hazel 5934 Pine St
Holland Sheila 5111 Baltimore Av
Holley Louis C 6248 Cedar Ave
Holmes Michael 1419s 55th St
Hooper Raven 5445 Trinity St
Hosea Harvey 832 S 51st St
Howard Bessie M 421 S 62nd St
Howard Gerald 5731 Broomall St
Hoyt Margaret M, Michael 5123 Webster St
Huang Mike 319 S 58th St 1st Fl
Hughes David J 4727 Hazel Ave
Hughes James E 5749 Delancey St
Humphrey Naomi 4820 Hazel Ave
Hutchinson Russell J 5722 Addison St
Hutchinson William 5719 Florence Ave
Hutton Mary 921 S 58th St
Huynh John 6900 Chester Ave
Isaac Mariyamma 5832 Ellsworth St
Jackson Annie R 6243 Larchwood Ave
Jackson Anthony 6121 Washington Ave
Jackson Evette 5509 Chancellor St
Jackson Gloria, Walter C/O 5623 Springfield Ave
James Jeanette M 5864 Osage Ave
Jedwabny Mary Est 5825 Dickens Ave
John Gladys 5441 Kingsessing Ave
John Wellington 1700 S Yewdall St
Johnson Christopher Jr 5626 Addison St
Johnson Dominic L 5845 Pine St
Johnson Frances M, Albert J 4500 Springfield Ave
Johnson Hallie 1305 S Markoe St
Johnson James W, Martha 5504 Warrington Ave
Johnson Levar 5509 Delancey
Johnson Moses Z 2027 S Salford St
Johnson Shirley M, Jesse W 6200 Carpenter St Apt 2
Johnson Theodore A 484 Kingsesing Ave
Johnson Virgie 1017 S 60th St
Johnston Harry T Jr 1030 S Paxon St
Johnston Lennie 5953 Trinity St
Jones Monique 5429 Baltimore Ave
Jones Richard A, Rita 5915 Springfield Ave
Jones Rick 5117 Warrington Ave
Jones Ryan 4924 S Kingsessing Ave
Jordan Louis K Jr 5906 Trinity St
Jordan Mary A 5968 Trinity St
Josma Exechiel 5225 Upland St
Joyner Wesley, Teresa 4821 Florence Ave Unit D
Joyner William H 5930 Christian St
Kabbah Yokoe 5542 Chester Ave
Kahsai Berhane 4514 Pine St Apt 204
Kahsay Habtesilase B 5025 Florence Ave
Kay Elizabeth I, William J 1254 S Ruby St
Keith Washington 5926 Christian St
Kelley Helen C 6028washington Ave
Kelly Sid Lamont 5510 Greenway Ave
Kelly Tenisha 6035 Hazel Ave
Kennedy Winston 5856 Larchwood Ave
Kim John J 501 S 54th St
King Florence M, Andrew 1525 S Vodges St
King Robert S 449 S 49th St
King Ruby M 4712 Chester Ave
King Ruby M 4712 Chester Ave
Kit John 5428 Angora Ter
Knight Brie R 4629 Baltimore Ave
Knight Eugene 4701 Pine St
Knox Beatrice, Richard 6151 Delancey St
Kolikas George 5218 Florence Ave
Kone Alibory Adama 4840 Pine St Apt 409 C
Krysa Stella 540 S 59th St
Lakey George 4715 Springfield Ave
Lam Doung Ly 5661 Florence Av Pub Ltg
Lample Robert A Est, Harry J 2050 S 59th St
Lawless Margarett, Charles 4926 Hazel Ave
Lebo Sommar 4506 Springfield Av
Lee Bobby 433 S 50th St
Lee Kathryn M 1540 S Wilton St
Lee Pamela 5866 Christian St
Lewis Leon C 849 S 57th St
Lewis Ronald 5021 Osage Ave
Liggon Gerald A 844 S Allison St
Lim Kris 5518 Chester Ave
Lin Quing F 319 S 58th St
Lipscomb John R 5106 Whitby Ave
Lloyd John 1136 S Peach St
Longworth Leonard L 5818 Rodman St
Lopez Robert 5480 Montrose St
Lucas Louis A Est 445 Cobbs Creek Pkwy
Lundy Hortense R 6246 Delancey St
Lyerly Vanessa 5234 Upland St
Lynch Margaret J, Donald 2048 S 59th St
Lyons William, Anna 5335 Delancey St
Mack Linda 5321 Delancey St
Mackey Sheree 2434 S Frazier St
Macklin Margaret E 6208 Washington Ave
Madden Mary 5968 Trinity St
Mahgoub Mohamed 5967 Chester Av
Malek Alexander 4516 Springfield Ave Fl 2
Malloy Alveda 5953 Wharton St
Malloy Dewey Sr 5953 Wharton St
Mancini Adam 534 S 49 Th
Mandel Jean R 1845 Walnut St 14th Floor
Manning Donte 1640 S 56th St
Mansell Catherine J 4643 Pine St Apt C311
Marah Yankuba 846 S 58th St
Margolis Elana 4823 Baltimore Ave
Marra Joseph, Mary 1830 S Allison St
Marshall Marguerite Est 639 S Conestoge St
Martin Ollie 5112 Larchwood Ave
Mason Gracie, Alonzo 831 S 57th St
Mason Thelma L, Michael, Ralph M, Jerome 5126 Webster St
Mcann Rose 5320 Delancey St
Mccain Harriet 848 S 58th St
Mccall Catherine 5302 Catherine St
Mccall James 5841 Delancey St
Mcclennan Dorothy 1232 S Graylock St
Mccloud Mary 5112 Delancey St
Mccoy Ronald 4601 Market St
Mccoy Sharifah 5409 Harley Terr Apt 3b
Mccoy Willie V 5428 Osage Ave
Mcdonough Elizabeth 5533 Beaumont Ave
Mcfadden Margaret J 5421 Malcolm St
Mcgovern Beatrice, Mary 1249 S Hanson
Mcgregor Tiffany 349 S 47th St
Mciver Donny O 2021 S Cecil St
Mciver Joan S 2021 S Cecil St
Mclaughlin James F, Marie L 1013 S 47th St
Mclaughlin John F, Mary 5961 Chester Ave
Mclaughlin Lauren 5907 Latona St
Mcleod Carmen E 349 S 47th St A405
Mcmoore Jean S 5838 Larchwood Ave
Mettaway Gwendolyn J 6017 Cedarhurst St
Middlebrooks Ben T 1329 S Divinity St
Miller Chante 5044 Hazel Ave
Miller Natasha 5139 Cedar Av
Miller Shirley 761 S 51st St
Miller William J 1015 S 53rd St
Minnitti Carolyn 1234 A St
Mitchell Alice J 5909a Carpenter St
Moat Robin 1409 S 58th St
Mobilization For Animals 4729 Baltimore Ave
Moody Ronald A 813 S 49th St
Moore Gerard 1023 S 51st St
Moore Gregory 5231 Chester Ave 3fl
Moore Harriet 5528 Cedar Ave
Moore Ida 5434 Winsor St
Moore Kyle 1254 S Greylock St
Moorhead Patrick 508 S 49th St
Morris Bertah H, Casey, Jr Elinor 1226 S 53rd St
Morris Robert 4821 Walnut
Morrison Joan 1329 S Wilton St
Moses Deborah 1212 Greylock St
Moses Joanna H 1233 S 47th St
Mosley Frances A 5402 Regent St
Moyer Eva 761 S 51st St
Moyer Wilmer 761 S 51st St
Mullan William 5921 Washington Ave
Multi Ethnic Behavioral 1242 S 47th St Fl 2
Mundy Margaret 5708 Grays Ave
Mundy Margaret Est 5708 Grays Ave
Murdaugh Tiffany 5904 Carpenter St Apt A
Murphy Lawrence M 1204 S Edgewood St
Murray Donald L 1048 S 56th St
Murrell Margaret 5704 Windsor St
Myers Leroy 5844 Montrose St
Neuman Miriam, Jay Gdn Ct Plaza 4j
Nguyen Tien H 1008 S 48th St Apt 406
Nibblins Lucy 1605 S 56th St
Nisenzon Maria 5503 Warrington Ave
Norman Deree 5367 Thomas Ave
Norton Derrick N, Shawn K 5443 Willows Ave
Oakley Betty 5115 Pine St Apt 2
Oestreicher Adam J 4941 Pine St
Okite Bernard 737 S 58th St
Olajide Ajayi 325 S 52nd St
Oltman Morton 644 S 60st
Oneal John Jr 526 S Conestoga St
Osborne Moses 5537 Springfield Ave
Osman Jemal M 4704 Hazel Ave
Palmer Handy Paula 5830 Larchwood Ave
Palmer Marie E Est 1135 S Wilton St
Park Je Sik 5746 Baltimore Ave
Parker James F, Frances 1644 S 52nd St
Parrish Marion 5328 Greenway Ave
Pazguitierrez Maria 1001 S 46th St
Peale William W 751 S 60th St
Pearce Jacob R 1431 S 56th St
Pender Jamol J 1008 S 48th St Apt 104
Penthea Bouma 4925 Osage Ave
Perry Aaren 4728 Kingsessing Ave
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Perry Roscoe 4725 Chester Ave #C9
Peterkin Elizabeth 4820 Hazel Ave
Peterson Shanette 5119 Regent St
Pham Cuong 5224 Paschall Ave
Phelps Catherine, Natasha 4913 Cedar Ave
Phillips Kim 5438 Catharine St
Pickett Elbert H 1052 S 53rd St
Pine Hill Historic Prop Ofc B2 4801 Pine St
Pinkston Louise 5632 Pentridge St
Pollard Alan 1005 S Frazier St
Pope Kimberly D 5720 Belmar Tr
Powers Lamar 5925 Windsor
Prischak Robert 4626 Osage Ave
Pritchett Raquel 1341 S 52nd St Apt B
Privott James 4842 Larchwood Ave
Prochaska Erica 805 S Saint Bernard St Apt 3
Purnell Jeanette Y 5416 Willows Ave
Rafter Edward M Jr 5303 Lindbergh Blvd
Randell David 4832 Cedar Ave
Ratigan Lamond M, Brian J 1606 S 46th St
Ratliff Constance 1425 S 54th St
Ray Rahshad R, Linda A 5506 Greenway Ave
Reed Craig 5814 Willows Ave
Reed Mary Est 5911 Cobbs Creek Pkwy
Reese Catheryn 5856 W Osage Ave
Reese Daisy 5301 Chester Ave
Reeves Arlan T 1000 S Ithan St
Reinhart Grabe Cheryl 4730 Chestnut St
Restaurant Assoc 26 Ben Franklin Pky
Revels Walter 5926 Christian St
Reynolds Keith A 6032 Osage Ave
Rhoden Esther I 5626 Addison St
Rhodes Marissa D 501 S 47th St Apt 4
Rhodes Marvin 2411 S Frazier St
Rice James Est 4912 Pine St
Richards Harry 5135 Cedar Ave
Richardson Ronald C/O Est 5803 Cedarhurst St
Ridley James W, Lucy C 5638 Cedar Ave
Ridley Millie 5615 Springfield Ave
Riley Frances 5410 Springfield Ave
Ringgold Mabel R 1135 S Wilton St
Rishi Bhat 529 S 49th St
Robertson Joseph 5529 Angora Ter
Robinson Alfonso 4816 N 15th St
Robinson Annie E 5907 Warrington Ave
Robinson Florence 6032 Cedar Ave
Robinson Jessie C 6241 Larchwood Ave
Rogers George W 5400 Gibsona Dr
Rolle Michael 6245 Washington Ave
Rone Reada R 5710 Larchwood Ave Apt A
Rose Darnley O 903 S Alden St
Ross Elizabeth 4932 Cedar Ave
Rothman Hannah E 5040 Hazel Ave 2
Rouse Karen 1812 S Alden St
Rowe Valerie 5717 Belmar Ter
Royster Joseph 5844 Belmar Ter
Ruffin James, Mark 1545 S Lindenwood St
Ruffin Joyce 1016 S Frazier St
Russell Florence, John 1242 S 50th St
Rutland Nettie Est 1418 S 51st St
Ryan Kathleen 509 S Melville St
Saks Rachel 4607 Springfield Ave
Salladini Guido, Anna 5542 Angora Terr
Sample Elton 2038 S Alden St
Sanders Nathaniel E 5520 Willows Ave
Saunders Gerald W Jr 5757 Rodman St
Saunders Linda C 4611 Woodland Ave
Scarborough Mary M 4601 Chester Ave
Schott Kevin 4702 Cedar Ave
Schreider Rose Est 4605 Chester Ave
Scott Daniel 5540 Katherine St
Scriven Lola 5139 Walton Ave
Scruggs Vernetta 5209 Woodland Ave
Seely Lillian G 5443 Regent St
Session Andrea L 4800 Pine St
Settles Gregory 1533 S Wilton St
Seyoum Samuel A 5808 Baltimore Ave
Shao Xiang Chai 5641 Chester Av 1st Bsmt
Shapiro Jonathan C 819 S 49th St
Sherwood Day Care C/O Halimah Jones 5543 Willows Ave
Short Christian 4940 Cedar Ave
Showell Beth A 716 S 49th St
Siciliano Mary J 5840 Belmar Ter
Sills Robert 5721 Malcolm St
Sine Robert 5011 Larchwood Ave
Singleton Michael 6039 Webster St
Siter Rodney B 5926 Cobbs Creek Pkwy
Skelton Katherine J 5702 Thomas Ave
Skinner Mabel L 2050 S 58th St
Slocum Frank 5225 Delancey St
Smith Alexander J 5234 Litchfield St
Smith Elaine O 6118 Catharine St
Smith Janie Maye 5934 Webster St
Smith Jeanette E 5951 Cobbs Creek Pkwy
Smith Ralph R 414 S 46th St
Smith Tamara M 6204 Larchwood Ave
Smith Trine 4929 Walton St
Smith Willetta 5456 Pine St
Smith William 5916 Walton Ave
Spivey Clara E 5416 Cedar Ave
SS Fund Inc PO Box 19101
Stanley James 530 S 51st St
Stanton Carol A 5606 Pine St Apt 1
Starchia Jamar 1533 S 58th St Apt B
Stclair Margaret L 4811 Springfield Ave
Stearns Deborah C 4822 Florence Ave 3rd Fl
Stephens Idella 419 S 51st St
Stern William 4944 Hazel Ave
Stewart Fannie 5331 Addison St
Stewart Marietta I, John 1448 Grays Ferry Ave
Stickney Gillian 5010 Pine St
Stock Stephanie 4631 Pine St Apt E610
Stokes Pearl 5538 Ridgewood St
Strickland Norma Est 6149 Delancey St
Strobos Barron Inc 500 S 49th St
Strok Michael, Natalya 2032 S Cecil St
Suber Veronica L 4815 Florence Ave
Summers Gail M 5808 Walton Ave
Sweeney Michael K, Patricia 5515 Addison St
Sykes Poncedeleon 5519 Linmore St
Tang Chiang, Eng S 5410 Chester Ave
Tashjian Mary L 5457 Norfolk St
Tate Devon 8109 Lyons Ave
Tayler Daisy B 1303 S 57th St
Taylor Charlonda 411 Cobbs Creek Pkwy
Taylor Mary 1329 S Divinity St
Taylor Mary R 5907 Latona St
Taylor Willie R, Raymond 2055 S Redfield St
Tedla Saba 1011 S 46th St Apt 3f
Teitelbaum Reba 5633 Ridgewood St
Terry Ava D 1320 S Divinity St
Thomas Ivory 5119 Springfield Ave
Thomas Juanita 4946 Pine St
Thompson Dora 4804 Paschall Ave
Thrower Mildred, Alex 923 S Cecil St
Thurwanger Charles Sr, Mary 5212 Kingsessing
Thurwanger Mary 5212 Kingsessing Ave
Tilson Lottie D 6119 Webster St
Timsley Page Linda G 5913 Catherine St
Tinson Antonio 7016 Woodland Ave
Titelbaum Nathan 5633 Ridgewood St
Toft Peter 900 S 47th St
Toney David 6241 Carpenter St
Toney Lorine 1119 S 53rd
Tookes Joseph 1651 S Wilton St
Townsend Leon 1437 S 49th St
Tran Bac T 5600 Thomas Ave
Travers Lula E 6043 Catharine St
Trowell Nicole D 5814 Norfolk St
Tucker Claudia M 1124 S 51st St
Turner Shawn 6031 Carpenter St
Uddin Millat 526 S 56th St
Urbanelli Mario 5300 Chester Ave Holy Family Home
Vandyke Howard W, Clara A 613 S Conestoga St 1st Fl
Vinson Jeffery 509 40th St
Vinson Joseph 2050 S 58th St
Voyage House Inc 4820 Chester Av
Waite Anthony C/O John Waite 1217 S 61st St
Waite John 1217 S 61st St
Walker Cynthia D 6021 Wharton St
Walker Franklyn L 635 S Felton St
Walker Kahlil M 4924 Walton Ave Apt B
Walker Mariyam 7701 Lindbergh Blvd Apt 116
Walker Philip 833 S 57th St
Walker Reuben 5839 Norfolk St
Walston J E 5416 Addison St
Walton Zoxleavon 1020 S 60th St
Ward Mary Jo 401 S 46th St
Washington Shona 5551 Walton Ave
Washington Shona Est 5551 Walton Ave
Washington Thelma C/O Alfred A Washington 1444 S Vodges St
Waters Shavasia 5148 Hazel Ave
Watson Clement 1353 S Lindenwood St
Watson Dollie, Artis 5513 Beaumont Ave
Weaver Frances 1430 S 49th St
Weaver Herbert 1850 S Yewdall St
Welk Jeffrey 929 S Saint Bernard St
Wells Margie 1142 S Wilton St
Wells Tommie W 5833 Washington Ave
West Lewis C 5416 Whitby Ave
West Philadelphia Eye Assocs 501 S 54th St Ste 25
Westerbrook Kelly 430 S 57th St
White Geraldine E 5604 Harley Dr Apt 3a
Whiters Shellrond M 4952 Walton Ave
Whittingham Thomas P 4928 Hazel St
Williams Bernice E 5128 Springfield Ave
Williams Davis 5632 Pine St
Williams Edward F 501 S 48th St
Williams Erma 723 S Ithan St
Williams John 6247 Carpenter St
Williams Joseph 645 S Yewdall St
Williams Sareata 901 S 55th St
Williams Solomon J 414 S 48th St Apt B11
Wilson Elaine Y 810 S 51st St
Wilson Kermitt R 903 S Alden St
Wilson Krystal T 1846 S 56th St
Wilson Lakisha 1225 S Wilton St
Wilson Vernice N 1318 S 17th St
Wise William 1535 S 53rd St
Wolfert Irene E 1016 S Farragut
Wood Elizabeth 5644 Elliott St
Wooden Mona 5379 Thomas Ave
Woodland Rehabilitation 7049 S 49 Th St
Wright Augustus 1537 S Lindenwood St
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Wright Correy 1522 S Lindenwood St
Wright Irene 4936 Cedar Ave
Wright Kevin 1822 S Vodges St
Wue Phyllis M S 4604 Springfield Ave
Wynn Leon 6026 Osage Ave
Yikunno Addisu 1400 S Vodges St
Yoo Sung Koo 5401 Baltimore Av
Young Irene G 5858 Angora Ter
Zwigaitis Bernice M 5426 Woodland Ave
Philadelphia Pa 19144
27 Swiss Times 20 E Herman St
Abbey Genevieve 5555 Wissahickon Ave Apt 1108k
Abbott Laura 20 E Abbottsford Ave
Abdullah Isa 512 W Clapier St
Adderley Nelson, Ada 454 W Winona St
Adkins Jaleel 31 E Armat St
Agen Ruth M 5123 Wayne Ave
Agger Charles, Mary A 5016 Portico St
Agger Mary 5016 Portico St
Allen Bette L 6322a Carnation St
Allen David 5142 Greene St
Allen Philip 4601 Green St
Ammaturo Leonardo, Rose 75 E Cosgrove St
Anderson Delone 370 W Johnson St D 3
Anderson Myrtle C 202 W Chelten Ave
Anderson Tracey D PO Box 44465
Andre Maia 6300 Greene St
Arnold Amb 6330 Ambrose St
Ashmore Constance 6324 Ross St
B WithersPOon R Witherspoon 443 W Hansberry St
Bacon Nita M 536 E Tulpehocken St
Barbee Esther B 22w Rittenhouse St Apt 106
Barefield Margie 6111 Boynton St
Battle Catherine 6358 Morton St
Battle John H 6358 Morton St
Baum Cora 6118 Lensen St
Bayete Shani L 5400 Wissahickon Ave Apt 12
Beasley Virginia Est, Robert 6342 Ross St
Behrendt Christiane 556 W Clapier St
Bell Robert S 5860 Osceola St
Bevans Sharen A, Joan M 140 W Maplewood Ave
Bey Kyle 316 E High St
Biggins Wanda E 414 W Manheim St
Black Helen J 21 W Pomona St
Black Norses Investment Club A Partnersh Inez Tory 6144 Wayne Ave 5
Bohanan Virginia L, Grace V 23 W Ashmead Pl N
Boone Watson 467 E Mechanic St
Bowen James D 313 W Manheim St
Bowers Ryan 4835 Pulaski Ave
Bowser Marion 505 E High St
Boyer Juanita 548 E Washington Ln
Bradley Patricia 471 E School House Ln
Brahin Judith 210 W Rittenhouse
Brantley Ellen 277 E Queen Ln
Brauer Ariana 4201 Henry Ave # 431
Braun Rose 6323 Mccallum St
Brearley Louise 5040 Tacoma St
Bridge Whist Assn Phila Clubs 6127 Mccallum St
Bringhurst Charles 92 E Wister St
Britt Hugh 451 W Queen Ln
Broaddus Hoskins 21 E Penn St Rear
Brown Charles 5450 Wissahickon Ave Apt 452
Brown Helen 5614 Stokes St
Brown William M 164 W Wyneva St
Brown William N 33 E Bringhurst St
Brunson Edith 356 W Penn St
Buggey Helen 5657 E Wister St
Bullard Dina J 5222 Greene St
Burgess Jonathan D 206 Lincoln Dr
Burnett George 6342 Musgrave St
Burnett George C Jr 6342 Musgrave St
Burns Spurgeon 6325 Homer St
Burroughs Childs Jermani 741 E Rittenhouse St
Burton Eric 627 E Locust Ave
Bush Mildred A 5022 Copley Rd
Bussie Kim 5920 Pulaski Ave
Byren Grace 114 W Apsley St
Cabiness Finnagan Nyeisha 538 W Clapier St
Cameron Nellie 507 W Manheim St #22d
Canale John 320 E Mechanic St
Caned David 5017 Wissahickon Ave
Caporale Aldo M 6123 Greene St Apt 213
Carter Derrick 612 E Woodlawn St
Carter Donald 6331 Greene St
Carter Doris V 162 W Wyneva St
Carter Harret 5030 Knox St
Carter Josephine 243 E High St
Cary Mark S 6324 Gdnia St
Cason Victor G 5074 Mckean Ave
Chapman Richard Juvenile Justice Ctr of Phi 100 W Coulter St
Charles Foster J 328 E Price St
Chelten Rehabiliation Pc 208 W Chelten Ave
Childs Joe L 6344 Sherman St
Clark Anna C 7321 Bryan St
Clark Calvin 122 W Apsley St
Clark Karin 5217 Wissahickon Ave Fl 1
Clark Khalil 5000 N 20th St Salon
Clarke Garland 5235 Laurens St 2nd Fl
Clarke Jonathan 200 E Johnson St
Clayton Dorothea 5335 Baynton St
Clinkscale Luther 125 E Coulter St
Cloud William 225 W Queen Ln
Cloverly Apts 437 W School House Ln
Coleman Lisa 5501 Wayne Ave Apt 109
Coleman Ronald L 463 W Winona Ave
Coles Barry B 613 E Locust Ave
Coles William, Barry B 608 E Locust Ave
Collazo Roberto 259 W Johnson St
Collins Gina 46 E Pastorius St
Committee For Dignity And Fairness 5219−25 Germantown Ave
Commodaro Vincent, Emilia 532 E Mayland St
Concepcion Perez R 5141 Germantown Ave Apt 3
Connor Doris F 26 W Johnson St
Connor Emma M 146 Walnut Ln
Cooper Ella R 5844 Magnolia St
Cooper Marilyn L 515 W Chelten Ave 1108
Copeland Lisa 128 Rittenhouse
Corner David E 146 Walnut Ln
Cottrell Thomas 53 E Wister St Apt 307
Counts Robert L 4918 Greene St
Covenant House Health Svcs 251 E Bringhurst St
Crockett Robert, Edna 132 E Mayland St
Cuddleton Charles 245 E Upsal St
Cutts Bryant 6352 Mccallum St
Cwikla Stanley 6122 Ross St
Daniels Edmar 142 W Manheim St
Daniels Samuel M 5004 Erringer Pl
Daniels William 6225 Morton St
Datts Terrine 6047 Magnolia St
Davidson Caroline 6319a Carnation St
Davis Bryttney 5450 Wissahickon Ave
Dean Littles Rasheeda 6121 Gdnia St
Del Colon Vazquez M 5141 Germantown Ave Apt 1
Demby Myles J 505 E Tulpehocken St
Dempsey Melissa E 5232 Morris St
Deskian Sonia 5555 Wissahickon Rd Apt 515f
Devine Marcella 745 E Locust Ave
Dice Nelson Clarke A 5231 Wissahickon Ave
Dixon Rachel A 600 W Harvey St Apt A315
Doherty Tyler B 410 W Woodlawn St
Doran Marie V 601 W Park Ln Apt C3
Dorman Robert B 5853 Magnolia St
Drayton James Apt 3e 269 W Walnut Ln
Dyer Joseph 5225 Schuyler St
Eagle One Federal Credit Union PO Box 44465
Edwards Adriane 6209 Homer St
Edwards Edith M 401 West Walnut Ln 127
Edwards Rupert 133 E Mayland St
Eikenburg George 6339 Magnolia St
Eisiminger Charles I 5115 Wissahickon Ave
Engram Curtis M 5450 Wissahickon Ave Apt239
Erb David C/O Taig 4700 Wissahickon Ave Ste 100
Esmond Ella 6214 Wayne Ave
Evans Eva 5602 Baynton St
Evans Jane P 222 E Price St
Evans Sylvester 5042 Tacoma St
Everett Pauline H 36 E Clapier St
Family Practice Counsel Inc 4700 Wissahickon Ave Ste 118 Mailbox 110
Faust James K 5027 Wayne Ave
Fearon John P 114 W Apsley St
Feda Corp 139 W Chelten Av Power
Fletcher Brandy 4201 Henry Ave
Gabel Charles K 117 W Washington Ln
Gabow Frances 128 E Price St
Gale John W 722 E Chelten Ave
Gambrell James 551 Morris St
Gansky Hilda R, Hilda 6300 Greene St 108
Gaskins Jane A 722 E Chelten Ave
Gellman Beth Apt C 305 2967 W School House Ln
Germantown Community Health Svc 1 Penn Blvd
Germantown Cricket Club 411 W Manheim St
Germantown Pain PO Box 8250
Germantown Pharmacy Inc 5100 Germantown Ave
Giordano Leona 5815 Wayne Ave
Gittlin Bruce, Gail 760 E Price St
Glinsky Randi 3120 School House Ln Ap
Goggins Della 5450 Wissahickon Ave Apt 541
Gomez Joan L 6342 Gardina St
Gonzalez Tirado J 5141 Germantown Ave Apt 2
Grant Charles 135 W Hansberry St
Graupner Robert F, Alda 5433 Wayne Ave
Gray Ingrid 2nd Fl 545 E High St
Gre Rosemarie B 4126 Apalogen Rd
Greater Germantown Housing Dev Corp 5538 C Wayne Ave
Green Dorothy PO Box 48156
Greene Kevin 107 W Manheim St
Gregg James 600 W Harvey St
Greipo Jolene M 5500 Wissahicon Ave
Grey Ernestine 26 W Johnson St
Griffin Lloyd 245 W Queen Ln Apt 407
Griffin Marie 4535 Morris St
Griffin Mary B 5450 Wissahickon Ave Apt 541
Growing Light Day Sch 5223 Belfield Av 3 Phase
Gunn Georgia 5215 Schuyler St C207
Hamilton Hydiea D 5335 Baynton St
Hampton Tony F 6 W Pomana St 3
Hardman Doreen M 5114 Keyser St
Harley Laurence, Beulah 6145 Bayton St
Harmon Vivian 46 E Pastorius St
Harper Charles W, Sara 5815 Knox St
Harris Brittney D 5500 Wissahickon Ave
Harris Daisy 246 E Bringhurst St
Harris Lorraine, Peter R 6100 Mccallum St Apt 2c
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Harris Mark 416 Chelten
Hart Samuel 59 E Coulter St
Harvey Martin Est c/o Paul Harvey 236 Roberts Ave
Hawk Barbara Y 5450 Wissahichon Ave Apt 652b
Hennessy Helen 50 W Neva St
Henzy Inc 118 W Chelten Av
Herrick Dale V 635b W Park Ln
Herring George 5619 Germantown Ave
Higgins Marie 544 E Penn St
Hill Fred 5112 Newhall St
Hill James H Jr 99 W Washington Ln
Hill King 404 W Winona St
Hill Ralph Nelson 6101 Morris St Apt 321
Hill Sarah E 404 W Winona St
Hill Sarah, King 404 W Winona St
Hilten Antwan 6020 Morton St
Hines Rosalie T 5015 Wayne Ave 2nd−Fl
Hingorani Renu G 633 W Rittenhouse St Apt A823
Holland Lauren 527 E Tulpehocken St
Holliday Florence 52 W Tulpehocken St
Holloway Ardell PO Box 48155
Hood Carl V 5321 Wayne Ave Apt 400
Hood Joseph 5228 Wakefield St
Hooks Lorraine B 5008 Mckean Av C10
Hunter Earline 1 Penn Blvd Apt 601
Hutchins John 4951 Rubicam St
Iarovoi Evgueni 50 W Manheim St
Inc Paul S 519 E Washington Ln
Investment One Inves 123 Apsley St
Jackson James S 245 W Queen La Apt 201
Jackson Michael 5627 Stokes St
Jackson Ruby 5241 Pulaski Ave
Jackson Stephan 746 Gray St
James Elizabeth 6115 Magnolia St
James Jason Jr 633 W Rittenhouse St B305
James Wilbur 5234 Schuyler St
Jefferson Verdonia 6100 Baynton St
Jennings Sallie 226 W Seymour St
Johnson Arthur F III 319 W Winona St
Johnson Joyce A 4535 Morris St
Johnson Michael 3800 Haverford Ave
Johnson Sandra R Apt A912 633 W Rittenhouse St
Jones Belinda J 302 W Apsley St
Jones Jacqueline 38 W Harvey St
Jones Mae 6136 Belfield St
Jones Stanette R 257 W Berkley St
Jordan William H, Helen M 230 E Clapier St
Jugan Judith E Ps Plan 333 W Johnson St
K & A Ins 5901 Greene St
Kang Yee Tze 6350 Greene St Apt 312
Kapotas Construction Corp 222 W Winona St
Kearse George 5813 Baynton
Keisar Christopher N 52 E Clapier St
Kelly Tanya R 28 Ashmead Pl N
Kemp Anna 26 W Harvey St
Kendrick Co Inc 6139 Germantown Ave
Kennedy Cleo 126 W Duval St
Kennedy Salethia L 139 W Price St
King Jeffrey A C/O Linda Keys 5925 Mccallum St
Klein Ilene 325 Winona St
Knight Elena M 6339 Ambrose St
Knight Leonard, Naomi 435 W Coulter St
Kohn Phyllis Park Dr Manor Wissahicon Apt 719a
La Boccetta Ernest Alfred C Laboccetta Guard
Lassiter Monique 517 W Hannesberry St
Lawrence Maria 457 W School House Ln
Lawson Mattie 4706 Greene St
Lee Verna M C/O Maplewood Manor Nursing Ho 125 W School House Ln
Lemon Henry L 5370 Wingohocking Ter
Leslie Americredit, Lewis 22 E Tulpehocken St
Levy Abner 5555 Germantown Av
Lewis Tanya 517 E Queen Ln
Lind Charles R 6300 Greene St
Lipscomb Gregory 68 E Coulter St
Lipscomb William L 135 W Price St
Lisko John 4900 Pulaski Ave
Livi Gwendell J 6115 Magnolia St
Lomax J H 505 E Washington La
Longo Fredrick R 301−07 E Wister St
Longstreth Cynthia, Guy H 4938 Germantown Ave
Lover Susan 143 E Pomona St
Lucky Mable 46 W Reger St
Lyons Michael 110 W Sylvania St
Mainor Lynwood E, Martha 131 W Tulpehocken St Apt 1
Malsin Elizabeth 5450 Wissahickon Ave Apt 937b
Manheim Partners 48 E Penn St
Manuel Tia M 5649 Musgrave St
Maplewood Manor 125 W School House Ln
Marks Barry L Dr Do 6302 Morton St
Mary Eileen 623 W Kingsley St Apt J
Masnyj Paul 5500 Wissahickon Av Ph
Mayo James R 5720 Wissahickon Ave Apt E14
Mccaffrey Patricia A 245 W Queen Ln Apt 407
Mcfarland Megan 6204 Gdnia St
Mckinley Rita T 376 W Milne St
Mcknight Janet E 5227 Wakefield St
Mcwilliams Laval 6343 Ross St
Mcwilliams Weldon 633 Rittenhouse St
Meckley Mildred, Donald 509 E Washington Ln
Melson William 319 W Chelten Ave Apt 410
Michau Robert 131 W Tulpehocken St
Michels Joseph 71 W Manheim St
Miles Anthony B 5012 Erringer Pl Ste B
Miles Florence E 5450 Wissahickon Ave Apt 422a
Miller Ernest 1198 E Upsal St
Miller Roberta J 157 E Walnut Ln
Mims Jasmine 545 E Rittenhouse St
Mims Karen 140 W Maplewood Ave
Monroe Brian 5232 Morris St
Morrone Steven R 333 W Johnson St Apt 2a
Morton St Aid 218 W Chelten Ave
Morvin Michele Anne 5915 Magnolia St Apt B
Mulhall Mary Lou 5009 Copley Rd
Mullan Martin 7002 Large
Mullins Merle 6113 N Baynton St
Myers Richard, Mabel 95 N East St
Nablett Jerome 457 W School House Ln
Narasimhan Srinivasan, Radha 3120 W Schoolhouse L Apt Apemc
Nembhard Ricardo 5705 Germantown Ave
Neuman George A 5600 Heskill
Nguyen Phu 50 W Manheim St
Nitterour Thomas 130 W Ashmead St
Oxford Isaac 6214 Greene St
Paige Edith E 28 W Duval St
Paige William A 28 W Duval St
Palo Frances 4915 Wayne Ave
Pannell Micheal 238 E Collom St
Paramore Emmie L 38 E Logan St
Parke Ralph W Son, Myrtle L 131 Abbotts Ford Ave
Parker Aspegren Marta 4951 Mckean Ave
Pasinska Ewa 4972 Bayton St
Patterson Catherine 5602 Baynton St
Paul Brothers 5020 Newhall St
Paulhill Christian 512 E Ashmead St
Pelson Roberta 647 E Woodlawn St
Pendleton Carolyn 52 E Washington Ln
Perkins William J 58 E Wister St
Perry Margaret 526 E Ashmead St
Peterson Jerome J 224 West School House Ln
Petrucci Catherine 66 E Bringhurst St
Petrucci Catherine, Louis 66 E Bringhurst St
Phfa Its Successors Andor Ass 5103 Stenton Ave
Poinsette Levina 53 E Wister St
Porter Edward 5333 Wayne Ave
Powell Michael Sr, Erma 5629 Crowson St
Prabhakaran Anita Apt M 409c 5500 Wissahickon Ave
Queenan Victoria R 4000 Gypsy Ln Apt U 539
Ramos Isaias 402 E Chelten Ave
Rashid Amin 333 W Johnson St Apt 2b
Redstone Caroline J 447 W Harvey St
Reed Jacquelyn B 5020 Newhall St
Reed Jean O 5332 Lena St
Reeves Grace D 30 W Seymour St
Reforming Church Fund Trust 287 W Harvey St
Reidel Virginia C 5500 Wissahicken Ave Alden Park Apt 908c
Resource For Human Development 322 W Chelten Ave
Richmond Helen 5224 Morris St
Riley Shirley E 345 W Johnson St Apt E210
Rivers Brian 4542 Wayne Ave
Roach Ernell 360 E Walnut Ln
Roberson James A 5236 Schuyler St
Roberts Richard Jr 122 W Seymour St
Robertson Mark 124 East Washington La
Robinson Emma 5839 Mcmahon St
Robinson Louise 17 E Bringhurst St
Rodrigues Carmen A 34 W Rockland St
Rodriguez Landin J 5141 Germantown Ave Apt 2
Roebuck Ronald P, Olivia M 5008 Mckean Ave Ash Bldg Apt A5
Rogers Bryan 5004 Stenton Ave
Rojas Marissa 5134 Keyser St
Rossetti Saverio, Louise 115 E Pomona St
Rucker Mildred 5308 One Half Wakefield St
Rush Josephine 5109 Stenton Ave
Ryan Sidney 43 E Walnut Ln
Sanders Robert L 33 W Logan St
Sarvetnick Jerome, Leah J 101 W Johnson St
Saslow Amanda D 316 W Duval St
Scaer Paul 4000 Gypsy Ln 611
School Lane House Apts 5450 Wissahickon Ave
Schuster Loree 53 W Tulpehocken St
Schwaneberg Adele M 732 E Church Ln
Scott Johnnie 5015 Erringer Pl
Scott Margaret 200 E Church St
Seeley Courtney S 33 W Harvey
Seifert Robert 446 W Bringhurst St
Selby Lorenzo 537 W Abbottsford Av
Selman Clyde 5530 Pulaski Ave
Shultz Nancy 5012 Greene St
Simmons Mary 5348 Lena St
Simons Earlean M 536 E Tulpehocken St
Smallwood Robert II 4951 Rubicam St Fl 2
Smith Anthony Ashmead St
Smith Charles R 453 W Harvey St
Smith Claudia 240 W Clapier St
Smith Elizabeth M 6324 Ross St
Smith Jeanette 6324 Ross St
Smith Kimberly 5103 Stenton Ave
Smithson Mae 423 E Rittenhouse St
Solomon Peter 231 W Haines St
Soulsby Thomas W 215 W Walnut Ln Apt 104b
Spraggins Richard J 112 W Johnson St
Stadtler Alberta M 102 W Manheim St
Staller Elena T 5367 Belfield Ave
Stanback C Jr 453 E Walnut Ln
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Stancil Courtney D 5224 Morris St
Stancil Jacquelyne R 5224 Morris St
Stancil Kyle J 5224 Morris St
Stanton Denise 4918 Greene St
Starzyk Veronica A 304 W Apsley St
States Ellis P 5500 Wissahickon Ave Apt M605b
Stein Wallace D, Mary C 5316 Wayne Ave
Stephans Freda J 33 E Bringhurst St
Sterling Clarence E Jr 6126 Belfield Ave
Stevens Robert III, Winifred 6049 Magnolia Ave
Stewart John 5727 Mcmahon St
Stiles Barbara 44 W Haines St
Stinson Matthew 6325 Greene St
Stolzer 5154 Wakesfield St
Stowers Ardela 600 W Harvey St
Stowers Ardelia 4550 Wayne Ave
Sutherland Joseph 418 W Coulter St
Sutherland Kimberly 579 E Haines St
Swansby Mildred 215 W Walnut Ln Apt 104b
Sweet Carolyn P 145 W School House Ln
Sylvestri Dominic, Nancy 5833 Magnolia Ave
Taylor Bertram 5544 Crowson St
Teller Chiropractic PO Box 48250
Thomas Chante 600 W Harvey St Ap
Thompson Brad W 235 W Winona St
Thurman Harvin R 5013 Germantown Ave
Tillman Debra 6250 Magnolia St
Todd Stanley 53 W Tulpehocken St
Toland Wendel B 3005 W School House Ln
Tracey Vincent, Jennie 701 Haines St
Treatman Howard 1 Lehman Ln
Trippetta Pasquale 6007 Magnolia St 1700 Oakwood Tr
Tubbs John R 6233 Homer St
Udvari Monica J 114 E Duval St
Vanderveen Kevin Est 5555 Wissahickon Ave Apt 1114
Vass Elizabeth 92 E Ashmead St
Vass Paul D 17 E Bringhurst St
Vazquez Vargas T 5141 Germantown Apt 1
Vega Nukeyshia 1236 Robbins Ave
Velez Santiago W 5141 Germantown Ave Apt 3
Veterans Administration 5000 Wissahickon Ave
Vogt Richard E 544 E Penn St
Wagner John P 409 E Woodlawn St
Walker Angela T 5429 Germantown Ave Fl2
Walker Franklin, Evelyn E 4 Freedoms N 802 6101 Morris St
Walker Harry Jr 4631 Greene St
Walker Jawan Michael 5327 Pulaski Ave
Walker Mark L 149 E Coulter St
Walker Thomas, Oralee 145 E Cutler St
Walton Yeomans Susan E 423 W Rittenhouse St
Wambulwa Charles S 633 W Rittenhouse St A412
Washington Naomi 218 W Clapier St
Watson Ethel, Reid 20 W Logan St
Webb Darryl 150 E Walnut Ln
Weir Anna 306 W School House Ln
White Janice 56 Harvey St
White Joan 6324 Ross St
White Jobe 352 W Penn St
Wiggins Kenneth, Lisa 5351 Belfield Ave
Wilkins Felix 5908 10 Greene St Apt A 5
William Devon Jr 56 E Herman St
Williams Carolyn V 360 E Tulpehocken St Apt C11
Williams Helen 163 E Mayland St
Williams Katrina Ats Svcs Inc 400 W Manheim St 1st Fl
Williams Kristine S 32 W Logan St
Williams Marlene J 6101 Morris St
Williams Maurice D 310 W Berkley St
Williams Pamela 238 W Haines St
Williams Richard E 4610 Wayne Ave
Williams Tamara D 310 W Berkley St
Williams Thomas 245 W Queen Ln Apt 407
Williams Willie S 119 W Pomona St
Wilson Charles R, Susie 401 W Johnson St
Wilson Marie L 5015 Pulaski Ave
Wingert Helen 238 W Clapier St
Wister Assc 312 E Armstrong St
Witherspoon E 443 W Hansberry St
Witherspoon Walter, E 443 W Hansberry St
Womack George W 101 W Johnson St Apt 304
Wright Rosetta Tate 5144 Greene St
Y Lin Sun Son 2979 W School House Ln Apt 503
Young Yvonne 435 W Abbottsford Ave
Zoccola Adeline 335 E Wister St
Philadelphia Pa 19145
AA Temp Svc 1704 S 16th St
Abdullah Herbert S 1931 Watkins St
Adams Jonathan C 2026 Mifflin St
Aggar Francis R 1634 S Chadwick St
Agustina Santi 1623 S Hicks St
Alcaide Pablo 1826 S Newkirk St
Alex Auto Body 1809 Mifflin St
Alexander Richard 1811 S 19th St
Ali Kareem 1623 Ellsworth St
Allen Dorothy 2032 S Norwood St
Allen William Est 1944 Mcclellan St
Almeida Anna 1425 Snyder Ave
Amicone Jennie, Ida 1922 S Woodstock St
Anastasi Madaline 2741 Snyder Ave
Anderson Durango 1735 Mcclellan St
Antonelli Charles 3017 S Sydenham St
Antonelli Frances 1623 S Ringgold St
Aparicio Perez Luz Yajaira 1640 S Mole St
Armstrong Marquise 2022 Pierce St
Arrigale Carl J 3012 S Colorado St
Asian Social Svcs Center Inc 1719 Morris St Armand Taraborelli
Aweda Tolu P 2050 Pierce St
Azzinaro Michael 2348 S Bonsall St
Baiocchi Marianne 1935 S Newkirk St
Bakouli Kiki 1631 Jackson St
Bakow Frances 3154 S 17th St
Barnett Lillian M, Harry E 2421 S 21st St
Bartholomew Charlotte 3700 Gateway Dr Apt 208a
Bastian William Jr, Rose 2838 S Smedley St
Baum Gilbert A 2021 Mcclellan St
Baum Gilbert B 2021 Mcclellan St
Beard Ethel 1009 S 6th St
Begley Ronald M 3600 Sheaff Ln
Belfiore Stephen D 1920 Forrestal St
Bellamy Harriet, Moses 1704 S 22nd St
Benedetto Rocco 2338 S Bancroft St
Benyard Shynauna 1735 32nd St
Best Harold PO Box 6411
Betzale Thomas 2835 Jackson St
Blanco Mario L 1503 Mifflin St
Blanda George J 2132 Wolf St
Borek Anthony J S 2650 Bouvier St
Boys Latin of Phila Cha C/O Fbo David Hardy 2901 S 15th St
Bozzi Carmela 1534 Curtin St
Brackett Amelia, Ross 1945 Ritner St
Breccia Peter 2413 S Opal St
Breen Marie 2130 S Norwood St
Brennan Robert J 2222 S Hemberger St
Brislin Catherine 2235 S Rosewood St
Britain Marge R 1821 S Hicks St
Broadhurst Jonathan 1833 Hoffman St
Broadmax Thomas 1543 S 32nd St
Broadnax Thomas 1543 S 32nd St
Brown Dorothy I, James A 3185 S Uber St
Bruno Jennifer 2415 S 18th St
Burnette Marlon 1405 S 15th St
Burton Eric 3800 Gateway Dr C111
Byrdsong Helen E 2504 Jackson St Apt 6f 1a
Cain Shalonda N 1809 Mifflin St
Calabro Anthony 1733 W Ritner St
Cannady Karen 2141 Tasker St
Carpenter Thelma 2242 Moore St
Carrozza Michael 3164 S 17th St
Cassetta Joann, Rose 2233 S Bancroft St
Cassetta John 2233 S Bancroft St
Celenza Anthony & Divincenzo Umberto 1426 Jackson St
Chaney Richard F 2050 Morris St
Chhay Bunra R 2003 Snyder Ave
Chhup Savuth 1607 S 17th St
Childs Florence Esther, Elizabeth 1834 Tasker St
Chisolm Glen 2012 S Colorado St
Chong Stanley 1902 S Newkirk St
Ciarlante Antoinette R 2429 S 17 St
Cimadamore Rosie 2227 Moore St
Clesi Joseph L 1817 Ritner St
Contino Rose 2428 Sw Brd St #2
Coppolino Matthew F Jr 3201 S 17th St
Cosmi Carmela 2642 Emily St
Covington Tadita 2003 Catherine
Crespo Nilda L 1722 Snyder Av 1st Fl
Daffin Kristen L, James L 3600 Sheaff Ln Apt 224
Dagostino Antoinette 1817 Ritner St
Daley Brian 2142 S Brd St
Damiani Yolanda 2111 S 18th St
Damiano Helene 2423 S Woodstock St
Danella Candida 2420 S 21st St
Danh Harry J 1711 Passyunk Ave
Dankanis William Jr 2112 S 15th
Davis Albert 2217 Bigler Tr
Decimo Michael, Rita 1702 W Oregon Ave
Delaire Auto Body 1520 W Ritner St
Delia Lucy 2938 S Carlisle St
Deni Jonathan E 1541 W Passyunk Ave
Denota James D 2348 S 24th St 1st Fl
Depaolo Tammie H 1607 Dover St
Depena William 1905 Forrestal St
Derosa Charles, Leonard 2246 W Mcclellan St
Derosa Leonard, Mary 2246 W Mcclellan St
Desipio R B 2224 S 20th St
Diagnostic Rehabilit 2900 S 16th St
Diana Barbara 2616 S Hicks St
Diggs Lloyd 1930 S Beechwood St
Digiaro Rose 1706 S 29th St
Dilks Helen Sr, Helen 2431 S 15th St
Dimeo Lucy 2647 Dudley
Diomande Namignan 2223 Snyder Ave
Do Thu 2214 S 20th St
Dodge Christine, Ronald 1647 S Newkirk St
Doherty Megan L C/O William P Doherty Jr POA 1733 S Dorrance St
Donatucci Robert 2035 W Ritner St
Dong Rong Q 2001 S 22nd St
Dot Frank 2027 S Beechwood
Dr House Call 2243 S Lambert St
Edwards Joseph 2032 Moore St Ap1 1
Eleanor Monte 1830 S 21 St
Elliott Lillian 1919 S 20th St
Elshabazz Tesha 1705 Natrona St
Epic Auto Body Inc 2635 W Passyunk Ave
Erace Adam 2315 S 21st St
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Ertel Frederick 2211 S Bancroft St
Facenda Joseph, Irene 1816 Tree St
Feola Margaret Est 1549 Curtin St Apt 1
Finch John 2038 S 18th
Finnegan Elizabeth 2419 S 17th St
Fiordimondo Alexis 3190 Uber St
First American R E Tax Svc 1906 S 29th St
Forte Catherine 2022 S 23rd St
Foster David, I 1736 S Bancroft St
Franklin Cardiovascular Assoc Pa 2224 24 S B Rd St
Frazier Walter 3434 Taylor Ter
Freda Mary A 3161 S Uber St
Fulton Michael B 1915 S Bonsall St
Fung Maria P, Felix Y 1424 W Porter St 3rd Fl
Gaeta Adonia 1727 W Moyamensing Ave
Gaffney William F 2448 S Garnet St
Gagliardi Michael, Dennis 2614 S Rosewood St
Gallupi Lorraine 1817 Ritner St
Galvani Catherine 1634 S Chadwick St
Gangemi Vincent 2238 S Brd St
Gehrke Harold W, Irene 1838 S 18th St
George Young Mechanical 20th & Oregon Sts
Gialloreto Louis A 3149 S Uber St
Giancaterino Thomas 2922 S 15th St
Gillis Tawana 2028 S 21st St
Giudice Cecelia Ua 1 14 57 2035 S Colorado St
Gloria Violeta S 1809 S 15th St
Glover William 2731 Wolf St
Gollotto John L 2023 S 28th St
Gonzalez Jose L 2604 Emily St
Goodwin Gerald Leonard 1931 Watkins St
Grays Ferry Construction Corp 1426 Mckean St
Grays Ferry Development Inc 1426 Mckean St
Guaglione Helen, Paul 2023 S Opal St
Ha Moc W 1754 S Chadwick St
Haider Elinor 850 N 23rd St
Hanh Nhon Doan Md 1430 Moore St
Harris Maryann 2414 S Chadwick St
Harris Raynee 2042 S 22nd St
Harvey Carole 2222 Sigel St
Harvey Joseph 1401 S 16th St Apt 512
Hauser Kaponyon 1834 S Taylor St
Hayes Joseph A 2027 Pierce St
He Yizheng 1546 Mckean St
Hendrickson Philomena 2027 S Beechwood
Hernandez Aaron 1710 Mcclellan St
Hernandez Anareli Perez 1640 S Mole St
Holmes Herbert 2402 Opal St
Holsinger Glenn E, Freda 2906 A Pierre Dr
Homecomings Financia 2319 S 17th St
Horton Michelle G 2136 Bailey Tr
House St Joseph S 2503 S 18 St
Hudson Mable 2011 S 17th St
Hughes Edith 1826 Moore St
Iannacone Ronald 2743 S 18th St
Ianni Crisante 2321 S 21st St
Ida Jansen M 2412 Hoyt Ter
Industrious Boys Trust 2503 S 18 St
Jablonski Jennifer M 1841 Gladstone St
Janson Harry J 2412 Hoyt Ter
Jardine Kidel 2612 Titan St
Jenkins Nazarine 1931 Watkins St
Jenkins Thelma, Inez 2020 S 23rd St
Jerrys Hot Dogs Inc PO Box 60466
Johnson Darlene 19y5 S 23rd St
Johnson Ernestine 2504 Jackson St Apt 6−C
Johnson Lucille 2221 Mifflin St
Jones Charles, Amber 1812 S 17th St
Jones Imeen 1719 S 32nd St
Jones Lillian 2032 Moore St Ap1 1
Jones Mary 3120 Mifflin St
Jones Rosa B , Jones Rosa 1931 Watkins St
Jones Rosa B 1931 Watkins St
Jordan Flossie 2242 Moore St
Joseph Wolphy 2201 S 24th St
Jugan Julia 2635 Mckean St
Juliana Anthony J 1940 Fitzgerald St
Kelley Mary 2108 S Mole St
Kemp Brenda 2136 Tasker St
Kennedy Nikesha 1820 Sigel St
Kennedy Rasheed 2011 Moore St
Kenny Teresa 1629 S Dover St
Kenny Teresa M 1621 S Marston St
Keough Alice 2029 S Etting St
Keough Joseph, Alice 2724 S Mole St
Kim Lee Hwa Soon 1530 Packer Av St 8
King Wade R 2135 S 16th St
Klemash Harry S 2433 S Bancroft St
Konkle Dean O 2131 S 20th St
Kozul Regina M Csn 1425 Snyder Ave
L And L Holdings LLC 2001 S 29th St
Lamorgia Bernard, Gemma 3217 S 18th St
Lantieri Maria 2119 Ritner St
Lauri Salvatore, Mary 2917 Mifflin St
Lee Diane Est 1630 Pierce Dr
Lefovits Eugen 1609 S Taney St
Leone Ellen 1812 S Etting St
Leuzzi Mark 2419 S 18th St
Libak William 1710 S 28th St
Little Sisters of The Poor Holy Family H 2503 S 18 St
Lobosco Emma 2204 S Woodstock St
Long Evelyn Est 2924 S Medley St
Longo Johna. J, Jean B 1934 Mckean St
Lopes David 3946 Gateway Tower Apt B4
Love Margaret 1943 S 23rd St
Ls Services Inc 1613 Snyder Ave
Lunton Rebecca 2653 S Colorado St
Lusk Jandor 227 River Ave
Luu Phat Duc 3413 Trevi Ct
Ly Loan 1627 S 27th St
Lydon James J, James 5942 Peach St
Manalu Oloan 1828 S 16th St
Mannella Joseph A, Joan 3192 S Uber St
Marchisello Danielle 2340 S Chadwick St
Marconi Helen 3190 Uber St
Marlino Louise 1728 W Ritner St Apt 2
Marquardt Michael 1 Nova Care Way
Marroletti Alfred 3940 Gateway Dr Ste A2
Marshall Sharon M 2040 S Bucknell St
Martin Catherine A 2724 S Cleveland St
Martinelli Paul 2020 S 28th St
Maryknoll Mission Sisters Trust 2503 S 18 St
Massi Albert 2135 S 17th St
Massi Phyllis, Albert 2135 S 17th St
Matarazzo Frank S 1937 S 19th St
Matos Claudia M 1413 W Ritner St
Mazzeo Kathryn 2408 S 16th St
Mcallister Alice 2433 S Bancroft St
Mccomsey Leslie 2814 Jackson St
Mccormick Robert 2508 S 20th St
Mcdowell James C 2952 S Smedley St
Mcelroy Madeline A, Madeline 1934 Sigel St
Mcintyre Helen M 2503 S 18 St
Meadows Dorothy J 2052 Mckean St
Meas Thavoeun 2419 W Passyunk Ave
Mercurio Barbara Ann Ua 1 14 57 2035 S Colorado St
Mercurio Vincent 2035 S Colorado St
Mercurio Vincent, Mildred 2035 S Colorado St
Miazzo & Assocs Pc 1428 Wolf St
Michael Lascala Co 2350 S Woodstock St
Michener Bridget 1 Novacare Way
Minissale Anthony Joseph 2429 S 17 St
Minore Ronald 3136 Boise Place
Missionaries of Charity Inc Mother There 2503 S 18 St
Mondelli Maria A 1923 S 30th St
Moody Dora A PO Box 3809
Morgan Joyce S 2912 S Sydenham St
Morningstar Charissa L 1715 S 17th St
Morris Tasha 2012 Tasker St
Mortellite Angelina, Lucille 1128 Ellsworth St
Murgatroy Wallace E 1420 W Ritner St
Naik Mukti 3124 Capri Dr
Neill William, Helen 2640 S Colorado St
Nelson Agnes 2908 B Pierece Rd
Nelson Helen K 2011 S Opal St
Nelson Jr John P 2908 B Pierece Rd
Newsome Thomas 2221 Mifflin St
Nguyen Chau 1919 S Lambert St
Nguyen Tri 1614 S 15th St
Nichols Latrece M 2324 Morris St
Nicoella Florenece 2027 S Beechwood
Nicosia Anthony 2338 S Bancroft St
Nieves Rigoberto 2506 Jackson St Apt 2a
Night Kaii 1807 S 15th St
Northeast Marktng Assoc 2500 S 17th St 1st Fl
Obrien Bina 2403 Geary Ter
Ofchinick Scott 2130 Sorrento Ct
Ogilvie Kimberly A 2245 S Norwood St
Omalley Martha, Joseph 2826 Winton St
Ong Swie Lan 2627 Emily St
Orlando Assunta 1819 S Hicks St
Padovani Anthony 2211 Pierce St
Paige Clifton 1815 S 20th St
Palmisano Bruce 2340 S Chadwick St
Papa Theresa D 1610 Forrestal St
Papa Victoria 1728 W Ritner St Apt 2
Parrillo Liberato J, Parrillo Joseph J 2316 S Colorado St
Paschal Norma 1917 Mountain St
Pastella Sylvia 2043 Mccellan St
Pasters Valyncia 1625 S Hicks St
Patitucci Raymond 3221 S Smedley
Patton James 2114 S 26th St
Patton James Est 2114 S 26th St
Pendleton Tracy 1829 S 23rd St
Percell Dannie 2718 Titan St
Perruccio Donna 2649 S 16th St
Perry Ethel M 1936 Morris St
Pham Dung T 2224 S Brd St
Pham Trinhmong 2214 S 20th St
Phanvanh P 1940 Mckean St
Pharmacy Xpress 2037 W Oregon Ave
Pharmacy Xpress Limited LLC 2037 W Oregon Ave
Phelps Mamie 2011 S 17th St
Philadelphia Orthopedic Assoc 2410 14 S Brd St
Philadelphia Pain Mgmt 1726 S Brd St 2nd Fl
Philadelphia United Community C/O Geraldine Williams 1925 S 21st St
Philadelphia Waste PO Box 20086
Philtech Construction Inc 2020 Penrose Ave
Phuong Hong 1919 S Lambert St
Pizzi Jeannette 2003 Emily St
Por Sok 2002 S 27th St
Pough Daisy L 2705 Winton Ter
Prasetya Hengky 1730 Snyder Ave
Profi Jorgaq 1415 W Ritner St
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Property Maint Group 1713 Wolf St
Quach Binh 1800 S Bancroft St
Quici Michael 1520 W Ritner St
Radona Alfred 1843 S Hicks St
Rago Michael 2854 Cantrell St
Rahardjo Inge S 1635 Southwall St
Rappa Patricia 1623 S Ringgold St
Rastelli Angela 2446 S Hutchinson St
Reitano Patrick 1803 Packer Ave
Rendine Daniel M 2535 S Colorado St
Reuterskiold Stephen A 1525 Emily St
Ricci Americo J 2524 S 20th St
Richardson Margaret 19y5 S 23rd St
Richetti Antoinette, Mary 2516 S 15th St
Rider Michael 1821 S Hicks St
Rifai Nermeen 3106 Capri Dr
Riggins Stacy L 2230 Cantrell St
Rittenhouse Regency Affiliates 225−229 S 18th St
Rivera Angel 1231 N 7th St
Rizzo Gilda M 1837 Forrestal St
Robbins Jerome ADMDPC 2546 S Brd St
Robbins Margaret C/O Margaret R Lewis 2111 Watkins St
Robinson Eleanor E 2336 Hartranft St
Roccia John 1633 Wolf St
Rogers Joe 2132 S Norwood St
Rongione Robert 1920 Dudley St
Roni Gemmi 2121 Snyder Ave
Roselli Margaret 2345 S Hick St
Ross Collision Center 2517 Moore St
Rota Ultimo 3700 Sheaff Ln Apt 110
Ruffin Tammy 2144 S 20th St
Ruiz Manuel 122 Douglas
Runnels Wilbert 2124 Watkins St
Russo Michael Jr 2527 S Rosewood St
Sabato John 2743 Snyder Ave
Sabellis Cucina Inc 2523 S Lambert St
Sacred Heart Free Home For Incurable Can 2503 S 18 St
Salesian Missionaries Trust 2503 S 18 St
Santiago Carlos Daniel 2027 Opal
Santosusso Alphonso 2310 South Bancroft St
Saravo Sadie 2414 S Chadwick St
Schiavo Marie 2118 S Norwood St
Schinvo Joseph 2118 S Norwood St
Schoefer Robert D 1815 Gladstone St
Schwarr Daniel E 1418 A Jackson St
Sciarra James D 1720 W Passyunk Ave
Scott Calvin, Josie 2128 S Aylwyn Dr
Selvaggi Renato 934 Sigel St
Sem Len 1613 Snyder Ave
Service Center 1520 W Ritner St
Shabazz I PO Box 60514
Shaw Evelyn 1835 Morris St
Sherrod Lynn 1815 Hoffman St
Shumgkeris Albert 2419 Sheridan Rd
Siauw Joen 1623 S Hicks St
Sierkowski Edward T 2311 S 22nd St
Simon Harry H 3016 S 15th St
Smith Geneva 2116 Morris
Smith Geraldine 3600 Sheaff Ln Apt 224
Smith Joseph 1610 W Rittner St
Smith Leroy 3001 Moore St Apt 211
Smith Martin 2001 S Norwood St
Society For The Propagation of The Faith 2503 S 18 St
Sok Sovannary Kaitlyn, Kamsoth 1906 S 19th St
Som Khon 1639 S Hicks St
Soo Sie 2224 S 17th St
South Philadelphia American 2414 S 21st St
Staffore Stephen 1622 S Marston St
Stanert Charles 2142 S 15th St
Staunton Robert J 2624 Mifflin St
Stea Rebecca M 1709 Hartranft St 2fl
Straw Richard C 2715 S 17th St
Sullivan Bonnie L 2317 S 18h St 1st Fl
Sweeney James P 1418 W Ritner St
Sysco Philadelphia PO Box 6499
Tamburrino Clement S 2103 S 22nd St
Tan Ai M 2020 S Colorado St
Tanuwidjaja Fenki 2114 S Hicks St
Tarquinio Pasquale, Olga 3157 Halsey Pl
Taylor Gregory 2224 Watkins St
Taylor Mari A 1945 S 21st St
Taylor Viola 2026 S Beechwood St
Teres Avi 1537 Emily St
Teti Rita R 1828 Daly St
Thomas Dionne 2028 S Cleveland St
Thompson Barbara 2001 S Norwood St
Thompson Dolores C 2408 S 24th St
Thompson Dora E, Love 4804 Paschall Ave
Thomson Joseph J, Lena 2212 Cantrell St
Tilghman Khayla V 2058 Morris St
Tillman Jackie, George 1942 Annin St
Tindal Theodosia 1752 S Dorrance St
Tirtakusumah Michael 1621 S Carlisle St
Toerner Patricia 3718 Earp St
Tomassetti Catherine 2422 S Hicks St
Torre Alphonso 2408 S Garnet St
Tosti Rose 1946 S 22nd St P
Towey Robin F 1912 S 15th St
V And R LLC 2243 S Lambert St 1strr
Vannello Anthony, Yolanda 1722 S 22nd St
Vargas Robert 2120 S Hicks St
Vesotsky Stephen J Jr 2712 Dudley St
Victoria Jose P 1813 S Carlisle St
Viney George W 1848 Mcclellan St
Vongphachanhtha K 1940 Mckean St
Vongthachak Seng 2009 S Hemberger St
Wagner Ronald J 2408 S 15th St
Wakelee David H, David 2635 S Colorado St
Wals Mary E, Anna J 1741 Moore St
Washington Rhonda 1739 S 19th St
Waters Charles, Marion 5300 Taylor Rd
Waters Powald 2119 Pierce St
Whiplash & Injury Center 826 Snyder Ave
Widjaja Mariana 2232 S 21 St
Wilder Shawn R 1835 Fernon St
Williams Benjamin 1908 Woodstock St
Williams Diana 1927 Mcclellan St
Williams Ethel 1009 S 6th St
Williams Veronica 1837 Sigel St
Williamson Jasmine Michelle 3200 S Brd St
Witcher Terry 2904 Pierce Dr
Witcher Terry Est 2904 Pierce Dr
Wolfson Carmel W, Max W 2150 S Beechwood St
Wolynski Marcin 2621 S Carlisle St
Wong Ho Ching Betty 1414 W Porter St
Wood Richard 2502 Jackson St Apt 5d
Woodard George 1751 S 16th St Phildaelphia Pa 19145
Wyche Hamilton 2323 Bailey Terr
Yong Lin 1849 Wolf St Store Pl
Young Christina 1931 Watkins St
Young Walter 2430 Durfor St
Zheng De Kun 2437 S 24th St
Zigman F 1613 S Dover St
Philadelphia, Pa 19146
1946 Jt Inc 1946 Lombard St
759 Martin St LLC 759 Martin St
Abdulbasir Mahmoud 2423 Carpenter St
Adams Lenice 1503 Manton St
Adams Rachel 2531 Naudain St
Akbar Bilal 1523 S Dorrance St
Aluster Farmer 2108 Catherine St
Anderson Sharon 1800 Webster St
Anderson Stephen 1513 S 15th St
Anderson Willamae 918 S 21st St 2nd Fl
Andrews Randolph, Thomas D 2636 Federal St
Andrews Joseph B 2642 Federal St
Andrews Randolph Jr 2642 Federal St
Antosz Brian D 2501 Christian St 406
Arch Allison E 2052 Webster St
Armstrong Nicholas M 1622 Fitzwater St 3rd Fl
Arnholt David 501 S 27th St Pub Ltg
Arrington Grace 2244 Dickinson St
Ascender Holdings LLC 1637 Catharine St
Bantham George 1511 Ellsworth St
Barabuscio Blake 2604 S St
Barachi Lettermichael 2602 Washington Ave
Barnes Craig 1542 S 29th St
Barnett Crystal 2340 Christian St
Barnett Pearline 2339 Wharton St
Barnett Smith 766 S Martin St
Bazzle Lisa 1 Academy Cir
Bell Trannie 1406 Ellsworth St
Belo Joao 624 S 21st St
Beneficial Savings Bank 1930 Bainbridge St Apt 4
Benson Irene 1509 Christian St
Berry William, Lucy M 2231 Dickinson St
Berry Gregory 2326 Reed St
Beverly Alberta Est, Robert 2119 Carpenter St
Bey Juliet 1940 South St
Bey Kenyatta Apt 803 1525 Fitzwater St
Bharkhda Jeffrey 2048 St Albans St
Biferie Pasquale J 1328 S 17th St
Bivins Oma F 756 S 18th St
Black Mattie 767 S Hicks St
Blair Marcellus M 1263 S Bonsall St
Blake Amelia Brooks 1008 S 20th St
Blueberry Island Media Ltd 626 S Taney St
Bms Enterprise 1217 S Harmony St
Bogan Mattie 1246 S 24th St
Bogdenavage Marguerite 1203 S 28th St
Bonnet Dominique 632 S Bambrey St
Boyd Mabel 2227 Oakford St
Bp Products North America Inc 740−48 S Brd St
Bradley Beatrice 2539 Alter St
Braxton Bernadine, Braxton Laura 1540 S Cleveland St
Brooks Timirra M 1325 Mole St
Brown Benjamin F 2744 Earp St
Brown Christine L 1537 S 18th St
Brown Daniel 1201 S 23rd St Apt 410
Brown Frances A 3511 Wharton St
Brown Lorri J 2333 Dickinson St
Brown Ward 2342 Greenwich St
Brownlee Patrice C 1708 Dickinson St
Bruce David 1416 Wharton Ave
Bruce Virginia 1143 S Dorrance St
Brunswick Willa 1444 S 31st St
Bryan Herbert 1720 Manton St
Bunting Lillian C 2217 Reed St
Burgess Mildred, Dorothy 2051 Wilder St
Burke Ronald 1409 S 15th St
Burns Therese M, Judson 1730 Rodman St
Burton Alice Clay 1133 S Cleveland St
Bush Alice E 1611 Wharton St
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Byrd Archie 2334 Dickinson St
CATCH 1225 S 15th St
Cadet Jean Jacques 2053 Christian St
Canty Bruce 1525 Fitzwater St
Carr Virginia 1418 S 24th St
Carroll Patrick J, Mary R 1336 S 24th St
Carroll Elizabeth B 741 S 21st St 3
Carver Hills Md 1740 South St Ste 401
Casolaro Concetta 1155 S Sydenham St
Cason Melvin T 502 B S 23rdt
Cerda Carlos 1248 S Dover St
Chakraborty Tanmoy 2431 Christian St
Christian Caroline 406 South 23 St
Christian St Assoc 1936 Christian St
Classen Charles W 617 Schuylkill Ave
Clinton Seylissa 2224 St Albans
Cloeren Michael Ryan 1536 S Garnet St
Cobbs Virginia B, James L 2249 Earp St
Coboltero Esaias 1532 Montrose St
Coco Anthony Jr 621−24 S 24th St
Collision Care 2052 Washington Ave
Compass North Development 2447 Carpenter St
Cook Jennie 1523 S Taylor
Cooper Keith 1516 S Stanley St
Coppack Curtis 1923 Waharton St
CopPOla Joseph 1320 S Myrtlewood St
Correale Nick 1701 Reed St
Cossie Debra 1410 S Chadwick St
Craigg Ave 1841 Bainbridge St
Crandall Kate E 2127 Fitzwater St 2
Craven Amanda 1411 S Etting St
Crawford Redina 1512 Reed St
Creative Insurance Svc 2223 Grays Ferry Ave
Cruz Fidel M 1818 Wharton St
Cummings Terry 2210 Bainbridge St
Dabney Charles 778 S Martin St
Dabney Elaine 778 S Martin St
Dabney Wayne 778 S Martin St
Daimler Chrysler LLC 1100 S Brd St Apt 310b
Daniels Timothy 1411 S 23rd St
Davis Margaret, Alfred L 1638 Titan St
Davis Albert Jr 1600 Bainbridge St
Davis Inez 2202 Carpenter St
Davis Lauren B 1910 Kimball St
Davis Marjorie 2202 Carpenter St
Dawson Betty 1826 Gerritt St
Dean Stuart 3001 Dickinson St
Denizkurdu Ali 2020 Carpenter St
Dennis Angeline, Anna E 2030 Reed St
Dennis Bruce T 1204 S 17th St
Densen Erin 104 Governs Ct
Derochey Jarad 1541 S 15th St
Di Cello Charles A 532 S 15th St No 3
Dill Fostella, Alice 2351 Wilder St
Dimitris Derrick A 1241 S 21st St
Dixon Georgia 1442 S Patton St
Dixon Michael J 705 S Mole St
Douglas Sandra 1819 Webster St
Dublin Kevin 2233 Garrett St
Dujour Symphony Ltd 440 S Brd St No 1
Durbin Edith M, Edith 2223 Catharine St
Eaton John C 2533 Grays Ferry Ave
Egan Seamus M 424 S Carlisle St
Eliasen Mikael 1514 Naudain St
Evans Shalamar 2247 League St
Everett Kevin 2132 Tyton St
Fagnani Linnzi R, Bernard 2013 Catharine St
Falco James 1427 N Marston St
Falcone Farrah L 2301 Lombard St 2f
Fallen Waverly I 1401 Wharton St
Faust Ernest J 1219 S Bucknell St
Fazzinga Frank A 213 Governors Ct
Feibush Ori 1130 S Dorrance St
Fellner Tina 1020 S 22nd St
Fisher Antoinete M 753 S Cleveland St
Fitzsimmons Michael 2632 Earp St
Fitzwater Homes Phase II 2222 Fitzwater St
Fladger Robert 1267 Ringgold St
Flamer Olivia 2327 Ellsworth St
Flood James 1332 S Garnet St
Floyd Willie J 1502 Manton St
Foley Teresa, John 2621 Dickinson St
Ford William 3202 Wharton St
Fortis John 1623 Ellsworth St
Fox Eric 1928 Catherine St
Franklin Michael J 1713 Webster St
Frazier Albert, Geneva 1818 Christian St
Freeman Kevin 1419 S 30th St
Frumkin C B, J B 2057 Lombard St
Gaffney Alice 1244 S 35th St
Galen Mary 1445 S 29th St
Gallagher Melanie, James 2527 Webster St
Gallagher Brendan 1130 S 23rd St
Galloway Gerard 1736 Federal St
Garr Naomi 1530 Fitzwater St Apt904
Gary John 2144 Cross St
Gastroenterology Assoc Anastasia Mylonas 1800 Lombard St Ste 100
Geronimo Anselmo 1440 Federal
Giang Lin Guo 1601 Wharton St
Gibbons Le Roy 2331 Christian St
Giletti Mary 1623 Ellsworth St
Givhens Bernice 1506 S 22nd St
Gleaves Samuel Jr 1635 Wharton St
Glenn Annette 1404 Wharton St 2nd Rr
Godwin Jamyil E 2623 Earp St
Gosliner Kathy 2048 Lombard St
Grad Neurological Center 900 Pepper Pavilion
Graduate Neurological Center 19th & Lombard St 900 Pepper Pavilion
Gratz Alan J 2340 Fitzwater St
Gray Tilley 1914 Bainbridge St
Green Ed 1802 S Catherine St
Green Edward 1802 Catherine St
Green Kristyn R 523 Waverly St Apt E
Greenstein Neurology 1740 South St
Grimm Melissa 2317 Waverly St
Guess George 2108 Earp St
Guy Lawrence 2613 Wharton St
Haines Andrew M, Mary E 529 S 27th St
Hall Erline 1401 S 16th St Apt 501
Hall Wilbert Est C/O Anne Maxwell 1544 Dorrance St
Hamilton Mary 1332 S Garnet St
Harada Takamasa 2534 Christian St
Harden George, Alice 1414 S Colorado St
Harrell Robert 1508 Wharton St
Harrison Charles F 2129 Cross St
Hasson Leo T 1414 S 28th St
Hawk Investment Prop LLC 817 S 19th St
Hawkins Funeral Home 1640 Federal St
Hawkins James 1640 Federal St
Hayes Celeste 1703 Christian St
Hayes Flourcie O 1639 Titan St
Heinzenk Forest 1737 South St
Henderson Atiya 1643 B Fedst
Henson Lynn 1510 Waverly St
Hill Sarita 1000 S 17th St
Hirschhorn Larry 512 S 24th St
Ho Chao Muang 2201 Christian St 1st Fl
Holland Axie 1436 Clymer St
Holland Axie Apt 407 1525 Fitzwater St
Holland Ranier B 811 S 18th St
Holland Robert F 1418 S 21st St
Hollenbach Helen 2431 Oakford St
Holmes Franklin R Jr 1503 Manton St
Horan Michael A 2311 South St Apt302
Horstmann Caroline 2005 Fitzwater St
Howard Ida W 2312 Christian St
Howe Michael L 2018 1 2 Addison St
Hunter Lillian Est 1504 S 17th St
Hunter James 1318 S 18th St
Hunter Lillia 1504 S 17th St
Huynh Phung Xau 2012 Dickinson St 1st Fl
Iltd Inc 1500 South St
Ingram Nickole F 2417 Madison Sq
Inoue Yuhei 2137 Bainbridge St
Inscho David 1614 Bainbridge St
Intelligent Modeling Innovations Inc 2319 Madison Sq
Irons John 1428 Wharton St
Ison Stella 1302 S Chadwick St
Issac Ronald 1035 S Bouvier St
J R Mckinley Assocs 1027 S Chadwick St
Jackson Adair 2334 Dickinson St
Jackson Kim M 2326 Saint Albans St
Jackson Mary 2245 Wharton St
Jackson William 1523 Manton St
Jennings Julia Z 1635 Kater St
Jjt Donuts Inc 3313 Wharton St
Johnson Beatrice 2217 League St
Johnson Herbert 1831 Carpenter St U8262
Johnson Jack 2419 Oakford St
Johnson James C 1302 S Chadwick St
Johnson Nintha C 1528 Point Breeze Ave
Jones Catherine 2407 South St
Jones Evelyn 1510 S Woodstock St
Jones Ida M 1114 S 23rd St
Jordan Louise, Marcia 1516 Ellsworth St
Jordan Katharine 2240 Dickinson St
Justice David C/O Jennie Justice 1426 Wharton St
Kalra Meghna, Amit 2224 Carpenter St
Kamel Rose 2316 Waverly St
Kim James 2014 South St
King John 1254 S Ringgold St
Kitzinger Elizabeth, Robert 2533 Ellsworth St
Knighton Evon 1525 Fitzwater St
Kokoszka Matthew 2100 South St Fl 3
Koskinskie Michael 2033 Fitzwater St
Krugh James D 2112 Fitzwater St
Kupfer Paul 519 S 17th St
Kutcher Susan 801 S 18th St Apt 1506
Lai Eric 2112 Carpenter St
Landau Bradley 2046 Pemberton St
Lane Henry 2233 Greenwich St
Laughrey Michael 2216 Madison Sq
Lauletta Melody 1214 S 6th St
Laurilliard John III 2439 Grays Ferry Ave
Laws Lena 1603 Wharton St
Leisman Yael 1222 S Brd St Unit 24g
Leon Calvin 1452 S Colorado St
Lertdarapong Betty 2141 Christian St
Lewis Frederick, Theresa 2021 Wharton St
Lind William Sr 2949 Wilder St
Lockhart Lucille 2533 Oakford St
Logan Mary A 2206 Saint Albans St
Lomax Minnie E 2213 Latona St
Lombard Apothecary 1745 South St
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Lombardo Michael J 1817 Christian St
Lott Tia 1245 S Taylor St
Lyde Nathaniel 1330 S Mole St
Maiorino Matthew 2116 Christian St
Makris Rebecca 1640 Waverly St
Mancini Steven J 1526 Lombard St Rm 218
Mansi Benjamin P 1307 Grove
Marshall Mae 1826 Gerritt St
Martin Evelyn T 1416 S Chadwick St
Martin Helen 926 S 23rd St
Mason Christine 2144 Cross St
Mason Kelly 2031 South St 224
Mason Ronald 2206 Carpenter St
Matthews Derrick 1626 S St 2nd Fl B
Matthews Kiszell 2221 Kimball St
Mayer Erika 415 S Van Pelt St
Mccay Joseph P 1405 S Newkirk St
Mcclary Valincia 1415 S Ringgold St
Mccloskey Anna 1448 S 27th St
Mcewan Donald 2930 Reed St
Mcfadden Robin 1833 S Taylor St
Mcgeorge Celestine 2009 Wharton St
Mcgurty Rory 1515 S 19th St
Mckinnon Diana 1536 S 19th St
Mckiver Kisha M 1520 S Napa St
Mclaughlin Anna R, Edward 1320 S 29th St
Mcnash Ethel Apt 603 1530 Fitzwater St
Mcnicholas Thomas M 1507 S Newkirk St
Meehan Rose R 2307 Catherine St
Meli Matthew 1735b South St
Menini Edda Lee 2216 Bainbridge St
Merritt Douglas G 1318 S Chadwick St
Merriweathe Charles D 2121 Montrose St
Merriweather Chad D 2116 Montrose St
Mezoff Charlotte M 2131 Catharine St
Michael Kristin 739 S 20th St
Miller Edward L 1624 South St
Miller Evelyn 1536 Montrose St
Minson Sandra E 735 S 21st St
Mitchell Nicole M 1344 S 31st St
Modern Floors Inc 3520 Grays Ferry Ave
Money Horace 1224 S 23rd St
Moore Charmaine 1821 Carpenter St
Moore Jonathan F 2740 Latona St
Moore Pauline 1525 Fitzwater St Apt 700
Morell Hortensia 1728 Lombard St
Morgan David 2321 S St
Morris Latasha 1329 S 16th St
Morris Otis J Est 1521 S Patton St #U8734
Morrison Freeman 914 S 22nd St
Morton William 2306 Federal St
Murray Hallie L 2206 Christian St
Murray Lillie Mae 1904 Manton St
Myers Maidye 2435 Carpenter St
Myles Sharrieff A 1135 S 24th St
Myrick Vera 1544 S 24th St
Napoli Rita, Diane 1515 S Carlisle St
Natale Mike 2129 Kimball St
Navarro Roque R 1242 S 28th St
Nelson Donald H 1239 S 18th St
Nelson James 1137 S 23rd St
Nelson Jean M 1100 S Brd St Apt 202b
Newton Doreen 1637 Naudain St
Newton Hudson Veronica 509 S 24th St
Nguyen Manh T 1546 S 15th St
Nguyen Thi 1313 S Grove St
Nock Harry 1703 Christian St
Norman Aslee A 751 S 22nd St Apt 2r
Oglesby James 1639 Titan St
Oneal Harvey 2223 Dickinson St
Oneal Elder 2543 Grays Ferry Ave
Orlando Jeffrey W 408 S Croskey St Unit H
Orlino Mary 2930 Reed St
Orsi William J 1321 S Corlies St
Ouyang Bao 1524 Dickinson St
Ouyeng Elane 1524 Dickinson St
Overton Geraldine 3202 Wharton St
Overton Margel P 1238 S 22nd St
Palickar Laura 713 S 16th St
Palmer Lucille Est, Palmer John E 2117 Cross St
Panckeri Drew J 1600 Wharton St Apt 3
Parker Joseph 2501 Christian St Apt 202
Parker Keven 1540 South St
Parker Weinberg Karla 1406 31st St
Parkinson Margaret, Lawrence 1445 S Marston St
Parks Frank 1540 Manton St
Patel Subhash 1511 South St
Payne John 1535 Dickinson St
Pedano Emma M 2411 Lombard St
Pediatric Assessment Svcs Pc Cornelius Furgueson Phd 1923 Bainbridge St
Pellizzeri Santa 2309 Carpenter St Apt 201
Peltzman Ty 921 S 19th St
Pennrose Prop Inc 1524 S Bancroft Dr
Perez Martinez Martin 1215 S 19th St
Perry Nathaniel, Emma 2023 Dickinson St
Perry Anna E 741 S 19th St
Perry Frank 2231 Oakford St
Philipson Zandra 2337 Christian St # 2
Pierce Oscar Jr 809 S 18th St
Pinto Bros Recycling 2408 Ellsworth St Power
Pitsillides K 406 S 23 St
Porter Carrie W 2312 Christian St
Pozzi Mark F 2025 Rodman St
Price Robert 729 S 16th St Apt 1 F
Price Veronica J 2935 Gerritt St
Priest Douglas 2006 Bainbridge St
Provence LLC 2002 Bainbridge St
Punzalan Jeffrey Paul 201 Admirals Way
Pustinsky Liliana B 729 S 15th St
Rashad Raheem 2321 Saint Albans Pl
Reed Wallace 1536 Montrose St
Rega Erica 1819 Bainbridge St #1
Renova Homes Inc 2204 Catherine St
Renzi Steven R 1418 S Brd St 2f
Rice Koren 1204 S 35th St
Richard L Humphrey Mlphia Sec Amer Society of Civ C/O Sue Lior 2433 Lombard St
Richey Gregory 2018 1 2 Addison St
Ricks J J Vending 1343 S 36th St
Riddick Samuel A Jr, Alice 1323 S 16th St
Rivers Gregory Est, Gregory 2613 Wharton St
Rivers Gregory 2613 Wharton St
Robinson Anne M 1801 Montrose St
Robinson Kristen L 1100 S Brd St Aot 310b
Robinson Naailah 2110 Sears St
Robinson Tonya 1509 Christian St
Rogers Joe 224 Market St
Roh Jinjoo Apt 14f 2020 Wharton St
Roney Susie 720 S 21st St
Rosa Rossi Inc 1817 Pemberton St
Rosario POrfirio 1500 S Brd St Fl 2
Ross Ann 2932 Wharton St
Ross Lydia 1904 Manton St
Rosulinda LLC C/O Jakes At Iona Lake 2300 Alter St
Sabatino Rose Mary C O Lisa Merlino 50 South 22nd
Sami Atif 3105 Reed St
Sams William 1926 Carpenter St
Sanders Walter R, Burnett 1513 S Dover St
Sandoval Cupertino 1625 Webster St
Sandoval Valentine 2249 Catherine St
Santos Kalif G 1620 Catharine St
Savage Johnnie B 1442 S Patton St
Savior Eugene 2619 Earp St
Sawyer Lela A 1918 Titan St
Saxon Pearline 1114 S 23rd St
Schroeder Catherine O 1902 Waverly St
Schwartz Mark Graduate 1800 Lombard St
Scott Edna 1634 Titan St
Seif James M 721 S 15th St
Shaird Elizabeth 1720 Manton St
Shea Michael P 1930 Bainbridge St Apt 4
Siebert Adam 1915 Pemberton St
Siegle Eric E 620 S 19th St/3
Simms Wyerina 1506 S 22nd St
Simon Kevin 2338 Catherine St
Simons Louise 752 S 16th St
Simpson John R 614 S Taney St
Simpson Mary E 1270 S Bonsall St
Simpson Richard L 1270 S Bonsall St
Smith Diana 741 S 19th St
Smith Pauline C 2932 Wharton St
Smith William L 609 S 15th St
Sorg Evan T 1334 S 22nd St
Sparacino Anthony G 714 S Colorado St
Spasojevic Predrag, Jelena 2205 Kater St
Spence Cecil 1634 Titan St
Starling Susie 1163 S 16th St 3rd Fl
Steinberg Michael T PO Box 21740
Stevens Birdie 1836 Webster St
Stewart Elizabeth 2217 League St
Strickland Rosetta, Mary 2020 Carpenter St
Strickland Clifford Est 1510 S Woodstock St
Tabb Venus M 1647 Federal St
Takebe Manabu 1229 S 20th St
Taylor Donald 2237 Bainbridge St
Taylor Javan Est 1526 Lombard St
Taylor Pearlen 2312 Christian St Fl 2
Thomas Joseph D 2024 Annin St
Thomas Josephine 2004 Bainbridge St
Thomas Marie 2246 Titan St
Thompson Linda L 2353 Wilder St
Thompson Takisha 3210 Wharton St
Tier Elizabeth L 2415 Kimball St
Tjoa Jung K 1339 S 17th St
Tolbert Kevin 2617 Federal St
Tomaszewski John F 2207 Pemberton St
Torrence Ernest 1246 S 24th St
Trabaccone Michael, Anna 1701 Reed St
Trabaccone Anna C 1701 Reed St
Tran Queng 736 S 20th St
Turner Chester Jr 1808 Pemberton St
Ubanco Andrew 1525 Fitzwater St Apt 608
Underhill Leonard C/O Walter Brown 2103 Kater St
United Makers LLC 1509 Montrose St
Van Pelt Square Lp 415 S Van Pelt St
Vecchio Joseph 1822 Gerritt St
Vyas Hem N 928 S 18th St
Wagstaff Waddell 1806 Titan St
Walker David 1332 S Bancroft St
Walker Robert 1274 S 24th St
Wallace Jade 1931 S 6th St
Wallace Marcella PO Box 21802
Warner Mercedes R 720 S 21st St
Warner William C 721 S 20th St
Warren Tamika R 1241 S 29th St
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Watkins Benjamin 2220 Bainbridge St
Watkins Sondra 2234 Fitzwater St Philadelphia
Watson Ethel 1146 S Sydenham St
Watson Gilbert 2011 Geritt St
Wearshing Theodore, Irene 1353 S Corlies St
Weiner Sara 500 Admirals Way
Weldon Jolyon J 2238 Carpenter St
Weng Chun Lin 2700 Dickinson St
Wesley Christopher J 2018 1 2 Addison St
White Brittnay 2523 Grays Ferry Ave
White Jesse James 1203 S 15th St
White Morris J Sr 1412−14 Brd St
Whitted Gracie 1418 Ellsworth St
Wilds Adeline 2202 Carpenter St
Williams Preston, Martha 1022 S Colorado St
Williams Anna E 1514 S 19 St
Williams Gloria L 778 S Martin St
Williams Joseph Md 1901 Kater St
Williams Loretta 2340 Christian St
Williamson Joseph 2637 Ellsworth St
Willis John M 1422 Lombard St
Willis Robert 1530 Fitzwater St Apt 905
Wilson Vernice N, Helen 1318 S 17th St
Wilson Carol 3100 Wharton St Apt 3a
Wilson James R 1630 Ellsworth St 1st Fl
Winder Wana 1602 Wharton St
Wolf Eter 1438 S Brd St
Woodley Gloria 2107 Kimball St
Woodruff Barbara L 3167 Grays Ferry Ave
Woods Jeffrey, Betty 1710 Latona St
World Communications 512 S Brd St
Wright Holly 1st Fl 2237 Christian St
Wuertz Katherine 747 S 16th St
Yeung Keung 1609 Carpenter St
Young Beatrice 2419 Oakford St
Young Henry 1408 S Colorado St
Zamora Jose 2109 Saint Albous
Zhu Xue Qin 1415 S 19th St
Philadelphia Pa 19147
126 Bainbridge Realty Lp 126 Bainbridge St
Ace Young International L 618 South St
Aggar Anthoney, Michael 114 Sears St
Ahlman Lindsey 1225 Rodman St
Alveario Adriana G C/O Anthony V Alveario 728 S 10th St
Anderson James, Rita 1400 S 2nd St Fl
Androyan Edward 133 Federal St
Angels Tans Inc 1512 E Passyunk Av Ultrabed
Anoba Maureen E 120 Dickinson St Rear F
Aok Auto Body 1330 Washington Ave
Arcaro Anna M 1320 S Fairhill St
Archd George W 1524 E Passyunk Ave
Archdeacon George W 1524 E Passyunk Ave
Arkins V P 603 Montrose St
Arrowood William D 334 Federal St
Auber Marion 530 S 2nd St
Auspitz David L 228 Bainbridge St
Bagella Luigi M 723 S Marvine St
Baldwin Michael D 1344 Passayunk Ave Apt 2
Ballard Linda L 808 S 2nd St
Barabas Margaret 1300 Lombard St Apt 1512
Barone Lisa M 1134 Cross St
Baselice James PO Box 31569
Batchelor Benjamin 521 S Juniper St 1
Baugh David 831 Kater St
Beecham Jennifer 423 S Jessup St
Berenson Cheryl S 625 S 9th St
Berent Allyson 107 B Lombard St
Berger Jeanette, Albert 527 Fitzwater St Front
Bermeo Javier 1311 Tasker St
Bernard Anna Mae 1223 Peters St
Bianchini Armand, Sadie 521 Carpenter St
Birkun Viacgesla G 514 S 7th St
Bitetti Jake 415 Catharine St
Blakeney Mary Est 520 Christian St
Block Deborah Ann 1304 S Warnock St
Block Sayes B PO Box 31212
Bodhise Paul 609 S 11th St
Bok Chung Bong 1018 S 9th St
Bonilla Omar S 621 Washington Ave
Bortz James A 1513 S Brd St 1
Boseman Rachael D 1205 S 4th St
Bourdon Matthew A 815 S 10th St
Braun Raymond, Ruth 1113 S 6th St
Bristand Ifalia 1217 S Brd St
Brodsky Adele PO Box 31569
Brown Curtis 950 S 4th St
Brown Ida 344 Queen St
Brown John 120 Watkins St
Brown Melvin 950 S 4th St
Brown Nancie 1408 E Moyamensing Ave
Campbell George W 259 Queen St
Campbell John 332 Manton St
Campbell Timothy M 618 Reed St
Capaldi Angelo J 520 Federal St
Cappone Natalie, Arceo 1411 S Clarion St
Carbone Stephen 1218 S 6th St
Carbone Stephen, Carmela 1218 S 6th St
Cardella Ernest 1525 S 12 St Apt 1
Carestio Alessio A, Jerry 712 Federal St
Carmel Carbone M 1218 S 6th St
Carpel Tami Jo, Allen S 904 S Alder St
Cassise Rita 516 Wilder St
Charisma Properties 512 S 3rd St
Chernotsky Albert, Alma F 313 Cross St
Chung Lau Chuen 1439 S 7th St
Chybinski Walter A 2849 E Hedley St
Cilataxi Christina 819 Wharton St 1st Fl
Cisneros Javier Fernandez 804 Sears St
Clayton Elizabeth 1137 S 13th St
Clifford Jennie 905 Kimball St
Clymer Wellington H, Mary A 758 S 6th St
Coggins Regina 521s Reese St Apt 1
Cohn Jennifer 1420 S 5th St 3rd Fl
Continental Exchange Solutions Inc 945 S 9th St
Copabanana 344 South St
CopPOck Len 435 Titan St
Creamer Richard 518 S 7th St 1st Pl
Crofts Melisa 212 Monroe St
Csc Enterprise Inc 700 S 3rd St
Cung Tan T 1127 S 8th St 1st Fl
Curry Jeffrey P 1525 S Brd St
Custis Tiffany 1327 S Fairhill St
Cutright Mattie L 428 Christian St
Dan Khang Nha Trang Inc 820 S 9th St
Dasgupta Sunil P 941 Lombard St
Davis Shannon M 413 S Brd St Apt 3
Davis Stephen 508 South St
Decostrodaviss Maryt 826 S 1nd St 1st
DefilipPO Lois F 1231 S Clarion St
Deihl Stephen D Ste 5 Pmb 5 842 S 2nd St
Delbuono Samuel, Mary 1206 S Alder St
Delilahs At The Terminal Inc 705 S Phillip St
Delvecchio Pietro 1337 S 6th St
Denenberg Meegan 1018 Fitzwater St
Dennie Albert 1222 Peters St
Devore Alexander, Eleanor 510 S Front St
Devore Carl Jr 510 S Front St
Dhermillon Claude 214 Monroe St
Diangelo Frank J 1232 Reed St
Dibona Joann 1226 S 8th St
Dicicco John 1238 Latona St
Ding Wanhui 1215 S 8th St
Dipaoli Carlo, Mary 1245 S Marshall St
Dipretoro Ted 1202 Dickinson St
Diprosperio Anthony 1349 Ellsworth St 3rd Fr W
Donato Gene 609 S 8th St
Dotsey Michael 618 Queen St
Dunn Anna 1134 S Front St
Dyer Jessica 921 Greenwich St
Ea Muy 1100 S 7th St
Earle Bruce 523 S 48th St
Ellis Ezra 802 S 5th St
Enoch Christopher 525 Reed St
Escher Carol K 229 Federal St
Ettenger Steven L 1128 Ellsworth St
Evangelidis Peteer 1169 S 9th St 2nd Fl
Everette Antoine L 1931 S 5th St
Fanelli Jennie, Louis 1408 S 9th St
Fanelli Jennie, Louis 910 S 10th St
Felici Mark 758 S 6th St
Ferebee Edward 1109 Bainbridge St
FilipPOne Kristina L 1225 Wharton St 2
Franquezo Horacio 1217 S Brd St
Friedberg Karen 410 Lombard St
Galindo Vincente 1023 S 7th St Apt 3
Gandhi Malika 505 S 10th St I
Garcia Josephine, John 1323 S Leithgow St
Gay Robin 413 S 12th St
Gerngross Adele M 222 Lombard St
Gethers Thomas 1225 Christian St
Gingrow Liam 1516 S Iseminger St
Glazer Kathryn 606 S Front St
Gliebus Gediminas 530 2nd St #639
Godfrey Ina 228 Garrett St
Goldstein Michael 729 Sears St
Gonzales Robert L 1154 S 13th St
Gonzalez Ismael 915 Washington Ave
Grace Frederick S 1329 Lombard St Apt 601
Green Catherine G 1017 S 13th St
Green Pauline, Jimmy C 1343 Webster St
Guacamole Inc 422 S St
Guevara Juan 802 Christian St
Gunn Ronald J 1134 S Front St 36
Hacket Colleen A 512 South St
Hardas Aditi D 1134 Annin St
Hartman Christine 520 South St Apt 3 Fl
Hasty Denice, Gary 733 S Jessup St
Hawes Clark J 1130 Rodman St
Hayes Natasha 213 Montrose St
He Russell 1148 S 8th St
Hernandez Luiz 1228 S 2nd St
Hersker John III 1429 S 9th St
Hicks Michael R 1108 Montrose St
Hill Terrence 330 Bainbridge St Apt 4
Hoang Tan M 629 Washington Ave
Hollins Annie 249 Queen St
Holloway James Jr 1123 S Brd St Apt # 153
Holub Michael 343 Queen St
Hong Fai Gen Contract 1005 S 10th St
Hoover Norman 330 Reed St
Huang Quinn Mae 1516 S 8th St
Huffman Steven L 1526 S 13th St
Hughes Margaret 1233 S
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Hunter Daniel F, Rita A Lombard St
Hurt Alexander 509 S 9th St Apt 13
Hutchinson Cara E 625 S 9th St
Hymes Carl 329 Catharine St
Jackson Elizabeth V, Raymond 1317 S 2nd St
James J Spadaro Inc 923 S 8th St
James Joseph C/O Phila Senior Ctr 509 S Brd St
James Walter 1229 Bainbridge St
Jones Tracey, Berta 1241 Catharine St Apt 11d
Julius Mingroni DOPC PO Box 25024
Justice Research Inst 750 S 2nd St
Kahn Sarah 230 Queen St Apt 3
Kanefsky Abraham M 1226 S 8th St
Kaplan Kathryn 640 Rodman St
Karaca Nazim N 1227 Webster St
Keeler Joshua 404 S 9th St
Keller Joseph 415 S 13th St
Kent Grace 538 Christian St
Kita Ellen 226 Catherine St
Knight Alma 918 S Fairhill St
Kouan Lien T 1037 S 8th St 1st Fl
Kouroupas Paul 642 Earp St
Kowalski Leo 5 Queen St
Koway Sadie 1183 S 11th St
Koway Sadie Est 1183 S 11th St
Krass Benny 937 South St
Kreider Kristen A 718 South St
Kroll Nancy 778−F S Front St
Kucharski Helen 1116 E Moyensing Ave
Kulik Amy 818 S 9th St #2
Kwok Suk Yee 1310 S Warnock St
Lara Alexander 808 S 6th St
Lauder Daniel, Annie 902 S Fairhill St
Lawrence La K 437 Titan St
Lay William 1150 S 12th St
Lebovics Jesse N 509 S 6th St Apt 7f
Lederman Amy 1181 S 11th St
Li P Lu 1247 S 7 St
Lin Hui 1229 Annin St
LoipPO Marion M 746 S 15th St
Longo Angelina 629 League St
Lopez Ernesto E 1343 E Passyunk Ave
Luca Maria, Peter 1023 Ellsworth
Lucky Investment Co 813 Reed St
Lunn Kulis A, Geo E 330 Washington Ave
Lynch John Jr 1327 S 2nd St Apt 1
Magee Paul 511 S 2nd St
Makos 301 South St
Mangum Freeman 918 S Fairhill St
Mannis Stephanie 535 Montrose St
Marino Robert J 1504 S Clarion St
Markward Garrett 1541 S Brd St
Marshall Gilbert 133 Reed St
Martin John W 916 S Sheridan St
Martin Luther King C 5318 N Broad St
Martin Pauline 618 Queen St
Martinez Ebilyss 506 Fitzwater St
Martinez Elias Lopez 806 S Alter St
Martinez Gudalupe 1527 S 6th St
Martinez Javier 1527 S 9th St
Martinez Javier 907 S 8th St
Marx John T 1221 Ellsworth St
Masciocchi Francis 530 S 2nd St Ste 108
Mattioni Petar 915 Bainbrg St 205
Matweychuk Donna M 1205 Wharton St
Maxwell Anne S Ste 5 Pmb 5 842 S 2nd St
Mazzola Gaetano 1122 S Front St
Mc Knight Florance, Wanda 429 Dickinson St
Mccall Tricia A 1315 Reed St 2nd Fl
Mcknight Kim 808 S South St 8
Mcqueen Dyuan 518 A Lombard St
Medical Assocs Petrone Z PO Box 25024
Medina Victor M 1146 S 10th St
Melso Samuel 1101 Gerritt St
Melville Kathleen C 631 S 11th St
Mendelson Morris 730 Christian St
Mendez Huerta Daniel 2030 St Albans St
Meyers John 1538 S Juniper St
Mezzaroba Michael Jr 1511 S 12th St
Michael David Photography 141 League St
Midtownit Ltd Co 211 South St #508
Miles Ryan A 1124 E Passyunk Ave
Miller Sid 1118 E Moyamensing Ave
Molinari Mary 1163 S 12th St
Monaghan Catherine 130 Beck St
Monnich William 765 S 2nd St Apt B
Montague Samuel J 842 S 2nd St Unit 5
Mooney Michael P 615 S Delhi St
Morales Arturio 1314 S Fairhill
Morgan Chiropractic 1019 Christian St
Morrison Michael 640 South St
Mosack Franics P, Francis P 238 Catharine St
Moss Robert J 131 Beck St
Mp1200 Lp 1200 Washington Ave
Mullen Arnold, Lugene 508 Wharton St
Myers Andre 1135 S Clifton St 2nd Fl
Myers Jodie 1333 S 7th St
Myers Valeria 826 Montrose St
National Ms Society Greater Del Valy Chapte 1 Reed St #200
Nc Apple Enterprise 1246 S Sheridan St
Negash Tadesse 1124 E Passyunk Ave Apt 6
Neilon Dorothy 130 Beck St
Nguyen Lang 600 Washington Ave
Nguyen Thang C 1332 S 6th St
Nichols Deborah 1009 S 6th St
Nieves Rigoberto Philadelphia Senior Ctr 509 S Brd St
Niglio Frances V 817 Reed St
Nolan Kevin 911 S Darien St
Odomm Luricker 811 A St
Oliver Camille 306 Wharton St
Ollinger Samantha S PO Box 31411
Oner Cihan 712 Dickinson St 2nd Fl
Ortega Michael S 619 South St
Oshea Ann Marie, Eoin 1234 S 2nd St
Osifat Michael J 716 S 11th St Unit 200
Padgett Bruce D 337 Christian St 2nd Fl
Palamountain Bromley 415 Catharine St
Palmer Chris 734 S 4th St
Paolillo Mildred 1236 Sayder Ave
Pearson Leo 723 S Warnock St
Pecca Albert, Olga PO Box 31042
Peltzman Martin 728 S 3rd St
Perez Aaron 538 Manton St
Perez Angel 1142 S 12th St
Perez Edith Tlapay 624 Wharton St
Perez Sanchel David Eu 831 S Reed St
Perla Maxwell 937 Carpenter St Apt
Philadelphia Style Mag 141 League St
Phillips Tyler Davis C/O Jmh Realty 401 S 2nd St
Picco S 110 Waverly St
Pinnacle Rehab Center Pc PO Box 36626
Pollina Anthony 515 Christian St
Presnell Michelle 928 Christian St Apt 2e
Prince Olive K 1015 Cross St
Prom Dyvann 1435 South 6th St
Pryor Carol 1223 Peters St
Pugno Frances, John 1421 S Percy St
Ratowt Sylwester 218 Gerritt St
Rementer Edward J 248 Wilder St
Renaudvanoye P 406 S 9th St
Replicaboss Com 211 South St 338
Revell Corine 1026 Washington Ave
Rhoden S 428 Lombard St
Richardson William 535 League St
Rizzi Martin J, Nancy M 929 Federal St
Roa Miguel 1502 S 7th St
Roach Brian 1167 S 12th St
Robreno Kelly 908 S Front St
Rodriguez Segundo R Dpm 709 S 8th St
Rogers Meredith T 746 South St Apt 3r
Rogers Phill 1026 Washington Ave
Rokia Berie Sika 1044 South St
Romando Joseph J, Sylvia 1211 Annin St
Rosenzweig Stephen, Joshua 744 E Passyunk Ave
Rosete Jessica 1030 S 5th St
Rosewitski Mary 1212 Federal St
Rotonta Marie 739 E Amp St
Ruffi Jason E 1352 South St 2b
Ryan Allison 928 Emoyamensing Ave 11
Sale Allison 812 S 12th St
Salerno Dominick 1103 Waverly St
Salley Walter, Betty 1211 S 5th St
Salvatore Anastasio 905 S 9th St
Sams Anthony J 1216 S 4th St
Sandoval Guadalupe 612 S Bainbridge St
Saraceni Remo 614 S 8 St
Sawan Ghasson 1012 Federal St
Scallatino Nettie 509 S Brd St
Scelsi Michael 909 Dickinson St
Scheur Donna 640 Wheston St
Schiro Anthony 617 S 4th St
Schwartz Jordan 323 I 2 Fitzwater St
Schwarz Donald F 1212 Waverly Walkway
Scotese Mary G 213 Beck St
Scott James M 608 Addison St
Seibert G.C 1123 Rodman St
Serbin Ariel PO Box 63834
Sgalio Brenden 240 Monroe St Apt 3
Shandelman Karen 404 S 9th St
Shapira Sagi 519 S 2nd St
Sharkey Kaitlin K 323 Monroe St 2
Sharp Jason 716 S 4th St Apt 3
Siano Mildred 640 Wheston St
Sicilano Vinnie 1317 S 2nd St
Siegel Samuel, Nancy 525 S Leithgow St
Slater Nalanti L 508 South St
Smith Alberta 293 E Queen St
Smith Arthur 723 S Warnock St
Smith George 204 Gerritt St
Smith Marie 538 Christian St
Smock Michelle 1325 S Brd 4
Smokers Express Lombard & Brd St
Snyder Katharine M 802 S Delhi St
Snyder Leslie 708 Fitzwater St
Soleil Ltd 1328 S Alder St
Sorensen Laura 125 Catharine St
South City Investment Lp 721 Wharton St
South Street Jewelers Inc C/O Karine Ezran 632 South St
South Street Travel Corp 525 S 4th St Ste 240
Spano Rose 515 Christian St
Spindel David J 415 Fitzwater St
St Peters School 319 Lombard St
Stanley Helen 413 S 12th St
Stern Michael A 1305 Christian
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Storch Scott 326 Bainbridge St
Strool Matt 710 S 11th St
Suh Kyung Chang 1018 S 9th St
Sullivan Mary C, Robert 904 S 10th St
Sunderhauf Anthony J 210 Wilder St
Surtees Laura 1146 S 12th St 2f
Sutton Roosevelt 617 S 11th St
Sverzhin Babiner Boris 723 S 11th St
Sy Mui 1516 S 8th St
T Rebstock Mary Anne 1207 Lombard St
Talie Restaurant 622 LLC 622 S 6th St
Talley Henry 723 S Warnock St
Taraskus Anthony, Stella 1519 E Moyamensing Ave
Tek Vantha 1508 S 4th St
Tellez Rodolfo 1338 7th St
Theodore Group 1911 Mckean St
Todd William 1322 Catherine St
Todd William K, Thomas G 242 Monroe St Apt 3
Tomlinson Dion 941 E 10th St
Truong Loi Van 1437 S 7th St
Turlington Elizabeth C 5o9 S Brd St
Turner Idelle G 763 S 5th St
Uhlein Joseph E 1217 Dickinson St
Utsey Gabrielle 510 S Juniper St
Valla Aaron 748 S 10th St
Vanore Albert H, Mary 1540 S 4th St
Verlinghieri Concet 1229 Montrose St
Vittori Grace C 1419 E Passyunk Ave
Volpe Nicole 1023 Christian St
Vouros Christina A 435 Fulton St
Walker Dana 821 S Percy St
Walker Naomi V 1226 South St Apt 2
Wallis Sharon K Esq 640 Rodman St
Warm Karith 1516 S Iseminger St
Washington Eva 950 S 4th St
Wasylyshyn Karol M 745 E Passyunk Ave
Watras William, Violet 812 N S St
Weag Christopher J 784 S 6th St
Wells Claudia 310 Catherine St Apt A
White Lawrence, Wendy 133 Monroe St
Williams Elaine Est 751 S Marvine St
Wilson Jeffery 1315 Reed St
Wilson Naomi 762 S 5th St #2
Wilson Tehira, Terri 647 Washington Ave
Wingate Heather J 704 Sears St
Wolfgang Craig A 401 S 9th St Apt 3c
Yasuda Ayako 610 5 S 3rd St
Yenchik Stephen 706 Christian St Apt 2
Yip Sitthy 1503 S 5th St
Zappacosta Margaret 1240 Gerritt St
Zavaleta Saul 814 Reed St
Zenidiu Laurent 785 S 3rd St
Zhang Li Si 1152 E Passyunk Ave
Zuccarello Anthony J 2 1017 Christian St
Philadelphia Pa 19148
2 Good To B Shooz Inc 1823 E Passyunk Ave
Acciarito Regina 1603 S 12th St
Acme Fish Co Inc 3421 S Lawrence St Unit 21
Afian Leslie 908 Morris St
Air Brush Place 1830 E Passyunk Ave
Aita Lena 1653 S Orkney St
Alamia Anthony 2601 S Sheridan St
Alfano Nancy L 2419 S Alder St
Allen Richard 2319 S Marshall St
Alobaid Nafeh A 1614 S 10th St
Amicone Carmella M 2651 S 10th St
Amoroso Saia Karen 2541 S Sartain St
Anastasio Joseph 2033 S 9th St
Andersen Wilberta 2305 S American St
Anello Campana J M 2439 S 13th St
Angelo Theresa 1913 S Brd St Fl 3
Annaloro Sue 934 Snyder Ave
Archdeacon Gayle 1524 E Passyunk Ave
Argentiero Harry 321 Jackson St
Ashland Chemical 2801 Christopher Columbus Blvd
Astrella Carmela 1726 S 12th St
Avery Caudrean 823 Cantrell St
Ballard Denise 1226 Tree St
Banionis Angela 140 Mccellan St
Barbella Joseph 2612 S Franklin St
Bariana Theresa 906 Mc Clellan St
Batista Wilberto 2601 S 7th St
Belkadi Boubekeur PO Box 54925
Berenato Maria 2026 S 12th St 2nd Fr
Bey Anwary 748 Snyder Ave
Bey Shahita 713 Sigel St
Bezner Caitlin 349 Daly St
Black Julia 2152 S Henrock St 1st Fl
Bounhack Sourah 734 W Myomensing Ave
Bowen James R 1622 S 5th St Apt 3r
Bowman Edward, Sarah 1916 S 4th St
Boyer Edna 2413 S Front St
Bozilovic Darko 2026 S Philip St
Brawer David B 1639 S 2nd St
Brickner Tracy 2214 S 5th St Apt 1
Brooke Joseph E, Mary H 530 Mifflin St
Brotnitsky Raymond, Carol Ann 2835 S Fairhill St
Brown Leonard J 111 W Porter St
Brown Shane 1940 S Galloway St
Brown Wolf 833 Winton St
Bruno Sue 934 Snyder Ave
Bucca Frances, Frank 1013 Fernon St
Bunks Herman 1225 W Porter St
Bunting John J 2513 S 6th St
Buonamici Emamuele 2638 S 11th St
Calise Ralph 1225 Wolf St
Callender Troy O 426 W Ritner St
Campagna John N 2411 S Iseminger
Campana Patricia 2336 S Mildred St
Cannuli Angelina P 714 Mcclellan St
Carney Joseph J 106 Wolf St
Cartiglia Mary 2209 S 9th St
Carulli Lillian 2644 S Beulah St
Casey Norma 2225 S Clarion St
Cavardone Elizabeth 1030 Mckean St
Chanthalansy PO 645 Ritner St
Chapman Sally L 606 Johnston St
Chen Ding Jun 2019 S 4th St
Chi Chang Tae 1828 E Passyunk Ave
Chiavatti Paola 1637 E Passyunk Ave
Chrysler Financial 356 Daly St
Ciaccio Timothy PO Box 37281
Ciavardone Albert 1030 Mckean St
Cioc Elizabeth I 3232 S 13th St
Ciongoli Alfred A 2236 S 13th St
CiPOllone Arthur 2544 S Startain St
Clare Irene A 2830 S Franklin St
Clark Eleanor, Kevin M 1931 S 5th St
Clark Kevin 1931 S 5th St
Clark Kevin M, Kevin 1931 S 5th St
Clauss Michael F Jr 1044 Jackson St
Cloney Joanne 130 Mifflin St
Cloud Howard R 3213 S Brd St
Cody James L III 1240 Daly St
Cohen Rose 529 Fernon St
Collex Collision Experts P&A Collision 1019−1025 Snyder Ave
Comorote Donna 2739 S 10th St
Conte Josephine, Anthony 714 Mifflin St
Cornaglia Kathy 2810 S Camac St
Cortes Hugo Hernandez 1207 S 8th St
Crisantos Perez M, Miguel 2523 S 6th St
Cucetta Mary 2020 S Mildred St
Curro Richard 2822 S Alder St
Curry Marion Jr 2826 S Marshall St
Cuticchia Dante N 153 Durfor St
Czerniakowski Scott A 1926 S 13th St
Davies Jacqueline P 140 Durfor St
Davis Eleanor, Naioma 128 Mcclellan St
Davis Linda 534 Mifflin St
Davis William 208 Mccellan
Davisson Ian 1912 Sartain St
Dawson Russell L 313 Roseberry St
Dayao Mario 1310 Jackson St
Decaro Horace 2508 S Fairhill St
Decero Louis III 1148 Tree St
Defeo Pasquale 919 Wolf St
Deissroth Kathleen, William 2113 S 2nd St
Delahunty James Jr 610 W Moyamensing Ave
Delgiorno Daniel 1131 Cantrell St
Depaolo Arleen 2039 S Darien St
Detitta Guido A 1634 S Juniper St
Dibabbo Charlotte P 1210 W Oregon Ave
Dibabbo Joseph C 1210 W Oregon Ave
Dibono Joann 1020 Wolf St
Dibruno Michael L Jr 2543 S Camac St
Dicicco Michelina 843 Winton St
Dieu Thach A 2303 S 7th St
Dimichele Carl 930 Tree St
Dinardo Charles B Jr 1001 Wolf St
Dipaolo Amelia A, Amelia 1343 E Luzerne St
Dipaolo Josephine 2039 S Darien St
Dizon Sacheen 423 Mcclellan St
Doan Kim H 1018 Snyder Ave
Dougherty Helen, John 2303 S American St
Douglas Keith 1622 S 5th St 2nd Fl
Driscoll Allen B 307 Ritner St
Duncan Bradley 224 Sigel St
Eckerts Produce Inc 3300 S Galloway St
Eddy John 630 Jackson St
Eder Sharon 337 Winton St
Eldeen Mazen 2535 S 8th St
Elliott Daniel 2148s Hancock St
Ellis Aileene Est 2430 S 5th St
Esposito Isabel Est 1607 E Passyunk Ave
Esposito Thomas 2822 S Alder St
Estes Erich 1023 Mtain St
Faircloth Lemual L 1337 Wolf St
Farmer Cecilia, Donna M 125 Watkins St
Felkins Stephen 2537 S Sheridan St
Fleming James 153 Sigel St
Flores Santos 2422 Franklin St
Ford Motor C 2201 S 7th Steet
Fortuna Agnes J 635 Fernon St
Fortuna Anthony, Mary R 842 W Moyamensing Ave
Fortunato Anthony 1945 S Iseminger St
Fortunato Lorraine 1907 South 11th St
Foster James, Ona 110 Emily St
Frank Batastini Orhtodontics 2505 S Brd St
Frech Joseph 348 Jackson St
Fresh Anemone 1729 S 2nd St Apt B
Fuoco Victor 815 W Ritner St
Fuscellaro Joseph 2339 S 10th St
Gadson William 513 Mercy St
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Gambacorto Edmond S Sr 1117 W Porter St
Gargano Rose H 2937 S Juniper St
Gaynor Irene 2225 S Clarion St
Gilbert Michael 2613 S 6th St
Giles Dwayne 2507 S 11th St
Giletto Charles, Loretta 2542 S Warnock St
Gillespie Richard, Debra 2435 S Mildred St
Gip Va 917 Pierce St
Gold Laurie Ruth 2211 Juniper St
Gotkin Hymen, Jean 2642 S 7th
Granato Jason 1938 Jessup St
Greco P 1325 Mckean St 2nd Fl
Greenfield Michael 229 Pierce St
Gregg James D 1829 S 5th St
Groody James H 1332 Shunk
Guenzer George, Emma 205 Mckean St
Guille Ruby Nell 1712 S 5th St
Haberman Charles, Anna 312 Tree St
Hakun James A 2632 S Hutchinson
Hammond Brian 93 Quaker Trace Rd
Hanshaw Tristan C PO Box 54503
Harman Diana L 817 Winton St
Harris Deborah L 1609 S Brd St
Haubrich Frank 2005 S 4th St
Heach Pang 530 Johnston St
Henry Christine L Christine L Condo 2021 S Philip St
Herb Joseph R 2009 S 4th St 2
Hermawan Budi Co Rocco Bene Agcy 2839 S 13th St
Hickman Mary 926 W Bowery St
Hill Robert 529 Hoffman St
Hinton Virginia 534 Mifflin St
Hocevar Ron B 1817 S 4th St
Hodge Joyce A 117 Mercy St
Holloway 2501 S Front St
Holloway 2502 S Front St
Hollywood Bus & Limo PO Box 37112
Honeschuck Edward H Sr, Elizabeth 2525 S American St
Hough Kenneth 1022 Morris St
Howlett Danielle 1926 S 13th St
Hutchings Eugene Jr 537 Cantrell St
Hutchison Louis M 1206 W Ritner St
Hypatia Corp 2022 S Mildred St
Iacovoni Albert, Preto 12 Morris St
Ifill Horace 543 Mountain St
Inthathirath Vanhmany 527 Snyder Ave
Isabella John E 1023 Morris St
Ito Naoya 1 Citizens Bank Way
J P Caterers 2810 S 9th St
Jai Santoshi Inc 1606 S Delaware Ave
James Herd, Mary 2341 S Front
Jaroszewicz John J 526 Mifflin St
Jeffries Dana 2446 S Franklin St
Jeronimo Kevin 2605 Percy St
Jimenez Raul 2131 7th St
Johnson Mary 418 Hoffman St
Johnson Mary 529 Hoffman St
Johnson Ray Sr 2433 S Franklin St
Jones Francis, Willie 1810 S 6th St
Jr J Inc T/A Porter House 706−708 Porter St
Kalazinskas Stanley A 231 Mifflin St
Kanefsky Abraham 1020 Wolf St
Kaplan Max 7235 Hanford St
Karwel Leslie A, Robert 409 Tree
Kean Edward W Jr Food Distribution Ctr 3301 S Galloway St
Kenn Myung Choo 1901 S 5th St
Kennerly Sheila, Rose 2327 S Beulah St
Kenney Joseph 723 Hoffman St
Killian Catherine, Henry 423 Sigel St
Kim Sanh 430 Morris St
King Charles, Rose 364 Wolf St
Kivell Sheldon 233 Mountain St
Kollar Stephen M 1264 Pierce St
Krecko Annamae 139 Dudley St
Labarr Jeffrie 436 Dudley St
Lacovara Charles 1332 W Shunk St
Laman Loesche Supply Co 302 Moore St
Lamanna Domenick, Dolores 1817 S 10th St
Lashley David 446 Winton St
Laster Marlene, Marvin 1225 W Porter St
Lates Denis B, Denis J 1609 S 6th St
Latrone Robert A 2913 S Juniper St
Laws Krista 2302 S 12th St
Lay Kim 2201 S 7th Steet
Lee Nancy SCO Acme Fish Co Inc 3421 S Lawrence St
Lehnau Thomas E Jr 131 Moore St
Leigh Stott 1725 S 9th St 2nd Fl
Leonardo John 147 Ritner St
Lerner Rubin Sharon 1031 Mercy St
Levin Linda 147 Mifflin St
Levy Bret 900 Packer Ave
Lewis Jacqueline 233 Mountain St
Liao Jinlong 1629 S 7th St 2nd Fl
Lim Chen T 925 Mifflin St
Lin Aijie 725 Pierce St
Lin Zi W 1134 W Ritner St
Lind John P Jr 115 Daly St
Lisok Michael 2506 S 3rd St
Long Bartholomew, Anna 2408 S Juniper St
Lopez Juan 622 Tasker St 3 Fl
Lopez Luis 1739 10th St
Lord Brett 2452 S Philip St
Lord Edward 123 Mckean St
Lord Mary E C/O Joseph Lord 112 Fernon St
Lorenzo Crisanto 227 Whrton St
Lott Isabella A, Earl 1722 S 6th St
Loughran Mary E 1634 S Camac St
Lucchese Judith 3105 S Juniper St
Lucchesi Anthony 3105 S Juniper St
Lucidinio Anthony 239 Mcclellan St
Lucifero Marshall 1719 S 9th St
Lukes Tony Commissary 1701 S 4th St
Ly Hoa Khai 1937 S Warnock St
Lyman Margaret L 1617 S Brd St Apt 3
Macmullen Elmer 947 Daly St
Mancini Angelo 1838 S Camac St
Marcello Mary 1203 Johnston St
Marone Elizabeth 2412 S Lee
Mars Harry Est 2125 S 11th St
Martin Arthur 713 Morris St
Mascuilli Rose Marie 2512 S Alder St
Mateja Linda A, Frank 1805 S 10th St
Matsen William 2704 S Sheridan St
Mattiace Concetta 1025 Winton St
Mccollam Thomas, Flora 1222 Oregon Ave
Mcgill Jessie 2121 S 9th St Fl 1
Mcglamery James S 1036 Snyder Ave
Mckeown Michael, Joyce 318 Mercy St
Mcspadden Barbara 528 Dudley
Meachum Jonathan 1708 S 4th St
Medical Management Network 1703 S Brd St
Meizinger Jeanette M 2400 S 4th St
Mento Catherine 2548 S Marshall St
Mento Catherine 928 Winston St
Mercado Angel 2628 N 5th St
Methodist Anesthesia Practice 2301 S Brd St
Miceli Maura 1615 S 9th St
Michael Nadine M 2129 S 9th St
Miller Marilyn G 2429 S Lawrence St
Mirarchi C P Jr 1329 Morris St
Molieri Gaetano 2309 S 12th St
Monasteri Peter Est, Elizabeth 1722 E Passyunk Ave
Mondevergine Christine Monde M 1327 Morris St
Monte Eleanor Est 2650 S Iseminger St
Montefusco Elizabeth 2618 S Sartain St
Montella Kathryn C, Lorraine 823 Mcclelland St
Moore Catherine 1332 W Shunk St
Moore Margaret 2433 S Franklin St
Moore Raymond 2101 S Howard St
Morano Marie Est 1802 S 9th St
Morozin Kerry M 1608 S Clarion St
Moscat Stacy 730 Stella Marris St
Muaddi Sonia 920 Watkins St
Murphy Kay M 2302 S 12th St
Murrell Kathryn 2121 S 4th St
Muzyczek Joseph C Sr 400 Durfor St
Myers Michael 1145 Mercy St
Nam Orth Chheng 1905 S 7th St
Nationwide Furniture Inc No 16 500 W Oregon Ave
Navarro Ismael 725 Mcclellan St
Newell Kevin P 2138 S Iseminger St
Nguyen Cuc T 717 Hoffman St
Nguyen Katherine 644 Snyder Ave
Nguyen Linh 1008 W Oregon Ave
Nguyen Nga T 539 Mountain St
Nguyen Trung 2450 S 5th St
Niblick Bonnie A 714 W Ritner St
Nickel William S 156 Sigel St
Nigro Robert L Est, Connie Est 2706 S 11th St
Nina Rodriguez 356 Daly St
Oneill Bernard 420 Fitzgerald St
Orapallo Rita 1625 S Juniper St
Orlando Joseph 1640 S 10th St 2
P Agnes Inc 2213 S Brd St
Padgett Bruce D 627 Mckean St
Pagliacetti Barbara 2411 S Juniper St
Palazzo Gina 2406 11th St South
Palermo John 1000 Wolf St
Paley Jennie 146 Pierce St
Palmieri Josephine 2345 S Hutchinson St
Palochko William 2429 S Camac St
Parenti Farlow Alana 2636 S 9th St
Parisi Nicholas V, Barbara 937 Mifflin St
Pasquini Anna 712 Oregon Ave
Perez Ignacio V, Arlene F 2530 S 3rd St
Perez Jennifer 644 Synder Ave
Perfetti Anna Est, Domenic 2438 S Marshall St
Perkins Jessica, James 1627 S 11th St
Pham Loan 1008 W Oregon Ave
Phan Minh Ngoc 2723 S Randolph St
Phillies Charities Citizens Bank Park 1 Citizens Bank Way
Phillips Kristen 435 W Ritner St
Phung Cai 1612 S Franklin St
Popeyes Louisiana Kitchen 2027 S Brd St
Powell Gregery 506 Mercy St
Poznek Edward, Helen PO Box 37463
Pozza Elizabeth, John 1318 Morris St
Predency Brandon 524 Snyder Ave
Preferred Freezer Services of Philadelp 3101 S 3rd St
Prestige Construction 2600 S Warnock St
Prete Vincent A 1005 Tasker St
Primms 645 Pattison Ave
Primo Ann 918 Wolf St
Quigley Gregory H 1310 Bigler St
Quinn James T 1037 Emily St
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Ramirez Sergio 1412 S 18th St
Rasmussen Charles 1801 S Brd St
Rci Electrical & Tele Data 1937 S 3rd St
Reese Albina J PO Box 54503
RF Trucking Inc Empl Pens Plan 238 Tasker St
Riccio Nicole 716 Hoffman St
Rietzen David F, Ann 309 Wolf St
Righter Alice 2114 S Philip St
Rios Silvina 2122 S 10th St Apt Fl1
Rivas Jose 514 Mccellan St
Rivera Antionette, Phyllis 414 Winton St
Rivera Jose Dieho 2540 S 7th St
Roach Katherine M 938 Sigel St
Roberson Christopher W 1 Citizens Bank Way
Roberts Kristine 2535 S Camac St
Rocco Grace 1104 Jackson St
Rodrigo Ramirez 1814 S 8th St
Rohanna John 2122 Iseminger St
Romeo Carmela 815 Moore St
Romeo Salvator E, Gloria 1926 S 11th St
Rosenthal Mary 2330 S Beulah St
Roth John 2412 S 8th St
Ruben Priscilla V 1722 E Passyunk Ave
Ruggieri Anna 903 Mcclellan St
Runnels Wilbert 2640 S Howard
Russell Gargano A 2937 S Juniper St
Sacksith Terry 405 Tasker St
Salceto Vincent 2506 S 9th St
Salmieri Esther 1918 S Sartain St
Sanders Arthur B 1247 Wolf St 3rd Flr
Santoro Margaret 2735 S Marvine St
Sarlo Frank B 908 S 6th St
Satchell Joyce B 705 Dudley St
Scardino Anthony F 900 Tree St
Scattergood Catherine Est 2639 S 11th St
Schneider Rita 2032 S 2nd St
Schworob Mary, John 134 Fitzgerald St
Seafood Trading Chester 3120 S Galloway St
Seder Ryan L 933 Morris St
Seidel Blanche, Daniel 2536 S Phillip St
Sessions Christopher 1819 S 12th St
Seward James 1625 S Lawrence St
Shecktor Hillary 1225 W Porter St
Sherman Marie 214 Tree St
Shields Michael C 2819 S Beulah St
Shire James 1302 Mcclellan St
Shull Norma 2109 S Howard St
Shuster Jamie Lynn 2109 S Howard St
Siderio Mary 326 Winton St
Siegfried W Est 2432 S Philip St
Simone John B 1008 Emily St
Sivieri Joseph 809 W Porter St 1
Skikandi LLC 608 Snyder Ave
Smith Anna 2347 S Lee St
Smith Jerome R 1534 S 4th St 2nd Fl
Smith William, Marie 1918 S Camac St
Soderberg William H 2236 S Clarion St
Son Larry 2636 St Christopher Dr
Sorace Christine 1016 Tasker St
Sorichetti Alfonso A 2345 S Warnock St
South Philadelphia Communities 1217 Shunk St
Spadaro Giacomo 1039 Fernon St
Spiewak Sheri 210 Tasker St
Spina James 817 Moore St
Stefanovicz J 130 Sigel St
Straw Leonard 226 Morris St
Strom James 1220 Fitzgerald St
Sullivan Edmond, Rose M 2302 S 6th St
Susilo Lie I, Eko 142 Mckean St Apt 3
Sy Ronald 1943 S 12th St
Sysco 600 Packer Ave
Syvongsa Henry 2411 S 7th St
Talotta Joyce S 2539 S Brd St
Tamburrino Joseph 2653 S Camac St
Tarducci Rita 933 Cantrell St
Tavella Francis M, Vincent 917 Watkins St
Tedjo Susanta M 1620 18th St
Thieu Lenga 1702 S 6th St
Tilger Shawn R 3601 S Brd St
Tilley Her Jr 732 Mercy St
Times Joey 2551 S Warwock Ave
Tj & Mb Inc 2654 S Hutchinson St
Tolpeko Denis Philadelphia Flyers 3601 S Brd St
Tomassa Philip M Jr 2621 S 8th St
Tomasso Lorraine 2621 S 8th St
Tong Phay 420 Little Sigel St
Torres Melchor PO Box 37154
Trasatti Ida 1331 Tasker St
Triglia Joan D 2435 S 5th St
Truong Tang 427 Moore St 3f
Tsang Tony 2745 S Fairhill St
Tucker Tyrone 447 Dudley St
Tufnell Patricia L 214 Tree St
Turner Rodger W 2618 S Alder St
Umbrell Patricia 1608 E Passyunk Ave
Vandegrift Mark 1335 Castle Ave
Vecchione Cynthia, Sarina 2011 S 12th St
Ventus Allan J 523 Tasker St
Vinci Brenda M 916 Moore St
Volpe Frank 1215 Casper St 1st Fl
Wagner Edward 2732 S Darien St
Wagner Jason 1022 Watkins
Wagner Ross 1631 S 10th St
Walker Fred D 717 Daly St
Wallace Jade 1931 S 6th St
Ward Helen 1905 S 12th St
Washington John 616 Tasker St
Wasserman Kenneth E MD Pc 1817 S Brd St
Webb Henry A III 1817 S 4th St
Wehrman Anna M 104 Tree St
Weiner Dolores 448 Wolf St
Wen Guo J PO Box 37439
Whiplash & Injury Center 826 Snyder Ave
Whitman Truck Center 3540 S Lawrence St
Wijaya Rubin 925 Mifflin St
Wilczak Christopher M 441 Winton St
Wildau Alexis Brie 1123 Daly St
Wilhelm William, Carl 2716 S Sheridan St
Wilkes Maia Rebecca 900 Jackson St
Williams Martin 1016 Emily St
Wilson Jackie 2106 S 6th St
Winter Samuel 2223 S 3rd St
Winters Benjamin 2223 S 3rd St
Wu Ju 1120 W Porter St
Yagle Marie 145 Gladstone St
Young Elizabeth, Chante D 822 Winton St
Yung Derek 2435 S Warnock St
Zawadzki Anna 140 Mccellan St
Zheng Jin D 710 Oregon Ave
Philadelphia Pa 19149
Abdel Razek Izzat O 6748 Lynford St
Abolarin Olusegun Dds 6404 Roosevelt Blvd
Abshire Jennifer 6271 Kindred St
Adam Garba O 6624 Sylvester St
Aggeleka Palagea N 1505 E Howell St
Aldrich Allen 6049 Alma St
Alejo Calimlim Reynilda 6615 Eastwood St
Alicea Diaz Raul 6201 Castor Ave
Allen Camille, Amos 1526 Devereaux Ave
Alpigini Cecelia 1004 E Howell St
Amedeus Piano 6433 Castor Ave
Anderson Florence, Robert 2924 Unruh Ave
Anderson Timothy 1517 Rosalie St
Andrews Shirley 3022 Unruh St
Appleton Richard, Arlene 2809 Gilham St
As Seen On Tv C/O Mohamammed 6611 Souder St
Asalieh Intissar S 7156 Oakland St
Ascencio Mateo 3152 Disston St
Audobahn Philadelphia LLC 6242a Roosevelt Blvd
Bagatta Armand 3036 Knorr St
Bagel Village Inc 6820 Bustleton Ave
Baker Thomas 3315 Princeton Ave
Baker Veronica M 2844 Brighton Place
Ball Kendall 5734 Leonard St
Barclay Wayne PO Box 45611
Barrett Lashonda T 7228 Leonard St
Barrios Joseph M 3221 Wellington St
Bennett Richard A, Richard 3036 Hellerman St
Berrios Madeline 6534 Kindred St
Blair Shanique 6819 Sylvester St
Block Ada 6907 Sylvester St
Bonner Erin 3131 Hellerman St
Bottum Jane 2119 Friendship St
Bove Steven C 3214 Rawle St
Bovio Catherine M 3150 Levick St
Boyd Lynn J 1447 Stirling St
Brabham Erin 6839 Rutland Streeet
Brand Werner Jr 6735 Kindred St
Brennan Alice 3246 Friendship St
Bridgeford Jaylen, Vann 2125 Tyson Ave
Bridges Habeeb 5404 Bingham St
Brown Allen 1024 Van Kirk St
Brown Anita D 3427 Brighton St
Burns John 6912 Sylvester St
Caplan Max 3524 Cottman Av 1st Fl
Carmona Elvia Marian 6808 Lynford St
Carroll John F 3309 Englewood St
Cavanaugh Michaeline, Isola 6641 Castor Ave
Chalfin Herbert, Dorothy 7229 Horrocks St
Chang Tze Kwan 6923 Large St
Chen Shan Liang 6806 Rutland St
Chen Shirean 2162 Unruh Ave
Cheung Kam Man 6916 Sylvester St
Chiarolanza Mary R 3437 Saint Vincent St
Chiosso Stella 6324 Leonard St
Choi Byung Yeon 6426 Castor Ave
Christoph Margaret Est 2161 Glenview St
Chung Jessica 6633 Souder St
Cicero Margaret H 2142 Princeton Ave
Cinquina Domenic Est, Theresa 5907 Algon Ave
Clair Susan C 2825 Benner St
Clark Edward A Jr 7265 Brous Ave
Cleus C 6306 Battersby St
Clouser William R PO Box 45885
Cobb Christa Antionett 1524 Longshore St
Cobb Nina 3131 Glenview St
Coffey Thomas J Est 7138 Akron St
Cohen Mildred, Samuel 6820 Eastwood St
Cohen Natalie R 2106 Fanshawe St
Cooper Frank F 1502 Devereaux Ave
Coplin Jeffrey 6019 Horrocks St
Crane Mary C 3026 Rawle St
Criscuolo Theresa 6609 Lynford St
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Croll Hazel M, Robert 7225 Horrocks
Crone Teresa 2016 Mckinley St
Cruz Carlos 6009 Castor Ave
Cuevas Tiffany 6132 Caster Ave
Czarnecki Martin 2938 Magee Ave
Darocha Tiago 7258 Calvert St
Dasilva Alex S 6302 Brous Ave 2nd Fl
Dasilveira Juliana 2009 Knorr St
Davila Victor 1419 Creston St
Davis William, Marie P 3354 St Vincent St
Delmonte Lucy 3019 Longshore Ave
Desir Carlo 6629 Souder St
Devitt Linda G 2711 Elbridge St
Di Placido M 5858 Akron St
Diamond Norma 1530 Mckinley St
Dixon Crystal 5916 Lorretto Ave
Dobilas John A 6401 Hawthorne St 2nd
Dodds Margaruite, Henry H 1423 Stevens
Dong Su H 1626 Benner St
Dowd James A 2154 Knorr St
Dowden Phyllis 2828 Rawle St
Dugan Reta 3022 Unruh St
Dulberg Rochelle 1544 Devereaux Ave
Duska Michael 3232 Friendship St
Dznelashvili Teimuraz 7007 Rutland St
Ehrenstrasser William E 6047 Alma St
Elliott Bertha 3031 St Vincent St
Espinosa Ronald 6749 Akron St
Esteves Nelson 3213 Tyson Ave
Eye Options Inc 2139 Cottman Ave
Farrell Joseph R 3107 Brighton St
Feldman Karen 6651 Large St
Feldman Stanley M 3317 Brighton St
Fenster Claire, Paul 6310 Farnsworth St
Ferris Dorothea M, Elizabeth 3004 Fanshawe St
Fields Donyell N 1503 Stevens St
Finke Sharon, Rae 1537 Stevens
Five Star Buffet 2367 Cottman Ave
Foidl Frank 7272 Leonard St
Formiglia Dominic 1436 Stirling St
Formiglia Joseph 1436 Stirling St
Fortmann Ruth N 2956 Hale St
Fortner William 1401 Alcott St
Foster Harry 2947 Gilham St
Fragoso Juliana 7200 Battersby
Franca Valter 6351 Mershon St
Frank Margaret Est 1939 Devereaux Ave
Franzen Nicholas J III 2148 Stevens St
Friedman Marion C, Sidney 6832 Eastwood St
Frisch Eleanor J 3100 Cottman Ave
GDP Inc 6618 Large St
Gamboa Oscar 7264 Rutland St
Gannon Joseph A, Rita 5816 Oxford Ave
Garcia Anibal 2658 Elbridge St
Giblin James P 3302 Brighton St
Gordon Gregory R 7134 Akron St
Gourdet Jack D, Solene 7275 Lynford St
Graeff Mary J 1004 E Howell St
Graham Elizabeth M, George S 3311 Englewood St
Granville Joseph 3138 Disston St
Green Keynan 6832 Large St
Greenspan Jay 7026 Kindred St
Griffin Darla G 6741 Roosevelt Blvd
Hall Crystal 7060 Souder St
Hall Earl 7251 Rupert St
Halpern Mildred L, Sheila 1449 Elbridge St
Harris Marvin 6600 Oakland St Apt 2
Harry Fleishmann Inc 6631 Castor Ave
Hartenstein William J 3134 Fanshawe St
Hasan Mutan Ahlam S 5931 Andale St
Healy Louise J 6403 Hawthorne St
Heilmeier Anna H 3416 Friendship St
Heineman Mary 3416 Friendship St
Henderson Avery 1007 Rosalie St
Hermann Jeremiah P PO Box 45686
Hernandez Gloria C 6611 Leonard St
Heum Jeong 6806 Castor Ave
Ho Arlene Lillian 2833 Disston St
Hoffer Marvin R 6839 Sylvester St
Holland Lora C 1420 Hellerman St #2
Hook Shakia 6036 Alma St
Hornblum Ruth 1452 Hellerman St
Houser Christopher 2715 Unruh Ave
Howey Thomas R 7111 Horrrocks St
Huang Ai Qun 1532 Devereaux Ave
Huber Stephen I 7244 Rupert St
Isaachsohn Thelma 6223 Castor Ave
Isakoff Paul 6616 Souder St
Jackson Kevin 2843 Benner St
Jackson Leroy 6218 Roosevelt Blvd Apt B
Jakula Dorothy W 7225 Barnard St
Jean Baptiste Nixon 5929 Shisler St
Jefferson Tay Y 1st Fl 2840 Brighton Plac
Jewish Identity Center C/O Riz 1453 Levick St
Jones Herbert Jr 6838 Souder St
Jones Katherine L 3103 Fanshaw St
Kaab Omar 3031 Tyson Ave 1st Fl
Kane Rita M 7239 Eastwood St
Kaplan Max 7235 Hanford St
Kaur Nirpinder K 3103 Wellington St
Keeler Ann 5904 Penn St
Kelly Shannon Marie, Rosemarie M 3310 Princeton Ave
Kelly Gladys 1507 Van Kirk St
Keser Carl, Helen 7227 Hanford St
Kessely Solo 1446 Rosalie St
Khaleel Shadha 6425 Roosevelt Blvd
Khalil Shurouq B 6642 Sylvester St
Kiedaisch Margaret A 7217 Eastwood St
Konneh Mohamed M 2814 Gilham St
Kramer Dolores 3341 Englewood St
Kulah Luoli Y 6702 Souder St
Kunz Francis J, Mary 2907 Brighton St
Kurtz Beth 2106 Disston St
Laskowski Walter S 1450 Rosalie St
Laur Alexander A Mr 3138 St Vincent St
Lavecchia Theresa 2237 Tyson Ave
Leather Neck Pca 6741 Rutland St
Lee Johanna Y 6732 Sylvester St
Leong Kyan S 1438 Mckinley St
Lepping Gerald, Dale 3327 Wellington St
Lewis Thomas P 6138 Castor Ave
Liang Pei F 1438 Mckinley St
Liao Jay 1528 Hellerman St
Limat Origene 7225 Horrocks St
Lipschultz Louis 1531 Lardner St
Liu Barry 1941 Princeton Ave
Longstreth Morley Gloria 6201 Farnsworth St
Lovelace Aubrey L 1639 Benner St
Lu Jia Zhi 6822 Eastwood St
Luan Shu W 6635 Large St
Ludwig William C, Mary 2003 Mckinley St
Macdonald Richard A 3225 Glenview St
Magic Shot Inc 2329 Cottman Ave 49
Magnotta Julius R Jr 3212 Wellington St #1
Mahan Dolores M 3221 Wellington St
Mai Jing M 6449 Eastwood St
Malia Patrick M 3333 Englewood St
Mancini Mary M 2131 Mckinley St
Mangan Patrick 6248 Revere St
Maretin Mary E 3005 Unruh Ave
Maria Lima 1412 Stirling St Apt 2
Marianni Phyllis 5911 Shisler St
Martin Roger 3005 Unruh Ave
Mason Bruce G C/O Joann Mason 5912 Horrocks St
Matthews Audrey R 2129 Mckinley St
Mc Elrevey Marjorie B, Daniel L 3130 Brighton St
Mc Cafferty Anne 3234 Tyson Ave
Mccaffery Joseph J 2202 Knorr St
Mccann Dorothy T 1432 Van Kirk St
Mccrory Kevin 2910 Longshore Ave
Mcgeehan Helen M 3210 Gilham St
Mcgill Donald 2024 Robbins Ave
Mcgovern April 3248 Knorr
Mcgrath Patrick J, John 6016 Belden St
Mcgrath James 6006 Frontenac St
Mckeever Joseph 7102 Kindred St
Mcnulty Robert B 2910 Brighton St
Mendez Angel 5821 Saul St
Merlino Robert B 3115 Princeton Ave
Mikes Auto Body & Repairs 7116 Castor Ave
Miller Amber 6415 Hawthorne St
Miller Diane 6039 Summerdale Ave
Mills Emanuel L 6611 Eastwood St
Mobley William 2133 Longshore Ave
Mohamed Sofia Said 6754 Oakland St
Monte Gerald E 3251 Friendship St
Monteiro Claudineia, Marco A 6516 Souder St
Monteiro Marco 6516 Souder St
Montgomery Sheilia 2904 Knorr St
Montras George A, Lillie 6938 Roosevelt Blvd
Morales Jose 7109 Brous Ave
Moreno Hassen Santiago 3004 Hellerman St
Morton Patrick 3329 St Vincent St
Moskow Amanda C 2720 Unruh Ave
Moyer Linda Maria 7235 Hanford St
Murdock Elsie W PO Box 7092
Murph Rachella 1950 Deveraux Ave
Nanoski Michael J PO Box 28501
Natale Rosina, Biago 1618 Longshore Ave
Neiman Norman G 1533 Elbridge St
New Joe Shanghai Corp 1124 Alcott St
New Plan Realty 2311 Cottman Ave
Nguyen Tri T 7154 Oakland St
Nielson Anna 3036 Diston St
Nugent Doris, Lyle 844 Bridge St
Nunes Agnes 6427 Akron St
Nunez Jaquez 6734 Castor Ave
Odonnell Catherine, William 3046 Princeton Ave
Opanel Alan D C/O Suzanne Opanel 2721 Lardner St
Oxford Circle Distributors Inc 5800 Oxford Ave
Paravisini John B Jr 3122 Englewood St
Park Myong Ho 1544 Magee Ave
Patrick Fields J 3220 Princeton Ave
Peddapaidi Srujan 6519 Everett Ave Apt A201
Pena Peter L 6616 Eastwood St
Penn Geraldine 7243 Horrocks St
Pereira Daniel C 528 Benner St
Perez Victor L 6922 Bustleton Av
Peronace Insurance 5711 Oxford Av Store B
Perry Fredrick 5916 Roosevelt Blvd
Peters Peter E 3161 Barnett St
Petro Edward Jr 3321 Longshore St
Petzold Linda 1917 Princeton Ave
Phelps Noreen 3204 Disston St
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Pote Catherine, John M 7202 Bradford St
Powell Jennie Liv Trust 7103 Rutland St
Powers Ruth E, Ruth F 3346 Tyson Ave
Press Charles 2127 Knorr St
Pruitt James 6104 Castor Ave
Quigley Brian M 3149 Unruh Ave
Quigley Margaret 2739 Stevens St
Quintavalle Edward M 3029 Glenview St
Racine Mixou 6331 Leonard St
Raroha Louise P 6004 Agusta St
Resnick Elana 6534 Souder St
Reynolds Robert H 7237 Saul St
Richboro Aqus Group 6216 Bustleton Ave
Roberts Nesha 5903 Roosevelt Blvd
Robinson Craig 3322 Cottman Ave
Rodriguez Alicia G 1458 Benner St
Rodriguez Freddy 6019 Alma St
Rose Merle 6907 Sylvester St
Rush Maryanne 3346 Wellington St
Rycerz Dorothy 7210 Oakland St
Salfi Karl Domonic 3100 Friendship St
Sanchez Emilio 2233 Brighton St
Sandy Luis 1501 Elbridge St Fl 2
Santana Geronimo 6252 Everett St
Santos Antonio 2715 Lardner St
Scannell Joan S 3207 St Vincent St
Schecter Neil 7103 Rutland St
Schmanek Gilbert 3455 Princeton Ave
Schmidt Ethel B, Ethel 3500 Wellington St
Schneider Elizabet C, Rose A 6720 Rutland
Schults E C 1910 Lardner St
Schweitzer Ann K 2918 Knorr St
Schweitzer Anthony 1413 Levick St
Seese Madeline 5807 Sylvester St
Sem Sal 5838 Oxford Ave
Shakin Randi 7103 Rutland St
Shemanski Anthony J 7217 Rupert St
Shum Chak S 7110 Kindred St
Silva Geraldo A 7012 Roosevelt Blvd
Silva Valdirene D 3153 Barnette St
Simonds Bridget 3210 Magee Ave
Singh Kewal 3103 Wellington St
Siohvaughn Wade 5923 Frontenac St
Siulung Woo 6717 Rutland St
Smith Sarah S 3018 Longshore Ave
Soares Wederson 1445 Creston St
Solis Margarita 1419 Creston St
Spence Alexander 6106 Bustleton Ave
Staszak Thomas F 3150 Rawle St
Stathopoulos Evanglia 2235 Knorr St
Stevenson Robert 6306 Battersby St
Stewart Ivy A 1456 Elbridge St 2nd Fl
Stewart Rhonda 7232 Horrocks St
Stone Elyce Elyce Mower 6346 Sylvester St
Sullivan Donna M 2858 Stevens St
Sullivan Mary J 5522b Large St
Sweeney Robert 1341 E Howell St A
Tang Jian Ming 7003 Souder St
Thomas Daniel, Harry 2809 Stevens St
Thomas Harry, John 2809 Stevens St
Thomas Harry 2809 Stevens St
Titova Natalya 1504 Benner St
To Blave Genl Ptrshp 6227 Mershon St
Tran Diep Thi 810 E Schiller St
Tran Thu 6738 Bustleton Ave
Tretina John A 7006 Large St
Tuntel Alissa Paris 7232 Horrocks St
Turay Sidikee 1826 S 56th St
Uluturk Inc 2383 Cottman Ave
Vanatta Margaret M 3250 Wellington St
Vasconcelos Sebastiao 7258 Oakland St
Vasquez Brenda 6510 Large St Apt 2
Velez Jorge 5917 Loretto Av
Velez Karen PO Box 45890
Vu Deon T 1937 Princeton Ave
Vu Son P 5900 Frontenac St
Vu Vivianne 2800 Hellerman St
Wagner Psychological Assocs 2824 Cottman Ave Ste 8
Wall Jibril 6713 Horrocks St
Walls Robert J Jr 3312 Friendship St
Wang Qiu L 2234 Tyson Ave
Wartenberg Seigbert 2818 Longshore Ave
Washel Catherine 7138 Lynford St
Wayne Daniel Andrew C/O Max Kaplan 7235 Hanford St
Weary Rufus 3444 Cottman Ave
Weche Daniel 5942 Castor Ave
Weinstein Eric 5943 Alma St
Weiss Bakery F 6635 Castor Ave
Wen Fee Fong 3245 Unruh Ave
Wenner Caroline 3428 Wellington St 2fl
White Elizabeth, Thomas 7221 Large St
Wi Hyand−Hwan 6523 Everett St B209
Wildey Elizabeth J 3340 Longshore Ave
Williams Daisha 7201 Hanford St
Williams Hanif 6217 Everett St
Williams Joseph P 6900 Revere St
Williams Linda 6045 Shisler St
Williamson Robert F, William 2911 Devereaux Ave
Winder Burke Marla 3347 Longshore Ave
Wisniewski Veronica, Henry 6941 Large St
Wong Wai Y 1440 Levick St
Woodrow Signora, Willis 605 E Willard St
Wooten Khyle B 2109 Knorr St
Wrigley Anne 3307 Princeton Ave
Ximenes De Almeida Karina 6943 Horrocks St
Young Koong Inc 6649 Castor Ave
Yousif Abdalla 7133 Akron St
Yu Hong X 1636 Longshore Ave
Yukhtman Victor Apt C2 6727 Bustleton Ave
Yukiko Kobuki 2140 Stevens St
Yukiko Kobuki Trust Ua 2 4 97 C/O Yukiko Kobuki 2140 Stevens St
Yusem Joseph N 1448 Elbridge St
Zappalorta George 6345 Calvert St
Zaslavsky Harry 6029 Large St
Zayon Janet 6303 Large St
Zhang Shan J 7261 Large St
Zhang Shu F 7228 Hanford St
Zhao Shan Fang 2736 Hellermann St
Zwolak David G PO Box 45647
Philadelphia Pa 19150
Abduh Hamid 918 E Sedgwick St
Academic Center For Early 7707 Temple Rd
Alfred Debra 8511 Lynnewood Rd
Alpha 1 Power Ten Club C/O Ralph T Savage Jr 8228 Temple Rd
American Dental Care 2385 Cheltenham Ave
Arazi Inc Paul Vangore Inc 2385 W Cheltenham Ave
Asante Akosua M, Kwame 8403 Williams Ave
Bant Glenn K 2201 W Cheltenham Ave
Berry Leroy C 7841 Baldwin St
Berry Mary P 7841 Baldwin St
Bervine Hansford Virginia M 8012 Rugby St
Bratspis Ned D 8604 Temple Rd
Brown Carol F 1236 E Mt Airy Ave
Brown Christina 8105 Fayette St
Brown Herman, Thelma 2331 78th Ave
Brown James A 1184 E Sharpnack St
Brown Laura L 1145 E Upsal St
Brown Nathaniel 8212 Mansfield Ave
Butcher Arline H 8318 Lynnewood Rd
Butler Carmen L 1535 E Upsal St
Butler Richard Von 8603 Temple Rd
Campbell Barbara 1034 E Slocum St
Carroll Ruth 1116 E Durham St
Casimir Jean 8250 Rodney St
Chandavarkar Avi 8504 Temple Dr
Clark Anna A, John W 7879 Michener St
Clarke Brian A 8666 Rugby St
Clarke Giles Audrey B 8228 Pickering Ave
Clarkson Ellis Sharon 911 E Mt Airy Ave
Cleasby Mary E 2604 Cheltenham Ave
Cochrane Cleo 1441 Mt Pleasant
Coleman Denise 1606 E Cardeza St
Coleman Teena 7842 Gilbert St
Colquitt Christopher 7811 Michener Ave
Cooper Nowell Clarissa 667 Parkview Blv
Cox Sylvia 8131 Woolston Ave Apt 1
Cunningham Damon E 1023 Sydney St
Dais Jeffrey L 8215 Forrest Ave
Dantzler Darlene 2385 Cheltenham Ave
Davids Jewelry Inc 2385 W Cheltenham Ave
Davis Paul 935 E Ellet St
Daye Aamir J 1644 N Robinon St
Dever James Paul, Margaret M 7879 Michener St
Durant Herman 2302 W Cheltenham Ave
Edwards Earl 7832 Woolston Ave
Evans Frances J 8009 Baldwin Ave
Evans Loretta 7604 Williams Ave
Eves Charlotte M 937 E Sedgwick St
Fagan Theodore 1034 E Slocum St
Fant Benjamin, Georgie 8214 Rugby St
Ferebee John 1651 E Mt Airy Ave Apt 2a
Fisher Gwendolyn L 7964 Michener St
Flamer Marion E 7800 Temple Rd
Freds Tv 1451 Vernon Rd
Gaetan Renold 8413 Fayette St
Garrison Melvin F 7705 Cedarbrook St
Gee Leon E 7703 Ruby St
Gibbons Jack 1136 E Hortter St
Gillyard Jamillah D 1117 E Sydney St Apt D20
Goode Richard E 2343 78th Ave
Green Bette A 8262 Williams Ave
Green Reba 1104 E Sharpnack St
Green Takiyah 1607 E Roumfot Rd Apt 1
Guyton Nadine B 8850 Gilbert St
Hackett Benjamin F 8512 Forrest Ave
Hamilton Theresa Est 7531 Forest Ave Apt 2
Hansford Virginia M 8012 Rugby St
Hanson Eva M 8425 Provident Rd
Hanstein Burton W, Kathryn 2700 Cheltenham Ave
Hariston J 8131 Temple Rd
Harris Brenda 918 E Ellet St
Haubenstein Kurt J, Mark 7516 Gilbert St
Haverson Leslie E, Mae M 8100 Rugby St
Henderson Sheila F 7930 Provident St
Holloway Dianne Store 7907 Ogontz Ave
Hooper Rita T 100 Ivy Hill Rd 12
Hope Queron Adelrick Jr 8227 Forrest Ave
Ilene Armstrong Joseph 7804 Limekiln Pike
Inc Usa Gold 2385 W Cheltenham Ave
Ishmael Robert Jr 1504 Yerkes St
Ivery Lynnette S 7948 Provident St
Jackson Sharon 7701 Fayette St
Janton Helen B 2427 76th Ave
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Jaspan Dorothy 8642 Forrest Ave
Jefferson Michael G 8626 Temple Rd
Jenkins Andre D 1601 E Mt Airy Ave 203 B
Jennings Bernadette 930 Vernon Rd Apt 2fl
Johnson Laura 2424 W 78th Ave
Johnson Leon G 7505 Thouron Ave
Johnson Robert L 7610 Gilbert St
Jones Joseph 1177 Dorset St
Jones Melville N 1039 E Phil Ellena St
Jones Willie Jr 8432 Forrest Ave
Kane Walter A 917 Plainfield St
Laidley Ayna, Anna 7538 Forrest Ave
Laidley Robert, Anna 7538 Forrest Ave
Lucht Erwin O 7933 Pickering St
Lynch Merrill 7964 Michener St
Manero Francis, Martina 8114 Rodeny St
Marrero Angel A Jr, Leena 7624 Fayette St
Marshall Greta 7156 Stenton Ave 2nd Fl
Martin Clarence 931 Woodbrook Ln
Matthews Gail, Ken 8224 Cedarbrook St
Matthews Lynette 2385 Cheltenham Ave
Matthews Norman D 7928 Temple Rd
Maxwell Doreth 8304 Lynnewood Rd
Maxwell Lorenzo Z 1553 E Mt Airy Ave
Mccready Leslie 921 E Ellet St
Mcpherson William 103 E Vernon Rd
Mebane Patricia 1038 E Phil Ellena St
Miller Eva E 1408 Weaver St
Montague Sidney R 7618 Ogontz Ave
Montaque Ruth 1116 E Durham St
Monte Julius 8550 Fayette St
Morgan Charles 1133 E Mt Airy Ave Apt A6
Moskovitz Jason D 2201 W Cheltenham Ave
Mosley Mack 8408 Forrest Av
Murray Gregory 2414 N 11th St
Murray Thomasine E 7623 Gilbert St
Murray William H, Annie S 7848 Provident Rd
Nesmth Anna B 1625 E Barringer St
Noble Dennis 1400 E Sharpnack St
Novick Celia S 7906 Bayard St
Oliver Kim C 8563 Williams Ave
Parker Lucius Jr 7946 Rugby St
Parkin Anthony 8634 Gilbert St
Patel Sureshbhai T 1651 E Mount Airy Ave Apt 205a
Pestcoe Ellen S C/O Marvin Pestcoe 7969 Thouron Ave
Pestcoe Marvin 7969 Thouron Ave
Pinkney Marc 1143 E Mt Pleasant
Pinto Caroline 2104 S 12 Th St
Pryor Counts & Co 8431 Cedarbrook Ave
Ray Allen 1603 E Mt Pleasant Ave
Reese Audrey 8301 Mansfield Ave
Rex Robert 7817 Williams Ave
Richardson Brian K 1116 Easton Rd 2nd Fl
Riley Maggie 8225 Provident Rd
Roane Robert C/O Martha Roane 1616 Ivy Hill Rd
Robinson Constance S 7557 Williams Ave
Ross Eloise 2473 78th Ave
Rotfeld Bruce 7832 Woolston Ave
Rozier Idella 7537 Woolston Ave
Savannah And Ramona 7922 Thouron Ave
Schwartz Marie H 7805 Temple Rd
Scott Janice V 1527 E Mt Pleasant Ave
Scott Robert M 8433 Williams Ave
Sherrod April 7813 Argus Rd
Skeeters Diane 7603−B Forrest Ave
Small Barbara 7811 Cedarbrook Ave
Smith William R Jr 937 E Phil Ellena St
Spellman Contance C 7721 Rugby St
Stanard Madeline V 2320 79th Ave
Stell Leonard 1141 E Hortter St
Stevens Linwood 8024 Williams Ave
Stevens Paul 7719 Rugby
Stevenson Cecelia M, Daniel 771 S Rigby St
Stewart Bernard P, Denise C 1606 Cardeza St
Stinson Assurance As 7629 Forrest Ave
Sulock Paul F 1335 E Vernon Rd
Thompson Michele Pierre 1500 E Cardeza St
Tofani Edith N 100 Ivy Hill Rd 12
Tucker Frederick 922 Woodbrook Ln
Vernon Louise M 1136 E Upsal St
Visions Mutual Investment Club C/O Sharon D Wimbush 8233 Cedarbrook Ave
Wallace Rudolph 7930 Temple Rd
Wallen Renford 1517 E Wadsworth Ave
Walls Montague T 7931 Limekiln Pike
Walthall Charles 1563 W Mt Airy Ave
Washingto Geraldine 2320 79th Ave
Washington Leanna M 907 Woodbrook Ln
Waters Charles 7922 Thouron Ave
Watkins Shawn J 8325 Forrest Ave
Welcome Charlie 8431 Cedarbrook Ave Ira
Whitaker Janet 8127 Forrest Ave
White George 8518 Williams Ave
Wilford Eddie Sr 7525 Limekiln Pike
Williams Ester Est 7818 Bayard St
Williams James 1432 E Mt Pleasant Ave
Williams Robert 1401 E Upsal St
Willoughby Alton T, Lois J 8423 Bayard St
Wilson Eleanor J 8003 Mansfield Ave
Wimbush David Est 8233 Cedarbrook Ave
Wise Mack E 8127 Forrest Ave
Wright Nadia 919 Bullock Ave
Philadelphia Pa 19151
Alston Olivette D 1625 N Felton St
An Yang S 7530 Haverford Av
Anderson Ann Marie 7232 Haverford Av
Anderson Irving H Jr 1220 N Redfield St
Arnold Frank 1816 Merribrook Ln
Asa Technology Service 7230 Haverford Ave
Ash Bridge Landscaping & Design Ma 410 N 63rd St
Ayers Draxton 1234 Myrtlewood St
Baccellieri Angelo M 6440 Haverford Ave
Badkuk Halima A 1548 N 59th St
Bailey Virginia 440 N 60th St
Baldini Vincenza, Antonio 444 N 66th St
Ballard Jamiyra 1513 N Felton St
Banks Eric 6730 Leeds St
Banks Herbert L 6024 Kershaw St
Bates Floyd P 2045 N 62nd St
Baylinson Michael 5904 Master St
Baylor Edward 1467 N Hirst St
Beadle Michelle 1316 Pennington Rd
Beser Corp Dba Alpha Pizza 7402 04 Drexel Rd
Blanding James S Sr 6232 W Jefferson St, 1a
Bocalter Mary 7555 Brookhaven Rd
Bocalter Samuel A C/O Mary Bocalter 7555 Brookhaven Rd
Bohn Barbara D 4 Overbrook Pkwy
Bolder Thomas 1357 W Farrington Rd
Bolling Anton 6205 W Stiles St
Booker Shari L 1804 Wynnewood Rd
Boone Ambra R 6300 Sherwood Rd
Borio Jessica 7516 City Ave 5
Boswell Geraldine 2130 N 63rd St Apt 108
Bovell Charles A 1657 N 62nd St
Brakebill Michael 6723 Lansdowne Av 2nd Fr
Bratcher Oji K 1525 N 62nd St
Brokars Alexander J 6366 Woodbine Ave
Brown Eric 1243 N 60th St
Brown Lillybell 6011 Nassau Rd
Brown Louise Est 1704 N 59th St
Bryan Gladys 1549 N 59th St
Buie Veronica 744 Maylyn Rd
Burke Estelle 6461 Woodcrest Ave
Burns Gertrude, John 1031 Edgemore Rd
Burns John 1031 Edgemore Rd
C D Pelosi Itf Bernadette Caldwell 646 Marlyn Rd
Carlini Mary 6703 Leeds St
Carson Julie 1766 N Taney St
Carson Leslie J 6378 Lancaster Ave
Carter Ernest E Jr 6108 W Oxford St
Carter Jesse W 1229 N Redfield St
Catrambone Josephine A C/O Delores Mae Ness−Adm 428 N 65th St
Chege Deborah K 7400 Haverford Ave Apt W208
Chesson Curtis 6043 W Columbia Ave
Cho Young Soo 7530 Haverford Av
Chong Karla Y 1025 N 68th St 2
Clark John 1631 N 59th St
Coleman Myrtle 1549 N 59th St
Corse Eugene, Anna 426 N Redfield St
Cottle Kelly 7303 Ruskin Rd
Cruse Jeffery A 2051 N 63rd St
Dalesandra A 643 Marlyn Rd
Dallessandro Michaelina 1019 Marlyn Rd
Davis Anna 404 N 63rd St Apt A
Davis Curtis 7400 Haverford Ave Apt E216
Davis Frank 1331 N Redfield St
Deakin Frank 5909 N Tamar Dr
Dibona Susan 833 N 65th St
Difabio Gilda 6438 Morris Park Rd
Dimario Sylvia, Lucia 531 N 64th St
Dimarzio Greg 619 N 67th St
Dimatteo Rocco 6613 Haddington Ln
Dixon Talmadge R 5927 W Thompson St
Dixs Edward L 1714 N 61st St
Donlin Mary F 6109 W Oxford
Dorlean Albertine, Jean 923 N 64th St
Dougherty Mary J 6407 Morris Park Rd
Drew Jasmine A 1614 Pennington Rd
Dyall Nixon K 1640 Merribrook Ln
Eaton William S 1504 N Felton St
Edwards Veronica 7566 Brentwood Rd
Falcone Denise 726 N 64th St
Farina Mildred 635 Wynnewood Rd
Farley Bernard H Jr, Bernard H 6310 Woodbine Ave
Farley Bernard H, Farley Joan B 6378 Lancaster Ave
Farley Joan c/o Leslie J Carson 6378 Lankaster Ave
Farmer Hardy Jr 5916 W Columbia Ave
Farmer Melody 7630 Wyndale Ave
Fendall Myron 6480 Woodcrest Ave
Fiore Elizabeth O 6544 Lansdowne Ave
Fiorello David 6636 Lansdowne Ave
Fisher Cornell 6115 Callowhill St
Flanagan Regina, John 1336 Farrington Rd
Fonzo Louis J, Alfred 6602 Haverford Ave
Forbes Francis 5013 Parrish St
Gaddy Carol A c/o Gladys Gaddy 1543 North 62nd St
Gaeta Nancy 946 N 66th St
Gantt Dell Adam 6005 Callowhill St
Gaskins Peggy 1704 N 59th St
Gilchrist Deal 1012 Marlyn Rd
Goldfuss Myer J 7669 Overbrook Ave
Goldfuss Myer J Est 7669 Overbrook Ave
Gore Rahlik 6150 Nassau Rd
Gracia Leonardo, Marion 1415 N Felton St
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Hall Elsie V 5945 Nassau Rd
Hamilton Katharine A 1126 N 64th St
Harris Albert E 916 Edgemore Rd
Harvey Lakisha 7348 Woodcrest Ave
Heim Carl 1741 N Felton St
Henderson Robert, Erline 6021 Kershaw St
Hickman James 1422 N Hirst St
Hickman Mary c/o James Hickman 1422 N Hirst St
Hill Ann 1522 N Redfield St
Hill James 410 N 61st St
Hill Sheri PO Box 28954
Hoffler Benjamin F 6120 Oxford St
Holland Martha 6319 W Girard Ave
Holmes Morgan E 5916 Lansdowne Ave
Houlder Winnifried 1578 N 61st St
Howard Gregory 5923 W Thompson St
Howard Villie 1506 N Felton St
Huang Qin Tan 6003 Lansdowne Av
Hulford Bruce D 731 N 67th St Apt 1
Hunter Helen Virginia 928 N 63rd St
Huong Nguyen Thi 7608 City Line Ave
Hylton Gary L 3916 Baychester Ave
Hyman Gregory A 2039 62nd St 2nd Fl
Iovannicci Emma 1019 Marlyn Rd
Itf Franco Baldini Antonio Baldini 444 N 66th St
Jackson Gary S 7400 Haverford Ave Apt 320
Jackson Kakoria 1302 N 61st St 2nd Fl
Jackson Pickens Kelly Apt 6 808 N 63rd St
Jenkins Mary 1549 N Robinson St
Jenkins Tealia 7245 Haverford Ave
Johnson Irene A 7305 Ruskin Rd
Johnstone Robert, Ruth S 1706 N Edgewood St
Jones Harold 6949 Sherwood Rd Apt 608
Jones Isom W 714 N 63rd St
Jones Kirsten 516 N 67th St
Jones Stacey 7552 Brockton Rd
Juma Issa 7212 Haverford Ave Apt C11
Kelly Harriette F 1635 N Robinson St
Kennedy Adele 5902 Haverford Ave
Kinnard Bryon 6651 Lansdowne Ave
Krieger Phillip 111 Rolling Rd
Ladele Monique 1370 Farrington Rd
Lance John E III 2062 N 62nd St
Largen Jessie G 1506 N 59th St
Lee Chong H 7592a Haverford Ave
Lewis Ernestine 1538 N 61st St Philadlephia Pa 19151
Lewis Helen E 544 N 63rd St
Lewis Wanda L 417 N Salford St
Lidovitch David 809 N 64th St
Livingstone Dwayne 893 N 66th St
Lyons Joseph P, Mary M 1126 Marlyn Rd
Mannella Ferdinando, Loretta 6439 Morris Park Rd
Mars Robert F III 1126 N 64th St
Marshall Decarlos PO Bx 28890
Martin Stephany 6415 Sherwood Rd
Martinelli Evelyn B 1625 N 77th St
Matsos Emmanuel 6434 Callowhill St
Mattison Gregory J 6400 Woodbine Ave
Mccloskey James P 1420 N Redfield St
Mccloskey Margueri 6023 W Jefferson St
Mccloskey Mary 1051 N 67th St
Mccutchen Harold, Otta L PO Box 12544
Mcnamee Anna 6483 Woodcrest Ave
Mcrae Naomi Administratrix 7033 Sherwood Rd
Megaro Edith Est, Fred 534 N Simpson St
Miller Blanche 2031 N 62nd St
Mitchell Carl 2039 N 62nd St C
Mohamed Zarah 1350 N 75th St
Montague Sylvester 920 Atwood Rd
Montone Marie 926 N 67th St
Moon Denise 1645 N Redfield St
Morrison Dorothy, Gordon 5921 Nassau Rd
Muir Academy Inc 1993 N 63rd St
Mullen Joseph, Mary 1445 N 59th St
Mullen Kathleen, Robert 6636 Haddington St
Murphy Ilyasha F 7419 Woodbine Ave
Murphy Thermond A 6008 W Thompson St
Natale Mildred 6520 Haverford Ave
Norman Luther H 1814 Wynnewood Rd
Novasitis Anthony 6482 Sherwood Rd
Oliver Anitra 870 Wynewood Rd
Oneil Jerome F, Julie 2065 N 63rd St
Osborne Joyce PO Box 12546
Overbrook Club 638 N 66th St Lot Ltg
Overton Carol D, Elva B 1232 N Redfield St
Ozlek Jennifer 1812 N 77th St
Pang Fung L 7500 Brentwood Rd Philadelphia
Parker James Aubrey S 5935 Haverford Ave
Parker Ruth S Est 1314 N Redfield St
Pauling Abraham T 1240 N 60 St
Pressley Oneal Jr 7400 Haverford Ave Apt E114
Price Marvin 872 Wynnewood Rd
Ramirez Jesus 7674 Brentwood Rd
Rawls Ella L 6202 Jefferson
Reid Hubert M 1830 N 69th St
Reynolds Floyd 880 Wynnwood Rd
Rice Narberth 7700 Brockton Rd 107b
Richardson Yvonne 5914 W Girard Ave
Rivas Jacquelin 401 N 59th St
Robbins Susan W 6929 Greenhill Rd
Robinson Linda E 6066 West Girard Ave
Rosemary Pageruffinn 1411 N 75th St
Russo Anthony 603 N 64th St
S Matha Lp 1377 N 76th St
Sabur Halfiz 942 W 65th St
Sacco Frank, Helen 6149 Oxford St
Sadak Shirley A 1643 Pennington Rd
Sanders Valorie 1651 N Felton St
Scafetta Mary 946 N 66th St
Scott Catherine 1012 Marlyn Rd
Scott Dsitra April 1164 Atwood Rd
Sedgley Karen J 1386 Farrington Rd
Session Bessie W 7030 Sherwood Rd
Shapiro Mildred 1386 Farrington Rd
Sheppard Gertrude 1549 N Edgewood St
Short Luck 6023 Haverford Ave
Shouse Maxine 6346 Callowhill St
Simbana Marco 6717 Lansdowne Ave
Sims Margaret 6217 Haverford Ave
Smallwood Clara 1721 W End Dr
Smile Dent Pc 2121 N 63rd St
Smith Charmica M 1522 N 60th St
Smith Horace F Jr 1314 N Redfield St
Smith Louise Lewis 1538 N 61st St Philadlephia Pa 19151
Smith Lyles H 1547 N 62nd St
Smith Teron 407 N Redfield St
Sneed Kyle 6538 Lebanon Ave
Somerville Vivian C 6347 W Columbia Ave
Spayd George L, Dorothy 1632 N 76st
Steed Patrick 703 N 63
Stevens Jacqueline 1706 N 62nd St
Still Joseph, Leona 1418 N Hirst St
Stokes Willie L 6023 Haverford Ave
Supplee Gerald A 1531 N Robinson St
Swidler Leonard 7501 Woodcrest Ave
Taglianetti Fiorentino, Elizabeth 917 Atwood Rd
Taraborelli Dorothy Dolores, Bonita D 509 N 64th St
Taylor Irene B 1745 N Felton St
Taylor Robert L 1549 N Edgewood St
Torres Roman 5944 Lansdowne Ave
Toy Laura 6345 Sherwood Rd
Tucker Diamond, Lance 1315 N 75th St Apt 5d
Van Orsdel Helen Van 6310 Sherwood Rd
Vaughn Kendrick 6100 Jefferson St
Wallowitch Eunice 1841 N 60th
Waters Sean D, Renee 1115 N 65th St
Waters Stephen 1115 N 65th St
Watson Alice 6117 W Columbia Ave
Watson Gerald 7329 Woodcrest St
Waynes Dorothy 6020 W Columbia Av
Weidenfeld Joel 1840 Ashurst Rd
Weston James c/o Anna Roberts 6217 Haverford Ave
White Gregory W 7602 Brockton Rd
White Stephanie J, Ruby J 431 N Robinson
Wicker Karen 1637 59th St
Wiggins Cleveland 7212 Haverford Ave
Williams Halbert S 1635 N Robinson St
Williams Samuel A 1813 Pennington Rd
Wilson Janet R 711 N 67th St
Wood Moira 6386 Church Rd
Wright David L, Lois 1431 N 60th St
Wroten Melanie 448 N 66 Th St
Wyatt William Jr, Gilda M Jr 6023 Clifford St
Xiang Guang R 7301 Woodbine Ave
Yancey Catherine 6119 Noble St
Yang Zu Ling 6003 Lansdowne Av
Zook Anna M 1009 Edgemore Rd
Philadelphia Pa 19152
1st Advantage Services Inc 9916 Bustleton Ave
Abc Public Adjusters 2700 Rhawn St
Abramawicz Matthew 8810 Brous Ave
Advanced Physical Therapy 2127 Rhawn St
Albuck Michael, Traci 2321 Shelmire Ave
Aliaksei Tsiaroshyn 2143 Benson St Apt B
Allen Bruce E 2341 Emerson St
Allen Zelma M 7926 Lister St
Alley Mary Meadow Ln Crestmont Farms
Apex Abstract Inc 8100 Bustleton Ave
Armstrong Paul 7328 Brous Ave
Arrington Leticia 7801 Roosevelt Blvd
Austin Clive R Jr 2901 Welsh Rd
Autism Society of America Greater 1847 Strahle St
Baptist Home of Philadelphia 8301 Roosevelt Blvd
Bardell Marvai 2901 Welsh Rd Apt 116
Bargher William 2222 Stanwood St
Barnett Lillian 1611 Tustin Ave
Barocas Joe 2141 Benson St
Beck Shawn 1823 Fox Chase Rd
Becker Bernice R, Becker Irving 1811 Tustin St
Becker Clinton 2340 Benson St
Boyle Jennifer 7702 Brocklehurst St
Boyle Kathleen 2120 Vista St
Brody Ida M 7400 Roosevelt Blvd
Burg Ethel 8401 Roosevelt Blvd Enangelical Manor C205
Burns Lucia S 2036 Vista St
Cammann Frace 8401 Roosevelt Blvd
Carney Stephen Richard, Carney Ann B 7835 Brous Ave
Carney Brian Edward 7835 Brous Ave
Carroll Karen S 8301 Roosevelt Blvd Deer Meadowns N/H
Castor Medical & Asso Physical Therapy Svc 7700 Castor Ave
Chaduneli Shota 2727 Rhawn St Apt 45b
Chen Jiangshen, Chen Nhan Tinh 8901 Roosevelt Blvd
Chen Yao D 7323 Revere St
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Choi Hwa J 8222 Dorcas St
Cimino Kathy 2840 Walnut Hill St
Clark William J 1225 Rhawn St 1st Fl
Cohen Emily M 7701 Bustleton Ave Apt 115
Coll Robert 2318 Rhawn St
Colletti Anna 7950 Roosevelt Blvd
Collins Thomas 1711 Emerson St
Conlan Mary 2845 Rhawn St
Corban Thomas J 3011 N Fair Hill St
Corbin Julia 3011 N Fair Hill St
Cornett Charles L 7339 Lister St
Costello Gail 7530 Castor Av
Craig Krochak Carla 2712 Axe Factory Rd
Crescenzo Gaytanya 2727 Rhawn St 57ab
D J T Inc 7915 Bustleton Av 1st Fl
Davidson Mary 8915 Calvert St
Davis Ervin L 7535 Battersby St
Decker Edward R 2121 Glendale Ave Apt 109
Dennin Richard 1635 Hoffnagle St Apt 203
Deoliveira Raquel, Edson 1721 Kendrick St
Devine Ann E 8420 Roosevelt Blvd Room 133
Diamond Coldwell B 8101 Castor Ave
Dinardo May M 7333 Roosevelt Blvd
Diug Igor 8301 Roosevelt Blvd Apt 559
Donahue Thomas M III, Mary W 2029 Hartel Ave
Dorfman Tillie 2141 Benson St
Dreyzina Klavdiya Apt 210 7750 Roosevelt Blvd
Drumel Mary E 8100 Brous Ave
Duffy Marion 2754 Clayton St
Durkalec Christine, William 2nd Fl 2148 Strahle St
Etkin Linda 2302 Strahle St
Evitts Irene 2015 Solly Ave
Fair Ste 202 7901 Bustleton Ave
Farber Ivy E 8335 Algon Ave
Feldman Boris 2400 Benson St Apt B106
Ferreira Chrisiano 2112 Napfle St
Fielding Christopher R 2520 Welsh Rd Ste 106
Fitzmartin Marie A 8525 Tolbut St
Flora Thomas C 3025 Vista St
Foley Jennifer 2901 Welsh Rd Apt 221
Fox Elizabeth 2113 Faunce St
Fox Laura E 8301 Roosevelt Blvd #233
Friend William P, Betty Ann 8116 Lexington Ave
Frino William J 7529 Battersby St
Garabedian Alicia, Jack 7703 Roosevelt Blvd
Gee Donald F 1849 Fox Chase Rd
Gillespie Sara T, Sara A 1731 Emerson St 2nd Fl
Girini Kimberly 2307 Borbeck Ave
Glass Neil 7750 Roosevelt Blvd
Glendale Uptown Home 7800 Bustleton Ave
Gofman Anna 8585 Benton St
Golden Slipper Uptown Home 7800 Bustleton Ave
Goldfield Robert, Doris 2201 Fuller St
Goldson Lorna 2323 Borbeck Ave
Goldstein Aida 8587 Benton St
Goldwell Catering Inc 8509 Benton St
Gonzalez Liz M 8528 Summerdale Ave
Gopie Gemena 7901 Roosevelt Blvd Apt 51
Graham Bertha 2218 Rhaws St
Greenman Leonard L Bustleton Arms Apt 317 7701 Bustleton Ave
Gross Mary 7818 Brocklehurst St
Grubnick Sandra 1625 Benson St
Gubicza Mercedes G 3106 Guilford St
Guiliano Ross 2650 Welsh Rd
Guldin Mark D 2901 Welsh Rd Apt 201b
Halpert Dora E, Harry 2590 Winchester Ave
Harris Alexandria 8223 Roosevelt Blvd
Healey Monica Est 8710 Frontenac St
Henkin Scott, Lois 2101 Glendale Ave Apt 215
Henry Naomi M Deer Meadows 8301 Roosevelt Blvd
Heo Eunok 2216 Strahle St
Hi Top Steel Inc 8509 Bustleton Ave
Hiller Paul G 2229 Napfle St
Hornberger Nicole E 9007 Revere St
Human Services Consultant 7901 Roosevelt Blvd
Ideal ComPOnents 2221 Benson St
Ivins Florence, Mary C 2929 Welsh Rd
Jastrzebski Christian, John 8420 Roosevelt Blvd
Jebrin Raeda 2208 Strahle St
Jones Frank L 2835 Holme Ave
Joseph Chellamma, Mathai M 9139 Revere St
Kane Janet c/o Prism Career Institute 8040 Roosevelt Blvd
Kitchas Alfonse 2119 Bleigh Ave
Klucznik Charlotte Tessie, Joseph A 3011 Gullford St
Koff Bernard E 8537 Benton St
Konovalov Victor 8604 Frontenac St
Koscinski Lois A 1834 Fox Chase Rd
Koukharchouk Oleg 2473 Napfle St
Kraczyk Alfred 2614 Orchard Rd
Kramer Sylvia 1817 Tustin St
Kuestner Rita M 2750 Axe Factory Rd #202b
Kulinsky Anatoly V 7625 Horrocks St
Leshner William, Ruth 7601 Hartel St
Levchenko Dmitry 8307 Dorcas St
Lewis Anisse 2310 Solly Ave
Li Min 2708 Solly Ave
Lin Shu Chu 8904 Revere St
Lipinski Julia 7916 Fairfield St
Mac Intnl Ste 4 8400 Bustleton Ave
Mackell James V Jr Md F A 2701 Holme Ave
Maliga Ronald, Irene 8030 Lexington Ave
Manlin Oscar 7600 Roosevelt Blvd Valmont Towers Apt 208
Mansfield Kathleen, Janet 2736 Clayton St
Markowitz Minnie N, Oscar 1843 Fox Chase Rd
Martino Florence 1631 Strahle St
Matlis Khova Apt 529 2101 Strahle St
Mauthe Ralph 2224 Hoffnagle St Fl 1
Mccraken William, Joseph 1833 Arnold St
Mcdonough William 7702 Brocklehurst St
Mctaggart Francis C 8228 Dorcas St
Michnya Thomas 7704 Castor Av
Mick Joann 7929 Castor Ave
Miletto Christina 2700 Rhawn St
Miller John 2130 Benson St
Miller Thach 2400 Shelmire Ave
Mininzon Khyena 8737 Frontenac St Apt 1
Mitchell Ernest 2444 Turner St
Mulladzhanov Levi G 2401 Hoffnagle St Apt A102
Murray Joan M 8357 Langdon St
Murray Martin 8838 Danbury St
Myers Agnes 7711 Richard St
Nagele Jennifer 1716 Emerson St
Nakhodkin Yefim 2100 Benson St Apt A14
Nataly Virginia 2038 Zista St
Nazareth Physician 2701 Holme Ave
Neidert Ottilie A, Walter J 3113 Teesdale St
Nino Eileen E 9007 Revere St
Nolden Ronald P 2319 Solly Ave
Odza Frances 400 Bustleton Ave
Oleary William J Est 2229 Napfle St
Oppenheim Stuart H 7909 Leonard St
Oreilly Elizabeth 2845 Rhawn St
Orourke John 2725 Clayton St
Pahuana Rosa B 8837 Dewees St
Palmarini Manuel 8109 Lister St
Papanikolaou Athanasios 8585 Benton St
Papp Marilouise 1620 Hoffnagle St
Paris William 8732 Hargrave St
Partikevich Yelena 1914 Stanwood St
Pastuszak Irene 2141 Vista St
Pennypack Anesthesia Asso 2701 Holme Ave Ste 201
Pereira Edinalva 2319 Benson St
Perez Tessie N 3101 Guilford St
Peterson Michael 2700 Northview Rd Apt 1d
Petrillo Karen B 7502 Battersby St
Philip Reji 2732 Axe Factory Rd
Phillips Charles 7901 Roosevelt Blvd Apt 64
Physical Therapy Services Asc 7806 Castor Ave
Pinzon Nelson M 2650 Welsh Rd Apt 54
Podietz Joanne R 2220 Hoffnagle St #1
Podietz Marsha Beth 2119 Benson St 1st Fl
Polinsky Baruch 2727 Rhawn St
Premium Coffee Service Inc 2840 Walnut Hill St
Pritsker Tsipa 8100 Algon Av Apt 406
Quinn Lawrence, Michael 2847 Walnut Hill St
Quinto Jean E 8954 Fairfield St
R & W Service 8001 Castor Ave
Rain Off Corp 2150 Benson St Fl 2
Ratkeviciute Tadas 8810 Dewees St
Rivera Euray V 2744 Northview Rd
Roberts Joan Est 2218 Napfle St
Rosenberg Susan 2650 Welsh Rd Apt 51
Rotondo Nicholas B 2323 Oakmont St
Roy Margaret 1833 Arnold St
Sacks Robert 1811 Placid St
Savice Janetta 8827 Hargrave St
Sdao William G Sr, Marie P 8301 Roosevelt Blvd #434
Seddon William T, Beverly P 2312 Benson St
Segall Ethel 2111 Arton
Shaw Paul K 2502 Shelmire Ave
Shoap Herman 7819 Brous Ave
Silva Andre 2040 Rhawn St
Silverstein Stewart V 8827 Lister St
Simmons C 7306 Castor Ave
Simon Harvey 9114 Revere St
Sloms Joan E 1719 Benson St
Smith Frank A 8401 Roosevelt Blvd Apt C109
Snyder Murray A 1717 Bergen St
Speak Chris 2432 Meridian St
Spear Gertrude G Apt 205 2101 Glendale Ave
SPOtola Angeline 8220 Castor Ave
Squitiere Catherine T c/o Catherine M Wesemann 2709 Tolbut St
Stark April B, Brian 2668 Winchester Ave
Striffolino Ronald 7512 Castor Ave
Su Cautilli O 7922 Bustleton Ave
Surinder Sethi 2601 Holme Ave Nh House Physicians
Talarico Caroline M 7325 Revere St
Tall Yael 8353 Algon Ave
Tania Antonio 1815 Emerson St
Tomaselli Joseph J 3018 Guilford St
Tompkins Steve 2208 Benson St
Tonzelli Blair 7846 Lister St
Torres Guillermo 2650 Welsh Rd Apt 24
Torres Yolanda V 8847 Lister St
Trustmark Financial 7306 Castor Ave
Turilin Andrey 2121 Benson St 2nd Fl
Urbach Raymond, Wanita 8011 Large St
Vanderwoude Teresa, A 1919 Arthur St #1
Vanham Raymond F 8016 Dorcas St
Vargas Merquiades 8834 Calvert St
Vitocolonna Raymond 2401 Benson St Apt C309
Voegele Harry, Anne 3005 Teesdale St
Vyncke Kay 2131 Benson St
Waldman William J 8342 Alma St Apt A
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Wash Christina 3131 Teesdale St
Wg & Mp Sdao Trust 8301 Roosevelt Blvd #434
White Michelle 1719 Benson St
Williams Bernard, Arlene 1801 Mower St
Zibman Lenore Z, Harry N 1826 Carwithan St
Zukerman Linda J Miss 2668 Winchester Ave
Zwolinski Olga 7900 Calvert St
Philadelphia Pa 19153
Ag Edwards Pnc Bank 8800 Tinicum Blvd
Andrews Delaine 7828 Chelwynde Ave
Asaf Goldman Sachs Mid Cap Growth Fud 8800 Tinicum Blvd Fl 3 Ste 200
Atkins Babb Denise 8109 Vermeer Place
Atkinson Bernell 8708 Bartram
Atlantic Used Auto Part 6030 Passyunk Ave
B B C Real Estate Corp 6740 Essington Ave
Barreto Javier L 8400 Lindberg Blvd
Barthco International Inc 7575 Holstein Ave
Birkett Ruth K 7508 Buist Ave
Boyer Mazelle 7701 Lindbergh Blvd Apt 162
Bradley Olene 7335 Dicks Ave
Brandon Richardson 8400 Lindbergh Blvd
Brown Wendy Est 3408 S 61st St
Bundy Manion E 7505 Turnstone Pl
Chau Thanh 3017 S 74th St
Clendaniel Lorene 7429 Sandpiper Pl
Colbert Rodgers Floria R 7809 Chelwynde Ave
Colquitt Adria D 8036 Chelwynde Ave
Crawford Annie 2541 S Bellford St
Creed Dennis A Jr 7520 Wheeler St
Cristofolo Robert P, Cristofolo Anna M 7325 Meadowlark Pl
Curtis Vincent 2431 Milan St
David Chrysler Jeep Suzuki 6729 Essington Ave
Davis Lionel 6820 Grobe Pl
Davis Wayne Victor 7825 Saturn Pl
Devine Joseph J 2511 S 77th St
Du POnt Mario 2623 S 80th St
Dunn Intech 7601 Suffolk Ave
Emcor Facilities Svcs Pnc Bank Eastwick Ctr 8800 Tinicum Blvd
Enterprise Rental 7001 Essington Ave
Exantus Immacula 2476 S 74th St
Farace Rosalie 2740 Muhlfeld St
Farina Frank N 2630 S 72nd St
Faulkner Collision Auto Mall 6615 Essington Ave
Fawehinmi Olatunde 7841 Buist Ave
Ferro Lisamarie C, Joseph 7434 Peregrine Place
Fisher Christopher 8400 Lindbergh Blvd
Fleetwood Jersheir, Jerome 8500 Lindbergh Blvd Apt 1703
Forbes Robert B, Betty J 2441 S Milen St
Fuccio John Joseph 7406 Sandpiper Pl
Garlo Cecelia 2722 Island Ave
Garro Joan 7723 Buist Ave
George Smith Towing Inc 3103 S 61st St
Georges Antoine 7000 Lindbergh Blvd
Giudici Louis V 2547 Ashford St
Giudici Sara P c/o Louis V Giudici 2547 S Ashford
Goldfield Lawrence 3010 S 84th St
Gordon Roger F 2602 Apollo Pl
Graziano Anthony 7641 Elmwood Ave
Grote Margaret M 7356 Chelwynde Ave
Hargrove Jason A 8210 Chelwynde Ave
Holley Mayford T, Ada 6600 Essington Ave
Horan Michael A 8424 Gibbs Pl
Jackson Cleveland Jr 7900 Lindbergh Blvd 4400
Jkls Auto Sales & Parts Inc 6796 Essington Ave
Johnson Mike 7900 Lindbergh Blvd
Jones & Lnch Longacre Poultry 8447 Suffolk Pl
Jones Jessie B, John H 2818 Island Ave
Jones Randolph T III 2424 S Ulena St
Jordon Brian 8400 Lindbergh Blvd
Keogh Robert H 2442 S Milan St
Kiely Revoc Trust Charles E Jr 8800 Tinacum Blvd
Kinchloe Roddell 7301 Sanderling Pl 1st Fl
Kone Dramane 9650 Lloyd St
Korman Co 2603 S 83rd St
Korman Corp 7900 Lindbergh Blvd
Larkins Marjorie 2612 Island Ave 2nd Fl
Latigona Rose 7238 Shearwater Pl
Lorraine Matthews 7914 Mars Place
Lun Ma Ying 8400 Lindbergh Blvd Apt 2122
M & M Display Inc Attn Lisa Deluca 7700 Brewster Ave
M M Display Inc Attn Lisa Deluca 7700 Brewster Ave
M&M Displays Inc 7700 Brester Ave
Mack Shapneyia 7931 Pompey Pl
Mccoy Michael R, Erlest 8043 Lindbergh Blvd
Mcintyre Rahim 7320 Buist Ave
Mercer Charles L 7900 Lindbergh Blvd Apt 4202
Meriscar Frantz 7701 Lindbergh Blvd #1914
Metro Chrysler Plymo PO Box 490
Metro ImPOrts 6915 Essington Ave
Moralidad Mercedes 8021 Lindbergh Blvd
Morgan Kathleen B, Louis A 7127 Dorel St
Nehlsen M 8800 Tinicum Blvd
Ocean King Enterpris Bartram Ave
Ouedraogo Boubakar Sidiki 7358 Chelwynde Ave
Pacifico Mazda Hyundai 6715 Essington Ave
Parker Cherie 8800 Tinicum Blvd
Parker Raymond E, Viola 8116 Harley Ave
Pederson Carl F, Gladys M Bristol St Apt 34
Perkins Kelly 2541 S Bellford St
Pfpc Trust 8800 Tinicum Blvd Fl 3 Ste 200
Philadelphia Airport Marriott 4509 Island Ave
PNC Bank 8800 Tinicum Blvd
Polillo Margaret R 7338 Meadowlark Pl
Prestley Mazelle 7701 Lindbergh Blvd Apt 162
Prudential Portfolio Series c/o Pfpc Trust Co 8800 Tinicum Blvd Ste 200
Ram Auto Motors 3323 S 61st St
Rbb Schneider Small Cap Val 8800 Tinicum Blvd Ms F6 F26602
Reid Barker Delores 2600 S 80th St
Rivers Trevalyn 6615 Essington Ave
Robinson Eddie M 7315 Sanderling Pl
Robinson Kenneth, Howard 7701 Lindbergh Blvd Apt 162
Rogers Thomas J III 7333 Dicks Ave
Ruggeri Diane 7434 Peregrine Place
Sainsbury Carol 7431 Elmwood Ave
Salter Maguerite 8800 Tinicum Blvd
Schaffer Henry J 7316 Sanderling Pl
Scott Lesabre L 2518 S 75th St
Shaw Jameelah 7124 Hummingbird Pl
Sheraton Ste Philadelphia Ai 4101 Island Ave Philadephia Pa 19153
Siwamogsatham Thananun 7814 Chelwynde Ave
Skinner Janie M 3002 Mario Lanza Blvd Apt J
Slaughter James B 7348 Buist Ave
Smith Lou A 7429 Sandpiper Pl
Smith Mary 8500 Lindburgh Blvd #1904
Soumare Sidi 7528 Walker St
Stevenson Alma 2429 South Mailan St
Stevenson Marquette M 2506 S Ashford St
Sullivan Janet 7199 Brant Place Apt A33
Swint Benjamine 3408 S 61st St
Thomas Doreen F 8518 Lyons Pl
Unyove Elemena 8427 Suffolk Place
Vettraino Giselda T, Vincent M, Dominic 2705 Plover St
Weaver Joyce c/o Davita Dialysis 7609 Lindberg Blvd
Weaver Robin 7153 Guyer Ave
Wiler Albert A, Marie J 2622 S 73 St
Williams Corinne 2820 S 81st St Apt C
Williamson Corey 7326 Buist Ave
Wilmore Rochelle 7413 Dicks Ave
Wilson Derick 2524 S Claymont St
Wright Nicole 7401 Sandpiper Pl
Philadelphia Pa 19154
Abruzzo Laura 134 Dimarco Dr
Adam R H 3519 Byrne Rd
Aleshire Samantha 12338 Wyndom Rd
Alley Mary 10841 Meadow Ln
Ambrose Vera 4130 Whiting Rd
Ambrose Vera M 4151 Whiting Rd
Anselmo Dennis A 3518 Drumore Rd
Babylon 3125 Fairdale Rd
Balutis Barbara, Eva M 3511 Byrne Rd
Beck Sigmund F 12462 Balston Rd
Bellantese Elsie A 12634 Biscayne Dr
Bender Clarence 3744 Mechanicsville Pl
Big Bs Paving 11734 Academy Pl
Black Jeremy 3501 Woodhaven Rd
Blagus Thomas A 2026 Tyrone Rd
Bocchicchio Anthony W, Alfred J 11123 Drake Dr
Boyle Raymond 12216 Ramble Rd
Brennan Crescentia 10917 Waldemire Dr
Brown Anne J 12124 Sweet Briar Rd
CamPOs Alexander 2101 Ashwood Av Bl 21
Carabella Anthony 12558 Nanton Dr
Chandler Ron 3727 N 10th St
Cinque Debra D 3829 Violet Dr
Citimortgage Inc Isaoa Atima 3205 Birch Rd
Coldwell Banker Realty One 12339 Academy Rd
Collar Carol Ann 2841 Comly Rd
Collar Edward J III 2841 Comly Rd
Cook Christina Marie 10819 Perrin Rd
Correia Robert 2900 Southhampton Rd C/O Woodhaven Ctr Rm 108
Coyle Todd J 12036 Glenfield Ave
Craig Elaine V 10833 Rayland Rd
Crego Melvin E Jr 12503 Calpine Rd
Cressee Betty W 2818 Newberry Rd
Crown Beverage Packaging Inc 1 Crown Way
Crown Cork & Seal 1 Crown Way c/o E Vesey
Cullen Dennis P 12022 Tyrone Rd
Cummings Ashley 10825 E Keswick Rd Apt 246
Damico Germainee 228 Dimarco Dr
Dasilva Ezequiel A 12827 Medford Rd
Davis John 3139 Holly Rd
Delaware Valley Vete 2701 Southampton Rd
Desantel Victor 3601 Fenn Dr
Dibartolomeo Wayne L 10825 E Keswick Rd Apt 259
Donat Guendolen M 2823 Norcom Rd
Dotzman Catherine Est, Joseph J 3512 Dows Rd
Doughlas Hope Patrice 2105 Ashwood Ave
Drungowski Paul 11114 Drake Dr
Duda Steven A 12117 Thornton Rd
Ekwunazu Uchenna 1246 Stewart Wy
Emore Bernard 12835 Cabell Rd
Evans John J 11821 Basile Rd
Fonseca Fernando, Theresa P 10919 Carey Tr
Goch Margaret D 3254 Tara Rd
Goldbacher Carol 113 Meadow Ln
Granville Mary T 212 Parkview Rd
Griffin Michael c/o Woodhaven Ctr 2900 Southampton Rd
Grissett Robert L Jr 318 Waterview Ln
Gsell John B 10730 Crestmont Ave
Gulla Jon A 11647 Academy Rd
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Gwiszez Genevieve J 12200 Medford Rd
Hafner Neal 3245 Morning Glory Rd
Hall Patricia, George 10907 Madena Dr
Harrington Christopher, Vincent, Ruth 10801 Rayland Rd
Hoang De A 4363 Whiting Rd
Hoff Jane M 3212 Fairdale Rd
Holden H A 2825 Southhampton Rd
Hulme James E 12139 Ranier Rd
Hutchinson Thomas J 12015 Templeton Dr
Iriana John K 12019 Covert Rd
Iron Workers Local 401 11600 Norcom Rd
Jastrzebski Edwin J 12119 Barbary Rd
Jennings James 3303 Ancona Rd
Jibunoh Mabel 11871 Academy Rd Apt B
Jones Tyrone c/o Woodhaven Rd Fin Rm 108 2900 Southampton Rd
Kane Francis O 11350 Norcom Rd
Karis Margaret J 3713 Nanton Pl
Kaufmann Clifford H 10864 Rayland Rd
Kelly Charles J 113 Meadow Ln
Kennedy David M c/o Woodhaven Ctr Fin Rm 108 2900 Southampton Rd
Kilbride Michael 12219 Thornton Rd
Killion John C 10711 Meadow Ln
Kinsler Lisa 12109 Elmore Ter
Kirk Sean 12090 Abby Rd
Kleckley Darryl II 3850 Woodhaven Rd Berkshire 405
Kleist Arlene J 11813 Academy Rd Apt A
Knott Robert T 3518 Vinton Rd
Kobayashi Tefuko 12119 Barbary Rd
Kradle Patricia Ann 3101b Comly Rd
Krishna Enterprise Inc 1 Franklin Mills Blv
Lam Vung 10912 Knights Rd
Latulippe Paul 12077 Abby Rd
Leues Christopher 12514 Knights Rd
Litt Erik S Apartment 2 11011 Calera Rd
Llewellyn Patricia 220 Goodford Rd
Longo Brittany L c/o John Barry Gsell 10730 Crestmont Ave
Loughin William A, Doris A 12031 Glenfield Rd
Love Roland N 3850 Woodhaven Rd Apt 1510
Lowes Patricia A 10704 Philcrest Rd
Mahoney Elizabeth 12513 Meford Place
Makris Konstantinos 3850 Woodhaven Rd 601
Maldonado Patricia, Angel c/o Miller Turetsky Rule & 3214 Byberry Rd
Mcgovern Martha 228 Dimarco Dr
Mckenny Brenda Co Woodhaven Ctr Fin Rm 108 2900 Southampton Rd
Mebane Tracey 13081 Townsend Rd
Melendez Allen J 4401 Ernie Davis Cir
Messina Leon A 3658 Academy Rd
Mezicco Josephine 223 Goodford Rd
Micklow Mercedes E, Andrew W 11861 B Academy Rd
Miller James C 12613 Calpine Rd
Miller Mary P 3125 Morning Glory Rd
Mills David T 3748 Bandon Dr
Mitman Catherine 3606 Drumore Dr
Moore Kendrick B 10825 E Keswick Rd
Mortensen Harold H 2824 Newberry Rd
Moss Joseph K 3850 Woodhaven Rd
Nacci Stefanie A 114 Ridgefield Rd
Ney Dorothy C, George A 3101 Woodhaven Rd Apt L2
Nightlinger Thomas 12410 Medford Rd
Northeast Plastic Supply Co 3021 Darnell Rd
Obrien Anne 10870 Ellicott Rd
Obrien Frank 3856 Salina Rd
Ogatsu Kikuko 12119 Barbary Rd
Oleary Shanna 10742 Albemarle Ln
Olejarczyk Henry 3513 Vinton Rd
Omoyi Sheree 3850 Woodhaven Rd
Packaging Coorinators Inc 10381 Decatur Rd
Papaharisiou Nikolas 12207 Barbary Rd
Patel Nimisha, Kirit 4226 Whiting Rd
Peters Kevin James 3204 Atmore Rd
Petrini Concetta 10819 Perrin Rd
Pham Quy Phu 4021 Fairdale Rd
Phillips Corazon 12861 Mccarthy Cir
Picarello Andrew 12200 Barbary Rd
Pindus Harry J 2650 Welsh Rd #45
Pingitore T 12121 Aster Rd
Plunkett Regina 2022 Riverside Dr
Polito Michele 2711 Comly Rd Power
Pollock Louis J 3983 Lancelot Pl
Pospiech Dennis R 12731 Kenny Rd
Pudup Dolores 264 Lawnbrook Rd
Purificato John 3308 Fairdale Rd
Quilles Wessie 1734 Riverside Dr
Quinn Sean P 3720 Genesee Dr
Reardon Eva 12526 Torrey Rd
Reingold Leonard J 3366 Fairdale Rd Flr 2
Respect Medical Svcs 12718 Knights Rd
Rhalid Sardar Subway 551 Franklin Mills
Rieser Robert E 3442 Lamar Place
Riviello Nicholas 10718 E Keswick Rd
Rodriguez Edward 12185 Aster Rd
Rogers Richard R Est, Regina 3238 Rhett Rd
Santos Miguel Damian 3203 Byberry Rd
Saudarg Phylis 3811 Salina Rd
Schmidt Charles, Marion 2836 N Hutchison St
Schofield Virginia H 3543 Byrne Rd
Seitz Elizabeth M, Irvin 6941 N Lawrence
Shields Loretta, Joseph 12513 Biscayne Dr
Shinn Blanche E 2841 Comly Rd
Shipley Diona 2900 Southampton Rd
Shore Bets Inc 3738 Vader Rd
Simoes Gary 2859 Norcom Rd
Singh Parm Chubby 12135 Academy Rd Unit 40
Soto Maximiliano 207 Thornwood Pl
Speciale Geraldine B 12665 Biscayne Dr
Tartaglia Patricia M 11816 Basile Rd
Taylor Winnefred B 1915 Riverside Dr
Texas Nissan 3564 Dows Rd
Thompson Elizabeth T 14061 Townsend Rd
Tillotson Alexandria, Ronald 3205 Birch Rd
Tompkins Eunice 11831 Colman Ter
Toomes George 3400 Orion Rd
Trout Ronald K 12835 Cliffe Dr
Tubmasters Inc 11759 Coleman Rd
Turzanski Alfred 3887 Alberta Pl
Vip Wireless 14061 Townsend Rd
Walker Cantessa R 226 W Rittenhouse Rd Apt 2nd Flr
Walker Greyson 3501 Woodhaven Rd 377
Ward Frances A Est 3556 Chalfont Dr
Warren Urban Anna Marie 12823 Elnora Rd
Wiremold Brooks Electronics Div 13200 Townsend Rd
Witherspoon Anthony 2900 Southampton Rd
Wood William C Jr 3227 Byberry Rd
Woznicki Stephen F 3604 Rayland Rd
Wrazen Genevieve, Edward 12609 Dunks Ferry Rd
Zanger Cecelia, Vicki 12628 Medford Rd
Zyck Matthew S, Evelyn 3030 Derry Rd
Philadelphia Pa 19155
Dalton John J PO Box 65413
Philadelphia Pa 19160
Arias Marta PO Box 47723
Berkey Catherine Armingo Dr
First Re Action Inc PO Box 46095
Home Care Hospice 2801 Grant Ave
Hutchinson Margaret, William 1939 East Buckius St
Negron Felix PO Box 46105
Orton Patricia M, Richard S PO Box 46831
Torrales Ramon PO Box 46744
Vu Kien 3258 North Park Ave
Philadelphia Pa 19163
Phoenix Salon 1600 Arch St
Philadelphia Pa 19170
Abx Logistics PO Box 7247 7644
Adp Inc PO Box 7247 0351
Allines Placement Firm PO Box 7247 8341
American Assoc for the Ad Rbi−Schnell Publishing PO Box 7247−7558
Anand Sajeev PO Box 7241 6907
Audi Financial Svcs PO Box 7247 0136
Audi PO Box 7247 0136
Barbe Kelcey L PO Box 7247 7122
Bio PO Box 7247 6528
Book Expo America 2007 C/O Reed Exhib P O Box 7247 7585
Brueggers Enterprises 401kpln PO Box 7247 7122 Re 66852
Catalyst Div of Friday Child PO Box 7247−8292
Ciba Corp PO Box 7247−7318
Citicapital Leasing Inc PO Box 7247−7878
Citicorp Del Lease Inc PO Box 7247 7878
Citicorp Vendor Finance Inc PO Box 7247 8614
Cobra Billing Unit PO Box 7247 0230
Collins Margaret MD PO Box 72476822
Cupo Karen PO Box 7247 7122 Re 66852
Danzas Aei Customs Brokerage Svcs General Counsel or President PO Box 7247
Dechert PO Box 7247 6843
Docuteam Inc PO Box 7247 0322
Doubleclick Inc PO Box 7247−7366
Emery Llp Lockbo 7247−6746
Gab Robins North America Inc PO Box 7247 7162
Genesis Health Ventures PO Box 7247−6521
Genesis Rehab Services PO Box 7247−6524 Phildelphia Pa 19170
Gerlach Co c/o Citibank N A Custody Ic D Lockbox PO Box 7247 7057
Health Resourcesof Emery LLC PO Box 7247 6522
John Hancock Life Insurance PO Box 7247−0192
Kuehne Nagel Inc PO Bpx 7247
Lexmark International Inc PO Box 7247 8248
Lexus Nexis PO Box 7247−0292
Manulife Financial PO Box 7247 0274
Mcdermott Will 7247−6746
Medicare Crossover 1020 S Main St
Mount Kisco Medical Group PO Box 7247−6822
National Benefit Life Insurance Co PO Box 7247 8844
National Register Publishing Co PO Box 7247−0165
New York Post PO Box 7247−7702
Owens Tarsha S PO Box 7247 7122
Panalpina Inc PO Box 7247 6404
Power Man PO Box 7247 0208
Risk Enterprise Managemen PO Box 7247−7260
Samuel Alexander Ira c/o Citibank Na Ic&D Lock Box PO Box 7247 7057
Sasi Minerals Co c/o Smith Allen Oil Gas Inc PO Box 7247 8649
Sbhu Life Agcy of Ohinc PO Box 7247 6459
Shell Energy North America Us Lp PO Box 7247−6355
Smith Barney C/O Citibank Na Ic&D Lock Box PO Box 7247 7057
Smiths Medical Asd PO Box 7247
Sopus Products PO Box 7247 6236
Southern Optical Co PO Box 7247 6972
Terprises Brueggers E 1803 Farm Lake Dr PO Box 7247 7122
Vnu Business Media PO Box 7247−8042
World Bank Publications PO Box 7247 8619
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Anesthesia Associate P O Box 8538 290
Checkpoint Systems Inc PO Box 85380379
Fernandez Balboa J Abedul 6
Kenney Vance 432 Sandsawe St Apt 9
Right Management Consultants PO Box 8538−388
Philadelphia Pa 19175
Abm Janitorial Servi PO Box 7777 W6830
Aesculap PO Box 512451
Airgas East PO Box 7777 W4880
Airgas East W4880 PO Box 7777
Airgas Safety Inc Wa645 PO Box 7777−W3645
American Stock Exchange PO Box 7777−W9190
American Stock Exchange LLC C/O Finance Division PO Box 7777 W1340
Atlantic Track & Turnout Co PO Box 7777
Balsamo Bone & Joint Specialists PO Box 7777−W510607
Bayada Nurses PO Box 514085
Bayada Nurses Inc PO Box 514085
Cardionet Inc PO Box 7777 W 501837
Chca of NJ Cardiolog PO Box 828827
Christiana Care Health PO Box 827964
Citigroup Global Markets Inc PO Box 7777−W9720
Delaware Anesthesia Assoc PO Box 512496
Dresser Rand Co PO Box 7777−W5405
Emc Corp W3550 PO Box 7777
Fairman Ronald M PO Box 7777−W0820
Genesis Health Ventres PO Box 7777 W5080
Goldstein Robert PO Box 7777 W502010 Benefitport New Jersey
Gorman Michael PO Box 7772
Heritage Center Genesis Health Care PO Box 7777 W5820
Highwood Investors PO Box 512359
Infrasource Telecomm PO Box 757528
Integrated Packaging PO Box 7777
Konopinski Andrea PO Box 7777−W9720
Line Systems Inc PO Box 7215
Medicare Crossover Seventh & Clayton Sts
Mercy Catholic Med Center PO Box 7777−W3760 Fitzgerald Mercy Div
Metropolitan Arunde Attn Timothy Hooker Dept W423 PO Box 7777
Mgp Div pf Cardiology PO Box 6940
Mirabile Kevin PO Box 7777 W8720
Misys International Banking System PO Box 512518
Mol America PO Box 7777
Moore Business Form Inc PO Box 7777 W501934
Nco Financial Sys Inc PO Box 7777−W1195
Neighborcare Florence Ncpdp 4219095 PO Box 7777
Pa Outlet Management LLC PO Box 7777
Penn Trauma Asso Box 9930
PA Institute of Certified Prof PO Box 510533
Rhodia Inc Box 510809
Rhodia Inc PO Box 510838
Rosenberg Irene PO Box 7777 W5326
Serletti Joseph M PO Box 7777 W0820
Siemens Credit Corp PO Box 7777 W 5635
Smith Barney PO Box 7777 W8720
Smith Barney Inc Dividend Dept 3rd Fl PO Box 7777 W 9700
Toprebates PO Box 777
Tri County Emerg Phys Inc PO Box 512536
Westside Anesthesiol PO Box 512638
Whitaker Michael T 1037 Crease St Apt B
Philadelphia Pa 19176
Cross Co c/o First Penna Bkg & Tr Co PO Box 8068−1252 Philadelphia Pa 19177
Gibson Henry C c/o First Pennsylvania Bank P O 8068−1252 Philadelphia Pa 19177
New York Law Journal c/o Alm Cust PO Box 19 Philadelphia Pa 19176
Onsite Neonatal P A PO Box 12884 Philadelphia Pa 19176
Pda Parental Drug Asso PO Box 8068−529 Philadelphia Pa 19177
Philadelphia Ins Co PO Box 70251 Philadelphia Pa 19176
Tuition Management Systems PO Box 70900 Philadelphia Pa 19176
Philadelphia Pa 19178
American Assoc F Cancer Research PO Box 8500 1916
Anesthesia Assoc of Abington PO Box 8500 5365
Atlantic American Fire Equip PO Box 8500−3485
Barry Controls PO Box 8500−53443
Barthco Internation PO Box 8500−52958
Belmont Center For Comp PO Box 8500−2585
Boler Petroleum Co PO Box 8500 S 2690
Boston Scientific Corp PO Box 8500 6205
Boushra Nader MD PO Box 8500 4061
Brodsk Michael C PO Box 8500
Buck S Wylie Jr C/O First Penna Bank PO Box 8500
Celia Dill Dialysis Ctr PO Box 8500 3781
Central Pa Mri Center PO Box 8500 8495
Cole Managed Vision Inc Cole Vision Svcs
Computer Measurement Group Inc PO Box 8500−5545
Coventry PO Box 8500−54328
Cuccia Schubert Tilton Rad Onc PO Box 8500 9770
Dako North America Inc PO Box 8500 52353
Delaware Valley Dial PO Box 8500
Denver Rtc PO Box 8500
Dialysis Ctr Montgomery PO Box 8500 5600
Direct Design Minneapolis c/o The Ogilvy Group Inc 1 N 5th St Lockbox 1820 F C 1 2
4 3
Dorman Products Inc PO Box 8500
Dublin Dialysis PO Box 8500 7161
Duggan Thomas M MD PO Box 8500−54388
Ebi Lp PO Box 8500 41335
Elk River Kidney Center PO Box 8500
Esquire Deposition Svss LLC PO Box 785751
Esquire Document Retrieval Ser PO Box 785761
Eyemed Kay Pannkuk
Fd Wilson Trucking Inc Dba Discovery TransPOrt Inc PO Box 784516
Ferguson Jason 110 Fawn Run Rd
Focus Technologies P O Box 8500−53688
Hartford PO Box 8500−3545
Haverford Anesthesia Asso PO Box 8500
Hibbert Co Lbx No 41765
Home Hlth Corp of Americia PO Box 8500−51065
Imaging PO Box 785306
Innoviant Pharmacy Inc PO Box 8500 54842
Johnson Elizabeth J, Richard C PO Box 8500 1800
Kidney Care of Largo PO Box 8500
Kidney Centers 23857 Greenfield Rd
Kidney Centers 450n Telegraph Rd
Kr Park Plaza LLC Box 4471 PO Box 8500
Land Infrared Div of Land Instruments Intern PO Box 8500
Landstar Ranger Inc PO Box 8500 54293
Lathrop & Gage Principal Financial PO Box 8500
Magnolia West PO Box 786156
Medical Imaging of Norriston PO Box 8500 Lock Box 8856
Methodist Associates in Healthcare PO Box 8500−9205
Middleburg Hgts Dial PO Box 8500
Mri Silverside O PO Box 785306
National Railroad Passenger Corp PO Box 8500−2945
Naug Val Omputeri Lockbox 6816 PO Box 8500
Niadyne Inc PO Box 8500
Novacare Outpatient Rehabilitation PO Box 8500 6000
Nydic Open Mri of America PO Box 8500−5415
Nyse Euronext PO Box 8500 401 Market St Wachovia
Open Text Inc PO Box 8500−3885 Philadephia Pa 19178
Padmalingam Soma MD PO Box 8500−54742
Physicians Dial PO Box 415000 Msc 410430
Pilling Weck PO Box 8500−5730
Plaza Medical PO Box 8500−54117
Pmi of Union City LLC PO Box 785956
Prof Anesthesia Consult PO Box 8500−6796
Professional Anest Consultants PO Box 8500−6796
Radiology Assoc of Burlington PO Box 8500
Renal Treatment Centers Mid Atlantic PO Box 8500 8085
Scott Specialty Gases Inc Attn Lois J Hayes PO Box 8500−50910
Smiths Med PO Box 850
Software House International PO Box 8500−41155
Southern Health Svcs Recovery Refunds P O Box 8500
Southern Pines Dialysis PO Box 8500 8085
Sparks Dialysis Center PO Box 8500
Sun Microsystems PO Box 8500 S4020
Teleflex Medical PO Box 8500 5730
Tessco PO Box 8500−54588
Towers Perrin Forster Co PO Box 8500 Lock Box 9102
Transcare Ny Inc D B A Transcare PO Box 785586
Trc Customer Focused Solutions PO Box 8500 53878
Wellesley Information Svcs Lockbox 6876 PO Box 8500
Wilkerson C MD PO Box 8500 1180
Philadelphia Pa 19182
Abbey Home Health Ca PO Box 628739
Alliance Anes Assoc PO Box 824339
American Assoc of Cancer PO Box 828494
American Medical Response PO Box 7780−4346
Angelica Textile Svcs Inc P O Box 823283
Aramark Uniform PO Box 828441
Asmussen Marie C PO Box 822081
Associated Retinal Surg PO Box 7780 1600
Brooks Provisions PO Box 827029
Chca PO Box 77801800
Childrens Surgical Assoc Ltd Children’s Surgical Assoc Ltd PO Box 7780−4103
Christiana Care Hlth Initiativ PO Box 827982
Christiana Care Imaging Serv PO Box 827991
Christiana Imaging Center PO Box 827991
Clinical Care Assoc PO Box 824320
Corvel Corp PO Box 823303
Cpg Partners Lp PO Box 827727
Csc Corp Service Co De E File PO Box 822668
Disease Mcphu C PO Box 828171
Djo LLC PO Box 822437
Esquire Deposition Svc LLC PO Box 827829
Essex Oncology of North J PO Box 827573
Horizon National Call Center Svcs c/o Atlas Maintenance Network PO Box 828954
Island Medical Physi PO Box 826186
Jay Tendler MD PO Box 821028
Johnson Jeffrey K c/o RC Henderson Trust PO Box 822081
Kelly Home Care Serv PO Box 822545
Kids First Hockessin PO Box 82−0453
Kids First Kennett Square PO Box 82−0110
Markov Dimitiri PO Box 828955
Medicia Corp PO Box 823304
Mercy Home Health Services PO Box 828323
Mercy Management of Sepa PO Box 827732
Moshe Schlusselberg Md Five Town Pediatrics PO Box 828570
National Property Advisors Ltd C/O Pnc Bank PO Box 828525
National Restaurant Assoc P O Box 824032
Ndc of California Lp PO Box 827600
Nextel Communications Memph PO Box 820906
Ocm Fm LLC PO Box 822534
One Call Medical Inc PO Box 822534
Option Care Enterprises PO Box 822281
Pena Joseph A MD PO Box 827022
Pocono Family Practice Associates PO Box 7780 4046
Quest Diagnostics Inc PO Box 822510
Radiology Associates PO Box 822559
Rehabclinics Spt Novacare PO Box 827523
Roaring Studio Dba Cadmus Specialty Publicati PO Box 822934
Rocky Mountain Hldgs LLC PO Box 829177
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Saxon & Co PO Box 7780 1888
Simon Chelsea Chic PO Office Box 827894
Solutions Incentra PO Box 823343
Summerlin Annie C PO Box 822081
Temple Geriatric Assocs PO Box 827770
Tinius Olsen Testing Mach Co PO Box 7780−1204
Tps III of Pa LLC PO Box 827794
Us Foodservice Inc PO Box 820050
Wells Fargo Insurance Svcs PO Box 823239
Wooster Emergency Svcs LLC Ept Owc PO Box 827432
Ziauddin Ahmed Md PO Box 828171
Philadelphia Pa 19190
Annkin Oneil J 5026 Haverford Ave
Philadelphia Pa 19191
Construction Fasteners PO Box 13700
France Compressor Products PO Box 13700−1157
Galliopolis FMC O PO Box 13700
Mutual Industries Inc Lockbox #701247 PO Box 13700
Philadelphia Pa 19192
Breeveld Carl Henkielann 52 Paramaribo
Camargo Luiz 1601 Chestnut St C/O Cigna International Tl53a
Connecticut General Life 1601 Chestnut St
Hahn Sabine Am Felsenkeller 8 Bad Vilbel 61118
Intl Rehab Assoc Inc 1601 Chestnut St
Mcmanamee Jennifer 1601 Chestnut St 2 Liberty Place
Nguyen Son Vai 5044 N 5th St
Pacific Insurance Co PO Box 7716
Pastoral Roberto Dr 156 Shirley St Hawkins Hl Box N 3 23
Riceland Foods Inc PO Box 927
Philadelphia Pa 19193
Nelson Franklin A 1932 S Ithan St
Philadelphia Pa 19195
Abe 2008 LLC PO Box 30092
Advanced Neurosurgery Assoc Pc PO Box
Agha Rabia PO Box 95000−2436 Madison Sq Sta
Ahmed Tauseef F MD PO Box 95000 1225
Andrea Brescia PO Box 95000
Bednarek Karl PO Box 95000−2433
Bentsianov Boris L MD PO Box 95000 2630
Benvenisty Alan I PO Box 95000 2397
Bimc Fpp Surgery PO Box 95000−2422
Bimc Radiology S PO Box 95000 2430
Burlington Anes Assoc Pa PO Box 95000 2130
Care Center Phillips PO Box 95000−2195
Cathol Saint V PO Box 95000−3074
Chakrabarti Chhaya PO Box 95000−2193
Chang Ya J MD PO Box 95000 2433
Charmaine T Demetrius MD PO Box 95000 2443
Christiana Medical Group Pa PO Box 95000 3905
Davis Jeffrey M MD PO Box 95000 2392
Dermatology Assoc PO Box 95000 2442
Do Marie P PO Box 95000−2436
Drexel Radiolog Assoc Mcp PO Box 95000 1035
Emergency Medical Asso of Slr PO Box 95000 2234
Fraioli Rebecca E PO Box 95000
Friedman Deborah PO Box 95000−2889
Goldsmith Ari J MD PO Box 95000−2886
Gomez Tessa MD PO Box 95000
Gruber Steven PO Box 95000−2150
Hayes Earl Md PO Box 95000
Heritage Med Group A PO Box 95000
Imc Assoc Clinics PO Box 95000 3055
Interfaith Bj Center PO Box 95000−3055
Interfaith Professional Physician Svcs Pc PO Box 95000−4945
Jacobson Robin S PO Box 95000−2436
Jefferson Radiology PO Box 95000 3645
Kory Pierre Md PO Box 95000
Krishnamu Sundaram Md PO Box 95000 2628
Medicine Assoc PO Box 95000
Nasrallah John E PO Box 95000−2390
Nena Sy Md PO Box 95000−3570
New York Orthopaedics & Sports Medicin PO Box 95000−2883
Null Drexel Rheumato PO Box 95000
Ob Gyn Assoc of Slr PO Box 95000 2243
Olichney John J PO Box 95000−2193
Pain Mgmt Palliative Care PO Box 95000 2435
Papapietro Nicholas V MD PO Box 95000
Ph Health & Education Corp PO Box 95000 1010
Rachko Maurice MD PO Box 95000−2449
Randazzo Julie T MD PO Box 95000
Reuveni Michael A PO Box 95000 3575
Revuelta Manuel P PO Box 95000
Ruhe Jorg J MD PO Box 95000 2441
Ryan William F Chc PO Box 95000 Cl#4910
Saint Cathol V PO Box 95000−3074
Saliby Aida H PO Box 95000−2433
Samuel Ossama MD PO Box 95000
Skliut Maryna MD PO Box 95000
Smith Sharon M PO Box 9500 2247
Sol Dan PO Box 95000−2193
Standard Medical Supply Inc PO Box 95000
St Lukes West Care Medical Assocs PO Box 95000−2388
Tartter Paul I PO Box 95000 2244
Villamena Patricia PO Box 95000
Ya Chang PO Box 95000−2433
Yang Paul PO Box 95000−2424
Zeifer Barbara A MD Bimc Radiology PO Box 95000−2430
Zheng Dan Md PO Box 95000
Philadelphia Pa 19196
Brown Tanya B 725 N Dekald St
Philadelphia Pa 19238
Simon Eloise Est 7242 N 20th St
Philadelphia Pa 19244
Kennedy Jules 6172 Newtown Ave
Pike County
Blooming Grove Pa 18428
Lehman Steve 3311 Hemlock Farms
Bushkill, Pa 18324
Adams Tom 346 Saw Creek Estates
Allen Rashidi S 1470 Pine Ridge
Alves Miguel N 1043 Pine Ridge
Anelli Fredrick A, Linda 1009 Saw Creek Estates
Aram Robert, Carla 1414 Pine Ridge
Asplint Kathleen A, George R 106 Saw Creek Estates
Assimakopoulos Angela 193 Stoney Hollow Rd
Beauchamp Jeffrey P 237 at the Falls #216
Bentley Sharonda S 2098 Totteridge Rd
Bolcar Christine RR 5 Box 10
Bullock Baytric 344 Ranchlands
Bushkill Watershed Conservancy PO Box 193
Calimlim Phebe L 24 Ranchlands
Chambers Ben RR 5 Box 57
Craig Avis V 839 Saw Creek Estates
Cuichta David 1773 Pine Ridge
Devia Julian 1383 Pine Ridge
Dowd R 217 Saw Creek Estates
Dutwin Raphael 1123 Saw Creek Estates
Gonzalez Misael 1749 Pine Ridge
Goodwin Patricia R RR1 Box PML
Gray Jason C 206 Wickes Rd
Hart Craig 262 Wickes Rd
Hertz David 56 Cramer Rd 1st Fl
Hobbs Thomas 129 Pocono Mt Lake Estates
Hofmeister Genni 1541 Pine Ridge
Hummel Lawrence G PO Box 861
Jackson Jarrell 1551 Pine Ridge
Jasinski William T RR 1 Box 5553
Klucznik Kyle A 540 Saw Creek Estates
Kolowicz Krystyna 457 Pine Ridge
Kratky Ralph S Estate of 13 Pheasant Run
Lassiter Angela RR 1 PML 61
Lopez Celinda 1773 Pine Ridge
Maguire Gertrude 78 Saw Creek Estates
Mailloux Christian 255 Ranchlands
Mcdaniel Patricia E 1470 Pine Ridge
Miranda Matthew 1801 Pine Ridge
Mohammed David 2295 Wellington Way
Moore Lavalette 911 Saw Creek Estates
Payne Donna, Alan 380 Pocono Ranchlands
Peters William V RR 1 Box PRL 101
Pietrus Brian M 1 River Rd
Porter Douglas A RR 5 Box 5539
Raso Linda 540 Saw Creek Estates
Redline Somersille Barbara, Frederick A RR 5 Box 5551
Reilly Timothy Lot 407 Sect 1d Lehman Twp
Reyes Ruben PO Box 639
Rivera Miguel 185 Saw Creek Estates
Rogers Pia 287 Pocono Mountain Lake Estates
Roig Nelson RR 1 Box PML 303 N
Rosario Maria 344 Ranchlands
Rosen Nicholas C 47 Ranchlands
Santiago Paul P 1050 Pine Ridge
Serra Ana 265 Wickes Rd
Shay Walter F, Shay Linda A 327 Saw Creek Estates
Shay Linda 327 Saw Creek Estates
Smith Charles, Smith Mary 1019 Pine Ridge
Stanley Bravid 196 at The Falls
Steine Gail RR 1 Box PML
Strozeski Charles 1079 Saw Creek Rd
Tims Auto Body RR 5 Box 57
Tirado George 21 Gandolf Dr
Torres Feldinar, Betzaida PO Box 775 Saw Creek Estate
Utter David 1274 Pine Ridge
Valencia Diego J 1536 Pine Ridge
Varricchio Joseph J 222 Ranchlands
Vigo Mercery 185 Sawcreek Estates
Whittaker Stanley RR 1 Box 5615
Wills Gordon 1879 Pine Ridge
Dingmans Ferry Pa 18328
Ace Brokerage LLC 118 Bernadette Dr
Barreto Sergio, Linda Box 206
Best Kate 257 Silver Lake Rd
Castro Jason 113 Saint Dr
Compton Andrew J c/o Patricia J Compton RR 1 Box 855
Compton Patricia J RR 1 Box 855
Conklin Ward R 170 Whispering Pine Rd
Cosgrove Charles D RR 1 Box 680
Gallagher John 107 Daniel Tr Apt A
Garciacorrea Randy PO Box 681
Gaudiosi Arthur 289 Water Forest Dr
Green Mildred Ann PO Box 565
Haig Iris L 124 Spring Rd
Hammond Martin RR 1 Box 89
Hausler Deana M 100 Rock Rd
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Hicks Sean HC 67 Box 256x
Hopp Eleanor c/o Eleanor H Mahn RD 1 Box 736
Hsbc Auto Finance 103 Cliff Ct
Knauer A RR 1 Box 692
Lewin Donna L RR 1 Box 1148
Lucas Mark PO Box 63
Magurno Benjamin c/o Joanne Thompson RR 1 Box 164v
Mcnamara Gwenivere T 134 Willow Dell
Miller Dillan I, H Eric 117 Fawnlake Dr
Miller Kiele F 117 Fawnlake Dr
Mueller Louis E, Pat RD 1 Box 317
Myers Elizabeth HC 67 Box 47
Pagliano Rodney Star RR Apt 416a
Paules Ray HC 12 Box 496
Pocono Mountain Lake Forest 11746 Pocono Mtn Lake Forest
Pol Bryan 185 North Lake Dr
Ramlow Brea 112 Autumn Rd
Rimbys Inc PO Box 483
Robbins Brian, June PO Box 1136
Rodriguez H 11745 Pocono Mt Lake Forest
Rusznak William H 103 Cliff Ct
Rutz James E Sr HC 12 460
Sacken Garrett P 104 Fawn Ln
Steiger Jesse T, Ethel Box 1178 RR 1
Steiger Robin D Box 1178 RR 1
Turk Genevieve M HC 12 Box 504
Twentyfirst Century Auto Body 11612 PMLF
Uzakewicz Douglas 124 Spring Rd
Vigorito Anthony J DC RR 2 Box 225
Weishar James 112 Autumn Rd
Whitley Brian 11612 PMLF
Whitten Ashlee N PO Box 945
Williamson Robert 191 Fox Rd
Greeley Pa 18425
Conklin Nicole M, Gary S 934 Rt 434
Policastro Nancy Po Box 6
Schoonover Cecilia 144 Laurelwood Dr
Tylutke Holly 934 Rte 434
Greentown Pa 18426
Anderson Michael 147 Hughes Dr
Clark Margaret R 5812 N Marshall St
Ferguson James P PO Box 949
Finkelstein Marc 101 Jean Danielson Dr
Gravina Joel J 109 Marina Village Ln L
Gripp Alice c/o Barbara Cute 601 Gunpowder Ct
Haknasar Hulya PO Box 721
Knobbys Overboard Restaurant Inc 1215 Rte 507
Lemin Nancy Stone Dr
Losey Susan RR 1 Box 201a Rt 390
Masker Lester D RD 1 Box 222
Mckim Harry R Estate of RR 1 Box 201a Rt 390
Mullany Michael 104 Magnolia Ln
Murray Laura 110 Luray St
Penchard Charles W, Doris M RD 1 Box 59e
Santarelli Fernando 120 Indian Dr
Tarquini Kim 139 Springbrook Ln
Hawley Pa 18428
ABT Auto Body 3159 Hemlock Farms
Around The Clock Plumbing & Heating 1850 Hemlock Farms
Ball Bryan K 112 Ridge Crest Ln
Carucci Catherine, Richard 108 Lone Pine Bay
Cooper John 1107 Hemlock Farms
Crum Michael C 11 Elmwood Ct
Cummins Wesley RR 1 Box 88
Cunningham Anastasia M 651 B Paupack St
Davenport Donna Lyn 513 Rocky Run Rd
Delia Mary E 227 Washington Dr
Dell’aquila Anthony C, L 71 Fawn Ridge Dr
Dicola Nicholas J, Virginia S HC 8 Box 8749ber Ln
Falsetta Martin J 225 Swamp Brook Rd
Foxcroft Agency Inc HC 8 Box 8040
Galasso Nicholas 124 Eastwood Cir
Galasso William Sr C/O 124 Eastwood Cir
Garbolino Wendy 1047 Towpath Rd
Garrity Frederick 303 Bishop Ave
George Sharon A, George Daniel F 70 Mountain Lake Est E10
Green Joseph, Sylvia 1879 Hemlock Farms
Green Deidre 111 Pike St
Henry Robin 724 Church St
Henry Susan 432 Columbus Ave
Hickey William G RR 2 452
Hoila Fred T 3159 Hemlock Farms
Jovin Inc PO Box 158
Krause Eugene A 424 Spring St
Lachman Nicholas HC 6 Box 6800
Larson Tore Henning 220 Colombo Ave
Leshinski Helen Est Star Rt 1 Box 111
Liquori V Mariana, Robert W 154 Woodloch Spgs
Loriz Zachary RR 1 Box 449
Malti Ronald J 53 Sky View Land
Malti William J Jr RR 1 Box 694a
Mcdonald Kathleen 416 Penn Ave
Miller Ethel HC 6 Box 6062
Mock Ashia 136 Mountain Lake Estates
Morales Joseph 312 North St
Mushala Rose RR 1
Obrien Mary Beth 2696 Hemlock Farms
Odell Loinda PO Box 505
Podorf Janet Cain 1728 Hemlock Farms
Primmer Rick 1329 Hemlock Farms
Prisco Jeff 3020 Hemlock Farms
Rieger Judith A 2530 Hemlock Farms
Schwartz Theodore 1005 Hemlock Farms
Schwartz Thomas F 95 Deer Run
Shown Maryland M PO Box 451
Slack Sarah E PO Box 18
Smith Mark 240 Lower Lakeview Dr
Spinale Joshua 104 Christopher Way
Stewart Alice 513 Rocky Run Rd
Sultan Marlene 3440 Hemlock Farms
Sweeney 967 Garrity Rd
Torres Sharon M 141 Forest View Dr
Trayes Richard C, Celia 18 Terra Dr
Utegg Harry R 426 Swamp Brook Rd
Voges Robert 224 Highland St
Voigt Kathryn Trust UA 05 23 90 214 Chestnut Ave
Wallace Betsy 2607 Hemlock Farms
White Annie PO Box 18
Witzel H F Jr, A R 177 Woodloch Spgs
Witzel Trust B UW Margaret M Jr 177 Woodloch Spgs
Worzel James Douglas 217 Upperlakeview Dr
Lackawaxen Pa 18435
Benesz Paul L, Renata PO Box 1a9
Halliday Cynthia A 919 Rte 590
Impastato Theresa M PO Box 153
National Auto Finance Co PO Box 153
Neff Bronson HC 1 Box 1A 158
Neff Cary HC 1 Box1A 158
Lords Valley Pa 18428
Carlson Carla 3606 Hemlock Farms
Dogaci Melissa J 3536 Hemlock Farms
Donahue Debra S 3506 Hemlock Farms
Ey Ira M 1424 Hemlock Farms
Kelly Carolyn Estate of 2183 Hemlock Farms
Lewis Diana 1675 Hemlock Farms
Markoya Helena 1502 Hemlock Farms
Oster Ellis E 3498 Hemlock Farms
Rosenberg Maurice 1964 Hemlock Farms
Roslund Erik 106 Ledgeway Ln
Santora Anthony, Eileen 804 Kingslet Ct
Schmitt Kurt A 345 Canoe Brook Dr
Shepherd Gregory R HC 8 Box 8225
Treptow Robert K 801 Oriole Ct
Matamoras Pa 18336
Bartco Penn Petroleum Co 10 Stella St
Bohannon George 12 Dervend Cir
Brown Stephanie 113 Pine Tr Rd
Fedorka Anna PO Box 126
Fox Bryna B 404 1st St
Gilmour Elizabeth, John R 103 Ave M
Klemm Tammi 4 Ave M
Lester Elwood L 400 Ave G
Mack Jacqueline M 801 Ave N
Muller Bobbie Joe 4 Ave M
Parker Gene C 411 Ave O
Pierro David 1009 Margaret St
Presto Charles J 123 Oak Ave
Purtill Mary J Estate of Apt 302 131 Rivers Edge Dr
Rake Harold F 2 Ave M
Smith Daniel E 1225 Delaware Dr
Vandermark Crane E 600 Ave I
Milford Pa 18337
Allard Mendelson Kevin 4288 Conashaugh Lakes
Amok Entertainment PO Box 992
Andrusiak Nancee 2479 Gold Key Est
Astheimer David 224 Weber Rd
Benson Joseph, Dawn 7 Colonia Rd
Biondo Joseph Jr, Sarana 117 Stonehedge Ln
Bober Ludwik 230 Foster Hill Rd
Bolehala Bryan 102 Blackberry Dr
Bono Caterina, Acursio 110 Locust
Brengel James C, James H 174 Birch Leaf Dr
Bross George R 997 Rt 739
Brown Marylee 614 Sixth St
Butler Barbara 609 Fifth St
Butler Yamile 187 Van Auken Hill Rd
Chervenak Candance 2230 Gold Key Lake
Cicerone Carmela 392 Rout 6 And 209
Coppola D DMD 102 Wheatfield Dr
Couto Fernando T 3258 Sunrise Lk
Cruz Soraida 3702 Sunrise Lake
Cyr Jeffrey V 2443 Gold Key Est
Davenport Mary PO Box 1057
Deans William D 204 E Harford St
Delanoy Rosemary A 116 Owego Tpke
Downing Richard E 2075 Gold Key Lake
Eisenberg Jeremy J PO Box 341
Enright Francis T 113 Maple Ridge Rd
Farula Anthony J 105 E Catherine St
Farula Claudia J 110 E Catherine St
Fischer James D 111 Rim Rock Ct
Fisher Mary E Mill St
Frable Alberta G 264 Rte 6 And 209
Galuppo Thomas 129 Cowberry Ln
Gaskill Glenn B PO Box 631
Gorski Beth 4363 Conashaugh Lk
Graziano Louis 120 Stone Ridge Ln
Greene Jeffrey R Box 567
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Gunson Kimberleigh A, Jenkins J PO Box 1553
Holley Kevin 202 Brd St
Hrobak Rachael A 109 Potter Ln
Husson Elizabeth J, Robert J RFD 1
Jhana Luis A 101 Van Buren Ct
Kogan Lisa F 135 Senate Rd
Kristen Patricia Ann, Robert F Sr 2073 Gold Key Es
Ladies Pace Inc 611 Brd St
Lamar Leland C 614 Sixth St
Leonawicz Lisa A 3565 Sunrise Lake
Longobardi Orel PO Box 1164
Losey Susan V 398 Log Tavern Rd
Ludke Rachel 111 Cranberry Ridge
Mcdermott Kevin 309 Water St
Mezzanotte William E 123 Lewis Rd
Milford Chrysler Sales Rte 6 & 209
Milford Matamoras Rotary Club 104 W High St
Moureaux Mildred PO Box 734
Murphy Virginia T c/o Alan B Murphy PO Box 555
Norwood Jennifer 3835 Sunrise Lk
Patterson Deborah E 131 Sawkill Ave
Pfeufer Michael J, Debra 190 Lakewood Dr
Potter John H PO Box 1235
Potter Ruth PO Box 117
Pratt Romelia 224 Weber Rd
Reilly Justin D, Timothy 106 Sunflower Ct
Reinhardt John E 147 Spicebush Ln
Richardson Bob K 4036 Somerset Ct
Rion Jeffrey 272 Aspen Dr
Rogers Shirley V 158 East Lake Dr
Romano Helen B, Dennis 123 Mink Ct
Rosario R 2458 Gold Key Estates
Rose Donna 2652 Gold Key Estates
Serio Barbara 119 Miller Rd
Siegel Allan 2122 Gold Key Estates
Smith Evelyn M 701 4th St
Stanik Franziska 171 Husson Rd
Vergara Mario R 121 Rabbit Run Cir
Ziegler Donald R 196 Chokeberry Dr
Millrift Pa 18340
Banach Joe 137 Doug Miller Rd
Edwards John II 127 Bluestone Blvd PO Box 466
Paupack Pa 18451
Gumbel Karoline c/o Theodore Olsheski HC 1 Box 146
Kulpa Anne S HC 1 Box 183d
Lucchese Angela PO Box 433
Olsheski Theodore S, Joseph HC 1 Box 146
Popick Florence J HC 1 Box 183d
Shohola Pa 18458
Brown Melissa A 108 Pear Dr
Eadicicco Michael E 117 Sagamore Rd
Farrington Elaine 110 Ploch Rd
Franch Albert J 142 Blackfoot Rd
Guardino Kristine 120 Birch Dr
Hiemenz Karen J 114 Beverly Dr
Lastarza Linda H 121 N Hill View Dr
Leonard Joseph B 131 Beverly Dr
Meyer Joseph J 111 Snake Hill Rd
Stryker Harry Estate of 141 Happy Hollow Dr
Zury Dorothy E 104 Woodtown Rd
Tafton Pa 18464
Badoud Michael PO Box 69
Luzzi Rocco PO Box 148
Petrillo Lorraine G HC 1 Box 1951f
Reinhold George A Jr PO Box 257
Scholl Catherine 103 Marquise Dr
Villardi Kathleen HC 1 Box 1943
Tamiment Pa 18371
Alvarez David O 159 The Glen
Arlotta Mildred E 64 The Glen
Blair Michael A 142 The Glen
Eagle Point Prop Owners Assoc c/o The Glen
Gonzalez Luis T 46 The Glen
Kiersted Benjamin, Ethel M 215 The Glen
Miller William J 354 The Glen
Smith Cheryl 212 The Glen
Smith George P 93 W Oakenshield Dr 212
Tims Auto Body 212 The Glen
Whitfield Kerry 336 The Glen
Potter County
Austin Pa 16720
Young Isola M, Eric H Costello Ave
Coudersport Pa 16915
Butler Jessica 391 US−6 West Apt 6
Chapell Clement RR 1 Box 214a
Delucia Carol L, Robert PO Box 390
Detweiler Douglas A 301 Vine St
Dubots Margretta A 105 Rte 6 W
Dugan Jackie L 35 Old Shovel Rd
Elliott Kurt 8 Long Rd
Empson Donita S, Randall 1700 Promise Ln
Fry Raymond D 176 Billy Lewis Rd
Gerner Richard PO Box 613
Gross Phyllis M, Harold D 1028 E 2nd St
Heymann Libbie L 401 N West St
Houben Tina L 103 North West St
Joyce Terri 88 Ferds Rd
Mansfield Ruth M 707 N West St
Olson Charles, Becky 119 Faith St
Ramage Ronald Box 720
Saulter Barbara L, Lester L RD 1
Saulter David G 247 Baker Creek Rd
Vamos Karen RD 3 Box 93a
Watson Jimmie L 101 Robin Ln
Weller Rose N 101 E Maple St 21
Woolsey Linda A RD 3 Box 93a
Galeton Pa 16922
Demott Inc 20 West St
Tarr Lloyd E Sr, Luther E 33 Fairview Ave
Genesee Pa 16923
Holbert Arlie 1043 Bingham Ctr Rd
Perigo Steven 320 Commercial St
Roulette Pa 16746
Drabert Brian C RR 1
Glenn Drabert 184 Kimhill Rd
Noles Lashella PO Box 248
Shinglehouse Pa 16748
Anderson Marilyn Press 37 Academy St
Ireland Terry A Sr, Thomas RR 2 Box 6
Mix John D PO Box 250
Press Kathryn 37 Academy St
Ravanpak Vickie PO Box 3
Slocum Carolyn R RR 1 Box 85 Trails End Rd
Steckhahn Beulah B c/o Patricia Danfth 1012 E Honeoye St PO Box 116
Wackwitz Victor 80 Wildcat Rd
Ulysses Pa 16948
Copp Ronald L RR 1
Langan Carl R S RR 1 Box 361
Tubbs Joshua R 2876 Loucks Mills Rd
Schuylkill County
Andreas Pa 18211
Miller Kimberly M PO Box 136
Rehrig Mildred, Norman 1777 Ben Salem Rd
Ashland Pa 17921
Ashland Orthopedics 93 Broad St
Bracey Pharmacy PO Box 191 626 Ctr St
Clark Gladys A 1829 Market St
Cruts Laura 30 South 10th St Apt 3
Devine John G 101 Broad St
Erment Eleanor 101 Broad St
Goss Ruth 819 Ctr St Apt 407
Grady Kathleen 2016 Ctr St
Hardnock Leo G Jr, Mildred PO Box 41
Heffner Elizabeth F 466 Oakland Ave
Housman Aldan V 1316 Centre St
Keysock Melba 1377 Taylorsville Rd
Klinger James P 1218 Spruce St
Leibig Clarence 2016 Ctr St
Magdeburg Joy 1206 Pine St
Marlow Dorothy A, Delbert 707 Centre St
Marlow Anna M 390 S Hoffman Blvd
Matulaitis Anthony 819 Centre St
Monroe Lucas E 39 Lucas Ln
Reed William F 611 Fountain St
Scully Margaret, John L Ctr St
Slaton Linda Marie, Stephen S 111 Valley Hill Rd
Staller Edward Scott 129 Tpke Rd
Steinhilber Charles Joseph Jr, Lori 2020 Walnut St
Strohecker Matthew 566 High Rd
Susquehanna Bank 566 High Rd
Trathen Robert 819 Ctr St Apt 407
Troutman Jacquel Est 1377 Taylorsville Rd
Urban Christopher Jonathan 7 Linden Ct Rd
Weber Joseph A 101 Broad St
Weber Joseph A MD 604 Centre St
Auburn Pa 17922
Bachman Tyler L 844 Bear Creek St
Bausch Kevin Dwayne Jr 2542 Wynonah Dr
Betham Trent Glenn 234 Mohave Dr
Citidal Radiation 713 Stallion Dr
Jaros Louise 1972 Chuck Wagon Dr
Keinard Margaret L 622 Wynonah Dr
Moczulak Theresa 2001 Running Deer Dr
Paoni Phillip & Ann L J 1885 Bow Dr
Pennington Annetan 1885 Bow Dr
Pester Jennifer Lynn 234 Mohave Dr
Radziewicz Leonard C 761 Stallion Dr
Vacula Stephen A 71 Red Hill Rd
Barnesville Pa 18214
Budro Ellen J 117 Grier Ave
Mammarella George 22 Cir Dr
Reed Violet L PO Box 167
Shaulis Anna Est 440 Pine Creek Dr
Thomas Robert W RFD Hoseusoch
Branchdale Pa 17923
Cavanaugh Mary Main
Dankulich Michael 28 Sport Hill
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Brockton Pa 17925
Kensinger Donna L PO Box 225 231 Valley St
Zelonis Mary 465 E Valley St
Coaldale Pa 18218
Anagnostis Anthony, Betty 7 East High St
Dever Sr James F 131 Second St Apt 2
Diekman B Christine, Chloe E 16 W Ruddle St
Gallagher Nellie, James 219 1st St
Gallagher Mark 219 1st St
Waice Margaret D 110 W High St
Cressona Pa 17929
Clark Ernetta L, Jeffrey 23 Front St
Engert Anna 2 Marsha Dr
Garner Sylvester D Columbia Ave
Herring Hattie RR1
Semmet Blanche A 27 River St
Sleva Gayle M 31 S 2nd St
Strausser Laubenstine Joann 36 N 2nd St
Cumbola Pa 17930
Elo Anna Marie Pine St
Kuperavage Leonard A Sr 189 Market St
Lubinsky David M PO Box 24
Polansky Robert J PO Box 46
Delano, Pa 18220
Arnold Irene PO Box 113
Steward Tera L 139 Hazel St
Yuodsnukis Kathryn A PO Box 177
Frackville Pa 17931
Bailey Joan D 158 N Railroad Ave
Blesedell Wayne C PO Box 262
Bresnock Kathy Jo, Joseph J 22 N Spencer St
Butcavage Margaret 113 S Railroad Ave
Doyle Wesley 145 N Nice St
Dunn John 116 2nd St
Flail James R Sr 101 S Line
Grembowitz Kathryn 235 Morea Rd
Heitman Sara M 404 S Brd Mountain Ave
Home Ronald H 9 N Lehigh Ave 11
Hrisko Helen 312 S Middle St
Jones Evelyn M 110 N 4th St
Kaufman Stella Est 601 S 6th St
Keysock Karen 101 S Line
Kotch Madeline R 560 W Washington St
Koznecki Teckla 235 Morea Rd
Kulikowski Thomas J 211 S Bell St
Kushwara Michael M, Helen S c/o Arlene C Kushwara 425 S Middle St
Laurusevage Gregory J 38 S 4th St
Lazusky George 410 North Third St
Malarkey Thomas J, Megan 22 S 2nd St
Marcavage Glenn 450 W Chestnut St
Metchock Rosemary Est, Michael 166 S Bell St
Parry Elaine J 545 Altamont Blvd
Quintinsky Michael 138 S Balliet St
Rickert Gertrude 435 W Washington St
Robbins Thomas H, Anna M 716 W John St
Robbins Thomas, Anna 108 E Oak St
Roberts Justin 410 North Third St
Sanayka Frank c/o Virginia Sanayka 41 N Ctr St 6
Schwal Catherine M 234 N Second St
Tennanholtz F 18 S Lehigh Ave
Thomas Amy 532 W Howard St
Wagner Alma M 532 W Howard St
Wagner Leah E 147 S Lehigh Ave
Friedensburg Pa 17933
Gately Robert T PO Box 63
Sippel Lawrence G, Beverly A PO Box 141 3 Pine St
Stump Verna Est PO Box 12
Zook Lorraine M, Roy PO Box 68
Gilberton Pa 17934
Filter Media Inc PO Box 75
Girardville Pa 17935
Hollenbach Carol Ann 133 E Main St
Portz Frederick 116 E Main St
Ramsdale Helen 413 W Mahanoy Ave
Shoup Harvey 19 Connerton St
Ultimate Home Care Inc 212 N Second St
Walakonis Anthony 626 E Mahanoy Ave
Weikel Dennis, Daniel 365 W Main St
West Kimberly M 222 B St
Yagielniskie Daniel 30 West Main
Gordon Pa 17936
Clark Walter V 602 Mcknight St
Malarkey Cara 304 W Biddle St
Merwine Jere Est 611 Hobart St
Hegins Pa 17938
Finger Peggy M RR1 Box 181
Manis Charles L RR1 Box 33a
Norwich Christina M 235 W Main St Apt 141c
Llwellyn Pa 17944
Schultz Cheryl A 17 Shobert St
Zimmerman Martha State Rd
Lost Creek Pa 17946
Sevinsky Michael 77 High Rd
Mahanoy City Pa 17948
Barowski Robert T 40 N Main St
Bashinsky Olive 311 W South St
Burke Rose M 212 W Market St
Clark Tye M 30 W South St
Davis Kenneth, Anna R 241 Rear W 9th Ave
Edwards Judith S 38 N Oak St
Fell James E 1029 E Mahanoy Ave
Fogel Bessie, Maurice D 20 E Pine St
Foster Catharine, William 34 W Mahanoy St
Gavula Stephen 500 W Pine St
Hall Robert D Jr 80 N Main St
Jones Jane 610 E Centre St
Jones Jean 125 W South St
Koelzer Alice 428 E Mahanoy Ave
Kozie Amy L, Kyle 329 E Mahanoy St
Kozie Taylor, Amy L 329 E Mahanoy St
Krause Rodney C 85 Roosevelt Dr
Kurtz Anna 110 S Catawissa St c/o John Kurtz
Mcelhenny Shawn F 131 E Mahanoy St
Ostheimer Marie S 430 E Centre St
Paul Mary 125 W South St
Rodick Amanda, Kathy 115 W Pine St
Walashunas Sophie R 339 E South St
Zelonis Vincent Est 723 E Pine St
Sullivan John, Mary Hickey St
Mar Lin Pa 17951
Nieva Lynwil 304 Spruce St
Terleskas J F Spruce St
Mcadoo Pa 18237
Waak Esther R510 S Kennedy Dr
Bisonett John F, Joan 647 S Hancock St 1
Finnegan James 30 Grove St
Gabriel Agnes M 33 S Kennedy Dr
Johnson Bobbi 123 Rear Sheridan
Kaur Balwinder 25 E Monroe St
Miller Linda M 126 Haddock Rd
Ogrodnick Josephine M, Mark 30 N Sheridan St
Potter Barbara 520 S Kennedy Dr
Reilly Jane Ellen 5 North Kennedy Dr
Scarlato Maria E 227 E Grant St
Schalles Joseph, Mary 344 W Sherman St
Waak Esther 510 S Kennedy Dr c/o Son Michael P Waak
Zehner Angela 29 S Logan St
Middleport Pa 17953
Foremsky Joseph M 53 Coal St
Seigenfuse William, Mary E Washington St
Yuhas Helen R 28 Shade St
Minersville Pa 17954
Ace Pro LLC 442 Sunbury St
Boran Jamie Brendan 433 Carbon St
Boyle Edward J 217 South St
Campion Cynthia L 55 Cottage St
Foran Dolores, Marie 102 N 2nd St
Hellman Mary 334 High St
Kuehn Rose Marie 510 N Front St
Lapinsky Charles, Stella PO Box 311
Mason Maria R 201 North St
Molisas Joseph A 311 Pottsville St
Moran Martha 334 High St
Petravich Joseph J 433 North St
Rhoades John 349 New Castle St
Shirey Louise S, Aaron 105 Middle St
Muir Pa 17957
Brauer Stacy, Cody 215 E Wiconisco St
Joseph Dorothy I 101 E Chuch St
New Ringgold Pa 17960
Chinchar Dorothy RR2 Box 71
Comisac Michael SR41 Rocky Ln
Fenstermaker Roseann M 194 Tower Rd
Gilbert E Pittenger Irvt 27 Owl Lane
Hottenstein David RR2 Box 74
Lonergan Alicia 312 East Railroad Ave
Rolland Gary L 24 Duck Hollow Ln
Smith Ryan PO Box 63
Troxell Ronald F, Gloria 74 Sycamore Ln
New Philadelphia Pa 17959
Arminavage Josephine, John 88 Water St
Konsko Helen c/o Joseph M Konsko 84 Clay St
Merva Karen F 45 Wiggan St
Putalavage Esther 84 Clay St
Rulavage Ronald L 125 Furnace Rd
Somera Nimrod 3443 Curvey Trail
Tomalonis Stanley A c/o Joseph M Konsko 84 Clay St
Oneida Pa 18242
Dallachiesa Esther 95 3rd St
Riccardi Janice 95 3rd St
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Orwigsburg Pa 17961
Alex N Corp 471 Lake Front Dr 100
Andy Henson Fed Ex Ground 1363 B Pinedale Industrial R
Boran Kay L 1035 Ridgeview Dr
Burigana Jedd 114 East Market
Caldarella Kathleen I 1035 Ridgeview Dr
Chicataw Construction Inc c/o Kevin J Tosh 529 Second Mountain Rd
Goetz Francis J Pine Blvd & Deer Lake
Hall Ann E, Bernard A, Richard E 220 Maple Blvd
Krebs Margaret T, Robert 68 Harmony Ct
Morrison Joseph 243 E Market St
Pritchard Matthew 129 State Rd
Smith Susan 317 Pheasant Run Rd
Sterner Roberta E c/o John H Lundbye Funeral Home 116 S Liberty St
Pine Grove Pa 17963
Berger Arlene, Arlin 26 E Mill St
Bowers Cassandra M 21 Lakefront Dr
Brobst Joseph J 25 N Main At
Dubbs Anna 149 N Main St
Dubbs Jay S 149 N Tulpehocken St
Fick Tamalyn R 12 Union St
Fornwalt Russell 264 Long Stretch Rd
Gensemer David, Harry G 240 S Tulpehocken St
Herring Mary L Hallton Hill
Herring William W Jr 64 S Tulpshocker St
Hoffman Philip D 663 Suedberg Rd
Hopstetter Nancy 778 Suedberg Rd
Horsburgh Ian D 8 Spruce St Apt 2
Hozella Michael J 41 Outwood Dr
Hughes Betty A 140 Sweet Arrow Lake Rd
Kohr Dennis L 77 Mifflin St
Kramer Pamela PO Box 31
Krammes Ruth G RD3 Box 386
Kramnes Anna 25 N Main At
Leninger Theodore 11 High St
Miller Solutions LLC 16 Hetzels Church Rd
Morgan Carol A 119 Dad Burnhams Rd
Noecker Vivian PO Box 31
Reed Randall W 58 South Tulpehocken St
Romberger Kathryn M, Richard 113 Suedberg Rd
West Schuykill Family Practice 241 South Tulehocken St
Port Carbon Pa 17965
Eich Lawrence W Jr 414 Rock St
Gillis Leonard E, Cynthia A 406 Rock St
Hein Franklyn J 30 S Coal
Kenderes Rosalyn E 68 Washington St
Marchalonis Petronella, Edward 553 2nd St
Murphy Thomas 108 Market St
Oswald Theresa Est, Joseph 210 Valley St
Otto Jeanne 210 Grand St
Otto Richard W 210 Grand St
Palko Margaret 110 North St
Pepe Frances B 61 Mill St
Seitzinger R Tdth 251 Pike St
Tennis Anthracourt 414 Rock St
Port Clinton Pa 19549
Brown George F Box 72 Race St
Coldren Sanitation Inc Box 72 Race St
Conrad Joanne Box 72 Race St
Knoblauch R W RR1
Moyer George C, James C Main St
Yocum Ronald L Box 72 Race St
Pottsville Pa 17901
84 Lumber Scott Leskowich Rt 61
A W Goodwrench Inc 913 Davis Ave
Ahluwalia Harwinder S 1630 Mount Hope Ave
Atwal Vikram J 212 N George St
Balthaser Aaliyah Caitlin 19 Ann St
Balthaser Jaylyn S 19 Ann St
Beadle Elwyn D 529 Pine St
Beadle Joshua William PO Box 1303
Blaschak Catherine, Walter 34 Tall Oaks Dr
Bob Weaver Chevrolet 2174 W Market St
Boris Alicia M 91a Shaeffers Hill Rd Apt 3
Borrell Alice M 436 Fairview St
Brennan Lucy G, Helen 635 Valley Rd
Bruce Chrissy 18 S 2nd St Apt 2
Bryan Harmon 531 N Centre St
Capital Blue Cross 2401 W Market St
Carroll Nora 6 W Market St
Cicero Ellen L 18 S 2nd St Apt 2
Clark Daniel 913 Davis Ave
Crossman Anna J 1701 W Norwegian St
Curran John R c/o John J Curran Esq PO Box 890
Dalton Emmett 320 Lawton St
Deangelo Bonnie Ann 37 Caroline Ave
Dicus Julia 304 S Jackson St
Dimarcella Rose 1035 Peach Mountain Rd
Donahue Laverne 1905 W Market St
Eckert Raymond H Est 638 Seltzer Rd
Fabrizio Joyce D RR2 Box 772f
Fanelli Cynthia, Matthew 2653 Panther Valley Rd
Ferugio Joan L 200 E Bacon St
Fitzpatrick James W 205 E Laurel Blvd c/o Tara Karenda
Fogarty John 628 Seltzer Rd
Fox Thomas, Fox Viola 525 Fairview St
Francis Charles , Francis Rita 403 Laurel Blvd Apt 73
Frantz Janet RR5 Box 5503
Gablick Sandra J 548 Laurel Tr
Gontarchick Laura 2100 W Norwegian St
Goodwin Ann 519 Pierce St
Gwyther William Phoenix Park Rd
Hahner Tillie 1750 W Norwegian St
Halcovage Anne Marie, George 925 Norwegian St
Hardock Julia 741 1st St
Harry Ebling & Asso PO Box 327
Heffelfinger Robyn L 919 West Market St
Hermann Mildred I 900 Mahantongo St
Hillman Bertha 19 Ann St
Hoagland William 700 N 13th St
Hoffman Alice M 801 Pottsville St
Hogsey Leo 826 W Market St
Holley Florence E, James B 844 Water St
Hopkins Catherine, Clarence 110 N 2nd St PO Box 445
Hrbek Kathleen 716 W Norwegian St
Hussey Mary PO Box 1150
Jones William 101 N 12th St Apt 410
Kalbach Joseph L, Rose M RD3 Willow Lake
Kane Helen Est 2200 1st Ave Apt 311
Kasper Edward, Alice 1200 Pottsville St
Kerschner Carl 316 S 4th St
Klinger Thelma 316 S 4th St
Kosick Laura M, John C 1354 Mount Hope Ave
Koslosky J M 200 E Bacon St
Kubilus Wm G Jr 521 Laural Terrace
Kuchta Francis N Jr 85 Condor Ln
Kuhl Leo 1412 Seneca
Lahin Joseph RR2
Laub Northan P, Edith Y 1954 Howard Ave
Lerch Margaret 937 N Centre St
Lewis Eva G 525 West Norwegian St
Lodish Michelle D 1354 Mount Hope Ave
Long Milton 20 South Ctr St Apt A
Mahoney Edmund A 28 Sherry Valley Rd
Manel Walter RR3 Box 3150
Manion Patricia, Mary Jo 2500 W End Ave
Margaret Hollock Buck Run
Marshall Mary C 502 N 2nd
Marshall Robert C 1023 Mahantongo St
Marx Albert N RD3 Mill Creek
Mcdermott Eleanor M 2200 1st Ave Apt 124
Mcdonald Marie T 2130 Woodlen Rd
Minersville Safe Deposit Bank & Trust Co c/o John J Curran Esq PO Box 890
Modica Frank J Jr, Kathleen M 117 Second St
Mohan Francis E, Jane G 21 Main St
Mohan Jane G 101 W Race St
Mohan Jane G 21 Main St
Olson Ashley E 1001 First St
Oren Jess W 307 N George St
Oskevage Elizabeth 777 Water St Apt 310
Pugukinas Anthony 531 N Centre St
Raczka Richard A, Richard J PO Box 128
Reed Steven 3023 Chestnut St
Reinhard George, Edith 1317 Mahantongo St
Reyes Soriano Harris Douglas 721 Ravine St
Reynolds Ellen G RR1
Russell Frank K V 2653 Panther Valley Rd
Russial Bernadette RR1
Ryan Mary A 891 Ann St
Ryon Richard B Insurance 200 Norwegian St PO Box 189
Salon Concepts 210 Industrial Park Rd
Scheetz Edward M, Mary E 317 Sch Ave
Scheitrum Anna 25 Sunny Cliff
Schiltzer Allen P Funeral Home 6 W Market St
Seltzer Ralph 320 Lawton St
Senises Kareem 9 S 8th St
Shappert Jane H PO Box 839
Shebakis Anthony J 531 N Centre St Apt A
Sleva G M 200 E Bacon St
Smetona John A, Anna C 2 Sharon Dr
Smith June L 303 Morgan Ave
Snyder Martha A 6 Martha Ln
Souder Amber E 529 Pine St
Stanek Noel 2200 1st Ave Apt 311
Sutton Margaret J, Joseph A PO Box 112 R 209n
Tennant Christi R 7 Haven Fairlawn Dr
Togbah Sianeh T 2100 W Norwegian St
Tomlinson Patrica A RD3 Mill Creek
Trentman Nancy 741 1st St
Tucci Blanche M, Joseph 1464 Bunting St
Urban Anthony James 474 N Centre St 3rd Flr
Vaughan Sarah 711 Mine St Apt 2
Walsh James E, La V Wadesville RD3
Warhola Sophie 101 Mahantongo St Apt 203
Webb Esther c/o Office 152 Fairln Vlg Ma Rte 61
Weiderhold Adam J 160 Old Llewellyn Rd
Williams Eric 1238 Cedar St
Williams Gloria 400 Laurel Blvd Apt 1205
Williams Scott 211 Norwegian Woods Dr
Wyslutsky Catherin 475 Forest Ln
Yahemsky Doris, Allen RD1 Box 584
Young Christopher, George 833 Forest Ln
Young Elmer L 101 N 12th St Apt 301
Zacko Agnes A 1241 Pottsville St
Zettlemoyer Susan 812 South Centre St
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Ringtown Pa 17967
Blaschak Anthony Sr 288 W Main St
Blaschak Jean E 101 Race St
Compel Tillie PO Box 123
Dalfonso Francis Irrev Pre Need Funeral PO Box 222
Laudeman Joseph J 58 Pattersonville Rd
Mcdemus H 224 Brandonville Rd
Michael Harold 2659 Melanie Manor
Stauffer Heizenroth Funeral H Irrev Pre Need Funeral PO Box 222
Teter Adam R 146 E Main St
Tucker Tara Lynn 7 East Main St
Sacramento Pa 17968
Martz Betty M 372 Fearnot Rd Apt 1
Schadel Ronald Lee RR1 Box 44
Saint Clair Pa 17970
Baker Rae L 127 S Mill St
Blankenhorn Irvin V 516 S Mill St
Brown Earl H, Earl 37 N 2nd St
Hafer Mary 44 S Front St
M T Bank 215 S Morris St
Mcelvaney Margaret R 336 S Nichols St
Monahan Ray 23 S Front St
Pavlick Grace 56 E Mines
Pewor Anna 44 S Front St
Robert Field 215 S Morris St
Setlock Dorothy A, Jerome 300 Arnot St
Starr Clyde J 56 E Mines
Strizack George 315 S 2nd St
Susky Mary 32 N Mill St
Welder Helen PO Box 213
Yaneck Anna N 9 N Nicholas St
Yeakel John R 116 E Patterson St
Schuykill Haven Pa 17972
Andersen Ronald W 205 Rte 61 S
Baldwin Mary Louise PO Box 348
Bambrick Thomas D 262 Moonhill Dr
Boyer Sophie, Walter 18 Hillcrest Ave
Bremer Cecelia 401 University Dr
Bremer Mary Ann c/o Cecilia Bremer 401 University Dr
Cartieri Bastiana, Dominic 401 University Dr
Costanzo Robert PO Box 646
Croneberger Kenneth, Helen RD1 Rte 122
Dalton Mary PO Box 646
Drey Tina Marie F Irrev Burial Trust Acct 255 Pkwy Apt 200
Fisher Catherine, Wilbur 206 S Margaretta St
Geschwindt Stabingas Fhi c/o Irrev Burial Trust A 255 Pkwy Apt 200
Geschwindts Stabingas Fhi Irrev Preneed Funeral Acct 1645 W Norwegian St
Gray Michael P, Thomas PO Box 633
Harris Isaac L, Larissa 201 E Liberty St
Holmes Joshua D 1263 S Rte 183
Kalbach David L Sr 201 Ctr Ave Apt 6
Kitch John M 12 Dewey St
Knapp Christian J 13 Hillcrest Ave
Kravse Grace M 50 Sunny Side Dr
Losch Internet Services PO Box 291
Martin Anna 404 University Dr
May Jennifer 306 Roosevelt St
Mcnulty Floor Covering 773 South Rte 183
Parfitt John 404 University Dr
Peel Robert 23 Gladys Ln
Pennsylvania Self Insurer’s PO Box 706
Reber Ethel Est 423 Schuylkill St
Roman Cheryl 611 Woodstock Ave
Schaeffer Andrew 212 E Union St
Schaeffer Paul K 524 E Main St
Schneck Clarence E RD2
Schultz Bonnie L 676 Clairmont Ave
Schwartz Helen 417 Hillcroft Ave
Smith Donna 423 Schuylkill St
Sninsky Kathryn 354 Berne Dr
Sterner Robert H 317 Dock St
Stine Matthew E 118 East Liberty St
Tierney Myrtle I RR2 Box 1092
Tucci Ruth L Irrev Preneed Funeral Acct 1645 W Norwegian St
Turolis Bernard A 34 James Rd
Umbenhauer Guy 401 University Dr
Wagner Hazel Leona 255 Pkwy Rm 702
White Kareema L 201 University Dr
Winlack Frances Est 401 University Dr
Seltzer Pa 17974
Fernsler Kathleen PO Box 4092
Shenandoah Pa 17976
Alinsky Helen M, Joseph 218 E Washington St
Bayliff William, Lynnann 382 Florida Ave
Boginski Catherine 429 W Cherry St
Bronk Helen 109 S Gilbert St
Buck Melvia c/o Josephine Guber 341 Indiana Ave
Chaikowsky Leonard 318 E Centre St
Dork Connie 117 W Washington St
Firedex of Mt Carmel 322 West Atlantic St
Glennon Robert 119 Park Place
Greenman Lucille 127 Southwest St
Guber Josephine A 341 Indiana Ave
Hinks Dorothy Est, Elizabeth 200 Pennsylvvania Ave
Hoinski Walter 328 W Lloyd Dr
Hossler Virginia Irrev Burial Account 200 Pennsylvania Ave
Hunter Diane 117 W Washington St
Hussey Mary 239 S Jardin St
Jablonski Walter J 110 E Penn St
Jermyn Violet 301 E Centre St
Karahuta Russell R, Lori Lee 306 S Jardin St
Kryjak Michael A 32 N Catherine St
Laureti Dorothy 263 Calif Ave Sherman Pa 17976
Laurette Anella J, Margaret 334 W Mount Vernon St
Marshall Millie 24 E Coal St
Mcclure Dawn H 510 W Penn St
Mensick Margaret K, Richard 105 N Jardin St
Milus Bernard PO Box 62
Motsko Adella Shenandoah Manor Nursing Ctr 101 East Washington St
Muclada Patricia 407 W Ctr St
Navitsky Helen M 423 W Lloyd St
Neidlinger Joseph L III 125 S Gilbert St
Obrzut John Est 233 E Centre St
Orlofski Linda, Joan 217 W Centre St
Palmer Patrick 328 W Lloyd Dr
Post Charles, Priscilla 308 1/2 E Mt Vernon St
Racis Eva H 263 Calif Ave
Rakowsky Alice G 20 S Jardin St
Reynolds Albert 503 W Washington St
Romanot Albert P Jr, Dorothy 322 West Atlantic St
Rutkowsky Joseph 528 1/2 W Coal
Seritsky Eva M 239 Schuylkill Ln
Shopple Thomas 43 Main St
Slatick Eugene, Anna T 13 S Bridge St
Slatick Andrea 20 S Jardin St
Slovinsky A 12 S Grant St
Strenkowski Helen D 118 N Ferguson St
Stukas Edward W 101 E Washington St
Sweeney Mary Ridgeview Healthcare 200 Pennsylvania Ave
Tingley Debra 181 Florida Ave
Vesci Yolanda T 311 W Coal St
Walentowicz Mary, J P 306 W Penn St
Sheppton Pa 18248
Fairway Motors 66 W Pine St PO Box 84
Lucas Sabine 36 W Pine St
Miller Glenn H, Amy E 66 W Pine St PO Box 84
Scott Lucille PO Box 311
Spring Glen, Pa 17978
Capital One Auto Finance 233 S Melville St
Zak Laura E 233 S Melville St
Tamaqua Pa 18252
Akins Mary C 424 E Broad St
Bisko John 409 W Broad St 1e
Bobarsky Margaret, John J 416 Riley Ave
Bowers Lucas B 85 Archery Ln
Boyer Lowell W 477 Valley Rd
Boyuka Joseph Gregory, Olga T 142 Wayne Ave
Clausius Agnes I 201 E Broad St Apt 2k
Davis Dorothy F 22 Daisy Ln
Demetriades George J 50 Villas Crossing Rd
Dunsavage William 415 Hazle St
Evans Helen L 384 Hunter St
Faulkner Auto Body 212 Bowe St
Feathers Eleanore H, Robert D 316 Rolling Mill Ave Box 165
Fisher Margaret N, Russell S 411 E Broad St Apt 4
Guy David C 120 Orwigsburg St
Heisler Dale L 102 River Rd
Hill William P Box 302
Johns David 247 W Broad St Re: Margaret J Johns
Johnson Tool Inc c/o H Slayton Altenburg E 47 Dairy Rd
Juriskovich Philip 347 E Main St
Kane James W, Frances, Julia 416 W Broad St
Kiesele Test Trust 50 Villas Crossing Rd
Kleckner Herbert H c/o Mary K Weston Exec 109 W Broad St
Kreuzer Eileen 50 Villas Crossing Rd
Kuhn Deborah A 518 Lombard St
Lakitsky Garth 1000 Clamtown Rd
Lemasters Robert F RR 1
Mclaughlin Florence 207 N Greenwood St
Mooney Darrell 207 South St
Ohart Lillian 52 Ryan Ave
Rhode Beatrice Arlington
Robert Lemasters RR1
Roman Damien Dba D R Roofing 962 W Penn Pike 64
Stephen Francis J 1246 Tumbling Run Rd
Swank Helen F 23 Market
Terry Wayne C 212 Bowe St
Waldren Elisa Beth, Joseph RR1 PO Box 1122
Welsh Wayne 409 W Brd St 1e
Yearick Angelina 47 Market St
Yearick Kenneth E 435 E Union St
Zaprazny Joseph A 315 Orwigsburg St
Tower City Pa 17980
Elizabeth Katherine Putma 168 Reiners School Rd
Geist Gloria 917 Wiconisco Ave
Kropp Dalton A PO Box 193a
Morris Warren L Est 308 W Grand Ave
Noll Todd L 110 S 5th St
Stroup Jennifer D Putma 168 Reiners School Rd
Villegas William 432 E Colliery Ave
Tremont Pa 17981
Campbell Lisa A 21 S Tremont St
Gibson Kenneth L 200 W Main St
Hadley Russell, Jane 25 E Laural St
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Tuscarora Pa 17982
Valentine Robert A 120 Walnut St
Valley View Pa 17983
All Seasons Hot Cold Powerwashing 1359 W Main St
Gallagher William M, Nancy E 612 Maple St
Spicher Wayne 1358 W Main St
Wehry Gloria Est 406 W Maple St
Zion Grove Pa 17985
Hauck William RR1 Box 11
Somerset County
Acosta Pa 15520
Strickler George A Jr, Neva Est House 98 4th St
Veskosky Frank, Mary 50th 5th St
Addison Pa 15411
Nicklow Gladys, Robert Rt D1
Berlin Pa 15530
Baum Charles E, Rees O, Lillie D 195 North St
Brandon Julia, Teren 9755 Glades Pike
Hay Robert E RR 3
Kawchak Mark 164 Black Bear Run
Onstead Charles, Mary RD 1
Rodney Schrock dba RT Schrock Transport 421 Walker School Rd
Boswell Pa 15531
Bazyk Valeria A 505 Main St
Doll Lisa J 605 Allegheny St
Kaufman John Jr 257 Four Seasons Rd
Miller Benjamin M 594 Brehm Rd
Boynton Pa 15532
Munion Robert J 102 Coal Run Rd Apt 3 PO Box 163
Cairnbrook Pa 15924
Flaherty Michael P 272 Roman Rd
Mauger Anthony PO Box 1
Central City Pa 15926
Grassmyer Margaret I 431 Sorber Rd
Kimmel Gloria J RR 1
Knapp Ann A 307 Lambert Sts
Lehman Joan M 132 Statler St
Confluence Pa 15424
Jamison Steven 829 Oden St
Koontz Irvin E RR 2
Lytle 323 Peck Rd
Savage Julia A PO Box 74
Schreck John R 137 Fairview Ave
Davidsville Pa 15928
Chapple George T 1125 Wheatfield Dr
Palmer Russell 1204 Goldfinch Ct
Robertson Nancy J, Craig 1004 Wildflower Ct
Schmidt Josephine S 1668 Tire Hill Rd
Schnegg Jacob 197 Park Rd
Trachok Alvin 122 Pine St
Wyar Donald 1668 Tire Hill Rd
Fairhope Pa 15538
Scurfield Heath W 122 Brush Creek Rd
Friedens Pa 15541
Brant James RD 2 Box 112
Coppola Estelle Est 135 Neri Dr
Horner Theodore, Ruth F 108 Point Park Ln
Horner Paul W PO Box 55
Kennell Karl K 962 Lakeshore Rd
Mack Bobbie 101 N Main St
Garrett Pa 15542
Baker Gretchen Walker St
Schrock Thelma Est RD 1
Thompson Tommy 387 Althouse Rd
Hidden Valley Pa 15502
Buncher Resorts Hospitality One Craighead Dr
Weaver Bessie M PO Box 4411
Hollsopple Pa 15935
Farina Barbara PO Box 343
Gary Suzanne 154 Lape Dr
Golembeski Frank PO Box 343
Hostetler Ruth 232 Dairy Rd
Miller Picking Corp 1237 Penn Ave
Moore James A 110 Simpson St
Rons Collision Auto Sales Inc 110 Simpson St
York International 1237 Penn Ave Attn: Frankie Olshewsky
Hooversville Pa 15936
Schiffhauer Lester L PO Box 164
Zellam David L 375 Barn St
Jenners Pa 15546
Kachurick John 240 Cloud St
Thomas Robert B 118 Peach St
Jennerstown Pa 15547
Moumgis Doris PO Box 147
Staudt Bryan N PO Box 212
Listie Pa 15549
Weigle Roger 136 Village Rd
Markleton Pa 15551
Glott Frank E, Edna I RD 1 Box 110t
Meyersdale Pa 15552
Banks James A 6 Chestnut St
Citizens Natl Bank 135 Ctr St PO Box 29
Dimarco Michael A 224 Salisbury St
Hetz Kristal 113 Brittany Ln
Hutzell Barry L 409 Cherry St
Jenkins Collision Center 7877 Mt Davis Rd
Keister Viola J c/o E Jean Stephens 111 North St
Kirchner Benjamin F 618 Ketstone St
Long Reta P 388 Cemetery Rd
Lyons Ricky E 187 Elk Lick St
Mckenzie Brian 356 Meyers Ave
Mosholder Mary E 203 2nd Ave
Pugh Daniel W, Ada Est 161 Pugh Rd
Weyant Tracy L 7877 Mt Davis Rd
Quecreek Pa 15555
Bogt Susan 1331 Matlick St
Rockwood Pa 15557
Anderson Gerd D 1559 Trent Rd
Conn Tammie A 1220 Covered Bridge Rd
Love James 450 Broadway St
Mardis Frelin W RR 1 Box 151
Rinick Chalres W 796 Klink Hollow Rd
Rockwood Casualty Ins PO Box 128
Sherlock Howard, Mary 414 Main St
Zerfoss Martin 944 Main St
Salisbury Pa 15558
Barnhart Jane 9579 Mason Dixon Hwy
Brown Richard L Sr PO Box 343
Gnagey Stephen L, Kristen D PO Box 236
Merrill William H, Bernice 190 Grant St
Sipesville Pa 15561
Fritz Maxine H PO Box 121
Fritz W E Box 32
Somerset Pa 15501
ABC Poker Online 1458 N Ctr Ave
Allegany Imaging PO Box 1198
Baker Betty H PO Box 26
Beitzel George B, Sadie M 146 W Patriot St
Boyerrealty.Com 267 Stoystown Rd
Brant Keith H 415 S Lynn Ave
Brinham Lillian J 261 W Patriot St
Brooks Verna G Rte 31 West Box 733
Charney George, Alma V 1137 Mary St
Cincinnati Ins c/o Craig Stinebiser PO Box 469
Clark Nellie 800 N Ctr Ave
Clark Sam 5706 Glades Pike
Didonne Juanita 1105 Village Way
Dove Janna 118 Corbin Ln
Elder Mildred A Heritage Apts D
Ernesty Michael 802 North Ctr Ave
Felesky Gladys J 624 Rs Ctr Ave
Fleetwood Folding Trailers Inc 258 Beacon St
Flick Bessie M 800 N Ctr Ave
Flower Sandra 126 Chauncey S Woods Rd
Gastley Nancy 639 W Garrett St
Hearst Nicholas J, Albert 1600 Walters Mill Rd
Highland Harley Davidson 802 North Ctr Ave
Hoffman Peggy Sue 468 Felgar Rd
Jacob Robert E 941 Shady Ln
Jayaraj Arumugam 126 Martha St
Johnson Mary Ellen, Lawrence 617 N Ctr Ave
Keafer Shirley M 282 Highpoint Dr
Klejka Anthony 381 Deans Rd
Leveque Leslines 1538 Husband Rd
Maust Johnathon J 115 S Kimberly Ave Apt 2
Miller Charles 110 W Main St
Moran Linda Dr 225 S Ctr Ave
Mosholder Allison 608 S Columbia Ave Apt B
Moxsin Florence 260 E Union St
Neubauer Jeffrey A 100 Burgess St
Obrien Jay G Heritage Apts D
Obrien Jefferey E Heritage Apts D
Pevornik Donald, Paul T 522 Charles St
Pradhan Kumuda R Somerset Commons 1590 North Ctr Ave
Rebert Ruth T 1287 Husband Rd
Rosey Patricia, Anna 6662 Glades Pike
Schmidt Mary S 431 Duck Pond Rd
Sizemore Reid M 391 Stadium Dr
Somerset Consolidated Ind Inc 229 West Main St PO Box 383
WW Engine & Supply Inc PO Box 1258
Weible Edythe L RR 5
Wong Doris Lew, Monique 162 E Sanner St
Younkin Ross PO Box 26
Zaborowshi John J 282 Old Shaffer Rd
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Springs Pa 15562
Keystone Lime Co Inc 554 Crabtree Bottom Rd PO Box 278
Stoystown Pa 15563
Berkebile Penny 425 Schoolhouse Rd
Boyd Edward F RR 3
Darby Robert B RD 1
Merringer Jason 223 S Somerset St PO Box 46
Ward Ida Est, Ida RR 3 Box 240
Tire Hill Pa 15959
Deffenbaugh Mildred L PO Box 81
Webster Daniel PO Box 81
Windber Pa 15963
Anderson Michael A 220 Jefferson Ave
Armagost Donald 611 Horner St
Betcher Michael PO Box 206
Bremer Chad R, Jill A 3302 Graham Ave
Brumbaugh Carl 400 Village St
Clear Shade Contractors 324 Verla Dr
Costlow Brian 215 Old Luther St
Dalla Valle Funeral Home 410 Bedford St # 412
Donrovich Paul J 445 Basin Dr
Ellingsworth Agnes M, Robert 1700 Veil Ave Apt 611
Fanale Nicholas PO Box 85
Fortunato Joseph P Pilot Pluss Acct 715 Krayn Rd
Froelich Robert A 1210 Somerset Ave
Gall Patricia A Est 3011 Cir Dr
Gathagan Bertha Est 168 Gdn Dr
Gill Aaron 701 Main St
Gray Glen G, Mary J 413 9th
Grohal Ted J R 535 1/2 Main St
Hornick Timothy E 719 3rd St
House Helpers 918 Graham Ave
Hull Robert M 1009 Somerset Ave
Hunter Edward James 2500 Jackson Av
Kissel Agnes J 903 Gilda Dr
Kuzio Mary E 108 Smolleck St
Landeros Ernest H 640 Main St
Mickle Mary S 3302 Graham Ave
Midkiff Brandon S 264 Locust St
Miller Ernest M 228 Clearview Hts
Ogline Diann L 215 Old Luther St
Parks Melinda L 313 Mine 42 Rd
Pender Carolyn 1210 Somerset Ave
Piggott Ralph J 901 17th St
Polonia John J 511 Seanor Rd
Saloney Michael C, Charlotte 404 Main St
Shaffer Julia A 814 Quekoming Towers
Shauley Dorothy c/o Cindy Wright 512 Railroad St
Steepleview Farms 124 Rose Ln
Thomas Jeffrey L 908 Somerset Ave
Vespa Arthur 2105 Graham Ave
Sullivan County
Dushore Pa 18614
Cartaginese Francine, Peter RR 1 Box 1176a
Costa Ernest M RR 2144
Farrell Brian RR 2 Box 2347 B
Marchisen William RR 2105
Marguerite L Estate of 210 S German St PO Box 59
Mckissick 2464 RR Airport Rd 4349
Forksville Pa 18616
Brown Earl E RR 1 PO Box 1116
Driscoll Alice R RR 1
Fagan Robert A Daway Elder Care RR 1 Box 1116
Farmers Mechanics Ins PO Box 71
Sellers Michael P Box 58 Rural Rt T387
Sonestown Market Rte 220
Laporte Pa 18626
Stroble Julie A PO Box 186 Lake View Dr
Muncy Valley Pa 17758
Boyles Robert C 258 Mountain Rd
Shunk Pa 17768
Rathbun Judy RD 3 Box 8674
Susquehanna County
Brackney Pa 18812
Caverly Sally 1024 Quaker Lake Rd
Conaty Cynthia RR 1 Box 227
Ferencik Laura Lee RD 1 Box 174−F Sweeney Rd
Fruehan Kim RR 1 Box 1081
Towner Helen H, Craig C 776 Pops Hobby Lake Rd
Browndale Pa 18421
Breau Lena 1342 Main St Fl R
Clifford Pa 18413
Watson Stephen J PO Box 250
Forest City Pa 18421
Allen Dawn 574 Main St Apt 3
Kameen Paul 50 Depot St
Kelleher Veronica 71 Depot St
Kilonsky Paul 193 Dundaff St
Kowalewski Marci 512 Hillside St
Lighthizer Johnathon D 628 Railroad St
Lopatofsky Carol 414 Hudson St
Lopatofsky Carol 820 Hudson St
Patterson Dean R 250 Tinkerbrook Rd
Wedin Dennis E RR 1 Box 94b
Whitelavich Shirley 233 Ash St
Friendsville Pa 18818
American Honda Finance Co RR 1 Box 1050a
Anderson Terri L RR 1 Box 1178
Sussman Melissa RR 1 Box 1050a
Gibson Pa 18820
Maye Donald C c/o Hillside Campground PO Box 74
Great Bend Pa 18821
Dauber Linda L 307 Church St Wind Crest Manor 2c
Fleming Theresa PO Box 175
Reed Melissa PO Box 321
Rosenkrans Signs PO Box 28
Hallstead Pa 18822
Benner Claire M PO Box 828
Jackson Kenneth Box 88
Mccormick Walter E RR 2 Box 2815
Mess Shannon L PO Box 784
Nxtcycle Inc 1640 S Stapley Dr Ste 205
Partyka Frank Est of PO Box 785
Pullen Dean W RR 3 Box 3267
R L Realty Co dba Lawrence Rouff c/o C Galloway PO Box 915
Richardson Betty 20 Lackawanna Ave #220 c/o Bonnie Beckley
Silver Margaret Z RR 2 Box 2815
Smith Cynthia D, Edward M 301 Pine
Stein Paul A RR 1 Box 1718
Vancott Kermit H PO Box AF
Wilber Brian D, Susan 455 New York Ave
Harford Pa 18823
Batzel Theodore SR PO Box 158
Tripp Carol B 23 School St 207
Hop Bottom Pa 18824
Brown Joann 16 S Ctr St PO Box 5
Kerr Robert RR 1
Kulick Kurt RR 1 Box 1197
Kingsley Pa 18826
Kiefer Edward H Jr HC 31 Box 11
Rich Jenkins Inc RR 2 Box 247c
Tiffany Edna M, Carl J RFD 1
Lanesboro Pa 18827
Cina Michael J PO Box 126
Lawton Pa 18828
Coleman Margaret A RR 1 Box 1005
Gage Kevin M, Terri L RR 1 Box 1370
Pisaneschi Betty M Box 64
Stevensville Auto Body RR 1 Box 1370
Little Meadows Pa 18830
Steen Roger RR 1 Box 1099
Montrose Pa 18801
Book William D 2060 Dimock To Brooklyn R
Dean Jeffery 99 Grow Ave
Donlin Mary A 6 Kelly St
Donlin William T 6 Kelly St
Flaherty Wilmot E, Gladys H 398 Lake Ave
Gardner Dawn M RR 3 Box 321
Hefferan Erma M, Beulah RR 1 Box 172
Holbert Timothy A 2 Dean St
Irwin Charlotte L, Arthur W RD 4 Box 142C
Katz Kevin D RR 3 Box 366
Landis Frances M RR 4 Box 44B
Leslie Frank Jr 85 Church St
Morriso Hortense M 12872 SR 167
Myers Theora B RR 6 Box 6350
Olmstead Helen P 391 Cherry St
Opfer Emily Susan 4 Maple Ln
Packard Ian P, Karyn 2936 Turnpike Rd
Paola Michael A D RR 6 Box 6213
Richardson Mark E Jr, Freda M 21 Jackson St
Schopperth Lorna RR 6 Box 6177
Schuher Paul J RR 5 PO Box 175a
Smith Minnie D Montrose Sq 15 Church St Apt 319
Stalker Ryan PO Box 524
Story David RD 4 Box 26a
Tocco John D Jr, John D, Patricia D RD 2 Box 211
Treichler Virginia RR 4 Box 4000
Truman Kenneth J RR 5 Box 26−A
Tyson Erma D RR 2 Box 103
Wilber Barbara 21 Jackson St
Wilber Richardson Church St
New Milford Pa 18834
Atkinson Nichol M 54 Brushville Rd
Austin Ronald E RR 1
Canfield Charles 253 Delaware St
Gantert Gerard J RR 1 Box 164
Grosvenor Clifford H RR 2 Box 202b
Hammitt Shop PO Box 600
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Hayter Bonnie RR 3 Box 10
Kruger Rossa 41 Montrose St
Lindsey Emma P 253 Delaware St
Mahwah Tire of Pa Inc PO Box 421
Piggot Bruce D 65 Lake Roy Cir
Tompkins Marshall R 822 State Rte 492
Wages Mitchell Joseph Martin, Katherine A 29 Union St
Warner Lincoln Jacoby Jr RR 2 Box 131 K
South Gibson Pa 18842
Craig Ben RR 1 Box 94a1
Griffin Lee M St Rte 2701 PO Box 104
Springville Pa 18844
Bunnell James A RR 1 Box 214c
Murray Keith D 1190 Phillips Rd
Rieck Robert RR 1 Box 207−C
Walker Helen Est of RR 1 Box 169a
Susquehanna Pa 18847
Battisti Sandino P 517 Jackson Ave
Bednarchik Joseph 9351 SR 547
Bohman Roderick E RD 3 Box 247
Boyle Christopher 810 West Main
Deleon Abraham RR 1
Gilleran Delores A 5 1/2 Westfall Ave
Johnson John RR 2 Box 168c
Knack Marjorie M 2 E River St Apt 4
Lindsey Marion E 4 East St
Lyden Thomas J 507 Broad Ave
Mccormick Paul F, Mary 203 Jackson Ave
Miranda Oscar Z RR 3 Box 233 A
Mutford Don 413 Hawkins Pond Rd
Parkinson Robert J RR 3 Box 254
Parsons Ronald E 204 Bear Swamp Rd
Price Grant Box 43 River
Rafferty Anna 740 Jackson Ave
Rodriguez Evelyn Justine Po Box 163
Sanzo Hobert 29376 State Rte 92
Trynoski Edwin E 227 Washington St
Vanderwekke Cornelia 600 Tpke St Apt 108
Voth Jacob C RR 1
West Julia C 214 Willow Ave
Williams Clarence PO Box 45
York Sharon L RR 2 Box 92
Thompson Pa 18465
Hoegler Eleanor RR 2 Box 126
Howe Michele RR 2 Box 314
Lucarelli Angelo PO Box 221 Rd 2
Oakley Timothy G 1538 SR 2036
Prosman Lillian S RR 2 Box 294
Thompson John Box 44 RD 2
Wilmot Edward RR 2 Box 109c
Uniondale Pa 18470
Banerjee Katheryn 783 Southern Pkwy
Cook Joshua 154 E Mountain Rd
Country Carbouse Inc RR 2 Box 3200
Dejoseph Lewis W RR 1 Box 63d
Grekalski Vincent J, George RR 2 Box 14b 10
Marinchick David T RR 2 Box 22b
Mccabe Veronica RR 1 Box 189
Mela Brian 80 W Lake Dr
Piorkowski Martha RR 1 Box 215a
Sanderson Albert, Alice PO Box 58
Tioga County
Arnot Pa 16911
Lawson Margaret F PO Box 65
Lawson Megan PO Box 11
Blossburg Pa 16912
De Los Rios Lucas A 163 N Williamson Rd
Frederick Jo Ann 147 Maple Hill Rd
Holdren Bonnie, Walter A 104 Riverside Park
Convington Pa 16917
Smith Betty J RD 2
Elkland Pa 16920
Baker Gleason c/o Wendell Baker 102 S Buffalo St
Farrell Bernice L 106 1st St
Heffnek Stephen 241a Pattison Ave
Gaines Pa 16921
Hurlbert Daniel C 1038 Rte 6
Knoxville Pa 16928
Andrews Thomas B 304 N 1st St
Finch Gloria A PO Box 16
Husted Evelyn B, Marie G RR 1 Box 960
Husted Evelyn B 1970 Merrick Hill Rd
Husted Marie 25 Husted Rd
Husted Marie RR 1 Box 960
Krise Ruth E 122 N East St
Mascho Mary E PO Box 362
Monk Mary A PO Box 362
Tubbs Hugh G 122 N East St
Vasco Nicholas B RR 2 Box 53
Wheaton W David, Wilford W PO Box 213
Lawrenceville Pa 16929
Cox Bruce A Box 162
Dexter Theodore R RR 2 Box 574
Downey Charles A 18 Main St Apt 4
Farr Robert L PO Box 456
Heck Aaron 29 Buffards Riverside Est
Lawrenceville Cemetery c/o Roland Lasey Pres RR 2 Box 242
Riley Thomas J 5 Franklin St PO Box 157
Seely Alice M RR 2
Liberty Pa 16930
Schmouder Russell, Leona 419 Covered Bridge Rd
Mansfield Pa 16933
Ellis James L RR 3
Good Josh 1625 S Main St Apt 3
Maneval Paul 41 4th St
Rockwell Mary Alice, Mary 112 N Academy
Scureman Funeral Home 130 S Main St
Tickett George RR 3
Willis Gerald, Mary 337 Main
Middlebury Center Pa 16935
Merric May L, May D RR 2 Box 307
Schmidt Rebekah R, James S RR 2 Box 265
Millerton, Pa 16936
Jones Rocky RR 1 Box 106f
Kessing Francis RR 1
Messing Fredrick L RR 2 Box 111
Seelye Debora, Cody RD 1 Box 19
Seelye Debora, Dean RD 1 Box 19
Seelye Richard Jr, Debora RD 1 Box 19
Tobey Francis A RR 2 6−A
Watkins Harold D RD 1
Nelson Pa 16940
Preston Annetta PO Box 222
Osceola Pa 16942
Brimmer Helen, Alpha RR 1
Sabinsville Pa 16943
Snyder Twila PO Box 71
Tioga Pa 16946
Gilbert Ronnie I RR 2
Harold Gee 1552 Mann Hill Rd
Kens Auto Body 36 Tremaine Rd
Sottolano Matthew J, Cheryl A 36 Tremaine Rd
Tice Brian D RR 2 Box 121
Wheeler Ruth J c/o Ruth Wheeler RR 1 134
Wellsboro Pa 16901
Blackwell Maytha J 7 Berwart St
Bobb Janell F 90−92 Main St
Butler Oliver 151 Butler Rd
Citizens & Northern Bank 90−92 Main St
Comstock Ruth A RR 6
Davis M C Est 47 Central Ave
Foster Kimberly R 1607 Shumway Hill Rd
Fuller Alice M Park Hill Mn Apt 214 21 Grant St
Kenyon Clem RT 1 Kennett Pa 16901
Mathers Robert E 1390 Marsh Creek Rd
Maynard Curtis, Mary C 1 Cole St
Northern Tier Orthopedics 9 Water St
PAG Omar Farms Market 222 Butler Rd
Reese John R RR 2
Robinson Irene E RR 2 Box 287
Rudinski Angella 443 Austin Rd
Rumsey Land Corp 39 Central Ave The Laurels 2e
Ryan Mary Davidson 156 Main St
Wagner Ashley B 378 Scouten Hill Rd
Weber Michele D PO Box 1093
White Charles H, Helga L RR 7 Box 85 J
Wilson Irene D 111 Yale St
Westfield Pa 16950
Cole Sheila M RR 4 Box 328
Kibbe Leon 201 Dodge Hallow
Mensch Derek L 146 Mason St
Sultana Marie 107 Main St Apt E
Venango/Clarion/Forest Counties
Callensburg Pa 16213
Fulmer Viola G PO Box 36
Lobaugh Raymond PO Box 27
Clarington Pa 15828
Cook Lucille E SR
Clarion Pa 16214
Bartley John W Sr 957 Corbett St
Bigley Ella E 214 Liberty St
Cogley Michael 3797 Brook Rd
Cook Shirley L, Mary L 105 Greenville Ave
Eustice Richard J RD 3 Oakwood Acres
Gillingham Norman 730 South St
Heindrick Joseph 75 5th Ave
Hsu Chi Chuan, Hsi Chu 522 Main St
Luthin Herbert 104 W Wood St
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Mcmahon Michael J 700 Liberty St Fl 2
Milstead Joseph 518 South St
Morgan Patricia K, Don L 1213 Chestnut St
Nesbitt Louis E 465 J South 2nd Ave
Poplas Raymond W PO Box 69 10620e Main St
Rhoads Hazel G 999 Heidrick St
Seigworth Ronald C, Donna I 66 North Fourth Ave
Steiner Nellie E RR U Caldwell Ave
Stiglitz Margaret 586 S 2nd Ave
Thompson Motorsport RD 3 Box 74c
Wise Ella Helene, Lisa R 428 Tippin Dr
Clintonville Pa 16372
Bigger Laura M 415 Emlenton St PO Box 151
Cox Vernon PO Box 334
Payne Loretta PO Box 334
Stotler Evelyn M PO Box 233
Tolley Gregory B 415 Emlenton St PO Box 151
Cooksburg Pa 16217
Verburgt Mary PO Box 190
Cooperstown Pa 16317
Armstrong Ruth Est 4530 SR 417
Bailey Dan R RR 1 Box 82
Connor Debbie O 2351 Bradleytown Rd
Reeher Carol A 139 Mill St
Shields Corey E RR 1 Box 454
Cranberry Pa 16319
Anderson Gwendolyn 7835 US 322
Collins Carole K Trust UA 7 2 99 c/o Corinne Ray RR 1 Box 188a
Dashner Edward L, Julia E 465 Peg−A−Nal Rd
Lowry Auto Body Inc 465 Peg−A−Nal Rd
Ray Corinne RR 1 Box 188a
Crown Pa 16220
Brooks William G Rte 66 Box 25
East Brady Pa 16028
Buzzard Patricia RR 1 Box 226
Cain Paul L Est, Thelma PO Box 98
Corbett Sally A 704 Grant St
Dec Steven PO Box
Leavens Alice Est 7 Waters St
Emlenton Pa 16373
Adams Benjamin RR 3
Hook Winnie Mae RR 3
King Barbara S Hiland Ave
Lewis Stephen RR 3
Mchenry Charles E 1248 Chestnut Ridge Rd
Moore Dewayne E, Michael D RD 2
Myers Debbie D Rockland Nickelville Rd
Peterson Thomas J PO Box 201
Endeavor Pa 16322
Langan Theresa Ann 235 Rock Crest Dr
Fairmount City Pa 16224
Reichard Brian K 1222 Town Run Rd
Foxburg Pa 16036
Wilson Margaret V PO Box 118
Franklin Pa 16323
A Crivelli Buick Pontiac GMC 10 Taylor St Apt K8
Ackinclose Stewart M, Elizabeth RD 2
Adams Hays Est 10 Taylor St Apt J 1
Allam Gage Wilson 948 Liberty St
Baker Gertie E Est RR 2 Box 328
Burk Elsie M 1220 Chestnut St Apt 412
Cable Michael R 10 Taylor St Apt K8
Cavalet Audrey 458 Mccleery Rd
Chatley Robert RR 3 Box 196
Daugherty Daisy 430 Sunville Rd
Davenport Lena 1127 Liberty St
Dodos Louis 428 Buffalo St
Duffield Connie 206 11th St
Farrell Christophe 622 Sibley Ave Apt 302
Flower Zilla 1119 Liberty St
Gierlach Bernice M 147 Gierlach Dr
Guilinger John 1538 Westview Dr
Hammer Frazier Lori Est RR 3 Box 111k
Hawks William E Jr, Stephanie A 1610 Gdn Dr
Heckathorn Richard G, Jennifer PO Box 768
Hepler Orren D 997 Victory Church Rd
Hovis Twila 1212 Chestnut St Apt 402
J & V Visions Collision Cntr PO Box 768
Jolley Donald L, Evelyn 219 Lamberton St
Kaster Joey C 7 Pennsylvania Ave Apt J
Keding Frances M 613 Buffalo St
Keller Douglas W 627 Sugarcreek Dr
Kirkland Barbara, Howard 657 Forest Ln
Kline Gary Max UT, Kline Micki Cust c/o Ralph L Montgomery Jr 1030 Liberty St
Kressge Carol 613 Buffalo St
Linn Urania B 582 Mercer Rd
Lusher Daniel E 4901 George Town Rd
Manross Jaunita S, Loys E RD 2
Mcdaniel Theron Jr 521 Mccalmont St
Mcdowell Glenn Jr 434 Liberty St
Mcloughlin Liam PO Box 29
Mcnaughton Paul L 541 Mill Rd
Myers Raymond J 420 7th St
Orseno Elva B 312 W Park St
Orthopedic & Sports Medicine Asso 44 Cir St
Peterson Martha, Gary 555 Pacific St
Phillips Norma Est, Norma 231 Liberty St
Prichard Francis A, Geraldine 1110 Beighlea Ave
Reymore Linda L 206 11th St
Riland Laura J 1825 Rocky Grove Ave
Ross Kevin T, Barbara PO Box 85
Sari Chuck 455 Allegheny Blvd
Sheppard Elbert Est, Virginia RR 1
Sherene Margaret P, Henry 4 Seneca St
Slozat Donna Belle, Andrew 251 Bully Hill Rd
Snyder Stephen J 231 Gilfillan St
Spaudling Morma, Rodney 5903 US 322
Spence Kay 7 Hayes St
Steiner Andrew J 222 Elm St
Storm Jeffrey R 39 Murdock St Lot B
Sunder Joshua J, Joseph E 30 Russell St
Sunder Theresa J, Aidan E 30 Russell St
Sunder Theresa J, Ethan J 30 Russell St
Szymecki Dorothy I, Bernard PO Box 528
Szymecki Dorothy I, James PO Box 528
Teig Catherine M, Morton 225−13th St
Thompson Paula J 2217 Old 322
Trinch Christina M 340 Crestview Dr
Wargo Orpha A 1220 Railroad St
Wattsjer Edwin R 1220 Chesnut St Apt 10
Wheeler Dorothy Est 226 Elm St
Wierbinski Medora M 1220 Chesnut St Apt 10
Wood Karen D 781 Pioneer Rd
Wright Paul G 1005 Elm St
Hawthorn Pa 16230
NPO Box 206
Rodriguez Trudy E 1138 E 1st St Up
Kennerdell Pa 16374
Fairbanks Bobby D 590 Rockland Nickleville Rd
Hamelly Heather, Curtis 2135 Georgetown Rd
Murdoch Heidi A 620 Hendershot Rd
Wilson Irma S 163 Main St
Knox Pa 16232
Baker Karen E RR 1 Box 167ba
Cheke Antoinette M 2553 Beaver Furnace Rd
Donaldson Blake B PO Box 751
Emerick Brenton C PO Box 784
Fleming Willard L RR 2 Box 60
Galbraith Theola F PO Box 362
Moulin Charles, Joan RR 1 Box 124b
Porter Patricia 46 Porter Ln
Rinker Arlington RR 1
Leeper Pa 16233
Muller Matthew 1840 Breezemont Dr
Lucinda Pa 16235
Brooks Thomas D RD 1
Schmader Eugene, Grace PO Box 75
Marienville Pa 16239
Asel Loretta PO Box 173
Frain Floyd, Sarah PO Box 804
Hulings Julia PO Box 43
Landess Ralph C Maple St
Lutz Michal PO Box 43
Wilson Marlene, James 107 Vine St
Mayport Pa 16240
Bish Timothy 373 Punsey Rd
Brocious Richard L, Claire R RD 3
New Bethlehem Pa 16242
Aaron Clifford Est 1833 Rte 66
Boozer Richard E 100 Leatherwood Sta Rd
Brosius Connie RD 1 Box 31
Cathcart Dan RD 3
Eisenhuth Ann D RR3
Fox Melinda 1046 SR 1025
Henry William E RR 3 Box 141a
Hetricks Farm Supply c/o Darl Hetrick Charles A Hetrick RD 3
Johnston Rickie M RR 3 Box 57a
Leavens Alice C RD3
Mccune Andrew L, Boneta M 205 South St
Mclaughlin Douglas 489 Olean Trail
Nelson John P RR 1
Ortz Chad B 424 Broad St A5
Thrower William S c/o Anne J Callenberg 419 Wood St
Oil City Pa 16301
Baker Mary E Crawford St
Bell Lori J 211 Lincoln St
Boyle Peter T Box 928
Colortek Discount Auto Paint Body Work 382 SR 227
Combs Craig W RR 2 Box 423
Coogan Terrence A 214 Hoffman Ave
Cooke Elma B 21 Stewart Rd
Cou Alan 10 Woodside Ave
Couch Donald E 530 Bouquin Cir
Coyne Dorothy Est 404 W 3rd St
Croyle Isabelle 178 Rockmere Rd
Davis Constance L 1028 W 2nd St
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Donald Trust E 530 Bouquin Cir
Fink Mary M 41 Manning St
Flinchbaugh Walter J PO Box 7
Flockerzi Viola Est RD 2
Geary Albert 406 Bissell Ave
Gillen Robert, Mary 10 Smithman St
Gonzalez Christopher S 1972 SR 8
Graff M S 1024 1/2 W 3rd St
Griddle Shirley R, Robert G 1255 W 2nd St
Gutowski Christine E RD 2 President Rd PO Box 418
Guyda Catherine A 589 1/2 Seneca St
Hargenrader Ardell R, Gerry L RD 2 President Rd PO Box 418
Hargenrader Timothy M, Ardell R RD 2 President Rd PO Box 418
Hartz Robert C 803 E 4th St
Heckathorn Richard G, Jennifer 15 Southwest Blvd
Hoffman Delia 800 Colbert Ave
Holder Ruth G 217 Ctr St
Howard Margaret V 10 Vo Tech Dr
Hyde James Est 709 1/2 Sinnis St
Ingram Bernice, Ralph P 758 Colbert Ave
Johnson Frank E, Agnes A 402 North St
Jolley Marcella R 13 Carroll
Kahle Lacey 12 E First St Apt 2
Kalamajka Sophie 14 Lewis St
Knox Dale I 2118 Horsecreek Rd
Koszalka Stella G Est 1293 Grandview Rd
Kraft Concrete Prod Inc Bldg Acct c/o Louis R Kraft Box 957
Krebs Johnathan D 952 Grandview Rd
Lambert Wilda J 1438 Grandview Rd
Lashinsky Vasil P 509 Moran St
Layton Jeffrey, Terie L 54 Mineral St
Lendrum Ruth L 1024 1/2 W 3rd St
Lepley Nellie E 1293 Grandview Rd
Margaret Margaret Mt RR 4
Maxwell Loretta Est, Frank 510 E 3rd St
Mcnaughton Casey 37 Martin St
Mellon Clayton C 7 Vo Tech Dr 11f
Murray George 604 Moran St
Novichi Stella L 501 Cooper Ave
Nul Heather M 135 Alcorn Ave
Patmore Armatha, Edwin 802 E 3rd St
Perry Mildred J, Lloyd RR 2 Box 302b
Puleo Anne V 207 W 4th St
Rankin Cecil E 3 Short St
Reisinger James 143 Plum St
Schilk Ronald H RR 2 Box 400
Serafin Helen A Est, Thaddeus T 108 Wabash Ave
Shafer Earl W 28 W Front St
Sharrar Joanne M 1013 1/2 Beech St
Sharrer Beverly 308 Colbert Ave
Shaw Marilyn L, Dan 308 Colbert Ave
Smith Marvin Est, Anna 12 Selden Ave
Smith Mary C, Robert N S SR
Snyder Ervin Est 204 Cooper Ave
Speerstra Samuel H Est 235 Oakwood Rd
Sprague Don L Mt R 4
Sweeney Mary L 2192 SR 157
Walters Daisey M 7 Vo Tech Dr 11f
Ward Larry L 2148 Eagle Rock Rd
Watson Irene M 16 1 1/2 Hoffman Ave
Willis Phillip, Nora 1134 E 2nd St
WMG Consulting Inc 173 Christie Hill Rd
Ziemba Sophie 349 Emerald St
Zimmerman John E 302 Park Ave
Pleasantville Pa 16341
Gesin Mary E RR 2
Oney Karen PO Box 146
Swager Hilda RD 1 Box 175a
Wagner Thomas PO Box 146
Polk Pa 16342
Debence Jacob & Elizabeth J Tr UA 09/15/95 RR1 Box 153
Graham Karen, Lester 1635 Raymilton Rd
Irwin Louis A III 1474 Old Rte 8
Matta Genevieve, Robert V PO Box 181
Sechler Edith Worrall Box 945
Reno Pa 16343
Dahlstrom Sophia 1403 Allegheny Ave
Shindledecker Keith 914 Walnut St
Rimersburg Pa 16248
Croyle Alice E, John H 127 Smith St
Heise Transportation 487 Carwick Rd
Hilliard Charles J Cherry Run St
Hilliard Charles J PO Box 712
Laughlin Robert R Ridgeview Dr
Northwestern Inc 77 Acme St
Rimersburg Citgo 528 Main St
Seybert Mildred G, Thomas R Box 124
Shick Leona 8937 Rt 68
Slaugenhaupt Rolland D PO Box 656
Summerville Ross, Glen RR 2 34 C
Summerville Norman 169 Main St
Used To Be New c/o Ruben Dunkle 603 W Back St
Young Chester E PO Box 744
Rouseville Pa 16344
Keith Raymond F 115 Main St PO Box 502
Slaven Charles F 460 Rouseville Rd PO Box 246
Seneca Pa 16346
Alex Heather, Timothy 128 North Main St
Bartella Lila 223 Emrick Dr
Comm Surg Laser Ctr L 3744 Rte 257
Edwards Jane S 193 Greenway Ave
Klinko Todd A 110 S Main St
Mike Valley Ford Inc PO Box 701
Oneil Chelsey 164 Fairfield Ave
Strickenburg Dorothy E 844 Horsecreek Rd
Vanslyke Lynn 213 Mark Dr
Shippenville Pa 16254
Anthony Jordan T 10040 Rte 322 Lot 17
Bailey Christopher 108 Patterson Ct
Best Alice A RD 1
Burke Helen L PO Box 37
Crissman Charles Floyd III 83 Willow Ln
Davis David G PO Box 117
Dunkle Douglas 101 North 1st St
Dunkle Linda S PO Box 322
Goodman Evelyn M, John 3109 E End Rd
Gruber Catherine I, Lois S PO Box 10
Kaber Rober Est 101 Maple Dr
Kline William C RR 1
Love John 755 Pine Tr Rd
Rennard Tanya L PO Box 384
Ron Seidle Chevrolet PO Box 384
Slaugenhoup Betty PO Box 322
Snell Nick Andrew 103 Smt Dr
Weckerly Nicole D 509 Ridgewood Rd Apt 1
Sligo Pa 16255
Finefrock Laura B RR 1
Harriger Auto Body Inc PO Box 91
Morris Kelly J PO Box 91
Nugent Michael PO Box 91
Redick Robert L RD 1 Box 19
Wolff Nellie M Est PO Box 301
St Petersburg Pa 16054
Blair David PO Box 35
Elder Arla K PO Box 35
Strattanville Pa 16258
Clark Gerald, Cecil PO Box 106
Gonzales Karmyn PO Box 207
Means Roy PO Box 158
Micoletti Charles PO Box 207
Roberts Christine 141 Bee Hive Ln
Theiss James G, Linda L 301 Pine St
Woodall Elaine, Elva K 141 Bee Hive Ln
Tionesta Pa 16353
Bufalini Louis M 163 Elk Ln
Ginkel Gertrude, Robert RR 1
Gordon Pauline M, Robert 106 Blackbeary Ln
Holmes Robert W 1724 President Rd
Koenne James Estate PO Box 450
Maloney William A PO Box 651
Peebles Lolitha, George PO Box 482
Siegel Raymond C, Beatrice 266 Heritage Ln
Wagner D Joy 1857 Red Brush Rd
Walters Lawrence E RD 1
Tylersburg Pa 16361
Master Jessie, Ray L RR 1
Utica Pa 16362
Lyon Stephen P 1477 US 322
Sires Helen Est, Raymond PO Box 1
Valencia Pa 16054
Kaufold Blanche L RD 3
Vowinckel Pa 16260
Carroll Brian F 416 Maplecreek Dr
Distefano Angeline Est 85 Sherbrook Ln
Warren County
Bear Lake Pa 16402
Manwaring Max D RR1
Chandlers Valley Pa 16312
Anderson Margaret Dorrian PO Box 492
Clarendon Pa 16313
Andrea Rosezella R, Vedo L RD1 Box 1324
Andrea Vedo L 87 Brown Run Rd
Baker Patricia L 101 Baker Hill Rd
Frances Cederquist Box 124
Hallgren Jean 19 Gibson St
Haslett Franklin L 19 Gibson St
Kerekanich Charles Jr, Jane A RR1 Box 1550
Knapp Roscoe RD1 Box 1268A Dutchmond Rd
Mcbride Roseanne E, Hogan RR1 Box 1032
Miller Mildred 3 Wood St
Pastucha Charles R Jr, Becky 369 Chapman Dam Rd
Reese Candace I 1577a Chapman Dam Rd
Reynolds Carolyn KC O Schuler RR1 Box 1275
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Steele Dennis D 3 Wood St
Sutton William E 7 Ellison St PO Box 314
Watson Minnie Est of PO Box 278
Columbus Pa 16405
Ficcardi Sophie J W Main St
Garland Pa 16146
Hodak Victor Est of PO Box 32
Irwin Harold G Irwin Box 73
Peyton Danielle J, Daniel PO Box 96
Grand Valley Pa 16420
Bloom Charles L Rev Life Trust Agr 14231 Rte 27
Haehn C RD1 Box
Major Evette Janot RD1 Box 116d
Irvine Pa 16329
Gray Larry L PO Box 98
Paden Robert MHC1 Box 36
Smith George W Keller Rd
North Warren Pa 16365
Dyke John W 18 Maple Pl
Hummerich Oda M, Leo E 12 Park St
Pittsfield Pa 16340
Allen Edward J RR2
Brown Robert L Sanford RD RR2 Box 99
Camp Carol J RR2
Devore Mary A 4995 Rte 27
Forsberg Anna A RR2
Garris Kimberly A 452 Barton Run Rd
Gick Linda A RR2
Host Evelyn L RD1 Box 112a
Johnson Charles W RR2
Niles Patricia Hawthorn 8 Pleasant Dr
Roggenkamp Eleanor Couvers Xing RR2 Box 298b
Williams Phyllis RR2
Russell Pa 16345
Akeley Barbara N, Corey A 7 Conewango St
Hartley Gladys E Russell−Lander Rd
Haskins Nancy E 4890 Fox Hill Rd
Honhart Helen 10 Greenbriar Cir
Lendvay Emil RR1 Box 1610a
Springer Suzanne G 510 Maplewood Ave
Walker Cynthia J 6 Conewango St Box 154
Sheffield Pa 16347
Brunner Michael E HC1 Box 170
Miller Carl Jr 100 Leather St
Mull Emily L, Joseph 230 Church St
Weldstar Inc PO Box 54S
Sugar Grove Pa 16350
Baker Kenneth E PO Box 265
Hanson Eunice A, Alfred RR4 Box 318
Hopes Lillian 213 Race St
Moore Rebecca A RR4 Box 360
Olsen Nancy, Jim 12891 Jackson Run Rd
Peterson Lenora E, Milton C RD2 Swede Hallow Rd
Southwick Brian T 6350 Matthews Run Rd
Williams Ronald M, Carol A PO Box 342
Tidioute Pa 16351
Akers Charlotte L 184 Main St
Hendricks Albert L RR1 Box 142
Kernick Edward B 12 Mcguire St
Kernick Margaret M 20 Mcguire St
Koenig Joseph N Sr RR62
Miner Cathleen A RD1 Box 208−1
Shields Market LLC DBA Shields Shur Save 148 Main St
Shields William J 148 Main St
Storer Dale E 184 Main St
White Clifton L 268 Main St
Ziegler James M RR1 Box 212a
Tiona Pa 16352
Gerarde John P PO Box 306
Warren Pa 16365
Aker Eleanor C 389 Pleasant Dr
Allmendinger Dale E, June E 809 Penna Ave East
Anderson Jane 106 Fourth Ave
Beatty Robert A Sr, Guy 25 Jefferson St
Benton Construction 19 Orchard St
Benton Susan R 19 Orchard St
Blackman Sidney D Estate of 18 Jackson Ave
Blakesly Pearl 1297 Conewango Ave
Bloom Marselline G 101 Main Ave
Bloom Stuart P 101 Main Ave
Briggs Debra A 637 Pleasant Dr
Brooker Lanea N 690 Hatch Run Rd
Brown Mary, Paul 61 Kamp St
Brown Pauline J 353 Ruth Ridge Dr
Campbell David J 24 Glenwood
Chambers Lisa M 11 Weatherbee St
Christensen Joyce 110 Walker Ave
Conn Lanea Nadeen 690 Hatch Run Rd
Conn Lillian M 770 Hatch Run Rd
Conn Lillie M, Leroy J 770 Hatch Run Rd
Conner Agnes RR1
Crossett Robert F, Margaret RD2
Crossley Kathryn I 583 River Rd Lot 18
Cullinane Mary S PO Box 903
Cullinane Steven PO Box 903
Dahlerfont Harriet L 16 Bauer St
Deerfield Behavioral 514 W 3rd Ave
Defrees Virginia 86 Kinzua Rd
Dell Paula Jeannine 414 Conewango Ave
Dickson Nora 6 Dahl St
Dolan Charles I PO Box 128
Ed Shults of Warren Inc 1658 N Market St
Erickson Christine 22 Crescent Park
Feeny Dennis Est of 507 Lexington Ave D
Fiero Pearl 7 Dobson Ave
Font Anthony W 16 Bauer St
Gibson Homer J, Frances 981 Follet Run Rd
Gilman Sandra 55 Highland Dr
Hanna John O 301 Bird Ave
Hendrickson Elvia M, Beth E 590 Hemlock Rd
Hepler Beverly J 301 Bird Ave
Hoffman Joseph K 220 Irvinedale Rd
Holden Kenneth B 11 Oak St Apt A
Holiday Inn Warren 210 Ludlow St
Jefferson Harry H 407 Market St
Johnson Allen G, Trust 55 Highland Dr AptD3
Johnson Edice R 13 Quaker Cir
Johnson Michael D 115 Canton St
Jurkowski Mandy 515 1/2 Water St
Krebs Margaret 55 Highland Dr E8
Larson Irene R 444 Conewango Ave AptC
Leak Detection Systems Inc 105 Pamela Dr
Letrent Mary A 1356 Keller Rd
Linder Anna M 910 Conewango Ave
Loranger Manufacturing 1048 Clark St
Lyon Almond J 469 Keller Rd
Martin Patricia G 361 Dutch Hill Rd
Mcgraw Joseph E 4 Irvinedale Rd
Meals Charles A, Nancy E Masons Mobile City Lot 68
Michel Thomas F 105 Pamela Dr
Miller Marilyn J 11 Jackson Ave
Myers Emogene 55 Highland Dr
Nelson Michael D 102 Home St
Nemcovsky Rhonda C PO Box 732
NFO FCU PO Box 673
Norton Charles MD 514 W 3rd Ave
Olson Barbara A 2707 Pennsylvania Ave W
Pascale Mark PO Box 673
Pees Clarence 318 United Ave
Pees Stephen N 609 S State St
Pierce Kenneth A 1850 Pleasant Dr
Pittman Pauline J 111 Main St
Reist Helen M 105 S Carver St
Reynolds Helen 418 Hickory St
Rodgers Charles R CO Francis Devore 108 Oak St Apt 905
Rose James 1 Hemlock St
Salisbury Dorothy K 123 Grant St
Seaquist Viola S 13 Jefferson St
Skaggs Jack427 Averill St
Smith Family Trust 1411 Quaker Hill Rd
Southwell R C 2230 Pennsylvania Ave W
Spec GGG M 1408 W Penna Ave
Sprankle Bernard, Frances 306 Water St
Staunton Ruby 214 W 5th Ave
Stebers Automotive Group Inc 4 Irvinedale Rd
Sweet Wilson E 28 Pennsylvania Ave W 7
Thayer Katie 121 E 5th Ave
Tomica Avane ll B Riverview Est 14 Bean Dr
Tomica Joseph F Riverview Est 14 Bean Dr
Turner Genevieve J 108 Oak St Apt 211
Union Oil Specialties Inc PO Box 69 CO G Huber
Waid Sarah D, Gerald 27 Butch Hill Rd
Walker Cynthia J 16 Bauer St
Wang KeGaubeidian North Rd 801 Gatel Building 7
Weidemann Elaine 205 Water St
Weiford John G 212 Market St
Wendelboe Necholai K, Jane L 410 Prospect St
Youngsville Pa 16371
Anderson Lillian M Rouse Warren Cty Home 701 Rouse Home Rd PO Box 207
Averill Frances W CO Ruth Averill McCreary 128 1/2 W Main St
Blackmer Avis H Est of Rouse Suites Rm 205 615 Rouse Ave
Brown Barbara 1011 Allegheny Spgs Rd
Carpenter Patricia J 548 E Main St
Commonwealth Energy Inc PO Box 192
Forsberg Anna CO Linda Clark RR2 Box 285
Hajnik Dora J 20 Ioof St
Herrick William Rte6 Box 29900
Johnson Mary Thatcher S Ln
Michael Linda A 110 2nd St
Ostrander David 615 Rouse Ave Apt112
Rapp Helen A 701 Rouse Ave
Starbrick Days Committee 325 College St
Stewart Joshua RR1 Box 190
Stoddard Laurence D 326 College St
Swanson Elizabeth, Walter141 W Main St
Vorse Brian G PO Box 81
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Washington County
Allenport Pa 15412
Greco Valerie E PO Box 261
Mid Mon Valley WPC PO Box 197
Mihealsick Teresa M Box 102 Rt 88
Amity Pa 15311
Endowment Fund North Ten Mile Cemetery c/o Judith A Iams 119 Ike S Rd
Mega Anthony 877 Lone Pine Rd
Mounts Kenneth 780 Dille Run Rd
Nadalin Auto Body 780 Dille Run Rd
Rasel Alfred L 873 Lone Pine Rd
Ross Shirley, Jerry 1092 Lone Pine Rd
Thomas Clara Jean, William J 767 Lone Pine Rd
Tristate Voice & D 532 Horne Run Rd
Atlasburg Pa 15004
Fulmer David L PO Box 134
Lipnicky Randy PO Box 323
Avella Pa 15312
Carter Meighan 19 Independence Rd
Farmhouse Restaurant 4679 Jefferson Ave
Georetti Henry P 2119 Avella Rd
Mangin Brandon M 212 Neely School Rd
Milvet Theresa M 103 County Park Rd
Mozingg Betty 2119 Avella Rd
Painter Stanley C 37 Painters Ln
Vanatta Homer W 172 Reed Rd
Williamson Dolores 64 Penobscot
Beallsville Pa 15313
Daley Kim 23 Oak St Lot 15
Florian Daniel PO Box 153
Bentleyville Pa 15314
Ciserano Michael J 510 Main St Unit E
Cohen Estelle, Robert 158 Piersol Ave
Dunn Melissa, Joseph 320 Frye Ave
Hete Andrew 112 Quarry St
Jones Timothy P PO Box 159
Lancaster Marilyn S, Earnest 447 Carlton Dr
Libatore George 718 Main St
Lowther Chuch L 114 Warren St
Mayak Steve A 281 Sumney Rd
Seich Ronald E 123 Saulters Ave
Silbaugh Gertrude Est of 6 Miner Ave
Todds Auto Body 112 Quarry St
Vorchak Veronica D 298 Ames Rd
Weber Clyde A 281 Sumney Rd
Bulger Pa 15019
Duran Timothy P 199 Autumn Ln
Huber Jennifer, Sherman 12 Little Run Ln
Rommes Winifred F RR 1
Timko Christopher 1100 Candor Rd
Burgettstown Pa 15021
Ankley Kathie J 730 Rte 18
Barkley Lancelot 158 Francis Line State Rd
Cornerstone Care Inc 1227 Smith Twp State Rd
Cotter William, Ethel L RR 4 Box 295
Davison Melinda J, John B 20 Hillcrest Ave
Donald H Winkler Ins 781 Rte 18
Falvo Patti C, Frank J 36 Cherry St
Farulli Anna 376 S Kings Creek Rd
Havelka Tammy M 930 Atlasburg Rd
Hoeberek Stanley RR 3
Hughes Steve RD 1 Box 2
Koon Harley Est RR 1
Lockerbie Josh L 769 Rt 18
Merriner Edwin 1168 Steubenville Pike
Moore William RR 3
Netflow Inc 12 Starck Dr
Pivot Inc PO Box 200771
Reed James II 20 Hanover Acres Dr Apt 403
Saffle Kermit 9 Ferguson St
Wallys Auto Service 15 Bavington Rd
Williams Mary C, James, Angelo M 114 Ctr Ave
California Pa 15419
Aglio Vincina 317 Ash St
Allshouse Nancy 133 Water St
Brna Elizabet W 693 Liberty
Brosick Elizabeth 246 Ash St
Caster Robert M 1243 California Tr
Dentino Armand PO Box 606 c/o Vito Dentino
Downey Ida C 411 Wilkins Ave
Ferreri Joseph 222 Pennsylvania Ave
Garee Marjorie 59 5th St
Harris Kevin 558 S Ridge Rd
Hollowood Heating Inc 1 Mechanic St
Jones Ralph 902 Ridge St
Klamers Mary Ann 1049 Shutterly St
Lankford Ray 142 3rd St Apt B
Lawrence Alice 325 2nd St Apt 102
Okeeffe Nora M 1424 Penn Ave
Peskorski Frederick, Dawn 993 Pennsylvania Ave
Sims John M Jr Estate 633 American St Apt 4
Smith Mary 1257 California Ter
The Erin H PO Box 409
Umbrel Robert 815 6th St
Williams Edward J 693 Liberty
Canonsburg Pa 15317
Adams Catherine Est c/o Jonathan Adams 220 Elm St
Almnaizel Basem 306 Buffalo Ridge Rd
Anderson Herbert 311 Memorial Dr
Anderson Lois L 116 Oak Spring Rd
Annell Verona A c/o Jeanne Julin PoA 123 N Heide Ln
Anthony John 249 E College St
Anthony John L 724 Franklin Ave
Azcar Usa Inc 121 Hillpointe Dr Ste 7
Azcar Usa/Cc 121 Hillpointe Dr Ste 700
Barclay James M 533 Robinhood Ln
Barner Jerrod H 104 Saddlebrook Ln
Baumgardner Marion 512 W College St
Beachy Judy R 118 E Pitt St
Birtig Frances C UA 09 25 80 1016 Waterford W Ct
Bricmont Engineering 500 Technology Dr Southpointe Ind Park
Brilo Dennis J 226 Vine St
Bryan Investment Group c/o Richard Bryan 125 Technology Dr Ste 105
Cain James G, Francis 107 Shereborne Dr
Camerson Wesley A 270 Parkwood Cir
Campoli Kari A 318 Buffalo Ridge Rd
Campos Reynaldo 220 Hutchingson Ave
Canon House 121 N Central Ave
Canonsburg Elks 846 105 E Pike St
Charlino Daniel P, Kerri 118 Linda Ct
Cli Corp 333 Technology Dr Ste 260 Stealth Tech Ctr
Connelly Jean M 358 Morganza Rd
Crown Castle Usa Inc 2000 Corporate Dr
Crown Castle Usa Inc 375 Southpointe Blvd
Curdie Barbara J 230 Barr St
Dalbo Frank, Mary RD 1
Davis & Davis LLC 450 Ironwood Dr
Deems Mary 119 Greenside Ave
Dicarlo Rita 127 W Fair Meadows Dr
Dobransky Mary 119 W Edgewood Dr
Duchi Rose 220 Grace Ave
Duval Brett 310 Hawthorne St
Dybell Joseph Jr 520 Giffin Ave
Ewig James S, Bettty RD 2
Ferraro Michael H 1375 Lucia Dr
Fife Frances M 139 Elm Grove Dr
Filius Donald E, Peter 412 E Pike St
Fisher Michael 314 1/2 West Pike St
Franell Anthony 1701 Rte 980 Rd
Fulton Erin M 127 Sandy Brae Dr
Garvey Peter 223 Pheasant Cove
Gill Ernest 113 Oakwood Rd
Godfrey Joseph C, Teresa J 66 Abbywood Ln
Graham Robert G 205 Driftwood Dr
Hood Clyde Sr, Donna J RR 2 Box 141
Horak Victoria E 109 Partridge Way
Imperatore Ford Inc 601 W Pike St PO Box 346
Hemmis Marian 20 Jacob St
Jameson David 11 E Pitt St
Johnson Martha L 502 Cecil St
Jones William 300 Barr St
Kasparaitis Darius 170 Fairway Landings Dr
Keen George W 128 Valy Rd
Kozar Karen 214 Morgan St
Kozares Anne 108 2nd St
Kumar Kiran 1328 Lucia Dr
Kurnal Margaret, Joseph 714 1st St
Lance Annmarie 229 Pheasant Cove
Lavecchia Patricia 636 Highland Ave
Lee Susie M 502 Cecil St
Lowe Joseph C, Sarah E 9 Youngstown St
Luisi Magdalene R 302 Hutchinson Ave
Maloney Cindy 6 E Pike St Apt 3
Malpassi Tim Lakeside Dr N
Mccall Richard W 201 William Dr
Mcdonald Waltes S 128 Oak Aly
Mcmurdy John W, Jane 343 Locust St
Meissonier Henry J 317 Cricketwood Ct
Metzmaier James R Jr 282 Ctr Church Rd
Michels James J, Wendy D 256 Georgetown Rd Apt 1
Mikus Olga 314 Mary Ln
Mitchell Mccann Marlena 3150 Washington Rd Ste 203
Moore Susan 175 Hunting Creek Rd
Nationwide Appraisal Svcs Corp 380 Southpointe Blvd Plaza II Ste 300
Novotny John J 290 Swihart Rd
Nuzum Francis Estate 128 Woodcrest Dr
Obosky Stacy, John 1007 1st St
Olshack Josephine A 1256 Mcewen Ave
Oravetz Robert P 150 Canterbury Ln
Parrish Florence 215 Pheasant Cv
Pedeski Mary L Est 706 Franklin Ave
Peijnenburg Antonius 505 Brookfield Ct
Pelhan Carole 432 Chartiers Ave
Polansky Anna, Mary E 814 Vance Dr
Popp Susan B, Mark A 645 Alpine Dr
Prof Cr Svc 122 Smithfield St
Ragan William 151 Greenwood Dr
Roberts Alisha A 1038 Royal Dr
Rodriguez Saba H 89 Sassafras Dr
Rusin Peter Jr, Anna E 201 Parkwood Cir
Sebelia Antoinette, Margaret 305 Hawthorne St
Shanka Charles O Jr 646 Woodland Rd
Show William E 122 Valy Rd
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Smart Comp 601 Technology Dr
Smith Perry Jr Est 152 Sandy Brae Dr
Solutions 4 160 Technology Dr Suite 201
Stadnik Helen 432 Chartiers Ave
Stopperich Markus 314 Mary Ln
Thomas Charles D Jr 603 W College St
Titan Business Systems 101 S Central Ave
Todds Auto Body 11 E Pitt St
Tomecsko Christine 5 Ohare Rd
Traska Nancy L 412 Franklin Ave
Usa Compression 6 Four Coins Dr
Vargo Barbara L 625 Park Ave
Vaughan Trevor III 271 Parkwood Cir Rd 3
Vereb Michael T 229 E College St
Vranish Matthew 1009 Fieldstone Dr
Wallach Dan 110 Oachurst Dr
Warnock William J 535 Chartiers Ave Apt B
Weber George 205 E Edgewood Dr
Wheeler Josephine 434 Duquane
Where The Toys Are Inc 45 W Pike St
Woznichak Judith 1256 Mcewen Ave
Wudkwych John dba Johns Automotive Clinic 311 Euclid Ave
Yancich Paul 2309 Shamrock Ln
Cecil Pa 15321
Altieri Amy L 3279 Miller Run Rd
Auto Collision Experts 3279 Miller Run Rd
Basile John DDS PO Box 416
Foremost Auto 28 Crestwood Dr
Gibson Beverly, Donald G 433 Eagle Point Dr
Iagnemmo James Box 49
Nowacki Donald R, Betty J 25 Coppola Rd
Perri Joseph 3284 Millers Run Rd
Poskin Douglas, Susan 4 Manorcrest Dr
Semple Lauren R, Shane A 28 Crestwood Dr
Charleroi Pa 15022
Benning Laura M C R Bailey 136 Yankosky Rd
Bercik Frederick T, Marcia L, Marissa P 32 Fremont Rd
Bryner Joseph Rest Haven III 710 Crest Ave
Burke Helen M 500 Crest Ave
Caramela Alice L 113 Boltz Ave
Carroll David Marcus 525 Lincoln Ave
CDM Inc 12 Arentzen Blvd
Century 21 221 Washington Ave
Cochenour John Jr RR 1
Corey Thomas P 80 Redds Mill Rd
Crow David 703 5th St
Davidson Tucker Oral Surgery 17 Arentzen Blvd 104
Defrancesco Joseph Jr 939 Shady Ave
Deutsch Denise C 22 Esther St
Edwards Virginia S 251 9th St Apt 303
Electronic Document Asso 493 Charles St
Ellis Cleon Clifford 113 Schafer Ave
Evans Sharon 37 Tr Dr
Fudge Josephine 304 9th St
Gezzer Stephen H, William 304 Meadow Ave
Gibson Janet S RD 2 Box 452
Guzzie Marlene 640 Ctr Ave
Jolly Monica 853 Lincoln Ave
Kawelkewics Stephen T 19 Hillcrest Ave
Lutz Nancy J 209 Twin Bridges Rd
Mccullough Casey 705 E Liberty
Mcfaddin Robert F 1221 Lookout Ave
Mcfall William D PO Box 456
Mckito Jean L 108 Prospect Ave
Mcneil Clarence D 400 4th St
Nelan Carol 171 Arlington Ave
Oliver Holly A 905 Shady Ave
Phillips Johnson Ira Est 578 Highland Ave
Piccione Marlene J, Carmen C 41 Locust Ave
Povirk Ross E 216 Lincoln Ave Ext Apt 2a
Prati Denise 1 Middleland Ave Apt 103
Protin Justin E 16 Royal Oaks Dr
Rauchfuss Frank R 452 Old 71
Saeed 711 Shady Ave
Schwer Erik Albert 311 Conrad Ave
Snyde Margaret M 317 Fremont Rd
Stark Arden L 712 Mckean Ave
Stark Dolores 149 State St
Stavinsky Helen R Box 498c Rd 1
Stewart Janice A 107 Beach Dr
Sutherland Helen Irene 142 State St
Taylor Josephine 25 Brushton Ln
Tri State Pressure Cleaning 319 Fallowfield Ave
United Carriers LLC 304 Ninth St
Washington Chevrolet 853 Lincoln Ave
Wessell Leona E 719 Lincoln Ave
Wilson Claire I 733 Lincoln Ave
Yost Ruth E, David 34 Spring St
Claysville Pa 15323
Campsey David M 346 Wayne St
Crowe Henry RD 2 Box 198a
Farabee Leslie J 374 Woodburn Rd
Farkas Frank J c/o Frank R Farkas 1124 S Sunset Beach Rd
Gray Rebecca 218 Highland Ridge Rd
Gross Kimberly 23 Interstate Cir
Jackson Leatha M RD 2 Box 143a
Julian Theresa A RR 1 Box 211
Kelley Samuel Est, Samuel 260 Rural Valy Rd
Main Gerald S 4286 Rte 40 Lake Rd
Osborne Martha A, Lois R RR 3 Box L4
Shook Erin Marie 318 Chapel Hill Rd
Winchester Marty L 647 Cracraft Rd
Yerkey Jennifer 330 Gameland Rd
Coal Center Pa 15423
Allshouse Howard D 66 Grange Rd
Ball Dorothy F 16 Coal Ctr Rd
Lersch Milton V, Wilma L 284 S Ridge Rd
Piper Charles 321 California Dr
Robison Clyde S RD 1
Seybert William 125 Spring St
Cokeburg Pa 15324
Mccausland Virginia, Bonita PO Box 239
Megles Ruth A PO Box 209
Pyle John D Box 87
Watsula Gary 44 Grant
Yucha Pauline 142 Lincoln St
Daisytown Pa 15427
Kendall Rae 103 Main St
Denbo Pa 15429
Hines Jane I 69 Vesta 6
Donora Pa 15033
Babines Ann 10 Mellon Ave
Barton Josephine 401 Market St
Brandemarte Joni 125 Allen Ave
Brown Lucretia Est 105 Cherry Way
Calloway Donald W 86 Highland Ter
Clipp Heather A, Mark A 525 Mccrea Ave
Coatsworth Robert R 445 5th St
Degidio George 319 Van Pelt St
Duda Frances 28 Charles Ave
Duda Frances 451 9th
Dzvonick Bernard A 601 6th St
Elliott Corp 213 Scott St Ext
Emerick Joanne 517 3rd St
Emidio Christy D 519 5th St
Fisher Dennis C 625 First St
Flinn Norbert M 959 Heslep Ave
Gallmore Harold 134 Mckean Ave
Gray Hershel D 303 11th St
Gress Albert E, Elmer B 108 Castner Ave
Hardesty Luanne 517 3rd St
Hayes Paul G Jr 697 Mckean Ave
Hill Jody L 454 4th St
Joyce Cody 1122 Babbitt Rd
Kerkan Anthony 789 Mckean Ave
Killensworth Hazel 568 Galiffa Dr
King Glenna 207 First St
Koday Ruth 806 Heslep Ave
Kozen Walter J, Walter P 415 Kenneth St
Lint Martha J 85r Mckean Ave
Martinez Paula Est 1082 Mckean Ave
Mccarthy Mary 134 Mckean Ave
Pasqua Anna 238 Castner Ave
Patterson Cindy 215 S Allen Ave
Pinchalk Louise Est 740 Thompson Ave Apt A3
Putnak James J 99 Mckean Av
Rademaker Chris C PO Box 234
Reynolds Elizabeth, James 471 7th St
Russo Patsy 527 Linden Way
Shorr Norman 110 Kenric Manor
Toland Samuel J, Marie T 122 Bertha Ave
Toyura Lois A 787 Mckean Ave
Wallace Mildred 1114 Thompson Ave
Ward Patricia 789 Mckean Ave
Williams John 321 6th St
Zuran Patricia 419 5th St
Dunlevy Pa 15432
Goldsby Wilmer PO Box 129 7wharf
Jacobs Edna PO Box 129 7wharf
Muccino Mario Box 544
RJ Auto Collision PO Box 21a
Eighty Four Pa 15330
Allegheny Valley Railroad Thomas Eighty Four Rd
Alton Industries 11 Carlton Dr
Cannon Lottie 2 Smallwood St Apt A−6
Carrier Ashley L 156 Sundust Rd
Caske Donald E 119 Chevalier Ct W
Clark Stacey L, Scott A PO Box 58
Columbus Robert B, Kathi L 443 Valy View Rd
Core Jerry PO Box 41
Crile Kenneth E, Rachel E RR 2 Box 219
Forte Roberta 837 Rte 519
Franklin Patricia H 85 Helen St
Griffiths Norma L 918 Thomas 84 Rd
Hanning Joseph H, Wilma RR 2
Hudson Viola T 2 Smallwood St Apt A−6
Johnston Concrete Designs LLC 533 Sundust Rd
Kilkeary Auto Body 647 Thomas Run Rd
Mazda American Credit PO Box 58
Milliken Maria 207 Walnut Dr
Pollack James L, Lori J 215 Arrowhead Ln
Puckey John B Jr RR 2 Box 417
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Reeder Matthew 279 Green Valy Rd
Rolling Green Golf Course Rt 136
Ryan Daniel 1008 Linden Rd
White Judy Est 106 Hixon Rd
Ellsworth Pa 15331
Homme Margaret 47 Pine
Kiski Margaret PO Box 39
Koslosky Kevin C 47s Main St
Richie Joe F PO Box 427
Smith Helen E 19 S Main #404 Parkview Apts
Finleyville Pa 15332
Barton Naomi E c/o Edsel E Barton 7046 Pennsylvania Ave
Biggard Leslie C 123 Gilmore Rd
Buddle Russ 16 Ctney Hill Rd
Campbell Lance P 198 Mcchain Rd
Cicci George F 2528 Rt 88
Davis Lisa M 619 Mingo Park Ests
Demski Ann 53 Boyka Dr
Fabian Dorothy RR 4 Box 340
Fisher Sara Est 3469 Orchard Ave
Griffiths Carolyn Lee 2020 Scotia Hollow Rd
Harrold Staci L, Daniel 4405 Ridgwood Dr
Hawthorne Dana H 2200 Orchad Hill Rd
Hunter David W 416 Stone Church Rd
Kovscek Steven J 6066 State Rte 88
Lawson Transport Inc PO Box 244
Lutz Alfred W 7105 Gayle Dr
Malencia Troy R 3424 Rte 136
Martinez David R 3380 Rt 136
Matthews Bus Co 1850 Gillhollow Rd
Owens Margaret RR 2 Box 343
Pochiba Dorothy G 7105 Gayle Dr
Reithmiller Beverly Est 3509 Lincoln Ave Apt B
Silver Nick 3509 Lincoln Ave Apt B
Sunoco 3580 Washington Ave
Yohes Roofing 3432 Rte 136
Fredericktown Pa 15333
Centerville Carwash 8 Emery Rd
Chelena Mary E PO Box 225
Cramer Kim PO Box 624
Devecka Margaret PO Box 782
Lacey Charlotte J RR 1 Box 140
Latkanich Mary 95 Hill Rd
Pinkney Elizabeth 56 Park Loop Drivie
Rafferty Juliana PO Box 405
Toland Sharon A PO Box 455
Williams Catherine PO Box 624
Yanosky Coleen M 321 Ridgewood Dr
Hendersonville Pa 15339
Katrencik Donald PO Box 6
Wakulik Christopher L 13 Montour St
Hickory Pa 15340
Braddock Ronald E 4210 Henderson Rd
Corwin Jeep Sales & Service Inc PO Box 98
Wood Dale A Jr 291 Mccarrell Rd
Wood Jane E 289 Mccarrell Rd
Houston Pa 15342
Arent Eddy H Est 114 E Grant St
Boyle Irene M 102 Rolling Rock Rd
Casper Beverly 205 Wylie Ave
Deems Frances Ruth 349 Cherry Ave
Dye Alicia L, Robert L 663 N Main St
Finney Anna 420 Thorne St
Fisher Geneva J 539 Hickory Ln
Frye Margaret M 229 Hart St
Johnston Joan 340 Sprowls Ave
Kelley William E 327 Reed Ave
Kesneck Elizabeth A, William 527 Railrd St
Meadowlands Fresh Market 2440 W Pike St
Miller Michael Z 418 Locust Ave
Nichols Veller PO Box 273
Oliver Eugene 988 Reed Ave
Porter Ruth 340 Sprowls Ave
Richmond Evan L 19 W Mcnutt St
Route 19 Auto Salvage Inc PO Box 186
Schussler George W, Gladys N 745 W Grant St
Tharp Roy T 327 N Main St
Timcheck Mary 126 E Pike St
Wachovia Dealer Services PO Box 273
Weavertown Environmental Group 201 S Johnson Rd
Willis Sharon 621 N Main St
Wolfe Jay R 202 E Grant St
Langeloth Pa 15054
Mcfadden Dennis J 33 Moon Dr
Lawrence Pa 15055
Abel Systems Inc 1335 Lexington Dr
Brown Carol 224 2nd St
Chytil Douglas Box 1637 Second St
Chytil Douglas A PO Box 16
Comm Line Inc PO Box 613
Davis Kathryn H, William PO Box 193
Estes Express Lines PO Box 587
Graham Robert G, Agatha J 1341 Lexington Dr
Hanco Inc 102 Freedom Dr PO Box 510
Luther Anna L 1139 Old Farm Rd
Ploskina Maria T 1335 Lexington Dr
Raffaele Amye E 1401 Lexington Dr
Speck Christopher Hayden, Roy E 645 Binotti St PO Box 542
Telecommunication Systems Mgmt PO Box 613
Washington Ruby Trust Acct Golden LC PO Box 83
Marianna Pa 15345
Belford Daniel J 2551 Martindale Rd
Jolliffe Russell J PO Box 647 1159 Railrd
Ramey Caleb K 450 Higbland Ridge Rd
Rudman Peter PO Box 326
Smith Lillie Allen 7th St
Work Ellie 35 Highland Ridge Rd
McDonald Pa 15057
Acklin Janet L RD 2 109a Millers Run Rd
Acklin William Est 794 Millers Run Rd Apt B
Albert William 119 W Lincoln Ave
Andres Jean M 747 Millers Run Rd
Barbish William R, Mary E 304 Oakridge Rd RD 2
Bellaire Lavina 133 Arabella St
Bondy Margaret F 405 Valy St
Brissette Erika 4006 Waterdam Commons
Brown Dennis D, Susan R 946 Fairfield Ln
Cochran Arthur R Jr 1001 Fairfield Ln
Congan Investments 91 Grange Rd
Davison Ruth E c/o Robert G Stewart 14 Top St
Deveaney Betty 128 Primrose Rd
Devos Paul M Jr RR 2
Donelli Irma B 1109 Mohawk Rd
Dynelast Decorative Coatings 211 Rear Valy St
Edwards Jimmie D 203 Parks Rd Apt 4
Eger Joseph 103 Georges Ln
Ferri Armando Est 31 Cannongate Dr
Fester Jennifer 30 Brookside Dr
Foflygen Ruth Rd 4 Box 175
Godfrey Mary E 304 Oakridge Rd Rd 2
Hallam Pauline, Robert 109 Magnolia St
Harris Barbara E, Minnie 317 E Lincoln Ave
Harris James A RR 4 Box 25a
Hormel William M RR 2
Ireland Stephanie M 1109 Mohawk Rd
Karch Charles, Ruth 223 Liberty St
Land Clearing Specialists Inc 111 Kelso Rd
Lewkowicz Jennifer 325 Sygan Rd
Lombard Michelle 2145 Rte 980
Marino Millie 45 Ridgewood Dr
Mcdonanld Ford Sales 8181 Nobelstown Rd
Miller Marie A 3708 Old Oakdale Rd
Moon Township Autobody 34 Jess Ln
Newark Charles J, Maria 6 Ayres St
Pape Michael R 29 West End Dr
Prebeg Jeffrey J 1386 Reissing Rd
Rosenfeldt Kristi B, Eric M 3336 Old Oakdale Rd
Sorrells Orabelle 8 Highland Dr
Spaley James P 69 Galati Rd
Stefano Dona 223 Liberty St
Tidd Beth 127 Fannie St
Tinney Thomas 34 Jess Ln
Vaccarello Christina Maria, Dorothy 2029 Sterling Dr
Vincenti Mary Est RD 4
Wannamaker Edwin W, Deborah 8664 Noblestown Rd
Wolfe Mark H 283 Ft Cherry Rd
McMurray Pa 15317
Advanced Aesthetic 3901 Washington #206
Allison Richard E 119 Maid Marion Ln
Argentine Christopher R 207 Spruce Dr
Basso John P 120 Oakhurst Dr
Cameron James W, Nancy M 169 Fawn Valy Dr
Chan Brandon W 126 Marlboro Dr
Corah Heather Ann 546 E Mcmurray Rd
Devine Danielle 205 Sandcreek Dr
Elder Marvin 108 Carol Dr
Filer Heather M 200 Kimber Dr
Guild Eleanor M, Lloyd V 337 Thomas Rd
Hawk Scott 1056 S Hewitt Ave
Henevich Julius, Hazel 127 Hidden Valy Rd
Hilbert Bradley c/o Image Radiology Group 4198 Washington Rd 9
Izzi Leighanne, Edmund 208 Cedarbrk Ct
Jozwiak Mary Beth, Elise M 265 Ctr Church Rd
Keller Paul Aloys 111 Will Scarlet Rd
Kisty C A 130 Canterbury Rd
Lacaria Terry A 4017 Washington Rd Pmb 124
Lawrence Fay 128 Mt Blaine Dr
Leech Loretta A 254 Roscommon Pl
Lehrman Raymond E 254 Roscommon Pl
Lemper H 130 Canterbury Rd
Lorah Paul E 546 E Mcmurray Rd
Maloni Gerald J 143 Elm Grove Dr
Martin Nicholas J, Julie M 101 Stratford Dr
Mccann Marlena M PO Box 1526
Mckelvey Valerie J 412 Ctr Church Rd
Mitchell Mccann Marlena Dr 101 Windermere Ct
Murphy R W Jr, Carol 143 Druid Dr
Nancy J Simonin Irrev Trust Two Gate Ctr Ste 1700 Binotto Jr Ttee 17th Floor
National Telecom Services Inc 2894 Old Washington Rd
Prescription Center Krebs Prof 3515 Washington Rd Ste 550
Pro Solutions for Chiropractic Inc 3380 Washington Rd Ste 1
Roch David R 136 Orchard Dr
Santhanam Mukundan 215 Molly Dr
Skittle Matt 4017 Washington Rd 304
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Smith Gary Lee PO Box 1105
Southills Asso Surg Inc 3001 Waterdam Plaza
Sprenger Arlene c/o Christine L Sprenger 107 Treetop Ln
Staaf Dolores E c/o Dolores E Carlson 232 W Mcmurray Rd
Tarter Kenneth 546 E Mcmurray Rd
Tax Jordan 102 Rahway Rd
Teodori Mildred I 309 Cedar Hill Dr
Thomas Jesse 212 Sussex Way
Three Rivers Motor Car Co PO Box 1280
Townsend Elizabeth O c/o David Schlafman Admin 511 Clubview Dr
Trajkovic Ana 110 Royal Pl
Vindivich Ronald M 210 W Edgewood Dr
Midway Pa 15060
Deer Elaine 104 E Railrd St
Johnson Drywall PO Box 151
Nencioni Ronald A PO Box 78
Monongahela Pa 15063
Amati Natalee 222 Chess St #201
Anderson June B 1501 4th St
Baker Carole 1238 Keenan Hill Rd
Bright Mary Est 70 Orchard Ln
Brown Charlotte E, Herman 209 1st Ave
Coen Kathleen 1277 Country Club Rd
Cushman Michael, Betty 111 Taylor Run Rd
Day Leda E 1121 Lilac Ave
Dorazio Barbara A 100 W Main St
Dudash Christopher P 6905 Wall Rd
Egli Meredith Ann 1112 Chess St
Eusanio Domenick 215 Union St
Filippelli Mary Est 1015 Country Club Rd
Geyer Patricia 2291 Sunnyside Hollow
Gori Ida Est 1214 Thomas St
Grilli Dorothy F 3403 Rainbow Run Rd
Horseshoe Baptist Cemetery c/o Elizabeth Ann Caldwell 1618 Boundary St
Ianno Anthony Box 149 Fisher Hts
Jenkins Lisa F RR 3 Box 564
Johnston Thomas 1378 4th St
Kelley Jeffrey K 213 Vine St
Kelly Elizabet A 424 High St
Kokoska Raymond 139 Ridge Rd
Kopanic Care Rita M, Rita M 424 Chess St
Kossar Antionette 139 Ridge Rd
Langendorf Joseph W 434 Chess St
Large Deborah 314 4th St
Lazzari Philip E 204 Diane Dr
Lea LLC 1378 N 4th St
Lewellyn Edward, Ethel 182 Fisher Dr
Makar Ann 114 Tower St
Marincic Bernard RD 3 PO Box 582
Maughan Thomas 314 4th St
Mcdonough Erin M 1501 4th St
Miller Randy S 504 Lincoln St
Municipal Service Co 215 Chess St
Necciai Mike 1124 Lawton St
Neidermeyer Joyce 146 Greenridge Dr
Partazana Marjorie 432 High St
Pepka Catherine, Edward 4452 Rostosky Ridge Rd
Pit Mon Auto Salvage Co 200 Stockdale Ave
Richter Nicholas A 3831 Kelly Hollow Rd
Rider Thomas L 1501 4th St
Roberts Scale Inc 579−A Park Way
Robinson Margaret T 503 Meade St
Rojas Lillian J 401 W Main St Apt 301
Rowe Dana 232 Marne Ave Apt #1
Sabinsky Josephine RD 3 PO Box 582
Soliani Frank 1217 Rte 917
Tempest Mildred 718 Ridge Ave
Vackaro Marina V 204 Diane Dr
Vazzana Byrnece 100 Waverly St
Vazzana Byrnece 1236 4th St
Walters Margaret E, Edward D 2100 Rt 481
Yohe Mary Alice 910 Lincoln St
Meadow Lands Pa 15347
Bishop Louis Jr Box 116
Byrd Patricia J PO Box 76
Cox Willard, Lynn PO Box 61
Rathbone Ben PO Box 703
Rathbone Benjamin Z Est PO Box 703
Universal Smartcomp PO Box 800
Wilson James Box 222
Millsboro Pa 15348
Cole Elvira 134 Ferry Ave
Faieta Family Trust PO Box 304
Keifer Blair W, Anne Box 205
Keifer Jack, Anne Box 205
Prampero James Di Box C
Muse Pa 15350
Iannarelli Armando Box 179
Knestrick Howard M 50 Maple St Box 204
Oneil G E 48 Locust St
Ray Hough Co PO Box 429
Terek Sarah PO Box 186
Wasuchno Phillip 40 Locust St
New Eagle Pa 15067
Gregg William 346 Ctr Ave
Martello Mafalda M, Arno H PO Box 383
Opalko Todd J 809 Maple Ave
Regula Charlotte L Est 427 Main St
Rively John K 111 Chess St Apt B
Royce Media Inc c/o Royce Media Inc 903 Vine St
Smail Genevieve J 334 7th Av
Sweeney William E 451 2nd Ave
Volk Frances E Box 424
Volker Dennis 139 Morton St Apt B
Zewe Edward 125 Third Ave
North Charleroi Pa 15022
Andreskovich Helen 519 Ctr Ave
Bailey Gertrude 1 Middleland Ave Apt 505
Lequeux Laura 632 Sixth St
Michael Janis 441 Conrad Ave
Ross Denise 621 Mckean Ave N
Syplywchak Stephanie A, John S 708 7th St
Prosperity Pa 15329
Anderson Clarence H 855 S Bridge Rd Box 14
Good Josephine Est 12 Good Hill Rd
Guild Cindy 2061 Craft Creek Rd
Hathaway Russell, Mari 387 Grove Rd
Miller Mark 342 Conger Rd
Rhoades Tim Rt 1 Box 66
Scherich Eugene W 5405 Prosperity Pike
Scherich Thomas E 5515 Prosperity Pike
Smith Walter 855 S Bridge Rd Apt 3
Wilson Sara J 230 Pleasant Grove Rd
Worthington Helen R 855 S Bridge Rd Apt 3
Richeyville Pa 15358
Anderson Bruce E 501 Oak St PO Box 37
Mdlantoni William 42 Emery Rd PO Box K
Morris Charles II PO Box 330
Wachinski Anthony F 906 Chestnut St Box 303
Roscoe Pa 15477
Bilitski Brian R PO Box 421
Bitonti Alexandria S Box 411 38 Jefferson Ave
Huber Keith Everett PO Box 644
Jones Crystal J 501 Corwin St PO Box 281
Mikita George A 406 Latta Ave PO Box 82
Ohara Rebecca PO Box 132
Rebar Thomas M, Lori L 914 Arthur Ave
Schoch Bryan 5 Railrd St
Scenery Hill Pa 15360
Becker James B 161 Church Rd
Cole Ruth E A 82 Brady Rd
Foertsch Bethany A, Justin 11 Robinson Rd
Fulton Ronald, Mary 1533 E National Pike
Gatten Mary S 500 Little Daniels Run Rd
Horne Charles W 2198 E National Pike
Novobilsky Linda 632 Smt Ave
Puskarich James L Jr, James L Sr, Jamie E 338 Garrett Rd
Remaley Kenneth A 82 Brady Rd
Slovan Pa 15078
Behanna Melissa A 1938 Smith Twp State Rd Apt 1 PO Box 247
Calhoun Richard C 19 Hammond Ave
Stockdale Pa 15483
Crow Gary R PO Box 294
Romansky Domenica A Box 172
Stasicha Carol F Box 172
Strabane Pa 15363
Andy Joseph 64 1/2 Latimore
Smittle Frederick K 81 Valy View Rd
Zuzek Victoria 236 Alexander Ave
Taylorstown Pa 15365
Raber Ruth L Box 55 206 Rural Valy
Venetia Pa 15367
Adams Scott 276 Quail Run Rd
Albert Dorothy RR 1 Box 168
Banach Contracting Inc 679 Bower Hill Rd
Beck Kenneth 121 Hardwood Dr
Blake Nicole P 400 Justabout Rd
Bock Alan J Re Matthew J Bock 110 Fair View Cir
Changco Alvaro N MD 213 Timberlake Dr
Damazo Nicole, Alexa 139 Senic Ridge Dr
Dolinar Samuel J, Brian S, Sean J 208 Redwood Dr
Donley Clarence E 141 Brooke Dr
Erdner William J Jr PO Box 154
Evanovich Carolyn 107 Froebe Rd
Flinton Paul D 117 Oakridge Dr
Folino Panagaiata, Anthony F 157 Scenic Dr
Garcia Alexandra, Ellen 427 Timberlake Rd
Gearhart Danielle 306 Bridle Trl
Goedert Kayla 139 Senic Ridge Dr
Hanson Marie P Est c/o Leslie Oconnell 114 Lake Forest Rd
Homes Heartland 101 Commerce Bv
Jacobs Roy E III, Jacobs Sandra L 141 Bower Hill Rd
Kendall Alison T, Dale E 102 Cobblestone Cir
Kennedy Claims Inc 601 Mccombs Rd
Kinney John L 311 Sugarwood Dr
Kovach Elizabeth M, Thomas Jr 153 Bittersweet Cir
Lewis Donna J 115 Springdale Rd
Martino David J, Joseph 106 Meadow Brook Cir
Mcclure Allison L,R Scott 315 Doubletree Dr
Mcconville Charles J 312 Doubletree Dr
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Miles Patricia Mansfield 332 Oak Ridge Dr
Narey Bethany 124 Hardwood Dr
Pennsylvania Coaching Alliance Inc 375 Mccombs Rd
Pennsylvania Society For Respiratory c/o Education On The Go 110 Horizon Dr
Perri Carmen Est RR 1
Sabatini Deanna N 218 Canterwood Dr
Schreiber Rudolph W Jr 536 Sugar Camp Rd
Schwarzwaelder David A 459 Mccombs Rd
Solutions Pro 305 Sugarwood Dr
Sullivan Joseph L, Debra D 120 Sunrise Ln
Teris Peter 209 Fox Run Dr
Varcelotti Gail A 110 Horizon Dr
Wu John H 205 Diamond Dr
Vestaburg Pa 15368
Rose Pamela 111 Second St PO Box 335
Washington Pa 15301
A&J Rentals 460 Washington Rd
Adams Terri L 105 Church St Apt 1
Albert N C Jr, Mary L 698 E Beau St
Allum Richard C, Lois J 1335 Allison Ave
Ames Joseph 31 N Main St
Anderson John W, Mary L 540 Baird Ave
Anderson Mary E, James B 1991 Arlington Ave
Anthony John W 540 E Chestnut St
Arthur Glenna C 821 Mccln Farm Rd
Auld Dorothy L, Frank L 123 Washington St Box 270
Barber Fred G 70 Samuel Dr
Bateman Beverly C 523 Franklin Tr
Bazan Dorothy 150 W Beau St 216 Plz Bldg
Bazant Robert 963 Weirich Ave
Beam James Jr 96 Acheson Ave
Belcastro Todd, Amy 1215 Willowbrook Dr
Bennett Antoinette L, Bennett Derek O E 106 Jollick Mnr
Bennington David E 2329 Cornelia St
Bert Adam K 319 Wellness Wa 202
Bezy Wilfred M, Beverly E PO Box 575
Bird Barbara J 213 S Wade Ave
Blackson Virginia 119 Poolar St
Borkowski Daryl 1776 Steel St
Brach Arnold J 115 Quarry Rd
Braden Camilla 755 E Maiden St
Brennen Matthew 192 Country Club Rd
Brocato Tammy Trlr 6 2934 S Bridge Rd
Brock Andy 833 Lockhart St
Brown Marie R 496 Fayette St
Brownlee Elizabeth 155 Dorothy Ave
Buening Bradley J Sr 11 Elkie Dr
Bumbera John 2920 W Chestnut St
Burkhart David E 132 Panorama Dr
Burnette Clifford A 710 Michigan Ave Apt 15
Bush Miriam D 800 Washington Trust Bldg
Cancelmi Vincent F Jr c/o Gloria C Graff 271 Hazelwood Dr
Cape Edward R 712 1/2 Ewing St
Carl Virginia 2050 Park Ave
Carlisle John J 720 Michigan Ave Apt N−13
Carlisle John R 127 Linnwood Dr
Carter Jon 1170 Park Ave
Casciola Mary c/o Sylvester Casciola Ex 314 Washington Trust Bldg
Christman Marjorie A, Jack F 212 S Wade Ave
Claassen Danielle, George R, Jason 1175 Montclair Rd
Clark Aaron Travis, Saige Aron PO Box 175
Clark Diane 445 Allison Ave
Clemens Curtis Est, Ellen 680 Cleveland Rd
Clutter Robert D, Demoyde 760 Addison St
Colbert Clinoth, Rosa 212 Poplar St
Connor Gregory W Po Box 62
Cox Franklin B 540 E Chestnut St
Cox May J 760 Addison St
Crawford Allen, Eliza 54 Sumner
Crawford James 230 E Lincoln
Cree Brandi L 69 W Katherine Ave
Crothers Roy E 106 Hall Ave
Cummins Kristin J, Lois B 317 Wellness Way Apt 312
Curran M Scott 11 S College St
Curtis Pharmaceutical Svcs Inc 2876−A S Bridge Rd
Dales Christoper J 10 Floral Hill Dr
Delaney Mary E 20 Sanitarium Rd
Delfine Ferdinand M c/o Joyce Arnal 791 Locust Av
Deren Andrew J 1116 Boyd Dr
Dewalt Eleanor, Duane 445 Allison Ave
Difebo Valentine 228 Grant St
Diversified 2002 Meadowridge Dr
Doak Ruth L 205 Henderson Ave
Dpv Corporation 8 Curry Ave
Drague Shawn, Mary 81 Old York Rd
Drapela Boldie 1174 Findlay St
Edward Jones 10 Floral Hill Dr
Ehrenreich Margaret A, Leo C 220 Lakeview Ct
Ehrentraut Hermon G 1620 E Maiden St
Ellis Robert Est 500 W Chestnut St Apt 1
Engle Enoch G Jr 55 Graham Ave
Evergreen Eleanor S 815 S Main St 108
Faber Norman E 1152 Allison
Fairmont Supply PO Box 501
Farabee Beverly, Paul RR 4
Fehl Diane 142 Helen St
Finfrock Mark A 154 Wellington Av
Firanski Janet Lea 573 E Maiden St
Fithian Carolee R, Pauline 452 Jefferson Ave
Fox Rae 835 S Main St
Frazier Barbara Est 1292 Donnan Ave Apt D18
Galentine Dennis B, Joi B 113 Brady Ave
Garber William 73 Angle St
Gardner Adrienne 544 Potomac Dr
Gerdts Mildred M 133 Kelly Dr
Gladys Walter M 1435 Park Ave
Gnagey Martha E RR 1
Gordon Mylaina L 854 N Main St
Gray Grace R Est 90 W Chestnut St
Guibert Michelle Marie 2582 Dian Dr
Gwens Day Care Inc. 860 Allison Ave
Halpin Bernard 124 Valy Vw Dr
Hampson Ruth 113 Korth Ave
Hampton Inn 119 Murtland Ave
Haney Willard C RR 5
Harris Amy S 2640 Diane Dr
Hart Lenore RR 2
Harvey Charles E 228 Poplar St
Hays Sherry L 806 1/2 Brd St
Health Futres Inc 620 N Main St Washington Clinical Lab
Henrietta Bloch L 319 Wellness Way Apt 207
Hill Daniel J 163 1/2 Country Club Rd
Hlipala Joseph D 340 Duncan Ave
Huasheng Inc 94 Trinity Point Dr
Hugus James H 622 Beech St
Humbert Lane Health Centre 90 Humbert Ln
Huston Rebecca, Scott 201 Coachside Dr
Hutchinson H Benjamin I 30 Mcelree Rd
Hutchison Valerie E, Vincent Apt A8 N Ave Apts
Inc Uma S 1125 Arrowhead Dr
Ingram Sara 663 Wilmington St
Internal Medicine Geriatrics 880 S Main St
J L Miller Sons Inc 2301 Jefferson Ave
Jakes Media Inc E 3702 Clubhouse Cir
John P Sorice Trucking Box 541
Johns Robert, Maxine L 73 Angel St
Johnson Dorothy, Cora 341 Locust Ave
Johnson Brian K 1425 Mcelree Rd
Johnson Nanette Jean 4113 Jefferson Ave
Jones Kathryn A 370 Woodridge Dr
Jordan Roxane 382 W Chestnut St
Joson Philip 150 Beau Ave
KDL Court Reporting 405 Washington Trust Building
Kelley Sherry M 640 W Wylie Ave
Kincaid Kerry J 1604 Stonecreek Ln
Kiski Peter Est 11 S College St
Koblarchick Stephen, John S 308 Wotring Rd
Kosek Joseph Est, Anna 610 Brd St
Koss David O 461 Brad Ave
Kvaerner Metals 455 Racetrack Rd
L Charles MD 50 W Chestnut St
Lackie Mildred 3198 Jefferson Ave
Landock Rachel M 960 E Maiden St Apt 623
Lank Alice M 155 S Main St Apt 24
Lazek Jeffrey c/o John Lazek 1241 S Hewitt Ave
Leckie Joseph Scott 505 Washington Trust Building
Lester Henry A 1302 Stonecreek Ln
Lindsey Jackie K 46 Potato Run Rd
Lombardi Auto Body 213 S Wade Ave
Low John Clark 53 Shrontz Ln
Lowry John G, Ruth T 2524 Jefferson Ave
Lucas Holly F c/o Dorothy Herceg 30 Lang Ave
Mack Gloria R 915 Addison St
Majewski Stanley M Est 5 Memory Ln
Manning Michael J Est 62 W Wheeling St
Marasco Mary A 979 Jefferson Ave
Marchand Auto 1215 Willowbrook Dr
Martin Leo 663 Wilmington St
Matthews Marie 3019 Traban Woods #320
Mawhinney William B 850 Beech St Apt 402
Mccarrell Clarice, Evelyn 972 Green St Ext
Mccartney Nora B 8 Mill St
Mccartney Wallace F 21 W Prospect Ave
Mccloskey Betty J 70 Paxton St
Mcconnell Cathy S 235 W Chestnut St Apt 308
Mccord Patricia 1292 Donnan Ave Apt D18
Mccune Barron P 144 Lemoyne Ave
Mccune Dorothy c/o Dorothy Herceg 30 Lang Ave
Mcdaid Anna 2050 Park Ave
Mcfeely Betty J 656 Donnan Ave
Mckinney Denise 575 Locust Ave
Metz Kristina R 710 Jefferson Av Apt 4
Mighty Tire 258 West Wheeling St
Miller Mary B 517 Sylvan Dr
Mullis Jody 850 Beech St Apt 502
Myatich George 498 E Maiden St
Nationwide Appraisal 95 W Beau St Ste 300
Natoli Robert 1294 Donnan Ave C20
Neel Anthony J 408 N Wade Ave
Nichols Michael 147 Cumberland Ave
Nixon Sandra 159 Wellington Ave
Oberst Raymond F, Helene 1100 Sycamore St
Oklesson Frank Est 269 N Main St
Osborne Hettie J 730 Mckinley Ave
Pasquariello Emily 61 Bedillion Rd
Patchen Helen 18 Norman Ave
Penn Commercial 242 Oak Spring Rd
Pete Insana Auto Body Rpr & Tow 139 Ohio St
Pettit Inda Mae c/o John C Pettit 96 N Main St
Phillips & Faldowski PC 29 E Beau St
Piechnik Mary 331 Cleveland Rd
Platt Mary L Westgate 1290 Donnan Ave Apt F18
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Poland Cindy Est, Thomas L 1301 Weirich Ave
Pomykala Eugene, Renee 660 Penn Ave
Porter Hester Est c/o Cheryl Ann Pitzer 1602 Pierce Ave
Pratt Rose M 424 Brad Ave
Premier Rehab System 3355 W Chestnut St
Presky Dorothy 1480 Washington Rd
R & R Home Improve 710 S Main St
Reeves Jordan B 478 Lone Pine Rd
Reid Herman, Rose Est 495 Duncan Ave 1
Retos Irene 550 Munce Ridge Rd
Reyes Grace 2612 A Old National Pike
Reynolds Elizabet B 786 Weirich Ave
Richardson Theodore, Mary RR 2
Rizor Anna 1116 Boyd Dr
Roberts Robert W 705 Brd St
Robertson Shannon 809 E Maiden St Apt 1
Robson Robby 17 Griffith Ave
Rocco Joseph 910 E Maiden St
Ross Laurence F, Joann C 80 Woodside Dr
Rossell Christopher M 132 E Maiden St
Roth Vera I, Vera 119 W Chestnut St
Roupe Trevor R 2182 E Maiden St
Russo Pauline 331 Cleveland Rd
Rutan Charles E PO Box 1302
Salomonsen Patricia L 526 S Main St
Saunders Daniel D 225 S College St Apt 5
Scarmazzi Joe D 220 Glen Arden Cir
Schilling Richard M 84 W Wheeling St
Schneider Ethel M 154 N College St Apt 304
Schwering William 196 Ellis Ave
Scott Monte L, Lois T 317 Wellness Way Apt 118
Scott Robert R 950 E Maiden St 514
Sendro Anna 155 S Main St Apt 24
Sensky Dennis 39 N Main St Apt 2
Shaffer Brown H 6 Ankrom Rd
Shaw Environ Inc Attn Accounts Payable 1217 W Wayne St
Shriver Lisa 192 Country Club Rd
Smartcomp LLC 480 Johnson Rd Ste 200
Smider Matthew Elijah 414 Burton Ave
Smith James E 1290 Donnan Ave Apt 15
Solomon Seafood 222 Hall Ave
Southwestern Pa Neurology 101 Trich Dr
Sowers Eric L 112 Brook Ave
Spencer William 235 W Chestnut St
Spossey L Anthony Treasurer 55 W Maiden St
Stacher Alexa 10 E Katherine Ave
Stark Gregory 665 W Chestnut St Apt2
Stoner Sharon L, Robert A 194 E Katherine Ave
Strait Sally Flynn 99 Lemoyne Ave
Stromski Brian J 144 Blaine St
Sun Victory Christian 6 Ankrom Rd
Susko Darey 76 W Hallam Ave
Sutherland Caryl R 235 W Chestnut St Apt 308
Tanner Ronald C 976 1/2 Addison St
Tarr Wilma M 25 E Katherine Ave
Taylor Desiree Danielle, John A 62 Karen Dr
Taylor Britney 72 Hawkins St
Tennent Lucille M 28 High St
Thomas Chad L 276 Tr Ave
Thomas Margaret 193 Malone Ridge Rd
Troutman George M 962 Addison St Apt 1
Truby Carol Jane, Larry 517 S Main St
Trucking Gladden 1059 S Hewitt Ave
Tucker Richard 1414 Gabby
Tuesday Wheeler 1090 Jefferson 10
Turocy Brennan M 449 Brad Ave
Umstead Ruth, John 701 Beeck St
Universal Smartcomp 480 Johnson Rd Ste 200
Vanderlee Michael A 324 Tyler Ave
Vaughn Laura J 697 Beech St
Voytek Eugene J 271 Park Ave
Walker Jason E 280 Wotring Rd
Walker Ruth 109 W Walnut St
Wallace Walter 2535 Beverly Dr
Waltz Phyllis C 40 W Prospect Ave
Ware Rayannah 621 N Main St C20
Washington Chevrolet 1 Raymond Blvd
Washington Chevrolet 105 Church St Apt 1
Washington City Mission Inc 84 W Wheeling St
Washington Penn Plastics PO Box 236
Wells Fargo Disability Mgmt PO Box 617
Werner Donaldson Moving Svc 2300 N Main St
West Donald P Sr, Helen M 716 W Chestnut St
White Edith 109 W Walnut St
White Shawn D 235 W Chestnut St Apt 703
Wiencek Francis J 32 Atchinson Ln
Wise Anna 256 Cortez Dr
Wojcuich Joseph D, Ilene P 1635 Weirich Ave
Wright Stephen C 401 W Maiden St
Wymer Amelia 155 Dorothy Ave
Zediker Rhonda T 862 Beech St Apt 221
Zelenka Anthony J 445 Duncan Ave
West Alexander Pa 15376
Cole George c/o Country Side Estates Box 296
Dickson C Garey 97 Highland Ave
Kitzmiller Alice A 111 Main Rd
Noble Greathouse Candice J 628 Old National Pike
Noble Mildred S RD 1 Box 394
Pasco Charles E 27 Ebbert Rd
West Alexander Historical Society PO Box 3
West Finley Pa 15377
Garrett George P 272 Birch Rd
King Jane PO Box 54
King Michael S PO Box 54
Westland Pa 15378
Cevera Angie M 187 Dogwood St PO Box 413
Harris Jamie, James 438 Westland Rd Royal
Wayne County
Beach Lake Pa 18405
Bugunova Victoria 2 Hill St
Bunting Dorothy M 9 Manor Dr
Conklin Bryan 46 Country Ln
Hames Alma E 9 Manor Dr
Hector Roger W 5 Tall Trees Ln
Johannes Craig A, Anna 21 Main Ave
Lisco Michael J c/o Angelina Lisco RR 1 Box 1593
Mangin Michael G 9 Manor Dr
Marazo Curreri Nancylynn E 21 Hill St
Rose Dorothy PO Box 125
Trieber Louis Bavarian Village RR 1 Box 57 Alpine Rd
Bethany Pa 18431
Hart Mary Ann 534 Wayne St
Damascus Pa 18415
Bundas Louise M, Bundas John J Star Rt Box 314
Engelhard Irmgard RD 1 Box 125
Maloney Thomas 180 Diehl Rd
Price Ralph M HC Box 209
Rutledge Brian P736 Callicoon Rd
Elmhurst Pa 18424
Leary Elizabeth St Mary Rd Villa Residence
Equinuck Pa 18417
Dellaportas Christopher 79 Whitleigh Rd
Greaves Ingeborg 125 Mud Pond Rd
Ruiz Juan 289 Hellmers Hill Rd
Zona Rachel M 1042 Pine Mill Rd
Gouldsboro Pa 18424
Bailey Justin R 455 Thornhurst Rd
Davies Elberta M, Thomas W Box 125a RD1
Eagle Lake Community Assoc PO Box 305
Gebhardt Douglas 46 Third St
Gelb Diana 311 Big Bass Dr
Gotlibovsky Marina PO Box 909 311 Big Bass Dr
Herman Thomas J 2717 Eaglesview Dr
Leary Elizabeth L PO Box 2620 Cool Baugh Rd RD 2
Malodobra Aneta PO Box 997
Mazurik Barbara Ann RR 1 Box 1037
Messbauer Joseph PO Box 612
Metcalf Martha A 23 Pocono Frst
Mokos Joseph J PO Box 143
Otis June K PO Box 976
Scarantino Jason 99 Main St
Thomas Walker S RR 2 Box 2046
Toland Francis 124 Maple Ave
Weiss Baio Beverly G 84 Perch Ln
Hamlin Pa 18427
Krull Robert E Box 408
Mccall Kevin PO Box 942
Medina Jorge PO Box 914
Subway 12315 RR 590 Box 667
Honesdale Pa 18431
Alexander Lawrence, Veronica 1119 Ct St
Barca Joseph 136 Steep Hill Rd
Bennett Tammy L Estate of 513 Grove St
Black Lois H 1848 Fair Ave
Bonham John R 833 Bethany Tpke
Burchell Kathryn L 2521 Shuman Rd
Corley Carl PO Box 326
Elders Matthew 1137 Hancock Hwy
Fleming David 524 Main St
Forgeois George 55 Holgate Rd
Franklin Dwight A 280 Erie St
Gallick Margaret 205 Ash St
Hafler Genevieve B, Donald E 1848 Fair Ave
Hawley Amy L 305 Tryon St
Hoffman Klein Homeopathic Phar 952 Bethany Tpke
House Builders 295 Erk Rd
Huebbe Phyllis HC 62 Box 1210
Hughley Pearl MR6 Tr St
King Maimunah T 524 Main St Apt 233
Kinsman Ann S 518 Main St
Lacey Frank 151 HC 6 Brook Rd
Lemeur Patricia G Estate Apt 322 1202 N Main St
Livsey Joseph W RR 6 Box 6750
Loftus Joan T, Thomas 126 Forest St
Loscig John A RD 5 Box 5773
Malti Amy Lynn 1186 Owego Tpke
Mead Bertha MR6 Tr St
Moore Lillian E PO Box 326
Nuernberger Deborah L One Rock Ledge Dr
Ostrander Elwin C RR 3 Box 3574
Owl Chrys Jeep Inc 818 Church St
Pacich Shawn 154 Lakeside Ave
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Propst Robert W 514 Adams Pond Rd
Propst Robert W RR 4 Box 920 Lake Estemerwalt
Rilleyville Child Care 1920 Hancock Hwy
Schwartz Gloria 226 Beach Lake Hwy
SEM Hospitality RR 3 Box 3394
Shine Ruth E 1301 North Main St
Smith Laura J 135 Bridge St
Staunton Donna M 304 Tr St
Swartz Elwood E 718 Maple Ave
Tenbus James 1509 East St Apt 2
Thompson James Ralph 325 Grandview Ave
Walsh Richard C RR 6 Box 3367
Weber Irene M, Irvin 21 Canal St
White Ann Weeks 1310 N Main St
Woods Brian c/o RR 4 Box 999
Lake Ariel Pa 18436
Bello Joseph 874 Goose Pond Rd
Burns Richard D 2511 Oak Cir 794 The Hideout
Cali Ryan Parent 100 Homers Place
Cawley Christopher J Author 6 Moosic Lakes
Chacon Dolores 9 Tomahawke Rd
Cimoch Sebastian Anthony, Edward RR 4
Conklin Janet D 1121 Apt 2B
Decrescenza Mary T c/o Mrs Kamarunas RR4 Box 178
Dohanich Peter P Jr 123 Shafran Dr
Evarts Ellyn 125 Batzel Rd
Fanjoy Christine J 1058 Forest Ct
Ferraris Pat c/o Hale Honu LLC 110 Harmony Dr
Ferraro Mary 38 Mountain Crest Dr
Freisen John M 19 Lakeshore Dr Wallenpanpack
Gross Helen c/o Kate Sears 312 The Hideout 436
Himan Leslie Ann c/o 85 Wallenpaupack Dr
Hineline Stephen P 169 Rose Rd Bldg B
Hinz Henry J RD 1 Box 558
Hoerschgen Antoinette R 7 Salem Hts Es
Hutchins Stephen, Robert 1045 Wildwood Ct
Jordon Patrick PO Box 370a RD 4
Jurewicz Richard 2119 Lake View Dr
Kamora Madlyn 725 Cortez Rd
Kennedy Nathan, Gary Rt 5
Langan Catherine, Langan Patrick 4370 Golfclub Rd RR 4
Laudig Lois 169 Rose Rd Bldg B
Mangieri Krista M 547 Parkwood Dr
Mannick Becca L 408 Archpalb Mcn Rd
Mccann Donald RR 2 Box 328
Mcclure Kara E 702 Tannery Rd
Mcelroy Arthur M 46 Sawmill Rd
Mcgraf Bill 209 E Sure Dr
Mchugh Shannon Rose, Jerome R Jr Cortez Rd
Metschuloat Eugene 1295 Mt Cobb Rd Unit D
Miner Larry 1704 The Hideout
Mittan Henrietta, Frank E RR 3
Montalvan Lauren 2725 Pebble Ct
Morell Anthony PO Box 394
Mostowski Jim Jr RR 5 Box 5714
Obrien Amber R, John L c/o Josephine Olker 1372 The Hideout 4214
Parent John 968 Cortez Rd
Peet Evelyn C RR 1 Box 152
Remeneski Shirley 52 Beaver Lake Dr
Roberts James P 54 Maple Ln
Schaefer Kristine 4316 N Fairway Dr
Schuylkill Womens Investment Groups c/o Lori Gurlavage Agent RR 9 Box 9916
Sledzinski Ann RD 1 Box 558
Sprecher Susan J, Frank 180 Blue Bird Ln
Stevens Jake Donald, William D RR 1
Terwilliger John D 2725 Pebble Ct
Tobin Mary PO Box 153
Topp Stella, William Box 279a RD 1
Ventimiglia Jack S 123 Shafran Dr
Vermack Ryan 968 Cortez Rd
Walling Thomas, Catherine 443 Archbald Mountain Rd
Warnock Robert 412 Stockfarm Rd
Zeiler Ronald K, Aggie E167 Faller Rd
Zelinski Peter PO Box 394 1
Lakeville Pa 18438
Igals Valerie J HC 1 Box 556
Mattina Giuseppe, Denise 80 Daniels Rd
Milanville Pa 18443
Swendsen Gary J 843 Calkins Rd
Zirpoli Frederick J 151 Spruce Swamp Rd
Newfoundland Pa 18445
Coffin Alice K PO Box 458
Courtright Jason RR 1 Box 223
Davis Patricia E, Frank D RR 1 Box 17
Erskine Rose PO Box 54
Grives Jason 118 Fountain Dr
Hobbs Michael F 465 Crestmont Ave
Jackson Ronald M RR 1 Box 72a
Jurlando Cecilia PO Box 487
Laboy R 34 Shady Ln Dr
Lafave Mark, Michelle 185 Pine Grove Rd
Ziegler Margaret L, Jack RR 1 Box 133
Pleasant Mount Pa 18453
Ayoub Theodore A HC 65 Box 56
Creamton Maple Trust Carl E Mills Agent 309 Creamton Dr
Gill Patricia J 459 Great Bend Tpke PO Box 19
Walker Kathleen 2139 Bethany Tpke
Poyntelle Pa 18454
Dailey Gertrude W Box 104
Prompton Pa 18456
Mill Leslie W PO Box 68
Starrucca Pa 18462
Kelley Robert Sr RR 3 Slocum Hill Rd
Sterling Pa 18460
Barber Theodore G PO Box 220South
Catanzaro Stephanie Rt 191S
Janosco Michael J Jr 41 Wilder Rd
Masami Tawara dba Crankers Ltd PO Box 55
Thornhurst Pa 18424
Baumann Chrisoula, Paul 113 E Country Club Estates
Finish Line Auto Body Inc 112 L County Club Estates
Nulton Ronald Jr, Allison 112a Country Club Estates
Rath Stephanie A, Eric 112 L Country Club Estates
Reilly Shawn, Nicole P HC1 Box 148b
Waymart Pa 18472
Bender Lee PO Box 143
Booths Nicholas E 19 Boots Ln
Bradbury Patricia L Wayne Woodlands Manor 37 Woodland Dr
Bunting Robert RR 1 Box 1909b
Godfrey Andrea S 21 Perry Rd
Hildebrand Chester W, Mary B PO Box 128
Jacobs Matthew R 21 Perry Rd
Kinney Paula AJ975647 Lackawanna County Prison PO Box 256 G F 1028
Laurence Patricia RR 1
Malewicz Brony B 596 Honesdale Rd
Reed Georgann J 340 Robinson Rd
Rizzi Dennis 33 Carbondale Rd
Rozanski Gertrude RR 1
Skitzki Francis c/o Minnie Gillette PO Box K
Staudt Donald, Sandra 15 Rockwell Ln
White Mills Pa 18473
Latonrnons Patrick PO Box 88
Walker William R PO Box 224
Westmoreland County
Acme Pa 15610
Braem Paul A RR3 Box A9
Braem Rose RR 1 Box 9
Huber Beverly G RR 1 Box 229
Huber Joseph B RR 1 Box 229
Monroe Matthew 164 Coffman Rd
Rega Joseph N Sr, Patrick J 2045 Rocky Ridge Rd
Watson Mari Lynn c/o Marilyn Watson 245 Rock Pool Rd
Wiltrout Betty Jean 215 Thompson Rd
Adamsburg Pa 15611
Adk Cardiology PO Box 431
Esquino Gerald A 157 Main St PO Box 292
Show James F, Helen PO Box 209
Whitman Harold Est PO Box 36
Apollo Pa 15613
Amsler Automotive 340 Yockey Rd
Anker Anton Jr 621 Jackson Dr
Belfield Harry T Sr, Harry Est 1738 1/2 Hancock Ave Apt 5d
Bellas Helen P RR 3 Box 326
Braman Joshua 132 Parkridge Apt F
Brayer Samuel Walter, Paul J 375 Markle Rd
Brletic Richard J 1502 Crestview Dr
Buckley Lula A RR 5 Box 83
Cochran Patricia 1605 Hancock Ave
Crooks Rachel, Carol 1846 Sampson Dr
Davis William 30 Pine Cir
Deemer Delila RD 2
Denning Jessse 340 Yockey Rd
Doverspike Ronald 1006 Shaner Acres
Fullard Michael M 412 Willow Ct
George Lisa L 610a Isabella Ave
George Wendy M 516 N 5th St
Giunipero Tressa, Frank 259 Old Mill Rd
Guthrie Ray 1216 Old State Rd
Haddon Julia A 1347 Martin Rd
Hersak John K 123 Siebert Ln
Hild Arthur 32 Pine Cir Dr
Kiehl Eden C, Alene Mt 10 Box 47
Kulick Kylie A 1076 White Cloud Rd
Lange Bille 737 Edgewood Est
Mago Evelyn M 1002 Woodward Ave
Mancini Nellie 114 Moglia Ln
Miller William B Not Known
Morgan Howard D, Helen M 310 N 9th St
Orr Sandra G, James E RD 2
Paustenbach Francis K 134 Crestwood Dr
Petricig Robert, Bruno 1101 Martin Rd
Phillips Leona K 115 Thorn St
Rairigh Nancy F 672 SR 380 E
Shepard Charlotte 221 Skylark Dr
Siegel Darren M 409 Chapeldale Dr
Snyder Elizabeth, John D 115 N 3rd St
Strong Clarence, Della J 1017 Shaner Acres Dr
Terheyden Regina, Mary West Haven Nursing Home 151 Goodview Dr
Trump Tight Entertainment LLC 423 Chapeldale Dr
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Vandenheuvel Gary 365 N Washington Rd
Vovaris Dennis J Jr 427 Hoover Dr
Wolford Geraldine 709 Zubal Rd
Arnold Pa 15068
Beroni Rena 106 Seneca Ave
Black Andrew P 1386 4th Ave
Chapman James E PO Box 3162
Colella Vera M 1814 Kenneth Ave
Guzzi Frances 2010 Leishman Ave
Holloway Dewayne Lee, James E 1337 4th Ave
Hussar Cynthia, John A c/o Cynthia Fabian 2011 Kenneth Ave
Lubomski Maxine C 1528 Horne Blvd Apt 811
Mascara Susan L 1600 Victoria Ave
Mclaughlin Cheryl J, Joanne A 1919 Alcoa Dr
Schaffer Bernice 1819 4th Ave
Storrs Isaac I Sr 1734 Horne Blvd
Winschel Marlene E 2020 Ridge Ave
Worlds Kevin 1704 4th Ave
Zaffuto Charles Jr 2007 Leishman Ave
Zaleski Frances C 1819 4th Ave
Arona Pa 15617
Kovatch Marlene, Mildred PO Box 48
Whigam Lester E PO Box 21
Avonmore Pa 15618
Hill Thomas J RR 1 Box 1512
Kelly William, Rose PO Box 60
Lockhart Daniel 194 Wherry School Rd
Markus Lynn 693 Long Run Rd
Miller Kevin 614 Indiana Ave
Bolivar Pa 15923
Baird Martha RR 1 Box 186
Lamantia Anthony S, Dominick Box 218
Nixon Sandra RR 1 Box 186
Bovard Pa 15619
Agnew Lattimore Leona PO Box 204
Demonte Cecelia 250 2nd St
Bradenville Pa 15620
Bell Bonnie PO Box 336
Giordan Helen Est, Alphonse PO Box 218
Matrunick Mark E RR 1 Box 57
Calumet Pa 15621
Hagerty Jacqueline A, Wyatt E PO Box 145
Champion Pa 15622
Burnett William R PO Box 503
Fencil Eugene D 2261 Indian Head Rd
Claridge Pa 15623
Folta Florence M PO Box 197
Menenghini Thomas PO Box 37
Soltys Josephine, Louis PO Box 108
Crabtree Pa 15624
Longs Catering Inc PO Box 332
Darragh Pa 15625
Mclaughlin Patricia D, Wilbur RR 1 Box 240
Walko George Est, Lilly PO Box 97
Delmont Pa 15626
Alpha Business Forms Inc 506 Athena Dr
Barrick Kelly M 11 Greensburg St Apt D
Carney Mary Dolan 147 Stotler Dr
Cunningham Betty M 37 Buena Vista Dr
Dilorenzo Emil J 99 Pembrke Dr
Glunt Jean 211 Fairview St
Kemerer Deborah A c/o Linda Whiphey Hess 744 Cloverleaf Cir
Lamison Michael 259 Abbe Pl
Mikula Gregory, Vera F 375 Rt 22 6
Pipak Andrew, Ruth M 280 Abbe Pl
Pitchford Terrence, Dinah 126 Park Dr
Pratt Audrey 211 Fairview St
Raishart Krista, Karen 225 E White Oak Dr
Symborski Rebecca J 114 Larchwood Dr
Trimble Eileen M, Thomas G 4 Bel Aire Rd
Willis Vivian 508 Lakeview Dr
Wurzell Laura A 413 Athena Dr
Derry Pa 15627
Bialas Joseph, Carol RR 2 Bix 155a
Brant William, Ruth I 118 W 4th Ave Apt 215
Downey Lewis W 1384 SR 217
Ecker Paul E, Eric PO Box 96
Ernest Stefanik 373 Wilson St
Festa Betty G 719 W 4th Ave
Gebicki Stanley, Louise 210 N Chestnut St
Leary Melvin D 931 W 4th Ave
Liberoni Frank J 4 Superior RD 1
Lutz Gloria E 511 W 6th Ave
Malone Andrew B, O Reeta RD 4 Box 17
Markle Phyllis 500 N Chestnut St
Miedel Frances, Paul 107 Caldwell Ln
Moore Kyrie 118 W 4th Ave #304
Shaffer Eleanor 301 W Owens Ave
Skoloda Blanche, Emil H 153 Seger Rd
Starry Ada Est, Ada 1 Brown St
East Vandergrift Pa 15629
Anthony Bruce PO Box 326
Masisak Jeffrey 803 Mckinley Ave PO Box 38
Export Pa 15632
Charnack Charlene A Est 5848 Kemerer Hollow Rd
Crawford Ann 6974 Berkshire Dr
Do Anthony S 3030 Ketchy Ct
Durstine Shirley A 5870 Kennedy Ave Apt 204 Duff Manor
Earth Sciences Consultants One Triangle Ln
Foresman Ellen J 6214 Old Wm Penn Hwy
Fulmer Co Inc Westmoreland Ind Park #3 3004 Venture Ct
Gal John G Jr, Nancy 3007 Hoy Farm Ct
Granche Christine I 3942 Hills Church Rd
Hickman Alice R 5976 Hayes Ave
Highsmith Christine A 1325 Kentucky St
Jackson Herminia M Est 5042 Old William Penn Hwy c/o Mary Seiler
Johns Francis 1022 Lexington Dr
Keibler Thompson Corp RR 2 Box 264a
Kiragis Beth 4954 Simmone Cir
Kukurin Gloria J 2918 Bryer Ridge Ct
Lacaria Dominic, Aldene 2015 Kentucky St
Lemley Clarence Est c/o Edward Askey 5795 Roosevelt Ave
Lemmon Lorraine S Apt 204 5870 Kennedy Ave
Lockwood Eric 3101 Oakview Dr
Manovich Nick, Mary 2884 Cleveland St
Matysik James T 5805 Claridge Rd
Miller Sara 5753 Lincoln Ave
Patel Kishor 2 Fawn Ln
Polhamus Beth A 5618 Lincoln Av
Reitz Tiffany, Ronald 2697 Pal St #C
Remic Henry J Jr 113 Country Ln
Rihn Christopher T, Susan 281 Jefferson St
Roberts Patricia 5848 Kemerer Hollow Rd
Schultheis Charles RR 3 Box 202a
Scott Joseph 113 Pinetree Dr
Sleigh Maxine H PO Box 566
Steward Anna Mae RR 1 Box 359
Symanowicz Gregory 5550 Old William Penn Hwy Apt 8
Tom Garry C 5809 Grant Ave
TRC 1036 Corporate Dr
Veahman Harry, Roy 5910 Fillmore Ave
Walter William J 4310 Hilty Rd RR 5
White Valley Athletic & Social Club PO Box 597
Wilson Richard E, Karen K RR 2 Box 261 A
Grapeville Pa 15634
Long Louise Est, Louise PO Box 28
Greensburg Pa 15601
Action Properties Inc PO Box 966
Adams Anna 248 Rear W Otterman St
Allegheny High Lift Inc RD 6 Box 510
Altman Laura M Est c/o D Woodward 200 S Main St
Amineni Venugopal 512 Dornin St
Amos John 650 S Main St
Anderson Betty R 1923 Highland Ave
Armanious Adel W MD 3138 Princeton Rd
Armbrust William H RR 11 Box 706
Baker John Ord, John 179 Wildwood Dr
Baker Sue 626 Hempfield St
Banchiere C G 251 Lakewood Dr
Baran Isabelle F Williamsburg E Apt 6 D
Bassett Gallagher Suite 3000 540 Pellis Rd
Battistone John F 6 Arch Ave #4
Bell Patricia 825 N Main St Apt 26
Bell Virginia M 427 Harrison Ave
Bodenschatz Carl Est 100 Freedom Way
Botsko Amelia 121 W Otterman St
Botsko Amelia 7371−B Eastmont Dr
Boynton Rita M. 504 Kenmore Ave
Bra Carl F RFD 4
Bradish Peter RFD 7 Box 124a
Broad Street Dairy 1608 Brd St S
Bures J Conrad, Nancy L 2935 Seminary Dr
Burke Mattie L 102 E Atterman
Burns Harumi U 34 Timber Trail
Burrik Stephen E 245 Everglade Rd
Burrows Richard 1614 Poplar St
Butler Pat 518 George
Butler Robert S 608 Farview Dr
Calisti Jacqueline 905 Kunkle Dr
Cam Francis, Evelyn 178 Iowa St
Cannon John G 801 Alta Vita Dr
Cantella Jack R, Mary R 108 E Pittsburgh St
Carini Reno 557 Hickory Dr
Carlos Martin J, Timothy, Martina, Janet M 98 Glenview Ave
Chrysler Financial Corp 535 Newport Dr
Cirelli Rosemary 525 Westminster Ave
Citizens Bank of Pa Rt 30 1120 A E Pittsburgh St
Claypool Floanne 438 Hacke Ln
Coates David R RR 10 Box 299
Cole Irma L 8 Cedarbrook Dr
Conaway Loretta M, Lewis 790 N Main St Apt J9
Cook Kay E 2305 Hunter Rd
Cope Dolores L 1532 Poplar St
Courtyard by Marriott Pitts Greensburg 700 Power Line Dr
Cresson P A 2930 Seminary Dr
Crock Homer W H, Anna C, Irene C 430 Wayne Ave Apt 102
Crouse & Co 4000 Hempfield Plaza Blvd Suite 914
Culbreath Cathy L 228 W 3rd St
Cullen Rosemary A, James E 217 Meadow Spring Rd
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Cuneo Mark 2403 Skidmore Rd
Damico Frank 618 W Otterman St Apt D
Day Mary E Tollhause Apts 900 E Pittsburgh St Apt−D−23
Deflorio Anthony 1308 Elm St
Deflorio Anthony J 1206 Ashland St So
Destination Marketing 650 S Main St
Devine Carol Mt View Specialty Care Ctr 227 Sand Hill Rd
Dickert Family Foundation 2211 Armburst Rd
Diclaudio Matthew, Ron 6 Daniel St
Digital Dynasty Inc 109 Starboard Villa
Dimaria Rick Est Thorn Run Dr PO Box 259
Dipietro Nicolina RD 1 Box 362 H
Disaster Restoration Svcs RD 1 Box 362 H
Dolan Joseph M 858 Dornin St D5
Dominion Transmission Inc 466 E Pittsburgh St
Donkin Ida 421 Westminster
Dutrow Stephanie, Carly 577 Agnes St
Dwyer Kenneth, Mary 12 W Hills Dr
Ecker Unk 2009 Medow Ln Dr
Econo Lodge 776 E Pittsburgh St Ste 203
Esola Mamie M Cbom, Mamie M 116 Glenview Ave
Fanell Thomas J 624 Park Ln
Ferricks George E RD 8 Box 247
Firestone Terry, Sara 5 N 209 W 3rd St
Floyd Josephine 896 Weatherwood Ln Apt 201
Food Inc Ernie Vallozzi S Rest 855 Georges Sta Rd
Frank George L, Fred 8074 Rte 819
Franklin Michel, John W 137 Ken Ln
Freeman Judith A Westmoreland Manor 2480 S Grande Blvd
Fryer Edgar R & Helen L Rev Living Trust 116 Rolling Meadow Dr
Gallagher Bassett Svc Inc 540 Pellis Rd 3000
Gangle Francine RD 11 Box 867 Box 247
Gazze Tony 330 S Spring Ave
Gebicki Louise 227 Sand Hill Rd
Geckle Rosemary, Kelly E 415 N Maple Ave
Georges Victoria, Norbert 56 Deerfield Dr
Gernert Haley RR 3 Box 267
Goff Evelyn D 735 Harrison City Rd
Good John J 2333 Locust St
Greenburg Wireless 6044 State Rte 30 Ste 200
Greensburg Lab 99 N Westmoreland Ave
Guo Xiaogang 803 Weaver St Apt 18
Hanlon Wilson Co 128 E Pittsburgh St
Harbaugh William E 770 N Main St Apt G8
Hartman Amy L 1532 Poplar St
Hartman Jane S c/oMarnie E Abraham Esq 104 Mount Odin Dr
Hathaway Warner M 425 Green St
Hays Eva L 28 N Urania Ave
Henry Mark S 111 Tridico Way
High Point Center for Human Svc 25 E Park Ave Ste 8
Hiway Drive In Theatre 264 Plsnt Unty Mutual Rd
Hocking Jonathan J 829 E Pittsburgh St
Honeychuck Mildred, Daniel 620 Reamer Ave Apt 507
Houck James J Rear 18 Jackson St Apt #2
House Alberta 322−324 N Pennsylvania Ae
Hout Margaret Est RD 6 Box 499 Woodward
Howard Kenneth A 154 Hope Ct
Hujack Marie H 8 Gdn Ctr Dr
Hungerman Richard C 2900 Seminary Dr
Hyduke Dorothy, Michael R 701 Lindwood Dr
Irwin Earl C 222 Luzerne St #D
Jim Aimee Rose 121 N Main St
Jioio Frank L 1112 Mckenna Way
Jioio Joseph F 3001 Stoupas Dr
Johnston Irene S 6 Gdn Ctr Dr
Johnston Mary D 336 Mcilvaine Rd
Johnston Thomas RD 9 Box 680 A
Joseph Stein Family LP 219 Maple Dr
Kass David M, Sylvia 23 Salem Dr
Kelly Marybelle S, Richard R 414 Green St
Kent Stephen 422 Wood Duck Dr
Kifer Earl H Jr 526 Stanton St
Klosky Robert Jr 968 Union Cemetery Rd
Kovich John 233 Monica Dr
Krause Glenn 409 Coulter Ave
Kristinick Charles C 1815 Franklin St S
Kunkle George R 1110 Mount Pleasant Rd
Kwiatkowski Ethel M 552 George St
LJ Americas Window Authority 1378 Conway St
Lachoppa Sherry 243 W Pittsburgh St Apt 2
Lafontant Monique J 9 Highview Pl
Lang Sara M RR 9 Box 649
Lathrop Barbara J, Robert J 3120 Princeton Rd
Laurel Podiatry Asso 2 Pine View Place 235 Humprety Rd
Laver Megan 203 S Maple Ave 3rd Fl
Leonard Mary J 528 S Main St
Liberty Home Buyers LLC 906 Castlegate Cir
Lohr Keith 111 Sandhill Rd
Lomack Lorna L, John 311r Coulter Ave
Lu Shujiang 1607 Keats Dr
Lukasik Teresa R 511 Alexander St
Lutz Peggy B 903 Sewickley St
Lydick Byrum E c/o Glenn Lydick RD 15 Box 50
Lynn Calvin H 109 Starboard Villa Apt 111
Mackey Larry 15 Carriage Rd
Magrey Leslie 130 Mertz Way
Manos Theodore M Est 121 N Main St
Marflak Amy 300 Scenery Ln
Mayercheck Lauren 739 Mcarthur St
Mcclain Robert R 142 Old SR 30
Mcculloch Sandra Lee 353 Stark Ave Apt A−5
Mccune Dorothy E 2175 SR 819
Mcdon Florence A 205 Wheatfield Dr
Mcewen Dean 830 Arlington Ave
Mcgrogan James C 111 S Main St
Mclaughlin Shawn R 1015 Willowbrook Dr
Mcleod Kimberly S, Gregory A 707 Curtis Rd
Mcnutt Harold R, Nancy L 8 Foxglove Dr
Mears Scott O Jr 9 Highview Pl
Medevec Vincent Est c/o Ronald Zera 573 Shuey Ave
Meyer Marjorie, Alice L 249 Frye Farm Rd
Mohr Jeff 209 Patty Ln
Moneta Anthony W 10 Unity Sq
Motchar Jeffrey 1105 Cranston Dr
Mullen Patrick W IHS at Mountainview Sand Hill Rd RR 7 Box 249
Myers Deborah A 1005 Willowbrook Dr A6
Nemeth Eileen Est, Julius 311 Seminary Ave
Nesti Nicholas A, Roger K 828 Stonebridge Dr
Nicoll Robyn 102 Casa Vita Dr
Noll Richard G 125 Toll House Rd C16
Noll Richard G 900 E Pittsburgh St C−16
Novak Gregory 2 N Main St
Novitsky Mydarlin 106 Bryan Dr
Obrien William T 2117 Ridge Rd
One On 1 Physical Therapy Inc 125 Hartman Rd Ste 1
Orris Robert Est, Elizabeth 627 Old SR 66
Overly Delores D 106 Bryan Dr
Overlys Country Christmas 116 Blue Ribbon Ln
Pal Subhashish 77 Laurel Dr
Palcic Carl R 1240 S Main St
Pangea Exchange Inc 806 Jamison Ave
Pape Jeffrey A, Amy 1501 Parr St
Parks Hempfield 1132 Woodward Dr
Parsons Jefferey 318 Satinwood Ln
Pascale Samantha 859 Sidney St
PCT Technical Svcs Inc 505 Point Dr
Pees Judy 419 Concord Ave
Peila Kathleen M, Alex 803 Sell St
Perrone Janice K 509 Tremont Ave
Petagno Julie E, Laura A 535 Stirrup Dr
Peternal Emily 111 S Main St
Pierson William J PO Box 413
Pittsburgh Mustang 1946 Rte 66
Poole Lisa M Est 1948 St Clair Ave
Price Donald J Est 1211 County Home R Apt 5
Price John 522 Hampton St
Provider Alliance 2172 Brinkerton Rd
Pulinka Katalin E, Attila J 426 Warwick Dr
R & K Landscaping 1172 Swede Hill Rd
Radocaj Peter 890 Armory Rd
Rankin Charles W 2 Hampshire Dr
Ray Jay A 248 Rear W Otterman St
Reese Randy R 347 Humphrey Rd
Regola Brenda Sue, Robert T 615 Oakridge Dr
Rifenburgh David P 130 Cheshire Dr
Rigby Jason 21 Erie Dr
RJ Repco Inc 741 S Main St
Roach Pamela J 113 Magnolia Dr
Roach Rose M 173 Iowa St
Rogers Vernicia 1 Seton Hill Dr
Roland Leonard, Helen 2375 Hunter Rd
Rosa William R 1844 Washington St
Roskosh Frank Tr 11/3/87 124 Northmont St
Rowe B 730 N Main St Apt C18
Rudzinski Eric 730 Fairview Dr
Rutherford David S 158 Wild Turkey Dr
Sapone 776 E Pittsburgh St Ste 203
Saus Michael L Jr, Saus Leah H 535 Newport Dr
Schaller James E 1010 Evergreen Ave
Scherer Jack A 108 Lambert Ln
Sedinger Frances 3041 Benvenie Dr
Sedinger Frances E, Alvin S 1609 Pine St
Sefchok Jeffrey F 301 Bridlewood Dr
Sekora John Jr RR 3 Box 271
Shaw Hunter O Jr 216 Underwood Ave
Shaw Hunter O Jr 540 Pellis Rd
Shearer Joseph D 1404 Dellview Dr
Shetty Usha K 124 Lakeview Dr
Shi Evelyn R RR 1 Box 213
Shirey Floyd I Jr RD 7 Box 267a
Shrader Anna M 1716 Brd St
Singleton Hazel 2480 S Grande Blve
Smail Auto Body 77 Laurel Dr
Smith Sarah E, Virgil 2500 S Grande Blvd
Smith Willia M, Beverly 175 Lambert Ln
Smith Alex 114 Noble Vista Dr Apt 206
Smith John C 651 W Pittsburgh St
Smith Margaret I 406 S Main St
Snyder Jennifer R 153 S Hamilton Ave
Snyder Karen 3109 Attleboro Place
Soltys Louis 221 Cemetery Rd
Spanos Renee L 285 Lawrence Pl
Stabb Brian 53 Northmont St
Stahl Jean Est 255 John St
Steffensen Gregory O 726 Lindwood Dr
Stein Joseph Family LP 219 Maple Dr
Stevenson Bethann M, Joseph E 1324 Clearview Dr
Stevenson Joyce A 205 Wheatfield Dr
Strizzi Amerigo L, Frances I 30 S Madison St
Sundry James V, Anna RR 3
Surgi Center at Ligonier The 532 W Pittsburgh St
Tabita Flavia M 119 Westpoint Dr
Teseman Charles 223 N Hamilton St
Testa Sr Richard J 2035 Armbrust Rd
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Thomas Robin 233 Monica Dr
Thropp Samuel RR 11 Box 395
Toyota Scion of Greensburg 4964 Rt 30
Trout John 120 Lakeview Dr
Truby Margaret RR 7
Underwood Richard J, Doris M 3127 Mt View Dr
Vana Catherine 97 Mclaughlin Dr
Vernau Charles E Jr 18 Stoden Dr
Wallace Margaret 525 Westminster Ave
Ward Larry D RR 3 Box 267
Wellington Food Svcs Inc 776 E Pittsburgh St Ste 203
Weppelman Diana K 207 Timberland Dr
Werksman R M 156 Westmoreland Mall Rte 30 E
Westmoreland Health Grp 101 Ehalt St Ste 109
Whalen Margaret R 4 Cherokee Dr
White Shirley A 1070 Cranston Dr
White Terry PO Box 415
Wilkerson April G 403 Oakland Ave
Wilson Thomas J 2018 Brinkerton Rd
Winnercour Ronda J 1910 Highland Ave
Wolanski Stella 2482 S Grande Blvd
Young Philip 213 Westmoreland Ave
Yourich Andrew 2200 Greengate Centre Blvd
Zahradnik Christa M, Cory A, Craig G 532 Brunswick Dr
Zaleski Ronald J 554 Hickory Dr
Zaucha Heather L 355 College Ave Apt C
Zimmerman Mabel 1923 Highland Ave
Zoldak Gregory 840 Sewickley St
Zupanc Frank 239 Westland Dr
Harrison City Pa 15636
Fink Emerson J RR 130 Box 343
Mandish Anita Jo PO Box 361
Newcomer Maxine 8 Raymaley Rd
Pratt Thomas F, Ivy 1037 Campbell Rd #1
Roscosky Mildred PO Box 23
Herminie Pa 15637
Johns Helen 2 Madison Rd
Jones Marjorie, Robert T 4 Evans St
Mannerburg Carl M, John 110 Sabrina Rd
Mcjunkin Lawrence W 34 Clopper St
Mellinger Samuel R 298 Reservoir Rd
Moorhead Lillian PO Box 392
Nickels Francis X 403 Madison Ave
Pitetti Angelo Est, Shirley 205 Sewickley Ave
Shuster Ruth C 56 Madison Rd
Waryanka David M Box 77
Hostetter Pa 15638
Bryers Dick Asphalt PO Box 42
Lovell Gary W PO Box 153
Hunker Pa 15639
Commonwealth Medical 1009 Old Rte 119
Hirak Michael D RR 1 Box 167
Patterson Paul J RR 1
Hutchinson Pa 15640
Rosnick John L PO Box 117
Hyde Park Pa 15641
Heasley Violet C, Harry PO Box 93
Lange Walter, Billie 533 Murphy St
Mckelvey Roger A 355 Chestnut St
Irwin Pa 15642
Acalotto Aurora 134 Carriage Dr
Adams Willard D 124 Longview Dr
Anderson David C, Jean B 101 Woodview Dr
Argenta Leah L, John B 2420 Lindale Ct
Armstrong Joseph 212 Brandywine Dr
Banczek Paul RR 5
Barr Doris R, Cecil 715 Cedar St
Begley Dorothy H c/o Theresa Faulk 1311 Craig Dr
Blazek Larry A 455 Oakcrest Dr
Boch Ruth 42 Lincoln Ave
Bowser Lisa A 2247 Lindale Ct
Bradley Ryba 517 Greene St
Bruno James 622 Caruthers Ln
Buck James R 1300 9th Ave
Bugajski Linda D 211 Colony Dr
Business Alternatives Inc 109 Clearview Ct
Buterbaugh Ida M 350 Durst Rd
Buzzard Helen S 1222 9th St
Carmical Carolana 246 Seanor Rd
Chensny Lara J 223 Chris Dr
Chew Alma RR 3
Chew James 82 Kavel Rd
Clark Jason 2050 Paintertown Rd
Cochran Pontiac Inc 223 Chris Dr
Coleman Willie Mae 234 Colony Dr
Consolidated Products Systems 118 Wendell Rd
Coyle Janet E 108 Tpke Dr
Coyle William J 108 Tpke Dr
Coynes Auto Body 1018 Paintertown Rd
Cramer Energy Services 613 Greenhills Rd
Delcimmuto Leslie PO Box 663
Devericks Erin G 115 Tanglewood Ct
Dezorzi Verna A 524 Sandy Hill Rd
Doverspike Debra 757 Brush Hill Rd
Dressler Donald I 1271 Five Pines Rd
Ehrenfeld Robert H Jr, Elizabeth M 645 Wendel Rd
Elias Mic Est, Dorothy 10701 Old Trail Rd
Elizabeth Hata International 1061 Main St Ste 2d
Everly Ruth A, James 218 Wolfe Ln
Fuller Alyssa 13322 Ridge Rd
Gehrling Thomas A 531 Main St Apt 8h
Giorgianni Ross A 223 Chris Dr
Gottron Mark 10051 Edgewood Ct
Grainy Thomas A 115 Tanglewood Ct
Grapes Katherine 639 Irwin St
Haman George 216 Main St
Hamilton Buick Pontiac RR 30 Box 448
Hazlinsky John P Jr 129 Bristol Ln
Helly Charles R 718 Chestnut St
Hettler Charlene 350 Durst Rd
Hitchins Susan G RR 1 Box 44
Hobaugh John Est, John 120 Main St
Holland Agnes 4033 Rte 130
Howard Lois J 109 Chris Dr
Hufnagel Harold Est 2274 Sunset Ave
Huntsman Heather 6 3rd St Apt 1
Javaid Asif 3600 Battey Rd Apt N 305
Jordan Josiah 4200 Sweet Briar Dr Apt 101
Joseph Todd 2489 Lindale Ct
Joyce Mason J 11573 Drop Rd
Keystone Collections Group 118 Wendel Rd
Keystone Collections Group 546 Wendel Rd
Klassen Lavonne F 426 Morrison St
Krallman Kenneth, Edith RD 3 Box 390
Kreider Diane L 681 Bucktown Rd
Lampley Helen E, Wilburn 1945 Highland Ave
Laukus Gina I 760 Westminster Dr
Lissy Wendy L 53 Caruthers Lot 28
Lyons Esther M RD 5
Lyons John P 59 Corbett Av
Matheny Virginia A 143 Sheffield St
Melvin Lyons B Rd 5
Michaud Robert 639 Irwin St
Miller Carol A 12370 Lincoln Way
Minehart Bonnie R, Joseph J 110 Kemly Rd
Moffatt Mary E 107 Marbury Rd
Motor Traction PO Box 485
Mullen Benjamin J 514 Eighth St Apt B
Nelson Richard E, Judith B 10 Penn Hills Dr RD 11
Norwood Evelyn G 1061 Main St Ste 19
Nosse Agnew Marie Living Tru 7460 Pennsylvania Ave
Omlor Ruth J 11120 Old Trail Rd
Payne Nichole 14440 Roberta Ave
Phillips Thomas 118 Wendel Rd
Plassio Bruce Jr, Shelly, Jamie 111 Cross St
Potter Diane 7990 Rte 30
Prengaman Carolyn 10150 Washington St
Priatko Irene 22 School Dr
Rea A D 14474 Michael Dr
Redman Richard A, Anna 116 Lenhart Ave Apt 201
Riddell Bernice C RR 4
Rose Violet Est, Charles 631 Main St Apt 2
Sarsfield Sarah E Box 207
Stallard Dawnetta 403 Lorenzo Ln
Steinkopf Joycelyn A c/o Joycelyn A Dzurilla RD 1 Box 321 Freeman Rd
Stepnoski Raymond 323 Wendel Rd
Stipancic David 906 Hazel Dr
Stodolsky Sally A 14580 Hartford Dr
Sundar Sandhya 4900 Beatty Dr K101
Tipton Wilmer C 6300 Beatty Dr Apt N205
Turnbull Jinette M, Andrew J 238 Colony Dr
Vaaler James I 94 Williamsburg Pl
Vandyke Judy Lee 604 Cherokee St
Weber Paul William 922 Lowber Rd
Williams Chasity 13489 Rte 30 Lot 63
Wilson James 600 Rembrandt Cir
Jacobs Creek Pa 15448
Cherry Mary Est PO Box 63
Mattey Eric W PO Box 71
Jeannette Pa 15644
Anderson Eleanor 916 N 3rd St
Andrews Steven 561 Reed Ct
Baker Jesse A Jr 12 Andrews Ave
Baker Jesse A Jr 5 Yale St 5
Baldh Cecilia 407 N 4th St
Balott Frank 407 N 4th St
Blank Paul K 1067 Blank Rd
Bold Norma, Theresa M 225 N 2nd
Boynton Rita M 311 Skyview Dr N
Branham Tammy R 400 Good St
Brosius Suzanne, Gary 721 N 1st St
Bryan Gilbert Est, Carmel 150 Hacker Ave
Burgon Joseph L 1200 Elliott St
Burns Elizabeth 420 Mary St
Butcher Ford L RR 1
Clarkson James 639 6th St
Clarkson Marcus 114 13th St
Clayton Martha E 721 N 3rd St
Constantine Linda 301 Sunview Ave
Couture Shawn J 243 Lakeview Dr
Craig Virginia Vucelich 1277 Harrison City Export Rd
Davis Rose 9 Wayne Ave
Defelice Mario 333 Dorothy Louise Dr
Diddle Kenneth W Jr, Kenneth W 1 Woodlawn Rd
Downs Leslie R, Joseph 112 S 17th St
Draftina Mary RD 1 Box 239
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Eglhaut William Est 710 Dithridge St
Elliott James 719 Allwine Ave
Emmert Jane 924 Lewis Ave
Evans Olivia 305 N 1st St
Fath Cecilia 924 Lewis Ave
Forney Bernadette M 401 Clay Ave
Fox Norman J 213 Columbia Ct
Gates Paul 1132 Arch St
Geesey Ruth L PO Box 278
Germello Tomy Lee 400 Baughman Ave
Griffith Margaret L, Heather RR 2
Hajduk John J 2055 State Rte 130 Apt 2
Hartz Frank J 507 Gaskill Ave
Hassinger Paula 110 12th St
Heydorn Patricia A, Gary L RD 1 Box 345b
Holland Evelyn C Fairway Estates 16 Greenview Dr
Jacobson Michele L 14 Orchard Ln
Jadot Richard L 216 Lafferty St
Kearney Elizabeth 1019 Country Club Dr
Keenan Wayne O 185 Glenn Ave
Keeney Mary 301 Sunview Ave
Kerr Jame 420 Mary St
Kitchen Mantels & More 23 Koter Dr
Klingensmith Patricia A, Boyd N 1015 Frye Rd
Lapina Eva R 23 Landis Ave
Lauffer Velma Est RD 1
Lawrence J Mcclure 112 N 2nd St
Lindquist Thomas R 12 Watt Rd
Lindsay Helen R 4 Gongaware Rd
Lochren Janice L 1407 Ridge Rd
Logan Barbara, Sean 1118 Penn Ave
Mcgowan Shelley Proskin 1705 Harrison Ave
Mckenzie Priscille 226 S 5th St
Mckissock Gladys M 707 Zimmerman St
Mckissock Gladys M PO Box 664
Milne Corey J 405 Oakboard Park Rd
Mintus Garrick Vincent 813 Scott Ave
Moffa Francesco A 18 Penn High Park Rd
Moffa Frank D 18 Penn High Park Rd
Monsour 365874 0 70 Lincoln Way E
Pasquales Pizzeria 404 Clay Ave
Pawlik Paul Sr, Anna 2041 Harrison Ave
Pazicni Cindy 437 S 6th St
Pekarthy Irene D RR 2
Peters William A 707 Zimmerman St
Phillips Carole B RFD 2 Beach Hill
Piesetzkie C RR 2 Frnt Ave
Povlak Jeffrey L, Anthony, Richard 401 Clay Ave
Pratt Thomas F, Ivy RR 1
Rich Janice M 549 Patton Av
Richter Virginia 2020 Ader Rd Apt 107w
Rizzardi Richard J 102 Watt Rd
Ross William J, Mary 708 Hawaii Way 6
Ross Mary Ann 709 1/2 Bullitt Ave
Sakos John Est 205 Grove St
Seaton Karen A 401 Clay Ave
Skelton Mary L 908 Ohio Ave
Smith Genevieve c/o Harvey J Eger Esq PO Box 829
Smith James L 103 Linda Ct
Smoker Pamela 707 Zimmerman St
Sowa Donna 307 N Seventh St
Springs Laneron D 421 S 6th St
St George Crystal Ltd PO Box 709 124 Brown Ave
Stiles Frank E, Marion E 93 Robin Dr
Stouffer William L 605 Clay Ave
Taylor James G 1723 Ridge Rd
The Club at Blackthorne 1002 Blackthorne Dive
Theys Dennis 4 15th St
Tocco Peter 126 N 3rd St
Urbanic Julie R 108 Johnston St
Vickers Harry E 300 Chestnut St
Vucelich Rose 1277 Harrison City Export Rd
Walroth Louise M, Helen RFD 2
Western Family Medicine c/o Lynn Cole 2057 Harrison Ave
Wolfe Dennis 219 Allwine Ave
Yerichek Wayne E Est 605 Clay Ave
Zellars Theresa 19 Landis Ave
Yeager Carolyn E 507 Old Hill Rd
Larimer Pa 15647
Bartko Christina 1229 Newton
Briston Luis 1229 Newton
Latrobe Pa 15650
Adams Jacobs 576 Fred Rogers Dr
Albauth Leonard 2311 Ligonier St
Albensi Eva 333 Main St Apt 24
Barin Michael W 108 Chambers St
Bauer Cynthia L 130 Derbytown Rd
Baumgardner Richard J, Sarah C, E Jane 2021 James St Apt 126
Berenbrok Katherin 1111 Jefferson St Unit 710
Berenbrok Paul 33 Barbara Rd
Boles Mark G 1117 Sullenberger Rd
Bridge Regis M RD 2 Box 430
Calabrace Evelyn 530 Weldon St
Campbell Rose 1225 Hillview
Campbell Rose M 1229 Hillview Ave
Caranese Michael 1817 Sylvan Ave
Cardellis LLC Italian 340 Main St
Carrarini Ermita, Lewis 116 Miller St
Chupka & Knoeller RD 2 Box 318−A
Classic Ind Inc 15 Wimmerton Ind Park
Cowan Margaret 1665 Bethel Church Rd
Cox George R RR 2 Box 46c
Defelice Louise R, John O 40 W Tacoma Ave
Defonzo Elizabeth 313 Ligonier St
Divittis Maria 14 Harrison
Doris Frank J Jr RR 4 Box 18tee
Doucette Robert W 162 Tudor Manor Rd
Elayne Ringler 720 Walnut St
Fritz Leroy Est RD 1 154 Aa
GU Inc 600 Ligonier St
Garvin James S 1204 Main St
George Harold 753 Clearview Dr
Gibson Thomas Eng Co Inc 1004 Ligonier St Ste 5
Gillespie Martin J MD 1058 Valy View Dr
Gilligan Elizabeth Est 103 Walnut Way
Greene Micheal E 1130 Murtha Way
Hajas Ann Est RD 2 Box 376
Halls Freight Connection Ltd 1518 Longview Dr PO Box 876
Hamill Nancy, Sally 226 James St
Harkness Samuel S, Malinda 14 Hillview Ave
Harr Loretta J 1712 Ligonier St
Hill Hilda J 600 Wimmerton Blvd Apt 216
Himler Geraldine Est, Jacob 23 W Grant St
Hoffer Betty J Est 315 Unity St Apt 2
Hoffer Jacob J Rt 7 Box 42
Honeywell F V 906 Walnut St
Howarth Michele 903 Armstrong Dr
Italian Oven Inc Nbr 41 11 Lloyd Ave
Jessen Douglas 3690 Rte 30
Johnson David S 132 Lamont Crest Land
Joles Stanley 250 Pleasant Unity Rd
Kelly Gladys S St Vincent Archabby 133 Lee St
Kennametal PO Box 231
Kibler Elizabeth V 1259 S Fir Dr
Kimbro Kenneth A 4321 State Rte 30
Knopsnyder Derek L 1103 Baggaley Ave
Kowach David Est PO Box 711
Kuba John F, Rita A 1426 Anthony Way
Kuzemchak Mike 313 Deborah Dr
Lankey Barbara M 903 Armstrong Dr
Lawry Esther J 933 Hillcrest Av
Lehman Marie Est, Marie PO Box 464
Leonard Chester 1112 Lakeview Dr
Lewis James Est 2000 Ligonier St
Livingston Mary Est 500 Brouwers Dr Apt# 7
Marsh Florence 406 S Shenandoah Dr
Mattingly Mary E 123 Oak
Maxwell Beth A MD 1010 Ligonier St
Mccabe Dorothy E 125 Lloyd Ave
Mccloskey Nancy 409 Lehmer St
Meadway Carly A 197 Meadish Rd
Mendler Robert R 722 Depot St
Norton Pakco Ind Cerami 55 Hillview Ave
Ohara Brandon 111 Redwood Cir
Ohler Mark A 374 Lemmon Rd
Pao2 Home Medical Equip Inc 303 Depot St
Pavlik Michael A, Michael J 1214 Wood St
Pezzoni Virginia 535 Mcfarland Rd
Pierdominici Dolores, L 74 E Harrison Ave
Piper Minerua A Rd 4
Poole Dennis 1059 Lloyd Ave
Potthoff Dorothy 1401 Grant Ave
Prohaska Minnie F, James L 1251 Hillview Ave 2
Queer Lola Wallace RR 3 Box 394a
Razza Mary 2021 James St
Ruff Dorothy 125 Lloyd Ave
Russell Roland Est 239 Gertrude St
Sabedra Sabina Est 806 Ligonier
Sanders Scott W 119 Bear Creek Ln
Shaffer Ida L 500 Brouwers Rd
Shannon Maggie B 1712 Ligonier St
Shepard Kenneth 468 Saxman Rd
Shields Roy B 36 Lamplight Dr
Silvis William E 3707 Manchaca
Sister Mary RD 1 Box 85
Slezak George 522 Chestnut St
Smith Elsie L, James 415 Pierce St
Smith Leora M RR 1 Box 270
Sowansky Patricia Est 1122 Elm Dr
Speitel Joseph P RD 5 262 Beechwood Dr
Stclair Carol A 226 James St
Steck Stuart 609 Weldon St
Stoup Harry, Rachel M 305 Ligonier St
Thompson Dorathea Z 110 Pershing Cir
Vargo Velma c/o Loyalhanna Care Ctr 535 Mcfarland Rd
Watt Dean A RR 2 Box 46c
Whittaker Josephine D, Marilyn A 121 Ross Rd
Wittenmaier Alfred O Jr 1834 Raymond Ave
Wright Carole L 904 Fairmont St
Yarchak John W 2144 Wood St
Zacchetti Dorothy E 5021 Pleasant Unity Rd
Ziegenfus Ernest, Nancy J RD 2 Box 447
Laughlintown Pa 15655
Evans David C PO Box 127
Werner William E Est 5 White Oak Rd
Ligonier Pa 15658
Bates Danielle R 128 Greenbriar Dr
Bates John T, John PO Box 631
Cam Francis, Evelyn 196 Ft Palmer Estates Rd
Carameli Vincent 475 Hotel Rd
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Damewood Lena Mae c/o Ray Baker 608 W Main St
Detilla Julianna P 2018 Rte 30e Apt 201
Drenning Donna B 125 Wind Ridge Ln
ER Caldwell Profit Sharing Pl c/o William R Mcanulty Ttee 43 Ramsey Rd
Erwin John T 123 Delny Ln
Florovito Virginia 300 N Market St
Galiardi Joseph 749 Kissell Spgs Rd
Galya Dorothy F, John E 593 Gregg Ave Apt 3
Gerstner Edna Est, John H Jr RR 5 Box 134
Gibson Alma S 209 Bell St
Gritzer Elizabeth c/o Pamela Miller 350 Bunger St
Hanna Salim S 100 N Graham St
Harkcom Wade W Jr 713 Old Lincoln Hwy
Holmes Edith Marie 102 Thomas Rd
Hornack Lorrain Rte 711
Ivory Christopher 107 Goldenrod Ln
Joseph James, Nancy 556 Starrett Ln
Korywchak Michael J 531 Ginseng Ln
Lazorchak Kenneth M RR 4 Box 85
Lombard Frances M 692 Rod & Gun Rd
Mcdowell Bessie F RR 1 Box 299
MR Remodeling PO Box 347
Nagel Alfred G 207 Washington St
Newill W K 204 E Main St
Newman Carol A PO Box 913
Noel Pearl B, Lee RR 3 Box 113
Petrof Joseph 113 Hi Acres Dr
Richards Thelma c/o Bethlen Home 125 Kalassay Dr
Shirey John J 1500 Darlington Rd
Smith Terry RD 1 Box 263−S
Tepperman Barry S PO Box 634
Thomas Eugene Est c/o Pamela Mckay 293 Two Mile Run Rd
Trgina George B Est 51 Mansville Rd
Vaneerden Briana L 321 Bunger St
West Dora J RD 5 Box 38
Lower Burrell Pa 15068
Bowers Lorraine PO Box 6
Black Pearl 104 Johnston St
Cirigliano John 112 Sylvan Dr
Hanes Betty 200 Sylvan Dr Apt 710
Harvan Jason 2650 Rear Chestnut St
Herrington Harold E, Jeffrey, Sylvia A 143 Jefferson Dr
Hooks 3236 Vermont Dr
Horton William Est Bel Air Nursing Home 100 Little Rd
Kadunce Eleanor 2504 Feroce Dr
Kalwarski Celia 208 Harding St
Kelly Bethany L 413 Wedgewood Dr
Mamros Steve 2656 Leechburg Rd
Mcintyre John 2712 Paige St
Mclaughlin Judith A RD 1 Box 403 A Puckety Church Rd
Micenko Traci A 2700 Lori Dr
Nobilise Pearl C 208 Harding St
Parsons Roger 489 Toledo Dr
Pizza Porto F 3068 Leechburg Rd
Rieser Theta S 2900 Edgecliff Rd
Salem Auto Body Inc 2656 Leechburg Rd
Shehab Patricia D 555 Arizona Dr
Shurina James 2820 Edgecliff Rd
Taraszewski Julia 234 Trailer Blvd
Thompson Avanelle F 102 Devlin Dr
Turner Stella H 2810 Leechburg Rd
Zogas Lois Est 2756 Van Buren Dr
Loyalhanna Pa 15661
Baker Elinor N PO Box 54
Dennis Mary Catherine 304 Skoloda Ln
Kindl Harry C, Ann PO Box 134
Luxor Pa 15662
Giovannagelo Victor 42 Curver St
Madison Pa 15663
Leasure Helen A Box 137
Manor Pa 15665
Bard Verdine 46 Oak St
Brigode Dorothy PO Box 597
Davis Lyda M, Lyda 10 Penn St
Dvorsky Catherine, Martin PO Box 111
Jones Christopher A 105 Mcmahon Dr
Lauffer Mark A 17 Cleveland Ave
Termin Catharine 46 Oak St
Wampler Clifford III, Wampler Clifford PO Box 394
Monessen Pa 15062
Behrendt Herman C, Augustin 12 Washington Dr
Behrendt Herman C, Augustin 211 Oneida St
Bieleski Walter A 80 Scenery Blvd
Bock Charles R 1061 Knox Ave
Boddington Mervyn J 1817 Service Ln
Bolting Systems & Svcs Inc 121 Schoonmaker Ave
Chan Peter 221 Linden Ave
Chicago Title Ins Co 433 Motheral Ave
Cline Brandy 222 Tyrol Blvd
Cole Dorothy, Howard 117 8th St
Cooper Florence J 31 Schoonmaker Ave
Daly Candace J 1515 Grand Blvd
Doyle Edward T 814 Donner Ave
Drop Andrew 413 First St
Druash Lucille E PO Box A
Dudash Deborah P, Brian D PO Box 140
Egidi Robert R 809 Crest Dr
Eisley Glenda 956 Athalia Ave
Esola Jeffrey A, Raymond 206 Lenawee Ave
Finishing Touch 920 Donner Ave
Gigliotti Mary 315 2nd St
Godfrey Dennis V, Nancy C 1 Pioneer Dr
Grillos Auto Svcs Inc 402 Mckee Ave
Hammond Kathleen M c/o Karen Cosner 24 Jefferson Dr
Henry Sam F 407 10th St
Horan Judith A 325 Dale St
Isabella Mary A 218 Rebecca St
Johnson Raymond A 25 Colonial Dr
Johnson Raymond H 424 Motheral Ave
Kozen Roseanne, James B PO Box 45
Kutska Pauline 1050 Alexander Ave
Lauteri James 28 Spring Dr
Lippincott Mia J 402 Mckee Ave
Maderino Anthony F 15 Euclid Dr
Manderino Anthony F, Anthony F II, Tara J 15 Euclid Dr
Marmie Alberta, Henry 217 Ontario St
Mayllen Alice 6 Monessen Blvd
Melvin Margaret E 435 Reed Ave
Mosco Michael 18 Pacific Blvd
Myroup Patricia 331 3rd St Apt 601
Panepinto Cecelia J, Phillip 908 Leeds Ave
Payton Raymond 435 Reed Ave
Persico Julia 211 Knox Ave
Pokol Germaine J, John 211 2nd St
Polosky Evelyn, Ronald 414 Indiana Ave
Ream Mary 629 S 14th St
Richards William 331 3rd St Apt 601
Robinson Kevin 126 Donner Ave
Ross Dionne M 538 9th St
Schwab Ronell M, David J 1116 Graham Ave
Shephard Olga 1415 Marion Ave
Skirpan Michael J Sr 20 Shaw Dr
Smith Helen, Ray 1540 Leeds Ave
Stakovich Dolores 6 Monessen Blvd
Swaney Robin L 8 High St
Tatsch Laverne M Est 956 Athalia Ave
Trilli Jonathan C, James V 6 Columbus Dr
Tulley Larry 1415 Marion Ave
Walos Wanda M c/o Helen Ciccarelli POA 348 Jo Ann Dr
Zoretich Anne V 1058 Athalia Ave
Mount Pleasant Pa 15666
Ahlborn Ira 53 Vine St
Barclay Bette B RR 7 Box 603
Bielecki Sophia, John A 151 W Main St Fl 1
Christner Florence, Raymond RD 2 Box
Conn Gary 300 Washington St
Coppola Fiore 9 Shupe St
Dolan Robert 20 Eagle St
Evancho Frederick Roger RR 3 Box 314
Evancho Joseph W, Gertrude B 217 Mullin Ave
Facial Surgery Center Inc 6545 Rte 819 Ste 100
Forsyth Bruce C 515 S Church St
Freed O W 99 Liberty St
Glick Bonita M 109 Green Meadow Ln
Guzensky Lorraine Est, Joseph 111 Cherry Ln
Hartman Mary L 33 Village Dr
Hoffman Steven P 1001 Technology Dr Null
Kaper Susan J 406 Spruce St
Kern William J, Martha 6782 Low St
Klimchock Margaret J 4080 State Rte 981
Konowalski Julius Est 50 N Shupe St
Kozbelt Sarah H 325 College Ave
Kravetz Bernard 27 Cherry Ave
Kuhns Mary 344 Washington St
Kuhns Mary Apt 225 Ridgeview Apts
Kuhns Violet O, Homer RD 2 Box 366
Lint James E 244 Cir Dr
Lint Jean O PO Box 321
Lint Thurman E c/o Donna Sleasmen PO Box 321
Mackey John D RR 2 Box 313
Mackey John D, Alta 3381 Country Club Rd
Myers Eunice 341 Main St
Neal Effie 2368 State Rte 982
Omatick Paul E RR 2 Box 304
Rosensteele Helen C 114 E Main St
Rotarex Inc North Amer Westmoreland Tech Park 1 221 Westec Dr
Schake Mary Ann 165 Springertown Rd
Schroll Audrey G 99 Liberty St
Soforic John Family 123 College Ave
Soukup Robert J 212 Maruca Dr
Stineman William H 114 E Main St
Story Raymond N 1218 Greenlick Rd
Trout Olive M 344 Washington St
Trout Tracy Apt 225 Ridgeview Apts
Tyree Mark Q Jr RR 4 Box 1980
Windham Brett 539 E Washington St
Murrysville Pa 15668
All County Cardiology PC 2411 Oakhurst Ct
American Music Cafe c/o David Palmer 4431 William Penn Hwy
Amish Accents LLC 4895 William Penn Hwy
Aspinall Jeannie PO Box 86
Beckwith Machinery Co c/o John Trabucco PO Box 419 4565 William Penn Hwy
Bliss John RD 1 Box 25
Botti Nina 3300 Logans Ferry Rd
Brown Linda M 4691 Marjorie Dr
Chambers Sharon L 5346 Logan Feery Rd
Coe Harry Dean Jr, Dorothy M 3116 Treeline Dr
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Craig Alice L 3312 Windgate Dr
Daly Thomas A 5024 Northlawn Cir
Deluca Dean 1014 Timberwood Ct
Dezzutti Joseph A 3212 Water Edge Ct
Difilippo Allison 4003 Chelstead Way
Falco Renee S 3335 Mayer Dr
Fontana Richard E 4960 Northlawn Cir
Glaser David 4111 Kellington Ct
Gohacki John G 4730 Saltsburg Rd
Groll Kathleen, David 5070 Ashbaugh Rd
Grundy Reed H 4081 Benden Cir
Gyenes Steve Louis, Steve 4023 Saltsburg Rd
Harrison Raymond P, Helen 4949 Cline Hollow Rd
Hirschy Charles C, Anita M 4889 William Penn Hwy Box 363
Jacobs Brent 3921 Old William Penn Hwy
Jain Ramish 3553 N Hills Rd
Kellogg Inter Vivos Trust Augustus C 4953 Cline Hollow Rd Apt 460
Kerby Hannah C, Kevin 4605 Northridge Ct
Kim Sehyun, Hyun 4119 Windsor Ct
Kohl Fred R 3400 Lake Ridge Dr
Kosmack Deborah A 3411 Macintyre Dr
Kral James J Box 756 Old Wm Penn Hwy
Lange John H, Pamela A 4623 Northridge Ct
Leckwatch Angela 3636 Windover Rd
Maschenic Solveig 268 Ridge Ln
Mort Donna 4027 Sloanwood Dr
Mostel Elaine Joan 3881 Sardis Rd
Myer Robert E 5160 Mamont Rd
Nemit Kenneth J 3409 Sardis Rd Apt 101
Newton Janet 4953 Cline Hollow Rd Apt 446
Nolen James E Est 3801 Haney Ct
Penndame Investments c/o Kathleen Oboyl PO Box 192
Phillips Thomas Est 4953 Cline Hollow Rd Apt 245
Riley Nevin M PO Box 409
Saghafi Darius 3404 Lashan Dr
Saunders Raymond 3542 Meadowgate Dr
Scalise Tammy 5845 Steele Rd
Sharp John c/o Jeannie Ronald Aspinall E PO Box 86
Sivakumar Lavana 4020 Pinoak Ct
Ssaghafi Esther 3404 Lashan Dr
Vacco Nick 5006 Beech Rd
Varner Amy 4730 Saltsburg Rd
Vasko Michael, Raymond 3608 Forbes Trail Dr
Vasko Mary 3608 Forbes Trail Dr
Volponi Guy 4016 Pin Oak Ct
Ward Linda M 4113 Tartan Ct
Werl Frederick W 3277 Cardinal Ct
Wilson William R 4898 Cole Rd
Wisniewski Raymond C 135 Bella Vista
Yenneti Angeline C 3881 Sardis Rd
Young Joseph E 902 Lilac Ln
New Alexandria Pa 15670
Bacik Brandon D 8225 SR 22
Fennell Arthur S Jr RR 2
Gillingham E Robert Est 112 Mulberry Dr
Kaszyci Jeffrey RD 3 Box 81
Liberty Dist Inc Pension Plan Ttee For Liberty Dist PO Box 377
Loftus Jane Thorley RR 3 Box 418
Loftus Jane Thorley 204 E Kier St
Parker Lillian M 204 E Kier St
Parker Lillian M RR 3 Box 418
Potts Frank L Jr 8269 SR 22
Savini Jack L RR 2 Box 1109
New Derry Pa 15671
Hoffman Christine E c/o Christine E Schaeffer 118 Dorsch Ln
New Florence Pa 15944
Brendling David, Kelly 313 Furnace Ln
Frain George F Rt 2
Jones Nancy B 101 Chestnut St
Knupp Robert E, Burl A Box 151
Norton Ralph E, Mary PO Box 80
Overly Nathan J 601 Rachelwood Rd
Penrose George H RR 2
Seibel Margret J, Regis F 142 Maine Ln
Wascak Albert P c/o Shingler PO Box 78
Wesenberg Hazel 433 Valy Brook Rd
New Kensington Pa 15068
ACS Recovery Svc 1639 3rd Ave
Action Crash Pittsburgh 450 2nd St
Anckle Sherry 833 4th Ave
Ashbaugh Harry 632 Linden Ave
Ashe Edna R 1357 Orchard Ave
Atkinson Christopher J, Carter J 306 Tionesta Dr
Bartosiewicz Irene 532 Campbell Ave
Beiter Catherine S 4883 Garvers Ferry Rd
Best David 2745 Edna St
Bowen Nettie L 913 3rd Ave
Brecht William J 1151 Taylor Ave Apt A
Carlson Helen 521 Frank Dr
Carnahan Robert A, Lucille RR 1
Casarcis Benny 7093 Leechburg
Catoris Candies 981 Fifth Ave
Chapman Thera N 404 Arogonne Dr
Chepkevich Jeffrey R, Lori T 241 Deer Dr
Chine Patricia L 960 Michelle Dr
Cirigliano Anthony 237 Charles Ave
Clarion Hotel NPBP Enterprises Inc 300 Tarentum Bridge Rd
Clark Margaret 1357 Orchard Ave
Clever Jon 519 Vernon St
Cochran Helen 325 Main St 217
Cook Shawnette D 1224 Constitution Blvd
Copus Bertha Est 1017 Parkview Dr
Crider Thelma 520 Upper Drennan Rd
Datres Francis C 1033 Kenneth Ave
Days Inn 6 Landings Dr
Dewalt Maurice P 259 Marlboro Dr
Dipalma Anna 213 Kansas Dr
Downing Brian A 226 Ligonia Ln
Duncan Naomi R 2781 Edith St
Easler Donna 410 Esther Ave
Family Eye Care 320 Central City Plz
Fecsen Helen Est 425 Plum Ave
Felsing Patricia A 1718 1/2 Westview Dr
Fielder Deaundrey 666 Catalpa St
Fifth Avenue Pharmacy 846 Fifth Ave
Fisher David L, Mary 440 Freeport Rd
Flinn Elaine M 111 Warren Dr
Friday Richard A 136 Duquesne Blvd
Gentile Elaine 667 Memorial Dr
Gift Charles J RR 1 Box 743
Gillary Karen 139 Dinwiddie Dr
Giordano Thomas 3100 Kipp Ave
Grant Brian 201 Shearer Rd
Gray Morton P, Morton O 133 Korina Pl
Hagel Rhoda 1419 Orchard Ave
Harris Lloyd S 227 Dent Dr
Hartman Howard 1688 Wildlife Lodge Rd
Hastie Dora Est 36 E Ken Manor
Hayes Leo W 214 Duquesne Blvd
Hooks Larry, Donna 879 Kenneth Ave
Huntingdon Barbara Est 523 Earl Ave
Johnson Mazie 450 North St
Johnson Myrtle E 700 4th Ave
Johnson Robert L, Anne J 105 Brdway
KDL & Chiro Rehab Center PO Box 4094
Keller John W 1320 Woodmont Ave
Kercher Mary 1349 Taylor Ave
Kersey Allan Samuel Jr 1 Railrd St
Kong Tat L 413 Freeport St
Koury Emily Est 861 Barnes St
Koury Louise M 518 12th St
Kumpick Helen 807 Camp Ave
Kunicki John 57 Haser Dr
Kutchenreiter Dorothea, Carl 116 Gleenview Dr
Lasko John R c/o Kathleen Lasko 763 Zandona St
Laughlin Merle S, Helen E 334 Ridge Ave
Laughlin Merle S, Helen E 1253 Woodmont Ave
Lettrich Norma J, John J 300 Craigdell Rd Apt 401
Lovelace Jesse PO Box 533
Lucas Robert 112 Peppertree Dr
Marks Notary & Tax Svc 804 7th St
Mcdonagh Joe 15496 Abbey Cl
Melville Alice 580 Smt Ave
Menhart Edward J Sr 1302 Powers Dr
Miller John 3049 Boudinot St
Mukai Scott V 336 4th Ave
Myrnas Brewry Outlet 270 Tarentum Bridge Rd
Opina Michael G 131 Shady Ave
Owens Ava L 1113 5th Ave Apt 203
Patton Harold John III 525 Campbell Ave
Pekish Judith 1581 Fairmont Ave
Petroff Elsie M 207 River
Pierzchalski Mary 208 Sunset Dr
Pishko George 605 George St Apt 209
Pollick Regina RR 2
Price Janet 215 1/2 Dombroski Ave
Professional Massage Services 632 Carl Ave
Professional Quality Testing 634 Pleasant Valy Rd
Pugliese Matthew R 215 Argonne Dr
Ratliff Darlene P 2781 Edith St
Ratter Dave 1504 Victoria Ave
Reed Erica 2108 Hollingsworth St Aptc
Rhodes Kenneth E 1319 Powers Dr
Richardsen George 876 5th Ave
Riley Shirley A 124 Duquesne Blvd
Robinson Tammy L 739 Earl Ave
Sayre Lucy 1349 Taylor Ave
Schank Rosemarie 611 6th Ave
Schmitt Anna Barbara 359 Argonne Dr
Shamey Jo A 700 4th Ave Apt 511
Smetanick Irene Est 1128 Strawn Ave
Smith Jeffrey C 325 Ligonier Ln
Snyder Helen 1581 Fairmont Ave
Stankiewic Helen C 1320 Constitution Blvd
Stevens Donald E 205 Frary Ln
Stevenson Anna L 325 Main St 217
Stone Matthew 215 Esther Ave
Sykes Betty 292 Fernledge Dr
Thomas Martha M Est, Robert 700 4th Ave Apt 201
Tielsch Francis 226 Rampart Blvd
Trzeciak Olga J 519 Riverview Dr
Turner Joseph 5645 Marlborough Rd
Unruh Hans P 520 3rd Ave
Vantassell Leanne 205 Charles Ave
Varndell Herbert W, Rose A 203 Haverford Hall
Vasilopus Rose, Ted Parnassus Manor Apt 616
Weatherell John E 1320 Constitution Blvd
Widmer Francis E 2624 Leechburg Rd
Wilkins Zorita L 304 Main St Apt 3
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New Stanton Pa 15672
Center for Medical Imaging PO Box 450
Chaussinand Jeffrey, Paul 420 Thermo Village Rd Apt F1
Fox Patricia RD 1 Box 311c
Irwin Elizabeth RR 1 Box 290b
Palicka Joy 7 Boss Row
Wapiennik Patricia Elaine, Eugene Leahs Victorian Cottage 100 Wentzler Ave Rm 316
Waterhouse Brittany c/o Matt Rypczyk 521 N Ctr Ave
North Huntingdon Pa 15642
Adams Willard D, Halene 11345 Rte 30 Jacktown Prof Bldg
Adams Brent V 711 Wminster Dr
Aukerman Carrena J, Lois I 12846 Rte 30
Benbow Kelly 9726 Don Dr
Bennett Irene 9768 Deerfield Dr
Bonifati Julia G 632 Clay Pk
Bressler Terry, Kim 561 Peregrine Dr
C&F Dev c/o MCM 31 Robbins Sta Rd
Citizens Banká c/o Terri Brough 930 Marcia Ct
Corcoran Julia 780 Peregrine Dr
Danilko Richard P, Scott 10600 Mineview Ave
Deems Ashley 2138 Leo St
Elizabeth Hata Intl 14559 Rte 30 101 Peterson Dr
Evans Susan D 12650 Lincoln Way
Foster Sandra L 1891 Colleen Dr
Gebert Laura 11400 James St
Gorman Margaret L 10513 Roseway Blvd
Griffith James W 849 Westchester Dr
Grskovich Sean 14352 Roberta Dr
Gutshall Gary C 14383 Overhold Dr
Hoffman Eugene 891 N Whitmore Rd
Jones Donald A 88 Lamont Dr
Joyce Joseph R 14940 Rte 30 Trlr 27
Lyons Sydney 11341 Tioga Rd
Maffeo Elizabeth A 9726 Don Dr
Mckeever Marie M 120 Glenview Dr
Miller Wallace E 10130 Washington St
Morgan Jessica L 291 Henry Dr
Nance Milton 8701 SR 30 #206
Nanotalc Inc 1061 Main St Bldg 3 Box 11
Newmyer William L Redstone Highlands Apt 184 12921 Lincoln Hwy
North Huntingdon Family Practice 13370 Lincoln Way
Oesterling Raymond 2311 Guffey Rd
Oltmann Florence M 1190 Craig Dr
Parker Diana 11621 North St
Pollock Larue B 1911 Robbins Sta Rd
Priatko John A Sr 12378 Longview Dr
Qualicare Home Medical 30 Buttermilk Hollow Rd
Queer Ilene B, Paul R 7990 SR 30
Rabich Scott 13319 Ridge Rd
Radziwon Patricia 1891 Colleen Dr
Rockot David W 10640 Crestview Dr
Schafron Helen L 10253 Ctr Hwy Apt 1e
Schultz Stephen T 8981 Norwin Ave
Shope Terry L 10480 Old Trail Rd
Simko Marie Est 1271 Clay Pke
Smith Gerd P 12219 Roth Dr
Sullivan Lawrence H 14514 Lynn Dr
Tomasello Susanne E 7987 Pennsylvania Ave
Topping Michael G 10590 Old Trail Rd
Trentini Louis A, Sandra 10681 Old Trail St
Trilli Gary J 101 Clay Pike
Twele Edward Jr c/o Virginia Twele 4511 Pinto Dr
Twele Virginia 4511 Pinto Dr
Vidnovic Dorothy 14372 Roberta Dr
Weber Thomas Franklin, Margaret 13595 Ann Dr
Whitehead Wayne S 7700 Kifer Ln
Norvelt Pa 15674
Tomasic Stephanie PO Box 42
Weaver Nancy L PO Box 154
Penn Pa 15675
Cariss Mary Jane 700 Scott St
Hahn Louise Est Box 442
Jackson Alice A 201 W Main Apt 2
Kulick Irene L 201 W Main Apt 2
Pendrotti James J, Mary I 293 N Carbon St
Smith Loretta M PO Box 169
Pleasant Unity Pa 15676
Marker Martin R II PO Box 102
Rillton Pa 15678
Johnson Ethel Est RR 1 Box 63
Ruffs Dale Pa 15679
Blanish Melvin Est, Shirley RR 2 Box 728
Dorundo Albert A RR 1 Box 511
Hoadwonic Helen, Nick 915 Waltz Mill Rd
Hoak William E 233 Stants Rd
Koshiar Steve, Anna RR 1 Box 886
Mardis Thomas 889 Ruffsdale Alverton Rd
Miller Nancy RR 2 Box 132
Mutnansky Mary RR 2 Box 132
Pavlack Mark RR 1 Box 1103 A
Tylka Eileen M 340 Railrd St
Williams Edna RD 2
Salina Pa 15680
Kirinic Frank N PO Box 143
Murphy Esther 227 Stewart St PO Box 19
Scottdale Pa 15683
Ames Robert Wall
Anderson Florence M 804 Loucks Ave
Babura Constance 124 Cutrell Ln
Clark Saundra J, Betty J 206 4th Ave
Clark Rondald G 206 4th Ave
Craig Merle L 500 Eleanor Ave
Culler Ruth 817 N Chestnut St
Danley Lureta, Melvin 207 Newcomer Dr Apt A
Eberharter Helen J 404 S Chestnut St
Fite Robert D 350 S Chestnut St
Fleming Thomas W, Fleming Susan 101 Orchard Ave
George Annetta R 506 Pittsburgh St
Higgins George A 716 Pittsburgh St
Hough Ailene N 701 Williams St
Klus Eva 332 Scottdale Ave
Lynch Etta C, Roy RR 1
Nevin J Gordon RR 1
Pritts William 402 Fountain Mills Rd
Rapp Robert F 1048 Porter Ave
Riley Mary J 810 Market St
Risher Loretta D RR 2 168 Homestead Ave
Rugg Wilber 305 S Hickory St
Rutkosky Rose C 1817 W Looks Ave
Sabota Frederick Sr 1817 W Looks Ave
Sarsfield Lisa PO Box 289
Schenck James G RR 1 Box 595
Seaton Sarah Est 1048 Porter Ave
Sknerski Dorothy A 501 S Hickory St
Snouffer Robert C 726 Parker Ave
Swank James A 907 Everson St
Taylor Delfia L 114 Brd St
Thomas Elizabeth, William 506 Arthur Ave
Western Pa National Bank RR 1 Box 595
Seward Pa 15954
Clevenger Wesley 203 8th St
Commers Daniel Est PO Box 322
Hoffman Hazel 12464 Rt 22 Hwy E
Mauk Mary S 67 Prides Way
Youngdahl Robert PO Box 138
Slickville Pa 15684
Krivonyak Anna PO Box 47
Sinclair Beverly A 202 County Rd
Tom Garry C c/o Karen Mosky RR 1 Box 105
Smithton Pa 15479
Contraguerro Cynthia L 1000 Hoffman Rd
Henry Lucille M, L Diana 202 Skyline Dr
Lebe Eugene J PO Box 56
Marks Kenneth PO Box 552
Mascara John R 127 Aly Rd
Mcguffey Kenneth R RR 1 Box 80
Miedel Christian 128 Bendix Ln
New Stanton West Apt I−70 & Smithton Rd
Nightman Brandon 1304 Rte 981
Riggans Grace Est, Clarence PO Box 358
Swaney Alfretta G PO Box 349
Southwest Pa 15685
Forejt Franklin G PO Box 145
Stahlstown Pa 15687
Ambrose Irene C 158 Old Rte 711
Funk Goldie 497 Old Franklin Rd
TP Electric Inc 678 Jones Mills Stahlstown Rd
Sutersville Pa 15083
Boes Hazel E RR 1 Box 225
Burke Barbara L, Robert J 608 1st Ave
Mikolics Charles 128 Charles St PO Box 333
Zowacki Rose M PO Box 344
Tarrs Pa 15688
Barbonus Construction 253 Tea Dr
Urbany Steven Box 256
Torrance Pa 15779
Pershing Charles 139 Cannary Rd
Rugh Raymond D PO Box 5
Swasy Alverda F Box C
Trafford Pa 15085
Baker Jerome P, Ann RR 1
Bridge David 155 Autumn Dr
Broker Kimberly M 14370 Rt993 Lot 11
Caruso Rebecca J 626 7th St
Day Charles I 520 Fairmont Ave
Deforno Adelaide 132 Painter St
Divens Robert Daniel 262 Hillcrest Dr
Elliott Keith 107 Old Gate Rd
Entress Adelaide T 132 Painter St
Gorman Thomas, Mary M 218 Kuehn Dr
Grunenwald William, Virginia M 6002 Deer Run Dr
Jamnik John J 234 E Fairmont Ave
Johnson Antoinette 262 Hillcrest Dr
Krausa Denise M 14401 Winchester Rd
Krsul Joseph O, Diane M 315 Fairmont Ave
Leeman Rebecca 334 4th St
Lenart Mark 109 Coventry Ct
Lutton Loraine, Violet 246 E Fairmont Ave
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Mahon Ellen L 8 Shady Ln
Manson Stephen B 14401 Winchester Rd
Mcindoe Janet P 236 Woodlawn Dr
Mcpherson Ilan E 427 Timber Dr
Morocco Mary P, Nancy 401 4th St
Nania Frank dba Nanias Auto Body 6002 Deer Run Dr
Nessley Erick 180 Autumn Dr
Noel Helen 528 Simpson Rd
Nurse Anesthetist Svc PO Box 121
Pulos Lisa 315 Duquesne Av
Quinn Philip T 104 Daums Ln
Raible Eugene 729 William Dr
Richards Julie 304 Pine Hollow Rd
Ritter David A 220 Edgewood Ave
Sauers Heather L 5350 State Rte 130
Shaffer Trudy P 110 Echo Spgs Cir
Smith Lynn H 517 Brinton Ave
Sopko Cecelia M, John F 404 Murrysville Rd
Stampahar Lawrence G, Maria E 110 Summerhill Ln
Stanisic John PO Box 105
Value Behavioral Health 516 Pleasant Valy Rd
Value Options 516 Pleasant Valy Rd
Vandergrift Pa 15690
Aul Julia 169 Lincoln Ave Apt 706
Baker Walter M, Gladys 302 Jefferson St
Bertetto Charolette RR 1 West
Boncella Jason R 166 Franklin Ave
Bonomolo Andrew 737 Community Park Rd 737
Burns Robert O Joyce L Cbom 116 Sumner Ave
Ciuca Raymond E RR 1 Box 101
Clawson Caroline T, Harry R 107 Cluster Ave
Colaianni Marjorie R 100 Maryland Ave
Colainanni Marjorie R 100 Maryland Ave
Daniels Mary 1001 Hancock Ave
Davis Mary Larue Est Andrew G Uncapher Jr Ex 153 Grant Ave
Dettore Armand T 109 Maryland Ave
Disabato Virginia 613 Hawthorne St Apt 104
Fails Nellie D, Kenneth 817 Labellevue Rd
Gandino Vincent 105 Lowell St
Gandino William, Eleanor 501 Emerson St
George Harold Frank 124 Jefferson Ave
Gontner Clayton Est 121 18th St
Hess Sean 248 Myers Rd
Janardhanan Satish 174 Columbia Ave
Kardos Frank M 130 Grant
Kennedy Joe Est c/o Joanna Bucci 1143 Industrial Park Rd
Klingensmith Laura Jane Est 2006 Whittier St
Lambring Patricia 1160 Washington St
Lee Clarence A RR 1
Matonak Janice L 112 B Jefferson Ave
Metsger Robert A Ash Rd
Moyer Alice 737 Community Park Rd 737
Neal Karen J 1298 Ash Rd
Neal Brenda 510 Walnut St
Parks Mary L 1116 Stitts Run Rd
Rath Ruth 243 Sherman Ave
Ray Edwin N RR 2 Box 191a
Ray Sara J RR 2 Box 291a
Rice Roxie A RR 1
Richard Jennifer S 1177 Pleasantview Dr
Robinson Pierre O Jr Est 129 Franklin Ave
Roebuck Elaine B 338 Chestnut St
Sciullo Pompey M 1016 Howell St
Spangler Florence 141 Sherman Ave
Stefaniak Marlene, Nancy A RR 3
Steele Gerald S 113 W Adams Ave
Stitt Jeffrey M, Elsie N RR 1
Turner William Est, Dorothy 211a Longfellow St
Woods Candace T 120 1/2 Linden St
Wendel Pa 15691
Rodenz Nicholas Jr 8019 Gladstone Dr PO Box 66
Steel Harriett Box 137
West Newton Pa 15089
Beck Evelyn 206 Venable St
Beck Robert 304 Venable St
Berarducci Bridget Water St
Chiurazzi & Mengine LLC His A 180 Voyager Estates
Cunningham Anna 113 Wood St
Eerch Thomas 1434 Greensburg Pike
Halls Equip Co 320 S Railrd St
Joseph Mike 109 S 4th St
Kohley Hazel E c/o Robert T & Kerri J Bojarsk 403 Chestnut St
Kuszaj Ashley 135 Pierce Rd
Lilly William E 637 Greensburg Pike
Lion Harry 637 Greensburg Pike
Martinelli Colleen F 505 Locust St
Merletto Donna M 154 Voyager Estates
Mihalsky Ignatz 303 Mccauley Way Apt 101
Miracle Worker 7 Voyager Estates
Motto Dian 5 Thelma Dr
Randall Michael D 108 S 6th St
Romano Beth A 318 W Main St
Rozycki Patricia 217 Wood St
Rudolf Richard Frank 180 Voyager Estates
Russell James L 910 Vine St
Sciullo Laura E 141 N 2nd St
Snead Craig L 202 Brdway St
Spano Michelle 403 E Main St
Torrance Melissa 1025 Waterford Ct Micmerry
Vuckovich Texie M, Texie R 316 Vernon Dr
Westmoreland City Pa 15692
Gregg Margaret E 1131 5th St Box 84
Detar Richard E 1244 Cedar St
Sinclair Rachel 8841 Walnut St
Wilcher Norma J, John T, John D Box 253 3rd St
Youngstown Pa 15696
Bobeck Margaret M, Jos S 1103 Margaret Ave
Clever Otis O 402 Evergreen
Davis Edwin 2311 Oakwood
Horansky Henrietta PO Box 45
Stas John J, Florence 1523 Oak St
Wear Freda 2311 Oakwood
Youngwood Pa 15697
Brown Barbara A Est 306 N 6th St
Countrywide Home Loans 213 N 4th St
Darnell Linda 118 S 6th St
Frye Jessica 213 N 4th St
Helman Shawna L 805 S 7th St
Jobe Robert 15 S 4th St
Johnston Clara J 606 S 5th St
Lisik Ann L 103 S 2nd St
Lowden Jessica E 306 N 6th St
Metz Carl M 213 N 4th St
Miller Eleanor, Bessie 213 S 5th St
Miscik Heather 116 S 4th St
Poole Philip M, Irene 19 S 5th St
Potoka Trucking Inc 83 E Hillis St
Schoaf Betty J, Jacob 833 S 7th St
Schrock Carol A 532 Sherwood Cir
Schrock Douglas W 215 S 4th St
Shimko Anna Est Anna 608 N 6th St
Skatell Louis 5175 9th St
Spoonhow Lawrence S 714 Skyline Dr
Taylor George Jr Est c/o Myrtle Suehr 117 S 4th St Rear
Tutena Brittney 311 N 5th St
Yelinek Emily 413 N 6th St
Yukon Pa 15698
Stetson David PO Box 432
Wyoming County
Beaumont Pa 18636
Quality Collision Inc Box 701 Rte 309
Factoryville Pa
Ankoff Nancy RD 2 Box 2248
Atwellst Kevin C Box 36 Tall Timbers
Baker Irene B RR 3 Box 3385
Billings Margaret E, Bruce E RR 1
Bowen Ruth B RR 1 Box 1531
Ciprian Mildred 12 Woodlawn Ave
Conway Leo 12 Donna Dr
Defazio Lawrence, Beverly RR 2 Box 2129
Drutherosky Karen 78 College Ave
Engle Janet S 159 College Ave #168
Evans Michael 103 Kemerer Ave
Griswold Stephen RR 1 Box 1531
Johnson Dorothy A 6 Maple St 101
Johnson Grace 9 Lindley Ave
Jordan Mary 78 College Ave
Lochie William M Box 67 Tall Timbers
Maro Angelo J 10 Donna Dr
Plummer Dorman, Jean 2050 Rte 6 & 11
Restore Collision Center 103 Kemerer Ave
Royce Lucille S 115 Highland Ave
Saita Thomas RR 3 Box 3431
Sallustio Lisa RR 1 Box 1119
Seamans Grey, Ruth Bunker Hill
Seamans Ruth PO Box 11
Stacknick Susan RR 1 Box 1602
Stone James H RR 2 Box 2490
Thomas John 796 Nichols St
Young Walter 37 Lake Winola Rd
Falls Pa 18615
Balut Jennifer L RR 1 Box 253a
Centrella John RR 1 Box 264c
Market Anna RR 1
Williams Stephen, Karen RR 1 Box 307
Laceyville Pa 18623
Cook Robert L Estate of RR 2 161a
Franklin Farm Service RD 2 Box 2435
Fuhrey Shane Wilson RR 3 Box 3218
Tarreto Dolly L 133 Doolittle Hill Rd
Lake Winola Pa 18625
Murray Patrick M RR 307
Mehoopany Pa 18629
Adams Heather E RR1 Box 132
Cooper Yvonne L RR 1 Box 186f
Davis Naomi Jayne RD 1 Box 250
Juckett Donald RR 2 Box 48
Smith Kathleen F RR 2 Box 255
White Martha RR 2 Box 301a 2
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Meshoppen Pa 18630
Adams Logan Shane c/o Shanna M Rinkus 107 Lemon Creed Rd
Andren Charles RR Box 109
Atkinson Real Time Resolutions, Atkinson Green Tree Servicing, Atkinson PHFA
HEMAP, Atkinson Diana RR 3 Box 69 Dean Rd
Carney Robert C PO Box 88
Dobbins Carri RR Box 109
Hildebrand Julia RR 2 Box 216c
Jackson Billie K 4124 Stanek Rd
Lybolt Kevin Estate of RD 2 Box 1796
Michaloski Florence D RD 3 Box 151
Patrick Mary PO Box 88
St Clair Shanna M c/o Shanna M Rinkus 107 Lemon Creed Rd
Stevens Helen RR 2 Box 216c
Nicholson Pa 18446
Goodrich Michael, Brenda T RR 1 Box 1480
Goodwin Marvin J RR 2 Box 2063
Hardisky Andrew J RR 2 Box 2542
Paduck Kim RD 2 Box 2140a
Petts Raymond Jr RR 1 Box 1297
Phillips Milton H RR 2 Box 2633
Pompey Strickland Dawn A Main St PO Box 141
Roberts Lillian G 3565 SR 92 N
Roberts Robin L RR 1 Box 1105
Sherwood Donald L, Arthur W Box 2034 140 W State Rd−2
Sherwood Walter A RD 2 Box 2036
Tallman Petts Patty RR 1 Box 1297
Ziagos Patrick J RR 2 Box 2201
Noxen Pa 18636
Harlow Pleas R RR 1 Box 187a
Hoppes Mary H, John RD 1 Box 56
Macialek George R RR 1 Box 87
Reakes Willard Est, Reakes Irene 576 Dimmick Hill Rd
Scouton Thomas RR 1 Box 96id
Tunkhannock Pa 18657
Ace Evelyn J RD 4
Ankoff Eric RR 2 Box 2245
Aullisio Atty Dominick N 47 Ironwood St
Bohenek Frank A 47 Ironwood St
Bryant Patricia M 3 Dymond Trailer Park
Carichner Daniel 741 Mile Rd
Cook Michael J 72 Oakwood Lake
Deighton Coralee, Michele 45 E Tioga St
Endless Mountain Hall of Fame 46 Ole Coach Ln
Eppley Mary E 34 Vosburg Rd
Gorka Joseph 350 Roosevelt Way
Gorko Eugene 350 Roosevelt Way
Griffing Paul D 1 Lakeside Ct
Hunting Florence L, Maurice W 11 Vista Dr
Hurley Joseph 46 Ole Coach Ln
Katz Harry, Katz Susan 8 W Harrison St
Keiper Cortney PO Box 566
Manley Marybelle, Tara RD 6
Margarido Elizabeth J, William C 5 Oakwood Lake
Mcdonough William E Dr 125 E Tioga St
Norton Duane R 1005 SR 1001
Oneill Jason J1253 SR 292 E
Pesta Eugene H RR 2 Box 101a
Place Wilson K 9 Place Dr
Pote Roxana 91 Keelersburg Rd
Puza Nicholas A 34 Maple Ave
Riley Clark Douglas 1303 State Rte 292 East
Ruddell Jeff 221 W Tioga St
Ruddell Insurance Agency 221 W Tioga St
Schutz Philip W 290 Bartron Rd
Shaw Charles E 46 Ole Coach Ln
Silk William 5 Dogwood Dr
Vanduzer Kurt A 129 Bridge St
Wilcox David W 281 S R 1002
Williams John J 182 West Tioga Apt 1
Wilson Paul M 75 Elm St
Yaeger Gary Dean 605 Stark Rd
York County
Airville Pa 17302
Chambers Laura 8272 Woodbine Rd
Dwyer Patrick 51 N Castle Fin Rd
Ferrell Angela E 2294 Woodbine Rd
Kartorie Helen B 333a Bruce Rd
Patricks Prof Lawncare Landscaping 51 N Castle Fin Rd
Roth Robert P Sr, Angel 4237 Delta Rd
Tompkins Jonathan W 4240 Delta Rd
Wells Douglas 228 Fulton Rd
Brogue Pa 17309
FLH Inc 3552 Oscars Rd
Gerecht Anthony J 3060 Delta Rd
Mcgrath Richard 5079 Shenks Ferry Rd
Cross Roads Pa
Rasmussen Phyllis J, Richard 13672 Curran Dr
Dallastown Pa 17313
Ani Care Animal Hospital 2740 S Queen St
Benedick Brian R 207 W Walnut St
Butters Lindsey C 215 Craigsden
Crook Joseph, James 201 Lombard St
Dennis Ronald C, Donna L 111 Oak Crossing
Druck Edward E W Maple
Falcone Anthony C, Dori L 505 E Main St
Fourhman Richard K II 52 S High St
Gladfelter Elwood IV 322 W Main St
Hamberger Larry A 63 W Howard St
House of Windsor Inc 150 Orchard St
Kayla Ilgenfritz & Apple Ford 380 N Walnut St
Landis Crystal 1 W Maple St
Miller Matthew 645 Trolley Dr Apt B
Rahauser Carl B Jr RR1 Box 336
Red S Auto Body 464 E Main St
Sagee Skyel S 308 N Walnut St
Sechrist Kenneth R 219 Craigdan Dr
Smith Jacob P 111 Oak Ridge Ln
Snyder Donna J, Rene A 369 W Main St
Sowers Alverta E, Luther 107 S Franklin St
Stiffler Edward 58 W Main St
Strawbridge Barbara L, Dennis E 709 Franlyn Dr
Sweeney Mary 111 Maylyn Ave
Toomey Donna J 729 Franlyn Dr
Tucaho Tobias 128 N Pleasant Ave Apt 2
Delta Pa 17314
Becker Dana M 583 Hollow Rd 14 15
Bobbit Nancy 112 Slateville Rd
Clark Juanita J 252 E Mckinley Rd
Dietz Auto Repair 5522 Delta Rd
Franke Sandra J 913 Brd St
Green Michael G Sr, Michael G Jr 57 Watson Rd
Hamilton Richard L 190 W Mckinley Rd
Hartley Patricia E 5522 Delta Rd
Hartman Kimberly, Joseph, Nancy 97 Misty Hill Dr
Kitner James C 14 W Mckinley Rd
Kulesza Anthony J 3014 Bryansville Rd
Kulesza Matthew J 3014 Bryansville Rd
Kulesza Zachary J 3014 Bryansville Rd
Lloyd Julie 129 Corntassell Rd
Mackin Wendie L 121 Susquehanna Rd
Mcclure Patricia, H RD 1 Box 241
Pressley David 583 Hollow Rd
Scholl Brian K, Fred E 183 Cold Cabin Rd
Watkins Shirley A 3014 Bryansville Rd
Wentz Frank A PO Box 4
Dillsburg Pa 17019
Albert Joan M 203 S Fileys Rd
Altland James R 467 Capitol Hill Rd
Armstrong Eileen 5 N Baltimore St Apt A
Ayers Richard J 2 Sheffield Dr
Bricker Zachary 113 Tuckahoe Rd
Brunner Anthony 272 Ore Bank RD2
Clark Casey A 509 Mumper Ln
Cox Mabel Alice, Essell T 153 Logan Rd Apt 230
Crall Genevieve, Aaron L RR4 Box 37
Croman Stanley W 113 S York Rd
Dan The Mortgage Man Inc 37 S York Rd
Diehl Pearl S 212 N Baltimore St
Dunmire Gerald E 25 Impala Dr
Eichelberger Constr Inc c/o Jennifer Smith 124 W Church St PO Box 459
Fried Morgan B, Bryan D 9 Bold Ruler Cir
Gettys Harry 20 Beaver St Apt 111
Gladfelter Whitney, Georgia 206 Capital Hill Rd Apt 4
Gulick Helen L RD2
Haines Edithe M, William c/o WB Haines 320 Hickory Rd
Hartman Alexandra D 120A W Harrisburg St
Hipp Jean M 627 Range End Rd
Hoffecker Mark P 811 Baltimore Rd
Jamouneau G A 55 Hidden Spgs Rd
Jordan June 220 Rocky Ridge Rd
Keo Homes Inc 125 Walmar Manor
Kimmel Vicki A, Fred S RR1
Knoebel Anna PO Box 43
Leblanc Melinda 24 Mountainside Rd
Malosky Michael S 55 W Cabin Hollow Rd
Mccann Herbert G, Kaitlyn R 10 Elicker Rd
Mcdonald Michele L Est of 180 Honey Rd
Merovich Pete 700 Fickes Rd
Miller Atha M RR3
Miller Ruthanna 94 Buttonwood Dr
Nesbit Eric A 506 S Baltimore St
Phipps Judith A 9 E Greenhouse Rd
Potteiger Adonna D, Elmer H 25 Rocky Ridge Rd
Qualcraft 56b Old York Rd
Renard Sarah S 16 W Harrisburg St
Schaffer Charles F 194 Spring Dr
Seville Mabel L 121 Cherry Ln 449
Sibert Geffrey D One Whispering Hope St
Stum Ronald L Sr 509 W Barrens Valy Rd
Tesch Pearl 220 Rocky Ridge Rd
Tower Advertising Ins Box 308 Old York Rd
Trimmer S Garage 140 S York Rd
Vankeuren Nancy 38 Hines St
Wagner H 204 W Siddonsburg Rd
Wessel William 811 N US Rte 15
Wilson Kathleen G 1178 Gettysburg Pike
Dover Pa 17315
Adomis Peter 865 E Canal Rd
Aguilar Agustin 4175 Beaumont Rd
Baker Katherine E 1045 Bremer Rd
Barnes Jeri A 2991 Deep Hollow Rd
Beavers Phyllis 52 Newlon Rd
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Bolton Helena 4641 Davidsburg Rd
Brady Hilda RD 4 Box 536
Buchanan Margaret S RD 3
Conway April A 3021 Spectrum Rd
Cusick Zackary R 2261 Sky Top Trail
Deardorff Richard S 4220 Nursery Rd
Derrickson Joshua J 800 York Rd Lot 242
Diehl Charles 76 Cherokee Ave
Dietz Mahlon 4550 Bull Rd Box 81
Dodson Evelyn 350 Zeigler Rd
Doolittle Charlotte Est 2001 Red Bank Rd Trlr 1
Duncan Eric 3101 Claremont Rd
Dunlevy James E 6021 Timberlyn Dr
Eisenberger Beverly J c/o Dale L Masters 1825 Wyatt Cir
Elicker Jason 2301 Belair Dr
Fitzgibbons James 2124 Huntington Rd
Gernak Virginia J 800 York Rd Lot 7
Gross Ralph M 4041 Carlisle Rd
Holtzapple Shauna L 1405 Pleasant Dr
Hubley Vergie Est of 119 Fairview Ave
Jones Susan J 155 Pawnee Ave
Joseph Darlene 4550 Bull Rd Apt 16
Klaskin Judith G, Bruce D 1020 Cherry Orchard Rd
Kowalczik Robert 115 Cedar Dr
Lauer Jeff 3597 Carlisle Rd
Lehr Laurie J 3980 Carlisle Rd
Luciano Malave A 255 Zeigler Rd
Manley Maurice, April 3581 Kortni Dr
Martin Anna Est 4357 Winchester Rd
Miller Kenny R, Stacie 3349 East Farm Dr
Miller Bill 1229 Cherry Orchard Rd
Mills Jeannie 141 Butter Rd
Myers James RD 4 Box 536
Nebinger David 1518 Hunter Dr
Nedzel Jaime, John 4349 Winchester Rd
Novotny George 1730 Rocky Rd
Partlow Ann L 2755 Danielle Dr
Pascale David A, Mark A PO Box 41
Queene Lisa 2550 Brownstone Ct
Raffensberger Dolaaron 4550 Bull Rd Lot 71
Richie James H Rd 4 Box 341
Shaffer Albert C 4991 Carlisle Rd
Shaffer Kandee 509 Oakwood Dr
Sierer Justin Edward 1867 Wyatt Cir
Simone Melissa 991 Big Mount Rd
Smith John A 2370 Belair Dr
Soward Rachel 2545 Red Bank Rd
Steward Elsie E 1830 Poplar Rd
Strategic Edge Logistics 2010 Detter Mill Rd
Strickland Charles H 26 Cedar Ln
Wallace Steven R 4065 Fox Run Rd
Wilson Linda 2710 Genna Cir
Wire Helen V, Edward 2021 Park St
Yantis Catherine E, Francis B 3377 Fox Run Rd
Yeager James 2900 Meadowview Dr 57
Young Donald W 4125 Leah Ave
East Berlin Pa 17331
Myers Martha, Jacob RD 2
East Prospect Pa 17317
Adams Charles, Velma E PO Box 119
Emert Robert C PO Box 168
Rehman Gail PO Box 299
Ruby Roy S PO Box 168
Stoppard Dawn PO Box 145
Emigsville Pa 17318
Advanced Fluid Connectors PO Box 451
Bahn Phyllis M, Reginald Main St
Etters Pa 17319
Adams Justin L 60 Black Walnut Dr
Bartholomew Karen 488 Shelleys Ln
Brown Jenny 64 N York St Apt 1
Deardorff Harold PO Box 368
Deb Popp Newberry Tw 1909 Old Trail Rd
Fickes Robert R 70 Rose of Sharon Dr
Fielding Melissa 27 N Conley Ln
Fleming Susan L 459 Shuler Rd
Gladfelter William 429 Clover Rd
Jenkins William B Jr 404 4 Leaf Ln
Kemper Charlotte M PO Box 147
Leon E Wintermyer Inc 220 Yocumtown Rd
Moores Robert II 23 Bill Dugan Dr
Nelson Jean A 3 Ashton Dr
Prowant Charlton M Est 225 Fairway Dr
Schmidt Randy 40 Fairway Dr
Setters John C 438 Valy Rd
Sheaffer David 440 Whisler Rd
Shuette Doug 425 Red Mill Rd
Smith Carmen D PO Box 39
Sowers Holly M 20 Allen Dr
Stinson Faith A 8 Bill Dugan Dr
Stright Stacey A 24 N Ben Hogan Dr
Vanguard 488 Shelleys Ln
Wentz Joseph J 462 Big Sky Dr
Wingle Christopher 465 Big Sky Dr
Fawn Grove Pa 17321
Brindle Dorothy, Ralph Channell Rd
Dehoff Harry 883 Main St
Ford Kenneth R 60 Morris Ave
Smith James L, Robyn L 918 Thompson Rd
Wilson Danielle 62 E Main St
Felton Pa 17322
Crossroads Collectables & More 13402 Crossrds Ave
Druck Ronald C 6694 Church Rd
Farewell Betty RD 3
Freas Foundation The 11912 Lebanon Church Rd
Hardin Doyle 7851 Fulton School Rd
Joines Kenneth C 440 Dull Rd
Lane Bessie RD 3
Lema Carol L 11432 Canning House Rd
Macler & Assocs LLC 8953 Hickory Rd
Mcwilliams Lucille M 2660 Trinity Rd
Robinson Linda 6770 Church Rd
Smith Michael G 4622 Faraway Dr
Strausbaugh Dennis RD 1 Box 360
Glen Rock Pa 17327
Aeronautical Imagine PO Box 36
Apple Family Ins Agcy 5 Enterprise St
Arnsperger Katherine M R 1
Bozievich Antoinette 3181 Holley Rd
Buchanan Dan 14997 Bonnair Rd
Bunker Craig A 12 Winwood Rd
Eggers Joan 12 Winwood Rd
Fischer Francis, Helen PO Box 194
Frank Kimberly 31 Baltimre St
Green Jeffrey J, Vikki L 33 Cir Dr
Hanson Herbert T 4726 Fiscal Rd
Henricks Wanda 19 Baltimore St
Hubley Virgie RR 1 Box 220a
Kile Leroy E Jr 3506 Roser Rd
Kile Leroy E Jr Box 6 RD 1
Nace Ralph 4834 Hildebrand Rd
Schluderberg Herbert L RD 1 Box 184
Schuler Rosaria 9290 Forest Rd
Somerville John W 11645 Susquehanna Trl
Thompson George R 34 Church St 2nd Fl
Winemiller Kenneth E 13432 Country Club Rd
Witmer Roland E R 1
Glenville Pa 17329
Fuller Stephen J 4544 Shaffers Church Rd
Kelly Andrew J, Mary M 4154 Dry Bridge Rd
Schreiber Harry E Jr, Lara A 5328 Watertank Rd
Hanover, Pa 17331
Ace Jute Packing 470 High St
Adams Jennifer 201 Diller Rd
Advanced Auto Parts 1140 Carlisle St
Albert Jason 72 Hemlock Dr
Bange Gary 1281 Honda Rd
Baumgardner Donna M 321 High St Fl 1
Baylor Matthew Wayne Est 915 Barts Church Rd
Benson John C 117 John St
Bentzel Gary 709 Fishburn Rd 946 Baltimore St
Best Pontiac Olds Cadillac Gmc 100 Eisenhower Dr
Biehl Nance C, John R 5015 Grandview Rd
Black Ann L 10 Tiffany Ct
Bolyog Laura M 221 Mckinley Ave
Bowman Mildred 732 Baltimore St
Bragg Euneva C 267 Frederick St
Branick Lauren 520 Hammond Ave
Brenner Christopher M 21 E Middle St 1st Fl
Brown Claude, Regina RR2
Brown Mildred, Francis 30 Charles St
Brown Pauline, Dennis 201 1/2 Walnut St
Brumfield Rachel 117 W Park Ave
Caffrey Bonnie 5 E Colonial Crest Cir
Carbaugh Thomas J 783 Edgegrove Rd
Carter Dennis 295 Deagan Rd
Chandler Lisa 5040 Grandview Rd
Chen Xuetao 2 103 Mitchell Ct
Costella Gary R, Judy A 746 Barrett St
Cox Carroll 17 Little Knoll Dr
Crouse Ernest L RR 4
Dao Tuan H 441 Eisenhower Dr
David Shirley A 62 Yara Way
Davis Linda 1915 Oak Hills Dr
Deardorff George D, William E 506 1/2 York St
Dempsey Jason 267 Frederick St
Devincent Edward A Jr 1241 Brain Ln
Dittmar Michael S 274 Leppo Mill Rd
E Mary Louise Sterling Financial Trust Co 33 Carlisle St
Eagle Machine & Tool 557 Centennial Ave
Earling Jennifer L 220 E Middle St
Eit Hanover A 11 Baltimore St
Fallon Thomas E 60 Kenlee Cir
Farrington Erin 140 Madara Dr
Feeser Paul 26 Fulton St
Feltch Robert, Thomas RD 3
Feltch Thomas, Troy PO Box 126
Ferguson Shari L 1279 Wanda Dr
Flickinger Henry, Joyce 364 High St
Fox Ednam R 307 Hanover
Fuhrman Rhonda G 651 Brdway
Gass Randy E 165 Pigeon Hill Park Rd
Geiman Motors 936 York St
Geisler Beatrice L 308 Diller Rd
Glore Donald G 86 Commanche Trl
Groft Michael L 82 Heritage Dr
Grogg Isaac H Jr 61 Blooming Grove Rd
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Group Hanover Inc 213 Carlisle St
Guthrie Matthew L 7 Oak St
Halter Charles H 342 Penn St
Hanover Health 3130 Gra
Hanover Honda 1226 Carlisle St
Hayes Brian R PO Box 1237
Heilman Patrick 21 N Blettner Ave
Held Ralph 3 E Chestnut St3
Hoover Arta M 663 Baer Ave
Horwedel Ethel Est 6 South St
Hughes Keith 469 Old Westminster
Ingram Carl E 2 Bowman Rd
J S Transmissions Auto Repair 1761 Baltimore Pike
Kemper Grayson J, Craig S 7 Benjamin Dr
Kemper Melissa S, Morgan T, Craig S 7 Benjamin Dr
Kincaid Anita L 676 Brdway
Klindedinst Paul M 7 Mount Royal Ave
Kline Beulah Rte 4
Klunks Doc 371 Eisenhower
Krichten Robert 5798 Hanover Rd
Krug Frances M, John D 609 E Middle
Lambert Evelyn L, James L 1034 High St
Lawall Marie F 10 Diana Ct
Lawrence Lorraine A 10 Tiffany Ct
Lechlinkski Joseph Jr 6 Violet Dr
Leonhardt 800 High St
Leskinen Daniel P 208 Centennial Av
Liberty York Getty 918 York St
Lindsey Pamela J 332 Maple Ave
Lohr Russell A Est of 202 Brdway
Loss Judith M 10 Tiffany Ct
Luis Sherwood W 18 St Georgia Dr
Manger Shellie H, B Wesley 400 Stock St
Marchio Terrence J 421 Beck Mill Rd
Mcdannell Loretta, Judith 820 Honda Rd
Meadowbrook Auto Sales 135 Spring Ave
Mezewski Debra Lee 948 E Walnut St
Miller Frances L 1419 Baltimore St
Miller Harry L 3662 Eagle Ridge Ct
Miller John 591 Pumping Sta Rd
Miller Jon M 508 Frederick St
Miller Lance D 120 Hufnagle Dr
Milligan Ondre L 965 Bankard Rd
Mills Raymond J 25 W Walnut St
Ming O C 395 Wilson Ave
Moore Edith M 129 Willow St
Most Lee 347 Hobart Rd
Myers Preston, Roxie RR2
Neiderer Dollie F 1674 Jacob Mill Rd
New Way Packaging Machinery PO Box 467
Nitchman Hilda O 608 Locust St
Noble Rebecca G 961 Beaver Creek Rd
Nott Gregory B, Greta K PO Box 647
Oleary Cassie A 463 Hartman Ave
Oliver Madison B, Renee 501 Black Rock Rd
Oliver Mackenzie N 501 Black Rock Rd
Oneill Tina 216 Park Hts Bl
Pankov Nikolay D 2 Mitchell Ct Apt T1
Parichuk John 120 Fawn Hill Rd
Patel Atul R 1080 Carlisle St
Payne Brett 260 Poplar St
Peirce Ruth E 307a W Hanover St
Platt Kayleen, Roy 10 Patwill Pl
Poole Darlene V 4083 Blue Hill Rd
Ports Samuel 70 Zachary Dr
Rager Rodney L 201 Madara Dr
Reese Holly 135 Spring Ave
Riley Paul 425 Baltimore St
Rinke Ellen 132 N Allwood Dr
Rodriguez Zaida 415 N Franklin St
Rogers Philip A 68 Pumping Sta Rd
Rohrbaugh Walter 89 George St
Routson Barry W 456 Moul Ave
Saum Deanna, Greg 5599 Hanover Rd
Schaffer Michael L 326 Pine St
Scheivert Mark 146 E Hanover St
Schimp Beverly A 227 Meade Ave
Schimp Mitchel Patrick 227 Meade Ave
Schwartz John Dr 3130 Gra
Selsabeel Intnl Inc 490 Eisenhower Dr
Seys Deborah 27 Oneill Ave
Shafer John D Sterling Financial Trust Co 33 Carlisle St
Shank Dean 611 Fulton St
Shiavone Margaret 727 Blossom Dr
Shultz Agency Ins 555 Carlisle St
Singer Jerome L, Brenda V 4 Laurel Woods Dr
Smith Margaret M 417 Baltimore
Snyders of Hanover Inc c/o Angie Mcclintock PO Box 6917
Stockslager Anthony 166 Skylite Dr
Stockslager Anthony 417 Frederick St
Talbert Bettie R 309 Westminster Ave
Taylor Emily 577 Brdway R Unit 1
Thomas Hannah J 529 Fulton St
Thomas Wendy J 10 Hts Ave
Truax Byron D 219 York St Apt 1F3
Turchich Frank P, Tami J 395 Wilson Ave
Undergear Hanover Direct PO Box 462
Utz Mary Pauline Est of 209 Brdway
Vidal Carol 400 York St
Viper Gas LLC 1201 W Elm Ave 2
Walker Mary A 141 Brdway Ste 230
Walsh Jeffrey 5 Aaron Ct
Wansel Charlotte E 119 High St
Warner Lloyd E 460 Blooming Grove Rd
Whales Mark 1374 Carlisle Pike
White Deer Run Inc PO Box 97
Wilhelm E Virginia, Jerry L 2781 Baltimore Pike
Williams Mark S 730 Beck Mill Rd
Winder Patricia S PO Box 339
Wright C 52 1/2 Frederick St D
Zartman Francis 416 Meade Ave
Hellam Pa 17406
Buttonwood Gardens 301 Friendship Ave
Fritz Todd W 4744 Fahringer Dr
Kreeger Jennifer L 317 B Buttonwood Ln
Mummert Keith W 223 W Market St
Solar Innovations 60 S Prospect St
Stevenson Melissa L 325 E Beaver St
Jacobus Pa 17407
Ackerman James F 11 Maple St
Bloodsworth Lisa L 35 York Rd
Blouse Betty, Paul 54 Woodland Dr
Brigham William Jr 6276 Leader Dr
Costa Linda 51 N Main St
Foulis Ronald J Jr 25 Hillside Dr
Holiday Gas 257 N Main St
Laugermans H Davidson 103 N Main St
Miller Dorothy J, Horace E RR1
Phillips Paul D 6 N Pleasant Av
Rogers Roger R 103 N Main St
Schmuck Glenn R 207 N Main St
Weir Elaine M 23 Eagleton Dr
Lewisberry Pa 17339
AG Press Automation 730 Mt Airy Rd
Amman Warren C 111 Fox Fire Ln
Arnold Karen E 849 Moores Mountain Rd
Baughman Steven A PO Box 213
Beam Craig 407 Old Stage Rd
Bowers Adam M 711 Ridge Rd
Fetrow Karen Sue 2135 Pinetown Rd
Flenke Scott M 708 Quaker Cir Apt 4
Ford Anne R 609 Ridge Rd
Hockensmith James A 655 Churchey Rd
Kessler Erica 968 Silver Lake Rd
Laporta John 741 Wyndamere Rd
Leigey Hannah A, James R 639 Observatory Dr
Mccreary Jeffrey A 209 W Front St P
Ourand Scott J, John C 710 Quaker Cir Apt 1
Reigle Catherine 108 E Front St PO Box 68
Stout Michael E PO Box 165
Loganville Pa 17342
Hinckley Terri 175 S Main St
Layne John PO Box 285
Winedocs LLC PO Box 285
Manchester Pa 17345
Baranoski David A 23 Pine Dr
Becker Carl E Est 15 Creek Bottom Rd
Bostic Helen J & A Mobile Home Park 1
Children of Norman Eicher RFD 2 Box 336
Cooper William J 4335 Board Rd
Dinuzzo Tara P 500 Glen Dr
Downey Lois C 60 Locust Point Rd
Eicher Norman RFD 2 Box 336
Farr William c/o Richard Schaeffer 225 Equine Cove
Fickes Virginia J 5945 Susquehanna Trl
Firestone Virginia, Harry 148 S Poplar Ct
Foller Patricia 860 Cassel Rd
Gable Chad H 13 Harding St
Gettys Michael A 80 Ivy Dr
Grendell Ellis, Mary 1890 Conewago Creek Rd
Leber Donald 120 Horseshoe Ave
Lettich Jason 186 Coldspgs
Oconnor Anna 544 Red Rose Dr
Shaffer Mary Est, Mary 95 Parrot Ln
Shank Daniel M 454 Maple St G
Smith Jenette M 60 Locust Point Rd
Spangler William R 5945 Susquehanna Trl
Staub L 15 G Liverpool St
Wesner Gary 41 Boxwood Rd
Yeager William J 75e N Liverpool St
McSherrystown Pa 17331
Dunlap Kenneth E 140 Main St
Mount Wolf Pa 17347
Flenner David 66 S 4th St Box 292
Hollinger Edward 420 Jerusalem School Rd
Martin Stephanie 6 S 3rd St Apt C
New York Wire PO Box 866
Prowell Harvey, Norma 157 S Main St PO Box 67
Stonesifer James B 138 N 3rd St
New Freedom Pa 17349
Aldringer Ken 800 Robin Hill Cir
Badders Erik A 33 Smith Mill Rd
Barstow Denise Gail 155 S Front St
Buckingham Lynn 3 Crawford Ct
Carman Barbara A 42 S Charles St
Choroideremia Research 1 Otis Ct
Cilluffo Marybelle Kathryn 4 E Main St Apt C
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Eckert Chase 16065 Sherwin Ct
Frederick B 124 W Franklin St
Grega John Est of 936 Plank Rd
Grega Steven M 936 Plank Rd
Hall Stanley R, Ramona S 12 Keesey Rd
Hurtgen John P 102 Freedom Ave
Little Helga 36 E Franklin St New
Mclaughlin Deborah, John R 518 Oakwood Rd
Norris Elizabeth A PO Box 382
Palmer Edith M 48 S Brd St
Poe Beverly 307 Rutledge Rd
Roseberry Catherine 15073 Country Club Rd
Schehlein Lynn 43 Independence Dr
Shrewsberry Body Shop 124 W Franklin St
Shrewsbury Cig Cellar No 22 732 E Forrest Ave
Struven Charles M, Catherine 40 Wethersfield Dr
Toms Mobil 648 E Forrest Ave
Weiss Margaret M, Robert C 9 N Shaffer Dr
Winkelman Dorothy M 434 Hilltop Ct
New Park Pa 17352
Johnson Edward 1151 Fawn Grove Rd
Nelson Stanley J 3366 New Park Rd
Wiles Ola Est 16755 Edgar Woods Rd
Railroad Pa 17355
Gram Harvey B 151 PO Box Rail Rd
Red Lion Pa 17356
Ames Melody 290 Wimbleton Way
Apple Ford 3250 Cape Horn Rd
Bagal Ashish Md 379 Camden Ct
Barshinger Wayne RD 2
Belanger Katherine S 340 Blackhorse Dr
Clinton R E Jr 2620 Freysville Rd
Cochran Melinda J 755 Snyder Corner Rd
Cone Evelyn Box 216 RD1
Cooley K D RD 1 Box 554
Crumbling Steven 1006 Margherita Ct
Darr Preston L 85 Wimbleton Way
Dietz Kimberly A 260 Grove Rd
Dohn Courtney 901 N Sharon Ave
Driver Rebecca C 29 Boundary Ave
Duncan Maxine E 200 N Main St
Eaton Gary 910 Neff Aly
Emersons Pub Inc 1618 Richmond Rd
Emig Michael W 3381 Cape Horn Rd
Ensminger Mary N Franklin St
Ford Kevin M 603 W Brdway
Fry E William II 2010 Parkview Dr
Fullerton Mary 38 East Ave
Garner Andrew 163 S Franklin St
Gibbons Rebecca A, William 2406 Capehorn Rd E13
Grove Jonathan P 520 Guyray Dr
Haugh John S 246 W High St
Hayes William E 3495 Springwood Rd
Hemmig Ronald 128 S Main St
Herbst Richard 110 Martin St
Hess Thomas 201 S Charles St Apt 43
High Performance Specialties 2951 Cape Horn Rd
Hildebrand Erlene S 315 S Camp St
Johnson Kimberly 2406 Cape Horn 86a
Johnson R 710 Apple Valy Dr
Keller Preston 812 Delta Rd
King Lily S, Brad 1004 Woodridge Rd
Koons Martin A PO Box 6056
Kurnick Carrie 516 El Dorado Dr
Leiphart Alice RD 2
Leiphart Gene F 314 Wise Ave
Leonard Frances Est of 40 W Brdway
Lower Stefanieana M 323 Atlantic Ave
Manteghi Tara Do 32 Windsor Way
Mattison Colleen P 217 Forest Hills Rd
Mcculley S 613 W Maple St Apt 22
Miller Bethany 163 S Franklin St
Morrow Josh 312 Pleasant Corner Ct
Mundis Dolores J RR 3
Myers Tammy 223 Wise Ave
Neff Evetta R 21 W Howard St
Newman Anna RD 4 Yoe Dr Box 385
Pickel Erma R 385 Manor Rd
Picking Jane E, Troy R 165 S Franklin St
Powell Kristen M 689 Duke St Ext
Rampley Arthur A 144 Country Ridge Dr
Robertson Dolores 818 Myers Rd
Roseman Charlotte B, Charles E 200 W High St
Sappington Susan M 168 Linden Ave
Seaks Spencer S 980 Penn Ave
Smith Jodi S 641 S Main St
Snyder Matthew 411 Perendale Dr
Specialty Inds 175 E Walnut St
Stolzfus Steven R, Naomi 1263 Delta Rd
Sulli Jennifer R 224 South Cheviot Way
Sullivan Daniel L III 224 South Cheviot Way
Tompkins Robin L 420 Springvale Rd
Trimble James Howard Jr 101 Moringside Dr
Trout Lillian M 563 Wise Ave
Trowbridge Roy Box 216 RD1
Turner Patricia A 217 Forest Hills Rd
Waltemyer Robert 10136 Winterstown Rd
Walters Dennis 80 Manor Rd
Witmer Kyla M 420 Springvale Rd
Zheng Duan Mei 3147 Cape Horn Rd
Rossville Pa 17358
Stehpan Nickolas, Helen 1015 Alquin St
Seven Valleys Pa 17360
Christian William J 24 Cherry St
Coburn Stephanie 7777 Grand Lake Dr
Godfrey Michael 1199 Golden Rod Rd
Grimm Sharon RD 1 Box 167 C
Mannion Lawrence 7777 Grand Lake Dr
Rupp Jean Marie 100 Church St
Showers Denise E 1873 David Ct
Shrewsbury Pa 17361
Allison Richard E, Arlene R 231 W Forrest Ave
Black Ruth 800 Bollinger Dr Apt 113
Duerr Lucille R, James C 407 S Main St
Dunkin Molly E 10 Crosswind Dr
Dunlap Terry 72 Brook Meadow Cir
Emery Clayton D, Linda 20 Fieldstone Cir
Knott Logan V, April C 6 Lois Ln
Knott Brendan F 6 Lois Ln
Main TLS 241 N Main St
Patasce Victor J, Cathy E 31 Brook Meadow Cir
Patty Max 18 Brkvw Ln
Pecunes Krissa 12 Asbury Ln
Pennington Joseph L 308 N Main St
Pretorius Gert 136 N Main St
Russel Samuel T 99 Crosswind Dr
Smith George T Sr, Mary A 66 Covington Dr
Spataros Italian Re 634 Shrewsbury Common Ave
Stevens John A 10 N Main St
Sunny Money Food 4 E Forrest Ave
Wolhowe Christine Est 616 St Mathew Ln
Spring Grove Pa 17362
Baublitz David J III 1249 Jackson Sq Rd
Beck Rhoda E 1325 Martin Rd
Burkett Becky J 138 W Jackson St
Chrismer Larry RD6 PO Box 6542
Clark Everette R, Frances E 5042 Lehman Dr
Finney Jason 2472 Pine Tree Rd
Fricker Dennis 1996 Locust Rd
Gentzler Margaret C 422 Monocacy Trl
Glatfelter Co 228 S Main St
Harvest Time Temple 6100 Gregory Rd
Hess Thomas L 9230 Orchard Rd
Hoy Shelvegeane Y 6100 Gregory Rd
Kile Dorothy A RR 2 Box 2613
Kuntz Raymond G RR 2
Lauchman Elizabeth Ann, Kathy Ann 7215 Pigeon Hill Rd
Myers Hattie V, Elmer H 133 W Highland Ave
Oversmith Marie A 5190 Hillclimb Rd
Roelke Sheila J 5226 Pigeon Hill Rd
Schlegel Paul G PO Box 136
Senft Samuel Z 116 S East St
Shaw James W 2046 Henry Ln
Shepherd Stephen O 5176 Hill Climb Rd
Spring Grove Shs 220 W Jackson St
Stables Christine M 2043 Kitzmiller Rd
Thatcher Eleanor M 1214 Roth Church Rd
Wagaman Justin 45 N Water St
Wright William 2124 Jefferson Rd
Stewartstown Pa 17363
Anderson Terry Eugene 9 Ovelton Ave
Boyer Alissa G c/o Alissa Gay Schuchart Frey 16157 Sawmill Rd
Cochet Emile F Jr 18831 Rosewood Dr
Cochet Jane S 18831 Rosewood Dr
Donham Lawrence W, Winifred E RR 2 Box 164
Ellis John A 106 Feedwater Ct
Hibbard David M 6 Cedar Ln
Hiemenz Eric 14 S Main St
Jacob Mark J 141 Cambridge West
Jones Chrylser Plymouth Inc 6 Scarborough Fare
Kilbourne Dwight A, Myrtle H RR 1 Box 1026
Klopf Gustave H 8 Memory Ln
Lehr Colleen M, Donald L 6 Scarborough Fare
Little Jeannie 14076 Coal Hill Rd
Peyton Timothy S 205 Camelback Ct
Quirk Mary P 55 W Pennsylvania Ave
Riebert Kenneth M 13 Ecker Ave
Roeder Lauren A, Roberta 33 Coupler Dr
Smith Sarah, David 2828 Plank Rd
Smith Gerald M 122 Berkshire Ln
Smith Meredith N 18414 Ridge Meadow Rd
Storke Paul Jr 9 Ecker Ave
Strout Donald 3662 Blevins Rd
Walker Brandon P 14076 Coal Hill Rd
Zipprich Jeffrey M 1509 Hollow Rd
Thomasville Pa 17364
Bosley Mark Jr 487 Big Mount Rd
Buffington Hannelore, James L RD 2 Box 810
Dembechl Thomas RD 1 Box 123
Filbey Michael A 264 Chesapeake Est
Haugh Benjamin Michael 3212 Church Rd
Hively Ann Elizabeth 3212 Church Rd
Klyeman Dorothy A 449 N Biesecker Rd
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Lentz Deborah A, Lester E 624 Sunset Rd
Mchale James J III PO Box 0321
Morrell Mark G 4138 E Berlin Rd
Myers Arelda PO Box 208E
Poole V Tracy 894 Chesapeake Est 1st St
Sellers Matthew 45 Locust Ln
Smith Mack L PO Box 423
Weikert David A RR 1
Wellsville Pa 17365
Anderson Peggy L 7838 Carlisle Rd
Deardorff William E 235 Mine Bank Rd
Fields Todd A 359 Main St
Fry Gregory D 9295 Carlisle Rd
Girl Scouts In The Heart of Pa c/o Tammy Thomas 460 Nursery Rd
Griest Suzanne H 110 Warrington Ways
Groff Gregory A 2755 Rosstown Rd
Kauffman Janet L, Edwin C 150 Bentz Mill Rd
Moody Dianne Charlene, Dorothy M RR 1
Sowers Angela 359 Main St
Stambaugh Daniel E 199 Pine Woods Rd
Wilson Brown Motors Dba Hanover Toyota 7838 Carlisle Rd
Windsor Pa 17366
Alleman Stephanie 105 W Main St
Brown & Brown Contractors Inc 1556 Pray Mission Rd
Brown Tammie S 290 Eckert Rd
Brunner Tara Po Box 65
Dietz Mahlon L 101 N Camp St
Lloyd Alvin G 19 W High St
Myers Rachel L 555 Trolley Rd
Sherburne Kristin, Marcus 89 W Main St
Snyder Lindsey 58 Cherokee Dr
Taylor Margaret L 912 Taylor Rd
Urey Patrick 811 Old Commons Rd
Ziolkowski John M RR 1 Box 409a
Wrightsville Pa 17368
Arnold William Sr 8 Wilton Cir
Bish Morris R 7210 Bend Ln
Brown Timothy M 6 Travis Cir
Chirichello Louis J Jr 524 2nd St
Dellinger Sterling C 308 Locust St
Eberly Gregory 74 Cool Creek Rd
Freeman Catherine P 65 Cool Creek Manor Dr
Garner Marvin Est of RR1
Hengst Lillian, Raymond RR1
Hill Gerald R 504 Riverview Dr
Lesher Chuck 241 Bank Hill Rd
Pappley Mary 200 N 3rd St
Peeling Claire 200 N 3rd St
Richards Elizabeth A Est of 420 Locust St
Stoner Rose M 307 Chestnut St
Swann Milton C 1117 Trinity North Rd
Yoe Pa 17313
Henry Forrest 275 S Main St
Suresch Justin 309 S Elm St Apt D
York Pa 17315
Bortner Larry 160 Crossway Dr
Glessner Emma 1046 Roosevelt Ave
Jones Robert, John 702 Philadelphia St
Myers Treva Glen Rock 44 3
Nock Robert J 120 George St Apt I
Sanders Mida A 1003 Pershing Ave
York Pa 17401
Addison Mattie L 475 S Pershing Ave
Anthony John F 381 W Market St Rm 305
Awuku Theresa P 228 S Hartley St
Bailey Larry 3412 A E Market St
Banday Thelma 205 Park Pl
Baylor Margaret, Rodney 571 W Market St
Beamer Richard 403 N Newberry St Apt 103
Benedict Penny, Clair 21 S Hartley St
Boanes Rachel P, Beverly 133 W Cottage Pl
Bobbitt Charles E 105 S Duke St
Bose Blanche 329 Walnut St
Bylon David C 549 S Duke St
Cannon Joline 519 S Duke St
Cook Henrietta 728 Jessop Pl
Cullars Jennifer 440 W Market St
Danfelt Jesse 456 W Philadelphia St
Denoff Mary 456 W Philadelphia St
Dietz Charles 355 W Philadelphia St
Dietz Harry D Est of 40 S Duke St
Dimitra Joy Inc 635 W Market St
Dombroski Anthony, Gloria 575 W Princess St
Dunalp Gina 716 School Place
Dutcher D 907 W Locust St
Fourhman Ida J c/o Bell Socialization 160 S G
Gailey John 96 S George St
Geier Larry 631 Manor St
Gladfelter Harry 168 A S Penn
Gover Ralph Sr 519 S Duke St
Gpu Energy 33 S Duke St
Green Mccrory Mclellan 12 W Market St
Greenbaum Doris R, Lee A 276 Park St
Hancock Anna V 40 S Duke St
Haridat David 317 W Market St
Haverstock Charles 226 Grantley St
Hawkins Pauline M 39 E Cottage Pl
Heaton Kyle 55 Columbia Ave
Heyne Pauline 355 W Philadelphia St
Integrated Risk Mgmt 243 W King St
Jamison Janice 728 Jessop Pl
Jenkins May 715 S Pershing Ave
Johnson Barry Jr 381 W Market St
Jones Taneka 304smyser St
Kauffman Marlin E 381 W Market St Apt 416
Keller Melvin 39 E Cottage Pl
Kennedy Margaret 250 W Maple St
King Shirley 291 Union St
Knbr Inc 140 E Market St
Lambert Holly 444 Pack St 2nd
Lesser Andrew 446 W Market St
Lopez Hector 505 W Market6 St Apt 2b
Maldonado Maria D 36 N West St
Martin Russell O 223 Jefferson Ave
Martinez Miguel 244 S Duke St
Mcmillen Ladonna C, James L 340 Garfield St
Merrill Edward 756 W Market St
Miller Cordellia L 409 W Market St
Miller Paul 329 Walnut St
Miller Ruth R 100 S Newberry Sy
Montalvo Yahaira 634 Cleveland Ave
Moore J Fred F, Sally J c/o Smith Anderson Bak 25 N Duke St Ste 3
Nazario Jorge Est 125 S Beaver St Fl 1
Nazario Maria 125 S Beaver St Fl 1
Noel Paul 914 W Market St Apt 3106
Northfield Engineering 1 Market Way E
Oliveira Dalmira Cota Caeta 223 Pine St
Ortiz Julio 657 W Princess St
Osborne C 422 W King St
Patton Doug Est 140 Roosevelt Ave Ste 106
Paules Greg 158 W Market St 1st Fl
Quinones Padilla Rochely 120 N George St Apt J
Raineri Joseph, Maria 318 Smith St
Ramirez Yohan A 48 S Penn St
Ransom Letha B 475 S Pershing Ave
Ready Keith 28 E Jackson St
Reed Vincent G 116 S George St
Reynolds Dorothy, Frank L 310 W Pennsylvania Ave
RG Group 258 W Market St
Robinson Geraldine G 163 W Maple St
Rodriguez Angel D 525 W Princess St
Rojas Delcio 212 W Hope Ave
Roque Rivera Jorge 638 Company St
Samuels Cafe & Catering 221 W Philadelphia St Ste 11
Scales Kalisha 820 W Locust St
Sherman Vernon E Jr 291 Union St
Smith John, Jane 1769 Whiteford Rd
Starner Walter A 642 W Mason Ave
Stewards For The Lower Susq Attn: Michael Helfrich 324 W Market St
Stright Graydon E 623 S George St 1f
Swertzer Betty H 211 S Beaver St
Taylor David 381 W Market St Apt 307
Toomey Daniel, D 2723 S Queen St
Torres Sam 910 W College Ave
Wample David H 371 W King St
Warner Norma J, Dale E 209 N Newberry St
Weaver Carolyn E, Anna 30 Lafayette St
Wester Derrel Jr 590 W Princess St
Wiley Phyllis D, Earl 669 W Market St
Wilson Cynthia 415 Lindberg Ave
York County Bar Assoc 137 E Market St
York Pa 17402
Armel Bonnie 20 Hillery Ct Apt B−41
Armstrong Zachary 60 Morningside Dr
Association Ins Svcs Inc 3719 E Market St
Aylward Kevin J 330 S Russell St
Bach Timothy 3385 Susquehnna Trl
Bahr Richard Jr, Cynthia 3339 Carol Ave
Baile Christopher A, Emily A 106 Chambers Rdg
Baker Steven 3330 Eden Bridge Rd
Becker James E 3308 Druck Valy Rd
Bentz Irma M 118 Pleasant Acres Rd
Bill Mathias Digital Photography 2620 Natalie Dr
Boose Kenneth M Sr 415 Woodland View Dr
Bortner Brothers Inc 160 Crossway Dr
Boy Scout Troop 63 374 Allegheny Dr
Brady Donna S 2630 Stillmeadow Ln
Brewer Eric 2444 Wharton Rd
Brozovic Kimberly 1946 Security Dr
Burkhardt Florence I 90 C Stoney Ln
Campanella D M PO Box 3850
Campo Charles P Jr, Frank 151 S Russell St
Caplan Madeline 200 Pauline Dr
Caropreso Edith 2714 Chestnut Run Rd
Chen Douglas N Md 1030 Plymouth Rd
Chestnut Ridge Golf Lp 2700 Mt Rose Ave
Choice Cigarette Outlet 3402 E Market St
Chronister James A 1721 Long Dr
Cna 2401 Pleasant Valy Rd
Colton Brandyn c/o Gordon S Jewelers 04005 York Galleria 2899 Whiteford Rd Sp 170
Conley Jennifer E 67 S Main St
Conley Robert H 5235 Susquehanna Trail
Counsel And Company 224 St Charles Way
Crall Stachia 3855 Oakleigh Dr
Cravens Carey C 4298 Livingstone Dr
Cron Carol 2704 Equestrian Dr
Cyriac Jeswin B 2813 Candlelight Dr
DM Larkin Communities Inc 339 Allegheny Dr
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Dent Wizard Inc 3855 Oakleigh Dr
Derose Joann 906 Heritage Hills Dr
Derowski Melissa M 2992 E Prospect Rd
Diehl Motor Co 540 Erlen Dr
Divas Entertainment Inc 204 St Charles Way Unit G
Dixon Sean 51 Jayme Dr
Edwards Jeff 1533 Camp Betty Washington Rd
Eisenhart Sefton R II, Henry James 54 Jamison Dr
Elmwood Center Med Pc Wm Frank 204 St Charles Way Ste E
Emmer Inc c/o Bojangles Famous Chi 2899 Whiteford Rd 254 R2
Eytcheson Carolyn P, Eric S 200 Greystone Rd
Farmers Fire Ins Co 2375 Eastern Blvd
First Capital FCU 161 Kent Rd
Francazi Bruno A 182 Dew Drop Rd Apt A
Frank William S 204 St Charles Way Ste E
Frederick Margaret 103 Chambers Ridge
Garner Sonia 281 Silver Spur Dr
Garrety Christopher 151 Coventry At Waterford
Gibb Raymond, Edith 200 Pauline Dr
Gibson Carlos 2302 Daisy Rd
Graham Packaging 2401 Pleasant Valy Rd Ste 2
Gulick John R 2618 E Market St Rm E14
Hackman Gene W, Betty 421 Maywood Dr
Haislip Victorie L, David T Sr 30 N Vernon St
Haley Patrick J 3201 E Market St Apt 110
Hamberge Margareta 15 Cir Dr
Hamberger Catherine, Robert W 811 Cape Horn Rd
Handley Jennifer Susan, Brandon Ray 921 Haines Rd
Harley Davidson Motor Co 1425 Eden Rd
Heagy Burton R 10 Stevenson Ct Apt 31
Heard Ruby 3400 Easterm Blvd Apt13
Heininger James A, Anna 44 Oak Ridge Dr
Hengst Marlyn E, Martha J 1011 Skyview Dr
Hickman P 65 Hillery Ct Apt B22
Hildebrand Gerald 2225 E Market St
Holler Helen M 2562 Mt Zion Rd
Humburg Burt C Md 190 Oak Ridge Dr
Hutton Laurie 67 Morningside Dr
Ind Mun Controls Inc 80 School St
Johnson Lynn 25n Harlan St
Jose Javier 839 W Princess St
Karl Brenda L, Robert B 100 Hunter Creek Dr
Kegarise Alan K8 Windemere Ct
Kellenberger Mark Est 231 S Royal St
Kennedy Kayla 2535 Fairway Dr
Klein Gina M 540 Erlen Dr
Klinge Corp PO Box 3608
Kraus Wayne 118 Pleasant Acres Dr
Ksenich James L 3810 Bear Rd
Laird Ethel R c/o Brenda L Runkle 308 Blue Ridge Dr
Landrover Cat Logist 600 Memory Ln
Larucci Jemimah 10746 Cape Cod Ln
Le Hai Yorkshire Apts 3205 E Market St Apt G9
Lee Hong 2430 Auburn Rd
Lehr Brad A 2461 Pleasant View Dr
Leigh Armistead 323 Chestnut Hill Rd
Leopoldo Hernandez York Co Prison 3400 Concord Rd
Lincoln General Ins Attn Gary Ordorff 3350 Whiteford Rd
London Leslie Greystone Farms 241 Stonewood Rd
Lytle Gregory C 79 Camelot Arms No J
Mackinnon Douglas 2831 Candlelight Dr
Malone Wyatt J, Joan M 2560 Raleigh Dr
Mankel Matthew F 56 Coventry
Manley Christopher S 3108 Rex Dr
Margo Ruth 2775 Eastwood Dr
Marketing & Sales Group 1320 Toronita St PO Box 3223
Markey Tiffany 3205 E Market St Apt N7
Markle Loretta J, Earl W 3507 Hertage Dr
Martin Gloria 118 Pleasant Acres Rd
Mattson Gregory K 2643b Carnegie Rd
Mau Ming Yin 81 Longstown Rd
Mccaffrey Romai 114 Pleasants Acres Rd
Mcmonagle Anthony J 3 Morningside Dr
Mcmurdy Marilyn A 2722 Hunt Club Dr
Mcneal William H 4337 Webster Dr
Medina Ana Rosa 131 Silver Spur Dr
Miltex Dental Tech 589 Davies Dr
Mitzel James L 2140 Fine View Dr
Mueller Scott D 300 Pinehurst Rd
Mullen Jedda Est 637 S Hampton At Waterford
Murphy Kevin K 873 Nightlight Dr
Neice Florence E, Bernard E 2350 S Queen St
Ness Franklin, Joan RR5
Ness Jennifer 3400 Eastern Blvd Apt F10
Ness Nelson 2618 E Market St
Oakes Michael 103 Buchanan Dr
Office of Vocational 2550 Kingston Rd
Osborn Marcy 589 Davies Dr
Patel Christina M, Manish A 3201 E Market St Apt 312
Patel Pravin C 4278 Livingstone Dr
Pence Carol Ann 93 Eisenhower Dr
Peter Brzostowski 2714 Chestnut Run Rd
Pinkney Alphonso E 812 Mt Herman Blvd
Porter Phyllis L 40 Hillery Ct Apt B−22
Pritchett Carol G 102 N Rockburn St
Ragland Minh 2320 Eastern Blvd
Rapid American Corp c/o Mccrory Parent Corp Legal 2955 E Market St
Reiker Kevin B, W L 4080 Wilshire Dr
Rennert Beatrice 118 Pleasant Acres Rd
Richard D Poole Inc 150 Farm Ln
Ritter Elizabet P, Earl T RD 5
Rockstroh Susan A 103 N Findlay St
Rojahn Hilda Est 1018 Hastings Blvd
Rosen Aaron L 92 Governors Pl At Waterf
Rothrock Robert M, Leann M 981 Castle Pond Dr
Royce Elliot W, Maria L 4361 E Webster Dr
Ruby Florence V 1020 Hastings Blvd Unit 1020
Sbarros 2899 Whiteford Rd
Shaffer Lillian G RR 7 Mt Zion Rd
Shanaman Mary PO Box 3790
Shue Marjorie L, Thomas M 5 Dutton Ct
Siegel Derek R 2335 Springwood Rd
Sipe Marlin Sr 3985 Stony Brook Dr
Smeltzer Lucy 1135 Ridgewood Rd
Sopp Metro Jr 133 Stony Brook Dr
Sorrentino Charlotte 3108 Rex Dr
Specht Regina A 721 Cape Horn Rd
Stein Lori B 185 Ness Rd
Stephens Justin H PO Box 20262
Stillings Aaron 3515 Pleasant Valy Rd
Tate Creston M 500 Paradise Rd
Therit Josephine M 4321 Old Orchard Rd
Tietsworth Reeder, M L RR5
Twice As Nice Consignment 3741 E Market St
Vargas Roberto 2767 Carnegie Rd
Victoria Ins 1801 E Market St Ste B
Wagaman Ida B 2618 E Market St C7
Walton Company Inc PO Box 20069
Warner Larry E 90 C Stoney Ln
Weeks Patricia A 449 Kirkham Dr
Weikel Elizabeth M 100 Pleasant Acres Rd Apt 212
Wilkes Lawrence T 322 Allegheny Dr
Witmer Viola 3985 Stony Brook Dr
York Auto Group 1885 Whiteford Rd
Yost Robert L 207 Haines Rd
York Pa 17403
Albert M W III 838 S Newberry St
Alexander Michael A 301 Queensdale Dr Apt C
Allen Tim N 311 Sherwood F
Anderson Ruth P 35 S Queen St
Apple Collision Center Inc 810 S Queen St
Arter Robert L 713 Chestnut St
Austin Sean 472 Beck Rd
Ayad Patricia C 136 Springdale Rd
Baumeister Dorothy 751 S Queen St
Belmont Car Wash Inc 5 S Belmont St
Bennett Clyde J, Sonia 344 Reinecke Pl
Bennett Woodrow 730 Dogwood Cir
Bernardy Henrietta C 1450 Hillcroft Ln
Berry Edward G 247 E Maple St
Billet Richard, Mary A 654 Chestnut St
Blessing Romaine 613 Ridge Ave
Bolyard Bryan 282 W Cottage Place
Bovender James 1550 Dunster Rd
Brockley Ronald W 483 Tri Hill Care Ofurt
Brown William C 684 Wallace St
Bupp Francis H 800 E Prospect St
Bywaters Ruth I 800 E Prospect St
Cain Kline 203 Eberts Ln
Cancer Care Assocs of York 25 Monument Rd Ste 294
Capital Assurance Inc 100 Leader Hts Rd
Capital Section of The American 1201 Woodland Rd
Castle Timothy, John 18 N Sherman St
Chance Garland 449 E King St Apt 49
Chase Manhattan Mortage 805 S George St
Cherry Scott c/o Bernard Cherry 985 Leeward Ct
Chevaux Hilary L 1108 S Albemarle St
Comcast York 1050 East King St
Copenheaver Car 2570 Edgewood Ln
Corrales Armando 404 E Market St Fl1
Cruz Melissa Bernabe 623 E South St
Daniels Robert M, Joy M 708 Wallace St
Davis Zachariah 1140 Rount Rose
Demko Nick Alan 3201 E Market St Apt 103
Derben Donna L 135 Irving Rd
Dertinger Gabrielle A 341 E Philadelphia St
Dickerson Glennie Mae 238 E Philadelphia St #2
DSCP 525 N State St
Eckert Darrin M 306 Queensdale Dr Apt H
Egbosimbah Angilia D 707 Girard Ave
Elfner Helen R 36 S Queen St
Emley Francis K 1153 W Elizabeth Ave
Emley Janet G Est Of1153 W Elizabeth Ave
Eyster Jane 58 E Cottage Place
Eyster Roberta W 2730 Pine Grove Rd Apt 2311
Filius & Mclucas Reporting Inc 1427 E Market St
Fissette Sheila L 2505 S George St A6
Fitzkee Harold Jr 268 East Market St
Flinchbaugh D R 223 S Queen St
Flying Feet Spo 1511 Mt Rose Ave
Ford Motor Credit 724 E Market St Apt 2
Franklin Elizabeth 249 Pine View Ln
Franklin Geraldine 1416 E Market St
Freeland Bonnie L 658 E Princess St
Fullerton Otis W 243 W Springettsbury
Fulton Elise Rochelle, Diane 1649 Randow Rd
Geibar Barbara 1651 Leslynn Rd
Germoso Tobias 329 S Sherman St
Gibb Edith M 2730 Pine Grove Rd 32303
Gilbert Effie M 383 Hillcrest Rd
Gilbert Richard S 1730 Valy Rd
Green Betty 172 S Albemarle St
Greene Anthony R 158 S Duke St
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Gregory Evelyn M 401 Ridge Ave Apt 411
Gurreri Corey E 59 N East St
Gurreri Deobrah Lee 106 Elmwood Blvd
Haller Michele 221 2nd St
Hameed Aftab 1000 S George St
Hammel Stacy 510 Sparton Rd
Heilman Tabitha 525 Walnut St
Hendren Jo Ann 391 Hill North Dale Dr S
Hernandez Jose 217 King Mail Rd
Hetrick Latimore Est 149 Susquehanna Ave
Hildebrand Terry M 2295 Grantley Rd
Hill Gregory C 556 Country Club Rd
Hoprick Theresa 2025 S Queen St 351
Instulation Applicator Pen Plan 239 W King St
Intown Motors 1001 E Philadelphia St
Jones Terrence 202 W Jackson St
Keech Roy D 44 N Lee St
Keefer Gunice 1403 E Prospect St
Kennell Derek 1850 S Queen St
Knaub Terry L 2723 S Queen St
Koller Antoinette 2508 Joppa Rd Apt 1
Kuntz Deborah L 734 Clearmount Rd
Leader Surgical Assocs 25 Monument Rd Ste 260
Lilly Betty L 819 E Market St
Lindsay Keith 309 W Cottage Pl
Lucena Ismael Jr 140 S Queen St
Malmberg Marc Alexander 1545 E Market St
Mangerment Beaver S 237 E Poplar St
Markey Kenneth L, Elinor L 2730 Pine Grove Rd Apt 2218
Marrero Julia E 1032 E Poplar St
Martin Tanya 724 E Market St Apt 2
Matehuala Jairo 464 W King
Mcelwain Earl W 117 N Queen St
Mcgee Francis G II 5 Valy View Rd
Megill Patrick H 615 E Market St Apt 4
Mehl Mary Susan 2084 N Brook Cir
Mental Health Asso of York 303 E Market St
Miller Bethany, John 389 Imperial Dr
Miller Elliot 7 Manor Rd
Miller Frank III 325 Tri Hill Rd
Miller Russell Weber 7 Manor Rd
Mir Ghulam Est of 701 Hoffman Rd
Mohn Miriam V 699 E Philadelphia St
Mooney Benjamin R 1300 Clover Ln
Moritz Donald E 6835 Seneca Ridge Dr
Morris Martin E 1416 E Market St
Murphs Study Hall 850 Jessop Place
Murray Eugenia 240 Harding Ct
Myers Curvin A 1197 Ruxton Rd
Myers William 790 Spg Ln
Nash Victoria R Est of 139 Fox Run Dr
Neff Deborah 234 W Kurtz Ave
Newsome C Peter 319 Fredrick Ct
Noll Chad E 241 Walnut St
Nye John H 36 S Queen
Orcutt Barbara B 751 S Queen St
Ort Charles A 1519 6th Ave
Ouk Bopha 31 S Lehman St
Palmer Roosevelt 316 E College Ave
Peeling Claire L 908 Mt Rose Ave
Phillips Kara M PO Box 101
Portko Janice K 319 Brookwood Dr N
Powers Kristy M 283 W Jackson St
Preston Pearl O 708 Jessop Pl
Pryor George, Linda 115 Fox Run Dr
Pyle Irene, Ralph 743 E Market St
Rappold Jeffrey T 1221 Wellington St
Raudales Ruben 500 Walnut St
Reeves Zelma Jr 2723 S Queen St Trlr 4
Rego Carol A 558 Monarch Dr
Reibold James 1416 E Market St
Rexroad Chesley E, Rose 202 E Philadelphia St
Robert N Mccarter Estates 106 Elmwood Blvd
Robinson Mary 391 Hill N Dale Dr S
Rodriguez Jaxiomara 745 E Market St
Rouse John L 112 E King St
Rueggeberg Otto A 625 Dallas St
Rushton John J 221 E Philadelphia St
Sasinsky Marilyn A, Jeffrey 650 Owen Rd
Schell Russell 542 Ctland St
Schmidt Karen R 1032 E Poplar St
Schrum Melissa 542 Ctland St
Schultz Mildred L Cbom 257 Tyler Run Rd
Seacrist Alta A 19 E Boundary Ave
Seiberling Nicole 1395 Southern Rd
Shoup David F 36 S Queen St
Shultz Mildred L 257 Tyler Run Rd
Smith Ivin S Jr 108 N Brd St
Smith Loretta D 464 Monarch Dr
Snell Elsie E, Janis R 228 E Springettsbury Ave
Snyder Velma E 117 N Queen St
Stevens Margaret F 26 N Pine St
Stiell Earl 1201 E King St
Stough Kellie A 1548 E Market St
Stover Kenneth Lee 517 E Philadelphia St
Suds Are Us 860 Satelite
Sunrise Mini Market Inc 1000 S George St
Sunrise Restaurant 39 S Duke St
Sweeney Rosalind 810 S Queen St
TSr Wireless 114 W Philadelphia St
TA Garrety Masonry Inc 2456 Croll School Rd
Taormina Mary C C/O Theodore B Taormina 1487 Virginia Ave
Thompson Pearl R 240 Harding Ct
Torres Maritza 116 S Pershing Ave Apt 3
Townes Tanya 22 S Lee St
Twitchell Roger 636 Ctland St
Vanroden Joanne 1250 Virginia Ave
Vargas Betsy Malave 408 S George St
Vazqued Ana M 509 S Queen St
Venturetek LLC 313 Harvest Field Ln
Wagman David 2549 S George St Lot C11
Wagman Matthias 2644 S George St
Wagner Roland P 109 Lyn Cir
Wallace Romaine E 57 N Harrison St
Wampler David 371 W King St
Waters Danielle 313 Queensdale Dr Apt C
Watson Philip E 122 N Harrison St
Weedon Eva M 713 Chestnut St 2
Wendt Horace G 321 Pattison St
West Joan P 927 S Queen St Apt 1
Whitman Kevin Lindsey, Mark 131 Peyton Rd
Williams B 958 E Market St 3rd Fl9
Williams Lois A 200 N Duke St Apt 103
Williams Michelle 385 Tri Hill Dr
Wilson Alexander D 120 E King St
Wilson Ann 151 W Jackson St
Winters Jody L 354 E Locust St
Wire Helen 371 W King St
Wisner Irene Est of 339 E College Ave
Wood Joseph N 931 Somerset Ln
Worley Thomas 1403 E Prospect St
York Mental H 36 S Queen St
York Receivables Funding LLC 631 S Richland Ave Dept 364t
Young Donald W 234 W Kurtz Ave
Zarfoss Robert 300 Greendale Rd
Zeplin Robert c/o Citizens Bank 2124 S Queen St
Zerbe Lawrence E 148 W Jackson St
York Pa 17404
Adams Paula A, Harry 50 Frelen Rd
Adams Constance L 704 N Belvidere Ave
Adams Helen L 704 N Belvidere Ave
Alwine Angela L 2345 Catherine St
Ammon Frances C 1910 Trolley Rd
Anderson Kenneth E 724 Village Rd
Apple Collision Cent 927 N Hartley St
Apple Nissan Inc 725 Penn State Dr
Auchey Blanche F, Harry L Rte 6
Auction Inn York Inc 405 Carlisle Ave
Babner Theresa A 1320 Church Rd
Baps Auto Paints & Supply 2770 Lewisberry Rd
Barron John A 3425 Merlot Ct
Benjamin Charles Michael, Margaret L 221 Pkwy Blvd
Brady Donna S 2630 Stillmeadow La
Brenneman Scott 1917 Worth St
Brodbeck Edna M Est M 1920 Trolley Rd
Brown Randy 1711 W Princess St
Bulldogs Pizza James Rauhauser 1277 W Market St
Bupp Ruth K 318 Pennsylvania Ave
Carter Lena 1910 Trolley Rd
Cintron Minerva 556 Pennsylvania Ave
Clements Aubrey 951 N Queen St
Columbus Home c/o Francis English 624 Kyle Rd
Commercial Union PO Box 8851
Cravener Harry Sr 950 Borom Rd
Crist Jay K 1328 Cherry Hills Rd
Croy Corp 51 S Williams St
Cruz Ramos Roger 446 N Beaver St Apt 201
Delauter Greer E 1320 Church Rd
Diamond Dennis 664 Parkwood Dr
Diehl James 1299 W Princess St
Dietz Fairy A 1695 Kenneth Rd Apt 9
Dodson Donna K 1410 Fireside Rd
Domer Maryanne H 1450 N Queen St
Downes Charles 107 N Williams St
Downs Betty J 4485 Wolfs Church Rd
Eckert Allen W 1689 Poplars Rd
Eisenhart Keary E 1909 Leonard St
Elicker Lindy E 1298 W King St
Elliott Keith T 735 W Poplar St
Ellis James J 313 Maryland Ave
Essential Martial Arts 62 Hamilton St
Eyler Richard K 528 N Beaver St
Farley Marianne, Helen 204 Carlisle Ave
Fisher Kathryn A 456 Penna Ave
Flohr Geraldine P 41 E 10th Ave
Fortney Doris L 1191 Fairln Dr
Foust Carolyn A, Francis L 1116 W Market St
Fullum Edward 1004 Village Way
Gettys Todd A 1530 Lilac Rd
Glassick Roland R III 133 Butter Rd
Gohn John L Irrev Trust Ua 5 14 02 2044 Village Cir E
Goodling Rebecca A, Debra A 2712 Sparrow Dr
Gordon Mellanese 392 W North St
Goshorn Kimberly 725 Penn State Dr
Gowen Daniel 3620 Fair Ln
Gracey Phyllis E 1298 W King St
Grandview Golf Course 2779 Carlisle Rd
Green Kristenc, Barbara 20 Martingale Dr
Gurreri Candice G 1819 Brandywine Ln
Hale Robert A 720 Elm Tr
Harrisburg Pies Inc 1341 Sterling Dr
Hartmans Fire Equipt 601 N West St
Hayes Janet I 2777 Roosevelt Ave
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Heft Julee H 1304 W King St
Heiss Robert 1568 W King St
Hernandez Ruben 317 S Penn St
Hess Constance 1261 Fairln Dr
Hildebrand Marc A 29 W Eight Ave
Hoke Esther S 41 E 10th Ave
Hollinger Rosanna E 1130 N Ct Ave
Hopwood Gary D 1618 W Philadelphia St
Horn Charles E, Rober A 2100 W Market St
Hudging Arthur 1252 W Poplar St
Jennings Dawn L 733 Fahs St
Johnson Sandra E 537 Smith St
Jones Shirley, Tina 727 S Queen St
Jones Jonathan 1008 N George St Apt 2
Kline Dennis 1413 W Market St Apt 2fl
Knisley Rachel 122 Snewberry St
Kostelich Gina 205 Robin Hill Cir
Kouf Nancy 3347 Honey Run Dr
Kriner Elizabeth D 919 W King St
Kronk William B, Miriam A PO Box 7321
Krout Regina A 742 Chanceford Ave
Lau Elwood L 378 W Philadelphia St
Leffler Blanche 1036 W Locust St
Linebarier Daniel 1497 Monroe St
Lloyd Kenneth L 414 Atlantic Ave
Malchodi Keith D, Lynn M 2631 Oberlin Dr
Marrero Jacqueline 400 E Princess St Apt 327
Maslo Sandra L 2180 Bannister St
Mcclintic Lynn 1450 N Queen St
Michael Durell R 11 N Beaver St Apt 301
Miller Betty L 2180 Bannister St
Miller Donald R 1992 Barley Rd
Miller Edith 1334 Bee Jay Dr
Miller Leroy S 720 Colony Dr C
Mittleman Steven 3330 Bitternut Blvd
Mitzell Genevieve S 458 Lincoln St
Moody Derrick J 1630 Loucks Rd
Moritz Kevin M 1565 Matthew Dr
Morretta Frank 1415 Detwiler Dr
Myers Gary 1280 Lancer Ave
Napier Mark A 673 Colony Dr
Nelson Maxine E 526 Smith St
Neuhaus Wanda D 2630 Stillmeadow La
Ocme America Corp 2200 Susquehanna Trail North
Oconnor John A III, John A IV 3835 N Susquehanna Trl
Otoole Ryan M 2100 W Mason Ave
Ott Robert R 1137 Sarazen Way
Overbrook Cafe 4042 Overbrook Ave
Owen Inc 18650 W Corporate Dr 300
P&M Amusement Corp 658 W Market St
Palacios Ronald 637 Roosevelt Ave 2nd Fl
Parker Harold E 372 West King St
Pazminomunoz Jeffersson B 225 Carlisle Ave Fl 2
Peregoy Charlotte L, J Richard 406 N Williams St
Pet Center 1800 Loucks Rd
Peters Lucinda V Country Meadows of York 1920 Trolley Rd
Pfeiffer Sarah M 1336 W College Ave
Pivonka Jane Est of 1928 Leonard St
Pivonka Jane Kopp Est of c/o Frances Brown Exec 1928 Leonard St
Plyler Robert E Jr 1400 W Princess St
Pope Tierney J 110 Dill Rd
Preston Orrean T 1529 Dever Rd
Preston Rebecca 46 S Newberry St
Questel Diane L 1020 Matthew Dr
Radel Eugene A Jr, Martha J 726 Irwin Ct
Ragland Elizabeth 1004 Village Way
Reichert Barbara A PO Box 7321
Reid Sharlene 232 S Hartley
Reliance Drilling Inc 51 S Williams St
Reynolds Elizabeth 252 Westwood Dr
Rinehart William T 200 Carlisle Rd
Ritter Raymond E IV 914 Clayton Ave
Rodriguez Eric N 274 Jefferson Av 1f
Romero Mary C 562 W Philadelphia St
Romp Andrea 54 S Hartley St 1st Fl
Rosado Katiria E 149 Willis Ln
Santiago Nashalee P, Fernando 306 Carlisle Ave
Scheffer Annetta J 2370 Brandywine Ln
Seda Yamilka 500 Wallace St
Seeley William P, Mary F 52 W 9th Ave
Seiger Stephen M, Tammy A 1998−A Carlisle Rd
Shabazz Khadijah 1237 W Princess St Apt 1
Sheffer Annetta J 2370 Brandywine Ln
Sheffer Robert F 2370 Brandywine Ln
Shirey David A 699 Carlisle Rd
Shirk Stanley, Susan 300 Mulberry St
Shoff Betty L 2044 Village Cir E
Shope W J 3640 Raintree Rd
Slaughenhaupt Elwood, Grace 914 Roosevelt Ave
Small E Y 714 W Locust St
Smisek George Charles, Laura Ruth 1005a Priority Rd
Smith C 2581 W Philadelphia St
Snook Brian E 2050 Poplars Rd
Snyder Patsy L 1322 Dartmouth Rd
Sommer Matthew 142 S Newberry St
Soto Blanco Alberto 469 King St
Spangler Clark 1800 Folkemer Cir Apt 10
Stauch Betty L 1041 Taxville Rd
Stauffer Charlotte V, Douglas H 304 N Gotwalt St
Stitley Robert T 38 N Scott St
Suggs Edward C Jr 539 Linden Ave #5
Taylor Timberly P 1798 Herman Dr
Trimmer Joni 1413 W Market St Apt 2fl
Troche Jean E 562 W Philadelphia St
Trout Norman J Jr 31 N Hartley St
Turmon Alfred W, Herlene 1124 W King St #1
Urey Treena D 1100 Olsen St
Vargas Mercado Enelio 533 E Market St
Walker Mary Elizabeth 175 Weire Rd R4
Wallace Melanie J 1308 W Philadelphia
Watson Kyle 364 W Princess St
Wells Bros Inc 1060 Zinns Quarry Rd
Wenner Kathryn M 1026 W King St
Wesner Gary 3065 Brookfield Dr
White Geraldin E 714 W Locust St
Whitecomb John A RR 1
Williams Harold R, Mildred 747 Conewago Ave
Williams Kathryn K 1800 Folkemer Cir 106e
Wilson Gerhard J 1770 Barley Rd
Wire Sherman 1979 Bannister St
Wojciechowski Deborah K 1102 W Market St
Yaaeyc 1768 West Market St
Yohe Donna M 880 North Dr
York Bank Trust Co 1123 N George St
York Helping Hand 314 West King St
Yorktowne Casket 654 Lincoln St
Zhang Hong W 2272 Bernays Dr
York Pa 17405
Banday Thelma 205 Park Pl
Ebrman PO Box 2821
Eifler Walt PO Box 2726
Favand Ann L PO Box 15055
Felts Rowan S PO Box 2555
Glatfelter Agency 221 W Philadelphia St 4th Fl PO Box 2926
Hall Allen J PO Box 2555
Hall Jennifer B PO Box 267
Hampton Bays Fire Dist PO Box 2726
Healthcare Brockie Attn Dave Friedhofer PO Box 5047
Horrigan Robert S 3110 Bristol Dr
Kplx Limited Partnership 140 E Market St PO Box 1483
Lee Grant, Delia York Have Red
Lodge Mt Zion PO Box 1173
Miller James E, Lori 1700 Church Rd
Mills Edward J PO Box 1907
Mt Vernon Ioof PO Box 725
Mt Zion Ioof Box 1173
Shipley Fuels Marketing 550 E King St PO Box 946
Stonesifer Vernell L 1103 E Philadelphia St
Town of South Bay Fd PO Box 2726
VFIS PO Box 5126
Wills Edward J PO Box 1907
York Pa 17406
Allen James B 4823 Libhart Mill Rd
Bair Edward A 152 Eastland Ave
Bates David 4 Penny Ln
Caruso Harold E 829 Poff Rd
Cibulka Kevin 861 Locust Point Rd
CMP Susquehanna Holdings Corp 5989 Susquehanna Plaza Dr
Culp Anna B 5734 Lincoln Hwy
Doucette Ind Inc 20 Leigh Dr
Duncan Anita 2527 N George St
Ebersoles Body Shop 4 Penny Ln
Ferrara Angelo 1721 Paulson Dr
Freilich Steven B 2042 Herman Ct
Gallatin William H 2030 Geo Ct
Gates Suzanne H 5470 Mt Pisgah Rd
Gohn Greta M 5489 Lincoln Hwy
Gross David R 1784 Pelham Dr
Hogan Michael 194 Hatchery Rd
Holtz Mervin Jr 207 Brooklyn Dr Apt 806
Hotz Shirley M 207 Brooklyn Dr Apt 806
Jim Macks Ice Cream 5745 Lincoln Hwy
Johnson Raymond 205 Cedar Village Dr
Keller Cindy L 217 Edinburgh Rd
Kissner Kevin 2027 Mt Zion Rd
Lecates David 565 Adamson Ln
Lehman Anna Est RD24
Lehman Dorothy I 464 Rudy Rd
Liek Lori A 200 Haybrook Dr
Macdonald Valerie 3608 Pleasant Valy Rd
Martinson Ruth Ann 1840 Deamerlyn Dr
Mattingly Dallas F Edu Trst Ua 110195 1840 Deamerlyn Dr
Muiru Susan W 268 Bruaw Dr
Murray Helen C 136 Camelot Arms P
Newark Paperboard Products 320 Sinking Spgs Ln
Paxton Francis 355 Locust Point Rd
Penna Dutch Chapter of Ntma c/o Gloria Lauer 1050 Tower Rd
Pikula Jennie D c/o Louise Verturini 25 Percheron Dr
Pilat Pamela A 152 Eastland Ave
Richie Karen 21 Camelot Arms
Royston Sharon A 4918 Pleasant Valy
Stratton Mutual Funds 150 S Warner Rd Ste 460
Strine Printing Co 30 Grumbacher Rd
Taylor Je C Est of 3434 Drick Valy Rd
Vallance Sherry L 355 Locust Point Rd
Wei Lei 19 Stonewood Dr York Pa 17407
Weistling Tina 5489 Lincoln Hwy
Wisenall Maryann E 159 White Oak Dr
Wright Isaiah 812 Mt Herman Blvd
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York Pa 17408
Anthony George 4184 Walter Hatchery Rd
Banks Jennifer Elaine 2370 Herman Dr
Brodbeck Edna M Est of 2371 Sunset Ln
Conner Fonze I, Pearl 2790 Prospect Ave
Cullen Jane D 1920 Trolley Rd Rm 133
Dover Cars Trucks & Credit 2548 Manor Rd
Duckworth Richard 1460 Greenbriar Rd
Fair Carl 1475 Farm Cross Way
Fidler Josephine 1551 Kenneth Rd
Foehrkolb Charles R, Dawn M 4215 W Market St
Grove Wyatt c/o Amanda Grove 2145 Carlisle Rd
Heffner Fnrl Home 1551 Kenneth Rd
Hubley Chester E 1770 Trolley Rd Apt 2
Jackson Ethel Est 2287 Sycamore Rd
Laborers Local 1167 2303 Bannister St
Levine Marie A 3003 Mackenzi Ln Apt 1
Malone Roger 2409 Onyx Rd
Marsteller Jane 2774 Sunset Ln
Meckley Margaret Est 1910 Trolley Rd Rm 49
Miller James E, Lori M 1700 Church Rd
Miller Donna S 1879 Trolley Rd
Miller Lori M 1700 Church Rd
Moodie Ryan J 2380 W College Ave
Muth Robert P, Sandra M 1400 Wheatfield Dr
Nath Ronald A 2200 Nena Dr
Ness Cheryl J, Bradley 3429 Messersmith Rd
Neuhaus Kevin 65 Westview Manor
Norris Patricia E 2660 Church Rd
Price Morgan 2420 Brookmar Dr
Rohrbaugh Charlotte 603 Bentwood Ln
Rohrbaugh Laverne 603 Bentwood Ln
Rose Robert S 912 Stoverstown Rd B
Salmon Eric 2076 Church Rd
Sekeres Lindsay April, Denise 1875 Austin Ln
Simpson Christica Leanne 3968 Palmer Ave
Smith T Z 1700 Normandie Dr 412
Stough Ronald 1143 Ruth St
Stover Henry M 2155 Log Cabin Rd
Valoha James B Dba W York Truck & Auto Body 4215 W Market St
Walton Mary Z 3995 Eldine Ave
Weaver Debra 2637 Grandview Park Dr
Werner Natasha L 2548 Manor Rd
Wertz Glenn L 2168 Log Cabin Rd
Wilson Virginia 1143 Ruth St
Wright Stacy Ann 61 Farm House Ln
Yarchin Bradly 1659 Westgate Dr
York Haven Pa 17370
Baird Alice 489 Garriston Rd
Beck James M 80 Southcrest Rd
Booker Kevin 22 S Front St PO Box 162
Daugherty Eugene L 3050 Old Trail Rd Trlr B12
Eckman Sean J 590 Steimhour Rd
Falvo Thomas L 620 Garriston Rd
Fishel Zelda, Paul RDH1
Fishel Darvin RDH1
Goodling Randy 1360 Cly Rd
Harrison Sarah 50 2nd St
Kelly James 450 York Rd
Mixon Lisa M 50 2nd St
Plourde Lisa M 50 2nd St
Sgrignoli Edward C PO Box 212 104 Fallsview Ave
Smith Justin L 3050 Old Trail Rd
Weaver Daniel L 547 River Dr
York New Salem Pa 17371
Noss Elaine, Jan 56 W George St
Raffensberger Rodney J PO Box 106
Vanbuskirk Kim N PO Box 46
Unclaimed Property Reported Without
Name or Address
When holders of unclaimed property file reports with Treasury, some accounts are
reported without the name or address of the owner. If you have done business with
any of the companies or organizations listed below and believe you may be entitled
to unclaimed property, contact the Bureau of Unclaimed Property at (800) 222-2046,
Monday through Friday, 8:00 a.m.—5:00 p.m. Please note that original documents
will be required to file a claim that has no reported name or address.
Abington Township Police Department 1166 Old York Road Abington Pa 19001—
Safekeeping
Allegheny County Controller’s Office 436 Grant St Room 212 Pittsburgh Pa 15219—
Uncashed Checks
Allegheny County Police Dept 400 North Lexington Street Pittsburgh Pa 15208—
Safekeeping
Allegheny Medical Practice Network Highmark Inc. Po Box 890089 Camp Hill Pa
17089-0089—Credit Balances
Allentown Police Department 425 Hamilton St Allentown Pa 18101—Safekeeping
Allstate Fire & Cas Ins Forestview 8209 Ibm Drive Building 102 Suite 100 Charlotte
Nc 28262—Claims Payment Check
American Express Company 2401 W Behrend, Mc 24-02-19 Abandoned Property Unit
Phoenix Az 85027—Travelers Checks
Amity Township Police Department 2004 Weavertown Rd Douglassville Pa 19518—
Safekeeping
Anthem Inc C/O Computershare 250 Royall St Canton Ma 02021—Claims Payment
Check
Aria Health 10800 Knights Road Philadelphia Pa 19114—Uncashed Checks
Aria Health Physician Services 10800 Knights Road Philadelphia Pa 19114—Accounts
Payable Check
Baltimore Life Insurance Co. 10075 Red Run Blvd Owings Mills Md 21117—Premium
Refunds
Bell Township Tax Collector 2324 Route 380 Box D Salina Pa 15680—Uncashed
Checks
Bensalem Township Police 2400 Byberry Rd Bensalem Pa 19020—Safekeeping
Berks County Berks County Courthouse 633 Court Street, 4th Floor Reading Pa
19601—Utility Refund / Deposit
Berks County Area Agency On Aging 633 Court Street 8th Floor Reading Pa
19601—Safekeeping
Bloomsburg University of Pa 400 E Second St Waller Bldg Bloomsburg Pa 17815—
Safekeeping
Bloomsburg University Police Department 400 E 2nd Street Bloomsburg Pa 17815—
Safekeeping
Borough of Phoenixville Police Department 351 Bridge Street Phoenixville Pa 19460—
Safekeeping
Brecknock Township Police Department 889 Alleghenyville Road Mohnton Pa 19540—
Safekeeping
Bridgeport Boro Police Dept 65 W 4th Street Bridgeport Pa 19405—Safekeeping
Bristol Township Police Dept. 2501 Bath Rd Bristol Pa 19007—Safekeeping
Butler City Police Department 200 W New Castle St Butler Pa 16001—Safekeeping
Caernarvon Township Police Dept 3307 Main St Po Box 52 Morgantown Pa 19543—
Safekeeping
Carnegie Mellon University Police 300 South Craig Street Allison Park Pa 15101—
Safekeeping
Castle Shannon Boro Police Dept 3310 Mcroberts Rd Pittsburgh Pa 15234—
Safekeeping
Centurion Abstract Inc 303 Market Street Kingston Pa 18704—Escrow Account
Cheltenham Township Police Department 8230 Old York Road Elkins Park Pa
19027—Safekeeping
Chevron North America Exploration And Production Company Division of Chevron Usa
Inc Po Box 9035 Concord Ca 94524—Mineral & Royalty Proceeds
Chicago Title Insurance Company 601 Riverside Ave Corporate Tax Department
Building V 7th Floor Jacksonville Fl 32204—Escrow Account
Citibank Na 1000 Technology Drive Ms 430 O’fallon Mo 63368—Customer Deposit
Citizens Bank of Pennsylvania 525 William Penn Place 24th Floor Safety Deposit Box
Group Pittsburgh Pa 15219—Safekeeping
City of Erie Police Department 626 State Street Rm 307 Erie Pa 16501—Safekeeping
City of Pittsburgh Police Department 1203 Western Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15233—
Safekeeping
City of Warren Police Department 318 W Third Ave Warren Pa 16365-2380—
Safekeeping
Coal Township Police Department 805 W Lynn St Coal Township Pa 17866—
Safekeeping
Columbia Gas of Pennsylvania 200 Civic Center Drive Columbus Oh 43216-0117—
Uncashed Checks
Commercial Industrial Brokers Inc 930 Red Rose Court Suite 200 Lancaster Pa
17601—Escrow Account
Conshohocken Police Department 720 Fayette Street Conshohocken Pa 19428—
Safekeeping
Council Rock School District 30 North Chancellor Street Newtown Pa 18940—Accounts
Payable Check
Cumberland County Criminal Investigation Division 1 Court House Square Room 202
Carlisle Pa 17013—Safekeeping
Dauphin County Fines And Costs 101 Market Street Basement Harrisburg Pa
17101—Restitution Awards
Davis Vision Inc 175 E Houston Street San Antonio Tx 78205—Registered Checks
Derry Township Police Department 620 Clearwater Rd Hershey Pa 17033—
Safekeeping
Donald J Goldberg Esquire 2000 Market St 20th Floor Philadelphia Pa 19103-3222—
Uncashed Checks
Donegal Mutual Insurance Company 1195 River Rd Marietta Pa 17547—Uncashed
Checks
Downs Racing Lp 1280 Highway 315 Wilkes-Barre Pa 18702—Uncashed Checks
Doylestown Hospital 595 W State Doylestown Pa 18901—Safekeeping
Duquesne University Dept of Public Safety 600 Forbes Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15282—
Safekeeping
Dyer & Maher Attorneys At Law 400 Greenwood Avenue 1st Floor Wyncote Pa
19095—Safekeeping
East Brandywine Police Department 1212 Horseshoe Pike Downingtown Pa 19335—
Safekeeping
East Lampeter Township Police Department 2250 Old Philadelphia Pike Lancaster Pa
17602—Safekeeping
East Pennsboro Twp Police Department 98 S Enola Dr Enola Pa 17025—Safekeeping
East Whiteland Township Police Dept 209 Conestoga Road Malvern Pa 19355—
Safekeeping
Eastern Berks Realty Services LLC Dba Keller Williams Realty Group 2213 Quarry Dr
Ste 201 West Lawn Pa 19609—Escrow Account
Eastern Pike Regional Police Department 10 Avenue I Matamoras Pa 18336—
Safekeeping
Edinboro Borough Police Dept 124 Meadville Street Edinboro Pa 16412—Safekeeping
Emmaus Police Department 400 Jubilee St Emmaus Pa 18049—Safekeeping
Enterprise Rent A Car Company of Pittsburgh LLC 4489 Campbells Run Road
Pittsburgh Pa 15205—Credit Balances
Ephrata Community Hospital 169 Martin Ave Po Box 1002 Ephrata Pa 17522—
Safekeeping
Ephrata Police Department 124 South State Street Ephrata Pa 17522—Safekeeping
Equifax Incorporated 1100 Abernathy Rd Suite 300 Atlanta Ga 30328—Accounts
Payable Check
Erie Insurance Exchange 100 Erie Insurance Place Erie Pa 16530—Claims Payment
Check
Erie Regional Airport Authority 4411 West 12th. Street Erie Pa 16505—Safekeeping
Falls Township Police 188 Lincoln Hwy Fairless Hills Pa 19030—Safekeeping
First Commonwealth Bank 601 Philadelphia Street Indiana Pa 15701—Safekeeping
First National Bank of Pennsylvania 4140 E State St Hermitage Pa 16148—
Safekeeping
First Niagara Bank Na Po Box 886 Lockport Ny 14095—Safekeeping
First Quality Nonwovens Inc 80 Cuttermill Rd #500 Great Neck Ny 11021—Wages,
Payroll Unclaimed
Fnb Bank Na One Penn Square Po Box 4887 Lancaster Pa 17604—Cashiers Checks
Four Seasons Hotel Philadelphia One Logan Square Philadelphia Pa 19103—Gift
Certificate
Franklin Park Borough Police Department Municipal Building 2344 West Ingomar
Road Pittsburgh Pa 15237—Safekeeping
Fulton Bank Na One Penn Square Lancaster Pa 17602—Safekeeping
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Gaskill Township Tax Collector 118 Philliber Lane Punxsutawney Pa 15767—
Uncashed Checks
Geisinger Medical Center 100 N Academy Ave Danville Pa 17822—Credit Balances
Georgeson Inc 450 7th Ave Suite 905 Canton Ma 10123—Dividends
Ggnsc Administrative Services 1000 Fianna Way Fort Smith Ar 72919-4118—Patient
Accounts
Glenmede Trust Company Na 1650 Market St Suite 1200 Philadelphia Pa 19103—
Uncashed Checks
Google Inc 1600 Amphitheatre Parkway Mountain View Ca 94043—Credit Balances
Government Employees Insurance Company Controller Department One Geico Plaza
Washington Dc 20076-0001—Accounts Payable Check
Green Tree Borough Police Department 10 West Manilla Avenue Pittsburgh Pa
15220—Safekeeping
Grove City Police Department 337 East Pine Street Grove City Pa 16127—Safekeeping
Hampden Township Police Department 230 S. Sporting Hill Road Mechanicsburg Pa
17050—Safekeeping
Hanover Borough Police Department 44 Frederick Street Hanover Pa 17331—
Safekeeping
Harry L Mcneal Jr Attorney At Law 34 East Princess Street York Pa 17401—Uncashed
Checks
Hatfield Township Police Department 2000 School Road Hatfield Pa 19440—
Safekeeping
Haverford Township Police Department 1010 Darby Rd Havertown Pa 19083—
Safekeeping
Hazelden Betty Ford Foundation 15251 Pleasant Valley Rd Po Box 11 Center City Mn
55012—Refunds / Rebates
Hazleton City Police Department 40 North Church Street Hazleton Pa 18201—
Safekeeping
Hazleton Police Department 40 North Church Street Hazleton Pa 18201—Safekeeping
Hcr Manor Care Inc 333 N Summit Street Toledo Oh 43604—Credit Balances
Health Partners Plans Inc 901 Market Street Suite 500 Philadelphia Pa 19107—
Accounts Payable Check
Hemlock Township Police Department 26 Firehall Rd. Bloomsburg Pa 17815—
Safekeeping
Heritage Valley Federal Credit Union 2400 Pleasant Valley Road York Pa 17402—
Safekeeping
Hilltown Township Police Department 13 West Creamery Road Po Box 260 Hilltown
Pa 18927—Safekeeping
Holy Redeemer Health System 12265 Townsend Road Philadelphia Pa 19154—
Safekeeping
Honesdale Borough 958 Main Street Honesdale Pa 18431—Safekeeping
Horsham Township Police Department 1025 Horsham Road Horsham Pa 19044—
Safekeeping
Hta Restricted Stock 5th Floor Tower 210 W 10th Street Kansas City Mo 64105—
Dividends
Immaculata University 1145 King Road Immaculata Pa 19345—Safekeeping
Imperial Abstract Inc 1344 Hamilton St Allentown Pa 18102—Escrow Account
Indiana County Clerk of Courts 825 Philadelphia Street Indiana Pa 15701—Refunds /
Rebates
Indiana County Prothonotary And Clerk of Courts 825 Philadelphia Street Indiana Pa
15701—Restitution Awards
Indiana Township Police Department 3710 Saxonburg Blvd Pittsburgh Pa 15238—
Safekeeping
Integon Indemnity Insurance Company 59 Maiden Lane-38th Floor Winston-Salem Nc
10038—Claims Payment Check
Intercounty Hospitalization Plan Inc Amerihealth Administrators 720 Blair Mill Rd
Horsham Pa 19044—Health Savings Account
Johnstown Police Department 401 Washington Street Johnstown Pa 15901—
Safekeeping
Kutztown Borough Police Department 45 Railroad St. Kutztown Pa 19530—
Safekeeping
Kutztown University of Pa 15200 Kutztown Rd Stratton Admin 221 E Kutztown Pa
19530—Safekeeping
Lafayette College 730 High St Room 202 Markle Hall Easton Pa 18042—Safekeeping
Lake Erie College of Osteopathic Medicine 1858 West Grandview Blvd Erie Pa
16509—Unknown Type
Lancaster City Bureau of Police 39 W Chestnut St Lancaster Pa 17603—Safekeeping
Lansdale Police Dept 35 Vine Street Lansdale Pa 19446—Safekeeping
Laurel Legal Services Inc 306 South Pennsylvania Ave Greensburg Pa 15601—Escrow
Account
Lehigh University 524 Brodhead Avenue 524 Brodhead Avenue Bethlehem Pa 18015—
Safekeeping
Lehigh Valley Public Telecommunication 839 Sesame St Bethlehem Pa 18015-4719—
Accounts Payable Check
Limerick Township Police Department 646 West Ridge Pike Limerick Pa 19468—
Safekeeping
Long John Silvers LLC 1938 N Woodlawn Ste 300 Wichita Ks 67208—Accounts
Payable Check
Lower Allen Township Police Dept 2233 Gettysburg Rd Camp Hill Pa 17011—
Safekeeping
Lower Paxton Township Police Department 425 Prince Street Harrisburg Pa 17109—
Safekeeping
Lower Pottsgrove Township Police Department 2199 Buchert Road Pottstown Pa 19464
- Safekeeping
Lower Saucon Township Police Dept 3700 Old Philadelphia Pike Bethlehem Pa
18015—Safekeeping
Lowes Companies Inc 1000 Lowe’s Road Mooresville Nc 28117—Refunds / Rebates
Lycoming County 48 West Third Street Williamsport Pa 17701—Uncashed Checks
Marple Township Police Department 225 S Sproul Rd Broomall Pa 19008—
Safekeeping
Mba Abstract 2337 Philmont Ave Suite 103 Huntingdon Valley Pa 19006—Certified
Check
Mckees Rocks Boro Police Dept 340 Bell Ave Mckees Rocks Pa 15136—Safekeeping
Mechanicsburg Police Department 36 West Allen St. Mechanicsburg Pa 17055—
Safekeeping
Mercer County Jail 55 Thompson Road Mercer Pa 16137—Safekeeping
Mercy Home Office One West Elm St Suite 100 Conshohocken Pa 19428—Refunds /
Rebates
Metlife Inc C/O Computershare 250 Royall St Canton Ma 02021—Div Reinvestment
Metro Bank 3801 Paxton Street Harrisburg Pa 17111—Safekeeping
Middlesex Township Police 350 N Middlesex Rd Ste 3 Carlisle Pa 17013—Safekeeping
Middletown Township Police Department 5 Municipal Way Langhorne Pa 19047-
3424—Safekeeping
Mifflin County 20 North Wayne Street Lewistown Pa 17044—Safekeeping
Millcreek Township Police Department 3608 West 26th St Erie Pa 16506—Safekeeping
Milton S Hershey Medical Center 600 Centerview Drive Hershey Pa 17033—
Safekeeping
Monroeville Police Department 2700 Monroeville Blvd Monroeville Pa 15146—
Safekeeping
Montgomery Township Police 1001 Stump Rd P.O. Box 68 Montgomeryville Pa
18936—Safekeeping
Montoursville Police Department 617 North Loyalsock Avenue Montoursville Pa
17754—Safekeeping
Moon Township Police Department 1000 Beaver Grade Rd Moon Township Pa
15108—Safekeeping
Motors Insurance Corporation 3101 Towercreek Parkway Suite 400 Auburn Hills Mi
30339—Refunds / Rebates
Nationwide Financial Services Inc C/O Computershare 250 Royall St Canton Ma
02021—Dividends
Nissan Motor Acceptance Corp Po Box 685001 Franklin Tn 37068—Miscellaneous
Items
North Cornwall Township Police Dept 320 S 18th St Lebanon Pa 17042—Safekeeping
North Lebanon Township Police Department 725 Kimmerlings Road Lebanon Pa
17046—Safekeeping
Northern Lancaster County Regional Police Dept. 860 Durlach Road Stevens Pa
17578—Safekeeping
Northern York County Regional Police Dept 1445 East Canal Road Dover Pa
17315—Safekeeping
Office of Attorney General 106 Lowther St Lemoyne Pa 17043—Safekeeping
Palmer Township Police Department 5 Weller Place Palmer Pa 18045—Safekeeping
Patton Township Police Department 100 Patton Plaza State College Pa 16803—
Safekeeping
Paypal 12312 Port Grace Blvd Unclaimed Property Lavista Ne 68128—Uncashed
Checks
Penbrook Police Department 150 S 28th St Harrisburg Pa 17103—Safekeeping
Penn State Harrisburg Police Department 777 West Harrisburg Pike Middletown Pa
17057—Safekeeping
Pennsylvania State Capitol Police Suite 70 E Capitol East Wing Harrisburg Pa
17125—Safekeeping
Pennsylvania State Employees Credit Union 1500 Elmerton Avenue Harrisburg Pa
17110—Cashiers Checks
Pennsylvania State University James M Elliott Bldg, Ste 202 University Park Pa
16802—Safekeeping
Peoples Security Bank And Trust 82 Franklin Avenue Hallstead Pa 18822—
Safekeeping
Perkasie Borough Police Department 311 South 9th St Perkasie Pa 18944—
Safekeeping
Philadelphia Police Evidence Unit 1400 Jfk Blvd Room 715 City Hall Evidence
Custodian Unit Philadelphia Pa 19107—Safekeeping
Pinnacle Health Hospitals Po Box 8700 409 South Second Street Harrisburg Pa
17105—Safekeeping
Pleasant Hills Borough Police Department 410 East Bruceton Rd Pittsburgh Pa
15236—Safekeeping
Plymouth Township Police Department 700 Belvoir Rd Plymouth Meeting Pa 19462—
Safekeeping
Pnc Bank P-7pfsc-02-0 500 First Ave Pittsburgh Pa 15219—Safekeeping
Pocono Mountain Regional Police Dept 2545 Rt 940 Pocono Summit Pa 18346—
Safekeeping
Police And Fire Federal Credit Union 901 Arch Street Philadelphia Pa 19107—
Cashiers Checks
Presque Isle Downs Inc Po Box 10728 Erie Pa 16514—Safekeeping
Prudential Mutual Fund Services LLC 100 Mulberry Street Gateway Center 3 -10th
Floor Newark Nj 07102—Dividends
Psp Bureau of Gaming Enforcement 8000 Bretz Drive Harrisburg Pa 17112—
Safekeeping
Psp Troop A Greensburg 100 N Westmoreland Ave Greensburg Pa 15601—Safekeeping
Psp Troop B Washington 83 Murtland Avenue Washington Pa 15301—Safekeeping
Psp Troop C Punxsutawney 485 N. Findley Street Punxsutawney Pa 15767—
Safekeeping
Psp Troop D Butler 200 Barracks Road Butler Pa 16001—Safekeeping
Psp Troop E Erie 4320 Iroquois Avenue Erie Pa 16511—Safekeeping
Psp Troop F Montoursville 899 Cherry Street Montoursville Pa 17754—Safekeeping
Psp Troop G Hollidaysburg 1510 North Juniata Street Hollidaysburg Pa 16648—
Safekeeping
Psp Troop H Harrisburg 1800 Elmerton Ave Harrisburg Pa 17110—Safekeeping
Psp Troop J Lancaster 2099 Lincoln Highway East Lancaster Pa 17602—Safekeeping
Psp Troop K Philadelphia 2201 Belmont Ave Philadelphia Pa 19131—Safekeeping
Psp Troop L Reading 600 Kenhorst Blvd Reading Pa 19611—Safekeeping
Psp Troop M Bethlehem 2930 Airport Road Bethlehem Pa 18017—Safekeeping
Psp Troop N Hazleton 250 Dessen Drive W Hazleton Pa 18202—Safekeeping
Psp Troop P Wyoming 475 Wyoming Avenue Wyoming Pa 18644—Safekeeping
Psp Troop R Dunmore 85 Keystone Ind Park Dunmore Pa 18512—Safekeeping
Psp Troop T Turnpike P.O. Box 67676 Harrisburg Pa 17106—Safekeeping
Psp Troop W Blce 3655 Vartan Way Harrisburg Pa 17110—Safekeeping
Public Storage Inc Partnerships C/O Computershare 250 Royall St Canton Ma
02021—Dividends
Quakertown Borough Police Dept 35 N 3rd St Quakertown Pa 18951—Safekeeping
Ralph F Kraft Iolta 318 Malbranc Road Johnstown Pa 15905—Trust Accounts
Richland Township Police Department 229 California Road Quakertown Pa 18951—
Safekeeping
Right Management Inc 100 Manpower Pl. Milwaukee Wi 53212—Wages, Payroll
Unclaimed
Ross Township Police Department 1000 Ross Municipal Drive Pittsburgh Pa 15237—
Safekeeping
Sandy Township Police Department 1094 Chestnut Avenue Dubois Pa 15801—
Safekeeping
Santander Bank 100 Old Kings Highway Sandwich Ma 02563—Safekeeping
Servicelink Holdings LLC 601 Riverside Ave. Bldg 5 5th Fl. Jacksonville Fl 32204—
Escrow Account
Sewickley Savings Bank 531 Broad St Po Box 564 Sewickley Pa 15143—Money Order
Shaler Township Police Dept 300 Wetzel Rd Glenshaw Pa 15116—Safekeeping
Shapiro And Denardo LLC 3600 Horizon Dr, Ste 150 King of Prussia Pa 19406—
Uncashed Checks
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Shippensburg Police Department 60 West Burd Street Shippensburg Pa 17257—
Safekeeping
Shippensburg University 1871 Old Main Drive Shippensburg Pa 17257—Safekeeping
Slatington Borough Police Department 125 South Walnut Street Slatington Pa
18080—Safekeeping
South Williamsport Borough Police Dept 331 West Southern Avenue Williamsport Pa
17701—Safekeeping
Spiritrust Lutheran 1050 Pennsylvania Avenue York Pa 17404-1999—Safekeeping
Spring Garden Township Police Dept 340 Tri Hill Rd York Pa 17403—Safekeeping
Springettsbury Township Police Department 1501 Mount Zion Rd York Pa 17402—
Safekeeping
Springfield Police Department 50 Powell Rd Springfield Pa 19064—Safekeeping
St Lukes University Health Network 801 Ostrum St Bethlehem Pa 1801—Safekeeping
State Correctional Institution At Rockview Box A 1 Rockview Place Bellefonte Pa
16823—Safekeeping
Stephen H. Gold Esquire 105 West Third Street Media Pa 19063—Uncashed Checks
Stroud Area Regional Police Dept 100 Day St East Stroudsburg Pa 18301—
Safekeeping
Susquehanna Area Regional Airport Authority One Terminal Drive Suite 300 Middle-
town Pa 17057—Safekeeping
Susquehanna Township Police Department 1900 Linglestown Road Harrisburg Pa
17110—Safekeeping
Susquehanna Trust And Investment Company 1060 Main Street Po Box 309 Blue Ball
Pa 17506—Safekeeping
Swatara Township Police Department 599 Eisenhower Blvd Harrisburg Pa 17111-
Safekeeping
Td Banknorth Po Box 1190 Lewiston Me 04243—Safekeeping
Temple University Hospital 3401 North Broad Street Philadelphia Pa 19140—
Safekeeping
The Dime Bank 820 Church Street Honesdale Pa 18431—Cert. of Deposit (Non-
Tangible)
Township of Derry 600 Clearwater Road Hershey Pa 17033—Safekeeping
Township of Lower Merion 75 E Lancaster Ave Ardmore Pa 19003—Safekeeping
Township of Spring Police Department 2800 Shillington Rd Reading Pa 19608—
Safekeeping
Transitional Services Inc 806 West St Homestead Pa 15120—Pension & Profit
Sharings
Tyrone Borough Police Department 1100 Logan Ave Tyrone Pa 16686—Safekeeping
United Fire & Casualty Company Computershare 250 Royall Street Canton Ma
02021—Claims Payment Check
University of Pittsburgh 4200 Fifth Avenue Pittsburgh Pa 15260—Safekeeping
University of Pittsburgh Medical Center (Upmc) 600 Grant St, 58th Floor Pittsburgh
Pa 15219—Accounts Payable Check
Univest National Bank & Trust Company 14 N Main Street Souderton Pa 18964—
Unknown Type
Upper Allen Township Police 100 Gettysburg Pike Mechanicsburg Pa 17055—
Safekeeping
Upper Gwynedd Township Police 1 Parkside Place West Point Pa 19486—Safekeeping
Upper Uwchlan Township Police Department 140 Pottstown Pike Chester Springs Pa
19425—Safekeeping
Visions Federal Credit Union 24 Mckinley Ave Endicott Ny 13760—Safekeeping
Warminster Township Police Department 401 Gibson Avenue Warminster Pa 18974—
Safekeeping
Washington Savings Association 2900 Comly Rd Philadelphia Pa 19154—Money Order
Waste Management 6015 Pleasant Valley Road Irwin Pa 15642—Safekeeping
Waynesboro Police Department 57 East Main Street P.O. Box 310 Waynesboro Pa
17268—Safekeeping
Wells Fargo Bank Na Po Box 3908 Dept Au9229 Portland Or 97208-3908—Estate
Funds
Wellsboro Police Department 14 Crafton Street Wellsboro Pa 16901—Safekeeping
West Chester University 201 Carter Dr, Ste 200, Rm 205 West Chester Pa 19383—
Safekeeping
West Goshen Township Police Department 1025 Paoli Pike West Chester Pa 19380—
Safekeeping
West Hempfield Township Police Department 3401 Marietta Avenue Lancaster Pa
17601—Safekeeping
West Mifflin Borough Police Department 1020 Lebanon Road West Mifflin Pa
15122—Safekeeping
West Whiteland Township Police Dept 101 Commerce Drive Exton Pa 19341-2208—
Safekeeping
Westmoreland County Court of Common Pleas 2 N Main Street Ste 203 Greensburg Pa
15601—Restitution Awards
Westmoreland County Park Police 2 North Main Street Greensburg Pa 15601—
Safekeeping
Westmoreland County Prothonotary 501 Courthouse Square 2 North Main St
Greensburg Pa 15601—Fiduciary Funds
Wilkinsburg Police Department 605 Ross Avenue Pittsburgh Pa 15221—Safekeeping
Williamsport Bureau of Police 245 W Fourth St Williamsport Pa 17701—Safekeeping
Wolters Kluwer Health Inc 2001 Market St Philadelphia Pa 19106-3603—Credit
Balances
Wyndham Worldwide Corporation 22 Sylvan Way 3rd Fl Tax Parsippany Nj 07054—
Accounts Payable Check
York City Police Department 50 W King Street York Pa 17401—Safekeeping
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